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QUEEN’S VICTORIOUS IN NEW STADIl
QUEEN’S SENIORS

DOWN VARSITY
TRICOLOR WIN FROM BLUE AND

WHITE TO THE TUNE
OF 9-5

JvrPRFT^P/E CEREMONY AT
|®NG OF THE NEW

STADIUM

SENSATIONAL WORK OF BA 1

DIVISION
GUISHED SPEAKERS
Sliver stirring

ADDRESSES
In a game featured by open field-run-]

ning, superb catching and good tackling]

Queen’s seniors defeated last yc •

champions before a crowd of 3,500 ?.t

new George Richardson Memorial Stac '.

ium on Saturday afternoon. The credit,

for the victory may be given to the fine

coaching of Geo. Awrey, the careful

training of Billy Hughes and above all, N
the fighting spirit of the team as a who®
It would not be fair to mention indB

vidua! stars as it was a twelve man tea®

which defeated Variety. NevertheleB
it was apparent that the backfield is^H
best which Queen’s has had in re^H
years. The confidence inspired by

consistent good work had its inev^H
result upon the line, which with^fl
two exceptions was composed

perienced men. At the same tim^^J
apparent that in no sense was tli^^^H

playing above itself which leaves room

hope that ft will display even better foon

ball in future games.

The game opened with a burst ot

speed which electrified the spectators au^

swept the Varsity team off their fifl

One of/vhe beau'irul wad runs which

tured the game, started by Evans

Leadley enabled Harding to go round®^
end for 50 yards in the first minute of

play. This enabled Leadley- to kick fc|

two points in rapid succession whirl

gave Queen's the confidence which nev®
left them. Varsity quickly settled d^H
to business and mainly by consistently®

plunging which the Queen's line did n®
seem to be able to stop, tied the

rouges when Sommerville’s atten^H
a field goal failed by narrow mar^H
two occasions. Both kickers wer^H
form in this period, Leadley kick.^H

far and too low for his wings, anc^H
merville the reverse. The quarte'^M

ed with some good plunging b/

Kelvey, mostly on short end plays an^H

couple of fine broken-field runs by P*
terson.

(Continued on pageJM^^^f

briut a year and a half ago the

y refits of Queen’s rejoiced to hear that

ci new stadium was to be built in honour

and jhemorv oi «. distinguished and heroic

graduate of Queen’s, Captain George

Richardson, who died on the field of bat-

tle overseas. Nqw we have seen the

completion of the work and every

Queen’s student felt on Saturday morn-

ing that a new era for Queen’s had be-

rgun. In the donation of this stadium to

Queen’s, Mr. James Richardson has re-

kindled in every player a determination

to win, but to win by fair and honest

'< sportsmanship.

The ceremony took place shortly after

eleven o’clock. The University staff fol-

lowed by the students and a band from

..ft 2nd battalion marched up to the stad-

ium and soon the seats were filled with

; citizens and expectant students ready to

;
learn more of Captain Richardson. As

the flags and the Queen's colours floated

from the stadium, one could not but as-

;
sociate his great achievements on the

; field of sports for Queen’s with his, gal-

lant and greater work on the field of

battle for his country ; and as the band

struck up the hymn “God send us men”

one could not but feel that he was one,

Jffnrtuarh

Not for many years has Queen’s begun the session with sc

There is a feeling everywhere that thir

Students are returning to find the very appearance
hope and enthusiasm,

moving.

place changed. The new campus has, by the generosity of Mr. James

Richardson, given the University ar> Athletic Ground which will be

a joy to generations of students, and should be an incentive through

its association with the name of George Richardson to all that is clean

and honourable in sport. The new rink is now a certainty. And the

great gash through the beautiful campus is the only sign at present

of what will show itself as a very state? manlike piece of policy—the

new Heating Plant on the lake-front.

But more important than these outward and visible signs is the

temper of the University. The football game last Saturday was a

great affair, foughu cut in the right and certain by its result to

do intercollegiate sport much good. One can expect that the same

zeal will show itself in study. The Faculty of Medicine has a full

entrance list, and the excellence of the work in the Faculty has been

demonstrated to the Dominion by the fact that at the last examina-

tions of the Medical Council of Canada, open to the whole Dominion,/

the first three places were taken by Queen’s students—Carruthers,

Cornett, and Curphey. The registration in Arts this year is unusually

large. The Science Faculty has demanded Honour matriculation in

trol
;

Princial Grant of Upper Canada

College, Mayor H. C. Nickle, Rev. T. W.

Neal, Rev. M. MacGillivray and James

M. MacDonnell. After the opening hymn

Mr. Richardson, in handing over the keys

of the stadium to Prof, W. C. Drury,

^Chairman of the Athletic Board of Con-

' ffM^^^rieflv, but in a very touching CONVOCATIONSIR BERTRAM WINDLE TO SPEAK

imittee on Art and Public Lec-

| been fortunate enough to

Bertram Windle, F.R.S., for

B lecture. He will speak in

V Hall on Monday next,

Kit 8.15 p.m. His subject is

in Britain,” and the lec-

^Kustrated by a large number

^MBertram Windle is a dis-

^Bgist, who is also a special-

^Bogy and ancient art. He is

fascinating lecturer, and he

Bvelcomed to .Kingston by a

ATTRACTIVE PROGRAMME
ARRANGED "I have heard that t!

Queen's is dead. 1 don’t-

these words Coach Geoi^

the student body at a •’ sheeting held

in Grant Hall last Frit evening. This

sentiment struck the keynote, not only of

Mr. Awrey's speech, but of the whole

meeting, which was one of keen enthus-

iasm. The meeting, presided over by

Mr. Pilkey, Vice-President of the A.M.S.,

was held mainly to get the students as

a whole into the proper frame of mind

for the Queen's-Varsity game; and Prin-

cipal Taylor,. Mr. George Awrey, Direc-

tor of Athletics, and Mr. W. F. Nickle,

Chairman of the Board of Trustees were

the three /speakers of the evening.

The i^ndanee was disappointing, not

•ent of the student

td it is to he hoped

Ifccanty advertis-

As in former years, a series of Sunday

afternoon addresses for the students has

been arranged. This year, however, par-

ticular care has been taken to choose

topics and speakers that cannot fail to

appeal to the student bddy as a whole.

The Principal who is heart and soul be-

hind the idea, and who is largely respon-

sible for the programme as published

below, expressed great enthusiasm to a

ournal representative when questioned

about the series of talks. He feels that

most students will welcome the oppor-

vunity to hear these addresses which,

while not in the least academic or deep,

are too sound and thought-provoking to

“popular.” As in the

lectur<?5 for this semester

inced in a few days.

!Y SCHEDULE

more

body,

thatj

it McGill.
be described as

selection of subject matter and speakers,

sq in the selection of a suitable hour the

of P'e students formed the
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Senate, the latter body admitting in re-

turn the right to initiation in some milder

form. The seriousness of the affair as a

violation of law must be evident, for it

is indeed a humiliating position for any

society to have two hundred of its mem-

bers simultaneously breaking rules with

all the strength that is in them. More ser-

ious still is the fact that Tuesday’s fight
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has been a fight or an attempted fight at

some stage of the initiation, and it is this

general tendency which must be checked
ptiONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

if the A.M.S. constitution is not to be

violated once or twice each autumn.

We are of the opinion that the forms

of initiation in favour at present are at

the root of the trouble.

l DMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barber. In Attendee

161 PRINCESS STREET

ft. n„ 'ei#K

The initiation in-

volving oil, molasses, shoe polish, oatmeal

and distasteful drinks while not danger-

ous is certainly unpleasant and disgust-

ing. No one can blame any squad of

healthy freshies from resisting such in-

dignities to the last gasp, particularly

when they are subjected to these trials in

view of the rest of the college, like so

many performing bears. In the present

case nothing can be blamed but the sys-

tem. The freshman year, strong in num-

bers and spirit, decided to resist, and the

sophmore year, on approaching the gymn-

asium from their rendezaous, found the

THE STADIUM

There is one regrettable feature about

the new stadium—the students have had

no way of truly expressing their apprecia-

tion of it. The properly solemn ceremony

of dedication last Saturday morning gave

no opportunity for i

student feeling, and

ineffective to a thousand

each of whom wishes

Cer-

7m. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

I Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

188 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

,
136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

vocal outburst of

i speech, however

perfect,

men and women

to be conveying personal thanks,

tain it is that not only is everyone grate-

ful beyond expression to the donor, but

also that they realize how truly the gift

was inspired by the memory of the

brother who, more than any other, would

have wished to see its erection. No one

who was in the stand on Saturday morn-

ing can forget that it is indeed a Memor-

ial Stadium, and no bronze tablet or

grandstand or playing field is needed to

keep alive the George Richardson^di-

tion among tffe Queen’s rr!en of today and

^of the future.

Most of all, perhaps, the graduates

seem to understand what the stadium will

really mean to the University. Just as

the men who year after year had watched

We would advise students attendi

Queen’s University to look up Livii

ston’s Ad. in this issue of the J'

this firm, the oldest in the city, is
, |

ed as never before, in large assortment

good quality and low prices, to cater

the wants of the smart young dresst

attending Queen’s University; prices a

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve - - - 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

lamount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

^|N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Ledley has evidently a fine steady ii

influence on the team. It may be cor

plained that our write-up of the game h;

been too chary of praise where praise

due. When perfection has been attaint

there is no room for improvement. M

have had to restrain our enthusiasm at

write in cold blood. We have not won tl

or attempted combats—in effect, rushes.

If rushds are desirable let us have them

openly and legally, and if still thought

undesirable, let the initiations so be alter-

ed that the freshmen will not feel com-

pelled to resist to avoid humiliation.
championship yet.

ar'oer Shop
Dr. H. A. StewartHku White Tile. Moat Modem.

WHUGH DOYLE
lBU.U-3'iTON STREET, COR. BROCK

THE ARTS RUSH
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Street

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 "'Sf'
'

“All rushes shall be abolished in Arts,

Engineering and Aesculapian Societies.

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weeld^^
Matinee 25c—Evening

Ideal Ventilation Ide^^H

A With Flowers
1 occasions Flowers speak with

tnd refinement, and arc always ap-

fhe Match” “The Dance”

L “The Social”

Kk - - -.-’.'dowers in your home town
'Let them know you are

vk>r. i re of the City”

Wt'
.

-Vive to Serve

a. d Dolton
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy Residence 2036w

dancing;
All forms of modem dancing aught.

Arrangements may be made fee private

essons or in class.

Apply to V A BATES, 24 Brock

Street, Phone 14s6 M



Dr. Rupert P. MiHaii

dentist
PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Op,>A Evenings by Appointment.

MEDI
MEDICINE ’26 '

I

cess i -L year Ins

\

terinediates won the

The following tablet, unearthed from the i ini ' < ampionship.

ruins of the “Hall of Learning of the ce:. r, fill as coach of th

Queen”, in the City of Kin., and da!' !'" ted Hamilt

apparently about the time of the Irish 'AH A. last year,

hellion, is of extreme interest, since itwou i «
,

Awrey has c<

seem that in those barbarous times, the
, when athletics

victims of initiation were not chloroformed
t]jat a ,most any tu:

prior to the ceremony.
A1 | have hoped th;

"Now them that had called themselves the
ear will b<_ co„

young men of Km returned from sojourn-
ia task Mr _ A,

ing in the land of their birth and made a
, fay hjs ab , e

covenant, saying: Behold, from henceft in
team has;

shall we be called of men ‘The Mighty 1.1
"

^ of th<

of Soph’. And it came to pass that t.
> ^ ^ a who,e is ,

gave unto the tribe of Frosh hats of n m, ^ sinccrest

colours, .
saying, thus and thus

,whole

“V” NECK
PUr,i>GVKRS

LADIES’ PRIVATE PAKL.UK

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe slnn-

“g pariors, having a private parlor

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

of all combination!

Our Special Price

$5.00

213 PRINCESS STREET

1 OOK! Opposite Opera House

liUlUUI 3
, .

thou were- thr.ntv ih';.e ben 4 wll •. - >

th, hats we}c;:0

^

^i^\. Aiylj,

they that ...were, of the .tribe

.every '.r.f.h akbe vi« Ilid/aru! Icy about the the sea)-

hour that men eat, a tuning, mightyVino
ij

'

which uprooted many trees. And great

fear fell upon the men of Frosh, and they

communed one with another, saying, verily

even the wind hath holpen the men of Soph.

And on the third day, one o

Frosh walketh in the market

jhis due apparel, and straig

warned in a dream, the Mighty

take him from the house of

a chariot and set him down

from 1 the Citadel. And lo, he

the thrice blesse

doeth obeisance.

•;
•'

'•
•

v

“

glimpse ofCountry
,

Woman (tier fir;

Jjj't
N
ir v^DJiishin' V; i|Uiim?

Wlio'd1 ’ave thought, theer could, be S.s lbfldli
j-

water in this ’ere world as that;”’ ,

Willium—“Yus an’ remember, Maria, ye

only see what’s on top.”—Punch.

Uiiopers nv.Ali. vvocu.

iuj.fi <’>* 'prytiy

narrov, belts, braid trimmed, in

shades of /Navy, Henna, Green; all

MEAL HOU^«
BREAKFAST 7.15t^B

DINNER 11.30 > ,3^1
SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

|

Regular Tickets $5.50 per

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Mia's.
J

M. P. REID, Manag-
i 4—- ®

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE ' H y.

STUDENTS GO

Those submitting copy to

The Journal will help both the

Editorial Staff and the printers

if they take pains to write

legibly.

i from Parkdale on Saturday will

edly welcome. Breen is a danger-

and it will not do to let him get the

punts that the Varsity, halves got

frequently on Saturday. The long

als cover a lot of ground but they

The Aiwa; i, Br ay Store.

And
c

seat,
<

him no guile and let him go
(

his way and do whatsoever he listeth. And
]

he latcheth his trap.

Now on the fifth day, the men of Frosh

and the men of Soph wore sackcloth, for it

was a day of slaughter.

And the Mighty Men of Soph gave a

shout and went in where sat the tribe of

Frosh and bound their eyes that they saw

not. And they said, we are undone, and

behold they were undone indeed, and every

man did obeisance unto the liver of the gol-

den calf. And lo, a cruse of oil which ran

not dry, and yet a little meal withal. And

they bound them hand and foot and rent

their clothes, and anointed them priests of

healing forever after the order of Aescul-

apius. And it came to pass that they did

eat bread and drink 2% from the shrine of

the God of Healing and were filled, and

every man sought his sandals and departed

unto his tent and stayed by his cistern, (or

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

"Bev. oy Test”

Sueen's Patronage Solicited
185 WELLINGTON ST1

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST 01 SLIij

ICE CREAM PARLOR

Founded 1847

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

FOR

Young Men
WHO ARE ATTENDING

Queen’s

University
We have assembled com-

plete assortments of the kind

of clothes suitable for your

needs.

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

MR. AWREY
With the opening of the present Col-

lege session have come many new faces,

both to the staff and student body. Very

prominent among the former is that of

Mr. Geo. P. Awrey of Hamilton, who is

to occupy the post

and Secretary-'
-

Board.

Mr. Awrey i-

ability is combi

YOUNG MEN'S SUITS

Here are the Suits foi j ouiig tellows

“What’s What” in style, and want it.

$22.50 up to $35.00

FALL OVERCOATS WINTER OVE
New fashions in young Extraordinary

Men’s Overcoats at new models at

$18.00 up to $35.00 $18.00 up to

NEW HATS
Champagne and Pearl. Special ....

UNIVERSITY SWEATS&g
All Styles, Correct Col' u s -.

athletic

STUDENTS

Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have

strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

lODCvER
Consulting Optometrist

U PRINCESS STREET

foun:
ENGLISH CLI

interestc

:<• to m<
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FACULTY NOTES

For some ten days past the members of

Arts ’25 have been living in a state of con-

tinual uneasiness. The preliminary step

towards the initiation proper, viz : the fit-

ting out with a uniform headgear took place

a long time ago. This mark of distinction

was sufficient to call forth from those ex-

empt from such special attention continuous

assurance of “good luck”, and “God be with

you,” and- no doubt the Freshies greatly

appreciated the good wishes of their many

friends. In any case, to be forewarned is

Degree of Ph.D. ^ ]

Mrs. Ursilla N. Macdonell,

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Man.
]

B.A. With Honours
(

Andrew Wallace, Wingham, Ont.

Degree of B.A.

Francis Howard Atkinson,

473 Dovercourt Road, Toronto, Ont.

Prudence M. Austin,

Simcoe, Ont., R. R. No. 5.

Cecilia Beaupre,

624 Yz Walnut Ave., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

James Alexander Cameron,

15 Page St., Toronto, Ont.

Minnie Maude Campbell,

Box 522, Goderich, OnL
Brock Paul^Chspman, \

Queen’s University, Kingston, Ont.

Mary Thelma Cliff,

R. R. No. 1, Portsmouth, Ont.

Florence Isabelle Cole,

46 Fourth Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

i Margaret Cameron Cruikshank,

,
312 Warren St., Boston 19, Mass.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Sheldon-Fredenburg,

175 James St., E., Brockville, Ont.

t Evelyn Colare Garrett,

265 Argyle Rd., Walkerville, Ont.

; Alfred Francis Stephens Gilbert,

> 545 King St., Peterboro, Ont.

1 John Hunter, Broderick, Ont.

; Wm. Charles Jones, Carman, Man.

1 Sister Elizabeth Kennedy,

St. Raphaels West, Ont.

i Chas. Emerson Leppard,

1 440-14th St., N. W.., Calgary

- Ernest David Manning, Tweed, Ont.

i. Robert Hetherington Norris,

t Box 193, Markham, Ont.

Leo T. Williams, Strathmore, Ont.

Janet- Marion Young, Bridgen, Ont.

THE COMMERCE CLUB

hompson’s Cigar Store

I CIGARS CIGARETTES
tobacco

[PERS, MAGAZINES
—tmg GOODS

tawa, New' York and nyngston. Many

of these men have promised to address

the Commerce Club. We^ hope for the

same large attendances, alertness and en-

thusiasm as characterized d
(
ur meetings

last year. All men registered in Com-

merce or who are taking Economic cour-

ses other than 1 or 2 are eligible'for mem-

bership. We want you all out to every

meeting. The new executive is

:

Hon. Pres.—Prof. W. C. Clark.

President—M. Sutherland.
*'

Vice-Pres. and Convener of Publicity

Committee—R. E. Wagsr.

Sec-Treas.—H. Salter.

The committee’ of 3 members and the

assistant secretary will be elected at the

next business meeting.

, PRINCESS ST.

.doors below Clere^SU

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

Kingston, Ont.

She : Urn ! I like your cigarette holder.

He : Why I don’t use one.

She: Don’t be so dense.

Yale Record.

% A Great Achievement
•V rA Savings Bank balance built up

>by careful economy .and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

Nobby Caps

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce Limited

ARE OFFERING SOME VERY SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS IN

Capital Paid up $15,000,0

Reserve Fund 15,000,0

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BFCYMNER, Manager.

Later the Freshmen were presented in

turn before the throne of the Sophomore
|

Year where they received the final direc-

tions for their future welfare and were for-

mally welcomed into the membership of the

Arts Faculty. After all the Freshmen bad

been summarily dealt with and after ex-

changing handshakes, congratulations, and

other expressions of goodwill, the partici-

pants headed for the “Gym” where they en-

deavored to make themselves presentable

for dinner.

The members of all four years in Arts

will long remember the morning when they

expended so much pent-up energy and when

such an unusually informal meeting termin-

ated in a thoroughly friendly appreciation

of one another.

YOUNG MEN’S WEAR
Amateur

Photographers
SEE BIBBY’S

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
at $30.00

Hand-tailored, all wool fabrics,

new models.

NEW SOFT COLLARS
New Shapes, all sizes

3 for 50c

of taste and discrimination,

who want quality, combined
--ith reasonable prices, will

‘ predate the work of

SEE BIBBY’S

$35.00 BLUE SUITS
Beautifully tailored from Pure

Indigo English Serges.

NEW SOFT COLLARS
New Shapes, all sizes: Pure Si

4 for $1.00

NEW SHIRTS

Fine quality Shirts. First qua

in every respect. The regular $

value.

Bibby’s Special Price $1.98

ingston Art

. Studio

t|NCESS STREET

‘There was a man

And all his life

He’d worked in a shipyard.

And he had a baby

And it was going to be baptized,

And for a week

He couldn’t sleep nights

Because he was so worried

For fear the minister

Would hurt the baby

When he hit it with the bottle.”

"v’ears
5 expen-

^mateur and
your
pund-

YOUNG MEN’S OVERCOATS, Slip-on and

Form-Fit Model at $25.00

BIBBY’S
Hickory-dickory-dock,



^liiSaiN'a yjjouxhai

"The College Hat Store"

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thtc

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

SfORGE MILLS & CO.
, PRINCESS ST.

J i JDENTS !

!

r your Cigars, Cigarettes and

-!y b ccos, go to

lo A.Vc r;<rgr Sfr>rp

; ,} l-RINCESS FTREET

j| 3 Boors'abGVt ?•> . d Theatre.

Billiard Fi - mt. in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

nd all hinds of

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AID OVERCOATS

i $18.00 to $45.00

WEDDELL'S

L6THES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

• 31 PRINCESS ST.
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Mrs. VV. E. McNedJ, the Dean .of Women

gave short addresses. Both welcome-, the

girls to the Q. W. C. A. and told them

especially the Freshettes, with how mud-

pleasure their coming had been anticipated,

and how much was to be expected of them

in the future as University-trained students.

Miss Viola Gibson reported on the work of

the Muskoka Convention.

After the meeting a social hour was spent

in the Red Room where refreshments were

served.

THE MARSHMALLOW ROAST

The Annual Marshmallow- Roast in hon-

our of the Freshettes was held at Lake Ont-

ario Park the first Saturday after College

opened. The girls walked out in h body

and chose a protected spot among the bills

to build their fires. Some of the girl- went,

swimming while others built the thre fiie?.

Over their bright embers they had lot- of

fun with the rather burnt and sticky m.-mn-

mallows. Just before the happy gathering

broke up everybody including the Fresh-

et’fes joined, lieart‘1.. ’>: raving thewario'.'s

college songs, and veils-

March 12-th—

Japan.

•7. The Religion of Modern

THE RICHARDSON MEMORIAL
(Continued from page 1)

Board of Control for the donation of this

splendid gift, but he also thanked him
in a deeper sense for the memory of his

brother which will be perpetuated in the

stadium. He spoke of Mr. Richardson’s

generous gifts—of his institution for the

blind and his gift of the bathing house

in MacDonald Park. Now in this gift

is carried out one of the ideals of George
Richardson.

Mayor H. C. Nickle spoke of the shud-

der which went through those who knew
' .tpt. Richardson when they heard of his

death. But “he died,” said Mayor Nickle,

.
- we would have expected, doing his

duty
;
wounded unto death at the grey

--

-HINTING
Hanson

,

Crozier & Edgar 1
2o Market St.

,

Kingston g

LEVANA SOCIETY

The first Levana Meeting of the Session

was held Wednesday, October 5th, in the

large English Room. Sincere words of

welcome and advice were spoken by Miss

Flossie Gray, the President
;
Mrs. Morrison,

the Honourary President, and Mrs. Mc-

Neill, the Dean of the Women. Miss

O’Connor, the Physical Instructress express-

ed her hope that the Freshettes would be as

enthusiastic over sports as their predecess-

ors and showed the need of reorganizing the

Girls’ Athletic Executive. After the dis-

tributing of the materials for mortarboards

to the Freshettes, refreshments were served

in the Red Room and the afternoon was

brought to a close' by giving the college

songs and yells.

SIR ROBERT FALCONER’S
CONGRATULATIONS

To Principal Taylor and Queen’s

i& COLLEGE BOOK
>T > STORE

- PRINCESS STREET
;n Nights

' his store has been the

,

•
' <or Students’ Text

,..
;Lnd Supplies.

gfx* EooV Latest editions at low-
tj rices. Our prices have always
1 from 10% upward lower than
ghere in the city.

; COLLEGE ROOK
STORE

[O TUNING
, PIANO TUNER

HIRER.

^Clergy St. West,

MASS MEETING
(Continued from page 1)

consideration. At the recent mass meet-

ing in Grant Hall, Principal Taylor learn-

ed from the student audience that from

2.30 to 3.15 would prove the most accept-

able hour, so that time was promptly

decided upon.

“Religion and the Modern World”

forms the general subject of the series,

and the speakers with their individual

topics are as follows

:

Oct. 16th—The Spiritual Outlook of the

Modern Day—Principal Taylor.

Oct. 23rd—The Place of Religion in the

Making of a New Nation—Principal

Dyde.

Oct. 30th—The Working Creed of a Mod-

ern Student—R. O. Campney.

Nov. 6th—Democratic Religion—Profes-

sor E. F. Scott.

Nov. 13th—The Lambeth Conference and

the Anglican Programme—The Very

Rev. Bishop of Ontario,

Nov. 20th—The Bible in Modern Life

—

Professor Jordan.

Nov. 27th—Labour and Christianity.

D. Salem Bland.

Dec. 4th—International Politics and
'

. -stian Morality.—Professor J. L.

i
J orison.

1922

Jan. 22nd—The Religion of a Mo-’ -rn

Man of Science.—Dr. James Milk -

Jan. 29th—The Social Ethics of a Modern
Business Man.

Feb. 5th.—Religion and Education.

Feb 12th—The Religion of a Modern
Mai: of Letters—H. G Wells.—Prin-

cipal W. L. Grant.

Feb. 1 9tli—Tin Spirit of Modern Poetry.

—Professor Ferguson

cb. 26th—A PhilosopheLBv^l his R
tioi

86 Queen’s Park, Toronto.

October 9th, 1921.

My Dear Taylor,

Just a line to congratulate you
and Queen’s on their winning the

game yesterday. I think that

everyone will feel that it turned

out most happily that your team
won their victory in the first

game in the new Stadium. I am
- sure that Toronto will not grudge
them their well earned' laurels.

That our team will try not to be
defeated next time I am also cer-

tain. But all this good sports-

manship gives zest to the game.
May you have the greatest sat-

isfaction in your new Stadium.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed)

ROBT. A. FALCONER.

ever widening
.
[-1 r- .

.
t

\. t )c .
.

;

Principal Taylor thanked IB, kiru.it d-

son on behalf oi thp. University tor s

great gift. He stated that - Om-en’«- ii»
relied on the loyai y of h :r y: :-du. B-s rv'vS
that from them v. e have e

, d ul .
,

The memory -of Qt-.uo I . i-dso.i was B
set to be a standi- ’

,

•
, i> lent

of Queen’s; every ?i"V slu'd rei. /em-

ber the splendid -girt ->, his brother
James Richardson, Imi. n<-n> should for-

get the one who lei' uehind him ny.o-e

than most and went -ih md- the gneat
world conflict to give hi?

'

i lie ior j o
cause.

A hymn was sung and - v . T, 'Ay.

Neal lead in the dedicate >n r-ra.yor after

which the memorial table! v a? unyeile'-j

and Mr. James M. Mac Don i- II gave k
long and eloquent address. Rev. hi. Mae -

Gillivray gave a closing prayer and heae-

diction and the ceremony vas'clo.-.o'! hy\
singing “God Save the King.”
At the beginning of his address- when the

\
tablet was unveiled, Mr. MacDonnell, wh- \

was a close friend of George Richa.- i on
from his boyhood, said that words were But

feeble expressions of feelings in the heart,

$ut the tablet would keep before all ’the ex-
'

.<*

ample of this gentleman, which v ould be an,'’’?

inspiration to all who competed on the. field

Mr, MacDonnell said that in. the IittP.e 6i*'g ’

dawn of morning trying to give aid to

those in need.” He did not seek fame
or honour, but did his duty in a hum-
ble way. Would that he had lived long-

And yet such men never die. The
memory of their high qualities lasts as

a stimulus to us less favored
;
their sing-

leness of purpose and determination to

do the right strengthens those less

strong.” He finished by congratulating

Queen’s on the completion of this great

work and wishing her prosperity in an

feronces. >y&ch arose between George \RicK&'

ardson arid his associates he was alwa|. 'V ,

the side of right. The playground was

where he had developed a love for the fresh

open things and where he gained thai cour-

age for which he became noted. Here he

became a model athlete, “tough as steel.”

He was also highly successful in his studies

and when he graduated he was equally as

capable in business.

He was one of the first to volunteer when
the war broke out. Mr. MacDonnell, who
knew him overseas as well, said that his

favorite pastime at night was to reconnoiter

enemy positions and report in the morning

that “My patrol foupd. etc” the patrol

in every case being himself He died

leaving behind him an ihspkaFu.o to fu-

ture generations on which to mould their
.

lives. It is the dm y >i the students of

Queen’s to make the stadium a spot

worthy of him.

His friends, those who knew him best,

have set a tablet in the stadium. It states,

simply yet eloquently, that “desiring to

put on record in this stadium erected

by his brother in his memory the great

love and honour in which they held him,

the former comrades of Captain George

Taylor Richardson in the field of sport

and in the field of war have set up this

tablet as a memorial of his love of truth,

his chivalrous honour and the courage

and devotion which filled his life and led

him to his death, with the hope that in

all who here contend in manly .exercises

his spirit may endure.”

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

j

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS’

1*311

102 PRINCESS STREET

STORE
'PHONE 797

Welcome Is (In Our Door Mat For You.

Cc.ne and Deal Like the Other Wise Fellows at Queen’s

Sporting Headquarters

FOOTBALL, TENNIS GOODS
Have Your Needs Filled Now.

Treadgf^^orting Gaods Companj
ss pTTONF' 5&

I



QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY jjURNAL

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

i Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

i

I

MANY MEN
| owe their fortune to a good beginning

'—a splendid start in life is an Endow-

ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

1 Canada. It is the basis of saving. .Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

(
early as .it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Houghton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Watch This Space
SPECIAL VALUE EACH WEEK

'

rst Week—Player Cigarettes,

Small box 15c, Large box 30c

"The Handy Place for Students”

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

SCIENCE

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

514 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for. the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

.Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

The Junior Schedulers not out yet. Our

• third squad is hard at work every night and

i there should be a good Freshman team.

The Queen’s men moved too fast to be

filmed and the movie men only got the rear

aid of the Varsity players—Kingston Stan-

One by one, in twos and in threes our

budding young engineers have emerged

from the Registrar’s office in a steady

stream, with light hearts and still lighter

pocketbooks, once again to take up the

struggle for the coveted sheepskin. Most

of the old crew are back into harness

again, with the odd one here and there

still hanging on to his summer job in

much the same way as the proverbial

drowning man hangs on to a straw
,
but

even they will be gathered into the fold

ere long, and with a full complement

“steam drills and concentrators” will

echo and re-echo through the old halls

more lustely than they ever did before.

We take this opportunity of welcoming

the freshmen into our society and though

they are few in numbers we fully expect

that they will prove their quality to be

of the best. One of them has already

starred for his Alma Mater on the grid

iron, one whom the Varsity players will

not forget in a hurry. Others show prom-

ise of achieving fame along the various

branches of sport and we wish them the

best of luck.

The initiation took place last Thurs-

day morning and from that day our fresh-

men, having sworn allegiance to the

Engineering Society, have been full fledg-

ed members of it. The members of ’25

are few-jin number, thirty some odd, and

after eliminating “repeaters”, members of

the football team, and others not eligible

for initiation, there were only about 20

left who had to go through the strenuous

programme prepared for them by the

sophs. The “frosh” were first locked up

in one of the class rooms of Kingston

Hall, into which were let loose a number

of sophs clad in full war paint, but minus

their tin hats, who proceeded to strip

their victims to the waist and tie their

hands behind their backs. They were

then led down the hall to the main en-

trance, coy members of Levana scattering

the while in all directions, terrified at the

approach of the half clad savages who

were being steered to their torture

ground. On emerging from the building

the unfortunates were met by more sophs

well supplied with boot-blacking, who

proceeded to tattoo “skull and cross-

bones" on the chest and backs of our in-

fants, the idea being to make them feel

tough. Shoes and socks were then re-

moved and placed in a heap, and the

feshmen were made to dip their feet in a

bucket of “goo” before proceeding on

their trip around the remaining side-

shows. Only a few suffered this indignity

one man cleverly overturning the bucket

by a slight movement of the foot, thus

“spilling the beans.” Escorted by. numer-

ous tormentors who kept applying mol-

asses, saw dust and lubricating oil to the

hair and person of the wretched “frosh”,

they were led to the barber’s chair where

an attempt was made to give them a short

haircut, free gratis and for nothing, but

the clippers refused to travel in saw dust

and molasses, so the scheme had to be

abandoned. The next stunt consisted of

wriggling through a barrel open at both

ends and well lined with grease, but once

again the plans fell through, just when

the fun was starting, for the third man

whose privilege it was to squirm through

with his hands tied behind his back, on

emerging took a jump at the barrel caus

ing it to collapse. Loud applause trem

the onlookers. The barrel being “na poo

the procession moved on toward the

“throne” on which was seated a lordly

soph, clad in civies. He was the accred-

ited representative of the Eng. Soc. and

to him did
r
*V. bedraggled freshmen have

to swear ‘ they gulped down
fcrred to them in

socks. These had been piled up about

30 feet from the main entrance of Kings-

ton Hall, and the freshmen were lined

up at the lower end of the football field

;

the path was cleared and at a given signal

the’%race began. But just as the whole

crowd reached their beloved boots, the

hose was turned on them and it was no

time before they were thoroughly' soaked.

This seemed to arouse their fighting

spirit to fresh efforts and an attempt was

made to rush the hose, but the defenders

held their ground. One daring freshman,

finding a bucket containing muck of stfrts,

sallied forth and gave the sophs a splash-

ing of their own medicine, but he was

soon overpowered and forced to retreat.

Having found their foot-gear the fun was

over and they were allowed -to proceed

to the gym. and there try to remove the

signs of strife.

And now just a word to Science ’25.

You are members of the Engineering

Society and it is in you^ interest and the

society’s interest that you attend the

meetings regularly, take part in disous-

American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Ave., Dept. W2
New York. N.Y.

sions, and support the society in all it

activities. The meetings are usually •

co-jointly with the Kingston Branch

the E.I.C. and every address given is of

interest to men who have chosen Engin-

eering as their profession. Don’t miss a

meeting if- you can possibly avoid doin^-

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

vSTUDENTS!
OUR SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK ARE

Women's 2 Strap Black Men’s Brown Blu., Good

Pumps $5.00 Year Welts $5.00

A Specialty
Women s Brown Oxfords

with Louis or Cuban Men’s Mah. Bal. Pointed

Heels $5.00 Toes, Good Year Welts $7.50

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE
CORNER CLERGY AND PRINCESS STREETS

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

MIRIAM OF QUEEN’S
By Lilian Vaux MacKinnon

There is the charm and appeal of a quaint town am--

family in the story, of the Danvers and of the girl who

dream come true.
. f.

'

Kingston with its College and Students’ activities;

social life is like some picture in brilliant colors. ^
Every Student should read this book, written by a Quee

graduate.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSI
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degr

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENC

Civil, Mechanical and

T.ilv Wll
’
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SPORT
QUEEN’S SENIORS DOWN

VARSITY
(Continued from page 1

)

The second quarter was replete with

thrills, Hobbs secured a loose ball when

Sommerville’s kick was blocked and ran

35 yards to Queen’s 10 yard line. Queen s

line however, held and Varsity lost the

all on downs. Leadley kicked clear,

'arsity, however, were not to be denied

„d eventually one of Sommerville’s mis-

irected drops went for another point.

Varsity continued to press. Leadley stop-

red dangerous runs by fine tackling. Half

ime came with Varsity leading, but with

the spectators far from downhearted,

owing to Queen's magnificent holding in

the pinches.

Varsity scored first in the third period

when Leadley secured a Varsity onside

'kick behind the line and elected to play

cafe rather than try to kick over the

„a<h of the Varsity backs who were

piavine close up. Shortly after Muir-

head replaced Delahey who was injured

after playing a fine game. Walker went

on for Carroll. With Leadley and Carew

on the fence, Campbell gathered in

blocked kick of Harding’s and shaking off

three Varsity tacklers, ran fifty yards for

a touchdown between the posts. Evans

failed to convert. From this time on the

issue was never in doubt and Queen s

superiority was more marked.

However, Varsity blocked a kick when

Queen’s line failed to hold and Snyder

kicked for another point. Later Leadley

saved a sun - kit hv ounting a long low

operation allowed Varsity to gain their

yards oftener than Queen’s, but inside

their own ten-yard line the latter were a

stone wall. Red McKelvey featured both

offensively and defensively, but Delahey,

Wilson, Adams, Muirhead and Burns, all

displayed that fighting spirit which won

the game.

Jimmie Saylor, green player, played a

new position well and with practice will

improve his passing which was high on

several occasions.

INTERMEDIATE SCHEDULE

Oct. 19. R. M. C. I. at Queen’s II.

Oct. 22. Queen’s II. at R. M. C. I.

Both games to be played at the Stadium. (

The Soccer team will play an exhibition

game on the lower campus with the fast

R. C. H. A. team. The kick-off will be at

one-thirty p. m„ Saturday. It should be

possible to see both this as well as the rugby

and real support is hoped for.

JINX IS BROKEN

It is thirteen years to the day since

Varsity was defeated by a Queen’s team

Add up the figures in the year 1921,—1+
9_)-2+l=13! Unlucky thirteen for Var-

sity !

In our day of triumph we cannot well

forget the players who battled through the

“lean years” as Principal W. L. Grant aptly

termed them. We feel more satisfied when
saved a sup nv puuung *

spiral from 11 ( •

:

! tve >ome of them in Saturdays line up.

yond half - • •

'
'

'

j
;m ,h i Rod -,d the others have well

earned lilieir "victcyy.

-My Snug Harbor Cigarette

PLAYER’t
navy cut

iCIDARETTES=»

Queen’s forced Varsiii w » nun "•» 9n.ru-..

ally Snyder was,push : ’. U w '

for tho vwe score -hich pul ihe

jf the game

m every op-

.

.utiful kicks
' Leadley and

larding-

1.

1

Queer,

V

‘Burns

Line-Up

Flying. Wing

Varsity

Young
PattersonLeadley Halves

Harding Sommerville

Campbell Snyder

Evans Quarter Hobbs

Saylor Snap Taylor

Delahey Insides Reilly

Wilson Ferguson

McKelvey Middles Westman

Adams Carew

Carroll Outsides ^ Rolph

Veale
Substitutes

Fisher

Queen’s: Muirhead for Delahey ;
Walk

er for Carroll, McLeod for Burns, Burns

”<
>r Saylor.

Ryan, Graham, McKay, Abernethy

Carbon, Tudgate, Bracken.

Varsity: Duncan for Young, Murray

;0t Hobbs, Hyde for Carew, Ketchum

flames, Smith, Warner, Bartlet.

Referee—“Dud” Ross, McGill.

Umpire
—“Punch” Parking, McGill

Head Linesman—Prof. J. F. Macdon

aid. Queen’s.

Notes

The game was very impartially and

ffectively handled by “Dud” Ross and

”unch” Parkins, last year with McGill.

Pep Leadley and Dave Harding com

ined beautifully for end runs and han-

led Snyder’s supposedly uncatchable

' als in faultless fashion. Possibly their

arent failure to pass on certain oc

ons was due to instructions,

ck Evans proved superior, to the re-

ble Harry Hobbs. His choice of

and speed in starting them were

r;j:>lc. On one or two occasions his

gjp* to the balv : cre poor.

'hv outsides, v 1 a

r

roll and Walk-

tackled well, but ' mes appeared

v ;.nd failed to co-operate,

hr line wo, - .1 nches was be-

renroacH*. . a lack of co

Bill’, "s bear is'- an ..asset. Don’t. fcecR bim

too much, Bill, and keep his feet dry for'w •-

are superstitious enough to want him stay I

in the best of health till the end of the foot-

ball season at least. It is more than a

‘bare” hope.

Returns of Rugby Games

It was often heard last year that no coach

could make a winning team at Queen’s with

existing material. Genius in a coach can

accomplish pretty nearly anything. Our

hat is off to you, Mr. Awrey.

In our hour of defeat and disappointment

may we take it in as fine a manner as the

“Varsity.” Their report of the game is

tribute to their fine sportsmanship.

Mr. Awrey has spent a busy week with

the senior team, correcting many errors and

adjusting his attack and defense. The

new interference rule has evidently more

than one interpretation as was evidenced

by the loss of yards on many occasions.

Shag, was probably not any too pleased.

The “dark horse” is never welcome. The

perfect catching of our halves was probably

an eye-opener to his halves. We shall

watch for the issue of Saturday’s game in

Montreal with keen interest. Over a week

ago McGill had sold over 4000 tickets for

the game. Were those people sorry they

bought when they saw the outcome here?

It is more than a two team league now.

Prof. Bruce is hard at work with the

second squad. There is a lot of good line

material available but halves are a scarcity.

(Knowing Prof. Bruce and the “bull-dog”

second team spirit we look for a win from

R. M. C. I. on the Nineteenth.

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

£III the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Styles

Wg students require in

—[headwear is here, and

fyou money on every hat.

Campbell Bros.
r
Kingston's Largest Hat Dealers

122 PRINCESS ST,

eversharp
PENCILS

In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

Nickel and Enamel

75c up to $6.00

WATERMAN IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

In All Styles and Points;

We also carry supplies for the

Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

man Fountain Pen Ink.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

A. M. S.

%Vith the exception of the appointment

of Mr. Wallace Troup as chairman of

the War Memorial Committee, little bus-

iness of importance was transacted at

the Alma Mater Society meeting last

Saturday evening. After the reading of

the lengthy minutes of the final meeting

Of last term by Mr. J. T. M. Wilson, a

report from the Piano Committee was

read, informing the Society that the piano

in Grant Hall would be rented from

month to month', as was the: case last

year until the university and the A.M.S-

should decide to purchase an instrument.

Under the head of Propositions and Mo-

tions, Mr. Troup was made chairman of

the War Memorial Committee. This was

in accordance with the suggestion of Mr

Burry, the retiring chairman, a letter

from whom was read to the meeting.

Notice was given that at the next regular

meeting it would be moved that the posi-

tion of Secretary of the A.M.S., vacant

through the resignation of Mr. Cornett

should be filled; and also that men should

be elected to supply the places on the

Athletic Board of control, vacated by

Messrs. Jardine and Sliter. Mr. S A.

Wallace brought up the question of the

parade by asking whether or not it was

established as an annual affair upon the

AMS books. A negative answer was

returned, but no definite action resulted.

Mr Pilkey conducted the meeting very

competently, and Mr. Faris who acted as

critic was neither too brief nor too dis-

cusive in his remarks.

Satisfying Shoe Service
The principal consideration in buying •

footwear is to have your feet comfort-

ably and handsomely fitted.

This store has attained a high degree of

success in giving the best possible shoe

service. Narrow widths, combination

lasts and a large variety of styles, zmd

salesmen who know how to fit shoes.

Satins Patents Suede and Kid Strap Shoes in Stock $3.75 a pair up

LOCKETT’S

MASS MEETING

(gnutb Caff
THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all \vrili

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

grand cafe
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

Queen's Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles
'j

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing Store

.
’ --

'
;

3 Doors below Grand Opera

HouseI

L

SALE
OF

Men's Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

I

choice is best

P. Jenkins
Company
Better Value Store

(Continued from page 1)

ing. The crowd seemed to be depressed

by the rows of empty seats in the body

of the auditorium and the various yells

which preceded the appearance of the

speakers decidedly lacked punch. The

atmosphere warmed considerably, how-

ever, during President Pilkey’s opening

remarks in which he expressed the stu-

dent approval of Mr. Awrey’s appoint-

ment and extended the welcome of the

A.M.S. to the freshmen and freshettes,

When Mr. Awrey arose he was greeted

with a deafening ovation, prolonged

cheers finally culminating in a “What’s

the matter with Awrey”, which was given

with a will. The new Director of Ath-

letics. speaking in a direct and sincere

manner, emphasized his faith in the spirit

of Queen’s and asked- the support of

every student in his efforts. At the con-

clusion of his short speech he called for

a “Queen’s, Queen’s, Queen’s ” »nd

was not content until he got one which

strained every vocal chord in tile house.

Mr. W. F. Nickle, one of the truest

friends the university can boast, was the

next speaker. With telling effect he

recalled the championship days of Grant

and Cameron and Ross, and made clear

in a few words the feeling for the College

which actuated both team and support-

ers in the far-off, successful days. Mr

Nickle, while a parliamentary orator of

the first rank, demonstrated that he has

not lost the ability to make simple little

incidents of the past alive and full of

meaning to his hearers.

The closing speech of the programme

was made by Principal Bruce Taylor.

He was at times rousing, at times inti-

mate, and always forceful, indeed, his ex-

pression of the poignant wish for victory

which everybody felt provided the climax

of the evening. By the end of the meet-

ing enthusiasm was at a high pitch and

cheer-leader Holdcroft had cause to feel

assured of hearty support at the game.

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAJiLIN BULK OR BRICK

PHONE 980.

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

- MASOUD’S
238 PRINCESS STREET

|

THE WOMEN’S AID SOCIETY
OF THE

Kingston General Hospital
WILL HOLD A

Dance and Card Party
IN

GRANT HALL and the RED ROOM
ON

Wednesday, October Twenty-sixth at Eight O’clock

Tickets One Dollar. On Sale at the Hospital and Uglow’s Book Store

LOANS FOR RETURNED MEN

Parcel Post Outdone!

Roberts—In Sydney, Australia, to Mr.

and Mrs. J. S. Roberts, a daughter, by cable.

Winnipeg Free Press.

In these days of Vimy Ridge and Verdun

we imagine they will christen her Kap Belle.

The Hasty Book Reviewer

“The Economic Consequences of the

:—a treatise on alimony.
*

Queen’s University has recently re-

ceived a share of the money left over

from the administration of the Khaki Uni-

versity. This money is to constitute “The

Khaki University and Young Men’s

Christian Association Memorial Fund,”

and the interest is to be used to establish

scholarships under that title.

For the present, however, the Univer-

sity is authorized to use the principal sum

for loans to soldier students who saw ser-

vice overseas, and who are in actual nee<^

of money to complete their Course, it

being understood that; when the loans

are returned, the money will be invested

and the income used for scholarships

as stated above.

Applications for such loans should be

addressed to the Registrar.

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

THE

£>tran i>

THE PLACE, THE PRIC
and

THE PICTURES
Matinee 15c Evening 20c

Tax Not Included
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Ployart, Mabel Pacey, R. S. Welsh, Myrtle

Givens.

Div. II.—Prudence Austin, R. R. Deagle,

R. H. Norris, H. N. Sheppard, J. R. Hojvie,

Myrtle Edwards, C. W. Scott, Joy Corneil,

A. H. Brown.

Div. III.—Mabel Edwards, H. O. Carle-

ton, Marjorie Gothard, Lucy Grant, A. N.

McTaggart, Chrissie McGirr, A. W. Drys-

dale.

BIOLOGY 15.— Class I.—Lucy Grqnt.

BIOLOGY 10. (Honours)—Class I.—

Viola B. McLean, Annie J. Willoughby, J.

A. Partridge, Anne G. McAllister.

Class II—F. H. Atkinson,. P. M. Shorey.

BIOLOGY 21.—Div. I-T. H. Wholtpn.

SURVEYING 1. (Science)—Div. I-
B. L. Myers.

Div. II.—Jos. R. Burchell. J. H. Robinson.

SURVEYING 2.—Div II.—B. P. Rip-

ley, M. S. McGillivray.

Div. III.—A. Hicks, W. S. Lowry, F. J.

Veale, C. R. Long.

M. R. Vcitch, Florence Munro.
;

BIOLOGY 1.—Div. 1.—J. W. >ne;

Ruby Garbutt, E. S. Cushing, W. J. Weir,

Equal; R .N. Nesbitt, W. E. Bradley, E. L.

Freitz; W. J. Brown, E. F. Kingston,

Equal
;
Carrie Syer, M. F. White, Equal

;

Marion Young; Evelyn Banks, W. A. Mar-

shall, Jessie Smith, Equal; H. S. Cook,

Charlotte Guttridge, Cori’na Tucker, Equal

;

Christian Murphy, Myra Baird, N. A.

McLellan.

Div. II.—A. R. Davidson; Nancy Bur-

leigh, Eva Outram, C. E. Ployart, Equal

;

Barbara Morrison, Agnes McCredie, Equal,;

Sister Lavina McDonald, Eva Glenn, W. J.

Stewart, Gretta McRae, Mildred Leacock,

M. Kerr.

Div. III.—W. E. Nodwell
;
Huldal? La-

Zerte, Marion Welsh, Equal
;
N. McLeod,

Jean R. Cresswell, H. McNeill.

BIOLOGY 2.—Div. I.—N. J. Thomas,

C. A. E. Hensley, K. C. Van Allen, C. E.

SURVEYING 5.—Div. II.—R. Q .Mott.

Div. III.—R. J. McDonald.

SURVEYING 3. Div. II.—D. G. Cam-
eron.

Div. III.—W. Graham, R. J. McDonald,
E. E. Kidd.

SURVEYING 4.—Div. I.—None.
Div. II.—B. D. Poyser.

Div. III.—C. E. Malone.

MATHEMATICS 1.— Div. III.-E. J.

Peal, G. E. Shipman, K. W. Kidd.

MATHEMATICS 2-Div. II.—G. H.

Brown, J. D. Koen, Equal; J. H.'Halliday,

D. W. Stewart, M. M. Knechtel.

Div. HI.—J. C. Cardiff, T. F. V. Carey,

J. M. Douglas; G. F. Ross, C. Swartman,

R. H. Waddington, Equal.

MATHEMATICS 3.—Div. II.-G. W.
Read.

Div. III.—B. L. Myers, J. R. Burchell.

MATHEMATICS 4.—Div. II.—E. A.

Filmer.

Div. III.—J. G. Schaeffer, E. R.' Swift,

Equal; H. A. Couse, F. J. Veale, Equal; E.

E. Kidd, J. G. McCrea, Equal
;
K. W. Kidd,

F. D. Thomas, B. L. Myers, Equal; J. H.
Robinson.

MATHEMATICS 5.—Div. IILr—C. R.
Long, J. G. Schaeffer, D. G. Robertson, W.
Graham, W. S. Lowry, A. Hicks, G. H.
Murray.

CHEMISTRY 1.—Div. II.—Edward I.

Peal.

Div. III.—C. Climo, H. J. T. Kurtz, C. B.

Murphy.

CHEMISTRY 41—Div. I.—J. A. Hanna

CHEMISTRY 71—Div. II.-C. S. Har-
ford.

CHEMISTRY 73—Div. I.—R. J. Clench

Div. III.—J. P. Young.

ASTRONOMY l.-Div. I.-G. E. Ship-

man,

Div, II.—G. B. Murphy; H. J. Kurtz, C.

A, Maynes, Equal.

Div. III.—G F. Ross, J. R. Burchell.

ASTRONOMY 2.—Div. II.—J. D. Mur-

ray, G. W. Read.

GEN. ENGIN. 1.—Div. II.—A. Hicks.

N. J. MacDonald, D. G. Robertson.

Div. III.—E. E. Kidd, J. A. Bell, F. H.

Veale, M. M. Knechtel, J. D. Murray, G.

H. Murray, C. H. Hay, G. W. Read.

GEN. ENGIN. 2.—Div. III.—W. A.

McLean, R. J. McDonald, E. F. Mcllluraith.

METALLURGY 2.-Div. II.—F. P.

Hewgill.

ELEC. ENGINEERING 1,—Div. II.—

J. P. Young.

Div. III.—R. C. Mott, E. W. Roy.

ELEC. ENGINEERING 2-Div. Ill

—

R. A. Lyon.

ELEC. ENGINEERING 3.—Div. Ill,—

'j'.'SrSaunders.

HYDRAULICS 1.—Div. III.—B. D.

Poyser.

MECHANICAL 9.—Div. III.—H. A.

Couse, J. D. Koen.

PHYSICS 2.—Div. II.—F. W. Elliott,

A. Smith, W. Graham.

Div. III.—C. L. O’Brian, H. L. Scher-

merhorn, J. B. Hanlon, R. J. Farquharson

J. H. D. Wilson, A. Couse, C. G. Harford,

R. H. Moulton, J. G. Schaeffer.

ECONOMICS 1.—Div. III.—C. G. Har-

ford, JL. G. Philp.

GEOtyOGY l.-Div. Ill—Arn. Smith.

PHYSICS 1 a. (Special)—Div. III.

—

H. L. Sfchermerhorn.

Dg’hail. 1. L.

(H^^^HEB^^S^^^ckson, Nettie

Meikle, J. A. Cunningham, H. A. McQueen,

H. M. Stephen, Joy Corneil, Myrtle Peck,

Gladys I. Cohoon, W. Cavanagh, R. L.

Ferguson, F. J.
McDonald, Sister L. Mac-

’ Donald, G. A. Marsh, Winnifred Player,

M. Kerr, J. E. Ross, K. Sands.

PHYSICS A 2.—Div. II.—J. Flower,

W. McGregor.

Div. III.—G. Young. R. Gillies, H. L.

Williams, D. W. Boyd, W. Cavanagh, J. A.

Partridge.

PHYSICS 11 a. — Class I. — Gordon

Young, F. H. Gillan, G. L. Brackenbury,

Mabel Nelson.

Class II—P. M. Shorey.

PHYSICS 14 b.—Class II.—P. Muir.

PHYSICS 15 a.—Class II.—L. J. White.

G, L. Brackenbury, Mabel Nelson, P. M.

Shorey.

GEOLOGY 1.—Div. Ill—D. Maclnnes,

TROUSERS

new pair of

that good

yours.

When you can

Trousers to

coat and

get a

match

vest of

We have over 5000 different colors and pat

terns to choose from, representing the complete

stock of all the wholesale houses in Canada.

We matched hundreds

for the “Varsity’’ boys

of coats

last term

vest to the “Randolph Hotel” any

.ween 13th and 23rd of October and our

ntative “Mr. McRae” will match it for

sk the clerk to direct you to our sample

TIi^E RINK A CERTAINTY FOR

{ THIS WINTER

ijfrogress on the rink is being steadily

ir.aftle and now the ground work is ready

far the steel. The erection of the steel is

placed under time contract with the Hamil-

ton Bridge Co'y. whose speed in erection is

well i^gwnu The remainder of the con-

- '(and the Athletic Board of

jdent that ice will be had

ground

finishing

SPECIALTY CO
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CONVOCATION
SERVICE

PRINCIPAL TAYLOR GIVES

INSPIRING ADDRESS TO
STUDENTS

“THE SPIRITUAL OUTLOOK OF
THE MODERN DAY"

PARKDALE LOSE
TO QUEEN’S I, 18-13

Tricolor Deals Out Strenuous Game to Paddlers— Decided Improvement in

Queen’s Line—Work of Evans and McKelvey Spectacular.

The first of the Convocation Hall Ser-

vices for the winter was held on Sunday,

at half-past two. There was a good atten-

dance, and an interest that augured well for

the success of the Services, t

Principal Taylor’s address was on the

“Spiritual Outlook of the Modern Day.”

He began by showing what a change there

had been in interest in organized religion

during the last generation. The change

had shown itself outwardly in the lessening

of church attendance, and in the fewness of

candidates for the ministry. Behind this

manifest alteration of interest there had lain

fundamental doubt as to the seat of author-

ity in religion. For multitudes, the v_hurch,

with its history and traditions and creed,

had been the source of religious authority

;

fqr others, particularly for certain branches

of the Reformation Church, Holy Scripture

had had the supreme place as the instrument

of revelation. Both conceptions had been

gravely shaken. The conception that one

Church, through any ecclesiastical history,

should have become in any special sense the

depository of the truth q.f Qod was not one

that made mudj^f an appeal to an age

which rejoiocd in the community spirit,

while the hard and fast view of the inspira-

-Scripture, that it was literally and

verbally accurate, had been shattered on the

hard rock of fact. The result was that

more and more men were turning to a social

view of Christianity, and leaving to others

the settlement of problems which were dark

to themselves. They were becoming busy

in movements relating to education and re-

formation, to the care of children, and the

restoration of the outcast.

The question of persbnal religion, how-

ever, could never become old. Thinking

men would always be confronted by the

fact of Christ, and the more they came in

fellowship with Him, the more they realized

His power and His uniqueness. The speak-

er thought that never again would mankind

as a whole accept any statement of religion

merely on the ground of authority. Any

such statement would require to have com-

mended itself to human experience and

reason. In olden days the Christian revela-

tion had been' supposed to be vindicated by

its harmony with experience.

Principal Taylor then touched upon these

main matters.

1. Religion had to be joyous. In our

Lord’s time human hopes had been shroud-

ed by fear of evil spirits supposed to possess

super-natural power. If that particular

conception had passed, men still allowed

their faith to be shrouded by all kinds of

suspicion, by the nameless fear of to-

morrow. The story of the Gospel was a

story that was fqll of joy because Jesus had

only one allegiance, His trust in His Father.

If men were ever again to realize the joy

of their faith, they had to sit light to the^

world’s conventions and trust their all to a

service which offered nothing in the world’s

sense, but gave to those, who accepted it,

joy and release from care.

2. Religion had to have the power to re-

Mankind was held in' gloom by the

the inevitability of cause and effect,

lonception might lie allowed to dwell

|nd till all hope of better things was

Lay. Experience called for some

)f renewal. For all knew that they

oming poor by what they missed as

(Continued on page 8).

With perfect foo'tball weather, and be-

fore a crowd of over 2,000 spectators,

Queen’s seniors defeated the much re-

nowned Parkdale C.C. 18-13 on Saturday

afternoon. This registers Queen’s third

consecutive win of the season. The game

was featured by the large number of long

runs made by both teams, with Breen,

the sensational centre half of last year s

Dominion champion^ carrying off the in-

dividual honours. On innumerable oc-

casions he broke through with dazzling

speed and clever dodging for big gains.

The remainder of the Parkdale team put

hard fight, but were outclassed in

McGILL WIN
TENNISJ0URNE\

VARSITY UNABLE TO COMPETE
THIS YEAR

Parkdale, Breen went over for their first

touch, which was converted. On a long

punt from Breen, McLeod fumbled and

Parkdale recovered on our five yard line,

but failed to make any gain. On our first

down the ball was snapped over the line

and outside, giving Parkdale 2 points

more. Queen’s advanced, and after a

forty yard run by Evans, were prevented

frony scoring by the full-time whistle.

Queen’s 18, Parkdale 13.

The game was handled in a satisfactory

manner by Maj. Greenwood of R.M.C.,

and Prof. McDonald of Queen’s.

both condition and speed.

The feature of Queen’s team was the

marked improvement of the line on the

offensive over last Saturday’s game. On

twenty different occasions they bucked

for yards as against Parkdale’s nine gains.

Ryan and McLeod, in the absence of

Leadley and Harding, our two star halves,

filled their positions in a creditable man-

ner, with Doc. Campbell turning in one

of the best games of his career. The

kicking and catching of the halves was

weak on occasions, but -their running

brought vn£ Cl£>wd to its feet time after

time. ... >

Queen’s showed much superiGr-£eR&-

tion over their opponents, not having a

single man laid out, whereas Parkdale

men repeatedly required first aid.

Queen’s still hav^ to acquire greater

accuracy in passing on end runs, and in

snapping the ball back for a kick, before

the McGill game, but with another week's

work, should get these rough edges worn

off.

Queen’s won the toss and took the

wind. After an exchange of punts be-

tween Breen and Campbell, Eddie Ryan

and McKelvey. on two successive downs,

each made thirty yard gains. The play

in this period was rather loose on both

sides. The only score resulted when

Breen kicked over for a point.

Shortly after the 2nd quarter commenc-

ed Breen kicked over again, but McLeod

ran it out 20 yards very cleverly. On

their first down Queen’s lost the ball,

and Breen kicked over a beautiful drop

for 3 points. Parkdale 4, Queen’s 0.

Queen’s bucked from their forty yard

line the length of the field, sending Car-

roll over for a touch on a pretty end run.

Campbell failed to convert. At the end

of the half Queen’s were still making big

gains, and had the ball in their possession.

Half time score, Queen's 5 ;
Parkdale, 4.

The 3rd quarter commenced with Mc-

Kelvey kicking off for Queen’s, but he

kicked outside twice and Parkdale were

given the ball. On their third down

Breen kicked over for another point.

Queen's again gained repeatedly and

Ryan kicked ' over for another rouge.

On an exchange of punts Goddard fum-

bled, and Queen’s recovered the ball.

Catching a perfectly placed onside kick,

McKay ran thirty-five yards for Queen’s

second touch, which Campbell convert-

ed.

In the last quarter Queen’s made re-

peated gains, with good runs by Ryan

and McKelvey, and Doc. Campbell went

over for our third touch, and easily con-

verted. Score 18-5. Our line appeared

to weaken at this point, and after an ex-

change of punts, and some good runs by

Queen’s

Line-up.

Burns

VIcLeod

Flying Wing

Ryan

Campbell

Halves

Evans Quarter

Lewis Snap

Muirhead

Wilson

Insides

McKelvey
Airth

Middles

McKay
Walker

Outsides

Substitutes

.^-Qrueerrs -^Carrol,, Veale,

Parkdale

Carrol

Mitchell

Breen

Goddard

Douglas

Shoebottom

Murray

Carnell

Bevan

Burt

Laurie

MacFarlane

Gerow, Car-

Ada ni^,-^Bracken, Nickle,son, Saylor,

Abernethy.

Parkdale:—Keder, Rodden, Park. Dun-

can, Lynch, Munroe.

Referee: Maj. Greenwood, R.M.C.

Umpire: Prof. McDonald, Queen’s.

Linesman : Ed. Elliott.

Owing to the persistance of rainy

weather this fall it has been very hard

to do any systematic work at Tennis.

Nevertheless a widely represented Men’s

Singles Tournament has been drawn up

and is under way. There is plenty of

promising material, and there should be

a good deal of excitement raised over

the championship.

The Intercollegiate Tourney which was

held in Montreal this year, took place on

Friday and .Saturday of the past week.

It was impossible to hold tryouts, but

the following four men were chosen to

represent Queen’s as being the strongest

aggregation obtainable

:

A. G. MacLachlan. Poyser, Dunlop, W.
;

E. Cross. On account of some misun- :

derstanding Varsity was unable to be !

represented in the league this year, so

McGill, Queen’s and R.M.C. fought for i

the honours. The following is a s|

mary of rounds:

1st Round, Singles—Poyser, Qucj

defeated Ferrabee, R.M.C., 7-5,

f

Maurice, McGill, defeated Cross, Qil

6-0, 6-2; MacLachlan, Queen’s, del

Hunter, R.M.C., 5-7, 6-0, 6-2 ;
Browil

Gill, defeated McLeod, R.M.C., 64|

Ramsay, McGill, bye; Douglas,

bye; Gill, R.M.C., bye; Dunlop, Qj
bye.

2nd Round—Brown, McGill, dl

1?6yse?T~^R'een
1
I7~~6^r, acLj

Queen’s defeated Maurice, Mc(l

6-2, 6-4; Ramsay, McGill', defeated

lop, Queen’s, 6-2, 6-1; Douglas, Mc!G

defeated Gill, R.M.C., 6-3, 6-3.

Queen’s University

Concerts

The Committee on Art and Public lec-

tures wish to explain to the student body

their plans and to enlist support. A
great step forward has been taken in

developing the concerts, and the Univer-

sity will offer a series such as can rarely

be heard outside the large musical, cen-

tres. As this involves very considerable

expense, it is hoped that the University

may be encouraged to pursue the same

policy in future years by the attendance

at the concerts. The Committee especial-

ly invite the students of the University,

for whom the Trustees primarily initiated

the scheme.

The Univesrity has made contracts

with the Flonzaley String Quartette,

which is admitted to have no superior

in the world, and with Miss Myra Hess,

the famous English pianist, to appear

early next year. It was decided that the

opening concert should be vocal, and the

University has been fortunate enough

to secure the Canadian Prima Donna,

Miss Bertha Crawford, with several as-

sisting musicians. Miss Crawford is c

Toronto lady, who was trained under

Madame Nevosky in London, and

Madame Corsi in Milan. After singin;

in Grand Opera in Italy, she accepted an

engagement in Warsaw, where she yvas

when the war broke out and prevented

her return to Canada. Driven from War-

saw by the German advance, she went

to Petrograd, where she was immediately

seciftfed by the management of the great

PeopJ<-- Opera House, the Narodnydom.

Jj' Continued on page 5)

Semi-finals

Brown, McGill, defaulted to Ramsay’

McGill
;
MacLachlan, Queers defeats

Douglas, McGill, 6-2. 6-2.

Finals

Ramsay, McGill, defeated Ma(&*T ' '

Queen’s, 4-6, 4-6. 6-1, 6-2, 6-3.

Doubles

1st Round—Ramsay and Dougk :

:

Gill, defeated Poyser and Ma<£
,

Queen’s. 6-1. 6-8, 6-3; Cross ane','

-

Queen’s, defeated Hunter and Ferral

R.M.C., 7-5, 6-1; McGill, bye; R.M.^U

bye.

2nd Round:—McDougall and Brown,

McGill, defeated Cross and Dunlop.

Queen’s, 6-4, 8-6
;
Ramsay and Dough-

McGill, defeated Hunter and Ferrabl;

R.M.C., 6-1, 6-3.

Total score, McGill 12, Queen’s;''

R.M.C. 0.

MacLachlan and Ramsay had t© ’

sle of the day, playing off for the sing£
championship.

It is shown from this Tournament fhafcj

Queen’s is a decided contender in the j

league and everything looks bright for
j

next year.

(Continued on page 3).

j
•

THE BULLETIN
Tuesday

—

7.30 p.m.—Dramatic ChJ
of Play. Convocation

Wednesday

—

Queen’s III. vs. R.M.C.
1J^

Queen’s II. vs. R.M.C.

4.00 p.m.—Q.W.CA.,
Room.

Thursday

—

4.30 p.m.—Q.U.MJ
room, Old ArtsJ
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ITLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

ert Barbers in Attendance

1 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

l. A. James
USTOM TAILOR _
iered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

i Princess St. ’Phone 2040

Brin-; our Clothes -to the

|I TIRE TLEANERS AND
TAILOR

: Liive Special Prices to Students

Cleaned and Pressed $1.00
.. .75

SPONGED AND PRESSED
40c Overcoats 40c

|xtra charges for little mending, W‘

t
: t deliver promptly.
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i
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it With Flowers

“The Match” “The Dance”

Dirt

“The Social”
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Let them know you are s
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2S0 Pri icess St. Phone 661
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ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

148 M.
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htal Surgeons

1& WELLINGTON

JUST AMONG OURSELVE&
“The Journal shalhseek to give an ac-

curate account -of College news, to dis-

cuss questions of current interest within

the University, and to, encourage literary

efforts on
.
the par,t of the students”

—

Constitution, of the Journal.

Because of the fact that the Journal is

really the organ of the whole student

body, and not merely a paper indepen-

dently published and sold among tibe

students, we may become confidential

without, as it were, telling any secrets

out of school. First, then, a crushing

confession, the present Journal staff,

in common with its predecessors, does

pot actually believe that the paper con

stitutes a perfect news service, nor do

they - regard. - ‘tb? 'various issues.

Sui ts pr’eas'u.i sequence literary gems. They . are

acutely aware of the. Jons oCthef

paper and jjereu'.kfi 'extend not a pf^tbyt

nice -i. .i.ip*«yiugvit,

an invitation .to .all to -help the paper

achieve its real, purpose.

Each issue of the Journal is made up

over twenty-four hours before it reaches

the hands of its readers, and because of

this circumstance it lacks the “latest

news" interest of a daily newspaper.

From the news standpoint the Journal

must aim to be accurate and thorough,

rather than startling; and it is the duty of

the Sport Staff, the News Editor, the

various Faculty and Year Reporters, and

the secretaries of the numerous college or-

ganizations to see that every meeting,

game, and event of interest around col-

lege is carefully and, when possible, in-

terestingly put on record that Journal

readers may be kept in touch with every-

thing that is doing. While the presenting

of news is the primary function of the

paper (and sometimes seems to mona-

polize it) yet it can he made to serve a

broader end with a gain rather than a

loss in interest.

In the first place The Journal provides

a medium for discussion. The floor of the

A.M.S. and the columns of the Journal

are the two places where all sorts of

undergraduate problems may be debated

and grievances may be aired.

There is a tendency to relieve one’s

feelings upon any particular subject by

grouching about it to one’s intimates

and then, satisfied with that form of ex-

pression, to forget about it. No better

example could he adduced than that of

the tennis courts
;
practically all the ten-

nis players in college are in the habit of

telling each other about the shameful

condition of the courts, yet no one brings

the matter to th« fore that it may he dis-

cuss. I and iT bianie properly placed, ra

A 1> u.r lx The -Journal will not onlvjp

ensi r any live topic, butjkj

it is a splendid means of preparing the
j
j|

way ior action in the A.M.S. Letler^v/illm
be v homed just a> news ’tern -pare wel-

1 |j

corned foi thev •.••ill help The

fulf . its true

It is also desirable that attempts along

a literary line should more frequently

grace the colums of the paper. Master-

pieces of wit and charm we can wish for,

but something far less we can accept.

Poetry, humourous and serious sketches,

short stories, and jokes will all add var-

iety at the very least. If it is the duty

of The Journal to “encourage literary

efforts” it cannot be our policy to reject

everything which does not measure up

to the standard of the exclusive literary

magazines. The Literary Editor will

gladly consider almost anything except

poems about “meal-time being the real

time,” acrostics, most prohibition jokes,

and the one about the man who said

“That wasn’t a lady you saw me with,

that was my wife.”

Contributions must always he ^-accom-

panied by the name of the writer, but

may be published, if desired, under

psendonym. Contributions of a literary

nature should be addressed to the Liter

ary Editor.

Plates
Service Plates, Dessert

Plates and Fruit Sets in

Coalport, Minton, Wedg-
wood, Crown Derby and
other high-grade Chinas,

in dozen or half-dozen lots.

Few gifts will prove

more acceptable to the
if

bride as a lasting reminder ~-

in her new home.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Doctor Stanley Smith

Another name to be placed on the list

of recognized experts in various lines who
have become Queen’s professors is that

of Dr. Smith, was born in 1883, and edu-

cated at the Darlington Grammar School

He studied, to begin with, at Armstrong

College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and re-

ceived his B.Sc. Degree in 1907 Sat Dur-

ham, first class, with distinctioiT in 'Geo-

logy. After two years of field work, tv

peciaily tipon „tUe catbonifeivus tortha-l

tions of the North oi EngLip;!." ’ic gained

J-tis M.Se.. and v, as elected a Fellow •;{

.College. In. 1910' he-F'6^Srvj|,

an advanced student in Clare College,,

Cambridge, and received the Degree of‘

B.A., in 1912. He subsequently worked

iri the British Museum classifying and

naming fossil corals. For several years

before coming to Queen’s he was engag-

ed as Lecturer at Aberystwyth, and was

recalled from active service to take charge

of the Geology Department at that Col-

lege. In 1915 he gained his B.Sc. Degree,

in 1918 his M.A. at Cambridge, and for

the session 1920-21 was acting as Head of

the Geology Department in Bedford Col-

lege for Women, London.

DRAMATIC CLUB

/hIEN
TH

J
SATISFACTION IN EXCELLENCE-^

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

On Thursday last the members of the

Dramatic Club faced the annual problem

of choosing a play to be presented on

Theatre Night.

The play finally selected will be read to-

night at 7.30 in Convocation Hall, so that

all who' try out for the cast will have an

equal opportunity of sizing up the require-

ments of the various parts.

It was felt by many of the members that

in presenting farce last year the Club had

played down to an atmosphere rather than

up to an ideal, namfel}*,2 “the fostering of

dramatic -irt in the U- Terjffv.” Accord-

- nature

v. ill be attempted thisisea^l-

Owing to tin fa \ that !•• t ; •" » Lq
3 uni o£ money was paid err io\ tlie use cl

the Grand Opera House and that in I
1 T

a still larger sum was demanded it was

decided to present the play in Grant Hall

so that a larger percentage of the proceeds

might be turned over to the War Memorial

Fund.

It is pointed out that it is the privilege of

any student to try out for a part in any pro-

duction of this Club or to become familiar

with staging, costuming, assembling of sets,

etc. Members of the Freshman Years are

especially urged not to overlook this sphere

of opportunity. If you can use anything

from your voice to a safety pin, from a ham-

mer to a lipstick the Dramatic Club can use

you.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

The

Dance Orchestra
IS AGAIN OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENTS

THE BEST COSTS NO MORE

H. S. GRIFFIN

1S59F

R. H. WADDINGTON
924F

N. C. COOl
1215F I
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDICINE
MED. ’24

LOOK!
Ladies’ Jumpers in All Wool

Flannel, made with pretty pockets,

narrow belts, braid trimmed, in

shades of Navy, Henna, Green; all

sizes, $7.95.

Mere words do not begin to express our

feelings towards those men of our year who

aided in so successfully downing the Park-

dale twelve in Saturday’s game. Of course,

with some, this victory is comparatively

ancient history, and these are even now

weighing Queen's chances in games to come.

Quite natural
;
but it is not our purpose to

forget so quickly.

We know, that what these athletes of

ours like best in the whole game is to have

their classmates and comrades clap ’em on

the back and say “well done.”

This is obviously impossible where our

classes are so large and divided, but we

can, in a very inadequate way, try to express

our thanks toward, “Doc.” Campbell,

Johnny” Evans and Ed. Ryan, through

the medium of our Journal. Good work

boys, Med ’24 is behind you.

Newman & Shaw
The Alwaye Bu»y Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test"

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie's Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

ye'ar book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

ouf the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

NOTES AND COMMENT

Dr. J. M.—brings to our notice a very

interesting Pathological Phenomena, viz:

—

that a rush of blood to one part of the body,

leaves a deficit in the opposite part, which

he says, is the reason for cold feet, seen only

in rare cases of students who use their grey

matter extensively.

Very good, but a different explanation

seems necessary, of the fact that some of

our acquaintances go to bed with toques

and night caps. We wonder why?

Would that it were possible for Profs,

and such to play on our foot-ball teams.

Our squad seems incomplete without Dr.

G. .

Those who saw his new formation for

that remarkable buck, which netted him

yards, and cast terror into the hearts of his

opponents, realize our loss.

AESCULAPIAN ELECTIONS

Hon. President, Dr. L. J. Austin, (accla-

mation)
;
President, C. W. Aitcheson; 1st.

Vice-Pres., G. E. Pixley; 2nd. Vice-Pres.

G. M. McLaughlin; Secretary, R. C. Wil-

son; Asst. Secretary, W. P. E. Patterson

Treasurer, A. W. Pense; Committeemen

B. E. Knapp, C. A. Landen, J. H. McMil-

lan, A. E. Lewis; J. Delahaye.

Concursus Iniquitatis Et Virtutis

Ch'ief Justice, C. W. White
;
Senior Judge,

K. Keill; Junior Judge, R. G. Davidson

Sen. Pros. Attorney, A. D. Roberts; Jun,

Pros. Attorney, J. M. Givensj Sheriff,

M. Rennie
;
Clerk, C. B. Bell

;
Crier, G. K

McCracken; Chief of Police, R. A. Flynn

Constables: D. H. Stewart, E. P. Ryan, W.

S. Fitzpatrick, J. A. Howard, J. C. Kelly.

W. §mith; Grand Jury: S. A. Wallace,

S. Harris, R. P. Walker, G. E. Flannigan,

J. R. Smith, A. G. Phalen, B. Carmichael,

H. Young, W. McCammon, B. E. Graham,

that in some species there were six plum-

ages, those of the adult male in spring,

the adult female in spring, the adult

male in fall, the adult female in fall, the

young male in fall and the young female

fall. The lecturer illustrated these dif-

ferent plumages by specimens, taking the

Myrtle Warbler, Black-throated Green

Warbler, Bay-breasted Warbler, Black-

poll Warbler, Blackburnian Warbler,

Black-throated Blue Warbler, Cape May
Warbler, and Magholia Warbler as ex-

amples, showing that while the adult male

of the Black-throated Green Warbler had

conspicuous black throat, the female

had little black on the throat and the

young female none at all, the adult male

of the Myrtle in spring had four conspic-

ous yellow patches, a black breast, and

was bluish-gray above, while in the fall

plumages the yellow spots, with the ex-

ception of the one at the base of the tail,

were obscure, there was no black on the

breast and the colour of the upper parts

was olive-brown. The adult male of the

Black-throated Blue was bluish-gray

above, white beneath, with a black throat,

while the female was olive-green all over,

lighter below than above. Prof. Klugh

pointed out that in spite of the great vari-

ation in colouration exhibited by Warbl

ers of the same species the PATTERN
of the plumage remained the same, and

illustrated this fact by reference to the

specimens, showing that marking for

marking, the pattern was there, though

reproduced in successively diminished in-

tensity of colour from the adult male in

spring to the young female in fall. He
showed that each species had moreover

identification mark, or combination

of indentification marks, and pointed out

these marks on the specimens. Thus in

the Black-throated Green these were the

yellow side of the head and the white

blotches on the outer tail-feathers, in

the Magnolia the white band across the

middle of the tail-feathers, and in the

Black-throated Blue the white mark at

the base of the primaries. Only by

knowledge of these indentification marks

could one identify a species in any plum-

age. The speaker next dealt with the

son^., and call-notes of the Warblers and

showed how these were of much service

in recognizing species, then passed to a

consideration of the habits of these in-

teresting little birds, the habitat prefer-

ences of the different species, the order

in which the various species arrived in

the spring migration, and showed how

they may he “called” so that a close view

may be obtained.

FIRST MEETING OF THE FRON
TENAC NATURALISTS CLUB

In “Toronto the Good” Joke Varsity

Freshcttes have to wear one black stocking

and one white one.

• Holstein calves, as it were.

i* i - J l

QUEENS
Sweaters

in

“V” NECK
PULL-OVERS

of all combinations

Our Special Price

$5.00

george mmm
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Mr

“SAY IT WITH Fll Yi iiRT

WATTS Floris
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET

McGILL WIN TENNIS
(Continued from page 1)

McGill tennis team, as well as being

well versed in the art <

'

playing tennis,

showed the visiting team- .
i hat they could

play the part of hosts t Ever

thing was done to ensure a succe -n:f

tournament, and after the tussle

over, the visitors were invited out t« tin-

Molson Memorial Stadium to witnes the

Varsity-McGill rugby match. Folk ''
>

,

the match came a reception and y
given at one of the fraternity b >

where our boys had a chant-

meet some of the charming girls •

city. They report having enjoyed

pleasant afternoon, in fact, the who:

was a decided success, even thou;

championship didn’t find it’s way y.

to Queen’s when they did. There : "Id

be a big rush for a place on the nm.-

team next year.

At the meeting of the Club which was

held on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the Medical

Laboratories Building, Mr. H. C. White

reported that he had discovered the Starl-

ing, Sturnus vulgaries, breeding in large

numbers on Wolfe Island. This is ap-

parently the first authentic record of the

occurrence of this European bird, whic‘

was introduced into New York City ; ‘

1890, in Canada.

The address of the evening was g
by Prof. . Broolcer IClugh, who spoki

“The Warblers of Eastern Canada.”

speaker began by saying that the Wa
ers," a large family of small, gnilv-col

ed birds” were the despair of the he

ner, and the delight of the advanced \v

er, in ornithology. There were two

sons for this, firstly, there were 30 spe

of this family in eastern Canada, sec<

lv, most of,the species varied greatl

plumage with sex. age and season

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, &

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in to-

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 79.

Welcome Is On Our Door Mat For You.

Come and Deal Like the Other Wise Fellows at Queen's

Sporting Headquarters

FOOTBALL, TENNIS GOODS

Have Your Needs Filled Now.

readgold Sporting Goods Comnar,
88 PRINCESS ST — PHONE - 19

“The -.-Lee U. Os> That Tecord”
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

I Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

ARTS
FACULTY NOTES

Amateur

Photographers

of taste and discrimination,

who want quality, combined
with reasonable prices, will

appreciate the work of

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Our many years’ experi-

ence with the Amateur and
his requirements is at your
service. Our work is depend-

able and uniformly good.

Every negative is given in-

dividual attention. Come and
talk over your difficulties

with us.

WE SELL FILMS AND
f

SUPPLIES /

This year there are over one hundred

men registered in Arts for the first time.

We would like to remind the latter that

there is an Arts Society in Queen’s of

which they are all members. This soc-

iety meets fortnightly for the transaction

of business in the interests of the stu-

dents of the faculty. We urge the fresh-

men to attend these meetings as it is a

duty as well as a privilege.

The faculty welcomes the freshmen to

Queen’s and hopes that they will fully

realize their responsibility as part of

Queen’s; also that they will feel entirely

free to enquire about any college activity

with which they are unacquainted. Re-

member every year before you was also

a freshman year once.

The several year societies have either

already organized or are doing so this

week. In many cases there is keen rivalry

in trying to escape office. This is unfor-

tunate. Remember that these societies

cannot carry on unless somebody works.

Therefore, why not take your share of

the responsibility?

All students who are registered in any

honor classes in economics are requested

to take notice that the Polecon Club will

shortly be re-organized. Turn out at thS

beginning and give the club a boost.

ARTS ’22

The year has completed its annual elec-

tion of officers, and has installed an im-

posing collection of new material (all

except our erstwhile old reliable A.F.C.).

The following is the list: Hon. Pres.,

Prof. Prince ; Pres., E. C. Gill
;
Vice-Pres.,

Agnes MacKercher; Sec.-Treas., R. C.

Laird; Asst. Sec.-Treas., Jean Cresswell;

Phophetess, Gehevieve Bullock; Poetess,

Eileen Jandrew ;
Orator, F. A. Knox; His-

torian, H. Friedgut; Marshall, H.

Browne. We look for a revival of inter-

est and pep with this aggregation to lead

us. Everybody is asked to turn out on

Thursday to hear the installation ad-

dresses.

Several new members have lately been

admitted into the year. Any others de-

sirous of joining Arts ’23 are inyited' to

make the desire known to any member of

the year as soon as possible.

Swerdy says he must necessarily be

the busiest man in college this year. This

is truly unfortunate and surely many of

our year will readily volunteer to relieve

the desperate strain.

Our friend Willie from the “Sue" re-

lieved the anxiety which many were be-

ginning to feel, when he landed in town

in time for the big game. .

Congrats to our capable Margaret Por-

teous'on her elevation to the Secretary-

ship of the A.M.S.

Q. U. M. A.

Any members (ladies excepted) who
can tell a football from a kite are request-

ed to apply immediately at the head-

quarters of either Mr. Friedgut or Mr.

Baird. Come on,, what’s the matter with

23? Let’s go>L
:

The First regular meeting of the year

was held Thursday at 4 p.m. Mr. Murray

Chown insisted on somebody being appoint-

ed to help him hold down the platform.

Mr. Miller nobly rose to the occasion and

nominated Mr. Maclnnes. Upon assuming

office as
- temporary Chairman, he promptly

rewarded Mr. Miller by appointing him as

Critic.

Then followed a perfect horde of nom-

inations. For the ten offices on the new

Executive, twenty-five pecfple were nomin-

ated. Many more were nominated but they

took refuge behind that famous excuse “Too-

much work.” After heated arguments and

almost open hostilities, the unlucky twenty-

five consented to risk their chances of get-

ting a degree upon that tricky little piece

of paper called a ballot. Monday from 11

o'clock to 12.30 was chosen as the time

when the small sum of fifty cents would

entitle the owner to a ballot upon which

swings the fate of many.

Latest news tells us that every candidate

is campaigning foe his opponent and hoping

for the worst. Is Ottawa like this ?

Many members of our flock emphatical-

ly declare tffiatt they cannot afford to take

any chance of being; fleeced this year.

“We really must get to* work,’’ they say.

Such outspoken , intentions of suddenly

becoming ambitions. and industrious is

to be highly commeirdied' and encouraged.

Pray hold to your resolutions you poor,

dear, weak-willed, well-intentioned stu-

dents.

For those who may not know, we would

like you to be informed: that the above

letters stand for Queen's University Mis-

sionary Association. Also, that every stud-

ent, woman or man, is welcomed to member-

ship in this society. During this last sum-

mer seven of our students were sent out to

Mission Fields in Ontario and the West

by this Society. Therefore we would like

all who are interested in the welfare of our

country and the Evangelization of other

countries to come and join? crs..

The first regular meeting of our Society

will be held in the large Class-room in the

Old Arts Building on Thurcday, at 4.30 p.m.

Owing to other meetings being held at the

same hour, the Executive have decided to

postpone the Honorary-President’s address

until our next regular meeting. Our first

meeting will therefore be strictly a business

one. As there is some important' business

to be done in connection with religious work

around the college every member is- urged

to attend.

Look out for the- notice of our next re-

gular meeting when our Honorary-President

Prof. J. T. McNeil, will give an address.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

The Year has decided to entertain the

Freshmen ,and Freshettes on Friday, Octo-

ber 28th, at 4 p.m. A good programme

and “eats” will be provided and a crodial

invitation and welcome is extended to every

member of Arts ’25.

As to the candidates for Presidency, Run-

nings is resigned, Miller is quite peaceful

but Sutherland thinks he ought to murder

the one who nominated him.

Bullock and Clark, Incorporated, have

decided that a sextant can be used success-

fully in periscoping over the New Arts

Building to see the ground hockey, and so

attend Physics Lab. at the same time,

Some Professor will be telling us that it

is impossible but ask B. & C.

Jokes are in preparation which will deal

with the following: Wholton, Shea, Sugden,

Reid and Boyd. This is fair warning.

ARTS ’23

Our recently elected reporter, Mr. A,

F. Cross, will be unable to report for

duty before another fortnight. When he

appears on the scene, an immediate re-

vival of the Wars of Roses is expected.

* e meantime your humble servant

other conscientious being will

Nobby Hats Nobby Caps

Bibby’s
Limited

ARE OFFERING SOME VERY SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS IN

YOUNG MEN’S WEAR
NEW SOFT COLLARS

New Shapes, all sizes

3 for 50c

NEW SOFT COLLARS
New Shapes, all sizes. Pure Silk.

4 for $1.00

SEE BIBBY’S

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
at $30.00

Hand-tailored, all wool fabrics,

new models.

SEE BIBBY’S

$35.00 BLUE SUITS
Beautifully tailored from Pure

Indigo English Serges.

NEW SHIRTS

Fine quality Shirts. First quality

in eVery respect. The regular $3.00

value.

Bibby’s Special Price $1.98

SEE BIBBY’S YOUNG MEN’S OVERCOATS, Slip-on and

Form-Fit Model at $25.00

BIBBY’S
78,80,82, Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor
,

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home M3de Candy

.Vi 4 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

many men
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-

ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutuil Life of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Residence S61.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Watch This Space
SPECIAL VALUE EACH WEEK

First Week—Player Cigarettes

Small box 15c, Large box 30c

“The Handy Place for Students”

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

LEVANA
FRESHETTES’ INITIATION

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

.

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Seven o’clock Friday evening saw each

Freshette in gymnasium costume and with

her hair braided in eight pigtails each of

which was adorned with a tiny green bow.

In orfe case the pigtails were wired.

The Freshettes were then divided into

groups of ten, each group being looked

after by two or more Sophs. One of the

girls dressed as a Boy Scout announced

the stunts. The first represented “Physical

Examination.” Various comical tests were

applied and yet more comical remedies pre-

scribed. Another caricatured various hap-

penings which occured at the Stadium a

wceek ago Saturday. We feel that Cheer

Leader Holcroft should be advised that he

has a double. In “Screening Cinderella”

the heroine was strenuously exhorted by the

camera man to weep more violently and

later underwent the transformation in which

her fairy godmother played no small part.

The Dutch Cleanser Maidens with their

dirt chasing sticks and cans carried out the

Dutch Cleanser Advertisements perfectly

and theirs seemed to be the most popular

stunt. The “Mack Sennett’s Bathing Girls”

demonstrated various swimming strokes on

the waxed floor and frankly flirted with the

audience.

Some of “Mother Goose’s Favourites"

came and spoke to us, even Mary’s Little

Lamb bringing its tail behind it. The

Mfcrry Minstrels lead forth their band of

merrymakers to give a jig and a song.

A “Children’s Race” on tricycles and kid-

die cars was quite thrilling and amusing.

There was another race in which peanuts

were rolled half the length of the hall by

the girl’s noses. Later these girls -were

placed in couples and blindfolded to feed

;each other treacle, with big stirring .spoous.

i The stunts’ over. Crane 1TV] was entirely

.larkencd except for'ine ghostiy: iig’it' given

by three candles. Tile FreTieiice encircled,

the Levana Bear and took the oath read by

Miss Dorothy Brown. Then each was

capped and gowned by her senior and felt

herself to be a full fledged Queen's student.

The rest of the evening was spent in par-

taking of refreshments and in dancing to

the excellent music supplied by the Sopho-

more Orchestra. The enjoyable evening

was brought to a close by giving the songs

and yells.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441
1 Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds 'of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY CONCERTS

MR. AWREY OPTIMISTIC

Mr. Awrey with part of his back division

saw the Varsity-McGill game in Montreal.

He did not say very much but his smile

spoke; for him. It was broader than it was

after the Varsity game. He said that a

win can be achieved in Montreal next Satr

urday if the week of practice is well spent.

He will be very much disappointed if the

boys d,o not win. The news that the line

showed improvement ii> the Parkdale game

W3S welcome though not unexpected.

(Continued from page 1).

There she sang with immnese success,

which was repeated all over the Empire,

and after the peace in Poland. She re-

turned to Canada three weeks ago, and
will be the solo singer with the Damrosch
Symphony Orchestra in Massey Hall on

November 9th. But she will make her

first appearance on this continent in

Grant Hall on Thursday, October 27th,

and will be assisted by three other artists,

Mr. Douglas Stanbury (baritone), Mr.

Adaski (violinist), and Dr. Harvey Robb
(accompanist). _
Those who have heard Miss Crawford

sing say that there are few vocalists on

this continent Who can compare witfli

her. It may be confidently said that this

Canadian singer will give her audience a

wonderful evening.

It may be mentioned that Miss Hess
can be heard on the Aeolian records, and
the Flonzaley on the Victor. There has

not yet been time to record Miss Craw-

ford’s voice, and those who hear her on

the 27th will have the first opportunity

of learning why the Russians, who are

consummate judges of coloratura sin;,

ing, showed such enthusiasm for her ai

Serial tickets will be issued to registe

ed students at a low rate and numbered

seats will be p-served tor them. No in-

duction will made students for

single concerts.

No profits are expected from these

concerts. Last star the 1

than the estimate. The Committee, how-
ever feel that they are carrying out the

intention of the Trustees in engaging

these musicians at high fees for the pre-

sent session. The Trustees initiated the

scheme because they believed in the edu-

cational value of fine music perfectly ren-

dered, and because they wished to give

to members of the University and citi-

zens the pleasures normally asscessjble in

great cities. It is for the students of the

University to ensure the continuance of

the programme by giving their support.

The committee have set aside the larger

part of their grant, $700, to meet possible

loss. They have made the prices of serial

tickets extremely low and have used part

of the grant to finance the issuing of

tickets to students at a nominal price. It

may be pointed out that there are no

administration expenses and no rent for

hall, so that the prices are based solely

on the fees to be paid and the cost of

printing.

An announcement will be made shortly

about public lectures and the first ex-

hibition of pictures. An a' ,,-active pro-

gramme has already beet- arrange.: md
it will be considerably r\t<r.«!cd JJ-.e

committee incur no lia
1 or '

concert.

GIRLS!
Don’t forget the Q.W.C A meeting on

Wednesday in the large Math. Room at

4 p.m. It’s going to be interesting

:

Reports of the Muskoka Conference,

Definate information about Bible Study

and Musical Numbers.

Everybody come. Make it a success.

GIRLS’ TENNIS

The opening games of the Girls T'-nnit

Tournament are being player' I T r.- v •

a large number of entries both n su.gle.:. and

and doubles and it looks as if the will

be closely contested. The enthu; <a.sr: •

the Freshettes has added a great deal to the

games. Especially marked has been the in-

terest which their appearance on the courts

aroused in numerous members of the

Science Faculty.

Be sure that your name is in the STUD-

ENT’S DIRECTORY.

STUDENTS!
OUR SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK ARE

Women’s 2 Strap Black Men’s Brown Blu Gjog

Pumps $5.00 Year Welts .. . $5.00

Women’s Brown Oxfords
^ Sped

with Louis or Cuban Men’s Mah. Bal. Pointed

Heels $5.00 Toes, Good Year Welts $7.50

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE
CORNER CLERGY AND PRINCESS STREETS

JPjyre Ice Cream
Home Made Landy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

MIRIAM OF QUEEN’S
By Lilian Vaux MacKinnon

There is the charm and appeal of a quaint town and a real

family in the story, of the Danvers and of the girl who made her

dream come true. <

Kingston with its College and Students’ activities, its quiet

social life is like some picture in brilliant colors.

Every Student should read this book, written by a Queen’s

graduate. \

R. uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

CO ’ SRSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

<er School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to th
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“The College Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

SCIENCE
members of the Society that “Promptness

is a virtue” and that therefore, when a

meeting is called for 4.15, every man
should be in his seat at exactly 4.14.

ENGINEERING NOTES
This session’s first regular meeting of

the Engineering Society was held in the

amphitheatre of Gordon Hall on Friday,

Oct. 14th, at 4.15 p.m. Mr. Emrey oc-

cupied the chair and conducted the meet-

ing according to Specifications: “In a

workmanlike manner.”

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBEBBSBfflBBBBffl

Dance Programmes |

Constitutions
and all kinds of |

PRINTING!
B
B

Hanson
,
Crosier <Sr Edgar \

20 Market St., Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

A committee with Mr. T. V. Lord as

Convener and Messrs. Manske and Ross

as aides was appointed to revise the pre-

sent constitution of the Engineering Soc-

iety and to have copies of the new version

printed.

Good taste was also shown in the sel-

ection of Dr. Bruce as Coach, and Mr.

Comer as Manager of the Science Inter-

Faculty Rugby Team.

By far the most pleasing part of the

meeting came when the Society was fav-

ored by a short, but interesting address

from its Honorary President, Professpr

D. M. Jemmett.

Except for a few of their numbers, the

Freshmen were conspicuous by their ab-

sence. Come now boys ! buck up and get

acquainted with your Engineering Soc-

iety. You will live to regret the* fact if

you neglect this most important medium

of education and Faculty unity.

' Our President wishes to impress upon

SPORT NOTES
Last Saturday at the Parkdale game

the linesman on the grandstand side of

the field came in for a lot of abuse. Many
standing on that side claimed that God-

dard ran well outside on the fifty yard

run he made in the last quarter. All

honour to Goddard though for it was a

fine run nevertheless.

It is a matter of great satisfaction to

everybody that we won without using

our great halves, Leadley and Harding.

As we said in our last issue, we have a

twelve man team.

I
McGILL vs. QUEEN’S 1

1 MONTREAL, OCT. 22nd §
g R)

0 Complete reports of this game writ- ®

| ten by Canada’s greatest sporting gg

B editors will be found in the Toronto ®

| Sunday World, Toronto Star Weekly
$ and the Montreal Standard,

fj
These will be on sale at Best’s Drug ®

S Store 36 hours earlier than any other
j|

H Canadian paper.

ffl To make' sure of securing copy of |
ig any or all of these papers ’Phone 59, ga or 919 up to 10.30 p.m. Saturday.

|
{!

Store opens at 10.00 a.in.

L. T. BEST
Prescription Druggist

H Known since its establishment as the g

a headquarters for Queen’s Student 6

1 Supplies

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

kNK ROBBS

TROUSERS
Why Buy a New Suit

When you can get a new pair of

Trousers to match that good
~’

'$
. -.'•Jr: f

coat and vest of yours.

We have over 5000 different colors and pat-

terns to choose from, representing the complete

stock of all the wholesalehouses in Canada.

We matched hundreds of coats

for the “Varsity’’ boys last term

Bring your vest to the “Randolph Hotel” any

day between 13th and 23rd of October and our

representative “Mr. McRae” will match it for

you. Ask the clerk to direct you to our sample

room. —
*

TROUSERS SPECIALTY CO.

38 Yonge St., Arcade - Toronto, Ont. 'i

i

n!!"!|||||||l!ll!|||||(ii!ll!l
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SPORT
OUEEN’S BOXERS AND WRE^L '

ERS PERFORM AT SYDENHAM
hospital

l>

]

R

Right, Capt. Finney; Centre, Norwood

(Capt.)

Referee—O’Donoughe.

•-“Sf

Oil Friday evening, a selected group of

our Assault-at-Arms specialists went out

with members of the Kingston A t c

Club to entertain the Convalescent Soldiers

at Sydenham Hospital. The even,ng was a

happy one and'the bouts were peppy enoug

to keep interest at a high pitch.

McCartney and Holmes staged a teee

two-minute round exhibition. It »

much more than that as neither extende

himself. MacMillan who put up sucl a

good fight with Relyea last spring worked

with Devinny. Mac’s a pretty boxer but

lacks a punch. One might venture to say

that if he had a good punch last year lie

would have beaten Relyea. Costello and

- Noonan worked away with a will for tw

three-minute rounds neither getting

Holt and Taylor, old opponents, provided

'

one of the best bouts. Holt seems to la k

agressiveness, Taylor still carries h,s old

PU
Smith, a comer in the boxing line, and our

hope in the 100 yards dash, next Frida),

boxed with Haunts, the ex-policeman from

London, now a guard at the Penitentiary

It was a good experience for Smith and

bout was not at all one-sided.

Those old friends, Stewart and Dolan

draped their arms around each others neAs

for an energetic and skilful two rounds.

Neither got a fall. Dolan, though inexper-

ienced, gave SteWart a busy tune.
_

Nobby Clarke refereed the boxing bouts

and Haunts handled the wrestling

Light refreshments were served by the

dietitian mid afler a hearty v*t

| gang kf. »i* a Queen's

QUEEN’S II. vs. R.M.C. I.

QUEEN’S III- vs. R.M.C. II

The Intermediates are in fine trim. The

line will be heavy and fast. A lot of last

years famous team are available and a win

may he looked for from R. M. C. Seniors.

The team will be picked from the Mowing:

Ryan, Nickle, McNeill, Cruse, Heasman,

Gow, Bleakney, Gerow, Minlies, Ludgate,

Bracken, Taylor, Reynolds, Abernethy,

Stewart, Graham, Forest and Schaefer.

The luniors are the best we have seen in

some yrars. They are fast, tackle well and

have plenty of weight m the line. They

held the Intermediates to a low score win

and even scored a try against them tn a

practice game on Friday. The seconds had

to make fifteen yards on their three downs

as a handicap. The half line is a trifle

weak as yet and the kicking was indifferent

Eddie' Dolan, who through thick and thin

sticks to his Juniors and can't be coaxed up

higher, is playing his usual strong, consis-

tent game. McCartney and Lyons, the twin

“Vacuum-weights” continue to stick around

the ankles of the opposing teams. The

material is raw but energetic.

The following are turning out:—

’Smith, Quinn, Stewart, Cleland, Holt,

i.vou- Carmichael, MacLaughlin, Bell,

McCartney. Young, Taber, Kelly, Whitton,

Lindsay, Blacker, Grant, Harrison, Ritchie,

Dolan and a few others.

I8^pcrftaeAngc

Tm /orJS^

ground hockey

Real Satisfaction!

(jnjoyi/im t&daij,

PLAYER'S
navy cut

CIGARETTES

m.

I

There are two new forces to be reckon'd
_

• Jv-Hhio ground hockey this year, the . Hy

o™r«tnCCEETEAMm-. ,;
:, , 1 Freshctie : staff is organ.anig

QUEEN S SOCCER
a tMm and judgin? from the lowing they

Returns of Ruffbv Games 1 • ;>

WITH FAST R.C.H.A. TEAM

On the Lower Campus early on Saturday

afternoon the Queen's Senior Soccer team

played a tie game with the local R. C. H. A.

team—1-1-
”

While it was very apparent that the k.

II A. team were more experienced and that

they did not extend themselves, we have

every "reason to feel proud of -our team.

They played with an energy which was nof

to be denied.

R. C. H. A. scored first against the wind

shortly after play began. Queen’s reteliat-

ed before half time. Cross doing the scoring.

The play was ding-dong in the second

half, both teams losing several chances to

score. At one time three of our boys had

only the goalie to heat and fell down owing

to nervousness.

The backs, Renny and Reynolds played

good ball. Renny in particular played

a strong defensive game and booted well.

The forwards showed a lack of co-opera-

tion close to the net. Runnings, Cross and

Birchard turned in good games.

The half-backs played well together

“Capt.” Kidd handled his team well and

gave everybody a chance.

The R. C. H. A. team did not substitute

and ‘played clean and sportsmanlike foot-

ball. The thanks of the Soccer Manage-

ment is extended to them for their kind-

ness in giving our team this chance to work

out.

Line-up

:

QUEEN’S—Goal, Curry; Backs, Renny

and Reynold; Left Half, Naylor; Centre

Half, Allen and Morrison; Right Half,

Sully, Walters and Thaclcyk; Inside Left,

Wood, Birchard and Breithaupt; Outside

Left, Runnings, and MacLachlan ;
Inside

Right, Cross and Jones ;
Outside Right,

Wallace and Taggart
;
Centre, Wallace and

Nelson.

R C. H. A.—Goal, Bramhall; Backs,

McKeegan & Grubb; Left Half, Lorrimer;

Centre Half, Richardson; Right Half, Har-

rison; Inside Left, Cook; Outside Left,

Graham ;
Inside Right, Jenkins ;

Outside

made on last Frdiay afternoon, the game

will gain much from their participation.

The honors were divided between Mrs.

Jemmett and Professor Prince. The latter

is a stone wall on the defence and a stone

wall which moves with amazing speed.

Professbr Campbell’s goal-tending was a

revelation.

Out- of the ninety Freshettes we expect

to see a formidable looking eleven lined up

for action on the lower campus. The ad-

vance guard having been treated with due

consideration we hope that the rest of the

year will turn out this week to get into the

8
The practices were slightly handicapped

last week by lack of numbers. As we grow

older our enthusiasm seems to cool. In fac^,

on one occasion only one member of 2-

turned out to the practice. The Freshettes

are pretty keen, so look to your laurels, 22.

AT

PUT CRAPE ON THE DOOR!

THE JINX IS DEAD!

Isn’t it a great feeling to win Senior

Football matches?

We are actually leading in the Senioi

race. Let’s see what it looks like in

schedule form.

Won. Lost. Tied.

Queen’s * ® ^
McGill 0 ° *

Varsity ®

Give your name to the Secretary of your

year, for the Student's Directory.

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Everything students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every hat.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

122 PRINCESS ST.

THEOLOGY

EVERSHARP
PENCILS

In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

Nickel and Enamel

75c up to $6.00

WATERMAN IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

In All Styles and Points.

We also carry supplies lor the

Eversljarp Pencils, and Water-

man Fountain Pen Ink.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Friday morning, Oct. T4th, the men in

Theology held a hurried business meet-

ing for the purpose of electing their offi-

cers for the session, 1921-22. The offi-

cers elected are as follows: Hon. Pres.,

Prof. J. F. McFadyen, M.A.,; Moderator,

L. B. Smith, B.A. ;
Pope, G. E. Wood;

Scribe, J. W. McKinnon, B.A.
;
Archdea-

con, D. K. Faris, B.A.; Bishop, A. N.

Reid
;
Archbishop, J. T. M. Wilson, B.A.

;

Senior Deacon, E. A. Knechtel, Junior

Deacon, A. McMillan; Singing Patriarch,

R. G. Fry.

The Theological Society is not large

in numbers, but it is a society alive to

its apportunities and responsibilities. It

is a society of men who believe in reli-

gion and Christian organization and men

who are anxious to express this belief in

theory and in practice. The Theological

society is truly interested in all the acti-

vities of the University and in all the

students, but more especially is it inter-

ested in men who are personally inter-

ested in the work of the University. Any

member of the Theological Society or any

Theological Professor, or Dr. Dyde, the

Principal will gladly discuss the work of

the ministry with any student in the Uni-

versity.

A number of new men have joined our

ranks this session and some of the “Old

familiar faces” are among us. John Rose

is visiting us for a few days. Welcome

home, John.

Satisfying Shoe Service
The principal consideration in buying

footwear is to have your feet comfort-

ably and handsomely fitted.

This store has attained a high degree of

success in giving the best possible shoe

service. Narrow widths, combination

lasts and a large variety of styles, and

salesmen who know how to fit shoes.

Satins Patents Suede and Kid Strap Shoes in Stock $3.75 a pair up

LOCKETT’S

Qkmtfr QJaft

Queen’s Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing Store

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best
' J '

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

A. M. S. MEETING

At the meeting of the A.M.S. held on

Saturday night there were, including the

President and Secretary, nine representa-

tives from Levana, and 39 men students

rcpresentfrrgnfi’re restoi the student body.

It would appear by the small turn-out

that it is not really government by the

student body, but that only a few wl>6

feel it their duty and who are sufficiently

interested are doing the business for all.

It is the duty and opportunity of every-

one to be present at the meetings and

to discuss the issues at stake.

Important appointments and motions

were made. Mr. Lyght gave notice of

motion that at the next regular meeting

he would move that the Dramatic Club

be given use of Grant Hall from’ Novem-

ber 30tlv to December 6th for producing

their annual play. This request was made

by the Dramatic Club on account of the

high percentage of receipts which the

Grand Theatre is demanding. It looks

as though our “Theatre Night” will be

celebrated in Grant Hall ^instead of in the

Opera House.

Miss Margaret Porteous was elected to

fill the vacancy on the A.M.S. Executive

caused by the resignation of Mr. Cornett

from the office of Secretary.' Mr. R. G.

Yoerger was then elected as Assistant

Secretary, which office was vacated by

the election of Miss Porteous as secre-

tary

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE TOE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980 238 PRINCESS STREET

THE WOMEN’S AID SOCIETY
OF THE

Kingston General Hospital
WILL HOLD A

Dance and Card Party
IN

GRANT HALL and the RED ROOM
ON I

Wednesday, October Twenty-sixth at Eight O’clock

Tickets One Dollar. On Sale at the Hospital and Uglow’s Book Store

A letter from the Registrar requested

that suitable bulletin boards for posting

notices of games be put up in prominent

places, such as in front of the Old Arts

Building and Nichol Hall. In previous

years these notices were put up on trees

and on the wooden buildings on the' cam-

pus, rendering an untidy appearance to

the grounds. The secretary was instruct-

ed to write the Registrar stating that the

Society concurs with his request ; will

see that suitable bulletin ho

"

erected

The critic was not present, 1

CONVOCATION SERVICE
(Continued from page 1)

well as by what they lost in life. This

yearning, which was a universal experience,

was met not only by the long evidences of

Christian life, but also in the whole teach-

ing of Jesus and in the seal of His death.

3. Religion must have sacrifice in it, not

as a dogma but as a fact. There was

always the danger in religion that the sever-

ity of its terms should he smoothed away

and that the confession of the lips should

take the place of the witness of the life.

The sacrifice of Jesus was something in

hich all had to be partakers. We had

[own that there were all degrees of sacri-

„ hat :e, hut those who had been in the war knew

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.
*

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Hie critic was not present, i ; u • f.c, uut

he would have been most impre.- o! it' ‘Hat the real sacrifice ia cen ie

had he been there, was the sm f the front line. e lgion ia no c

dance. His criticisms on this, m . i
ble jobs. Those w io were ° " m

would have been of little use however t- - n were the men w io

jn

it is those who are not present whom it
j

for hard service, prepare

is necessary to interest in the meetings themselves the sacri ce °

iUranft
MON., TUES. & WED.

THOMAS MEIGHAN In

“CAPPY RICKS”
From Peter B. Kyne’s Novel

Matinee 15c Evening 20c

Tax Not Included
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CONVOC.5 TON
HELD \JDNESDAY

CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND
ANNOUNCING OF PRIZE

WINNERS

For Fall Convocation, held on Wednes-

day' evening, Oct. 19th, the gallery of

Grant Hall was almost filled with noisy

students ;
the Freshettes, who so bravely

gave their yell, making as much noise

as any. The floor of the Hall was also

nearly filled. Chancellor Beatty, Prin-

cipal Taylor, Sir Lomer Gouin. and over

a hundred professors and others inter-

ested in Queen’s occupied the platform.

Principal Dytf^ read the 103rd Psalm

and followed it with a prayer. Principal

Taylor then gave the meeting some in-

teresting facts. He said there were, in-

cluding extra-murals, 1840 students re-

gistered in Queen's this year; of 'these

724 are extra-mural students and 1116

intra-mural. In Medicine there are 255.

with a freshman year of 51 ;
Science has

322 with only 46 in the first year; and

Arts has altogether 539, the first year

making up 193 of this number, of which

98 are Freshettes., Principal Taylor also

announced that Professor Thomas Sec-

sombe had been appointed as Head of

the Department of English, and told

something of his previous achievements.

The Principal then presented in absen-

tia the name of Prof. James Cappon for

the degree of Doctor of Laws and he was

awarded the degree by Chancellor Beatty

with all its rights and privileges. For

31 years, said Principal Taylor, Dr. Cap-

* pon was professor of English at Queen s

and was a loyal son of the College. He

inspired the students to great literary

ideals, and of the names which will be

echoed in the halls of Queen’s, chief

among them will be Grant, Watson and

Cappon. Dr. Cappon Hvas born in Scot-

land, and came to Queen’s in 1888, where

by his enthusiasm and personality he won

great popularity, not only for himself, but

also for the University.

Sir Lomer Gouin, lawyer, statesman

and ex-premier of Quebec, was introduced

by Principal Taylor, and was given the

degree of L.L.D. He was born in the

Province of Quebec in the early sixties

and has lived a life of service for that

province ever since. He entered politics

and was a* member of the Provincial

Parliament from 1900-1904, and from

1905-1920, was premier of Quebec. He

has enhanced his reputation by the great

educational work he has done, and has

placed his province on a sound education-

al basis by the increased grants he has

obtained. He is now president of the

University of Montreal.

Sir Lomer thanked Queen’s for the

honor he had received and commented

/ on the renown of Queen’s and the les-

sons of energy and patriotism which the

professors were giving He believes that

Canadian Universities have a great part

to play in the Dominion, It was pos-

sible, he said, to develop a self-sufficient

Canadian educational system to fit the

nation’s own needs and possibilities. The

true Canadian can work whole-heartedly

Queen’s II and III in

Double Header with R.M.C.

Tuniors Trim R.M.C. 15-5, While Intermediates Suffer Same Fate at the Hands

of Cadets’ I. 16-0.

SECOND TEAM WERE BADLY
OUTPLAYED BY THE

CADETS

JUNIORS WIN IN LIVELY GAME
OF RUGBY AGAINST

R.M.C. II.

Sir Bertram Windle

on “Roman Cities

in Great Britain”

DISTINGUISHED LECTURER
GIVES INTERESTING

ADDRESS

Play started with a rush; Queen’s kicked

off hand R. M. C. returned; Heasman was

hurt in the first tackle and was replaced by

Cruse. R. M. C. started fast, and after

making yards twice McPherson booted over

the line but Nickle ran it out. After a

couple of gains Queen's were forced to kick.

R. M. C. kickfd after losing yards for in-

terference, Nickle ran it back and Ryan

went around the end for a pretty forty-

yard run. Interference forced Queen’s to

kick and R. M. C. started in a march for a

touch-down. A successful onside kick,

plunges by Hughes and a twenty-five yard

run by Swaby enabled Hughes to go over

for a try which McPherson converted

—

R. M. C. 6, Queen’s 0. R. M. C. started

again but Queen's broke through and block-

ed McPherson’s kick and Abernethy re-

covered the ball. Graham was hurt and

was replaced by McNeill, Nickle going to

quarter. Quarter time — R. M. C. 6

Queen’s^O^

Queen’s had a fine chance to score when

an R. M. C. kick rolled out on the 25 yard

line. However an onside kick failed and

McPherson punted out of danger. An ex-

change of kicks favored Ryan and then

Zimmerman got away for 30 yards, Bleak-

ney replaced McKay. Ryan’s punts forced

R. M. C. back and eventually Ryan booted

over the line but Hamilton ran it out.

McPherson was hurt but continued to play.

Queen’s continued to press and the half

ended with R. M. C. in possession on tfieir

25 yard line.

The first quarterns in favor of R. M. C.

whose line was plainly superior. Queen’s

braced in the second quarter and had a slight

edge on their opponents. R. M. C.’s super-

ior tackling was a big factor.

SECOND HALF.

Queen’s resumed with Heasman back at

flying wing and Graham at right half. Play

started with an exchange of punts. Zim

merman got 40 yards and McPherson 20,

which enabled the latter to kick a nice field

goal from the 25 yard line.—R.M.C. 9,

Queen’s 0. Then started a dreary succes-

sion of penalties forjnterference. Queen’s

lost on a fumble and McPherson punts over

the goal line to Ryan who passed to Gra-

ham. The latter nearly got out but was

nailed for a rouge.—R. M. C. 10, Queen’s

0. Ryan fumbled an R. M. C. kick and

Carr-H arris recovered. Zimmerman made

another of his brilliant runs and McPherson

kicked for another point.—R. M. C 1

1

Oueen’s 0. Bracken was injured and re-

placed by Forrest. Queen’s lost the ball on

downs. McPherson’s drop failed and Gra-

ham ran it out 20 yards. Abernethy and

Reynolds made yards twice ,tis< the quarter

ended.—R.M.C 11. Queen> 0.

In the fourth quarter Ryan was injured

true unaman can , and replaced by Cruse. Panel broke

for his country whatever his primary na- through the line, intercepted a Queens

tionality; a spirit o( harmony between pass, and ran 40 yards for an ej>sy ‘r).

Quebec and the other provfhces was not McPherson missed the convert.—R. M. C.

WUCD
. . ..... ia n..w« O R.M.C. returned Queens

Queen’s rugby teams split even in their

double header with R.M.C. at the Rich-

ardson Stadium, Wednesday afternoon.

Cur Juniors took the curtain raiser by

15-5, but R.M.C. came back with a rush

and won the intermediate game by the

decisive score of 16-0.

The Junior game was a snappy exhi-

bition of rugby, and that after Queen s

had gained a good lead in the first period

was pretty evenly contested. The Inter-

mediate game in which R.M.C. were al-

ways on top was a mixture of good and

bad. The spectators were treated to

some excellent open-field running, but

continuous illegal mt.erjerence by R.M.C.

and the resultant penalties made the play

drag considerably at times.

Junior Game

Queen’s started with a rush. George

Stewart ran back the R.M.C. kick oft" 40

yards and on the third down Quinn kick-

ed over for a point. Queen’s 1 ;
R.M.C. 0.

R.M.C. failed to make yards and

Queen’s recovered on the 30 yard line.

On the first down Quinn went round the

end for a touch. Queen’s 6. R.M.C. 0.

Queen's started off brilliantly again.

Alter R.M.C. kicked, Smith made thirty

yards and McCartney ten. The ball

changed hands a couple of times for pen-

alties, but finally Quinn kicked for an-

other point. The ball landing in the

paint ppt of a man painting the score

board. Queen’s 7, R.M.C. 0.

On resumption of play R.M.C. took a

temporary brace and made yards for the

first time during the game. Queen's,

however, were not to be denied find

Quinn kicked for two more points before

the quarter-ended with the score. Queen s

9. R.M.C. 0.

R.M.C. took the offensive in the begin-

ning of the second quarter, and mainly

by the good plunging of Burley worked

into Queen’s territory. However, Bir-

kett’s drop kick went wide and Smith

ran the ball out 25 yards. Holt who had

replaced Stewart went around the end

for another 25. A kicking duel ensued

with the wind in Birkett’s favor. Queen’s

again resorted to plunging and Smith

and Ritchie made yards twice before half

time came with the score still, Queen’s

9 ,
R.M.C. 0.

(Continued on page 7)

Prof. Thomas Seccombe

NEW HEAD OF ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT

To a large and appreciative audience in

Convocation Hall, on Monday night, Sir

Bertram Windle F.R.S.
(
,
of St. Michael’s

College, Toronto, gave -an illustrated lecture

on “Roman Cities in Britain”. This lec-

ture is the first of a series planned by the

University, and the interest shown augurs

well for their success.

The flfst slide thrown on the screen was

a map of Europe showing the va_st extent

of the Roman Empire at its height. “The

Romans”, said the lecturer, were the great-

est organizers and colonizers that the world

has ever seen. Not great in art or phil-

osophy, they surpassed in building, espec-

ially forts, roads, and cities. In Britain

there was quite an elaborate road system.

A single highway led from Dover to Lon-

don, while from this, city’s main roads were

pushed out in every direction. Crossroads

connected these main arteries, and at the

junctions thus formed, the Roman cities

were situated.”

A series of very beautiful slides were then

shown giving an idea of the Roman ruins

yet above ground in England. Excavations

are in progress to open up those cities long

since buried.

Continuing Sir Bertram said that Roman

cities were, so far as the nature of the coun-

try permitted, square. TvVo main streets

divided the city into four wards. From

these streets were laid out after the modern

“chessboard” fashion. A wall enclosed the

town. There were four main gates; and

a fifth and smaller gate provided a short-

cut to the ampitheatre, always built outside

the city.

The main roads leading into the city were

lined with the tombs of both rich and poor,

for it was a law .among the Romans that

no burials should take place inside the city.

Within the city all roads led to the forum

and casilica which wereMhe centres of the

city life. In the great hall of the forum

were held the law courts and public meet-

ings, the rooms opening off the court being

used as committee rooms. On other days

markets were held here, the lobbies holding

the stalls of the merchants. The Roman’s

“Club” was the “Bath”.. The baths given

at these public bathing .houses were much

like the modern Turkish bath, and great

expense was gone to in their construction,

for they were places of games and social

intercourse as much as of cleanjiness.

The Roman villas in Britain were less

elaborate than those on the continent. The

rooms were arranged around three sides of

a court yard, usually opening to the south.

(Continued on page 4)

only desirable, but possible, and he look

ed for its development.

Principal D)’de presented the name of

James H. Turnbull, for the degree of

Doctor of Divinity. Dr. Turnbull, when

.a stiident at Queen’s, distinguished him

self in Philosophy, winning the Gold

Meda'l and taking scholarships too num
^Continued on page 3).

16. Queen’s 0. R. M. C. returned Queen’s

kick-off and Cruse got away for a brilliant

broken-field run of 30 yards. After an ex-

change of punts Nickle tried a drop but it

was blocked and R. M. C.’s line was in no

danger' for the rest of the game which end-

ed with Queen’s in possession on their own

40 yard line.

(Continued on page 7).

The University is to be congratulated

in having added to its staff Professor

Thomas Seccombe, one of the most emin-

ent of the present da.y writers on English

Literature. Mr. Seccombe was educated

&t Felsted School and Balliol College.

Oxford, where he Won the Stanhope prize

in 1887. For ten years from 1891-1901

he was assistant editor of the Dictionary

of National Biography with Sir Sidney

Lee, and a vast amount of his own work

will be found in that publication. In

1901 he was appointed Lecturer in Owens

Colleeg, Manchester, and in 1907 Profes

(Continued on page 6)

THE BULLETIN

Friday

—

Intercollegiate Track Meet.

7.30

—

Freshmans’ Reception.

Saturday

—

’ 10 a.i«.—Queen’s IV. vs. K.C.L

1.30 p.m.—Queen’s III. vs R.M.C. Ii.

2.30 p.m.—Queen’s II. vs. R.M.C. 1.

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S.

Sunday

—

2.30

—

Convocation Service, Principal

Dyde, speaker.

Monday

—

5 p.m.—Student Volunteer Band,

Apologetics Room.

—
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at all events it seems clear that the pre-

sent type of meeting is not sufficiently

interesting to overcome the apathy of

the college as a whole towards student

self-government.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY WAR
MEMORIAL FUND

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR __

Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

Bring Your Clothes to the

EMPIRE CLEANERS AND
TAILOR

We Give Special Prices to Students

Suits Cleaned and Pressed $1-00

Overcoats ' 5

SPONGED AND PRESSED
Siuts 40c Overcoats 40c

No extra charges for little mending. We
call for and deliver promptly. Suits pressed

while you wait.

J.
KAHN, Proprietor
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Kingston, Ont.

ALMA MATER SOCIETY
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Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
Ah White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR- BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-
propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
Wc deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, clc. Let them know you arc still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

Less than seventy-five students consti-

tuted the opening meeting for the pre-

sent session- of the Alma Mater Society,

while at the second meeting, last Satur-

day, the Journal representative estimated

the total number present at forty-eight,

including the presiding officials. The case

for democracy looks bad. For surely if

any form of democratic government may
be called perfect it is that by which

the students of Queen’s control their ac-

tivities. The A.M.S. is not only a gov-

erning body of extensive powers, but

the College is yet small enough that

everyone may partake in its deliberations

;

direct legislation is practised. Then the

presiding and administrative officials

—

the members of the Executive Committee

—are entirely elective. In short, the Col-

lege Canipus is a little state in which

every citizen is a legislator, and of which

the committee which both gives direction

to the meetings and performs the admin-

istrative functions is purely elective, and

of negligible legislative power. Coupled

with this admirable form of legislature

is the theoretically most desirable type of

citizen—the college-trained man. It is

not necessary to enumerate occasions on

which the student body has been told

that university men and women will be

the natural leaders of their generation

and that in their hands will lie the future

welfare of the state, even the present

freshman years have had opportunities

to hear expressed sentiments of this na-

ture. Such statements presuppose in the

college man a certain natural or acquired

interest in self-government
;
yet it seems

apparent that no such interest exists. If

the university student completely dis-

sociates himself from a legislative cham-

ber in which he himself can share in

shaping the intimate details of his col-

lege life to his own suiting, it cannot he

expected that he will assume an intense

interest in a much more remote form of

self-government upon finally, quitting his

Alma Mater.

It is possible, however, that the dis-

sapointing attendance at the meetings

may be partly due to some lack in Jthe

system as well as to the apathy oL-the

students; and if the students will not

come to the Society it is right that the

Society should try to come to the stu-

dentsN It is a fact, however reggrettable.

that many students attend an A
meeting or two, find them inexpre

dull, and then permanently lose in

in the Society. That is the situati

be faced, and we should like to see

the A.M.S. exemptive and other .

ested students start a “liven u-

A.M.S.” campaign.

It may he that meetings should b>

fortnightly instead of weekly, it m
that the executive ought to provide

lively topic of discussion at every

ing, it may he that some sort of pro.,

me should he made, a regular featun

In the fall of 1919, a movement was

started at Queen’s University to erect

some form of- memorial in honour of the

members of the University who lost

their lives in the Great War. It was de-

cided that this Memorial should take the

form of a Students’ Union, the need of

which is so keenly felt around College.

In this building appropriate space would

be reserved for the custody of all war

records, and tablets would be erected con-

taining the names of those who made

the supreme sacrifice. A Committee was

appointed, with Mr. j. H. Burry, B.A.,

as convener, and Prof. W. P. Wilgar as

Hon. Treasurer, and a vigorous cam-

paign was carried on among the under-

raduates with exceedingly gratifying re-

sults. During last session, the freshmen

years were canvassed, and their response

was also most encouraging.

As most of the original Committee

have passed out of college, a -new Stu-

dents’ Committee is being formed to

carry on the work, but definite plans

will not be known until the Committee

is complete. It is felt in many quarters

that the time has arrived when an en-

ergetic campaign should be made

amongst the graduates and friends of the

University, particularly in view of the

increased enthusiasm this fall and the

great interest manifested by the gradu-

ates and friends of the College.

This brief outline will serve to inform

those attending the University for the

first time of the existence and aims of

this Committee, and also, perhaps, to

remind the student body as a whole of

the great responsibility they have as-

sumed in this connection. Further de-

tails and financial statement of the Fund

will appear in the Journal in the near

future, and in the meantime the co-opera-

tion of each individual student is need-

ed to carry this great work to a success-

ful and early completion.

Plates
Service Plates, Dessert

Plates and Fruit Sets in

Coalport, Minton, Wedg-
wood, Crown Derby and
other high-grade Chinas,

in dozen or half-dozen lots.

Few gifts will prove

more acceptable to the

bride as a lasting reminder

in her new home.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

4, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streats

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

CORRESPONDENT EXPLAINS
CAFETERIA SYSTEM

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

Editor, Journal.

Sir:

I should like to draw the attention of

Journal readers to the position of the Cafe-

teria. This institution is conducted under

a committee of the staff, with Mr. Reid as

manager. It is not run for private profit,

since Mr, Reid’s catering business renders

him quite independent of revenue from this

source. Mr. Reid has rendered a very

definite service to the students of Queen’s

in the past two years by keeping down city

boarding-house prices, which- might other-

wise have soared to dizzy heights. Mr.

Reidris now asking for 200 students. He

is issuing meal tickets on Monday next at

a rate of $5.00 for a trial week. If the

required number are sold, this rate will con-

tinue. Those who know the splendid food

and service of the Cafeteria this year wi

say that this is our chance to live well and

save money.

I he Cafeteria is a Queen’s Institution,

as such, should command our steady

.ipport.

Yours truly,

V. A. JAMES.

ALUMNI
Recent Marriages of Interest

'ammett-Buse—Miss Lyla Mae Buse,

lighter of Mrs. Agnes Buse, 75 Nelson

et, to Dr. John S. Hammet (Med. ’19)

\Tew York, son of Mrs. E. Hammett,

weed, Ont. Dr. Hammett, graduated

in Medicine in 1919. He served over-

seas with No. 7 General Hospital.

Chown-Douglas—Miss M. J. Douglas,

daughter of Mr. John Douglas, 424 West

Marion St., Toronto, to Mr. William F.

Chown, B.A. (T9) son of Mr. and Mrs.

Oliver Chown', Kingston.

O’Connor-Fraser—Miss Francis Helen

Grant Fraser (Arts ’16) daughter of the

late Rev. S. G. and Mrs. Fraser, Belle-

ville, and niece of the Misses Fraser,

Barrie St., to Garnett David O’Connor,

B.Sc. ’21.

Mars-Brentnell—Miss Leola Margaret,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Brent-

nell, 2254 Elphinstone St., Regina, Sask.,

to Mr. William John Mcirs, of Indian

Head, Sask.

Abbott-Minnes—Miss Veta Kathleen,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Minnes,

Kingston, to Dr. Charles F. Abbott,

(Med. ’20) son of Mr. and Mrs. O. C.

Abbott, Smith’s Falls.

Kennedy-Norris—Miss Helen C. Nor-

ris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Norris,

Kingston, to Dr. “Dan” L.. Kennedy,

(Meds. T4) of Biy.ino, Sask., son of Mr.

and Mrs. M. J. Kennedy, Portsmouth.

Dr. Kennedy was overseas with the

4Sth Highlanders. He was several times

gassed and later reported missing. We
are glad to hear that he is noW“ doing

well in Bruno, Sask.

Deaths

Grant—On October 7th, 1921, Dr, W-
R. Grant, of Hamilton.

The deceased graduated in Medicine

as an M.B. in 1915, and as an M.D., C.M.,

in 1916. He entered the army on gradu-

ation. On demobilization he established

a practice in Hamilton, where he was

doing well. He is survived by his widow,

a sister oP Dr. J. H. Bell, and a baby.

His many friends extend to his widow

their deepest sympathy in her bereave-

1 ment.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
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Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special' attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 39S

MEDICINE

JUST IN
Flannel Middies in Red and Navy

—in Balkan and straight with the

turned cuff, finished with buttons,

sailor collar, trimmed with rows of

soutache braid, all sizes from 16

t° 40.

PRICE $3.98

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

f J

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

l

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

STUDENTS

MEDICINE ’26

Considerable doubt exists as to the

date of the following fragment, but it

has been estimated to be contemporan-

eous with the last fragment reputation,

however, by venturing an opinion on

such an important matter, but rather

refer the reader to the translation below.

“Now it came to pass that the mighty

men of Soph forgot their might and look-

ed upon the young men of Frosh with

compassion, and they appointed butlers

and chief-butlers from among themselves

for to prepare a feast.

“And they cried unto the young men

of Frosh saying, ‘Get not thine self in

an uproar, neither take thou thine shirt

off, but rather wash thine countenance

and come and eat with us,’ and they as-

sembled therefor in the temple of the

God San, yea and burned the incense of

Play-Yor and bowed the knee to See-Gar.

“And the leader of the mighty men of

Soph enticed the multitude with honeyed

words saying ‘from henceforth do ye not

obeisance unto us neither say ye, “I am

of Frosh and thou of Soph,” but rather

say thou, “we. are of Med.”’ and they

bare him witness. And lo, the son of

Vars raiseth himself on his hind legs and

paweth the air, saying, ‘I know not

whereof to speak.’ but. behold, he pulleth

off a goodly oration so that every, man

unhingeth his trap and enlargeth his eye-

ball. And the men of Soph give him three

mighty shouts and take the name of the

cock-eyed tiger upon their lips.

“And after this, him that coacheth them

that hunt the skin of the sacred pig speak-

eth and exhorteth to unity; and close

upon cometh the Lyght of the evening

and prophysieth, saying, ‘Behold^ from

henceforth shall ye find all the stiffs of

the tribe of Med. upon the heavenmost

floor of the Old Temple of Aesculapius.’

“Now the Chief Butler searcheth out

from the men of Frosh one that playeth

cunningly upon the piano (an instrument

of umpteen strings), and he smiteth the

piano in the teeth so that it gave forth

melody. And, while they were thus be-

guiled with music, the men of Soph

tempted the men of Frosh with apples,

and they took thereof and did eat. And

lo, each of the men of Soph revealeth

his name unto each of the men of Frosh

and enquireth of his lineage, yea and

maketh a pretence, saying, ‘Did I not

see thee when thou wast anointed on the

day of slaughter? Verily thou art indeed

the same man.’ (But unto himself he

saith, ‘Oh how changed was thine as-

pect’).

“And about the ninth' hour the sooth-

sayers recite tales unto the multitude,

and they continue thus for a great while,

and every man sayeth unto himself, ‘Lo,

I will go one better,’ and riseth and say-

eth after this manner. ‘There was a man

in whose Belfry dwelt many bats, and

ex - - - - ”

Here the record becomes blurred—it

would indeed be interesting to get a

glimpse of those stirring stories of valour,

those fantastic myths, with which these,

our forbears, were wont to amuse them-

selves in their temples and around their

camp fires.

Another distinguished Queen's gradu

ate, Rev. Wm. G. Back, introduced by

Principal Dyde, as “a fisher of men, ’ re-

ceived the degree of D.D. Principal

Dyde can remember Billie Back when he

went fishing in the Rideau river. His

motto now is “Amongst you as one who

serves.” He wore the colors of Queen’s

team for many years. He heard that the

city of Kingston, has gone crazy over

football, and he hopes that it will not

return to sanity, if by virtue of its in-

sanity it may win, until it has recovered

its former place in the world of sport.

Dean Skelton presented in absentia a

long list of names for degrees, recently

published in these columns. There was

one for the degree, of Ph.D., 14 for Honor

B.A., 31 for Pass B.A., 2 for B. Com., and

in the absence of Dean Connell, Dean

Skelton gave the name -of 2 for the de-

gree of M.D.C.M. Principal Dyde also

presented one name for the degree of

B.D.

The Registrar handed out the Pass and

Honor Matriculation Scholarships to the

winners of whom sixteen were present,

and came to the platform to receive them

from the chancellor with his congratula-

tions. There were 15 Plonor Matric

Scholarships and 10 Pass Matric Scholar-

ships.

At the close of the meeting Principal

Dyde gave the benediction and the pro-

cession of dignitaries went out as the

students sang the Queen’s Doxology.

QUEEN’S
Sweaters

in

“V” NECK
PULL-OVERS

of all combinations

Our Special Price

$5.00

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET
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Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, §7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

A successful man is one who has wit

enough not to he too wise and is wise enough

not to be too witty.

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET

CONVOCATION, OCT. 19, 1921

The little freshette thinks Queen’s must

be a wickedish sort of place when the extra-

moral students take their courses by corres-

pondence.

Sir Lomer Gouin and Others Receive

Honary Degrees

(Continued from page 1)

erous to mention. He now occupies the

pulpit at the large High Park Church

Toronto. Dr. Turnbull was pleased to be

back again at Queen’s and he appreciat-

ed, he said, the degree given him as he

would no other honor. He said, “If I

ever have or ever will do any worthy

thing it is due to the help of Queen’s,

due to the contact with such great and

worthy men as Watson, Grant, Cappon

Dyde, Shortt and McNaughton,”

Founded 1847

LIVINGSTONS
FOR

Young Men
WHO ARE ATTENDING

Queen’s

University
We have assembled- com-

plete assortments of the kind

of clothes suitable for your

needs.

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

Here are the Suits for young fellows who know

“What’s What” in style, and want it.

$22.50 up to $35.00

FALL OVERCOATS
New fashions in young

Men’s Overcoats at

$18.00 up to $35.00

NEW HATS
Champagne and Pearl. Special $3-95

UNIVERSITY SWEATERS
All Styles, Correct Colors At Lowest Price

Livingston’s
FOUNDED 1847

75-79 Brock Street
IF OFF YOUR ROUTE, IT PAYS TO WALK

WINTER OVERCOATS
Extraordinary values, all

new models at

$18.00 up to $35.00
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.
~

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS
ARTS ’22

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

newspapers, MAGAZINES
'SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St)

The results of the Elections last Mon-

day give the new Executive as follows

:

Hon.-President—Prof. Garfield Keill.

President—G. M. Sutherland.

Vice-President—Miss Deadman.

Sec’y.-Treas.—W. McMillan.

Asst. Sec’y-T teas.—Miss P. Gardiner.

Historian—Miss G. Ettinger.

Prophetess—Miss Lavell and Miss Mun-

roe, tied.

Poet—S. M. Chown.

Orator—J. R. Rutledge.

Marshall—C, E. Ratchford.

Marshall Sutherland has the sad misfor-

tune to be President of the Commerce Club

as well as of the year. He is undecided

which to resign.

placet Give what you can afford and if you

can’t afford anything all well and good.

For their own work this year this will be

the only canvass and will be made under

the heading “Student Christian Movement

Annual Canvass.” On the receipt you will

notice this form

:

Q. W. C. A —
Q.M.C. A...

0. U. M. A
The idea is to give to the one you are

most interested in. Th£ Student Volun-

teer Board ask for no financial assistance

as they are simply a band of students, men

and women, who have decided to volunteer

for any work that seems to need them most.

In the next issue of .the Journal will

appear a report of the Student’s Conference

at Muskoka in Elgin House, Sept. 19-26th,

1921.

be dealt with by leading speakers to

these groups united in Convocation Hall.

The speakers are being carefully chosen,

both for their interest in the topics them-

selves and for their interest in the move-

ment as a whole. Prof. Morison on Mon-

day evening will be the first. Discussion

will follow the address. All are cordially

invited.

A list of the groups, leaders and places

of meeting for the men will be found

posted in the Old Arts Building. Get in

touch with a leader at once and get in

on a group.

Our old friend Alex. Newlands has be-

gun to. climb over the fence separating

Arts from Medicine. Alex, says that

if “Red” McKelvey and “Pres.” McLeod

can stay five more years to play rugby, why

he can' stay five to watch them.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.^

I

PROF. MORISON WILL SPEAK

Runnings disappointed a number of the

ladies of the year by having his name with-

drawn from the list of candidates for the

Presidency. But maybe the disappointed

ones can get a chance tA vote for him later

on.

How about the year Rugby and Soccer,

fellows? The captain won't be the whole

team himself. But perhaps everybody

thinks he is O. K. and is just waiting till

the captains get in good shape and reach his

standard.

Murray, our new poet, may be seen every

morning pulling into his classes on the last

clang of the last'bell—sometimes even later.

Perhaps the delay is due to attempts to

brush up his poetic style.

On Monday evening at 7.30 p.m., in

Convocation Hall, Prof. Morison will

speak on “Modern Unrest—The Central

Problem for Christianity.”

This subject is the first of. a series of

interesting topics which are being dis-.

cussed as a part of the work of^the stu-

dent Christian Movement in Queen’s.

Under the Q.M.C.A. and Q.W.C.A. dis-

cussion groups are being held with the

object of giving to every Queen’s student

the opportunity of discussing with fel-

low students current topics from a Chris-

tian viewpoint.

The plan as outlined is as follows ;
fort-

nightly on Monday evenings, discussion

groups will
;

gather in student rooms to

discuss Christian problems. On alternate

Monday evenings the same questions will

SIR BERTRAM WINDLE
(Continued from page 1).

The heating system used in the villa was

unique and much preferable to the modern

British one. The furnace was built out-

side the villa wall, and from it an opening

led inside under the floor. From this

chamber flues, regularly placed in the walls,

let out the smoke. The floor was raised on

short stone pillars from the ground. Thus

the walls and floor of each room were un-

iformly warmed. The interior was decor-

ated with elaborate designs made by piec-

ing together very small bits of coloured

brick. These, and decorations on house-

hold articles, show evidences of an art in

Roman Britain, which could only have been

Celtic in its origin.

The city of Bath, with its hot, mineral

springs was then, as now, famous as a

watering place. Here were the most exten-

sive and most highly decorated baths in

Britain. Ruins of hotels are abundant.

A temple to Minerva and many monuments

found in the neighborhood attest the

cures of pilgrims from all parts of Britain

and the continent.

At the conclusoin of the lecture a vote

of thanks, moved by Professor A. S. Fer-

guson and seconded by Professor A. E.

Prince, was passed amid hearty applause.

Too bad Andy Wallace was’nt up to Con-

vocation. Everybody would have liked to

get a look at “Pop” to see how he looks after

teaching Math, and Physics for a couple

of months.

Again, how about that year Rugby and

Soccer? What are you doing to help it

along?

Amateur

Photographers

of taste and discrimination,

who want quality, combined
with reasonable prices, will

appreciate the work of
,

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Our many years’ experi-
' ence with the Amateur and
his requirements is at your

service. Our work is depend-

able and uniformly good.

Every negative is given in-

dividual attention. Come and

talk over your difficulties

with us.

WE SELL FILMS AND
SUPPLIES

THE CANVASS OF THE S.C.M.

Monday, October 24-Nov. 14

The Canadian Student Movement ii

Queen’s is now well under way. It is com

ppsed of thefour religious organizations of

the University, the Q. W. C. A. (which was

formerly the Y. W. ;
the Q.M.C.A. (which

the S.V.B. These four organizations have

waYformerly the Y.M.) tire Q.U.M.A. and

combined in their work for the more efficient

working out of their aims. Each organize

tion will be quite independent of the other

as formerly, financially, or otherwise. Any

special effort such as the Special getting of

speakers who wquld be of interest to stu-

dents, assistance* in Convocation Service,

Social Service Work, getting out of Direc-

tories, Song Books, Bible Classes, Discus

sion groups, and in any way. in which the

co-operation of all is desirable for the wel-

fare of the students, the S. C. M. will do all

in its power to help.

This year, as every year, a canvass of the

students and staff is to be made to help

defray the expenses of such things as the

Freshmen’s Reception, Social Service Work

in the city, Summer Directory, Advertising

of Meetings, Expense of Bringing In Speak-

ers, Handbooks, (sometimes the handbook

pays for itself) ;
help pay the expense

1

of

men and women who are delegated to attend

Student Conferences, paying for Foreign

Missionaries and Home Missionaries, aim

an innumerable lot of other expenses.

When man or. woman approaches, yy

for a subscription please treat them as ”*

led

Nobby Hats Nobby Caps

Bibby’s
Limited

ARE OFFERING SOME VERY SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS IN

YOUNG MEN’S WEAR
NEW SOFT COLLARS

New Shapes, all sizes

3 for 50c

NEW SOFT COLLARS
New Shapes, all sizes. Pure Silk.

4 for $1.00

SEE BIBBY’S

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
at $30.00

Hand-tailored, all wool fabrics,

new models.

SEE BIBBY’S

$35.00 BLUE SUITS
Beautifully tailored from Pure

Indigo- English Serges.

NEW SHIRTS

Fine quality Shirts. First quality

in every respect. The regular $3.00

value.
*

' C

Bibby’s* Special Price $1.98

SEE BIBBY’S YOUNG MEN'S OVERCOATS, Slip-on and

Form-Fit Model at $25.00

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

many men

ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

LEVANA
LEVANA NOTES

At Convocation Levina was glad to see

that she was well represented among tllbse

who received scholarships. Some of Le-

vana wished that they were getting them

just for the privilege of shaking hands with

Chancellor Beatty.

The regular Wednesday meeting of the

Q. W. C. A. was postponed till Thursday

on account of the half holiday.

Now that k has been decided to enforce

as strictly as jiossible the rule requiring that

the members of Levana wear gowns, there

is a great rush to get through the narrow

space to one’s locker, slip on one's gown,

and if possible to get a peek at the mirror

before that very uncertain thing “the last

bell.”

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left; at

a bargain.

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Phones of the Students. The Student’s

Directory is a small book meeting this need.

The Directory Committee has secured the

assistance of the Secretaries of all the years

in all the Faculties, in compiling this valu-

able little booklet. In order that no Stu-

dent’s Names shall be omitted from the

Directory, sheets for -signatures will be

found in the New Arts and the Old Arts

Buildings. Every student not listed in any

organized year or any student not canvassed

by the year secretaries is urged to put his

or her name on the list. The Directories

will be printed at once and given, FREE, to

each student. Co-operate in the production

of this valuable convenience. An incom-

plete Directory means ^directory contain-

ing less than all the students of the Univer

sity. Therefore make sure your name is

included

!

FLOWERS
Queen’s! Queen's! Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

^tore: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

J. p. Y.—g in"French class giving a sum-

mary “I am a turkey with five francs.”

LEVANA ATHLETICS

Student’s Directories are FREE to each

Student.

Is your name in the Student’s Directory?

If not, Get it there!
American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Ave., Dept. W22

New York, N.Y.

A meeting of the Girls’ Athletic Executive

was held Tuesday, to suggest a name and

nominate Officers for the new Executive

which will give Levana control of its own

sports. The two names suggested were

Levana Athletic Board of Control and Le-

vana Athletic Association. The Executive

is to include a~n Honourary President, Presi-

dent, Secretary, Treasurer,two representa-

tives of Girls' Intercollegiate Sport, Presi-

dent of Committee on Rules and the Exe-

cutives of the various clubs, such as the

Ground Hockey Club and the Basketball

Club, etc.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

* for the year pictures

v
The

HARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

he H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

.Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

Ten dollars a quart takes the hie even out

of prohibition.

QUEEN’S SENIORS HARD AT
WORK

Coach Avvrey has been putting the sen-

ior-team through strenuous hardening

practices all week. The boys have work-

ed every night since Sunday, Monday

night being the only heavy workout. In

the rain they have practised signals and

have run around the track till they begin

to feel sympathy for hte second hand on

a watch. The work never stops till it

is too dark to see. An inference is

obvious. Mr. Awrey evidently thinks

McGill will be beaten in the last quarter.

With the team in the pink of condition,

Leadley’s limp almost imperceptible, and

a confidence noticeable which Queen’s

teams of late years have sadly lacked

optimism cannot be anything else than

the prevailing note in the College. The

fans are coming to life. The way they

-cheered for the second team when the

score was worst against them was tre-

mendously heartening on Wednesday.

Support from the fans is most needed in

the bad moments.

One would be loath to admit that

R.M.C. Intermediates are a better team

than our second team. On Wednesday’s

showing they undoubtedly were, and all

credit is due to them. To the onlooker

the only reason to, be offered for the de-

feat is the lack of the fighting spirit

which so characterizedlast' year’s team.

The R.M.C. interference, legal or other-

wise, was very efficient and was never

effectively combatted.

Our half line played wonderfully well.

Ryan, Nickle, Graham, Heasman, Aber-

nethy and Ellis turned in games that

were unexcelled on the field. /

As a child, we often wondered what they

meant by that song:

fere’s to good old Queen’s.

Drink her down. •

r Drink her down.

But after seven days of rain, we begin to

see the light.

QUEEN’S STUDENTS’
DIRECTORY

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

The attention of every student in the

University is called to the fact that the

second annual edition of the “STUDENT’S
DIRECTORY”, is now. being compiled.

The Student’s Directory was produced last

year by the Alma Mater Society, in re-

sponse to a long-felt need for a handy-

STUDENTS!
OUR SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK ARE

Women’s 2 Strap Black

Pumps $5.00

Women’s Brown Oxfords

with Louis or Cuban

Heels $5.00

Men’s Brown Blu., Good

Year Welts $5.00

A Specialty

Men’s Mah. Bal. Pointed

• Toes, Good Year Welts $7.50

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE
CORNER CLERGY AND PRINCESS STREETS

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET •

MIRIAM OF QUEEN’S
By Lilian Vaux MacKinnon

There is the charm and appeal of a quaint town and a real

family in the story, of the Danvers and of the girl who made her

dream come true.

Kingston with its College and Students’ activities, its quiet

social life is like some picture in brilliant colors.

Every Student should read this book, written by a Queen’s

graduate.

R. Uglow 8t Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

• COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and Auguit,—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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“The College Hat Store"

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00. to $45.00

TWEDDELl’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE
engineering notes

The Inter-year Rugby games are in

full swing now and so far the Sophs

seem to be the shining lights. Two

games have been played off, the Sophs

defeating the freshmen 11-0, and the jun-

iors 6-4. The Freshmen and Seniors

were scheduled to play off last Monday

afternoon, but through some misunder-

standing on the part of the Freshmen as

to the battlefield, the two teams failed

to meet.

The Senior speedy aggregation has

therefore, not yet had a chance to show

its fine form, but the Coach Corner has

great faith in his team. Unfortunately

one of the team is laid up with a bad

ankle; we offer our sympathy and best

wishes for a speedy recovery, Beecher.

1.00 to 2.00 p.m., on Saturday, October 22.

or Monday, October 24th, in order that an

important, project may be discussed and a

meeting of literary enthusiasts arranged.

The Journal Sanctum is found by entering

the first door to the left after entering the

New Arts Building by the basement door.

Last Saturday the condition of the Sen-

ior team was splendid—Much superior to

that of Parkdale. Billie Hughes again,

gentlemen—but Billie says his efforts are of

no avail ii the fellows themselves don’t work

with him. They do, and we can see the

result.

Prof. G--d-n, lecturing to a combined

class of civils and miners, on being in-

terrupted by one of the boys, asked : “Are

you a miner or an engineer?”

Rather hard on the poor old mucker,

eh?

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

PRINTING
Hanson

,
Crozier & Edgar

|
20 Market St., -

Kingston |

SCIENCE ’22

The first regular meeting of Science

’22
.
for the present session was held in

Nicol Hall on Tuesday last with Mr.

Young presiding.

A committee composed of Messrs.

Searie, Hamilton, and Mcllraith, was ap-

pointed to make arrangements for the

year Social Evening. Mr. Gerow was

appointed to represent the year on the

Athletic Board of Control.

Nominations for the new executive

were then received. The voting will take

place in Carruthers Hall on Monday,

Oct. 24th between the hours of four and

five, when the year fees will also be col-

lected. Mr. Mcllraith gave the critics

report and the meeting adjourned.

Mr. Lord gave the miners a very in-

structive and entertaining address on the

Trail Smelter on Tuesday. We think

Mr. Lord should have been made year

reporter.

QUEEN’S DEFEAT R.C.H.A.

Second Exhibition Game Last Wednes-

day-Game Called Shortly After

Half Time, 3-0.

Showing greatly improved combina-

tion, the Soccer team had the long end of

a 3-0 score when a second exhibition game

with the R.C.H.A. was called shortly

after half time on account of rain.

The work of the halves and the for-

ward line has improved greatly since

Saturday and the team is now well bal-

anced, fast and well conditioned.

Nelson “billy-goated” the first one into

the net on a pass from Wallace. Wal-

lace fooled the expert R.C.H.A. goalie

with a neat shot from right wing. Woods

put the last one in with a neat shot from

a scrimmage in front of the goal.

The team plays in Toronto on Satur-

day next and the best wishes of the Col-

lege go with them.

Line-up

Goal, Currie; backs, Reynolds, Ren-

nie; half backs, Naylor, Stewart, G. Mac-

Lachlan ;
forwards, Runnings, Wood,

Nelson, Cross, Wallace. Subs, I. Mac-

Lachlan for Runnings, Taggart for Wood,

Bichard for Wallace.

McGILL vs. QUEEN’S
MONTREAL, OCT. 22nd
Complete reports of this game writ-

ten by Canada's greatest sporting
editors will be found in the Toronto
Sunday World, Toronto Star Weekly
and the Montreal Standard.

These will be on sale at Best’s Drug
Store 36 hours earlier than any other
Canadian paper.

To make sure of securing copy of
any or all of these papers 'Phone 59,
or 919 up to 10.30 p.m. Saturday.
Store opens at 10.00 a.m.

L. T. BEST
Prescription Druggist

Known since its establishment as the
headquarters for Queen’s Student

Supplies

PIANO TUNING
Wli. SWAINS, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Order* received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ‘Phone 564 w.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
ItS WELLINGTON STREET

POETRY OF COMPETITION

Phantoms

The lights are faded from the dancing-

hall,

The throng departed and a silent street

Is stirred by murmurs—sounds of hast-

ening feet,

And ghostly voices rising thin and small.

The cold air carries flakes of snow which

fall

On tingling cheeks where, ever as they

meet

With maidens’ breath, they melt in

dimples sweet.

Like phantom kisses, lost beyond recall

But some poor woman will awake to

tears,

And fond remembrance of her brief rom

ance

Will banish sleep until the dawn

grey.

It thrills her yet to think of other years,

Of her dear lover who was fain to dance

And how he trod Death’s measure far

away.

Above is presented the winning poem,

—

a sonnet by Mr. R. F. Cumberland—of the

poetry competition initiated by Prof. J. F.

MacDonald last spring.

Prof. MacDonald expresses a fine satis-

faction with the results of the competition.

The quality of the verse submitted was un-

doubtedly of a superior kind. The field

covered by the poetry submitted shov's wide

variety and interesting lines of thought.

The literary editor asks that al* lose who
j

entered the poetry competition of last spring

;

or any others who may be interested, will

call on him at the Journal Office between the

hours of

so in the East London College. At the

time of the war he was Professor in

English in the Royal Military College

at Sandhurst.

While there are few fields of literature

which he has not touched, a great deal

of his own productive work relates to the

18th century, and his work on the “Age

of Johnson” is, according to so eminent

critic as Mr. C. K. Shorter, the best

thing dealing with that period. One of

his most recent and extensive publica-

tions has been the “Bookman History of

English Literature.”

PROF. SECCOMBE
(Continued from page 1)

Sir William Robertson Nicoll, the

editor of the British Weekly, wrote the

following interesting arilcle in that paper

when the news of Mr. Seccombe’s ap-

pointment was announced.

“Principal Bruce Taylor, the head of

Queen’s University, Ontario, has been

paying one of his visits to this country.

It is a pleasure to see him, but he always

leaves us poorer by the transfer of a bril-

liant young man from this country to

professorial chairs in his great Canadian

University. He has been singularly for-

tunate in his last raid. He has secured

for his vacant Chair of English Litera-

ture no less a man than my old and dear

friend Thomas Seccombe. Mr. Seccombe

has been among the most distinguished

of our scholars in England. He was
assistant editor of the “Dictionary of Na-

tional Biography” from 1891 to 1901. His.

contributions, I believe, make up a vol-

ume of the monumental work, and there

was no contributor more instructive,

more interesting, and more scholarly. Iiis

whole heart is in the study of our litera-

ture, and he has pursued his investiga-

tions to eminent purpose. We are rich

in bookmen nowadays, criticism is as

scholarly and as fair as it has ever been

in this country, but I am not aware of

any bookman who ranks above Mr. Sec-

combe. He is perhaps most at home in

the age of Johnson, but no part of the

field has been neglected by him, and his

book on Shakespeare is not on any ac-

count to be ignored. He has treated many
of our literary problems with great wis-

dom, learning and brightness. His stud-

ies of Meredith, Gissing, Mrs. Gaskell,

and Borrow are all admirable, and he

leaves little for any future investigator

to glean. He has lectured on the subject

of which he is so great a master in Man-

chester, in East London, and at Sand-

hurst. His genial nature reflects itself

in what he writes. He is a most inter-

esting man, with a wide range of sub-

jects. Canada has many distinguished

and admirable professors of whom we are

all proud, but not one will take preced-

ence of Thomas Seccombe when he is

fairly into his work. I hope he will still

be able to contribute to the literary jour-

nals of this country. His front-page arti-

cles in the TIMES LITERARY SUP-
PLEMENT are among the best, and he

is never happier or more at home than

when he is dealing with Sir Walter Scott.

Indeed, a collection of his essays on the

character and history of the Waverley

Novels, taken one by one, would be a

standard addition to our literature. All

of us in London give Professor Seccombe

the very best wishes in his new enter-

prise. We shall miss him. Happily, how-

ever, the journey between the Old Coun-

try and the New grows less formidable.”

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

IF IT’S BETTER, WE HAVE IT

Football Supplies, Gym Supplies

AND ALL OTHER SPORTING SUPPLIES

Colours for the Games—We have Ribbons, Streamers, Arm Bands,

Buttons, etc.—Show ’Em You Belong to Queen’s

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

“The Place to Get That Record”

_____
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SPORT
(Continued from page 1)

Game over,—R. M. C. 16, Queen's 0

Unquestionably on the day’s play, R. M
C. were the best team. They were perfectly

drilled, particularly in interference, which

opened up big holes through which the backs

swept for big gains. Their tackling was

excellent and Queen's could not gam con-

sistently. Zimmerman was about the best

of a good back-field. McPherson kicked

beautifully and Swaby slipped through for

many gains. Mundell called signals froin

the line and did well. Carr-Harris tack-

ling was unsurpassed, although, as usual, all

the R. M. C. tackling was splendid.

In spite of a few fumbles Queen's backs

played - excellent football. Ryan was the

outstanding star, but Nickle and Cruse play-

ed a consistent game. Graham was closely-

watched as R. M. C. remembered his last

year's performance. Tile line was plainly

outplayed by the red line. Abernethy and

Ellis played desperately but there was an

absence of the spirit of "fight" which char-

acterized the second team last year. .

The game was well handled by G. Stirrett

and Joe Taylor of Varsity.

Line Up:

R. M. C.: Forward, Hughes; Halves,

Hamilton, McPherson and Zimmerman

;

Quarter, Swaby; Snap, Panet; Insides,

Mundell and Gordon; Middles, Williams

and Macdonell ;
Outsides, Carr-Harris and

Jones ;
Subs. Norris.

Queen’s: Forward, Heasman; Halves,

Nickle, Ryan and Minnes; Quarter, Gra-

ham ;
Snap, Ellis

;
Insides, Lewis and Rey-

nolds; Middles, Abernethy and' Bracken;

Outsides, Gerow and McKay
;
Subs., Cruse,

McNeill, Bleakney and Forrest.

NOTES
Several of the boys were “mugged” by a

press photographer on Tuesday. Johnny

Evans was reluctant as he thought it was

for the rogues gallery.

We would be very glad to see Dave

Harding out to a few more practices.

It is a general opinion that Bill Emery

should receive' a medal. His "bravery in

outflanking the invading bleacherites on

Wednesday deserves some recognition.

Queen’s go to Montreal on Saturday con-

fident of beating McGill at home. Mr.

Awrey and “Pep” Leadley saw the game

last Saturday and saw nothing to make them

lose their smiles.

most effective. The tackling of the line

was not in any sense all that could be

desired, but it was effective. They should

remember that the ears are not next the

ankles. Lyons played a beautiful game,

defensively, and Dolan and McCartney

were also effective.

Burley and Carr-Harris starred for

R.M.C., but like all R.M.C. teams, all the

men tackled cleanly and well

R.M.C. II.

Gill

Line-up

Forward

Birkett Half-hack

Ray
McLaren
Carr-Harris Quarter

Durnford Snap

Yokes Insides

Burley

Creswicke Middles

Murphy
Wallace Outsides

VanKoughnet

Subs—Queen’s : McLac

Queen’s III

McCartney

Stewart

Quinn

^Smith

Doljan

Young
Taber

Whitton

Ritchie

Bleecker

Lyons

Carmichael

’s : McLachlan

Wert, Houston

R.M.C.—Smith, Norris, Lane, Fit?.-

hugh.

Officials—Maj. Greenwood and Prof

Awrey.
DRAMATIC CLUB

JUNIORS 15—R.M.C. 5

(Continued from page 1

)

2nd Half

R.M.C. came back full of fight after

their rest. Birkett was injured in the

first play and replaced by Smith. Quinn

displayed a tendency to kick to the open

field which resulted in R.M.C. running

back his punts. A 35 yard plunge by

Burleigh and a good run by Smith re-

sulted in Carr-Harris getting a touch.

Queen’s 9, R.M.C. 5.

Stung by this reverse Queen’s came

hack, recovered on Cadet fumble and

after Taber had made yards Quinn hoist-

ed one over TW dead line. Queen’s 10.

R.M.C. 5.

Queen’s continued to press and after

Smith had caught McCartney’s onside

kick on the 10 yard line, Holt dove over

the R.M.C. line for a touch. Queen’s 15

R.M.C. 5.

The quarter ended with R.M.C. in pos-

session at half way.

The fourth quarter was a see-saw bat-

tle all the way. R.M.C. resorted to on

side kicks, but Lyons saved a couple of

dangerous situations by grabbing them

over the heads of the Cadet backs. Quinn

tried another drop, but it was blocked.

No score was made and the game ended

in mid-field with the score 15-5.

It would not be fair to pick outstanding

stars- The Queen's backs played excel-

lent football witlv Quinn, perhaps, the
|

It was a large and fascinating audience

which heard the reading of the year play

“The Tragedy of Man”, by the Faculty

Players, in Convocation Hall, on Tuesday

Night. The pathos and note of real tragedy

which runs throughout the play, affected

the audience almost painfully at times, z

tribute to the admirable skill in interprets

tion exhibited by the players. A motion by

Mr. Wood, seconded by Miss Ettinger, “that

a sincere and cordial vote of thanks be ex-

tended to the Faculty Players, for their kind-

ness in consenting to read the play, and in

appreciation of their fine interpretation of

it” was carried with loud applause.

Mr. Wholton, the President of the Dram

atic Club opened the meeting with a brief

address in which he welcomed the spirit

of co-operation manifested by the Faculty

Players. Fie went on to outline the place

of the Dramatic Club among the advantages

which the University has to offer. He ex-

plained that the meeting was called at the

suggestion of Professor Hicks, with the

object of giving prospective candidates,

every opportunity of estimating the require-

ments of the play. Pointing out the benefits

to be derived from membership of the Club

Mr. Wholton emphasized the constructive

side of the Club’s activities. Furthermore,

he contended that an elementary knowledge

of Dramatic Art would be found extremely

advantageous to all who will be called upon

to fill the position of college graduates in

smaller communities, all of which at some

time or other attempt Amateur Theatricals.

Mr. Gates, the Dramatic Club Coach, was

very enthusiastic over the merits of the play

selected, declaring, “we’ve got to buckle

down and work hard, rehearsals are going

to be laborious, but if we do work hard, we

will put it over.

The members of the Faculty Players’ Club

who took part in the reading were: Pro-

fessor and Mrs. Jolliffe, Miss Cordon, Pro-

fessor and M^s. Hicks, Miss Jones and

Professors Seccombe, Ray and Conacher.

The next regular meeting will be held on

Thursday, October 27th, at which the parts

of the play will be distributed to candidates.

The try-out will take place on the following

Tuesday, Nov. 1st, in Convocation Hall.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

4AjlnHuaf 50<£ lOO

> little Sit ofAllHigh*”

fo-day

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES^

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Fall ,

Hat

Styles

Everything students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every hat.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

122 PRINCESS ST.

EVERSHARP
PENCILS

In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

Nickel and Enamel

75c up to $6.00

WATERMAN IDEAL ,

FOUNTAIN PENS

In All Styles and Points.

We.£lso carry supplies for the

Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

man Fountain Pen Ink.

^
I d'Estsr?

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

. Ji

Queen's Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing Store

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

SALE
OF

Men's Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% oft

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need, while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

CANADIAN 'llGERS’ SUCCESS

In view of Ine
•

i .
ling concert by

Miss Bertha Crawford, who will make her

debut on this continent in Grant Hall, on

October 27th, under the auspices of the

Committee on Art, the following excerpt

from an article by Mr. Hector Charlesworth

in “Toronto Saturday Night” is of interest.

The article is headed “Canadian Prima

Donna an idol in Russia” and reads, in part,

as follows:

Bertha Crawford, probably the most dis-

tinguished coloratura soprao produced by

Canada within the present century, has

recently returned to Toronto after an ab-

sence in Europe dating since the ante-bel-

lum days, which though the span is short,

measured in actual years, seem far away.

Those years have been spent by her in the

most mysterious and baffling of all the fields

of war. Eastern Europe. Miss Crawford,

so far as any one is aware, is the only Can-

adian singer who hay won a notable success

in Russia, whose people despite political

changes are unchangeable in their love for

music and have a penchant for the color-

atura voice.

Those who follow music in Toronto will

recall Miss Crawford as a young girl, a

pupil of E. W. Schuch, who held the post of

soprano soloist at the Metropolitan Church

and was especially attractive on the concert

platform. Then she went abroad and was

heard of as a concert soloist in Queen’s Hall

and Albert Hall, London.
(

From thence,

she went to Milan for operatic rtady, and

shortly afterward made her debut at Venice

| j

as Gildo in “Rigpletto” and subsequently

won fav orable attention at the. Dal Verme,

j

Milan in the same role. In Italy she Mil:

i i.ip a repertoire comprising all the chief

coloratura roles, Violetta in “La Traviata,

Rosina'in “The Barber of Seville,” Mar-

guerita in “Faust,” Juliette in “Romeo and

Juliette,” Amina in “La Somnambula,” the

title role of “Lucia,” and so on.

The event which was to shape her history

for more than seven momentous years took

place in 1913 when she accepted an engage-

ment at the Grand Opera, Warsaw, Poland,

intending to stay but a few months and then

return t<k Italy. She became so popular

with the Polish people that Warsaw was

still her headquarters when the war broke

out in 1914; and she remains an idol of the

Polish people, not only in Warsaw but in

the former Austro-Polish cities of Cracow

and Lemberg, and the German-Polish city

of Posen.

The German advance on Warsaw in 1915

drove her to Petrograd (still under the

Czarist regime) and she 'at once obtained

an engagement in the irhmense “Narodny-

dom” or People’s Opera House of that city.

Russian critics spoke in the most superlative

terms of the power, evenness, beauty, flexi-

bility, and cbntrol of her singing of color-

atura roles. In 1916 she sang a long en-

gagement in opera at Moscow and was

equally successful.

When she returned to Warsaw at the end

of 1918 she 'found music in full swing, and

in Poland, she has remained until early in

the present summer.

For the time being at least, Miss Craw-

ford has had enough of Eastern Europe

;

and proposes to sing for the next few sea-

sons in Canada and the United States. Mr.

t. E. Suckling, the Canadian impresario has

made a contract with her and her debut on

this continent will probably be made with

the New York Symphony Orchestra at

Massey Hall in November. Apart from the

romantic nature of her career there is not

the slighest^ doubt of the high artistic emin-

ence of Miss Crawford as a singer. She is

a pupil of Madame Nevosky,. London and

Madame Corsi, Milan. Her successes have

been in cities which are musical by instinct

and ruthless in rejecting the incapable sing-

er. She has sung in the sam . :

many artists of world wide fai .
rhe '

Russian basso Chaliapin, the fi 1 ivm- P.-h i

tenors, Smernoff and Sohinofi’ i> i c :

with the superb baritone, Si d i

though her own fame has been

fined to ^reat Slavonic areas.

Satisfying Shoe Service
The principal consideration in buying

footwear is to have your feet comfort-

ably and handsomely fitted.

This store has attained a high degree of

success in giving the best possible shoe

service. Narrow widths, combination

lasts and a large variety of styles, and

salesmen who know how to fit shoes.

Satins Patents Suede and Kid Strap Shoes in Stock $3.75 a pair up

LOCKETT’S

Okauft (Eafr

llliwclil

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacatioit from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.rn. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE. PROP.

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK,

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

THE WOMEN’S AID SOCIETY •

’ OF THE

Kingston General Hospital
WILL HOLD A

Dance and Card Party
'

_
IN

GRANT HALL and the RED ROOM
ON

Wednesday, October Twenty-sixth at Eight O’clock

Tickets One Dollar. On Sale at the Hospital and Uglow’s Book Store

S. V. B.

“The Evangelization of the World in this

Generation” is the slogan of the Student

Volunteer Movement, and, as an integral

part of the above movement, it is also the

motto of the Queen’s University Volunteer

Band. We meet weekly to study and dis-

cuss plans by which we as individual mem-

bers of the movement can do our part in

making our slogan an accomplished fact.

To these meetings all those who consider the

cause worth while are invited, whether they

have signed the Volunteer Pledge or not.

The programmes consist of talks on the

Foreign Mission Work by returned Mission-

aries or the discussion and study of some

book on the subject.

The next meeting will be held in the

Apologetics Room, Old Arts Building, and

we extend a hearty invitation to all who are

interested to be present.

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

g’tranii
Thursday, Friday, Saturday

THOMAS MEIGHAN in

“CAPPY RICKS”
From Peter B. Kyne’s Novel

Matinee 15c Evening 20c

Tax Not Included
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QUEEN'S IN FIVE INTER-COLLEGIATE GAMES

QUEEN’S IV WIN
OVER K.C.I.

Notwithstanding Gruelling Event of the

Night Before, Queen’s Freshmen

Easily Down Collegiate

Boys 18-6

On Saturday Morning the Freshman team

under the able generalship of their manager,

Mr. Traynor, defeated the light but fast

K C I team. Both teams showed a lack

of experience and failed to take advantage

of the wind. The Queen’s line lacked co-

hesion but held up well on the whole. The

tackling of the K. C. I. team as a whole was

good. A lanky youngster, Godwin, was

particularly good. McKelvey, "kid broth-

er” to “our Red” was one of the bulwarks

of the K. C. I. team. McPherson ran and

tackled well but kicked poorly.

Morris starred for the Freshmen. His

running and catching were especially fine.

Boucher, Quinn and McKinnon also turned

in good games. —

“Shag” Blacklock and “Grafter ’ Cruse

handled the game well-

The teams lined up as follows :

—

Queen’s IV.—Flying Wing, Hewgill

Halves, Morris, (Capt)., Quinn, Boucher;

§nap, Anglin; Quarter, Cavanagh; Out-

sides, Minnes, Wilson; Middles, James,

Malcolm; Insides, McCrimmon, Atkinson.

Subs.—Dunlop, Kelly, McDonald, Boyd,

Carson, Delwood.

K. C. I. — Flying Wing, McKelvey,

(Capt)\, Halves, Macpherson. Hewgill.

Crawford; Snap, Godwin; Quarter, Len-

nox; Outsides, Inman, Hambrooke; Mid-

dles’ Volkes, Coldough, Mylks, McMann.

Subs—McCune, Thompson, Scott, Allen,

Wright.

FRESHMAN’S
RECEPTION

OPENING SOCIAL EVJeJiT VERY
SUCCESSFUL

DR. DYDE AT
CONVOCATION

‘THE PLACE OF RELIGION IN THE
MAKING OF'A NEW

NATION”

Tricolour Juniors

Again Victorious

Over Cadets

CADETS COULD NOT STAND PACE

OF QUEEN’S III, WHO RAN
UP SCORE 13-7

Queen’s Social Functions (got away to a

good start on Friday evening when “Jimmy”

Wilson was at home to all Frosh, and in-

cidentally gave a barn dance and garden

party in their honour.

The powers that be had been rather

anxious, for some time, to alleviate the

stress of unaquaintanceship among the

Freshmen and Freshettes, and, consequently

to keep them off the streets, J.T.M. came

to the rescue and “sure done noble as did

also the Q. W. amHlie Q. M. C. A.. The

great affair took place in Mr. Grant's Flail,

and, as Miriam of Queen's would say,’ was

a tremendous success.

Freshmen where there in swarms, and

ninety odd Freshettes fussed up for the oc-

cassion—ninety odd, let it be clearly under-

stood, being a purely numerical expression.

As “pre-arranged ,by the escorts, every

Freshie was alowed to chase ten Freshettes

around until mid-night, and then choose

which one of the ten he least desired to ac-

company home. The Freshettes had little

choice in the matter, as it is not considered

in good taste at Queen’s for a Freshette to

chase a Freshman until three days before a

dance. However, the Freshettes showed a

hand in the game by hiding behind pillars

patronesses and paint, or little puffs of

powder. On two or three occasions a

Freshman caught the Freshette he was

chasing, and everybody at the party laugh-

ed right heartily, as such a happening is

considered a great joke in these days.

The fray, which started shortly after

7.30 p.m, lasted till the next day. Niagara

Falls had nothing on the murmur, and the

cries of those in distress turned cheerleader

Holdcroft pink with envy. On nine or ten

occasions talented persons, believing that

music hath charms, etc., tried to calm the

mob, but even then were heard twitterings

of Is your programme filled?—Ain’t eight

o’clocks awful ?— Glub-Guh-OW-er-yas !
—

She sloped this one on me—You really must

(Continued on page 5)

DECISIVE VICTORY
FOR McGILL

QUEEN’S SENIORS BADLY
BEATEN BY RED AND

WHITE, 25-1

At the University Service on Sunday

Principal Taylor conducted the devotion-

al exercises, and Principal Dyde preach-

ed from Luke X. 29, “Who is my neigh-

bour?”

In the records of Paul and of Christ

there are many examples of brilliant

speaking—brilliant because of replacing a

fine, though conventional, system, by a

higher and mpre spiritual interpretation.

Both Christ and Paul used forcible lan-

guage. And this passage is one example

of really brilliant application.

Speaking on “The Place 'of Religion

in the Making of a New Nation,” Prin-

cipal Dyde said that as one born and

bred in Canada he stood for the old reli-

gion, that of Christ and of Paul. Not

denominationalism even, hut* the true,

broad, human outlook of Christ. One

prominent character at Confederation said

that “if we are to rise to the height of

our destiny we cannot put our trust in

any one ‘ism’” So. too, spoke Matthew

Arnold. .
Christianity solidifies, does not

disrupt. If we close the gates to a bet-

ter understanding between individuals

and nations, we have not the spirit of

Chrict. “Paul,” continued PrLncipaJfDyde,

“termed that man a slave who was mgan

in mind and contemptible in spirit. A
Presbyterian minister, more is the pity,

once whispered in my ear, quoting scrip-

ture at the same time, ‘There is a time

to love, and a time to hate. I hate the

Germans.’ I thought of the Christ, and

of Paul, and wondered what they would

have said. Probably they would have

said, ‘sounding brass and a tinkling cym-

bal.’ I shall not attempt to define reli

gion, whether it originated or gathered

together its principles, but I might say

that it is a tie. It binds us to the eternal.

Tire method of approach is nothing, if

there be unity With God."

(Continued on page 8).

Coming from behind in a well fought

game, before a large crowd at thp Stadium

on Saturday afternoon. Queen’s III. again

defeated R.M.C. II. thereby eliminating the

Cadets from the Junior Series.

R.M.C. had the better of the play in the

first half of the game and led by 6—1 at

half time. In the third frame, Queen’s III.

began to show some of the same form they

had displayed on Wednesday, securing a

safety touch in the first two minutes of play.

Immediately afterwards they got the ball

again on a blocked kick and McNeill slid

over for a touch. - An amusing incident

occured during this quarter when Major

Greenwood who was officiating broke his

artificial limb and the plucky Major was

' carried off the field smiling, by two Cadets.

The fourth quarter was marked by a fifty

yard run by Smith of Queen’s and a touch

by Ritchie. Dolan, the sturdy Queen’s

quarter., who had played a very good game

up to this time was knocked out and had to

be carried off the field. He was given a

well deserved hand clap as he passed the

stand.

Southam did the kicking for R.M.C. and

took advantage of the wind, and gave his

backs a chance to get down the field, by

high and well placed kicks. McLaren, Bur-

continued on page 5)

McGILL WIN
TRACK MEET

RED AND WHITE CARRY OFF
HONOURS WITH VARSITY

SECOND.

On Friday afternoon the premier athletes

of McGill, Varsity, R. M. C. and Queen’s

met in friendly contest at the Qeorge Rich-

ardson Stadium. The weather was cold

and raw and in consequence the time on the

short dashes were only fairly good. Never-

theless, the spectators witnessed the break-

ing of two records—the discus’ throw and

the three mile run.

Our own showing was poor hut credit

must he given to those who entered and did

their best. Cameron got off to a had start

in the 100 yards but ran the second man

close in his heat. Ada put up a plucky

fight in the half mile. McClure jumped

better than he ever did in his life before.

Findlay finished well in the three mile in

;pite of the gruelling pace set by the ijecord-

breaker. McAuliffe of Toronto. It was un-

fortunate that Smith should have been suf-

fering from rugby injuries.

Carfuthers of Varsity broke the old dis-

cus’ record by a clean four feet— a tremen-

dous and inspiring throw. McAuliffe ran

a splendid race in the three mile. To beat

a record is hard enough, hut to clip a full

half minute off that record time is a feat

indeed. The previous record holder ran

second.

R. M. C. had entries in in^ny events too.

We have a fellow feeling for them on the

track. Generally what they win we lose

and vice-versa. On the track we both lost.

The plucky little college will be heard from

if endeavoring achieves anything.

We are proud of our new Stadium and

proud of Jimmy Bews and the local track

men who ‘handled the first Intercollegiate

Track Meet held at Queen’s in many years

in such a creditable manner. In spite of

the unfinished state of the dressing rooms

there was lots of accomodation in the two

rooms used. The Yooms were warm and

there was plenty of hot water for the tired

men.

The meet never dragged at any time and

the track, well rolled, was much better than

could reasonably have been expected.

To McGill went 71 points; Varsity took

the remaining 54. Johnston of McGill

alone brought in 2P points for his college.

Hamilton’s running in the half-mile and the

(Continued on page 7)

Queen’s Seniors met their first defeat

of the season at the hands of McGill at

the Molson Stadium, Montreal, last Sat-

urday afternoon, before 10,000 excited

grads, and under-grads, of both McGill

and Queen’s, and with very imperfect

playing conditions, the Red and White

smashed Queen’s confident hope of vic-

tory by a 25-1 score.

The bleachers were a very pictures-

que sight, with the Red and White col-

our scheme of caps and pamphlets, and

the continual release of Red and White

balloons. The cheering shoul4-be an in-

spiration to Queen’s rooters, as the Mc-

Gill cheer leaders, no matter how fre-

quently they called for a yell, were never

unsupported, and every single man and

woman gave the best of theiif voices. We
must also congratulate them on their im-

partiality, as they repeatedly gave the

Queen’s yell, invariably doing so when

a man was hurt.

1st Quarter

Queen’s took the field with their

strongest team, but Leadley was in poor

condition after a sick night under medi-

cal care, suffering from tonsilitis. Mc-

Gill kicked off against the wind, and it

was at once apparent that Leadley was

not himself, aspn his first three attempts,

he kicked over the side with complete

lack of his usual height and distance.

After twice making yards, Carroll, the

McGill back, kicked over for the first

score. In another minute he repeated.

The play see-sawed for the remainder

of the period, with McGill having a slight

margin of the play, but doing no further

scoring. McGill 2, Queen’s 0.

2nd Quarter

Immediately after the 2nd quarter com-

menced Carrol kicked over the Queen’s

line to Leadley, who returned when corn-

ered in attempting to run the ball out.

The ball was carried straight across the

field by the high wind and rolling be-

hind our line was nailed by Phillpotts

for the first touch. Carrol failed to con-

vert. On Queen's kick off, Carrol re-

turned, and McGill recovered on Camp-

bell’s fumble, lost the ball on interfer-

ence, and recovered on a poor pass when

Queen’s attempted an end run, Carrol

again kicked a touch in goal. On a long

pass from Leadley, Harding made the

most spectacular run of the game, tear-

ing through a broken field for 50 yards.

Leadley made yards, but was hurt when

tackled and had to be carried off for the

rest of the period. At this point Queen’s

were playing great football and _\vere

steadily forcing McGill back. Harding,

however, kicked intp the scrimmage, Mc-

( Continued on page 6)

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday

—

4.30 p.m.—

A

rts Society.

Wednesday-:- x
3.00 p.m.—Queen’s IV. vs. K.C.I.

8.00. p.m.—Dr. Fraser Campbell, of In-

dia. Convocation Hall.

Thursday

—

8.15 p.m.—Bertha Crawford, Soprano,

Grant Hall.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve\Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINEM

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. E. sparks,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbere in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

EDITORIAL
(fumt’s Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.S0; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should -be accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

" STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-Chicf—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W- HOUSTON, .1382 J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY
; J. M. GIV-

ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.
Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-
LACHLAN: T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. W. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.
. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-

BURY; G. E. WOOD.

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

Bring Your Clothes to the

EMPIRE CLEANERS AND
TAILOR

We Give Special Prices to Students

Suits Cleaned and Pressed

Overcoats

SPONGED AND PRESSED
Suits 40c Overcoats 40c

No extra charges for little mending. We
call for and deliver promptly. Suits pressed

while you wait.

J. KAHN, Proprietor
22 Johnston Street

Kingston, Ont.

$1.00

.75

’Phone 2024w

GIVING MUSIC A CHANCE

A. M. S.

The Annual Meeting of the Track Club

was held at A. M. S. on Saturday Night.

This meeting should have been held last

Spring in accordance with Art. III., Sec. IV

of the Constitution of Standing Committees,

and the Club, in holding the meeting last

Saturday, _took the. only means of remedy-

ing this regrettable oversight. The follow-

ing slate of officers was elected

:

Pres.,—W. O. La Fontaine. 51

Vice-Pres.,—H. P. Salter.

Sec’y. and Manager—D. G. Cameron.

Faculty Representatives:

Medicine—J. E. R. Smith.

Arts— . .

.

.Connors.

Science—G. FI. Salton.

The only other business of importance at

A. M. S., was the election of Mr. Gerow and

Mr. J. B. C. Runnings to fill the vacancies

on the Athletic Board of Control.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

$ 9,700,000
18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

,

Barber Shop
AU White Tile. lloit Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COE. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

Miss Bertha Crawford, Soprano, Oct.

27th.

Miss Myra Hess, Pianist, Jan. 30th.

Flonzaley String Quartette, Feb. 23rd.

It is with some eagerness that we

await results in the sale of Student tickets

for the series of Queen's University Con-

certs. The cost is so ridiculously small

for concert artists of the musical stand-

ing of those who are coming that no one

who has any appreciation of music or

who has any desire to develop such an

appreciation will be deterred by expense

from hearing them. Yet these artists,

with the possible exception of the Flonz-

aley Quartet, have not yet travelled the

red-seal record route to popular acclaim,

and hence they will not draw those who

are merely attracted by curiosity to see

the personality behind a name. Thus, the

number of tickets purchased by students

will 'show to a nicety just in how far the

College is interested in the very best of

music for its own sake. With a known

intra-mural registration of eleven hun-

dred and sixteen, a sort of index number

of culture can be derived when the ticket

returns are available.

One wonders. If the stigma of hard-

boiled materialism which the Science

Faculty so often has to face has any

foundation, and if it is true that Medical

students are necessarily men of narrow

interests, then the attendance must be

recruited from the Arts men—usually

considered by the other faculties to be

time-servers, with no keen interests of

any kind—and Levana, that musical

stronghold. But again, if most men come

to college for something more than

technical knowledge to commercialize, if

they want University life to mean some-

thing more than a brain-cramming oc-

casionally relieved by some rather sim-

ple form of relaxation, then the Commit-

tee or Art has judged Queen’s aright

and will be well -repaid for its pains.

~The casual observer would not call

the outlook for the concerts encouraging.

One does' not hear them discussed with

quite the absorbing interest accorded to

subjects such as betting odds 6n foot-

ball games, or bootlegging. And know-

ing how to get three evening of sublime

music does not . evoke the same respon-

sive thrill in some student breasts as does

knowing how to get eight ounces of

Government-supervised cough cure. How
ever, a love of music, like religion,

most sincere when deep-seated, and it

is idle to attempt to estimate feelings so

obscure when the tale will be told with

precision the course of several d-y-

The meeting was, considered a highly suc-

cessful one, for the eight Orders of Bus

iness, including the Critic’s Report by Mr.

D. M. Mclnnes, were dealt with in thirty-

two minutes. For a short time this was

thought to have established a record, but

such an illusion Was dispelled when a man

finally awoke who has attended over 8% of

the A. M. S. meetings for the last two years,

and whose authority in the matter was there-

fore considered unimpeachable. The meet-

ing tended to be over-large, for almost thirty

persons were present, whereas only ten is

needed for a quorum. At no time, how-

ever, did the crowd become unwieldy, no

questions involving the unseemly ’spirit of

discussion, so often present, were raised,

and a peaceful Sunday-afternoon atmos-

phere was admirably maintained throughout.

An interesting question regarding the

Levana representation was raised after the

meeting, to wit :—Did they come out separ-

ately or in a body? And if, in the event of

their attending separately, one less had come

would the other one have stayed?

Plates
Service Plates, Dessert

Plates and Fruit Sets in

Coalport, Minton, Wedg-
wood, Crown Derby and
other high-grade Chinas,

in dozen or half-dozen lots.

Few gifts will prove

more acceptable to the

bride as a lasting reminder

in her new home.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

Dr. H. A, Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w
^

THE POLECON CLUB

The unusually large attendance and

keen interest shown at the organization

meeting of the Polecon Club on the 17th

augured well for the success of the Club

this session. Its circle provides an op-

portunity for informal, calm and thought-

ful discussions on the controversial que's-

tions of the day. In no other organized

society of the University has the student

an opportunity for the expression of his

opinion on such topics. Men and women
prominent in the fields of politics, econ-

omics and history have in the past fre-

quently led the discussions at the Pole-

con Club, and doubtless some will favour

us again this session. Meetings will be

held every two weeks, the first one being

on Nov. 1st at 8 p.m. in the Levana Room,

Kingston Hall, with “The Tariff Plat-

forms of the 3 Federal Parties" as the

subject. Miss MacKercher, and Messrs.

Voaden and Healy will introduce the

various sides of the topic. The execu-

tive for the 1921-22 session will be:

Hon. Pres.—J. T. McNeill, Ph.D.

President—F. A. Knox.

Vice-Pres.—Miss B. Eakins.

Secretary—R. E. Wagar.

Committee—Miss E. Smith, W. M,

Drummond, D. W. Boyd.

The Student Directory Ct rn:u-

urges everyone to get listed a- • •

the work of printing and district;:".-'

Directory may be rushed. Dir-

fi^ee to all, and were found to - •

uable service last year.

TO THE EDITOR
The Editor of The Journal:

Dear Sir:

—

What is the matter with our Sunday

Services, is still an unanswered question

in many of our minds. And no doubt

also in the mind of our worthy Princi-

pal who has done all a man can do to

, : help them, and to get the students inter-

1 < ested. Where, we ask, is that mighty

host of our staff that used to attend these

services in all their splendour, dignity,

land gorgeous array?

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Take the First Degree of Comfort

and the Last Degree of

Entertainment

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

Where are all our excellent musicians?

Why cannot we hear the music of those

sweet toned stringed instruments lead

the praise on Sunday afternoons? One

of our recent graduates and the Presi-

dent of our Alma Mater, comes next Sun-

day to give us the message 'of a student.

Will our musical friends think it over

and come and use their talent?

And by the way, it has been suggested

for the benefit of speakers that the “Class

bell” be rung when it is time for the ad-

dress to finish? ''These services are for the

students primarily and were to be brief

and bright.

Yours truly,

INTERESTED.

VARSITY WINS SOCCER MATCH

Varsity defeated our Senior Soccer

Team by a score of 7-1, Saturday morn-

ing at Toronto. There was no doubt that

Varsity was the better team, but the play

was much closer than the score would

indicate. Varsity- showed better ball

handling and combination due to longer

experience at the game.

After the game the players were ten-

-dered a banquet in Hart House, at which

Sir Robert Falconer congratulated_the

Queen's team on the remarkable grit they

had displayed, and several other promin-

ent men also spoke.

BEHIND ALL AROUND

Exasperated passenger (after long de-

lay at wayside station)—Why don’t you

keep better time on this wretched line?

Irish guard (confidentially)— Well,

now, you see, I’ll explain it all to you.

The train before is behind, and this train

was behind before besides.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

JUST IN
Flannel Middies in Red and Navy

in Balkan and straight with the

turned cuff, finished with buttons,

sailor collar, trimmed with rows of

soutache braid, all sizes from 16

to 40.

PRICE $3.98

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’26

Second-year Chemistry lectures, full of

Ada and Ethyl, can’t compare with those

wonderful first-year days when we had

Thelma with us.

The ‘pool’ for a trip to see the Queen’s

—

McGill game was a huge success—for the

winners. For the rest of us, however, the

suspense was worth the expense.

Some “voice from the rear” rather turned

the tables on Dr. M. when as the latter

drew the fatal slips for the pool, it de-

manded, “right, or left.”

One of the! year wits’ remarked the

other day that S—— should make good as

a fisherman since he has a “great line.’

MEDICINE ’27

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
T

“Best by Test

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December . the

Xmas rush is on, aird time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tibn.

i Make Your Appointment Now.

1

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
Strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly/

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

WATTS Floris
Flowers For All Occasions

In the Aesculapean Society Elections Mr.

D. Grahame' was elected as Juror, not

Mr. B. E. Grahame as reported to Journal.

asBSBsssssBsssB®sa®s®sB®®®f

STUDENT’S DIRECTORY

Meds. ’27 entered formally into the Con-

stitutional life of the University by electing

their Executive Officers for the year. Mr.

Stevenson, who had at the beginning of the

term been appointed leader, took the

chair.

The following are the Officers

:

Hon.-Pres.—Mr. Ball.

Pres. Mr. McCammon.
Vice-Pres.—Mr. Kelly.

Secretary—Mr. Williams.

Treasurer—Mr. Goodfellow.

Poet—Mr. Brooks.

Historian—Mr. Stevenson.

Prophet—Mr. McKenzie.

Orator—Mr. Cleary.

Marshal—Mr. Smith.

Editor—Mr. Cameron.
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Soph.—“Why* are’nt you wearing your

hat” ?

Freshee
—

“I can’t, I’m chewing gum
and it bounces off my head.”

Soph.
—“Ever been to Barriefield”?

“frosh,” gathered outside the old gym on

Devonshire place, were given a brief

talk pointing out the inadvisability of a

street parade and the futility of resis-

tance.

This over with, they were admitted

one by one into the room where the

"sophs” had prepared their diabolical

reception. In order that none of the

“frosh” should go through the ceremony

twice, their names were taken at the

door.

Then, stripped to the waist, the fresh-

men were sent down the line. Each one

paused long enough to get a mouthful

of salts to strengthen him oil his way.

As he passed through a barrel grease was

applied to his curly or other kind of locks,

and butter, homesick for the garbage

pail, was smeared on his face. Running

the gauntlet on hands and knees, h6 was

met withjilaek paint, red paint and blue

paint in quick succession. Some thought-

ful lads detained him for a moment while

they administered shoeblacking, treacle

and sawdust to his greased haid. The

moment this group released him the next

group insisted upon presenting him with

a sheet of flypaper. Then followed a

nightmare of crawling through hurdles

and barrels.

Passing into the next room he was told

to remove his shoes, and, as a special

concession, was allowed to amuse him-

self by sliding down a chute.

When all the “frosh” had passed

through the hands of the “sophs” the

varied assortment of old clothing which

had accumulated during the party was

thrown down to them.

One young hopeful arrived arrayed as

for the company of hrs best girl. He
was immaculate from his bow tie to his

spats. But there was no special leniency

shown him, except in so far as his spats

madfe him a good target.

Unknown to the “frosh” all the sup-

plies used by the “sophs” were for three

QUEEN’S
Sweaters

in

“V” NECK
PULL-OVERS

of all combinations

Our Special Price

$5.00

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

hours standing in an unguarded motor

car in front of University College.

The “frosh” who had not the spirit to

turn out will be dealt with by all those

who took part in the initiation.

SPORT NOTES

Lest we should feel downhearted it is

well to remember that we are in second

place in the Senior race. McGill leads with

three points, Queen’s second with two, while

Varsity has hut one. McGill has to play

both remaining games away from home,

Varsity has both at home while we have one

in Toronto and one here. It is anybody’s

race. We are in the race still. Anyway,

it should be worth a year in our resurrection

process to beat two teams of first calibre.

The story from Montreal is one of a ser-

ies of misfortunes which would break the

spirit of any team in the country. It has

been too easy to fancy our halves not men

prone to error but machines incapable of

misjudgement or mistake.

Show them that we still believe in them

and will,.no matter what happens, by stick-

ing by them through thick and thin. Our

bolt is not yet shot.

Those who are responsible for

getting out the Students’ Directory

inform us that names are being col-

lected very slowly. Only when

every man in College has signed one

of the lists or has given his name,

address and phone number to the

secretary of his year, can the Com-

mittee get started with the print-

ing. They will soon be forced to

change their motto from “Out in

October” to “Distribution before

December."

RETURNED MEN
Will returned men please note that a

Memorial Service will he held in Convo-

cation Hall on Monday Evening, Oct.

31st, for the purpose of unveiling a tablet

to. the memory of those members of the

staff and students in Theology who made

the supreme sacrifice in the recent war.

Three names on this Tablet are well

known to members of the Original

“Queen’s Battery" the 46th. It is the

desire of tlie~ Faculty that returned men

will act as ushers at this meeting. Will

any returned men in the University who

can lend their aid on this occasion Es-

pecially any memlifers of the 46th Bat-

tery) please communicate with R. G. Fry,

Theology. Further announcement of this

meeting will he made later.

Queen’s University

Concerts

LOCAL INITIATIONS OUTDONE
BY VARSITY

The Toronto Globe gives the following

account of the U-C. initiation :

Last night the freshmen of University

College were introduced to the prelimin-

aries of a liberal education. The ritual

itself was of a most liberal nature. The

FIRST CONCERT

Bertha Crawford
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Assisted by specially selected artists, Douglas Stanbury, baritone,

Harry Adaskin, violinist, and Dr. Harvey Robb, accompanist, on

Thursday, October 27th

in GRANT HALL at 8.15 p.m.

The first of a series of concerts, followed by MYRA HESS, the

great pianist, and the FLONZALEY STRING QUARTETTE.

SERIAL TICKETS for all these concerts, NUMBERED

AND RESERVED, now on sale to students of the University at

the Queen’s Post Office for $1.50. A special part of the gallery

has 'been reserved for students. Plan at the Post Office. Serial

tickets for others, $3.50 and $2.50.

'
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

newspapers, magazines
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCES§.-«T.
ITwo doors belovrLlergy St.:.)

ENGLISH CLUB
At a meeting held on Monday, October

17th, for the reorganization of the Eng-

lish Club, the following officers were

elected:

Hon. Pres., Dr. W. E. McNeill; Pres.,

Mr. Norman Campbell; Vice-Pres.,' Miss

Dorothy Brown; Sect., Mr. L. McDiar-

mid.

The English Club will hold its first

regular meeting at 4 p.m.,- Monday,

October 31st, in the small English room.

Dr, McNeill will lecture on “Modern

Drama.” The lecture will be an inter-

esting tracing of the chief tendencies in

recent drama.

sible if the members remain non-fussers.

Should the plan by any chance fail to

materialize, we shall attribute the failure

to a change in policy on the part of the*

members.

Ex-admiral Wartman says that stu-

dents should not sacrifice too much sleep,

i.e. when doing work in accounting. Of

course, he admits, there are cases when

such action is absolutely necessary and

is really not a sacrifice. He must explain

more fully.

Something else for us to note is that

we have an orchestra within our year.

The girls who played in the orchestra

are to be congratulated on the way they

sang and played at the Freshmen's re-

ception. We sincerely hope that they

keep up the good work and that we hear

from them again at some of our year

meetings.

How about those football practices?

To be or not to be, that is the question.

ARTS ’22

The rugby game between Arts ’23 and

our yeir is to be held tomorrow after-

noon. If a sufficient number turn up to

make a team, we may see some fun. Now

get this if you are not too rushed with

work, if there isn’t an essay or a report

which can just as well be posponed till

later, if, in fact, you have no real excuse

to hide behind—BE THERE. This ap-

plies to the ladies too. Somebody has

to root and who are as likely to put “pep

with the players as “the ladies.”

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts

small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Here are the bookings for this week

the names 'of the stars are mentioned

as well

:

1. Norman C.-^-“Fussing to the Allen”.

2. Sugden
—“Another Pink Tea.”

3. Wholton—"Tragedy."
,

4. Cross
—“When is the next meal?”

—

a farce.

5. Miller
—“A Lady and a Chinese

Laundry,” very thrilling.

6. Runnings
—

“It’s Thin on' Top ’

Melodrama.

This is an exceptionally good line-up

and we hope every one will enjoy -the

“show.”

Don’t forget l—'yiose who wish to

meet the Freshettes—bless them—must

turn up at the year-meeting on Friday

at 4 p.m. (Murray has a special schedule

—his entrance will be at 4.05).

ARTS ’24

The annual meeting was held on

Thursday, Oct. 20th, with Miss Kelly

presiding.

The secretary read the minutes of the

last meeting after which he read his re

port for last year. We are very glad

to hear that we have some money left

over to start the year^ith.

Committees were then appointed to

carry on our year Social Evening and

to arrange a programme for Our next

meeting, when we entertain Arts 25.

We then had the installation of the

new executive, Miss Booth presiding on

account of Mr. Wallace’s absence through

playing soccer.

The programme' consisted of the read-

ing of the year prophecy, poetry and

history. AIL were very good and were

much enjoyed by everyone. On the whole

this meeting was very* enjoyable and we

sincerly hope that they will continue so

throughout the year.

We are glad to see that our year is

represented in the soccer team, Mr. Wal- 1

lace and Mr. Wood are to be congratul-

ated on their good work.

RELAY RACES AT FOOTBALL
GAMES

Editor Queen’s Journal

Dear Sir:

Between the halves of the Varsity Mc-

Gill game there was run a relay race -between

track teams of the two colleges.

This race broke the monotony of the ten

minute interval between periods and started

a certain amount of interest in track sports.

I propose that R.M.C. and Kingston Col-

legiate be invited with Queen’s in a Medley

Relay Race to be held in the Stadihm be-

tween periods of the next rugby game. v

Such teams to consist of four runners : first

man to run 220 yards, the second 440 yards,

the third '/> mile and the last man a mile.

This race should take about nine minutes.

If all goes smoothly, the following week a

race could be run of four men each a quar-

ter of a mile and then later perhaps one of

y2 mile each. A few of these races should

do much to raise the standard of track

athletics in Kingston.

Yours truly,

John Hunter

What*should the members of the year

do when' they hear a suspicious click-

click and a large voice saying “Come

seven”? The voice sounded miich like

that of our friend Don. Maclnnes, and

the scene of the battle was staged in

Miller’s room.

Groupe

Photographe rs

can be taken at any time of the

day or evening, and regardless of

weather conditions, at

The

Kingston Art

Studio

'

84 PRINCESS STREET

Ours is a modern studio, and

you are subject to no delays be-

cause of the inclemency of the

weather.

’PHONE 2159w

and make your appointment now

The Arts Society nominations will

soon be called for and our year must

supply a number of offices. Of course

the most important will be that of Presi-

dent. Who will we nominate? Think

it over

!

j
ARTS ’23

The postponed meeting of the year will

take place on Thursday of this week at

4 p.m. The successful candidates are

hereby given a final warning to he pre-

pared to state what they believe to be

the reasons for their election.

President-elect Gill says that college

life is just one difficult executive job after

another. But of course that is why We

chose him as president—because it was

a big man’s job.

President Gaviller of the Anti-fussers

society is seriously contemplating some

process of elimination of members. Much

as it hurts him to par% with old stalwarts

yet he claims that all loyal members u

abide by the constitution. This, h- a-

serts, Doug. Bu_- and Mc-y are not

trying to do.

Bibby’s
New Overcoats

ARE REAL MASTERPIECES OF TAILORS ART

NEW COMERS ARRIVED TODAY

NEW ULSTERETTES

A Dandy for $27.50

NEW CHESTERFIELDS

Nobby Genteel •- $30.00

NEW SLIP ON

Real Classy ones $35.00

SEE OUR ENGLISH ULSTERS

Full back, silk sleeve and shoulder lin-

ing, plaid backs, pure all wool Scotch and

English Cheviots.

Extra Special Value $40.00

MEN’S OVERCOATS

$15.00 and $22.50 up
f Jrtrlu Erorj} fc lmla*

We believe' there is a movement

foot to have a float in the parade beio u

ing exclusively to the above-menti <

club. This will not doubt be quite y-

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, Princess Street

__________
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Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

many men
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-

ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Houghton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610: Realdenco 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain. j

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointments early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

LEVANA NOTES

Mrs. J .L .Morisorf entertained Levana at

delightful tea held in the Red Room from

4 to 6 o’clock Thursday afternoon. Mrs.

Morison and Mrs. Bruce Taylor received

the guests. A charming musical pro-

gramme followed the dainty refreshments.

Those contributing were Mrs. Gummer,

Miss Leslie Taylor and Miss Carrie Wald-

ron. Mrs. Rigney and Miss Lois Taylor

were the accompanists.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

'Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

LEVANA

Heard at the Freshmans’

1st Junior—One little Freshette wrote

her address on the back of

my programme.

2nd Junior—Oh. that’s nothing! One

carved her charming cqn-

tenance upon my heart.

DR. FRASER CAMPBELL
WILL-SPEAK

The executive of the religious organiza-

tions in our college are to be congratul

ated on having secured the services of

Dr. Fraser Campbell. India is of very-

live interest to every -thinking person

within our Empire today, and Dr. Camp-

bell will speak of the problems and the

fascinations of that great country and

people. Dr. Campbell has engagements

to speak at Varsity and McGill, and as

he will shortly return to India we are

glad to have this opportunity of hearing

him at Queen’s.

Everybody turn out to Convocation

Hall on Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock

and hear and welcome Dr. Fraser Camp-

bell.

they looked nice in and a ton and seven-

eights of said cards were shipped to the

Kingston papers for publication. In most
cases salmon colored dresses and pale blue

stockings were worn, probably to match the

brown hats men are wearing this year. The
Freshmen wore blue as they no doubt felt

that way, but of course they didn’t fool any-

body—impossible for them to conceal their

verdentity.

The Penetentiary was represented in a

certain tough guy with a H N O 3 noze, who
strode up and down the Hall with a large

green F on each chest, loudly drawing

everybody’s attention that Wrigley was still

manufacturing Spearmint. Several chaps

by the way, were wearing two F’s;—extra

exertion, howqver, was needless, as even the

Freshettes had them spotted.

The litlte party ended joyfully, and none

of the Frosh will ever forget it as long as

they remember their college days, and al-

though nobody really got acquainted, it is

now quite safe to squeeze a Freshette’s hand

Ten dollars a quart takes the hie even out

of prohiebition.

QUEEN’S III. vs. R.M.C. II.

(Continued from page 1).

leigh and Southam were the outstanding

players on the R.M.C. line up.

The work of the Queen's III. line was,

as a whole, good. The backs played an al-

most perfect game but can take a lesson

from R.M.C. in executing end runs. The

R.M.C. backs run close to the line $nd get

the ball out to the outside man quickly.

When they are tackled before getting the

ball out, they do not lose more than a yard,

whereas, Queen’s often lose as many as five.

Quinn while getting distance in his kicks,

did not give his wing§ a chance to get down
the field. This players work in carrying

the ball through broken fields was very com-

mendable and he was undoubtably the shin-

ing star of the day. The outside wings

were deadly in their tackling and blocking.

Queen’s III. showed a tendency to tackle

high and ‘to scrag’. More practice in tack-

ling low will improve their effectiveness in

future games. Queen’s III. will now have

to play off with Queen’s IV. team to decide

the local series.

LINE-UP:
Queen’s III.—Flying Wing, McCartney;

Halves, Quinn, Smith, Holt; Quarter, Dol-

an; Snap, Young; Inside, McNeill, Taber

;

Middle, Bleecker, Ritchie; Outside, Wad-
del, Wert. Subs.—Whitton, Carmichael,

Bell, Cleland, Noonan, Houstan, Lyons.

R.M.C. II.—Flying Wing, Gill; Halves,

Carr-Harris, Southam, McLaren
;
Quarter,

Wallace; Stiap^Durnford
;
Inside, Burleigh,

Creswicke; Middle, Lane, -Fitzhugh ;
Out-

side, Ray; Black. Subs.—Smith, Vokes,

Murphy, Van Koughnet.

Judge of Play—Major Greenwood.

Umpire—Dr. Bruce.

As a child, we often wondered what they

meant by that song:

Here’s to good old Queen’s.

Drink her down.

Drink her down.

But after seven days of rain, we begin to

see the light.

THE FRESHMEN’S RECEPTION _
(Continued from page 1)

come to the next Social evening with me;

you know I was the best dancer in Renfrew

this summer—
At number 7 all gathered in Grant Hall

to hear Principal Taylor, who spoke in his

usual happy terms and whose address was

greatly appreciated.

The Freshettes filled out cards

as you .slowly

Queen's.

pass her in the Halls of
American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Ave., Dept. W22

New York. N.Y.

STUDENTS!
OUR SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK ARE

Women’s 2 Strap Black Men’s Brown Blu., Good
i

^Pumps $5.00 Year Welts .... .». $5.00

Women’s Brown Oxfords A Specialty
/

J

with Louis or Cuban Men’s Mah. Bal. Pointed

Heels $5.00 Toes, Good Year Welts $7.50

THE VICTbRY SHOE STORE
CORNER CLERGY AND PRINCESS STREEJS

FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

rENUS
PENCILS

TpOR the student or prot,
J- the superb VENUS out-
rivals all for perfect pencil
work. 17 black degrees and
3 copying.

American Lead
Pencil Co.

Pure Ice Cream
' Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at
.

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

MIRIAM OF QUEEN’S
By Lilian Vaux MacKinnon

There is the'charm and appeal of a quaint town and a real

family in the story, of the Danvers and of the girl who made her

dream come true.

Kingston with its College and Students’ activities, its quiet

Social life is like some picture in brilliant colors.

Every Student should read this book, written by a Queen’s

graduate.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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"The College Hat Store’

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We slipw beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’22

H. B. T-rb-n—Dearest, there has been

something trembling on my lip for a

long time.

She—Well, why don’t you shave it

off.

Who was the member of our year

who practiced the virtue of self sacrifice

to the extent of throwing away three

years of his academic career for the pri-

velege of fraternizing with the fair fresh-

ettes and enjoying the fullness of a free

meal, on Friday evening last?

QUEEN’S vs. McGILL
(Continued from page 1)

Gill recovered and Carrol booted over

for another point. The remainder of the

period was a straight kicking contest.

the R.V.C. girls paraded down town.

McGill have a strong team, and were

in no way weaked by Flannigan’s ab-

sence, as Carrol played a wonderful

game and was the individual star of the

afternoon. For Queen's, Harding was

the best with Campbell and Evans play-

ing consistently good football. McKel-

vey was closely watched from the begin-

ning, but kicked well during Leadley’s

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Members of the senior year have notic-

ed that the second year civils have shown

that they have taken a remarkable in-

terest in practical surveying, especially

curves. An inverting telescope, the lower

campus properly in focus, a lively exhibi-

tion of ground hockey with the setting

sun for a background ; we conclude the

ladies must have shown good “form.”

We would like to know how much

M-tt H-wg-1 and T-rb-n lost in Montreal

on Saturday last, or should we say found ?

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

PRINTING
Hanson

,
Crozier & Edgar

20 Market St.
,

Kingston

O— B— ,
being measured by tailor for

new coat. Tailor
—"How about pockets

sir?” Answer, “Quartsize please.”

SCIENCE ’25

It occurred to one of the members of

the Mathematics IV. Class, as he looked

about him, that Science ’25 might be

described as “Polyhedra”—a number of

solids with plain faces.

PAT-POURI
The heading of this column is Irish for

I Poe Pooree, a French expression meaning

a miscellaneous collection. That’s me.

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Eddie Roy:—Doc., I was at death’s door

and Tanlac pulled me through.

The aeroplane glide will soon be seen in

Grant Hall. It’s easy. Just open; your vest

and fly.

Science ’21 has 6 of its members on the

staff this fall.

Bill says smoking Camel Cigarettes made

,
his back like that.

Connie O’Gorman is now a roads scholar,

I on the Provincial Highway at Orangeville,

Ont.

McGILL vs. QUEEN’S
MONTREAL, OCT. 22nd

Complete reports of this game writ-

ten by Canada’s greatest sporting

editors will be found in the Toronto
Sunday World, Toronto Star Weekly
and the Montreal Standard.

These will be on sale at Best’s Drug
Store 36 hours earlier than any other

Canadian paper.

To make sure of securing copy of

any or all of these papers ’Phone 59,

or 919 up to 10.30 p.m. Saturday.

Store opens at 10.00 a.m.

L. T. BEST
Prescription Druggist

Known since its establishment as the

headquarters for Queen’s Student
Supplies

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

Dr. and Mrs. John E. Hammett have re-

I turned to New York City, where Jock is

remodelling his fellow men and becoming

famous as a surgeon.

varied by pretty runs by Campbell and absence. The whole team fought hard

Harding. Plalf-time whistle blew with

the ball in mid-field. McGill 9, Queen’s 0.

In this half the Red and White only

earned the 4 points they kicked, and al-

though Queen’s seemed somewhat demor-

alized by Leadley’s loss, yet the play was

fairly even.

3rd Quarter

In the 2nd half Leadley gamely came

on again, but on his first boot kicked

into the scrimmage. Carrol kicked for

McGill, Leadley returned, but Phillpotts

ran it back 40 yards to the same point.

On McGill’s three bucks for an attempt-

ed touch the tricolor line held splendid-

ly, and Queen’s got possession. On our

attempted kick, McGill's Wings broke

through, bowled Leadley over and Ander-

son took the ball over for another touch,

which he converted. Leadley was knock-

ed out in the play, and had to be carried

off. McGill lost the ball on Carrol’s fum-

ble, which Campbell recovered, but pass-

ed to a McGill man who kicked to Hard-

ing, and Queen’s got their only point on

Harding’s return over the dead line.

On a wicked 'tackle, Carrol of Queen's

was knocked out, and immediately after-

ward Phillpotts had to be carried off.

There were numerous casualties at this

period with McGill suffering the fost fre-

quently. The period ended with play

near Queen’s line. 3rd quarter over, Mc-

Gill 15, Queen’s 1.

4th Quarter

Right after the shift Carrol kicked over

and Harding was^ forced to rouge. For

the next five minutes play was in mid-

field. Queen’s lost 15 yards on interfer-

ence, and McKelvey’s kick, a little slow

in getting away, was blocked by Little,

who raced over for a try, which Ander-

son converted. On an exchange of punts,

McGill were favoured by the wind and

Carrol forced Campbell to rouge. Phill

potts made a nice 30 yard run, and Carrol

kicked ovfcr to Harding who ran it out.

On-Queen’s failing to snap the ball out,

McGill gained possession and Carrol

kicked over again. On a nice end run

Evans and Campbell got yards, and

Campbell again got 15 yards immediate-

ly after. Queen’s lost possession again

on a poor snap and Carrol kicked over

to Harding as the whistle blew. Final

score, McGill 25, Queen’s 1. The Mc-

Gill players were carried off the field -and

their rooters, headed by the band and

Red W.:—Got anything good for boils,

I Doc ? Doc :—Sure, this will cure all the

boils in Canada. Red:—I’ve got ’em all,

re Doc.

Mr. and Mrs. Pat thank the gang at the

I Stadium for the electric grill and iron, and-

invite the lads in to have the odd hot dog.

| Bring your legs in to be pressed.

Didn't take Rogers long to take the curl

out of the curling rink. He has been mov-

ing for 30 years. They say it’s cheaper.

Now about the Harty Rink. Put the soft

pedal on this calamity howling. You w
have skating this season as usual, in the

best arena in Canada. The ice surface will

be 80 ft. by 200 ft., seating capacity, 4,250.

separate dressing rooms for each local team

and you won’t have to go down town for

refreshments.

C. ,»- '
)'»

i

right up to the end, and showed real

gameness in their battle against such a

series of bad breaks. Playing against

doctor’s orders, Leadley showed .nerve in

going into the game at all, and his loss

was a severe handicap to the team.

On glancing at the score it might ap-

pear that Queen’s were hopelessly out-

classed, but when it is remembered that

17 of their points were scored on un-

lucky bre.aks occuring at critical times,

and that the majority of the remainder

were indirectly due to poor passing, the

play was not so greatly one-sided after

all. McGill failed to secure a touch by

line plays, and only gained yards nine

times, while Queen’s gained on seven

occasions. If the team continue con-

scientous work and play the game, they

are capable of, we are quite confident that

McGill will be beaten in the return game

here. /

Line-up

McGill

Little

Carrol

Phillpotts

Anderson

l

Baillie

Pushim

J. McComb
R. McComb
Ambridge
Lahier

Murphy
Robertson

McGill—Easson, Nottman, Stearns.

Queen's: Ryan, McLeod, Graham,

Walker, Delahy.

Officials: Hugh Gall, referee; W.
Foulds, Umpire.

t'ing Wing
Queen’s

Burns

Halves Leadley

Quarter

Harding

Campbell

Evans

Snap Lewis

Insrdes Wilson

Middles,

Muirhead

McKelvey

Outsides

Adams
Carroll

Subs.

Veale

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:
BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and I

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Fall Examination Resuli

The following additional- resuli

Fall Examinations in Science h

received from the Registrar’s C
Maths. V.— Div. 1 : C. E. Ma i

IFIT’S BETTER, WE HAVE IT

Football Supplies, Gym Supplies

AND ALL OTHER SPORTING SUPPLIES

Colours for the Games—We have Ribbons, Streamers, Arm Bands,

Buttons, etc.—Show ’Em You Belong to Queen’s

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET

"The Place to Get Tl>at Record”

PHONE 529

,1

1
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SPORT
QUEEN'S II. TIE R.M.C.

LOSE ON ROUND 24-8

ris, Evans, Southam.

Judge of play—B. Harper.

Umpire—Ross Craig.

Head Linesman—Ed. Elliot.

Queen’s II. were unable to do better than

tie R.M.C. in the second and deciding game

of the round, played before a crowd of

1700 at the Stadium on Saturday. R.M.C.

went into the game with a 16 point lead

which they held until time was called. Al-

though Queen's II. had the better of the

play in the first half of the game they were

unable to gain a point. Individually the

Queen’ men were superior, but as a team

R.MX. played the better game. R.M.C

worked interference in the line and running

interference to perfection, risking breaking

the rules to gain yards.

Queen’s line went to pieces in the second

quarter while in centre field, but held ad-

mirably on its own goal-line. This is notice-

able in practically every game. The backs

ran and kicked well but were weak on catch-

ing and passing. The absence of. McLeod

and Ryan were felt in this respect.

McPherson, Zimmerman and Hughes

played a stellar game for the Cadets.

Johnston, Abernethy and Forrest shone

when it came to plunging through the R.

M. C. line for yards. Nickle did some very

pretty kicking. Cruse and Graham each

got away for a fifty-yard romp down the

field.

THE PCAY
R.M.C. opened play with a bang, kicking

over Queen’s line for a point. Queen s

lacked on the third down and R.M.C. fail-

ed in an attempt to drop over, Abernethy,

Johnston and Gow^each tore through the

Cadet’s line for yards. Queen’s lost the

ball through a poor pass on an end run.

R.M.C. missed a drop over which was well

run out by Gow. In an exchange of punts

between McPherson and Nickle, R.M.C.

kicked over Queen’s line but Nickle return-

ed, again saving a point. R.M.C. then

kicked over the dead line for a point.,Z®i-

merman who had played a good game up to

this time was injured and had to retire. R.

M.C. kicked over Queen’s deadline twice

more during the first half bringing the score

-up to 4-0.

R.M.C. opened the second half with a

kick over the line and outside for another

point. Queen’s gained yards twice and

kicked to Zimmerman who ran 40 yards

through a broken field. On the second

down McPherson dropped the ball over the

bar for three points. This yvas the turning

point of the game. Queen’s bucked up and

after holding R.M.C. for three downs, fol-

lowed up by a twelve yard plunge by Gow.

Nickle kicked a beautiful drop over for

Queen’s first score in the series. Graham

made 30 yards for Queen’s putting them in

a position to drop over. Nickle missed the

goal and the ball was run out.

In the fourth quarter after three succes

sive bucks had brought Queen’s to R.M.C.’s

line, Nickle dodged over for the first

-Queen’s touch, tieing the score.

Qlieen’s tried hard to break the tie but

R.M.C., were determined to hold them.

Neither team could gain yards, and kick-

ing was resorted to. On a kick to Queen s

line Crewes mqde a pretty running catch

and galloped through R.M.C. for 50 yards.

Queen’s smashed the R.M.C. line three

times, gaining yards each time, and then

kicked, R.M.C. returned and an exchange of

punts followed which lasted until the whistle

blew. Queen's II. 8—R.M.C. 8.

Series Score—R.M.C. 25; Queen's II. 8.

LINE-UP

:

Outside, Jones, Carr-Harris. Subs.—Nor-

Queen’s II.—Flying Wing, Heasman

;

Halves, Graham, Gow, Cruse; Quarter

Nickle, (Capt.)
;
Snap, Ellis; Inside, John-

ston, Affleck; Middle, Forest, Abernethy;

-Outside, Gerow, -.Blakeney. Subs.—Rey-

nolds, Stewart, McNeill, Minnes.

R.M.C.—Flying Wing, Hamilton, Halves,

Hughes, McPherson Zimmerman
;
Quarter,

•Swabey; Snap, Panet; Inside, Gordon,

Mundell
;

Middle, McDonald, Williams;

McGILL TRACK MEN WIN
(Continued from page 1)

mile was wonderful. His generosity in

lettingXegge break the tape in the half-mile

and so win his “M” was particularly com-

mendable. Hamilton led at all times and

only slackened*six feet from the tape to let

Legge dart past him. There was nothing of

the “grandstand" nature in his action. It

was simply the thoughtful action of one

friend for another and few probably noticed

it.

The different events were run off as fol-

lows :

—

Discus—1, Carruthers, Toronto; 2, Foss,

McGill; 3, Gaboury, McGill. 118 ft. 9 3-4

in. (new record).

100 yards— 1, Johnston, McGill; 2, Hay,

McGill
; 3, Vince, Toronto. 10 4-5 sec.

Half mile—1, Legge, McGill; 2, Hamil-

ton, McGill; 3, Davidson, Toronto. 2.07.6

Pole Vault—1, Bicknell, Toronto; 2, Ga-

boury, McGill ; 3, Craik, McGill. 10 ft.

Running high jump—1, Turner, Toronto;

2, Foss, McGill; 3, Carruthers, Toronto.

5 ft. 6J4 in.

Shot put— 1, Foss, McGill; 2, Bell, Tor-

onto; 3, MacLelland, McGill. 36 ft. l l/2 in.

220 yards—1, Johnston, McGill; 2, Hay,

McGill
; 3, Rumble

f

Toronto. 23.4 sec.

Running broad j\ump—1, Lively, Toron-

to
;
2, Turner, Toronto

; 3, Kennedy, McGill.

20 ft. 4j4 in.

One mile— 1, Hamilton, McGill; 2,

Thompson, Toronto; 3, Legge, McGill. 4

min. 46 sec.

16-lb. hammer— 1, MacLellan, McGill;

2, Foss, McGill
; 3, Bell, Toronto. 109 ft.

2 in. .

120 yd. hurdles—1, Carruthers, Toronto;

2, Rowell, Toronto; 3, Consiglie, McGill.

17 sec.

440 yards—1, Johnston, McGill; 2, Hay,

.McGill; 3, Sparrow, Toronto. 53 sec.

Three miles—1, McAuliffe, Toronto; 2,

Leigh, Toronto; 3, Wiggins, McGill. 15

min. 44.4 sec. (New record).

Relay race, four quarter-mile relays

—

1, Gammell, McNeider, Hay and Johnston,

McGill ; 2, Turner, Bicknell, McVicar and

Sparrow, Toronto. 3 min. 49.6 sec. (Above

named in order of finish).

The officials for the meet were :—

Referee—Mr. James Bews.

Starter—Mr. E. O. Sliter.

Inspectors:—Prof. Hicks and Prof, Bruce.

Track Judges—Prof. M. B. Baker, Dr. F.

Tees, McGill; Dr. E. H. Campbell, Toronto.

Field Judges—Dr. J. Sebert, Toronto;

Dr. F. Lambfield, McGill; Prof. J. F. Mac-

donald.

Timers—Prof. W. Baker, Dr. C. Me

Millan, McGill
;
Dr. W. Brown, Toronto.

Clerk of Course—Prof. Matheson.

Scorers— Mr. Pilkey, Mr. Taylor.

Official Surveyor—Prof. D. Ellis.

Field Doctor—Dr. MacDonald.

Press Steward—Mr. C. Baiden.

Measurers—Mr. J. Wilson, Mr. J.
Pom-

eroy.

Wednesday, 3 p.m., Queen’s IV.- vs. K. C. I.

The second team made a remarkable

“come back". The third team looks like a

championship one. The Freshman team is

good.

“There is life in the old dog yet.’

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer's

Song Shop Orchestra

ViS'per pjdnse

T*o /prJS*

My Snu^ Harbor Cigarette

PLAYER'S
navy cut

CIGARETTES-*

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Kjg

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Styles

Everything students require in

the line of headwear is here, ariff

we save you money on every hat.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

122 PRINCESS ST.

EVERSHARP
PENCILS

In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

Nickel and Enamel

75c up to $6.00

WATERMAN IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

In All Styles and Points.

We also carry supplies for the

Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

man Fountain Pen Ink.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Queen’s Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing Store

3 Doors below Grand Opera

j/r
'

House

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

UNIVERSITY SERVICE
(Continued from page 1)

Then, secondly, there must be the soc-

ial tie, to our neighbour in the spirit of

Christ’s teaching. The ties of business,

politics, or society are all subordinate to

that binding us to God and man. What-

ever the external form, the essential fea-

ture is union with the eternal and invis-

ible. We may say that religion is the

warp and -\/oof of life. It is not to be

thrust down a man’s throat, but must be

established by lives in secret communion

with God. In the third place, the tie con-

necting us with the eternal is an escape

from the narrowing influence of a self-

centred life. Christ was the author of a

full conception ot life’s usefulness: “Pie

that would save his life shall lose it, but

he that loseth his life for My sake shall

find it.’’ The Greek termed the self-creat-

ed life as “idiotic.” It is a great mistake

to conceive of salvation as a narrowing

down, for it is a broadening, enriching de-

velopment^Thrist said that if any mem-

ber offended “Cut it off.” Why? Because

PI is message was one to get into active

life, and useless members are only in

the way.

Then, whether this life is attractive

ok not, depends on the 'individual’s, view-

point of God. If that be clear and dis-

tinct, then the life will correspond to it.

If vague, then the life will lack stability,

Too often God is thought of as separated

from this world, having set its machin-

ery in motion, then having gone off some-

where else. Prayer is a stronghold, but

not the formal, ritualistic forms or pos-

tures. Words without thought are noth-

ing, but it is the spirit of approach that

counts. God is not to be conceived of

as at our mere beck and call, as some

would intimate when giving vent to their

complaints. But Pie is close to the cout-

rite heart. He is ’not a moral governor,

seated in His office dispensing justice,

and ordering the world as a business, to

predestined disaster and affliction. No,

He is a person, not so much a judge as

a father, long suffering in His dealings

with His people through the ages, and

never despairing. No wonder it is a dif-

ficult task, when we consider our perver-

sity and wilfulness. This does not dis-

place Him from the Holy Place, but

brings Him into our every-day activity.

Why be pessimistic v^hen God is with

us, and the structure is getting nearer

completion all the time? What should

we do under the circumstances?

A prominent Canadian in the country

to the South of us left this summary of

a life-long examination of the world’s

need, when at death’s door, “I accept.”

To those two words we mig'ht add, “and

chip in.” How can we expect world1 peace

and order if we remain outside of its ac-

tivities, of retain hard feelings, or foster

petty disputes? If we indulge them how
can there ever be peace? Unless peace

and love be our objective and we earn-

estly strive for their attainment, they can

never be ours. God can never do it for

He has given us our lives to make, by

His grace, or to mar, by our own wilful-

ness. So each life has within itself the

power to make a contribution to the

world’s true advance, and the establish-

ment of justice on the earth.

With the singing of* Hymns 639 and

640, and the pronouncing of the Benedic-

tion by Principal Taylor, the service came

to a close.

Quality Counts
CAN YOU PICK OUT GOOD SHOES ?

When buying Shoes a man can

usually trust his own judgment as

far as looks are concerned. How
they will wear is another question.

We buy and sell good shoes. A
large variety of styles and widths.

ON SALE TODAY—Men’s Winter
Weight Brown Calf Leather Lined,

$7.90.

Light weight sole in Brown Calf $5.95

LOCKETT’S

(fkmtft (TatV
THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the
|

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a m.
PETER LEE, PROP.

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDJf MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

THE WOMEN’S AID SOCIETY
OF THE

Kingston General Hospital
WILL HOLD A

Dance and Card Party
IN

GRANT HALL and the RED ROOM
ON

Wednesday, October Twenty-sixth at Eight O’clock

Tickets One Dollar. On Sale at the Hospital and Uglow’s Book Store

AUTUMNAL RAIN

ALUMNI JOTTINGS
Rev. J. O. Watts, recently assistant

Professor of Physics here, has accepted

a call to St. Andrew’s Presbyterian

Church, Haileybury, New Ontario. His

many friends here wish him success.

John H. Morrow, B.A., of Queen’s

Arts ’20. who has been teaching at Vice-

roy, Saskatchewan^ has b'een appointed

principal of the high school at Hazen-
more, Saskatchewan.

Blue skies are beautiful, say they,

Who love calm waters and still trees,

There’s such sublimity in these:

But something steals my sense away

When skies are grey.

When skies are grey a little pain

Plays in my heart of pungerf leaves,

Like rain-drops dripping from full eaves

With melancholy sweet refrain,

Autumnal rain.

Autumnal rain, like tears of woe,

Must nourish joy’s abundant springs,

For then I grow to love all things

Above, between, around, below,

More than I know.
—Stainer Doyne.

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le^Fax FWls, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Dr. M. J. Kennedy (’19) is iff practice

in Cobourg, Ont. «

Dr. M. Lesses (’05) of Salem,

was in the city for a few days.

Mass.,

§>trani>
MON., TUES., WED.

LOUISE GLAUM

“I AM GUILTY”
Matinee 15c Evening 20c

Tax Not Included
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“MODERN UNREST” QUEEN’S IV OUTCLASS K.C.I. 22-6

BY PROF. MORISON

DR. F. CAMPBELL

POPULAR LECTURE GIVES

THOUGHT PROVOKING
ADDRESS

Freshmen Showing Good Form Defeat

Collegiate Team, Who Die

Fighting Hard

Last Tuesday Prof. J. L. Morison de-

livered the first of a series of addresses

arranged for by the Student Christian

Movement of Queen's. The addresses are

to be given by different men who, by

their experience and keen interest in stu-

dent life are especially suited to handle

the subjects the students have, chosen.

The addresses are a kind of follow-up of

the same subject discussed the week pre-

vious in the small groups held in the

students’ own ro'dms.

Introducing the subject of “Modern

Unrest” Prof. Morison said that all great

ages were ages of unrest and as society

is

&
now so complicated this is even a more

restless age than usual. There are two

classes of people who are restless, but

whom we can pass by as unworthy of

serious consideration. First there is the

class of. people who are continually look

ing for trouble, and finding it where there

is really none, people, who are looking for

a social opiate to lull the world, people

who are always trying -to stir up trouble

—panic mongers. The second class com-

prises the Napoleonic supermen, whether

capitalists, public ministers, labour lead-

ers or what not, who are in themselves

sources of unrest. They are men who

are restless with the existing structure of

society and who are trying to concentrate

great power in themselves.

But the unrest that we are so concern-

ed about is the unrest that is so evident

in the average man all over the world.

Although there are many centres of un-

rest we shall consider only three of the

most important, the Social, the Interna-

tional and the Religious.

The chief cause of the Social unrest is

that our shares in the means to happiness

have not been equally divided. There

are so many living in luxury with such

a superabundance of all the comforts the

world has to offer that the great crowds

of poor who are stifling because of the

lack of even the necessary things to liv-

ing, see in the world an apparent unfair-

ness and are restless because of it.

History has shown how the conquer-

or of a new country always sets up a

class of aristocrats from among the con-

querors. But in newer countries money

soon becomes the conqueror and a small

class of the wealthy is set up as an aris-

tocracy of wealth. This condition has

continually been getting worse and we

see in our cities the stunted and degraded

products of such a system. So on the one

hand we have a class of moneyed aristo-

crats who own a number of motor cars,

possess every luxury imaginable and pro-

duce nothing, while on the other hand we

have the pauper class in the slums lack-

ing even the necessaries to life. Can we
wonder that tere is such - unrest when

there is such a social division.

Beside the social unrest, international

unrest is constantly forcing its attention

(Continued on page 6)

Queen's IV. defeated K. C. I. in the

second -game of their group schedule on

Wednesday. The plucky little IC. C. I.

team put up a great fight in the early stages

but the superior weight and speed of the

Freshmen halves had the expected result in

the second half. The half time score was

11 -6 .

K. C. I. rushed things at the start and got

a touch in the first five minutes which was

converted. With two men penalized, Mal-

colm grabbed a loose ball and raced against

time, for there was nobody near him, for

the Freshmen's first touch. The game in

the second half was decidedly one-sided.

K. C. I. is to be complimented on their pluck

in entering this year.

For Queen’s IV. the half line was parti

cularly good, with Morris and Quinn again

the stars. "Boucher, James and McCrimmon

played good football too. The team as a

whole plays well defensively but is poor on

the attack. The plays with the exception

of the end runs are rough and unfinished.

K. C. I. dropped Ada back from th£ line

to do the kicking and there was a noticeable

improvement over last week’s game.

Queen’s IV. lined up as follows:

Malcolm; Inside Wings, Boyd, Taylor;

Middle, Wilson, McCrimmon ;
Outsides,

Drew, Minnes. Subs.—Kelly, Dunlop, Mc-

Donald, Clary, Atkinson, Smith.

SOME FACTS FROM THE SPORT-
ING EDITOR

ON INDIA

MISSIONARY FROM INDIA GIVES
INTERESTING TALK

This week’s Senior practices have been

very discouraging. Jack Evans called a

practice for Monday night and about only

dozen faithful ones turned out, three or four

being second team men. A few are on the

sick list with minor injuries. Where were

the rest? We were inclined to publish the

names of those who were on the job. It

would only be justice to them. They have

ever}' reason to feel as disappointed over

Saturday’s game as the gang who stayed

away.

On Tuesday a bigger squad was out and

a work-out game was held with the third

team. The Thirds did marvellously good

work. They whitewashed the Seniors, held

their bucks and 'tore through them for big

gains. The half line went crazy. They

-pulled end run after end run and ran the

Seniors off their feet. Smith in particular

was very good. What was wrong?

Everybody is theorizing these days. The

old stock alibis seem to miss the mark some

how.. We beat Varsity
;
Varsity holds Mc-

Queen's IV. fined up as lonows
‘ ^ a ^ Jn Montreal . we lose by an

Quarter. Quinn; 1 ying mg, i c n . ,

. |
j j ; How?,The medicine

Halves, Morns. Boucher, James; Snap. « ^ *
„st be swallowed. The lean,

AMS ELECTION ~
I There is nothing more discouraging to aUabVU
iTne than to play with a faulty half-division

SYSTEM

PROF. GUMMER TO REVIEW
BERTHA CRAWFORD

CONCERT
The Journal is glad to be able to announce

that in the next issue the Bertha Crawford

Concert will be reviewed by Prof. C. F.

Gummer. In obtaining Prof. Gummer for

this task, the Journal has secured (Queen’s

foremost musician, and his critique on Miss

Crawford is sure to be of niterest

At a meeting of the Alma Mater Society

the Secretary was instructed to ask the

Editor of the Journal to write an article for

the Journal setting forth and explaining the

new election system. The Editor secured

a copy of the Amendments adopted last year

which affect the election system, and pub-

lishes them herewith. To anyone acquaint-

ed with the discarded election system and

in possession of a copy of the A. M. S. Con-

stitution, the changes are self-explanatory,

but for the benefit of those who have never

participated in an A. M. S. Election a short

comparison of the two systems will be pub-

lished in the next issue. The changes read

as follows:

PART I.

1.

—That Article 12, Section 1., be amend-

ed to read as follows: “AIL candidates foi

office shall be nominated at the regular

meeting two weeks preceding the day fixed

for the poll.”

2.

—That in 'Article 12., Section 3., the

words, “12.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.” be struck

out and the following words be substituted,

“12 noon to 4.30 p.m.”

3.

—That in Article 12, Section 7., the

words “except in election to those offices

where cumulative voting is authorized” be

inserted after the word “officers.”

4.

—That Article 12, .Section 9., be struck

out and the following be substituted, “that

a joint-election committee shall be formed

at least three weeks preceding the election

with the Secretary of the A. M. S. as con-

venor with Representatives appointed by the

various Faculty Societies, as follows: Arts,

2; Aesculapean, 2; Engineering, 2; Levana.

1 ;
Theology, 1. The duties of this com-

mittee shall be

:

(a)—To appoint convenient polling places

at the rate of approximately one for every

150 voters and a Deputy Returning Officer

and Poll Clerk for each.

behind them. There is nothing more dis

couraging to a consistent back-division than

to have a line in front of them that will not

hold up. The acid test for a good team is

the overcoming of this weakness—for each

division to play to the very best of their

ability even if the other half seems to fail

to hold up its end.

Despair seized on the team with the first

couple of disasterously unlucky touches in

Montreal. Every man continued to play

automatically and fancied he was giving his

best. It is the last ounce of energy, of spir-

it, of fight, that makes you better than the

man in front of you. Our team let that

last ounce he taken away from them by

Despair. We could pity them but we must

not. It is fight they need, not pity. Mr.

Awrey says they are overtrained. He has-

n’t the heart to bawl them out but you may

be sure that he has diagnosed their trouble

more accurately than that. Evans, Campbell

and McICelvey have been ’at it as long and as

hard as any of the others. They never miss

a practice, yet they are not overtrained if the

way they worked Tuesday night is any in-

dication.

A meeting was held in Convocation

Hall, on Wednesday evening at eight

o’clock, under the auspices of the Reli-

gious Societies of Queen’s University^,

when Dr. Fraser Campbell, who served

45 years as a missionary in India, address-

ed a large gathering. The meeting was

opened by Mr. R. G. Fry, president of

the Q.U.M.A., and after the singing of

hym 374, and a prayer offered by Prof.

MacFayden, Dr. Campbell began his ad-

dress.

He began by asking why we should

go to India, and in reply gave many good

reasons why those interested in the spread

of the Gospel and the advancement of

Christianity should go to India. If we
in Canada wish to -do some great and

noble work we can do nothing better

than to go over to India as they are able

to provide us with a “man’s job.” There

are about three millions of people there

under the care of about thirty mission-

aries, so each one could have a charge of

about 100,000 people. This is surely an

incentive to one who wishes to do great

work. -

Then he went on to give a discretion

of the different classes of people who live

in India. In the first place there is a

class that has come from Persia, this class

is very intelligent and very much super-

ior to the rest of the people. Then again

there are many Jews and Israelites. The

Jews are divided into two classes, Black

and White. Then there is another class

that is similar to the Buddhists. Those

belonging to this class deny a supreme

(Continued on page 8).

( c )_To prepare and revise the Voters

Lists.

(<!)—'To apportion the voters to the var-

ious booths with no separate booths for

members of Levana.

(e)—To have authority subject to the ap-

proval of the A. M. S. to consider and ar-

range all matters affecting the nominations

and elections of tire Society. -

5.

—That in Article 12. Section 10.. the

words “he shall call a special meeting of the

Society to make the arrangements for such

recount’’, be struck out and the following

be substituted, “be shall instruct the

tar.y to call a special meeting of the electio

committee to make the arrangements nece

sary for such recount.”

6.

—That Section 12 he added to Article

12 to read as follows: “Cumulative voting

FIRST PARADE OF
QUEERS C.O.T.C.

C. O. T. t. (Queen’s Contingent), Col.

A. McPhail, C.M.G., D.S.O., officer com-

manding. The 1st parade of the Queen’s

Contingent, C. O. T. C., were held on Tues-

day afternoon, Oct. 25th, at 4.00 p.m. A
large number of the members of last session

were present as well as many intending to

join this session for the first time.

The O. C. outlined the plans for this year,

and Saturday afternoon at 1.30 p.m., was

decided upon as the parade hour, the next

parade being Saturday, Oct. 29th. Uni-

forms will be issued on that date and ar-

rangements made for fitting. There are

proposals on foot for a University Indoor

Rifle League to extend to all Canadian Uni-

versities, and it is likely that Queen’s Con-

tingent will enter.

Arrangements are to he made by the FI.

0.. M. D. 3, for a staff tour to be made by

me "hers of this Contingent at a later date

during the season.

E. \V. Skinner, Capt., Adjt.

(b)—To lay down the number of Seru- ^ ^ ,oyed for the election of Com-

tineers to he appointed and receive one week
(f

prior to the election the nominations for mitteemen.
I ( r'AntinuP/l

Comtinnorc frDm thp VUnDUS fiaTtlCS.

BULLETIN

FRIDAY—
.00 p.m.—Aesculapean Society.

.00 p. '•

—

Meds. '22 Social Evening.

SATURDAY—
2.30 p.m.—Queen’s III. vs Queen’s IV.

7.30 p.m.—Alma Mater Society.

SUNDAY—
2.30 p.m—R. O. Campney at University

Service.

MONDAY—
4.00 p.m.—English Club, Large Math.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up *10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSIN**®

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

JL E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
lit WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

Bring Your Clothes to the

EMPIRE CLEANERS AND
TAILOR

We Give Special Prices to Students

Suits Cleaned and Pressed $1-00

Overcoats

SPONGED AND PRESSED
Suits 40c Overcoats 40c

No extra charges for little mending. We
call for and deliver promptly. Suits pressed

while you wait.

J. KAHN, Proprietor

22 Johnston Street 'Phone 2024w

Kingston, Ont.

EDITORIAL
(fhtmt’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by lSc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Edifor-in-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-

ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—;IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—-J. T. GOW.

Asst Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD ; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. W. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

... DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

BOOKS RECEIVED

MIRIAM OF QUEEN’S

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve - - - 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. MoBt Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Elowcrs speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate. X

“The Match” . “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver. Fiowet your home town
stillBirthdays, ctck^Lct them know

thinking of tliaftr

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w ^

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

A novel by Lilian Vaux McKinnon.

McClelland and Stewart.

A book dealing professedly with

Queen’s is to be opened with some hesi-

tancy—it would be so easy to sentimen

talize and so difficult to give expression

to that distinctive atmosphere which

everyone concedes to the University, but

which so few can even attempt to des-

cribe. Mrs. MacKinnon has, however,

in this first novel of hers, caught the

spirit of the place to v perfection ;
and

every admirer of Queen’s will feel first

relief and then delight as he reads tfici-

dent after incident portraying the Uni-

versity life in a sympathetic arid thor

oughly charming manner.

While the greater portion of the' book

deals with college life, yet it includes

glimpses of Cape Breton, Halifax, OttaVva

and Regina as it follows the fortunes- of

Miriam Campbell and Hugh Stewart,

her rugged admirer.

The plot is a simple one, in accordance

with present-day demands; dealing it

does with the varied experiences of Mir

iam Campbell, a heroine of the high

minded type, simple in taste and straight-

forward in action. Both her devotion^to

the gentle Sedley Denvers, her cousin

and her rather halting love affair with

the Gaelic Hugh reveal, a girl sincere with

herself and with the world. Indeed Mir-

iam is, if anything, too suggestive of the

“sweet girl graduate” and one wonders

if this is really a serious character delinea-

tion, or if Mrs. McKinnon is establishing

a permanent heroine type like the Moiit-

gomery “Anne”. In some of the descrip

tive passages the author lacks the facility

and depth of imaginative power which
the .very bes£ of the modern novelists

possess, and there is an abundant sprink-

ling of such stereotyped expressions

“those strange days which were to follbw

and of which she was then in blissful

ignorance,” “many a soul was born anew
to high endeavour.” or “poor

questioning Hugh, unaccustomed

the wiles of venemous women.” The
novel is, however, distinctly to be class-

ed among the most serious and worthy
of Canada’s works of fiction, for the

author has established herself as an artist

in Ihe narration of human, every-day inci

dents, and in character portrayal,

her characterizations, that of Mrs.* Dan
Rutterford—later / to become Mrs.

Webster Rutherford—is exceptionally

deft, and the intimate domestic scenes

the Rutherford home are quite on

with Zona Gale’s realism in the p
“Miss Lulu Bett.”

One could quote from almost anj

and the passage below- from one

sidered typical of the writer’s style

throughout

:

Now Miriam had always harboured

secret dread of ministers. They seemed

the embodiment, of the mystery and

solemnity of religion. There was'about them

something almost uncanny, as though

they savoured of the Black Art. -Their

wives she pitied. No doubt they were

daily subjected to an inspection of soul,

kindly conducted of course, but none the

less thorough. The inspection probably

began in a pleasant conversational way

like the illustrations in their sermons but

ended with a strong personal application.

From childhood Miriam had feared to

find herself alone when the minister made

his semi-annual call. She was afraid he

would begin to question her as to her

spiritual condition, and while she was not

without convictions and aspirations of a

certain type, she shunned laying bare her

soul to the gaze of a practised eye which

had looked into the souls of old and

orthodox Christians of unquestioned con-

version and rich experience. Her ex-

perience was so meagre and as for her

conversion she sometimes wondered

whether it had ever taken place.

But here was Auntie’s minister waiting

alone, and she must go in and talk to him

It couldn't be very long now till the bis-

cuits were done, and she could talk fast

about everything secular so as to keep

him from getting on dangerous ground.

He turned his kind eyes as she entered

the room. “And how are you?” he asked,

I®

$185.00

to

$3000-00
Just now we have an ex-

ceptionally attractive line

of Ladies’ wrist watches in

platinum set with dia-

monds.

In price they range from
$185.00 to $3,000*00—

and each one a perfect

gem.

Such a -\yrist watch
makes a lifetime present

for wedding, birthday or

other anniversary.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Take the First Degree of Comfort

and the Last Degree of

Entertainment

Dr. H. A. Stewart
, DENTIST
Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Mrs. Lillian Vaux McKinnon, of Regina,

a graduate of Queen’s, whose recent

novel “Miriam of Queen’s” is reviewed

in this issue.

rising to shake hands. “You’re Miss

Campbell’s niece,” he added.

Yes, from Ottawa. I’m visiting lier

for a few weeks. Father used to live here,

and he always likes us to come down for

the summer, but Mother doesn’t like It

so well as Murray Bay or Kennebunk-

port. But I do. I like everything here,

<*ven to the cream. Don’t you like cream,

Mr. Farquharson? Auntie’s bringing

you in some in a moment.” She paused"

to get breath, confident that ' he .could

find no opening there for a spiritual ap-

plication.

Residence,

Phone 2092.

148 Albert St. Phone 657w

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

ate a picture of his college as Mrs. Mac-

Kinnon has of hers, his phenomenal suc-

cess has been merited. “Miriam of

Queen’s” is a book which everyone with

Queen’s associations will reveal in as,

amid chuckles and sighs, they mark

chapter after chapter for re-reading.

ALUMNI

It is in the incidents of Queen’s life that

students and graduates will find most

delight. The period chosen is that of

twenty years ago, at the end of Principal

Grant’s regime, and one is constancy

amazed to learn how exactly similar to

the existing organizations and functions

were those known to the students of that

day. The Freshman’s Reception, the Arts

Concursus, the Alma Mater Society, the

“Band at the rink”—the present gener-

ation has inherited them all. The por-

trayal of University life brings to n)ind

the Princeton scenes in Mr. Scott Fitz-

'

: ild’s sensation-making novel, “This

i
• of Paradise,” because of the con-

tr t offered by the two books. Mrs.

< rKinnon’s pen lacks the sophistication

’ glitter of the young American's, but

JACKSON-ELLIOTT
At Mitchell, Ontario, on Wednesday,

August the Third, Marjorie Isobel, daugh-

ter of the late William Elliot, B.A., and

Mrs. Elliot, to John Sanfield Jackson, of

St. Catharines.

Mr. Sanfield, who graduated in Arts in

T5, holds the position of Science Master

in the St. Catharenes Collegiate.

DOBIER-MACFARLAND

On Sept. 15th, Sophronia N: (Phrone),

daughter of Rev. J. F. and Mrs. Mac-

farland, to Robert Geddes, son of the late

J. W. H. and Mrs. Dobier, both of

Ottawa.

Mfs. Dobier who was in attendance

at Queen’s as recently as last year, as a

member of Arts ’22, will be particularly

remembered for her Dramatic work. She

played the title rble in the Dramatic

Club’s presentation o'f “Trelawney of the

Wells” two seasons ago, and last year

gave a vivid portrayal of Nell, the lead-
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
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Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

h, ivlio object to public shoe sliin-

itti p.ir'-rs. bavin s'
a private parlor,

where we pivc special Rtuntion to

ladies. Vf't earnestly solicit vour

patrorwfgp..

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE CHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDICINE
grasp of the situation. Here it is

:

"Now Johnny, you must know there

are only two kinds of prescriptions, viz:

pints and quarts, but of course they'll all

take quarts.

MEDICINE ’23

The old man smiles again. Having

survived “Georgie”, “Teddy”, “G. Spen-

cer” and "Jimmy.” Not to mention

"Curly” and "Guilford B.” and “Hom-

mie” we now start on the second stage.

After one month it looks interesting. But Learning is grand ; but what little learn-

J-Vidd”” says we are Medical students ifig we do get, we ought to try to assim-

al last, gr-'b bind: ill Hate with a few grains of common sense.

TV. . two, we understand, are compa-

Ifad as "Ever [

tible, and. we think, v. ill make a better

John W —
i can't see them Dorte.r. ' icoLjHniid than, say, learning and pas' I

Jimmy—“Oh Mr. H'-li, you are opaque

are’nt you?

For Men
HEATHER RIBBED WOOL

HOSE

Greys, Browns, Black; sizes 10

to ny2 .

Extra Special at 75c per pair

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominioiv^Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for' the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Pat
—“Are you still blushing over that

story, Mary.”

Mary—"Well I lack your experience,

Pat.”

Things we have to do without

:

1. Spts. Frumenti.

2. Several books. Price, $9.00 each.

3. Pathological chemistry. Thank Gpd

!

4. Elixir Lacto Pep. Ask Lindsay.

5. Cap drivers. Ask “Cap.”

experience.

At any rate, the latter ppt- make

a hit with us.

tant

!

It is, in a sen*.!., ail \ut-i

Things we don’t want:
f

1. B. aerogenes capsulatus.

2. Perpetual motion. John V^’s tongue.

3. Eight pages of notes in one hour.

4. Class or museum work Saturday

afternoon.

Teddy.

>
Question

:

If the Professor of medicine tells you

to read this,"the two assistant Professors

of Medicine to read this, the lecturers in

chemical surgery to read up this, the

lecturer in Operative Surgery to read this,

the lecturer in Clinical Paedratrics to

read this, the lecturer in E. E. N. and T.

to read this, the lecturer in Case-taking

to read this, now gentle brother allow

me to ask you when will you get time to

eat, not to mention sleep? Oh we beg

your pardon brothers in suffering, we
forgot to mention those four 'or five in-

teresting volumes suggested by the Pro-

fessor of Psychology b’gosh.

THE NEW A.M.S. ELECTION
SYSTEM

(Continued from page 1)

PART II

1.—That the Society through its joint

election committee conduct the A. M. S.

Elections in accordance with the following

outline

:

(a)—That the office of President and

Athletic Stick be contested by two Faculties

each year, the successful Faculty of the pre-

vious year to drop out in every case.

(b)—That the remaining major offices

be divided into three groups as follows:

Group I. First Vice-President and Ass’t.

Secretary. Group 2. Second Vice-Presi-

dent and Critic. Group 3. Secretary and

Treasurer.

(c) ;—That the nominations for each

group be made from one Faculty, group to

rotate among the Faculties successively.

(d)—That cumulative voting be effective

with respect to the offices of committeemen,

each Faculty to nominate as many candi-

dates as it wishes, and each voter to have

four votes which heTnay cast as he wishes,

Full Dress

Necessities

We carry nothing but the very

latest for the young men

and at

' NEW FALL PRICES

mm. VMME
STREET

Opposite Opera House

Wait till the scribes of “Kin” bump
into organic chemistry. Wow ! And
then again wait till they meet Physiolo-

gical. Ouch

!

From a recent publication we notice

that Levana used to be called the Min-

erva. Now as a learned classic scholar

said Minerva was the “old- maid” of the

ancient mythology. Why the change in

the name, we ask?

MEDS. ’24

The initiation and Freshmans’ “Decep-

tion” are things of the past, but despite

this fact, those of us who were freshmen

are still freshmen.

This hint ought to be sufficient for Mr.

Breckenridge, but if not, one can consider

oneself informed, that ones behaviour in

the cafeteria has drawn on oneself the

criticism of those higher up.

Verily a rain of forty days and forty

nights shalt not excede his dampness.

She—The melancholy days have come,

the saddest of the year.

He—Ya! The women are \ earing

spats.

all for one candidate or as he may desire to

distribute them.

PART III.

That the Society through its joint election

committee appoint the student representa-

tives to the Athletic. Board of Control in

accordance with the following outline:

1.

—That each Faculty of Arts, Medicine,

and Science shall have one representative

on the Athletic Board of Control at all times

and that the Athletic Stick shall constitute

the fourth member.-

2.

—That the three Faculty representa-

tives be recommended by their respective

Faculty Societies to the joint eltection com-

mittee, who in turn shall recommend them

to the A. M. S., and if approved by that

body their election shall be uncontested.

3.

—That appointments from the staff to

the Athletic Board of Control by the A. M.

S. shall be recommended by the joint elec-

tion committee and shall preferably be by

rotation of Faculties

For The

Young

Men
ATTENDING

Queen’s
WE ANNOUNCE A

COMPLETE

ASSORTMENT OF

WINTER

OVERCOATS
SUITABLE

FOR YOUR NEEDS

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WFxJlWfON

OUR

Isn’t it about time our year and fncu’i |$

teams were showing a little anim.

.Don’t leave it all to the men who are!

working their heads off now. W -. have
j

a reputation to maintain. How atom
j

it?

We think that some of the b< . do

not fully appreciate the possibilit''

our new classes in Pharmacy and Materia

Mcdica. Judging by a conversation over-

hear ’ not long ago, “Ji.’.nny” and “IW
seem to have a Unriy comprehensive:

Winter Overcoats
Takes the Bite out of the wind and the ice out of the air.

A great range from $25.00 up to $40.00

Livingston’s
FOUNDED 1847

75-79 Brock Street
Xp OPt YOUR ROUTS, IT PAYS TO WALK



Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Comer of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS
ARTS SOCIETY

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST. .

(Two doors below Clergy StQ____

l For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

The regular meeting of Arts Society was

held in the large Math. Room last Tuesday.

Mr. R. C. Laird, was appointed to the War

Memorial Committee. On a vote of those

present the Society did not approve of a

parade, but would sooner spend the neces-

sary funds in fixing up the Club Room.

No decision was taken as to what course

the Arst Society would take in the even* of

the University deciding to hold a parade.

The meeting \vgs -then thrown open for the

JlORliilation of officers for the Arts Society

' and Concursus^ and a lively time ensued.

The elections will take place on Saturday,

29th October, from 9.00 a.m., to 12.00 in the

Arts Club Room. The Ticket will be fouijd

on the Notice Board. Those who cannot

vote on Saturday morning, may do so by

sealed ballot, if they communicate with the

Secretary.

Mr. Knox gave the Critics report and the

meeting adjourned.

FACULTY NOTES
All members fo the Arts Society, and

this includes every man registered in Arts,

are earnestly reminded that the elections for

the Arts Society1 Executive and Arts Con-

cursus will be held on Saturday, Oct. 29th

from 9.00. to, 12.00 a,m.

It is to be hoped that the “pep” shown at

Tuesday’s meeting will be followed by still

keener interest in, the election and in the

Faculty affairs generally. A full vote will

do much to create interest in the Faculty and

to inspire the incoming Executive. Exer-

cise your franchise on Saturday or forever

more hold your pace

!

Officials-

Loa.

Society meetings. That’s the- spirit.

At least six members are doing duty on

the Journal staff this year.

At the Freshman’s reception, although

Mr. Gates was very amusing in selection

No. 5, in Grant Hall, all of Mr. A. W. M.

Germ—’s attention was held by the young

lady sitting at his side, judging by the posi-

tion in which he was sitting.

Why is Miss Billie clerking in the tech-

nical supplies store? Is it that she' wishes

to meet all the men or what?

We wish the whole year to turn out at

the next regular meeting on Nov. 3rd, for

Freshettes. A good programme and plenty

of refreshments are promised,

the entertainment of the Freshmen and

Julia, when asked if she played the Uke-

lele or Banjo, says “no, nothing fussy like

that.” We wonder if she means “fussing.

Congratulations are in order to Miss Best

and Miss Handler for their success in Wed-

nesday’s debate with ’22.

A Great Achievement
A. Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts

small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

It seems rather strange that our President

Mr. Wallace should take two days to come

back from Toronto. It must be that there

some attraction in Toronto. Is there

Bill?

We had hopes of being allowed to describe

the brilliant plays in the rugby fixture be-

tween '23 and '22. We refer to the game

which was to have been on Wednesday, but

which was not. Owing to its failure to

materialize, an accurate account is obviously

out of order.

We want more volunteers for Ground

Hockey.

ARTS ’23

Mac., naming over the Year Reporters

says' that our reporter Austin F. Cross has

yet to come-a-cross.

The echo from Laird’s falls has Niagara

beaten a mile.

ARTS ’24

On Monday last, Arts ’25 defeated Arts

’24 by a score of 8-1 in rugby. The loss of

the game was not due to the superior team

of the Freshmen but to the lack of practice

on the part of Arts ’24. Some of the play-

ers had' not been out before the game and

just came out to play. None of us had been

out as much as we should and consequently

the signals were not known.

We have a Soccer game with ’25 on Fri-

day and it is up to us to turn the tables.

Shall us. Let’s.

Geology Professor—Can anyone tell me

if Bla—ke is sick?

McDi-r-id—No. I have’nt seen him but

he is playing tennis.

Freshette at Freshmen’s reception: “Can

you tell me what Mr. Pou—d is.”

^

Ing

—

S-*“A member of Arts ’23.”

Freshette, “Yes I know, but what parti-

cular brand”?

Freshman (at Freshman’s reception)—

Did you hear the name of the new year play ?

Fresh-yet (emphatically)—Yes ! “The

Downfall of Man.”

Ian says that if circumstances permit he

Mr. Welsh wishes to announce that he

is ready to receive the names of those in 24

who wish to join the Anti-Fussers League.

J. J. W. has announced that he is’nt go-

ing to join it this year.

ARTS ’22

We congratulate Miss Gourlay and Miss

Sweetman, our debating representatives for

Levana on the admirable way in which they

upheld the honour of the year. Although

unsuccessful their points were very interest-

ing. Everyone can’t win.

Rumour has it that the Science Year

Book Committee is hard at work—I wonder

if we are on the job too?

Group

Photographs

can be taken at any time of the

p day or evening, and regardless of

weather conditions, at

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Ours is a modern studio, and

you are subject to no delays be-

cause of the inclemency of the

weather.

’PHONE 2159w

and make your appointment now

rapip

Miss Coy—e- was actually seen in the

Upper Consulting Library on Oct. 26th, at

8.00 p.m., diligently searching for History

Books.

Girls, just because we got the Ground

Hockey Championship last year, is no rea-

son why our working days are over. Every-

one out to the practices and put up a good

fight in the coming games.

The results of the Elections held at the

Organization Meeting, on Monday, Oct

17th, are as follows:

Hon.-President—Mr. G. Awrey

President—M. Macfarland

Vice-President—Miss L. Taylor

Sec’y.-Treas.—B. Carruthers

"Asst. Sec'y.-Treas.—Miss Gray

Historian— Miss R. MacClement

Prophet—Mr. Rattenbury

Poet—NT"Burke
Orator—Miss Connarty

Marshall—D. B. Taylor

Bibby’s
New Overcoats

ARE REAL MASTERPIECES OF TAILORS’ ART

NEW COMERS ARRIVED TODAY

NEW ULSTERETTES

A Dandy for

NEW CHESTERFIELDS

! Nobby Genteel

$27.50

$30.00

.
$35.00

Ccilrlrj Brani

NEW SLIP ON

Real Classy ones

SEE OUR ENGLISH ULSTERS

Full back, silk sleeve and shoulder lin-

ing, plaid backs, pure all wool Scotch and

English Cheviots.

Extra Special Value $40.00

MEN’S OVERCOATS

$15.00 and $22.50 up

At the rugby game held at the Athletic

Grounds, on Monday evening, our year de-

feated Arts ’24 with a score of 8-1.

The line-up was as follows:

Flying Wing, Boucher; Halves, Quinn,

Snap, Macfarland ;
Inside Wings, McCrim-

Mclnnes, Minnes; Quarter, Cavanagh;

mon, Dungan ;
Middle Wings, James, Boyd ; ...

Outside W^gs, Wilson, Dreyw< .Spares- i;|

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, Princess Street

McDonald .

, J
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* Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Mot'or

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

levana
LAVANA NOTES

A REMINDER
Over 700 lives were rejected by this

Co. last year, for 2 millions of Insur-

ance, because they waited too long.

The Company would have been pleas-

ed to insure them had they been medi-

cally fit. The time to apply for insur-

ance is when you can pass. Apply now

when you are insurable, also when it

is cheaper than to wait.

S. Houghton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

The regular meeting of the Levana Soc-

iety took place in the large English room.

Notice of a motion to change that part of

the Constitution dealing with Athletics was

given, and it is hoped that everjr girl will

have a definite knowledge of it when vot-

ing time comes.

It was decided that Levana would join ti.e

Girls' Inter-collegiate Debating Society as

a communication from the McGill girls sug-

gested.
.

Two exceptionally interesting debates

made up the programme. The Freshettes

won from the Sophomores and the Juniors

from the Seniors. Mrs. Joliffe, Mrs. Miller,

Mrs. Morrison and Mrs. McDonald acted

as judges.

The reporter for Levana will be very

grateful for any Levana news. It is up to

you girls if you wish to have anything in

the Journal under Levana Notes!

A CRITICISM OF PROFESSOR
MORISON’S ADDRESS ON

"MODERN UNREST”

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.
1

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

On Tuesday evening Professor Mor

ison gave a stirring lecture on the above

subject which might have been better

attended as it was open to all, though

the “No Admission” on the card of an-

nouncement might seem to be a contra--

diction.

The Lecturer took three points out of

many for discussion: (1) Social unrest;

(2) International unrest; (3) Religious

unrest. (1) He ascribed the Social Un-

rest to the jealousy caused between those

which he classified as the conquerors and

the conquered, the free and the slave

the idle rich and the down trodden, op-

pressed poor. (2) International Unrest

is, he said, largely fomented by Press

agitation, such as the Hearst propaganda.

We shall be fools if we should allow men

of this type to plunge millions of friend

ly people into destructive war. It is also

caused by the natural growth of States,

stronger and more highly developed than

others, into great Empires, and the con-

sequent jealousy of smaller states which

try to pit the greater states one against

another. We may observe here that the

argument of the growth of nations, ad-

mitted to be natural and justifiable, might

equally hold good under the first heading

;

that the idle rich may be counted on

one’s fingers in comparison with the in-

dustrious rich who have increased their

property by application and brains; that

there are also many idle poor, rarely if

ever mentioned on these occasions ;
and

that the workers can hardly be called

conquered, considering that much of the

unemployment complained of is caused

by post-war strikes, when the wealthier

classes were striving to revive trade and

increase employment. The fact is, the

British, Canadian and American working

and other classes^ desire to live as if they,

were rich, whereas all countries are ser-

iously impoverished by the war, and

should look this in the face. .
Great im-

provement schemes demand great cap-

ital, and the owners of capital are at pre-

sent taxed to the hilt to pay off war

debts.

(3) Religious unrest. This, Professor

Morison pointed out, is really the key

to the other two problems, but his sug-

gestions for solving the difficulty gave

little real aid. He pleaded for a return

to the real teaching of Jesus Christ, and

a belief in Him, and there we are entirely

at one, but to throw overboard all creeds

and church-membership, and to fumble

along in the dusk, making a new creed

for oneself is surely not the best method

of allaying unrest or helping others. A

creed is a statement of belief, and if one s

belief is too hazy to be put into words

at all il ean be of little use for oneself or

i^Teedy'^Hi

Christ put the love and worship of the

Father before the service of man which

was to be the outcome of the former.

—Contributed.

out for special attack as the lecturer as-

serted it did not contain the teaching of

Jesus Christ. As it is the simplest and

shortest form of belief, of very early date,

summing up the teaching of the Apostles

who were themselves taught by Jesus

—

as every clause can be proved from the

Gospels, from the words of Jesus Him-

self, and as it is held in common by

..Romanists, Anglicans, Presbyterians and

Methodists as well as the whole of the

Eastern Church, we trust the Professor

was carried away in the heat of the* TOO

ment to say what he did not mean. At

any rate such attacks are not calculated

to spread the goodwill and love which

are the basis of our Lord’s teaching and

which Professor Morison himself rightly

urges us to carry forth in our lives.

Had the time not been so limited, we

feel sure that more of the Students would

have brought forward points for discus-

sion, and we trust there will yet be an

opportunity to re-open the subject of

Belief and Worship. One seldom hears

a word on the last point, though Jesus

DR. SAMUEL ZWEMER OF CAIRO

COMING

On Wednesday evening, November 2,

the students of Queen’s will be afforded

the splendid opportunity of hearing Dr.

Samuel M. Zwemer, M.A., D.D., LL.D.,

F.R.G., S., noted author and missipnary.

Perhaps the best known authority, on

the Moslem World, living today. He has

written some thirteen books, and at the

present time is editor of the “Moslem .

Worid”, New- York.

Dr. Zwemer’s subject will be “Islam

and Bolshevism.’’ His words are found-

ed on a thrilling living experience with

the great facts that are seething in the

Moslem World. A great veil has been

lifted revealing to us in the near East

and vast field with many knotty national,

international, and religious problems. On

Nov. 2, at 8 p-m., in Grant Hall, there

will be an opportunity to absorb this

great orator's glowing personal experi-

HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Gigantic Public Sale of Footwear

Now Being Run By

The Victory Shoe Store
If Not You Should

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

MIRIAM OF QUEEN’S

By 1 ilinn Vaux MacKinnon

There is the charm and appeal of a quaint town and a real

.family in the story, of the Danvers and of the girl who made her

dream come true.
.

Kingston with its College and Students activities, its quiet

social life is like some picture in brilliant colors.
,

Every Student should read this book, written by a Queen s

graduate.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August-Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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“The College Hat Store

COME TO
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FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
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-
;
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• v?rie*y of Ha'-s am! Caps in

Ko-ns-cn. if,., ;cc
,v , save ye. I something on t™,
you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

SCIENCE ’22

The annual election was held on Mon-

day afternoon. The new executive con-

sists of the following:

Hon. Pres., Prof. MacKay ;
Pres., Mad-

dox; Vice-Pres., Laljontaine; Sec’y, Mc-

Gill
;
Treas., Comer ;

Historian, MfcEwan ;

Prophet, Cooper ;
Orator, Findlay

;
Poet,

Roy ;
Marshall. Deamude.

Science ’23.

|

The following1 ' av e .-the
' newiy-eleeted

I

year executive:

Hon. Pres.—iiof. L. T. Rutledge.

President—E. T. Wagar.

Vice-President—J. Tomkins.

Sec.-Treas.—N. C. Sutherland.

Prophet—R. H. F. Manske.

Orator—R. H. Waddington.

Poet—H. J. Fraser.

Historian—J.- A. Bell.

Marshall—F. B. Veale.

With the affairs of the year in such

capable hands; we may be sure that the

business and interests of the year will be

well looked after. But don't leave it to

them to do everything. Show that you

are just .as much interested in Science

’23 now as you were in your .freshman

year by turning out to Year Meetings

and giving us your ideas.

man and Science ’23 have, both suffered

defeat at the hands of Spot Whitton’s

unbeatable twelve.

Pres. Jazz of the African Golf Chib

announces that, in view of his proposed

trip to Toronto over Thanksgiving, th

club will hold its regular mectu.'O '
•

that date.

year into Arts are Paul Johnson and Cap-

tain Kidd. We wish them every suc-

cess.

PROFESSOR MORISON'S
ADDRESS

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

PRINTING
Hanson

,
Crozier & Edgar

|
, 20 Market St., Kingston g

iBBBBasafflfflffi®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®

This job of year reporter isn’t a closed

corporation. Everybody £an take a hand

in it; any time you get a brain storm,

come over to the mechanical draughting

room and tell it to the year reporter.

You’ve no idea how welcome you will

be. No story will be rejected on account

of the youth.

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDEU'S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

In a neat and businesslike manner Geo.

Warner’s Bear-cats left Science ’22 on

the short end of a 16-4 score in a sched-

uled inter-year game on Tuesday. The

seniors couldn’t stand up against the

spectacular line plunging of Morrison

coupled with the masterly strategy of

Allen at quarter. These two were the

outstanding stars of the game, but the

backs were there when it came to a little

job of open field running and as for the

line, well Mr. Awrey, if you really need

couple of them, I suppose we will have

to let you have them. For the seniors

Henderson and Thorburn did good work

but lack of condition told.

The line up Science ’23
: F. W. Gra-

ham
;

backs, Holt, Morrison, McCrae;

quarter, Allen; snap, Hansen; wings,

Rousell, Chalmers, Hansould, Collier,

Chisholm, McLeod.

McGILL-VARSITY

Saturday, October 29th

Full reports by Canada’s best sport-

ing writers will appear in the Toronto

Sunday World, Star Weekly and

Montreal Standard. These are print-

ed at 8.00 p.m. Saturday, and obtain-

able at

BEST’S DRUG STORE
36 hours earlier than any other

Canadian newspaper reaching the city.

To make sure of getting copy, place
an advanc^ order. 'Phone 59 or 919.

•BfflfflfflHHBBBBBffiBBBffiBBSlBBBBBBBrtfflfflf

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

the past 2,000 years that they have left

us in a hopeless .muddle. Politicians,,

great heafted men who saw the sadness

and suffering and 'hopelessness of the

world, attempted to remedy these by or-

ganizing churches. These politicians of

the Church came into contact with the

philosophers and metaphysicians and

trouble began. Wars were waged in de-

fence of creed and formula. All that

man could see was form” 1 '- for b. u 4:

at the Apostlii Creed)
.

’I here ;i= only

1 one part o; it that
.
..exprtsvii.-i CiirbtV

tfeaci'iug. .VI believe in. God the Father."

j

\\\ worn i-0 iuv. h about the hie cv» r-

Av.ioug those who descended from our •
; while the more important things

, W .v, P-'u.il Tohncon and Can-
jje jn the background. Life indeed is

far greater and richer than life everlast-

ing. Is not the unrest in religion due

to these blunders that the ecclesiastics

have made? Men and women are reach-

ing for realities and you can’t satisfy

them with a creed or an organized church.

We lack faith, it is true, but is this

lack of faith a cause of restlessness? By

no means is that so, but rather is it the

want of wisdom among the leaders of

the people. To continually whine about

unrest without frankly facing its cause

is a cowardly thing. The -unrest itself is

not an evil, but is the steady pressure

forward and upward of the search for

truth. It is the brushing aside of out-

worn creed and formula and the only

remedy for the unrest is simply the gos-
N

pel of Jesus Christ. But the Church

creed or formula that takes the place of

Christ will never succeed, but will ever

cause unrest.

There are many varieties of Christians

and the pious ones are not the only type.

There are many men who are not pious,

but who are nevertheless religious. We
must get away from our dogmatic view-

points and back once again to the simple

truths enunciated by Christ such as God

being our father—our father of Love."

Several students took part in the dis-

cussion that followed and the short meet-

ing of one hour was greatly appreciated

both by the large number of women stu-

dents present and the smaller number of

men.

It is rumored that a member of our

year who referreed the 23-24 game last

week, fell down on adding up the score,

and so there is some doubt as to who won
the gamp. .We understand he called

touch an unearned try, and counted us

three instead of five. We need that

game, Joe, so go and confess.

* (Continued from page 1)

upon the world. 'As a group within a

nation gradually appropriated more and

more power, so in the cp.se of nations is

each political entity that is strong and

wealthy doing all in its power to main-

tain and increase its standing. The dan-

ger does not lie here alone, but smaller

nations are trying to model their struc-

ture upon the same pattern. Thus we

found ourselves in the tangle that the

armed peace of 1870 produced and

which led to those five terrible years of

the world war just recently over. Now
indeed we are in a worse state than the

year 1914 found us in, for although we

mpy have been asleep until then, yet now

we are like a man suddenly aroused

from sleep, hysterically eager to remedy

the faults of the past.

Men in high places in the government

of countries are talking of the possibility

'of war between the U.S.A. and Britain,

when they should be rather*strengthen-

ing the great bond of union between the

two nations. It is men such as they who

are a great menace to international peace.

Another cause of the unrest in this cen-

tre is the misuse of the ideal of self de-

termination. Now in many cases it. is

meaning self-damnation. It is regarded

now as a national policy of small nations

to involve great ones in war so that thety

themselves may be self-determining.

The third centre of unrest is the most

disturbing and, too, the most important

of all, “Nineteen hundred years ago there

was a certainty of God in Palestine.’’

This was in the person of Jesus Christ.

One time, a lawyer came to Jesus and

asked Him what he should do to inherit

eternal life. Christ said obey the com-

mandments, this do and thou shalt live.

How far have we been turned from this

path. Philosophers and metaphysicians

have raised such a mass of propositions in

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS go

FRANK ROBBS
its V/i.u.'motos araicnr

»***

SCIENCE ’24

On Wednesday afternoon the Science

*23 soccer team met their Waterloo- at

the hands of Science '24, going down to

defeat to the score of 1-0. In the first

half the play was fairly evenly divided

and the only goal of the £ame was scored

by Cox on a pass from McLeod. In the

second half it must be admitted that ’23

had it pretty well over us in the play and

only the stellar work of our defence and

goal-keeper (the latter especially
) saved

us from defeat. It would be hard ro

pick out the stars of '2Z for they all woyk
together well. Mr. McKercher refereed

the game satisfactorily.

Line-up of ’24 team—Goal, Thomas

;

backs, Walters, Tkachyk
; half-backs,

Knight, Murphy, Stewart; forwards, Mc-
I.M <1 IK i t

• i . :^t:ersl,y < ’x. and Mr-
Kcilar; sub.. Hanna.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID. Manager.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and I

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

In iugb look

FOOTBALL MEN—READ
ENGLISH ELASTIC FELT RIBBED KNEE PADS

Regular $5.00—Now $3.75. Good for Gym. work and Hockey too.

FOOTBALL BOOTS

8.00, yours for $6.50; Regular $7.00, yours for $5.75

Buy Now—Don’t Be Late

(

Regular !

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company

1S

- PINCLSS stre;

; PlaiE let That Record”

PHONE 529
7
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SPORT
SPORT NOTES

The thirds are_hard at it. The line shows

great improvement and the plays are work-

ing more smoothly. The halves worked

together against the Seniors in a manner

which was a revelation. The whole affair

was happy-go-lucky and this might excuse

sorqe of the poor passing. Awrey let a

bunch of forward passes go by. Its a bad

habit to get into. The combination, apart

from this, was splendid and should be a val-

uable experience to the halves as to the value

•of co-operation.

The fourths play with the thirds on Sat-

urday next. It should be a battle royal.

Manager Kidd believes that the Soccer

team have a good chance against Varsity in

the return match here. In spite of the fact

that practically his whole team are non-

-smokers he was not satisfied with the con-

dition displayed. His men are all inex-

perienced at the game and not used to play-

ing off their own back lot. In view of this

we have every reason to feel that we can

turn the tables in the return match.

INTERCOLLEGIATE B. W. AND F.

EXECUTIVE MEET

The executive of the Canadian Inter-

collegiate Boxing, Wrestling and Fencing

Union, held their first meeting of the season

last Saturday morning in the McGill Union.

All the questions before the meeting were

successfully disposed of in a business like

way, that bodes well for an unusual fine

season.

The “Big Three” were all present in the

persons of Jas. Bews, (Queens) ;
G. P.

Awrey, (Queens) ;
G. W. Hewitt, (Tor-

onto)
;
and from McGill—Dr. A. S. Lamb,

D. W. tylacKeen, G. R. Currie.

There were four questions of outstand-

ing importance before the executive

:

1

.

—Election of officers for the coming

year.

2.

—Arranging a date for the Inter-colle-

i giate Assualt-at-Arms.

3.

—Printing the Rules and Constitution

of the Uuion.

4.

—Getting a die for the medals awarded

to the winners of the Assualt-at-Arms.

The newly elected officers are as follows

Hon.-Pres.—Prof. T. Louden, Toronto.

Pres.—Dave MacKeen, McGill.

Vice-Pres.—H. P. Taylor, Queens.

Sec.—Gordon W. Hewitt, Toronto.

The Assualt-at-Arms is to take place

under the auspices of Varsity this year,

will be on the Friday and Saturday of the

third week in February.

Arrangements for the die for the medals

and the printing of the Constitution were

completed to the satisfaction of all.

—McGill Daily.

R. O. CAMPNEY TO SPEAK

• Mr. Ralph O. Campney is scheduled to

speak at the University Service next Sunday.

Mr. Campney, who was elected President

of the A. M. S. last December; after one of

the hottest campaigns in recent years, and

who is at present studying law, has the

gift of sincere and intimate speech-mak-

ing. In his subject—“The Working Creed

of a Modern Student” there is scope for a

splendid address, and we can be assured

that he will make the most of it.

DEPLORES LACK OF
CANADIANISM

Cannot the combined energy and brains

of 8,000,000 Canadians evolve something

that is better than the existing one ? W

e

have our French Club and our English

Club, but what is the matter with a Cana-

dian Club? There *tre surely enough

subjects in our national life requiring

discussion ^nd action to justify its exis-

tence. The economical, in a few glib sen-

tences, explains away the depreciation of

our currency on the other side, and per-

haps to a limited number of economics

specialists the issues involved are clear

enough, but what we-really heed is the

transfer of that information to the other

95%, and most important of all, we need

definite action taken in this and kindred

subjects.

Then there is the subject of our natur-

al resources, not only of Mine, Forest,

Sea and Soil, but of brains, ability and

ideals. At the English Club last year

the two outstanding facts which appealed

to me were, first, the want of distinctive

national characteristics in the work of

the large majority of our Canadian poets,

due largely to an imitation, probably un-

conscious, of the facts of other lands

;

and secondly, the remarkably good re-

sponse to the call for original work in

that line and the generally high character

of that work. The attendance at the Na-

turalists’ Club, which appears to be

largely an application to Canada of gen-

eral Biology, is an extremely small pro

portion of the students taking that sub

ject. I suppose in these days of Jazz-

mania it is too much to expect that any-

thing othey than a social function be well

attended. Even in this connection we

are willing to use dances arid dance music

some o^ which are apparently the pro-

ducts of the South Sea Islands, qnd the

African Jungle adopted by Yankee inven-

tiveness to modern conditions. I ques-

tion whether it has ever occurred to any

of our Terpsichoriean enthusiasts to even

attempt to evolve a Canadian dance.

What we seem to need most is the de-

velopment of a national character and

distinctively Canadian national ideals.

The Eastern Canadian appears to be

largely dominated by ideals from the Old

Lands while the Westerner’s individuality

is largely overshadowed by that of the

immigrants from the great ,
Republic to

the South. Had I the arrangement of

studies I would make attendance at a

weekly lecture on Canadianism absolu-

tely compulsory for all courses of all fac-

ulties. Such, a course would consist not

only of information about our natural

resources and their development, but of

the inculcation of true nationalism and

citizenship. Why should not Queen’s

lead in the formation of a true national

spirit, as she has dead in so many ways

in the past. Canada First when we need

a college' professor, Canada First when we
need a text-book, Canada First when we
need employment, and we shall soon cease

to listen to those knockers and femmish

-who b.elieye that nothing made in their

own land is any good. Apologising for

the length of my remarks.

NAVIGATOR.

FALL EXAM. RESULTS
The following additional examination re-

sults have been received from the Regis-

trar’s Office:

MATH. IV. (Science)—Div. I.—C. E.

^Marlatt.

ENGLISH 24 b—Div. III.—Ella Spen

The Editor Queen’s Journal

:

Dear Sir:

At the Science Dinner last session, the

only National Anthem sung was the great

imperial one of “God Save the King."

I wonder why the Canadian National

Anthem was not heard, and if it is not

good enough, or well enough known, to

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dance* engage Treneer’s

Real Satisfaction!

&njaytkm today

PLAYER’S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES

=

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Fall

Hat

Styles

Everything students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every hat.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

122 PRINCESS ST.

THEOLOGY
Some of the Theologues and even

some of the Theological Professors are

becoming alarmed and disturbed at

“Mac’s" periodical thirst for ink.

1
EVERSHARP
PENCILS

1 In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

1 Nickel and Enamel
S

75c up to $6.00

1 WATERMAN IDEAL
1 FOUNTAIN PENS

1 In All Styles and Points.

I We also carry supplies for the

ffl Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

i man'-Fountain Pen Ink.

I Kinnear & d’Esterre
a

Jewelers.

|
100 PRINCESS ST.

The Moderator of the Theological soc-

iety is a very famous character in his

own constituency. He seems to be “age-

ing” under the severe responsibility. One

of his worries is the fact that some of

his flock come to classes late—even later

than he himself does.

Thursday at noon has been set as the

time of the regular meetings of “the soc-

iety of the long-tailed-coats.” Special

meetings, may be held on demand

!

The class in public speaking has de-

veloped into a ^lass of democratic and

free criticism. Under the Principal’s

guidance and control, fair play, no clinch-

ing, and constructive work are assured.

Sharp arrows fly along the line, but casu-

alties are few for each contestant wears

his own tested armour.

Queen’s Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing Store

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

Next week the undergraduates in Theo-

logy will have the privilege of meeting

veterans of Queen’s class rooms, when

these veterans come to attend the ses-

sions of the Alumni Conference. Here’s

hoping that the “Old Grads.” won’t view

us as unfit and unworthy reptiles of a

new less scholarly, and less moral and

|

ethical age. We trust that they like salty
j

sailors watching midshipman, shall know
|

that training is preparation for work and

that both training and work may vary in

form, and still be valuable and essential

in human life, “Experience” is ever im-

patient °f “inexperience” and “inexperi-

ence” is ever critical of “experience”.

True or untrue as all this may be, we

welcome the man from the fields of labour

and trust that their return visit to Old

-Queen’s may stimulate them to greater

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Bi what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

College Girls’ Sport Shoes

Many prefer the high shoe for Fall. Dur-

ing cold, wet weather a boot feels more com-

fortable. We have new styles, Saddle Strap

and Wing Tip effects.

Brown at $6.00 and $6.75

Black at $5.00 and $6.00

LOCKETT’S

YOUR APPETITE NEVER
FAILS YOU HERE

In glancing over our menu card you

are sure to find some article of diet to

attract you. Everything and the best the

market affords is served by us at popular

prices. Our old customers, with us for a

long time will be pleased to recommend

us.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
N
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

DR. FRASER CAMPBELL
(Continued from page 1)

personal God and believe that spirit and

matter are two eternals and continue

going around. These, men are generally

keen business men and hold the destina-

tion of life to be the greatest sin one can

commit. They even avoid taking the life

of those animals whose death would be

a benefit to the. people. These are the

greatest opponents fo the religious peo-

ples. Then again there are the Moham-

medans who comprise about one fifth of

the population of India. They hold the

doctrine of one God and acknowledge

the scriptures and have a reverence for

them that might in some respects be imi-

tated by the people in Canada. Then

there' are the Hindus. Anyone- who re-

verences the Brahmar or worships the

cow as well as observing cast regulations

is said to belong to this.class. There are

various sects among those who worship

different Gods. Then again there are the

Abougines who are becoming more and

more like the Hindus and unless we has-

ten to give them the gospel they will

drift into Hinduism. Many of these are

illiterate so it is very' difficult to deal

with them. There is some hope for them

however, and they are more eager to

learn "than ever before.

Dr. _Campbell then went on to show

that the work was progressing favourably

under the circumstances in .India. Some
criticised the character of the converts,

but they did not see the best class. They

only saw the “scum” or those who had

drifted away. This is no faff way to

judge them. He read letters to show that

many of these converts were living good

respectable lives and were a Credit to

Christianity in India. Then he proved

by government reports that the ratio of

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c„

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

that is the increase in the number of

converts~'each year—is about five^ times

the ratio of increase of the general popula-

tion. Then again lie said it spoke well

for Christianity in India that most of the

Christians gave a tenth of their incomes

to the Lord’s work, besides the service

they rendered. Another important thing

about Christianity in India was the way

which it permeated the lives of the

people and was exemplified in an uncon-

scious way even by -those who had not

accepted it.

Dr. Campbell then closed his address

by asking the audience how great was

the value of a knowledge of Christ. If it

is so dear to us why should we not put

forth strenuous effort to give it to those

who are yet in darkness. What greater

work qould one do than to engage in

this? What greater demand could he

made on one than that he should do his

part in such a worthy cause?

The meeting was then closed by the

singing of a hymn and the pronouncing

of the benediction hv Dr. Dyde.

Scene—New Skating Rink.

Time-fAny time.

Med. Freshman motioning .towards

Pat O’Connor, “What’s that fellow doing

around here?

2nd Med. ditto. “Oh he just
^

looks

through that transom over there."

1st Med. ditto: “G’wan, that’s no tran-

som, that’s a tripod.”

Problem

:

How long will it be before unacknow-
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“Judge”, somewhat disguised and the

worse for wear, begin to appear in Science
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BERTHA CRAWFORD
SCORES SUCCESS

FIRST UNIVERSITY CONCERT
PROVIDES ENJOYABLE

evening

QUEEN’S THIRDS
'

WIN LOCAL HONOURS
Third Team Play Steady and Consistent Game and Qualify to Play Off For the

Championship in Toronto—Tabor Receives Unfortunate Injury.

The plans announced for the three Uni

varsity Concerts show that the Commit-

tee on Art has been able to secure some-

thing well worth while for each of the

programmes in question. Moreover, each

of the concerts projected has its special

individual appeal by 'reason of which the

lover of good music will not be inclined

to miss it. To many of us the unaccom-

panied string quartet is an unknown

thing while others can recall that a first

acquaintance with this form of music was

a revelation of the .possibilities of instru-

mental effects not before suspected. With

both classes the coming of the celebrated

Flpnzaley Quartet (or even of a much

less perfect one) ought to ensure atten-

dance at the concert of Feb. 23. The

Pianoforte, on the other hand, is well

enough known to .the ears of all and to

the fingers of many ;
but, however

f™'
1

, one lra -
iar the instrument, or even on that, very i

^ abundance of fast and heavyWerial

account, there will be a particular interest ^ ^ is the training of an exper

The rnore experienced third team had

little difficulty in beating the fourth team on

Saturday afternoon at the Stadium. The

game was of a “ding-dong” nature in spite

of the shore. Up to half-time this was part-

icularly noticeable although the score was

12-0. Tabor, one of the bulwarks of the

third line was unlucky enough to suffer a

compound fracture of the left leg. The

accident happened in the first quarter, com-

ing as the culmination of a splendid twenty-

yard run which he made.
,
Keen sympathy

was expressed for Tabor as he has played

fine football all season and not only suffers

all the pain and inconveniences of a broken

leg. but miss his trip to Toronto and his

well-merited glory with this promising team.

To Manager Trainor and the valiant

fourth team, great credit is due. With

about two weeks practice a really creditable

team was turned out. It is the fine work

of the Junior teams this year that makes

one feel optimistic for the future. There

RALPH CAMPNEY AT
SUNDAY SERVICE

PRESIDENT OF A.M.S. GIVES HIS

IDEA OF THE “WORKING CREED
OF A MODERN STUDENT"

in the coming on Jan. 30 of Myra Hess

who is famous all over the world.

The first concert of the series, which

took place on Thursday, Oct. 27, derived

an unusual interest from the fact that in

it Bertha Crawford made her first ap-

pearance since returning to her native

country. Canada. The fame which this

soprano singer had attained, after her

study abroad, in Russia and other coun-

All they need is tile training of an expert

hand to bring them into championship form.

The work of James on the fourth team was

particularly good. The one touch which the

Freshmen got was by means of one of the

prettiest bits of work we have seen at the

Stadium this year. ’ The Freshmen were

three yards out. James punted short over

the line of scrimmage and tore through and

got it himself— It was not an orginal play

but its merit lay in its achievement. .We
study -abroad, in Russia aim -

but its merit lay m its lumram...

tries of Europe, had aroused great inter-
look for grcat things from this boy. -Mor/i:

ert in her appearance on the University layed hg usual steady game. Quinn’s gen
est in her appearance on the University

platform; and the large audience that

filled Grant Hall agreed that the story

of her powers was no exaggeration. The

other performers on Thursday were Mr.

Douglas Stanbury, baritone, Mr. Harry

Adaskin. violinist, and Mr. Harvey Robb,

accompanist.

(Continued on page 5)

DRAMATIC CLUB
TRY-OUT TO-NIGHT

?

A KEEN CONTEST IS TO BE
ANTICIPATED—EVERYBODY

INVITED

In advertising the “try out" for the

cast of “The Tragedy of Nan,” the execu-

tive of the Dramatic Club make no at-

tempt to minimise tile task which the

competitors have taken in hand. Like

anything wqrth the doing, a great deal

of effort will be required for tile produc-

tion. Every aspect of the play presents

difficulties, but none of them are suffi-

ciently great to stand in the way of a

sincere attempt. Of the twelve speaking

parts to be played all are of that type

which the modern dramatic editor des-

cribes as ''intensely human." The scene

• is laid in pastoral England of 1812 and is

a dramatization, of one of those “short

and simple annals of the poor" to which

Grey might have referred. Throughout

the three acts the outstanding require-

ment of the play is a call for acting rather

than action.

The story is that of an orphan girl

deprived of her father by a miscarriage of

justice, who is compelled to fight the

stigma of his apparent guilt in ah atmos-

phere poisoned by a scheming, self-righte-

ous aunt and a treacherous girl friend,

with a false lover, as her only ally. She is

(Continued on page 3).

played lift usual steady game. Quinn’s gen-

eralship at quarter was faulty on occasions.

He kicked one onside kick on his own. ten

yard line. “Man-O’-War” Smith carried

it over for a touch. Otherwise Quinn’s

work xvas good.

We are afraid to talk too much about the

third team. They have just climbed the

first grade on their way to the championship

and much remains to be done. In particular

we notice'd two things which are wrong—the

almost total absence of a secondary defence

and the tendency to penetrate beyond the

three yard limit in front of the ball. Dolan

at quarter engineered his team with great

skill. He alternated his plays well and used

particularly good sense close to the oppon-

ents line. With his fast half-line the risks

of an onside kick are greatly minimized

and he controls his kicks well. Quinn was

probably the star of the bame. His kicking

was beyond reproach and he lias evidently

conquered his tendency to kick to an open

field. His return from behind his pwfi line

to past half way—a full sixty yard kick

caused remembrances of Jack Hazlett who

used to kick to tile deadline from half way

on occasions. Don Nickle or one of the

senior half line ought to show Smithy how

to "basket” a ball. He muffed a few on

Saturday that might have been costly. He

catches too high on his chest. McNeill on

the line played well offensively and defen-

sively. The outsides worked to-gether, and

got well down on the kicks.

THE PLAY

:

Dolan kicked off. It was returned, and

between McNeill's 20 yard buck and Smith's,

end run the hall was soon lodged behind the

posts. Dolhn converted nicely. A minute

or two later, Dolan went through the short

end with tile halves faking an end run and

made the second touchdown. He failed to

convert. The fourths recovered from their

apathy and settled down to work. However

there was no real interference on the line

and they could find no holes. Boucliei

made a nice twenty-yard run. Shortly after

this.Tabor was injured and was replaced by

Houston. The quarter ended 11-0. The

third were going through too far in making

holes in this quarter. They were deservedly

penalized more often than the fourths.

There was but one point scored in the

second quarter when Quinn kicked behind

to James who was forced to rouge. Hous-

ton replaced Stewart temporarily in this

quarter. Stewart played a strong game all

through. Houston notified everybody that

he was on the field by making a twenty-five

"yard run after he broke through the scrim-

mage. Half time score 12-0.

SECOND HALF
The Freshmen kicked off after half-time

and Dolan worked a series of end runs and

onside kicks, using liis half line till quite

close to the line when McNeill went over

for llu third touch: It was not converted.

Smith pulled a forward pass shortly after

the kick-off and Queen’s IV worked the ball

dose to the line. The thirds held for two

down‘d and Boucher tried a drop. Quinn

kicked out from behind, past half way.

The hall changed hands and by means of a

beautifully placed onside kick, Smith tore

around for the fourth touch. This was not

converted. Third quarter score, Queen's

III. 22; Queen’s IV, 0.

Smith returned a kick and it went outside

behind. A few minutes later MacLaclilan

collared an onside kick and went over for

the fifth touch. Holt carried the last one

over, fames pulled' his little stunt shortly

before full time. The Freshies put up lots

of fight in this last quarter. Full time

score, 33=5.

Pres. McLeod and Rowley Graham offi-

ciated till half time. Mr. E. O. Sliter kindly

consented to replace McLeod at half-time.

The teams lined up as follows :

'

Queen’s III—Flying Wing, Bell
;
Halves,

Smith. Holt, Quinn; Quarter, Dolan; Snap,

Young; Outsides, MacLaclilan, Carmichael;

Insides, McNeill, Tabor; Middles, Ritchie,

Stewart. Subs.—Whitton, Lyons, Houston,

Noonan, Cleland, Becker, McCartney.

Queen's IV—Flying Wing, Mclnnes

;

Halves, Boucher. Quinn, James; Quarter.

Drew; Snap, Malcolm; Outsides, Minnes,

Reid; Insides, Boyd, Taylor; Middles, Me-

Crimmon, Wilson. Subs—Morris, Dun-

lop, Anglin, Lee, Macdonald, Kelly.

Did a beautiful Sunday afternoon eclipse

the University Sendee? No, indeed!

There was quite time enough before and

after the service to absorb the influence of

Autumn cblor, bathed in soft sunlight, and

dust -from Kingston streets swept high by ye^

rushing horseless carriage.

Those in charge of the Service breathed

easier after 2.20 p.m., when all Sunday

afternoon walks suddenly converged on

Queen’s grounds pouring much student tra-

ffic into Convocation Hall. By half past

two the hall and gallery were filled. Prom-

ptly on time Principal Taylor opened the

‘

Service with prayer
;
then hymn number 9

was sung. Dr. Jordan proceeded to read

the scripture lesson from Romans XII, and

led in prayer. Wasn’t it good to hear Dr.

Jordan’s voice at the service again? After

the singing of hymn 601, Principal Taylor

introduced the speaker, a recent graduate of

Queen’s who has the viewpoint of the stu-

dent standing on the threshold of his Alma

Mater and facing out upon his life’s work.

Mr. Campney prefaced his address by a few

remarks expressing his pleasure at being

back at Queen's, and his appreciation of the

honour of being asked to deliver a message

to 'fellow students. He -said that he felt

an affection for his Alma Mater which only

a graduate may experience when he feels

that his College career is past. Mr.- Camp-

ney did not pin his remarks to any one text

and said 'that lie did not intend to preach a

sermon because he was not a Theologian and

therefore recognized his limitations in that

direction. Pie preferred to informally con-

sider that feature in student life so much

neglected to-day—the time when the stu-

dent goes from the Academic to the Prn i-

cal Life. Men are often heartless in their

critism of the young graduate just starting

out ;
and with the result defending on how

(Continued on page 6)

IMPORTANT
HOCKEYMEETING.,

Though it seems hut a fortnight since we

hung up our skates, and though these golden

Autumn days lure us to the football field,

when championships are yet to be decided,

yet vye feel a coolness in the atmosphere and

anxiously watch our new Arena take form.

This means Hockey, and when that new

Memorial Rink is ready ourTeams m*st he

fit to take the ice. A meeting is being held

to organize the Club. According-, to the

A/M. S. Constitution this should'have been

done last spring, but probably we were too

much occupied with what we had done to

be thinking of Constitutions or the future.

(Continued on ‘page 3)

THE BULLETIN

Boxing, Wrestling

and Fencing

For the enlightenment of new-comers

to Queen’s and all others who should

know and do not, we wish to point out

that the above three letters represent

the Club which holds the most .glorious

record of any Queen’s Athletic Club, a

record by far surpassing all records made

by the clubs of Varsity and McGill. It

is a matter of common knowledge that

Queen's B.W.F. Club has won more In-

tercollegiate Assaults than the remainder

of the Union combined. In one assault

Queen’s won every event ! I bese facts

go to show that the Club’s record is one

which demands upholding by a victory

this season.

- With this end in view the members

opened the season on Thursday last with

a 'red-hot meeting at which one and all

evidenced their determination to make

this season “the best yet." Mr. Bews

reported the results of the Intercollegiate

(Continued on page 7)

Tuesday

—

7.30 p.m.—Dramatic Club Try- 1

,

Grant; Hall.

Wednesday

—

7.30 p.m.—Hockey Meeting, the Gym-

nasium.

8.00 p.m.—Dr. Zwemer on “Islam and

Bolshevism,” Grant Hall.

Thursday

—

4.30 p.m. — Q.U.M.A., Large Class

Room, Old Arts.

Executive at' 3.45.

7.00 p.m.—Science ’22 Social Evening.
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ecb an(f a ^ter this year the group

The primary reason for changing the

system of the Alma Mater Society Elec-

tions is that each faculty may be assured

of substantial representation on the

Executive. Under the old method of in-

discriminate nominations it was possible

for any number of candidates, regardless

of faculty, to be nominated for each of-

fice at the Nomination Meeting of the

A.M.S. Instead, however, of a number

of names being put up for each office as

is the usual custom in the various Faculty

Society elections, the College invariably

divided itself into two parties, each with

a full slate of nominations. Independent

nominations were rare, and thus only two

candidates contested each office. The

parlies divided on a faculty ba-.i-. and in

recent years Arts and I joology a;:d

vana opposed; Science- <»ml' Medici " c Nuw
if one party .was over-strong, it. would

make a cb-au sweep- at election: time, and.

the faculties composing the other ,party

would remain unrepresented, save by the

Presidents of their Faculty Societies who

are ex-officio members of the A.M.S.

Executive. For various reasons it was

thought inadvisable to risk making the

A.M.S. Executive so unrepresentative of

the College, as a whole, and so the new

plan was devised by a specially appointed

committee of the AAI.S. and was adopted

by the Socity on Feb. 19th last.

There are the following offices to be

filled

:

President, Second Vice-President,

Secretary, Asst. Secretary, Treasur-

er, Critic, Ahtletic Stick.

(b) Four Committeemen.

(c) Three Student Representatives on

the Athletic Board of Control (the

Athletic Stick being the fourth).

(a) The Major Offices. Every year a

candidate for the Presidency will be

nominated by each of two faculties. The
whole student body will, of course, vote

so the third faculty (Theology, really a

fourth faculty, is quite ignored) will

hold the balance of power. Thus there

will be scope for energetic campaigning

by the two contesting faculties. Each

year the successful faculty at the pre-

vious election will drop out and the re

maining two will contest the office. A
second office, that of Athletic Stick, will

be filled in exactly the same manner.

The six remaining Major Offices are

divided into three groups of two. Each
of the three faculties will alone nominate

officers for the one group assigned to it

For instance, in the comnig elections

Science may be assigned Group I., First

Vice-President and Asst. Secretary
;
while

Medicine may get Group II., Second

Vice-President and Critic
;

and Arts

group III., Secretary and Treasure- This

first assignment will be made by th. Join

i

change in rotation. It is to be under-

stood that each faculty has the privilege

of nominating more than one candidate

for each of the two offices in its group.

Each year or clique- within a faculty may
get behind some man and campaign for

him both within the faculty and among

the other students—who will, of course,

have a vote for every office—to the full

limit of their funds and energies. In fact

we are to expect these political divisions

within the various faculties and extensive

campaigning throughout the College, for in-

dividual men. In this way it is hoped

that while each faculty will be sure of

representation, the old-time interest in the

Annual Election will not be diminished.

(Journal advertising rates will be furn-

ished on application to Business Man-

ager).

(b) Committeemen. Nominations for

Committeemen are as free and open as

air, and may be as numerous as the pro-

verbial sands on the shore. Four Com-

mitteemen are to be elected. Each voter

has four votes. Under the new system of

cumulative voting, these four votes may
be cast all for one person, be divided

among two candidates, or be distributed

in any other way the voter chooses, but

each vote will always retain its full value.

This is a form of .Proportional Repre-

sentation and with proper organization a

small faction may possibly elect the man

of their choice by practising consistent

“plumping”. Levana, for instance, can be

practically assured of representation if

only one girl is nominated and the rest

give her full support.

(c) Student Representatives on the

Athletic Board of Control. Each faculty

will decide within itself—probably by

election—what man it desires to repre-

sent it. These three names will be pass-”'

ed on to the Joint Election Committee

if the A.M.S. and if approved by it and

later by the Society itself, the appoint-

ments will stand. If the name submitted

by a faculty is not accepted by either

the Committee or the A.M.S., the faculty

will be asked to submit another name.

From now on the order of events will

be as follows : Those of the five Faculty

Societies (Arts, Science, Medicine, Theo-

logy, Lev.ana) which have not already ap-

pointed or elected their representatives

on the Joint- Election Committee will do

so. The Committee will meet and in ad-

dition to arranging details regarding vot-

ers’ lists, polls, etc., will decide, (1) which

two faculties will contest the Presidency

and which two the Athletic Stick. (2)

how the three groups of Major Offices

will be assigned to the three faculties,

and (3) what two professors, subject to

A.M.S. approval will be given the A.M.S.

appointments from "the staff to the Ath-

letic Board of Control. The faculties in-

terested will then make their choice of

candidates for the offices of the Presi-

dency and the Athletic Stick; each of

the three faculties will decide on its re-

presentative to the Athletic Board of

Control; and each of the five Faculty

Societies will decide on their candidates

for the offices of Committeemen. Nom-
inations for the groups of Major Officers

may be tentatively made in the three fac-

ulty meetings, or may be left till the nom
ination Meeting of the A.M.S., two

weeks before election.

Questions such as these arise : Should

last year’s election results in the case of

President and Athletic Stick be taken into

consideration? Will the Arts Society,

Theological Society and Levana meet as

a body to choose the “Arts” candidate for

Presidency or Athletic Stick? Will it be

infra dig for a small group to nominate

a committeeman when the Faculty Soc-

* ; as. a whole has chosen one or pos-

. -\ two others. These questions are

al of a number which only a trial of

" system will answer.
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KIRKPATRICK'S ART STORE
Established 1874

A WALLOP!
To the Students of Queen’s.

Dear Friends:

All of you who have read my biography

by Charles Kingsley sympathized with

me, I know, when you read how my mas-

ter Grimes used to beat me in advance

for misdeeds which I never so much as

intended to commit. Since reading the

editorial from last Tuesday’s “Journal,”

(which was reprinted in “The Water-

proof Gazette,”) in which you were scold-

ed in advance for not attending a concert

that you had already determined to at-

tend, I feel sure that your sympathy with

me is more sincere than ever. This I re-

turn ;
we are fellow-sufferers from the

spirit of Grimes. Of one thing I am quite

certain : that, just as the advance beat-

ings which Grimes gave me made me no

whit more careful in sweeping Sir John’s

chimneys than I had always intended to

be, so the editorial in “The Journal” did

not produce the attendance of one mem-
ber of the large and enthusiastic audience

that greeted Miss Crawford.

Yours sympathetically,

TOM -THE WATERBABY.
St. Brandon’s Isle,

October 28th, 1921.

(Per favor of Mrs. Doasyouwouldbe-

doneby.)
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who- object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a' private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
S Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDICINE

For Men
HEATHER RIBBED WOOL

HOSE

Greys, Browns, Black; sizes 10

to ny2 .

Extra Special at 75c per pair

MEDS. ’23

Our regular-meeting was held on Wed-

nesday the 25th with President Bracken

in the chair. All but those who sloped

the classes that day were present. The

Treasurer’s report was received with

thunderous applause. We are, indeed,

grateful to him as he is levying no fees

this year. Thanks Bill. We’ll support

you for -Finance Minister if you wish us

to do- so. The meeting closed with the

Critic’s report. Mr. 'Walker as critic was

in his element.

The year extends its heartiest congra-

tulations to Mr. J. M. Givens on his recent

promotion. We look to him for future

leadership in literary circles.

Congratulations Bell and Carmichael

on your good showing in rugby against

R.M.C. Let other members support the

teams by turning out also.

and incidentally of Physics. Nature as we

know, abhors a vacuum, and therefore, be-

twixt his ears, there MUST be something.

Nature has got around the difficulty in ex-

treme cases, by substituting for gray matter

such staples as custard or chocolate-blanc-

mange.

Even the hard-boiled male is sometimes

prone to flattery. Wonder if Sp-n-c-ly ever

located that female dreadnought at the Resi-

dence? We-believe she led his Angora a

hard, rough, chase.

Patience, Gertrude, patience. When they

are most elusive they are most anxious to

be caught.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best1 by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

Pat-ers-n says he intends to specialize

on eye work. Our good wishes go with

you Pat in your chosen field.

Things we would like to know

:

Is there a Medical Rugby schedule this

year?

What Tubby said when informed of

his new position.

What a heavy diet is? Sausage and

cheese is a light one.

Plow many, attended the last Aescula-

pian meeting?

Who were at the dance on Friday

night?

A competition has been opened for sug

gestions as to a suitable and typical title for

the Medley to be played as a home waltz at

Med. ’24 Social Evening. All suggestions

to be handed into Mr. Troup, as soon as

possible.

Come on you live wires, get busy. We

guarantee not to publish the name of the

winner, in case his title doesn t make a hit.

“TRY OUT” TONIGHT

McKenzie's Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

. Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the-

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

Full Dress

Necessities

We carry nothing but the very

latest for the young men

and at

‘ NEW FALL PRICES

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Another Question

:

What is being done about the Arts’

rush? If the Medicals or the Science

Flail adornments had been guilty of such

an obstreperous piece of seeming rough-

neckism, they’d all have been hanged,

drawn and quartered by this time. Or

worse still, fined about five bucks apiece.

Apparently though, there is a privileged

class around this little old bunch of

schoolhouses.

And by tfie way bow is our Mary going

to skate this winter. No rink, too many

classes. Don’t it beat war?

Bill’s latest specialty: Official mar-

riage announcer for the Journal. Come

on “Hen”, lots of room.

STUDENTS

Save Yeur Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Griuhiates have
strained eyesight, and arc compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANCER

Visit our eyesight
j

'list and find

out the true condition 1 tour eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

MED. ’24

“Joe” Trainor’s ephemera, of a trip to

Toronto,, snaps in Saturday’s sun. “Joe”

has a snappy little team individually, but as

far as he is concerned, it is a much over

estimated team. The fecore 33-5, is a pretty

fair indication of the play.

However, we have to hand it to “Joe”, for

what lie has done with a bunch of raw

material. There was only one Freshman

year that could get away with many honours

around here, and the memory of that year

is still green.

Suffice it to say, that of the ten men from

Faculty of Medicine who played on the third

team, eight were from the one-time Fresh-

man squad afore mentioned. From the

Faculty of’ Science, Holt at least was- from

the same year and there may have been

others with which we are not acquainted.

Only one incident (Secured to mar our joy

in the whole game, and this was that “Pete”

Tabor had to be taken to the Hospital as

a result of a hard fall. He is suffering from

compound fracture of a lower limb. Noo

nan and Smith also sustained minor injuries!;

(Continued from page 1)

rewarded by the realization that all that

she holds most dear, first her father and

then her love are Pleasured in the world

about her by a mere material equivalence.

The excellence of the “Tragedy ofTfan”

for club production lie^ in the fact that

every part from that of the poetic old

Gaffer to that of the unctuous parson,

Drew, will amply repay the time and

effort put upon' it.

The parts for the trial readings were

issued at the club meeting last Thursday

when over forty offered their services to

the club. Some of the applicants are

reading for as many as three .parts which

means" that tonight the judges will find

themselves called upon to estimate some

sixty readings. When it is remembered

that half the battle in producing a play

is in the casting and that out of forty-

six parts played last session, thirty-nine

were “first appearances,” the “try out

should prove a very interesting contest

indeed.

The open try-out which is held each

year when the Dramatic Club goes pros-

pecting for histrionic ability is perhaps

one of .the most democratic customs of a

very democratic university and should

attract a considerable number of the

“casually interested” to Grant Hall at

7.30 p.m.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER. 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

of vital interest from the overseas reports.

The third Department distributes confiden-

tial information, the fourth prepares and

maintains an exporters’ index and an im-

porters’ index by which Foreign Importers

are brought in touch with Canadian Manu-

facturers and Exporters. The Trade En-

quiry Branch is perhaps the most useful of

all for the exporters. The Research Work

Section is engaged mainly in investigating

the reason for the importation of various

goods into Canada. Then the Junior Com-

missioner, after work in the propaganda

branch, is given a tour of from one to six

months through Canada. He is thus pre-

pared for a responsible position in the finest

government service. Commerce men look-

ing forward to Foreign marketing were ad-

vised by Mr. Muddimall to pay special at-

tention to their English, to know at least one

Foreign language, and to be especially well-

informed on Foreign Exchange, Commer-

cial Geography, the Industries and Re-

sources of Canada, and the art of Report

Writing. The new President, M. Suther-

land, acted as Chairman of the meeting.

THE COMMERCE CLUB

The attendance at the special meeting on

Friday called to hear Mr. A. B. Muddiman

Junior Trade Commissioner, taxed the cap-

acity of the large Economics room to the

limit. Mr, Muddiman Was the Dominion

Government representative on the “Made

in France’’ train which visited the city last

week. He outlined with great clearness the

organization of Canada’s Commercial In-

telligence Service whose main study is how

to export Canadian goods and sell them.

It was of interest that Canada has the oldest

trade commissioner service of its kind, its

establishment dating from 1894. when Sir

George Foster appointed commercial agents

in the West Indies. This service has grown

until at present Canada has 21 Trade Com-

missioners with permanent residence abroad

as well as the services of the British Trade

Commissioners where there is no Canadian

nnsniua,,™,™— 'OfficM. The training of a J™ior Trade

the former requiring a few stitches in his' Commissioner was out inec in -

jaw most interesting to all. Examinations and

Taking it all round Med. ’24 had a rather

had day.

“SAX IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For 4^0ccas *ons

COMMENT

special reports, while important, are all

side issue to the practical routine training.

Every Commissioner spends a period in each

section of the Department at Ottawa. From

the Tariff Office, where the Foreign Tariff

rates of 179 countriegjre always available,

lie passes to the Editorial Department, whereTo tell your neighbor he has nought be-

twixt the ears, is wrong. You thereby show ^
Lire ianrance of Anatomical Structure, h^iyrns to write reports andjUecUnatters

IMPORTANT HOCKEY MEETING

(Continued from page 1)

Many are already asking what Queen =

will do in Hockey this coming winter.

Well, we have a splendid ground work to

begin on—two championship teams are in

the College from last year, and it is rumored

that much new material is on hand. Noth-

ing should slip Queen’s in Hockey this win-

ter; we hope to take a step higher and make

that senior championship ours also. Sure

we have the Allan Cup champions staring

us in the face; but greater teams than this

one have been beaten before. We have a

<rreat Hockey record behind us, two Cham-

pionships and a second place out of five

leagues—what University in Canada heat

that last winter? And we can do the same

again. But we need a good organization.

l°ast winter our Executive served us well

and we want the Best Executive in the

College this year—men with Hockey exper-

ience” Our teams must lie well handled,

and we have Mr. Awrey to lead us. Now

let’s get thinking who these men shall be, to

lead us ;o more championships. A meeting

will be held Wednesday next at 7.30, m die

Athletic Room, at the Gymnasium. We

want every Hockey enthusiast at this meet-

ing Plans for the year will also he dis-

cussed. Come along. This means you.
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.'

ARTS
FACULTY NOTES

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.) II

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

l F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

The Arts Society elections held on Sat-

urday elicited considerable interest. This

fact was evidenced by the exceptionally

large number of votes polled. The fol-

lowing were the successful candidates

and, as such, constitute^ the new execu-

tive:

Arts Society

Hon. President—Prof. MacClement.

President—J. B. C. Runnings.

Vice-Pres.—W. H. Becking.

Secretary—E. W. Cross.

Asst. Sec’y—D. B. Taylor.

Treasurer—E. M. Lockett.

Auditor—F. R> Bamforth.

Critic—J. T. M. Wilson.

Committeemen—J. T. McNeely, Jr R.

Rutledge, W. G. Shaw, G. R. Heasman,

J. A. Taylor.

Arts Concursus

Chief Justice—To be chosen later by

seniors.

Junior Judge—J. R. Rutledge.

Sr. Prosecuting Attorney—J. T. Gow.

Sheriff—W. A. Newlands. i

Clerk—E. W. Hefferman.

Chief of Police—E. A. Nelson.

Jr. Prosecuting Attorney—H. Friedgut.

Crier—E. M. Dolan.

Constables—F. M. Kelley, J. R. Shea,

W. Ii. Browne, J. W. Saylor, H. Mac-

Quaig, H. A. McQueen, D. W. Boucher,

G. Carson.

learn it at first hand. Lower Campus at

3 p.m.

Great Achievement
Bank balance built up

‘by carch-.l economy and self-denial

•. ill pive you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of sueff a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Group

Photographs

lb - an be taken at any time of the
(21

day oi evening, and regardless of

eather conditions, at

The ,

Kingston Art

Studio

8/ PRINCESS 3TRE !T
l

i-,

L Ours 'i: - mod . /.mo. ' a

E
fa you are : ect t. o A a a be-
ta

^ cause of tne inclemency the

weather.

’PHONE 2159w

and make your appointment now

Saylor claims that he never fusses ex-

cept to the “Grand” or on special oc-

casions. He must be more specific, y

Congratulations to the men of our year

who were successful in the Arts Elec-

tions. /

I

Assault At-Arms

Scene, the lower library. * Combatants.

Librarian vs Pow-rd. Result, Defendant’s

financial position weakened, but his legal

and intellectual status much advanced.

Shall we take up a subscription to re-

plenish the space where the quarter was?

Since your reporter is quite unable to

travel in search of “happenings” which

occur within limited bounds, lie there-

fore prays that somebody will do some-

thing awful or at least apparent. Some-

body simply must.

We want each member of the year to

consider himself or herself a reporter of

the year. Anything of year or general

interest will be looked after if labelled

Arts ’23, and put in the box in the New
Arts building. Here’s hoping you will

take heed.

It used to be that when election can-

didates were successful they congratul-

ated one another. But now the reverse

is the case. The so-called unlucky ones

are happy as happy can be. Truly the

old order changeth. Why?

Several of our determined men have

signified their willingness to^ become

(temporary) members of the anti-fussers

club providing the constitution is some-

what amended.

ARTS ’22

Things we would like to know

:

If Miss Craig’s slang has gotten be-

yond “Gee!”

If Mr. Cross enjoys his board as well

this year as he did last?

If Miss Lalande is crazy about year

papers?

From what Faculty Miss T-tt-e will

choose her New Love?

If Miss de R-nzy could tell us Pome-

roy’s joke?

We cannot but be struck with the in

dustry of our members.^ Bill sa^s it is

pretty hard lines not to be able to get a

seat

has a chance to work.

Miss Lalande is considering the Laun-

dress profession. Doubtless her experi

ence with “Suds” will be invaluable.

We were very glad to see Miss Ferrier

in town last week-end. We only wish

she could be here to help our year along

in every line of sport.

Presumably special provision for free-

dom of action would be demanded for

Sundays, Saturdays and Social Evenings.

I

Mr. Claxton—“I really wasn’t near en-

ough the girl to tell her exact age.”

Say Claxton! just how near her have

you got to be?

ARTS ’24

The annual election of officers took

place last week, and resulted in the elec-

tion of the following:

Hon. Pres.—Prof. Garfield Keill.

President—Wm. Wallace. v

Vice-President—Miss M. Booth.

Sec’y-Treas.—R. L. Ferguson.

Asst. Seo^-Treas.—Miss Helen Nelson.

Prophetess—Miss H. Wilson.

Poetess—Miss C. Farrell.

Historian—J. J. Wood.
Marshall—M. Kirkland.

Orator—E. L. Murphy.

The regular year meeting will be held

on Thursday at 4 p.m. All Arts ’25 are

cordially invited to* be (present. All Arts

24 are requested to attend.

Last week, brother McCuaig was con-%

fined to the Hospital' through football

,y imiu mics nut lu uv. ^ injuries. From all accounts Mac thor-

in the library the only time a fellow oughly enjoyed his “sick leave” there.

a rhanre to work. I Like Grape Nuts, there s a reason !

ARTS ’23

The regular meeting of the year was
held on Thursday last in the Small Math.

Room. Tins meeting was followed by

the annual meeting during which the

newly-elected officers were installed in

office. Considerable interest and in some
cases* amusement was evident when the

various victims were called forward, or

at least upward. The Honorary Presi-

dent, Professor Prinae, gave a very inter-

esting and much-appreciated address. He
expressed his extreme pleasure and ap-

preciation for the honor he had just re-

ceived and hoped to be of some practical

value to the year and not merely an orna-

mental factor. As for the other officers,

all plead conscientious (?) thankfulness

for being allowed to bear part of the

load of year responsibility. Among the

items of business trahsacted, was a decis-

ion to entertain) Arts ’25 at the next reg-

ular meeting of the year, on Thursday,

Me ’9. /. musical programme, was p;<>-

. Becking and Miss Dpugia

after which the meeting was dismissed.

A try-out of year members for the pin

pose of choosing debaters will be held

on Wednesday, at 4 p.m., in the si T
Math. -room. All men willing to de'

are requested to get in touch with .M

Friedgut at once.

Don’t forget the soccer game on

Thursday afternoon. Arts ’23 arc

bfo m.|

New Soft Collars

3 for 50c Bibbys New Soft Collars

3 for 50c

No Better Overcoat And

Suit Value !!!

TO BE HAD ANYWHERE
IN CANADA

Wc are out to do big Suit and Over-

coat*business and are well away with

a good start.

THE WHOLE SECRET IS THIS

We are offering the season’s newest

productions—Real snappy, fine quality

Suits and Overcoats, made by the best

tailors ill all the land.

AT PARTICULARLY CLOSE
PRICES

Pricej that will agreeably surprise you.

SEE OUR NOBBY ULSTERETTES
Young Men’s—size 34 to 40—real

classy ones at $27.50

THE ELWOOD $45 -00

THE MARMON 77T 30 -00

THE HARLEY 40 -00

THE HUDSON 45 '00

THE ACE
THE NEWTON ! X . . .

.

\

English Slip-On Overcoats.
Real gems, heavy, soft, 'Cumfy Cheviot, Pure

Wool and Satii. Lim - .
expert tailoring.

OVERCOAT S $15.00 to $45.00

35.00

35.00

I
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Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy'

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

A REMINDER
Over 700 lives were rejected by this

Co. last year, for 2 millions of Insur-

ance, because they waited too long.

The Company would have been pleas-

ed to insure them had they been medi-

cally fit. The time to apply for insur-

ance is when you can pass. Apply now

when you are insurable, also when it

is cheaper than to wait.

s. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Q. W. C. A.

Dr. Zwemer, the great missionary from

Cairo will address the Theological Alumni

Association on Wednesday, Nov. 2nd, at

8 p.m. For this reason we are having

no regular meeting of the Q.W.C.A., but

sincerely hope that every girl who pos-

H.j^ibly can, will be at the Lecture. Truly

it is a wonderful privilege and one that

we should not overlook.

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Aye.

’Phone 264. A. G.' HARRIS

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO

y
Phone 1318w

192 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

LEVANA

THE SPORTING INSTINCT
A sha^p contrast to the solemnity was

the boisterous fun of the student rooters

of McGill. Male and female blended

voices in chant to cheer the McGill play-

ers, in opposition to a small gathering of

Queen’s supporters on the opposite stand.

The rivalry continued all through the

game, but the wonderful sporting spirit

would show itself. The Queen’s leader

urged his songsters even when the game

was overwhelmingly against Queen’s. The

score did not dampen his spirits, and that

sporting spirit which no other nation can

repeat, was shown when .he crossed the

ground to be received with cheers from

McGill rooters. He promptly lead them

in their own college yells, and retired to

his small crowd to continue to keep up

their spirits in face of defeat. A sports-

man, but typical.—Montreal “Herald”.

R.M-C.„ IS WITH US.

The match between McGiW and Queen’s

was a great disappointment at the Col-

lege and the cadets hope that Queen’s

will be able to settle with McGill when
they come to Kingston. Queen’s can

rely 'on a large detachment of cadet root-

ers with voices specially trained for the

occasion.—Whig.

POLECON CLUB MEETING
POSTPONED

The meeting of the Polecon Club ar-

ranged for Tuesday Evening has been

postponed until next week, owing to

other conflicting attractions. Further

notice will be given later.

BERTHA CRAWFORD

most significant, and showed that the
singer’s voice could be adapted to the
style of the music. An encore piece sung
at this time consisted of a setting with
words of Dvorak’s Humoresque.
The piece with which Miss Crawford

ended the programme was the “Shadow
Song’ from Meyerbeer’s Dinorah, which,
being almost wholly of florid passages
with a minimum of words, exhibited the

same qualities as the first number, but
to an even more surprising extent. The
brilliancy of the performance made a

great impression on the audience, who
obtained two encore pieces.

Mr. Stanbury proved to be an excel-

lent baritone, rather towards the tenor,

with a finely trained voice, and a very
versatile manner. His first number was
the Prologue from Pagliacci: ''This, which
takes the place of the usual opera over-

ture, is a piece of some magnitude, and
showed Mr. Stanbury’s voice to great

advantage. Among other things, it -show-

ed that he was capable of a very pleasing

amount of contrast. The^same was evi-

dent in his other songs, which included

^LOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons. : 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

(Continued from page 1)

Each of the three artists appeared three

times on a programme of moderate

length. Miss Crawford’s first number, the

Aria ‘Caro nome’ from Verdi’s Rigoletto,

at once revealed the remarkable capabil-

ities~of her voice. In a well trained con-

cert singer we expect to find something

like perfect intonation, and the ability to

produce notes of a good quality over a

considerable range. Miss Crawford, how-

ever is able to carry a tone of altogether

exceptional quality up to quite Unexpect-

ed heights, and apparently without ef-

fort.

To a voice of singular beauty and wide

range, Miss Crawford adds that agility

of execution, almost instrumental in its

nature, which is the essence of this class

of music. Every instrument has its

tricks
;
and to trill on some instruments

is as easy as to sustain a steady tone.

To the voice trilling is wholly unnatural,

and the rapid alternation of different

notes is a work of art, not of instinct.

The
.
operatic cadenza of the coloratura

variety demands a perfect mastery of the

trill and a facility in juggling with every

kind of unvocal interval. Whether this

is beautiful or not depends, of course, on

the singer; and, in the present case, iF

was. Every member of the audience

will remember the effect when the accom-

panimentist struck in at the end of the

long cadenza.

In contrast to the difficult opening

number, Miss Crawford sang a group

of three little songs: ‘Down in the For-

est’, (Landon Ronald), ‘Solitude Cham-

petre,’ (Brahms), and ‘Petltes Roses’

(Cesek), all of which were very much

‘The Sands of Dee’ (Clay), ‘Nocturne’

(Kramer), and ‘Whither’ (Schubert). The
last of these was particularly pleasant

hearing, and the audience desiring more,

a setting of Kipling’s ‘Fuzzy-Wuzzy’ was
produced, and gave perhaps even more
pleasure.

Mr. Adaskin contributed a number of

violin solos which added much to the in-

terest of the evening. His first was Kre-

isler’s ‘Caprice Viennoise’, a piece full of

delicate playing based upon a simple mel-

ody. Ip it he exhibited a remarkably

accurate technique and a fine perception'

of the niceties of the music which put

the performance on a very high artistic

level. His playing \Vas much enjoyed and

an encore obtained. His second number
was Wieniawski’s ‘Souvenir de Moscow’,

also played with great skill, and, like the

preceding, full of difficult work with har-

monics. If both of these pieces -were of

a rather sober and restrained style, the

final number by Mr. Adaskin, Kreisler’s

‘Tambourin Chinois,’ was in a very merry

mood. A version of ‘The Rosary’, by-

Kreisler, was given in response to ap-

plause.

Of all the performers the one most con-

stantly employed was Mr. Harvey Robb,

the pianist, who played in every number
of the evening, and did it well.

HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Gigantic Public Sale of Footwear
Now Being Run By

The Victory Shoe Store
If Not You Should

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

MIRIAM OF QUEEN’S
By Lilian Vaux MacKinnon

There is the charin' and appeal of a quaint town and a real

family in the story, of the Danvers and of the girl who made her

dream come true.

Kingston with its College and Students’ activities, its quiet

social life is like some picture in brilliant colors.

Every Student should read this book, written by a Queen’s

graduate.

R. Uglow 8c Company
. 141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, luly and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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“The College Hat Store

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

for your headwear
We show beyond comparison thtc

largest variety of Hats and Cap •

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE
engineering notes

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

A regular meeting of the Engineering

Society was held on Friday, October 28th

at 4 15 p.m., in Gordon Hall. The meet-

ing was not well attended. The ques-

tion of holding a “Students' Parade” was

brought up and the society expressed it-

self as not being in favor of holding one,

but if the A.M.S. should decide to do so,

the Society will lend its wholehearted

support. Owing to the small attendance,

the report on the Employment Bureau

and Tech. Supply Stord, was postponed

until the next regular meeting. The fol-

lowing were elected to the A.M.S. Joint

Election Committee as the Society's re-

presentatives. H. B. Thorburn from the

Senior Year, and V. A. Minnes from the

Junior Year.

This was the second regular meeting

this term and so far attendance results

have been far from satisfactory. So come

on now all you embryonic engineers, get

behind your ‘ Society and support it.

Surely it is apparent to all members that

it is in their interest to make the Society

a real live factor in College life, and one

afternoon every two weeks is all the time

you are asked to set aside for the purpose

of getting together and promoting our

interests.

lows, let’s get out and boost the year and

let the whole school know who we really

are.

Dance Programmes
l Constitutions >

i i

3 ami nil kinds of

MINTING
* —
i Hanson

,

Crozier & Edgar
. 1 ro Market St., Kingston H

We Should Like to Know:

Whether the gentleman who won the

pool to go to Montreal went to Napanee

instead.

Whether there are any gentlemen in

the year who cannot dance and would

like to learn. “The Elephant’s Free For

All Dance. Club” has been organized and

will commence taking tutorials at the

popular down town glide immediately.

Get your name in early and get acquaint-

ed with the popular directress.

Whether there are enough fellows with

musical instruments to organize an orch-

estra.

DR. ZWEMER
The internationally famous Dr.

Zwemer will speak on “Islam and

Bolshevism” in Grant Hall on

Wednesday, Nov. 2nd, at 8 p.m.

This speaker is one of the most

renowned to visit Queen’s for

some time. He will be worth

hearing.

YOUNG MEN'S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE ’22

Things we would like to know

Why does a man invariably, move the

chair when he sits down?

Why every time two women go to a

movie together they call it a theatre

party?

Why a fat woman seldom has a dis-

agreeable temper?

Why nearly every woman you see com-

ing out of a grocery is chewing some-

l thing?

Why you hardly ever see a girl start-

ing anywhere without waving good-bye

to someone?

•Why the man who is always right is

a nuisance ?

Why a small thin tumbler is respon-

sible for many of the slips attributed to

the cup?

Why some men are hard drinkers and

-others find it absurdly easy?

Why it always amuses a woman when

she sees a man posing as a wise guy ?

Why—If a girl has a pretty face, no

man on earth can tell you what kind of

clothes she has on?

ROOTERS!
Wanted at once : some parodies

on popular Songs for the McGill-

Queen’s game.

W. P. R. HOLDCROFT.

ALUMNI

Births

Matheson : To Mr. and Mrs. A. D.

Matheson, a son. Mr. Matheson is a grad-

uate of Arts T2.

Recent Marriages

Mr. John Burry, B.A., B.D., to Miss

Sheffield.

Mr. Clyde Mallock, B.Sc. (’21) to Miss

Flo” Abernethy, B.A.

SCIENCE ’25

McGILL-VARSITY

Saturday, October 29th

Full reports by Canada's best sport-

ing writers will appear in the Toronto

Sunday World, Star Weekly and

Montreal Standard. These are print-

1 ed at 8.00 p.m. Saturday, and obtain-

able at

BEST’S DRUG STORE

36 hours earlier than any other

Canadian newspaper reaching the city.

To make sure of getting copy, place

an advance order. 'Phone 59 or 919.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FIL F.QBBS
1TREET

“Who Are We?”
The other day while crossing the cam-

pus we overheard some of our worthy

sophomores giving one of their yells and

we noticed that they put great stress on

the “Who are we”? It occurred to us

that it was about time Science ’25

were yelling some of this “Who are we”?

stuff, for though there may not be many
of us, nevertheless we have some very

distinguished material. Principal Taylor

knew what he was talking about in his

speech at the Fall Convocation when

during his speech in referring to th

ferent freshmen years he said tha S

’25 were not distinguished for t . _

tity, but for their quality.

We are glad to be able to b -I

to connect with Science ’25 su.i i

as “Pep” Leadley, “Tiny” Ad -

Airth, for their names are enough

tinguish any year and we could " i

no better advertisement than

presented everywhere on the ru. \

Then everybody who has been i.'il

tennis, will at least have heard

of Jack Dunlop mentioned, who

of Queen’s representatives in the i

ment at McGill. Another man

proud of ! When the hockey season

prospects look good for our being:

senfed on the first team.

News

Miss K. C. F. MacNamee, B.A. ’20, is

wedding the hickory stick in the neigh-

borhood of Krupp, Sask.

Dr. H. B. Kenner, B.A. (Med. ’20) is

in practice with Dr. Rankin, in Stratford,

Ont.

Dr. A. Eaton (Meds. T9) is according to

latest reports, doing well in Hamilton.

Miss W. M. Humphries, B.A., Arts T8,

as head of Department of Mathematics of

Cobourg Collegiate Institute, is doing

wonders. Why the pupils claim Math,

as their favorite class
-

R. O. CAMPNEY

(Continued from page 1).

he starts off, he may be discouraged from

the very beginning. The student soldiers

were thrown from a life of theorizing into

a practical life of quick changes. Generally

speaking a student facing life may be as-

sumed to have sound ideals and belief in

God, but if he aims only at material success

he fails even before his graduation day.

Foremost among auxiliary ideals is faith

in humanity. Just as faith in God is essen-

tial to the spiritual life so is faith in human-

ity needed in the every-day world. If we

don’t believe the world is progressing and

wants to progress further, our ideals will

fade and be lost in the glamor of the mater-

ial. Those who where overseas acquired

strong faith in their fellow men. Mr.

Campney cited instances of men exempt

from front line service who had followed

their pals in the advances. We should

avoid that shallow cynicism which is blind

to the good in other men.

Just as faith is essential, so love is the

driving power. If love for his fellows is .

the keynote of a man’s life he will succeed

even with failings in other directions. If

we take as a goal in life the viewpoint of

the masses we shall be able to weave our

ideals into the fabric of humanity as in no

other way. So we become much more sym-

pathetic and tolerant, broad minded and

helpful in our service to men. Tf we have

a love for humanity it will fill us with a zeal

.

which otherwise slackens and fades. An-

other article in our Creed should be courage,

not the spectucular courage of great mom-

ents but the quiet and persistent courage that

leads to life’s goal. Otherwise some may

lose heart with the first shock and succumb

to love of materialism, good in its own way,

but a poor master. Patience is one of the

essentials to be cultivated. The world

moves only slowly and has enough of im-

patience, lost courage, and cynicism. These

we must guard against and cultivate patience

at the outset. The famous men who have

given great service, have been men of infin-

ite patience. We cannot all be Lincolns or

Luthers, but we have a duty to perform,

and responsibility to share.

Another factor in our life’s successful

service is humility, not abject self humilia-

tion, but the frank recognition that each of

us is but an atom in the scheme of things.

We want to remember at all times that what

an individual does or acquires, is merely

incidental. We should apply ourselves to

our fellow’s best interests. If we go out

possessed of a strong belief in God, and an

abounding faith in men, we can weave our

ideals into a working creed and we may ex-

perience a deep and abiding joy and feel

that we have done some good for the benefit

of mankind.

The singing of hymn 595 brought the ser-

vice to a close.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — 'PHONE 797
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FOOTBALL MEN—READ
ENGLISH ELASTIC FELT RIBBED KNEE PADS

Regular $5.00—Now $3.75. Good for Gym. work and Hockey too.
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FOOTBALL BOOTS

Regular $8.00, yours for $6.50; Regular $7.00, yours for $5.75

Buy Now—Don’t Be Late

uliri'a-

!
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repre-
j
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Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

“The Place to Get That Record” -
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s POR T
THE SPORT EDITOR'S COLUMN

Those who saw the Varsity-McGill game

on Saturday say that Queen’s have every

reason to .feel hopeful. Varsity methodi-

cally wrecked the McGill system of attack

and. that is all there was to it. They do not

report any great improvement in the Varsity

team. Somerville had his drop-kicks under

better control and nine of Varsity s points

were credited to the three drops he put be-

tween the posts.

What we want to hear now at College is

optimistic talk. Come up to the Stadium-

for a while after four and cheer on the team.

Show them you believe in them. Moreover

it is the solemn duty of every mother's son

of us who can rake up the odd fifteen sim-

oleons to go to Toronto next Saturday and

yell as if the Armistice had just been declar-

ed. Talk to every fellow you know on the

senior squad and talk optimism.

bring home the scalps of the Varsity Braves,

and we will smoke the pipe in pieces.

—Contributed

SOCCER TEAM TIES AGAIN WITH
R.C.H.A. 2-2

With a considerably changed line-up the

Socer team once again held the R. C. H. A.

to a tie. With McKercher and McGregor

on the left wing and Reynolds moved from

full back to outside right, the efficiency of

the forwards has improved tremendously.

The backs' were hampered by the loss of

Naylor and Renny who are on the sick list.

Reynold’s goal from right wing was a bril-

liant piece of work. He has fine control in

his kicks as well as lots of energy. McKer-

cher and McGregor were
x
with last year’s

team. Manager Kidd is most sanguine that

he can beat Varsity, even to the extent of

six or seven goals. Here’s luck Soccerites

!

50£ IOO

The practices at the latter end of the week

were very cheering. Thursday’s game with

the third team was not like the one before.

Friday night the squad worked against the

subs and the second team who are turning

out to help. It was a real battle. What-

ever happens at Varsity Stadium next Sat-

urday, there is sure to be sixty minutes of

real football so far as Queen’s is concerned.

Leadley and Harding are both in fine trim

again and though Doc has a little limp he

says it is only temporary. Billy Hughes

reports the team in fine physical condition

and Billy knows. He told Mr. Awrey last

week that three out of the squad were not

up to standard. It was soon rectified.

How those. boys love that track!

Now, fellows, they are doing their share,

lets get in behind the old steam roller. A

good crowd at the work-outs helps a lot and

don’t forget to clap the good plays. The

championship hangs on next Saturday s

game.

To R. M. C. we extend our heartiest con-

gratulations. If we can’t win the Intermed-

iate tille we surely would like to see the

soldiers win it. They went into Saturday’s

game at Montreal with their stars on the

sick list. They came out on the long end

of a 26-6 score. There’s the fighting spirit

for you! Incidentally there’s no harm in

saying that we must have had a pretty good

little second team ourselves!

TO OUR GRIDIRON BRAVES

The Blue and White

- Is going to fight

With all its might

Then are we right

That you will fight

With greater might?

It is going to take a superhuman effort

tjut “pets” just forget for sixty minutes that

you are human.

We know that you can beat that team, we

saw you do it.

Your speed and dash bewildered Varsity

that day. Give them more of it.

You’ve got the same “goods” now that

beat Varsity before.

B. W. F.

(Continued from page 1)

B.W.F. conference, and gave a very in-

structive and inspiring talk on some of

the glorious records the Club has made.

He assured the club of the absolute sup-

port of the Athletic Board of Control, and

pointed out the necessity of every mem-

ber being a worker. He said there is

much good untrained material this year

as shown by the various initiations -

and pointed out the necessity of getting

'every possible new member. To this

end, after the appointment by acclama-

tion of N. J. Taylor as manager, three

“Scouts” were elected—A. C. Harvey of

Science, A. R. Richards of Medicine, and

J.
Saylor of Arts,—whose duty it is to

round up all possible new members. We
wish to make it plain that this does not

in any way relieve any member from re-

sponsibility, as it is obviously impossible

for each of these three men to get into

touch with every likely member in his

faculty.

Without in any way depreciating the

achievements of present members, let it

be clearly understood that no newcomer

need be at all backward in entering any

branch of the sport in any weight. A
record will be kept of every man’s at-

tendance and progress, and special train-

ing is given to beginners. Mr. George

Stewart, who holds the Canadian Ama-

teur Wrestling championship in the 135

pound class, will instruct those who pre-

fer the gentle art of wrestling. Mr.

James Bews, who for years Tias been

Queen’s Physical Instructor will initiate

newcomers and veterans into the fine

points of scientific fencing. Trainer

“Billy” Hughes, whose work has already

made him popular amongst Queen’s

athletes, will introduce ambitious pugal-

ists to the gloves and their use.

Since “ring experience” is essential to

success, this year three or four public

assaults will be held. Training begins at

once ;
regular classes will commence af-

ter Thanksgiving. Come and enjoy a few

hours of interesting work weekly, further-

ing your own physical condition, learning

an art which will enable you to hold your

position amongst your fellow men, and

helping to uphold the honour of our Uni-

versity. Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-

day, five to six p.m.

Let every man play as if he had opposite

him a certain Sporting Editor of a certain

Toronto Daily.

It was not an accident that beat Varsity

team that day, it was the superhuman effort

which followed that touch-down. You out-

classed them in every department. You can

out-kick them and your line can hold them.

Remember that if you can win this game

you can win the Intercollegiate honours

ANOTHER FALL EXAMINATION
RESULT IN SCIENCE

Drawing I.—Div. 2—G. B. Webster.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer*s

> little Bit of J11 Right*

fenjoift/mi ta-daif.

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES=s

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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let us look after
YOUR GLOVE NEEDS
We have all kinds and all the new

Lower Prices

.Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

THEOLOGY

j
EVERSHARP

[

|
PENCILS

|
i in Gold Filled, Sterling Silver, |
i Nickel and Enamel
a e

| 75c up to $6.00

1 WATERMAN IDEAL 1

|
FOUNTAIN PENS

In All Styles and Points.

1 We also carry supplies for the g

1 Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

man Fountain Pen Ink.

I

Q. U. M. A.

The second regular meeting of the

Q.U.M.A. will be held in the large Class

Room, Old Arts Building on Thursday

afternoon at 4.30 o’clock. The Honorary

President, Prof. J. T. McNeil, will ad-

dress the meeting. Every student in the

University is welcome to these meetings

an<J we cordially invite all who are free

at this hour on Thursday to come and

hear The address from our Honorary Pre-

sident.

Our Society has done good work in the

past, and is still carrying on that good

work by sending out student missionaries

every summer to Northern Ontario and

Western Canada. If you are interested

in Missionary work and in the social wel-

fare of our country, come and join us;

we need your help, as all the work is car-

ried on by undergraduates. And might

we ask you when subscribing to the reli-

gious societies, to remember the work of

the Q.U.M.Xr

Remember the place
—“Large Class

Room, Old Arts.” The time, 4.30, Thurs-

day, Nov. 3rd. Executive meeting at 3.45

p.m. '

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

SES0SSSS®0SSB

Queen's Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing StoFe

3 Doors below Grand Opera

Plouse i

A. M. S.

The attendance at the A. M. S. meeting

on Saturday night was as small as usual,

and the motion to .adjourn was made, less

than thirty minutes after the meeting came

to order, only a few minutes after the last

instalment of recruits from Levana had been

added to the faithful band.

The little business was transacted in an

orderly manner and without any discussion.

It was moved that the Jackson Press bill

of $14.00 incurred by the Rooters Club be

paid. A motion was also put through grant-

ing the Q. W. C. A. the use of Grant Hall

on the afternoon of November 19th, for

their Annual Sale. The A. M. S. also ap-

pointed a committee composed of MA
Affleck, Mr. Fry, and Mr. Thompkins to

confer with the Senate and request that a

new and definite seating plan be drawn up

for Grant Hall, and that permanent numbers

be put on the seats. >
The Theological Society are being asked

to provide a programme for the next regular

meeting. We can always look for a good

programme from the Theologs., so “Let’s

Go” on Saturday night.

THE GRECIAN ISLANDS

SALE
OF

Men's Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

~ the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Well I love the Grecian Islands,

—

Amethysts in turquoise seas

—

Mitylene, Chios, Patmos,

And the rocky Cyclades:

Mitylene, crowned with olives,

Underneath whose silver shade

Ardent Sappho sang her lyrics

Of the love of man and maid

:

Rocky Chios, famed for vintage,

Where blind Plomer cljanted lays

Of the Grecians and the Trojans

And Ulysses’ wily ways.

Lonely Patmos, small and barren,

Yet immortal through the view

Exiled John received of Heaven

And made man his faith renew.

Samos, Delos, Hydra, Melos;

Rhodes and Cyprus, Syra, Crete!

Dreams in thousands float above you,

Fact and fancy mingled meet.

At the < :t of Lite Colossus

Lovers had their trysting place;

In the labyrinth at Knossus

Theseus wielded well his mace.
r'

Ah ! what skies smile on these Islands

!

Ah ! what Zephyrs fondly kiss ! .

What deep bays reflect the mountains 1

How all nattire beams with bliss I

Students
THURSDAY, FRIDAY,

SATURDAY
We hold our Annual Sale of Men’s

Fine Shoes. All odds and ends left over

from Spring and Fall are put on sale.

All are good Boots, no cheap shoddy

stuff being shown.

SEE DAILY PAPERS FOR LIST
OF BARGAINS

Hartt, Regal and Slater Shoes

LOCKETT'S

YOUR APPETITE NEVER
FAILS YOU HERE?

In glancing over our menu card you

are- sure to find some article of diet to

attract you. Everything and the best the

market affords is served by us at popular

prices. Our old customers, with us for a

long time will be pleased to recommend

us.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

^ PETER LEE, PROP.

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

A
Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c„

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

238 PRINCESS STREET

Tiny hamlets have processions,

Grecian maids and lovers dance,

Shepherds pipe their flocks to pasture,

Fishermen their fortunes chance.

New each morn the east horizon,

Painted by the Master’s brush,

Promises a day of gladness

Free from Cities’ hurried rush.

Sitting on some peak or foreland,

I survey the changing scene,

And the beauty of the morning

Brings my heart to joy’s desmesne.

Evening comes; the orb of morning

Dips behind the western waves,

Sending up from ’neath the waters

Symphonies in color staves.

Through the day and in tile evening

I converse with priest or sage,

Or I mingle with the children

Bearing names from Glory’s page.

%

I adore the Grecian maidens,

—

Ivory skin and raven hair,

Ruddy lips and classic features,

Eyes, whose depths bid love beware.

'

I esteem the Grecian nature,

Daring, active, buoyant, brief,

While enough of human weakness

Brings the best into relief.

Cherish them, ye Grecian Islands!

These, your children, simple, brave:

Give them of yopr strength and beauty,

That their wakened hearts may crave

i

Wisdom, honour, like the ancients,

PRINTINGv
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

#tranh
THUR., FRI., SAT.

“THE $10 RAISE”
From

Peter B. Kyne’s Story

Matinee 15c Evening 20c

Tax Not Included

" THE IMPERIAL LIFE @

Because 90% of The Imperial's

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-

bentures have been purchased since

1914, vat the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the'Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by
?l 10,000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the. war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

To humility allied ;

That they may attain to greatness
^

Yet may fain with you abide.

Caleb W. Lawrence, '09.
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Keen Competition

at Try-outs

A Recent Picture of the Middle Campus with glimpses of Kingston, Grant, Ontario and Fleming Halls.

UNIVERSITY LIFE AND SELF-GOVERNMENT
It is always said that a man’s or woman’s

closest and most lasting friendships are

formed during college days. This is parti-

cularly true of Queen’s University, which

boasts of the close association that the stu-

dents maintain among themselves in their

leisure hours. It is to this feature of her

college life that Queen’s owes much of her

success, as it has been the means whereby

the “Queen’s Spirit” has been fostered and

perpetuated among both undergraduates and

alumni. “To have been at Queen’s” is the

proud memory of all who have passed

through our halls; for it is a memory that

recalls happy days, close and delightful

friendships, and the birth of a spirit of loy-

alty and co-operation that will never be lost.

Above all does Queen’s University stand for

loyalty and co-operation, not because she

teaches it, but because she exacts it as a

tribute from those who come within her

walls. It is the spirit that has brought her

through difficult places in the past
;
it is the

spirit she depends upon for the future.

Thanks to the tone that has thus prevailed

Theological Memorial

Tablet Unveiled

MEMORIAL TO THEOLOGS WHO
FELL IN THE GREAT WAR
UNVEILED AT IMPRES-

SIVE CEREMONY

among succeeding generations of under-

graduates, the discipline of the students in

their many college activities is entirely un-

der the control of the students themselves.

The Alma Mater Society is a corporate body

representative of all the faculties. Under

the supervision of the A. M. S. each faculty

has its own court for dealing with breaches

of discipline brought before it. The suc-

cess that has attended this unique system of

‘lent government has more than justified

the trust dnd freedom which are the privi-

leges of Queen’s men and women.

The night of Oct. 31st, 1921, was a

very solemn and stirring, occasion for

those who gathered in Convocation Hall

for the unveiling of the Memorial Tablet

to those of Theology’s members who had

fallen overseas. Perhaps the evening

was not well chosen from the student

point of view
;
but no more fitting occas-

ion could have been chosen to honour

the memory of the men from Theology

who had fallen in the war than the open-

ing evening of the Annual Conference of

the Theological Alumni Association.

The opening exercises were conducted

by the Rev. Wm. Kannawin, B.A., B.D.,

of Hamilton, after which Hymn 112

(Book of Praise) was sung. The Old

Testament Scripture from the Book of

Wisdom,- Chap. III., was read by Prof.

J. L. M orison, who was followed by Pro-

fessor MacPhail in the reading of the

New Testament, Scripture from Romans,

Ch. VIII. Dr. Arthur E. Ross then led

the meeting* in prayer. Hymn 310 was

sung, and Principal Dyde addressed the

audience from Hebrews XII. 1, “Com-

passed about with so great a cloud of

witnesses.” The Principal classified these

brave young men who had given their

lives in the great cause of Freedom and

Justice as belonging to that great com-

pany of heroes mentioned in Hebrews

XII. Those who went out in faith "Who
saw the glory ahead the great destiay of

their race.” He painted to the company

vocation Hall. The Principal, in a few

very impressive words, emphasized the

eternal honour that these men had

brought to their country and faith. The

address was closed by the quotation of

those immortal lines “In Flander’s

Fields.”

While the whole audience stood, Mr.

G. M. MacDonnell, K.C., unveiled the

Tablet, reading the individual names of

each and paying a brief tribute to their

character and worth. When the aud-

ience had resumed their seats Mr. Mac-

Donnell continued his address, pointing

out that the properity of our country and

the national status of Canada today, is

in a large measure the fruit of the noble

sacrifice of' such as these. After the sing-

ing of four verses from Kipling’s Reces-

sional, the “Last Post” was sounded by

the Trumpeters of the R.C.H.A., while

the audience remained standing. The

meeting closed with the Benediction pro-

nounced by the Chairman.

The following are the names appear-

ing on the tablet

:

“Eternal honour to those who gave

their lives in the Great War.” v_

John Dali, Professor.

Henry Harold Allen. _
Percy Calvert Caverhill.

Edward Fair Corkill.

John Gordon Laing.

Angus McIntosh.

Donald George McPhail.

Roswell Murray McTavish.

John Wesley North.

HOCKEY OFF TO
A GOOD START

A well attended and enthusiastic

hockey meeting was held in the Gym. on

Wednesday, at which the season’s work

was discussed and the executive nomin-

ated. The spirit of the meeting was

highly optimistic, all the players who

were present are more determined than

ever to hang up scalps to their credit

this winter., The fact that two Queen’s

teams figured in championships last win-

ter will do much to give the teams con-

fidence and develop the right fighting

“THE TRAGEDY OF NAN” £AST A
GOOD ONE

The try-out for the year play was held

last Tuesday evening by the Dramatic

Clift in Grant Hall and as is usual upon

this yearly occasion, a goodly number of

candidates were present to try for parts.

Fully forty people were on hand, and

when it is considered that many of these

tried out for two or three parts, it can

be understood that the three
'

judges,

Professors Jolliffe, Hicks and Conacher

had no sinJple task in deciding “who was

to be who.” A particularly pleasing fea-

ture of the evening was the large number

of freshettes and freshmen, and other stu-

dents hitherto inexperienced with Queen’s

Dramatic Club, who \presented them-

selves. All these newcomers showed un-

mistakable talent and the results of the

judging show how surprisingly successful

they were in capturing places in the cast.

Of the twelve speaking roles, eight were

awarded to these new members of the

club. Two of these eight are freshettes

and two freshmen.

“The Tragedy of Nan” is John Mase-

fields’ poignantly touching comedy-

drama concerning common folk of the

English countryside of 1812. But all the

characters, - from Nan, the girl, to old

Gaffer Pearce belong in effect to no place

or period—they are universal, and as

such their' appeal is universal. It is a

play of delightful characterization and

tremendous acting possibilities.

We wish to congratulate the.successful

studehts and hope that every success will

be theirs in the production. Below is the

list of characters and the names of those

who will play them. The second name in

each case is that of the understudy:

Nan—Miss Gray, Miss Lalonde.

Jenny Parzetter—Miss Dunlop, Miss

Conklin.

Mrs. Pargetter—Miss Gourlay, Miss Mc-

Callum.

Dick Gurvil—Mr. Sutherland, Mr. Wood.

•Mr. Pargetter—Mr. Blacklock. Mr. Mc-

Farland.

Captain Dixon—Mr. Wholton.

Gaffer Pearce—Mr. Fry, Mr. Spenceley.

Rev. Mr. -Drew—-Mr. Mahaffey.

Artie Pearce—Mr. Gourlay.

Susan—Miss McCallum.

Ellen—Miss Booth.

Tommy Arker—Mr. Spenceley.

NO JOURNAL NEXT TUESDAY

The Tennis Courts, with Fleming and Carruthers Halls in the background.

spirit. Another feature of this' year’s

situation is the large ice surface of the

new rink. Last winter it was noticed that

Queen’s champion teams played much

better hockey on large ice surfaces. This

year our teams will be trained on the large

ice surface and will be accustomed to it
Next week, owing to the holiday, a single

number of the Journal will be published,
j

when pIaying away from home.

It will be issued on Thursday. All copy
; Again, we have an expert coach in Mr.

to be in at Post Office by 9 a.m. of day Awrey. A man who not Only knows the

of witnesses that adorn the walls of Con-
1
preceding issue, as usual. (Continued on page 7).

THE BULLETIN

Saturday— ' A
2.30 p.m.—Queen’s vs. Varsity, Toronto

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S.
^

Sunday

—

2.30 p.m.—Convocation Service.

Monday

—

Thanksgiving Holiday.

Tuesday—No Journal.
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Canada,

on appli-

are rare: the spirit of the College calls

for action of some kind and there are

so many fields of activity that response

to the call is easy.

o n- SPARKS ERNEST B. SPARKS,
*• Soi l D.S., M.D. D.D.S., I.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
15t .WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals :

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rate

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.
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REGISTRATION FOR THE
APPROACHING FEDERAL

ELECTION

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

Bring Your Clothes to the

EMPIRE CLEANERS AND
TAILOR

We Give Special Prices to Students

Suits Cleaned and Pressed *1-00

Overcoats

SPONGED AND PRESSED
Suits 40c Overcoats 40c

No extra charges for little mending. We
call for and deliver promptly. Suits pressed

while you wait.

J. KAHN, Proprietor

22 Johnston Street ’Phone 2024w

Kingston, Ont,

Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

of Nova Scotia
- $ 9,700,000

18,000,000

- 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited eaph month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On nil occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and arc always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

Wc dclivc- Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, elc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

a. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

? t
‘p - icess St. Phone 661

iergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
AL forms of modem danchtg ’ ught.

Arrangements may be ir. lor private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATx-S, <147 Brock

Street- Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363. t

SELF-RELIANCE AT QUEEN’S

The man in love whispers to you con-

fidentially that “She is different": that

is the final summation of feminine charms,

individuality. We need go no further

than this in seeking to explain the affec-

tion—the blind, mad, glorious affection—

which some men feel for Queen s. It is

not to be found among first year men

for it does not come automatically with

the learning of the yell and the reading

of the handbook. A rare senior has it,

enviable man. but its true habitat is

among the grads and there it flourishes

perennially. It is well that we should

try to understand this affection by look-

I ing about and asking ourselves in what

ways Queen’s achieves the individuality

that is hers.

Particularly striking at the beginning

of the session, when all the college acti-

vities are re-awakening for the wiiitei' is

the demand put upon self-reliance W*nch

is characteristic of our campus. Not only

does this distinguish all University ’life

from the life of the home and the high-

school, but it is far more apparent at

Queen’s that at the average modern I|ni-

versity. From the moment he steps! off

the train and, suit-case 'xn hand, trudges

along the streets hunting for some place

to live, the freshman is called upon to hus-

tle for himself. The “Rooms To Let

signs in occasional windows are his only

banners of welcome, and the white-cov-

ered -faculty calendar is his foremost

counsellor and guide.. Not for us, the

cosy camaraderie of the fraternity or the

ready-made friendships of the residence

system. The Q'ueen’s man cannot drift

along in well-worn grooves4-ke must put

and choose his own friends, learn how

to fight by himself the. nostalgia of the

first month away from home, and, per-

haps by his own stumbling, learn what

it is to be fresh, and tanked. Soon he

begins to feel himself a part of the Col-

lege, and looking about he sees various

student activities flowing and bubbling

all about him. Where shall he plunge

in? Shall it be athletics, dramatics, col-

lege politics, religious work, the Journal,

or one of the various other college clubs

and organizations?—Having heard stories

of freshman servitude in other colleges,

he may be surprised to find no enforced

duties to perform and no compulsory

meetings to attend. Bewildered or not,

he cannot 1 all the opportunities slip by.

va :- i
’ c element of choice; the

responsibility of deciding his own inter-

ests and of developing them is thrust

upon him.

This system of throwing a man upon

his own resources has its drawbacks.

There will always be the non-participan

the looker-on, the bystander who is ">

innocent. This pitiable species is the -

suit either of a total lack of interest i

energy, or of a misdirected selfishm -

and it can be divided into two main ty,

—the loafer and the grind. Both ty

Interviewed by a Journal representative

yestei^ay at the Court House, the local

Registrar said that while the attitude taken

toward the student was distinctly not an-

tagonistic, those alone may register for the

election who have been “domociled” in

Kingston for the past year. This excludes

all Freshmen whose homes are not in King-

ston. It also excludes those students who

lived at home, whether employed or not

during the summer. By a generous inter

pretation it includes all students who did not

go home for the summer, who left books

or clothes, etc., in Kingston, and went away

to work somewhere else. In other words

if Kingston rather than his parental -roof

has been a student’s headquarters, for a

year, he can register, other qualifications be-

‘

ing satisfactory. Registration must be ef-

fected in person before 9 p.m., Saturday

November 5th. Registration for the Refer-

endum last Spring does not qualify a student

to vote.

All who fail to register or who are refused

registration through non-qualification may

appeal to Judge Lavell who will hold special

sittings for this purpose on Wednesday and

Thursday, Nov. 15, 16. 17, from 10 o’clock

a.m. to 12 o’clock noon, and from 2 o’clock

to 5 o’clock p.m., and on Friday, Saturday

and Monday, Nov. 18, 19, and 21, from

10 o’clock a.m., to 12 o’clock noon, from

2 to 5 p.m., and from 7.30 to 9 o’clock p.m.

Further information regarding the case

of the student who was at home for the

summer will then be available.

There will be a Polling Booth in the Col-
;

lege Gymnasium.

Extra Thin

Model _

€T Our Man’s Watch, known as

" the "Banker's Model,” is

admired by everybody.

The case is best gold-fiUgd,

very strong, and yet very thin

and comfortable for the pocket.

The .movement is a “Ryrie

Special” 17 jewel, adjusted to

heat and cold, with compensat-

ing balance, breguet hairspring,

etc.—a wonderful time-keeper.

fT The price is now only $50.00

;

" you will find it in our last

year’s catalogue at $60.00, but

now it is back to its pre-war

price.

tfT With raised gold figures, gold
" hands and silver dial, mak-

ing it really “classy”, $5.00

extra.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

.THE U. OF T. ATTITUDE

Welcome, McGill! Welcome, Queen’s!

Before the war the thing that put Inter-

collgeiate Athletics far above a mere com-

petition was the spirit of good fellowship

that existed among the players and officials

of the three great Universities—Queen’s,

Varsity and McGill. The suspension of

Intercollegiate sports during the years of the

war necessarily created a break in the old

order of things and a few years ago when

athletic competition was resumed, the repre-

sentatives of the. different universities, be-

ing unschooled in the ancient traditions of

Intercollegiate athletics, maintained an at-

titude of indifference towards each other

that was not beneficial to the Intercollegiate

Union. But time has accomplished what

nothing else could have done and the old

order has returned. Once more we see the

teams of the Tri-colour, the Red and Blue

playing the game for all its worth, but pre-

serving the spirit of good fellowship and

good sportsmanship which is the very
,

best

basis of true competition. With what de-

light the old graduates must look on the res-

toration of the Intercollegiate Union to its

proper place ! What pleasure we, as under-

graduates, should feel to have the know-

ledge that we are playing a part in this up-

ward movement. When our teams play

against McGill and Queen’s, they are play-

ing against opponents, not foes, and oppon-

ents worthy of our steel. When the game

is over our players fraternize with the man

of McGill and Queen’s as only true men and

true sportsmen can. Within the next two

weeks e shall have as our guests the rugby

(

ic.'u-M' f our two sister universities. Var-

v- ! oks forward with pleasure to their

1

mu and Varsity welcomes them, as they

|

have welcomed us, as the standard bearers

, ,, , ue ideal in athletic competition, and

j

the representative! of institutions to which

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Take the First Degree of Comfort

and the Last Degree of

Entertainment

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess ahd Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by .the Deportment of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

is entrusted 'Canada’s future.

—“Varsity", Oct. 27.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin- -

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

For Men
HEATHER RIBBED WOOL

HOSE

Greys, Browns, Black; sizes 10

to 1V/2-

Extra Special at 75c per pair

MEDICINE
AESCULAPIAN NOTES

On October 31st, at 5 p.m., the annual

Meeting of the Aesculapian Society was held

in the New Medical Building. Several im-

portant matters were discussed and voted

on as noted hereunder:

Mr. Pomeroy was appointed as represen-

tative for Medicine on the War Memorial

Committee. In response to a complaint

lodged by a -certain Medical student, and

received via the Alma Mater Society, a mo-

tion was passed by a small majority to the

effect that the executive of Medicine ’26

meet the Concursus to explain their action

in calling off classes on the day of the track-

meet. The Aesc-ulapian Society placed itself

on record as being opposed to the calling off

of classes with insufficient reason. No

notice of motion was given with regard to

the above.

Messrs. Freeman and Appleby were ap-

pointed representatives on the A. M. S.

Election Committee.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

SakelPs
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find
out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

MED. ’26

A special meeting of the year was held

on Tuesday, November 1st. As usual the

President occupied the chair, but unusual

was the fact that all members of the year

were present. The following Officers were

elected

:

Secretary, R. H. Graham; Reporter, G.

Bliss. Judging from the programme of the

year meetings, it appears that there are sev-

eral officers who hav not yet fulfilled their

duties. When is the Prpphet going to ren-

der a prophecy? When will the Orator de-

liver and oration? How about a few verses

of poetry, Poet?

Several members of the year would like

to know what has become of the year Rugby

team. Last week several satisfactory prac-

tices were held, but apparently they have

now ceased. How about it, fellows? There

will be a game on before. long.

Mr. Bews capably expressed this point by

saying that every man must be a worker.

Last year we lost, and last year sonSe of our

men came out of the ring hardly warm, with

hearts heating hut little above normal
This is no reflection on them. Every man
did his best, as far as he knew how. But the

average human being does not know bow
much effort he is capable of. This know-
ledge'; so essential to all competitive athletics

can only he gained by the constant test of

keen rivalry. For this reason the reflection

of a poorly-performing team is on us who
did nothing. We are all anxious to share

the glory of our teams’ victories; we musf

also take our share of the reproach of de-

feat. The reason why many of our men
lost last year was because they had no com-
petition here at home, no one contesting their

places on the team. This must not happen

this year.

Now we are not begging for conscientious

martyrs to offer themselves for slaughter-

in the ring to give our team some practice.

Far from it. The fact is, we have no team,

yet. A team will be chosen from those

who prove themselves the best. These few

ideas are to show why we want a hundred

men, each doing his very best to get a place

on a team of twenty. If such were the

conditions, our victory would be assured.

This year consistent training is more im-

perative than 'ever, as an assault with R. M.

C., will take place the first week in Decem-

ber, and arrangements are under way to

send a team to Ottawa before Christmas.

This means that every eligible man must

start work at once. Already an encouraging

number of aspirants have commenced train-

ing, Wednesday seeing about fifteen Wrest-

lers and a number of Boxers on the floor.

Because of the coming assualt with the

Cadets, we will start training on Friday of

First Professor (in high powered car) :

We’va, got it at last.

Se^nd Professor : G ’ got w-what ?

First Professor : Perpetual motion— I

can’t stop this bally car.

Considering the good showing that Down-

ing made in the half mile, it is no longer a

surprise that he so nearly escaped from the

clutches of his pursuers on that never-to-be

forgotten race. It will be remembered that

on a memorable occasion a «few months ago,

the services of the “thrice blessed dog” were

required to catch Mr. Downing.

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
^^'-«yers For All Occasions;

LINGTQN

BOXING, WRESTLING AND
FENCING

Outsiders judge a University largely by

the measure of her success in athletics.

Hen^e a University’s teams represent to the

public the students of that University. For

this reason, students of a University which

engages in athletics should assure them'

selves that teams carrying their names are

the best possible representatives they can

produce in that line of sport.

The essentials of success in athletics are

chiefly knowledge of the particular sport

under consideration, and ability to use every

ounce of energy in the test. These are co-

essential, either being of little value without

the other. The former is secured by per-

sistent practice under the guidance of cap-

able coaches, the latter by rivalry with other

aspiring athletes;

To apply this reasoning to the B. W. F.

Club; if Queen’s—which is all of us—wants

a team in the Intercollegiate meet, and in

other meets, it is in our own interest as

Queen’s students to produce a good team

every individual of which has both the

knowledge of the sport and the ability to

use every ounce of his energy while in the

ring. As far as the first is concerned, we
have some of the best proven coaches it' the

Dominion.' The second can only he gained,

by rivalry.

Full Dress

Necessities

We carry nothing but the very

latest for the young men
and at

_ NEW FALL PRICES

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House
.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:
BREAKFAST 7.15 tt> 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

this week. Regular hours have been ar-

ranged, new equipment is on order. We
want every man out on Friday at 5 p.m.

Come early, get your name on the list, and

do your best to make yourself one of the

team, remembering that you are thereby up-

holding your own good name as a student

at Queen’s'.

Young

Men’s

Winter

Overcoats

Young fellows who know

styles are enthusiastic over

our new models at from

$25.00 to $35.00

FOR THE YOUNG
MEN

We’re specialists in Over-

coats such as they like best.

Come and see them.

Livingston’s
FOUNDED 1847

75-79 Brock Street
IF OFF YOUR ROUTE, IT PAYS TO WALK
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

remises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

rawford & Walsh
Corner of

JOCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS
ARTS ’24

r ’Ajj

pH

lompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
tobacco

SWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

CTwo doors below Clergy at)

Tuesday afternoon ’midst the rain and the

wind, Arts ’24 played soccer with Arts ’25

Arts ’25 won by a score of 1-0. Arts ’-4

had by far the best of the play but didn t

get many shots on the goal.

There was a Special business meeting of

the year, on Wednesday last. The meeting

was held for' the. purpose of appointing a

debate committee to select the subjects to

present to Arts ’25. The debate is to be held

at one of the meetings of the A. M.-S.

A Scene

Time—In the jam- at the French Ex-

hibition train.

Actors—A strange freshette and a sup-

posedly respectable member of Arts ’24.

Act. L—Holding hands.

Act II.—Fierce- -struggle on the part

of the freshette.

Act ni.—Freshette passes on and the

culprit is revealed.

Who would have thought it* These

Irishmen 1

Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

HARRISON CO., Limited

Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

careful economy and self-denial

11 give you greater satisfaction than

jj
, equal sum secured without diffi-

-. 'Tty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

v: 2 worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts

small pr large

he Canadian Bank

of Commerce
CaDital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

ARTS ’25

The regular meeting of Arts ’25 was

held on Monday. Oct. .31, at +.30 p.m. The

secretary read the constitution, which

had been- arranged by the executive and

this constitution was adopted by the year.

Among other impotrant matters discuss-

ed was the questriL of a year pin. Ihis

matter was put in charge of a special

committee, it was. also decided to. have

a picture of the year taken on Nov. 18th.

Arrangements were made to have the

Social Evening on Feb. 3. It may he

noticed that the Marshall, D. B. Taylor,

had great difficulty in keeping order oil

account of the disorderly, conduct of the

members at tire back of the room.

try to account for their individualities

often by giving glimpses of their former

life.

Prior to 1865 the plots were very con-

ventional, they had stock characters such

as the rich unde and the same devices

such as mistaken identity were used again

and again. After this date Roberts be-

gan to introduce realism although much

of the earlier traditions prevailed. Ill

18S4 Henry Arther Jones, tlking a ser-

ious view of the function of the drama,

thought it was a place for teaching, rather

than amusement. The complacent and

self satisfied "righteousness of the Eng-

lish middle classes was satirized. How-

ever, he started off with, melodramatic

plots from which he never got away and

which overshadowed his satire and char-

acter delineation. To him also may be

traced the development of illicit love

which still influences the modern stage.

Jones was followed by Pinero who seized

on dramatic situations and as in the case

of “The Second Mrs. Tanqueray” extract-

ed the last ounce of emotion.

Ibsen embittered by early experiences

wrote ill a -spirit of revolt against organ

ized society. He said that it was better

to be whole-hearted though wrbng, than

to he right and only mildly enthusiastic.

He emphasizes the right of woman to de-

velop her own individuality. Shaw in

the brilliant dialogue which runs throughs

all his plays developes Ibsen s ideas with

strictly dramatic genius. His satire of

the heroic in Shakespeare is illustrated

where he makes Cleopatra recommend

sugar arid spirits for Calsar’s bald head.

With pessimistic realism Galsworthy-at-

tempted to analyse life ;
a critic has said

that his plays ought to be labelled “the

general cussedness of things: exhibit one,

two, three, etc.”

The reaction from crude and unpleas-

ant reali/m as seen in the plays of Yeats,

Barrie and Maeterlinck abounding in

fancy and symbolism pleases modern

theatre-goers. But Dr. McNeill express-

ed the opinion that the drama of today

must be as universal in its appeal as the

sorrows of Lear or the perplexities of

Hamlet. The best part about 20th cen-

tury' drama is that it has broken away

from conventional ideas, and perhaps in

the future some .great artist will arise,

who can dress in modern garb these

essentials of human experience which are

present in all ages.

The audience followed the addres/with

the keenest interest and Mr. Campbells

speech of appreciation was heartily ap-

plauded. The members of the English

Club hope that at no very distant date

they may have the pleasure of again hear-

ing Dr. McNeill.

MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB
REORGANIZED

The Organization Meeting of the

Mathematics and Physics Club was held

in the small Math, room on Tuesday aftei-

„oon at five o’clock. Mr. Bamforth pre-

sided over the meeting find outlined" a

few interesting topics as suggestions for-

the year’s work. Meetings will probably

be held on the first and third Wednesdays

of each month at four p.m., but watch

the bulletin Boards and the Journal for

definite announcements as the meetings

promise to be too interesting to miss

The following officers were elected for

1921-22.

Hon. President—Professor Miller.

President—Mr. Stevens.
'

Secretary-Treasurer—Miss Gerrie.

Reporter—Mr. McGregor.

Arts ’25 again showed -its superiority

in athletics by defeating Arts ’24 in soc-

cer on Tuesday evening by a score of

1 to 0.

Good
Portraits

SOCCER
’23 Swamps ’22

The dazzling, play of the forwards

coupled with the incomparable defense

vyork of the backs and halves, and with

Swede Becking holding the fort, Arts

’23 defeated ’22 by a score of 4-2. Mere

chance saved the seniors from total

ignominy. Swerdefeger for ’23 played ex

ceptional footbalh^scoring 2 of the goals,

while Baird and Salter on the right wing

each counted a tally.

Line-up' of ’23—Becking, goal; Brown

Mahaffey, backs
;
Gill, McLachlan, Laird,

halves; Drummond, Friedgut (manager)

Salter, Baird, forwards.

&
9 Like Good Friends, Are

’Highly Esteemed
m

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Goes portraiture of the bet-

r kind. Make your appoint-

ment- now before the Christ

mas rush sets in.

’PHONE 2159w

DR. McNEILL ADDRESSES THE
ENGLISH CLUB

At four o’clock, Monday afternoon in

the small English room Dr. McNeill' gave

an address on ‘‘The Modern Drama” be-

fore a large gathering of the English

Club, where he had the opportunity of

meeting again an appreciative body of

English students.

Dr. McNeil emphasized the fact that

the growth of democracy, the revolution-

izing influence of scientific thought, and

the demand for realism had greatly trans-

formed' the modern drama. The exter-

nal changes have been many. Stage scen-

ery has been /introduced and the. cost no

and department of the actor - greatly
l

altered. The present day realistic dramas

and written in prose ; we feel that it would

spund ridiculous to summon a taxi in

blank verse or speak over the telephone

in iambics.

I To meet modern requirements the num-

j
(

i of characters and scenes has been

: ced and soliloquies, asides and other

!

1

1

ventions abolished. Shakespeare was

i '.. rested in characters simply as . he

L t .md them; whereas modern dr

New Soft Collars

3 for 50c Bibbys
New Soft Collars

3 for 50c

If:

the elwood

the marmon

the HARLEY

THE HUDSON

THE ACE

THE NEWTON

No Better Overcoat And

Suit Value !!!

TO BE HAD ANYWHERE
IN CANADA

We are out to do big Suit and Over-

coat business and are well away with

a good start.

THE WHOLE SECRET IS THIS

We are offering the season’s newest

productions—Real snappy, fine quality

Suits and Overcoats, made by the best

tailors in all the land.

at particularly close
PRICES

Prices that will agreeably surprise you.

SEE OUR NOBBY ULSTERETTES

Young Men’s—size 34 to 40—real

classy, ones at
*27.50

$45.00

English Slip-On Overcoats.

Real gems, heavy, soft, Cumfy Cheviot, Pure

ol and Satin Linings, expert tailoring.

OVERCOATS $15.00 to $45.00



GIRLS' GROUND HOCKEY

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Pallor

204 PRINCESS STREET
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FLOWERS
Queen’s !

Queen’s !
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

' Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

A REMINDER
Over 700 lives were rejected by this

Co. last year, for 2 millions' of Insur-

ance, because they waited too long.

The Company would have been pleas-

ed to insure them had they been medi-

cally fit. The time to apply for insur-

ance is when you can pass. Apply now

when you are insurable, also when it

is cheaper than to wait.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

LEVANA
Th ground hockey practices have been

held up this Fall by wet weather and badly

attended because of the many other de-

mands made upon the players, but next

week the year teams are to be chosen and

we expect to see at least eleven girls from

each year displaying much enthusiasm and

be arranged early in the week and the games

skill in stick-handling. The schedule will

promise, to be interesting. '25 has been

turning out a great deal of good material,

and we would not be surprised to see them

win the championship, although undoubt-

edly every year will put up a good scrap.

$70,000, which is being raised by sub

scription, and one-third of which has been

GIRLS’ TENNIS

Only two games are yet to be played off

in the girls tennis doubles. Miss Lockhart

and Miss Jandrew are to play Miss Moore

and Miss MacKercher, and the winners will

play Miss Laird and Miss Dunlop.

In the singles there are still four con-

testants for the championship. Miss Laird

will play Miss Tofield and Miss Rose will

play Miss Tuttle. If the weather permits

the two championships will be decided be-

fore the end of the week.

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

PAT-POURRI
Medical student watching the rivettin;

gang at the rink : When do they put on

the nut?

secured.

yearFreshette—Hasn’t that final

Science man a lovely profile?

Freshman

—

Looks like a bunch of keys

to me.

—G.D.O.C.

.71

-
|JUT -

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Famous^ Sayings of Famous Men:

Walter Ellis : Gee, Pat, I wish you’d

die and leave me a million.

Doug Findlay, after lecture on Ein-

stein’s Theory: Lend me your watch, I

want to see how high I am.

Curely Brydon—Now, go on.

Steel Foreman—Lean on that guy. .

The Student body—Think it will be

done in time, Pat? .

Erection boss—Roll out of bed, Brown.

Prof. MacPhail—Gentleman,^we will

now—

.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.

,

This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs. ^

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRIS0N STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The Curling Rink is being repaired

for the coming season. It now rests on

80 concrete bases and two concrete walls.

Beyond seme broken windows, no dam-

age was done to it during the moving

operations. The Club’s lease does not

expire till 1928, when they may rebuild

on another site. To move an old build-

ing of this shape, weighing some 100 toils

is a creditable feat.

The H.W. Newman Elector Co

167 Princess St. ’Phon
f

1

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

How about a drinking fountain in the

gymnasium, and some hot water occas-

ionally.

Now about the Jock I-Iarty rink. Mr.

Blackwell who has been in the steel con-

struction game for 30 years has about

two thirds of his metal erected, and 3

gangs are rivetting it. The concrete

bases are finished and half the founda-

tion wall has been poured. Anglin has

a gang of carpenters busy on the nailing

strips for the building walls which will

be of steel lath and plaster. Lemmon
has laid the sewers and the day gang

has levelled the whole area to the requir-

ed grade. The building which is 140

feet wide, 270 feet long and 70 feet high

will be finished by New Year’s Day. The
plant for making artificial ice will not be

i .stalled this winter. The hip roof

- ii
|,ported by tru« c“« con i biing the bet

ter points of tl ik, and camel’s bark

trusses as us ' in -mill buildings. Tr

will be surmounted by a donfier whirl

insures light, ventilation and bett >

ice. The tea room in the Arch street end

will overlook the ice surface. Some
the conveniences will be drinking fouu

tains, lockers for season ticket holders,

hot and cold showers in all dressing

rooms, the entrance from a paved stret
,

Girls’ Intercollegiate ^asketball Team, 1920-21.

HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Gigantic Public Sale of Footwear
Now Being Run By

The, Victory Shoe Store
If Not You Should

Queen Victoria
By Lytton Strachey

AUTHOR OF EMINENT VICTORIANS

Mr. Strachev's ironic wit fidelity to fact and historical sym-

pathy, have combined to create what may well rank as one of li.e

great biographies of our language.

PRICE $5.00. For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

,

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Regit ,

Quet ’s Univeralty.

i ROiii—E OUR ADVERTISERS

'

an<^ ^ooc* mus *c - The cost
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“The College Hat Store

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
Wt show beyond comparison thtc

largest variety of Hats and Cap

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

]SB BJ ffl® is Is« la a®®®® ™®m 1=1 1=3™ ™mm u” “

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’23

Freshmen 0, Juniors 12

Once more the Science '23 eleven will

represent Science in the Inter-Faculty

soccer series. They won the inter-year

championship by defeating the Science ’25

team by a score of 12-0, on Wednesday

afternoon.

• The game was clean and fast through-

out, but the freshmen so lacked combina-

tion and teatn-plav that they were not

dangerous at any- stage of the game. Their

goal-tender played a good steady game

for them, which saved the score from

being even more one-sided. For 23 it

In what class of work does the professor

place walking the floor at night with the

hee-ild?

C.O.T.C. PARADES

1 1STUDENTS

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre:

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
j

Constitutions
mirl all kinds of

PRINTING
Hanson

,

Crozier & Edgar
2o Market St., Kingston

SCIENCE ’24

At a largely attended meeting of the

year, the new executive was installed in

office last Saturday morning. The new

president, Mr. Hanna, took the chair

amid storms of applause, and in a brief,

but stirring address signified his intention

of making things move this year. Mr.

Dave Hutchison was unanimously elect-

ed to represent the year on the Engineer-

ing Society executive. The thaifks of the

Queen’s Contingent, C. O. T. C., Col. A.

Maephail, C.M.G., D.S.O., Commanding.

The second parade of the season took

place at 1.30 p.m., Saturday, October 29th,

in Carruthers Hall. A considerable num-

ber of recruits were enrolled, and those who

had no previous military training were in-

structed in Infantry Drill by Lieut. Keill.

The O. C. explained to all ranks the object

‘ of the Officer Training Corps and the re-

quirements for efficiency. Clothing was

issued and the necessary alterations to uni-

forms taken in hand by the regimental tailor.

The Faculty of Medicine are putting forth

a strong effort to increase the numbers of

their members sufficiently to justify a new

Company for that Faculty. The present

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Queen’s Junior Hockey Team, 1920-21-Junior Intercollegiate Champions, Junior O. Hi A. Finals.

was hard to pick individual stars, but.

their forwards played well together and

kept the ball so much in their possession

that the backs had little chance to show

up to advantage.

At half-time the score was 4-0. but in

spite of the hopeless situation ’25 played

gamely till the end. Mr. A. G. Mac-

Lachlan handled the game very satisfac-

torily.

Science 23 line-up—Goal, Hay ;
backs.

Kidd and Jones; left half. Rapley ;
cen-

tre half, MacLeod ;
right half, Sulby ; out-

side left. Allen
;
inside left; MacGregor

;

centre, Couse ; inside right, Graham ; out

side right, Birchard; Spares, Taggart,

Morrison.

year are due to Prof. Jackson for his per-

mission to hold this important meeting

during our regular draughting period.

Let’s keep up the attendance record, fel-

lows, and show our executive we’re be-

hind them pushing.

Companies are: ‘A’ Co’y., Arts; ‘B’ Coy.,

Science and Medicine^

Parades will be held unless it is otherwise

stated, each Saturday afternoon at 1.30 p.m.

All interested should attend as soon as pos-

sible. E. W. SKINNER,
Capt. and Adj’t.

Mr. G. A. Br-wn wishes to thank those

of the year who so generously contributed

towards his expenses to Toronto this

week-end. Bon voyage, Jerry ! \

McGILL-VARSITY

Saturday, October 29th

Full reports by Canada’s best sport-

ing writers will appear in the Toronto

Sunday World, Star Weekly and

Montreal Standard. Th*ese are print-

ed at 8.00 p.m. Saturday, and obtain-

able at

BEST’S DRUG STORE
36 hours earlier than any other

Canadian newspaper reaching the city.

To make sure of getting copy, place

an advance order. ’Phone 59 or 919.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy'^. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

“Here's a snapshot of my girl at the

beach.”

“Snapshot! Boy, I’d call that an ex-

posure.”

—Iowa Frival

Miss Nellie Philp, B.A., Arts ’18, is

head of Science Department, Orillia Col-

legiate Institute.

Miss Una Harris, B.A., Arts ’18, is im-

parting knowledge to the youth of Iro-

quois.

Miss Ella Gillon, B.A. (Arts ’19), is

teaching Mathematics at the Perth Col-

legiate Institute. —

RUGBY
’23-10, ’24-4 ’23-9, ’24-2.

The above results of two interyear

games played last week, place ’23 in a

pretty safe position for the interyear

championship. On both occasions the

Sophs tried hard but the combination of

our line plunging half-back, Morrison,

who we may say is 160 pounds of wild-

cat tied up in tiger pelt, with Allen at

quarter directing .the dazzling trick plays

was too much for them. It’s too bad the

rugby coaches didn’t catch Bill Graham

before the soccer people got him, for the

way he gets down on the kicks and gets

his man is marvellous to behold. As

usual the husky line held steadily on de-

fense and on the offensive made holes like

a gateway for the bucks to go through.

The deciding game will be played next

week with the winner of the Senior

Freshman games.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

|

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — 'PHONE 797

Heard in Electrical 1. “Many people

are electrocuted while in the bath tub.”

Is this propoganda favoring the great un-

washed?

In Mechanical 1.

Lvou
“No usefuLwork is.J

hi

When you can buy them cheaper

Why not get them?

Football Boots, formerly $8.00, for $6.50

Football Boots, formerly $7.00, for 5.75

Knee Pads, English Felt Ribbed Elastic, were $5.00 a pair.

now : *3 ’75

Lots more Bargains in the Sports line. Come and see

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

“The Place to Get That Record"
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SPORT
HOCKEY OFF TO A GOOD START

(Continued from page 1)

game thoroughly, but can also teach it

to others. Then that other most import-

ant factor, Mr. Awrey develops spirit in

a team. No man should go in a game

this winter who is not trained to the

minute. The important part which Bill

Hughes played last year will be a decid-

ing factor in the success or this years

teams. In chalking up the lists we have

with us from last year’s teams

:

Senior:—McNeill, Ratchford. Camp-

bell, Stewart, Woodruff, Swartman.

Intermediate:—Smith, Ritchie, Bat-

tersby, Gratton, Nelson, MacLachlan,

Hansen, Legett. Evans.

Juniors:—Quinn, Reynolds, McKelvey,

Emery, Nicklc, Macdonald, Johnson.

Gibson.

Some of the Juniors will, of course, be

over age by now, but they will strengthen

(he other two te^ms. We hear good re-

ports of new men such as Adams, Airth,

Boucher.

We may not have the quantity, but it

is quality that counts in athletics, and

we have that in abundance right here.

The following were nominated to the

executive

:

President— D. S. Johnston.

Vice-President—G. Warner.

Manager 1st Team—A. L. Blacklock.

_ Manager 2nd Team—“Johnny” Evans.

Manager 3rd Team—H. McLeod.

Committee of three, one from each

faculty

:

M ed .—M acLachlan

.

Arts—Ratchford.

Science—MacDonald.

These nominations will, of course, have

to be ratified at the annual meeting of

the Hockey Club in the A.M.S.

Queen’s Intermediate Intercollegiate Hockey Champions, 1920-21

SPORT DOPE

The burning question is, ‘‘Shall I take my

red or my black tie to Toronto?’’

I think I’ll take my black. I can wear it

"for Varsity.

Many seem to forget easily. Do you re-

member our line holding Varsity on three

different occasions for three downs on our

one-yard line? And then people wonder

who’s got the better team
!

Just forget

there was such a thing as a Montreal game.

We've beaten Varsity

Watch our smoke.

and Parkdale.

One of our sporting theologs has had an-

other dream. He dreamt we would" beat

Varsity before. He dreamt we would de-

feat Parkdale. Fie did not dream we would

beat McGill at Montreal. He dreamt (no

he doesn’t use prescriptions) that we would

win from Varsity on Saturday.

You can’t blame any man for dreaming

football these days.

A couple of the Harriers had hard luck

on Monday. Tkachyk, one of the best run

ners, unfortunately took a stitch in his

side, although in first class condition, and

Maybee was handicapped by a very sore

ankle.

forty Finley, who made such a promising

showing in the Inter-collegiate three mile,

appeared at the gate and finished in front

.of the stand in the very creditable time of

35 min. 10 sec. At half minute intervals

came Taylor and James. Then there was

a full minute before Filmer appeared, close-

ly followed by Rankin. The leaders all

finished with apparent reserve powers to

all on. We may look for a good showing

in the Inter-collegiate Harrier Race which

is to be held here Friday.

The following finished in the time indi-

cated :

Finley—35:10 '

Taylor—35 :40

James—36:10

Filmer—37 :05

Rankin—37 :10

Thachyk—37 :50

Brown—38:10

Pitt—39:20

Maybee—40:15

Pomeroy—41 :55

Flunter—42 :30

Duggin—45 :00

FINLEY WINS HARRIER RUN

On Monday afternoon fifteen harriers

assembled at the Stadium for the annual

run. It had rained all day and the roads

were muddy and covered with pools of

water. Jimmy Bews lined up this promising

Segregation V. two -v.V- -nd started them

a i .1.05. 1 h-: .i i «>ui < miles in length

vv!,;, i v .-' chc >• ' oad, while most

. .

• oads. At four-

TO ALL FRESHMEN
The Wireless Club has started again,

(watch Journal Bulletin for meetings), and

it invites all of those interested to become

members. If uninterested stay away
;
if you

have a knowledge of wireless we need you

as we hope to run this session on the Grand

Old System of “Borrowed Brains.”

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

/XV

Tw /prJS’

My Snug Harbor Cigarette

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES^

m

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200



let us look after

YOUR GLOVE NEEDS
We have all hinds and all the new

Lower Prices

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST

|
eversharp

I
PENCILS

I In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

1 Nickel and Enamel

| 75c up to $6.00

| WATERMAN IDEAL

1 FOUNTAIN pens

I In All Styles and Points.

| We also carry supplies for the

g Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

® man Fountain Pen Ink.

I Kinnear & d’Esterre
a

| Jewelers,

i 100 PRINCESS ST.

Queen’s Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing Store

3 Doors below Grand Opera

plouse

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

\CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

The long delayed report of the Muskoka

Conference is at last ready and the author

apologises for the delay in a report that

should have appeared in the first issue of

the Journal.

This Conference, the most representative

of its kind thatjtas yet been held in Canada,

took place in Elgin House amidst the most

beautiful natural scenic surroundings it is

possible to imagine. 'Some of us went out

of curiosity, some for a vacation, and some

because they felt that they would get a new

and broader'outlook upon the problems that

face the Canadian student than they would

get anywhere else.

The daily programme was somewhat as

follows:

7.00 a.m'.—Reveille.

8.00-9.00—Breakfast.

9 00-9.20—Devotion—Prayer and Singing

of hymns.

9.30-11.00—Bible Study.

1 1 00-12.45—Addresses and Discussion on

these topics : Social Probjems

;

Educational Problems
;
Labor

Problems.

1.00 p.m.—Dinner.

2

.00-

3.00—Discussion of Student Chris-

tian Movement.

3.00-

5.00—Athletics.

6.00-

7.00—Supper.

7.00-

8.00—Sermon.

8.30-9.30—Delegate Discussion.

9.30-10.00—Floor Discussion on the day’s

programme.

10.15—Lights Out.,

It can be seen from the foregoing that the

day was a busy one. During breakfast and

dinner the delegates mingled at the different

tables, while at supper each College had

their own table. There was a good deal of

fun at those meals, for the College songs

and yells were lively features.

It would not be of very great interest to

give in detail the system of the Conference

but a few words might give an idea of the

work we had in hand, the broadness of our

field, and the success with which we were

met.

The Bible Study was carried on in groups

averaging from fifteen to twenty men.

Leaders were'chosen before the Conference

started to take charge of. each group, and

leaders were retained throughout the week.

Some of the leaders were students and some

Professors. You may recognize some

names of some of 'the Professors there,

such as Professors Sharman, Hooke, Todd.

Gifford; and also men like Rev. Ernest

Thomas, and students like J. D. Ketchum

The Old Testament, the New Testament,

problems of Religious Faith, the value of

the Church, beliefs and unbeliefs were all

treated in the most frank, open, and sym-

pathetic. manner one could possibly wish.

A great deal of the lumber and rubbish, a

lot of deadwood and water-logged concep-

tions were discarded and in place of them

more wholesome, more useable and more in-

vigorating ideas were suggested. The cher-

ished beliefs of many students may have

been ploughed through and through but

only to leave behind a richer and more fer-

tile field.

There were three groups from 11,00 a.m.,

to 12.45. One group was on Educational

Problems, another on Social Problems, and

the third on Industrial Problems. Each

group was addressed by a specialist in that

particular line. For their part of the pro-

gramme the students designated the group

at the beginning of the Conference, which

they wished to attend. It is significant to

vote that the largest group was that study-

ing Industrial Problems. For this we had

such men as H. T. Tracy, the Secretary of

Sir Arthur Henderson; Mr. Strafter, Edu-

cational Secretary of the Social Service

Branch of the Methodist Church in Canada,

the President of the Toronto Board of

Trade; Mr. Siemens, Secretary of the Y.M.

C.A., for Ohio; and others of like char-

acter.

Organized Athletics, such as Baseball

THURSDAY,'FRIDAY,
SATURDAY ,

We hold our Annual Sale of Men’s

Fine Shoes. All odds and ends left-over

from Spring and Fall are put on sale.

All are good Boots-, no cheap shoddy

stuff being shown.

SEE DAILY PAPERS FOR LIST

OF BARGAINS

Hartt, Regal and Slater Shoes

LOCKETT’S

YOU’LL BOTH BE PLEASED

and surprised on your first visit to this

restaurant. Pleased with the food, the

service, the surroundings. Surprised at

the moderate check you receive at the

conclusion of your repast.- You don’t

have to be a millionaire to dine here.

Anybody can afford a first class din-

ner at our rates.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c„

Made to Order

HOME-MADE candy made fresh daily

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

238 PRINCESS STREET

Tennis, Boating and Swin/ming, made

diversion in the afternoon

lectual workouts in the morning.

Then, too, the Christian Student Move-

ment was thoroughly discussed for one hour

each day: its purpose, value, organization,

and place in the student life were all most

promptly and openly considered. A reor-

ganization of the aims and plans of 1 he

Canadian Student," the magazine that voices

the ideas and thoughts of the Movement,

war a notable effort. In the evening from

seven o’clock till eight, a nightly sermon was

given, and it was most refreshing to hear

the different views and thoughts of a life-

time that were put into these sermons.

Many new avenues of thought tvere sud-

denly and gloriously brought to our atten

lion so. that they became actually a part of

our thinking.

After the sermon we had discussions

among each college delegation as to the pro-

blems in each college and how they might

be met. About 9.30 p.m. each floor had a

discussion group, men and women separate,

each group consisting of every college that

happened to be on the floor. Here was

discussed the day’s programme and how it

could he improved and incidentally many

other things, as well. At 10.15 lights were

supposed to be out. There.were thirteen

Queen’s repersentatives in the persons o

Misses Gibson, Simpson, MacDonnell. Wil-

ton, Macpherson, Gray and Fraser and

Messrs. Freeman, Mclnnis, Miller, Fans

and Wilson. .

The Conference lasted from

Sept. 19—26.

A most delightful time, a deeper and truer

outlook upon the problems of men and

women, a keener appreciation of those who

are trying to help other people, a study of

the Scripture and the expression of the

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Tills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

SUranii
THUR. ,

FRI., SAT.

WM. S. HART
in

“O’MALLEY OF THE
MOUNTED”

as- On Saturday afternoon the score

will be shown on the screen

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90» of The Imperials

?8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-

bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-

pany's interest income is greater by

$110,000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities bad been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE,as J. hs. Guwr.ru, District mgi

loftiest and most practical ideals, are a lew

of the things that have helped to re-vitalize

our dormancy.

J. T. M. WILSON
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bv one point

interesting DISCUSSION OF

the present-day situa-

tion IN THE NEAR EAST.

QUEEN’S OUTPLAYED VARSITY I N THEIR OWN GROUNDS BUT

^ LOOSE BY NARR OW MARGIN, 13-12.

In Grant Hall on the evening of Wed-

nesday, November 2nd, a highly interest-

ing address was givenbyDr.Zwemer.of

Cairo Egypt, on “Present Day Move-

ments in the Near East.” Dr. Zwemer

had been advertised both m the Journa

and elsewhere to speak on Islam and

Bolshevism,” but he asked the privilege

of re-naming his addess that m it he

might cover a wider field than he had at

first intended.

Broad, indeed, was the scope of Dr.

Zwemer's address, but the speaker knew

his ground so thoroughly that even his

generalities seemed like new and mt,mate

facts. His exceptionally detailed knowl-

edge of the Near East was manifest

throughout the speech and coupled with

the lecturer's own personality made the

evening one of great interest and profit

to all who were present.

In dealing with the Present Day Move-

ments in the Near East the speaker

touched upon Zionism. Bolshevism, Na-

tionalism. Commercialism and Imperial-

ism outlining the strength and relative

importance of each tendency. He show-

ed how each movement was. after all, un-

satisfying and the crux of his speech was

a plea for Evangelism as a remedy for all.

There was a strong note of optimism

about Dr. Zwemer’s address for not only

has he faith in the people about whom he

was speaking, but he has faith that Chris-

tianity can and will be carried to them

eventually.

Queen’s lost to Varsity in the finest

exhibition of Intercollegiate football

seen in Toronto in years, and came with-

in one point of winning the title for the

year. It was no disgrace to lose Satur-

day’s game, which was keenly contested

from the kick-oil until the final whistle

when Varsity supporters'breathed a long

bear was the centre of attraction while

on the field. Bill Holdcroft had his hands

full in keeping away from the cat

Billie’s instructions were that the bear

was not to have any raw meat. Despite

Friday’s rain, the field was in good con-
CoUege

dition. A strong north-west wind pre-

ailed during the first half of the game

VARSITY HARRIERS
CARRY OFF HONORS
McAULIFFE, OF VARSITY, COMES

IN FIRST WITH THREE OF
HIS TEAMMATES FOL-

LOWING UP.

but died down during the fast half

S1& vnA Smnerville are VJ

New Intercollegiate

Debating System

The meeting of till? executive of the

Inter-University Debating Union held in

Ottawa marks a distinct stage in the history

of Inter-collegiate Debating in Canada.

After much discussion it was decided to

give the system prevalent in the United

States a (rial. This system provides that

the Universities shall be organized in groups

of three. Toronto, Queen’s and McGill are

to form ona group and from Ottawa Col- ^

We Loyola College, and Bishop’s College the whistle sounded.
® 1 v r . . TV* -1n 11 Cll 1 tiPR CT

down, gave all they had in them in their

endeavor to overcome the lead Varsity

gained in the first quarter while kicking

with the wind.

The team went to Toronto as full of

pep and confidence as if they already had

the title tucked safely away under, their

belts. They had good reason to be.

Every man was in top notch condition,

they knew their plays cold and besides

Billie Hughes’ bear and Alfie Pierce

were to be on the side line. Queen's had

to depend on the twelve men on the field

to win as luck was playing for Varsity in

the breaks. In the third quarter jliis was

evident when after advancing 45 yards

with Leadley away with a clear field,

play was called back for interference.

Soon after Snyder slipped around the end

and ran 75 yards down the held for the

touch that won the game.

In the last three minutes of play \ ealc

'corralled a kick from Leadley’s toe and

with the ball safely under his wing gal-

loped across Varsity’s line for Queen s

j

touch, which Leadley converted.

|

The officials, both McGill men, were

I very keen oil offsides and interference for

which Queen's suffered more heavily than

Varsity.

On the afternoon’s play the game was

Queen's, Queen’s, Queen’s, all the way.

Our line was almost impregnable on the

defence and tore through Varsity like so

many wild cats on. the offensive. The

backs were almost faultless in their run-

ning, kicking and catching. The outside .

and middle wings were down on every

kick and nailed the Varsity backs in their

tracks. Queen’s were better conditioned

than Varsity, who were all in during the

last three minutes of play, whereas

Queen’s were full of pep and fight until

’
’ Varsity suffered

in^the east, tile Western, McMaster and many casualties during the game
5

. . , n ii it- wpr<> bruised badly bu®ionejn tne easi,

Ontario Agricultural CoUege in the wes,t, it

is proposed to fdrrn a second and third

group. Each University will have two

teams of two men each. These six teams

will thus provide three debates, all of which

will he on the same subject and on the same

night. The home team will uphold the af-

firmative, the visiting team the negative.

Thus this year, our affirmative team de-

bates a negative team from Varsity here,

and our negative team goes to McGill, while

McGill’s negative team debates at Toronto.

Three judges, to be appointed by the

home team in .each case, will irender each

his own decision at the end of the debate

without any consultation or discussion with

the other judges. Each one will write liis

decision on a card and hand it to the chair-

man of the evening, who in the presence of

the leaders of each team will read their

three cards and will then announce the de-

cision to the audience. The University

whose negative and affirmative teams both

win will be champion. In case of .each

University winning one and losing one de-

bate special machinery is provided to decide

the championship by the actual number of

(Continued on page 4)

Queen’s men were bruised badly buWinne

were seriously injured. Many Varsity

men remarked after the game, that

Queen’s deserved to win the game on the

exhibition they gave of how the game

should be played.

The game was attended by a crowd

of 12,000. Queen’s had about 700 sup-

porters massed in the bleachers and they

made themselves heard. Billie Hughes

Snyder and Somerville are Varsity s

shining stars and played a very nice game.

Somerville kicked a beautiful drop from

our 20 yard line in the first quarter scor-

ing'first blood for Varsity. Snyder made

the longest run seen in years when he

ran 75 yards for a touch. Varsity’s out-

side wings were held down and were not

nearly as effective as were ours.

It is impossible to say who played the

best game for Queen’s. ’Every man gave

all he had and put up a fight worthy of

the Alma Mater. Leadley and Harding

rave a fine demonstration - of runmn

kicking and catching. McKelvey tore

through Varsity’s line repeatedly. The

Wings were deadly in their tackling and

blocking, and the way the line held would

make Gibraltar blush. Johnny Evans, at

the key position, engineered his plays in

a manner worthy of Focb himself.

The result of Saturday's game meant a

lot to McGill. A win for Queen’s would

have put them ahead. A win for Varsity

gi.c- McGill a chance for a tie: A week

ago, Montreal papers were discussing

whether “the play-off" would be in King-

ston or at one of the tome fields. Don’t

worry about it McGill, “there ain’t gonna

be no such animile after next Saturday.

During the half time, graduates of

S.P.S. put on a burlesque game. It was

a farce from start to finish and was very

cleverly executed. On the kick-off, the

liicker ran up to straighten the ball but

the line kept on going and were near the

opposing touch line when the ball was

kicked. One man dribbled the ball “a la

soccer’’ and scored a goal between posts

which counted one point. On an offside

the referee in giving yards carried the

ball across the line, which counted five

points. One player got away for a run

but was sand-bagged from behind. This

proved a very effective way to tackle.

The referee from his make-up must have

belonged to the “Us for Ourselves

Government" and carried a cow bell in-

stead of a whistle. Casualties were re-

. moved from the field In a street cleaner’s

cart. Several balloons, draped in

Queen’s and Varsity colours, were re-

leased at half time and the Queen’s one

won the altitude race. The game filled

(Continued on page 7)

To put it mildly Varsity walked off

with the Harrier Meet on Saturday

morning, when they sent four men home

j
before a runner from R. M. C., the second

College - represented, appeared. This

almost constitutes a record for an Inter-

collegiate Harrier Team and we congrat-

ulate Varsity accordingly. McAuliffe-

of Varsity is a splendid runner and dupli-

cated his sensational win in the three

mile at the Track Meet. He covered the

course of five miles, 1350 yards in the

excellent time of 32 minutes and 2 sec-,

onds. He was followed by Leigh in 33

seconds flat. Bell and Stevenson ran

practically a dead heat for third place.

The Toronto men took the lead at the

start and kept it throughout. Legge the

McGill captain chased McAuliffe for

about half the distance but' found the

pace too fast and finished in'the ruck.

Credit must be given to R. M. C., who

put in a team of young runners and eas-

ily took second place from the older Mc-

Gill men. Gardiner finished close up on

the Varsity flyers.

Findlay of Queen’s, who appears to be

a strong runner rather than a speedy

one closed up a big gap and finished

strongly in tenth place. The Queen s

team as a whole deserve great credit for

sticking to it in face of very little support

from the student body.

(Continued on page 7)

IMPORTANT MASS MEETING

Grant Hall Friday, 4.30 p.m.

PRINCIPAL TAYLOR, GEORGE AWREY, AND

MAYOR NICKLE, HAVE SOMETHING OF FIRST IM-

PORTANCE TO TELL THE STUDENTS IN CONNEC-

TION WITH THE McGILL GAME. THIS IS A FREE

HOUR .AND EVERYBODY IS URGED TO ATTEND.

“QUEEN’S IN SECOr ID PLACE.”

Debating Union

To Be Organized

Anyone familiar with the student activi-

ties at Varsity. McGill, and Queen’s must

be struck with the prominence debating oc-

cupies in the two larger universities and its

almost entire absence in Queen's. Varsity

has inter-year debates, inter-faculty and

inter-college debates. Science men, Meds.,

and Dents., enter into them as freely as do

Arts men. McGill has its great Under-

graduates Literary and Debating Society,

and its inter-faculty debates. Last year s

debaters from McGill were respectively a

Science man and a Law student.. At

Queen’s we have but three debates each year

in jth'e wliofe university.

After carefully considering tire whol*

field, the Debate Committee has decided that

Omen's needs a real, live, Debating Society.

So it has called for a meeting to organize

such a Society, on Friday night, Nov. 11th,

in Convocation Hall, a,t 8 p.m.

Several plans for the conduct of such a

Society have been sugg'/tod. The plan

which seems to meet with the most favour

is some-form of the following:

(Continued on page 2)

i.JCiS

THE BULLETIN

Thursday— . _
7.00 p.m.—Meds ’24 Social Evening.

Friday— .

4.30 p.m.—Imporant Mass Meeting.

8.00 p.m.—Debating Union Organua

tion Meeting. Convocation Hall.

Saturday— .

2.30 p.m.—Queen’s Seniors vs. McGill.

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S.

Sunday

—

2.30 p.m.—Convocation Service.
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NOVEMBER 11th—ARMISTICE
DAY.

The Toronto papers do not attempt to

conceal their conviction that Queen's de-

served victory last Saturday

:

This, for instance, is from the “Globe"

:

“Fighting grimly from beginning to end,

the Queen's University senior football

team on Saturday afternoon came within

a point of beating the University of Tor-

onto team, and practically winning- the

intercollegiate championship. The final

score was 13 to 12 and the locals were on

the defensive, striving valiantly to retain

their narrow margin during the last three

minutes of as hard fought a game, as has

been ever seen here. Surprising as it may

seem, the Tricolor shaded the locals in all

around play and thousands went away

from the stadium convinced that the

locals were slightly outplayed and for-

tunate to win."

Bring Your Clothes to the

EMPIRE CLEANERS AND
TAILOR

We Give Special Prices to Students

Suits Cleaned and Pressed ?L00

Overcoats /5

SPONGED AND PRESSED
Suits 40c Overcoats 40c

No extra charges for little mending. We
call for and deliver promptly. Suits pressed

while you wait.

J. KAHN, Proprietor

22 Johnston Street ’Phone 2024w

Kingston, Ont.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve - - - 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.1?.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Extra Thin

Model
<T Our Man’s Watch, known as

the “Banker^ Model,” is

admired by everybody.

The case is best gold-filled,

very strong, and yet very thin

and comfortable for the pocket.

The .movement is a "Ryrie

Special” 17 jewel, adjusted to

heat and cold, with compensat-

ing balance, breguet hairspring,

/etc.—a wonderful time-keeper.

«T The price is now only $50.00;

you will find it in our last

year’s catalogue at $60.00, but

now it is back to its pre-war

price.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COB. BROCK

Perhaps in sixty or seventy years when

there will be only a few persons pbll: to re-

call that day of days in November, 1918.

the Peace can be fittingly celebrated on

Thanksgiving day. For us, Nevember 11th

will always mean Peace, and it is on that

day that people’s minds will .turn most nat-

urally to the War and the Peace and the

consequences of both. Memories of the

great moment—whether it was marked by

the “Cease Firing” ordfcr, the ringing of the

church bells, or the arrival of the morning

newspaper—wilEcrowd back and tha,t first

November 11th will be relived in eviery.de-

ta.il. It uTfiarticularly fitting that college

men and women should not bet the day

hurry pastNvithout a thought o'r two about

its real significance. The returned man is

exempt; to him it is the anniversary of a

longed-for freedom and a day to celebrate

in his own manner. To the res,t of us,

November 11th should be a War Day bather

than a Peace Day, a time for dedication

rather than celebration. Not robbed by the

war of life or health or yealrs of youth

there is an obligation tha.t never can be

written off, and only by a frequent checking

of accounts and a steady resolve to square

the debt as best we may, will we be honest

debtors. To us, Armistice Day marks the

annual date of reckoning, i,t should be a day

of (eager resolve and ^a day of humility. It

should mean something more than an ’oppor-

tunity for a dance, or an excuse to call off

classes.

The “Mail and Empire” man must

have had an equally good view of the

game. He says in part

:

“Since the beginning of the season the

Queen’s supporters have made several

claims: That Leadley and Harding are

two backs who are equal to any in the

country, that Evans is the best quarter

in the game this fall, that Queen’s is a

team that is worthy of much praise and

respect, and that the 25-to-l defeat at

Montreal by McGill was not a true indi-

cation of the strength of the team. They

are right every time. Leadley and Hard-

ing, the Hamilton and 'Sarnia freshmen,

are great and played wonderful games.

The Tricolor have a real team,

and how they were defeated by McGill

is hard to explain other than that the

entire team must have had an off clay.

They are strong on the line, can make

holes, and stop plunges. They follow

down fast and tdckle hard "1 here

is no doubt of it, Queen’s are on the foot-

ball map and will stay a while. They

should beat McGill next Saturday and

thus give Varsity the title without a play-

off, and next year George Awrey should

have a wonderful machine.”

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and arc always ap-

propriate.

“The MatcE” “The Dance”

“The Social”

- We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

McGILL VS. QUEEN’S.

We need that game on Saturday. Now

that Queen’s have" chalked up one actual

and one moral victory in the hugby! series

with Varsity, it only remains to show McGill

that the Tricolor is once more to b? listed

among the title contenders. The champion-

ship is now out of reach, but to a team that

has been consistently smothered for'almost

a decade, second place in the list is worth a

mighty effort. A win against McGill will

place Queen’s back at.par in the world of

sport, and to those who care to analyse the

season’s play it will mean that the Queen’s

team is the best in the Intercollegiate Union."

A defeat, on the fltheiq hand, would leave

most followers of the game in a muddle as

to our real status.

On Saturday Qifsen’s has the chance to

show that there is more than “try” in the

Tricolor. Our players are licking their lips

and waiting. But every team needs en-

couragement, and it will take 100% support

fjrom the grandstands to show the gridiron

heroes that the college cares. There is only

one way to explain to McGill our mastery

of the Blue and White—one wav tr

back after a 25-1 defeat.

Hurry up, Saturday!

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Pbone 363.

KIRKPATRICK’S AKT
Established IS?

«T With raised gold figures, gold
" hands and silver dial, mak-

ing it really “classy”, $5.00

extra.

Bros.Ryrie
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

THUR. FRI. SAT.

RALPH CONNOR’S
FAMOUS STORY

“THE FOREIGNER”

DEBATINCi UNION.

(Continued from page 1)

In order that somie definite training in

the art of expressing one’s ideas. dearly and

forcefully in public mighjt be given to each

member of the Society, a series of lectures

would be arranged to be given by members

of the faculty onithe principles of public

speaking and argumentation, and the pre-

paration and arrangement of material

This might occupy the first 'twenty minutes

or half hour of each meeting. This could

be followed either by a formal debate, or

^informal discussion as a body or in small

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

groups in separate class rooms, this pro-

gramme to be varied each evening. At the

conclusion of this discussion the member of

the staff who gave the .talk would offer some

general criticisms and suggestions by which

the members generally might improve them-

selves in their speaking. It has also been

proposed that, for those who wish it, defin

ite, individual, private, criticisms could be

arranged with the Qrific. Such talks over

one’s own personal shortcomings could be

made most helpful. It is a distinct possiblity

also, that, if the Society should decide to

adopt some such plan of systematic work,

credit may be obtained from it in place of

the courses in debating now given by the

English department. This could also be

ipplied on the English required from men

,n Science and Medicine. Definite an-

nouncement of the possibilities of such

credit tjeing given will be made at the meet-

ing on Friday night.
'

The Debate Committee does not feel that

it is necessary to urge upon Queen s stu-

dents the importance of this particular

phase of college .training. The ability to

express one’s thoughts clearly and convinc-

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

n ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

'Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of- the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public. Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

ingly is so 'patent an advantage that to urge

it would be futile. That. ability can be ac-

quired by training. Such training it will

be the object of this Society to give, not to

the gifted few, but to each and every one of

its numbers. Men of all faculties are urged

to attend this first meeting and express their

ideas as to how such a Union can best meet

the needs of Queen’s men.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

. DENTIST
*

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

iswenBaamMiMs

ladies- private parlor

are now prepared to cater to

fesSSB
ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

AESCULAPIAN NOTES.

Medical Inter-year Rugby Schedule.

Wed., Nov. 9th—4th Yr. vs. 2nd Yr.

Fri., Nov. 11th—5th Yr. vs. 1st Yr.

Tues ., Nov. 15th—3rd Yr. vs. winners

of 1st game/ Final game to be played

not later than Saturday, November 9th.

tion is to be attempted in the matter of

the home waltz. Mr. Troup has selected

from among many suggestions, the name

“Light- Anaesthesia,” and Treneer will

add the realistic touch. Don't be half

^ay home when they play God Save the

King.

For Men
heather ribbed wool

HOSE

i Greys, Browns, Black; sizes 10

to ny2 .

Extra Special at 75c per pair

/

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

A good number of members attended

the regular- meeting of the Aesculapian

Society on Friday last. The following

matters of general interest were dealt

with

:

A number of committees were appoint-

ed to arrange for the Medical Dinner. A

committee consisting of a man from each

year was also appointed to assist in the

Alma Mater elections.

A motion by Mr. Pilkey was carried to

the effect that members of the staff be

asked to give addresses at the regular

meetings of—the Society for the pin pose

of stimulating interest and 'attendance.

Following a report from the Concursus,

the Aesculapian Society is forwarding a

letter in explanation of the action of

Metis ’26 in calling off classes on the day

of the Track Meet,

The Aesculapian Society placed itself

on record as being in favor of taking part

in a students’ parade.

jots and Jabs.

Dr. H-ll : “Now, gentlemen, we con-

fine our operations to rabbits and frogs.

We had only one frog dnd it got away,

so we will use a rabbit.”

Dr. M.: “What happens when the

heart begins to fail?”

Friend (who has evidently been play-

ing with the value ori^the steam radiator)

“There is a marked fall in pressure.”

Full Dress

Necessities

We carry nothing but the very

latest for the young men

and at

NEW FALL PRICES

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Be,st by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

' 180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.
•

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

MEDICINE ’23.

In the interest of the year and the

Aesculapian Society a better attendance

is requested at the meetings of the latter

•Society. Last'meeting there were but

two-members of our year present. Buck

up ’23; show an interest in our faculty

society. Don’t let other years nominate

our men for us. AH right, next week we

expect a big attendance.

Cambridge University has again re-

fused to give women an equal footing in

the university.

Congratulations, Cambridge ! 'But

how do you do it?

/ —

—

Some Things That Are Grievously

Empty.

1. A head without brains.

2. A wit without judgment.

3. A prof, without a heart.

4. A pocket book without cash.

5. Our classes at 9.05 a.m.

ENGLISH CLUB.

The English Club will meet on Mon-

day, November 14th, at 4 p.m., in the

Red Room. Professor Seccombe will

speak about the w'ork- of De la Mare, the

English poet, of whom he is an intimate

friend. It is hoped that everyone even

remotely interested in English litStature

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST.'.....7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 perMveek.

""Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Mentis.

M. P. REID, Manager.

will be present, for the meeting is sure to

be one that will prove interesting to all.

Dreamily—“Dearest, is my hair in your

way ?”

Muffled—“You said a mouthful.”

—Williamsburg Purple Cow.

At last our wishes are satisfied. The

Athletic Committee has met and posted

the interyear rugby schedule. Who will

win the Dean’s trophy this year?

\

Now Medicine, what about a soccer

schedule? We need a representative

team to play off with Arts and Science

for the MacClement trophy. How about

it? Shall we l<*t Arts and Science play

off for the championship as was the case

last year, or shall Medicine be represent-

ed also?

FOUNDED 1847

A few of the year were fortunate

enough to be able to go to Toronto.

Among them E. W. and Dt>c. Was it the

game they went to see?

Say fellows, what about a few songs or

yells between classes to revive our fall-

ing spirits. Who knows the year yell?

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have

strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Dr. MacC. : “Come, now, Mr. G-v-n’s.

Where are you? Oh, yes. Now where do

you think the pain is?” N

Mr. G-v-n’s: “It is transferred up the

Coeliac Axis.”

Dr. MacC.: "Tut, tut, now. Can’t you

use simple words that we all can under

stand?”

Our year team,—snap, “Mary”
;
quar

ter, Alfie ;
insides, Cap and John ;

middles

.

Bill and Roy; outsides, the two Georges;

halves, Tubby, Slabbie, and Roy; flying

wing, Glen; coach, Charlie; chief rooter,

Davie.

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

MEDICINE ’?4.

Just a few words in advance of our

Social Evening to prepare those interest

ed for a few surprises. \
First we are going to start squaring an

old debt to patrons of such functions, by

having the orchestra start operations at

seven o'clock sharp, and that doesn’t

mean 7.30.' So, unless you want to miss

two or three perfectly good dances, be

there on time.

Also, something in the way of a varia-

Livingston’s

THE SEASON FOR DRESS SUITS, TUXEDOS

AND OTHER OUTFITTING IS NOW ON. f

Nearly every day we have the pleasure of surprising

men with the excellence of the Ready-to-Wear Dress

Clothes that we sell at moderate prices.

FULL DRESS SUITS
~ t

tuxedo suits

Dress Vests, Shirts, Ties, Gloves, Hosiery, Collars,

and Everything in High Grade Dress Accessories.

Livingston’s

75-79 Brock Street

OFF YOUR ROUTE. IT PAYS TO WALK
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS
ARTS ’22.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
tobacco

NEWSPAPER.S, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

21 4 PRINCESS ST.

ITivo doors below Clergy_St
1)__

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited

Kingston, Ont.

The regular meeting of Arts
!22 was held

in the large Math. Room, Friday, October

,gth at four o’clock. After rushing

through the ordinary business our Honor-

ary President, Professor Gar. Keill, m-

stailed the new Executive. Mr. Sugden,

our new President ably conducted the rest

of the meeting. As we were entertaining

the Freshmen Year a special programme

was put on, consisting of a solo by Mr. Fry.

a reading by Miss Gibson, a selection by

Mr. Gates, thq year paper read by Mr. Rut-

ledge, and last, but not least, refreshments

were served. Each number was very in-j

teresting, and, we hope, enjoyed by all.

None of the graduating girls who at-

tended the Alumnae dinner on Saturday

I

evening will soon forget the splendid way-

in which we were entertained by the

graduates.

After a very enjoyable dinner, toasts

to the King, the Alumnae, the Honorary

Members and the Undergraduates were

proposed. The speeches which followed

were all very interesting but we must not

forget to specially mention the able way

in which Miss Deadman replied to the

toast to the undergraduates. The even-

ing closed with the singing of the national

anthem and “Auld Lang Syne

—

bag last Saturday at Varsity Stadium.

Our last bulwark against the deadlier sex

has crumbled. How could you Gavvy?

J
a Great Achievement
' Saviiv -

c
: "ik balance built up

„v Au;- _c .aJmy and self-denial

give you si o liter satisfaction than

w ,At S«Y secured without d.ffi-

•y jlly or exertion a,

The auva.ua^o of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts

small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

A Playlet.

Place: Kingston Hall.

Time: Saturday, 7 p.tn.

Scene I : Miss Gray (limping across the

hall): "It’s a perfectly charming even

ing.”

Scene II : Miss Gray (seated at the

INTER-UNIVERSITY DEBATING.

(Continued from page 1)

judge’s notes cafd for each separate Uni-

versity. This contingency has been found

to occur much less frequently than would

at first sight seem likely.

It is the hope of those who drafted this

plan that it will place Intercollegiate Dilat-

ing on a much higher levH than formerly,

some of its advantages are

:

1—Each University must, prepare both

sides of the question thus making for a

more intimate and thorough knowledge of

Ih:- subject. -

'

2. Subjects obviously one-sided would

not thus favor any particular University,

3 —Rebuttals are likely to figure more

largely because of the more thorough know-

ledge of an opponent's points gained from

discussion with your own team upholding

the opposite side.

4.—This should lead to much freer speak

ing on
(

the platform and should tend to dis

courage the set speech method.

5. It gives four men a chance at Inter-

collegiate debating instead of two as form-

erly.

6.

—It reduces subjects to be gotten up

to one year. To have to prepare two de-

bates a year makes too great a demand on

student's time.

Championships between groups will pro-

bably be decided by a second triangular ser-

ies of debates between the winners in each

of the three groups on ,th» same subject

shortly after the first series.

It is plain that this new scheme will de-

ability on the part of the men taking part

if Queen’s is to maintain her reputation in

Debating. Some more definite method of

training their men must be found. It is

partly to satisfy this need that on Friday in

Convocation Hall, at 8 p.m., a meeting to

organize a College Debating Society will be

held. For this y£ar a try-out will be held

after this meeting. Each candidate will

speak for from three to five minutes on any

subject he chooses.' The men to represent

Queen’s this year will be chosen by the

members of the staff who are on the De-

bate Committee.

ALMA MATER SOCIETY.

The regular meeting of the Alma Mater

Society was held Saturday evening with

President Pilkey in the chair. The usual

items of business were despatched

promptly. Among the more important

matters for consideration and decision

were the following: The report of the

Directory Committee; the communica-

tion from McGill regarding Queen’s and

its musical Activities; the allocation of

Grant I-Iall for the annual Medical "At

Home,” November 25th
;
the report of

the committee in charge of the new seat-

ing plan fir Grant Hall; the Executive

was authorized to send a representative

to the Masquerade Ball, H»rt House,

Varsity ;
and a report from the convenor

of the Debate Committee, in which the

new system of debating in the Intercol-

legiate series was outlined. The convener

emphasized the importance of this new

departure and also commented on the

proposed Club meeting to be held Friday

night. The Critic’s report was given and

the meeting adjourned.

table in Grant Hall, minus pumps) :|
mand a very high standard of debating

“Who said suede pumps stretched?”

ALUMNI
Mr. A. R. Garrett, B.A.. B.Sc., (’20), of

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Com-

pany, Kitchener, is in Kingston for a few

days visiting his parents.

Something Else We’d Like to Know.

Why Mr. White came to the Alumnae

Dinner at 10.30 p.m.? Did he expect it
|

to be over?

ARTS ’23

The coming Debate between Arts ’22 and

Arts ’23 is attracting considerable attention I

in both years. All four debaters have gon:

into training, and raw meat is being fed one
j

of the Arts ’23 men for the event.

Bibbys
Overcoat Swellness

IT’S HERE!

gpaMSMSHMSJ

Good
j
I

Portraits
!

:
•

- • • - '
. . il

i

•

Like Good Friends, Are

Highly Esteemed

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Does portraiture of the bet-

ter kind. Make your appoint-

ment now before the Christ-

mas rush sets in.

\
’PHONE 2159w

Mr. Herman Brown has been dissuaded

from singing at the next year meeting, so

the committee in charge can now promise
j

a pleasant and unprofitable afterno'on.

Tiny Saylor, upon being interviewed after

the game says :—Queen’s had the game all I

but won, when somebody stepped on my

face, and when I came to, I was passing
j

through Whitby.

The girls are already furbishing the

slivenvare for the coming entertainment

when Arts ’25 will be our guests. Owing

to the prominence of the event all are asked

to beware"of pickpockets, as several notor-l

ious society crooks are reported to be oper-

ating in our mids,t. They will steal any|

thing from a set of bones to a Greek Key.

Little

Levana thinks that Doug. B. would

profit by exchanging his one passenger
'
||A

motorcycle and $999.50 in cash for a Tw
Six Ford Limousine.

And something besides that money

cannot buy elsewhere—the exclusive-

ness of our ‘Classy Young Men’s Styles.’

OUR NEW ULSTERS.

New Fancy Back, Woollens, Silk

Lined, Etc., are real values at $30.00

SEE OUR ENGLISH ULSTERS

Real snappy style, All Wool Fabrics,

beautifully trimmed. A splendid buy

at $35.00.

We’ve so many smart models and

fabrics that a complete description of

all the style features is next to impos-

sible and so we're just going to say:—

COME TO OUR OVERCOAT FEAST

If you wish to see the best $40.00 Overcoat that this money

can buy, you can see it here.

GENERAL THE HUDSON

First Babylon, then Rome, recent!;
j p

Carpentier, and now Gaviller. But th 'A.

all fell ! There is little pathos in this re
j

ijU

cent labefaction, as a girlie with .bobb- '
!’/:

hair lias-caused it all. She and “Gar
j

Jlj were seen eating peanuts out of the sa”

ill THE KILLWOOD THE

$40.00 *40 ’00 $4°-°

These are certainly wonders for the money.
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flowers
Queen’s !

Queen’s !
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS'

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174]

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

I A REMINDER 1
S Over 700 lives were rejected by this

1 Co. last year, for 2 millions of Insur-

I ance, because they waited too long.

The Company would have been pleas-

ed to insure them had they been medi-

cally fit. The time to apply for insur-

ance is when you can pass. Apply now

when you are insurable, also when it

is cheaper than to wait.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

READ THIS IF NOTHING ELSE.

Former Levana Member Writes

About Football.

Toronto, Nov. 7, 1921.

The Sporting Editor,

The Queen’s Journal.

De-ar Sir:

I am writing from here, lest you did not

see Saturday's game, to assure you that we

have the best team in the Intercollegiate.

As one of ,the Queen’s graduates who, dur-

ing the years since the war, .has been at

every game in which Queen’s played, root-

for a^tearn with the spirit, but not “the

goods,” 1 want to say .that we put up the

best game, yesterday, that has been .seen in

the Varsity stadium in many years. On the

line, on the kicks, on running, and above

all, in fitness, Queen’s was the superior

.team, and it was not we, nor the Toronto

fans alone, but the Varsity team as well,

who knew it. Just a break that would have

kept Somerville behind his line, instead of

the foot or two by which he cleared on one

or two occasions, and we would have tied.

If we had tied, we could have won. Our

men were on tip toe, while Murray and

Snyder had jHt) be “benched” for rests.

SCIENCE SOCIAL EVENING.
Original signs, heralding the Social Even-

ing of Sc. ’22 as “the bes.t yet,” were posted

in the many University buildings two weeks

ago, and at 11 p.m., on Thurs., Nciv. 3rd,

one hundred and fifty light-hearted couples

realized that the posters did not exaggerate

in the lea^t

At 7 p.m.. sharp, the door-

were oper vl and tV ,ou

by the pa: " a Mrs <'V:

Mrs. D. Jemmclt,

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRIS0N STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Club took place as usual a few days ago.

As a result, the Treasurer, Mr. M-rp-y will

not eat for another week—maybe longer.

Shortly afterwards the dance w: in fu”

swing, the music being supplied by the pop

ular Sympathy Six Orchestra. Very dainty

refreshments were served in the Cafeteria

during numbers 9, 11 -and 13, after which

those present contented themselves with

dancing and applauding.

When the final number was played, ali

that could be heard, from the sweet little

ones gowned in their afternoon frocks, was
‘Oh, is it all ov§r? Why I could go on for

another four hours.” This in itself was
sufficient to show .that this function had been

a success but further evidence, leading to

the same conclusion, was given when one
would hear such remarks as “don’t lose that

'cute little programme ’cause I want it for

a souvenir.”

News Report from Belleville:

A car containing several men, thought

to be bandits, passed here at an early hour

I to-day. On account of the terrific speed at

rant Hall
t^ey were .travelling none of the

:

!

'

i

(v, were recognizable but it is thought
M acKav i.’ i

'

^e; o ' have robbed a bank some-
: I" resident Marldo .

; ,v-jnre . We’re no Sh-.-rl- hut we have

Twice, when Queen’s were eating up the

field, a puzzling ruling of the new offside

interference broke our onsweeping rush

and spirit. Toronto fans were with us, in

perplexity, at the number of “calls” on this

rule.

It was the last Intercollegiate game of

the year for Varsity, and on .the fo,rm

shown by Queen’s at McGill, a defeat on

the 12th seemed inevitable, consequently

the game meant the championship. Yet

though confetti had been generously dis-

tributed among the crowd, and a huge horn

with gas tank attached was on hand to act

siren, it was an outward sign of the appre-

ciation of the strength of our team, that

there was not a “peeip” at the. close of the

game. “Deliverance and relief” not victory

was uppermost in the minus of the fans

hen the bell rang.

We didn’t get die championship, bm i

|

prophsties are anything, by Saturday, wcj

shall have finished within a point of it, i. 1

!

though we have not won the outward y
“

bol that we have ,the best team in the league,

we have the next thing to it, we have

proved that, on home and home games we

have bettered the champions by three

points; that we have “the goods” and that

the 9-5 victory was no favour, generously

given to a team at the opening of a new

stadium. We played the champions to a

stand-still on their own ground, and at

iveral .times in the game played round

them. So next to the championship, w r

have the consciousness of possessing a

team, of sufficient strength and skill, to

have aroused in the winners a feeling that

.time and “the break of the game,” rather

than clearly evidenced superiority gave

them their victory.

We would have liked to get a tie, or a

win, but we are satisfied. We got a team,

for which we could root, a ,team in the pink

of condition, a team that has aroused the

highest enthusiasm in a hostile camp, and

a team that evoked from some of the mos,t

rabid of its opponents the words—“Not this

year, but next year, it’s Queen’s.”

And to .the team, Mr. Awrey and Billy

Hughes, we are eternally grateful. We
saw, what we had lived to see, but scarcely

dared to hope—Varsity played to a stand-

still on its own field, and thousands of

Toronto fans cheering madly, as Queen's

crossed the Varsity line for a touch.

A POST-GRAD
in Toronto.

SCIENCE ’24

The. regular meeting of the Ivory Rollers

spicion— cb. Jaz;

rENUS
PENCILS

T^OR the student or prof.,
J- the superb VENUS out-

American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Ave.,

New York. N.Y.

HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Gigantic Public Sale of Footwear
Now Being Run By V

The Victory Shoe Store
If Not You Should

Pure Ice Cream
Macfe

rmu -—

„

uanay
V tpco! ill Bulk or fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Queen Victoria
By Lytton Strachey

AUTHOR OF EMINENT VICTORIANS

_ Mr. Strachev’s ironic wit fidelity to fact and historical sym-

pathy, have combined to. create what may well rank as one of the

great biographies of our language.

PRICE $5.00. Ft>r Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

SCIENCE (continued from page 6).

Tn assuming office President Maddox
thanked the year for the honour conferred

on him and then shook his audience to the

core by producing from his inner coat

pocket a voluminous manuscript which

turned out ,to be his inaugural speech.

Space' will not permit of its recording here,

but any who missed that speech might

apply to the President for permission to

read the original.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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“The College Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
Wc show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps m
Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 poors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

SfflBBBBBBBBBBEBBBBBBBB

Dance Programmes
|

Constitutions |
nnd all kinds of

PRINTING!
| Hanson

,
Crozier & Edgar

| 20 Market SI., Kingston

toaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

' 131 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE
engineering notes.

BBS

5McGILL-VARSITY

Saturday, October 29th

Full reports by Canada’s best sport-

ing writers will appear in the Toronto
Sunday World, Star Weekly and ®

Montreal Standard. These are print-

ed at 8.00 p.m. Saturday, and obtain-

able at
'

BEST’S DRUG STORE
.36 hours earlier than any other

Canadian newspaper reaching the city.

To make sure of getting copy, place
an advance order. ’Phone 59 or 919.

a
n
EaffifflSeasaSfflffiSEBSEgSSgjfgBfflKSBaSfflSg

PIANO TUNING
"’WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

^ AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

B9

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS ,430

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

A very well attended meeting, olf the

Kingston Engineering, Institute of Canada

was held in Car.ruther’s Hall, on Tuesday

evening. There were about a hundred pre-

sent, the majority being Science students.

The, fact that two such popular Professors

as Messrs. Arkley and Wilgar were to be

the speakers, was responsible fof the keen

interest shown by the students. The sub-

ject also, viz: “The New Heading Plant”

is one of interest to all engineering students

of this university as the actual work is be-

ing carried oh at present and^all are free

to inspect it at ,their- leisure. Prof. Wilgar

was the first speaker, and discussed the

selection of the sight for the Pleating Plant,

the achievement of the .tunnel, the excava-

tion and actuaT construction of the tunnel,

the difficulties met with and the way in

which they were mastered, and ,the con-

struction of the new dock from lumber sal-

vaged from the old Knitting Mill. He

(paid a wall-earned tribute t* “Slapper”

Ellis, (B. Sc. ’21), for the efficient way in

which he supervised the demolishment -of

the old buildings. His .treatment of the

whole subject delighted his very apprecia-

tive audience and his humorous remarks

occasioned much laughter.

Prof. Arkley’s talk was more intimately

associated with the actual operation of the

plant, and he started off by giving the chief

reasons for building the new plant, which

is to serve the University and the Hospital.

The present heating units of bqth institu-

tions are being worked to capacity and in

case of emergency or any extra load they

would be unable to respond. By making-

estimates of the cost of enlarging the exist-

ing plants, and also of combining both in

one new plant, it was found that while the

new combined plant was a little mpre- costly,

it had several advantages which more than,

counterbalanced the increased cost.

The chief gains are: No unsightly exten-

sions to Fleming Hall and no new tall chim-

ney. The absence of gases which have in

the past damaged buildings by their corro-

sive action on metal equipment. The old

heating plant space can be used for an en-

larged Electric Lab. which is badly needed

at present. The new site does away with

expense of local fuel haulage as .the, coal

can be discharged at the Heating Plant

dock direct from the barges. Last but not

least, there is the economy of having boiler

feed water so near the boilers.

The College buildings will be heated by

steam as at present, a modification, ho—

ever, being introduced in the method cff re-

turning the water of condensation to the

boiler feed. At present a “gravity return”

is used, hut with .the new installation the

“vacuum return” will do the work. The

Hospital will be served by “fobced hot

water heating", ’the advantages of-this type

of heading for a building of its kind being

better control of temperature and noiseless

operation.

The new plant will have a capacity of

about 1800 B. H. P., nominal rating, but it

will be capable of operation at an overload

giving abou,t 3000 B. H. P. Composed with

the present total maximum capacity of both

plants, viz., 800 B. PI. P., it is evident that

the new plant will be capable of handling

the anticipated increase in load for many
years ,to come. Prof. Arkley brought out

many other interesting points about the

plant of which limited space here will not

allow the recording^ Both speakers were

well worth hearing, and we are sorry for

those who were unable to attend. The next

meeting of the E. T. C. also promises to be

full of interest. Prof. Gillespie, of Toronto

University, will give a/history of the life

and engineering achievements .of Sir San
ford Fleming. Ex-chancellor of this Univer-

sity. This address ought to be popular with

Science men.
t

SCIENCE ’22.

Halfto witness the installation of the new

Executive. Before this was done, how-

ever, the usual business meeting >vas held,

a,t which one or two items were brought up

for discussion. Those few present seem-

ed unwilling to tire their brains to the ex-

tent of evep considering such momentous

questions as the coming A. M. S. Elections,

the giving of a year banquet, etc. A new

year yell was submitted to the year for ap-

proval and was unanimously adopted.

Here it is:

Bootleggers, Rum-runners,

Any job will do,

Moonshine, Homebrew,

Science ’22.

The installation ceremonies followed.

In vacating office,, ex-president Hanlon

thanked the year for the support that lie

and his Executive had received, casually

mentioning that the attendance ran from
12 to 15 at each meeting, a shameful state

of affairs. It is hoped that the new Exe-
cutive will have stronger support from tlL

year and will be able to keep up to the high

standard SCUby previous Executives.

(Science news continued on. page 5.)

On Thun fct at 4.15 p.m., the feu

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

STUDENTS 5THE
102 PRINCESS STREET

STORE
’PHONE 797

Darkness Spells Danger
PLAY SAFE WITH AN EVEREADY FLASH-

LIGHT. We have the largest assortment

in the city. Come and get yours.

WATCH for important announcement about

AUTOMOBILE SKATES. We are sole

Kingston Agents

TreadgoEd Sporting Goods Co.

88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 529

“The Place to Get That Record"

FREE PANTS GIVEN AWAY

B. KING, Tailor

291 Princess Street

Has secured the agency for the ARROW TAILORS

Leading Made-to-Measure TailorS, and will have their

Grand Opening, on

MONDAY AND TUESDAY, NOV. 14th & 15th.

FREE PANTS. FREE PANTS.

SUIT or OVERCOAT $24.00. Made to Measure.

We guarantee to fit and satisfy.

An Extra Pair Of Pants Will Be Given Away Free

With Suit Ordered On Our Opening Day. Only One

Suit To Each Customer. None Sold To Dealers.

Please do not misunderstand this offer. You get a Suit made

to your measure for $24.00 and with it you receive a pair of ex-

tra trousers, absolutely without charge. In making this offer

we sacrifice our own profits, but we hope to secure your further

business.

We consider this the most remarkable Mens’ Clothing offer

that has been made in Canada this Fall. It means much more

than an yother offer you have had, because every piece of suit

material in the House is sold at tile price $24.00. and extra Hou-

sers are given away free. We knew it would he necessary to

do something that would startle Kingston and District.

" .Included in the selected materials there are Best English

Makes, valued up to $50.00. We guarantee to fit and satisfy.

Come Monday or Tuesday and put us to the test.

ARROW TAILORS—Represented in Kingston by

J. B. KING, Tailor

291 Princess Street

FREE

PANTS

GIVEN

AWAY
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S PORT
OUEEN'S I. LOSE TO

VARSITY I. BY ONE POINT.

(Continued from page 1)

in half-time nicely and relieved the usual

monotony.
The Play.

Varsity won the toss and Queen's

kicked against the wind. Varsity re-

turned. Leadley kicked on the their first

down. Evans was knocked out but con-

eiinued. Varsity gained possession on

our 20 yard line and ran the ball to the

middle of- the field on their first down.

Somerville kicked a drop over for Var-

sity’s first couht of 3. The wind during

this quarter was very strong and Varsity

took full advantage of it, kicking at every

opportunity. The play was nearly all m

Queen's territory and 'Varsity played a

kicking game, getting seven points.

In the second quarter Queen’s adopted

THIRD TEAM HARD AT IT.

The Thirds are working hard. Mc-

Cartney and Dolan . are in indifferent

shape with injured legs but they were

both out Tuesday. Varsity III played

O.A.C. II on Saturday morning at Var-

sity campus. The Thirds will either

meet Varsity III or McMaster. The

former are a heavy team, evidently cap-

able of taking lots of punishment hut the

game on Saturday was slow. Neither

team used anything startling in the way

of trick plays and the half lines were not

consistent. Nevertheless both Varsity

III and McMaster must be good to have

come through the season the way they

have and while our chances look bright it

does not do to be too optimistic. Pete

Tabor is sadly missed ;
not that his place

is not well filled, but that Pete Tabor

is gone. Members of the gong
the kicking & d„,vn to spp him and bring him thetile - 111
his superiority. The play was marked by

the absence of any ground gaining runs

or bucks. We secured 6 points on two

safety touches and two kicks for rouges.

With the score and wind against them,

' Queen’s took the offensive in the third

quarter by making yards three times in

six successive dotayis, carrying the ball to

Varsity’s 20-yard line. Here they were

penalized 15 yards for interference. Var-

sity adopted their kicking tactics again,

kicking .on their first down when in pos-

session. McKelvey tore through Var-

sity’s line for gains of 5 and 10 yards.

Leadley 'kicked over Varsity’s line
|

but

the ball was run out. Here Snyder made

the most sensational run seen in Inter-

collegiate football in years. Varsity’s

backs lined up for a buck through right

wing. Snyder received the ball on the

left, dodged the outside wing and ran

diagonally across the field to the left

Harding and Leadley ran across to inter-

cept him. Snyder dodged Harding and

Leadley just missed him. Still carrying

the ball, Snyder ran to Queen’s line and

just managed to fall over it. The Toron-

to papers Vvould give a wrong impression

to the reader, Snyder did not.run through

the whole Queen’s team. He dodgecTan

outside wing and two backs.

In the third quarter Leadley kicked at

every opportunity in an endeavor to make

Varsity fumble. We were without luck.

Finally, gaining possession, with four
|

mS
minutes to play, Leadley kicked an on-

side kick to Veale who caught it on the

- bounce, ran 25 yards and planted it fairly

between the posts. This was converted.

The last three minutes were tense with

excitement. Queen’s had more fight v

them than Varsity dreamed of. They

tried desperately to get the ball over by

go down to see him and bring him the

latest dope. It is hoped that some of his

classmates can keep him posted in his

work. There should be some arrange-

ment whereby a man should not have to

bear the full brunt of the consequences

of serious injury in college sports. Mere

glory does not pass examinations.

VARSITY WINS HARRIET RACE
(Continued from page 1).

The actual order of finish was:

1.

—McAuliffe, ‘ Varsity.

2.

—Leigh, Varsity.

3.

—Bell, Varsity.

4.

—Stevenson, Varsity.

5.

—Gardiner, R. M/C.

6.

—Nelson, R. M. C.

7.

—Matthews, R. M. C.

8.

—Wiggins, McGill.

9.

—Pritchard, R. M. C.

10.

—Findlay, Queen’s.

11.

—Egerton, McGill.

12.

—Legge, McGill. \

13.

—Craigie, Varsity.

14.

—Taylor, Queen’s.

15.

—Turner, R. M. C.

16.

—Stevens, McGill.

17.

—Owens, McGill.

18.

—James, Queen’s.

19.

—Rankin, Queen’s.

20.

—Filmer, Queen’s.
,

drily the first four men count in the

team score so the following is the stand-

Varsity— 1, 2, 3, 4—10 points.

R. M. C.—5, 6, 7, 9—28 points.

McGill—8, 11, 12, 16—47 points.

Queen’s— 10, 14, 18, 19—61 points.

SOCCER
ARTS ’23 vs. ARTS ’25

Arts ’23 met and defeated ’25 yesterday
tried desperately to get tne Dan ovei uy i '

, _
1

. , r, , cot afternoon on the Lower Campus by a
kirk ne- to tie the score. But gloom set-

tied down on the Queen's bleachers as score of 2-1. The Freshmen put up a very

the word went around that there was U°od scrap and rushed the Jnmors nght

only a minute to play. Varsity was «P Jo
the very last minute.- Bednngm

penalized fifteen yards and before the goal for 23 saved the day. Arts 23

ball was in play again the whistle ended a have now qualified to meet the Medical

game that will go down in hisfory with Inter-year Champtons m the Se»finals.

Lse that Guy Curtis and, later, George '23-Beck,ng Goa1; Brown and M -

Richardson, played in. It was the sweet- haffey. Backs; Laird, MacLach an G 11

est sound to Varsity ears that they could Halves ;
Bawd Salter, Fnedgut, Drum-

, mond, Swerdfeger, Forwards, bubs —
hear. - . _ . ,

Varsity-Flying Wing, Weaver; Hal- Courtney for Laird,

ves, Hobbs, Sommerville, Snyder; Quar-

ter, Murray ;
Snap, Weaver; Insides, Tay- ou

*
,

lor. Reilly; Middles. Westman, Carew
;

Lor supreme hot-air.

Outsides, Rolph, Fisher. Subs.-Patter- hand .t to Arts 22^
They lead he Arts

son for Snyder; Smith for WestmaTT; Faculty Inter-year Rugby Debating Lea-

Prendergast for Rolph; Perlman Htor by a wide margin.

Queen’s — Flying Wing, McLeod;
All th Hits all the Time

Halves, Harding, Leadley, Campbell;
j-)on

>

t v < are headquarters for

Quarter, Evans; Snap, Lewis; In sicles, I

everythii
1 Music, Musical In-

WiUon. Muirhead: Middles. Adams, Me- .Wilson, Muirhead; Middles, Adam
Kelvcy; Outsides, Carroll, Walker,

strumen. ' T 1 y, etc.

Subs.—Burns for McLeod; McKay for The Song Shop
Walker; Veale for Carroll; Johnston,

Saylor, Ryan, Nickle, Delahey.

Officials—L. C. Montgomery and “Bus

ter" Reid. McGill.

NEXT O GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Vou- Dances engage Treneere

; Shop Orchestra

ISjJtrpjrhi»e

7hv for35'

Real Satisfaction!

Iff NAVY CUT

liMETTEi =

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

Is
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LET US LOOK AFTER
YOUR GLOVE NEEDS
We have all kinds and all the new

Lower Prices

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST

eversharp
I

PENCILS
In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

Nickel and Enamel

75c up to $6,00

WATERMAN IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

In All Styles and Points.

We also carry supplies for the

Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

man Fountain Pen Ink.

|

Kinnear &d’Esterre

jewelers.
a

1 100 PRINCESS ST.

NOTES ON THE GAME.

Two things -won for Varsity thle win

of the toss and Snyder’s breakaway- ..

Everybody on the field paid tribute to

the bull-dog grit which brought our 'Til

01 team” back' to fight harder than ever

after Snyder’s heart-breaking run. It

was a splendid run but was as acceptable

to the Queenissection as garlic is with

ice-cream. .

How did Snyder get away? Our whole

right wing line was drawn in by Varsity’s

old split buck play. Snyder galloped off

around the end. Harding dove and threw

Snyder out of Headley’s way.' Harding,

the one man who might have caught him

was on the ground. We could almost hear

Johnny Evans talking to his number nine

brogues as he tried to coax ten seconds

-Speed out of than. But he couldn’t catch

Snyder.

There were frequent calls from our

section of the bleachers for a McGill yell

which shows how popular were the oth-

cials.

We heard a rumour ( said to have origin-

ated from the head linesman) that there

were thirteen Varsity men on the field when

Snyder made Varsity’s sole touch for tlte

season. That extra man was not responsible

for Snyder's run, however.

We’ve taken our ha# off so often to Mr.

George Awrtsy that we might as well stand

bare-headed. The new kick formation is a

peach There were four men at least down

on every kick and Snyder and Sommerville

had no chance*at all to get away. The de-

fensive system is a daisy, ,too. The secon-

dary defence is largbr than the primary and

is out of reach of the three yard interfer-

ence. Watch it against McGill.

Sensible Fall Shoes
OXFORDS and SPATS are very popu-

lar with young ladies this fall and we

have a nice stock. Those that perfer the

High Shoe we have this style at a popu-

lar price.

Ladies’ Brown Lace, military heel, $6.00

Ladies’ Brown Lace, low heel, $6.00 and

$.6.50.

Ladies’ Brown Lace, Cuban heel . .$3.75

LOCKETTS

YOU’LL BOTH BE PLEASED
and surprised on your first visit to this

restaurant. Pleased with the food, the

service, the surroundings. Surprised at

the moderate check you receive at the

conclusion of your repast. You don’t

have to be a millionaire to dine here.

Anybody can afford a first class din-

ner at our rates.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

Queen’s Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing Store

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

The work of the outsides was beyond re-

proach except when Snyder got away. The

way Liz Walker hedged his man offJill he

had no chance a# all to be near our halves

when the hall came, down was a treat.

Fisher and Rolph were stopped to a stand-

still.

Red McICelvey was the star of the game

offensively. He could always be relied on

for at least eight yards, and defensively !

He has developed a terrible straight arm

since he captured tlila heavyweight boxing

title last year. Johnny used him incessantly

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Then Jack Evans. Aw, it’s useless ! Why

doesn’t somebody start a course in vocabu-

lary at college? He played the game of his

career and came back smiling when some-

body stepped all over his map. Toronto

papers give him credit as the greatest quar-

ter in the game this year. We would agree

exedpt for the “this year” part.

Harding worked like a horse. Pile and

Pep. pull together like a pair of Clydedales

without the big feet.

PHONE 980.

Between Doc., Pep., and Dave, they

showed Toronto what a well balanced half-

line looks like. And the whole team should

be back next year. They all say they will.

The team looked very business-like when

they came out beforfe the game with Teddy

in the lead. Jt all helps. Varsity swarmed

through in a bunch. Jack led his bunch

straight across the field; then they turned

and ran down the fteld passing the ball.

Everybody unconsciously shook their rib-

bons out where people could see them a

little better.

The burlesque game between halves was

very funny. It was well worked out parti-

cularly the take off on the “hip, hip, hip”

play. We should have some diversion to

fill in at half time for next Saturday. Bill

Holdcroft is waiting for suggestions.

{

Somle philanthropist, took Alfie Pierce

I up. Queen’s thanks him. We hope to tell

those who do not know Alfie who he is and

what he means to us more fully sometime.

In the meantime it is well to say that there

is no man living or dead who has boosted

Queen’s teams more than Alfie. He lost his

voice yelling for Queen's and even sold his

body to the old college. A faith like that

fills one with not only inspiration but rever-

ence. In th: face of it the lukewarm fan

who yells only .when things ate going well

looks like tinsel beside gold. You can al-

ways hear Alfie’s hoarse whisper when

things are worst. The Athletic Board of

Control has given him a pass to all games.

He has black skin, gentlemen, but he is

white to the core.

One word of disapproval. The system of

two ifien on the man carrying the ball, one

low and one high is good but it should not

be too high.- The high tackling on Saturday

caused much unfavourable comment which

was well merited. We have as good a tack-

ling team as any in Canada. It is a pity to

see them scragging when they have that re

putation.

Bill Muirhead jumped around more than

'ever. He played a whale of a game. So

did Wilson. Adams and Delahey were im-

pregnable. Lewis snapped almost fault-

lessly. His basketball stands him in good

stead. He has acquired a spiral turn in the

snaps for the kick. It keeps the ball straight

and Pep. didn't have to turn it over much.

Xmas Greeting Cards

Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

S. V. B.

The “Student Volunteer Blind” is a local

unit of the wqrld wide “Student Volunteer

Movement for Foreign Missions.” If there

arc any members of this Movement in our

large University whom we have not yet met

§>tran &
THUR., FRI., SAT.

“SHAMS OF
SOCIETY”
with

Barbara Castleton, Montagu Love

and an All-star Cast.

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

'

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c„

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
238 PRINCESS STREET

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial's

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-

bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-

pany’s interest income is greater by

§110,000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you m
comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE.

we .will be glad to welcome them to our

weekly meeting, on Monday, at 5 o’clock,

in the Theology Reading Room, Old Arts

Ruildine.
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BISHOP BIDWELL

AT COMVOCATION

•THE LAMBETH CONFERENCE
AND THE ANGLICAN

PROGRAMME"

Queen’s 1 Defeat McGill

in Bitter Struggle

Bv Defeating McGill on Saturday Afternoon, Queen's Made a Gift of fee Inter-

collegiate Championship to Varsity-Tricolour Secures Hard-earned Victory

Under Very Adverse Conditions.

DEBATING SOCIETY

HAS BEEN FORMED
ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING ON

FRIDAY NIGHT

At Convocation on Sunday afternoon

a very helpful talk was given by Bishop

Bidwell on "The Lambeth Conference

and the Anglican Programme
"

In introducing his address the Bishop

intimated that this subject had been sug-

gested to him when he was asked to take

one of the University Services. He real-

ized the controversial nature of the sub-

ject though he was not approaching it

in a controversial spirit. He mentioned

at the outset that one disappointing fea-

ture was the almost general apathy of the

people toward this great programme of

Church Union, amounting almost to ac-

tual opposition.

After dealing with the different atti-

tudes of people toward Union, the Bishop

said that the Lambeth Conference was

different from all similar movements in

the past. Previous movements towards

agreement were more in the form of an

amalgamation where the identity of the

different bodies was lost. This vision of

unity embraces all Christian Churches.

The ideal is that of comprehension, where

each body will bring their special treas-

ures into one common stock, pressing the

(Continued on page 4)

On a snow-covered field and in a steady I fog catch of one well placed punt Queen’s
v ^ t r* :— . ..iwlnr PVPfV kick cllTCl
uu « bin-'" co...

fall of driven snow, the Queens Senior

secured a 6-3 victory against McGill at

the Richardson Stadium on Saturday. In

so doing they handed the Intercollegiate

Championship to Varsity. The McGill

team was fighting for the chance of a

play-off with Varsity and. they put up a

bitter battle from the kick-off to the final

whistle. Considering the adverse weath-

er conditions there were very few fum-

bles and there were no very lucky or

very unlucky breaks for either side, al-

though the Queen's team had the best

of what breaks there were. McGill made

their yeards eight times while Queen’s

only made their’s twice. The Tricolor

back division, however, outplayed that

of the Red and White. The McGill line

with the exception of .the outsides was

wings were down upder every kick and

nailing the McGill backs in their tracks.

Veale replaced Carroll.

2nd Quarter

The second quarter had scarcely started

when McGill broke through, prevented

Leadley from kicking, and finally recover-

ed the ball on Queen’s five yard line. The

line, however, rose to the emergency and

Queen’s recovered the ball on downs.

Leadley punted out of danger, but Carroll

returned and Leadley booted the icy ball

out of bounds on Queen s fifteen yard

line. Carroll kicked over the goal line,

but Harding ran it out. Leadley again

kicked and Anderson’s return was block-

ed. Flanagan luckily recovering the loose

ball. McGill made yards twice, once on

the famous "hip, hip” shift. Evans was
.the outsides was the famous "hip, hip shift. Evans

undoubtedly better in the early periods hurt and replaced by Nickle. After sev

although in the last quarter they were eral exchanges of kicks Queen s recovered

unsteady and their superiority was not L fumble by Anderson and Leadley punt-
UUb J

> U i prriinrv where Car-

Queen’s To Contest

Whig Soccer Cup

Four Teams Are To Contest For City

League Championship Now
Held By R.C.H.A.

A meeting of the Kingston and District

Soccer Association was held in the rooms

of the G.W.V.A., Saturday, November

12th for the purpose of forming a league

to play off this Fall for the Whig cup.

This cup is now held by the R.C.H.A.,

and is challenged for by Queen’s.

Four teams are entered for the strug-

gle for the cup, namely, R.C.H.A., R.M.C.

Staff, the City, and Queen’s. A schedule

was drawn up in which R.M.C. plays

Queen’s on the Lower Campus, Wednes-

day Nov. 16th, and R.C.H.A. plays the

City at R.M.C. on Saturday, November

19th. The winners of these games will

,

play off for the cup at a later date.

An endeavour is being made to arouse

a new interest in Soccer and there is no

reason why we cannot add another cup

to the line already decorating Queen’s

Halls. Now that rugby is over jt is hoped

that a good crowd will be out to support

the team next Wednesday afternoon

so evident

The Play

McGill won the toss and took advan-

tage of a North wind blowing down the

field. Leadley kicked off to Flanagan

who returned. Queen’s were forced to

kick and when Carroll was not given

yards by Walker, McGill secured on

Queen’s 35 yard line. A fake buck made

a considerable gain, but Queen’s received

on a McGill fumble and Leadley punted

to Carroll who knocked the ball out at

halfway, giving Queen’s possession.

Evans went through the centre for 20

yards and Leadley and Harding added

15 more around the end. Standing on

the 30 yard line Leadley kicked a pretty

field goal. Queen’s 3, McGill 0.

McGill played a kicking game for the

rest of the quarter, but even with the,

wind Carroll gained no material advan

tage. Harding made a sensational leap

a IU1TI Die \>y aiiucisuh clwx. j ,

e(Uvdl into McGill territory where Car-

roll duplicated Harding’s catch by taking

(Continued on page 8).

IS YOUR NAME ON THE NEW
MAILING LIST

Many of last years subscribers have

changed thei> addresses and Journals are

constantly coming back marked “Uncalled

for.” To prevent further waste, the Jour-

nal Mailing List, which contains the names

of all subscribers except the Principal,

Deans of Faculties and all intra-mural stu-

dents, is being revised, and only the names

of those who have ordered .the Journal for

this year will be retained.

If you have not already ordered your

Journal, communicate with the\ Business

Manager, S. W. Houston, (Phone 1382 J).

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday

—

4 00 p.m.—French Club.

Wednesday— . , _
3.00 p m.—Soccer Game—R.M.C. vs.

Queen’s.

• 7.00 p.m.—Debating Society, Convoca-

tion Hall.

Thursday

—

4 00 p.m—Radio Club, Fleming Hall.

4.30 p.m.—Q.U.M.A., Old Arts Bldg..

Subject, “Song”, Executive meeting

at 4 p.m.

Saturday—

3.00 p.m.—Q.W.C.A. Sale

Prof. Macphail, a much-beloved member

of the staff was greeted with a roar of wel-

come. hie echoed Mr. Nickle’s sentiments

and spoke of the very real sacrifice which

the men in training made ar*u hoped that

jpecial consideration would be shown th:m|

bv the staff. Dr. Austin in a two minute

speech made liie audience realize that much

of his success as a man of medicine must

be due to the psychological effect of his

cheerful personality. He spoke for two

minutes and everyone laughed for three.

As a contribution to enthusiasm his remarks

were unexcelled.

Mayor Nickle, whose whole-hearted sup-

port of the team has been noticed and ap-

preciated by everyone, assured the team that

the town was behind them. As a matter of

fact ,tlie assurance was unnecessary but we

always like to hear it. He assured his

hearers of his very real interest and offered

the best bunch of roses in town to the girl

who would yell louder than he. IU re-

minded everyone of the hardships the team

has had to go through and expressed con-

fidence .that they would acquit themselves

not like sports but sportsmen.

Mr. Awrey was greeted by prolonged ap-

plause, evidencing the very real part he

plays in the hearts of the students. He

thanked the team and the fan£ for their sup

port and stated that he had always believec

that there was just as good athletes at

Queen’s as at any of the other Colleges.

He hoped tha,t all members of the teams

would prove as good students as they were

athletes. Prof. Boyd and Dr. Miller spoke

as comparative strangers, but as those who

had become involved in the spirit of the old

ooliteJP at firs.t contact. Dr. Miller has been

r a year with us while Prof. Boyd is a

tor from Manitoba University. Bill

,
Idcroft and the band had their innings

the brief but peppy meeting broke up.

Successful Mass

Meeting Held

An enthusiastic meeting was held m
Grant Hall, on Friday af.ternoon. Almost

the entire student body was on hand to hear

inspiring addresses from prominent fans.

The rivalry between Faculties was as keen

as ever, and the practice rooting was good.

Mr. Pilkey, acting President of the A.

M. S., occupied ,the chair. Plis opening

remarks reminded the fans that while they

were celebrating Armistice Day they were

also getting ready for the opening of hos-

tilities the next afternoon. Mr. W. F.

Nickle spoke in his customary manner on

behalf of the Board of Trustees. Pie struck

the keynote of the meeting in hoping that

the game should be won and won fairly, that!

J‘“““and stated tlrat he had always believed

the fans should not forget their tradition o ^ wag j
ust as good athletes at

hospitality.

Debating in Queen’s is off to a good

start. We now have a Society open to

every male student in the University,, the

sole purpose of which is to give training

in Debating and Public Speaking ,to its

members. The meeting at which it was

organized, on Friday night wa£ enthusias-

tic and representative of every Faculty.

The convenor of the University Debate

Committee outlined possible plans for the

organization and work of - the Society.

After a general discussion it was decided to

hold the meetings each Wednesday nighrin

Convocation Hall, promptly a,t 7 p.m. A
course of lectures on debating will be or-

ganized. These lectures will be given by

members of the Staff and the fecturer for

the evening will also act as Critic. The

lecture will end at 7.30. The programme

for the evening will occupy ,the next hour,

the meeting breaking up about 8.30 p.m.

These programmes will take the form of

formal debates, informal discussions, im-

promptu speeches, etc. No announcement

on the matter of credit for these lectures

and debating work was possible owing to

the absence from the Ci,ty of Dean Skelton.

It is hoped something definite in this re-

gard will be announced nex,t Wednesday

night.

It was further decided, that for the pre-

sent, current events should provide sub-

jects for discussion. Next Wednesday

the - subject is the “Platforms of the Con-

servative, Liberal and Progersive Parties.”

Three students have been detailed to open

the discussion. It is strongly recommend-

ed that, in order tha,t discussion may not

become desultory, each member will pre-

pare some definite point and be able to pre-

sent it, clearly and concisely, to the Club.

Each member will be given a definite time

to speak so obviously there will no,t be

any time to develop more than one point

as his contribution to the discussion.

In place of the Lecture on Wednesday

night the officers of .the Society will be

elected from the following list of nomina-

tions made on Friday night.

For president: E. Lyght, N. Campbell,

R. E. Wager, W. M. Drummond.

For Secretary: J. T. M. Wilson, W. A.

Torrie.

Executive: .

(

From Theology
: J.

McKinnon.

From Arts: J. M. Miller, PI. Friedgut,

H. A. Voaden.

From Science: J. R. Burchell, Ferguson,

and Stevens.

From Medicine : S. A. Wallace, K. Keill.

One representative is to be elected from

each Faculty to the Executive.

Dinner Tendered to

SenioU Rugby Teams

FOOTBALL BANQUET AN EVI-

DENCE OF SPLENDID INTER-
COLLEGIATE SPIRIT

The Red Room on Saturday night was

the scene of an excellent banquet. The ban-

quet was provided by the A.thletic Board of

Control for the somewhat battered hut

cheerful warriors of the gridiron. The good

fellowship which existed .throughout tire

meal was evidence of true sportsmanship.

(Continued on page 7)
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDITORIAL

. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.. M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Qjhtmt’s ilmmtal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50 ;
Extra-murals in Canada,

§1.75 ;
out of Canada, $2 -00 . Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-Chicf—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.
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Few apparently cracked under the strain

of constant legislation and made a slip.

Shameful. Something ought to be done

to see that these people who insist on

attending meetings keep their wits about

them.

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning. Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

Bring Your Clothes to the

EMPIRE CLEANERS AND
TAILOR

We Give Special Prices to Students

Suits Cleaned and Pressed

Overcoats
SPONGED AND PRESSED

Suits 40c Overcoats 40c

No extra charges for little mending. We
call for and deliver promptly. Suits pressed

while you wait.

J. KAHN, Proprietor
22 Johnston Street

Kingston, Ont.

$1.00

.75

’Phone 2024w'

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital $ 9,700,000

Reserve - - - 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

THEY DID IT

The blowing of the final whistle last

Saturday marked an ecstatic moment for

every Queen’s supporter. As George

Awrey cavorted out onto the field to greet

his huskies, and the rooters surged for-

ward to bear the team victorious off the

field, a roar of cheering burst from two

thousand tingling throats. That cheer

had in it more than the joy of victory,

and it was more than a cry of revenge.

It carried in it more of exaltation than

exultation for it was a paean of joy at

Queen’s re-establishment as an athletic

college. Queen’s was once more on the

map, and everybody seemed to realize

that the moment was one of historical

importance.

For it cannot be denied that we have

been reinstated in the sporting world

more decisively than we dared almost

to hope at the beginning of the season.

“Queen’s in Second Place" is a very mod-

est slogan, for there are few who will

admit that the Intercollegiate Champions

have a better team than the Tricolor. In

former years this was the season when

42-2 defeats were being analyzed into

virtual victories, and the “Jinx” was be-

ing roundly berated. This year the

Queen’s man can simply review the sea-

son and be glad. Glad, not so much be-

cause he can now hold up his head when

discussing sport with men of other col-

leges, as because of the improved status

of Queer’s as a University. Rightly or

wrongly athletic standing means almost

as much to a Canadian University as

scholastic soundness, and Queen’s must

play the system as she finds it. With her

small registration the fight in recent years

has been an uphill one, but now the Col-

lege has arrived athletically and judging

by the feeling apparent in the athletes,

the student body, and the professors it

will take another war to shake Queen’s

from this position, so strenuously gained.

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

THE PARADE
This year there is to be no parade.

Each of the three faculty societies dis-

cussed the matter; two voted against it,

one was in favour. Then a motion was
passed in the A.M.S. that no action be

taken. Yet it is very much to be doubt-

ed that the general sentiment around

college is opposed to a parade. Last year

it was enthusiastically taken up by the

whole student body, was carried out

cleverly and 'with a great deal of fun,

and was considered a huge success. The
whole city talked about it. On the

strength of the success of last year’s par-

ade it would, indeed, be surprising if most
students should not consider that a sim

ilar attempt this year would be eminently
!

worthwhile.
j

Thanking
On this assumption it would seem that [km .< :o ip-v:

the average student has been forestalled!

in his desires by the minority who attend
the faculty meetings. The F dthfil Few From
have put one over on the Great Majority.
It usually happens that the interests of

the faculty at large are also the interests;'

of patient souls who make up th<| q Vl < i-

ums. In this case, however, tl • l aithful

STIRRING APPEAL FOR THREE
DOCTORS

The Journal has been asked to publish

the following letter of appeal for three

Queen’s Medical men to serve in Japan:

Principal Taylor.

Queen’s University,

Kingston, Ont., Canada.

Dear Principal Taylor:

A graduate of Queen’s myself, I am

writing in hope that through you the

Alma Mater which has done so much for

me, may still help in the work with which

I am connected here. The thing is that

we need three more doctors here as soon

as possible, in order to resume the work

of this mission hospital. Ever since medi-

cal work was begun in this end of Fer-

mosa, it has had a special connection

with Queen’s. I have faith to believe

that now, again, graduates of Queen’s

will fill the present need.

The first Missionary Physician in North

Formosa was Dr. J. B. Fraser, a gradu-

ate of Queen’s, who came in the early

eighties. He stayed but a few years be-

cause of his wife’s death. Later, the late

Dr. G. L. MacKay, whose doctor’s degree

was an honorary one conferred by

Queen’s, became tired waiting for an-

other medical doctor, and although he

had had no medical training himself, he

started a hospital. That was really the

beginning of our present hospital work.

In 1905 Dr. Ferguson, a graduate of

Queen’s in Arts, Theology and Medicine,

came to the field. For a time he was

supported by the Queen’s University Mis-

sionary Association. After a great deal

of work and trouble he managed to get

the present five buildings erected. He

conducted the work in this large new

hospital until 1918, when his health gave

way. He was forced to close the hospital

and went to Canada, never to return to

Fermosa.

The year 1912 brought Dr. Gray, also

a graduate of Queen’s Medical Faculty

to this field. For two years, while Dr.

Ferguson was on furlough, with no know-

ledge of the language, he carried on the

work, and did it well. But finally it

gave way completely.- Then he, too,

was invalided to Canada, never to re-

turn.

Lastly, in the beginning of last year,

I came to Formosa, to find an empty hos-

pital, which only needed doctors to start

it again. My first duty is to learn both

Japanese and Chinese. Thus it will be

some years before I can open it, if left

to myself. Even then I can never con-

duct the place properly alone. If, how-

ever, we can have three other doctors,

it will be a great institution. -Indeed it

will become the greatest evangelistic

agency of the mission.

Thus, I beg of you, if possible, to put

me in touch with any medical students

in Queen’s who will soon be graduating,

with any recent medical graduate

whom you think might be willing to un

detake this work! Please! Preferably,

one should be a Surgeon, one an Obstre-

tician, and one a Specialist in Eye, Ear

and Throat work. But these specialists

are not essential. If you can, in the midst

of your multitudinous duties, draw the

attention of such medical men to our

work, we will be a thousand limes grate-

if to you.

H

Old

Brass
«T Well, it isn’t really old, al-

though such articles are fre-

quently sold as such, but they

are true English reproductions

of antique pieces.

There are some wonderfully

fine little Christmas boxes

amongst them at very little

money, such as Bedwarmers,

Chestnut and Pop Corn Roasters,

Toasting Forks, Door Stops,

Guest Room Door Knockers,

Bellows, Placques, Trays, Tea

Caddies, Caddy Spoons, Table

Bells, Sun Dials, Jardinieres,

Candlesticks, etc.

«T Buy now whilst the assort-

ment is good and we’ll set

them aside for Christmas de-

livery.

Ryrie Bros.

Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

MON., TUES., WED.

Constance Talmadge
in

“WEDDING BELLS”

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

•y much for you

r juatfer, I am

DLM.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

• Horticulture are provided for the

r .. Study ;u
7

v.l h:, Separate,

-D'inuatioii and J ' gh • Sclu'.c 1 - and

C*.Ueeiv‘>' Institutes
’ Vocational

i Schools and Departments.

Copiua oi the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874
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^>rTRupert P. Millan

dentist

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES' PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to

those who object to public shoe shin
those woo

. private parlor,

wheS « 'give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

parlor
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

jSESBBBBBBBBB®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®0®®®®®®® 6

MEDICINE

Just In

MEDICINE '23

From Professor Symon’s lectures in

Psychology we learn that the entrance of

various forms of energy into the body

produce certain definite results depend-

ing on the operating stimuli. If the stim-

ulus is a sound, by means of an intricate

system of switching the result produced

may be motion. On Friday evening, the

18th, Queen’s Orchestra will provide a

galaxy of musical sounds and tunes to

stimulate one’s auditory apparatus ana

the final result shall be the production

of certain suitable movements known at

large as dancing. Those who are wide-

awake and fortunate will enjoy the great

event of the current session—the eagerly

awaited Med’s '23 Social Evening.

saturated solution of Phenyldimethyeis.

opyrazoloii. Evaporate to dryness and

redissolve ill orthoexethylalphamonace-

tylanridochinoline, .acidifying with Beta-

naptholalphamonoalplionic acid. Ideat

mixture until a gas, Triethylsulphon-

methylethylmethane, conies off. Write

all equations.

OVERHEARD
Undoubtedly it was a game of breaks

with the majority in our favour. At the

same time the fumbling and uncertain work

of the McGill half line helped in no small

measure to effect their defeat.

WHITE VOILE PETER PAN

BLOUSES

In plain and stripe, narrow frilling

on collars and cuffs. All sizes m

stock

$2.00 and $3.50

The Social Evening Committee will

be pleased to know that all the members

of the year will be present at the great

event on Friday evening. The dancers

and non-dancers, the crippled and Lie

mained, the single, the double and the

would-be-double, all will be present. As

usual the get-away hour is seven, and we

promise an exciting race till the finish at

eleven.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

Now, fellows, though you elected rale

man as reporter, remember he is not a

Sherlock Holmes or a walking Encyclo-

pedia. Therefore, do your duty, hand m_

all your ideas, your jokes and your latest

information. All are gratefully received

and such an act of generosity will be

accepted with proper feelings of relief.

Didn't the year feel proud the other

day when it donated one of the tricolor

caps to the professor of pathology? It

On the day's play the McGill line was

undoubtedly superior as the only gams we

made were around the end or by running

back kicks.

The work of “Pep" and “Dave" was just

about one hundred pe.r cent, good,—not a

fumbled catch and the weather conditions

exceptionally bad, hands cold, and a slip-

pery ball, and Carroll’s curling, twisting

spirals. The kicking honours between Car-

roll and Pep were about even with an edge

slightly for Pep. While he was more erratic

than Canroll, on the whole he outdistanced

him and got away more returns.

Full Dress

Necessities

We carry nothing but the very

latest for the young men

and at

NEW FALL PRICES

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

But Carroll had no chances to return.-

His namesake, “our Bill.” Liz. Walker and

Smut Veale gave a splendid exhibition of

the art of playing outside wing. They

blocked (heir opponents and gave the halves

all kinds of time to get under way or to re-

turn. The tackle Smut made in the last

quarter down by the goal posts was the best

seen at the Stadium this year. And speak-

ing of tackling, Pep Leadley just about

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets. $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

caps to the professor ot patnoiogy: u
j ng G f tackling, Pep i-eauiey jus.

was regretted that his duties prevented saved the day when lie catapulted on that

, . . 1—, ,, rl„clrp to wear it. r .n - in the third ciuarter, five
him from indulging his desire to wear it

We wonder if a certain year in Science

was guilty of a breach of duty when it

called off classes for all day. Armistice

Day. Surely those higher up shall en-

quire into the reason as in the case of a

certain year in Medicine.

fellows’ shoulders in the third quarter, five

yards from our line with no one else m the

way.

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

*TUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE

Things Worth Knowing

:

How to attend the different college

and city events and still get time to

|

study.

Materia Medria and Anatomy.

How to write prescriptions and attend

lectures on time.

Why Ray and Shirley look so long-

ingly at the new rink.

We had .a very decided edge on McGill

in the .tackling. Campbell featured in a tre-

mendous number of them, and McLeod

besides carrying the ball for some valuable

gains, tackled well. Burns played to make

up for lost time when he came on in the

last half of the game.

MEDS. ’26

,

The congratulations of all members of

the year are extended to those of our

number who did so much toward defeat

ing Varsity and McGill. Here’s to ‘ Red

McKelvey, “Pres” McLeod, Bill Muir-

head and Art Lewis! But we must not

forget those who played on the other

teams—good work “Rollie”, Archie and

Herb

!

The hard, frozen, ground was responsibl

for most of the injuries. The roar of relief

when Jack Evans came back was a great

tribu,te to him and no slur on Don Nickle.

Jack Evans is,—well, Jack Evans. He’s

the only one in Canada. Don played well

and never fumbled.

Harding was the star of the game. He

brought the crowd to their feet everytime

the kick went to him, and he was always

equal ,to the occasion. He starts quickly
;

goes quickly and must be stopped quickly.

He made by far the longest gains of any

man on the field.

STUDENTS

Heard in Economics

First Student—What is one of the

chief characteristics of the putting-out

system ?

Second Student—A kick in the vesti

1 1
bule.

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and arc compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWI

WATTS Flo
Flowers For All Occasion

177 WELLINGTON STRE

A short time ago a comment was made

as to what would befall the young men

j

I of kin when they struck Organic Chem-

istry. 'Well, the young men of kin have

struck Organic Chemistry, and have sur-

vived the first shock, but how they will

I come through subsequent attacks is as

I yet unknown. To the more learned sons

I of Aescalapius, who apparently have

|
come in contact with the above mention-]

ed study of organic matter, we refer the

v* 'Cd

Cat roll was the most consistent of the

McGill backs. While he didn’t carry the

bali much he caught perfectly. The plucky

persistence of Flanagan and Russell was

;een and appreciated. Both men, just re-

covering G >m recent injuries, and dazed

.and battered by every tackle, refused to

re in.

tion, and the bridge parties even manage to

squeeze it in. In hockey, where we com-

pete with town teams, we cannot expect

support from the town but in football

through all the “lean years” the people of

Kingston have supported us and we thank

them.

Once again we congratulate the Cadets

on .their 7-6 victory in Toronto. Jhe Inter-

mediate Trophy is lonesome for its old bil-

let and we wish them continued success in

the return game here.

Great credit is Jue to Bill Holdcroft and

his staff of helpers for the way in which

they organized the rooters, gqt song sheets,

bought skull-caps and worked up that game

in between halves which somebody was

overheard to say was a hockey match It

accomplished its purpose—the tedious half

time period passed quickly and very enjoy-

ably. The costumes were, to say .the least,

daring and the shapes, even if somewhat

unsteady, were very pronounced. Skinner

Graham’s “Anna Pavlowa” exhibition

would have been sure to take the prize at

“Madame’s” down street. Perhaps it was

a good thing that .the old gun which -

to start proceedings was only hitting > f

:ylinder.

The Golf - Soccer - Rugby - Pool i loc - y

game was a decided success.

M'-fCelvey never shows up against

, \VC. ill ine as he does against Varsity.

.... :
1 nee, while he proved .the only

<

;1 r , :

j ner in our line he could not get

ugh ; he did against the Blue and

tin Defensively he was excellent as

; \\ ;> -n, Adams, Delahey, and Muir-

1. }.u ’alley wasn’t on long but every-

1
i v>. when he arrived. Wilson and

-how great improvement over last

uk.

gston we must ex

3r .the way in which

team in this as well

Both papers fill

with Queen’s dope

Mu

stuck for conversa-

The press box is not high enough. It is

not fair to the outside press men who are

sent down to cover fhe game to compel them

to take a verbal report of what is going on

when the people in front insist on standing

t'P-

The Annual Q.W.C.A. Sale, eagerly

awaited by the student who'knows irom

experience what to expect, will he held

next Saturday.

JUNIOR FINAL NEXT
SATURDAY

At the hour of going to press word

has been received by the Journal that

the Junior Intercollegiate Rugby Cham-

pionship will be decided in a sudden death

game here next Saturday, when the

Queen’s Juniors meet Varsity III.
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than
an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up ,$15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy’Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

ARTS
ARTS '23 WIN FIRST INTER-YEAR

DEBATE AT A.M.S,

At the regular meeting of the A. M. S.

on Saturday night, the first of the Inter-year

Debates was held. Ar,ts ’22 and Arts ’23

debated the following subject, “Resolved

that Government Ownership of All The

Railways is the Only Solution of Canada’s

Railway Problem.”

Mr. J. R. Rutledge and Mr. E. W. Boyd

upheld the affirmative for Arts ’22, while

Mr. A. F. Cross and Mr. W. PI. Becking

took the negative for Arts ’23. The judges

were: Dr. W. E. McNeill and Profs. W. C.

Clark and J. T. McNeill. The debate was

listened to by an appreciative audience. At

its conclusion Dr. W. E. McNeill gave the

judges decision in favour of the negative.

A review of the debate will appear in the

next issue of ,the Journal.

The regular meeting of the A. M. S. pre-

pointed to interview the Registrar about a

new seating plan for Grant Plall gave a sat-

put through that no parade be held and that

the Athletic Board of Control be authorized

to borrow $35000 to finance the new rink.

The attendance was larger than has been

recently the case, the majority being un-

doubtedly attracted by the debate.

ARTS ’22

Andy Wallace was seen at the big game

in Toronto, pressing as usual. Who said

that Andy wasn’t interested in anything, or

rather anyone, but—Mathematics?

The Debate Saturday night resulted in a

defeat for our year. Never mind, we have

two championships in Inter-year Debating,

and Arts ’23 have to collect at least one be-

fore they graduate.

Runnings is trying to strengthen his nerve

after his first plunge into “Ifreshette Social

life,” by reading certain lines of frenzied

fiction—Platos “Republic” is one which he

finds helpful.

ARTS ’23

feel we were royally treated, and can thank

the froshettes for turning out in such goodly

numbers. The way ,to a man’s heart is thru

his aesophagus, and we were profoundly

touched

!

We’re always to the fore!

We’ve got the pep,

That gives the rep,

To Arts ’24!

ARTS ’24

Last Thursday, with Pres. Wallace in

the chair, the freshmen year, Arts ’25, was

entertained by Arts ’24. Business was sus-

pended till the next meeting.

There were four numbers on th pro-

gramme, consisting of the reading of the

year paper by Mr. E. Cross; selections by

the Arts '24 Girls’ Orchestra; a short.play

by Misses C. Farrell, H. Tofield, M. Mac-

Arthur and G. Montgomery.; and refresh-

ments.

Every item on the programme was splen-

did, andgreat credit is due to all those who
helped to make it such a success. We
thank Prof. Hicks for the aid he gave the

girls in preparing the play.

There is a movement on foot to secure

special loqse-leaf books for members of the

year, in which will be printed, at various

periods, all items of interest concerning

Arts ’24.

We hearjily endorse this plan as it will

constitute a permanent record of our do-

ings, and will be far more efficient than

waiting till our last year and then trying to

scrape up enough material for a year book.

Let’s all boost this idea and show everyone

that we’re “always to the fore!”

Q.U.M.A. MEETING NEXT
THURSDAY

The regular meeting of ,the Q. U. M. A.,

will be held in the large Class Room, Old

Arts building, -on Thursday afternoon, at

4.30 p.m. The Programme Committee have

been fortunate in securing as speaker for

this meeting the Rev. A. MacMillan, D.D.

Dr. MacMillan is Secretary of the General

Assembly Comittee on Praise. I,t was this

Comittee which compiled the new “Book of

Praise” which is used at our Sunday Ser-

vices here, and in most of our Presbyterian

Churches. The speaker is at present giving

a special course of lectures to the Theol-

ogical Students in Hymnology and ,the place

of praise in the Church. His subject at the

Q. U. M. A., meeting will be “Song*i and

we know that Dr. MacMillan is very cap-

able of handling this subject. We trust

there will be a good turnout to hear him on

Thursday afternoon. A cordial welcome is

extended to all who may be free at this hour

to come and hear a very interesting and in-

structive address.

Some in the year apparently don’t know
the year yell. Here it is—paste it in your

hat and lustily howl it when the occasion

arrives,—

r

We’re here 1 We’re there !

We’re everywhere

!

BISHOP BIDWELL
(Continued from page 1).

Christmas
MAY SEEM A LONG

WAY OFF

but we are already making pic-

tures to be used asi Christmas

remembrances.

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Sittings may be made any

evening

’PHONE 2159w

And it is all over. Arts ’25 have been in

our midst, ate our ice cream, and departed.

And the Froshettes!

We had been previously lulled into a plea-

sant frame of mind by tales of ,their cap-

tivating ways, and true to form, they came,

we saw, they vamped.

The whole affair was an unqualified suc-

cess. The froshettes, with wondering orbs,

gazed into the Arts ’23 boys’ faces, when
men like Claxton, Glasgow, Gaviller and

Inglis spake of harrowing .tales of :bear

hunts, (they had read about), new recipes

for jaootch, girls who had loved them, and

so on ad nauseam.

Mr. Drummond, as the “knock down”
Committee, was very efficient, forgetting

names only 26 tiiffbs in four minutes. His

modus operandi was as follows:

"Want any number filled?”

Follow me! “(Business of Following)

“What number? Three?”

Then he would ^houj: out

:

“What girl has number three left?”

Upon being informed that the little

Freshette from Braeside had still number
3 left, he would say

—“What’s your name?”
Then he would turn to .the man and say-

“What’s your name?” •
(

Then it would be —“Miss Blank, this is

my old friend Mr. Bunk”. For this jjiiece

of daring originality we recommend he be

awarded with a reading course in Apolo-

getics. The programme was splendid in

deed. We in the rear could not always bear,

as Bill Becking insisted on keeping time

with his feet, as he chanted sotto voce.

The ice cream was delicious, and the ser-

vice excellent; there appears to be no occa-

sion for the rumor that Inglis’ thumb prints

were found in the ice cream. I.t sounds
like insidious propaganda, since considerable

ill feeling exists between him and Lanky
Laird, whom he beat out for the tray jug-

gling job.

Meanwhile we who guzzeld four dishes

Bibbys
Overcoat Swellness

ITS HERE!
And something besides that money

cannot buy elsewhere—the exclusive-

ness of our ‘Classy Young Men’s Styles.’

OUR NEW ULSTERS.

New Fancy Back, Woollens, Silk

Lined, Etc., are real values at $30.00

SEE OUR ENGLISH ULSTERS

Real snappy style, All Wool Fabrics,

beautifully trimmed. A splendid buy

at $35.00.

We’ve so many smart models and

N
fabrics that a complete description of

all the style features is next to impos-

sible and so we’re just going to say:

—

COME TO OUR OVERCOAT FEAST

If you wish to see the best $40.00 Overcoat that this money

can buy, you can see it here.

THE KILLWOOD THE GENERAL THE HUDSON

$40.00 $40.00 $40.00

These are certainly wonders for the money.

L

salient features and identity of .each.

If is therefore the most attractive pro-

posal yet evolved. The basis of the

Union was dealt with and in connection

with technicalities in regard to the min-

istry, extracts from the decisions at the

Lambeth Conference were carefully read.

Also resolutions were read showing the

attitude of the Anglican Church in -Can-

ada towards the movement. The Bishop

is not one of those who effect a speedy

censuinmation of Union. Emphasis was

laid upon the need for prayer and patience

and the waiting on God’s good time.
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flowers
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLONS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

A REMINDER
Over 700 lives were rejected by this

Co. last year, for 2 millions of Insur-

ance, because they waited too long.

The Company would have been pleas-

ed to insure them had they been medi-

cally fit. The time to apply for insur-

ance is when you can pass. Apply now

when you are insurable, also when it

is cheaper than to wait.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

LEVANA
jsasefflsi

levanX news

The regular meeting of the Levana Soc-

ietywas held at 4 o’clock, Wednesday in the

large English Room. The Constitution was

amended as regards the .Athletic Executive

and the Officers of the Executive of the

Levana Athletic Board of Control were

chosen as follows

:

Honorary-President—Miss E. O’Connor

President—Marioh Laird.

Secretary—Billie Nobes.

Treasurer—Dorothy Sutherland.

Abernethy and Ruth Evanson.

Chairman of Committee on Rules—Kath-

leen Lockhart.

An interesting debate formed the pro-

gramme. The subject was. “Resolved that

Modern Inventions Have Increased the

World’s Happiness. Arts ’25 supported the

Affirmative and Arts ’23 the Negative.

The decision was given in favor of Arts ’23

The judges were Mrs. Skelton, Mrs. Bal-

lard and Mrs. Cadenhead.

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.
(

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

What did Prof. Clark mean when he

spoke of high-grade women’s shoes and

low-grade men’s shoes?

PROF. CLARK AT COMMERCE
CLUB

The . regular meeting of ..the Commerce

Club was held on the afternoon of Nov. 9th,

and despite a very small attendance was a

most successful one.

Prof. Clark, the Honorary-President of

the Club was present and gave a most in-

teresting and illuminating talk on ,the aims

and ideas of the Department of Economics

in establishing and developing the courses

in Commerce and Administration, and also

the part which the Commerce Club can and

should play in conection \vi,th the work. In

tracing the inaugration and growth of the

Commerce Courses, he spoke of the origin-

al .courses in Banking established before

the war, the growing need and gen-

eral desire for a more comprehensive train-

ing for business life felt especially by the

returned men during the las,t three years,

and the plans of the Department for the

future regulation and expansion of this

most important branch of University work.

One of ,the. outstanding features of the

Course, among others which make that of

Queen’s equal to any on the Continent, is

the series of lectures given by outsiders,

The new L. A. B. C. held a very success-

ful Tea Dance in Grant Hall afte,r Satur-

day’s game in honour of the two football

teams.

We sincerely hope tha,t a certain Q
student will be kept well nourished and

warm during the coming months by the aid

of the fruit and blankets found in a lost,

strayed or stolen “suit-case.”

not directly connected with the University.

A list of twenty such names is to be found

in the Commerce Calender and i^ seen to

include those of several of the chief Execu-

tives of the largest and most important fin-

ancial and business houses of the country.

Needless to say, lectures from men of such

ability and experience will be of inestimable

value to all Commerce students. Topics,

sometimse of a general nature and some-

times more .technical, will be discussed from

the standpoint of an executive. Real, mod-

ern business problems and policies will be

submitted for discussion and examination

by the student, many of them in connection

with the regular courses of instruction.

Such an addition to the splendid course

already outlined cannot but be ^f the-great-

est assistance to Commerce men in their

regular studies and will also be of material

assistance to prospective business men in

aiding them towards a definite choice among

the many vocations of the business world.

Notices of future meetings will be post-

ed regularly. The officers and members

of the Commerce Club are anxious that

everyone registered in Commerce or tak-

ing a major in Economics should attend

their meetings.

The Q. W. C: A. Sale will repay the pat-

ronage of every student registered in the

University.

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Q.W.C.A. SALE

The Q.W.C.A. requests the honour of

your presence at its annual sale on Sa-

turday afternoon, November 19th.

The Q.W. Sale strives to be all things

to all men—and women. You will find

home-made candy in abundance. You

will find cakes of divers kinds. You may

even find home-made biscuits—just the

thing for that party you are plannihg.

There will be snap shots of your favour-

ite professor ;
there will be lases from

India
;
there will be cushions

;
there will

be pennants, pennants, pennants, of every

description. You will squander your

hard earned ten cents at the Fish Pond

or at the Fortune Teller’s booth, where

damsels of foreign extraction, presumably

from Spain or Sunny Italy, will solve all

the problems that puzzle you.

The calendars are back to normal this

year, and have been reduced in price.

The novelty table promises to be better,

than ever, and will provide you with

Christmas gifts which you can pretend

you made yourself.

Then, there will be—but why go on.

Come and .see for yourself on SATUR-
DAY, NOVEMBER THE NINE-

TEENTH.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Gigantic Public Sale of Footwear

Now Being Run By

The Victory Shoe Store
If Not You Should

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

HARRIER CLUB ANNUAL
MEETING

On Friday last the Harriers held their

annual meeting in Carruther’s Hall at four

o’clock. The attendance was very good and

gave proof of the growing interest that the

College is showing ih Harrier work. It was

suggested that the Harriers endeavour to

keep themselves before ,the public eye

through function^ and a Social Evening.

There is undoubtedly a lot of good running

material in College if it can only be inter-

ested.

The follwoing slate of Officers was drawn

up for the new year:

Honorary-President—Prof. Austin.

Wnt—A. J. Baker.

Yhx A V A. James.

Finn W. A. Taylor.

Queen Victoria
By Lytton Strachey

AUTHOR OF EMINENT VICTORIANS

Mr. Strachev’s ironic wit fidelity to fact and historica sym-

pathy, have combined to create what may well rank as one

great biographies of our language.

PRICE $5.00. For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

f the

Browii:

>srs. Rank

>. Samis an

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS-Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal,' Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Smr-«« School, July and August-Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's University.
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COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

Urtrp=t variety of Hats and Caps in

IS on Beil direct importers

rKve yon something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ‘22

One member of our year has suggest-

ed that L.A.A. stands for Levanna

Angler’s Association—Out for fish?

We are all glad to hear that H. B.

Thorburn is doing nicely and hope he

will soon be with us again.

H-w-11 is still maintaining his high

batting average for up to date he has

managed to get at least two pills a day

from other members of the year.

only by getting the active co-operation and

thought of every one could they make a

success of the year. The other officers re-

sponded briefly to the effect that they

would do their best to show that the year

had not misplaced its confidence in electing

.them to office. It was decided to hold

Science '25 Social Evening, on Feb. 3rd,

1922, and notice is hereby given that we will

put on a Social Evening, second to none,

past, present, or future.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

| Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

PRINTING
Hanson, Crozier & Edgar

20 Market St., Kingston

Found—A man wandering aimlessly

around Union St. and Collingwood St.

about 12.30 a.m., Sunday. Rumour has

it that he belongs to the year.

Even the lowly comma when misplac-

ed, may be the cause of disaster. Of this

no better instance can be found than that

where the printer, setting up a little

story, asserts

:

"The two young men spent the early

part of the evening with two young lad-

ies; and after they left, the girls got

drunk.”

A girl’s kisses are like pickles in a bot-

tle—the first are hard to get, but the

rest come easy.

SCIENCE '23

The Juniors are interyear rugby cham-

pions by virtue of a win over the Seniors

last Thursday. Now for the interfaculty

games. That cup certainly will feel home-

sick till it gets back to Carruthers Flail.

Dr. Bruce ought to get the makings of a

successful team from some of the galaxy

of gridiron stars who scintillated so suc-

cessfully for Science ’23.

Dr. Neish’s powerful drop kick would

be a wonderful asset to the first team.

The question is who was the dog.

us consider them one by one.

A man in any of these sports may learn

all the rules and tricks of the game, but

when he is in the ring no one is there

to direct him. From the ringing of the

gong he must depend on his own initia-

tive and ability. This is much more neces-

sary than in team games, where a player

often learns to depend on others, to help

and to be helped. But in boxing, wrestl-

ing or fencing the man must rely solely

on his own knowledge and ability, just

as he will often have to do in later life.

Also, a man in the ring must have a

keen perception, and ability to see his

opponent's weak and strong points, to

be able to take advantage of the former

and guard against the latter. The devel-

opment of these qualities are of inesti-

mable importance for success in vanquish-

n <3 jvi — — »-•- - ing life’s difficulties. Important as all

lecture on the "Elements of Wirless and
tiiese characteristics are, they are almost

r - *''n 1

useless without perseverence, the quality

which teaches one to carry on to the very

RADIO CLUB NOTES

matters.

It is proposed to give immediately a

re on the "Elements of Wirless” and

the “Aircraft Short Wave Tune” for the

benefit of those with little or no wireless
UC11C1IL <->1 U1UUC ...V.. -- --- >-

knowledge and, according to the by-laws end. Often grim determination has turn

of the Club, as soon as a member has ed many an impending defeat into

passed a short proficiency test he will be] tory,

allowed to use the apparatus.

The Club has its own operating room

equipped with A.C. and D.C. power, the

aerial is at a great height enabling it to

intercept wireless waves from thousands

of miles away.

The fee for membership is fifty cents,

and all members upon joining must ac-

cept joint responsibility in respect to

damage to apparatus, etc. We welcome

as members those interested and full of

“pep” if they have not yet sunk their in-

terest too deeply in other college activi-

ties.

BOXING, WRESTLING AND
FENCING

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

You can tell the real mechanicals from

the would-be ones. They take their to

bacco in a different ^form.

Dr. Neish (Calling vacant seat num-

bers) 19-47-53-82-105:

Voice (from the gods)—Play.

Life is a contest with business prob-

lems, with nature and science, and with

other men. Our studies here train us in

the technique of our chosen work. But

there are certain essential characteristics

which must be gained outside the lecture

room. The most important of these are

initiative, self-reliance, keen perception,

and perseverance, possibly nowhere can

they be attained to better advantage than

Then too, quick, accurate thinking and

acting are developed to a high degree. To
hesitate is often fatal. It might be said

that these three allied sports divide their

followers into two main classes—the

quick, and the dead. To the men of the

rugby team we offer our congratulations

and deepest gratitude for the success of

the season, and extend an invitation to

spend three hours a week on the gym.
floor, keeping physically fit for the studies

of the day, and developing some extreme-

ly valuable characteristics which cannot

be properly developed in the lecture room.

Last Wednesday a very enthusiastic

crowd of about eighty men, most of them
beginners, turned up. Even on Friday

after the mass meeting a good squad were
on hand. Still there is room for many
more, especially in the heavier veight.

Our rugby team by Herculean efforts

have given Queen’s a high place in Inter-

collegiate athletics, and we must do our

best to keep her there.

Don't forget to wander over to Grant

Hall next Saturday afternoon. The
they be attained to Detter auvantage man i

in the activities of the B.W.F. Club. Let Q.W.C.A. Sale will reward a visit.

We hear that there is a young J. P.

Morgan floating around loose in our year.

His game is to go into the Tech store,

buy a dollars worth of goods, write an

I.O.U. for two dollars and ask for the

change. Watch your pocket-books, men

McGILL-VARSITY

5 Saturday, October 29th

Full Reports by Canada’s best sport-

J ing writers will appear in the Toronto

« Sunday World, Star Weekly and.

1-i Montreal Standard. These are print-

_ J ed at 8.00 p.m. Saturday, and obtain-

J able at

S BEST’S DRUG STORE

S 36 hours earlier than any other

Canadian newspaper reaching the city.

^ To make sure of getting copy, place

£ an advance order. 'Phone 59 or 919.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

An electrician was sneaking up the stairs

one morning about 3 a.m. after a disastrous

night at “Penny An,te.” His wife, how

ever heard him and called out: ''Wire you

insulate?”

Jg* (dkf’ iiTStanxtJrr^m the shock.

PARK VEIW

SCIENCE ’24

Our new executive:

Hon. Pres.—Dean Clark.

President—H. B. Hanna.

Vice-Pres.—W. E. Patterson.

Sec.-Treas.—W. J.
Hylands.

Historian—C. B. Murphy.

Prophet—L. F. Williams.

Orator—L. E. R. Stephens.

Marshal—R. S. Reynolds.

Critic—H. C. Hunter.

133 KING STREET ’ PHONE 1743

Under the Management o£ the Chateau Belvidere

Music and Dancing Saturday afternoons. Afternoon Tea 4 to 6

every day, including- Sunday.

Private Dances, Theatre Suppers, Bridge Parties, etc., arranged for.

SCIENCE ’25

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

The regular meeting of Science '25 was

held on Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 9th,

for the purpose of installing the Officers.

The Officers of the year are as folows

:

Honorary-President—Prof. W. C. Baker

President—H. G. Tweetmeyer.

Vice-President—C. G. Thomson.

Sec..-Treasurer—D. A. Hopkins.

-Prophet—T. R. Leadley.

Orator—G. R. Adams.

Marshall—H. G. M inter.

Reporters—H. H. Snyder, W. B. Airth.

Historian—J. T. Thwaites.

Critic—L. R. C. McArteej-.

Prof. Baker spoke of the value of organi-

zation to a small group. He also pointed

out the value of a small class as the men do

not get split up into cliques but act as a unit

for the common welfare. Mr. Tweetmeyer

asked for co-operation. The staff were

only humans and not thought-readers, juv

THE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET —

STORE
’PHONE 797

Darkness Spells Danger

PLAY SAFE WITH AN EVEREADY FLASH-
LIGHT. We have the largest assortment

in the city. Come and get yours.

WATCH for important announcement about

AUTOMOBILE SKATES. We are sole

Kingston Agents

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.

88 PRINCESS STREET
"'ace to Get Th

PHONE 529
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SPORT
QUEERS 6, McGILL 3

(Continued from page 1

)

one over his shoulder and running back

20 yards. Half time came without furth-

er score. Queen’s 3, McGill 0.

3rd Quarter

Flanagan kicked off for McGill and

Harding ran back 20 yards. On the first

down Campbell was injured, and on the

second down almost emerged from Ins

trousers. He gamely continued on both

occasions. Several exchanges of kicks

gave no advantage to either team. Lead-

ley dropped the ball when running back

a punt and the McGill wings dribbled it

outside behind for a touch in goal.

Queen's 3, McGill L

Leadley was forced to punt and a dan-

gerous end run by the McGill backs was

stopped by a fine tackle by Campbell.

Carroll kicked for another point. Queen’s

3, McGill 2.

When Anderson ' dropped a punt at

halfway, McLeod recovered and immedi-

ately afterwards Wilson recovered a muff

by Flanagan. Leadley sent a long spiral

over the McGill line and Campbell drop-

ped Flanagan for a rouge. Queen's 4,

McGill 2.

Evans came on again amidst great

cheering, but was soon put out perman-

ently in a tackle by McCombe. Nickle

came on again. Queen’s were penalized

for interference and lost the ball on

downs. Campbell was hurt and replaced

by Ryan. Carroll kicked over the line

but Harding ran it out. However, fol-

lowing a short kick by Leadley. Carroll

chalked up another. Queen’s 4, McGill 3.

Muirhead recovered another fumble

just as the quarter ended.

4th Quarter

Leadley kicked again
;

Queen’s blocked

Carroll’s kick and got the ball. Campbell

limped on again. Leadley ’s drop went

wide and Carroll just managed to get

out. On an exchange of kicks Leadley

sent over a long one which went to the

concrete wall. Queen’s 5, McGill 3.

On resumption of play Flanagan went

around the end for 20 yards and when

Leadley kicked poorly recovered the ball

on Queen’s 40 yard line. A pretty onside

kick was grabbed by Russell for a 20

yard gain and on two plunges Ambridge

made a first down on the 10 yard line.

An end run looked dangerous, but Lead-

ley saved a sure touchdown by smother-

ing the runner. Philpott tried a drop at

a sharp angle, but the ball went under

the bar and Harding got out. Leadley

again kicked poorly and McGill were once

more dangerous. Harding took a Red

and White onside kick and ran out twenty

yards. Some one sat on his head and in

the ensuing mix-up McKelvey put Cope'

down for the count. Leadley drove a

long one down the field and the McGill

backs made a nice gain on a passing run

only to have the last man fumble and

Veale get the ball. Leadley kicked im-

mediately and Veale downed Flanagan

in front of the posts with a sensational

flying tackle. Playing desperately Mc-
Gill gained yards on the first down and

the ntried a couple of onside kicks which

were taken care of by Harding. Leadley

kicked for a rouge as the whistle blew.

Queen’s 6, McGill 3.

Queen’s—Veale for Carroll, Nickle for

Evans, Delahey for Muirhead, Carson for

Wilson, Burns for McLeod.

Referee—W. Foulds, Toronto.

Umpire—Hugh Gall, Toronto.

JUNIORS TO MEET VARSITY III.

Varsity III. qualified to meet Queen’s III

on Saturday morning by beating McMaster

6-1. The game, it is said, was close and

jthe Varsity boys were lucky to win. Those

who saw Varsity III. play O. A. C. II. two

weeks ago think our Juniors have every

chance. The question as to where the game

or games will be played is not settled yet.

The Juniors are hard put, Dolan, who has

practically built up the team himself is in

the hospital threatened with water on the

knee. If it does not develop he hopes to

be back in the game for the finals. If he

does not get back the blow will be a heavy

one. In the meantime, now that the Seniors

and Intermediates are through for the sea-

son, somebody should give this worthy team

a helping hand. They have made them-

selves getting their outfits from the four

winds, (and other places), and teach-

ing themselves. Their repertoire of trick

plays is all their own. To nobody but

themselves and manager Climo, can credit

be given. In the face of things, then, we

hope that in this last week much will be

done.

Line-Up

McGill Queen’s

Russell f.w. McLeod
Flanagan halves Harding

Carroll Leadley

Anderson Campbell

Baillie quarter Evans

Livshin snap Lewis

R. McCombe insides Wilson

J. McCombe Muirhead

Notman middles McKelvey
mbridge Adams
ittle outsides Carroll

ope

Subs.

Walker

DINNER TENDERED TO SENIOR
RUGBY TEAMS

(Continued from page 1)

The McGill team showed itself to-be an

equally good loser as it had been a winner

in the past.

Besides Shag’s “hip, hip” boys, Varsity

was also represented in the persons of

General Mitchell, ,the Dean of Science, Jack

Maynard, the Varsity Coach and Duncan

Captain of the Varsity team.

After the dinner was over, Mr. Emery,

acting as chairman, proposed a toast to the

King. The Chairman then made a few re-

marks and called upon Mr. N. C. Sully to

give an address of welcome ,to the visitors,

in the absence of Mr. Aitcheson. Mr. Mc-

Lagan, the President of the McGill Rugby

Club, responded very briefly and thanked

the Queen’s Athletic Committee very warm-

ly for their kind reception. General Mit-

chell was then called upon to speak. He

briefly congratulated the two teams upon

their showing upon the field. The General

closed his remarks by giving a humorous

illustration of his impression of the play.

Mr. W. F. Nickle then spoke, in the ab-

sence of Principal Taylor, and in his usual

pleasing manner paid high tribute to the

winning team. He remarked that football

had this year rejuvenated two men in King-

ston, the one was Alfie Pierce and the other

was himself. Mr. Nickle emphasized the

value of clean sport saying that it was bet-

ter to lose honourably than to win by other

means.

Mr. Awrey was present wearing a smile

that xould be seen from behind. He refus-

ed a seat at the head of the table and insis-

ted on “sitting among the boys.” Mr.

Awrey was proud of his team, proud of

such men as were able to defeat the power-

ful McGill machine. The team is indeed

worthy of the highest praise. It shows the

effects of hard, consistent and faithful

training, by a team faithful to its coach and

loyal to its Alma Mater.

McGill—Crain for Cope, Cope for Rus-

sell, McGregor for J. McCombe, Murphy
for R. McCombe, Philpott for Carroll.

All the Hits all the Time
Don’t forget 1 .• headquarters for

everything in Sheet. :V' usl Musical In-

struments, Stationer j, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA
For Your Dances engage Tm. cer’s 'j

Song Shop Orchestra

ln-Hns of 50 S. lOO

yl little Bit of All l^ighf

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

:C1GARETTES=

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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let us look after
YOUR GLOVE NEEDS
We have all kinds and all the new

Lower Prices

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

sssbbssebbsb

!

EVERSHARP
PENCILS

In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

Nickel and Enamel

75c up to $6.00

WATERMAN IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

In All Styles and Points.

We also carry supplies for the

Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

man Fountain Pen Ink.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Queen’s Sweaters

PURE WOOL
All Shades and

Styles

Kingston’s Only Exclusive Men’s

and Boys’ Furnishing Store

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

DR. McNEILL SPEAKS AT Q.U.M.A.

On Thursday, November 3rd, at 4.30

p.m., the regular meeting of Q.U.M.A.

was held in the Apologetics Room.

Business of the usual order was speedily

disposed of as the programme consisting

of an address ’by Dr. }. T. McNeill was

the more important part of the meeting.

Dr. McNeill holds the office of Honor-

ary President of the Missionary Associa-

tion. In his opening remarks he com-

mented on the large responsibility of\l‘

Association that was being borne by so

few and the splendid results that were

accomplished as a result of the effort that

was being made.

His subject was “Missions and the New

World View.” In masterly fashion he

contrasted the old and new viewpoints

from which missions were being consider-

ed. The missionary viewpoint of past

generations has been a double one: on

one side a chosen people who number but

a few and who because of well deserved

blessing held special rights and privi-

leges, and on the other side, the large

mass of humanity who have not been

chosen, who have nothing to give us in

exchange for our firmly established rdeas

of civilization. This view has been held

of politics as well as of religion.

In the last generation, however, a new

viewpoint has gradually grown up among

us. No longer do we consider any race

inferior and no longer do we consider

any religion so deficient as to have noth-

ing to offer. The missionary who goes

with the idea that his religion is better

and tries to thrust this idea (rather than

to prove the truth of it) upon a Moham-

medan or a Buddhist or a person of any

other religion is going to fail. It is not

proselytizing that will enable the mis-

sionary to accomplish the furtherance of

Christ’s kingdom but the simple demons-

tration of Christian living by the daily

life of the Christian. Only by such a

means of contrast may the superiority of

Christianity be realized by people of

other religious beliefs.

So the trend of modern missions is to

treat the world socially and to help its

advancement by inculcating new ideas. If

a man is taken out of his environment by

accepting Christianity, the firm ground

upon which he has moved is taken from

him and the new upon which he is to

stand is not known to him ; not if he is

left in his environment and the influences

are brought to bear upon him there, he

will grow and rise to higher things than

he has known.. The duty of Christianity

is to cause the less fortunate peoples to

know that the world is good, that life is

worth living and that on no account need

any one despair.

A vote of thanks "was tendered to Dr.

McNeill by his interested audience.

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Evening Shoes
THE REASON WHY WE SELL

SO MANY
Large variety to select from,

narrow and wide widths make it

easier to secure a perfect fit

Reasonable Prices, $6.50 to $12.00

Men’s Pat Pumps $5,45

LOCKETT’S

4

When You are Hungry
And want something real good to eat1

just come here. The excellence of our

food, cooking and service satisfies the

most particular. We supply our patrons

with liberal quantities of choice and seas-

onable food and our charges do not make
eating here a luxury.

Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
PETER LEE, PROP.

Better Ice Cream
/

WE WPIOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

RADIO

A meeting of the Wireless Club of

Queen's University was held in Fleming

Hall, on Thursday, Nov. 10th, at 4 p.m.

The following Officers for the year were

elected

:

Hon.-President—Prof. Jemmet

President—D. G. Geiger.

Vice-President—C. C. Gilbert.

Sect..-Treasurer—E. A. Filmer.

Critic—L. R. C. McArteer.

Reporter—W. A. Taylor.

Following these elections a very interest-

ing discussion took place regarding the

prospective activities of this Club for ,the

winter months. The main feature of this

was the evincing of a general desire that

this Club should set up an experimental

station on a parallel with or excelling those

of our neighbor Universities, and should

establish some schedule of communication

with these other stations.

A committee of three members under the

leadership of Mr. McAuley, was instructed

to take over the room in the basement of

the Old Arts building, which was used by

the Club last .year, and to instal therein the

appartus which has previously been used.

Another meeting of the Club will be held

on Thursday, Nov. 17th. at 4.15 p.m., and

although a very promising number of en-

thusiasts have already shown up, it is hoped

.that a few more new recruits will turn out,

so that it will be worth while to make

special arrangements for groups of mem-

bers with varying degrees of knowledge and

«frj&erience in wireless work. Accordingly

anyone interested in either wireless tele-

graphy or wireless telephony is invited to

THE POLECON CLUB
The intense interest in the subject under

discussion drew a record attendance to the

Polecon Club on Wednesday night. Dr. J.

T. McNeill, the Honorary-President, ad-

dressed the Club. The Polecon Club is al-

ways most fortunate in its choice of Hon-

orary-President, every one of ,them having

taken a keen and active interest in its work.

The Tariff Platforms of the Federal parties

we,re most ably presented by Miss ^lacKer-

clier, and Messrs. Healy and Voaden. The

discussion was keen and enthusiastic. I,t

showed the students’ interest and know-

ledge of Political questions. If a criticism

of such a successful meeting might be offer-

ed it would be on ,two points. Possibly too

much of the time was given to presentation

of the topic and too little was left for dis-

cussion
;
informal discussion is the primary

purpose of jthe Club. It may be also said

that an undue proportion of the discussion

was left to those on the left of the Chair-

man. We feel sure from the experience of

the Club last year .that the ladies will make
themselves listened to in future meetings

The date and topic of the next meeting will

be announced on the bulletin boards. Wa5
for it. All students taking honour class' .....

in Economics, History or Philosophy ar£j attend the meeting on the above mentioned

welcome. / I date, in Room 16, Fleming Hall,

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
?1 10,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

She: But don't you say those things to

other girls as well?

He: No, love, I’m at my best to-night.

—Record.

i
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SOCCER TEAM
ELIMINATES R.M.C.

ON A SLIPPERY FIELD QUEEN'S -I.

SOCCER TEAM DEFEATED
THE R.M.C. STAFF 5-2

Dominion Anthropologist

Delivers Two Lectures

DR. SAPIR, OF OTTAWA, GIVES
INTENSELY INTERESTING

LECTURES

On Wednesday afternoon the Queen’s

Senior Soccer Team defeated the R. M. C.

Staff team by a score of 5-2, in one of the

games of the Whig Trophy series. The

Whig Trophy is donated by the British

Whig for the best local Soccer team. By

beating ,the team from R. M. C., Queen’s

have earned the right to play the winners

^of R. C. H. A., and a Kingston team in the

finals of the series.

Playing on a heavy field, the Queen’s

team had little difficulty in defeating the

R. M. C. team which, while composed of

Old Country men, lacked condition.

The score tells the tale. R. M. C. took

the wind and scored first. Then Nelson

evened it up on a pretty piece of combina-

tion play. The score remained 1-1 till well

on in the second half, when the R. Mr. C.

team, weakened by the loss of one of their

men who developed a bad knee, and the ob-

vious lack of condition, watched our for-

wards pile shot after shot on their very

able goalie.

» Reynolds broke the tie with a terrific

shot from right wing which carried the

goalie back over- the line. McKercher made

it 3-1. Nelson worked through the backs

and shot the ball full into the goakeeper’s

face. Then R. M. C. by well directed pass-

ing made it 3-2. Bu,t it was only a spurt

and the game was very obviously ours.

Cross and Nelson both helped to make it 5-2

The team shows great improvement and

should be able to give Varsity a warm ar-

gument in the return game here. Six goals

is a big lead but ,the boys are out to pull it

down.

It is hard to pick out stars. Nelson, Mc-

Kercher, Runnings, Cross and Geo. Stew-

art were well in the lime-light. The latter

was one of the most effect:' e men on the

field. The work of the backs and of Curry

in goal was also good.

The game was well handled by Tommy
Partis.

Queen’s—Goal, Curry, Backs, MacLach-

lan, Scott; Half-backs, Stewar.t, Wallace,

Naylor; Centre, Nelson; Insides, McKer-

cher, Cross
;
Outsides, Runnings, Reynolds.

R. M. C. Staff—Goal, Middleton
;
Backs,

Finney, Morris; Half-backs, Scroggie,

Usher, Richardson; Centre, Hugget; In-

sides, Sykes, Preston; Outsides, Wesley,

Ashton.

Science Winners of

MacClement Trophy

Defeat Arts ’23 After the Latter Had
Eliminated Medicine ’24

On Monday

Monday Night—“West Coast Indians”

The committee on Art was very for-

tunate in getting Dr. Edward Sapir, Dom-

inion anthropologist to address the stu-

dents of Queen’s on Monday and Tues-

day nights, and we regret that more

students were not out to this first lecture.

Dr. Sapir is an authority on the subject

of West Coast Indians, particularly with

aspect to the Indian languages.

He explained how different the life of

the Indian is from our own daily life.

Our activities do not integrate. If we

write a poem we become for the moment

a different being. It seems impossible for

a person to live an all-around self-contain-

ed life. We do not live a kind of life

wherein everything we do or say is a part

of ourselves. But there is little the In-

dian does that does not enrich his own

life or bring a part of his being into play.

Art to us is remote, hut in almost every

day of the Indian’s life there is art. De-

signs are carved on their canoes. In these

somewhat grotesque designs the artist

sees the aesthetic qualities at once. A
picture to the Indian is not a picture

only to be a picture
;
a poem is not

poem to be a poem which is appreciated

when in the proper frafiie of mind ; their

religion is not a religion to indulge in

at certain 'times when in an ecstasy of

devotion; the dance is not a tiling to go

to to have a good time once in a'while:

—

all these are vital phases of the ordinary-

daily life.

Their life is based to a large extent

on tradition. A chief of one tribe will

hold a great feast, hoping to make it bet-

ter than any which his rivals might have.

His is to be the best so he has new songs,

new dances, new performances, new leg-

ends. A legend will be told by one of

(Continued from page 3)

ASSAULT-AT-ARMS
SQUADAT WORK

Boxing, Wrestling and Fencing Club is

Producing Some Very Prom-
ising Material

On Wednesday afternoon on a very heavy

field, Science ’23 again ^won the Soccer

Championship by def eating Arts ’23 by a

score of 3-0. The score is a fair indication

of the play. Science ’23 presented a team

well balanced, and one which had evidently

played soccer before. Arts ’23 while ener-

getic and dogged in spirit lacked a finer

knowledge of the game. There was no

score in the first half when Science had the

wind and yet the obvious inference that

Science had better condition when they got

their three goals in the last half, was not

true. As a matter of fact the game in the

closing minutes furnished the best football

of the day with Arts ’23 pushing all the

way.

For Science the three forwards, Mac-

Gregor, Couse and Graham, worked beauti-

fully together and turned* in the best exhibi-

tion of football. The full backs, Affleck

and Kidd, proved a stone wall to the Arts

forwards. For Arts, • MacLachlan and

Woodruff were best. Brown and Mahaffy

worked hard and saved the situation in

many critical moments. McGregqr scored

twice early in the second half and Allan go,t

the last.

The teams lined up as follows:

Science ff23—Goal, Hay; Backs, Kidd,

Affleck; Half-backs, Jones, McLeod, Sully;

Centre, . Cause; Insides, McGregor, Gra-

hav’ ; Outsides, Allart. Birchard. Spares

—

Rapley and Taggart.

Arts ’23—Goal, Becking; Backs, Brown,

Mahaffy; Half-backs. Salter, MacLachlan,

Courtney; Centre.Friedgut
;
Insides, Wood-

ruff, Saylor; Ou,tsides, Baird, Swerdfeger

Spares—Laird and Gill.

Referee—Mr. Pilkey.

IS YOUR NAME ON THE NEW
MAILING LIST?

Basketball Out-

look Encouraging
i“

Prospects for the coming Basket Ball

season appear brighter at each succeeding

practice. For the first two weeks of the

season ,the hours directed to the Senior

Basket Ball team were used by the Fresh

men for the purpose of finding out what

~~new 'material has come into the College.

All of last years players with only two

or three exceptions are available for this

year as well as a lot of new material which

is getting into condition rapidly.

It is hoped that the Inter-year schedule

will soon be drawn up and under way. It

is expeqted that games will be arranged

with outside teams to be played before the

regular Intercollegiate series commences.

The Club Executive hope that all who

can, or are willing to play this game will

avail themselves of the opportunity to come

to the Gym. on Monday, Wednesday and

Friday, at 4 p.m., and get into the game.

Many of last year’s subscribers

have changed their addresses and

Journals are constantly coming back

marked “uncalled for.” To prevent

further waste the Journal Mailing

List, which contains the names of all

subscribers except the Principal,

Deans of Faculties and all intramur-

al students, is being revised, and

only the names of those wtyo have

ordered the Journal for this year

will be retained.

If you have not already ordered

your Journal, communicate with the

Business Manager, S. W. Houston,

Phone 1382j.

ARTS SOCCERITES DEFEAT
MEDICINE

THE BULLETIN
,

Friday —
5.00 p.m.—B.W.F. Club Every Mon-

day, Wednesday, and Friday.

7.00 p.m.—Med. ’23 Social Evening.

Saturday

—

10.00 a.m.—Queen’s III. vs Varsity III

Sudden death game at Stadium.

1.00 p.m.—Soccer, Queen’s vs. Varsity,

Lower Campus.

3.00 p.m—Q.U.M.A. Tea and Sale.

7.30 p.m.—Nomination Meeting, A.M.S.

Sunday

—

5.00 p.m.—S.V.B., Theological Reading

Room, Old Arts Building.

Playing on a snow-covered field Arts

’23. inter-year champions of Arts, defeat-

ed Meds. ’24, -the representatives of Medi-

cine, by 3-1 on the Lower Campus on

Monday.
The condition of the field made good

play impossible and in spite of some nice

dribbling by the Medicine halves it was

not a very satisfying exhibition. The

game was, to express it mildly, strenu-

ous, and a good deal of unnecessary

roughness appeared. This culminated

when a medical player was sent from the

field in the last half.

Medicine appeared to be the best team

and showed much more speed until the

last ten minutes when they wilted and

Arts ran in three goals.

The game started with Arts two men
short. Medicine immediately pressed

and in three minutes Smith opened the

scoring for them. The belated Arts play-

ers appeared soon after, but Medicine

continued to press and only good work

by the Arts’ bitcks prevented them add-

ing to their score. Half time came with

the score still 1-0 in favor of Medicine.

The Meds. continued on the offensive in

the second half, even after Ritchie was

removed from the game. Finally Swerd-

fegc-r equalized with a long shot which

Stewart let slip between his hands. The
same player scored two more when
Friedgut beat the Medical defense and

gave him an open net. The game ended

soon afterward.

,For Arts Brown, I. MacLachlan and

FW'flgut were the stars while Medicines’

be?j were MacLarhlan, Housti/.

,s and Smith.

The growth of the Club during the

past two weeks has been so fast as to

necessitate a larger executive. Accord-

ingly on Monday evening last, a re-or-

ganization meeting was held, at which

the following executive was elected:

Hon. Pres., Mr. James Bews.

President, N. J. Taylor.

Vice-Pres., J. Saylor.

Manager, C. S. Gibson.

At the commencement of the training

hour a record synod of one hundred and
twenty-eight men lined up for drill. This-

is the best for many years, and looks-

very promising for a good season’s sport.

There were eight aspiring fencers, a num-
ber unequalled' for many years past.

“Billy” Hughes took charge of the box- _
ing squad, and Mr. Bews, of the wrestl-

ers. Wednesday evening saw an equally

large crowd of enthusiasts.

Many beginners are turning up daily,

and others whose faces are new in the

gym., but who evidently know somewhat
of the game already. Billy Hughes was
heard to remark on the very promising

material in the boxing squad, mentioning

particularly a man in the 145 lb. class

and another in the 135 lb. class, whose
names have not been divulged. Amongst
the wrestlers are several newcomers
whose well-controlled muscles, as dis-

played by their acrobatic tumbling, will

be an aquisitlon to the team.

There is yet room for many more en-

thusiasts, particularly in the heavier

weights in both boxing and wrestling.

Daily one sees many big athletic men
around the University whose well-devel-^

oped bodies would do much towards at-

tainment of the ideal
—“Queen’s in first

place.” Come on, men, three hours a

week on the gym. floor will help to keep

you in a physical condition in 'which you
will be "able to accomplish your daily

studies most efficiently, and the time thus

gained will by far exceed the few hours

spent in attaining this condition; the re-

porter writes from experience.! Remem-
ber, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 5

to 6 p.m., gym. floor.

Intercollegiate Debates

on December 5th

TEAM AND SUBJECT HAS BEEN
CHOSEN

Intercollegiate debating under the new
triangular system will take place on the

evening of December 5th.

The subject for debate will be :
—“Re-

solved that a Substantial Reduction of the

Tariff should be brought about by the In-

coming Canadian Parliament.”

The men chosen to represent Queen’s are

:

F. A. Knox, R. E. Wagar, W. M. Drum-
mond and H. Friedgut.

Prof. J.- F. MacDonald handled a diffi-

cult game well

ARTS MEDICINE
Becking goal Stewart

Brown backs R. Houston
Mahaffey Waddell

Courtney halves Noonan
MacLachlan Ritchie

Gill MacLachlan
Baird forwards Quinn
Salter Wilson

Friedgut Smith

LairA-V Edwards
.

S. Houston
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that was really the fundamental cause

of the Theatre Night activities. And,

finally, the Dramatic Club is to present

Masefield's “The Tragedy of Nan," a play

of theThost serious and intense type, not

in the least conducive to hilarity.

LITERARY EDITOR MAKES AN-
NOUNCEMENT ABOUT
CHRISTMAS NUMBER

Bring Your Clothes to the

empire cleaners and
TAILOR

We Give Special Prices to Students

Suits Cleaned and Pressed

Overcoats
SPONGED AND PRESSED

Suits 40c Overcoats 40c

No extra charges for little mending. We
call for and deliver promptly. Suits pressed

' while you wait.

J.
KAHN, Proprietor

22 Johnston Street
|

Kingston, Cnt.

Pi; ottc i202<v

me &anK oi nova scuitia
Paid-up Capital

Reserve
Resources

, 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697-17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

Wc deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
1

All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. RATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

THEATRE NIGHT

The freshmen, looking forward to

period of athletic prosperity and general

development at Queen’s, are to be envied

in many ways. But in one respect they

are almost to be pitied : They may never

experience a College Theatre Night. This

fall, for the first time in almost twenty

years, the Dramatic Club Executive was

unable to effect a satisfactory financial

agreement with the management of the

local Opera House, and has decided to

produce the Year Play in Grant Hall.

There is scarcely a student who will

let the traditional Theatre Night pass

without a pang or two of regret. Theatre

Night at the Grand—it meant so much.

It was the closing episode of the strenu-

ous election campaigns of the past, a

sort o.f open battle coming as a relief

from the intrigue and guerilla engage

ments of the previous weeks. There was

always, of course, the preliminary schem-

ing among the faculties for the possess-

ion of the front rows of the “gods.” The

air would (>e thick with plots and coun-

ter-plots, and the seats when gained by

strategy would have to be held by force.

The thirty minutes before the rise of the

curtain (and usually the first five after

the opening of the play) were always

crammed with indescribable pandemon-

ium—and delight. Hilarious rivalry
j

was

the common keynote of these' evenings

;

Yells would echo yells from every corner

of the house, the orchestra in the pit

would be silenced by a jazz-band in the

gallery, there would be paper streamers

streaming, shrill whistles whistling, peas

raining down like hail, fowl fluttering

about—everything happening all at once

and all in an atmosphere thick with fly-

ing flour and the thunderings of the rival

factions. When the two groups of can-

didates -contesting the election would

arrive and occupy boxes on the opposite

sides of the house, the excitement, in

some incredible way, would grow even

more intense; then the curtain would

rise, the noise would subside to a general

bandying of witty remarks, it would

cease, and the play would begin. The

between-acts election cartoons and

speeches' were the occasion for fresh

outbursts, and the opening of the next

act would find everyone half exhausted

and ready to listen passively to the play.

The play itself—usually of a light nature

—was regarded by the students simply

as one of the incidents of the evening,

preferably an enjoyable one. They went

for the fun.

This year we wish to make a special ap-

peal to the student body of Queen’s for

original contributions for ,the Christmas

number of the Journal.

The popularity of a College paper is

largely due to the personal interest which it

arouses. This can only be accomplished by

the co-operation of all. The thoughts, the

ideals, the inspirations and humour of all

should find .their reflection in the pages of

the Journal.

Now let us get busy and make the Christ-

mas number for 1921 a memorable issue,

memorable because everybody has a share

in it. Let this number be really the stu-

dents’ product, not the Editors’, z

Contributions of any nature acceptable to

the readers of the Journal will be in order,

poems, skits, sketches, short stories, carica-

tures, cartoons, descriptions. Get out those

cherished memories of summer vacations,

of high adventure (real or imagined!!)., of

real experience or observation and share

.them with us in our Yule-tides number.

The only qualifications your contribution

needs is originality. Let it be- part of you.

Sign your contribution with your own

name and state whether you want it pub-

lished over your name or a nom-de-plume

and address to the Literary Editor.

DR

But Theatre Night is gone. There tmn

never be any more. There are er;:l

reasons why this year’s “Theatre \T gM"

will be a totally different affair f.--m

former ones. In the first place

Hall does not offer the same po

for an outburst of fun that »!><

House did. For instance, thin

. r!-al and actual, could come dm
•’a obscurity of he “gods” tlv

p».— hull'd fro in the exposed

at l.vv t ! lien, the New

PLAY TO BE ADEQUATELY
STAGED

Dramatic Club Builds Scenery

The purpose of this article is to re-

move any existing doubts as to the ability

of Queen’s Dramatic Club to stage a

play outside of a regular theatre. The

production of the “Tragedy of Nan” in

Grant Hall on Friday and Monday even-

ings, December 2nd and 5th, means that

every stick of furniture and every flat of

scenery has to be built by members of the

Club. For addition to an adequate light-

ing system—footlights, flies and borders

which have to be built, assembled, and

installed on the platform—a prosenium

arch and masking are also necessary to

frame the stage. All the above mention-

ed stage equipment has been built by

Queen’s students and at the present mo-

ment is receiving the finishing touches

from the scenic staff. Thus two weeks

before the show goes on, everything

necessary for the production is practically

finished, and there will be no need of

last-minute improvising.

Since the “Tragedy of Nan” is of the

1812 period, care has to he taken to

avoid incongruities which might mar the

setting of the play. This caution has not

been forgotten and everything from the

back drop to the huge sand-stone fireplace

is in strict keeping with the requirements

of time and place. It requires no little

patience and industry to take a mass of

lumber, tin, canvas, bolts, paint, etc., and

convert it into an interior of an English

farmhouse of 1812, but this the scenic

staff has been able to do with great suc-

cess. Although, personally, the memlx-s

of this staff figure less prominently in,

the production than the actors

them -
; s due as much praise as to those-

who actually tread the stage and speak

the linas, Mivl. could be written regard-

ing their individual efforts, but policy

forbids. That the audience know too

I much.

A special seating plan of Grant Hall

is being made for this production so that

;
those who desire seats in the balcony

' need not develop “rubber-necks” in try-

ng to squint around the pillars support-

,
ing the roof. The proceeds of the Mon-

, lav night show go to the Women’s Resh

Fancy

Pieces
fT Here are some useful and

artistic little Christmas gifts

of sterling silver for the dinner

table, costing from $1.80 to

$25.00: Berry Spoons, Tomato

Servers, Cream Ladles, Cold

Meat Forks, Pickle Forks, Olive

Forks, Sugar Spoons, Butter

Knives, Butter Spreads, Orange

Spoons, Bouillon Spoons, Salad

Forks, Salad Servers, Ice Cream

Spoons, Ice Cream Servers,

Gravy Ladles, Mayonnaise

Ladles, etc.

€T These are of sterling silver,

costing from $1.80 to $25.00.

Many of them may be had in

best quality silver plate, upon

heavy,nickel base, at much lower

prices.

*T Make your choice now and

we will hold till Christ-

mas.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

THURS., FRI., SAT.

WET GOLD
Goldwyn Special Production

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION ^
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

'

tions issued bv the Department of

Education.

.Theoretical, and Practical IiiatruwijonTS

. , , on in /ari-M.e In !« • The schools g
and classes ire ur.'d^r the direction of

I
AN ADVISOR.!* COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Edy~'* ;''"^
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

inc parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

Just In
WHITE VOILE PETER PAN

BLOUSES

In plain and stripe, narrow frilling

on collars and cuffs. All sizes in

stock

$2.00 and $3.50

MEDICINE
AESCULAPIAN NOTES

The regular meeting of the Aesculapian

Society, was held on Wednesday last, a

large number being present. Matters of

general interest were: (1) The Coming

A.M.S. elections. (2) The following

members of the Society were nominated

to contest the various offices:

Hon. President—Dr. J. C. Connell.

(Dean Medical Faculty).

President—Mr. Kenneth Keill, B.A.

2nd Vice Pres.—Mr. E. A. Clarke, Mr.

J. M. Givens, B.A.

Athletic Stick—Mr. G. S. Harris.

Critic—Mr. A. J. Abernethy. Mr. R.

G. Davidson, B.A.

Committee—Mr. J. Delahey, Mr. Wil-

liam (Doc.) Campbell, was elected man-

ager and coach of the Medicine Inter-

faculty rugby team.

(3) A communication was received

from the Athletic Board of Control, re

the new rate of athletic fees. On motion

the communication was referred back to

the Board for further information.

quite tame and proud to belong to such a

promising Society as Meds. ’24.

The function was honoured by the pre^

sence of our Senior Rugby Team, and the

year was delighted to entertain them—they

have entertained us -well at ,the Stadium.

DR. MILLER ADDRESSES MATH.
AND PHYSICS CLUB

Neman 1, 3ta
's

‘ Busy State. .

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and timeis pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

MED. ’24

!
: ,igedy_and comedy travel very close-

1

,
’ ilier; this was only too apparent

i

-
1 > .•-!• nday afternoon to all who saw the

; .gement on tffe lower campus, be-
'

1 een Arts ’23 and Med. ’24.

: From tragedy to comedy was but a

I step. We call off a class, in which

j

death is only too certain to take place,

v I?... Pharma calbgv, and proceed to a soc-

[
cer rnafi

’ provoking

episode it Fas" ever ibeen ' Vw/.V. '^ood for-

tune to see.

Oh, yo*, we beaten,' but it

strictly a case of nine oi. om *
’>’

,
.

against thirteen—and to the latter num-

ber we lay our misfortune. Ritchie, in

trying to play the whole game himself,

was put off for the duration of the game.

This not being sufficient to beat us, our

goal keeper, the mammoth “Don” pro-

ceeds to lie down in the goal and let the

ball roll over him. From this we con-

clude that the- said Ritchie and “Stew.”

were playing for Arts ’23.

We don’t think it would be patting

ourselves on the back to say that Arts

’23 has a very good team. The score

was only 3-1 and they worked like Tro-

jans. Our first soccer game in three

years—boys, we’ve missed a lot of fun.

On Wednesday afternoon at four, Doc-

tor Miller addressed the Mathematics and

Physics Club at its first regular meeting.

His subject, “Napier and the Invention

of Logarithms,” proved extremely inter

esting and those present showed their

appreciation. No one could help admir-

ing the genius of Napier, who—when
the study of decimal fractions was yet

in its infancy, and years before the dis-

covery of the calculus and of infinite ser-

ies, (now so useful to those compiling

mathematical tables’)—was able to com-

pute and use a table of logarithms. In-

terest in the History of Mathematics

was also aroused by the lecturer.

In introducing his topic Doctor Miller

discussed the first aim of the club— to

arouse an interest in Mathematics and

Physics in the undergraduates. Appar-

ently it has failed in the past because it

has become too much like an extra lec-

ture which to students who already at-

tended, perhaps twelve lectures a week in

M. & P. seemed an infliction. This year

a radical change is being made and the

discussions will be given by students and.

at first, to students only. Mr. Stevens

.1 address the next meeting which will

lie in. id "ii Mpmla\. December 5th, at

,fytlr j.\ I!! .

Full Dress

Necessities

We carry nothing but the very

latest for the young men

and at

NEW FALL PRICES

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

The Q.W.u.A. T : and Sale tomorrow

:

promises to be one of the must succ: '-ini

events of the term. i

PHE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRAN KO&BS
185 WBL.i.INGTG.I .STREET .

s-riOKt 1318 J- BaST OF VSVL...

Back from the Social Evening.

Freshette—Pointing to stork holding

doll, etc.) “And what is that supposed

to represent.”

Friend—“Oh that’s a dove! Emblem
of peace on earth and all that bunk.”

MEDICINE ’24 SOCIAL EVENING

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and arc compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For

Meds. ’24 scored another success

Thursday, Nov. 10th, when they celebrated

their Third Annual Social Evening. The
attempt to give something different, some-

thing better, than ever before, was more

than accomplished, and great credit is du:

the Committee in charge. No effort was

spared to keep Up the high reputation the

year has already gained in .this connection.

The success of a dance depends upon

more than merely the music, the floor, and

the eats—the atmosphere of sociability is

essential, and we certainly were not lacking

in this respect. This was at once a Medical

and a Queen’s dance, and jusjt the right

spirit prevailed throughout the evening.

Levana was present in large numbers, and

our Stuart Street friends were also well re-

presented. It was a happy idea ,to have the

Sophomore Sextette relieve the regul ~

orchestra, and the ladies may rest assur :

that their music was enjoyed by all.

The music rendered by Treneer’s Orch-

estra was irresistible, and the bugler had

li.ttle difficulty in summoning the gue^

hack for the next dance. Then, the crow •

ing that usually occurs in one corner ef

the hall was eliminated by having two re

dezvous. We must not omit to mention th,

year’s maseqt, the Stork. It made a ve
m

HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR

Winter Overcoat
- IF NOT

SEE OUR NEW ARRIVALS AT $25.00, $ '10

and $35.00
*

Best Values This Season

Living8ton’s
75-79 Broc-c Street

OFF YOUR ROUTE, V. O WALK
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

v
for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

HAVE WE ANY ARTS ’21 READERS?
Bishop’s University,

Lennoxville, Que.,

Nov. 1 2, 1921

To the Stragglers of Arts ’21

:

I write to inform you that there are

still a few copies of our Year Book avail-

able, if any might still be required. They

may be seen or purchased at the office

of Messrs. Hanson, Crozier and Edgar,

Market Street, and the price will be eight

dollars e^c'h.

In the hope that your members are

sufficient to keep the old year ‘alive, and

waiting in desperate impatience for our

forthcoming reunion. I remain,

An absentee ki yi,

G. HOWARD SADLER.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Christmas
MAY SEEM A LONG

WAY OFF

but we are already making pic-

tures to be used as Christmas

remembrances.

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRi:NO SS STREET

Sittings may be made any

evening

’PHONE 2159w

THE ARTS ’22 VS. ARTS
DEBATE

’23

Debasing on the subject of Government

Ownership of Canadian Railways. Arts '23

defeated Arts’22 last Saturday night in an

interesting contest. Messrs. Rutledge and

Boyd upheld the affirmative cr Government

Ownership side for ’22, while Messrs. Beck-

ing and Cross were the representatives of

’23.

Mr. Rutledge in leading off gave a sketch

of railroad development in Canada up to

the present time. Then, stating our pro-

sent railroad problem to be due to the great

cost and poor service on the government

roads entailing a .tremendous burden of

taxation on the people, he went on to prove

that the ownership by the government dt

all railways was the only way out of the

present difficulty. He went on to show

that private ownership of railways is larg-

ely an historic accident. Railways are

national highways as are roads. Railway

ra,tes are in reality taxes levied on the people

for the upkeep of these transportation f;

lities, just as taxes are levied at present to

build good roads. But the anomaly of our

present situation is that these taxes are

paid to a private corporation, just as the

taxes were ‘farmed’ ou^to private firms in

the time of Queen Elizabeth. Such a

system is bound ,to be expensive and waste-

ful, as private railways seek to make pro-

fits and not merely to pay operating costs

as do government services.*

Moreover,. Canada has built railways far

in excess of her population or needs, per

unit of population, we have more railroads

than any other country in the world. Not

only is this true, but these roads are not

advantageously placed, for in many places

they parallel each other for miles. This

involves ruinous competition and excessive

duplication of services. The C. P. R. has

already cost Canada more than any other

railroad; her stock, at present, is down in

valye so this would be a favorable op-

portunity to buy it. This would greatly

relieve the present situation for present

C. P. R. profits, would go into government

funds, excessive duplication of services

could be avoided, and much new rolling

stock needed for the National Railways

before they can compete with the C. P. R.,

would not need, to be bought. Thus,

railways would be a great saving to tax-

payers if carried out at the present time.

Mr. Becking, in speaking fir^t for tlie

negative, emphasized the following points:

During the war, when cost was no consid-

eration, the governments of Great Britain

and United States operated all railroads.

Continuing this system after the war, they

found great difficulty in meeting ade -

quately the problems of government owner-

ship under peace conditions. So, in both

cases, they returned .the roads to their ori-

ginal owners. Now Canada is not so for-

tunately placed. She Avill have to continue

to operate the railways forced upon ler.

But to add to .that already enormouST'irnr-

den by acquiring all other roads, woulcfge

the height of folly. Further, to acquire

C. P. R. would cost Canadian taxpa;

;reat deal at h .time they

own. Government ownership has not given

us as efficient service as we get from the

C. P. R. It must be always so. The Civil

Service is already a by-word for ineffi-

ciency
;
how much greater then must that

become when politics are allowed to inter-

fere with the management of a huge railroad

system? In the experience of almost every

other country, government operation has

been a complete failure. Then why, in

view of all these fac
v
ts, increase our diffi-

culties enormously by buying the C. P. R?

Mr. Boyd, continuing for the affirmative,

occupied his time chiefly in rebuttal. He
pointed ou,t that Canadian National lines

are poor lines. Some of them, like the

Intercolonial were built for political rea-

sons and were never meant to pay. If

railroad geniuses like Mackenzie, Mann and

Hayes had' been unable to make profits or

even pay operating costs, why blame gov-

ernment ownership for the present deficit

on railroad opration? Canada is over-built

with railroads. These can only be made to

pay by being unified under one manage-

ment. This can only be brought about by

the Shaughnessy plan of government own-

ership. Obviously, to give the railroads all

over to the C. P. R. is impossible for poli-

tical reasons. So the only method by which

Canadian railroads can be brought under

one management, and so made to pay, is

by government ownership of every Cana-

dian railroad..

Mr. A. F. Cross, .the last speaker for

the negative occupied his , time ‘ almost

wholly in rebuttal of affirmative arguments,

Showing an intimate knowledge of the ac-

tual faqts of the, railroad situation in Can-

ada, he claimed that the so-called paral-

leling of lines in the Canadian West was

more apparent than real
;
that although ap-

pearing to. be close ,to-gether they were ac-

tually many miles apart and served distinct

districts which would otherwise have no

railroad service. If these lines were to be

practically scrapped, as would evidently

happen under government ownership which

the affirmative claimed would be made to

pay by a strict elimination^bf all services

which did not now pay, how was the set-

tlement of .the country to be brought about?

Private ownership of railways had not been

a failure. It had opened up the great

North-West and brought in settlers by the

thousands. What Canada needs is not re-

trenchment but a vigorous policy to fill up

our sparcely populated areas so that the

railways may pay and Canada may prosper.

Mr. Rutledge replied briefly .for the affir-

mative.

FRENCH CLUB
L’assemblee du club francais- a eu lieu

mardi le quinze novembre. Professeur

Conachcr nous a adresse quelques mots

sur “L’esprit lyrique dans la poesie fran-

qaise.” Pendant son discours il nous a

cite des vers de poetes illustres et il nous

a lu quelques lignes d’une piece drama-

tique tres interessante. Il n’y avait

qu’une chose, c‘est que l’auditoire etait

restreinte.

En pjpmier lieu le club decidait que

nous aurions une soiree dansante et les

positions vacantes sur 1’ exeCUtoire ont

aussi ete remplies. Avec cela la seance se

termina.

Come now surely there are more peo-

ple ihterested in French in the Univer-

sity. This' is your chance to get familiar

with it. Attend the meeting and make"

the FrenchXlyh. a success.

Artie—Why are you wearing that sombre

black hat?

Ficial—In mourning for one of my Profs.

Artie—Then why don’t you wear a black

tie, too?

Ficial^-He’s only dead from the neck up.

—Cornell Widow.

Bibby’s
Department Store For Men

TRY US FOR

—

MEN'S GLOVES

MEN’S HATS

MEN’S CAPS

MEN’S UNDERWEAR

MEN’S NECKWEAR

MEN’S FINE SHIRTS

MEN’S FINE TROUSERS

MEN’S MACKINAW COATS

MEN’S PURE WOOL SWEATERS _

/ MEN’S HOSE

See Our Tuxedo Suits $47.50

See Our Special $30 Suits. See our Nobby $30 Ulsteretts

Large assortment and Best Prices in the City_

One Price to All

Bibbys

’
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FLOWERS
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St„ Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

YOU DON’T HAVE TO
DIE TO WIN

The benefits of Life Insurance,

besides being a protection for

others, it is an indication of Thrift

—establishes credit and provides

an income for old age by system-

atic savings.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

DR. EDWARD SAPIR

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk LampsWor study,

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

(Continued from page 1)

the tribe praising some great man which

is made kncTwn to be the Chief .who is

giving the feast. This all gives him a

reputation and his son for whom, per-

haps the feast is given gains a prestige in

his own and in the other tribes represent-

ed at the feast. Different communities

have different economic rights. Dishing

and digging of roots is confined to cer-

tain regions for certain tribes or com-

munities and if these rights are disregard-

ed serious trouble arises. The Indians

have the idea of- privilege and property

of prestige, and of a ritual distinctiveness.

There is also the dramatic idea among

the Indians. The audience in general

take part in the ceremonies as though

they thought everything was real.

Dr. Sapir proceeded to show a number

of illustrated views on which he made

very interesting comments. These show-

ed different types of Indians, different

scenes and locations of Indian homes, and

various designs of totem poles. Pie also

showed some of the different types of

canoes in the museum at Ottawa, and

the process of making the canoes. At

the last a map of North America was

thrown on the screen, showing in colors

the different areas where the different

linguistic groups were located. Dr.

Sapir just suggested his theory of the

similarities of the linguistic stocks of the

Indians in a district in Northern Yukon

and Alaska to the stocks in Japan and

China. They may be descendents from

the same linguistic stocks.

This concluded the lecture and Profes-

sor MacClement moved a vote of thanks

to Dr. Sapir which was heartily endorsed

by the audience.

Tuesday ^^it—“Folk Songs’

On Tuesday night Convocation Hall

was filled to the door to hear the illus-

trated lecture on French-Canadian Folk

Songs in which cadets from the Royal

Military College played an important

part. Dr. Sapir read some twenty French

songs and translated them. Some of these

were of love, some of religion, some were

gruesome ballads, and sortie were gay and

whimsical suijh as “The Little Grey

Mouse,” a favorite of children. These

songs, he said, are really songs of the

peasantry of Old France, sung in the

villages. Some of the songs are of the

later medieval days aml^the 16th century.

They remind us of the “Morality Tales.”

The wealth of folk lore in Canada is garn-

ered in French-Canadian folk songs.

About twenty R.M.C. Cadets gave an

excellent and appreciated rendition of

some of the French songs. They sang

a number of solos and choruses, the favor-

ite of the evening being “alouette” which

rendered very effectively. The
Principal asked them to sing “Alonette”

a second time and the audience joined in

the chorus. Under the direction bf Pro-

fessor Marion the Cadets did some of the

most effective chorus singing of French

songs that Kingston has heard.

Prof. G. W. Mitchell, in giving a In /Tty

vofe of thanks to Dr. Sapir, Prof- -->u

Morison, and the Cadets for their U-

lent programme, commented on the w >r'

of Dr. Sapir as an anthropologist. i

said that it was the work of anthropo • -

to bring all kinds of peoples toge ! >

We want to have cordial relations In

tween all peoples and the songs bad

brought the audience- to a closer un/R'-

standing of thje French Canadian, just i.-.

the lecture on Monday night had created

a better understanding of the Indians of

the West Coast.

Principal Taylor suggested that wg get

together a number .of the Scotchmen .

Queen’s to go over to R.M.C. and give

them some Gallic songs. He then asked

for the R.M.C. yell, which the Cadets

had to give themselves before those in

the gallery would attempt it. Then came
the Queen’s “Cha gheil ! Cha gheil!” n i

lowed by “God Save the King.”

The debate is a thing of the past, but the

post mortem is not satisfactory. With
charming and convenient forgetfulness, the

Arts ’22 reporter does not recall the winter

of 1920, when .they were taken into camp
by-Arts ’23. Instead of being .two up, we are

fifty-fifty in ,this matter. This in a spirit

of enlightment, and not malice afore-

thought.

Boyd is prepared to demonstrate to the

ignorant ,the old stunt of getting away
with two pieces of pie when Marshal Reid

thinks you only have one. No—he doesn’t

put the extra piece up'his sleeve.

Congratulations to Wager! Leader of

the affirmative team of the Intercollegiate

and President, of the Debating Society-

Wow! /

ARTS ’23

The' Current Review
Perhaps the most salient points this week

are Graviller’s moustaches. There are

twelve of them, bristly and bellicose.

These hjrsute adornments are objects of

admiration of the deadlier sex, while the

Yahoo Males look on with jade green envy.

lation and wish them consummate success.

Mr. Ponsford, our sometime Orator, de-

clares himself in favor of daylight saving

In this way he gets in a lot of inexpensive

fussing on the K. P. & C. R’y., where he

enjoys a greater measure of privacy than

at the Residence.

'Mr. William Harding Becking, the se-

cond man since Mark Anthony, who rob-

bed the Hybla Bees of all their sweetness,

is concentrating again. This time she is

auburn haired, and comes from Chaffey’§

Locks. We are fojwarding her a Corres-

pondence School Course in “Amatory Dis-

course.” Mr. Becking will rub some cold

cream on that sof.t sensuous hand, and the

drama will begin all over again. It happens

every year. Among fragmentary evidences

of former conquest are one ear-ring, a pair

of skates, two snaps, one quarter (J4)
bottle of Florida Water, and a lanquid air.

Messrs. Drummond, Friedgut and Knox,

constitute three of the team of four to re-

present Queen’s on the. debating platform.

To these we extend our mitt in congratu-

Our cave man, Mr. Wartman, has again

gone forth. This time his plan of attack

has varied. Hearing that the wench in

question liked music, he is taking lessons

Tuesdays and Saturdays on the bass drum.

This martial touch is characteristic as he

has always had ambitions to be in the Sal-

vation Army Band. Thus he combines

women and war, two deadly pastimes.

HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Gigantic Public Sale of Footwear
Now Being Run By

The Victory Shoe Store
If Not You Should

E-
' T: .... '~W-' -

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Qiieen Victoria
By Lytton Strachey

AUTHOR OF EMINENT VICTORIANS

Mr. Strachev’s ironic wit fidelity to fact and historical sym-

pathy, have combined to create what may well rank as one of the

-eat biographies of our language.

PRICE $5.00. For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’22

Latest news has it tha,t our Year Boo':,

Committee are going to resign again. i

looks as ffioogb wc will have to

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

cummer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar. Queen's University.
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“The College Hat Store”

sums

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

IfEffiSffiffi®®®®

Dance Programmes
\

Constitutions

and all kinds of

PRINTING
Hanson

,

Crosier & Edgar

, Market St., Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

McGILL-VARSITY

Saturday, October 29th

Full reports by Canada’s best sport-

ing writers will appear in the Toronto

Sunday World, Star Weekly and

Montreal Standard. These are print-

ed at 8.00 p.m. Saturday, and obtain-

able at

BEST’S DRUG STORE
36 hours earlieu than any other

Canadian newspaper reaching the city.

To make sure of getting copy, place

an advance order. 'Phone 59 or 919.

engineering notes
A regular meeting of the Engineering

Society was held in Gordon Hall, on Friday,

Nov. 11th, at 4.15 p.m. The meeting was

quite well attended, considering the fact

that a very popular Mass Meeting was be-

ing held in Grant Hall at the same time,

Every member of ,the Engineering Society

would have been only too glad to attend

the Mass Meeting, but it was found im-

possible to pospone the Society’s meeting

because a speaker from Toronto was al-

ready on his way to Kingston when it was

learned by the Executive that the time set

for the Mass Meeting was the same as that

of the Society’s. Under the circumstances

it was desirable that the meeting be well

attended even if for no other reason than

that of courtesy to Mr. Dalzell who came

from Toronto for the purpose of lecturing

on his experience in collection with th.

construction of 140 miles of sewer in Van-

couver, B. C. The lecture, which was well

illustrated by lantern slides, proved in-

tensely interesting, and it is regretted that

the hall was not packed with would-be

engineers. All who heard him benefited

by it, and, even ,though they missed the

Mass Meeting, were out at the game on

Saturday afternoon determined to back the

team to their utmost.

At the end of the very instructive ad-

dress, the meeting carried on "with .the re-

guar order of business. The Executive

brought in a report of their last meeting,

I with two recommendations, viz: (1). That

| the following constitute the Society’s

Election Committee in the coming A. M. S.

Elections:—H. R. Myers, (Convenor); F.

M. Corned, Vice-Pres'., Sc, ’24, Vice-Pres.,

Sc. ’25. (2). That the following form the

Dance and Dinner Committee:—E. F. Mc-

Ilraith, (Convenor); H. E. Searle, V. A.

James, G. S. Walker, W. O. LaFontaine,

K. McNeil, and J.
Tompkins. Both re-

>mmenda,tions were approved.

Mr. G. C. Monture, Manager of the Em-

'ploymen.t Bureau and Tech. Supply Store,

brought in his report on the work of the

Bureau since he had taken charge. This

was the first year in which the Bureau

had functioned and unfortunately hap-,

pened to be .the one in which unemployment

was at a maximum in the spring when

students were job-hunting. In spite of this

serious handicap, in all some 45 students

obtained employment through the Bureau,

and that seems very encouraging. On

finishing his report, Mr. Monture

loudly clapped by his hearers, evidence that

his good work is appreciated. He is to be

congratulated and thanked by .the whole

Society for his conscientious work and for

the generous way in* which he reduced hh>

personal salary in order to help out .the

finances of the scheme. Surely we can all

get behind this Employment Bureau and

give it a chance to' be the really live and

going concern which it has shown itself

capable of becoming.

Since the meeting above mentioned, Mr.

H. R. Myers has resigned from the Elec-

tion Committee and A. G. MacLachlan has

been elected to fill the vacancy.

Don’t kill him he counts in the census

!

In electro-chemistry lat. yesterday

Gury’s watch continued to gain an hour

and a half in the period of two hours

and a quarter. We wonder whether this

was an artful little manoeuvre on Gerry’s

part, to escape the extra labor entailed,

or whether the watch was merely reacting

to the impulses of its environment.

REFLECTIONS OF A PLAIN LADY

SCIENCE ’24

The majority of our year are very much

perplexed as to why Bronson attended

the social held in Chalmer’s Church last

Monday evening attired in a tuxedo,

cross-cut saw collar, dancing pumps, and

other trimmings. We would advise that

the gentleman visit Livingston’s and ac-

quire a dressing chart for future reference.

Whether or not short skirts promote

health is a much discussed question, but

there is no doubt that they promote the

faculties of observation.

Love is what makes a young man cut

his face in seven places trying to shave

so close that the bristles will not tickle

her chin.

They say that Love is blind,

Yet Happiness is blind,

Yes, Joy and Mirth and Jollity,

Not one of them can see,

And therefore, are they what they are,

A merry company.

Love, seeing, is unkind,

And Misery will find.

He views the mole, the surface scar,-

Small things the visage mar,

But when he sees 'not, then he sees

Without the fleshly bar.

So give me Love that’s blind,

Quicker to read the mind,

—

For flowers must fade and petals fall

And Spirit,—that is all.

Blind Love more tender is and true,

His pleasure shall not pall.

—Psyche.

ALUMNI
Mr. A. L. Greenlees, M.A., sometime

Arts ’17, is with the Research Division

of the Westinghouse Camp Co., Bloom-

field, N.J. Strange to relate the gentle-

man is still unmarried !

SCIENCE ’25

Teacher—What is a miracle?

Farmer Boy—A cow sitting on a thistle

singing like a lark.

Dr. J. S. Hanley and Dr. Carl Mc-

Cuaig are still incarcerated in Bellevue
~

Hospital, New York. Oh death where

is thy sting?

Was This a Co-Ed?

An enlightened young lady gave up

her ticket to the conductor, upon the

usual call, “Tickets.” PrU^tly another

uniformed gentleman approached and

called “Chewing-gum”. The young lady

much annoyed, refused to give it up.

Mr. W. J. G. Scott, B.A., T4, has de-

cided on a change of scenery. He is now

to be found at the Brandon Collegiate,

Brandon, Man., impressing the import-

ance of the events of the past in the citi-

zens of the future.

Miss T. Moses, B.A., ’21, is a Toronto

Varsit\r Co-ed this year, taking a course

in the faculty of Education.

Miss Daisy Barry is in attendance at

the Pratt Institute.

Miss Margaret Summerley of Arts '20

has forsaken the hickory stick for the

domestic art. No, not married, just liv-

• at home, Massey, Ont., the gleaming

jeyvel of the North Shore sand dunes.

There was a stage star named Celestus

When she danced the applause was tem-

pestuous

She whirled and she tripped

Till her shoulder-strap slipped

And they had to ring down the asbestos.

—Yale Record.

PARK VEIW
133 KING STREET ’ PHONE 1743

Under the Management of the Chateau Belvidere

Music and Dancing Saturday afternoons. Afternoon Tea 4 to 6

every day, including Sunday.

Private Dances, Theatre Suppers, Bridge Parties, etc., arranged for.

PIAm UNING
WM. SWAINE, PI \NO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 300 Clergy St. West,

or Thor '64 w.

SCIENCE ’22

“Coop”—Your hair reminds me of

George Washington.

Curly—Whazzat?
Coop—It cannot" lie!

Curly—Oh, upright hair, eh?

IMIII1IIIIIM1IIII

GRIMM’S

Doc. Jacques says you cannot argue

with him. Being a chemist he ahvays has

a retort handy.

Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and
|

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Van. In case you don’t know Tubby,

they make cigars by machinery now.

Tubby—Oh yah, 1 saw a stationary In-

jun in front of the cigar store t’other day !

FAJUIvD

A gold signet ring, on the Queen s

University grounds, Monday, November

Tip—What is so rare as a day in June?
Top—Some we are having now ;

positively raw

!

Shorty Mott says mining is a vein ocj

_ 'SkAtes
Ounces Lighter &• Stronger.

All Good Hockey Players Use

ARE YOU A GOOD PLAYER
Come and see the various models.

We sharpen, rivet or screw skates to

boots, and carry a full line of Hockey

Supplies.

Queen’s Sporting Headquarters

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 529
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SPORT
SHALL WE WIN?

The wrestling class has started now,

the boxing’s going, too, and though we ve

many taking part, we’re wanting also

you. It’s not that we can’t carry on, we

can and sure we will, but when it comes

to tournaments we’re bound to have a

spill, unless we’ve many contestants to

choose from, don’t you see, for we’ve got

to beat McGill next time and also Var-

sity. They’ve hid their way too much of

late, they’ve had their say too long
;
let’s

buckle down and draw our belts and

change their little song. They think that

we are “Little Queen’s” and not of much

account ;
that they can walk right over us

to scale a higher mount; that they can

win a championship and “Little Queen s

neglect ;
that they will come to Kingston

just to show us some respect. But we

can take another view, and say though we

are small, we’re mighty just as they are

for we’re at them one and all. We’ve

got at least the'Spirit, boys, and that’s an

asset great; it fills a place that numbers

won’t and foes sends to their fate. The

Spirit, boys, is all we need to make our

world run true, the numbers then will

file right in, and competition too. We’ll

show McGill and Varsity that Queen’s

can do her bit, we’ll show our rivals every

time that they're not always it. It’s not

that we can’t carry on, we can and sure

we will, and when it comes to tourna-

ments of Queen’s they’ll have their full.

—E. L. T.

ASSAULT AND BASKET-BALL
ASPIRANTS HARD AT IT

The Gym is a busy place on Mondays,

Wednesdays and Fridays. The basket-ball

team has a work-out from four o’clock till

five, then the boxers, wrestlers and fencers

swarm onto {the floor and go to it. They

do go to it! There have been over a hun-

dred out on recent nights and the instruc-

tors can’t talk fast enough. There is all

kinds of good material this year and with

constant practice these fellows can be made

into first-class scrappers for the coming

assualt.

We had a good Assault team last year

and while we only copped one champion-

ship the boys made it very interesting for

the fellows they were up against. The

judgments in very many cases were close

enough to cause a lot of surprises. In the

boxing there is no doubt that after last year

- the. punch is the thing to cultivate. The

five points of boxing were ignored.

Knockdowns and knockouts only could get

decisions.

JUNIORS READY FOR SATURDAY

The Juniors have been hard at it for

.their game with Varsity III., on Saturday

morning. The team has run into tough

luck lately and suffered numerous injuries.

The last heavy practises with the first team

were particularly hard on them, and Smith

and Dolan are still in the hospital with bad

knees. They will both be out on Saturday

but will be lucky to finish the game. The)'

will all be outfitted with first team mater-

ial for ,the game.

The team should do the trick. Varsity

has a heavy team, but our own line is no

slouch and it is a question whether their

outsides can begin to compare with ours.

Given a firm underfooting, Holt, Quinn

and Smith are the equal of any half out-

fit in junior football. So, with Pete Dolan

on the job to call the signals, ours will be

a hard team to stop.

The game will be played a,t the Stadium

at ten o’clock, Saturday morning. The ob-

jection to running a double-header with R.

M. C. is the fact that on the lower Campus
the Soccer team is to mee,t Varsity at one

o’clock and support is due them.

IMPORTANT EVENTS TOMORROW

There are four college events to-mor-

row which every student should attend,

regardless of what else he may have to

miss in so doing. They are

:

(1) The rugby game between Queen’s

III. and Varsity III. at ten o’clock in the

morning at the Stadium. This is a sud-

den death game for the Junior Intercol-

legiate Championship. It is hoped that

neither students ndv /staff- will find any-

thing to keep them away from this event.

(2) At one o’clock on the Lower Cam-
pus the Queen’s Soccer Team plays a

return game with Varsity. The Queen

V

team has a six point margin to contend

against and needs the support of every-

one.

(3) The Q.W.C.A. sale in Grant Hall

at three o’clock.

(4) The Nomination Meeting of the

A.M.S. at seven-thirty in Convocation
Hall will be an occasion of interest to

every student. Be there.

It is not a duty, but a privilege to

make the most of this opportunity. A
hint—the early bird, etc.

ASSIGNMENT OF A.M.S. OFFICES
TO BE CONTESTED

The crowd out for basket-ball is good

too. Gar. Keill and HammyHenderson are

working off the rough spots.

RAPID PROGRESS ON THE RINK

The steel for the rink is now all up and

jthe woodwork is coming along very nicely.

Messrs. Anglin & Co., of Kingston have

this section of the work under sub-con-

tract. The contract allows them six weeks

and as they have now been at it about two

they have thus a month more to go. In the

last few days the staff of carpenters has

been greatly increased and the roof is rap-

idly “coming across.” Three local firms

have the contracts for plumbing, painting

and plastering.

Those supervising the work expect that

if nothing untoward happens a formal open-

ing will be possible by New Years. In the

meantime there is no cause to worry. Ice

will be had for the hockey teams as soon

as cold weather starts. The roof is beinj

completed first and ,the surface can be

flooded before the rest of the construction

is finished.

The Joint Election Committee has de-

cided that the A.M.S. offices shall be
contested as folloAvs in the coming elec-

tions :

President—Science and Medicine.
Athletic Stick—Arts and Medicine.
The remaining Major offices as fol-

lows :

Group 1.—First Vice-Pres., Asst. Sect.,

Arts.

Group 2.—Second Vice-Pres., Critic,

Medicine.

Group 3—Secretary, Treasurer, Science

KIRKPATRICK’S P T STORE!

INTRIGUE!
It was a curious coincidence at Chalm-

ers Reception on Monday night that the
winner of the big box of candy for the
puzzle contest and the man who made
up the puzzle are the best of friends. It
was such a curious coincidence that some-
body who was “wise” played the scurvy
trick of removing all the candy but a few
pieces before the prize was handed over.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

per

T*o /prJ5t

M.y Snug Harbor Cigarette

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

iCIGARETTES-

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

.
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LET US LOOK AFTER
YOUR GLOVE NEEDS
We have all kinds and all the new

Lower Prices

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

PROF. MATHESON AT S.C.M.

iffl8BSPSasB®®Ss® affi®SSBSSSSaBaSBS!

eversharp
I

PENCILS
In Gold Filled, Sterling Silver,

Nickel and Enamel

75c up to $6.00

WATERMAN IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

In All Styles and Points.

We also carry supplies lor the

Eversharp Pencils, and Water-

man Fountain Pen Ink.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Correct FuSI Dress

Shirts

Vests, Ties, Collars, Scarfs

Handkerchiefs

Shirts Studs, Vest Buttons

Cuff Links

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

The second joint discussion group meet-

ing of the S. C. M., was held in Convoca-

tion Hall, on Wednesday Nov. 9th, under

the leadership of Prof. Matheson. Mr. J.

T. M. Wilson occupied the chair.

The subject under discussion was “Cus-

tom and Standards of Conduct.” Conduct

the speaker said, is a series of acts; there is

,the outward action and coupled with that

'are the invisible, mental and moral ele-

ments If we look into conduct, the out-

ward aspect in itself, so far as the individual

is concerned, is neither bad or good
;

it is

the mental attitude that counts. What are

the springs of life from which conduct

flows ? (1) Conduct follows as a direct

result’ of thought. (2) It follows form

habit, which is almost unconscious action

and without much thought. (3) It comes

as a result of customs and traditions—we

follow where others have planned.

We must consider the moral value of

these actions. Moral value comes from the

inward. Many customs have been shaken

and for want of them many have wandered

far; we must think and not just wander.

There is no possible moral value in doing a

thing in a purely mechanical way. Life is

something which has in Itself power to go

ahead and initiate. Minds and spirits may

o-et into habits in the same way as bodies.

Persons have a tendency to formulate

thought in,to form and crystalize in There

is nothing wrong with _crystalizing om

thought, but the grave danger is that once

it has crystalized it tends ,to dominate us.

This happened in Jesus’ day. The Phari-

sees’ beliefs organized definitely into

systeins which bound them hand and foot.

Tlie point is simply that they were absolutely

bound and could not be free .till Jesus cam:

into the situation. One cannot help but

not; that in it He was free in spirit, not

bound by a single thing.

Jesus speaks -very bitterly about the

Pharisees, not that they were horrible

people, but they bound spirits, and left no

one free. Rules and .regulations killed their

lives, and left them an open prey to all evil

passions. Christ reduced His teachings to

first principles, and in fact to one funda-

mental thing— Unselfish Love.

Have customs and rules any place? They

certainly have. Habits have a place because

by .them we save our energies, both mental

and physical. They are only liamrful when

they bind our spirits and c,rush our life.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
IN CHINA

Character in These Shoes

These are Shoes adapted to this

weather, made of Scotch grain winter

weight leather. Double waterproof

sole, square toe, a sensible shoe,

$9.00

Our Shoe has no strap

Across Vamp

LOCKETT’S

M
When Yon are Hungry
And want something real good to eat

just come here. The excellence of- our

food, cooking ajj.d service satisfies the

most particular. We supply our patrons

with liberal quantities of choice and seas-

onable food and our charges do not make
eating here a luxury.

Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

GRAND CAFE
.222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

PETER LEE, PROP.

I

J

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% oft

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

lie Store

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUDsS
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Mr. Graham, a returned missionary and

now a student at Queen’s, gave an address

on his work in China, which was listened

to- with great interest and profit by the

members of the Student Volunteer Band,

at their regular meeting in the Theologies'

Reading Room.

The speaker's field of labour was up the

Yang-tse River in China—1000 miles from

the mouth and on the shores of a great

lake. He worked in co-operation with th-

China Inland Mission and the American;

Presbyterian Church, and the nature oi\

their work was' varied. He showed by 1

crete examples how ignorance ami "p i
'

station faded and disappeared be for-, the

truth and the light of the Christian mu.

Schools were started to raise the educa-

tional standards, and coupled with the mob

cal work, helped to reach the heart- of ih

people who were proud anjl hard !> r-uoi.

An interesting statement on Mr. uriham s

part was the conversion of some < onfucian.

teachers. The Western school Ms,-,,; up
adopted and an important place given

j

in the Curriculum to Bible Study

During the course of his remarks, the
j

speaker told of General Fung, thi fam >us

Chinese Christian General. 4C H) nor of,

his army were Christians, and (hr mood

and conduct of his division of 1100b menj

was of a high order. This Genera! d. not!

tolerate improper conduct on the pan «

his men, and swearing in his camp is ',voi

conspicuous by i,ts absence. All his officers

are Christians and live the life befujj the

men that is of right sort. At one '.b n

yet baptized, are earnest seekers^after the

truth. The effects of his rule are seen in

cities devoid of slums, objectionable quar-

ters and gaming houses, for he uses force,

if required, to clean up the cities in his

district.

In conclusion, the speaker spoke a good

word on behalf of Medical Missions, other-

wise known as “Christianity in action.”

The evangelization of the world in this cenL

tury, is to become an accomplished fact.

The next meeting of the S. V. B. will be

held Monday, Nov. 21st, at 5 p.m., in the

eological Reading Room. To this meet-

you will be welcomed. The subject to

discusssed is “Medical Missions.”

iK FRONTENAC NATURALISTS’
CLUB

Xmas Greeting Cards

Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

pral Fung had forty Bible Clash :s

Prof. Klugh addressed the Photo-

,-aphic section of the Naturalists’ Club

-1 the subject of Photographic Printing

Papers. The speaker briefly outlined the

’ evelopment of photographic papers and

. ave a short description of P.O.P., self

oning, gaslight, and artistic papers such

s the Imperial Matchless. At present

xcellent self-toning papers may be ob-

,-lined, but gaslight papers are more com-

monly used, because they are faster nad

,re more suitable for the much under-

exposed negative of the average amateur
1

photographer of America.

Prof. Klligli showed excellent prints to

illustrate the different grades and sur-

faces of photographic papers. If you

are interested in Natural History and

Photography watch for the announce-

Strand
THURS., FRI., SAT.

SPECIAL PICTURES
of

Opening of the New
Richardson Stadium

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
$110,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgn^

This Tt-U-ni.i'ne Week. Students in

particul i
' 'ced to visit the local

exchan
' h the “Hello” girls at
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TRi_COLOR THIRDS WIN CHAMPIONSHIP
VARSITY WIN

„ AT SOCCER

QUEEN'S FIGHT HARD, BUT ARE
OUTPLAYED ON SOUPY

FIELD

VARSITY III DEFEATED
IN SUDDEN DEATH GAME

NOMINATIONS
AT A.M.S.

Decisive Victory For Queen’s—Innumerable Thrills Supplied By Fast and

Clever Plays—Dolan, Smith and Quinn Are Local Stars-

On- Saturday afternoon the fast Var-

sity team again defeated our own contin-

gent by the decisive score of 7-0. The

half-time score was 3-0 in spite of the fact

that Varsity had the strong wind at their

backs. The second half showed their

superior condition as well as ability when

they put four in against the ever-falling

wind.

They have a very fine team and no one

begrudges them their victory—eleven

gentlemen who are a credit to their col-

lege. The game was clean and remark-

ably clear of dirty tactics. In spite of

the very heavy going they played with

a team play that could not be denied. A
man would kick to a position, not to

man, for he knew that where the position

was., there would be the man.

Our own team put up a dogged fight.

Nelson, Stewart, Wallace and MacLach-

lan worked hard the whole ninety minu-

tes. Considering the way his feet stuck

Curry did wonders. Naylor was badly

injured in th^ first half when an old

trouble was re-irritated. JHe got the kick

that a Varsity back intended for the ball

in the waist. He was replaced by Woods.

The Varsity backs, Johnston and Neil-

son were very strong and the diminutive

centre-forward, Bishop, played a wonder-

ful game, thought with a slight inclina-

tion to “hog” the shots. Two goals were

scored by our own men, Wallace and

MacLachlan inadvertently turning them

in. The ball was like mercury and was

always doing the unexpected.

The team became apathetic in the sec-

ond half after the fourth goal. Nobody

could blame them. The game was well

handled by Sgt. O’Donoghue.

The teams lined up as follows:

After several years of patient and de-

termined endeavour Queen’s finally won

a Rugby Championship on Saturday

when the Juniors defeated Varsity by

10-3. This is the first Junior Rugby

Championship ever won by Queen's and

the first in any division since 1904. We
congratulate each and every member of

the team which broke the long-establish-

ed jinx.

As we pointed out in a previous issue

the Juniors were largely a self-made team

and we must give “Pete” Dolan credit

for the grdat little machine which won

on Saturday. Coaching a Junior team

is a thankless job as the players develop-

ed are invariably grabbed by the teams

higher up. Starting with only about

three men of any experience at all, and

handicapped by lack of equipment, the

team persevered and we saw the result

of their fighting spirit on Saturday.

We must also congratulate Manager

Climo for his indefatigable efforts in chas-

ing up players and superintending the

practices. Rather inexperienced in rugby

himself, “Shag” took hold in no uncertain

manner and our hat is off to him.

The game on Saturday was a very good

exhibition considering the condition of

LACK OF OLD TIME ENTHUSIASM
APPARENT

but made some good gains. The line

tackled and plunged fiercely and offset

Varsity’s superior weight by their aggres-

siveness. Their tackling was on the whole

superior. Dolan gave a great exhibition

of gameness when he came out of hospital

in order to play the game. He carried

the ball very little, but his assortment of

plays was well nigh perfect.

Varsity possesses in Pequegnat a fine

runner, both round tire end and through

the line. In Sorby they have a very fine

tackier. Snyder is the best of an aggres-

sive, bard-plunging line.

The Play

Varsity won the toss and took advan-

tage of the wind. Quinn’s kick off was

short and the Teagle was downed in his

tracks. He kicks on first down to Smith.

Quinn was forced to kick again and

Teagle again sent it back on first down.

Quinn kicked outside at Varsity's 40

yard line. Queen’s broke through and

blacked Varsity’s kick, but Code recover-

ed the ball. Pequgnat broke away around

the end for forty yards before being

downed by Bell. On the third down

Teagle kicked for a point. Varsity 1.

Queen’s 0.

McNeill and Wtiitton made yards on
CXIIIUHIUU cuuoiuci...& v..>.

| . , ,

the' field. The ground was very slippery -two downs. A ngpr snap was received by

Queen’s

Curry goal

MacLachlan full backs

Reynolds

Naylor (Woods) half backs

Stewart

Wallace

Nelson

McKercher
Cross

McGregor
Runnings

Birchard

Wood
Allan

Ratchford

centre

insides

outsides

Spares

Varsity

Evans
Johnston

Neilson

D’Easun

Glover

Smylie

Bishop

Johnston

Greer

Spalding

Lang
Lucas

particularly in the centre. Quite a fresh

south-west wind blew up th'e field. As

the classes after ten o’clock were can-

celled. there was quite a large crowd pre-

sent. “Bill” Holdcroft and Co. were, very

much present with their yells. “Bill”

has developed an entirely new hop as a

finale for his “Queen’s, Queen’s, Queen’s”.

Billy Hughes’ bear was disinterred and

after the necessary preliminaries were

gone through came forth willingly, being

quite"~assured of a victory. Queen’s ap-

peared first and after a few preliminary

canters had a group picture taken with

the bear in a place of honor.

As the teams lined up it appeared that

Varsity were slightly heavier in the line.

Two Queen’s cripples, Dolan and Smith,

started the game, but Bell played in place

of McCartney. The game was replete

with good plays. Despite the slippery

hall there were few fumbles the Varsity

halves in particular catching faultlessly.

Quinn easily outkicked both Teagle and

Coleman and this \yas no small factor

in the victory. Our fast backs were han-

dicapped by injuries and the soft field,

Quinn for a los^. He kicked and Car-

michael downed Pequegnat in his tracks.

Smith took the first kick on the run and

ran back 20 yards. Quinn got yards

around the end and Holt repeated on an

onside kick. After an exchange of kicks,

Holt and Ritchie plunged for yards, but

Drummond got Holt’s fumble. Coleman

kicked and Queen’s once more started

plunging. Ritchie and Whitton plunged

for ten yards each. Queen’s advanced 15

yards for offside. Quinn kicked and

Pequegnat was downed by a sensational

tackle of Bell. Tagle kicked to Smith at

half way as the quarter ended. Varsity

1, Queen’s 0.

Second Quarter

Quinn sent a long soaring punt over

the heads of the Varsity backs and

Pequegnat was downed heavily by Car

michael. Snyder plunged through the

line for yards, hut Varsity were forced

to kick. Dolan’s onside kick went had

and Teagle kicked out of danger. Quinn

kicked over the goal line, hut Pequegnat

ran out. Teagle kicked short and McNeill

(Continued on page 6)

The regular' meeting of the A.M.S. was

held on Saturday, Nov. 19. A noticeable

increase in numbers was doubtless due to

the fact that nominations for the A.M.S.

offices had to be made at this meeting.

In view of such frnportant business, a

much larger attendance should have been

the case.

Considerable business was transacted.

Reports were received from various ath-

letic clubs, together with lists of officers

recommended for the coming year. Each

of the Harrier, Hockey, Track, and Box-

ing, Wrestling and Fencing Clubs sub-

mitted reports, hut owing to pressure of

business the annual meetings of some of

these clubs were adjourned till next week.

A report of the Election Committee

was given. It was moved that a commit-

tee be appointed consisting of the vice-

presidents of the various faculties to look

into the question of revisions of the

A.M.S. constitution. Professor Drury’s

resignation from the Athletic Board of

Control was received and accepted.

Levana was granted the use of Grant Hall

for their Annual Tea on Nov. 26th. The
design of the year pin as submitted by

Medicine ’27 was approved.

The following is the list of nominations

for offices of the A.M.S.

Hon. Pres.—Dr. Connell, Dean of Med-

icine.

President—H. R. Myers, Science, K.

Keill, Medicine.

Athletic Stick—C. E. C. Ratchford,

Arts; G. S. Harris, Medicine.

First Vice-Pres.—J. T. M. Wilson,

Arts; W. H. Becking, Arts; H. P. Salter,

Arts.

2nd- Vice-Pres.—J. M. Givens, Medi-

cine; E. A. Clark, Medicine.

Critic—R. G. Davidson, Medicine
;
A.

Abernethy, Medicine.

Secretary—F. V. Deamude, Science
;
R.

BANQUET GIVEN
F0R_VISIT0RS

The Athletic Board of Control staged a

splendid Baqquet to the championship

ruigby team and the visitors as well as our

own soccer to:am. Principal Taylor occu-

pied the seat of honour with the two rugby

managers on either side. About seventy

sat down to supper. The evening was a

splendid proof of the strong alliance be-

tween the colleges of the Intercollegiate

Union. The defeated rugby team showed

itself composed of men who could laugh in

defeat, conscious that they had done their

.best.

The dinner was served smoothly and

quickly by Marshall Reid and his staff and

the tables were cleared for speeches. Man-

ager Climo acted as Chairman and will-

ed .the visits ^ueen’s. He intro-

duced Manager Bennett of the Varsity III.

Mr. Benmett spoke with real appreciation

of oqr hospitality and congratulated the

thirds on their win. He hoped tha,t when

next the two teams met it would be as first

teams representing the two colleges.

Pete Dolan was received with grea,t ap-

plause. The team took this way of show-

ing^ their appreciation of the plucky gam*:

he had put up in the morning and of the

whole seasons work, where he had jrnad'2

raw material. He read a telegram from

Mr. Geo. Awrey in which ,the coach re-

marked,
—

“Congratulations, looks good in

the papers, give the boys -my best.” Eddie

said that he had never played against a

cleaner team.

Mr. Underhill, representing the Varsity

Soccer team thanked Queen’s for her hos-

pitality and gave the soccer .team credit for

a plucky game whejie the breaks were

against them. J. C. B. Runnings replied,

(Continued on page 4)

THE BULLETIN

Wednesday, Nov. 22nd.

7.00 p.m.—Debating Club.

Further Discussion on “Tariff Prob-

lem.”

Thursday, Nov. 23

—

4.10 p.m.— Radio Club.

Lecture “Aircraft Short Wave Tuner.”

Fleming Hall.

8.15 p.m.—Baron Korff, “Some As-

• pects of the Russian Revolution”,

Convocation Hall.

Friday, Nov. 24th—

-

4T5 p.m.—Engineering Society, Gor-

don Hall.

8.00 p.m.—Annual Medical Dance.

8.15 p.m—Baron Korff, “Contempor-

ary Russia,” Convocation Hall.

G. Hamilton, Science. i

Asst.-Secretary—Miss Gertrude Dead-

man, Aijts; Miss Gorgina Ettinger, Arts.

Treasurer—V. A. Minnes, Science; H.

C. Hunter, Science.

Committeemen—Miss Agnes McKer-
cher. Arts; G. H. Brown, Science; J. T.

Gow, Arts
;
Mr. Matheson, Medicine.

As only these four members were nom-
inated for the four offices of committee-

men, the President declared them elected

by acclamation.

PROF. JORDAN
AT CONVOCATION

“THE BIBLE IN THE MODERN
WORLD”

On Sunday Dr. Jordan in a simple and

beautiful way stirred in the minds of his

listeners a deeper appreciation of the Old

Testament as a living and vital power in

the life of the individual, the nation and

the world.

After introducing his subject. “The

Bible in the Modern World," Dr. Jordan

showed the position of importance and

value it had in the libraries of the world,

being translated in nearly every known

tongue. In effect the doctor spoke some-

what as follows:

We are apt to think of “modern" a$-

applying only to present day conditions,

but the Hebrews and the Greeks are

(Continued on page 8).
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINMB

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINOSTON^BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager^

|

EDITORIAL

X. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,

D.D.S., L.D:S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

$ 9,700,000
18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modena.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
We dclivc.’ Flowers in your home town on

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

(f)mum’s Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, §1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

§1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-m-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors_H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN^

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-
LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. W. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

MEN WITHOUT A COUNTRY

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

WAR MEMORIAL FUND

Arrangements are being made for the

collection of subscriptions for the War
Memorial Fund. Details will be announc-

ed in a few days, but this notic may be

taken as a reminder -for any '.j

J

en' ,

whose payments are now due.

It was definitely ascertained by the

Journal last Saturday that no provision

is being made whereby students coming

to College from homes outside the city

may vote in the approaching Federal

Election” without going to their home

constituencies. This decision which con-

firms that of the local Registration re-

cently published in these colums was

handed down when a test case was sub-

mitted to Judge Lavell’s Special Court

of Revision.

It would be obviously unfair to allow

Queen’s students whose political interests

naturally focus on tjieir home districts to

cast votes for Kingston candidates. But

it would have been quite possible to es-

tablish a system similar to the one em-

ployed in the case of the overseas men in

1917, whereby College students could vote

in the college town for candidates in the

home constituencies. The required

amendment to the recejj^Dominion Ele<£,

tions Act would be eminently worth

while, for it must be remembered that not

only are a few hundred Queen’s students

affected, but every university throughout

the country suffers to a greater or lesser

extent. Few students who come to col-

lege from outside points can spare the

time and money to make the trip home
to vote, and thus thousands of young men
and women, eager to be useful citizens,

are deprived of the most fundamental

privilege of democracy. The situation be-

comes tinged with a bitter humour in

the ease of an election like the present

one, which is supposedly being fought on

the tariff question. The spectacle of the

Canadian citizenry passing judgment on

the merits of the various degrees of pro-

tection advocated by the three political

parties is one for the cynic to revel in

and foil thinking people to shudder at.

And when thousands of college students

—budding citizens who are usually con-

sidered as seekers after. truth untrammel-

ed by worldly prejudices, find who are

called the hope of the country and the

future bulwark of the state—when thous-

ands of these young idealists who might

conceivably have glimmerings of what is

right are deliberately deprived of the vote

it must indeed be a sight to make the

angels weep, or laugh. There is some-

thing pathetic, yet at the same time her-

oic, in the strivings of the Queen’s Pole-

con Club to get at the truth of the tariff

question when so few of its members,

thus enlightened, will have the chance to

make their convictions count on Decem-
ber 6th.

“Take an interest in the issues of the

coming election,” said Sir George Foster

recently to a student audience in Hart
House. We are tempted to think that

this was a flash of the veteran -tat

man’s acrid humour.

QUEEN’S SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
TOO EXPENSIVE ?

Editor Journal,

Sir :

—

In speaking of the Har.t House Masquer-

ade, the only all-college function which the

students at Varsity conduct, the Toronto

Star Weekly of Oct. 5th says:

“While the Masquerade is no,t a

particularly flagrant example, in

view of the fact that the com-
mittee in charge have contrived .to

furnish entertainment at the nom-
inal sum of $1.50 per couple, the

general run of extravagant func-

tion makes such cavernous ex-

cavations in the average under-

grad’s bank roll that he fre-

quently finds himself virtually

stranded, while waiting for the

delayed “check from home,” for

which he has dispatched a hurry-

up call the morning after.

In other words .this huge function with

all the preparation which it requires costs

no more than one of our Social Evenings.

Queen’s has been described as a “poor

man’s University” and we awe proud of it,

but when we pay two and a half times as

much as this for what we have been wont

to glorify as a “formal dance” surely this

’poor man” idea is a fallacy. Wo have

been told .that it is absolutely essential to

import an orchestra for these occasions

and yet most of us manage to enjoy our-

selves at Social Evenings with what music

can be supplied locally. At a time when

railway fanes are exhorbitant, could not the

importation of orchestras be dispensed

with? If such are necessary to the dig-

nity of the occasion, all well and good, but

would not a local organization" having

complied with the requirements of the

fetish of full-dress serve as well?

There is however a greater inroad made
upon the students’ resources by the King-

ston Taxi. This is largely the students

own fault. Under the Ci,ty Bye-law, a

taxi calked to convey two persons from any

point within the City limits to Grant Hall

before 10 p.m., can only charge fif.ty cents.

If called for the return' trip after 10 p.m.

sevtenty-five cents. However, most dance

devotees are in the habit of paying thrice

this amount out of sheer magnanimity of

spirit. Since the war the students seem to

be the victims of a combine in this respect.

We wonder what the natural enemy of the

combine, namely the Boycott, could accom-

plish. When such a large number of the

ladies attending these functions live with-

in the five-minute walk radius such an ex

periment would be very easy indeed.

The Star continues:

“Consumed with a desire to show

his companion for the evening the

best possible time, “I don’t care

what it costs,” he recklessly avers,

but when broached by his land-

lady or by his particular repre-

sentative on the missionary soc-

iety, he is not having any. "How
do they expect a struggling uni-

versity student to contribute,” he

grumbles.

The pretentious scale of some of

the college functions may lead the

authorities to take some action to

curb the rising tendency of the

levy on the student’s pockfetbook.

When Varsity takes this attitude towards

the pace being set, we can no longer look

upon our Calvinistfic stronghold as any-

thing but wealthy.

E. G.

Especially

NOW!

lite

We wish to remind

issibh contributors that

lature must he ;

Frosh”

Ji

othe

ALUMNI
The Belleville Board of Health is £ner-

getically urging the appointment of a Medi-

cal Health • Officer. Dr. G. S. Cronk,

Queen's Graduate, (Med’s ’19), is their

popular choice. Up to the present Dr.

honk has been acting in that capacity.

Miss Jean Shields, B.A. (’14), has re

turned to Los Angeles, Calif, alter spend-

ing- the summer at her home iu Smith’-

FalU.

If you enjoy looking at things

beautiful, you are always wel-

come at the Ryrie Store.

Especially now during this

week of our Autumn open-

The Christmas goods are all

in. You could spend many
hours profitably in studying

“what to give for Christmas.”

ft Whether it be 25c or $25,-

000.00, or nothing at all, the

Ryrie Store—Ryrie Courtesy

and Ryrie Service are at your

disposal.

You will find our new Year

Book wonderfully interest-

ing—send for a copy.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET
1c

TORONTO

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

MON., TUES, WED.

MILDRED HARRIS

“HABIT”

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations >3so-;d by the
in’ ied

from ihc Uepyty Minister q t Educat.on,
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shm

ng parlors, having a private parlor

where we give special attention to

Sdies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

parlor
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDICAL STUDENTS HEAR
FAMOUS SPECIALIST

with a will, followed by the

whiskey, rum.”

Just In
WHITE VOILE PETER PAN

BLOUSES

In plain and stripe, narrow frilling

on collars and cuffs. All sizes m

stock

$2.00 and $3.50

Newman & Shaw
Tile Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

For the second time this year the medi-

cals from all years gathered in Convoca-

tion Hall The attraction on this occas-

ion was an address by Dr. Albert Charles,

F.R.C.S., of King’s College Hospital,

London, England, on“Five Famous

Anglo-Saxons.” In the absence of Dean

Connell the speaker was introduced by

Dr. Austin.

Dr Charles in opening his address stat-

ed how pleased he was at the opportun-

ity offered him of coming into more mti

mate contact with some of his students

outside the British Isles. As his hearers

could learn the elements of surgery from

his text, he had taken for his subject five

men who had done more for advancing

medical science than any others. These

five men were Anglo-Saxons and not

Teutons as the latter would have us be

lieve. The explanation of the common

belief that the Germans were considered

to be leaders in scientific matters is that

they are quick to take advantage of any

discovery made by scientists of other

countries which they then advertise as

“Made in Germany.

The first man to find out facts for him-

self rather than accept the thousand year-

old theories of Hippocrates and Galen was

William Harvey who, disbelieving the

theory that the blood was all in the veins

and that the arteries were filled with

spirits proved to his own satisfaction and

later to that of others that the heart was

a pump and that the blood was circulat-

ing in a. definite direction.

John Hunter disapproved of the com-

mon practice of making facts fit the theor-

ies and by means of the pathological

specimens made the theories fit the facts.

The exhibits of his pathological museum

were bought by the government and form

the foundation of the present museum of

the College of Surgeons in London. They

are labelled in red to distinguish, them

from those of other patholgists.

Edward Jenner noted that the dairy

maids in Glasgow were immune to small-

pox. after having suffered from a mild

injection contracted from a cow. This

lead. -to the discovery of vaccination and

from that to other forms of preventative

medicine. The benefit of prevention was

shown particularly in the recent war

where enemy activity accounted for 15

deaths for every one from disease, where-

as in the Pennsular war 15-25 deaths from

disease occurred for every one to enemy

activity.

Sir James Simpson made painless oper-

ative work possible by the discovery of

chlorophorm about the same time as an-

other Anglo-Saxon in Boston was work-

g to establish ether., as an anaesthetic.

The discovery of anaesthetics would

have been an unmitigated curse but for

the work of Sir Joseph Lister, who about

the same time was working on the subject

of antisepsis. The speaker who had work-

ed with this master surgeon, told of

operations conducted in ordinary street

dress in an atmosphere which had been

treated, together with patient and atten-

dants, to a spray of 5% carbolic. Such

a thing as asepsis was unknown and yet

in all the cases handled he had only seen

one case of sepsis following an operation.

The address was concluded by a de-

tailed account of the essentials for a good

surgeon, He must know anatomy, bac-

teriology, embryology. He must be able

to seen "more in one glance than the

average person would in a month. He

must be rapid, develop manual depterity

(preferably be ambidextrous) with plenty

of pluck. He must lie sympathetic and

reverent following in the footsteps of r-Iim

who was the greatest of alt physicians,

and sanctified the profession.

Dr. W. T. Connell in moving a vote

of thanks to the speaker after expressing

his pleasure at hearing the address, chose

MEDS. ’23

During ,the mild weather, excavations

among the ruins of the City of Kin have

again been resumed and have resulted in

the discovery of an interesting clay tablet

which demonstrates finally that the College

of Queen was from the remotest times a de-

mocratic institution. We give below a

hastily made translation.

“ pass that the young men of Km
found favor in ,the sight of the Son of

Archimedes, and the Son of Archimedes

communed with himself saying, "Behold,

though they do not always that which is

right in mine eyes, yet mean they no harm,

and lo, in such a time as they thought not

(which was often) he springe* on them a

surprise, saying, "Ho, ye mijghty men of

Soph, I make unto you a feast. Be ye bid

thereto withal.” And there went up a

mighty shout, and from that day forth until

the day of the feast every man drew tight

his belt and restrained his appetite, yea un-

til it was even like unto the appetite of a

damsel.

And on the night of the feast they gath-

ered together and marched two times in

front of the house of the Son of Archi-

medes and gave forth a mighty yell, yet

nothing foil down flat. And when

they had found each man his seat, the Son

of Archimedes telleth them of the Hall of

Learning of Cam in ,the land of Cen. And

they went much pleased. And it came to pass

that one who had let out his belt many not-

ches in few years favored them with mus-

1

ick and he whosi; name rhymeth with

‘Savage”, and he who tendeth the sheep,

made also a cheerful noise. But behold]

now arise* for to sinjg ho that rolleth, and

he that archeth, and he that cracketh, and

yea even he of the generous feet belloweth

also And the young men of Kin smiled

saying “ain’t we got fun” which meant*

in the vulgar tongue "my risonus nearly

busteth.”

. And close upon, certain of the company

make themselves hewers of cake and draw-

ers of coffee and feed them all until every

man sighs* with a full heart, yea and with

somewhat which was even fuller. And

each man balance* a cup on his knee am

saith unto his neighbor “Jog not, I prifhn:,

mine elbow lest I wallop thee in the lug.

And straightway he joggeth his elbow. -

And in due time they call upon the wizard

to show them the sign of the square-faced

bqttle, but he complaineth that he lacketli

apparatus, saying, “listen, incline thine ear."

And straightway he jazzeth out of then-

midst. And every man starehe* dihgen.lv

in his belfry for a story, but whenjie had

found it he told no man.

And when ,they had presented unto the

Son of Archimedes three cheers they depar-

ted singing "This man is verily a jolly good

fellow.” And that same night the young

men of Kin made a vow unto themselves

saying, “from henceforth shall we plug and

acomplish our Lab. Reports, yea, blessed be

him that pluggeth.”

Note—We are rather at a loss to explain

the sentence “made themselves hewers of

cake and drawers of coffee," but assume

that the last part refers to the eoffee-col-

oured trousers in vogue at that time.

J. L.

Full Dress

Necessities

We carry nothing but the very

latest for the young men

and at

NEW FALL PRICES

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE

The regular year meeting was held on

Wednesday afternoon. President Bracken

wash, command. Capt. Morrison reclmed

in ease in his usual seat and John Ha

carefully watched the door and kept out all

intruders. As usual the man from Moscow,

fudge, quarrelled with the man from Lar-

, final, Walker, and Chief of Police Flynn

had to interfere to prevent damage. Our

worthy Janitor, Mr. Nash, interrupted Hie

meeting at an inopportune time when Mr

Grant and Mr. Pense were casting verbal

s pleasure at hearing the address, cnose sword lll™StS
Hedges, creLt-

. novel and very effective means of ex- with a cigar, npt a Benson *
„

pressing the thanks of the meeting ed a smoke screen worthy of the n
y ^

suscitation was necessary in several in-

stances. The meeting closed in peace and

disorders after the Critic, Mr. Davidson ex-

pounded for a few seconds on the regularity

of the procedure and business celerity.

On Friday evening the best Social Even-

ing of all was held. The Vice-Pres., Mr.

Carmichael, introduced the guests to the

patronesses, Mrs. Mundell and Mrs. Mil-

ler. The Treneer Orchestra produced the

music and the Quests did the nest. Through

the action of the Committee the Red Room

was darker than usual and many couples

were * seen secreted away in there. The

only impleasant feature of the evening was

the persistency with which the lights went

out when eleven o’clock was reached. We

feel sure the stokers at the power plant could

not hav been worked too hard as no heat

was required in Grant Hall. Why detract

from pleasantness of the evening? We

thank the Committee in charge for the able

way in which they handled things and we

look forward to our next year’s Social

Evening with hopes for as excellent a time.

Good old Med’s ’23.

Medicine, where is the Inter-faculty rug-

by team? How many of the year games

were played off? .

Science and Arts teams

are hard in training: what about ours. We

want the cup again this year so let s get

down to work.

Geometry Professor, returning home:

“Where lias Polygon?”

Daughter: “Gone for a ride on the

rhombus.”

Prof.: “My goodness the impudence

of that girl is without parallel, that's

plane. Well, where is Theorem.
’

Daughter: "Gone for a walk in the

circle.”

Prof.: “I’ll take her by the corallory

when she comes in.

Daughter: "By the way father, .f a

coffee-bean is round, is the tea-square.

Prof. : "Another one like that my dear,

and I won’t be able to set square on my

seat.’
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.) _

ARTS
ARTS ’23

That incognito gazelle, Tiny Saylor,

was again making a bid for social pre-

stige, in his former capacity of social

lion. After a successful summer at Tren-

ton, Ont., (Rural Route No. 13), where

he filched an agrestic damsel’s heart, he

had returned determined to keep up his

effective campaign. He had' indeed, en-

rolled in the “Light-foot Dancing Mas-

ter’s Association (all steps taught, corres-

pondence solicited) of Joplin, Mo., U.S.A.

He was progressing splendidly, and' had

mastered the Camel Walk so well that

he might readily be taken for the original,

when some philanthropist started open-

ing his mail. He, tho crushed.'rose from

the ashes of his charred hopes like the

phoenix, joined the Chess and Checkers

Club, and has already hadjnany exciting-

bouts, conceding weight in every instance.

He has written to Joplin, Missouri, for

a refund of his dancing fees ($7.50 with

Free Illustrative Booklet) and plans to

spend it on a Xmas present for his Tren-

ton (R.R. No. 13) friend. Sweet are th®

uses of adversity ! \

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up,

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

This week we digress. We are going

to talk about the most universal Omni-

present, omnipotent force in the world,

Ignorance. We feel we are on familiar

round; we need only look about us for

guidance and inspiration. We have in

our midst,. historians who know Dorches-

ter only as a street in Montreal, and know

Howe as an island. A Science man has

innocently asked “Where is Polycon?”

‘Slope” means nothing to a geological

student, except as a pernicious custom of

taking the air when college palls falls.

Many freshmen do not know that “My
God” is two words. We have students

who are dangerously exposed to educa-

tion, but they do not take it. In other

words, knowledge is not contageous.

Knowledge may be power, but ignorance

is bliss. How blissful you look Mr.

Glasgow

!

BANQUET TO SATURDAY’S
TEAMS

(Continued from page 1)

with a genuine fish story in which he fell

asleep and the fish he caught nearly smoth-

ered him. He compared the Queen’s

soccer team to himself but hoped that .they

would be able to slide the fish off on Var-

sity next year.

Principal Taylor wound up the evening

in his best style with two or three good

stories and a congratulation to all the teams

concerned. He said that he knew Varsity

would not begrudge us one championship

when the first sting of defeat was gone

The small College can do wonders with a

real spirit behind them and he considered

that the spirit in these contests was of more

value to the Colleges than the wins them-

selves. With cheers to the Principal, and

Queen’s, and Varsity yells, the very enjoy-

able evening came to a close.

Treasurer—Miss Bernice Robinson, T4

Convener Members Com.—Miss Hilda

Brown, T8.

Convener Residence Com.—Miss Olga

Somerville, T4.

Century Club ( Ex-offico)—Miss Char-

lotte Whitton, T7.

ALUMNI NOTES

Miss Mary Shields, B.A. (T9) is on

the Public School staff' in _Montreal this

year.

The Rev. Dr. T. Fraser, for the past ten

years occupying the pulpit of the Division

st. Presbyterian Church, Owen Sound, has

accepted a call to St. John’s Presbyterian

Church, Winnipeg.

Dr. Fraser served with the Tenth Batta-

lion in France as a Chaplain. While with

that Unit, he was mentioned in dispatches.

REORGANIZATION TORONTO
ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION

The Toronto Branch of the Q. U. A. A.,

held their Annual Meeting las,t week, com-

binir>Jg *\vith business an informal reception

to new members. There was an attendance

of forty-two. - The following will form the

Executive for 1921-22.

Hon.-President

—

Mrs. Thos. McMillan,

President— Mrs. Geo. H. Ross, (Isabel

Bryson ’05).

Past-Pnesident—Mrs. Geo. S. Young,

(Eva Greenhill ’99).

(Henrietta O’Dell ’95).

2nd. yice-Pres.—Miss Flora Stewart,

(’98).

Recording Sec’y.—Miss Jessie Fraser, 18

Corresponding Sec’y.—Miss Mary Tay-

lor, ’20.

The Rev. A. G. McKinnon, a Queen’s

Graduate, has recently accepted a call to

Lachute, Que. His fomner charge was in

Lachine, Que.

MARRIED
Miss Ruth Cooper, daughter of Dr. and

Mrs. J. F. Cooper of Peoria, 111., to Dr.

R. Stevens of Ottawa.

HARD-FOUGHT GAME OF
GROUND HOCKEY

On Monday afternoon Arts ’22 and

Arts ’24 met in a Ground Hockey tussle

on the Lower Campus. Hitherto the Arts

’22 girls had been considered invincible

and in a previous match had defeated

Arts ’24. The Sophs, however, took the

field with grim determination, and the

end of a thrilling struggle found the score

a tie.

A Dozen
Portraits

•

will solve a dozen of your

‘What to give at Christmas?’

problems. Sittings made now
relieve you of shopping wor-

ries later on and we will have

time to give the work special

attention.

King:

The

ston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

- Sittings May Be Made
Any Evening

’PHONE 2159w

ARTS ’25

At the regular meeting of Arts ’25, held

on Monday, Nov. 14th, M. Macfarland, the

President, opened ,the meeting by appoint-

ing Mr. Fraser as Critic. Among the com-

munications received was one from Arts

’24, which submitted a list of subjects for

a debate to be held on Saturday, Nov. 26tb
:

between this year and Arts ’25. The meet-

ing decided to have the Executive Com-

mittee settle this matter. In behalf of the

Pin Committee, J. G .Macdonald showed

the members the design for the year pin

chosen by this committee. This design was

accepted. It was also decided to hold

Yell Competition and to make tine winning

yell in this competition the official yell of

the year. Mr. Awrey, the Hon.-Pres., who
was present, very generously offered to

give 2 year signet rings to the freshman

and freshette handinjg in the best yells. At
the close of the business meeting^D. Hard-

ing and J. Findlay were elected to the Arts

Athletic Commi.ttee. Following the busi-

ness meeting there was a short but excel-

lent programme in which Miss Connarty
:

the Misses Taylor, and Mr. Burke, the

poet, took part. Mr. Burke read a very

amusing poem which contained some hunj-

orous criticisms of several members of the

year. After .this several members were

asked to make short impromptu speeches

on various topics which were very amusing.

Mr. Awrey also made a short speech in

which he expressed a desire that we should

not think of him as just an honorary me
ber but as an activie member of the ye

He said that he was just as green and

fresh as ,the rest of us.

The following is a stanza from tin-

poem read

:

I am sure he’s a man with a past, ||f

“And now let me introduce Mr. R—s. !

But is that a good enough reason

For wearing his trousers Half-Mast?!! i

The other twenty-two stanzas w< 1

Bibbys
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING STORE

What an Overcoat Show.

OH! BOY!
WELL, WE’RE GOING SOME QN OVERCOATS

OVERCOATS AT:

$18.00

€

22.50

27.50

30.00

35.00

DON’T MISS SEEING

OUR $40.00 BEAUTIES
fii

&uneti) Srrntti <EIo%a

New English Slip-On and Ulsterette Styles," Plaided

Backs, Silk and Wool Lined Fabrics are soft, comfy,

nobby looking Wool Cheviots.

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS HANDTAILORED
$30.00, $^5.00, $40.00

OTHER SUITS $15, $18, $22.50

See Our Tuxedo Suits $47.50

Bibbys
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FLOWERS
Queen’s !

Queen’s !
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
florists

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons. : 68 Centre St., Phone 1174]

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

y Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

YOU DON’T HAVE TO
DIE TO WIN

The benefits of Life Insurance,

besides being a protection for

others, it is an indication of Thrift

—establishes credit and provides

an income for old age by system-

atic savings.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

LEVANA
Last Wednesday a special meeting of

the Levana Society was held in order to

nominate candidates for the A.M.S. elec-

tions. Miss G. Deadman and Miss G.

Ettinger are running for Assistant Secre-

tary. Miss Agnes McKercher was nom-

inated for Committeeman, and was -put

in by acclamation at the A.M.S. meeting

on Saturday night.

Since much shuffling of feet had not

produced the desired effect On one of

our Profs., one student said “We can’t

see the board.” Whereupon he at once

replied, “Oh, I see the difficulty now.”

The committee in charge of the home-

made table at the Q.W.C.A. Sale, Satur-

day, Nov. 19th, wish to thank the wives of

the staff for their generous contributions

to that table.

PROF. SECCOMBE AT THE
' ENGLISH CLUB

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

'year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARMSON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. 'Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

On Monday afternoon a meetirtg of the

English Club was held in the Red Room.

There was a Targe and enthusiastic atten-

dance
;
from the beginning of the term we

have remarked a growing interest in ,the

activities of the Club. After refreshments

had been served, Professor Seccombe gave

an interesting talk on the work of Walter

De La Mare, in substance as follows:

Most of De La Mare’s poems were writ-

ten for children bu,t they have a distinct

charm which readily captivates the stu-

dent of poetry. However, it must be noted

that they are not to be classed with ,the or-

dinary run of nursery rimes. Children do

not like to think that the poems they are

reading have been specially concocted for

immature intellects, hence they take a de-

light in the work of De La Mare which is

of a more complex character.

Many of his verses are what may be

styled as nonsense rimes, but there seems

to be a certain nameless charm about them

to which an appreciative reader usually

succumbs. Howeveir, there are some critics

who still maintain that these nonsense

rimes are insipid rubbish, which is of

course natural for those who have failed

to ,grasp their subtle, artistic qualities and

see nothing but their absurdity. Righ,t here

his critics meet with a difficulty, for, es-

pecially in judging De La Mare’s imitators

it is often hard to, as it were, separate the

"old / from the dross; for it is true that

much poetry of this class has been pro

duced which is certainly worthless trash

Mr. Seccombe expressed his conviction

that Walter De La Mare would take an

important place in English letters as his

work is still far from being as well known

as it deserves. His earlier poems are pro-

bably his bes,t, for in latter days a certain

mysticism has crept into his work which

has in no way improved it.

Mr. Seccombe illustrated his address by

selections from the author. Pie remarked

that in reading some of the poems he was

often in doubt as to the proper mqtftod of

rendering them. The rhythm, he said, was

also difficult as De La Mare is not an ex-

ponent of the facile style.

The address was heartily applauded and

Mr. Campbell in closing the meeting, re-

marked that although we are perhaps not

well acquainted with De La Mare’s work

the reference to “cellars” in one of the

poems read ought to sound familiar to

many of us.

The subject for ,the next meeting of the

Club will be announced presently and you

are reminded that all interested in English

Literature are cordially invited.

BARON KORFF TO VISIT

The University is to have a distinguish

ed visitor this week in the person <

Baron Korff, the Assistant Governo

General of Finland under Prince Luo

and Kerensky in the early days of th

Russian Revolution. Pie will give tv

University lectures in Convocation H;

on Thursday and Friday of this wet

of the Russian Revolution

temporary Russia.”

Baron Korff is a graduate of Petrograd

University and Law School. He was

Professor of Russian Law and History

at the University of Helsingfors in Fin-

land and later at the Women’s Univer-

sity in Petrograd. In 1902 he was Assis-

tant 1 Secretary of the International Red

Cross Conference at Petrograd, and in

1912 foreign Secretary of the Interna-

tional Red Cross Conference at Washing-

ton. With the overthrow of the Tsardom

he became Assistant Governor General

of Finland. Later, in 1919 he was associ-

ated with the Russian Peace Delegation

in Paris. Since then he has lived in the

United States, and has lectured for the

Institute of International Education in

over sixty Colleges and Universities. He
is now professor of Political Science and

Plistory at the Georgetown School of

Foreign Service. At the Williamstown

conference on International Relations,

where Lord Bryce and Signor Tittoni, the

late Foreign Secretary of Italy, took part,

his lectures created a great impression.

The University is extremely fortunate

to secure a lecturer who can speak with

almost unrivalled authority on one of

the greatest catastrophes of history. It

is hoped that large audiences will come

out to hear this distinguished lecturer.

FOR THE BACKWARD READER

Eht tseggib sloof I Hits eralced

Era ton ni deddap llec ro Hats

Tub esoht ohw wonk siht sah on esnes

Tey ylluferac wollof hguorht ti 11a.

American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Filth Ave., Dept. W22
New York, N.Y.

HAVE YOU VISITED THE

Gigantic Public Sale of Footwear

Now Being Run B/

The Victory Shoe Store
If Not You Should

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

1 Queen Victoria
By Lytton Strachey

AUTHOR OF EMINENT VICTORIANS

Mr. Strachev’s ironic wit fidelity to fact and historical sym-

pathy, have combined to create what may well rank as one of the

great biographies of our language.

PRICE $5.00. For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

•iner School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.

Su
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“The College Hat Store”

fl

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond- comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save, you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE
QUEEN'S MINING SOCIETY

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

BECXHE

|
Dance Programmes 1

Constitutions

n.nd all kinds of I

PRINTING!
Hanson

,

Crozier & Edgar
20 Market St., Kingston

On November 14th, a meeting of the

third and fourth year students in Mining,

Metallurgy and Geology, was called to re-

organize the Queen’s Mining Society. Mr.

J. B. Hanlon, occupied the chair. Profes-

sors M. B. Baker, S. N. Graham, G. J. Mac-

Kay, E. L. Bruce, and Stanley Smith were

present and outlined the objects of this

University Society. Many advantages can

be obtained for the student, locally, in the

way of exchange of ideas and experiences,

as well as the privilege of affiliation with

the panent body, the Canadian Instit. of

Mining and Metallurgy. Being a student

member of the Institute entitles one to the

Monthly Bulletin and "Annual Proceed

ings,” both these are very valuable publica-

tions and are given to the student for a

nominal sum. Then the student member

can submit papers at the Annual Meeting

of the Can. Tnsti.t. of Mining and Metal-

lurgy for competition.

In the past, members of the Queen’s

Mining Society have taken more than their

share of the prizes in these competitions

and as Professor MacKay said, we can re-

gain our place here just as well as wie are

getting into football circles ajgain.

.In the past only third and fourth year stu-

dents were eligible for membership, but

this year members of all years in the

courses mentioned an? invited to join.

The following Officers were elected:

President—C. S. Gibson.

Vice-Pres—C. Simpson.

Sec’y-Treas.—W. O. LaFonfaine.

4th Year Repr.—E. McDonough.

3rd Year Repr.—J. McCrae.

week. Work has commenced on the roof

and the materials for the walls are here.

Two thirds of the foundation walls is pour-

ed and only mild weather will prevent the

opening of ,the hockey' season as early as

in other years.

The Convocation Services would be more

of a success of

:

1.

—There were no collections.

2.

—One had room for one’s knees.

3.

—Three quarters of an hour were 45

minutes and not 90.

4.

—Well-known hymns were chosen and

a choir present to hold the line.

5.

—Some windows were opened. Last

week’s air is rather numbing.

6.

—The platform were kept free for the

speaker.

7.

—The audience were sympathetic

—

not apathelic.

8.

—The student body ate less lunch.

VARSITY III. DEFEATED IN

SUDDEN DEATH GAME

made yards twice through the line and

then kicked. Teagle kicked to Smith who

was tackled/ under full steam by Sorby.

Quinn kicked to Pequegnat and Wert

made £l nice tackle as the quarter ended.

Queen’s 8, Varsity 3.

Lyons and Carmichael replaced Wert

and McLachlan.
* Fourth Quarter

Pequegnat made 20 yards on a split

buck and plunged for yards three times

through the line. This looked bad but

Lyons and Bell smotfrpred an end run:

Whitton replaced Bracken. Young

blocked a kick and Queen’s recovered.

Quinn drove one over Code’s head for a

big gain. Varsity made yards once and

then kicked. On a fake onside Ritchie

went around the blind end for 30 yards.

Varsity blocked a kick and got the ball,

but kicked it outside for no gain. Quinn

kicked for a point. Queen’s 9, Varsity 3.

Varsity made yards twice. Quinn took

an onside from Teagle and ran it back

30 yards. He kicked for another point.

Queen’s 10, Varsity 3.

Stewart replaced Ritchie who was hurt.

Pequegnat made yards twice as the game
ended. Queen’s 10, Varsity 3.

(Continued from page 1)

and Affleck each made yards? It

like a touch, but Dolan dropped tl

on the Varsity line and Teagle punted.

out 20 yards. Smith and Code

a rest for a pugilistic display,

placed Lyons. Bell recovered

-

fumble. Quinn’s drop was

verted. Queen’s 6, Varsity 1.

Wert re-

SCIENCE ’23

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

For three years in succession Science

’23 has held that Soccer Cup, and we want

to make a clean swe.ep of it by holding lit

next year too. The deciding gann> was

played last Wednesday against Arts ’23 on

a very wet and muddy field, and each one

of the players is to be congratulated on the

splendid showing under such conditions.

The only way we can show our apprecia-

tion for their work is to get out and cheer,

and show we are backing them. Show the

fellows we are glad they are brinjging the

honors, and incidently the silverware to the

y.2ar ,—Ge,t out and support our teams

!

If the electro magnet can be used to pick

up pigs, why can't it be used to pick up

chickens? Perhaps Cameron can telLyou

Birch.

for a rouge. Queen’s 7, Varsity 1.

Assistant Prof. Corneil claims the water

of Lake Ontario is harder in winter than

in summer.

Quinn kicked for another point. «

8, Varsity 1.

Half time came soon after without

further score.

Third Quarter

Bracken replaced Whitton and Hous-

ton replaced Ritchie. Teagle kicked off

to Bell. Queen’s were penalized 15 yards

for interference. After an exchange of

punts, Teagle kicked for a point. Queen’s

8, Varsity 2.

Affleck made yards.. Quinn kicked and

on the return knocked the ball outside

and Varsity -received the ball. Snyder

made yards. Teagle kicked over the line

to Smith who just managed to get out.

Quinn’s kick was blocked, but he fell on

the loose ball for a rouge. Queen’s 8,

Varsity 3.

Ritchie replaced Houston. Queen’s

Varsity.

Line- Up
Queen’s

-Sorby f.w. Bell

Code halves Holt

Coleman Quinn

Pequegnat Smith

Teagle quarter Dolan

Johnston snap Young
Cappin insides -McNeill

Carslake Whitton

Snyder middles Affleck

Smith Ritchie

Drummond outsides Lyons

Breithaupt Carmichael

White subs McCartney

e
Monkman Cleland

Leary Wert

d McCully McLachlan

y
Reid Noonan

n Brule Blfeeckcr

d

Bracken

Houston

s
Referee

—

lDud” Ross,

, . Stewart

McGill.

McGILL-VARSITY

Saturday, October 29th

Full reports by Canada’s best sport-

ing writers will appear in the Toronto

Sunday World, Star Weekly and

Montreal Standard. These are print-

ed at 8.00 p.m. Saturday, and obtain-

able at

BEST’S DRUG STORE
36 hours earlier than any other

Canadian newspaper reaching the city.

To make sure of getting copy, place

an advance order. ’Phone 59 or 919.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

-Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

- Naylor had his side badly wrenched in

the soccer game against Varsity last Sat-

urday. We hope he will be able to com:

out of hospital in a day or two.

Umpire—“Vee” Heney, McGill.

Head Linesman— “Red” McKelvey,

Queen’s.

The University of Illinois has more

chapters of national organizations than

any other university or college in the

United States. There are 94 men's and

women’s professional, honorary and soc-

ial fraternities in the university. Of the

94 that are at Illinois 41 are for men, 15

are for women, and 38 are honorary and

professional. Besides these societies of

national character there are 89 organized

undergraduate societies. Next to Illinois

comes Michigan with 88 national organ-

izations. Cornell is third in the list with

86.—Ex.

Vic Minnes and Manske are also laid up

in the hospital under painful circumstances,

but they expect to be out soon.

PAT POURRI

That ad. about "Don’t kill your wife

Let our Electric washer do the dirty work,”

has been eclipsed. A sign on the fence

around a nearby cemetery reads "Dr.

The days beautiful thought at the rink,

Pu,t your tools away, boys.”

Some people think a drawing room is a

dental parlor—others think its the cellar.

Walter —What are you working in there

for?

Gus—35c. an hour.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Harold Armitage, B. Sc., ’21, came down

from Desoronto to see Saturdays ground

hockey game and

-Emetion foreman a,t rink
—“Pick it up

Joe, it isn’t a shaving mug, its got two

The steel in ,the Jock Harty Rink is erect-

'OufCEVU'

All Good Hockey Players Use

ARE YOU A GOOD PLAYER
Come and see the various models.

We sharpen, rivet or screw skates to

boots, and carry a full line of Hockey

Supplies.

Queen’s Sporting Headquarters

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET _ PHONE 529
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SPORT
CHAMPIONSHIP!

A twelve man team, every one a s,tar in

his own department and exhibitions of

brain work unparelled— these things we

saw on Saturday morning.

To enumerate the brain waves:—

Wert's Contribution — he grabbed a

blocked kick when nobody realized, for a

moment, thajt he was onside and tore

around the posts for a totfch.

Dolan’s Contribution—A skilful use of

his fake onside kick which netted him quite

a gain. Then when he called the same

thing again and the man to take ,the fake

failed to appear, he kicked tine onside any-

way, and got well away with it.

Smith’s Contribution—A return with his

left foo,t in the second quarter when hem-

med in all around and only a bunch twenty

feet ahead of him to kick over to a clear

field.

lime in the last half of the game.

We can sympathise with them. It hap-

pened to us last year.

Quinn’s booting was far ahead of Var-

sity’s. The first one he mack in the second

quarter caught the Varsity halves napping.

His outsides worked splendidly with Lyons

perhaps best of all. He playpd his position

with gn;at judgment. The end man on an

end run was always marked. But Bell and

Carmichaiel and then later Wert and Mc-

Lachlan played with nothing to be de-

sired.

The line was wonderful. The ri&ht wing

with Affleck and McNeill was particularly

strong on the defensive while McNeill,

Ritchie and Affleck split this honours in

making yards. The first two are new men

and already look like senior calibre. Mc-

Neill travels like a fast freight and Jim

Ritchie is like an army mule with ,the bit in

Lis teeth—you can’t stop him short of gun-

powder. Spot Whitton was always in evi-

dence and Houston proved valuable when

he was on.

The half-line played very consistently.

Holt featured in many tackles. Smith

shows greatly improved catching ability.

Bell at flying wing shows gneat promise.

Dolan used remarkable forbearance in

letting others carry the ball. He realized

that if h>; made a ten or fifteen yard gain

only jto be carried off the field, the gain

would mean nothin'# to his team.

Pequegnat was the whole thing for Var-

sity. He ran back mariy kicks when he

aparently had no chance to get away at all.

The Varstiy kicker kicked too close to the

line. Pequengncrt’s run in the first quarter

which put them in position to kick for a

point was spkndid.

There was a big advantage in winning

the toss and Varsity won. All the points

scored in the game were made with the

wind, and the game was almost all the

time in the north end of the field.

Mr. Awrey gave the team many valuable

pointers on Friday night. He gave them

access to the first team material and ar-

ranged the banquet. He is now trying to

arrange a play-off for the Dominion Jun-

ior finals. His thoughtfulness for the

team, which was very disappointed at los

ing its trip to Toronto, is greatly appre-

ciated.

Billy Hughes is a happy man and very

proud of his bear. Hi; says, ‘‘The little son

of a gun has won every game this year ex-

cept the Varsity one at Toronto and he was

robbed of that.” He doesn’t know the R.

M. C. yell or the Cadets would have won

on Saturday afternoon.

BOXING, WRESTLING AND
FENCING

Judging frpm the numbers of very -en-

thusiastic men who continue to occupy the

Gym. floor on Mondays, Wednesdays, and

Fridays from five to six, it seems that the

spirit of “Queen’s must win” has burned

itself into the hearts of many of the Loyal

Sons of the Alma Ma,ter. Nor is en-

thusiasm confined alone to the hundred and

twenty or more men who appear in “work-

ing clothes.” It is particularly encourag-

ing to the committee to see the numbers of

spectators who gather to watch ,the boys at

work, for it is evidence that the student

body is behind the club. But the committee

would rather see many of the onlookers out

on the floor in gym. suits, than standing

near the door in overcoats. There is still

a shortage of heavy-weight men, not be-

cause we haven’t them in Queen’s, but be-

cause they seem a bit backward in starting.

Now it is almost impossible for our scouts

to visit every heavy-weight man personally,

so we are now issuing an invitation and

appeal to all heavy-weight men in Queen’s

to come and do their bi,t for the college in

the ring, or on the mat.

Then; is already an interest in the Club's

activities, as is demonstrated by the ever-

increasing number of spectators. Mos,t of

the men on the floor ana newcomers, and

a large number are beginners and are not

accustomed to working before an atidieno:

For this reason the Committee consider it'

in the best interests of Queen’s to request

you to leave the Gym. immediately after

the preliminary exercises conducted by Mr.

Bews. Exhibition bouts will be arranged,

and you will be given ample chance to see

the progress ,the players are makinjg.

Much to the encouragement of the Com-

mittee, the student body is manifesting its

support of the Club. Now there are ways

in which every registered student can help:

first, by getting into a Gym. suit and using

some of that superfluous isnergy in gaining

a place on the team; second, by strolling

into the Gym. at five o’clock and showing

the boys you are interested; third, by re-

membering it is tea-time and you are hun-

gry as soon as Mr. Bews starts ,to say “The

Wrestlers gather at the far end, etc.”

;

fourth, by attending every exhibition bout

and assault put on; fifth, by talking and

thinking optimism, and helping everyone

else to do so too.

Just a word to the Wrestlers. The con-

gestion on the mat is deplorable bu,t un-

avoidable. A new mat is on order and will

soon be here to help out. But, remember,

the most important thing in wrestling is a

knowledge of tin; standing holds which will

enable you ,to force your man to the mat,

and to have the advantage when you get

him there. Now these holds can be demon-

strated and learned just as well on the bare

floor as on a mat. Mr. Bews is showing

these and other holds nightly, twenty or so

at a timi;. He has over two hundred to

show, so it is very important to get in right

away and not miss any. Don’t let the con-

gestion on the mat keep you from learning

these most important standing holds. Most

of us do not yet know enough to use the

mat to advantage anyway. So every man

out on Wednesday. Remember “Queen’s

must win.”

The yelling was splendid and very gener-

ous. To give an opponents yell in the mid-

dle of a game is particularly commendable.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874

We were sorry to see the Cadets lose and

yet there was no dishonour in th'eir defeat.

The superior weight of the Varsity line had

evitable resu^u^ the plucky Cadet

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

,

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-!

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop;
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer's

Song Shop Orchestra

f8^perpacAarfe

Fhv forJ5*

Real Satisfaction!

NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES—

m

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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LET US LOOK AFTER
YOUR GLOVE NEEDS
We have all kinds and all the new

Lower Prices

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

$2.50
An Autostrop

Safely Razor
’ WITH 1 DOZEN BLADES

We have only a few specials

at this price

This is the*regular $5.00

Razor.—$2.50

Kinnear & d.’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

DR. MacMILLAN SPEAKS
AT Q.U.M.A.

Correct Full Dress

Shirts

Vests, Ties, Collars, Scarfs

Handkerchiefs

Shirts Studs, Vest Buttons

Cuff Links

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

On Thursday afternoon, Nov. 17th at

4.30 p.m., the regular meeting of Q. U.

M. A. was held. After the devotional

opening and the reading of the minutes

a motion was passed that the meeting

proceed to the programme. This con-

sisted of an address on “Song” by Dr.

MacMillan, convener of the Presbyterian

Hymn Book Committee.

Song, Dr. MacMillan stated, is a mys-

terious and beautiful gift given us by

God. It is one of the earliest influences

in life beginning when the mothers croons

the little one to sleep. Education fails

in this respect, because it does not real-

ize the basic principle of song in our

lives. Song "is not a “subject”, not a

medium of education.
f

Song of the simplest and most elemen-

tary kind is found in nature. The wind

creates sound in the branches of the trees,

the leaves are shaken and rustle produc-

ing song of varied character. The people

of Scotland believed that the fairies hung

invisible harps in the trees and the wind

playing on these created song. There

are other and higher kinds of song than

these simple-sounds. There is the song

of words which brings melody into rela-

tion with ideas
;

in this connection the

speaker referred to the recent lecture on

Folk song. Folk song presents to us a

wonderful realm of beauty. Present day

life, however, in all its complexity makes

thp' creation of folk song impossible.

Another and higher kind of song is

that which the relation of song and our

religious ideals brings into being, the

song of worship. The speaker went on

to deal with hymns—especially mission-

ary hymns. Several illustrations were

given of the circumstances that brought

some of our famous hymn/into being.

The address was most inspiring. Dr.

MacMillan’s practical manner in speak-

ing on his favourite subject showed how
much akin are his nature and his life

work.

After the address the meeting reverted

to the fourth order of business, and the

regular meeting was held. The critic

in his report expressed to Dr. MacMillan
the thanks of the audience for his ad-

dress.

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

- CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company •

The Better Value Store

CONVOCATION SERVICE

Character in These Shoes
These are Shoes adapted to this

weather, made of Scotch grain winter
weight leather. Double waterproof
sole, square toe, a sensible shoe,

$9.00

Our Shoe has no strap

Across Vamp

LOCKETT’S

(Continued from page 1).

really moderns. The Hebrew literature

in its later phases was all touched by the

modern spirit. It was interest in the Old

Testament that made men explore and

search out ruins and make excavation of

ancient places to establish certain truths,

in regard to the Bible. The pyramids

are not merely examples of -tremendous

labors and achievements, rather do they

exemplify the struggles for expression of

a great people, and behind this modern
life of ours lies a great story, the story

of humanity.

But specifically the modern era has'

more to show. The examination of the

Bible is an international thing and con-
tributions to the truth of the Bible are

being made by scientific men and unscien-

tific men, by Protestant and Roman
Catholic, Jew and Gentile, those of great
faith and those of little faith, by preacher
and layman.

One of the great sources of power of

the Bible lies in the fact that the men in

it are men" like those of today, having had
similar temptations and similar weak-
nesses. “The book is all stained with
blood and tears.” In place of the purely
literal interpretation we now have a clear-

er message from the prophets and a view
of religion that one never need be asham-
ed of and that may be deepened but never
superseded.

The message of the prophets was both
spiritual and social and the three great
aggressive religions of the world, Juda-
ism, Christianity, and Mohamedanism,
show in their teachings that they are
based on the book.

There are many men who have con-

When You are Hungry
And want something real good to eat

just come here. The excellence of our
food, cooking and service satisfies the

most particular. We supply our patrons
with liberal quantities of choice and seas-

onable food and our charges do not make
. eating Jiere a luxury.

Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

GRAND CAFE
22j2 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
PETER LEE, PROP.

Better lee Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

the speaker wished especially to men-

tion.

There is Huxley, a great man of science

and a great Bible student. He scorned

the helps the Church gave to. the people

and the churches deserved a good deal

of the scorn. He confounded the bishops

in controversy and was a man of won-

derful power. What did this man base

his religion on in the “Old Testament?

“He hath shown thee, oh man, what is

good ; what does the Lord require of thee,

but to do justly, love mercy, and walk

humbly with thy God.” _The cry of Amos,

\the peasant p/ophet, was the cry for

justice. The cry of Hosea was the cry

for mercy, and the cry of Isaiah the aris-

tocrat and, learned, was that man in his

arrogance and pride might bow before

God. The souls of three of the greatest

men of all time have been bound in this

text.

Matthew Arnold preached the beauty

of culture. He loved his Bible, knew

Isaiah and the other profits, and in re-

viewing the Old Testament said: “It re-

vealed behind the movement of the world

a power not of ourselves making fori

righteousness.” There is something un-

explainable by the great prophets or

most eminent scholars, and although it

may not be definitely defined, yet it is

the experience of men. Iu- sum-

ming up the speaker said that the impres-

sion which he was trying to give was this

—the Bible is now being written. All

men are trying to get the best out of it,

the spirit of it, the thing that will never

die.

People speak of Higher Criticism as a

thing to be feared. But that fear is a

tributed much to the Bible, but there are bogey. A thing that is real can never be
these great men of recent times wlfom destroyed. We deny that a thing that

Xmas Greeting Cards

Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

MON., TUE., WED.

PAULINE FREDERICK

“The Sting of the Lash”

238 PRINCESS STREET

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
B-ecause 90% of Tlie Imperial’s

?8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable'

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by
$110,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-
vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE. District Mgr^

has helped can now begin to hinder.

“Age cannot wither nor custom stain its

infinite variety, because in its supreme

sense it is not for an age, but for_all

time.”
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Commerce Club

Heais Dr. Solandt

FORMER GRADUATE OF QUEEN’S
DELIVERS AN INTERESTING

LECTURE

Mr. Solandt, a graduate of Arts and

Theology from Queen’s University and

now Deputy Chairman of the Industrial

Council of Winnipeg, gave a very inter-

esting and beneficial lecture to the Com-

merce Club on Wednesday afternoon. A
large number of students assembled to

hear the speaker—many of the Economic

students and a good representation of the

Theologs to whom Mr. Solandt had given

several lectures previous to the one at the

Commerce Club.

An outline of the work of the Industrial

Council was presented to the Club. He
showed very clearly by outlining par-

ticular cases how difficult situations were

dealt with, and how the council endea-

voured, by presenting the cases in the

light of public opinion and community

interests of dispute. The Council tries to

make every industrial problem one of

community interests and in that light to

have it dealt with to the advantage of

the majority concerned.

(Continued on page 8).

’23 Winners of Girls’

Ground Hockey

SUCCESSFUL SEASON DRAWS
TO A CLOSE

The Girls of ’22 Default Final Game and

Give the Championship to ’23

At the rate of two. games per day the

Ground Hockey schedule was played off

on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
and ’23 has won the new trophy.

’22 vs. ’24

The first games were played over a

field that was too slippery to permit of

any fast playing, which was rather a

drawback to the speedy Sophomores. It

was more than evened up by the fact

that ’22’s team has suffered by the gradu-

ation of many of last year’s players and
they deserve great credit for even' tying

the score. The outstanding features of

the game were the rushes of Miss Dead-
man and Miss Evanson, and the long

runs which Miss Gourlay, well backed by
Miss Laird, made. Miss Ettinger play-

ed a good game. ’24 lived up to the

reputation they had made last year. Miss
Farrell was very good, as was also Miss
Wootton who made the goal after drib-

bling the ball from centre field. Miss
Clark was a string defence, and Miss
McKee and Miss MacPherson played a
splendid game at half back. Score 1-1.

’23 vs. ’25

’23 deserved their victory. The team
is well balanced and though the playing
was not spectacular, the team work was
good. Miss Cresswell, and Miss Suther-

ARTS DEFEAT SCIENCE IN

FIRST INTERFACULTY GAME
SLIPPERY FIELD MAKES HARD P LAYING—BOTH TEAMS PUT UP A

STRONG FIGHT—FINAL GAME WITH MEDICALS PROMISES A
LOT OF EXCITEMENT.

Billie Hughes on

Boxing Prospects

TRAINER ANALYZES LAST YEAR’S
DEFEAT AND PROPHESIES

A VICTORY

In the first game of the Interfaculty

football series, Arts defeated Science 8-3

on Wednesday afternoon, thus winning

the right to meet Medicine in the finals.

The play was rather loose on both sides,

a fault largely due to the rough frozen,

field and the bitter cold. Science were

the Worst offenders in this respect, and

it was this weakness that lost them the

game. The individual honours were

easily won by Ratchford. Un innumer-

able occasions a Science line man broke

through, only to be nailed by “Ratcb”,

and he, with Shaw, added greatly to the

confidence and pep shown by the Arts’

men. For Science, Holt was the best; he

got away for big gains in the last half.

Affleck was their most effective ground-

getter in line plays.

With the wind at their backs, Science

failed to score in the 1st quarter, largely

because of costly fumbles. In the 2nd
quarter. James kicked one of the longest

drops of the season, giving Arts a 3 point

lead. A' few minutes later, Swift playing

on the Science half-line, dropped the snap,

Mclnnes recovered for Arts, and crossed

the line for the only touch of the game.
It was not converted.

Half-time score: Arts 8, Science 0.

Second Half

The 2nd half found Science on the of-

fensive. Their line came to life and
gained repeatedly, and twice good chances

for a touch were lost by fumbling in

getting the ball into play. In the last

quarter they kicked over for 3 points

against the wind, and kept the ball con-

stantly in Arts territory. Arts held on
grimly, however, and the game ended
with Science fighting hard for a touch.

The game was handled by Mr. George
Awrey and Doc. Campbell.

Arts

Mclnnes

Ratchford

Gow
James
Quinn

Gill ^
McCrimmon
Boaden ,

Shaw .

Dunegan
B. Morris

Drew

Arts—Baird, Wert, Bullock, Chown.
Science—McCrae, Chalmers, Stewart,

Graham.

flying wing
Science

Cleland

halves Airth

Holt

Swift

Quarter Allen

Snap Hansen
Insides Collier

Whitton
Middles Affleck

Outsides

Bracken

Rousell

Spares

Hansulr

land played well together and the half-

backs put up a consistent game. Miss
MacKercher in goal offered a splendid

defence. ’25 played rather erratically.

Miss Delahey, the captain, was the star

of the freshettes’ team, and the wings
were good. ’25 are hard hitters and have
an amount of speed and pep that promises
a championsTiip team for next year. Score
1 -0 .

’22 vs. ’25

’22 fought very stiffly, making ’25 work
for every inch of ground. Miss Laird,

Miss Deadman, Miss Munro and Miss
Gibson played good hockey, and the

rushes of the forward line should have re-

sulted in goals ;-but the freshettes defence
was invulnerable. ’25 played better than
they had on the previous day, although
the game was slowed up considerably by
a snowstorm. The Freshettes had con-
trol of the ball for most of the game and
in the last period played an excellent

game, keeping the ball well within the
forward line. Score 0-2.

’23>vs. ’24

’23 did not play as well as the day be-
fore, although Miss MacFadyen and Miss
Halliday were good and Miss Young
played a splendid game at wing. The
players did not keep to their positions
very well. The field was again too slip-

pery for ’24 to be at their best, and they
played in rushes, rather than steadily.

The defence on both sides was splendid.
Miss Farrell, Miss Wootton and Miss
McKee were speedy and dependable
Score 0-0.

’24 vs. ’25

The best game of the season was that

played between the Freshettes and Sopho-

.
r rs. The ground was in good condi-

tion, although rather hard for those who
(Continued on page 5)

THE BULLETIN
Professor Macleod’s lecture on Colour,

which was to have been given on Monday,
has been unavoidably postponed.

Friday, Nov. 25—
8.00 p.m.—Medical Dance.

8.15 p.m.—Baron Korff “Contemporary
Russia—Convocation Hall.

Saturday, Nov. 26

—

2.00 p.m.—Boxing Contests in Gym.
3.00 p.m.—Levana Street Fair, Grant

Hall.

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S.
8.00 p.m.—-Prof. Basil Williams on

Wm. Pitt, Large English Room.

Sunday, Nov. 27

—

2.30 p.m.—Convocation.

Monday, Nov. 28

—

4.00 p.m.—English Club, Prof. Con-
acher on “The Development of the

Drama”

Tuesday, Nov. 29

—

4.00 p.m.—Special Medical Journal.

3.00 p.m.—Interfaculty Rugby, Arts vs.

Medicine.

4.00 p.m.—French Club, Prof. Vatier
will lecture.

7.00 p.m.—Arts ’24 Social Evening.

The prospects for this year’s Boxing
Sguad are very good. A large number of
boys are turning out and each class will be
well represented. Some have had exper-
ience while others have to learn the game
from the bottom up. There are a few new
boys who can be developed into first class

fighting material and in time will give last

year’s representatives a hard bout.
, After

the first elimination next Saturday night it

will be possible to give a more definite ac-

count of our prospects.

This year .the boys are going to learn

how to hit and to carry the fight to their

opponent from start to finish. They are'

going to be in tip-top condition as that is a

big factor in this line of sport.

In the Intercollegiate Assault last year
Queen’s boxers made a few mistakes which
cost them decisions. I know some of .the

decisions were unjust and our boxers got

several, as in the case of Holmes. It is true

he was knocked down twice m the first

round. He was over-anxious and did not

listen to instructions, but he made up in .the

following rounds and had his opponent

-beaten by a wide margin. Although the

two knockdowns were against him, I think

he should have been allowed an extra

round. McMillan worked hard against

Relyea but Relyea had experience over him.

Mac did no,t take full advantage of the

openings given him and thus lost the deci-

sion. *

Pat O’Connor was up against a stronger

boy and was too wide open in his work. If

Pat had covered up a little more instead of

swapping punches when in difficulties the

result would have been reversed.

(Continued on page 7).

Undergraduate

Debating Union

HEATED DISCUSSION ON TARIFF
QUESTION

At the regular meeting of the Queen’s

Undergraduate Debating Union last Wed-
nesday evening, the first of a series of lec-

tures on public speaking was given by Dr.

W. E. McNeill. Dr. McNeill confirmed

his remarks to .two important phases of

Public Speaking. Delivery and Matter.

The latter he deemed to be the more im-

portant. The arrangement of matter and

the effective presentation of .the material

should be the chief end striven for. With
this end attained true fluency would be the

logical result, for although it is to some

extent a natural gift it inevitably comes to

any speaker who has his subject well in

hand. Gestures should be used sparingly

and always as a natural outcome of the

(Continued on page 2).

GRANT HALL Queen’s Dramatic Club grant hall

PRESENTS MASEFIELD’S GREAT EMOTIONAL DRAMA

“THE TRAGEDY OF NAN”
FRIDAY and MONDAY EVENINGS, DECEMBER 2nd & 5th, at 8.30
ALL SEATS RESERVED. SALE NEXT TUESDAY AND THURSDAY AT 4 P.M., IN A 9 BASEMENT, NEW ARTS.

MAIL ORDERS WITH CASH LEFT AT COLLEGE P.O. PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Prices 75c. and $1.00. War Tax lOc.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINKW

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager
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EDITORIAL

». E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
IS* WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 3«

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

(fumt’a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c; for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-chief—LESLIE STEVENSON. Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editori—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND
Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. W. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART.
N. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

$ 9,700,000
18,000,000

230,000,000

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

fiarber Shop
AU White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

SPECIAL MEDICAL ISSUE
NEXT TUESDAY

At a recent meeting of the Editorial

Staff it was decided to .devote a special

issue of the Journal to each of the three

faculties, Arts, Medicine and Science.

This is being done partly to accord with

the Registrar’s plan of sending out six or

seven suitable issues of the Journal to the

high schools of Canada for publicity pur-

poses, and partly to give each faculty a

chance to express itself to the rest of

the University.

The Medical Issue which is to be pub-

lished next Tuesday is bound to be of

interest. It is entirely in the hands of

the Associate Editor for Medicine, Mr. J.

M. Givens, with the Faculty Reporter

for Medicine, Mr. J. Lansbury, as chief

assistant. What the deep-laid plans of

these men are, we are not at liberty to

say, and beyond the fact that the Medi-

cal Dance will be featured as an item of

interest we can divulge nothing .about

the content of the paper. We are. told,

however, that the Medical Faculty Is be-

hind the idea, and we can promise that

the issue will be a success.

The Arts and Science issues will ap-

pear during the second semester, ‘prob-

ably upon the occasion of the Annual

Dance or Dinner in both cases.

campaign. Now that rushes are (in

theory, at least) prohibited, and the par-

ade has died unwept, and Theatre Night

threatens to become proper, and decadent,

it would seem appropriate that the elec-

tion campaign should likewise go retro

grade. But we must preserve it. Even

if the former campaigns did create

passing antagonism between the opposing

faculties, they also stirred up energies

and gave every undergraduate something

to talk about. Better a spirit of anta-

zonism than no spirit at all. And in

cementing together the men of each fac-

ulty the campaigns promoted a faculty

spirit which nothing else could have

produced.

We can only hope that the present con-

test will, after all, have the vigour of the

traditional ones. If not, there will have

to be a choice between the benefits of

representative, if artificial, Executive

Committee and a lively election campaign.

The present duty is to watch events and

thus to prepare for the decision.

Especially

NOW!

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

TICKETS FOR YEAR PLAY
Tickets for “Tragedy of Nan” will be

on sale at room A 9 in the basement,

New Arts Building, next Tuesday and

Thursday at 4 p.m. Mail orders with

>sh, addressed to N. T. MacDonald, Biis.

Manager, Dramatic Club, left at College

O. will be promptly attended to. Prices,

vk or $1, gallery 75c and $1.00, all re-

• ved.

A.M.S. ELECTION SYSTEM
Everyone is a Judge these days—the

new A.M.S. Election System is on trial.

It is to be hoped that the evidence as it

is produced from day to day between

now and December 3rd, will be properly

appraised, and that after the elections a

verdict of some sort will be pronounced.

The chief argument in favour of the pre-

sent scheme is that it will make the

A.M.S. Executive more truly representa-

tive of all faculties, while the main coun-

ter-contention is that it will rob the elec-

tion campaign of all its old-time fervour.

It was the hope of those who devised

the plan that the election campaign would

survive in all its glory, and it is upon this

point that the success or failure of the

new system must rest. After all, it is

not a matter of prime importance to have

the A.M.S. Executive absolutely repre-

sentative. The two-party sys- n - v. '\s

produced a highly capable set • ;

’
• rs,

and there is no reason to T ' t

more efficient candidates can

ered by the new system. Inn ed. a

a given faculty is assured c c t

position, a careless nominati • < e

likely to slip past than was po k.-n

each candidate had to repres :;>*= fac-

ulty in a party contest. Thei A- -

ment that a greater interesl e

taken in the A.M.S. meeting k -ii

ulties were well represented or v

tive is refuted by the lack ” ' -t

which is at present so apparei tdthon-h

the offices are -almost even! uivided

among the various faculties.

So, while more equal faculty repn -.ci-

tation than that which resulted mule; tue

old system is desirable, it is not egsentni.

It is not as valuable a contrib i- . he

DEBATING UNION
(Continued from page 1)

force the speaker is bringing to bear on his

subject.

At the conclusion of the half-hour lec-

ture the remaining hour was occupied with

a discussion on the tariff. The first ques-

tion settled was the difference between

a revenue and a protective tariff. The ques-

tion then arose as to what excuse there

could be for having an industry in Canada

such as the textile industry which was

wholly artificial as far as this country was

concerned. This point brought forth vig-

orous discussion on the part of Messrs.

Healy, Drummond, and McKinnon. At

the conclusion of a warm argument on this

point Mr. Caviller in a neat speech narrow-

ed the tariff controversy down to an econo-

mic and political basis. The former called

for free trade and in keeping with the

law of comparative advantage could not

be refuted. The political point of view

demanded that a country could no.t be

national entity without having recourse

to protection.

Mr. McKinnon took issue with this view

claiming that England was a country pros-

pering under free trade. Mr. Voaden

pointed out that England had secured her

supremacy through the Navigation Acts

which really were a form of protection. At

this, juncture Mr. Knox rose ,to say that he

believed that there were three stages of

development in a country. The first sta&e

was when the nation depended entirely on

her natural resources, the second was when

she had become "half industrialized and the

last was when industry was supreme. He
cited Canada, the United States and Eng-

land respectively as examples of these three

stages. After a warm passage between Mr.

Smith and Mr. McKinnon over a technical-

ity in connection with the raising of re-

venue the meeting was brought to a close

by President Wagar.

The meeting next Wednesday will open

at 7 p.m. sharp. Dr McNeill will again ad-

dress the meeting for the first half-hour

and the rest of the .time will be devoted to

a discussion of some points raised in Mr.

Meighen’s address last night.

The attendance last Wednesday was in

the neighborhood of fifty and it is hoped

that an even larger number of the under-

graduates will take advantajge of this splen-

did opportunity to not only speak but se-

cure constructive criticism. The Union is

open to all the male undergraduates of the

University. The chair will be taken at .the

next meeting by Mr. E. Lyght, one of

Medicine’s representatives on the Execu-

tive.

The Executive for the first term is as

follows

:

President—R. E. Wagar.

Vice-Pres.—E. Lyght.

Secretary—W. A. Torrie.

Committee:

Arts—J. M. Miller.

Medicine—K. Kcill.

Science

—

J. R. Burchell.

If you enjoy looking at things

beautiful, you are always wel-

come at the Ryrie Store.

Especially now during this

week of our Autumn open-

The Christmas goods are all

in. You could spend many

hours profitably in studying

“what to give for Christmas.”

€T Whether it be 25c or $25,-

000.00, or nothing at all, the

Ryrie Store—Ryrie Courtesy

and Ryrie Service are at your

disposal.

You will find our new Year

Book wonderfully interest-

ing—send for a copy.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

THUR., FRL, SAT.

“A VIRGIN PARADISE”

Fox Special

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Prince** and Wellington Street*

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION

^
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND
ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.
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*
Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395
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MEDICINE
MEDICINE

To the Editor:

In the last issue of the Journal, one of

the many pleasant events in the lives of the

“Young Men of Kin” namely, a Social

Evening given .the year by Dr. Robertson,

was by mistake printed under Med’s ’23

column. Please note that Med’s ’26 were

the happy recipients of the Professor’s

hospitality.

J. L.

Just In
WHITE VOILE PETER PAN

BLOUSES

In plain and stripe, narrow frilling

on collars and cuffs. All sizes in

stock

$2.00 and $3.50

Newman I Shaw
The Always Busy -Store.

MEDICINE ’23

Student—“Why yes, there’s Slim Bur-

leigh—.”

Professor—Why were you absent yester-

day from lecture on the anatomy of

the human life?

Brilliant Student—Because I am tired of

the organ recitals.

“How to keep young”—That’s what his

father js-worrying about.

Well, boys, doesn’t this weather make

us think of ice? Are we envious of the

carpenter’s job on the new rink? We are

no,t.

We wonder when the student directories

will be out. soon. Xmas will be here soon

too.

Rugby interest centres on the question,

—

“Will Arts beat Medicine?” The prevail-

ing opinion seems to be that Arts were lucky

to win as both the drop and the touch which

they got against Science savoured of luck.

The drop was a full forty yards in length

and was carried right by the wind. The

touch was achieved through Maclnnes’

grabbing a blocked kick and winning the

race to the touch line.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

I McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

STUDENTS

Save Tour Eyes
Statistics show ihat,ovei sixty pci

cent, .of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and air i ompdled
to wear constantly. ’i

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

w U oil' Lj c ij;l I IV -t and find
out « i »< true condition a- . eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Uphunciritt

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WIT H FLOW

WATTS Fk
pers For All Cccasio’

We wonder why the politicians in this

election don’t speak more about Temper-

ance. The year .
regrets that we have no

more Pussyfoot discussions.

The congratulations of the year are ex-

tended to

:

1.

—The Junior Rujgby Team for win-

ning the Championship.

2.

- Bell and Carmichael for upholding

the honour of the year.

3.

—The Arts Inter-faculty .team for beat-

ing Science. Wait till you meet. Medicine;

’4,-^Science ’23 bn 'winning' tlie Mac -

Clement Trophy Cup for Soccer three times

in succession.

The boys are slowly recuperating from

the jazz-fight and heat wave experienced

at the Year Social Evening. A few are

looking forward with longing for the Medi-

cal Dance.

The Medicine half-line should be the

department to fear. The Science wing line

looked good ‘ on paper and worked very

consistently on ,the field. It is a question

whether the wing line for Medicine is as

strong. The Arts team is fairly well bal-

anced. The outsides are strong and the

wing line gave no ed'ge to the Science line.

The Arts attack on Wednesday was loose

and ill-organized.

MARRIED

Miss Be Me Geraldine, daughter-

Major and Mrs. F. Walsh to Dr, G.-

Denyes, son 'of the late Mr, Sidney Denyes

and Mrs. Denyes, Odessa.

Dr. Denver (Mod’s '’16) • is a .
veteran

with several years service overseas.

established an extensive practice in Shan-

nonville since returning. Mrs. Denyes is a

recent Graduate in Arts.

Let’s all get out for the Medical Inter-

faculty Rugby Practices. We have good

material and plenty of it. If we can’t all

make the team we can at least try. Sup-

port is the backbone of any sport. Boys,

we don’t want that Cup to leave the Old

Medical Building. How about a little yell

to cheer the team on?

Full Dress

Necessities

We carry nothing but the very

latest for the young men

and at

NEW FALL PRICES

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

PHE B ARBER SHOP WHERE THE

miiburrs go

FRANK ROBBS
185 WSLL&CiTtW stress*'

;

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF

FOUNDED 1847

A few fellows have assisted in collecting

year news. What about some more assis-

tance? That’s the way—It all helps out.

MEDS. ’24

IT MUST BE TRUE.
A certain high-grass manager of a high-

grass local show, in a very high-grass local

theatre, expressed the sentiment of his high-

grass company when he said “We find the

Queen’s students to be more gentlemanly

than any students we have ever played to.”

Are we with him? Well!

WHY WE ARE WITHOUT
The man who laps will sure get fat

Degeneration gets him,

This alcohol is darn bad stuff

One thinks he should have

—

“Nipped” ’em.

WHY IS A YAWN?
Yawning is an emotional exhibition ac-

companied by a stretching of .the muscles,

ft is expressive of a sluggish frame of mind

and
.

vhen one yawns, one generally has

ipanion in the same frame of mind.
1 uder if M-C-ll-s yawns for sympathy.

MEDS. ’26

Evening Dress Suits

And Dinner Suits

We are making a special of Dress Clothes this Fall,

styled after the latest London and 5th Avenue Models.

Suits that we really believe to be the finest shown in

the City.

Our Price $4-5.00

Our Tailor Shop is prepared to make all alterations at

short notice without extra charge

The latest in Dress Shirts, Dress Vests, Ties, Col-

lars, Gloves and everything in Full Dress Haberdashery,

absolutely correct, at Lowest Prices.

r ivingston’s

rock Street

UTE, IT PAVS
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

g)®sesB®fflffl®sssffl@s®®s® Montgomery. M. Booth and K. Easton, and

v

J
i 1 Messrs. A. Sills, H. Duffard and H. Douglas

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

ARTS ’22

With the A. M. S. elections only eight

days off, it’s time we began to campare

the present system with the old one. The

old system with its unfairness to minorities

at least provided a good deal of excitement.

As it is, two of the faculties are matched

against each other while the third stands

by and, beyond giving a good deal of worry

to the interested Election Committees, goes

asleep. -

Then our old friend the office of Com-

mitteeman—next to the Presidency, used

to cause more excitement in the Election

than any other office. This year, owing to

the new system of proportional representa-

tion, each faculty was afraid to put in more

than one candidate for fear of splitting the

vote and losing out. An acclamation re-

sulted. The half-hearted interest apparent

in the small attendance at ,the Nomination

Meeting,, and among the students as

whole, will very likely lead, not many years

hence, to a revision to the old “straight

faculty” ticket. We hope so!

repeat, are Hubert Peter Salter, and

William Harding Becking. Th.ey have

privately outlined their platforms to us.

One advocates mirrors in the locker

rooms, mirrors in the gym., and mirrors

in the reading room. The other advo-

cates the establishment of a pass course

in fussing (with optional honor work),

and also strongly urges that the time of

departure at the Avonmore set back till

11.30 p.m. He claims only altruistic

motives. Both are obviously radicals, so

it looks like a toss up.

It was agreed that we do nothing with

regard to a record book. There will be

further discussion on this topic at the re-

gular meeting this 'coming Thursday—so

come out, everyone, to “air your views.”

Perhaps some “Science Poet” can explain

the origin of this:

—

The. dog stood on ,the burning deck,

The flames burst up and around his neck,

Hot dog!

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

l F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Something to think about.

If instead of 200 ^irls and 950 men,

Queen’s had 200 men and 950 girls—how

long would the men stand the pace?

The year meeting will be held next Fri-

day—if you can’t come send a joke instead

to the year editor.

- The Sydenham Sing-Song affords the

greatest medium of cheap fussing exist-

ant in Canada today, and when they

provided coffee and sinkers gratis Sun-

day night, the tightwads could scarce

conceal their glee. Men like Inglis and

Miller, who have never been known to

spend anything but their time on a girl

had front seats. In the actual vocal cal-

isthenics, Mr. Swerdfegger provided a

pleasing off-key obligato. The whole

thing touched McKay very deeply. He
was too full for' words. He and Shakes-

peare agree, “The Chameleon Love feeds

on air, but I must have my victuals.” He
was no chameleon!

PROF. VATIER TO ADDRESS
FRENCH CLUB

Prof. Vatier of the R. M. C. is to address/

the French Club next Tuesday. The lec-

ture will be illustrated and will be in

French. Anybody who has any interest

whatever in French should attend this lec-

ture which will be one of a series of French

lectures by Frenchmen to be given to the

French Club. The meeting will be held in

one of the large rooms of the New Arts

Building, at 4 p.m. on Tuesday. Come out

and give Prof. Vatier a Queen’s welcome.

Returned men who got past the “Deux

bieres, madame,” stage are especially in-

vited.

We would be glad to see what ,the new

directories look like—so would Miller—his

old one is practically worn out and “Infor-

mation” is getting sore.

The interest in the Elections has been-

narrowed down considerably by the Elec-

tion by acclamation of the Committeemen.

The interest of the year is now centred on

the Candidates for Athletic Stick, and

Ratchford is the man for the job. For

Vice-President .there are three candidates

all from Arts and it is hard to decide on

the winner owing to the uncertainty of

the winner’s vote.

Miss Deadman - and Miss Ettinger are

our .two candidates for Assistant Secre-

tary in the A. M. S. Elections. Both have

remarkable executive ability. Think the

matter over well before you vote. ,

ARTS ’24

Last Thursday the regular year meet-

ing was held in the large Philosophy Room.

Miss M. Booth, the Vice-Pres., presided.

The following Committees were formed

Levana Programme Committee- -Misses

Sarah Burns (Convenor), Margery Booth

and Wilhelmina Nobes.

Levana Refreshment Committee—Misses

Fovita Kelly (Convenor), Eva Bouchard,

Minnie Lenz, Helen Clark and Margaret

Watson. /

Social Evening Committee—Misses —Juggler.

DON’T FORGET
That the coming production of the

“Tragedy of Nan” is in aid of the Memor-

ial Fund and the Women’s Residence.

That as such it merits the support of

every student in Queen’s.

That, while the play is serious and in-

tense, it contains enough delightful hum-

our to appeal to all.

That owing to financial arrangements,

it was impossible to put the play on at

the Grand Opera House.

THAT’S DIFFERENT
“Have you made up your mind to stay

a?”

“No, I’ve made up my face to go out.”

A Dozen
Portraits

will solve a dozen of your

‘What to give at Christmas?’

problems. Sittings made now
relieve you of shopping wor-

ries later on and we will have

time to give the work special

attention.

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Sittings May Be Made
Any Evening

’PHONE 2159w

Famous Sayings by Famous People.

Miss E. Ga-d-n-r—“Have you got a

quarter for me?”

Mr. Cr-ss
—

“Is it near dinner .time?”

Miss Gr-y
—"How is. my left ear?”

ARTS ’23

Editorial

Our scouts bring us reports and sta

tistics of the attempt on foot to waylay

the year reporter and exterminate his

odious presence. This threat has a dis-

tinctly Western odour. We have seen

a similar type in Montana. These bold

bad men come into a restaurant, packing

a nasty look and a six cylinder “gat”

and (if the men waiters are away) pro-

ceed to shoot up the spitoons, and make

targets out of Corn Flakes Ads. But

back on the range, the boss generally

sets these ruthless brigands shearinj

sheep, or shoving alfalfa to the lowing

kine. Mr. Mahaffey, your dire threats

have no terrors for us.

By acclamation, Arts ’23 wins the llim

othy Tightwad Cup for parsimoniousness

at the Q.W.C.A. Sale. Not one Arts ’23

pennant was sold. See that the year re-

deems itself at the Levana Tea, else |we

shall earn a very unenviable reputation

Alumni Note

Molly McBride, our former secretary-

treasurer is taking five ‘prep’ classes with

Arts ’25.

Two men in our year are contesting the

vice-presidency of the A.M.S. These gen

tlephen (courtesy demands that .we rf.fer

Bibbys
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING STORE

What an Overcoat Show.

OH! BOY!
WELL, WE’RE GOING SOME ON OVERCOATS

OVERCOATS AT:

$18.00

22.50

27.50

30.00

35.00

DON’T MISS SEEING

, . , « . „ OUR $40.00 BEAUTIES
©crccL) SrarJl (Elntlira

New English Slip-On and Ulsterette Styles, Plaided

Backs, Silk and Wool Lined Fabrics are soft, comfy,

nobby looking Wool Cheviots.

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS HANDTAILORED
$30.00, $35.00, $40.00

OTHER SUITS $15, $18, $22.50

See Our Tuxedo Suits $47.50

Bibbys

r I
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FLOWERS
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid
t

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

YOU DON’T HAVE TO
DIE TO WIN

The benefits of Life Insurance,

besides being a protection for

others, it is an indication of Thrift

—establishes credit and provides

an income for old age by system-

atic savings.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

LEVANA
LEVANA STREET FAIR

“Variety is the spice of life.” You

would like some? Yes? Where will you

find it? At the LEVANA STREET
FAIR, Saturday, Nov. 26th, from 3-6

p.m., and what will you find there? Mum’s

the word! But I’ll just whisper a few

things in your ear : Ice cream, popcorn,

candy, lollypops too, lace, Christmas

cards, pennants, cushions, calendars, for-

tune-telling, besides all the mysteries of

the sideshows and other surprises in store

for you that simply can’t be told. 'For

those of you who would like to know

there will be dancing as a closing fea-

ture.

You have decided to come then? Well

I can safely assure you that you won’t

regret it.

LEVANA SOCIETY

The regular meeting of the Levana

Society Wednesday at 4 p.m., provided

some very interesting features, one' of

which was a far from lukewarm dis-

cussion re the wearing of gowns. There

has been a noticeable absence of gowns

in the class rooms. The motion that the

rule requiring the wearing of gowns be

kept in the constitution was carried by

an overwhelming majority. It was very

I

; . to note that all except a very

mt lonty llio girl- were willing

endure a little personal Mtipnvenk-m':.

lor. the .sain- of oUvi v, '-lb i -clovqri a-iademic

traditions.

An exceptionally h- auiifu! sterling sil-

ver trophy for Inter-Year Fieid Hockey

was presented to the Society by Miss W.
Gordon on behalf of a donor who wished

to keep his name unknown. Miss Gor-

don gave an inspiring talk on the pioneer

days of Field Hockey at Queen’s and re-

minded us that it was first played on the

site of the Richardson Memorial Stad-

ium.

The Sophomores’ game, a most amus-

ing little play, Miss C. Farrell and Miss

G. Montgomery played their roles in true

comedienne style, as was proved by the

wholehearted laughter of the audience.

Refreshments were the last feature of

an unusually interesting and well attend-

ed meeting.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Left Wing—Miss Porteous.

Centre Half—Miss MacFadyen.
Right Half—Miss Fraser.

Left Half—Miss Douglas.

Right Back—Miss Halliday.

Left Back—Miss Zacks.

Goal—Miss MacKercher.

1924:

Centre Forward—Miss Kelly.

Right Inside—Miss Farrell.

Left Inside—Miss Wilson.

Right Wing—Miss Robes.

Left Wing—Miss Wootton.

Centre Half—Miss McKee.
Right Half—Miss MacPherson.

Left Half—Miss Stewart, Miss Booth.

Right Back—Miss MacKenzie.

Left Back—Miss Clark.

Goal—Miss MacArthur.
1925:

Centre Forward—Miss Delahey.

Right Inside—Miss Milliken.

Left Inside—Miss Rose.

Right Wing—Miss Lewis.

Left Wing—Miss Taylor.

Centre Half—Miss Shaw.

Right Half—Miss Shannon.

Left Half—Miss Gray.

Right Back—Miss Argue.

Left Back—Miss Dunlop.

Goal—Miss Minnes.

IS QUEEN’S SPIRIT ON THE
WANE ?

Editor Journal,

Dear Sir:

i

'

. ! ii-r Vi.,, as its origin and excuse,

thr.t so much H ThemeW Queen’s

Spirit.” Since,', .first' coming to this Uni-

versity ’ we have all''.; heard much of the

’23 WINS GROUND HOCKEY
CHAMPIONSHIP

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

.167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study,

'Extension Cords Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

(Continued from page 1)

fell. ’24 played better than they had in

any previous game this year, keeping the

ball well advanced by consistent team

play. There was a beautiful shot in the

first period by Miss Wilson who played

one of the star games of the year. The
other goal was made by a strong rush.

As usual Miss McKee and Miss Clark

made a formidable defence. Although

the ball was down at the ’25 goal most

of the time, Miss Minnes, Miss Dunlop

and Miss Argue put up a splendid de-

fence and kept the score low. Miss De-

lahey and Miss Rose starred and Miss

Lewis’ play was well worth noting.. The
Tialf-backs were admirable. Score 2-0.

The final game was to be played be-

tween ’22 and ’23, but since ’22 was un-

able to get a team, ’23 won by default.

Line-up of Teams
1922

:

Centre Forward—Miss Laird.

Right Inside—Miss Leckie.

Left Inside—Miss Evanson.
Right Wing—Miss Gardner.

Left Wing—Miss Gourlay.

Centre Half—Miss Laird.

Right Half—Miss Munro.
Left Half—Miss Brown.
Right Back—Miss Gray.

Left Back—Miss Gibson.

Goal—Miss Ettinger.

1923:

Centre Forward—Miss Sutherland.

Right Inside—Miss Lockhart.

Left Inside—Miss Cresswell.

Right Wing—Miss Younj

Queen’s Spirit. Too often these occasions

have been ones of alcoholic jest. Nearly

always it has been spoken of with a modi-

cum of tolerant amusement by the under-

graduates. And this, perhaps, dCes not do

any real harm. We must realize, however,

in our odd serious moments that the

Queen’s Spirit is not only a tradition, but a

vital and important reality. In talking to

any of the graduates of this College—one

cannot help being impressed with the rever-

ence and affection which they display for

their Alma Mater. And surely that is irre-

futable proof' of the continued existence.,

of the proverbial esprit de corps of the

University. .

But is the Queen’s Spirit diminishing?

Time was when these old halls resounded

merrily, between lectures, to the .tunes of

Allouette,, Litoria and The Bingo Farm.

There was scarcely an Alma Mater Meet-

ing, or, indeed, a gathering of any kind,

which did not burst into spontaneous song.

Now, Alma Mater Meetings draw a bare

corporal’s guard, and worried-looking stu-

dents move sadly from one lecture to an-

other. It is true that our athletic star is in

the ascendant, and in both hockey and

rugby, we have every reason to be most

cheerful. But it would be unfortunate

were we to overlook any opportunities for

keeping alive and strengthening the Spirit

of the University. We have neglected at

last three such opportunities this year.

Probably Alma Mater Election is Exhibit

“A” in this regard. Already much discon-

tent has been voiced at the way in which

the new election system is materializing.

This plan gives promise of doing away with

nearly all the joyous and irrepressible riv-

alry which made previous elections so wel-

come ,to the members of the Alma Mater

Society. And this inter-faculty rivalry

,\ , / detrimental. In fact the feeling

.
. ,.v> 'U pige 6)
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Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

1

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The Masques of Ottawa
By Domino

This is a collection of Critical Studies of Prominent Public

Canadians : The Prime Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, Sir Robe rt

Borden Mr T A. Crerar, Sir Toseph Flavelle, Mr. N. W. Rowell,

Sir Sam Hughes, Mr. J. W. Dafoe, Sir George Foster, Sir Thomas

White, Mr. E, C. Drury and others.

For Sale at

R. Uglow & Company
Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineeting,

Sun mer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's University.

)
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“The College Hat Store

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

o*td all kinds of

PRINTING
Hanson, Crozier & Edgar g
20 Market St, Kingston |

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

MUCKERS ’22

Say ! Who was it said this cage

wouldn’t hold 13 men! Yehl that’s us—

a baker’s dozen.

That famous saying, ‘Thar’s gold in

them there creeks”, has nothing on

“There’s mercury in that there ore.”

Someone panned an ore using 35 gms. of

mercury and ended up with 40 gms. "Oh

Swjeet Mer-cure-y
!”

a balanced relationship will carry us ‘oven

the top.’ Therefore let us realize that

opportunities are slipping by—let us get

out and make, our presence felt and feel

the presence of others.

We hear through Pat Pourri that

Science ’21 has six of its old gang on the

staff this year. Judging by the orations

being delivered by the muckers these

days and the hands they can deal out

with '45 minutes practice, we hasten to

advise the “profs.” to sit tight in the

game next fall.

Congratulations are due Prof. Bruce

on being elected Honorary President of

Queen’s Mining and Metallurgical Soc-

iety.
“
‘Louie’, we’ll get there if we have

to climb clear to surface.”

MECH. ’22

We fear that we are about to lose two

members of our illustrious section. Old

Matrimony is hiding just around the

corner ready to knock them cold as they

walk heedlessly along reading that bit

of pigskin they may get this spring.

SCIENCE ’24

Mr. Cassan has issued a warning to all

whom it may concern that in future any-

one who willfully or otherwise insults

his “cheveux rouges” by fan ilia:

aliases such as “Red” will suffer indes-

cribable punishment at his hands. As

Prof. M-ll-r would say this may be neces-

sary, but not sufficient.

Everyone in the year is proud of our

representatives on the Third rugby team.

The way McNeil and Whitton tore up

that Varsity line was enough to make

even our “Red” (not Cas-n) open his

eyes. Cleland also put up a great game.

The absent-minded professor attempted

to close the door with one foot outside

and the remainder of him inside.

was instructed to install a “aum.**y uuz-

zer set in the room in order that, at the end

of the next meeting, an initial practice in

code work may be held.

It was decided at this meeting that pro-

vision be made for a series of lectures by

men of authority on wireless operating, on

the general principles of radio engineering,

and on some detail subjects such as "the

use af vacuum tubes in oscillating circuits.”
1

PAT-POURRI

A maiden entered a surface car

And firmly jgrasped a strap

And every time they hit a curve

She sat in a different lap.

The curves grew sharper,

The bumps grew worse,

Till at last she cried with a smile,

Will someone kindly tell me
How many laps to a mile?

Freshyet—What do you think of Miss

Overdone ?

Soph.—She has a good heart.

Freshyet—I don’t like her either.

Its an ill wind that doesn’t balloon some

Skirt.

Famous Q’s—The one issued to first

teams, thank, and the one overheard so

often in the B. E. F.

If Marshall Reid is willing that the Cafe-

teria be run by a committee from the A.

M. S., why isn’t that committee selected?

Mr. Reid volunteered a $5.50 week if 200

students bought tickets. He sold his tick-

ets at that price but only 137 students

bought them. 300 students eating in their

own cafeteria means a $5.00 ticket. Can’t

something be done?

G. D. O’C.

Since the cold snap set in there has

been quite a falling off of the interest

formerly taken by the surveying parties

in the ground hockey games.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies -

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

SCIENCE ’25

A regular meeting of the year was held

in Carruther’s Hall on Thursday, Nov.

17th, at 4 p.m. Prof. Ellis addressed the

meeting on behalf of the Fifth Field Com-

pany. Then Mr. Emory gave a short

historical sketch of the work of the Fifth

Field Company. Mr. Monture spoke of

the service rendered by the Employment
Bureau. He then gave a talk on service

as exemplified by the Engineer.

A short business session was held.

Messrs. Davis and Delworth were ap-

pointed scrutineers for the A.M.S. Elec-

tions. Mr. W. B. Airth was nominated

as Science ’25 candidate for A.M.S. Com-
mitteeman. All the fellows are invited to

submit yells and designs for year pins.

LOST
Left in Stadium at Queen’s-McGill

game, a cane with colours attached.

Please return to the Avonmore, 207 Wil-

liam St.

RADIO
The Wireless Club again assembled its

members at 4 o’clock on Thursday, Nov.

17th. The Works Comittee reported that

the aerial of our wireless station has been

pulled up into position and that the wireless

room may be fitted up with a set of instru-

ments within a few days. This committee

IS QUEEN’S SPIRIT ON THE
WANE ?

(Continued from page 5)

aroused gave the students a chance to rid

themselves of a little idle recrimination

which might otherwise have been directed

against the University at large. And thus

it made a definite contribution to ,the

Queen’s Spirit.

Secondly, we have the play. We appre-

ciate fully the attitude of the Dramatic

Club in choosing the play they did, and in

declining .to be held up by the manager of

the local theatre. At the same time it

seems unfortunate that it should be so. In

the past, Theatre Night has been one of the

great occasions of the year, with mirth and

hilarity holding full sway. This year, the

play is of so gripping and painful a nature,

that anything like levity is out of ,the ques-

tion. Thus another opportunity for the

student body to cheer itself up in a mildly

riotous way is disposed of.

Finally there is ,to be no parade. In pre-

war years the parade was a regular func-

tion of the University, an affair of weight,

and moment, and expectation. Likewise it

was a joyous occasion, when the delighted

undergraduate could shout, sinp, or dance

to his hearts’ content. Last year we made

an attempt at revival, a step in the right

direction
;
and it is possible that in time the

Parade might have regained Its old posi-

tion. But it is not to be. Sic transit gloria

mundi.

In closing, sir, I express the wish that

these good old institutions be. not allowed

to sink into oblivion
;
Alma Mater Society

be given the whole hearted support of the

undergraduates ;
and that the Queen s

Spirit thrive and flourish as in the brave

days of old. B.

An innovation in the matter of college

functions will be staged on Saturday,

when a Levana Street Fair will be held

in Grant Hall.

PARK VEIW
133 KING STREET ’ PHONE 1743

Under the Management of the Chateau Belvidere

Music and Dancing Saturday afternoons. Afternoon Tea 4 to 6

every day, including Sunday.

Private Dances, Theatre Suppers, BridgeParties, etc., arranged for.

Shall we of Science ’25 profit by the

advice of our seniors who, from experi-

ence, know' whereof they speak ?

We have been told that the absorption

of a mass of academic facts, many of

which we all shall forget, is not the only

benefit of college life. There are the

social accomplishments and friendships

which can be gained by attending social

functions. There is the ability to discuss

and analyse things intelligently which we
can acquire by going to the various soc-

iety meetings, pictures, and our year

meetings. Lastly there is the physical

fitness which we can enjoy by engaging
in one or more of the many athletic en-

deavours open to us at Queen’s and which
will give us greater capacity to get the

most out of the various phases of college

life.

Any one of the above will not carry

us far in this world, but all, blended into

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797 _

MENTION Skates

P
and everybody talks “Automobile .

Used by every good skater

TAKE OUR TIP AND
BUY NOW

Hockey Boots, Sharpening,

Screwing and Rivetting

Queen’s Official Headquarters

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE.,529
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SPORT
BILLY HUGHES SUMS UP THE

BOXING SITUATION

(Continued from page 1)

Jack Day did not follow instructions.

He was up against a terrific hitter who

knew the game. Jack was told to lie low

for an opening and to let his opponent do

all the leading. Day had a terrific punch of

his own and his only hope was to wait till

he got a chance to use it. He lead, missed,

and Black got him. It was no disgrace to be

beaten by Black who is one of the best in

the business—a scientific fighter and ring

general.

Ludgate was beaten on points through

not having fighting ability. With his height

and reach he is a hard man to connect with

but lack of experience in knowing how to

cover up when on the offensive, cost him

the decision.

Taylor was robbed of his bout. He

had a wide margin of poln,ts and finished

as fresh as he started. Watch him this

year if he can keep down to his old weight.

Skit McCartney was also robbed. But he

deserves a lot of credit for gameness as I

took six pounds off him two hours before

the fight. He was a little weak when he

entered the ring but put up a remarkably

good fight and actually finished stronger

than his opponent. The decision did not

meet with popular approval.

Red McKelvey was no doubt lucky, be-

cause he was ,too good natured. Jack had

his fight won at the end of the second

round. He was instructed to go out in the

third and finish his opponent.
^

Before

leaving the chair he remarked,“Oh Billy,

I don't like to hlirt him.” I .then told him

in no sweet way “Go out, you big stiff, and

do as you’re told. If you don t go out and

stop him, look for a rough time of it when

you come back to your corner.”

Well, Jack went out, did no,t follow in-

structions and I guess thought that all the

gloves in the country were thrown in the

ring for that round. The crowd was wild

with excitement. Jack was groggy and

covered with blood but game to the core.

He weathered the round and collapsed in

his corner. The judges ordered an extra

round. By hard, rough work Jack was

revived. With a determined and sorrowful

look he said at the end of the interval, “Bill,

I will do anything you tell me.” I said

“Well go ou,t and box this round and be

careful.” He did and won on points after

a hard, gruelling contest.

In this as well as in other contests it

was shown that Queen’s boxers were too

good-natured. The sooner they get away

from .this idea the better, if they want to

win in the Intercollegiate as things are

judged now. Take every opening and hit

hard. The sooner you stop your opponent

the better. If you don’t stop him he will

get you.

The class is too big to give individual in-

struction to and will be cut down to three

or four in each weight next Saturday after-

noon in the Gymnsaium, at 2.00 p.m. We
are going to give the boys lots of chance

to work before an audience so as to get

them over stage fright and so .that they will

do as well in contests as in practice.

eral ways in which every student of

Queen’s can help to turn out a winning

team. Here is one. On Saturday next

about twenty boxing contests between

the new members of the Club will be held

in the Gym. These contests are not

elimination bouts, and will not count in

any way toward the coming assault. In

former years it has not been uncommon

for men to enter the final assault who

never had appeared before an audience

previously. This is a disasterous mis-

take which must not be repeated this

year. Saturday’s contests are being held

for the very important purpose of giving

the new men some practice in working

before an audience. Hence it is desir-

able that a large number of students be

present. Although many of the men are

novices, the bouts will be held in the

Intercollegiate style, without any coach-

ing of either of the contestants. From

the ringing of the gong the men will de-

pend entirely on their own resources.

Perhaps no man’s opinion of the boxing

prospects is of more value than that of

trainer “Billy” Hughes; and he is very

optimistic, and pleased at the progress

of many of the new men. So we can

promise that Saturday’s contests will be

worth while seeing, even frotn a sporting

view point.

We would like to see every male stu-

dent present, as well as evbry member of

Levana. Remember, these bouts are not

fights; they are contests, in which quick

thought, quick action, and skill count far

more than mere brute force. The contes-

tants will face each other not as enemies

determined to win at the expense of the

other, but as friends who have agreed to

match against oneanother their individual

wits, their skill, and their strength, for

the sake of rivalry alone.

The importance of a good audience has

been pointed out. Come and see if you

can pick the year’s champions-to-be, and.

incidentally by your presence give the

boys the chance to get that which is ab-

solutely essential to success—ring ex-

perience. No admission fee will be charg-

ed. The contests start at 2 p.m. and will

be run off without delays.

GYM. NOTES
The Gym is a busy place this week. Xhe

throng of Assault-at-arms experts vie with

the Inter-faculty football men for room
to dress. The crowd out for boxing and

wrestling is not diminishing and all inter-

est is centred on the preliminary assault

which is to take place on Saturday after-

noon. Billy is greatly pleased with his box-

ers while Jimmy Bews doesn’t say much
as his smile speaks for him.

BOXING PROGRAM TOMORROW

The continued rally of the B.. W. F.

devotees" on training nights is very prom-

ising, and shows that the men are all

confident of a successful season. The

interest shown by the student body - at

large, and by the members of the Staff-

several of whom are always present at

the preliminary training—is very encour-

. aging, too. Rev. D. M. Solandt, a former

Queen’s wrestler, who is now lecturing

at the College, was a very interested spec-

tator on Wednesday evening.

The Committee wish to thank the spec-

tators for the way in which they are com-

plying with our request in Tuesday’:

Journal. This fact alone speaks volumes

for the real interest the student body is

taking in the Club’s activities. As we

pointe^H^.n Tuesday, there are sev-

With the cold weather the talk about

hockey increases in volume. The training

classes are to start shortly. The prospeots

for a Junior team look particularly .bright

as Reynolds, Dirth, Boucher, Adams and

Nickle are all juniors and all weigh over

160. Then Quinn will be back in the nets

and several more of fast years Champion-

ship team will be on hand. The Senior and

Intermediate outlook is bright as well, and

there may be lots of “dark .horse” mater-

ial in the Freshman Year.

Argot—Well, there’s one good thing

about me, I’m not two-faced.

Thompson—No. If you were

wouldn’t wear that one.—Ex.

you

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc;.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

j

For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

Mdiatiniof 50£ lOO

U little Bit of JllFight'

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES—

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

m
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LET US LOOK AFTER
YOUR GLOVE NEEDS

We have all kinds and all the new

Lower Prices

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

$2.50
An Autostrop

Safely Razor

WITH 1 DOZEN BLADES
We have only a few specials-

at this price

This is the regular $5.00

Razor.—$2.50

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Correct Full Dress

Shirts

Vests, Ties, Collars, Scarfs

Handkerchiefs

Shirts Studs, Vest Buttons

Cuff Links
f

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

THEOLOGY
Theology is still carrying on and th

usual fitful outbursts of song or noise may
be heard in the vicinity of the corridor

and charitable conversation, also as usual,

may be heard in the neatly ordered reading

room, nearby. After each class the motley

“Gang” of theologues quietly and 'decorous-

ly proceed to this retreat and there attempt

,to prepare themselves for the words of wis-

dom, scholarship and inspiration, which the

next lecture will provide. Satire and Irony

are cheap, so we shall say no more. The
fact remains that the little group called

“Divinity” is alive and healthy, even if their

reporter is a failure.

We are all of one mind in welcoming

back to us, Dr. Morgan, who has been lec-

turing in the West. His course is System-

atics, this session promises to be most inter-

esting and valuable. Dr. MacMillan has

completed his lectures on Hymnody and the

Book of Praise. His effective survey of

the evolution of Hymns and Psalms has

left a lasting impression in our minds of

the meaning of song in religion. He has

also succeeded in giving us a fine appre-

ciation of the structure and contents of

the Book of Praise. Mr. Solandt has

brought to us in the Robertson Memorial

Lectures some living Home Mission pro-

blems and some sound advice towards the

solution of these problems.

Our social life is no small part of our

course. Of late this phase of our education

has been staged in the homes of Principal

Dyde, Professor McFadyen and Professor

Jordan. Happy evenings they were indeed.

Our Moderator takes a very conscientious

view of his responsibility in this connection.

He goes for dinner in his turn and then

calls later to see that the second detachment

of his squad are behaving themselves in a

proper way. We all appreciate such over-

sight and frankly and kindly tendered to

him -our thanks the next morning. Never

mind, S-m-t-h-y, we know you forgot!

Our “Mirror” reflects the following: A
reading room that is and" is not a reading

room. An athletic Moderator. Two or

three furniture moving experts in Pro-

fessor Morgan's class. Fry moved the Ros-

trum and Wilson moved' it back—the mo-

tion was lost! The absence of the Trea-

surer's book and the equal elusiveness of

the Secretary and his minute book. Some
men will come late and. some will talk too

much in class. The Mirror has not as yet

shown us how to obviate these faults.

The Theology Social Evening for theo-

logues and intended theologues is still a

prospect, without hope. The annual Theo-

logy dinner will be held as usual sometime

during the second term of the session.

College Girls

Walking Shoes
Black Kid or Brown Calf, Low Heels

and smart good looking shoes

$5.95

LOCKETT’S

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their food is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and
obliging-, that it’s just like dining at home.
More expensive? Oh. no! Prices have
Been Reduced to the lowest possible level
consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-
prised at the small amount of your check
when you have finished your repast. Come
arid be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

COMMERCE CLUB HEARS
INTERESTING LECTURE

Setter Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

(Continued from page 1).

The Council maintains that the public

has the right to know the cause of dis-

putes where public service is concerned,

that public opinion is the best force to

decide these disputes
;

and that the

sincere citizen generally wishes to con-

form to public opinion. These are some
of the principles upon which the council

works.

Mr. Solandt mentioned a case where
two bricklayers were asked to come to

a meeting of the Council at which two
reporters were also present. He said that

they were told that in 1910 a bricklayer

placed on an average of from 1800 to

2000 bricks in a day and that in 1920 he
laid on an average only 800 or 1000 per

day. After agreeing that these facts

were correct, the bricklayers endeavoured
to explain to the Council and eventually

to the public the reasons for this de-

crease.

A case where community interests

were at stake was illustrated. There
were 600 Labor Union men employed in

the building of the New Eaton Mail Order
Building, which they wished to have cov-

ered before the cold weather came so as

to make inside work possible throughout

the winter. An Iron company, the name
of which Mr. Solandt requested should

not he mentioned by reporters, was put
ting- iron stairs in the building, and this

company sent two non-union men to do
part of the work.' The union men caused
trouble at once and threatened to strike.

The Industrial Council took up the case

and after a long discussion with the union

men and the iron company, a settlement,

was reached which both parties accepted,

and the work was not delayed. But the

Labor Union men wanted those two non-

union men withdrawn and two unlion

menbers put in their places which the

Iron firm refused to do. However the

Council showed that it was in the inter-

ests of the community that 600 men
should not be put out of work by a strike

and the crisis was averted. A few days
later, however, the two non-union men
were replaced by union men.

After concluding his lecture Mr. Sol-

andt answered several questions put to

him from- the audience. In reply to one
question he stated that, the Council did

not set any general principle regarding

open or closed shops. Every case is dealt

with separately and conclusions 'are

drawn from the special case according

as interests and opinion are concerned.

Public opinion determines the principles

of the Council.

Xmas Greeting Cards
Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

S’tranii
THUR, FRI., SAT.

“JUST A WIFE

All-Star Cast

POLECON CLUB

The Polecon Club will meet on Monday
evening, the 28th, at 8 o’clock, at the home
of Dean Skelton, 138 Albert St. The sub-

ject for discussion will be: “Resolved that

the United States of America was justified

in not entering the League of Nations.”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial's

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have' bmi purchased since
1914, at the exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
?1 10,000 yearly than il would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.
An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in
comfort in your old age.

^
J* COOKE, District Mgr.

Material on the topic will be found on the

history shelves in the History and Econ-

omics Reading Room.
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SONS OF AESCULAPIUS

High Standard of

Medical Education

eemplified by the GLORIOUS

RECORD OF QUEEN'S
graduates

The School of Mining and the Faculty

of Arts of Queen’s University have long

been known and respected as educational

institutions of an exceedingly high stan-

dard. It is not generally known, though,

that the Queen's University Medical Col-

lege keeps up the tradition of her sister

Faculties.

Needless to say, the usefulness of- any

educational institution, in short its rea

value, may be gauged by the success of

its graduates. Developing this test furth-

er, it is only necessary to call your atten-

tion to the hundreds of medical graduates

of Queen's who are now successfully prac-

tising their profession in this country and

abroad. The practising physician pro-

duced by a school is the evidence of that

school's efficiency.

The test of the standard of Medical

education in any medical school comes

when the graduate goes up for his Coun

cil examinations. Here, again, Queen

Medical School has answered the test.

Thirty-eight graduates tried the Council

examinations last spring. Twenty-three

tried the Ontario Council; twenty-one

were successful. Fifteen tried the Dom-

inion Council, fourteen were successful.

The percentage of successes judging by

the combined results, hovers in the neigh-

borhood of ninety-five per cent.

Any criticism of Queen s Medical Col-

lege as a leader in the field of medical

education seems rather left “without a

leg to stand on” in the face of these re-

sults. In other words Queen’s has again

contradicted adverse criticism very effec-

tively. She has “produced the goods.”

Good old Queen’s

!

Our Yell

J. C. CONNELL, M.A., M.D.

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY WAR
MEMORIAL

One of the great needs of Queen’s

University is a Students’ Union, and the

lack of some suitable building for this

purpose is becoming more apparent as

the student organizations and activities

increase.

Great satisfaction is felt in College

circles that this want is soon to be sup-

plied, particularly in view of the fact

that the Union will commemorate the

part the University played in the Great

War. The death roll was a heavy one

for Queen’s, over one hundred and eighty

having made the supreme sacrifice; and

the memory of the students could not

be more suitably perpetuated than in

erecting some building that would be

of service to the student body.

This Union will be the headquarters

of all student activities. Here, the Alma

Oil, wine, whiskey, rum,

More ale, more ale, more ale,

We’re no bums,

Waugh! Waugh! Waugh!

Mater Society and various Faculties will

meet, and the ‘'Journal” staff will be de-

finitely and accessibly located. Suitably

furnished club rooms will take the place

of the isolated quarters now used by the

different faculties, and everything will

be clone to make the Union comfortable

and attractive. A Cafeteria will be run

in connection with it, no doubt to be ac

companied in the future with a suitable

men’s residence.

One of the main features will be the

theatre, where the Dramatic Club will

be safe from the excessive charges of

local theatre managements, and also saved

the expense and trouble of putting Grant

Hall in shape for the production of plays.

With such accommodation as the Stu-

dents’ Union Theatre will provide, the

students may look forward to Theatre
|

Night” with more enthusiasm than everl

before.

Although the whole building will be

a memorial, a special part will be set

aside, to be known as the “silent room,

where suitable tablets and war records

\vj!j be reverently preserved.

The Committee is issuing another ap-

peal for funds, and it is hoped -that suf-

ficient money will be raised to enable

the scheme to be completed at an early

date.

QUEEN’S TO THE
FORE IN ATHLETICS
Varsity won the Senior Intercollegiate

Rugby Championship for the year 1921.

QueejVs_came second in the race ;
McGill

ended in the cellar. Surely that is but a

modest boost—Queen’s in second place,

yet, to those who know the facts, what

a meaning it has. After years of hard

fighting Queen’s lost the championship

by one point. Greater still the victory

when you read the Toronto papers. After

that memorable game in Toronto some

weeks ago the Toronto papers came out

flatly with the statement that “Queen's

lost the game by one point, but outplay-

ed the winners.” It seems scarcely neces-

sary to point out, therefore, that the

Queen’s Senior Rugby team is a Rugby

team of the first water.

Yet, further than this, Queen’s Univer-

sity holds three Intercollegiate Champion-

ships at the present time ; Intermediate

and Junior Hockey, and Junior Rugby.

There are six Intercollegiate Champion-

ships in rugby and hockey. One Uni-

versity holds three of them, or fifty per

cent. That University is Queen’s.

Also, if we summarize the results of

the Intercollegiate Assaults-at-Arms of

|

the past few years, we find that Queen s

has been the winner oftener than both

|

her competitiors combined. Again, a

Queen’s man contested in the finals for

the singles title of the Intercollegiate

Tennis Tournament, in 1919, 1920 and

1921.

It has been said that Queen’s is a

“dud” in the Intercollegiate athletic

world. Yet we consider that the above

statements indicate a series of successful

competitors from Queen’s University

who are rather more active than “duds”

are supposed to be.

THE BULLETIN

Wednesday, Nov. 30:

4.00 p.m.—Senior Basketball Practice.

5.00 p.m.—B.W.F. Club.

Thursday, Dec. 1

:

2.00 p.m.—Walter Knox, in the “Gym.”

4.00 p.m —Walter Knox in Gordon Hall

4.00 p.m.—Choral Society Reorganiza-

tion Meeting, Convocation Hall.

4.30 p.m.—Q.U.M.A., Dr. MacClement,

Bring New Testaments—Apolo-

getics Room.

Executive Meeting, 4.15.

Friday, Dec. 2:

5.00 p.m.—B.W.F.

8.15 p.m.—Dramatic Society will pre-

sent “The Tragedy of Nan.”, Grant

/Hall. THE MEDICAL QUADRANGLE

GRANT HALL Queen’s Dramatic Club
PRESENTS MASEFIELD’S GREAT EMOTIONAL DRAMA

GRANT HALL

“ the tragedy of NAN ”

FRIDAY and MONDAY EVENINGS, DECEMBER 2nd & Sth, at 8.30

ALL SEATS RESERVED. SALE NEXT TUESDAY AND THURSDAY AT 4 P.M., IN A 9 BASEMENT. NEW A

MAIL ORDERS WITH CASH LEFT AT COLLEGE P.O. PROMPTLY ATTENDED

Prices T5c. and $1.00.
War Tax lOc.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

5L E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.. M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve - 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today. _
A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

EDITORIAL
Opumi’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for

Canada,

in appli-

ixchangc

STAFF IN CHARGE OF SPECIAL
MEDICAL ISSUE

Editor—J. M. Givens.

Business ^Ianager—S. W. Houston

'Phone 1382j.

Faculty Reporter—J. Lansbury.

Reporter Med. ’22—W. J. Brough.

Reporter Med. ’23—G. E. Flanagan.

Reporter Med. ’2A—C. *H. Playfair.

Reporter Med. ’26—Q. Bliss.

Reporter Med. ’27—W. W. Cameron.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

“I AM A QUEEN’S MAN”
We once met the wife of a Queen’s

graduate who was herself a graduate of

an American University. She told us

that when she first met Queen’s men

she was always, puzzled by their great

pride in and love for their Alma Mater.

Later when the chances of life brought

her more and more within an environment

that savored strongly of Queen’s she be-

gan to realize that it was because

“Queen’s was such a wonderful school,

that those who came within its sphere

of influence came to feel that it was the

best school in the world.” Then the good

lady unwittingly illustrated the truth of

her own statement by adding very em-

phatically, “and I am a Queen’s student

by adoption.”

Our only commentary on the above

statement is that we share this enthus-

iasts’ opinion. To us, the undergraduates

of Queen’s, who fully appreciate the

thorough quality of all Queen’s Univer-

sity activities, there is a world of satis-

faction in being able to say, “f*am a

Queen’s man.”

To those who turn their backs on

Queen’s and its opportunities we accord

the good natured tolerance that common
sense always accords to those foolish en-

ough to indulge in that childish game of

‘jumping over bundles tp pick up straws.
1

wanted.” To further aid your laborious

endeavors we add that a “dud” is a shell

that does’nt explode.

The great thing, however, about

Queen’s is that it discovers undreamed of

potentialities in a mini’s make-up. Oh,

we beg your pardon! We meant to say

that if there is one ray of light inside an

otherwise dark brain-box Queen’s will

find it. Concrete examples are too num-

erous to mention. You certainly are the

duddest dud that ever dudded,” if

Queen’s can’t “undud” you.

Yea brother, verily we say to thee that

the man who says to himself “Is Queen’s

good enough for me?” is pulling the

bonehead play that youth usually pulls

in the game of life—self conceit. Just

ask yourself this question, “Am I good

enough for Queen’s?” And believe us,

oh blind brother wandering in the desert

of ignorance, that Queen’s can give you

more than you can ever give Queen’s.

There’s more truth than fiction in the

words of the old song:

“My father sent me down to Queen’s

That I might there become a Man.”

Come along and be exploded

!

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match”' “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

QUEEN’S SPIRIT
We surmise that you have heard about

the Queen’s Spirit. Likewise we surmise

that the uninitiated iamong you consider

it as a matter of oratorical, editorial <?r

reportorial “Jmnkum.” It is with great

pleasure that we inform you that you are

mistaken, very sadly mistaken. You see

it’s like this

:

Queen’s has always had to fight hard

for anything she got. Financial ruin

has hung over her many times. But

always she fought and won out. The
work of Principal Snodgrass and his as-

sociates and of his successor, Dr. Grant,

though now a matter of history, stands

out as a glorious example. They were
men who refusetj to give in to almost

certain defeat. The fight was uphill, the

task almost impossible, but they won.
Queen’s stands today as a monument

to their labours. Those labours have
left their mark on Queen’s—the mark
that gives Queen’s that quality known
as the Queen’s Spirit. It is the quality

associated in the minds of men with
Queen’s University activities whether in

the world of finance, letters, science or

sport. It is the habit of Queen’s the

custom, the law, the guiding tradition.

And its essential meaning is to think of

doing something worth while, to attempt

to do it, to keep on attempting to do it

no matter how hard or difficult the task,

and in the end to do it well.

“BILIN’ OVER”
Editorials are supposed to be written

by owls. But “we ain’t no owl,” which

is as true as it is ungrammatical. Where-

fore this outburst.

But the days of darkness are passed

‘Queen’s has triumphed, her people are

free.” Wherefore we sound the loud

timbrel.

You betcha! We jolted ’em. We beat

Varsity
;
we scared her witless ! We beat

McGill ! No longer shall we have to

be patient under that politely sarcastic

query. “Has Queen’s got a football

team ?” We’ll say she has—three of them.

Frowzy historians enthuse over the Re-

naissance of the Middle Ages. But the

historians are dead. Yea ho, dead to the

fact that they are living in the middle of

the Renaissance—Queen’s Athletic Re-

naissance.

We hate to brag, but Queen’s holds

half of the six Intercollegiate titles in

rugby and hockey. That is’nt all. She’s

after t’other three as well. It may be

greedy. But some people take a lot of

convincing. The public need's convinc-

ing. They’re going to get it.

Queen’s convinced the Toronto sport-

ing editors a few week’s ago. But. To-
ronto is'nt everybody. And Queen’s is

going to convince everybody.

Some idiot t<?ld us that there “wasn’t

anybody at Queen’s who could play

hockey or rugby.” - He’s had one—no,

two—jolts already, provided by our Sen-

ior and Junior Rugby teams. He’s going
to get a third jolt when the hockey sea-

son opens.

May the jolt be jolty enough to be a

fatal jolt.

Scum-a-gee—let’s go

!

QUEEN’S ADVANTAGES

TREATING THEM ROUGH
In case your mental faculties cannot

grasp the meaning of our explanation of

Queen’s Spirit, we put it more simple
thus: Queen’s Spirit means “No dud

This is necessarily limited to a brief sum-

mary. We write it because it is often well

to stop and count our blessings. People

have to do that frequently to fully realize

how lucky they are .

Firstly—Queen’s offers you the best edu-

cation in the world—Education that in its

Academic aspect is wide and varied in

character, skilful in its application to the

needs of Canada, and profitable to your

mental processes. It stabilizes the mind and

carries balance on one hand associated with

development on the other. Education that

in its attendant associations with other in-

dividuals finds for you friendships, memor-

ies and a zest for life and work. In other

words it gives a sane outlook on the world’s

ant heap and your part in it.

Secondly—Queen’s offers you the heri-

tage of youth—the right to pjay. Gymna-

sium, Stadium, Rink, Dramatic Club, Dan-

ces, Football, Hockey, Basketball, etc., etc.—

anything, in short, from checkers and chess

to Ladies’ Field Hockey— all the facilities

for the enjoyment that Canadian youth is

A “Guid”

Guide
Like everybody else you’re

interested in “what to buy

for Christmas.”

You’ll find the Ryrie Store a

wonderfully “guid” guide, as

our friend “H a r r y Lauder”

might say, and it will well repay

a visit.

We do not even suggest the

matter of buying.just- now,

but we would like you to see our

Autumn Opening of the world’s

best in Jewellery, Art Goods,

etc.

Should you see anything that

interests you, we will be glad

to set it aside for Christmas de-

/ livery and you’ll have that much,

at least, off your mind.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copied of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

heir to. Your passport to any of them is

obtained when you register as a Queen’s

Student. They are not “Frat” or “Sorority”

monopolies. They are University activities

just the same as lectures, laboratory per-

iods, etc.

Thirdly—Queen’s gives every man his

chance. Her advantages are not placed

within the pale of the finanieally exorbitant.

Her honours are not awarded' with partial-

ity. Pier athletic awards are open to all

who wish to try.

Fourthly—Queen’s is situated in King-

ston, Ontario. We know you are smiling.

Yet did you ever consider? It is always a

remarkable fact to us that sometime, some-

how, nearly every Queen’s graduate wan-

ders back here for a visit. “Just to see the

old place” they explain, so many of them.

And you find so many of them strolling out

King Street “just to se the old lake.” Y'es,

Queen’s is an asset .to Kingston. But

Kingston, with her quiet age and the beauty

of her natural situation, gives Queen’s one

of her advantages, a quiet environment for

study without isolation from modern devel-

opments.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
i 84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

SS Jariors, having a private parlor

where we giv< spec.al a “
ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
S Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDICALOSnCE EXCEEDS ALL
EXPECTATIONS

FACULTY REPORTER, J. LANS^URY

MEDICAL DANCE A GLORIOUS
AFFAIR

“But listen, I haven’t even 'got a dress

suit.”

“That’s nothing, I’ve always attended the

Yes I’ve been to all the dances at formal dances, and I only got a suit of my

Queen’s for the past six years, but this one own last year.-You see ’’ and here he

Silk Underwear

FOR XMAS GIFTS

Beautiful goods in the popular

colors

:

Camisoles, $1.50 and up

Teddys, $3.75 and up

Bloomers, $2.98 and up

Gowns, $8.50 and up.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your -

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

surpasses them all. It is something of an

entirely different degree. So says an enthu-

siastic co-ed, speaking of the Annual Dance

of the Aesculapian Society held in Grant

Hall on the evening of Nov. 25th.

‘The best dance I’ve ever been at”—one

hears it on every hand. But how can it be

expressed? The English language wasn’t

made for such things! The\e are certain

experiences which cannot be told of inwards.

Who, for instance, can convey an adequate

idea of the beauties of a symphony, or the

glorious hues of a dying sun? To express

them would be to re-create them. How en-

tirely futile then is any attempt to set down

on paper the thrills awakened by one of the

throbbing fox trots or the air of triumph

bestirred by the galaxy of colors?

But still, something must be said for the

benefit of those who were unfortunate

enough to be absent—something just to in-

dicate the regal splendour of the occasion.

From an artistic point of view, the de-

corations were perfect. They made a won-

derful background for the crowd of 'grace-

ful, carefree couples who seemed to accept

them with charming indifference, or shall we

say modesty—for they were indeed a part

of them. The stage had disappeared. In

its place was now a shady wooded glade

from which descended music. Such music

!

Jardine’s music! Music that could make

one float instead of waltzing, or awaken

national sentiment with a weird bag-pipe

effect, and then burst out with all that zip

and dash so necessary to the other dances.

Outside, the dim light of the Red Room

invited the languid to the soft depths of its

lounges, while the Arts Club Room, under

able direction, provided a supper both deli-

cate and satisfyirj^.

Far into the night the galleries were pack-

ed with onlookers in sympathetic, wistful,

envious and jealous moods. Every moment

of the evening was enjoyed, from the time

that the bugle announced the first dance

until the last chord of music had spent: it-

self in fading echoes. It was indeed a high-

water-mark in the history of Faculty Func-

tions at Qyeen’s, and in every sense of the

word* a huge success.

Permit us therefore to voice the Reeling

of everyone by suggesting a word of thanks

to Mr. Crowe, his Committee, and all those

other Committees who made our pleasure

possible by their unselfish work.

THE LION AND THE LAMB

leaned over further and whispered. “Do

the same as Reuben did, you’ll find it in

Genesis XXXVII-29.” he said audibly.

Paul smiled, He didn’t cjuite catch on,

but he had a good idea. Still, there were

other difficulties.

“What about a girl, Van?” I haven’t

been here long enough to
”

“Well, you know Miss ,
don’t you?”

“Yes, but she’s a little to'

“Piffle man! She may have run in the

Alma Mater Elections but she’s just as nice

as she always was, and besides
”

“Then you think, Van, that she’d like

to ”

“Of course she would, and
”

“But how about a taxi? You know I-

“Well that's just what I was going to

'say

—

we’ll go in together on one. They all

do it and it cuts down on expenses a whole

lot, see?” 4

Yes, Paul did see,—saw what Van had

unconsciously demonstrated

—

a glimpse, of

the “Queen’s Spirit.”

THE FACULTY DANCE

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent., of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET

“Your’e going to the big Faculty Dance I

suppose Paul?” The speaker, a broad-

shouldered final year med., leaned with a

good-natured if somewhat professional air

towards the freshman. They had met each

other at the Freshman’s Reception and, al-

though Pan tvas in his final year, had ever

since been the best of friends. It all seemed

such a mystery to Paul,—so different from

what he had expected of college life
;
he had

come up to Quen’s expecting to know thos ?

only of his own year, to be sat upon by all

his seniors, and to be general nonentity for

two or three years at least, and now Van

had volunteered to be his friend,—had taken

him around^and shown him some of . the in’s

and out’s of college life. Yes, it was com-

pletely different, and much better!

Paul was still young—eighteen to be ex-

act, and had never been away from home

before. He felt so very diffident about step-

ping out into life, and now all his fears were

groundless. He was enjoying his first year

better than he had ever dreamed of doing.

He tapped a cigarette on the table with

rather elabourate carelessness and took ad-

vantage of an extended match.

‘Yes Van,” he replied as he watched the

smoke curl leisurely upwards—“Yes, I cer-

tainly should like to go, but there are quite

a few things standing in the way. Y ou see

I
”

“Nonsense! We can soon fix ,those up."

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

(With apologies to Macaulay and everybody)

Good old Aitch of Medicine

By the nine Gods he sware

That the house of Aesculapius

Should have a dance once more.

By the nine Gods he swore it,

And named the jazzy day.

And made the bills be posted forth

East and West and South and North,

To summon^ the array.

East and West and South and North

On board and tree and wall,

All Meds and Arts and Science

Have seen .the' thrilling call.

Shame on the false Med Student

Who lingers ’neath his roof

When Aitchie and the lassies

Will shake the wicked hoof.

Now every type of student,

Is ranged beneath our eye.

Arid many a Kingston lassie,

A Queen’s lad’s stout ally.

And with their mighty intellects

To join the muster came

Some few professors and their wives,

With many a famous name.

And girls in yellow dresses,

And girls in green and blue.

And men you’d never seen before

—

The crowd it grew and grew.

And freshiss full of freshness,

And sophies full of sin,

E’en Juniors and Seniors,

Oh Glory, what a din

!

And boys dolled up in dress-suits

With bosoms gleaming bright,

Girls of bewitching beauty

With all their charms in sight,

And some without much beauty

Proclaimed by dress and eyes,

“I haven’t got so much to show,

But Gee!—I advertise.”

The music starts ;
we’re whirling

To Jardine’s charming band,

When we’re aware of a loving pair

That dance at our right hand.

So close their heads, no mortal r

Might daylight see between,

Cheek to cheek .their faces are,

We hope both cheeks are clean

!

Never did wrestlers head lock

His foe so close entwine,

And never did such calf-like love

Before the public shine!

And when the months returning

Bring back this night of glee,

All our old friends, botli boys and girls

We hope once more to see.

And so now fellow students,

To one and all we say

Forgive us all the trash and- slams

Within our foolish lay.

X. Y. Z.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7100 for 21 Meals,

M. P. REID, Manager.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
^ BEST OF SERVICE

THE YOUNG MEN OF KIN

The following translation of a fragment

found in the ruined City of Kin gives an

interesting contrast between dances in a past

era and those of to-day.

' “Now in the days when Aitch, the son of

Agun, reigned over the men of Med., he

saith “Let a dance be made,” and straight-

way every man grabbeth his telephone and

biddeth his beloved to come. And when she

heareth the good tidings she knocketh her

knees together and squealeth for joy and

maketh a pretence, saying “Behold I have

naught wherewith to clothe myself,” and he

answereth “Then shalt thou be in good style

withal.” And on the night of the dance he

renteth him a garment that irketh him much

and calleth for her in a chariot. And when

they were assembled, certain men of Jav,

which were hired at a great price, played

cunningly. And each man taketh a damsel

unto him and she clave unto him even as a

vine cleaveth unto a telegraph post. And

behold they dance as tho they were plagued

with palsy, for verily as him that jazzeth so

is she that shimmieth. And certain of them

that stood by say unto him that danceth

“Thou art crazy, and hast a devil.” And

he answereth, saying “I may be crazy, but

how darest thou call my damsel a devil!”

But behold some which danced not cun-

ningly, neither toddled they, but rather

heeded they the commandment “Thou shalt

walk in my way” for .they gat them in every

man’s way. Now when the night was far

spent each man taketh his damsel out for to

give her fodder. And when she drinketh

she cocketh up her little finger, for verily,

like as him who straighteneth his tie, so

also is she that powdereth her snout. Now

them that study for to cure divers diseases

communed with each other saying

The record becomes undecipherable at

this point. We infer from the reference to

“divers diseases” that the City- of Kin must

have been a centre' for salvage work at this-

early date.

J- L-
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

1 MEDICINE ’22
W. J. BROUGH |

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergfr St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A javings Bank balance built up

b. vreful economy and self-denial

'! give-you greater satisfaction than

. n t ,ual sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

'the advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

v-uicess and Clergy Sts. Branch

\ BRYMNER, Manager.

A Dozen
Portraits

will solve a dozen of your

'What to give at Christmas?’

problems. Sittings made now
relieve you of shopping wor-
ries later on and we will have

time to give the work special

attention.

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Sittings May Be Made
Any Evening

’PHONE 2159w

REPORTER,

REORGANIZATION OF QUEEN’S
MEDICAL FACULTY

The modern Medical School is the pro-

duct of Evolution. Originally most medi-

cal schools were proprietary in type, but

with the years they gradually became

absorbed into the Universities, with

which they were associated or affiliated.

This was not the case with Queen’s

Medical College. It began its work as

a faculty of the University, and this ar-

rangement has always been for the ad-

vancement of Medical Science. Queen’s

Medical School has been fortunate in

having at her head during her evolution-

ary period her present Dean, Dr. J. C.

Connell. This office he has held for the

past twenty years, and largely to his

wise guidance must be attributed the

present enviable position of the Medical

Faculty of Queen’s University.

In every field of academic life in which

it has engaged, Queen’s University has

ever been in the forefront of progress.

Especially is this true of its famous medi-

cal school, whose graduates, numbering

over two thousand, scattered from the

rock ribbed old Atlantic to golden Paci-

fic sands, in the leading centres of the

North American continent, have brought

fame to their Alma Mater, honor to them-

selves, and the best professional skill to

the ailing everywhere.

If “service” be the doctors’ motto, the

slogan of Queen’s Medical School is “Pro-

gress.” The University Board of Trus-

tees is leaving nothing undone to bring

medical education up to the most mod-

ern standards. Its aim has been to secure

full time professors, not only for the prim-

ary subjects, but also for the subjects

taught in the /dinical years. In both

Medicine and Surgery a full time profes-

sor was added to the staff last year, and

provision was made for a full time pro-

fessor in Preventive Medicine and Public

Health. This latter appointment has not

yet been made, owing to the difficulty of

securing an outstanding man for the posi-

tion in either America or the British Isles.

At present the Medical School counts

fifteen full time professors with several

full time associates. There are in ad-

dition, in the clinical years, seventeen part

time professors and assistants. For clini-

cal material, there are available about

eleven hundred beds in the different hos-

pitals of the city of Kingston. This ma-

terial is so organized as to serve the medi-

cal students to the best possible advan-

tage.

The Kingston General Hospital which

is the chief teaching hospital has over

one million dollars to expend on new

buildings and equipment. The Board of

Governors has already begun operations

on one of the buildings. When complet-

ed, it will have over three hundred beds

and will be one of the most modern in-

stitutions in Eastern Canada. The Hos-

pital is adjacent to the Medical College

and this makes it very convenient for

the professors and student*.

Already the results of this reorganiza-

tion are evidenced in the remarkable suc-

cess of the graduates who have presented

themselves for examination before the

college of Physicians and Surgeons of

Ontario and the Medical Council of Can-

ada. A pass list last spring which was

95% successful is a record of which any

University might well be proud, and it

proves conclusively that though Queen’s

is old, she is not old fashioned,

Marshall—B. Ii. Harper.

The office of prophet was hotly con-

tested there being no less than seven

candidates in the field. In returning

Bill” Campbell to the presidency we cer-

tainly made no mistake. He filled his

position as president last year in a very

able manner and did all the “dirty” work

without a murmur. It’s up to the year

to stand behind him and make his work

as light as possible. We all realize that

the~cluties attached to the presidency of

the final year in Medicine are heavy in

more ways than one, so let’s show him

that we appreciate his efforts.

The year has not made any attempts

to gain fame in athletics this year.

Classes every day till 5 p.m. do not leave

much time for the boys to get into trim.

Even “Alabama marbles” seems to have

lost its hold on its most enthusiastic ad-

mirers. How about it, Soup?

A member of the year asks: “Who
was the freshman in Arts, playing half

back for his year team, that wanted to

know after the game was over, just

what an offside kick was?”

What did our prof, mean when he said,

He was killed instantly. He was quite

dead, of course.”

Ad. of Elmhurst School For Girls

Only 24 pup jls. All sports.

Let’s see, what railroad takes you to

Elmhurst?

Important Sport Note

WALTER KNOX COMING TO
QUEEN’S

Bush—I dreamed last night I went to

heaven.

Fair one—Is it possible, Freddy?

Bush—Yes I drank some of Harry’s

newest hair tonic.

Fair one—Well, what did that have to

do with your going to heaven?

Bush—Why, it grew hair in my stom-

ach and I was tickled to death.

Tom Wells must have visual and audi-

tory hallucinations of a telephone opera-

tor. The other day when the roll was
being called, he bawled out “Hullo.”

Walter Knox, who is probably the

greatest all-round track athlete that

Canada has developed, is coming to King-

ston tomorrow. He is working through

Ontario, under the auspices of the Pro-

vincial Government, giving demonstra-

tions of track work. While here, he will

divide his time bewteen the R. M. C.,

the Kingston C. I., and our Track Club.

On Thursday afternoon in the Gym.

he will give a little demonstration of the

best way to do things, and at 4.00 p.m. in

Gordon Hall, he will exhibit a slow-mo-

tion film which he carries to demonstrate

more accurately the things he embodies

in his instruction.

The Track Club have been fighting aru

uphill battle for years. The smaller'col-

leges have not been able to afford to get

good instruction in every line of sport

taken up by the Intercollegiate Union.

With the revival that is quite apparently

taking place in College this year, the

Track Club does not wish to remain in

the background and the advent of Walter

Knox is giving them some real encourage-

ment.

It is hoped that anybody in the lea.st

interested will come and see these demon-

strations.

Remember the date Thursday, Dec. 2,

in the early afternoon at the Gym, and

in Gordon Hall at 4.00 p.m.

The annual meeting of Meds. ’22 was
held on Tuesday, Nov. 15th, at 5 p.m., in

the New Medical Bldg. The annual elec-

tion of officers was held and the results

were as follows:

Hon. Pres.—D. E. Mundell, B.A., M.D.,

F.A.C.S

President—Wm. Campbell.

Vice-Pres.—C. M. Eynon.

Sec.-Treas.—C. W. White.

Historian—R. G. Yoerger.

Prophet—W. J. Nicolson.

Poet—B. E. Knapp.
Orator—A. B. Clayton.

Bibbys
We’re Not a Bank But You Can Save Money Here

THE STORE FOR CLOSE BUYING

We offer you no bails, no trading stam'ps, no special

discounts, but we do offer absolutely first quality merchandise

at prices that defy the keenest of competition.

We buy for cash, we sell for cash. We have one price

and that price is marked in plain figures—in few words, our

aim is to offer you the Best for Less.

GLOVE SPECIAL

Silk lined.

|S\

Grey Suede Gloves,

$1.48

SHIRT SPECIAL

Tooke and Arrow Shirts, sizes

14^-16^, $1.48

OVERCOATS

Nobby, Ulsterettes and Ches-

terfields. All new models, beauti-

fully tailored, dependable fabrics.

Special Values $30.00.

SUITS

Real Suits, correct models, skill-

fcc-ieio V

&artjhj $nmb fflltrtljra

fully tailored, new fabrics, new de-

signs. Special Value $30.00.

Try us for Pure Wool Under-
wear, Sweaters and Hosiery.

Bibbys
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flowers
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queens

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St„ Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City.

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

YOU DON’T HAVE TO
DIE TO WIN

The benefits of Lite Insurance,

besides being a protection for.

others, it is an indication of Thrift’

—establishes credit and provides

an income for old age by system-

atic savings.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

L
BBS

Medicine
Have discontinued the sale of

Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

a bargain.

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

human chaff till next week brings us here

MEDICINE ’23
REPORTER, G. E. FLANAGAN

Subs, scolpels, grinds, quizzes,

Straights, splints, gin, fizzes,

Oil thigh na Banrighim gu-brath,

Med’s ’23, woufch, wough, wough.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

A true Canadian University, an educa-

tional institution with a proud past of hon-

orable achievement, Queen’s faces the fu-

ture with feelings of security and sees the

coming days bringing greater triumphs.

Being such an institution she offers to stu-

dents many forms of activity and one of

the foremost is her athletics. The necessity

of athletics in a student's life is already

widely recognized and I will try to illustrate

what Quean’s offers along this line.

As a member of the Intercollegiate Union

Queen’s fills a great position. It is through

her participation that such a league exists

and by means of her competition that the

Intercollegiate athletics have become the

standard for imitation by other Unions. In

this Intercollegiate Union all branches of

recognized athletics suitable for our country

are carried on. In the fall there is the great

college game of football—rugby football.

Besides this there is association football.

There is tennis. There is track work and

there is the road work which may be had

with the harriers. In the winter hockey, of

course, holds the stage and in the back-

ground are the indoor sports—basketball

and boxing, wrestling and fencing. The

girls too have their sports, playing field and

ice hockey, basketball and indulging as well

in gymnastics. With three teams competing

in football and hockey in the Intercollegiat

League and three Faculty teams and the

various year teams every one has opportun-

ity to compete. Being purely amateur the

sports are played for .the game’s sake as

they should be.

The smallest University in the Intercolle

giate Union (which is made up of the Uni

versity of Toronto, McGill University, the

Royal Military College and Queen’s) our

College has a record of which to be proud

Rugby has always found Old Queen’s a

consistent performer—a game fighter

against odds and a true sport.. So too has

hockey. Queen’s has held the Allen Cup

and been the O. H. A. champion and in the

Intercollegiate has captured the title on

many occassions. Basketball has flourished

and so has ,the Assault-At-Arms. In the

latter our Boxing, Wrestling and Fencing

Club has done wonders. Not content with

holding the championship over half the time

since the annual competitions commenced,

the Club on one occassion captured all the

points—a record so far unequalled m the

history of our Sister Clubs of Varsity and

McGill. Now with accomodation for rug-

by and for hockey amply supplied and the

steady support of its numerous graduates

' assured, Queen’s looks forward to a future

of championship after championship and

successes in abundance. Let all those who

play the game for ,the games’ sake and

seek real sportsmanship choose Queen’s for

their Alma Mater.

The 4th Year Movies.

Thursday afternoons we see the movies,

with the aid of the best projection and

magnifying lantern in use in the Canadian

Medical Schools. The preliminary is a two

reeler “The Illuminating Comedy.” Shafts

of light flit over walls and domes and into

yes and finally the operator finds the screen

and ge,ts things focused. Now comes the

real drama “The Pathology Special.” Oh,

it is beautiful! We wander over cells, fol-

low arteries, probe veins, look for bacteria

and giant cells, and we are glad the slides

are stained. The Professor talks and tells

us many things. He speaks on inflamma-

tion, on infiltration, of pleurisy and pneum-

onia while we in peace and darkness snore

on in our own quiet way. How hard the

seats are! Oh, for a downy couch and a

pillow on which to rest our tired heads.

What joy, what quietness and contentment

here. No title readers, or hats to mar our

view. We sleep on while .the good Profes-

sor talks. The bell rings and the lights

come on. We are alert once more, mere

What we call some of the boys :

—

Dad Bell, Mary Bigford, Bossy Bracken,

Doc Carmichael, Slabbie Drury, Porky
Flynn, Tubby Givens, General Grant, Noisy

Hall, Shorty Kines, Cop Morrison, Star

Morris, Penny Pense, Pix Pixley, Bull

Richardson, Rich Shirley, Gunboat Smith

and Johnny Walker.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co,

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Thanks to the generosity of a loving bro

ther, Queen’s has a real stadium— Thi

George Richardson Memorial Stadium, peer

to any in Canada in regard to size, architec-

ture, location and accommodation the Sta-

dium also possesses the best playing field in

the Intercollegiate Union. Built entirely for

football and track work, the gift shows a

wonderful faith in Queen’s, and we are sure

the results achieved in it and by it will

amply satisfy the donor.

Through the personal patriotism of the

Harty Family and other generous graduates

the New Year will see the opening of the

Jock Harty Rink, a Queen’s rink. Fitted

for artificial ice, of size 270 feet long by

140 feet, the new rink will have a playing

surface of 80 feet by 200 feet. With its

seating capacity for 4250 it will insure

support for our hockey teams and through

its tea room will look after the social

requirements of the hockey fans and skat-

ing couples. Watch Queen’s in hockey.

Did you know that our Gymnasium h;

the largest basketball floor to be found

again to the study of Patholojgy.

A New Yell.

Holy Gee,

M. D’s in ’23,

May B. E. E.

Kingston's Leading Photoplay House.

MON., TUES., WED.

KATHERINE MACDONALD
in

‘STRANGER THAN FICTION’

Allen Concert Orchestra.

Sid Hoffman Directing.

Insurance
A policy in our Office means that your insurance is backed

by a Company with strong resources
;
companies that never stand

on technicalities, pay their honest losses without discount, immed-

iately upon adjustment. Try us when placing your next insurance.

’PHONE 539

E. W. MULLIN & SON

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The Masques of Ottawa
By Domino

This is a coilection of Critical Studies of Prominent Public

Canadians: The Prime Minister, Mr Mackenzie King, Sir Robert

Borden, Mr. T. A. Crerar, Sir Joseph Flavelle, Mr. N. W. Rowell,

Sir Sam Hughes, Mr. J. W. Dafoe, Sir George Foster, Sir Thomas

White, Mr. E. C. Drury and others.

For Sale at -

R. Uglow & Company
Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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“The College Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direef importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 DOors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

MEDICINE ’24
REPORTER, C. H. PLAYFAIR

I

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

anti all Kinds of

PRINTING
Hanson

,

Crosier & Edgar
20 Market St., Kingston

\

vC-JiNd MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINS, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

•'So,” sobbed Alma Vladofforitch-

skioffsky, “Ivan Ninc-Spotski died on the

field of battle. You say he uttered my
name when he was dying?”

“Part of it,” said the returned soldier,
%iP#rt of it.”

Our Social Life

Wasn’t it Sherman who had the brain

wave that gave birth to the thought

that war is—well, rather warm? And

from Darwin we get the dope that life is

a continual war. Hence, by simple de-

duction, life is a trifle sticky. But, if life

is hot, why not make an effort, we ask,

to take it as coolly and pleasantly as

possible?

Most of us come to college with high

aspirations of future greatness, and if we

do not, we lack the necessary inspiratory

motive, by which all history makers have

been impelled. On entering college^we

cease to think as children, put on the

mask of men, though our hearts still

be as the hearts of children, and take

our place in the world of sport, study, and

sociability.

The primary point in our college life

is, of course, study. But study is like

a home: You go to it when you’ve no

place else to go. Anti besides, of what

use is all the learning in the world, if

you cannot go out among people, take

a part socially, and at the same time get

in touch with the joys and sorrows of

your neighbour? Be sympathetic ! You

will he accepted only after you show

yourself to be genuinely interested and

ready to help.

The logical way, to go about this would

seem to be to strive to get a broader

view of life by listening to the opinions

of tlib professor and students of all

faculties, at the same time comparing

and assimilating them with your own

embryo thoughts which are continually

striving to find expression.

And this is where in our social life

at Queen’s, we have something that our

sister universities have not. Here we

have that close contact and fellowship

spoken of before, and a complete absence

of fraternities and cliques, which do so

much toward destroying, a genuine’ col-

lege spirit. On the other hand, every-

thing possible is done to get the students

together through the medium of athletics,

social functions and mass meetings. These

men you meet are the men who, as they

grow older, take command of the coun-

try, and govern the affairs of state by

word of mouth and through the press.

Why not be one of them?

Also, the Medical Faculty, incorporated

with the Arts and Science faculties, forms

a self-governing body, and this is one

thing that looms large on our horizon.

We conduct our own Medical Faculty

business through our Aesculapian Soc-

iety, and each year forms a separate

society, by means of which matters con

cerning the year are dealt with.

And, though we play very hard, we can

at times be very serious. We have our

annual meeting of the Concursus Iniqui

tates—a meeting of the grand jury, as it

were, and woe betide the delinquent who
has so conducted himself as to incur the

wrath of those higher up. Every man
gets a fair trial by judge or jury and in

all cases is justice tempered by the Quali-

ties of mercy.

All meetings are carried on according

to Parliamentary procedure, and, this

gives rise to another point. Having socie-

ties, we must have officers, and these

must be filled by men belonging to the

society. Every man who enters the Med-
ical Faculty, at some time or another,

has the chance to hold an important of-

fice—just what is needed to inspire the

undergrad with confidence, and stimul-

ate in him ability in public speaking. For
those whose inclinations tend toward

writing we have our college Journal

which is written and edited by students.

Space does not permit of a long literary

dissertation on the various aspects and
advantages of our social life over that

in other universities. Much more could
be said of our dances, social evenings,

mass meetings, student parades, collegi

elections, etc., in which each faculty o
each year as the case may be, takes
separate part. These things are part an,

The Medical Student

As he strode along the campus path

I heard Levana tritely say

“He’s a Med. ’Nuff said, their kind

Are not for us.” But why?

lumberman. At the end of an hour the

Veteran stopped sawing, and regarded

his weary .partner with pitying eyes.

“Sonny;” he said, ‘T- don’t mind your

riding on this saw, but, if its just the

same to you, I wish you’d quit dragging

your feet on the ground.”

‘Of horrid things they always talk

In speech uncouth and rough.

They like to,s|iow to all around,

As Meds. they must be tough.”

But really girls, they’re not so wild

As many, of you think,

They dance a waltz, or skate “Cherie”

With any on the rink.

They may tell of Belladonna, or shout

aloud for all,

parcel of a college career at Queen’s,

things that cannot be escaped.

Even the Queen’s yell, different from
ordinary class yells, is a tie that draws
all students closer together. To us it

is like a national anthem. It sends a

tingling down the spine and imbues all

with the feeling that every man is a

brother, and the world is at our feet.

Wot a Life!

Young Doctor (in practice a week) de-

scribing a typical day to a friend : “This

morning I did practically nothing. Dur-

ing the afternoon the rush fell off a bit."

Who’s Who
Dr. Ettinger—A perambulating ency-

clopedia of incomprehensible embryolo-

gical terminology.

“Johnny” Evans—The man who put

Queen’s on the map, knocked the ’1 out

of McGill and scared Varsity sick.

Lifshitz—A continual stumbling block

to New Profs, at roll call.

Perrin—The bravest man in the year,

seen from the manner in which he stood

up to the powder at Med ’23 social even-

ing.

Speak in whispers of cadavers, or of

bones they have for sale.

But try to educate them, with your re-

finement sweet.

Yes, cultivate the Medico, you’ll find

him hard to beat.

W. P.

A Diplomatic Answer
Patient—(With injured thumb): ,How

long doctor before it is better?

Doctor—It depends. It may get better

soon or it may take a long time.

Adding Insult, etc.

Prof. X.
—

“I can’t blame you for look-

ing at your watch when I’m lecturing,

but I do object to your holding it to your
ear to make sure it hasn’t stopped.”

Playing It Safe

Scene—Materia Medica classroom.

Prof submits hypothetical case as fol-

lows :

J
‘Suppose,” said he, “You were called

upon to attend a patient who had swal-

lowed a large dose of oxalic acid—What
would you administer.”

Silence f|or a few moments—then

voice :
—“The sacrament.”

Wuff! !

Prologue—Mac M- pulls a bone.

Prof.—Surveying Mac’s well rounded
figure

—“Mac M-, you seem to be better

fed than taught.”

Mac—“Well you see sir, I feed my-
self.”

_ Slight Favour Requested

(5ne of our undergraduates applied for

work in a Quebec lumber camp during

the summer. He was assigned to one
end of a cross-cut saw, the-other end be-

ing in charge of an old and experienced

There is only one reason we Medicals

would like to be in Arts. So we could

have the afternoons off to watch the girls

play ground hockey.

The elections are coming and Levana

girls are stumping for votes. One won-
ders if they will supply taxies and bon-

bons to prospective supporters.

With the wedding announcer in our

year, we are near to information. Bill

says he is pushed for news. If the other

years won’t help him surely we can. What
about it Pix? or you, Richardson?

Prof. M. : “Now, gentlemen, we will go

to the top floor of the Old Medical Build-

ing to see some slides with the lantern,

but remember—don’t act like first or sec-

ond year men. You're not children any

more.”

Well, boys, Old Medicine has not done

too badly this year in rugby. Of the sen-

ior squad ten are Medicals—Campbell.

Evans, Lewis, Mliirhead, McKelvev,

Adams, Delahay, McLeod, Graham and

Ryan. On the seconds we had a number
while the thirds were largely Medicals.

Those from Medicine on the thirds were

Bell, Quinn, Smith, McCartney, Mac-

Lachlan, Carmichael, Taber, Ritchie,

Young, Norman and Houston. The

fourths had a goodly number mid we
look to Medicine to win the Interfaculty

rugby championship.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

MENTION Skates
and everybody talks “Automobile”

Used by every good skater

TAKE OUR TIP AND
BUY NOW

Hockey Boots, Sharpening,
Screwing and Rivetting

Queen’s Official Headquarters

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

f
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MEDICINE ’26
REPORTER, Q. BLISS

Dear Bill :

—

Here we are back at work again ! When

you come ,to Queen’s you will realize what

it means to have the bunch gather together

after being separated all summer.

This is to be our second year’s work to-

gether, and from a social and athletic stand-

point, it is .to be one of the most important

of the entire course. We have now become

sufficiently acquainted with the college to

ial and athletic events, and we have not ad-

appreciate and take part in the various soc-

vanced far enough' into the mysteries of our

profession to feel as we will in the later

years that we have no time for the lighter

side of life.

Undoubtedly, the chief event in the

Sophomore’s year is the initiation of the

Freshies. While you are a Freshman, Bill,

and have to submit to all sorts of indigni-

ties, just think that next year it will be your

turn. Then you will be able to tell the

Freshies just what to wear and how to wear

it. On initiation day, you will lead them

forth like lambs to the slaughter, and can

paint and decorate them according to your

own ideas. I want to make you understand,

however, the real attitude of the Sophomore

towards initiation. He goes into it purely

for fun, and a general spirit of sportsman-

ship prevails over the entire performance.

You must remember that it is all given in

a friendly manner, and usually .there are no

hard feelings between the two years.

Another interesting phase of our life is

athletics. You don’t know, Bill, what an

interest we take in the success of our teams,

although we as one of .the smallest years in

college, we have contributed four players

to the first rugby team, which is no small

honour. You will find out next year'that

there is a chance to get on some University

team for every fellow who has any athletic

abilities \vhatever.

But do not think from this account that

our life here is made up entirely of athletics

and similar events. The chief event in our

year is “work.” Of course the work this

year is almost entirely new to us and some

of it is very interesting. Every afternoon

we gather around the table, and although

we do not eat the meat, we are becoming

expert carvers, and will be prepared in

after years for any chickens which may

come our way.

Now, Bill, I have given you these few

tips on our work here this year, so that you

will know a little about what youare com-

ing into, for your first year everything

will be strange, but things will all straighten

out in the next year, and then, work allow

ing, you will enjoy yourself to the full.

Your pal,

TOM.

THE OMAR OF A MEDICAL SOPH.

Into this University and little knowing,

We came with sounds of blowing, blow-

ing, blowing;

Until to cool our ardour came at last

The swisky-wishy wash of water flowing.

Up from Jone’s Centre through the Stuart

street gate

I came, and ’mong the Verdent Fresh-

men sate,

Any many knots unravelled in a year

—

But not the Knot of how not to be late.

Two days a week my friends and I fre-

quent •

A learned Economic Argument.

We jest of jack, coin, lucre, iron men,

But aye as poor come out as in we went.

Listen again—one morning at the close

of Physics spiel, just as we woke and

rose,

I heard one say with weariness and woe

To that Clay Population ranged in

“With ye -the Seed of Physics did I sow,

And’ in my own Lab. laboured it to grow,

Yet this is all the Harvest that I reap

:

What are the Fundamentals?” — “We
don’t know !”

In the dim Hall of Tables every day

I watched dissectors thumping the wet

Clay,

And with its half-reflected, dried-up

Tongue
It murmured, “Gently, brothers, gently,

pray
!”

There was a Door to which I found no

Key

;

There was a Prof, past whom I dared not

see

;

Some little talks on Embryology

There seemed—and then no more of it

-or me

!

Then to the Curly-Headed Prof. I cried,

Asking, “What Road Map can there be

to guide

These sad-eyed infants stumbling in the

Dark?”

And—“One six-dollar book,” our friend

replied.

The Smithian Finger writes; and hav

ing writ,

Writes noughts; nor all diplomacy nor

wit

Shall lure it back to change a six to nine,

Nor all thy brains make formulas to fit!

Student (going into restaurant) —
you serve lobsters here?"

Waiter—“Sure, we serve anybody.”

Old mother Hubbard

Went to her sanitary, all-enamel, wash-

able ice-box,

To get her impoverished canine an os-

sicle (bonelet)

But when she got there

For miles you could hear her swear.

She found that the sanitary ice-box con-

tained but a vacuum, and so her prize-win-

ning, blue-ribbon canine was compelled,

much against his wishes to subsist on a diet

consisting of a gaseous mixture composed

of one part oxygen and four parts nitrogen.

But leave the Wise to stain with Suden
III.,

The Quarrel of the Leucocytes let be

;

And in some corner of the Hall Way
crouched

Make Game-of-Top or roll a Double
Three.

And when ye Freshmen some Fall day
shall pass.

Among black, oily squirmers on the

Grass,

And in thy joyous Errand reach the Pot

Where I made one—turn down an empty
glass!

“E. L.”

Meds. '26,'

MISTAKEN IDENTITY

“Doesn’t that girl look like Helen

Brown?” "You’re crazy, that dress is

blue.”

Prof.: “What is a skeleton?”

Brilliant Soph: "An animal with its

insides out and its outsides off.”

“Do I bore you?” asked the mosquito

politely, as he sunk a half-inch shaft into

the man’s leg. "Not at all,” replied the

man, flattening him with a book. “How
do 1 strike you?”

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

Tko /prJS^

My 'Snug Harbor Cigarette

PLAYER'S
navy cut

Telephone 850 and 1200

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE
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let us look after
YOUR GLOVE NEEDS
We have all kinds and all the new

Lower Prices

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

$2.50

MED’S ’27
REPORTER. W. W. CAMERON

MEDS. ’27

An Autostrop

Safety Razor

WITH 1 DOZEN BLADES

We have only a few specials

at this price .

This is the regular $5.00

Razor.—$2.50

Kiiuiear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Correct Full Dress

Shirts

Vests, Ties, Collars, Scarfs

Handkerchiefs

Shirts Studs, Vest Buttons

Cuff Linlck

3 Doors below Grand Opera

House

It is rather a queer sensation being, as

it were, thrust on the world ,to find oneself.

The true significance of the expression

“being on your own” has never been con-

veyed to us before. We arrived in Kingston

a strange City and in many cases a larger

place than we had been used to. For the

first few days things seemed to be hopelessly

confused. Papers had .to be filled in, docu-

ments signed, and last but not least, money

parted with. We found ourselves tearing

hither and thither looking for lecture rooms,

looking for offices, and tramping the streets,

armed with a map, looking for a roof to

cover our heads. How we longed for the

joy of the old order of things. We fully

appreciated, perhaps for the first time, how

much had been done for us up to this period

in our career. Oh to be home again

!

This period fortunately was not long and

was followed by a sense of peacefulness and

a tremendous self satisfaction in our ability

to manage our affairs. We took in a few

shows and tried out the Cafes. A little

supper at night was found to be very plea-

sant. "This is very nice” we thought, and

continued so to think until one evening we

were so rash as to compare our expenditure

with our income. Here is matter for

thought—yes we have gone to the movies

quite often and those little suppers do mount

up—must try to slow down a bit. We make

splendid resolutions and explain to our fin-

ancial backers that the first month is bound

to be the heaviest.

In this manner we seem to pass from stage

to stage. At first the true meaning of the

lecture system, as they call the University

method of teaching, does not dawn on us.

Then the cold hard fact strikes us, possibly

after a short exam, or some similar jolt.

The fundamental difference, as we see it,

is this: that at the University the Profes-

sors leave it to you. You can do your work

and be successful or you can do the other

.thing. At school when you chose the latter

course you were taken in hand and shown

the error of your ways. Whereas at college

the decision rests with the individual. The

realization of this only serves to emphasize

the fact that if we mean to make a success

of being a student we must play the game.

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Phillips Soles
Boys, have Phillips Soles put on your Oxfords or Boots, do

without Rubbers, keeps the feet dry, makes walking easy.

Men’s Heavyweight $2.25

Men’s Lightweight 2.00

Ladies’ 1.50

This price includes putting on, call for and deliver.

’PHONE 24

LOCKETT’S

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their food is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and
obliging, that it’s just like dining at home.
More expensive? Oh, no! Prices have
Been Reduced to the lowest possible level

consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-

prised at the small amount of your check
when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

Most freshmen will remember quite viv-

idly the terrible ideas they formed about

University initiations and how unfounded

they turned out to be. S6me individuals

take delight in .talking about "What they

will do to you when they get you down
there.” We have all heard those misguided

people and possibly in some cases believed

them. This may explain the extraordinary

rumors which were rife during the first

few days of the term. We were all wrong

however; we had underestimated the im-

portance of the event and had forgotten to

consider the probationary period. During

this period we were informed that we would

be required to conform to certain regula-

tions. We were encouraged to buy certain

articles of clothing more calculated to dis-

tinguish than to decorate. The attendants

were extremely negligent about the fit of

our hats but in some measure made up for

this deficiency by supplying us with some

very chic pink ribbons with which to tie

them on. The costume would have been

quite handsome and truly expressive of fit-

ting dignity had not both the collars and hats

been conspicuously numbered. Now nobody

in his right frame of mind wants to be num-
bered. We know that our sentence is six

years but why .tell the world ? That sort of

thing looks much too institutional. Strange

to relate the citizens of Kingston, although

they must have seen similar sights many
times before, took a fiendish delight in up-

setting our department. All that remained

for us was the doubtful satisfaction of grin-

ning and gnashing our teeth.

As mentioned before, we were provided

with ribbons as a protection against losing

our hats. Some of the members of the year,

however, seemed to have some difficulty

with them. One man in particular is de-

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY'MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

serving of great sympathy. His hat would

not remain on his head so he was forced to

carry it in his hand. On being interrogated

egarding it, he very touchingly explained

that whenever he chewed his gum his hat

popped off. One would think that this ex-

planation would touch the heart of any but

the most callous; but no, he was whisked

away into the night. We understand that

his adventures and thoughts, somewhat mel-

lowed with time of course, are coming out

in book form.

Our period of suspense, or perhaps more

properly to be termed mental preparation,

drew to a close. We will not dwell on the

(.lories of that day of initiation. It is suf-

ficient to say that we provided entertain-

ment for a large and exultant multitude, all

seemingly .thirsting for terrible revenge or

blood; at any rate they were most decidedly

thirsting for something, you could spot it

instantly in the tone of their howls. These

were .times when we wondered whether we

had fallen among the wrong band of tor-

mentors. Apart from the external applica-

tion of Medicine there was little of that

noble science exhibited. There was in fact

rather a tendency toward tile practicing of

the art, especially painting, although there

certainly were a few attempts at modelling.

When we eventually came up for air and

could look back on the event and hence were

in a more settled frame of mind, we became

conscious of a certain satisfaction in having

gone through with the thing. We realized

how much such apparently useless perform-

ances tend to bind together a body of stu-

dents. As a matter of fact we wete only

appreciating what the whole tiling meant.

We had thus become members of Queen’s

University.

Xmas Greeting Cards

Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

MON., TUES., WED.

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in v

“The Conquest of Canaan”
by

Booth Tarkington

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by
$110,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-
vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.
!/eiJ

^ ”""””

Mary had a little lamb,

With green peas on the side:

And when the waiter brought the check.

Poor Mary nearly died.
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CANDIDATES FOR TO MORROW’S ELECTIONS
For Athletic Stick

Originally a member of Med’s. T9 he en-

listed in his Freshman year with Queen's

Hospital serving in Egypt and France. On

return to Canada he joined Medicine 22 and

Queen’s "will be the loser when ‘Tati”

graduates next spring. “TafT is a man of

action rather than words—indeed his voice

is seldom heard save by the fortunate few.

He was a member of the Queen’s first rugby

team in 1919 when he received an injury

to his knee which has prevented him from

taking any active part in the game since.

Prior to this he was one of the best basket-

FOR PRESIDENT

GORDON S. HARRIS

ball players in the College and a tennis play-

er that few in Queen’s could equal. Last

year he coached the basketball team that

went so far in the Ontario B. B. Associa-

tion.

Harris, as Athletic Stick, will be' a decided

acquisition to the A. M. S. and to the A.

B.'of C< He has the practical knowledge

{gathered from years of experience.

THE BULLETIN

H. R. MYERS
Mr. Myers is the candidate put up by

Science. The Engineers chose him be-

cause they were confident that, if elected,

he would use his influence to make some

badly-needed changes, and would fulfil

all the duties of his office in a thorough

and conscientious manner, in much the

same way as he carries his daily work

through to a successful issue.

On entering this race Mr. Myers turn-

ed his attention to some of the outstand-

ing “evils” of the present order of things,

and while he expressed his ideas along

these lines at the A.M.S. Mass Meeting

last Monday, they will be set before the

students again here, in order that they

may think them over and judge th'fem for

themselves, without having someone im-

mediately condemr? these same ideas and

not offer to substitute new ones in their

place or give reasons for the condemna-

tion. It is easy to criticize, but quite a

different matter to. offer practical, con-

structive suggestions. Mr. Myers has put

before the students just what he considers

unsatisfactory and has offered some sug-

gestions as to means by which conditions

may be bettered. He is not declaring

himself in favor of the old “rush” system

of initiation. The Senate has banned

that, so why attempt to raise false hopes

in the breasts of the stalwarts of Queen’s.

(Continued on page 6)

— \\

For Athletic Stick

Cyril E. E. Ratchford was bom in Am-

herst, Nova Scotia, receiving his early edu-

cation in Cumberland County Academy and

Rothesay Collegiate; later he became a

student at Kings College, Windsor, N.S.

While attending that institution, he saw fit

to postpone his studies for the sake of his

Country, and so, early in 1916, he enlisted,

went overseas, and proceeded to France

with the 85th N.S. Highland Battalion, C.

E.F. His record with that unit is of the

very best, and as a soldier and comrade

“Ratch,” as he is familiarly called, is of

the very finest type.

KENNETH KEILL, B.A.

Ken. was originally a member of Arts

’15. After three years absence he joined

Med’s. ’22 in 1917.

He has held many important offices on

his year and faculty executives, in the Y.

M. C. A., on sub-committees of the A.M.S.,

and on the Journal. Chiefly distinguished

as an active member- of the A. M. S., he has

seen it his duty, since his freshman year,

,to attend regularly its meetings.

To say that Ken. is popular among his

fellow students is merely understating a

well known fact.

jA vote for Ken. will indicate that you are

in favor of a sound executive head whose

interest in the A. M. S. has been amply

demonstrated.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
DEBATING

SIX BIG DEBATES MONDAY
NIGHT

Friday

—

4.00 p.m.—Senior Basketball Practice.

5.00 p.m.—B.W.F. Club.

830 p.m.—“The Tragedy of Nan,”

Grant Hall.

Saturday

:

*12-4.30 p.m.—A.M.S. Elections.

7.30 p-ta.—A.M.S.

Sunday

—

3.00 p.m.—Convocation Services.

Monday

—

4.00 p.m.—Senior Basketball Practice

5:00 'p.m.—»B. W. F. Club.

5100 pirn.—S. V. B. Usual Place

8.30 p.m.—"The Tragedy of Nan.’

Grant Hjall.

A WORD TO THE VOTERS,

1 .-

2 .-

-Voting is from 12 noon to 4.30 p.m

on Saturday.

-The Polling Booths are all in the New
Arts Building.

3.

—Mark a cross at the right of the Can-

didate for whom you wish to vote.

4.

—Mark your ballot with pencil: bal-

lots marked in ink are worthless.

5.

—Fold the ballots so the initials of the

Scrutineer are outside.-^-Thank you.

6.

—A. M. S. Fees are two dollars

:

$1.50 for Journal.

.50 for A. M. S.

Fees must not be paid at time of voting.

P S.—If possible, avoid voting for the

Honorary President.

Monday night, Dec. 5th sees the inaug-

uration of the new scheme of Inter-Uni-

versity Debating in Canada. The Eas-

tern group is composed of Ottawa Uni

versity, Loyola College, Montreal, and

Bishop’s College, Lennoxville, and the

Western group of Varsity, Queens and

McGill. A debate will be held at each

university on Monday night on the sub-

ject of Tariff. Reduction by the Incom-

ing Dominion Parliament. Queen’s af-

firmative team meets Varsity here and

our negative team goes to McGill. To

get our group championship we must win

both here and at McGill.

Our debaters are giving their whole

time to thorough preparation and mean

to give both McGill and Varsity a stiff

fight. F. A. Knox and W. M. Drummond

debate at Montreal, while R. E. Wagar

and H. Friedgut debate against Varsity

in Convocation Hall, on Monday night

October 5th, at 8 p.m.

I

C. E. E. RATCHFORD
Upon demobilization, “Ratch” returned

.to Canada, and in the fall of ’19 came to

Queen’s, registering in the Commerce

CoUrse. From the very beginning he has

distinguished himself in athletics. In his

first year he played on his year and faculty

teams in rugby, soccer, hockey and basket-

ball. Last season he played on the Inter-

mediate rugby team and the Senior hockey

.team, and on all the minor teams for which

he was eligible. \ Wherever he has played

he has distinguished himself as a hard and

consistent worker whose heart is in the

game.” In other words “Ratch” has prov-

ed himself to be an “all-round athlete.”

Though of a rather retiring and unassum-
|

ing nature, Mr. Ratchford has won count-

less friends, both in his own and in .the

other faculties. In studies, he stands high,,

never having missed an examination, and

always standing near the top of the list.

It is safe to say that very few students have

taken such an active interest in athletics and

at .the same time have kept up in .their stud-

ies as well as Mr. Ratchford has. Alto-

gether, a vote for “Ratclr" means the pro-

motion of Athletics in the University, and

the further placing of Queen’s upon theS
^

“Athletic Map."

open to support your University debat-

ing team. Debating at Queen’s needs

encouragement and support. Give it

Keep that date yours. —

GRANT HALL Queen’s Dramatic Club
PRESENTS MASEFIELD’S GREAT EMOTIONAL DRAMA

GRANT HALL

J9

sr jXxLo-llin j. o —

“THE TRAGEDY OF NAN
FRIDAY and MONDAY EVENINGS, DECEMBER 2nd & 5th, at 8.30

ALL SEATS RESERVED.

MAIL ORDERS WITH CASH LEFT AT COLLEGE P.O. PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

_ . ori i
War Tax lOc.

Prices 75c. and $1.00.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9.«0,000

GENERAL BANKING BU8INEW

Savings Department at All

Branches

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

_ a BPARKS ERNEST B. SPARKS,
*•

D.D S LD.'s, M.D. D.D.S.. L.D.S.. D.D.C

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
15J WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

(fumt’it Snurnal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate £ditors_H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV.

ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor-R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

a,.. Snorting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K' LOCKH
.
A J£

N. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN, J. LANS'

BURY; G. E. WOOD.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

MATTERS OF MOMENT

Paid-up Capital

Reserve
Resources

The Bank of Nova Scotia
- $ 9,700,000

18,000,000

- 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Moat Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

As Queen’s students, we shall have the

privilege of bowing gracefully to the in

evitable twice within the next twenty

four hours.

The first opportunity comes tonight

with the presentation of “The Tragedy

of Nan.” There are few students in

college, who, as they leave their rooms

tonight, would not prefer to be going

down Princess street to the Grand for

an old-time Theatre Night instead of

treading the familiar path to Grant Hall

to witness a tragedy, however well pre-

sented. But facts must be faced, and if

we. cannot make a “Theatre Night” out

of this evening’s performance we can at

least have the pleasure, so rare in Kings-

ton, of seeing a good play well acted.

Theatre Night supplied a riotous burst

of fun; “The Tragedy of Nan” will

furnish pleasure of a different sort, and

it is to be hoped that no attempt will

be made to combine the two. A com-

promise is impossible, for unless every

member of tonight’s audience is sym-

pathetic, the play will fail dismally. It

could be urged that we owe the Dramatjc

Club our support, for in it we have^i

group of students who have toiled for

weeks, rehearsing, building scenery,

studying effects—sacrificing everything

to make this evening’s production an

artistic success. But even from the sel-

fish standpoint it will be best to refrain

from the throwing of flour and paper

streamers and from shouted comments

or ill-timed laughter during the progress

of the play. For since we cannot achieve

even a poor imitation of the traditional

Theatre Night this year, it would seem

advisable to accept the present situation

and to enjoy “The Tragedy of Nan” as

a serious drama, well played, ought to

be enjoyed.

Our second opportunity to submit poli

tely to circumstance lies in voting tomor

row with all the interest we can muster.

Under the present system of election

there is little incentive to vote for any

of the candidates unless they are our

personal friends. Throughout the pre-

sent campaign the “loyalty to faculty”

complex has remained practically undis-

turbed. But the only solution of the

problem of this year’s Election System

seems to be to malce the best of it, to

take what interest we can in the cam-

paign—such as it is—and, above all, to

vote. For after all, tomorrow’s polls

offer something more than a convenient

place for the payment of A.M.S. fees

—

they give every student the chance to

show that he is interested in the Queen’s

system of self-government.

THE BOLSHEVIKI!

Since writing the above paragraphs we

have received a copy of the Bolsheviki

Manifesto (published elsewhere in this

issue) which offers an interesting view-

point on the matters under discussion

It is rumoured that the Bolsheviki had

elaborate plans—discarded after a long

discussion—for making “The Tragedy of

Nan” a particularly memorable event.

This would seem quite probable for the

Society is one with an abundance of

energy and it is not likely to be balked

in any of its designs by fear of conse-

quences. Whether or not. we can con-

sider the Bolsheviki programme wholly

commendable, we can at least rejoice that

there is a group of men in college who

are interested enough in college affairs

to declare openly a policy of sweeping

radicalism and to pledge themselves to

action.

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and arc alway» ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

European Student Relief

A Vital Question

EARNEST APPEAL MADE TO ONE AND ALL FOR IMMEDIATE HELP
ON BEHALF OF THIS FUND

PROF. J. T. GRAHAM, OBERLIN
UNIVERSITY ON EUROPEAN

STUDENT RELIEF

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons' or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phond 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS,

Phone 363.

THUR., FRI., SAT.

THOMAS JEFFERSON
in

“RIP VAN WINKLE”

An interesting and practical lceture on

the undertakings of the Student Christian

Movement in their work of European

Student Relief was given on Friday after-

noon in the Apologetics Room of ,the Old

Arts building by Prof. Graham of Ober-

lin. Prof. Graham received first-hand in-

formation during the past summer as

one of the representatives of the Student

Federation, on a tour through the needy

countries of central Europe, along with

representatives from thirty-nine other

countries. He returned home convinced

as to the need and the soundness of the

Students’ Friendship Fund.

There are three groups of students, he

said, who are in immediate need of help

'First there are the 18,000 or 20,000 Rus-

sian students out of the anti-Soviet army

who own nothing more than their uni-

forms, and can get no help from their

homes.

Second, there are the refugee students,

who have become refugees on account of

changes in boundary lines. And third,

there is the great student body in all of

those Central European countries who
have come out of intellectual and wealthy

homes, and who have lost their wealth

and resources through the war.

The speaker mentioned several typical

cases of student hardships from the many
which he had seen. At one place students

j

are living in a monastery. There are te**

men in a dark, dismal room, ten feet

square; each man has a straw mattress

and only one blanket, although there is

no heat whatever in the building.^ They

exist on two meals a day,—a piece of

bread and a cup of chocolate for break-

fast, a bowl of barley soup for dinner,

Thirty per cent, of the students who re-

ceive free medical treatment are tuber-

cular. He noted the sad plight of two

students who had only one outfit of cloth-

ing between them, and went to college on

alternate days. There are thousands of

parallel cases many of which are even

more serious. These students struggle

on, trying to earn what they can, and try

ing to learn what they can.

During the past year $600,000 has been

raised by the students of forty nations

united, and it has brought relief to 70,000

students in eleven different countries.

This is. truly a landmark in the advance

of the nations towards brotherhood.

The relief fund is not merely a ques-

tion of giving food, clothing, medical help,

books, and housing, but it is a question

of responding to a human cry of need on

the part of our fellow students, and of

strengthening and bringing into the

world ideals which we think are best.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

Hobson’s

Choice”
«T Hobson, you know, kept a

livery stable in Cambridge,

England.

When the University boys

came to hire a horse everyone,

of course, wanted the best horse

in the stable.

Hobson finding it impossible

to please everybody, made it a

rule that “the horse nearest the

door should be the next one out.”

“That horse or none was his

formula,” so that “Hobson’s

choice,” meaning really no choice

at all, came to be a world-wide

jest.

m There’s no such thing- as

“Hobson’s choice” about the

Ryrie Store. We offer you the

best, the very best that we have,

the best selection, the best ser-

vice and the best value.

n We use every effort to see

that your choice, whether in

a silver thimble or a siLver tea

service, a little nickel alarm or a

stately grandfather’s clock, a

simple silver watch or a magni-

ficent chronograph, is something

that will prove an acceptable

Christmas box for the one who

receives it, and a credit to you,

the giver.

ST We try to make “Shopping at

Ryrie’s” a delight to every-

body—yes, ourselves included.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy' Minister of Education,

Toronto.
J

Toronto, November, 1921.

“Why are the Universities in Russia

empty? The students are out trying

to earn bread for themselves and their

parents.”—says Baron Korff.

Let’s get the Queen’s spirit behind the

European Student Friendship Fund.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Stresis

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

Silk Underwear
FOR XMAS GIFTS

Beautiful goods in the popular

colors:

Camisoles, $1.50 and up

Teddys, $3.75 and up

Bloomers, $2.98 and up

Gowns, $8.50 and up.

Bert is a product of the Ottawa Collegiate-

During his sojourn at that institution he

gained great popularity as an all-round ath-

lete. After doing his bit in France he cast

in his lot with Arts ’23, heading for a de-

gree of B. Com.

He soon made his presence known in

Track and Basketball circles, representing

the University and gaining his Q with these

teams. He has also been 'awarded his A
by the Arts Faculty.

Bert, has acted as President of the Track

Club, Vice-President of the Basketball Club,

and Vice-President of the Intercollegiate

Track Union, and is at present holding down

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best’ by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

For First Vice-President

HUBERT P. SALTER
“Bill” is in his third year at Queen’s,

and from -the first has taken an intelligent

and active interest in all branches of stu-

dent activities. He is a leaJinjg member of

the Dramatic Club, having taken part in

two year plays and several minor produc-

tions, and is now on the Club Executive.

He is a debater of no mean calibre, indeed,

the Secretaryship of the Commerce Club in

a very capable manner.

H. P. is a member of ,the Fussers Union

and gets in his attendance at Social Func-

tions. Is he versatile? We’ll say so! As

can be seen, he has all the necessary quali-

fications for a first-class Vice-President.

A vote for Bert is a vote Well cast and

not wasted.

WILLIAM H. BECKING

*
t ,y

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s coIofs around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

he was on .the championship inter-year de-

bating team in his Freshman Year, and like

good whisky is improving with age. He has

been President of his year and Vice-Presi-

dent of the Arts Society. He was year re-

porter last year and is this year on the

Journal Staff as Associate Editor. He has

also been a staunch supporter and booster

of Athletics, having done some excellent

work with the Boxing, Wrestling and Fenc-

ing Club as a boxer. He is always on deck

for Inter-year and Inter-faculty sports in

any line.

In fact Bill is an all-round man—he’s a

“regular guy” and as such will do his utmost

for the good Of his Alma Mater whether in

office or out.

“What he starts, he’ll finish
!”

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

McKenzie’s Studio

THE SAME OLD PLACE

180 Wellington St

Over the Dominion Express

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

We thank you for the business

you have given us in the past

and hope for its continuance.

Now is the time to have your

year book photo made, for in

November and December the

Xmas rush is on, and time is pre-

cious. Just now we are not rush-

ed and can give you every atten-

tion.

Make Your Appointment Now.

rHE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

J. T. M. WILSON

“Jim” has been at Queen’s since 1916.

From then to .the present he has taken an

unusually active part in University life

in all its phases, tie has been an interested

member and “a worker” in everything he

has gone into. In athletics, he has been

noted as a wrestler, being at one time Presi-

dent of the B. W. & F. Club. He has play-

ed both Inter-faculty and Inter-year rugby

and basketball. He has been a member of

Queen’s Track Team.

His ability as an executive officer has

FOUNDED 1847

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and arc compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find
out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist

Take Advantage
OF THIS

been recognized, both by his own year and

his faculty, in that he served as President

His experience as an executive has been

added to by his work as President of the

Q. M. C. A., and by his very wide and active

committee training.

In all, “Jim is the type of man that is

nadeed to serve the interests of Queen's

student body by holding a position on the

Alma Mater Society' Executive. He is

especially fitted to act as 1st Vice-Pres., and

his work, if he is elected to this position

been said of

Unusual Opportunity
93 MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

In the following sizes: 6-35, 17-36, 28-37, 19-38,

* 16-39, 7-40

Values $3500, $40.00 and $45.00

To Clear at $25.00
Regular price marked in plain figures. Take your choice

We have the Best showing of

Winter Overcoats

IN

Kingston at the Lowest Price

SEE OUR OVERCOATS AT $25.00 and $30.00

SPECIAL SWEATER
White body, University Trimmings, V Neck,

heavy weight for $5.00

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

IF OFF YOUR ROUTE, IT PAYS TO WALK
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

For Secretary

F. V. DEAMUDE
It would appear that a secretary of the

A.M.S. should be a rapid and accurate

thinker and a neat writer. He should

have sound judgment and an ability to

remember and co-ordinate details. He

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

should also be able to speak freely in

public, and above all should appreciate

the responsibility of his office. Frank

fills this bill to a nicety, and is determin-

ed to do good work if he can only get

the chance.

==5

For Assistant Secretary

MISS GEORGINA ETTINGER
Miss Georgina Ettinger, better known

as “Jo”, has shown herself keenly inter-

ested in many branches of College activity,

and is eminently fitted for the position of

Assistant Secretary. She is Vice-President

of Levana, has always been prominent on

her year executive; has made a name as

convener of innumerable refreshment com-

For Furniture ,
Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A. G. HAMILTON
Mr. Hamilton lias lived for a number

of years in the Limestone City. He gradu-

ated from ICC. I. and has been around

Queen’s for several years. He is there-

fore, well acquainted with the students

and the activities and traditions of Good

MISS GERTRUDE DEADMAN-
This record speaks for itself

:

Twice Vice-President of Arts ’22.

Vice-President of Q. W. C. A.

Member of Levana Executive.

In sports, a member of four champion-

ship teams.

In dramatics, has taken part in two plays.

In Executive capacity, in athletics, in

scholarship we have learned to expect much

of Gertrude, and have never been disap-

pointed.

A Great Achievement

I

A Savings Bank balance built up

|by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up ; .

.
$15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

/ Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

IW

A Dozen
Portraits

will solve a dozen of your

‘What to give at Christmas?’

problems. Sittings made now
relieve you of shopping wor-

ries later on and we will have

time to give the work special

attention.

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Sittings May Be Made
Any Evening

’PHONE 2159w

Old Queen’s. Hammie besides being a

good worker, is level headed,_ a good

speaker and all-round good fellow. His

cheery smile and sunny disposition have

won him many permanent friends, and

loyal supporters. If elected, he is sure

to prove that the voters’ trust was not

misplaced.

THE ATHLETIC JINX IS DEAD,
LETS KEEP THE QUEEN’S

SPIRIT ALIVE.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
AT QUEEN’S

During the past week the students in

Queen’s were fortunate enough to be able

to hear two very famous speakers—Baron

Korff and the Rev. Salem Bland. Both

men evoked a great deal of interest among

the student body and their lectures were

the means of starting some very valuable

discussions/''

mittees, and who of us does not recognize

her face behind the footlights on Theatre

Night? Her capable and genial character

have always made her an ideal co-worker,

and we can prophesy that her future asso-

ciates on the A.M.S. Executive will not

find thfcir work any the less interesting

on account of the presence of “Jo”

!

All European Student Relief work is

undertaken and managed by students.

Let us become a link in ,the chain of peace

and friendship by helping our fellow

students in Europe.

The Honourable Bolsheviki of Queen’s

University wish to express their thorough

disgust with the present state of certain

important activities in the undergraduate

life. They have watched with dismay the

disappearance of the old parade night. The

present election system is as interesting as

a funeral. The rushes are becoming more

sissified each year. The presentation of a

TRAGEDY by the Dramatic Club in Grant

Hall is the climax. We are afraid that

Queen’s is fast changing from the status

of a seminary to that of. a cemetery. Is

our college not worthy of something better i

In view of these facts the club, non-par-

tisan as it is, has decided to fake up the

cudgel on l\ehalf 0 f the undergraduates.

Too many are knocking and too few are

doing. We ask your support of the Candi

dates in these elections, be ' they Meds

Science or Arts who stand for these prin-

ciples, and of ourselves in our fight and

our publicity throughout the coming year.

At the end of that period we hope to have

matters in such a state that your vote will

bring about the change that we all desire.

Bibbys
We’re Not a Bank But You Can Save Money Here

THE STORE FOR CLOSE BUYING

We offer you no bails, no trading stamps, no special

discounts, but we do offer absolutely first quality fnerchandise

at prices that defy the keenest of competition.
' «

We buy for cash, we sell for cash. We have one price

and that price is marked in plain figures—in few words, our

aim is to offer you the Best for Less.

GLOVE SPECIAL

Silk lined, Grey Suede Gloves,

j
$1.48

SHIRT SPECIAL

Tooke and Arrow Shirts, sizes

14^-16^, $1.48

OVERCOATS

Nobby, Ulsterettes and Ches-

terfields. All new models, beauti-

fully tailored, dependable fabrics.

Special Values $30.00.

SUITS

Real Suits, correct models, skill-

fully tailored, new fabrics, new de-

signs. Special Value $30.00.

Try us f Pure Wool Under-

frartetil fSrat.tft GUd%* wear '
Sweaters and Hosiery '

A.M.S. Elections Bibbys
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flowers
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

1

For Treasurer

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

YOU DON’T HAVE TO
DIE TO WIN

The benefits of Life Insurance,

besides being a protection for

others, it is an indication of Thrift

—establishes credit and provides

an income for old age by system-

atic savings.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

H. C. HUNTER
Hunter hails from Renfrew, but he is

also somewhat of a cosmopolitan. He

sailed through Haileybury Collegiate,

steering a course for Queen’s. The war

side-tracked him for a long while, hut

the time was not wasted, as it is generally

conceded that “Strafing Fritz” was good

had been active in athletics but unfortun-

ately a disability acquired in France com-

pletely prevents him from retaining his pre-

war prowess in the field of sport.

To the electorate of Queen’s we recom-

mend him as a man of high ideals, a charm-

ing personality, and above all, one who

realizes keenly his duty to his fellow stu-

dents. This will make itself felt in faithful

and efficient service.

practice. Unfortunately he received in-

juries which have prevented him from

serving his Alma Mater in the field of

sport, hut he intends to make up for that

by trying to he the best treasurer that

we have ever had, if elected. He entered

Queen's in the fall of 1920, joining Science

’24, of which1

year he was Vice-president.

Though quiet and unassuming his friends

know him to be a hard and conscientious

worker.

1 Medicine
a

| Have discontinued the sale of

a Disecting Sets. Three sets left at

| a bargain.

| University Drug Store

1 Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

i ’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

John McClure Givens, B.A., more fami-

liarly known as “Tubbie”, candidate for the

Second Vice-Presidency of the Alma Mater

Society, is a graduate of Arts T8 with

honours in Biology. In the fall of 1919 he

joined Med’s. ’23.

During his sojourn in college he has col-

lected a few scholarships and earned for

himself the title of “Wizard in Atonomy.’

In sport, Tubbie has given valuable ser-

vice to his year in Rugby, Soccer, Basket-

ball and Hockey, and in the ring several

have worn souvenirs of his fistic ability.

As a tribute to his literary gifts he was

'last year appointed associate Editor of the

Queen’s Journal. His work in connection

with the recent Medical issue is indeed a

credit to him.

While serving on faculty and year execu-

tives both in Arts and in Medicine, Tubbie

has acquitted himself creditably, and he

takes an active part in all affairs of his year

and faculty. His ability, willingness and

V. A. MINNES

“Vic” is a Kingston boy, and proud of

it too. Having assimilated a goodly

amount of knowledge at the K.C.I., he

went forth to attend the greater school

of learning situated “somewhere

France”, on returning home he entered

Queen’s, joining that illustrious year

Science ’23. Fie was Immediately sized

up as a good all-round man and became

the president of -his year. He also serv-

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ed on the Engineering Society execu-

tive, and showed himself to be capable,

energetic and a keen defender of his

principles. FI e has played rugby for both

•faculty and college, and at the same time

has demonstrated that it is quite pos

sible for an all-round athlete to be a good

student as well. His busipess-like ways

and general popularity are responsible for

his nomination for the.treasurership.

Fos Second Vice-President

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

E. A. CLARKE

Medicine '24 present Mr. E. A. Clarke

as their candidate for the office of Second

Vice-President.

We have all known one or two of those

quiet, unobtrusive, unassuming fellows who

didn’t enjoy great publicity because they

never sought but rather shunned the ljme-

li(ght, though the real work they did

their unostentatious, efficient way cannot

overestimated. Such a man is "Slim.”

Since he entered University in 1919 he

has shown marked administrative ability

suiting in his re-election as President of his

year, an office he has filled with such accep-

tance that he is the unanimous choice as our

A. M. S-. Candidate.

J. M. GIVENS, B.A.

broad experience both within the Univer-

sity and in affairs outside of College, coup-

led with a power to size up a situation

quickly and a ready initiative in action

give him qualifications necessary in the

Second Vice-President of the A. M. S.

The Arts Election Committee wishes

to disclaim any connection with the ban-

ner which decorates the tower of Grant

Hall. It does not express the unanimous

sentiment of the Committee.

Reserve Monday Night

For The Big

INTERUNIVERSITY

DEBATE

On The Tariff Question.

Convocation Hall 8 p.m.

Insurance
A policy in our Office means that your insurance is backed

by a Company with strong resources; companies that never stand

on technicalities, pay their honest losses without discount, immed-

iately upon adjustment. Try us when placing your next insurance.

’PHONE 5 .59 F W. MULLIN & SON ^

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The Masques of Ottawa
Py Domino '

This is a collection of Critical Studies of Prominent Public

Canadians: The Prime Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, Sir Robert

Borden Mr T A Crerar, Sir Toseph Flavelle, Mr. N. W. Rowell,

f

“

r Sam Hughes Mr. J. W. Dafod, Sir George Foster, Sir Thomas

White, Mr. E. C. Drury and others.^

For Sale at

r. Uglow & Company
Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS-Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Surorr.-r School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to 'April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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“The College Hat Store’’

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

for your headwear
We show beyond comparison tlite

largest variety of Hats and Caps rn

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

For Critic

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

ARCH. J. ABERNETHY
Everyone knows him as Archie, and.

knows that he is capable of filling any

position on the A. M. S.

Nothing too good can be said about him.

He is an all-round good fellow and takes

an interest in everything at Queen’s. He
has taken two years in Arts previous to

going into Medicine, has served on numer-

ous Executive committees, has played first

team rugby, plays hockey, attends the Soc-

ial Evenings, and has the interests of

Queen’s at heart in whatever he undertakes.

He is a rather quiet student, and has not

a great deal to say
;
but what he does say,

is to the point and worth while hearing.

I.t is a tribute to him, and can be said of

few, that he has criticized his own year’s

meetings and has been listened to with re-

spect.

He certainly has the qualifications, and

a vote for A. J. Abemethy for Critic will

be the correct thing to do for Queen’s on

Saturday.

IBBBBBBBSffl®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®!!

Dance Programmes 5

Constitutions |
and all kinds of ®

PRINTING!
ffl

a

\ Hatison, Crazier & Edgay I

| 20 Market St., Kingston
|

BBBBBBBBBBBBfflfflffl®«®®®®®®®HB®® ffl

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL'S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

by “the few”? That is what Mr. Myers

is out to correct.

What he also wants to see brought

about, is some system by which mass

meetings will be more frequent and will

be as successful- as those two held in

Grant Hall this term. Meetings at which

the good old spirit of Queen’s will be

in the front rank, and which will make

these halls echo and re-echo with the

glad sound of Queen’s songs and Queen’s

yell. He wants to get out a booklet of

song, yells, parodies, etc., which will

give everybody a chance to learn the

good old songs which, our fathers sang

on this same campus years ago.

The various executive offices which

Mr. Myers has held since coming to

Queen’s have made him familiar with

the duties attached to each and the

method of fulfilling them successfully.

His capacity for detail, without allowing

it to dim his vision of the general char-

acter of the problem in hand, fits him ad-

mirably to fill the office of president.

SCIENCE TAKES ACTION IN TAXI
QUESTION

Editor Journal,

Queen’s University.

Dear Sir:

At the last meeting of the Engineering
Society held Nov. 25, 1921, it was resolved

that; As the taxi drivers have drawn up
a regular tariff which they are supposed
to charge and as they take advantage of

the students in charging double or three

times this tariff at the College Dances,

Dinners and other College functions:

(a) This Society put itself on record as

favoring the payment of the tariff rates

and no more.

(b) The Society will back any of its

members whom it considers to have a just

cause for complaint.

(c) The Arts and Aesculapean Socie-

ties and the A.M.S. be asked to co-operate

with us.

(d) A copy of this -resolution be sent to

the Journal.

W. A. McLEAN,
Secretary^

R. G. DAVIDSON, B.A.

R. G. Davidson, B.A., is the nomniee of

Medicine ’23 for the office of Critic. He is a

graduate of Arts T7 and on the combined

course, entered Medicine ’20. In 1916

he left for overseas, and on returning,

after recovering sufficiently from a disabil-

ity contracted on service, “Davie” entered

Medicine ’23.

Previous to enlisting, “Davie” was a fam-

iliar figure in rugby and hockey circles

having on many occasions won a place on

year and faculty teams. Since his return

from overseas he has, however, been com-

pelled to withdraw from athletics.

As an executive officer he has shown him-

self to be very capable in his year societies,

having served as Secretary-Treasurer of

Medicine ’20 as well as having held other

offices both in Arts and in Medicine. His

ability as a willing worker has created a

demand for his services on faculty and

year committees. As an example we will

merely refec to his excellent work with

this year’s Medical Dance Committee.

Outside the University he has shown him-

self to be a capable executive officer and a

hard worker. In this respect his services

in Veteran circles stand out prominently.

There he has proven himself to be tactful

and experienced in grasping a situation.

As a Critic, “Davie” is THE MAN, for

in him there are all the properties required

broadened by a wide range of experience

which should make him indispensable to

our Alma Mater Society.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

This Is NotABRAHAM LINCOLN!
IT IS AN ORIGINAL DRAWING OF

SQUOOF DORWALDSEN
From his highly intelligent appear-

ance you would suspect that

Squoof was no mere ordinary mor-

tal—He wasn’t! Read his bio-

graphy in the December issue of

GOBLIN
on sale now at the

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES DEP’T

GOBLIN is Canada’s first humourous magazine; published

by university undergrads once a month. It has all the kick of a

cocktail with none of the come-back

!

PRICE, TWENTY CENTS

Be Sure to Vote Tomorrow

H. R. MYERS FOR PRESIDENT
(Continued from page 1)

He has shown that he wants a change,

and offers a practical suggestion, viz

:

that the faculty as a whole be responsible

for initiating the freshmen and that this

initiation be carried on somewhat along

the lines of that of a fraternal society, with

the omission of secrecy and mysticism.

Whether this or some other -form, yet to

be suggested, is adopted is immaterial.

The main thing is a change, and a change

to some form which will be acceptable

to the whole student body.

Regarding A.M.S. meetings, it is his

intention to make them more interesting,

to get a larger attendance and have a

truly representative body of A.M.S. mem-
bers settle questions of importance, the

executive, in the meanwhile, putting

through matters of routine, which, while

being necessary are not really of interest

to the members. If this way we will

secure “government by the masses.”

He has shown his broadmindedness

and lack of haste in jumping to conclus-

ions, by refraining from condemning the

present election system until it has had

a fair trial. He has not declared his ap-

proval of
_

if, but since it is one which

was brought in by the A.M.S. it is en-

titled to a trial at least. If we have, at

present, that way desirable form of gov-

ernment, viz. by the masses, how is that

we have to carry on this election in

manner which is so unpopular? Does

PARK VEIW
133 KING STREET ’ PHONE 1743

Under the Management of the Chateau Belvidere

Music and Dancing Saturday afternoons. Afternoon Tea 4 to 6

every day, including Sunday.

Private Dances, Theatre Suppers, BridgeParties, etc., arranged for.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

STUDENTS’ STORETHE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

Used By All Good Skaters
Our new and large stock of

Hockey Boots and Skates

are now in—Ladies' as well

as Men’s.

Come and be outfitted now.
Skates sharpened right.

The only place in Kingston
where you can buy Automo-
bile Skates.

\Smtes
Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

QUEEN'S OFFICIAL HEADQUARTER^
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ledicine Again Interfaculty

Rugby Champions

|
ON A SLOPPY FIELD WHERE GOO D FOOTBALL. WAS^POSSIBLE,

MEDICINE DEFEATED ART S 7-4, RETAINING TROPH
for another year

On Monday afternoon Medicine, finish-

I ing on the long end of a 7-4 score, beat the

I Arts Rugby squad and thus hold the Inter-

faculty trophy for another year.

The game was close and yet not a good

exhibition of football. The weather condi-

tions were very adverse and the halves

experienced difficulty in getting away.

There was a great deal of fumbling due

to cold hands.

The Med’s. half line proved superior both

I

in punting and in accuracy in catching. The

I touch which won the game was achieved in

the second period by “Man-o-War Smith.

James kicked to the open field and Smith

raced round the end for the touch.

To Ratchford go the individual honours.

It is unfortunate that “Ratch” has been

troubled with a bad back all season as he

would have been a very decided asset to

•the Intermediates or Juniors. Ritchie and

McCrimmon divide up on credit for line

j
gains. _

Quinn outbooted James especially

'
in the latter stages. A soft, punky ball was

used which would not work into the wind

and so the rather stiff wind became an im-

portant factor.

Arts won the toss and kicked at every

opportunity, thus achieving four points.

They failed to score during the rest of the

game although many good chances were

offered in the third quarter. Smith got

away early in the second quarter and the

score became 5-4.

After half .time Arts tried hard to even

up the count but, through bad judgment

and the sterling work of the Medicine half

line, the score remained 5-4 at the end of

the third.

The last quarter saw Med’s. very much

on the offensive and Arts were lucky that

only two points were scored. With the loss

of Stewart the Arts backfield was seriously

weakened, and fumbles were frequent, al-

though the backs were generally lucky in re-

covering.

It is a pity that both the Interfaculty

games were played under such poor wea-

ther conditions as the Interfaculty games

do much to develop new material which

ought to be seen under most favorable

weather conditions, The matter of elimin-

ating Intermediate and Junior team men

should be considered so that the games can

be played earlier in the season and as much

new material brought to .the fore as pos-

sible.

LINE UP:

Medicine—Halves, Smith, Quinn, Ed-

wards; Flying Wing, Bell; Quarter, Mo
Cartney; Snap, Young; Insides, Noonan,

Grant; Middles, Houston, S. W., Ritchie;

Outsides, Waddell, McLachlan.

Spares—Carmichael, Johnston, Houston,

: N. A., Stewart, McNally, Leggit.

Arts—Halves, Stewart, James, Ratch

ford; Flying Wing, Mclnnes; Quarter,

Dolan; Snap, Gill; Insides, McCrimmon,

Voaden; Middles, Duncan, Shaw; Out-

sides, Morris, Drew.

Spares—Baird, Bullock, Lyons, Gow,

Wurt.

Referee—Mr. Awrey.

Umpire—Prof. Macdonald.

at the hockey club
MEETING

Mr. Awrey announced that the rink

contractors have stated that, weather per-

mitting, ice will be had by the fifteenth of

December. He read letters from Cornell,

Yale and Harvard, regretting that these

colleges would be unable to play games

with our team in the Christmas vacation.

The meeting declared itself in favour

of entering a Senior O.H.A.. team if the

O H.A. 'executive will sanction it. Teams

will be entered in the Intermediate and

Junior O.H.A. leagues.

The names of Mr. Whitton and Mr.

Affleck were submitted to the A.B. of

C. to fill the vacancy on the Intercolleg-

iate Hockey Association Executive, made

by the retirement of Mr. E. Sliter.

JUNIORS TO PLAY IN DOMINION
FINALS

Tiro /orJ5*

The Juniors in conference with Mr.

Awrey decided to challenge the winners

of the Bellwoods—St. Alban’s game in

Toronto next Saturday. The game will be

played either here or at Toronto the follow-

ing Saturday. It is altogether likely that .the

game will be played here as the Toronto

team would not be able to guarantee ex-

penses. If the game is played here, .the

Athletic Board of Control will have to

guarantee at least $400 to the visitors,

which will require a big gate.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

WAR MEMORIAL FUND

PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE MAY BE

MADE TO THE FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES

AS FOLLOWS;

Arts—In Arts Club Room, Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec. 6th

and 7th, from 4-5 p.m. ; Mr. R. C. Laird.

Science—In Science Club Room, Tuesday and Wednesday,

Dec. 6th and 7th, from 4-5 p.m.; Mr. E. R. Swift.

Medicine—In Medical Club Room, Tuesday and Wednesday,

Dec. 6th and 7th, from 4-5 p.m., Mr. J. K. Pomeroy.

Levana—In Red Room, Tuesday, Dec. 6th, 3-4 p.m.; Miss

Burns.

Subscriptions will also be received by Year Secretaries,

or by Hon Treasurer, Prof. W. P. Wilgar, if the above hours

are not convenient. .

WALLACE TROUP,
For Committee.

Real Satisfaction!

PLAYER'S
navy cut

i CIGARETTES=

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Ready For Christmas

What would make a more acceptable

gift than:

A NOBBY HAT
FINE GLOVES
STYLISH FURS

This is the Students’- Store

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

At the A. M. S. on Saturday night, the

men students of Queen’s -had a very good

meeting—where was Levana ? A committee

was appointed to look after the European

Students Relief Fund. Dr. MacClement

and T. T. M. Wilson spoke with interest qji

the subject. The question of the initiation

was also brought up and discussed, Robert

Fry acting as Chairman of the Committee

of the whole. It was resolved that the Soc-

iety was in favour of changing the Con-

stitution regarding the form of initiations.

It was suggested that the initiation be made

faculty affair and not be dealt with by the

Sophomore years alone, and also that the

President of ,the A. M. S. be. present at

each initiation. After a lengthy discussion

motion was finally passed that the matter

be laid on the table for a week. •

$2.50
An Autostrop

Safety Razor
BJ

WITH 1 DOZEN BLADES
|

We have only a few specials

at this price

This is the regular $5.00

Razor.—$2.50

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

IS FINAL POWER WITH
STUDENTS OR WITH A.B. OF C.?

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Shirts, Ties, Scarfs, Gloves,

Sweaters, Handkerchiefs, Bath-

robes, Belts, Brace Setts, Collar

Bags, Socks, Pyjamas.

On Thursday .the twenty-fourth the

Hockey Club met to consider its nomina-

tions for this year’s Executive, on the re.

commendation of the Athletic Board of

Control.

The rooms of the Athletic Directorate

were crowded and the discussion was very

free, if somewhat vague. Mr .Awrey pre-

sided. On a vote the recommendation of

the Athletic Board of Control was carried

unanimously and Mr. A. L. Blacklock was

nominated for the Presidency while Mr. J.

D. Johnson was made manager of the first

team.

While the vote was unanimous there was

evidently great uncertainty as to the exact

jurisdiction of the Alma Mater Society

.the Athletic Board of Control and the var-

ious Clubs in matters such as these. Could

the Hockey Club have ignored the recom-

mendations of the Athletic Board of Con-

trol? It was thought not. However this

matter does not die with this one issue and

the exact relationship of these three bodies

should be more closely defined.

The Athletic Board of Control rightly

feels that inasmuch as the responsibility of

success or failure in College athletics rests

on their shoulders,
t
their plans and the

executives they approve of, should be ac-

cepted without question. On the other hand

there are those who *feel that the Alma

Mater Society is the final authority.

In ordinary cases there is no doubt that

the common interest for Queen’s will tend

,to promote harmony between these three

branches of her executive government

Nevertheless in view of a possible differ-

ence of 'opinion on a matter of some weight,

many think that the Constitution is too

vague in this particular.

LEVANA AND THE WAR
MEMORIAL

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday. October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE.
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

^ choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Phillips Soles
Boys, have Phillips Soles put on your Oxfords or Boots, do

without Rubbers, keeps the feet dry, makes walking easy.

Men’s Heavyweight $2.25

Men’s Lightweight 2.00

Ladies’ 1.50

This price includes putting on, call for and deliver.

’PHONE 24

LOCKETT’S

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their ^food is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and
obliging, that it’s just like dining at home.

More expensive? Oh, no! Prices have

Been Reduced to the lowest possible level

consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-

prised at the small amount of your check
when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

Girls! How many of you remember

that there is a War Memorial Commit-

tee, and that we are represented on it?

Of course you all recollect that last year

there was a campaign to raise funds for

this purpose; that in fact most of us

committed ourselves to contribute money

in several yearly payments. How about

the instalment for this year? It has been

said repeatedly that Levana cannot be

counted on to help materially in this

cause. Let us come up to the mark and

show the college, and the men in par-

ticular, that we can and will do our share

in this respect. In a short time we who
were here last year will be notified whqn

and where our payments may be made.

Let us see that the committee’s repre-

sentatives receive our co-operation.

Perhaps you will all be interested ito

know that the War Memorial Commit-

tee is much alive this year. It has enthus-

iastic plans, which with student and

graduate help, can be materialized in the

very near future. A good rousing cam-

paign, help from everybody, and a little

pocket-book sacrifice will bring us„ with-

in two years, a Student Union. If we
were enthusiastic enough it could be ac-

complished within a year. Just picture

this: An imposing stone buildii;

miniature Hart House, rising on thi bor-

ders of our campus. In imagination ex-

plore the building and find a theatre,

small, but complete in every detail ;
com-

mittee rooms, and rooms for the secretar-

ies of file various societies, not forgetting

Levana
;

recreation rooms
;

and a fine

cafeteria in the basement; in short, find

everything the lack of which we students-

now deplore. This is no castle in the

air, girls, it can and will be done, but

each of us must help. Who shall dare

say that the good old Queen’s spirit is

dead?

TAXI TARIFF FOR KINGSTON

From any point within the City limits

to any other point within the said limits,

except as hereinafter provided.

Night

10 p.m.

to 7 a.m.

1. For One Person $ .50 $ .75

2. For Two Persons 50 .75

3. For Each Additional

Person 25 .40

4. For Each Passenger to or

from the Grand Trunk

Railway Junction 50 .75

5. For each person from any point within

the City to the Pentitetiary, Rockwood

Hospital, Royal Military College, or any

other point within three miles of the City

limits or vice versa:

(a) Between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m $ .50

(b) Between 9 p.m. and 8 a.m 1.00

BY THE HOUR:
6. (a) Automobiles. — From and to any

point within the city limits and within

three miles thereof, four passengers or

less, per hour $2.50

Xmas Greeting Cards

Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.
- *

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

g’trawii
THUR., FRI., SAT.

EARLE WILLIAMS
in

“BRING HIM IN”

A Tale of the Canadian Northwest

238 PRINCESS STREET

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by
$110,000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a, regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

4*) Other Cabs.—From and to any point

within the City limits and within three

miles thereof, per hour L50

Any time over the hour under sub-section

(h) to he charged in half-hour fractions,
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Congratulations to New Executive

C. E. E. RATCHFORD
Athletic Stick

A. G. HAMILTON
Secretary

H. R. MYERS
President

J. T. M. WILSON
1st Vice-President

“THE TRAGEDY
OF NAN”

MASEFIELD’S CLASSIC PRESENT-
ED BY DRAMATIC CLUB

Queen’s Dramatic Club achieved a dis-

tinct artistic triumph last Friday evening

when “The Tragedy of Nan” was given

its initial presentation in Grant Hall—pro-

ducing a a good play on its own stage with

scenery and furniture made by its own

workers and presenting as the flower of its

efforts a cast of men and women capable in

every way of interpreting the humour, path-

os and poetry of Masefield. The “set”

representing the Kitchen of the Pargetter

Farm on the banks of the English Severn

was a product of genius, complete and har-

monious in every detail and making just the

proper background for the action of the

piece. Director C. A. Gates, constructed the

scenery, Harold F. Cross the back drop, the

stage furniture and the sandstone fireplace.

Neil T. MacDonald installed the necessary

lighting equipment, a long and tedious task

involving considerable, re - wiring of the

Hall.

QUEEN’S WIN CITY LEAGUE
SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP

DEFEAT R.C.H.A. ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON 2-1, AND WIN WHIG
TROPHY.

EUROPEAN STUDENT
RELIEF CANVASS

FROM MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th

TILL SATURDAY, DECEM-
BER 12th

On Saturday afternoon the Senior Soccer

Team beat the R. C. H. A. Team in a splen-

didly fought, up-hill battle by a score of 2-1,

thus winning the Whig Trophy and the City

Championship.

Condition and pluck beat the R. C. H. A.

There was a viry heavy wind blowing

straight down the field, and Queen’s won

the toss. The play was very ragged and

individualistic! in the first half. The R. C.

H. A. goalie had many hard ones to stop,-

however, and only his sterling ability saved

the R. C. FI. A. from the short end of the

score durinjg .this half. As it was the teams

swung around at half time with no goals

scored.

In the early part of the second half play

was largely in Queen’s territory and only

the good work of MacLachlan, Scott and

Curry saved the day. With about half the

period gone Jenkins, through neat combina-

tion and a fine shot, beat Curry. R. C. H.

A. 1, Queen’s 0.

This incident had an unusual" effect in

that the R. C. H. A. team seemed inclined

to rest on their laurels while our own gang

went out for blood. With about ten min-

utes to go a penalty shot was given fifteen

yards out of the R. C. H. A. goal. Scott

misesd the bar by inches. It was not long

after .this that the forward Sne. with a bril-

liant burst of speed, penetrated the soldier

defence and McKercher evened things up.

With everybody looking for overtime, his-

tory repeated and Cross made it 2-1. A
minute or so later the same man dribbled

V. A. MINNES
Treasurer

The play deals with a girl, Nan Hard-

wick whose father has been hung for a

crime of which he is innocent. Her mother

being dead, Nan is now parentless and Ts

obliged to live with her aunt, Mrs. Parget-

ter, who takes no pains to conceal her dis-

like for her niece no doubt because, as Mr.

Will Pargetter’s maiden affection for Nan’s

father was not returned by Hardwick who

instead married Nan’s mother. Hence M
PargetLr’s hatred of Nan, the only child of

that union. Dick Gurvil, a simple village

boy, who helps his father in the grocery

business and xwho hopes to be taken in as

partn er when he marries, is in love with

Nan who sees if! marriage with Dick the

only release from her bitter misery. Jenny

Mrs. Pargetter’s daughter manages, Judas-

like, to gain the confidence of Nan who

in superb style right .throu'gh to the nets

only to shoot fair into the goalkeeper.

McGregor was probably the most consis-

tent man on the field. He dropped three

beautiful corner kicks right in front of the

nets. The halves were very strong. No-

body fooled MacLachlan and Scott kicked

in fine style. Wallace played his usual con-

sistent game. MacICercher, Nelson and

Cross worked together better .than in any

game this year. Curry used fine judgment

in the nets. Naylor had few occasions to

use his terrific shot.

Early in the game a soldier half develop-

ed a grudge and proceeded to work it out.

Fie unfortunately picked the wrong, man.

Geo. Stewart, after slipping in a few, pro-

ceeded 4.0 sit on him till some one persuaded

him .to desist.

Manager Kidd is naturally much pleased

and it is well that he has some reward for

his faithful work all season. The game

was clean and much more interesting than

such contests usually are. The good-natured

rooting of the soldier supporters helped to

liven up our own crowd of supporters.

LINE UP:
Queen’s—Goal, Curry; Backs, MacLach-

lan, Scott; Half Backs, Wallace, Stewart,

Allen; Forwards, McGregor, McKercher,

Nelson, Cross, Naylor.

R. C. H. A.—Goal, Bramhall; Backs,

Grubb, Smith
;
Half Backs, Campbell, Cook,'

Gariy; Forwards, Norwood, Jenkins, Rich-

ardson, Staub, Graham.

Referee—Mr. Tyson.

THE SPECIAL LITERARY
ISSUE

Contributions for the Special

Literary Issue of the Journal, to

be published just before the holi-

days, are being received by the

Literary Editor. He has set Fri-

day of this week as the final date

upon- which contributions can be

received.

confides in Jennie her affection for Dick;

Jenny promptly informs mother who loses

no time in making known to Dick the fact

that Nan is the daughter of a ‘gallus-bird.’

Does he want his father (she wails) to kick

him out to beg, to haVe himself pointed at’

and talked about? And can he deny (she

continues) that he has shown some regard

for Jenny? (Dick has shown affection for

lots of girls—lie’s that kind). Is he going

to throw over a nice girl like Jenny to marry

(Continued on page 8).

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday, Dec. 6:

All Day—Federal Elections.

5.00 p.m.—Postponed, A.M.S. Meeting

Convocation Hall.

Wednesday, Dec. 7

:

4.00 p.m.—Senior Basketball Practice.

5.00 p.m.—B.W.F. Club.

7.00 p.m.—.Debating Club.

7.00 p.m.—Arts Smoker.

8.00 p.m.—Elimination Assault in tin

“Gym.”

Thursday, Dec. 8:

4.30 p.m.—Q. U. M. A., Apologetics

Room.

Friday, Dec. 9:

7.00 p.m.—Arts '22 Flop and Social

Endeavour.

The dire needs of the Central European

Student Body have been brought to the

notice of all the students of Queen’s through

the Journal and through special addresses

in the numerous meetings during the past

two weeks.

For those who may not as yet be ac-

quainted with the facts, they, will be briefly

summarized here.

What is the European Student Relief? It

is a call to students of forty nations to rally

to the relief of the Universities of Central

Europe. Countries sorely in need of re-

lief themselves have contributed. With-

out our help many thousands of students

(40% of whom in some Universities are

women) will be forced .to give up their

studies. It is indeed a sad sight to see stu-

dents turned out of Universities on account

of a lack of means for even the bare neces-

sities of life.

MISS GEORGINA ETTINGER
Assistant Secretary

Of the relief money which is raised, none

goes to students who have just entered

Universities, i.c. no first year student gets

any help. This effectively prevents stu-

dents from entering the University with the

hope of bein'# supported. In every country

E. S. R. representatives work through com-

mittees of students and Professors, either

committees already existing on thos^-which

they have brought into being. The vast

bulk of the enormous administrative work

involve in the feeding of 70.000 students

and the clothing of many thousands more

(Continued on page 5)
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH*

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDITORIAL

b TC SPARKS ERNEST B. SPARKS,
*' M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

(fumt's Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out oi Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by I5c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-m-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 4*

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors—H- H. BLEAKNEY ; J. M. GIV

ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor-R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

La
A
chl!?.Tt.

s
a
E
beown

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor-C. A. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

riiief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N DRUMMOND

;

P
A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-

BURY; G. E. WOOD.

-particularly fitting that each of the three

final years should terminate its under-

graduate existence with a collective con-

tribution to the fund. Nor more grace

ful or appropriate action could be devis-

ed as a last expressive • gesture before

the final curtain.

We regret that photographic cuts of

the following successful A.M.S. candi-

dates were not available, for they are,

of course, as equally deserving of recogni-

tion as the remainder of the Executive.

2nd Vice-President

E. A. CLARKE
Critic

—

A. ABERNETHY
Committeeman

—

G. E. MATHESON

QUEEN’S WAR MEMORIAL

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

The Bank of Nova Scotia

Md up capita1 _-
- **700,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Beware

The Dog
tT Recent excavations in the old-

time city of Pompeii have

brought to light two fine Villa

residences once buried by the

eruption of Mount Vesuvius.

«T Upon the threshold of the one,

set in fine Mosaic, are the

Latin words “Cave Canem”

—

“beware of the dog.’’

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
speak with
always ap-

•vyii an occasions Flowers

elegance and refinement, and ai

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you arc still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS
Phone 363.

MON., TUES„ WED.

“THE THREE

MUSKETEERS”

One of the most glorious moments in

all the colorful history of the University

will come when the corner-stone of the

Memorial Union is laid. That will be__a

day to ennoble with pageantry and music,

prayers and the singing of praise. It

will be a day of great expectations, .for

the building will promise a new and rich-

er epoch of student activity, the birth of

new possibilities. But the event will be

significant most of all because the Union

will be tangible evidence of the Queen’s

man’s loyalty to Queen's.

Truly it is inspiriting to think of such

a building being erected by means- of

a steady accumulation of graduate and

student contributions. A multitude of

heroic deeds and lives have already con-

secrated the building, and it is fitting that

thousands of hands should help to fash-

ion it. Already the sum of forty thous-

and dollars has been raised, almost all

of which has come through appeals to the

student body. Such a sum represents

something more from each Queen's stu-

dent than a few extra dollars begged from

home; it means days of hard work in

almost every case, and if the story of these

contributions could be shown on the mo-

tion picture screen it would provide a

series of scenes positively epic in nature.

There would be pictures of little wind-

bitten school houses on the prairie
;
there

would be harvesting scenes, with men

asweat and panting ;
the student forest

ranger, waging his lonely fight against

mosquitos and fatigue, would appear upon

the screen. A picture of bronzed men

climbing rocks with rod and transit in

hand would fade out into a stuffy office

setting with ledgers and simple monoton-

ous tasks and a fan droning derisively.

Queen’s men of the present making-

sacrifices to honour the memory of

Queen’s men of the past and to make

Queen’s a better place for the men of the

future—such a spectacle makes any cri-

ticism of the spirit of the undergraduate

body seem a rather petty thing. Just as

the “little unremembered acts” of love

and charity make the “Main Streets” of

the nation concourses of beauty rather

than a dull, repellant lanes, so does the

generous response thus far accorded the

War Memorial Fund place the College

beyond the range of the carping critic.

There is something of the sublime about

it all.

For it is, indeed, true that the present

undergraduate body—with the exception

of the freshmen who have not yet had

the chance to subscribe—has "given with-

out stint to this cause. Not only have

the individuals been splendidly libera!

but some of the years and societies ar<

beginning to share in the work, subscrip-

tions having been received Iasi year from

the Dramatic Club, the French Club,

Medicine ’24 and Medicine ’22. Almost

every student feels that he cannot be

to do as much for the College as t

College is doing for him. and the oppor-

tunity to help in some v. ay t

of the future i- \Vdeputed] It would b

A. M. S.

About 7.30 on Saturday night a large

representation of the student body flock-

ed into Grant Hall
;
and then began the

yells and songs. Why couldn’t every

A.M.S. meeting be as well attended and

as interesting? Why can’t we keep the

Queen’s “Spirits'” flowing at these meet-

ings?

General Ross addressed the students

and gave some consolation to those can-

didates who were later to hear' of their

defeat. He told of the time when he won

the presidency of the A.M.S., and said

that the candidate he defeated was now

holding a very high and important posi-

tion in New York.

After General Ross finished his short

but appreciated address, some slides were

thrown on the screen and finally the re-

sults of the election, which 'will appear

elsewhere in this issue, were put on the

screen. After the cheering had lessened

* bit, the candidates were called on to

speak and, when each in turn got a

chance to make his voice heard, he said

his little “I wish to thank those who voted

for me, etc.”

When the * excitement -was over the

regular meeting of the society was held

and the meeting became quite orderly.

There were a number of communications

to be read and a few reports of commit-

tees were brought in. The nominations

were brought in for the athletic Board

of Control. The names submitted were,

Prof. Matheson re-elected, Prof. JolliiJe

to replace Prof. Drury, and Mr. Johnston

to replace Mr. Gerow.

The initiation question was again dis-

cussed and many intelligent views were

given. Some wish to make it a secret

faculty affair. Others think that that

would tend to break us up as a Univer-

sity and might result in the formation of

smaller secret groups or frats. There

were others who suggested improvements

on the old form of initiation as held in

the pre-war days. The discussion result-

ed in the forming of a committee, consist-

ing of the present president as vice-presi-

dent of the A.M.S., the president and vice-

president elect, and the presidents of the

various faculties, together with Mr. Sus-

man, to interview the Senate and the

Trustees and discuss the initiation ques-

tion with them and if possible to have a

member of the Senate express the views

of that body to the A.M.S. It is obvious

that the system of initiation will be chang

ed; so it is the duty of everyone to dis-

cuss this question and see that we get an

initiation that is a little farther from bar-

barism than has it been in the last

two years, and yet be full of pep and

serve the purpose.

The meeting was adjourned until Tues-

day at 5 p.m.

•T Upon the other threshold ap-

pears the one word “Salve,”

meaning Hail! Welcome!

•T The Ryrie Store keeps no dog,

but Welcome!! alone is its

watchword.

m Whether you come with a

bulging pocket book or “not

a nickel,” if you are interested in

beautiful things, we consider it

a compliment to have you and

your friends drop in and visit us.

'

<|j

Perfect

afound

freedom to wander

is yours, whilst de-

lighted to serve you should you

so desire.

Open ’till 6

December.

o’clock during

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
> BOARDS OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Reguiations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
t

Toronto, November, 1921.

NO WONDER

District Visitor—Well, one must do

something for the suffering poor.

Friend—But are you sure they do suf-

fer?

District Visitor—Oh, yes
;
I visit them.

—Havana Post.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princc.8 end Wellington Streete

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w



Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to-pubhc shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDS. ’23

After granting ourselves a half hpliday

for the express purpose of assisting in the

decoration of Grant Hall for our annual

Pow-wow, we were much chagrined on see-

ing the place partially dismantled by a final

year Science man in his wild quest for

souvenirs. Will it become necessary to

hang up a sign :
—“Orchestra, page your in-

struments,the hunt is on?”

Silk Underwear

FOR XMAS GIFTS

Beautiful goods in the popular

colors

:

Camisoles, $1.50 and up

Teddys, $3.75 and up

Bloomers, $2.98 and up

Gowns, $8.50 and up.

As a suggestion to the other Professors

we would recommend Dr. D ’s poetry

as an attractive feature of lectures.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

SakelPs
ICE CREAM PARLOR

As a criticism of the new system of elec

tions of the A. M, S„ we would like to point

out that for .the offices of President and

Athletic Stick the smallest faculty was

placed in the unhappy position of compet-

ing with another faculty with about 160

more votes. Another feature is that the

faculty spirit was broken. The fever heat

of contest evidenced by the old system or

a double party system like that of Whigs

and Tories is forever lost. Much better to

have a real fighting political campaign than

a campaign which loses the support and

attention of the student body.

MEDS. ’24

Congratulations to our successful can-

didate." “Slim” sure put it across, and put

it across big. We must also congratulate

his committee for the excellent work they

did both Journalistic and otherwise.

Ladies and gentlemen, jn giving you a

Second Vice-President, we lose a President.

Surely this is Queen's spirit.

NEW REGULATIONS REGARDING
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

A meeting of the Social Functions Com-

mittee was held on Wednesday, Nov. 30.

in the Principal’s office.

Owing to the many demands for Social

Evenings the question of who is to get

the preference was discussed. A motion

was put through to the effect that the

following evenings be definitely set aside:

3 for Faculty Dances.

4 for Science (Social Evening for each

year)

4 for Arts.

6 for Medicine.

1 for each of the following:

Freshman’s Reception.

Freshette’s Reception.

Levana Tea Dance.

It was recommended that the following

be added to the Constitution—“Levana

shall he allowed to hold a “The Dansant”.

The question of closing the class rooms

in the New Arts Building during a dance

was approved* leaving one room open on

the main floor and one room upstairs to be

used as cloak-rooms.

It was recommended that the Nurses

Dance be not regarded as a College func-

tion, but in view of the connection be-

tween the Hospital and the University

that Grant Hall be used for this dance as

in former years.

In this space my appeal to the Stu-

dents to be photographed early has

been appearing with each issue of the

Journal for some time, but I am sorry

to say, has been unproductive of re-

sults. Not a single student was photo-

graphed by me in October, and few

in the early part of November.

Now, in the busiest season of the

year, students are being photograph-

ed every day. Of course, I am glad

to have the business now or any time,

but it would have helped if the stu-

dents had heeded my appeal and en-

abled me to" give them better service.

Students! I thank you for the bus-

iness you have given me in this and

past years, and wish you one and all

a very Merry Xmas' and Happy New

Year.

McKenzie Photographer

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

y.\ 132 PRINCESS STREET

Once more the “Aesculapian Efferves-

cents” romp home with the tin-ware- The

Dean’s Trophy, undisturbed and dust cover-

ed, safely concealed behind the shelves ir.

th; library, seems to be ours for keeps.

Last Wednesday the two teams, Med’s

’24 and Med’s ’26, met at the Old Athletic

Field, and we,rg_prevented from completely

dismembering each" other by the combined

efforts of Mr. Awrey, Hon.-Presidcnt of

Arts ’25, and Mr. Wm. Muirhead.

The game went off very smoothly, there

being about six inches of mud all over

everything and everybody. This factor

prevented the officials from taking anything

but a wordy part in the battle.

Owing to the fact that Smith and Stewart

were laid up, the team was somewhat dis-

organized, but,' between you and me, we

had nothing on the Sophs. Quinn and Rit-

chie played their usual whirlwind game, and

“Red” Edwards also showed up well. For

the Sophs., Campbell and Bliss were ,the

shining lights, though Ada did very good

work in the back field.

The best of feeling prevailed throughout

the game(?) and only for Mr. Awrey we d

have been at Ottawa when the game ended.

The score was only 17-0 but we hope to do

better next time.

The teams lined up as follows

:

Med’s. ’24—Half Backs, Quinn, Edwards,

Playfair; Flying Wing, Trainor; Quarter

Back, McNally ;
Outsides, McLachlin. Wad-

dell; Middles, Ritchie, Noonan; Insides,

O’Rielly, Houston, S. W
;
Snap Back, Cos

tello. Subs.—Houston, N. A., Leggett.

Med’s. ’26—Half Backs, Ada, McAvoy,

Shillington
;
Flying Wing, Goodison

;
Quar-

ter Back, Campbell
;
Outsides, McCracken,

Johnson ;
Middles, Brown, Bliss; Insides

Murphy, Haig; Snap Back, Young. Subs

McFarland, Dawson, Shillington.

J. C. CONNELL, M.A., M.D.

Honorary President
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Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors arouncf

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals-

M. P. REID, Manager.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET >

PREP. MINERALOGY AND
HIGHER MATHEMATICS

Prof. Bruce—Do you know the meaq-

ingof 0:0:1.

Student—Not in this instance.

Since the last Levana meeting there has

been a noticeable increase in the nuipber of

gowns worn, but there is still room for

improvement.

THE EUROPEAN STUDENT

Within the past two years the student

body of Central Europe Iras been making

brave and pathetic attempts to resume

their studies and complete their half-fin-

ished courses. Many thousands of these

students are no longer able to continue

in the universities in which they began

on account of changes in boundary lines

of the Central European countries. They

have become refugees and are forced to

seek after learning in countries other than

their own. Many thousands of students

who are fortunate enough to be able to

remain in their own countries are not

only unable to resume their studies, but

are actually starving.

In Warsaw there are 15,000 students

in the university. Housing accommoda-

tion is such as would be fit for animals

rather than human beings, most of the

students have barely enough clothes to be

able to appear in public, and they are forc-

ed to live on starvation rations.

The EuropeairStudent Relief is an ed-

ucation in International Friendship. The

literature of the E.S.R. has been distri-

buted in 39 lands; nine countries have

produced relief literature in their own

language; many more have given wide

prominence to the E.S.R. through the

press.

Lord Robert Cecil, M.P., Chancellor of

the University of Birmingham, made the

following appeal for this work in speak-

ing to the congress of the Universities of

(he Empire at Oxford four months ago.

“There is no such thing as national

learning; world learning is the only thing

worth considering. The actual economic

and material consequences of the war are

proving a great hindrance to the progress

of research. Many professors in Central

Europe have actually died of starvation

and undernourishment . . . the results

of their research will never now be pub-

lished. Even more serious is the handi-

cap to professors because they are with-

out the books and periodicals published

in foreign countries since 1914 and can-

not purchase these books. Equipment

is also lacking .... Here is a great op-

portunity for all the universities here re-

presented to show that research is the

common interest of the whole world-. This

relief is necessary, not only to promote

research, but because it is a part of even

a larger work. In the great task of pro-

moting the brotherhood of humanity is

learning to lag behind? Surely not. Let

us not forget the great work done in

past ages by the universities in keeping

alive by the interchange of learning the

idea of the essential unity of mankind

and now that there is springing up in the

hearts of so many the ardent longing for

a new era, let the universities also da

their part, and by material help and com-

mon effort, show that in pursuing the

advancement of* learning they have not

forgotten causes of even greater and

holier moment.”

The movement is endorsed by states-

men as laying the foundations of peace.

Let us do our share.

“Ut onines unum sint.”

Q.U.M.A.

The regular meeting, of the Q. U. M. A.

which on account- of the Arts Levana meet-

ing last Thursday was postponed for one

week, will be held in the Apologetics Room,

Old Arts Building, Thursday at 4.30 p in.

Dr. MacClement will speak on “The Boy-

hood and Education of Jesus;” A good

attendance is requested as this will be our

last .meeting until after the Christmas

holidays. Will everyone please bring a Bible

or New Testament to this meeting.
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

'Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

*
Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

I. f. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

"j careful economy and self-denial

give you greater satisfaction than

s:i equal sum secured without diffi-

cully or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up 3115,000,000

Reserve Fund .. 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

A Dozen
Portraits

will solve a dozen of your

‘What to give at Christmas?’

problems. SittingsTnajle now
relieve you of shopping wor-

ries later on and we will have

time, to give the work special

attention.

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Sittings May Be Made
Any Evening

’PHONE 2159w

PROF. CONACHER ADDRESSES
THE ENGLISH CLUB

At 4 o’clock last Monday afternoon. Prof.

Conacher delivered an address to .the Eng-

lish Club dealing with “The Development

of the Drama.”

The speaker first took a rapid survey of

the most important periods and then dwelt

in detail with the subject as handled by

French writers. The early French drama-

tists, in contrast to the English, held strictly

to the classic model. They observed the

three unities and the main interest was in

dialogue, the action taking place off the stage

and being announced by the chorus.

The modern French comedy of which

Dumas was the first exponent seeks sober-

ly and simply to explain the facts of every-

day life. But what appear to the French

mind as the sober facts of existence might

be censured by other nations as a deformity.

However, this is forgotten in the serious-

ness with which the subject is treated
;
there

are very dramatic situations and the scenes

are worked out with tragic effect. But

there is a marked gloominess in the handl-

ing of the plots and they are morbid because

they invariably centre around the eternal

“triangle.”

Becque was the first modern French

dramatist to turn away from this style. His

play “Le Corbeau” illustrates the new spirit.

The opening scene presents a quiet picture

of domestic life but rapidly develops to a

tragic climax when the corpse of one of the

main characters is suddenly brought on the

ene.

Is there any escape from this problem or

domestic play? The alternative is bound to

be either pathetic' or sensational. However,

to-day there seems to be a tendency .towards

the poetic drama and a return to pure art.

Indeed, there are many reasons for believ-

ing that the new play will establish itself

along the lines of .the classic drama.

In closing the meeting Miss Brown voiced

the gratitude of the Club to Prof. Conacher

for a very entertaining and instructive ad-

dress.

ARTS ’?4
i

Side-kick, an order was given that all the

braves and’fair damsels of Arts ’24 assem-

ble to hear the good tidings. And when

they were assembled,* certain men among

them, named Creegan and Wood spake

in a loud voice concerning Sunday topics.

And a certain fair damsel among them,

named Montgomery, could not restrain

Queen, did render unto the vast assembly,

an order, and behold ! all men and dam-
sels did listen to him eagerly and forth-

with did depart in silence

!

SMOKER! SMOKER!
WED. 7 P.M.

J. T. GOW
Committeeman

Arts’ men, don’t fail to take in the “Big

Smoke” in the Arts’ Club Room, at 7

p.m. next Wednesday, Dec. 7th. Turn
down everything for it, even your best

one—ydti can square with her later. It

promises to be the best “stag” we’ve had
in years.

Even jJ_you do not smoke that shoukl

not keep you away, come and hear the

best and most humorous after-dinner

speakers in college. The programme also

includes a star orchestra and the best

vocal, instrumental and comic perform-

ers.

Apples will be plentiful and the very

best of cigars and cigarettes will be simp-

ly thrown at you. Blow rings and see

“her” there.

The Arts men are seldom together
; let’s

all go. Come and feel at home, enjoy the

free and easy atmosphere swap yarns,

laugh and be happy.

Those who haven’s tickets yet, may
get them at once for 25 cents, from : V.

E. Bullock, P. Glasgow, M. Macfarland,

J. T. Gow, W. S. Blake, R. F. Baird, J.

J. Wood.

her joy and also spake concerning these

same' matters.

Now, when the meeting was far spent,

a certain damsel, who was fair to behold

and named Booth, sang in sweet tones.

One Duff among them did read unto the

assembly a year paper, and forthwith

there was much lamentation and wailing,

and gnashing of teeth. And, before the

braves and fair danjsels did depart, a

A MISUNDERSTANDING

Customer (In fur store) I want some

furs for my wife. Please show me those

brown ones you have in the window, if

they are not too expensive.

Clerk—Oh, you mean skunk!

When the clerk recovered conscious-

ness in hospital he wondered what he

had said.

Tuesday evening last we held our Social

Evening. It began with a hall-full of men

running hither and .thither, changing a num-

ber with this one and that one until pro-

grammes on the whole seemed to be filled.

In due time Mr. Sills arrived with the pat-

ronesses and then the evening began in

earnest.

Mr. Wallace, our worthy President along

with the Patronesses, Mrs. Keill and Mrs.

Ballard received the guests. Mr. Wallace,

was all smiles and seemed to be having the

time of his life. Treneer’s Orchestra was

at its best and everyone made good their

opportunities for a lively start.

Our humblest sympathies are extended

to those who didn’t fancy a Paul Jones and

spent that number in the Red Room. They

missed a perfectly good Fox-trot which

didn’t degenerate into a Paul Jones at all.

By the look of certain young ladies on the

Committee after that dance and their hur-

ried seekings for Mr. Duff, one would pity

him. Evidently they were disappointed that

.the Paul Jones hadn’t been carried out and

their revenge was due him. We presume

he got a talking to.

In some of the one-steps a few of the

couples breezed around like a germ in an

epidemic. There were many speculations

as to what the eightli dance was to be, but

now we are enlightened and know what an

elimination dance is. There was a very good

.

representation from our year but we failed,

to see some of the familiar faces. V\ oil

say that they must have been broke. Wej
sincerely hope everyone had an enjoyable I

evening as they should have had. Our
thanks are due Mrs. Keill and Mrs. Hal- i

lard who so ably received the guests and
J

helped them spend the evening enjoy. i 4v.

;

Once upon a time, when William

King of the Sophs, and

We’re Net a Bank But You Can Save Money Here

THE STORE FOR CLOSE BUYING

We offer you no bails, no trading stamps, no special

discounts, but we do offer absolutely first quality merchandise

at prices that defy the keenest of competition.

We buy for cash, we sell for cash. We have one price

and that price is marked in plain figures—in few words, our

aim is to offer you the Best for Less. ^

GLOVE SPECIAL

Silk lined, Grey Suede Gloves,

$1.48

SHIRT SPECIAL

Tooke and Arrow Shirts, sizes

I4y2-I6y2 , $1.48

OVERCOATS

Nobby, Ulsterettes and Ches-

terfields. All new models, beauti-

fully tailored, dependable fabrics.

Special Values $30.00.

SUITS

Real Suits, correct models, skill-

fully tailored, new fabrics, new de-

signs. Special Value $30.00.

Try us for Pure Wool Under-
wear, Sweaters and Hosiery.

gutUtg fimiil Clotlyra

Bibbys
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flowers
Queen’s !

Queen’s
!

Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
florists

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone I174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share m
the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 5U

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. “Be a Mutualist.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Lile of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

LEVANA
FRENCH CLUB HOLDS HIGHLY

SUCCESSFUL MEETING

Prof. Vatier of R. M. C. gave a splendid

lecture to the French Club on Tuesday

afternoon in ,the New Arts Building.

His subject was,

—

“Le Chateau de Versailles et Trianon”.

The room was filled to overflowing -and

exra seats were brought in.

After a general outline of the place that

Versailles occupies in the annals of France

a preparatory description of the Chateau

was given before the splendid views were

shown. To France Versailles means much.

While to some it recalls only the reckless-

ness of Louis XIV., his profligacy and

spendthrift habits, to others it is the em-

bodiment of the art of the period. The true

Frenchman can forget its tremendous ex-

pense and the miserable life of the servants

who were slaves to the King and can re-

member the contribution it made to sculp-

ture, painting and landscape gardening.

on, while they dreamed of beautiful cities,

paved with gold and walled with jewels.

Another age weary with struggles for good

now lost set up a vague glory apd called it

Utopia. These dreams helped those who

ere despairing and stimulated those who

were stillhjuildir^g up. The difficulty about

dreams is that they take attention off the

present, and present needs are blinded by

dreams. Dreams sometimes blind hearts

to truth. The Pharisees couldn’t see God

is the rustic Galilean carpenter.

The speaker went on to show that Christ

had no definite, individual program which

had to be followed. He never talked in

dreams but contented Himself with a simple

and straightforward life. Lincoln’s way of

reaching truth was much like the way of

Christ.

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”
EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St.

’Phone 264.

:
University Ave.

A. G. HARRIS I

jRfcssysrflSffiEafi?

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

MISS AGNES McKERCHER
Committee

when in real need.

This is a serious matter in which every

Canadian student should feel himself or

herself vitally interested. The human cry

of need unfailingly awakes a response; it

is no special virtue in that it should, but just

merely the instinctive sympathy of the com-

mon human heart.

Because of the exchange value of the

Canadian Dollar in Europe, every contribu-

tion in dollars multiplies itself many times

when applied to relief Work.

EUROPEAN STUDENTS’ RELIEF

(Continued from page 1)

is done through the purely voluntary work

of the students themselves. They sit on

committees, keep books, serve in canteens,

look after stores, sort and distribute cloth-

ing. The students who do this work are

not paid for it and in many cases are those

who refuse all help foV themselves even

B.W.F.
QUEEN’S GYMNASIUM

Wednesday, Dec. 7th, 1921

at 8.00 p.m.

Ringside Seats, 75c, 50c

(1st 2 rows)

General admission 25c

Reserved Seats on Sale at

Gymnasium

ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE
THE PREMIUM IS SMALL

Pays $25.00 weekly indemnity, for total disability and $12.50 weekly -indemnity

for partial disability, and in addition, the cost oi any surgical operations, paying from

$5 to $150.

E. W. MULLIN & SON
Real Estate and Insurance Brokers Johnston & Division Sts., ’PhoneJ>39

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Following th‘- shov in'.- of the beautiful

.scenes o. the Chateau and ihe parks and

fountain >. the speak -' gave a deiaik-d ac-

count of the life that hummed n the Chateau is*?!

at the time of Louis XIV, of the work of

the fifteen thousand servants and of the

thousands of horses, and of the great com-

plexity of the social life. A glass of. drink-

ing water passed through five hands before

reaching the King.

Prof. Vatier is an exceptionally pleasing

speaker. His enunciation is very clear and

with great thoughtfulness (for those to

whom French is an acquired tongue) he

spoke slowly and with a simple vocabulary.

It is hoped that he will be able to favour

the French Club more frequently in the

I future.

The Ji. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

%
And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream, .Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

nw7F nnn aiwirtisers

PROF. M0R1S0N
AT CONVOCATION

Speaking at the Convocation Service on

Sunday, Prof. Morison took as his text the

words “The Kingdom of God is within you.”

Speaking about Christianity, Prof. Mori-

son said he could accept the Christianity of

Abraham Lincoln who was a non-church

member, he refused Christianity for Bis-

mark who was a mefhber of the State

Church. Unless we can find a "Modus

vivendi” in .this age or the next our civili-

zation will be wrecked. Machiavelli, Bis-

mark, and Clemenceau refused a place for

morals in political life. This school said

“The man who asks himself what he ought

to do, rather than what he is doirig is pav-

ing the way for ruin. Michiavelli empha-

,

sized “ strength and cunning in proper pro-,

portions.” This doctrine has not taken:

firm hold of Britain, U. S. or Canada,

The visions of Utopia and the New Jeru-

salem were the products of two different

types of thought. As the civilization of

Israel and of Greece was breaking, dream-

id prophets sat back and let doom come

The Masques of Ottawa
By Domino

This is a collection of Critical Studies of Prominent Public

Cnnadians- The Prime Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, Sir Robert

iorden Mr. T A. Crerar, Sir Joseph Flavelle, Mr. N. W. Rowell,

Sir Sam Hughes, Mr. J. W. Dafoe, Sir George Fostei, Sir Thomas

White, Mr. E. C. Drury and others.

For Sale at

R. UGLOW & COMPANY
Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

CO' RSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Rummer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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“The College Hat Store

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct *mport«s

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE
MINING AND METALLURGICAL

SOCIETY

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

A most interesting illustrated lecture on

his trip to and experiences in Bolivia was

delivered by Mr. C. Simpson, of Science

'23, on Monday evening before the Queen's

Mining and Metallurgical Society. Before

the lecture. Dean Clarke and Dr. Bruce both

expressed their satisfaction at the Society

being
1 reorganized. In the past Queen s

Mining Society played a prominent part in

College and it is the hope of all that it will

again serve the purpose of bringing in touch

members of the profession and undergrad-

uates. Smokers will be held during the

term and lectures will be given either by

visitors or students.

Mr. Simpson traced his journey from

Colon, through the Panama Canal, to Lima,

and down the west coast of South America,

the staff. Other work was offered but the

idea of home and Canada proved too much.

The party, with the exception of one, made

their way to .the coast and from there came

north

A.M.S. ELECTION RESULTS

SCIENCE ’23

It has been suggested that we hold a par-

ade of the year to find out who “June” is.

So far she has only been seen in the Dir-

ectory.

We offer .the Sympathy Six, sympathy.

Ludgate says that living in the country

has its advantages on account of the hunt-

ing. His luck must be good. He was seen

bringing in a ‘Gorgeous Dear’ the other

night.

PERSONAL

Christmas Greeting Cards

Beautifully Printed

Hanson, Crozier & Edgar

Market Square

G. H. BROWN
Committeeman

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

The Girl:—I have turned mind reader,

1 know just what you are thinking.

Hanson :—Well why don’t you go there

!

.
“Honi soit qui mal y pense.”

What do the last two hospital rules mean ?

What is the favorite topic of conversa-

tion in a crowd.

What do you like most about Mack Sen-

net Comedies?

How are these questions to be taken?

Hon. President

—

Dr. J. C. Connell, (accl.)

President

—

El. R. Myers—482

IC .Keill, B. A.,—404

Athletic Stick

—

C. E. C. Ratchford—634r~

G. S. Elarris— 282.

1st Vice-President

—

J. T .M. Wilson, B. A.,—367

H. P. Salter—290.

W. H Beckin'g—215.

2nd Vice-President

—

E. A. Clarke—511.

J. M. Givens—352.

Critic

—

A. Aberndthy—531.

R. G. Davidson, B.A.,—341.

Secretary

—

A. G. Hamilton—463.

F. V. Deamude—395.

Ass’t. Secretary

—

Georgina Ettinger—557.

Gertrude Deadman—316.

Treasurer

—

V. A. Minnes—568.

H. C. Hunter—299.

Committee (by acclamation)—

Miss Agnes McKercher.

J. T. Gow.

G. EI. Brown.

G. E. Matheson.

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we could :

—

Give Holdcroft a new set of brains.

Move the decimal place in 2.75% beer.

Print a certain Profs. Stories.

Read a girl’s mind.

Say what we think 1

a

I

THE COLLEGE BOOK |
STORE 1

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s
|

Text Books and Supplies
|
a

LOWEST IN CANADA 1

PRICES ON SHEET
g

MUSIC 1
E

All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at
\

5 for $1.00
i

Watch the British Whig for
\

Extra Special Bargains in latest
]

Music.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orlicra received at 100 Clergy St. West

or ’Phone 564 w.

Contributions for the Special Literary

Isstie can still be accepted. Send them

id the Literary Editor sometime before

Friday night. Poems, stories, skits,

sketches, dramatized incidents, nonsense

rhymes, articles, letters, are all usable

and [gave many interesting facts in connec-

tion with the ports visited. He landed at

Antofagasta, in Chile, and from this modern

city with its asphalt streets made the trip

over the mountains by narrow gauge rail-

way. The journey was by no means plea-

sant as the high altitude brought on head-

aches and sickness. The time of the trip

was increased through the derailment of a

freight train and after some twenty hours

being wasted in trying to jack the engine

.back on the track, the difficulty ras solved

by building another t’-nck around the ob-

struction. "Although par.t of the country

on t'-.e- way to La Paz resembles the West-

ern Canadian Prairies, La Paz itself is

situated on the side of a hill and appears

with suprising suddenness to travellers on

the train. Mr. Simpson landed two days

after a typical South American Revolution

and although rumours were plentiful, it

later developed that only the chief of police'

had been killed. He spent several days at

La Paz and then left for Eucalyptus. From

here he travelled to the camp by ridin’g and,

owing to the mountainous nature of the

country, it required three days to reach his

destination fifty miles away.

As .tramways, roads and power houses had

to be located over a district of thirty to

thirty five miles in length, a great deal of

surveying had been planned. Several fac-

tors made the work difficult. Over-exertion

brought on sickness; rough country made

transportation slow; and native roadmen

increased one’s Spanish vocabulary as they

lacked intelligence and seemed unable to

absorb more than one idea at a time.

Mules were used for quick transport. 1

tion of supplies; llamas for slow moving

freight. These animals carried a load up to

seventy five pounds but covered only about

six miles per day. They grazed at every

opportunity and tried the patience of a

white man. Motor trucks were used but

were apt to mire badly.

Although 1500 natives were employed at

tlie mine, they were considered to be the

equivalent of only three hundred white men

Their death rate averaged one man per day

as tamping dynamite with steel seemed to

them to he the right procedure.

After a time, the ore in the mine not

proving as rich as was expected, and the

surveyin',g work being completed, orders

were received from New York to reduce

A PENITENTIAL WEEK

The week had gloomily begun

For Willie Weeks, a poor man’s

He was beset with bill and dun,

And he had very little

Sun.

Mon.

ARTS ’23

Our next Family Reunion will happen

on Thursday afternoon, and will be held

under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid,

with Mr. E. C. Gill in his sateen robes

on the chair. Mr. Gill has realized undue

prominence of late; promiscuous holding

of hands at A.M.S. and places of worship

is not to be countenanced at all. Ele

won’t be sent to Montreal again, as he

was never like this before. Some little

Royal Victoria Freshettes but

we digress.

The programme promises to be long

and monotonous. It is even rumored that

the Year reporter will sing, and if he

insists on performing, Mr.. Ponsford vows

he will tell his funny story; he has not

told it, as yet, this year. Mr. Lockett asAv-Luii. IUU1 1L, aa j'v.i, j •

“This cash,” said he, “won’t pay my dues, chief, will dish us up some hors d veurres

T’,ro nn+Eiiritr hnrr -hiit ones and I in the way of literary food, for there is

to be a year paper.
I’ve nothing here but ones and

Tues.”

A bright thought struck him, and he said:

‘The rich Miss Goldrocks I will

Wed.

But when he paid his court to her.

She lisped, -but firmly sard: “No,

Thur.

“Alas,” said he, “then I must die

!

Although hereafter I may
Fri.”

They found his gloves, his coat, and hat:

The Coroner upon them
Sat.

—Carolyn Wells.

It promises to be a great fiasco. Come

and bring a friend.

TASTES
Sam’s girl is wild and swift,

My girl is slow.

Sam’s girl wears naught but silk

My girl wears calico.

Sam’s girl is bad and beautiful,

My girl is sweet and good.

Do you think I’d trade my girl for Sam’s
*****

yWell, you would, too!—Ex.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the bestm town.
|

102

THE STUDENTS’
PRINCESS STREET —

STORE
’PHONE 797

Used By All Good Skaters

^Skates

Our new and large stock of

Hockey Boots and Skates

are now in—Ladies’ as well

as Men’s.

Come and be outfitted now.

Skates sharpened right.

The only place in Kingston

where you can buy Automo-

bile Skates.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

QUEEN’S OFFICIAL HEADQUARTERS
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SPORT
ASSAULT-AT-ARMS

Billy Hughes worked out his crowd of

-novice boxers before an audience on Satur-

day afternoon, Nov. 26th. While a great

many of the bouts were very amateurish,

yet Billy has every reason to be proud of

the showing made. He has a few men with

natural boxing ability, men to whom a

posture of defence or attack seems a per-

fectly normal attitude
;
who swing with the

whole weight of the body behind the blow.

These men can be developed with com-

parative ease.

In all there were seventeen bouts and in

every case a decision was made, though in

some Bill had quite evidently to use his

vote as an official to swing the scjle. One

bout was ordered to go an extra round.

Principal Sliter of K. C. I., kept time and

Profs. Ballard and Bruce acted as judges.

Holt and Holmes waved the towels in one

corner while Perry and Detlor administered

first aid in the other. Cliff Gibson called

off the bouts as they came due.

At 110 lbs.—

McBroom won from Checkley.

Robinson, S. J. won from Monteer.

Prittie won front McBroom, R. If-

At 118 lbs.

—

Ingram ivon from Muir.

At 125 lbs.—

Montgomery won a close decision from

Moulton. They both look good.

Talcott won from Davis.

Macdonald won from Brown, H. M.

At 135 lbs.—

Miller won from London.

Howard won from Pomeroy.

'‘Pom” is as game at boxing as at running.

He always does his best and he’s not afraid

to try. Howard is a neat boxer but lacks

hitting ability.

Grant won from Breithaupt.

McIntosh won from Woods.

This bout went an extra round. Both boys

•will take a lot of beating.

Kennedy won from Macdonald, G. V.

At 145 lbs.—

Swerdfeger won from McLeod.

This was a good peppy bout too.

Roberts won from Townsend.

.•Jfirown, T. won from Morris.

% SESbctor Macdonald made Morris quit at

the'Start of the third round. He has a

. bad heart, which is indeed a pity. He had

tile best of the two rounds and ranked with

the best material of the afternoon. Brown

is no slouch.

Dunlop won from Dunovan.

This was interesting and Dunovan might

quite easily turn the tables next time.

Wilson won from Nimic.

ing and, with himself as a living einbodi

ment o fhis teachings, we were forced tc

believe him. Tobacco in moderation if at

all, eating only that which agrees with one

and practicing self-restrain in everything—

to these .three things Mr. Knox gave great

credit.

We would add one more—the indonut

able, never-beaten spirit of the man. Mr.

Knox says “Be a good loser” and we knew

at once that he never was anything else.

A man who could win a world’s champion-

ship at 33 must be endowed with a spirit

that never knows defeat.

- Queen’s and the Track Club thanked him

on Thursday afternoon with three cheers

which rattled the windows and made us

thankful .that the steel work of the rink was

well-riveted.

WALTER KNOX’S VISIT MUCH
APPRECIATED

Under the auspices- of the Track Club

Walter Knox, one time world’s champion

all-round athlete, demonstrated to a big

crowd of attentive hearers how he reached

that highest pinnacle of sporting life. At

4 o’clock on Thursday afternoon he spoke

in Gordon Hall to a crowd which filled

every available seat and the aisles and door-

ways. His moving picture, photographed

at Toronto for this express purpose, proved

very interesting and instructive. At about

a quarter to five the meeting moved over to

the Gym. and Mr. Knox gave a vivid de-

monstration of the things he had talked

about. Mr. Knox is a man well on in his

forties. Yet in the narrow confines of the

Gym he threw the 16 lb. shot from foul line

to foul line on our big floor, vaulted over

nine feet, made very creditable standing

broad jumps, running broads and running

hop step and jumps, with an ease which

drew forth the greatest admiration. He

gave our best hundred yard men and high

jumpers an idea of the very best way to go

at their respective sports.

In Gordon Hall, he gave away the secret

of his success,—perseverance, hard work

and intelligent study of the methods of

others. Mr. Knox maintains that perfect

condition can only come with perfect liv-

JUNIOR CHANCES LOOK GOOD
By Pete Dolan

Through the kindness of the A. B. of

C. I was enabled to see the Junior O. R

F. U. final at Scarboro Beach on Satur-

day afternoon. St. Aidan’s won from

Bellwoods by 8-1, and are now qualified

to play off with Queen’s Juniors at the

Stadium here next Saturday afternoon

for the Junior Dominion Championship.

St. Aidan’s are a team which will require

watching for sixty minutes of play, and

besides having an efficient line, possess

a very fast half-line which runs and

passes well. Hughes, their kicker, star-

red on Saturday in comparison to Bell-

wood’s support, but will be up against

a different proposition when it comes to

returning Quinn’s kicks. Their line,

though hard-working, is not as finished

as our line and, strange to say, used no

secondary defense throughout the game.

As to their condition, it was impossible

to form any conclusion, owing to the

many stops in the game necessitated by

injuries to players and arguments which

frequently occurred. We are confident

of winning, especially now that we have

the advantage of having seen St. Adan’s

in action, in spite of the doleful predic-

tions of the Toronto “Sunday World.”

HELPING HIM IN

He came up from school with sporting

honors full upon him. He was a young

man who had always been idolized by

his school chums, and was most popular

wherever he went, but he was an absol

ute duffer at lessons.

He had to sit for an entrance examina

tion for a college.^ His great sporting re

putation had preceded him, and they

wanted him badly at the college, but even

the most promising batsman and bowler

could not claim complete exemption from

the extrance examination.

It was only an oral questioning—and

yet one had to get 50 per cent, to pass.

The matter was left in the hands of a

sporting young don, and his protege got

through. Later on it appeared that only

two questions had been asked.

“The first,” said the examiner, “was the

date of Trafalgar—he got that wrong.

Then I asked him w.hat was the chemical

formula for water. He replied: ‘I don’t

know—really, I don’t
!’ ”

“Well, that was right,” explained the

don to his fellow don, “for it was obvious

that he did not know. So I passed him

with 50 per cent.”—Answers.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treucer’s

Song Shop Or.-lie-.vtu

tS^perpjcAn&t

Tiro /brJ5*

Real Satisfaction!

FLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES

.

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Ready Forfchristmas

Wha,wouUm*4re acceptable

A NOBBY HAT
FINE GLOVES
STYLISH FURS

This is the Students’ Store

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

DRAMATIC CLUB PRESENTS
“THE TRAGEDY OF NAN”

Dress Shirt

Sets

We have a large assortment of

Dress Studs in Pearl and Gold

;

also Links to match.

$1.25 a set up

Kiraiear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Shirts,
'

Ties, Scarfs, Gloves,

Sweaters, Handkerchiefs, Bath-

robes, Belts, Brace Setts, Collar

Bags, Socks, Pyjamas.

SALE
OF

Horn’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
,
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

(Continued from page 1)

a creature like Nan? Couldn’t he see that

poor Jenny has wasted away to a mere

shadow (?) of her former self through dis-

appointed love, etc., etc? So which was it

to be—Nan and shame, or Jenny and what

was proper and desirable?

Dull-witted, slow-thinking Dick takes the

path of least resistance—and Jenny.

That evening the Parzetter’s give a har-

vest party and Mrs. Parzetter makes the

announcement of betrothal. Dick claims

Jenny as his bride and as for Nan—well,

Nan experiences the “sharp of love” when

he rudely spurns her and dances away

with Jenny. Mrs. Pargetter puts Nan at

her e^se(?), however, by announcing to

the assembled guests how Nan’s father

came to his death at the end of a rope.

The third act opens with the poetic fire-

side scene with Nan and Gaffer Pearce, a

feeble minded old fiddler, who plays at the

harvest dance. He tells Nan how when the

moon is at .the -full the harvest tide coming

in from the sea up the River Severn always

takes its toll of human life and how the

bodies are found in the grey dawn in the

fishermen’s nets strung across the river.

This suggests, to Nan a means of ending

her misery, and the idea causes her an acute

moment of mental torture.

At this moment Jenny is sent in by her

mother with old Gaffer’s supper—a piece of

mutton pie. Now it happens that this parti-

cular pie was made from the flesh of

diseased sheep—a fact of which both Nan

and Jenny are aware. Mrs. P. has reckoned

.that Gaffer won’t know the difference and

besides she has so many people at the party

to feed that she can’t throw away per-

fectly good food on the old fiddler. Nan

however, doesn’t . appreciate this system of

economy, and in a blaze of white

fury forces Jenny to swallow three or four

mouthfuls of the unsavory mess which

causes that young lady an acute attack of the

colic. (There is a more expressive word).

Jenny’s groans brings Mr. and Mrs. Parget-

ter whose .tirade of abuse for Nan is inter-

rupted by the arrival of Rev. Mr. Drew

and Captain Dixon an officer of the Crown.

These gentlemen inform Nan that the name

of her father has been cleared from guilt

and they give her fifty pounds in gold as

Crown compensation. This only serves to

make Nan more bitter and despondent over

the loss of her father. The Parjgetters and

Dick Gurvil show a change in attitude. Nan

allows the advances of Dick until she real-

izes that he is renewing his offer of marriage

not because she is Nan Hardwick but be-

cause she has now an untarnished name

(that will cause him no uneasiness)—and

fifty pounds. His love goes no deeper—for

Nan it is the last straw. Knowing what she

has gone through we can understand her

sudden act of ending herself—rushing out

into the sweeping tide after stabbing Dick

to death,

The acting in general was nothing short

of excellent. Mary Gourlay in the leading

role of Nan gave an interpretation at once

thrilling and .touching. She has a 'good

voice, clear diction, and the knack of

getting her lines across. Her emotional

ability was quite pronounced. Throughout

the play she was fully alive to her respon-

sibilities. We hope to see Miss Gourlay

again.

J. Wilfred Sutherland had .the difficult

role of the village Don Juan, Dick Gurvil.

The part could not have been in more cap-

able hands. In his scene with Nan in the

second act, Mr. Sutherland’s portrayal of

awkward bashfulness and his development

of the humorous side of this rustic epicure

without obscuring the poetid content of his

lines were a' sheer delight. A large share o

the evening's success goes to Mr. Slither

land.

Grace Dunlop as Jenny Pargetter suc-

ceeded in portraying the crafty and heart-

less "little friend”. She displayed admir-

able poise and gave a beautiful reading of

the lines. Her bijg moment came in the

pie-eating scene, her groans causd by the

pangs of colic being particularly effective.

Everyone Should Have a Pair of

RUBBERS FOR FALL AND
WINTER

Wet feet are uncomfortable and often

dangerous. Keep them dry.

Rubbers will not only protect your

health, but will prevent bad weather from

making your shoes unsightly.

WE SELL GOOD RUBBERS

LOCKETT’S

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
238 PRINCESS STafejPHONE 980.

Rheta Grey had the unsympathetic part

of Mrs. Pargetter. Her lines very impor-

tant for the exposition, came over whole, her

acting was marked by steadiness and con-

trol. She has plenty of voice,, knows how

to use it and has a good idea of dramatic

values. We hope to see Miss Grey again

in a more pleasing role.

Alan L. Blacklock as William Pargetter

gave a memorable characterization. He

has an admirable voice, and his poise and

restraint were evident. What struck one

most was his handling of the kindlier side

of the old fanner’s character. His concern

over his broken Toby jug was a bit worth

remembering.

Modern dramatic literature contains noth-

ing finer than the pathos, imagery and

poetry of the Gaffer’s fire-side scene with

Nan. Robert G. Fry as Gaffer never lost

sight of the fact that this scene is the crisis

of the action of the play, for it is the

Gaffer’s picture of quiet death and the fas-

cination of his tide-vision that offer Nan

mean of reaching it. Mr. Fry’s rendition

was unexcelled in sincerity. He visualized

for his audience the ominous rush and men-

ace of tide water foaming over sand banks

and mud-flats.

Two delightful characters were the Rev.

Mr. Drew as played by Cash Mahaffy and

Captain Dixon, as played by T. H. Wholton.

Mr. Mahaffy’s portrayal of the sleek and

sanctimonious parson left nothing ,to be de-

sired. Mr. Wholton as the hasty and care-

lessly unsympathetic captain realized the

significance of the “blood-money” scene as

marking the indifference of the powers that

he to Nan’s suffering. He was ably assisted

by Maxwell MacFarland as Horton.

Hufjh Gourlay as Artie Pearce showed

his poor old grandfather none too much re-

spect, while H. Spenceley as Tommy Arker,

MON., TUES., WED.

ELECTION RETURNS
will be given

THIS EVENING
Reserved Seats 35c

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their food, is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and
obliging, that it’s just like dining at home.

More expensive? Oh, no! Prices have
Been Reduced to the lowest possible level

consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-

prised at the small amount of your check
when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

Xmas Greeting Cards

Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial's

18,600.000 holdings of Bonds and De-

bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by

$110,000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment \vill pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in yQur old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

Margery Booth as Ellen and Frances Mac- '

Callum as Susan helped form a pretty stage

picture, the last two looking particularly

charming in their old .time costumes.
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ASSAULT-AT-ARMS
HELD IN GYM.

PROMISING MATERIAL WAS VERY
EVIDENT ON GYM. FLOOR

LAST NIGHT

The B. W. F..Club put on an Assault in

the Gymnasium, Wednesday evening. The

bouts were very interesting to watch and

the boys show a great improvement in con-

dition" and training.

Possibly the best bout from a specta-

tor’s standpoint was that between Farqu-

harson and Howes. They mixed things up

with lots of pep and exchanged some hard

punches.

In the wrestlipg, Susman threw his man

twice, in 1 min. 35 sec. the first time and in

11 sec. the second time. Stuart and Rich-

ards put on a five minute exhibition which

was very pretty to watch.

The attendance was very disappointing,

there being only one hundred spectators of

which about fifty were students and the

other fifty Kingstonians. The B. W. F.

Club deserves much more support than is

being given it.

Another Assault is being held in Grant

Hall, Monday evening, at which some of

last year’s boxers will compete.

The Officials were :

—

Wrestling—Mr. Bews.

Boxing—Profs. Baker and Joliffe.

Fencing—Prof. McIntosh.

Timer—Mr. Sliter.

(Continued on page 7).

H. F. PEACOCK AT
COMMERCE CLUB

“INVESTMENT BANKING AS A
PROFESSION”

QUEEN'S DEBATERS DEFEAT
McGILL AND VARSITY

GREAT CREDIT DUE OUR DEBATERS—JUDGES’ VOTE UNANIMOUS.

IN BOTH CASES—SUBJECT : “RESOLVED THAT A SUBSTANTIAL

REDUCTION IN THE CANADIAN TARIFF SHOULD BE BROUGHT
ABOUT BY THE INCOMING DOMINION PARLIAMENT.”

Again the Commerce Club was success-

ful in securing as a speaker a man of out-

standing ability, H. F. Peacock, Sales

Manager of the A. E. Ames Co., Toronto.

His subject, “Investment Banking as a

Profession”, was the first of several intern

ded to give our students a thorough

knowledge of the opportunities in the

various branches of commerce and fin-

ance. Mr. Peacock is a man who was in

several positions before he found his real

field in that mecca of men of all types

the bond business. He held the interest

of the Club for every minute of hi^ in-

formal talk, and most members of the

Commerce Club know now either w-hy

they would or would not wish to become

an investment banker. The facts that

even the man with the degree had to

begin as a junior, that he had to learn

details from men whose knowledge of

English wasn’t always perfect, and that

he had to earn his promotion were not

overlooked. On the other hand, however,

the investment banking business offers

a man a most unique opportunity to serve

his community. He is an intermediary

bringing together those who wish to bor-

row and those who have funds to lend.

He can direct capital toward the most

useful fields, and can check expansion

which might be disastrous to the best

interests of the community. All types of

business men are dealt with, from the

deliberative type to the quick and de

cesive, and all classes of people from the

poor window with $5.00 to invest to the

millionaire with his purchase of $100,000.

A man who enters the bond business

secures a wider general experience than

in any other profession. It is a field, too,

\which may be entered with, but a small

capital, as long as it backed by expedi-

ence^ in bonds, by the determination to

work aifrd to work hard, by honesty, and*

/(Continued on page 8)^

The subject of debate, “Resolved that a

substantial reduction in the Canadian tariff

be brought about by the incoming Domin-

ion Parliament,” was thoroughly discussed

at the three Universities in this group of

the I. U. D. L.,—Queen’s, Varsity, /and

McGill, on Monday night. The new system

of Intercollegiate debating proved a great

success, and Queen’s won the championship

of the group. Both the ,team at McGill and

the home .team won by an unanimous deci-

sion.

Messrs. F. A. Knox and W. M. Drum-

mond went to Montreal while Messrs. R. E.

Wagar and H. Freidgut, taking the affirma-

tive side of the subject, remained at home

to uphold Queen’s against Messrs. J. E.

Endicott and C. R. Halliday of Varsity.

This they did with excellent argument and

style, and all through the debate they show-

ed that they knew their subject in every

detail.

The Varsity speakers showed that they

had a good knowledge of their subject and

they presented their arguments in pleas-

ing style. Mr. Endicott, the leader for the

negative, was excellent in the presentation

of his matter and he showed a keen sense

of humor. Mr'. Halliday was very calm

and collected and put his points clearly and

concisely, but on the whole the Varsity men

did not develop their points as well as th

Queen’s speakers. They did not have Ef-

ficient illustrations and statistics to support

their arguments. They were well satisfied

with the decision of the judges. -

The question was taken up from every

angle. Mr. Wagar very clearly showed

how high' tariffs cause high cost of living,

bringing in illustrations and figures to sup-

port his arguments. The formation of

Enjoyable Smoker Held

By Arts Faculty

AN ALL-ROUND GOOD TIME
GIVEN EVERYONE

trusts, monopolies and combines as a result

of high tariffs was also dealt with. Mr.

Friedgut s gave many illustrations and

brought them in so effectively that they

could not fail,to drive home the point. The

revenue of the country, taxation' and the

financial situation and fiscal policy was also

taken into account. The negative team dwelt

at some length on the financial situation.

When the judges had given their decision

the Queen’s yell was given vigorously by

the’ hundred odd students present and then

rang out Varsity’s "Ripparty, Rapparty.

The judges made a few interesting com-

ments on the debate and the sportsmanship

of Intercollegiate contests, and everyone

went out of Convocation Hall well pleased

with the evening. Dr. J. T. McNeil enter-

tained ther debaters at his home after the

debate and we are sure that the Varsity

men went back to Toronto expressing the

same feelings of gratitude as did our men

who came back from McGill.

At Montreal, Messrs. Knox and Drum-

mond met Messrs. Wilkes and O’Hagan

before a large and appreciative audience in

th McGill Union. The judges >vere Mr.

Justice Surveyer, Mr. Arthur Terroux and

the Hon. W. J. Shaughnessy, K.C. Their

decision given in favor of Queen’s was ap-

To say that the Arts Smoker last Wed-
nesday night was a success is putting it

mildly. President Runnings was chief of-

ficial at a jolly gathering which taxed the

accommodation of the Arts’ Club Room
to the limit. Cigars and cigarettes aplenty

with fruit and other refreshments, and

programme consisting of brilliant

speeches, witty songs, clever imperson-

ations, and interesting rerpinisences were

the order of the evening. After the Na-

tional Anthem was sung, the Queen’s and

Arts’ yells were given
;
then the orchestra

played several acceptable selections. Prof.

MacClement gave some personal reminis-

cences of his student days at Queen’s,

which were of absorbing interest to say

the least; Mr. C. A. Gates, Queen’s dra-

matic coach, followed in stories and musi-

cal impersonations, and the gathering

showing its approval by repeated encores

;

Dean Skelton gave a short speech full of

lively interest and humour and Prof.

MacDonald in a speech alternately funny

and serious, warned us against confusing

tradition in Queen’s with newly institut-

ed customs. Coach George Awrey blew

in and gave a snappy talk about athletics,

mentioning especially the coming hockey

season. Gladstone Wood and “Bobbie”

Fry sang solos and duets and as an encore

gave a duet in four parts, representing

by means of make-up and change of dress,

a student’s change in ideas, appearance,

and hopes from freshman to senior year.proved by all those present. The respective

CUrn-'g.’ yells were echoed by all and then the
J

This number was exceedingly clever and

boys were given as excellent a dinner as

could be desired. They were treated roy-

ally by McGill while in Montreal and canle

home highly pleased both with the arrange-

ments which had been made for the debate:

and with .the number of people present to

hear it.

JUNIORS BATTLE FOR DOMINION
TITLE TG-MqRROW

SOUAD IS HARD AT WORK AND AR&'DETERMINED TO MAKE A

STRONG BID FOR THE TITLE-STUDENT SUPPORT
IS SOLICITED

It will not be the fault of our third team

if we do not win on Saturday. With the

exception of Smith, who seems ,to be rest-

ing on his laurels, the entire squad of twenty

has been hard at work all week. Manager

Climo will probably start Cleland in place

of Smith on Saturday, but otherwise the

team will be .the same as the one that beat

Varsity. There have been no heavy work-

outs this week but the gang has been run-

ning like the new Liberal Gov’t, and- will

probably run through St. Aidan’s in the

same fashion.

The team went into the Varsity game in

quite a crippled state but all injuries are

better and in the interval the whole squad

has been keeping in shape either with .the

boxers and wrestlers . or with the hockey

training class.

The Athletic management is helping out

in every way possible. Mr. Awrey, who

arranged that Pete Dolan be sent to Tor-

onto, has given access to all first team out-

fits. Billy Hughes promises hot Bovril il

the day is cold and will be able to turn his

whole attention to tKe needs of the gang.

It is altogether likely .that the two teams

will be banquetted on Saturday night. The

<visdom of this would be very appaient.

The men of our visitor’s team, St. Aidar. s,

will probably go home with a strong reah

jzation of the existence of Queen’s both asj

a home of fighting teams and a home of

hospitality. We must not fotget our Scotch

tradition in this respect.

With the student body the great respon-

sibility lies. The net receipts of tU^ Var-

sity III final game amounted to, approxi-

mately, $160. It will cost the A. B. of C.

$400 at least to bring St. Aidan’s here. That

means that every man and woman should

go up to that game and pay the amount

asked if only as a contribution towards this

end. If they should care to stay, the Jun-

iors can give them gilt-edged security of th

soundest type. They will he repaid three

or four times over. Rain, hail, snow, or

shine we want a crowd up at the Stadium

which will equal .the crowd at the Senior

games. _
If it’s raining wear a bathing suit;

if snowing, snowshoes; if hailing, your old

tin hat and if shining your old straw or

sunbonnet. Nobody will look at you any-

way. All eyes will focus on our little band

of Queen’s gentlemen who, in spite of the

fact that they have not realized their fond-

est dream of a trip out of town, have stuck

to it, have trained conscientiously and have

forgotten everything but .the glorious idea

that they are fighting for Queeffis for the

highest honours it is possible for them to

contest.

ROOTERS OF QUEEN’S! BE WITH
THEM YETI

was the composition of Mr. -Wood him-

self. Prof. Conacher gave one of his

inimitable cartoon talks, his cartoons and

comments on Current events, notably the

elections, being particularly apt. Prof.

Lindsay Malcolm gave an interesting talk

on a vital subject—Queen’s athletics. He
explained the purpose and system of the

Athletic Board of Control and gave us an

idea of the athletic finances of the college.

He also showed how only one thing was

needed to insure success in all branches-

of sport in the future—constant and-con-

sistent support from* each member of the

student body. It was a stirring speech,

full of optimism. Mr. White followed

with a short speech, telling a good fish

story.

The gathering broke up about 11.30

with the singing of the National Anthem,

after one of the best get-together meet-

ings the Arts Society has had for a long

time.

THE BULLETIN

Friday, Dec. 9:

5.00 p.m.—B.W.F.

7.00 p.m.—Arts ’22 Social Evening.

Saturday, Dec. 10:

1.30 p.m.—C.O.T.C. Parade.

2.30 p.m.—Queeu’s III. vs. St. Aidan’s.

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S.

Sunday, Dec. 1 1

:

2.30

p.m.—Convocation.

Monday, Dec. 12:

4.10 p.m.—Radio Club, Prof. Davis on

“Audion Tubes", Fleming Hall.

8.00 p.m.—B.W.F. Assault.

Tuesday, Dec. 13:

5.00 p.m.—Naturalist Club, H. C.

White oh "Native Birds in Cap-

tivity.”

7.00 p.m.—Science ’24 Social Evening.

8.00 p.m.—Polecon Club at Dr. J. T.

McNeil’s home.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

SL E. 8PARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital $ 9,700,000

Reserve ... 18,000,000

Resources - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Moat Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-
propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”
“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

At rangements may be made for private

teson? or in class.

y to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS
Phone 363.

THUR., FRI., SAT.

CHARLES RAY
2 MINUTES TO GO

The Fastest Rugby Game Yet

Thrills—Action

EDITORIAL
(fumtH Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,
$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager. '

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

•Editor-in-Cliief—LESLIE STEVENSON. Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.
News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.
Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.
Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND
Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.
Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.
Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.
Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND: A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD. ,

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

One of the questions which most fre-

quently come .to the surface in undergrad-

uate conversation is “What are you going

to do when you leave College?” All too

often it is answered with a shrug and a

semi-bitter smile. In the faculties of Medi-
cine and Science, which give a technical

education, the question may be a casual one,

but among Arts men the problem of voca-

tion often becomes an obsession. The fact,

however, that this uncertainty extends to

large proportion of every final year in

Arts helps to relieve the situation a little

for each individual, and the general tenden-

cy is to take the problem half humourously

rather than with a serious intensity. A
more tragic example of vocational indeci-

sion is presented by the Science or Medical

student who begins to doubt his real inter-

est in his chosen work and who confesses

that he thinks he would have done better

in some other line.

Nothing can more quickly vitiate a stu-

dent’s interest in his studies than the lack

of a definite objective so frequently felt jby

Arts men or the realization sometimes Ex-

perienced by students in the other faculties,

that an uncongenial means of bread-win-

ning has been chosen. And it is difficult’to

imagine anyone with a well chosen life work
ahead faking a merely desultory interest in

the college course which has a direct bear-

ing on that work. Yet in spite of these

facts no attempt is made at Queen’s to

establish any system of vocational guidance.

The great annual influx of freshmen comes

in the main, from rural districts and towns,

where no adequate idea of vocational pos-

sibilities and of the personal qualities need-

ed for various types of work can be gained.

The high schools, which instruct the

youth of the country at £he most formative

period of life, are innocent of any attempt

to turn the footsteps of the developing

young man from his “chosen path,” whether

or nob-that path is chosen through an idle

whimsy or leads hither and thither, getting

nowhere. The University endorses the

policy of the high school by nobly refusing

to limit the freshman’s freedom of action

and allowing him to choose his faculty or

course in his own unreasoned way. Pro-

bably not one freshman in fifty has ever

analyzed his capabilities or has even a de-

finite idea of what he wants from life

through some youthful fancy he has lightly

decided on a certain profession and^he is

allowed ,to go through life burdened by this

thoughtless choice.

It is a curious anomaly that in a scientific

age and in a Province that prides itself on

its educational system, no effort is made

to fit the educated young men and women
into the places where they will be most help-

ful to their fellow citizens. They are al-

lowed to pick out their own careers guided

by romantic longings or family wishes or

an instinctive materalism. Then the high-

er education is splashed at them and as much

is absorbed as their misapplied interests will

permit.

Although the final years at high school

provide the logical period in which to offer

vocational guidance, the piatter is surelv

worth considering by the University auth-

orities, if only to make less prevalent that

typical undergraduate attitude of being

“here because we’re here.” Practical plans

would range everywhere from the employ-

ment of a full time Vocational Director to

the distribution of carefully chosen or pre-

pared literature containing some system of

self-analysis and sound suggestions regard-

ing life work. As a final word we must

commend the Commerce Club for ,the pion-

eer work it is doing along this line. It has

included in its programme several speakers

representative of different professions who

have dealt directly with the choice of a vo-

cation and have presented the case for the

callings in which .they themselves are ex-

perts.

ONE VIEW OF COLLEGE
“DEMOCRACY”

(From “Educational Unleveling” by
Rollo Walter Brown in Harper’s

Magazine)

Closely akin to the evil of quantative stan-

dards is another that the College that wishes

to train leaders must successfully combat

—

namely, pseudo-democracy. In American

College communities, being “democratic’

too of.ten means being like the majority,

being “in the swim,” being without unusual

qualities or unusual tastes. It usually

means, too, a spirit of intolerance for men

or ideas that are at variance with ,fhe pop

ular conception. This intolerance works

to the advantage of the man who is below

the average level, for he is forced to im-

prove himself up to the general standard

but it works a great hardship to the man
who is above the average. Any man who
has superior mental ability is likely to have

certain pronounced characteristics that do

not contribute always to an easy life of

good fellowship. He may not wish to

Spend all his spare .time in the company

of his nearest friends
;
yet if he isolate him-

self, or reveals an inclination to do so at

times, he is called a snob or a highbrow.

He may not be interested in College jour-

nalism, or College music, or College dances

;

yet if he possesses ability in any of these

fields of activity and does not use it for the

glory, of his club or fraternity he is “yellow”

and disloyal. If he enjoys conversation with

his teachers or with intellectual women who

are ’older than he is, his fellows “ simply

cannot understand it.” Whatever may be

the qualities which set him apart from the

crowd, his friends persist in exerting in-

fluence, bringing pressure to bear, warning

him that the highest duty of a student is to

be a “good scout,” until he yields up a

large degree of his individuality, or is for-

ced into the life of a social recluse. He

must be like .the rest or be no one; and

when he yields to the pressure to be like the

rest he surrenders the essence of his own

soul, the receptive moments of his highest

spiritual self, the prodigal flashes of divine

enthusiasm—these do no.t spring from the

miscellaneous chatter, of his friends, or from

the “jazz" music of the player-piano. The

miscellaneous chatter and the “jazz” music

should be tolerated, but so should the man

whose tastes pull him at times toward some-

thing more significant.

ALUMNI NEWS

Dr. J. M. Munroe, (Meds. ’18) who has

for some time been practicing in Swan

River, Man., has returned to Kingston. He

is to be a partner to Dr. Bogart in his very

extensive practice.

Dr. H. B. Kenner, B.A., was in town for

the Medical Dance.

MARRIAGES
-Fair.

Johnston, of Brock, Sask., son

Mrs. Wm. Johnston, Inverary,

. ce Ellen Fair, daughter of the

»r Fair and Mrs. A. Scott, Cal-

Johnston is a graduate of

For

Instance
A couple of days ago a lady

^remarked that she had been

quoted elsewhere $1.25 for a

quaint little piece of brass of Old

English design that we Tad just

sold her for 75c—we believe it.

^
Another lady complimented

us highly upon our beautiful

assortment of individual china

cups and saucers, stating that

she had just been asked else-

where $3.25 for the identical

article that we were selling her

for $2.75—we believe that, too.

But there’s an explanation

;

not only are we satisfied with

a fair profit, but such of our

goods as are not manufactured

by ourselves are purchased from

the manufacturers direct.

The fact that our volume of

business for the average

three days of this year is greater

than we did in an entire year at

one time, enables us to secure

quantity prices never dreamed

of in those days—hence Ryrie

quality and Ryrie value.
; '£-

Open ’till 6 o’clock during

December.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND
ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister
of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued liy the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington

Entrance on Wellington

Phone 2092.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES' PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared ‘o cater M

Mies We earnestly solic.t your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
and SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
S Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDICINE '26

Silk Underwear

FOR XMAS GIFTS

Beautiful goods in the popular

colors

:

Camisoles, $1.50 and up

Teddys, $3.75 and up

Bloomers, $2.98 and up

Gowns, $8.50 and up.

Quake, quake, quake,

In the depth’s of thy shoes, O Boy

!

And I would that thy tongue could utter

An answer—’twould give me joy.

O well for the surgeon bold,

That he rakes in the cash by the toir!

O well for the doctor, too,

That his work is never done

!

And the rest of the class go on

To their sheep-skins—amen to that

But O for the slightest bit of sense

To put underneath thy hat!

Quake, quake, quake,

In thy nether limbs, O Lad!

But a vacancy betwixt thy ears

Is all thou hast ever had.

“One of Us.”

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

In this space my appeal to the stu-

dents to be photographed early has

been appearing with each issue of the

Journal for some time, but I am sorry

to say, has been unproductive of re-

sults. Not a single student was photo-

graphed by me in October, and few

in the early part of November.

Now, in the busiest season of the

year, students are being photograph-

I ed every day. Of course, I am glad

to have the business now or any time,

but it would have helped if the stu-

dents had heeded my appeal and en-

abled me to give them better service.

Students! I thank you for the bus-

iness you have given me in this and

past years, and wish you one and all

a very Merry Xmas and Happy New

Year.

McKenzie Photographer

Newman & Shaw]
The Always Busy Store.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have

strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

MEDICINE ’27

TRUTH AND POETRY
A man there was

He was quiet and placid;

He buttered his nose

With nitric acid.

He combed his hair

About as often

As the ordinary man

Sleeps in a coffin.

His favorite sport

So say the boys

Was chewing gum

With a helleva noise.

This wonder’s name

So we are told

Was Chester Ingram

A Knight so bold.

(b) Knives being forbidden for any

purpose whatever.

(c) Referees ordering those partici-

pants off the field who appear to he

unable to “carry on” without endan-

gering their health.

(d) All Freshmen being required to

undergo a medical examination.

i (3) Initiation as carried out at Me-

Gill University.

(4) Modified Rush undertaken volun-

tary by the participants with respons-

ability resting entirely on the individual.

The latter type is advocated by the

Honorable Bolsheviki and it would appear

to contain all the requirements neces-

sary to ensure its success. The brave

would be rushed while all unable to un

dergo. such an initiation woy^d otherwise

he dealt with, in a manner in keeping

w
jjjl their objections. The various details

associated with this form tend to elimin

ate the dangers which made the old form

objectionable to some.

However, as already pointed out,

“rush” and “initiation” are not synony-

mous terms. With a “smoker to assist

in introducing the freshmen to the older

members of the faculties and a moderate

revival of college discipline to remind

them that there are others present in the

University there could be brought into

existence a true initiation, compatible

with our traditions, acceptable to the stu-

dents and in all probability to the Senate

as well, and once again the spirit that

used to be would be with Us again.

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 princess Street

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9T5

— DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET

THE INITIATION QUESTION

That there has been a great deal of

dissatisfaction with the present form of

initiation has been evident for some time

past. It is only quite recently -that .ts

many opponents have made effective at-

tempts to suggest a substitute which

would be acceptable to all concerned, in-

cidentally the constructive character of

the criticism which has poured in from

all sides, leads many to believe that m

the very near future the undergraduates

day will again he as exciting and asjree

from monotony as it was not so many

years ago.

On the question of initiation, the teei

ing prevalent amongst many hs that j

modified rush is the onlyjicceptable form

the present method being considered as

an absolute failure. Eyen the modified

rush must have added to it as part of t e

initiation, a means by which the fresh-

men can become acquainted with the

older members of the faculty.

This is by no means a mere fancy

It takes root in our very traditions and

therefore cannot be ignored. For this

reason, a form must be devised with these

points in view, and at the same it

must be made acceptable to the Senate.

The old form can he modified, but there

must be an open "scrap” in a sportsman-

like manner, with nothing of the unfair

taint of our present system.

It is quite agreed by all that initiation

should be a faculty affair. In so far as a

rush is concerned, the proportion of the

faculty to participate would entirely de-

pend on the numerical strength of the

Sophomore year. The rush alone, how-

ever, must not be the entire initiation.

Many forms have been advocated, each

having numerous objections. Some do

not take into consideration the spirit of

our institution already existing, while

others suggested forms require too intri-

cate preliminaries to be of any great

practical use. The forms suggested are

(1) Establishment of a permanent fac-

ulty ritual, initiation to take the form as

found in fraternal societies.

(2) Old time rush with the- dangers

eliminated by

:

(a) Onlookers being forced to stay

outside the enclosure roped off for the

occasion.

Eonesr—I called up on the phone to

day and just for fun I said. “Hello, Central

Give Me Heaven.”
- Interlocutor What happened?

Bones:—Well, that’s not exactly what

she gave me.
Ex.

—

THE BARBER 8HOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE

FOUNDED 1847

Take Advantage
OF THIS

Unusual Opportunity
93 MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

In the following sizes: 6-35, 17-36, 28-37, 19-38,

16-39, 7-40

Values $3500, $40.00 and $45.00

To Clear at $25.00
Regular price marked in plain figures. Take your choice

We have the Best showing of

Winter Overcoats

IN

Kingston at the Lowest Price

SEE OUR OVERCOATS AT $25.00 and $30.00

SPECIAL SWEATER

White body, University Trimmings, V Neck,

heavy weight for $5.00

Livingston’s

75-79 Brock Street

IF OFF YOUR ROUTE, IT PAYS TO WALK
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets
,
Curtains,

go to

F. RRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

cm greater satisfaction than

sum secured without diffi-

r rUy exertion.

Inc advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

ARTS
ARTS ’22

To the one hundred and twenty-five

students and 'the half dozen professors

who attended the Arts' Smoker, it’s old

news to say that it was a success. With-

out doubt it is the best held in recent

years. The four hours and a half that -it

lasted passed like a college term. The

“jazz band” kept the musical end up at^d

the speakers all fpoke of things the stu-

dents could understand and remember.

Mr. Gates and Messrs. Wood and Fry

also contributed. The congratulations of

the whole society are due to the men who

put it through—V. E. Bullock, Paul Glas-

gow, Jimmy Gow and “Bunny” Baird.

How about that Year-book? We are

going to ha« one? Express some opin-

ion about it when one of the committee

calls on you!

ARTS ’25 YEAR MEETING

As usual, there was a good crowd of

girls and about half as many fellows at

the recent year meeting. The regular

order of business was followed out, and

all the business on hand was disposed of

quickly. A communication from the A.

M. S. was read, saying that the society

approved of the design for the 25 year

pin. The competition for the class yell

was extended until the next meeting, as

those in charge did not think that enough

efforts had been hsfnded in. This was

about all the business, and the programme

was not much more interesting. The

editor of the year paper, Slim Mounteer,

was called on, and after some stuttering

he got away to a good start. The articles

were interesting, because they were. per-

sonal, but Slim says he was stopped just

before he reached the best part. The

reading was interrupted to allow the can-

didates for the A.M.S. offices to address

the year. When they had done their

worst, the meeting adjourned to allow the

members to attend the mass meeting. We
sincerely hope that our next gathering

will be free from interruptions of this sort,

and if the fellows turn out, we should no

doubt be able to evict all undesirables.

“You object to kissing a woman who
smokes?”

“No, but she doesn’t smoke!”—Yale

Record.

THE DEBATE
McGill vs. Knoxie and Mac.

Montreal was enriched last week end

by the presence of our sterling debaters,

Messrs Knox and Drummond. These

eminent jewels of the Arts ’23 diadem

cleaned up at the expense of old McGill,

and had the audience in tears when they

pictured the horrors of a low tariff, and

two meals a day. One of the judges had

to be carried out.

Upon being interviewed about the de-

bate, Mr. Krox said, “The girls of Mon-
treal are snappier than ever. I stood on

the corner of Peel and St. Catherine for

an hour, watching them get on the street

rs,
—

”

Mr. Drummond, upon being approach-

ed, said in part: “I hit more lamp posts

Sunday night in turning around to look

at girls’ (here he paused) than I ever did

in three years on Princess street. The
Gayety is better than ever

;
I met one

little blonde queen ....
“Oh, the debate was a splendid success,

I believe

—

“She had on chiffon hose, and suede

pumps, and when I looked into her eyes

“Yes, yes, the judges were fair

—

“—and when I phoned, she had the

darlingest way of saying ‘Iss dat you

Mac.’
”

Just then Mr, Knox came up, and the

last we heard*, they were talking about

Pearl and Lucille, and planning their trip

for next year.

Why don’t they try out with the hockey

team ?

VIRGINIA
“And when I kissed her T smelled

tobacco on her lips.”

I am free verse

—

Unshackled and unrestrained

:

I say what I list,

And in a way
Of mine-own choosing.

For with me a word is not refused

Because it scans not,

For I detest all rythm
;
indeed

Anything approaching regularity

Is distasteful to me

:

I abhor its slow monotony.

It’s dull conventionality
‘ Bores me.

I choose my words,

But only for their meaning

—

Not using needless sounds

To help pad out a line.

To the last word in the sentence

I keep you in suspense'—and then,

With one terse phrase

I release the hidden *

Meaning’'.

Scanned verse is like a river

In a level plain
;

Which flows with sloth,

And droning sleepiness

—

But my song

Is rather like a short, steep,

Mountain .stream,

Which roars and murmurs over stones

With wild unharnessed turbulence

Irregularly.

“FROSH”

“JOURNAL” BULLETIN
Items for the Journal Bulletin should

be addressed to the Assistant Managing

Editor, and should reach him not later

than 12 o’clock of the day preceding

publication.

A Dozen
Portraits

will solve a dozen of your

‘Wh at to give n t. Ch '
' - i i s i a s V

problems. Sittings made : w 'j

.relieve you of shopping vvor-

rre will have-

ti-’w to give the work special

attention.

The
v

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Sittings May Be Made
Any Evening

’PHONE 2159w

ARTS ‘23

Queen college

dec. 5rd? 1921

kingston

editer of Art 23 eolum

dead editor.

Kindly give me move publisity. you

have gave mr. Mahaffey a write up, so

wouldnt you please tell the constant

readers of your estimated paper that I

am a patron of Art. I have been to Lon-

don, have seen the Wax Works, the Gas

Works the Eiffel Tower and Grants

Toom.

I would also like to state thru the med-

m of your colutns that lama lover of

Nature—I never miss a burlesk show or

a formal dance—I always have a front

seat at either.

I could tell you lots about me, but I

am to modest. My better half. Mister

Mahaffey, of Seven Persons, Alta., speaks

for we both.

I am in closing a picture : this was took

when we was crossing the briny on the

S/S Durham. We took ovels a boatload

of bulls, and the picture wds took just

after we had bedded them bulls for the

night.

yrs. ect.

MR. DOC COURTNEY.
N.p. Doc is my Nick name.

Our ‘vers libre’ poet, Luke Lothian,

has recently written ‘Ode to a Martin-

gale’ and ‘Memories of a Snooker Player’,

as well as a longer and more tedious work,

‘Bargain Day in Vankleek Hill.’ He is

fussing on Fridays and Sundays in Ports-

mouth. Luke reads her his poetry, the

‘gossip according to Luke,’ (we suppo

and she shows him her snaps of Coll

Bay. If she can stand Luke, she can st..

anything.
,

Bibbys
WE CLAIM TO OFFER YOU THE BEST FOR LESS

New Suits

New Two Button Single or Double

Breasted Models

HARROGATE BLUE SUITS
PURE INDIGO

Guaranteed Sun and Sea Proof

Extra Special $37.50

pTfii

SnrictH SrattS (Ctutbea.

OVERCOATS

High class English and

Scotch, pure wool cheviots.

Silk and Wopl lined, beauti-

fully tailored. Price else-

where $55.00 to $62.50.

OUR PRICE $40.00

We absolutely refuse to let any-

one undersell us
:

Quality for Qual-

ity'; Price for Price.

GLOVES v

Fine quality Grey Suede

Gloves, silk lined, all sizes.

Extra Special Value

$1.98 per Pair

Bibbys
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flowers
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLONS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Rhone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The
Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. “Be a Mutualist.”

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”
EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
I Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

LEVANA
LEVANA SOCIETY

The last meeting of the Levana Society

for this session was held Wednesday, Dec.

7th, the Vice-President, Miss G. Ettinger

occupying the chair. A motion was passed

requiring the Secretary to write to the A.

M. S. asking that the Girl’s Intercollegiate

Basketball Team be recognized as such and

be grafted Intercollegiate privileges.

The programme was ably given by Arts

’23. First Miss E. Simpson favoured us

with an amusing recitation. Miss A. Judge

rendered a fine piano solo which was very

much appreciated. Miss M. Brophy and

Miss M. McFadyen presented an interest-

ing dialogue between a parasite husband “the

strong iron weed” and his hard working

wife ‘‘his tender .little daisy”. Miss D.

Amey a member of the Society who is not

attending college .this year gave a very pleas-

ing vocal solo. As is usual on such occa-

sions' the proceedings were brought to a

close by “cake and ice-cream.”

Girls—make it a special point to be at

A. M. S. this Saturday night.

AN APPRECIATION

There is a continuous demand for second-

hand articles of athletic equipment . Why
not run a small counter in the Technical

Stores where stlch goods could be left for

sale as is done with text books ?

Clench, singing that fetching music hall

ballad : Give me the moonshine, give me .the

girl, and leave the rest go free.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each. „

Some bard hath said “What has become

of the old-fashioned dance, where, the dan-

cers use their feet?” TJiis is supposed to

be a rhetorical question. The man ^vho

asks this either lives in Saco, Montanai' or

has never looked down from the gallery on

a Science Social Fracas, admission
.
$1.50.

The only restrictions are :—Canary striped

collars not allowed, and you must not dance

minuets, polkas, or squares. From their

elephantine feet, with that tread-water

motion, to their oscillating heads, bobbing

up and down like the cork on a cat-fish line,

all the alleged dancers seem to be striving

for perpetual motion, and giving a convinc-

ing display. The crushed and hacked toes

on the dancing pumps of the attendant

ladies make .a more eloquent appeal for

sympathy than Caesar's poor dumb wounds
ever did to Antony’s Roman mob.

Solomon told somebody to go to the ants

for hints on procedure, but these ardent

devotees of Terpsichore have gone a step,

yes, many s,teps further
;
they have not been

sluggards, and gone merely to the ants, they

have sought out the whole animal kingdom.

The side-stepping crab, the walking camel,

the trotting fox, have all in .the past con-

tributed, but our Science man has sought

guidance and inspiration from the jumping

flea and the periscope-necked giraffe, from

the shimmying jellyfish ' in the abysmal

depths and from the two taloned eagle on

gray Beth-Peor’s Height all these animal an-

ti fractuousities, thes? ingenious contortions

which would humiliate the most manifest

Don Juan of the noble and most neglected

race of the chimpanzees, from whence we
trace lineal descent, they have adopted.

It would .take no sleuth or expert Jin heraldry

to establish their near kinship in many in-

stances, one cannot see how the alleged

dancers conceal it.

Some dip as if they had acquired consum-

mate skill/ in watching pick-pockets, others

shuffle as if they had learned the gestures

in dealing a hand of flinch, while the gener-

al appearance gives the impression that all

involvd are just rehearsing for a Sunday

School Rally.

There could be worse dancing—we have

Napoleon’s word that nothing is impossible,

but it would require a lot of practice—So,

Why Try?

Queen’s lacks a continuous supply of

experienced rugby players. Why not form

an interscholastic leagye amongst nearby

schools so our coaches could watch promis-

ing high-school lads learn the game before

entering the university? Brockville, Gan-

anoque, Napanee and Sydenham playing

for a cup presented by the University would

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE ( Hat tst! ISERS

PAT-POURRI
Has anyone seen Levana bear lately?

Perhaps it is being dry-cleaned.

We are one up on the ancients. When
we die we might go 'to Heaven, War or

Peace.

Ouija—I see the blue-prints of an un-

seen hand on the untrodden paths of the

future.

Owed to a Bottle of Home-Brew.

’Twas a winter’ ’ "•'r

The moon was raining Bass

:

A barefoot boy with shoes on

Stood sitting on the grass.

Prof, in Metallurgy:—Want to make a

soft' half-dollar?

Badly bent student, hopefully:—Oh boy!

Shoot

!

Prof :—Melt it.

Soph :—Is he a Meighen man ?

Freshyet :—He’s been mighty good to me.

do much ,to teach

Queen’s students.

the game to future

Have you heard the Salvation Army
cymbals? Alpha, Eta, Pi. And they call

it the Starvation Army.

TRES HASH
While the organ peeled bananas

Fat was rendered by the choir

As .the deacon rarfg the dish cloth

Heat waves set the church on -fire

:

Holy smoke, the preacher chanted

In his rush he lost his hair

Now his bean resembles heaven

For there ain’t no parting there.

Perhaps Arts ’24 can explain the origin

of .this :—
The boy stood on the burning deck

In the Malamute saloon,

The gamblers reached for his scrawny

neck

But the Joker collapsed in a swoon.

dy :Harry:—You’d better keep your

open next week, Andy.

Andy:—Why?
Harry :—You won’t be able to see if you

don’t/

A TOUCH SO TOUCHING
Heard at a football game:
He:—“See Haslam over there? In a

year he should be our best man.”

She :
—
“Oh, Colin, this is so sudden !”

ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE
THE PREMIUM IS SMALL

Pays $25.00 weekly indemnity, for total disability and $12.50 weekl. indenmi’.y
for partial disability, and in addition, the cost of any surgical operations, paying from'
$5 to $150.

E. W. MULLIN & SON
''Real Estate and Insurance Brokers Johnston & Division Sts., ’Phone 539

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

. Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

H

The Most Important Canadian Publication of the Decade

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF

SIR WILFRED LAURIER
By OSCAR DO.UGLAS SKELTON

Royal 8vo. 2 Vols. 700 Pages. Illustrated

PRICE $8.00 NET
(Boxed)

Now Ready.

R. Uglow & Company
, Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

,
Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Surr.rrv :hool, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

^or Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.



COME TO
headquarters

for your headwear

,
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GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE ’23

The other day we went to a lecture

in Physics V. We went with that bull-

dog spirit, and the determination to find

out what really was going on. On the

board was- a familiar solution, or at least

it looked familiar, so we eagerly and

carefully copied it down. That night we

were preparing for a dance and on open-

ing our laundry the Chinaman’s slip fell

out of the parcel. “That’s funny” we

thought, “I’ve seen something like that

before.” Sure enough, on comparison we

found that our carefully taken notes were

the Chinese equivalent for a boiled shirt

and a pair of pink silk pyjamas.

It is rumored that Mein— hid under

the bed while his boarding house was be-

ing robbed on Saturday.

forward to the most successful season of

our career. According to experts, Mr.

Sr-gl-y swings a .nasty shinny-stick himself

and may be seen in action before the end

of .the winter.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Prof. El—S :
(to member of surveying

party), “Are you sure you tied in that

stake ?”

Co„e . h ! We drove it in.

Speaking of “stumbling blocks to 'new

Profs.” as one of the Medical reporters calls

them, we’ll put offr man Tkachyk up again-

st anybody.

Prof. Goodwin says that some one of

the Chemicals is taking up book-keeping.

They have started with one of his lo

books.

The girls are very anxiously inquiring

if the manufacture of powder will be af-

fected by the decision of-the Limitation

of Armament conference.

PERSONAL

Christmas Greeting Cards

Beautifully Printed

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar

Market Square

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

WEDDELL'S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

1, at-4.15. Mr. Tweetmeyer was in the

chair.

The Yell Committee submitted a num-

ber of yells and were complimented upon

their good work. Here is 25’s yell

Bums, huskies,

All alive,

Science, Science ’25

D. J. Pasternack was appointed Year

Reported to Engineering proceedings.

Mr. F. S. Lee was appointed manager

of the Hockey Team, and Mr. Brown,

coach.

The critic requested better order al

future meetings.

Things we’d like .to know:

(1)

—What Levana thinks of the new

Medical yell.

(2)

—Would Appleyard object if we

called him “Orchard”?

(3)

—Where can I get a girl for our So-

cial?

C. 0. T. C.

Queen’s Contingent, Col. A. Macphail,

C.M.G., D.S.O., Officer Commanding

Judging from the outcome of the recent

raid in Fleming Hall, our worthy junior

year “ain’t just what they used to be."

We regret to state that the obituary of

the late Mr. Thorn-son cannot be published

.this week. These nine-o’clocks are an aw

ful nuisance, aren’t they Tommy ?

This contingent will parade for Rifle

Drill on Saturday, Dec. 10th at 1.30 p.m

In the event of the weather- proving

inclement, the parqde will be held in

Grant Hall, and each member will pro

vide himself with rubber shoes to prevent

damage to floor.

E. W. SKINNER,
Capt.-Adjt.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music.

The life of a year reporter is one of

great danger. At present at least two

members of the year are searching for him

with intent to do bodily harm and it is

only after night has fallen that he dares

to venture outside. For the consolation

of those who have or may achieve notor-

iety through these columns, he can only

say that it is the penalty of fame to be

written up in the Journal.

Important Research Work Planned

There are a great many different kinds

of pins, but the latest of all is the safety

pin. The inventor, now long since for-

gotten, received a fortune for his inven-

tion as it was recognized that so much

depended on the safety pin. Some lady

investigators claim that the safety pin

will support anything except combustion

and is one of the greatest factors in the

support of the human race. Unfortun-

ately little or no research has been con-

ducted on the stresses, and efficiency of

affairs is being remedied and research

this type of pin. However this state of

work will be commenced at once, under

the able guidance of one of the Profes-

sors, in order to determine the tearing

force, bending moment and efficiency of

this type of pin. It is not disclosed as

yet where the investigation will be car-

ried on, but it is rumoured the research

will be conducted in Grant Hall.

SCIENCE ’25

A regular meeting of Science ’25 was

held in CarrutherV Hall, Thursday, Dec.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

>rders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

PARK VEIW
133 KING STREET ’ PHONE 1743

Under the Management of the Chateau Belvidere

Music and Dancing Saturday afternoons. Afternoon Tea 4 to 6

every day, including Sunday.

Private Dances, Theatre Suppers, Bridge Parties, etc., arranged for.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

SCIENCE ’24

Recently it has been found almost im-

possible to obtain a quorum at the regular

sittings of the Galloping Dominoes Club.

Most of the members are said to be more

or less financially embarrased.

With Billie’s bear out of the running we

have had to look elsewhere for a mascot

for our hockey team. Just before going

to press we learn that Mr. Bert Sr-gl-y has

been elected to fill that position. With the

aid of this promising young genius we look

Thinking of Christmas Giving?

Why Not Let Us Fill Your Requirements?

We Have Presents For Everybody

Flashlights (Biggest assortment in the city)—

Skates and Boots, Cameras, Phonographs, Records,

Toys, and lots other ideal gifts.

COME AND SEE

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

QUEEN’S OFFICIAL HEADQUARTERS

GRANT HALL
grant hall

Assault-At-Arms
INCLUDING

A
Boxing, Wrestling and Fencing

QUEEN’S BEST IN THE SPORTS OF THE AGES

Monday, December 12th At 8.00 p.m.

RTNDRTDE—FIRST 4 ROWS $ 1D0—REMAINBER_ZSc
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SPORT
boxing, wrestling and fenc-

ing CLUB APPEALS TO
LEVANA

On Monday next we are holding in Grant

Hall an Assault at which it is our purpose

to give the student body and the citizens

of Kingston a chance to see the work of

some of the older members of the club.

With a few exceptions the contestants will

all be experienced men, some of whom con-

stituted the Queen’s Intercollegiate team

last year. Those who have attended either

of the last two Assaults have been sur-

prised at the wonderful progress the “nov-

ices” are making. Monday’s programme

will include even better bouts, all of which

will be as good as any previous Queen’s

Final.

As is elsewhere announced in this issu

the price of admission is 50c., with ring-

side seats at 75c. and $1.00. Those who

have sene our “novice” Assaults will testify

that the class of entertainment is far out of

proportion to the very small admission fee

charged.

To the Members of Levana

We wish to announce that we are reserv-

ing a section of seats in the south gallery of

Grant Hall which we would be pleased to

see filled with Queen’s Girls. The bouts

will be man-against-man contests, for the

sake of rivalry alone. Skill, quick think-

nig, lightning action, determination, per

severance, physical strength and endur-

ance-all qualities which every girl admires

in a man—will be displayed through every

minute of the bout. As far as the rougher

element is concerned, it does not enter into

the bouts to such an extent as the uninitiated

believe. Queen’s girls gave'their support

loyally and admirably to the splendid rugby

rugby team
;
and if there is any game which

admits the rougher element, it is rugby.

Last season in the United States alone, rug-

by claimed over twenty victims who were

either killed outright or died of injuries.

It is extremely doubtful if professional

boxing and wrestling combined claimed any-

thing like that number of victims through-

out the whole year; and the professional

sports admit of much more of the rougher

element than the amateur sports, which are

engaged in for the sake of the mental and

physical benefits derived therefrom, rather

than for the sake of a fight.

As far as the handling of the bouts is

‘ concerned, it is hardly necessary to state

.that nothing occurs to which the most fas-

tidious could object. It is universally felt

in Intercollegiate sport that what is not

good enough for the sight of the women

students is not worth the interest of the men

students.

We wish Queen’s girls to feel that it is

their interest and support we want, rather

than any finances which might be derived

from .their attending. For this reason we

are reserving a section in the gallery for

Queen’s girls, to whom the admission charge

will be but 25c.

body in the way when you’re going to hit

the -ball.”

“How on earth do I know when I’m go-

ing to hit the ball!” cried the golfer ang-

rily.

SONG
Away on wings of song I fly,

And ever upward in the sky,

Until at last my Heav’n is found.

My heart is free, my soul unbound

From all .that fettered it on earth,

I live anew in this new birth.

I sing of all I hope to be,

Of this or that fair memory,

Of love, more dear than I shall know,

And all my dreams of long ago,

For Heav’n is found, and I ! I ! I

!

Beat at its gates in one glad cry.

Silence—that shouts, “The song is done,

Down, down to earth, you broken one

With pinions folded, and your, voice

All hushed.” But O my heart, rejoice

That for an instant you were free

To gaze into Eternity.

“Pip Emma

ASSAULT-AT-ARMS

s*3 tntlne of 50 <£

FOR MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB
There was a rumor going around

few years ago about the regulating of

the gun at Fort Henry.

The man who was in charge of the

City Hall clock when asked how he set

the clock, said that he set it by the gun.

When the man behind the gun was asked

how he regulated the firing of the gun,

he said he had a pair of field glasses and

fired it off by the City Hall,Clock. This

is what you might call a vicious circle.

Now if sound travels something over

1,000 feet per second and light hits a

pace of millions, what we would like to

know is, h ow many years it will be

before the clock is correct again.

Fcr the sixth time Hie golfing nov

aim'd vi. Mu-iy at.. but I T but it ^iil

mained perched noon the o:e. He v

nit to make his eighth attempt when
Ms band.

(Continued from page 1)

FENCING,
Hunter vs. England

—

England won.

Maybee vs. Brookfield

—

Brookfield won.

BOXING.
(3 two-minute rounds to the bout.)

Sully-158 vs. Hanna-158

Hanna won on aggressiveness, leading

throughout the three rounds.

Salisbury-152 vs. Fell-153

Fell won, scoring a knock-down in the

3rd round. Both men showed aggressive-

ness.

Mitchell-151 vs. McKinnon-151

McKinnon won.

Farquharson-170 vs. Howes-170

Evenly matched, both inclined to be wild

in their punches. Howes won.

Bigelow-153 vs. Atchinson-155

Very evenly matched, many good ex-

changes of wallops. Went an extra round

to a draw.

Stewart-168 vs. McClory-173

Stewart won.

WRESTLING.
(Five minutes each.)

Connor-125 vs. Cramer-130

Cramer had a slight edge over Connor.

No falls.

Quance-125 vs. Blake-132

Blake won on aggressiveness. No falls.

McGregor- 143 vs. Carmichael-142

McGregor won on one fall. Time 1 min.

13 sec.

Lindsay-136 vs. Myers-131

Myers won on two falls, Time 1 min.

35 sec., and 2 min., 19 sec.

North-152 vs. Koen-148

North won with one fall. Time 4 min.,

25 sec.

Strange-136 vs. Baker-139

Strange won with one fall. Time 2 min.,

45 sec.

Taylor-141 vs. Kaiser-141

Taylor won with two falls. Time 1 min.,

15 sec., and 2 min., 05 sec.

Morrison-161 vs. Trietes-163

Trietes won with one fall. Time 3 min.,

32 sec.

Ferguson-154 vs. Sinclair-14Z

No falls. This was an exhibition as their

intended opponents failed to show up.

> little Bit ofAllRight*

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIBARETTESss

Returns of Rugby Games

AT
•«

;

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t foreet we are headquarters for

|
everything in Sheet Music, Musical In

I
struiTients

i^^i^ncry, etc.

Shopjgi
Telephone 850 and 1200
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Ready For Christmas

What would make a more acceptable

gift than:

A NOBBY HAT
FINE GLOVES
STYLISH FURS

This is the Students’ Store

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

THE CANADIAN STUDENTS’
CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT

Dress Shirt

Sets

We have a large assortment of

Dress Studs in Pearl and Gold;

also Links to match.

$1.25 a set up

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Shirts, Ties, Scarfs, Gloves,

Sweaters, Handkerchiefs, Bath-

robes, Belts, Brace Setts, Collar

Bags, Socks, Pyjamas.

SALE
. OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

(5ne of the most interesting and progres-

sive steps among the University and College

Students in their effort to articulate the

religious life of the students of Canada was

taken at a conference in Guelph about a

year ago. At that meeting representatives

from the student bodies of practically all the

Universities of Canada adopted a constitu-

tion and policy which will mean much in its

outworking for succeeding generations of

students. The Student Christian Move-

ment is not a new thing in the old country.

It is probably almost a quarter of a century

since it began its work among the colleges

of Great Britain, and its power and influ-

ence have grown with each succeeding year.

It has recently secured the full time service

of the Rev. A. Herbert Gray, a son-in-lavy.

of the late Prof. Marcus Dobbs, to give his

whple time to the direction of its varied

interests. It publishes its own literature

and maintains its own secretaries. Its pol-

icies are shaped from within the student

body itself, and it has been extraordinarily

wise in the selection of men of position and

piety as its writers and advisers. Two of

these may be mentioned, Prof. T. R. Glover,

of Cambridge, and Prof. Cairns, of Aber-

deen.

The root idea of the movement is that it

is “a fellowship of students based on the

conviction that 'in Jesus Christ are found

the supreme revelation of God and the

means to the full realization of life.”

The movement in Canada is in its early

stages, yet already substantial progress has

I

been made. It has already formed in all the

Universities study groups for the frankest

and fullest discussion of such subjects as

who was Jesus? What was He doing?

What are the methods of His kingdom?

How did Pie meet and what was His solu-

tion of certain problems? What is the real

secret of brotherhood? If we come to be-

lieve in the goodness and. love of God, was

it by the way of abstract reasoning on an

experience born of companionship with

Jesus ? What resources has the disciple of

Jesus? and what does He want men to do?

Subjects like these, studies however tho-

rough, and the more thorough the better, are

bound to be of inestimable value. They are

the more valuable just because they are not

theological; they are the more wholesome

just because as students they are willing to

company with Jesus, in the gospel, until

they really know Him, and through His

companionship, friendship and encourage-

ment come to know God, the world, and

their fellow man. The movement also con-

cerns itself with world problems. One of

the interesting subjects discussed at a Con-

ference in Glasgow this year was whether

Christendom was fit for a world task of

evangelism. Another was the contact of

the west with Asia and Africa through

commerce and professions, through govern-

ment, social contacts and missionary efforts,

One of the best things about the move-

ment is that it will be student directed, stu-

dent controlled, student supported and stu-

dent financed. The students may make mis-

takes, but they will be their own mistakes;

they may find financial support difficult, but

being their own business their sacrifices for

their own cause will be a fruitful disciple-

ship. They will not despise council when
they seek it, but they will neither seek nor

accept dictation. With wise leadership, real

effort and generous* support within the stu-

dent body their is no reason why the stu-

dents’ Christian Movement should not, in a

generation, be one of the most powerful

spiritual agencies in the making /if a Chris-

tian world brotherhood.

—Kingston Whig.

Everyone Should Have a Pair of

RUBBERS FOR FALL AND
WINTER

Wet feet are uncomfortable and often

dangerous. Keep them dry.

Rubbers will not only protect your

health, but will prevent bad weather from

making your shoes unsightly.

WE SELL GOOD RUBBERS

LOCKETT’S

MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB

The Mathematics and Physics Club

held a meeting on Monday afternoon,

December 5th, at, 4.00 p.m. The Presi-

dent, Mr. Stephens, gave a discussioi

Early Greek Mathematics in which
furnished the Club with some very ini

estiiKr information concerning the

DINE WITH ME AT
•KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their food is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and
obligingjrhat it’s just like dining at home.
More expensive? Oh, no! Prices have
Been Reduced to the lowest possible level

consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-
prised at the small amount of your check
when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c„

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CAKDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Mathematics of which we have any know-

ledge.

Before dealing with this topic Mr.

Stephens showed the Club a'few items of

mathematical interest, including a unique

proof that Queen Isabella of Spain made
foolish investment when she financed

the expedition of Columbus. Mr. Smith

gave a partial solution of a problem set

by Doctor Miller at the last meeting, but

its general solution is still before the

Club.

The attendance was better than at the

last meeting, but it is‘ hoped that every-

one interested in Mathemtaics and

Physics will be present at the next meet-

ing which will come after the January

examinations. Mr. Bamforth will then

address the Club.

THE COMMERCE CLUB
(Continued from page 1)

by earnestness and concentration. To
have earned your own way through col-

lege was, Mr. Peacock declared, a dis-

tinct advantage for any one who had in-

vestment banking in mind, for it brought

out many of those qualities so necessary

to success. It was urged by the speaker

that above all, every young man should

have an ideal before him for which he was

willing to make sacrifices if need be. Not

the least desirable opportunity in the

investment banking profession was the

remuneration, which is above the average

ultimately. The Club will welcome more

men of Mr. Peacock's calibjL^-.

There are 70 men rewl: - Com-

erce and Business '• '.

r .

. ' Vtion.

,ach one is a member o•W'
it for a special inyit" *

otice

Xmas Greeting Cards
Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

i

Strait &
THUR, FRI., SAT.

“RED FOAM”
From William H. Hamby’s Story

in the Saturday Evening Post

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of Tlic Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the. exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by
$110,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-
vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old aige.

. B. COOKE,J- District Mgr.
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IMPORTANT BUSI-

NESSAT A.M.S.

RUSH QUESTION AND ELECTION

SYSTEM DISCUSSED AT GREAT

LENGTH—PARADE REVIVED

what was easiljt the year’s most en-

thusiastic and successful meeting of the

A.M.S. was held in Grant Hall on Sat-

urday night. At the beginning the pre-

sident called on Principal Taylor to ad

dress the students. His address, the sub-

ject matter of which appears elsewhere

in this issue, was a most entertaining,

educative, and altogether welcome one

The Principal was in a happy and opti-

mistic mood, and at the conclusion of

his speech the large audience could, not

but feel determined to be, as he said,

"All for Queen's.” At the close of his

address a cordial expression of apprecia-

tion was extended to the Principal by

President Pilkey.

It was very stirring to hear “Queen’s,

Queen’s, Queen’s” given with such gusto

as Dr. Taylor left the hall. When the

yelling had temporarily subsided, the an-

nual meeting was opened. The minutes

of the’ last annual meeting were read and

approved. Then followed the secretary’s

annual report. This was a detailed sum-

mary of the year’s progress in the var-

ious organizations under the A. M. S.

It showed that in very many respects

the year just past has been an exception-

ally good one for Queen’s The report

was a most complete and satisfactory

one. Following the secretary’s report,

interim reports of the treasurer and of

the Athletic Board of Control were re-

ceived.

' Several amendments to the constitu-

tion “regarding the election system were

proposed, and it finally decided' to

refer them to the committee which is

revising the constitution. Motions were

made that the constitution of the Rooters’

Club be incorporated in the A.M.S. con-

stitution, that the constitution of the Dra-

matic Committee be amended ;
that the

(Continued on page 6)

IUNIORS LOSE DOMINION
' RUGBY CHAMPIONSHIP

ST AIDAN’S TORONTO, MET AND DEFEATED QUEEN’S III. ON SAT-

URDAY AFTERNOON IN A WELL FOUGHT GAME FINAL

SCORE WAS 11-8.

PRINCIPAL TAYLOR
ADDRESSES AMS.

PRINCIPAL ACCENTS STUDENTS’
INVITATION TO SPEAK

AT A.M.S.

Before a fair-sized crowd, St. Aidan’s

of Toronto defeated Queen’s III. by 11-8

in the Canadian Rugby Union Junior Finals

on Saturday. The St. Aidan’s victory was

clean cut and welt deserved, although there

was little to chose between the two teams.

The winners were considerably superior

behind the line. They caught better than

the Queen’s backs and in Hughes they pos-

sess a kicker who is undoubtedly the best]

1

the Varsity game on November 19th was

the cause of the inferior display given by

,the Queen’s backs.

The game was scheduled to start at 2.15

and by that time the stands were pretty

well filled. However the Toronto team

was late and .the crowd was forced to cool

its heels impatiently until three o’clock. The

worst feature of the delay was that the last

quarter was played in almost total darkness.

OUEEN’S JUNIORS, INTERCOLLEGIATE RUGBY CHAMPIONS AND
V DOMINION FINALISTS

Top Row—McNeill, Lyons, MacLachlan, Bracken, Quinn, Wert.

Middle Row-Slimo (Manager), Cleland, Bleecker, Bell, Young, Carm.chael,

Bottorn l^ow—McCarney, Holt, Affleck, RH.hie, Hughes (trainer). Stewart

Holdcroft (cheer leader), Dolan (Capt.), Houston, Smit .

Bear.

in Junior football to-day. St. Aidan’s were

also better in the outside wing positions.

Their men appeared faster in getting down

under kicks, but no doubt this was in part

due to the height Hughes got out of his

kicks. On the line Queen’s were very much

the better and seemed to be able to gain at

will. No doubt the two weeks lay-off since

The field had been harrowed and rolled

in preparation for the game and was, al-

though hard, in very good condition. The

weather was comparatively mild but rain

'fell after the first quarter and a south wind

madp conditions unpleasant.

Bifly Hughes’ bear was present but did

(Continued on page 7).

Principal Taylor won the admiration of

every student by his rousing speech at

A.M.S. on Saturday night. *-

^After stating how much the Univer-

sity owed to a series of excellent Presi-

dents of the Alma Mater Society, the

Principal told some of the history of the

University with the object of letting the

students see that they were the citizens

of no mean institution. Each generation

that came into the University was apt

to think that it represented Queen’s
;
was

quick to forget all that had gone before,

and unmindful of the sacrifices that had

been made that it might have its place.

As a matter of fact the students of to-

day were educated as the result of the

sacrifices of previous generations, the

student paying less than one-third of the

cost of his education.

The gradual growth in the buildings

of the University was theb- described. It

was news to many of the students that

the whole University had once been hous-

ed in tire Residence of the Principal and

in the two dwellings now occupied by

Professors MacClement and Campbell.

The students were urged to deal carefully

and kindly with the Theological Building,

the Old Arts Building, with its irreplac-

INTERFACULTY CLASH'-ON WILL THERE BE

FRIDAY MORNING A THEATRE NIGHT?

OUTBURST OF INTERFACULTY RIVALRY RESULTS IN UNEXPECT-

ED DISASTER—SEVERAL CASUALTIES, NONE VERY SERIOUS.

LET US ALL CrET BEHIND THE
IDEA OF AN OLD TIME

THEATRE NIGHT

On last Friday morning the New Arts

Building was the scene of an interfaculty

clash which ended with unexpected disaster.

During a struggle between some of the men

of Medicine and Arts the wooden railing

on the entrance landing of the first floor

of the New Arts Building gave way, and

some twenty-five or thirty men suffered a

drop of twelve* feet onto .the wooden steps

leading down -to the basement entrance. An

accident of this nature might easily have

involved fatalities and it is indeed fortun-

ate .that the resultant injuries were not of

an extremely serious nature. Only a dozen

students in all had occasion to apply for

medical attention. Seven of these were re-

quired to remain temporarily at the hospital

but two of the seven were enabled to leave

by Saturday—two more, Mr. Gourlay and

Mr. Matheson, were able to leave by Mon-

day morning, so that only three are still

on the hospital list,—Messrs. Morris, Mc-

Kenzie and Gardiner. None of the latter

are at all seriously injured and the first two

mentioned will be out very shortly. Mr.

Gardiner, who suffered a slight fracture of

the hip bone, is the most serious case, and

it will require a little longer time before he

can move about.

The affair at its inception was nothing

more than an outburst of interfaculty riv

airy such as might occur at any time. In a

state of partial excitement over the events

of the previous night when their Theatre

Party had been broken up, the men of Arts

’25 were more than ready to take action

when Medicine ’27 gave their yell after a

class, as is their frequent custom, in the]

main hall of the Arts Building. With a

counter yell Arts ’25 proceeded to eject the

Medical Freshmen from the building.

Medicine ’27, in spite of. inferior numbers,

put up a very game fight but were slowly

being forced through the opened half of the

entrance doors, when the other door, which

had been bolted, suddenly sprung open.

This resulted in a sudden surging onto the

opposite the doors was subjected to a heavy

entrance landing and the wooden railing

strain. Under the continued- pressure of

the Arts men inside the railing gave way

and the men nearest the edge were pushed

over. Several Arts men who had rushed

up the entrance steps tq effect a rear action

were also caught in .the disaster. The ser-

iousness of the accident was at once appar-

ent and sqrjads of men proceeded to assist

those who were injured to places of safety.

Faculty spirit still ran high and Medicine

’27, augmented by numbers from the other

Medical years, stood around awaiting de

(Continued on page 6)

A proposition has been put forward,

which, if it is favorably received and

acted upon, will give the student body

a theatre night, towards the end of Feb-

ruary. It is, that an organization be

formed, under the direction of, and re-

sponsible to, the Dramatic Committee of

the A.M.S. for the purpose of putting on

a performance of a variety show or min-

strel show, or at any rate something of

such a nature. With this end in view

a special meeting of the A.M.S. has been

called this week to distuss and act on the

proposition of holding a- theatre night.

The general plan is that the various

faculty, year and other societies be ask-

ed to co-operate and he responsible for

part of this show. The whole would

then be co-ordinated and assembled under

a competent director or coach. But in

order to carry out the work of organiza-

tion and administration there must neces-

sarily be a responsible organization or

club such as that suggested above. The

constitution of the A.M.S. 'prbvides for

such a club in Art. I. See. 3, Constitution

of Q. tj. Dramatic Committee.

There arc many points in favor of a

chib which would give a variety show.

("Continued on page 8).

Lord Byng of Vimy

Comes To-morrow

Canada’s Governor - General,

Lord Byng of Vimy, is to visit

Queen’s tomorrow. During his

visit he will unveil the Memorial

Tablet in Grant Hall, and will

receive the degree of LL.D. A
special Convocation has been call-

ed for 8.30 p.m., but ifcyis hoped

that the students will all be in

Grant Hall by 8 o’clock, and that

they will make the meeting a

rousing one with college songs

and yells.

able portraits and records and Library^

It was a good custom which ordained that

all hats should be removed in this old

building.

From buildings the address moved on

to finance, and a rapid sketch was given

of the sources of the inline of the Uni-

versity and of the channels of expendi-

ture. The fact that the income of this year

is somewhere about $464,000, enabled the

students to realize how large a business,

if it was regarded as a business, the'Uni-

(Continued on page 3) <

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday, Dec. 13:

5.00 p.m.—Naturalist Club, H. C. White

on “Native Birds in Captivity.”

7.00 p.m.—Science ’24 Social Evening.

8.00 p.m.—Polecon Club at Dr. J. T.

McNeill’s home, 32 Frontenac St.
N

Wednesday, Dec. 14:

4.00 p.m.—Senior Basketball Practice.

4.15 p.m.—Special Meeting, A.M.S.

5.00 p.m.—B.W.F. Club.

8.00 p.m.—Lord Byng of Vimy, Special

Convocation in Grant Hall, LL.D.

will be conferred.

Thursday, Dec. 15:

4.00 p.m. — Special Literary Issue

Queen’s Journal.

Friday, Dec. 16:

S fWY r, m T-Tnliflnvc rnnimence.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDITORIAL

X. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve ... 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regularpavings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Mott Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COE. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all Occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
We deliver Flowers in yoilT home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are atill

thinking of them.

‘.‘In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

(fumt’a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

^THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals In Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON. Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.
Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.
Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.
Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.
Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.
Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

JOURNAL CONTRIBUTOR BADLY
TREATED

A. F. Cross, Author of Recent Article,

Suffers Indignities From
Science Men

ALL’S WELL

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

MON., TUES., WED.

NORMA TALMADGE
in V

“THE WONDERFUL
THING”

In reviewing the College term which is

rapidly drawing to a close we must count

as most significant the great football re-

vival. The fall of ’21 will always "be re-

membered as the beginning of a period of

prosperity for Queen’s rugby teams, just

as last winter will, we expect, be regarded

as the prologue to a drama of swift action

in the realm of hockey. If a great boom
in athletics is one of the healthiest signs a

College can exhibit, next to it must be rank-

ed a link interest and development of stu-

dent activities. Here, too, we can chalk up

a notable advance.

During the first two months of the pre-

sent college year it was apparent that

Queen’s was, indeed, experiencing an ath-

letic renaissance beyond all expectations, but

at the same time student affairs seemed to

prosper in an inverse ratio. There was a

general admission that “things were dead,”

and it seemed that the term would prickle

out to a finish in a very colourless manner.

But with a surprising suddenness the col-

lege seemed to find itself. Whether the

energies previously spent in cheering on the

rugby teams and discussing the football sit-

uation became released for other ends, or

whether a pent-up interest in student affairs

thwarted by the lack of a Parade and ;

Theatre Night, suddenly had ,to express it-

self, it sis difficult to say: but however ob-

scure the cause may be, the fact that there

has been an extraordinary outburst of stu-

dent energy during the past week cannot

be denied.

It was quite evident in the discussions

on the rush questions at the A.M.S. meet-

ing on Tuesday that interest in this matter,

at least, was infinitely greater than it had

been earlier in the year. Then, on Thurs-

day evening, came the Arts ’25 Theatre

Party. It is to be deplored that all facul-

ties should undertake to break up the party

of a single freshman year, but the affair

remains as an additional piece of evidence

that the college is no longer to be considered

moribund. Friday found the atmosphere

positively tense and the interfaculty mixup

of the morning was almost inevitable, since

no other outlet of energy presented itself.

The kidnapping of the writer of an article

in the Journal which was considered offen-

sive was merely another outburst of the

revived student energies. By Saturday the

College was ready to get behind every var-

iety of student activity, and the A.M.S.

meeting which saw the parade included in

the Constitution, the rush made almost

a certainty, the old election system unani-

mously approved and they proposal for The-

atre Night greeted with cheers, was an al-

most dramatic culmination of the activities

of the week. Yes, Queen’s is astir, and we

look forward to a winter term full of ac-

tivity. If faculty spirit is developed to the

exclusion of all else, this activity may take

a sinister form, but with everything point-

ing to a rapprochement among the facul-

ties and a general boosting of ali Queen'*-

projects, we can confidently expeci iK \ n

ter of 1922 to provide a heroic pa

history of the University.

Because of a bit of writing entitled “An
Appreciation,” which appeared on page

five of last Friday’s Journal, Mr. Austin

F. Cross, Arts ’23, has suffered in a very

personal way. He walks the halls of

Queen's today -with a shaved and shiny

head, thus not only endangering his

health, but jeopardizing his reputation for

great personal beauty.

The article in question was a -humour-

ous and satirical impression of a Science

Social Evening. It was taken by a num-
ber of Science men to mean that their

dancing was not of the best and, stung

to the quick, they determined to take

some action against the author. Desir-

ous of making their retaliation a sure

success, they decided to resort to strong-

arm methods rather than to the columns

of the Journal. As a result, Mr. Cross

was followed' into the home of his aunt

with whom he is staying and seized by

a band of men about midnight on Friday.

The victim was securely pinioned and

blindfolded, and after being subjected to

brief, but effective treatment with hair

clippers and razor was whisked several

miles into the country and there aban-

doned to his own resources. Mr. Cross,

when interviewed by the “Journal”, stat-

ed that he was very courteously treated,

by his kidnappers.

i the

RUSH

A joint meeting of Committees ap-

pointed by the Senate and by the Alma
Mater Society was held in the Old Arts

Building*at noon on December 10th to

consider the question of the Rush.

Present: Senate — Principal Taylor,

Dean Skelton, Dean Clark, Professors

Wilgar and the Registrar.

Alma Mater Committee on Rushes
Messrs. H. R. Myers, J. A. H. Hender-

son, L. B. Smith, J. T. M. Wilson, W.
Susman, C. W. Aitcheson, J. B. Run-
nings, J. H. Pilkey.

After considerable discussion it was
agreed that the following points should

be presented to the Senate and to the

Alma Mater Society and that at a subse-

quent meeting details should be worked
out.

1. That there should be a modified

Rush associated with the Initiation. These

Rushes are to be Faculty affairs, confined

to the Faculty concerned, the programme
of the Rush to be submitted to the Alma
Mater Society Executive. The under-

standing is that in each programme a de-

finite objective should be provided.

2. Rules for the external conduct of

freshmen are to be promulgated and en-

forced by the Faculty Courts.

Among the details discussed were
these

:

The question of the number of students

that shall be allowed to take part in the

Rush against the freshmen. There was
a general feeling that the freshmen should

not merely be overwhelmed, but that

the struggle should be a..genuine one.

Rubber soled shoes should be worn by
everybody.

There was a feeling that the present

Initiation did not attain the desired end

in 'tfyat it did not let the freshmen feel

the extent of their freshness, hence the

suggestion that rules of conduct should

be promulgated and enforced. The Courts
were thought to be of more powerful
influence than the Rush.

There seemed to be a general feeling

that the Theatre Night should be a Thea-
tre Night not necessarily associated with
the performance of the Dramatic Club,

also that the Parade should be restored

and in the Parade the students should
confine themselves to the main roadway
and keep off the sidewalk.

Join

Hands
One trouble that most folks

have at Christmas time is

that their hearts have a greater

“bulge” than their pocket books

‘—they “would love to but they

really cannot afford it.”

Sometimes in a family or

among friends this may be

overcome by “joining hands,”

that is clubbing funds for one

grand gift instead of several

smaller individual gifts.

Such articles as “a cabinet of

table silver,” “a grandfather

clock,” “a silver tea service,” “a

china dinner service,” “a fine

bronze,” “a piece of marble statu-

ary,” “a choice bracelet-watch,”

“a real, worthwhile diamond

ring,’’. “a diamond bar pin,” “a

diamond bracelet,” “a diamond-

set lorgnette,” etc.—any of these

most desirable gifts lends itself

nicely to the co-operative

method.

Open ’till .^-rto’clock during

December.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and^Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND
ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.



Dr. Rupert P . Millan

dentist

f 84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to 'cater
t,

;

*°

those who object to public shoe shm-

ng Parlors, having a private parlor

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage. „

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDICINE ’23

Our congratulations are extended to

the successful candidates in the A.M-S.

-elections. Now that the big fall excite-

ment is over, let us all buckle in and help

those who were elected to office to make

their term as successful as possible. No

longer is it a case of a man or faculty to

the fore, but Queen’s to the front. Let’s

save our Saturday nights for the A.M.S.

meetings and show a liberal representa-

tion from each faculty to carry on our

business. We have -Student government

—why not make use of it?

Just In
A lovely range of Tricolette

Overblouses, beautifully Embroid-

ered and beaded, some finished

with small tie; colors, Poppy, To-

mato, Navy, Jade, Bisque, Taupe

Brown.

Very Special $3.95

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

In time the greatest of strongholds fall

and the finest of anti-fugsers submit to

the many charms and bewitching graces

of the fair sex. Our latest casualty is

none other than our renowned Mary. He

is at present only able to devote Sunday

evenings and three other nights per week

to his fair Lily, but on being interviewed

stated that he hopes soon to arrange his

work in such a way that two more nights

per week will be free. That’s the spirit

Ray, our blessing goes with you.

Things we look forward to:

—

(a.) Our Christmas Exams.

(b.) The 17th of December.

(c.) The after Xmas Social Eevnings.

(d.) Skating on the new Rink.

(e.) Our Year Elections for Reporter.

KINGSTON KIWANIS CLUB EN-

TERTAINS QUEEN’S SENIOR
RUGBY TEAM

Last night at 6.00 o'clock the Kings

ton Kiwanians entertained the Queens

Semor Rugby Team and the managers

and captains of the Intermediate and

Junior teams to a banquet at the ron

tenac Hotel.

The evening was very pleasantly spent

by all and the Queen's team, through Mr.

Awrey thanked the Club for their great

generosity. Bill Holdcroft led the yells

and the singing.

This token of appreciation given to the

team bv such a representative and active

Club of Kingston is only emblematic of

the whole-hearted support which King-

ston gives to our rugby teams. Only one

who lives in Kingston can realize how

much the town appreciated the showing

of-the Senior and Junior teams.
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Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V" neck, trim-

med with Queen's colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

. Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11-30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

In this space my appeal to the stu-

dents to be photographed early has

been appearing with each issue of the

Journal for some time, but I am sorry

to say, has been unproductive of re-

sults. Not a single student was photo-

graphed by- me in October, and few

in the early part of November.

Now, in the busiest season of the

year, students are being photograph-

ed every day. Of course, I am glad

to have the business now or any time,

but it would have helped if the stu-

dents -had heeded my appeal and en-

abled me to give them better service.

Students! I thank you for the bus-

iness you have given me in this and

past years, and wish you one and all

a very Merry Xmas and Happy New

Year.

McKenzie Photographer

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON ~~

MEDS. ’27

Big Dick, little Joe,

Seven come eleven,

Come, gang, let ’er go,

Meds. ’27.

At eight o’clock on the morning of the

eighth day of December, whert two various

classes of students gathered in the spaciouF

halls of the New Arts Building, there was

little to suggest anything out of conformity

with the usual proceedure„ When the bell

announcing the close of the first period had

rung itself into silence and the throng o*

students had merged into the halls came the

first outward and visible sign that through-

out the whole student body .there ran a feel-

ing of tense excitement and unrest. Thf»

was shown by a group of Medicals tfho,

moving slowly toward the exit, were closely

crowded together and exchanging whis-

pered conversation. Suddenly their yell

which is their representative cry among the

various years of the University (quod supra

demonstraviinus) broke from them, every

voice lending to it strength, and helping

to carry it aloft to every room throughou

the building.

A little confusion was at first evident

among the rightful masters of the hall but

this was quiekly followed by concerted ac-

tion and a surging crowd was soon at work

forcing their visitors towards the door. The

large numbers at the immediate call of their

hosts soon destroyed any point of equili-

brium that might have existed and in the

short space of a few minutes the daring

li.ttle'band of Medicals found themselves

swaying backwards and forwards in a dea<

lock across the threshold. Weight, num

.b§rs, and point of vantage soon shifted the

mass of struggling bodies and the Medicals

were pinned against the railing which guard-

ed a fall to a cellar entrance ten feet below.

Three waves of compression passed along

.the wedge from the inner end to that at

the railing and the third expended itself by

precipitating some twenty five of the un-

fortunate Medicals backwards to the stairs

below.
**********-

I see as I write the pained faces of the

students as one by one they were picked

from the disorder on the stairway. I won-

dered then just as I wondered at Courcellete,

where the appaling cost of war was so evi-

dent, just what in human nature was the

incentive, “but came out by the same door

as I went in.”

But what they fought each other for I

could not make out.

Like old Jasper, it is really too much for

me.
Prime Boocus Egyptus,

Consort of Cleopatra.

|
THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS C-0

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

I PHONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE

live, and it should be carried out undw-

conditions approximating t0 a
,

!°°*a
.

game where there were rules which had

to be observed and where every precau-

tion was taken for the avoidance of in-

jury. It seemed to the Principal that the

end which the students desired to reach

could be obtained much more satisfactor-

ily by regulations which existed for fresh-

men throughout their first year and un-

der which a certain deference had to be

given to seniority.

The Principal in conclusion expressed

the hope that the various Faculties would

remember that the welfare of Queen s

was the object of everyone. Inter-facul-

ty rivalries might easily reach a point

where suspicion and enmity came to de-

clare themselves. The University spirit

must be strong enough to overcome any

such tendency. Each Faculty must ob-

serve the rights of the others and avoid

provocativeness. It was a wise tradition

which maintained that a Faculty must

not give its yell in the building of an-

other Faculty. To break such a rule

was simply to invite trouble. The Prin-

cipal hoped that the result of the events

of the last few days would be to deepen

the sense of responsibility among the

student body. Order had to be main-

tained. Someone had to maintain order

and it was fa; better that the students

should manage their own affairs than

that authority from outside should seek

to dictate. But the honour of the Uni-

versity had to be maintained.

At the close of his speech Piincipal ..

Presidents of the outgoing year, Mr.

Campney and Mr. Pilkey, for their most

loyal assistance, and he wished Mr. My-

ers and the new Executive all happiness

and success in their serious task.

At the close of his speech Principle

Taylor was greeted with a tremendous

ovation and there was a distinctly dif-

ferent spirit in the air as the students

rose when the Principal left the hall than

there had been before he entered it. 1 lie

Arts faculty gave the Medical and Science

yells with great gusto and the Science

men returned the compliment with equal

I vigour.
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS
ARTS ’22

The members of Arts ’22 are requested

to keep this in mind, and act accord-

ingly :

The Governor-General, Lord Byng of

Vimy, is to visit the University on the

evening of Wednesday, the 14th of De-

cember, when he will receive the degree

of L.L.D., and unveil the Memorial

Tablet. The hour of Convocation is 8.30

p.m., but the students should be in the

Hall at 8 p.m.

and there was not a hitch in the programme,

nor do we know, at this date who did it.

However, please select somebody else next

time; this sort of thing gets monotonous.

AUSTIN F. CROSS

Thompson's Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy

It is quite essential that the Governor

General of Canada shall not leave Grant

Hall, until he hafc heard “Viginti Dua”

Is there any truth in the rumour that

Chown is going to organise a Nurses’

“Home”?

Just now our pet hates are:—Arts ’22

Tokes, Prohibition Puns, Letters to the

Editor on “Queen’s Spirit,” “Friends of the

University” and Weedmark’s Red Flannel

(unshrinkable) Underwear. Now we do

not object .to a man being eccentric in the

matter of “undies,” but when he wears the

varnish off the benches in a vain effort to

assuage the itjhy feeling, it is going too far,

and right there we take -exception ;
so with

old Hamlet we say “Ay, there’s the rub!”

It is with deep regret that we hear that

Messrs. L. F. and D. G. Smith are leaving

us. We wish them every success in their

new undertaking. #

Where were a goodly number of the

male members of the year on the even-

ing of the Arts’ Smoker? You might

give her a rest for one evening at least.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains,
go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

“And they called for a man, and caused

him to shave off the seven locks of his head

;

and they began to afflict him, and his

strength went from him.” Judges XVI-19.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts

small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

ARTS ’23

Our halls have resounded with martial

strife; our hospital has reverberated with

the moansNof the wounded; while the fol-

lowers of Aesculapius well, this column

has no plaec for profane language.

In .the excitement, some of our year suf-

fered considerably
;
the casualties were very

heavy. Miss Dorothy Sutherland, oetter

known to her lady friends as “Suds’4r

swallowed her Spearmint. It more or less

gummed up her 'day,, while Fleda lost her

hairnet and wpnt around the rest of the

morning like a reincarnated Valkyrie.

Accidents will happen, at least that is what

Jean Douglas said when she saw Edgar

Lockett’s name on her programme.

ARTS ’24

© Vi

A Dozen
Portraits

jj
will solve a dozen of your

H ‘What to give at Christmas ?’

problems. Sittings made now

j§ relieve you of shopping wor-

I

ries later on and we will have

time to give the work special

attention.

18 The

I vr- ,
a «

Ssungston mix

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Sittings May Be Made

Any Evening

’PHONE 2159w

iSjaifiiaiBarajaiaafi^^

(Revised Version).

The “Appreciation” was not appreciated,

as the editor of this column can testify.

Originally intended to be taken in a spirit

of levity, it was seized upon by the Science

Faculty as a deadly insult ;
it hissed venom,

it insidiously hinted that some of the gentle-

men were not good dancers!

A cry of woe and vengeance welled up

from the very soul. This demanded quick

action, retaliation. There must be revenge—

there was; of this the viper who wrote

this cesspool of prosody can now .testify, as

we walk these halls of learning with bald

and shiny pate. Our once lustrous locks are

no more. No more will we rub in copious

handfuls of Olive Oil ;
ah ! no—we are now

using Herpicide.

Feeling that immediate action was requir-

ed to remove the blemish from their escut-

cheon, some of the hardiest, strongest and

bravest of all those who ever (lanced a

sailor’s hornpipe to the sweet strains of

Mello Cello Waltz took an oath. Over the

broken fragments of a test tube and a Bun-

sen Burner they sware a solemn oath, took

the last rites of the Engineering Society

(very old stock) shook hands with all that

they held near and dear, and hied them-

selves forth into the night, girding up their

loins for the fray.

As we walked up the steps of our dorno-

cile, we were pursued into thexhouse, se

cured, blindfolded, and taken to a car

From here the route grew .tortuous, and con-

fused. There was no violence, ' but there

was no pampering. We were escorted into

some garage in the City, where we awaited

the pleasure of these hardy spirits. Some

one said “Now barber, do your work” and

HE DID. After cutting little patches

here and there, they produced the Gillette

and when they had finished, tjie whole re-

sult lobked like a series of oases on a very

arid desert.

After the harvest had been garnered, the

author was taken motoring but could not

enjoy the drive as well he might, owing to

the circumstances over .which he had no

control. When a sufficiently remote spot

had been reached, he was asked a question

as to the warmth of his underwear, and with

solicitous interest, they decided he would

not freeze to death. Th walk was rather

chilly and .the graves around Cataraqui were

not conducive to hilarity, but we live to

write this little tale, and that is the main

thing.

Right here we wish to congratulate t!

men who were involved. Everything

carried off smoothly, (no pun intend,

Deer Pa,

—

I’m riting yoo two tel yoo of a big yeer

meating we had on Thurs. Their wuz a lot

their and every 1 who wuz their sed thay

had a good time which wuz no wunder

becuz things wuz so peppy and funny." Bill

Wallace ups and sez as how we must get

a reprezentative on the Womin’s Athletic

Bored. Then Wood, who wuz burning with

enthoosiasm ups and sez “Fer this job on the

W.A.B. we wont 1 who has kean XXutive

ability and 1 who kin bee a spprt. I thine

John Creegansky is the womin fer this pozi-

tion, but the real womin in the meating thot

that John wuz a map (thay were mistaken

tho) and becuz thay didn’t wont good old

John, Bill sez, “John C., you’re out of luk”

to which John sez “mefey becoop” (which

is Fr. fer “I didn’t want the durn job eny

how”).

Then Bill spiels as how we must get sum

parrodies on tjie popular songs fer to sing

at the Arts dinner, but Mister G. Heas-

man ups and sez, “wot do we want songs at

a dinner fer, we can’t eat ’em.” Then-Bill

explanes as how after yoo hav et 1 coarse,

if yoo sing poplar songs you kin eet more in
.

the next coarse, so George sez, “then me

for poplar songs—appoint sum 1 xcept me

two get theze songs reddy”, then Duph,

(that’s the sinner I tolled yoo about before)

ups and sez “fer this job we knead sum

who kin sing, so I nominait Bobby McKer-

cher, Johnnie Wood and Johnnie Creegan,”

but J. W. fooled Duph that time as he kan’t

sing attall.

Then Paul Morewater ups and sez “we

want a lilf'shine before Xmas” and, we all

sed “Paul, you sed a jugfull”—so I guess,

we’re having a lil’ party soon.

Then Pres. Bill hops up and gives a

speach. It wuz good xcept he didn’t slam

eny 1. Then J. Wood, our historian, ups

and donaits his Historians Report which

was good becuz he slammd sevral. He tol-

led all about Marion and Fovita and etc.

After this their was loud applauze from

the awdiense.

Then Jack Creegan ups and sings. This

wuz enjoyed even tho he didn’t slam eny 1.

All the girls liked it and then they wuz

wishing they’d left him on .their W. A. B.

Tucker Sills then pops up and offers a yr.

(Continued on page 5)
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Bibbys
WE CLAIM TO OFFER YOU THE BEST FOR LESS

New Suits

gjflristy iBnuilt ffllntljjfl.
•

OVERCOATS

High class English and

Scotch, pure wool cheviots.

Silk and Wool lined, beauti-

fully tailored. Price 'else-

where $55.00 to $62.50.

OUR PRICE $40.00

New Two Button Single or Double

Breasted Models

HARROGATE BLUE SUITS

PURE INDIGO

Guaranteed Sun and Sea Proof

Extra Special $37.50

We absolutely refuse to let any-

one undersell us :
Quality for Qual-

ity; Price for Price.

GLOVES

Fine quality Grey Suede

Gloves, silk lined, all sizes.

Extra Special Value

$1.98 per Pair

Bibbys
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flowers
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen's

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment In City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 5U

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. "Be a Mutualist.

S. Houghton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

jphone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”

EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

ARTS ’22 SOCIAL EVENING

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

GARRISON STUDIO
Phope 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric So,

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

Balloons Vied With Dancers in Light

Headed Caprice

Every one who has ever written about

dance inevitably claims that this dance

was the most successful ever held; that

everybody had an enjoyable time, and

then he engages in a paroxism of esctac-

ies to describe its sqperbness. The stan-

dard of dances around this part of the

world is the Science Formal Dance, and

anybody who has ever seen one must cer-

tainly admit that the average social even-

ing is just a dust-raising, apple cider,

barn dance alongside the Science fac-

ulty’s Annual Affair. Nevertheless we

think that the Arts ’22 Hop and Social

Endeavour more than lived up to expec-

tations, and while admitting that there

ere certain inevitable factors that were

not conducive to its success, there seems

to be no doubt that it was the finest in-

formal dance that has ever taken place

within the precincts of this university.

Nor is it the truth to say that everybody

had a good time, for if we can read phy-

siognomy aright, some wished that they

-were anywhere but in the arms of the

man who devised the most exquisite form

of torture known, i.e., the poor dancer,

while others wished that they had their

$1.50 back a^ they held the struggling

creature close to their best serge suit.

On the whole, the dance was a signal

success. The great majority of the men

danced well, which is neither here nor

there, for it is the women that make the

dance. The ladies rose to the occasion,

and donned their brightest, prettiest

frocks for the event, they put on their

best complexion, and had a snappy line

of chatter for the most verdent frosh.

The music was splendid; "Treneer’s

Gang” had a very good) night, and we who

danced appreciated the fact that' he was

giving a finished performance. The walt-

zes were dreamy and soothing, as con-

trasted with the peppy fox trots, that

made you want to dance ^"hd dance and

dance.

Nor must we overlook Bill Shaw. He

gave ys good long numbers, played in

good time, and was an essential factor

in the success of the dance.

But we have not mentioned the crown-

ing attribute to the very successful dance-

Originality. The average dance is a hay

and oats affair as far as introducing any-

thing original is concerned, and is con-

ducted on purely conventional lines. But

not so this 'dance ! .
Every feature shows

the handiwork of an original and re-

sourceful committee; the tastefully sel-

ected programmes, the palms, the cigar-

ettes so lavishly handed around, the

absolute elimination of the now distaste-

ful one step, the humorously worded

tickets and injunction thereon, and last

but not least, the multicolored balloons

that floated aimlessly over the dancers

heads, until they finally found their hang-

ars in the hands of those with the long-

est reach : these ai\e all original and novel,

factors conducive to a highly successful

dance.

We do not know whether or not we
should attribute the presence of the

“strange woman” to Arts '22, Committee

or to individual whim. But it was a de-

cided contribution to the evening, and

until the ladies were aware that it iwas

a hoax, they vented their spleen on the

hussy in no uncertain terms. The burn-

ing question is “Which dressing room did

‘it’ use?”

Our thanks are due to the patronesses

who helped the dance very materially,

and to Mr. George Sugden, who shows

great potentialities as a footman;

Then 1 of the girls, Miss Sloan, ups and

gives the Critter’s Report. Then our meat-

ing wuz brot to a konkluzon.

Fairwll from your sun,

George.

ARTS ’25 THEATRE PARTY
BROKEN UP

The freshman year in Arts was ambi-

tious enough last week to attempt a thea-

tre party, but there seemed to be a gen-

eral indisposition around college to let

them get away with it.

Men in all faculties made it their bus-

iness to make sure that the Arts fresh-

men and freshettes should not have an

evening of calm and serene enjoyment.

One group called at the home of Mr.

McFarland, the president of Arts ’25, to

get from him the tickets for the Grand

which the members of- the year were to

use. McFarland realized that serious re-

sistance was futile so when he came out

to meet his kidnappers he submitted after

short struggle and refrained from

shouting for help. The party waited un-

til his hat and coat .were brought from

the house and then spirited him away.

In the evening as each freshman came

to the theatre he was seized and his col-

lar and neck-tie were removed. The
freshman tickets were used by men of

other faculties. Unfortunately there

were not enough to go round and a num-
ber of the disappointed ones attempted to

gain admittance' by other methods. The
evening was one of great activity and

enjoyment for all cohcerned.

QUEEN’S UNDERGRADUATE
DEBATING UNION

The regular meeting of Queen’s Under-

graduate Debating Union last Wednes-

day evening was not as well attended as

usual, oWing to two other events whjch

were held at the College on the same

evening. Those who were present were

treated to a good statement of the Can-

adian immigration problem by Mr. Aus-

tin 'Cross. Short speeches bearing on

this Subject were then made by Messrs.

Torrie. Miller and Joliffe. The topic

was considered of sufficient importance

to warrant further thought and discus-

sion. Six men have been selected to

lead the discussion tomorrow evening.

The Union is fortunate in having as

its critic, Dr. W. E. McNeill, who has

already demonstrated that he Has a thor-

ough knowledge of what is oorrect in

speaking and debating. Dr. MeNeill will

give his second lecture at 7 p.m. tomor-

row evening and as usual will afterwards

make whatever suggestions he thinks

will- aid the various speakers.

Queen’s made 17 first downs and St.

Aidan’s 4- This shows just ho^ big a

part Hughes played in the victory.

INSURANCE CANNOT BE BOUGHT WHEN
IT IS NEEDED —

Protect yourself with a policy in a strong, refutable company. It is better

to be safe than sorry.

Fire, Life, Accident, Sickness, Burglary, Automobile, Guarantee, Rent Insurance

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

All kinds of Desk |Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

ARTS ’24

(Continued from page 4)

paper. He slammd quiet a fugh, which wuz

enjoyed (by those he didn’t 'slam). Then

Bobby MacKprcher gallops up and sings a

cute lil* song. It wuz about a nice girl so

of coarse all the boys liked it. Then Bobby

Johnnie and Bill conglomerated fer to sing.

This wuz funny,—furst Bobby smiles, then

Johnnie laughs, .then Bill howls rite out and

then Billy (our pianoist) piks up the muzik

and trots

The Most Important Canadian Publication of the Decade

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF

SIR WILFRED LAURIER
By OSCAR DO'UGLAS SKELTON

Royal 8vo. 2 Vols. 700 Pages. Illustrated

- PRICE $8.00 NET
(Boxed)

Now Ready.

R. Uglow & Company
Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED- SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’a University.
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“The College Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR. HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thtc

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

PERSONAL

Christmas Greeting Cards

Beautifully Printed

Hanson, Crozier & Edgar

Market Square

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’22

For Sale—20 pairs of second boots, near

boots and 2j4% boots. On display on Sun-

day afternoons at 135 Union.

In view of the persistent refusal of certain

members of the year to avail .themselves

of the moral training which on Sunday

afternoon Services in Convocation Hall

offers, certain,>other members of the year

were good enough to provide Messrs.

p y r and M—g—1 with the much needed

moral advice in the form of an appeal to

the sense of right rather than to that of

sound. The object lesson was one directing

them how to avoid that Broad Road to Ruin

and was amply illustrated. We admire the

spirit which dictated that action and regret

that the gentlemen in question were, notice-

ably lacking in gratitude to their bene-

factors.

“Doug” says that Tim L d is a great

man when at the dinner table for then he

is Timothy Eatin.

OUR CLASSES

Mechanical IV:— All about engines.

Exhausting y’know.

Hydraulics Pretty wet.

Economics An amusing interlude.

Organic Chemistry Better than a poke

in the eye with a sharp stick.

Electro Chemistry We get our atten-

dance out of it.

Metallurgy:—Hot dog.

HOCKEY SCHEDULES

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

"AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

.

131 PRINCESS ST.

Take l note of these and keep the

dates open.

Senior Intercollegiate

Jan. 21—Queen’s at Varsity.

28—McGill at Varsity.

Feb. 4—Queen’s at McGill.

10—Varsity at Queen's.

18—Varsity at McGill.

2A—McGill at Queen’s.

FRIDAY MORNING
(Continued from page 1)

velopments. At this stage a number of

Science men appeared upon the scene spoil-

ing for a fight.

Nothing happened, however, and as soon

as the injured had been carried off most of

the students proceeded to take their nine

o’clock classes. At this juncture Medicine

'26, who were about to enter a classroom in

the basement of the building, gave their yell.

President Runnings of the Arts Society,

who was coming from his breakfast in the

Cafeteria encountered the Medical Sophs,

who, in a gentlemanly and courteous man-

ner, placed him outside one of the basement

windows.

The lull in the excitement was broken at

9.45 when rumours suddenly ran rife that

another Arts—Medicine clash was to tran-

spire. Men from all buildings ran to the

scene of the former battle and faculty yells

were being exchanged in a spirited jnanner

when Principal Taylor, who had previously

acquainted himself with what was going

on, dash'ed up in his motor with President

Pilkey of the A.M.S. In a brief speech

combining good-fellowship with firmness,

the Principal subdued the throng and called

upon the Presidents of the Aesculapian and

Arts Societies to meet with him and Dean

Skelton in a conference. Soon they re-ap-

peared and the Medical men proceeded to

the New Medical Building for

faculty meeting while the Arts Executive

went into secret session in the faculty read-

ing room. As the day wore on and the men

of each faculty had .time to coolly consid-

er the facts of the case, they came to realize

that there was really little blame to be plac-

ed anywhere. Principal Taylor’s speech on

Saturday night had the effect of finally

smoothing over the affair and as the Jour-

nal goes to press the best of feeling pre-

vails between the -faculties concerned.

Intermediate Intercollegiate (local)

Feb. 1—R.M.C. vs. Queen’s, II.

8—Queen’s II. vs. R.M.C. I.

THE COLLEGE BOOK 1

STORE 1
160-162 Princess St. |

s
Headquarters for All Queen’s

j|

Text Books and Supplies a

LOWEST IN CANADA 1

PRICES ON SHEET I

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at i

5 for $1.00 |

5 Watch the British Whig for a

j Extra Special Bargains in latest a

Music. i

BBaaaBBffinBSBSffiaiBannnnBBnBaaaass

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,
or ’Phone 564 w.

One morning Jenkins looked over his

garden wall and said to his neighbor:

“Hey! What are you burying in that

Lole?”

“Just replanting some of my seeds,

that’s all.”

“Seeds,” shouted Jenkins, angrily,

looks more like one of my hens.”

“That’s alright. The seeds are inside."

Junior Intercollegiate (local)

Jan. 14—K.C.I. vs. Regiopolis.

21—Queen’s III. vs. R.M.C. II.

28—K.C.I. vs. Regiopolis.

Feb. 4—R.M.C. II. vs. Queen’s III.

10—Winners K.C.I. & Regiopolis

vs. winners Queen’s Til vs.

R.M.C. II.

17—Winners K.C.I. & Regiopolis

vs. winners Queen’s III.

R.M.C. II.

O.H.A. Intermediate

Group I : Cornwall, Brockville, Queen’s,

Kingston Frontenacs, Belleville.

This group will probably be split in

two sections as a winner must be named
by Feb. I.

O.H.A. Junior

Group I : Kingston Frontenacs, Queen’s

Cornwall, Brockville.

The O.H.A. executive considered the

request of Queen’s University to enter

the Senior groupv and decided that it

would not he practicable. The trips to

and from Kingston would he too expen-

sive and the entry of another team would
involve making two groups out of the

Senior series.

The request of Montreal College to en
ter the Senior Intercollegiate is still un-
answered. Varsity is evidently waiting
to see how its Senior O.H.A. grouping
works out before committing itself.

Queen’s and McGill are quite in favour of
admitting Montreal University.

IMPORTANT BUSINESS AT A.M.S.

(Continued from page 1)

constitution of the newly-organized De-

bating Union be incorporated in the

A.M.S. election, that Levana be permit-

ted to hold a ‘The Dansant’.

The newly-elected officers were then

called upon to assume the reins of office.

Before calling on the President-elect,

President Pilkey thanked the Society for

the honor bestowed on him, expressed

his extreme satisfaction with the loyalty

of the past executive and also the hope

that the new executive would be well

supported. President-elect Myers, on as-

suming office, thanked the student body

for electing him, and solicited their loyal

support for the new executive. A special

vote of thanks and appreciation to the re-

tiring secretary was passed. Miss Por-

teous has been the first member of Le-

vana to occupy the position of secretary

of the A.M.S., and her exceptional cap-

ability and attention to detail, classing

her as a real acquisition to our student

government, is certaiifly deeply appreci-

ated.

At this stage the annual meeting was
adjourned until January, and the regular

meeting commenced. Several communi-
cations were read. Reports were receiv-

ed from the A.M.S. executive, the com-
mittee on Initiation and Rushes which
met the committee of the Senate on Sa-
turday (copy of this report appears else-

where), and the convenor of the joint

election committee. It 'was moved that

the two vacancies on the Journal staff,

Assistant Managing Editor, and Science
Faculty Reporter, be filled. A. F. Cross
was elected to the former position, while
the latter was referred to the Engineer-
ing Society. Notice of motion was given
that the Arts Society be granted the use
of Grant Hall for their annual dinner and
dance. ^Several other notices of motion
were given. Under matters affecting the
interest and prosperity of the society it

was announced that a meeting would be
held to consider holding a theatre night
some time after the New Year. The
Critic’s report closed the meeting.

It was a real meeting in every respect.
From the time that the several faculties

began to arrange themselves just before
7.30 until the meeting was dismissed
shortly before eleven there was scarcely
a minute that was not full of interest,

pep, and Queen’s. Seldom has such in-
tense enthusiasm and spirited discussion

'

been manifest. The splendid turnout of
Saturday is exactly the impetus which
our A.M.S. executive requires in order
to do its best work. It then feels that it

really represents somebody, that that
somebody is Queen’s, which wishes to
be represented by the best executive
heads in the student body. No better
guarantee of good student government
can be had than simply the consistent
backing of the students themselves and
this can only be realized if they are pre-
sent at the A.M.S. meetings. It is to be
hoped that Saturday night may prove to
be only a typical example of our future
meetings.

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF
ATHLETICS

Mr. L. Stevenson,

Editor, Queen’s Journal,

Queen’s University.

Dear sir:

—

I wish to take this opportunity before
the year closes of thanking you "and the

Journal for your support of myself and the
Football teams through the past season.

I am a great believer that if the Journal
gets behind a proposition it is sure to be a

success.

Thanking you, I am,

Yours truly,

Geo. P. Awrey,

Athletic Director.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Did you hear about the on<

in Chemistry ’23.

Prof. r^Where is the sodium

1

Thinking of Christmas Giving ?

Why Not Let Us Fill Your Requirements?

We Have Presents For Everybody

Flashlights (Biggest assortment in the city)—

Skates and Boots, Cameras, Phonographs, Records,

Toys, and lots other ideal gifts.

COME AND SEE

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

QUEENJ^^FFICIAL HEADQUARTERS
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SPORT
JUNIORS LOSE DOMINION RUGBY

CHAMPIONSHIP

(Continued from page 1)

riQt. seem to enjoy either the weather or the

attention of several small dogs.

“Bill” Holdcroft was very much present

and spent a busy afternoon.

The belated visitors appeared at about

2.50 wearing the double-blue of the Argon-

auts. They were a tall, rangy lot, and ap-

peared slightly heavier than Dolan and Co.

Pete guessed right on the toss and Queen’s

started with the wind at their backs.

First Quarter.

Kay kicked off for St. Aidan’s and Smith

was downed before he went far. Quinn kick-

ed on the first down. St. Aidan’s failed to

gain and Hughes was forced to kick. Quinn

again attempted to kick on-,the first down

but his punt was blocked and McLean fell

on the ball at mid-field. Queen’s got the

hall on downs and Quinn punted to Hughes

who was dropped neatly by Dolan. St.

AM. in’s lost the ball on a forward pass and

Ann kicked ,to the deadline for a point,

Quern’s 1, St. Aidan’s 0. St. Aidan’s fail-

ed to gain through the line and Holt grab-

bed the ball on an onside kick. Quinn tried

a drop from the forty yard line but it was

blocked and Virtue secured it. Hughes

kicked a long one against ,the wind and

Quinn drove it back on the first down. Rit-

chie broke through and downed Virtue for

a loss on an end run. Hughes punted and

Martin recovered Smith’s fumble. After

two plunges which failed Hughes tried a

drop from 30 yards out. It went wide but

rolled outside behind for a point. Queen’s

1, St. Aidan’s 1. McLachlan went on for

Carmichael. McNeill and Affleck made

yards twice in succession. Ritchie made

,
:

but Holt lost on an end run and

Quinn punted. Hughes yar4s-^

and 'end and punted to Smith who was

, downed’ in his ,tracks /by -his namesake. St.

- Aiiiaa vver
}
e genaii?.ed ten yards for off-

side. Quinn kicked to Kay who ran back

, 20 yards .
Whitton replaced Bracken.

Hughes kicked out of bounds and Queen’s

lost 15 yards for interference. Quinn punt-

ed and Virtue and Hughes went around the

end for a first down. Wert replaced Lyons

and Affleck received a two minute rest.

Hughes punted and Smith returned for a

gain as the period ended. Quen’s 1, St.

Aidan’s 1.

Scond Quarter.

Kicking with the wind, Hughes hoisted

a beauty which Smith fumbled but recover-

ed. McNeill made fifteen yards on one

plunge but Dolan made a forward pass and
a

St. Aidan’s got the ball at our 35 yard line.

Smith recovered Hughes’ dangerous onside

near our line but Queen’s lost the ball on

downs. The first two^plynges failed but on

the third down Drury went over for a touch.

Kay missed the convert from a difficult

angle by inches. St. Aidan’s 6, Queens 1.

Dolan kicked off and Hughes’ return was

blocked but the ball rolled out of bounds

and St. Aidan’s recovered. Hughes punted

and Smith went around .the end for yards.

Queen’s lost the ball on downs. The line

lield and Hughes punted. Lyons and Car-

michael came on again. Quinn was hurt

and was replaced by Cleland. Queen s lost

the ball on downs. St. Aidan’s were pena-

lized for interference and Hughes punted

McNeill made yards on first down but this

was offset by a penalty for interference.

Holt’s kick was blocked and Hughes’ kick

bounced past Smith to the deadline. St.

Aidan’s 7, Queen’s 1. Queen’s then started

a march down the field. After two plunges

Dolan went through the centre for yards.

Smith went around the end for 20 yards

On a fake end run Dolan went through the

centre for another 20 and Affleck and Mc-

Neill made it first down on St. Aidan’s 10

yard line. St. Aidan’s held and Queen’s lost

the ball on downs. Smith punted out of

danger but Smith ran back 20. Dolan’s

onside kick was handled by Kay. Hughes

puhted but St. Aidan’s wings were offside

on a bounding ball. Smith was hurt and

Quinn came on. again. He kicked over and

Bell downed Kay for a rouge as the half

ended. St. Aidan’s 7, Queen’s 2.

Third Quarter.

Bracken replaced Whitton. Dolan kick-

ed off to Kay who was downed in his tracks.

Queen’s recovered .the ball on downs and

Quinn booted to Hughes. Queen’s broke

through and prevented Hughes’ kidk. On

the first down Affleck went over for a

touch. The convert failed. St. Aidan’s 7,

Queen’s 7. Kay kicked off to Lyons. Quinn

booted to Hughes who made a fine running

catch. Lyons was hurt and replaced by

Wert. Hughes went around the end for

30 yards and plunged for yards again.

Queen’s blocked Hughes’ kick and got the

ball. McNeill plunged for yards. Quinn

kicked to Hughes who booted over Holt’s

head for a big gain. After an exchange of

kicks Holt fumbled a punt and Cleland saved

the situation. Wert was hurt and was re-

placed by McLachlan as the quarter ended.

St. Aidan’s 7, Queen’s 7.

Fourth Quarter.

Hughes kicked to Quinn and McNeill,

Bracken and Affleck made yards three

times in succession. At this juncture a St.

Aidan’s back walked out of one of his boots

and time was called while it was re-hitched.

Quinn kicked over and Carmichael dropped

Kay for a rouge. Queen’s 8, St. Aidan’s 7

.

A quick line up failed to fool Queen’s and

Hughes punted. Cleland got yards but

Queen’s -were penalized for interference.

Quinn’s kick was blocked and Hughes kick-

ed for a rouge. St. Aidan’s 8, Queen’s 8,

Queen’s lost the ball on downs and Hughes

scored another. St. Aidan’s9, Queen’s 8.

McNeill and Ritchie made yards. Smith

was brought on as a forlorn hope for a

break away, although he limped badly.- An

onside kick was successful but Hughes

booted over for two more points in the gath-

ering darkness and the game ended. St.

Ailans U, Queen's 8.

*t'ff e gain?- •>*«•? h Hal de Gvuchv

Of Toronto and “Red ' McKeivev. . k
Lewis, President of ;h Tor*- .mo. City Rugby

League, was head Uiiesdi.au.

Line Up:

St. Aidan’s—Flying Wing, Smith; Hal-

ves, Virtue, Hughes, Kay; Quarter, Muir-

head; Snap, Cummins; Inside, Robinson,

Drury ;
Middles, Reeves, MacKenzie

;
Out-

sides, Martin, McLean; Subs., Hawkins,

Cawkell, Hill, Wharin, Gloster.

Queen’s—Flying Wing, Bell; Halves,

Smith, Quinn, Holt
;
Quarter, Dolan ;

Snap,

Young; Insides, Bracken, McNeill; Mid-

dles, Ritchie, Affleck; Outsides, Lyons

Carmichael; Subs., Wert, McLachlan, -Mc-

Cartney, Cleland, Whitton, Houston, Noon-

an, Bleecker, Stewart, McCrimmon.

Notes

Hughes is one sweet punter. He lifts

them high and places them well. He and

his partner. Kay, and Gloster while he was

on caught faultlessly and ran back punts

well.

The visitor’s line was pretty thoroughly

outplayed but they fought back gamely

and held on. The lack of a secondary de-

fence made the line look worse than it really

was.

Dolan made some nice gains through the

line but his judgment was very much inf er-

ior to that which he displayed in the Var-

sity game.

Our outsides tackled well but did not get

doWn the field or block their men very tho-

roughly. Carmichael was rather the J>ick

of the lot.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

I8*per

Tiro TprJS*

My Snuj/ Harbor Cigarette

PLAYER'S
navy cut

CIGARETTES—

40

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Ready For Christmas

What would make a more acceptable

gift than:

A NOBBY HAT
FINE GLOVES
STYLISH FURS

This is the Students’ Store

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

i

i Dress Shirt

Sets

b We have a large assortment of

B
® Dress Studs in Pearl and Gold;
B
a

also Links to match.
a
a
B
PS $1.25 a set up
a
a
a

I Kinnear & d’Esterre
i

1
.

n Jewelers.

B
a 100 PRINCESS ST.

Theology
We have been missing from these

pages for a few weeks, but we are still

to the fore. Our yreporter seems to* have

no time for these nptes. We all find

time, however, for the Exams, in our

midst. Perhaps if they were optional we

would find some “more important” work

to do. Such is life though first an egg,

then a chicken, then a rooster and lastly

a pot-pie. We are still ali.ve though.

That’s the main thing. No rushes

amongst us.

By the way we thank the Principal for

keeping tab on us, at the Alma Mater

meeting. We thought our yell was weak

through lack of numbers. It seems to

have been strong in spirit though. Will

the gentlemen who asked “Where is the

other one” please look up that brass

tablet in Convocation Hall? They are

all there. The tablet is the sign of those

that might have been with us. It is

also a sign of those that are yet to come.

We are optimistic. We look to the fu-

ture when Theology will again take the

field in sports and other activities as she

has done in the past.

Our letter-bag has some questions in it

j—Things we would like to know

:

Why did we not have a ijian up for

ejection? Whoseriault ?

Are degrees granted in election honour-

ary or just temporary?

Why can’t our athletic moderator call

a quiet meeting of our society?

What questions are we going to get

in Church Historv?

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Shirts, Ties, Scarfs, Gloves,

Sweaters, Handkerchiefs, Bath-

robes, Belts, Brace Setts, Collar

Bags, Socks, Pyjamas.

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

BANQUET FOR ST. AIDAN'S

Queen’s endeavored to keep up her re-

putation for Scotch hospitality by enter-

taining the St. Aidan’s team in. the Red
Room afer the game on Saturday. A des-

cription of the “eats” is unnecessary Tt-

is sufficient to say that a "good time was had

by all.”

Prof. Drury acted as toast master and
Dr. Cotton, rector of St. Aidan’s, said

grace.

Principal Taylor, who was the first

speaker, extended his congratulations to

St. Aidan’s on ;their splendid win. He
hoped to see them in Senior company next

year. He commented on the fact that they

were a church team—the first church team
to win a Canadian championship. The
Principal’s speech was in a happy vein and
he told some of his inimitable stories. '

He was 'followed by Dr. Cotton of St.

Aidan’s who expressed his appreciation of
the sportsmanship and hopitality of Queen’s.

He spoke of the difficulty of organizing the

St. Aidan’s team which was started three

years ago. He also pointed out the pos-

sibilities of men retaining interest in ath-

letics after graduation.

Mr. Awrey congratulated/ St. Aidan’s

and paid a tribute to Mr. Climo and Pete

Dolan. He invited the St. Aidan’s boys to

consider Queen’s when they entered Col-

lege.

Capt. Welsh, the head of the St .Aidan’s

Bible Class, Manager Climo of Queen’s;

Captain Muirhead of St__Aidan’s and
“Abby.” Buett, their coach, also spoke and
the meeting bro^ce up with “God Save tha
King.” 1

THEATRE NIGHT
\

(Continued from page 1)

It would be in a position to put on a per-

formance which would be suitable for

the pre-election theatre night. The Dra-
matic Club could not put on such a per-

formance and be consistent with its ob-
ject as outlined in its constitution, viz.

(a) “To foster dramatic culture,” (b)

“To encourage its members in the Study
of the Drama.” It must either live up to

its aims and ideals or else cease to func-
tion as a Dramatic Club, and become the

machinery for organizing a theatre night
performance for the student body.
Those who have started tl*e present

agitation are honestly trying to get what

Me Hialj All

A VERY MERRY XMAS

AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

LOCKETT’S

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
1 he quality of their food is so ’excel-

lent and their Waiters so courteous and
obliging, that it’s just like dining at home.
.More expensive? Oh, no! Prices have
Been Reduced to the lowest possible level
consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-
prised at the small amount of your check
when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

the student body as a whole wants, but

it is only by the co-operation of the

whole student body that the idea can be-

come an accomplished fact, and co-opera-

tion means not passive approval, but ac-

tice and enthusiastic help. If you want
this performance you can have it, blit-

you will have to work for it. As a start,

a really big and representative turnout

for the special meeting will help things

a lot. There is enough talent in the Uni-
versity to put on a really clever show,
but first of all we must show the A.M.S.

that we really want a theatre night.

Wednesday/ 4. 15 p.m.

NOTES ON THE GAME
St. Aidan’s are clean and gentlemanly,

players and are in excellent condition in

spite of their limited opportunities for

practice. This rather explodes . the popu-

lar idea along these lines.

Queen’s back division have played very

much better football than they displayed on

Saturday. Th catching was wretched and

the ball was allowed to bounce too often.

Smith ran well and Quinn kicked as well as

usual. Holt’s tackling featured and Clelaiid

proved an efficient sub.

AfFleck, McNeill, Ritchie, Bracken and
Whitton ripped the Saints - line to pieces,

with McNeill the* star. “Mac” is playing

his first year at rugby. For any testimon-

ials please apply to the St. Aidan’s line.

One’ of St. Aidan’s wings walked out of

his shoes during the third period and Holt

tried to combine business with pleasure by

throwing it off the field. His laudable at-

tempt failed.

Xmas Greeting Cards
Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Strait i>
MON., TUES., WED.

ETHEL CLAYTON

“WEALTH”
Harold Lloyd in “I DO”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

58.600.000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since
1914, at the exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by
5110.000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war,.

^

An Imperial Endowment will pro-
vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mg:

KIRKPATRICK’S ART -STORE

Established 1874
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(Christmas dmttitgs from thr dlmmtal

The Christmas Tree

At No. 7

By R. W. C.

They were all gona. The last crowded

bob-sleigh had swung out of the school

yard and the last red mitten had been waved

in farewell. Already the clear tones of the

sleigh bells began to die away in the dis-

tance as the big .teams jogged homewards

with their merry loads.

But to the girl who stepped back into

the school-house the moment was one of

re-action. It had been such a busy day,

coming at .the end of so many busy days

and now, for the first time, she beg*in to

think of its meaning. She sank into a seat

near the box stove in which a few embers

still glowed. Her eyes were just a trifle

dim and she brushed them with the hand-

kerchief which she had been waving.

What a concert it had been ! And what

a glorious winding up of her three years

as sehool-ma’m at No. 7. Three years—it

only seemed yesterday since she had come

as a stranger to the little community. And

now it was over,—but she would not think

of that ;—yes, what a day it had 'beeivk

The whole section had come to her con-

cert
;
everybody excepting a few hired men

who had to ‘‘stay Tiome” and do the chores.

Of course, the concert was one of the

events in .the School Year
;
having a definite

place therein as the Arbor Day Excursion

or the- -Mid-summer Picnic, or the Child-

ren’s Fair. Yet all had .agreed that this

Concert was to be ‘something extra.’

Rumours of the treat in store had spread

abroad from the practices, for every boy

and girl taking part had been an enthusias-

tic advance agent.

What a crowd! Looking through the

empty room, she could see them just as

they had been two hours before
;
the older

men, who chewed tobacco, sitting conven-

iently near to the open damper
;
the women

and girls busy about the refreshments at an

improvised table on the right, and the young

men, somewhat constrained and awkward

around the benches at'the rear.

She remembered how she had striven, al-

most panic stricken, to evolve order out of

the chaos and confusion on the platform.

Then everything seemed to arrange itself

miraculously as the Minister arose to make

the Chairman’s address. How nicely Mr.

Allen had spoken of her work! He had

noted her success in just those things which

she had tried to do for her little flock
;
not

forgetting to give them that share of the

credit which she felt was their due.

And then the Concert 1 O that thrilling

moment when the curtains flew back and

her school had stood massed on the platform

ready to sing the opening chorus 1 As each

number was given her confidence had in-

creased until she was sure that her pupils

came the fear lest things should go too

quickly and ,the Concert not last an hour

as she had planned. Some of the. recita-

tions given by the Juniors passed with be-

wildering rapidity
;
there had been one awk-

ward moment’ when little Maggie Mills

stopped in the middle of her second lin

Vnd seemed to be on the point of breaking

down as»she repeated it slowly with a trace

of tears in her voice. But, with the help

of

imM as** jp|l ^
GUjnstmaa to % If

#tuh?nto fa

The Principal wishes every student of

Queen’s a Merry Christmas and a good New ^
Year, a happy home-going, and after the holi- W
days a glad return to Queen’s and the student

life. Some would give all they possess to be S
able to recover the rapture of a holiday. May '

you who know it now be able to hold into X
mature life the joy of spirit which defies the J
years. a

R. BRUCE TAYLOR,
Principal.

A Lost Letter

: -i.
i

Bln ii

ml

>..

.
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In the tangled history of Frontier De-

limitation the Americans apparently thought

well to leave Kingston in the hands of the

Empire on whom the sun never sets. Con-

sidering what connoisseurs they have al-

ways proved of gbod scenery it was a not-

able benefit. But to be asked for one’s first

impressions of the City and its University,

such well known recollections as those of

Mr. Verdant Green, Mr' Midshipman Easy

and the Gentleman Cadet at the Shop (Wool-

wich), if you rerriember, showed a tendency

to end in nightmares and fisticuffs. They

are often disillusioning,—our first recollec-

tions of Academic institutions, mine are all

coloured by Alice in Wonderland visions

of young men in bowler hats with curious

adornments leading one to expect an im-

promptu inscription in chalk, ‘I am a boob:

kick me.’ A young man who might have

aspired to the rank of freshman—inspected

these Canadian uniforms and decided that

the climate would be healthier for him on

the sheltering shores of Britain. To him

.the first impressions of Kingston were

disillusioning not to say alarming. I thought

of the early days in life, which are assumed

to be our happiest and was glad that I had

left the dawning epoch of existence a con-

siderable way behind me. But I wish I

could have made a closer, minuter study of

this ‘mad hatter’ episode of scholastic ini-

tiation.

We lose so much by the ignorance of the

phraseology of this period of existence.

Some of the great humourists of to-day

such as Leacock, Sinclair,-anff'O. Henryk

emphatically need a glossary. I only wish

I could prepare one with the aid of some of

my Queen’s friends. No one will admit to a

backwardness in acquaintance with the cur-

rent slang of his age and country. One

(Continued on page 8).

Mr-'i
-i

HOME !

plauded until she was compelled to give an

encore; which somebody had evidently ex-

pected since it was voted even better than

her first number. But the scarf-drill!

That had surprised even the teacher. She

remembered cautioning Dick to play softly.

Really he had done very well with his

mouth-organ. And the rymthic movement

kind whisper from somewhere she, of those girls all dressed in white. How
executed the fifth and final line in such a 1

their mothers had watched them! It seem-

note of triumph that the applause fairly

shook .the school room. The boys gave

their dialogue with much realism and vigor

;

Davie Graham’s whiskers were a little ill-

balanced, perhaps, when they slid around

toward his left ear, bqt lie made a very fine

old Uncle, indeed, and his deafness had been

y • -'j-,/' *A Ting. Gerti: Allen’s soag was so

ed like some old time dance in 'honour of

the, gods. She understood now what mo-

tion had meant in the religion of othei

days; surely the graceful genuflections and

the swayiqg of those slender bodie

a solemn tribute to the spirit of Eternal

Beauty. Oh! It wa?vfine to have a xyl

half-"ijn>-‘ i /'/$ for.- the.Y L-Y

Following the Concert had come the with

drawal of a mysterious sheet which hid one

corner of the platform and the revelation

of the Christmas Tree. How nice it would

have been if she had not planned to catch

the six o’clock train and tire Concert could

have been held at night. The Tree would

have looked so much better ;
however, it

had home a gift for every child. Mr. Allen,

who acted, he said as the representative of

Santa Claus, had bestowed presents right

and left. 'Even the small toddlers who

escaped from their' mothers and wandered

in the aisles were remembered with candy

i.-ancs and pop-corn.

Then came the ‘presentation’ ! ‘Teacher

•A*ad been suspicious that something of the

i:,d was being plotted V-er hut the

The Blueberries

Down the hot foot-blistering street

I heard his cheery boy-shrill cry,

—Berries,—fresh blue-berries,

Hawking berries is a feat

Of clever technique far too high,

For my humdrum life of worries.

But I paused and tried to catch

Something of 'the merry lilt

Of his whistle, Vnd to snatch

From his freckled sun-tanned face,

Grinning ’neath straw-hat atilt,

Something of my bodyhood’s grace.

In his basket lay his ware,

Picked along some rock-strewn hill.

—Berries,—fresh blue-berries.

With their bloom unsoiled and rare

As the mist wood-nymphs distil

And wreath about some haunt of fairies

When the woods grow dark and dim

At dusk ; a faint elusive smell

Reached me from the baskets brim;

Youth’s storied lore floods back again,

Its joy or sadness I may spell

Twixt the sunshine and the rain.

For when I turn to daily task ;

Not now with yawn and listless jest,

—Berries,—fresh blue-berries,

Somehow that call—the boy,—the mask

Of other days at my behest

Ts torn from the past. Glories

Of glad free, days sweep in on me.

I tramp, footsore some ragged hill

And breath pure air and dear-eyed see

‘Blue-berry’ hills and open sky.

Ah. would that I might once niore fill

My old tin-pail for you and I.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINEM

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - Manager

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75 ;
out oi Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. (or exchange.

SL E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.
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EDITED BY

NORMAN CAMPBELL, Literary Editor.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. 'Phone 2040
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
- $ 9,700,000
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Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barbel
All White Tilt, Ko« S*«lsr

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

CHRISTMAS
Christmas ! Is there another word that

holds such a world of meaning, such a

world oi happiness, of tenderness?

Christmas ! We speak the word sofetly

with a very caress in our voices, so much

it means to us. It is the lodestone of our

happiest memories. It is a magic word

—a fairy wand. But whisper it, and

eyes shine with happiness and leaping

thought turns back to the gold-lined page

in every Year Book of the past. Let us

call that old crone, Remembrance, back

from the caves of memory. She will

burn the mystic incense and ring her

silver bell if we but whisper “Christmas.”

You need not fear. You will not remem-

ber the pain of other years? No, only

the joy, for, if pain does come for a

moment, it will but mould your joy into

a deeper gladness. Great joy is much

akin to pain, and tears often lie just back

of happy laughter.

Whisper the word again, and you’ll re-

member old merriment, feastings and

games, old gifts and friends and love

—

love that never grows old.

Wave the wand, old crone. Ah, there!

How easily the years are gone and we

are boys and girls again on Christmas

eve

!

Christmas eve!—“It’s fine and warm

here by the stove. Gee

!

have Christmas here. I wish rhristn-fls'

would come on.ee Y ihorvr'V •

QUEEN’S GRAD. WRITES VERSE
Poetry by Miss Charlotte Whitton, a

Former “Journal” Editor,

Highly Praised

(From a review by E. W. Harrold in

Ottawa “Citizen”)

* * ********
But sometimes a poem of strange beauty

comes along. Sometimes a book containing

fresh imagery and fire and a haunting

melody comes from the presses. Then does

the reader take himself to bed or the cosy

corner and give .thanks that after all, all

poets are not bad and oppressed with the

idea that war and the act of dying are in-

spiring spectacles. He notes with satisfac-

tion that to others beauty and passion are

intimate things and that there are still a

few who have the talent to convey them

into shapely stanzas.

Two slim volumes have come the review-

er’s way of late. They contain some sound

poetry and some of it is so good that its

virtues should be known. One is “Verse

and Reverse,” written by members of the

Toronto Women’s Press Club and published

by that organization. Some .thirty Cana^

dian women poets have verses in the book,

which may be bought at any bookseller’sr

Their work is various in quality, but some

of it is excellent and stands out. Some is

thin and unmoving.

Among those whose work in “Verse and

Reverse” possesses distinction are Virna

Shard, Virginia Coyne, S. Frances Har-

rison (Seranus), Myrtle Leeta Cherry, Jean

Graham, Mabel Crews Ringland, Lyon

Sharman, Charlotte Whitton, Katherine

Hale and L. M. Montgomery. There are

some pretty lyrical lines scattered through

the book. **********
^
“Pavlowa Dancing” by Katherine Hate

“The Vanished” by Virna Sheard, “Topaz”

Frauoes Harrison. "Lompepsavon .

“by -— —
Cs

;
igr'eat Jte ! by MyiTle LectA- Cherry, fii’wd l-.iyer

' W'dicrldV-e Whitton, “MunV” by. \ irghua)

Gjyne, and “Spring; Comes’’
;
by ,

Florence!

glad: I'm not' outside lonig'n’. '1'he okt^acop Bi-ek are poems containing true

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST'

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

edar swamp looked awful black tonight

I

vvith the fields all shiny in the moonlight

j

vvhen I brought in the last armful of

wood. I’ll bet there’s a pack of wolves

in there tonight. I wonder if they could

catch Santa? No, I guess not. How’d

they catch six reindeer? Gee,

I wonder if Dad’s specs are going to fall

off? He's snoring I wonder

what^Santa will bring me this Christ-

mas?—I wish Here comes

mother, I don’t want to go to bed yet.

feeling and beauty.

DANCING
All formB of modern dancing taught
Arrangements may be made for private

leasonB or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS
Phone 363.

THUR., FRI., SAT.

IONEL BARRYMORE
In

“TIM THE PENMAN' 1

O-6-o-o-ee, it’s eeld Jack, you’ve pulled

all the covers off me,—Oh Jack, Jack!

wake up, wake up, our stockings are

full. Quick, quick, it isn’t cold. What
have ybu got? Quick, I’m going to

mother. See this. Gee her eyes’ll shiiie

when she sees my gun.”

Old Remembrance, old Remembrance,

must I come back, must I?

How happy, how eager we were
,
in

those glad old days ! Eager ! Eeager for

what? We knew not, but it was some-

thing—out and beyond us. Something

we would find out in the big world.

How wonderful the big world used to

seem! The big world, that was spelled

by a few names—names of new, unknown

places and things.

Have you really found it so? Is the

world still big and wonderful? Have
you still your eager child-soul?

How long it used to seem between

Christmases! Are the years still lotig?

Oh, no. Don’t you often say : My days

run into my nights. Weeks, months,

like the Arabs flit away and we know
them no more?

But there,—it docs not seem to mat-

ter how the years have changed. The
old world, and life—yes, they arc a bit

disillusioning. But that doesn’t matter

just now, fur It’ - almost Christmas, and

—

j

well. Mother and Dad— they, haven't

changed, that’s certain.

J
“God bless M- .• r. God b!c i s Dad,

Make

The Whippoorwill

Have you forgotten yet the Whippoorwill,

That dark brown bird with big, black,

bead-like eye,

That used to call with weird and wan-

dering cry,

When other birds were couched in slum-

ber still?

And that glad ere he came from o’er th^

hill, *

Winged like a bat against the fading sky,

And crouched upon the old, rail fence

close by,

Our low, log-cabin’s deep-set window-sill ?

All breathlessly we waited hushed in

gloom,

Our little fingers clutched in strange de-

light,

When deep into the twilight’s dreary

tomb

He called—then crossed the vale into the

night

;

Far, far away—but oft there echoes still

Across the years that lone, wild whip

poor-will.

STAINER DOYNE.

AMONG THE TIMOTHY
I lie among the timothy ;

On either side it sways o’er me,

Above my head the soft winds sigh,

Across the clear blue summer sky

In curling cloud-wracks interlaced

Cities I see, and hills, each traced

’Twixt etchings of blue mystery,

While lying in the timothy.

I lie among the timothy.

Like thistle-down thoughts drift to me

The grasses’ kiss as light as air .

Recalls the kiss of wind-blown hair.

And far o'erhend in changing ikies

I sec the shadow* of your eyes

How happy are ‘hese dreams, to me,

mg in the toothy

Join
e

Hands
«T One trouble that most folks

have at Christmas time is

that their hearts have a greater

“bulge” than their pocket books

—they “would love to but they

really cannof'Sfford it.”

«T Sometimes in a family or

among friends this may be

overcome by “joining hands,”

that is clubbing funds for one

grand gift instead of several

smaller individual gifts.

€[ Such articles as “a cabinet of

table silver,” “a grandfather

clock,” “a silver tea service,” “a

. china dinner service,” “a fine

bronze,” “a piece of marble statu-

ary,” “a choice bracelet-watch,”

“a real, worthwhile diamond

ring,” “a diamond bar pin,” “a

diamond bracelet,” “a diamond-

'set lorgnette,” etc.—any of these

most desirable gifts lends itself

nicely to the co-operative

method.

ji:

Open ’till 6 o’clock during

December.

Ryne Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE..
Application for attendance .should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes arid Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

ToifM’l.
Toronto, November, 1921.

H. A. Stewart

Entrance on St.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

, DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings'iy Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

parlor
' 5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

Just In
A lovely range of Tricolette

Overblouses, beautifully Embroid-

ered and beaded, some finished

with small tie; colors, Poppy, To-

mato, Navy, Jade, Bisque, Taupe,

Brown.

Very Special $3.95

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

In this space my appeal to the stu-

dents to be photographed early lias

been appearing with each issue of the

Journal for some time, but I am sorry

to say, has been unproductive of re-

sults. Not a single student was photo-

graphed by me in October, and few

in the early part of November.

Now, in the busiest season of the

year, students are being photograph-

ed every day. Of course, I am glad

to have the business now or any time,

but it would have helped if the stu-

dents had heeded my appeal and en-

abled me to give them better service.

Students! I thank you fop the bus-

iness you have given me in this and

past years, and wish you one and all

a very Merry Xmas and Happy New

Year.

McKenzie Photographer

The Commercial Value

of Queen’s Spirit

Perhaps this article views the Queen s

Spirit from rather a lower plane than is

usually adopted. My sole excuse for so do-

ing is that its other aspects have_ been so

fully discussed as to have no room for

further ideas on the subject. I intend to

take a certain specific instance of the ap-

plication of the Queen's Spirit to commer-

cial life, as illustrated in an application by

mail for employment, made by a student

The possible further employer is seated at'

his desk with a pile of mail ahead of him

which he is gradually reducing in height.

Business is quiet, and as application after

application for employment is opened he

hands them to the waiting stenog. with the

brief and final remark “nothing doing.

All the applications so far have started with

the sterotyped phase “I am a student of a

Canadian University" or “I am a student

of Queen’s.” Then he opens up a larger

envelope out of which drops a Queen’s Cal-

endar. The letter is different too ;
here is

how it runs—“I am a student of Queen’s

the best little old University in North

America. In case you have not had the

pleasure of seeing the old College, I enclose

an illustrated calendar. If you or any mem-

ber of your family are collecting pennants

I shall be delighted to send you one along

on request.” On opening up the calendar

he reads below the Old Arts Building “No

Queen’s Sky Pilot has ever wrecked a ship.”

Now you have his' interest and attention

and that smile is not hurting your chances

any. Below Ontario Hall he reads, The

best Geologists in North America use this

building." Other sentences read. “The

civilest Civil Engineers known use that

door,” “No Electrical Engineer” is allowed

to leave Queen’s with a charge less than

10.000,000 volts,” “The knowledge that a

Queen's Med. has of the human body is not

quite equal to that of .the Great Designer

but it is the nearest thing to it you will fmd

on this sphere." Under a picture of the

Stadium (incidentally why was it not in-

cluded in the calendar?)—“This is where

Varsity and McGill are going to get the hide

trimmed off them next Fall.” That prospec-

tive employeer has been studying human

nature for years, it is a large part of his

duties. He realizes that back of those

statements there is something more than

bunk and concert. He knows that a man

who will talk like that about his College

will do his darndest to make his future

place of employment the best in the land.

He realize? that unconsciously, subcon-

sciously, or consciously that man is attempt

ing to verify those statements, that he is o

the kind who will fit in and do their share

usually more than their share, of the hard

pushing. Yoi have no more right to ex-

pect that a nn 1 who has never supported

his University organizations when a «° -

lege will suddenly develop a marked es-

prit de corps” when he leaves than you have

to expect a confirmed drinker to be cure

by the act of matrimony. Ultimately our

slogan will be “Queen’s the best University

on top of God's Green Earth" but for th

present (get out the heavy type) “Qu«"i a

the best little old University on the North

American Continent.

From Dundurn Park

Hamilton

I love to sit beneath these rustling trees

And dream—and dream—and have my
dreams repeat

Scenes that have oft been viewed from

this high seat,

And filled men’s minds 'with fears and

ecstasies.

Below me on the bay, bright in the breeze

A trim, white yacht with spar and rig-

ging neat

Tacks wide and free,—e’en so my fancy

fleet

Tacks through the years to far, forgotten

seas.

And yonder on the bosom of the bay,

A tawny, sinewed chief with eagle eye,

Seeking to rest his band at close of day,

Surveys the sylvan shore and scans the

sky

;

A river swallows them e’en as the night,

And they have passed—on—on—and out

of sight.

STAINER DOYNE.

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a "V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

THE CIRCUS

I saw the circus with its cavalcade,

Black velvet, scarlet, silver spangles, gold,

Hoop ringing on the pavement, riders bold

And gaudy ladies jesting undismayed. /

Then came the prisoners in that slow parade

The Sullen untamed longing for their old

Familiar haunts; for one an iceberg cold

For one the desert and a tropic glade.

The camel and the elephant must plod

Their way on foot. These pace .through

gilded cars,

Dividing honors with the painted clown

They put to shame that ‘nobler work of God’

And all his vulgar pageant
;
no strong bars

Can mock the huge bear’s grace, the lion’s

crown.
Psyche.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER. . 1130 to 1.30

SUPPER. 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have

strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE

FOUNDED 1847

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

.WATTS Florist
^ For All Occasions

.

Lines of students oft remind us

We can ride a pony lean.

And departing leave behind us

Footprints few and far between.

Footprints that perhaps another

Slowly walking by our side

Some poor plodding, conning brother

Seeing, may catch on and ride.

Music was played and they began to

dance. Then

:

Freshette : What is that piece they are

playing?

Sc. ’22: Why Dear.

Freshette: Oh, I just wanted to know.

The Doctor—“I had. a great many more
g

patients this time last year; w«

where they have all gone?

[is Wife— can onl

You Have Another

Opportunity

TO CHOOSE ANY

Winter Overcoat
IN STOCK AT

20% Off

Regular Price

WE STILL HAVE A GOOD RANGE OF

MEN’S SUITS

Regular Values $35.00, $40.00 and $45.00

ON SALE FOR $25.00

Livingston’s

75-79 Brock Street

if_off your route, IT PAYS TO walk
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular *60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order oil our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for orie week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St)

Bethlehem, 1921
%

One morn I left Jerusalem, '
(

Whose ancient glories claimed my quest,

And walked, with hopes of vision blest,

To the dear town of -Bethlehem

;

Past Rachel’s Tomb, past sloping fields

Where David fed his flocks before,

To that deep well, from whence of yore

A draught was borne by mighty chields.

To that sweet well the women came,

With babes on shoulders borne astraide

To fill their jars, and then with pride

On heads erect they placed the same.

I reached the market-place, where lines

Of merchants chaffered through the years,

And where they wrought for souvenirs.

The olive wood in quaint designs.

At last I saw the sacred spot

Where God in man was incarnate,

Where Mary laid her precious freight,

And Christ assumed His human lot.

The manger there does still abide,

Marked by a glistening silver star;

And, as I cast my gaze afar,

I saw the first glad Christmas-tide:

The father, wondering and mute,

The mother, in her Babe enwrapped,

The Magi, by success enhapped,

The shepherds and the lowing brute,

She tripped as light as a poplar leaf

That dances on the breeze, .

When all the noonday wood beneath

Has hushed its leaden leaves. -

I Her silken skirts made rustle soft

As when startled doves take flight

|

From some old dark deserted loft

And vanish in the night.

She passed as all bright visions flit

All white and red and black,

And I despair of art or wit

To bring her image back.

X L - p -

|

ADDRESS-OF A VERY OLD LACE
BONNET TO A VERY

YOUNG BABY.

I will tell to you all, and the blessings of

genius

Around your small cradle their spell shall

entwine'.

I have shaded the sunshine from wee baby

faces,

I have ruffled the tendrils of curly brown

hair

;

I have whispered sweet thoughts in the ears

of my darlings,

Until they have grown past the need of my

care.

or Furniture, Capets, Curtains, go to

Kingston, Ont.

And that blest Babe : No parents fond

«i.j Of earth e’er saw such wondrous eyes,

g F. HARRISON C0- ?
Limited

|

That seemed to pierce the roof and skies

And see His Father far beyond,

That forehead showed an intellect

Which would give men new laws of life

Those loving lips would teach that strife

Was banned by Heaven’s Architect

;

Baby, dear baby, so long have I waited

Your dimpled pink cheeks and your ques-

tioning eyes,

To bring from the far distant past all the

greetings

That out of the gloom of the ages arise.

An old silken bonnet with lace^ and ribboi

That touch with caresses your little fat

chin— /

I rival in love so delightfully tender

I

The soft rosebud comforter tucking you in

In the old cedar chest of your greatest

grandmother,

Perfumed with the lavender loneness of

years
,

I have waited and longed for the clasp of

your fingers,

I have heard in my dreams baby laughter—

and tears.

I have felt the protection of masculine

roughness, = ,

I have stifled hot sobs from a sad mother

heart i

I have wearied alone in the patient years,

grieving, /

By tremulous fingers laid gently apart.

’Tis eighty lohg years since I first fondly

snuggled
_

,

A precious wee head with its rose-tint

dreams,

But the joy that to-night fills the tips of

my ribbons

Is as youthfully old as spring’s early sun

beams.
—Eric Ironside.

ft Great achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by :a reful "conomy and self-denial

i, ill gi"C you greater satisfaction than

an equal’ sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up
Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

And no\v you have come; I have brought

you my memories,

Made peaceful anew with the healing of

time;

And yet he loses lots of time

The man who’s never late.

Although his promptness is sublime,

The man who’s never late.

In fact, his life is full of care

For when he turns us anywhere

The man who said he’d meet him there

Is usually late.

Moral—“The art of^punctuality is

guessing how late the other fellow is

going to be.”

And that blest form, now tender, weak,

Would bear the hateful, wondrous Cross ;

Would suffer all men reckon loss

And yet release for all bespeak.

Oh! might I but that Babe embrace

And, blissful, hold Him to my heart,

I gladly would resign my part

Of every prize in Fortune’s vase,

Yet now that Babe, creation’s gem,

Has for the world recurring birth

;

A Saviour comes to each on earth

I

And to each heart a Bethlehem. -

CALEB W. LAWRENCE, ’w

A Dozen
Portraits

will solve a dozen of your

‘What to give at Christmas?’

problems. Sittings made now
relieve you of shopping wor-

ries later on and we will have

time to give the work special

attention.

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

Sittings May Be Made

Any Evening

’PHONI? ?1 59tv

In The Cemetery
.

We used to run about the cemetery

When we were chidren, tumbling to the

ground

Where the grass hid some long-forgotten

mound.

We were unmindful of its yesterday,

Or Whose bones they might be that quiet

lay

Beneath our feet. We laughed and danced

around

The monuments; we crossed graves at a

bound

;

There was no place where we were half so

gay.

But now the years begin to call us home

And this great hostel welcomes many

guest

Who played with me. I read the carven

names

That echoed once along the paths I roam

Ah well ! It shall not break upon their rest

Though boys romp throug the old mid-

summer games.
Psyche.

Bibbys
WE CLAIM TO OFFER YOU THE BEST FOR LESS

New Suits

A DREAM MAIDEN

She fluttered pa ct yon blazing light

And rli-.M. moonlit track

He, e red. her eyes were

Surifly finutii GHolljri)

OVERCOATS

High class English and

Scotch, pure wool cheviots.

Silk and Wool lined, beauti-

fully tailored. Price else-

where $55.00 to $62.50.

OUR PRICE $40.00

New Two Button Single or Double

Breasted Models

HARROGATE BLUE SUITS

PURE INDIGO

Guaranteed Sun and Sea Proof

Extra Special $37.50

We; absolutely refuse to let any-

one undersell us
:

Quality for Qual-

ity; Price for Price.

GLOVES

Fine quality Grey Suede

Gloves, silk lined, all sizes.

Extra Special Value

$1.98 per Pair

Bibbys
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FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The
Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. “Be a Mutualist.”

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”
EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

HARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk- Lamps for study

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every

thing Electrical.
\

Queen’s
Old! Old! Old!

Grown old in the moulding of mind,

In the teaching and testing of men

—

What does the world require of you,

And what do you ask again?

Gold you ask that the depths has seen

;

Not the shallow surface clay.

Not the dust that a wind might find,

To stir and catch and whirl away.

The far, four corners of earth

And the regions in between

-

Know the' ore that’s mined,

Know the sands you screen

For metal of worth

—

For gold

!

The 1 world is crying aloud for men

:

Men—real men, to dare

To do, to know, to care

!

Where shall the world find men?

Here! Here! Here!

In the heat of the furnace mouth,

The dross all gone and the gold refined,

The crude red metal the Searcher mined,

Gold that'came from North, from South

—

Pure red gold,

Bright red gold,

Gold foi* the world—is here

!

For the metal the searcher sought

Was brain and blood and bone.

(A dream she once had caught

And kept it as her own)

And now she casts in the Melting Pot

The ore she found for the dream she

caught

;

And her gift of gifts to a -world that

yearns

Is drawn from the fire that ever burns

:

Gold that moves in the shape of men

—

Men of brawn, men of brain,

Borrowed awhile and deftly wrought,

Taken awhile and subtly taught

Some of the gleam of the Vision caught,

Taken now and given again

—

And purer each returns!

“MATHETES.” '

At this point Bessie’s attention was ar-

rested by the attractive appearance of
Isabella s husband. She hurriedly reminded
Isabella that Mr. Dorren, the landlord, had
a tendency to tack^on an extra shilling to

the rent for' allowing the sinks to become
-stained. Isabella quite unsuspecting left

the rooin. Bessie made immediate use of

this opportunity to attach herself to Sody
"'ho was sitting on an upturned mortar

°ugh. Linking her arm with his she led

him away to the sand bath where they

snuggled down to spend a cosy evening.

Clara arrived in a cumbersome tank, a

’-he of the war days, which she left out-

side. Rain drops glistened in her yellow

hair.

“Where in the world is everybody?” she

cried.

Receiving no answer she started out to

find someone. She quickly permeated every

nook and corner. At last she found Bessie

and Sody. Her treatment of Bessie was

displacing to say the least. Bessie simply

had to leave. It was futile trying to hold

Sody’s attention with Clara ogling him the

way she was. She left her room in a rage

fully determined to find Isabella and tell

her what was going on. All that remained

of her dear sister was a purple stain in

the sink. The bottle of C S z standing open

told the sad tale. The miserable Isabella

had met the fate of those who use that

powerful destroyer to drown their sorrows.

The Halogen Scandal

At the time when our story opens Flossie

Halogen, a pale nervously active girl, had
been confined to her house, Paraffin Villa,

as her rather flighty nature had led her into

trouble. Her old friend Hy Drogen hap-

pened to be passing and being resentful of

the treatment she was receiving, lent his

dual assistance and together they escaped

through a window.

Little time had elapsed before the news
of her escape and apparent elopement with

Hy reached the ears of her three sisters who
immediately decided that a meeting should

be arranged and the best means of re-action

considered. It has become a known fact

that these four sisters are seldom seen

alone but on this urgent call Betty and

Chlara decided to attend unescorted.

Isabella, but recently returned from her

honeymoon, spent at Auberge de Kelp on

the coast, inadverdantly brought her newly

attached Sody with her, forgetting in her

haste her family’s adaptability towards him.

These newlyweds, being the first to ar-

rive, set about arranging the house in anti-

cipation of a re-union. Fresh crystals were

arranged in the flower gardens. U tubes

loaded with glass beads were hung pictures-

quely about the room, while beakers and

graduated glasses arranged themselves be-

comingly in the hood cabinet. Bunsen the

janitor idly beguiled his time heating the

sand bath and when Bessie burst into the

room the Kipp percolater was bubbling

merrily.

“Good gracious Bessie,” said Isabella,

“how cold you must be, do have a nip of

this sulphuric acdi. It is really yery con-

centrated and I have just warmed it.”

“It is ripping isn’t it? I do hate these

'Wmormal drinks. T have iust jyj*

...
... week 'ml with Maggh

;

It was discovered.later that the unhappy
Flossie had a disagreement with Hy which

resulted in their separating. She ultimately

married steady old Cal Sium and settled

down to a quiet life at Storey Lodge.

Prince Boocus Egyptus

Consort of Cleopatra

THE CHOICE

I loved one

;

I liked one

;

Reason cried : “Take care

!

It won’t do

To love two,

—

And so, young man, beware !”

I took one

;

I left one;

My pocket cried : “Good man !”

Though one lost,

Twas High Cost

That made me place the ban.

The loved one

Was the one

Whose price was most immense.
The plain ice __
Was quite nice

—

The sundae—thirty cents

!

“E. L.”

The first college paper in America was
issued by Dartmouth College. Daniel

Webster was editor-in-chief.

INSURANCE CANNOT BE BOUGHT WHEN
IT IS NEEDED

Protect yourself with a policy in a strong, reputable company. It is better
to be safe than sorry. . . .

Fire, Life, Accident, Sickness, Burglary, Automobile, Guarantee, Rent Insurance

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The Most Important Canadian Publication of the Decade
THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF

SIR WILFRED LAUR1ER
By OSCAR DOUGLAS SKELTON

Royal 8vo. 2 Vols. 700 Pages. Illustrated

PRICE $8.00 NET
(Boxed)

Now Ready. ^

R. Uglow & Company
. Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED^ SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to Aprii

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar. Queen’s University.
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COME TO
headquarters

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest vaHety of Hats and Caps m
-tnn Bcine direct importers,

you soSStHing on every ha.

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST

TO THE INTOLERANT

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

You prate much of a larger understanding

And mouth fine glittering generalities

;

You speak much of assaying right

And sluicing out the wrong

From human lives.

You think you first discerned the pilfering

When the whole gaping mob bellowed,

“Thief, thief,”

You think that your superior sight

Most surely picked among the throng

The dastard one.

So thus from little things you, prating, go

To nations, peoples, kings, no one too great

Each judged, appraised or wanting found.

Of wisdom you beget, (in your own mind),

No little share.

***********
By such cold judgement you may weigh and

balance

And set at nought the deep wealth of the

heart

By coldest calculations,

Experience of hell,—of bright blue sky,

Of birds, of water laughing to the sea,

Or of the faint hues of this morning’s mist

All these,—are lost to you

You see no farther than your own yard

fence

Yet think th§ world’s horizon yours.

Yet you are old—as old as human sense

.

You always pick the mote perceiving not

,the beam.
Tormod Cambeul

BY THE AUTHOR OF “MIRIAM
OF QUEEN’S”

PERSONAL

Christmas Greeting Cards

Beautifully Printed

Hanson, Crozier & Edgar

Market Square

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

The following poem re-printed from the

Christmas Issue of 1909, is by Lillian Vaux
McKinnon, M.A., '03, who recently entered

the ranks of Canadian Novelist by the

publication of “Mriiam of Queen’s” an

interesting story of our Alma Mater.

Flowers of the White Narcissus

(If any man have two loaves let him sell

one and buy some flowers of the white

Narcissus; for the one is food for the body

and the other is food for the soul—Moham-

med).

Flowers of the white Narcissus,

Food for the timeless soul,

And a valiant heart

To yield the part

For the sake of the final whole.

Place for the touch of beauty.

Need for the bloom of days,

And a house of rest

Where our sacred best

Is freed from blame or praise.

Care for the one essential,
'

Claim for the thought sublime.

And a treasured love

With the God above,

Safe from the hand of time.

THE MOVIE WAY

Counting the oce^n craft

With their white wakes abaft,

Living a life that is dreamy and suave.

Nightly the nightingale

Singing in yonder vale

Lulls us to slumber deliciously sweet:

Each morning reunites

^Our lives in new delights,

Filling my yearnings with pleasures

replete.

Fatima! Paradise

May other souls entice,

May have enhancements beyond those

of earth;
' Yet I would willingly

Through all eternity

Lengthen this summer of langourous

mirth.

Caleb W. Lawrence, ’09

I
THE COLLEGE BOOK

STORE
1 160-162 Princess St.

e Headquarters for All Queen’s

w Text Books and Supplies

g LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

i MUSIC
AH 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

l 5 lor $1.00

1 Watch the British Whig for

1 Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music.
* _
^-BfflfflfflSBafflEBBfflfflaBBSBSBBBBBBBBBBBi

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO .TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

‘What is your name” the old man said,

(They always ask a child):

He#stooped ,to stroke her flaxen hair

She looked at him with quiet stare,

Then blinked her eyes and smiled.

‘My name is Rose”, said dimpled Rose,

Plain Rose; that’s all I guess.

.’ve nineteen cents to spend to-day,

’Cause I'm just eight; and now I’ll play

Yn an adventuress.

‘A what?” the old man gasped amazed

‘A what?” “What did you say?”

‘I’m goin’ to live a life of shame

And smoke a rig. and raise the game

You know;—the movie way.”

This is my biggest cutest doll,

My sin is motherhood

But Dick will play he gets divorce

From May;—to marry me of course

And then ’we’ll all be good.

The old man looked up to .the sky

;

‘Child you don’t understand

Lord God what pity ’tis to meet

A small soul strayed in Life’s hard street

From dreams and fairyland.”

Psyche.

A TURKISH LOVE LYRIC

(Abdul to Fatima)

Mine only, thine only,

No man may gaze on thee

Save only I, who am lover and lord

;

Sing thou thy bridal song,

Thy graceful dance prolong,

Soothe thou the fretting of life’s silver

cord.

Pouting and petulant,

Smiling and jubilant,

Laughing like sunshine and weeping

like showers;

Child in mentality,

Nymph in maturity,

Ever delighting the days’ golden hours.

Here in our pleasure placed

Smyrna’s fair 'gulf in face,

Watching the sea gulls skim over the

wave

;

Eng. 22 A.—Prof. Succombe writes a

quotation from Cowper on the board of

which the following couplet is a part

:

That like some cottage beauty strikes

the heart.

Quite unindebted to the tricks of art.”

Mr. Suth-ld (who is sitting at rea <

room and can’t see the fourth word -

tinetly) is heard to mumble: “Is that

tage or college? Read next line—ah, it

certainly isn’t “cottage.”

Nurse, (to little six-year-old who has

just had a kind lady visiting him in the

hospital and has read him a Christmas

story) “Well, did the' lady tell you a

nice story ?’’

Sophisticated six-year-old : “Huh—

I

guess it was all right nurse, but I don’t,

know nbw whether to believe this Jesus-

story or hot. You see they fooled me on

Santa Claus.”

Teacher (in geography)
—“There are

so many people in China that every time

you breathe some one dies.”

To small boy puffing vigorously

:

“Johnny, what are you puffing so for?”

Johnny
—

“I’m killing Chinamen.”

Oct. 2—Freshman—in his room—stud-

ies a photograph, “Thank goodness it’s

only eleven weeks until the Christmas

holidays.”

Oct. 19—At the Strand box office:

“Tickets for two, please.”

Queen’s, Attention!
SAY IT WITH TEA AND SWEET THINGS TO EAT

ANY AFTERNOON AT

PARK VEIW
133 KING STREET ’ PHONE 1743

Nice Grate Fire and Pink Lights

One morning Jenkins looked over his

garden wall and said to his neighbor:

“Hey! What are you burying in that

hole?

“Just replanting some of my seeds,

that’s all.

Is,” shouted Jenkins, angrily, ‘ it

• '.e of my hens.

liigh'

ROCKWOOD

A9 through Elysian fields I chanced to roam,

On perfume-laden air there hung the song

Of'some poor girl who sang anon of home

My curiosity awakened so,

I sped as I pursued down those wide paths

Directed by her singing where to go.

I came at last upon a damsel fair,

Whose slender fingers swept across a ukc,

And asked her why it was she languished

there.

A tale of woe into my ear she poured,

Of war-fare, conquest,—what a frightful

tale

!

I then vowed vengeance on that conq’ring

horde.

I swore; I raved; I heard someone who

said

;

“Hr, . ul-s it that this jane L amrnnp

jSj loosa >

Sh* " violent ' >

kJbcd.”

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET— 1

’PHONE 797

Everything in Gifts

JUST WAITING FOR YOU
Come in and look around

ANY GIRL WOULD LIKE A PAIR OF

AUTOMOBILE SKATES AND BOOTS

Treadgolri Snorting finnds jty.

B& PRINCESS STREET

Cm the Habit. “For Records Trjj

PHONE 529
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THE SCHOOL CHRISTMAS TREE
AT NO. 7

(Continued from page 1)

beautiful silver tea service had quite taken

her breath away. Almost overcome, and

forgetting the sentences which she intended

to use in reply, she had stammered a few

words of gratitude and pleasure. Perhaps

their sincerity had served as well as if the

well chosen and calculated phrases had been

used.

The formal address, which accompanied

the present, was read by Stanley Hughes,

her 'star pupil' and, in its somewhat stilted

language, it had referred to “the hope which

we cherish that you may ere long return to

our midst.” The little teacher wondered if

she had blushed wlfen he read that, pro-

bably she had,—well it seemed that it was

expected of her. for, in the Social hour

which followed, she had been given more

than one sly hint regarding the future.

Such a merry crowd !
Everybody laugh

ing and talking at the same time, with boys

and girls moving hither and thither, beai ing

cups and spoons and sugar and cream and

kettles of fragant coffee and baskets of

sandwiches and cakes of every description

lcnown under the sun.

She had tried to speak to each and all

but it was certainly the most democratic

mix-up she had ever been in. One moment

talking to Mr. Allen about the entrance

class, the next listening to old Uncle Andy

Lane as he told how the bear chased us

fellows goin home from the log school in

the winter of “’53”. One moment shaking

hands with the Martins, who owned four

hundred acres and went to Toronto Fair

every fall in their car, and the next finding

oneself among the whole tribe of the Mul-

drews who lived back of the swamp and

never went anywhere.

The Muldrews had interested her more

than the Martins who were merely conven-

tional. For .these people, living their own

life apart from the world, had a quaintness

of expression which was most refreshing.

There was Big John and Little John and

Deaf John and Paddy John who kept all

'the boys laughing in one corner with his

stories. vx
The hull host of us Miss, "Mrs Big John

had said ;
the young ones were that set on

it there was nothin’ to do but come. Well,

I says we’ll get our fill anyway. So we

come.”

It was the same Mrs.~ Big John who had

just broached the subject alluded to in the

address; enquiring, with innocent curiosity,

if “the date" was really the 17th of January.

Mrs. Little John, wishing to be very polite,

had actually congratulated her but Mrs.

Paddy John, with her coarse geniality, had

capped it all by remarking, as she grinned

broadly and swallowed a mouthful of pie,

“We haint goin to have no girl teacher in

the Noo Year. My Paddy, he says we’re

a-goin’ to hire a man-teacher and give our

girls a chanct.”

Nor could she well fail to hear some of

the chance remarks made among the crowd.

“That Tom Stewart had ort to be tarred

and feathered for takin her out of the

^ school.” Uncle Andy had remarked, help-

ing himself to three more sandwiches

“There’s been none like her here since 79.

No Sir, not since that Thompson girl used

to teach,—her that married Jim Andrews

and went out West, “you mind her Bob”?

“You bet I do,” remarked a little round-

faced man of sixty. She used to whale me

three times a day. Begol. if she’d know’d

all the divilment I was in, she’d have skel-

ped me nine .times instead of three,
—“she

would that.” Pity she hadn’t “someone in-

terjected”. They say though this one was

a kracker-jack to teach. Didn't whip hardly

any and brought them all along well too.

“She kep .the big ones from pickin on the

little ones, ’’broke in a wisp of a woman

sitting opposite. “I was most afeared to

send my Billy, he’s so wee and not stdong

like. But he got along fine. She never let

anyone start peckin on him, or .takin his

apples or his cut of pie. It ain’t every girl

would look to all them things.”

And so the talk had gone on with here

a word and there a word drifting to her,

but all in the same tones of appreciation.

By four o’clock the men had be: getting

tinlfintr in t.

and some of them had nobody at home

to do the chores. Mr. Allen had suggested

‘Auld Lang Syne’ and in an instant every

hand had been crossed and the sacred bond

of old acquaintances was pledged anew.

Then the men began to help each other into

their coon coats while the women were

muffling up the children and putting on

their shawls. Most of the men stepped out

silently but one or two came up to shake

hands and the teacher forgave the bashful

ness of the others.

Some of the women and girls chatted with

her while waiting for their sleighs. Grand-

ma Hughes, swathed in a voluminous shawl

had gazed at her almost reproachfully as

she said, “My dear won’t your neck b
k
e cold.

Wrap up warm now for that long drive

to the station.” Nearly all •gave a parting

jest when she waved them farewell but it

was reserved for the widow Mullen to strike

deeper note. The little grey haired woman

with the wrinkled face had drawn Tier aside

to whisper. “He’s only a farmer’s son and

there’ll be work and worry and hardship

maybe,—aye, but he’s a man. There’s some

.that may fault ye but I say ye done well.

The hard hand had held her slender one

with a tender and lingering caress which

said more than words ;
it conveyed the bless-

ing of the pioneer.

Mr. Allen and his wife had been among

the last ,to leave. Mr. Allen was developing

some anxiety as to the means by which the

teacher would reach the station until a quiet

nudge from his better half had given him

to understand that perhaps the arrange

ments had not been overlooked.

Nor had they
;
for Tom might arrive with

>Tip’ and .the covefed cutter any minute.

Again came the poignant regret of leave

taking. The very pictures on the wall the

King and the Prince of Wales, Kitchener,

and Foch, Lloyd-George and Bonar-Law,—

they all seemed like old friends whom she

was deserting. She recalled that fresh May

morning when the boys had helped her put

them up. What joyous days they had been

!

Sometimes a little friction, perhaps, in the

enforcement of discipline but, on the whole,

days full of endeavor and comradeship and

the satisfaction of honest work well done.

And would she never sit at the old desk

any more,—nor watch the devices of Jimmy

Muldrew when he wanted to slip notes to

Davie Graham? Nor look for Stanley

Hughes’ hand flung up so impulsively if he

particularly wished to answer a question?

Nor reprove Gertie Allen when she giggled

at nothing at all? Nor ever again convince

Maggie Mills that three apples taken from

seven will always leave four? Maggie be-

lieved in variety and had been very loath

to give up the possibility of three or five.

Poor little Mag|ie ! The teacher’s emo-

tion almost drove
3
her to share the appre-

hensions which she knew her pupils enter-

tained with regard to that strange being

a ‘man-teacher’. She had laughed in the

i morning when she overheard Pete Lane

telling the younger boys in the school yard

of the terrors to come; but now she felt

jealous of the unknown who would inherit

her place and impart knowledge to her

brood. He’ll never understand Maggie nor

Billy, she said to herself "and if he whips

them it will only make them stupid. There’s

Jenny Gray too. I should have come back

till June to get her through the Entrance.”

' Just at that point the well-known cutter

had come over the hill with ‘Tip’ striking

out toward the school at his very best gait.

In a minute they were in the yard and Tom

sprang out. Another minute and the school-

door was locked and the cutter swept back

to. the well beaten road.

The sun was just setting over the hill

tops and the tingling air already betokened

a night of zero frost. Tip fairly danced

along the icy track and with him danced

(Continued on Page 8.)

cun waq <;

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage TreneePa

Song Shop Orchestra

!8*perpaeAnge

Tko for35*

Real Satisfaction!

PLAYER'S
navy cut

CIGARETTES=

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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•fm „Me
Ready For Christmas

What would make a mote acceptable

gift than:

A NOBBY HAT
FINE GLOVES
STYLISH FURS 0

This is the Students’ Store

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

^ress Shirt

Sets

We have a large assortment of

Dress Studs in Pearl and Gold

;

also Links to match.

$1.25 a set up

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Shirts, Ties, Scarfs, Gloves,

Sweaters, Plandkerchiefs, Bath-

robes, Belts, Brace Setts, Collar

Bags, Socks, Pyjamas.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE AT NO. 7

(Continued from page 7).

the heart of youth beating warm and cori-

fident and true
;
nor had regret for a van-

ishing past any power to dim ,the hope of a

radiant future.

Then the school-house stood alone in^ie
winte'r silence. Evening began to touch the

snow on the roof with tints of pink and
every pane in the western windows was
aflame with the glory of the sunset. Long
fantastic shadows grew out from among the

firs and the spruces clustered in a grove

which flanked the school
;
they spread and

lengthened over the slope of the hill like

noiseless spectres and ghosts of the depart-

ing day. Every night had they reached out

to that hill side since the years when it had

reared a forest of stately evergreens. As
little saplings, they had seen Uncle Andy
Lane turning somersaults with the boys of

’53
;
and before they had grown to be sturdy

trees the four John Muldrews had disported

among them. With the school in their midst

they formed a picture and, .though no artist

had painted that picture, it could not fade

from the memoj-y of those who held it dear.

Neither the little .teacher nor her pupils

could forget; rather must they treasure it

moy£ and more with the passing of time

yet to them belonged but the fragment of a

great tradition
;
a tradition of youth ever

training for the discipline of life; a golden

tradition of knowledge and comradeship un-

haunted by fear or care or the shadow of

remorse. Because of that tradition, men
and women had come to the concert as to

a memorial rite. Their chidren or their

grand chidren might participate without

feeling its significance but for the older

peoplejt^ was, indeed, a memorial. The joy

-and vigor of the young brought to their

minds those boys and girls of many a plea-

sant yesterday whom life had subtly changed

or death had called aside. This had been

the place of so many small beginnings
;
and

here the living must always be moved to

find their earlier selves mingling unseen

with .those strange yet familiar companions,

the playmates of other years.

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need while the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

After the Freshman’s Reception, dt die

corner of Union St. and University Ave.

:

Freshman, turning West on Union, re-

marks—“Well, good night Miss H—
-, I go

this way.”

A LOST LETTER
(Continued from page 1)

continually needs assistance in the inter-

pretation of ‘Stetson’, 'lipstick’ and the like.

One is an ignoramus in such matters, but
how often the transatlantic interpretation

turns out to be sadly ‘to seek in the corres-

ponding idiom of old time English.’ I remem-
ber a typical dialogue between three men in

Surrey, one educated at Boston Latin
School, one on the Stock Exchange whence
the humourous stories emanate, and the

third the editor of that well-established per-

iodical the R. M. C. Record (Sandhurst.),
upon the curious directions of a New York
philosopher on this subject. We got wise
on .the subject of this word-philosophy,

—

I think that phrase foreign to the latitude

of Camberley—and to show its difficulties

we ex-cogitated the following list of sur-

names which have passed into the language.
You will not find such a list too readily.

But it can easily be improved and accli-

matised. I lpok to readers for suggestions.

Books—Bowdler, Graniger.

Cards—Yarborough.

Clothing (Help!)—Burberry, Cardigan,
Macintosh, Spencer, Wellington.

Electrical— Ampere, Marconi, Ohm,
Volta, Watt.

Food—Banting, Fletcher, Negus, Sand-
wich.

Furniture—Chesterfield, Davenport, Doy-
ley, Pinchbeck, Wedgewood.

Military—Martinet, Maxim, Nordenfeldt,
Shrapnel, Zeppelin.

Miscellaneous and Manners—Maudlin,
Tawdry, Boycott, Dunce, Machiavelli, Epi-

cure. Guillotine, Jehu, Pasquinade, Pompa-
dour.

Vehicles— Brougham, Hansom, Ford

Utafy All i>tithrnt0

A VERY MERRY XMAS

AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

wm
LOCKETT’S

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their food is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and
Obliging;, that it's just like dining at home.
More expensive? Oh, no! Prices have
Been Reduced to the lowest possible level
consistent with quality and you'll be sur-
prised at the small amount of your check
when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

sfon. How we quarrelled over them.

We relinquish the old with perhaps too

great reluctance. We have to put our best

foot forward even in Kingston to convince

people that our brains have outgrown Hom-
er and Shakespeare. Froude on a sea voy-

age took the Odyssey for his cabin compan-
ion. One turns kindly to Sam Slick but one

does not give the go-by to old favourites.

Old boots, old wines, old books, old friends,

old songs—none better. I seem unaltered in

my fidelity to Boswell, Carlyle, Scott and

Macaulay. No, I have not an ounce of

‘Scots wha hae’ -in my composition. But

Boswell is to me one of the great inimitable

books of the world. I’d prefer to take it

to the Penitentiary with me to any other.

It still provokes a laugh and a laugh that

does one good and I estimate my real sym-

pathisers according. We are very inconsis-

tent. Our opinions are merely bundles of

incoherent formulae arbitrarily sticking to-

gether because our reasoning faculties are

too dull to make inconsistency painful .

We do not mind the scarcity of ideas in

the Behemoth's noodle, we look upon him

as a fellowmin with a burden out of

the “Pilgrim's Progress”, and we prefer

the record of his fear of death to the' im-

maculate Addison’s instructions as to how

a Christian could die.

The time has come, I think it was Lady

Godiva who said it, to approach my close.

Have I been incoherent enough? I meant

to have said a word about our loss as de-

votees of the great century when Austin

Dobson went west. But Basta! Adieu!

Thomas Se.ccomhr*

P.S.-A rumour ...-ri*. - rhat w. .in- t«»

h;1VO •*. br. .ic it f IV t- u;b-b A

Xmas Greeting Cards
Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

S’tranii
MON., TUES, WED.

ETHEL CLAYTON

“WEALTH”
Harold Lloyd in “I DO”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE-
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

58.600.000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by
5110.000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-
vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.
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STUDENT MASS
MEETING HELD

Principal Taylor, Col. McPhail, Dr.

Austin and Mr. Awrey, All

Address Students

On Friday night last, the students of

Queen’s University met en masse for

the first time in the year 1922. We don’t

quite know what “en masse” mean’fe, but

suppose “in bunches” would be a fair

translation, and, since the size of the

“bunches" is not called into account, we

feel that we are justified in using the

expression.

The Science Faculty was well repre-

sented; the other faculties relied (per-

haps) on the quality rather than the quan-

tity of their representatives. Levana

made use of the “quality idea and sent

twelve' of her most stalwart ?—no, en-

thusiastic members to brighten the color-

scheme. and help along the good cause,

generally. We must mention also the

band. They gave us some really soul-

birring music—in fact, we might mur-

der a quotation by saying that “the brass

entered into our souls.”

Mr. Awrey’s presence on the platform

betrayed the reason for the meeting, viz

—to get behind our hockey teams.

The president of the Alma Mater Soc-

iety, Mr. Myers, took the chair and, ex-

plaining the purpose of the meeting in a

few appropriate words, called upon Prin-

cipal Taylor as the first speaker.

When the yells had subsided, the Prin-

cipal addressed the hall in his characteris-

tically vigourous style. It was hardly a

mass meeting, he said, but he realized the

short notice given, and also the terror

of examinations. He explained that the

idea of having the meeting was. due to

Mr. Awrey, and recalled similar meetings

held before the successful rugby matches

of last year, explaining humourously that

while the efforts of such people as Johnny

Evans and Mr. Awrey might possibly

have had something to do with our past

successes, it was really the rooting that

won the games! (laughter).

Principal Taylor then touched tipon

the advertising value of successful hockey

gauges, and mentioned some of the dis-

advantages under which Queen’s had

laboured in the past, pointing out that
|

we now had a new rink which did away

with the old trouble of lack of accommo-

dation and, at the same time* provided a

good omen, as had done the stadium. In

closing, the speaker cited the part played

by the old rink in the establishing of

Hockey in Canada, and, expressing his

confidence in the ability of the teams to

bring us happiness, promised to root as

hard as he could for our players.

The next speaker, Colonel McPhail,

was greeted with an enthusiastic render-

ing of “steam-drills” from his faculty. In

his opening remarks he showed how all

University activities, both academic and

otherwise, were bound together, and sug-

( Continued on page 6)

QUEEN'S WIN OPENING GAME
AGAINST KINGSTON 8 TO 6

FRONTENACS.

Queen’s Intermediates defeated Fron-iand few of the scores were earned

i . . , i o-nme at The new rink stands its test well. I he

tenacs in an exciting, but ragged game at

the Arena last night. The period scores

were 2-2. 6-3, and 8-6. Play was very

rough and many penalties were handed

out. A crowd of over two t-Kousaud, well-

divided in sympathy, were kept in the air

during the whole sixty minutes, Jack

Woodruff was the outstanding man of

the game in attacks. Fie scored on lone

rushes twice. Red McKelvey played the

best game of his career—cool, brainy and

clean, and a stonewall on the defence.

Both goalkeepers were very indifferent

THEATRE NIGHT
IN NEAR FUTURE

PUBLICITY AGENT HINTS AT AN
ECSTASY OF FRIVOLITY

lighting is splendid and the absence of

smoke was much appreciated. I he

‘bull-pen” rush seat section was crowd-

ed, although there was plenty of room in

the reserved sections.

The ice was heavy and very tiring.

Rube Millan had a job on his hands in

refereeing, which was almost too big for

him. He let things get too far and then

penalized everything. Ritchie drew most

of the rests with Carroll a close second.

This game will be reviewed at greater

length in Friday’s issue.

The Sporting Editor

On Hockey

DRAMATIC CLUB
PLANS PRODUCTION

HOCKEY PROSPECTS ARE GOOD, TO PUT ON “THE PASSING OF THE
ENTHUSIAM SHOWN ON THIRD FLOOR BACK” EARLY

EVERY HAND IN FEBRUARY

This is “old stuff." By to-day everybody

knows who played last night, but at the

time of writing everything in the nature of

a forecast is very speculative.

McNeill in goal. “Noisy” is as good as

ever and with his new made-to-special-order

lightweight pads we should learn something

new about goal keeping possibilities.

Most readers of these columns have pro-

bably beard of Sir Johnson Forbes-Robert

son, the eminent English Actor. The men-

tion of his name brings to mind the title of

the play in which he starred some years ago.

“The Passing of the Third Floor Back" by

ferome K. Jerome,'well known as the auth-

or of “Three Men in a Boat.” Forbes-

Mr. Awrey is welcome to his job in pick (Robertson made the leading role that of The

ing the defence McKelvey is very reliable' Stranger, a memorable one, and through his

THE BULLETIN

All Week-
Examinations at 9 a.in. and 2 p.m.,

• (Science and Arts).

Wednesday, Jan. 11:

4.00 p.m.—Basketball Practice, Seniors.

-'’8.30 p.m.—Frontenacs vs. Queen’s, Jun-

ior O.II.A. (Jock Ilarty Arena).

Friday, January 13th:

4.00 p.m.—Basketball Practice, Seniors.

5.00 p.m.—SA'.B. Theology Reading

Room. .

y8.30 p.m.—Belleville vs. Queen’s, inter

mediate O.H.A. (Jock Harty

...v- - -
.

- -

defensively and uses his head in his rushes,

but he is not fast. Ritchie is good defen-

sively and is the only man in recent practices

who will use his weight in legitimate body

checks. Jim is an erratic rusher but gets

away fast. Ratchford is ineligible, having

been assigned to the Intercollegiate Seniors.

He semes faster .than ever but is in indif-

ferent shape. Cl eland, a newcomer, looks

good and should land a steady berth. He

is big ^pd fast and plays a watchful game.

Carroll is a beautiful backchecker and works

in well with the forwards. His versatility

should make him useful. Macdonald from

last years juniors works as hard as ever.

There is no more consistent man in college.

I He is not a star, but there is no uncertain

element about him and dependability is a big

factor in any sport.

For centre Woodruff will probably start.

In practice his work has been beyond re-

proach. He is faster and more unselfish

than he was last year. George Stewart runs

him a close second. George is small but

elusive, a beautiful stickhandler and, lik:

his older brothers, brainy. His old trick of

trying to stickhandle through the defence

is still with him. Nelson will land a berth

shortly but hq is in poor shape as yet.

For the wings Battersby, Brown, Wright

and Gibson look like the best bets with the

two first named as probable starters. Bat-

tersby is better than ever which is saying

a lot. Campbell is out of it like Ratchford.

Brown, last year with Timmins Intermed-

iates, is an asset. He has a nice poke check

and goes for every last minute his system

will stand. Wright of Sudbury plays a well-

balanced game. Gibson is another old re-

liable who shows tremendous improvement.

Swartzman has a habit of jumping into the

limelight with something sensational often

enough to make people realize the possibility

of its becoming a habit.

Mutt Brown looks like the next best b:t

for goal. Benny Morris was out one night

only. Flis work with K.C.I. last yeW kept

that team in the running.

/juniors

In the Mass Meeting* on Friday Mr.

Awrey said “We have the test Junior Team

extended tours of Canada and th. United

States, and his motion picture production,

the play became one of the best known on

the contemporary stage. Not only was it

an artistic triumph but also it was a tre-

mendous financial success and in this re

spect it is significant to recall the frenzied

efforts of movie producers who went to

unheard of lengths to have the renowned

actor transfer his art and the play to the

silent drama. The play’s great popularity

is undoubtedly due to the fact that it deals

with people which everyone can understand.

In brief it concerns the inmates of Mrs.

Sharpe’s third-rate London boarding house,

a motley group who are as cheap and sordid

as their surroundings. There is Mrs.

Sharpe herself, who keeps up the flavor of

the food by putting in lots of seasoning;

there is the “slavey” of the establishment,

wistful little Stasia whose existence is about

as cheerful as a plate o^hash ;
Jape Samuels,

a promoter of a “fake” mining scheme in

Ireland ;
Miss Kite, who is forty but who

dreSSes, acts, and tries to look like eighteen
,

Major and Mrs. Tomkins, who are deeply

in debt and forever quarrelling ;
their young

and pretty daughter Vivian who is going

,to retrieve the family fortunes by a sacrifi-

cial marriage to Joey Wright, a wealthy old

“soak” and formerly a race-track book-

maker; and among others, Mrs. Dooley, an

ex-charwoman, who, because -she is trying

to climb in society, has seen fit to change

her name to Mrs. De Hooley.

Queen’s Dramatic Club is presenting this

delightful play about .the first week in Feb-

ruary, great care being taken to give a pro-

duction, scenically and otherwise, as near

as possible to that given by Forbes-Robert-

son and his English Company. A hand-

picked cast of unusual merit has been gath-

ered .together, .each player being chosen for

his or her respective part, with regard to

appearances, temperament, ability, etc. Tim

personnel will be announced later; suffice to

say that the leading role is in the capable

hands of Gladstone Wood whose ability as

an actor is well known about Queen’s. Mr.

Wood has played the part many times in the

West.

Back again ! How glad we are to see it

all back again. It has been resurrected, and

we are going ,to have all the fun we want,

all the fun we missed (had) at the Trag-

edy o£ Nap with compound interest, and we

can-do so without the slightest fear of be-

ing ostracized by friends of the drama,

without being snubbed by Bobby Fry and

other youthful tragedians, and by those to

whom the Thespian Art is held near and

dear, even as. a Science Senior clasps a

ginger ale bottle full of. Johnny Walker.

You might infer from this if you have an

eye for clues that The Theatre Night is to
_

be revived.
1 Nothing can be done around college with-

out appointing committees except failing on

an exam., so the committee got together

and appointed eighteen sub-committees, and

a resolution was drawn up. Mr. Merriman

moved an amendment of 1276 words, but it

was thrown out (we mean the amendment

was). The sub-committees were finally

boiled down to nineteen, the meeting was

brought to order, and the various tasks

were assigned. There will be the Refresh-

ment Committee. It will be the duty of this

Committee to scan the markets with an

eye to getting an option on some fruit (hat

is slowly descending into senile decay.

There will be a Committee on Appropria-

tions, whose chief function it wjll be to ap-

propriate any rash and emerald-hued frosh

who dares to bring a woman. There will

be The Rotten Egg Committee, whom it is

expedted, will have their hands full. There

will be the Decoration Committee, hand

picked from the B.W.F.- Club, who promise

to decoj-ate anybody who becomes indiscreet.

The- Look Not Upon The Wine When It

Is Red Committee, composed of Messieurs

Sugden, Blacklock, Miller and Dolan will

be present to check the slightest infringe-

ment on the Blue Laws. These and other

Committees will co-operate for the common

weal, and it is expected that the affaiAwill

be a great success.

We dare not divulge all that we wish or

wis at this early date; we can but breath

subtle hints. We can definitely assure you

that Mutt Brown (Science ’23), will not

sing. We have succeeded in dissuading

him. His robust soprano will be put on ice

for another occasion, lest it gets a little

high.

Watch this column for further informa-

tion. We will try and give more definite

news next .time, so in the mean time you

must be champing at the bit, and curbing

your impatience.

Theatre Night Publicity Agent.

ASSAULT TEAM
PROMISES WELL

It was well demonstrated to a small

crowd in Grant Hall, immediately before

the holidays that our assault team this

year will be better than ever. The old

stagers showed marked improvement and

the new material was very encouraging.

There were five wrestling bouts, seven

boxing and three fencing. Prolessors

Ballard and Macdonald acted as judges

in the boxing, with Billie Hughes in the

ring. Jimmy Bews watched for the

strangle-holds.

In the Fencing:

Van Buskirk won from Brookfield.

Maybe won from Sauer.

Hunter won from England.

Hunter and England showed good

I form. A fencing win counts just as much

(Continued on page 7)
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“The College Hat Store

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thtc

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All
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tive small-college outlook on life, and that

an inclusive acquaintanceship helps to devel-

op the fraternal spirit. And so, as Queen s

grows—for she is bound to grow—it is no

be hoped that the increase in numbers will

be accompanied by the building of club

rooms and residences and student unions for

both men and women, that the great asset

of being a ‘small university’ may not be

lightly relinquished but may characterize the

Queen’s man for years and years to come.

ARE QUEEN’S SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
TOO EXPENSIVE

*. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S.. L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Molt Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR- BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers spealc with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We delive Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them. ,

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. I). HOLTON
FLORIST

2S0 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS
Phone 363.

MON., TUES., WED.

LIONEL BARRYMORE
in

“JIM THE PENMAN”

QUEEN’S—A ‘SMALL UNIVERSITY’

Some people would consider ‘the advan-

tages of a small university’ a phrase rather

than a fact; and even to Queen’s students

there are times \vhen the attractions of a

college as large as V arsity, or even McGill,

become painfully manifest. Yet no one can

belong for many years to a university with

a registration as small as that of Queen’s

without feeling that, somehow, the very

fewness of students is itself a thing to re-

joice in. Sir George Foster, a graduate of

the University of N.B., said some months

ago, “For me there is hut one alma mater,

the little university that resides near the

City of Fredericton in Ne,w Brunswick. 1

stand for the small university. They do

something for a man that the big univer-

sities do not. I admit there may be some-

thing, too, that the big universities do that

the smaller ones do not. But I believe that

no man’s development is hurt by gradualg

from a small university.” And recently

President Harding made a very forceful

declaration in favour of the small college,

“which democratizes higher education, and

brings it within the vision and means of the

average young man and woman.’

So the university with comparatively few

students must not be considered a makeshift

to he attended by those who find it incon-

venient, financially or otherwise, to travel to

a larger college. There are, in the first

place, certain self-evident and concrete ad-

vantages which may- he numerically listed

and make effective advertising -

Advantage number "u, tor instance, would

i

hr. t.b.e loser >;\>nrj"i between Professor add

student 'possible in a smal) .college ,
this

! ’.superiority
,
the freshman is relieved to finri^

1

i: theoretical rather . i actual. Advan-

tage- number two might be the freer oppor-

tunity for participation in all varieties of

student activity.—And so on

But attractions such as these, while real

and important, are of the type which may

be met with counter-arguments, and on the

strength of them alone the case for the

small university could not be decisively

proved. The true advantage of the small

college is a less tangible, demonstrable thing

It is both an atmosphere and a viewpoint—

to be felt, rather than described. It cannot

be taught or consciously acquired, it must

be absorbed ;
it simply ‘comes’ like faith in

God, or a love of the sea. Detailed analysis

alone could account for this peculiar force

which motivates the ‘small university man’

both before and after he receives his de-

gree. The democracy of the small college

marked by the absence of cliques and frat-

ernities, the closer companionship of the

component faculties of the university, the

spirit of enthusiastic co-operation necessary

to keep the athletic teams on a par with their

rivals, the feeling of seclusion—we might

almost say cosiness—all help Co nu'ce the

small college one large fraternity' aud k

its graduates a characteristic stamp

The more the students of ary ‘'dkg

brought to-gether the better wdl th.* a

phere of the small college b< 1

for it would seem that a fai ' i-rv. h

I many viewpoints helps to shaf •

To the Editor,

Queen’s Journal,

Sir,

In a recent issue of the Journal there ap-

peared a letter under the above heading,

and the fact that not even one reply was

elicited would indicate that the matter of

expense was a mere detail to the present

Queen’s Student.

The writer of the letter, E.G., based his

comparisons on the Hart House Masquer-

ade held in Toronto, and emphasized the

fact that it cost only $1.50. per couple, the

price charged for our Social Evenings. He

entirely overlooked the fact that the num-

ber of dancers is of vital importance in de-

termining the price of dance tickets. Music,

usually the most expensive item, costs no

more for one thousand dancers as for three

hundred, and unfortunately at Queen’s the

number of dancers has to he limited to 150

couples to ensure comfort on the floor.

E.G. makes a plea for the engagement of

local orchestras for our formal dances, but

few who heard the music at the last Medi-

cal Dance will agree that any local orchestra

could have done just as well, even if they

complied “with the requirements of the fet-

ish of full dress.” Dress had little to do

with the production of Jardine’s irresistible

music, and the high quality of music at that

function most undoubtedly added to the

dignity which should at all times he care-

fully maintained at. our formal dances. The

college is on these occasions entertaining

representatives from sister universities, and

if these functions had to he run “on the

cheap”, the college would be better without

them.

Regarding the cost of taxis: in order to

hire a taxi for fifty cents for a dance, it

would he necessary for the gentleman to

order the car to call at the \ • k.ng < dy

home i.rv.mv I,’,:, and, by piously’

I sv.cn.-ving himsch soni. » here !
*

I

hpfirhood, to app'ar p:\ IV d diej

: same •*' ' i fai-.uvut

i tk necessity of paying for

:

v
.'^ uuuDie call, but is no.t recommended. A

better plan would be to ask as one s partner

the daughter of some local taxi driver, but

there would not he sufficient of these to go

around.

The question of Social Evenings is some-

what different, however. The various dance

committees, being hedged in between the

A. M. S., a scarcity of caterers, and the

Musicians' Union, have no scope for initia-

tive, and it is only natural that these func-

tions should become rather monotonous.

Such lack of variety in any other activity

except dancing would not be tolerated at

the present time. It would be hard to re-

duce .the price below seventy five cents

each, so long as the dancers expect nicely

printed programmes with pencils, ice-cream,

and punch ( ?), but even with these extras

to say nothing of balloons and free cigar-

ettes—committees are able to realize quite

a tidy sum. In fact, the tendency now is

for a class to run a social evening in order

to provide the year team with hockey sticks

and generally pay the year fees of non-

dancers. This practice should not he en-

couraged.

Another unpleasant feature of our dances

is the ‘difficulty in obtaining tickets, the de-

mand being greatly in excess of the number

available. As a remedy for this, why not

exclude freshmen from these functions and

give their seniors a chance? Perhaps the

Initiation Committee have considered this

p ^ . rurictma c vacation a co-£Q

Saturday

Afternoon

Closing
*j Now that the holiday rush is

over we have resumed our

one o’clock Saturday afternoon

closing.

«T As our desire is to benefit our

staff without impairing our

service, may we ask our patrons

tcTTry and do their shopping

early or should this he impos-

sible, postpone it until Mon-

day.

€[ Such co-operation will he

greatly appreciated by us all.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
‘ Application for

.
attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

, ommercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

ourses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
,

Toronto, November, 1921.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Prince*, and Wellington ItiaMa

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

PIANO TUNING
Wll. SWAINK, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Order* received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or 'Phone 564 w.

was dancing with an undergraduate o'f a

sister university. During the dance the

young man remarked that Queen's was

getting the name of being nothing more than

a dancing academy. No reply to this was

forthcoming until the end of the dance when

the young lady remarked, with a sigh of

relief, “Perhaps you are right.
^
A winter

at Queen’s would do you good.”

"Yours,

V*
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

January Clearing

Sale Is

NOW GOING ON

PRICES CLIPPED CLOSE

MEDS. ’23

Whoopee, we’re back ! Though it is late

we extend the Season’s Compliments to our

friends in other years and hope their stock

of resolutions is as complete as ours. We

who' were home, or visiting, do we envy

those who remained in Kingston during the

holidays? Not on your life. Who didn’t

feel the thrill of expectancy on his or her

way home? Would things -he the same back

home or would they have changed? And

coming back, who of us did not eagerly

look for some familiar face and enjoy the

crowded trains because we were returning

to the Limestone City.

to Mr. R. W. Guy in his bereavement.

Mr. Guy’s mother died quite suddenly on

Dec. 31st last, in Trinidad.

ROMANTIC TALE OF A FORESTRY
POSTER

Again let me as reporter extend the ful-

lest welcome to contributors of year news

and assure all who do so that they have my

sincere gratitude.

Section three on the floor, starting to-

morrow.

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

In this space my appeal to the stu

dents to be photographed early has

been appearing with each issue of the

Journal for some time, but I am sorry

to say, has been unproductive of re-

sult?. Not a single student was photo-

graphed by me in October, and few

in the early part of November.

Now, in the busiest season of the

year, students are being photograph-

ed every day. Of course, I am glad

to have the business now or any time,

but it would have helped, if the stu-

dents had heeded my appeal and en-

abled me to give them better service.

Students! I thank you for the bus-

iness you have given me in this and

past years, and wish you one and all

a very Merry Xmas and Happy New

Year.

McKenzie Photographer

STUDENTS

The Assistant Lord High Collector of

British Specimens for the Temple of Truth,

reports a quiet holiday period.

Are we envious of Arts and Science now
"

I’ll say we’re not; but wait, how about the

ones we had? Are we all satisfied? Will

our late trials, if unsuccessful, act as a spur

to us to drive us on to more work? Or if

we passed will we slump down into the easy

chair? Personally I think most of us will

work a little harder who has not a red mark

opposite his name? One sees the danger

signal.

How about last night’s game? Were

you all there? I hope so. The Arts people

have an excuse but we Meds. have none

for not supporting our team.

Comment Overheard—

Isn’t the new rink a dandy?

Going skating? No! Why not?

How’d you like to be in Arts now?

What did you make?

What are the steps to be taken in Psy-

chology ?

„MEDS. ’24

The year as a whole wishes to extend

congratulations to “Johnny” Evans, Mana-

ger of the Senior Hockey Team. Not for

years have we of Medicine had a man re-

present us in this capacity, and “Johnny’s
’

remarkable fitness for the position is ex-

ceeded only by his New Year’s smile.

Something of a riot was occasioned in

faculty headquarters when seventeen Mat-

eria Medica papers failed to materialize.

For the same reason something of a panic

was created among those of the efferves-

cents concerned. However, everything

comes to those who riot and we start the

New Year with a clean sheet.

A New Year has come and with it a re

union of .the Knights of the Rolling Balls.

Out of the generosity of our heart may we

extend them the Season’s best. May the

Balls be as marbles and the pockets a foot

wide.

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

WATTS Florist

The Forestry Branch of the Depart-

ment of the Interior. Canada, issues fire

warnings in about sixteen different

languages and dialects. These notices are

nailed to trees along trails and at camping

places, and. according to all who have to

do with the forests, they constitute one

of the greatest factors in forest protection.

They are always “on the job’ reminding

all who travel in the forest of the need

of care with fire. Many Canadians are

unaware of the existence of a wonderful

system of writing known as Indian syll-

abic script, an invention of a missionary

and used all over Northern Canada by the

Indians. The Indians learn it very.quicR-

ly, and it is read and written by many

Indians who never saw a white man.

While the same script is used for all

Indian languages, each Indian can read

only these books or communications writ-

ten in his own language. It is a misde-

meanor to pull down or deface a fire

notice and this law is carefully enforced

by Dominion fire rangers, and is generally

observed all through our Canadian for-

ests. Sometimes a porcupine will eat one

for the glue it contains, and sometimes a

moose or a strayed steer will lick off the.

ink because of its salty taste, but, gener-

ally, men and animals leave them alone.

One conscientious ranger, however, re-

cently had a problem to solve about pos-

ters. One poster on his beat, printed in

Indian syllabic, was neither torn down

nor defaced, but it was partly detached

and, on turning it over, the back was seen

to be covered with syllabic writing done

with the juice of some herb. The ranger

could not read syllabic, and fearing that

this was a message inciting Indians to

disregard fire laws, or making light of

authority, he took down the poster and

showed it to several leading men of the

band of Indians, who smiled in a curious

way but professed their inability to read

it. Sure now that something was afoot,

he sent the suspected document to Ot-

tawa. The translator also smiled as he

read it, and then translated the characters

into a love-letter and proposal of marriage

from a bashful Indian swain, who being

without writing materials had taken this

means of addressing the object of his af-

fections. The translation was duly re-

turned to the conscientious fire ranger

who, much relieved, danced at the wed-

ding, and all lived happily ever after.

—Forestry Branch News Letter.

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special a* $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER, 5.00 to 7.00

Regular 'Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE TF

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON,STREET

PHONE 131* J.
BEST OF SERVICE

NOT AN ADVERTISEMENT.
We understand that large numbers oU

our fallows, anticipating a strenuous so- va\\

season are determined, once and for

time, to rid themselves of those unsig' 1
'

pimples. We are fairly safe in saying m

one man who will be glad to see the season

end, is Dr. Reid.

Here’s luck to the boys who are on a to

hunt for a boardirtg
-

house where they "

ploy a blond cook. They say they cion 1

mind so long as they can’t sec the hairs li-

the soup.

She Was- Cheering, Paul

Dear Dick:

I really shouldn’t tell this one because

Maybe the lady’s got a family, but

The other day when I was passing

Furnald on the Broadway

Side, I was looking up for

No i
• ticular reason, and all of a

i
1 a hand appeared between the

C'M't ii.s on the second floor, waving a

handkerchief at me, flirtingly and

; thought it was charming qf her,

Only I wished she’d be a bit more subtle

About it, but anyway, I took a look

, ;-r. 1 to.' make sure she wasn t waving

BACK FROM THE RINK.

Young lady in box office

:

WuuJd .

'

• a gentleman’s ticket

Anybody else. There was nobody else in

: so I smiled nicely, taking a chance

ie curtains, and was wondering

hether

t to wave back, when the curtains

and the scrubwoman leaned all the

\\ :i out and finished shaki" er

TO THE ENGINEERS

I think I’ve found the kindest m;m

-that’s trod this earth since time beg?'

Compared with his humane repute, to

good Samaritan’s a brute. And Andr

Ceies—so richly thanked because he kt . i

his nerve and yanked the long and para

ful thorn he saw embedded in the lion

paw—why," Andy is a Frankenstien t

side this noble man of mine.

He’s not a judge, a plutocrat, a duke or

anything like that, butojust an humto

engineer who earns his bread and near’ •

beer- by tending boilers at the mill -

Pettibone and Underhill. And yet, <u-

through his work he goes, it’s very doif

ful if he knows that he is sowing mere;

seeds and executing kindly deeds.

His steam pipes all are black and bar

emitting heat waves everywhere, that r.-b

in surges far and wide and strike the r- 1

ters in a tide; they warm the spider

he crawls along the dusty, webby wa.

and keep each pert, inquiring fly in cc

comfort, brisk and spry, while rats a n

mice, on forage bent, abide in peace a

sweet content.

His chimney gases—roaring hot as th

a

unmentionable spot to which the minist

alludes as peopled by unrighteous btoo 1

—give to the near-by atmosphere a geni

!

warmth and kindly cheer, so that the

microbe and the gnat that make the air

their habitat, are spared the pain of fro, -

en toes, bronchitis grippe and other woe

In fact, our gentle hero feels compas-

sion for the bass and eels that in th<

cold and limpid brook play fast and Joos

with fly and hook; because the water tha-

he tops from heaters, cylinders and trap-

goes promptly to the babbling rill

moderate its numbing chill
;
and so tin

fishes do not freeze, but live as though

in tropic seas.

—Power Magazine.

A Musical Solo

been quite

;n there?’’

• just

Flower

177 W
tof. MCINE ’27
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own'

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
it

^
.*> V ,

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS
ARTS '22

How about organizing year Basketball

and' Hockey teams, -toute de suite? Be

ready to start ourjinal semester with a

bang !

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
tobacco

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy Stj

Can anyone tell us why" Murray is

still seeking the mistletoe in his boarding-

house? Beware of the nurse, Murray

.

(

Olir classical phenomenon (no offence

meant) has discovered the derivation of

the word virgin: vir, a man; gin, a trap.

Hence a virgin is a man-trap.

He also offers the following derivation

of lingerie: Lingerie, to hang around

Erie, the Belt Line. Hence lingerie is to

hang around the belt line.

How About the Year Book!

Everyone should get behind and boost

for, at least this one memento of the

greatest year in a decade.
°

f” we don’t toot our own horn no one

else’ will do it for us. Look at our

worthy pattern, the Junior Year.

or current comedy drama. It is possible

that the learned English critic means Ka:

par, in Southey’s ‘Battle of Blenheim’. No

doubt our sagacious and widely read Con

sort of Cleo means well at heart but his

talent 'lies in other spheres.

Criticism is thrice welcome, but coming

from a Med. to the ignorant and agnostic

editor of this column it is like the pot call-

ing'the kettle black.

Oh wise and upright Med., a Daniel has

come to judge!

Donald College. St. Anne’s. To all our

“departed" members. Arts ’24 wish the

compliments of the season, and hope that

success will always be with them—wheth-

er they cnteKthe teaching profession, the

lpinistry, or ev-m—marriage.
During the year many changes came

upon some members of Arts ’24. For in-

stance, E. L. Murphy returned to us this

fall with a moustache, while H. R. Duff

returned with the sincer^ intentions of

having one. Another noteworthy change

was that "Pep" Moreland swore off going

with girls—the shearing was as far as

he got, though.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts

small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up *^25^222
Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

y FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’23

Editorial

The serious work of this paper is gener-

ally left to the Editorial staff, but we

ourselves wish to write a few serious lines

today. It has always been our contention

that humor is the saving grace in an

otherwise dull and blase world, and that

we take ourselves far too seriously in the

great majority- of instances. It takes as

much brains to try (although not neces-

sarily succeed) to be funny, as it does

to \yrite a more sombre or serious article.

A serious article can contain a considei-

able quantity of froth, or vapor, and still

have a few bright lines which show up

as high lights in a dull picture. But

“Brevity is the Soul of Wit,” and humor

must be short, concise and to the point

;

it must be, the essence, suggesting by in-

nuendo a far greater scope or field, subtly

implying much more than is actually set

down in print.

This column makes no pretence at fol-

lowing this policyi it could not be done,

for it requires a true humorist to do this

with sufficient intelligence; it requires

a genius all its own. It would be as

futile an attempt as to sit down and say

“I am going to write a book like Conrad,’

or “I shall write in Shakespeare* style."

or “I shall be as satirical like Swift." It

can’t be done.

Nevertheless, consistent with this pol-

icy, we' are Agoing to try and keep the

column as wide awake as possible. Na-

turally we shall indulge in personalities,

have our little jokes, and we hope/there

are no small spirits in the college who

cannot take a joke. To them, if such

there be, we extend our pity, but not our

apology. We apologize only to men.

Consonant with this idea, you may ex-

pect to see anything in this column that

by the widest stretch of imagination

could be called funny, but we do not want

to be a usurper, and when our sphere of

utility is outstepped, when our day of

usefulness is over, we shall only too^glad-

ly drop the mantle on abler and better

shoulders.

We therefore hope we invoke the muse

oftener then we provoke him.

ARTS ’24

He came, he saw, he Vanished! Old

man 1921 has “bit the dust." For some

of us. 1921 was a year of great import-

ance. In it, we, verdant freshmen and

freshettes. first learned the agony of

April exams.; it was in this famous year

that we began the horrible habit of at-

tending Social Evenings, etc. Neverthe-

less, in spite of all our various failings,

\yhen the results came out we saw

the majority of us had happened to scrape

through the exams, with the required “40

and % of 1%.’’

At the beginning of the session 1921-

22, some of the old members did not re-

turn to Queen’s. MacDonald College in

Guelph is favoured by having Miss Elsie

Cameron as a pupil. A. B. Davidson is

in a fruit-grower’s office in Niagara dis-

trict; some pupils in Saskatchewan are

mighty lilcky in having Miss Evangeline

Elliott for their teacher; G. C. Farrell, is

in Denver Col., and C. A. Fox
(

is in Da-

kota ;
Miss P. Forster is teaching school

;

the Red Deer Public Schools are honour-

ed by having T. O. Fowler as Principal

;

and last, but by no means the least, is

Miss Freda Moses, Miss Moses is at Mac-

It is worth while to notice that we
have some fine poets in our year. Mr.

H. Du-ff has just published his first poem :

I stole a kiss the other night,

My conscience hurts—alack !

1 think I’ll have to go to-night

And give the blame thing_back.

AT EVENING

Above the valley long and deep

And flanked by hills grove-clad and steep,

A night-dark cloud with floating wings

On the cold sky its shadow flings.

A thin gray mist hangs mid-way down

’Twixt glimmering heights and gloaming

town.

Far down the sound the blue ridge fades

Enwrapped in purple evening shades.

Then flashes here and there a light

Till, gleaming up through fog and night,

Each haloed street globe sends its glare

And moving light-cones search the air.

A sudden bell rings slow and clear,

Then ceases, while from far and near

The crickets chant through grass and tree

The August night's low melody.

Bertha E. R .Stillwell.

EMBRYO SOLOMON IN MEDS’
COLUMN

Some time ago a Meds. reporter took us

to task about an alleged error in grammar,

claiming that an Arts idol burst forth in

his mothers .tongue as follows:—and here

followed the example. We admit the sen-

tence structure .was clumsy but it was not

incorrect.

Now, however, one “Prince Boocus Egyp-

tus consort and enuach to Cleopatra,'

warbles from the tree tops.

lyeth “Like Old Jasper it is too

Jasper

Bibby’s

.

January Sale is in

Full Swing

There are plenty of Clothes Sales these days, but there’s

as much difference between them and their methods and

what they really mean and what you get for your money

as there is between the clothes themselves.

Rest assured we will not allow any firm in the city 01

out of the city to undersell us, value for value, quality for

quality.

We handle only A 1 Quality Merchandise. No Seconds

or Imperfects.

We invite you to come to our store, look about, see

what we are offering. Buy if you wish.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY OF $25.00 SUITS AND

OVERCOATS—ALL CHOICE MODELS

SEE OUR FINE SHIRTS

AT $1.38

SEE OUR FINE SHIRTS

AT $1.98

Bibbys
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flowers
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen's

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St.. Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

— Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

the mutual life
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders. who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. "Be a Mutualist.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

DEPLORABLE INCIDENT

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”

EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS,
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phonfe 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

Residence in Turmoil, Roisterers Cannot

Find Keyhole

Two rollicking sophettes, of some

beauty and talent, both of whom shake

a naughty knee, came ambling up Clergy

street a few nights ago, and walked up to

the Residence. Now there is nothing un-

usual about this story so far, but we want

to impress you with the setting; bear in

mind these three things. Clergy Street

Pretty Sophettes ami the Residence, an

admittedly unbeatable combination:

They attempted to find the key-hole,

lmf it seemed to elude them, though if

the truth be known, they had lingered

far too long around the chafing dish, and

some Laura Secords had done their worst.

Finding that the door would not open

they sat down on the step to think things

over. After they had gone through divers

mental calisthenics, one of them had a

thought .... .'

. .. •

After casting their eyes, shaded by

silken lashes and fur coats, about them

they saw boulders, rocks, pebbles and

stones of various descriptions about them,

and they picked them up and aimed them

at the windows upstairs. After taking

deliberate aini with the first one. they

closed their eyes and threw with all their

might. It hit a pup in the Jane and he

ki-yi-ed all the way to Lake Ontario

where lie drowned himself in a parox-

ysm of humiliation. The next time, they

both elected to tliww and drew up closer.

Gripping their feet firmly in the 'frozen

turf, they grit their teeth, and the stone

sped on its way. With all the accuracy

of a Texas League South Paw’s spit-hall

it flew high and far, and landed on the

roof. After several ^her abortive at-

tempts, goaded on to desperation, they

threw all their supply of stones at once,

and one 'hit a pane of glass, and crashed

through. It continued on its destructive

path, and plowed along the floor, leaving

lingerie, spats, shoe trees and a Key to

Horace in its wake. This also caused the

girls to wake, and after screaming, “burgl-

ars,”lone had sufficient nerve to get out

and light a lamp. The other girl thought

there was a man under the bed, and look-

ed under, hut muttered something about

“never having any luck.”

At this stage they realized that the

window pane was broken, and with wo-

man’s uncanny intuition, they declared

that some one had broken it. After great

mental cogitation, they mutually decided

that it came from without, and looking

outside, they recognized the two inmates

who were anxiously gazing up from the

streets.

In a few lHinutes they were within the

residence, and there in the strictest

secrecy, they promised not to divulge the

harrowing tale to a soul. \As a result it

has been kept an utter secret, and it is

estimated that not more than 219 people

know of it, even to this day.

We may say that they had a new win-

dow put in. We cannot refrain from

the moss-green pun about the window
being all cut up, it felt so much pane.

Even yet the startling tale is related to

breathless freshettes who hang on to the

words just as they hang on to him during

the Home Walk at a Social Ev^oing. It

will be handed down to future genera-

tions. It is to be hoped that such vandal

ism of such a wild order will not have any

undesirable effect on the young ladies,

lest they, become wily and skilful yeggs.

This may not point a moral, but it

adorns a tail, as the hick said when he

tied on the cow bell.

for several years past has been on the

Medical Staff of the Rockwood Hospital.

He served overseas with Queen’s Hos-

pital. He was always a willing worker

jn all student activities. His many
friends extend to his relatives their deep-

est sympathy.

REV. A. L. BLACKLOCK
A. L. 1?lacklock was ordained and educat-

ed to the pastoral charge of Glenvale and

Wilton by the Kingston Presbytery. Rev.

W. Taylor Dale presided, and Rev. E. H.

Burgess acted as clerk pro tern.

Douglas - Slater B.A. ’21 successfully

passed his first year examinations at the

Ontario Law School.

ALUMNI
Died

Bissonette—In Stirling, on Jan. 1st,

1922, Dr. J. D. Bissonette. The deceased

was a .graduate of Arts ‘SO. and Medi-

cine ’92.

Maitland—At Mowat Sanatarium, on

Friday. December 30th, 1921
;
Kenneth R.

Maitland, B.A.. M.D., CM.
The deceased graduated last June and

PASSING EX :

Midnight and burning gas

With coffee strong or tea,

That I may have the goods en masse

When they examine me.

Three A. M. and burning light;

Pure caffein for me.

And may vindictive profs, have n

When my exams they see.

myFor though from hooks and notes-

place

The loafers bore me far.

I hope to loo*k my pater in the face,

And say : My name’s without a “star.
1

—Ex.
\

Medical Student—“It’s unhealthy to

sleep 'in feathers.”

Science Man—struggling with the leg

of a “boarding-house” chicken—“Don’t

you believe it. This old bird lived for

forty years, and always slept in feathers.”

; INSURANCE CANNOT BE BOUGHT WHEN
IT IS NEEDED

Protect yourself with a policy in a strong, reputable company. It is better

to be safe than sorry.

Fire, Life, Accident, Sickness, Burglary, Automobile, Guarantee, Rent Insurance

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

The Most Important Canadian Publication of the Decade

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF

,

SIR WILFRED LAURIER
By OSCAR DOUGLAS SKELTON

Royal 8vo. 2 Veils. 700 Pages. Illustrated

PRICE $8.00 NET
(Boxed)

Now Ready.

R. Uglow 8t Company
Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

ALUMNI NOTES
James M. Macdonnell, Toronto, a

Queen’s graduate in Arts and a son of

G. M. Macdonnell, K.C., has been ap-

pointed the Canadian representative of

the Rhodes Scholarship Trust. He was
a Rhodes student from 1905 to 1908.

PATROHiZE OMR ADVERTISERS

T A. MaeTnnis, B.A., who
ing awarded the travelling sell*:

s .iow assisting Dr. D
,
in Edinontc

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, Ueeanh » April

. F»«Jalritoia.JPPly'to
Mclftglty
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Paid-up Capital

Reserve
Resources

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

PAT-POURRI

Wreck of the Hesperns

Twas midnight on the Pacific,

Not a street car was in sight,

The sun was freezing terrific,

It rained all day that night.

The pensive cow and sportive goat,

Delirious leaped from bow to bow,

The ancient mariner swallowed the soap

And washed ashore in a scow.

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Today’s health hint: An apple a day

keeps the doctor away; an onion a day

keeps dancing on a higher plane.

Divinity student, approached by mem-

ber of war memorial committee. “There

is no wealth in us.”

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR

Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

1 388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobacco*, go to

Ernie Cain’s Ggar Store

270 PRINCESS. STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Tis evening and the rising sun is setting

in the East,

The Sphinx with Cleopatia’s needle is

needing cakes of yeast.

Hence the Pyramids.

to each student, so that any would-be

fusser must pay the regular price,

(groans from Levana). Turning to a

more cheerful aspect of the situation, Mr.

Awrey gave the student-body some

‘dope” on the quality of our teams.

Chances were good, he said, for our Jun-

ior team to be the best in Canada. The

boys who played last year had learned a

lot. “The Intermediate team is good,”

continued the speaker, “and the Senior

team can win the home games.” Mr.

Awrey then pointed out that both Var-

sity and McGill teams had been on the

ice for a month and had had five or six

games with other teams.

Show the doubting Thomases that

Queen’s can back her teams,” concluded

the speaker, “the band will be there and

I want you all to be there too.”

A prince among men : Eddy Roi.

Do you believe in signs? How about

this?

Allen today : Conway Tearle.

midnight.

PERSONAL

Christmas Greeting Cards

Beautifully Printed

Hanson, Crozier & Edgar

Market Square

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP
One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music

&BBaBsannns!BSBBSffl!SBBnnaHnntEBnHBnffi9

Dr. L. H. Appleby (Med. ’19) has suc-

cessfully passed the examinations in Lon-

don, of the Royal College of Surgeons,

for a fellowship. He is one of very few

to be a F.R.C.S. at the age of twenty-six.

“App.” was originally with Meds

He left for overseas with Queen’s Hosp!

tal in March 1915, and swerved with them

nd and Egy/t. A^>-

After

Minx—Looking for something?

jinx_No, we’s lost my wife.

MASS MEETING
(Continued from page 1)

gested that the correlation was so inti-

mate that success in hockey might mean

success in exams., and vice versa. The

Colonel rather questioned the statement

that success in football had been entirely,

due to the support of the student body,

and in this connection asked his audience

to look forward to next term’s rugby

season.

The speaker, after making some well-

taken observations on the hockey situa-

tion urged the students to buy .season

tickets for the rink, for by so doing they

would find it easier to pass their examina-

tions and at the same time would help

pay back to the University a small part

of,the amount spent on athletics.

Amid loyal shouts of “Oil, Wine—

”

Dr. Austin next responded to the chair

man’s call, and with his customary de-

gree of gravity announced that he had just

been in Toronto, where he had had a good

time. While there, he said, some of the

devotees of Varsity had remarked that

since Queen’s had got a new Stadium

and a new Rink and was making splen-

did progress in athletics, she would next

turn her attention to education ! A sec-

ond remark, presumably from a similar

source, was that Varsity was very sorry

to have lost the first Rugby Game, but

anyway, how could one expect their team

to do anything when the home team

prayed for an hour previous to the game

!

“We can’t win by shouting”, said the

Doctor, and he then went on to point out

how necessary it was that we should

start our teams young—that is, should

get material from the freshman years

and train it up carefully. “It’s all in

practice” said the speaker in conclusion

“everyone must work and play—but as

for me, I’m getting' too stout to be an

athlete
!”

The chairman then called on Mr. Awrey
to speak, and as he rose, the faculties

vied with each other in giving him an

ovation. Mr. Awrey explained that the

reason so few were present was that the

rest of the University was out trying to

play hockey. “We are going to have

something to cheer for this year”, he

promised, and then reminded the audience

that the Frontenacs were the ancient

enemies of Queen’s, and that they had

said that Queen’s would not support her

team. “I think they are mistaken,” con-

tinued Mr. Awrey, “and we must sup-

port them better even than we did last

year. Hockey is the hardest game under

the sun, and you must show your ap-

preciation." The coach then announced

he had reserved 800 j.eats for the

,ers’ Club at*
;

. il asked

'<(*on wroiii
1 •:

Mr. Myers then asked Mr. Holdcroft

to divulge details of the plan for ''Mon-

day’s game, and urged those present to

act as missionaries in getting others to

come. Mr. Holcroft asked for parodies

on popular songs to be used at special

games, and there showed the audience 'a

toque in Queen’s colors, which, he said,

could be supplied at the price of 90c if

sufficient orders were obtained. He call-

ed for loyal souls to rise, and soon the rest

of the audience, not wishing to be out- -scribes,

done, swelled the ranks of the would-be

purchasers. Mr. Holcroft, however, be-

ing a keen student of human nature, and

relentlessly' practical, demonstrated his

ability as a salesman by passing around

papers for signatures of “The troops”

(laughter from sitters). Although the

band came in at the “psycological mo-

ment” with some, very coaxing music, we

do not know whether all those who stood

up signed their names ; but we hope so

it was really a splendid sc-heme. (Bill

-you should be an evangelist).

The meeting woke up with three cheeks

for the band at the suggestion of the

Principal, .and there was a strong feelipg

among the audience that the Hockey Sea-

son had gotten away to a good start.

own initiative on the great problems of jaur

country ?

It is a curious anomaly th<j,t in a scientific

age and in a Dominion, that prides itself

in British Freedom and responsible Govern-

ment, no effort was made to allow the edu-

cated young men and women of our Univer-

sities the right of franchise, on the same
basis as offr fellow citizens. We too had

taken advantage of the electioneering by

both parties, had become intensely inter-

ested in the political situation, and had de-

veloped a desire ,to express our notions of

Government. But just because we are not

residents of this City two months prior t-o

October 13th, 1921, we are deprived of our

vote. Now nothing can be more repugnant

to the writer than candid injustice.

The University has within its walls many
students from all parts of this fair Domin-

ion, who are residents in this City at least

seven months of the year. What does it

matter in a Federal Election whether a stu-

dent has been here two months prior to Oct.

13th, 1921, or two months prior to Dec. 6th,

1921, as long as he or she is a Canadian?

Yet the Foreigner who immigrates to our

native land, and who is undoubtedly un-

schooled in the Government of our country,

much less able to understand the language,

receives the right to vote, after having taken

out naturalization papers as the law pre-

SHOULD STUDENTS VOTE?

Editor of the Journal:

—

Will you kindly allow me, through the

medium of your valuable paper, to register

certain complaints with regard to the Fed-

eral Elections, as it effected Queen’s Uni-

versity?

Of ominous political significance is the

fact that the students received a most un-

just treatment during the recent campaign,

and are keenly hurt by the cold shotilder

which was turned towards them. True, the

majority of us are not permanent residents

of this City, but we certainly are proud to

be born free Canadians. Are we then of

such delicate fabric that we cannot reason

for ourselves and, if needs be, execute our

We have only to glance over our men

within college, to find that a large majority

have answered their country’s call, and de-

fended their country overseas on a National

question. Then to think that because of

some paltry residence rule, they have been

debarred from expressing their opinions at

the polls when a Dominion question, af-

fecting the welfare of their country is at

stake! Gentlemen, I ask you, is not this

state of affairs a reproach to our people?

It is evident that provisions have been

made for such classes a commercial travel-

lers, sailors, and railway men. Are we not

more consistent residents than they? Ob-

viously some measures can surely be taken

without infringing on the limitations of the

law, to extend in the future the constitu-

tional right of suffrage to the thousands or

more in our Universities. As gravity binds

the universe in a cosmos, so just laws will

some day bind humanity in the harmony

of brotherhood.

W. A. Dawson.

HOW TO PAY THE RENT

In a certain village a landlord does not

receive a very hearty welcome on Mon-

day mornings, and a tenant in one of the

houses there recently handed the land-

lord half a crown towards the rent.

“Is this all you’ve got for me, and you

so much in arrears?”

“Go on, now, and be satisfied," replied

the tenant. “You wouldn't have had that

only my old man has been and sold the

back door.”—Ex.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Get Your Skates Sharpened Right.

WE CAN DO IT

All skates are sharpened by an expert—no rough uneven

edges to keep you from gliding along the ice surface.

OUR PRICE 25c—AND WORTH IT

Sole Agents for the Famous Automobile Skates

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

. ,
The Place to Get That Record
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SPORT
QUEEN’S HOCKEY GAMES, 1922

r. 4- PI-h p Opponent League.

?“
9 Queen's Frontenacs Intermediate O.H.A.

'

1 1—Queen’s Frontenacs Junior 'O-H-A.

13—Queen's Belleville. ... r Intermediate O.H.A.

16—Cornwall Q»«n’» '’termed,ate O.H.A.

16—Brockville Q«een
'

s J
,

U"'.OT Pp
18—Cornwall Q^en’s Jumor O.H.A

;

20—Queen’s Brockville Intermediate O.H.A.

Toronto TT—.... *** “"“S
Dneen’s R.M.C J„niOT Intercollegiate

d
, Brockville Junior O.H.A.

27—Queen’s Frontenacs Intermediate O.H.A.

5Q Oueen’s Frontenacs Junior O.H.A.

Feb.* 1—Queen** RiLC Intermediate Intercollegiate

1—Belleville Queen’s...-.- Intermediate O.H.A.

? Queen's Cornwall Junior O.H.A.

3
”

Queen’s Cornwall Intermediate O.H.A.

lu-nni Oueen’s Senior Intercollegiate

4—Oueen’s R.M.C Junior Intercollegiate ,

6—Brockville Queen’s Intermediate O-H.A.

8—Queen’s ...R.M.C Intermediate Intercollegiate

10-Qt,ecu's :.*:.* Varsity Senior Intercollegiate

24—Queen’s McGill .....Senior Intercollegiate

The conflicting games on February 1 will be changed.

HOCKEY DOPE

(Continued fron* page 1)

in Canada.” That’s a big mouthful but they

certainly look good. Carl Quinn is sure of

his job in goal. His brother Arthur, with

experience, will be a close contestant.

Reynolds and Wilson are the probable

' defence. They are both big and Reynolds

has lost none of his effectiveness. Wilson

needs match experience but his premier

• skating ability will help him a lot. Donegan,

Emery and Adams are the next best.

Emery and Adams are the next best. Emery,

while slow, has valuable experience behind

him and plays a great defensive game.

Nickle at centre; Boucher, right wing;

and Johnston, left wing. Nickle is a new

man from the hockey standpoint. Faster,

more unselfish and a better back checker

than last year, he should be well to the fore

This year. Boucher is a decided asset.

While his condition is poor as yet he can

outskate and out stickhandle anything seen

here in Junior hockey last year—to say

which is making as big a statement as Mr.

Awrey’s. -He does not combine as well as

Nickle and Johnston and has a tendency

to roam all over.

Lindsay looks like the best sub. Adam

is big, and awkward as yet, but will prove

valuable in mid-season. McLeod is a hard

worker. Detlor has a knack of always being

in the way and that is a handy talent.

The Athletic Board of Control has in-

volved itself in a heavy responsibility.

There is the interest to meet on $30,000 for

the new rink and the expenses of absolutely

A 1 men in .the coaching and training depart-

ment. The A. B. of C. must be justified

and the teams must be supported. The town

supportes the Frontenacs in splendid man-

ner, and our boys must go on the ice feeling

for every minute of the sixty that they are

on home ice with their own crowd out-yell-

ing the other. If we win the group King-

ston will yell for us when we play with the

winners of other groups. In .the meantime

to win our group, WE MUST BACK OUR
TEAMS!

Billy Hughes is the proud owner of a

Queen’s Colour Sweater Coat, presented

by Mr. Geo. Awrey in appreciation for his

past and present work. Billy's work is

“behind the curtain” but nobody realizes

more than Mr. Awrey the importance of

.that work. Our last year’s championships

were certainly due very largely to the con-

dition of our teams. Billy will do just as

well this year. %

The turnouts have been very encourag-

ing. The Intermediates have had from

.twenty to thirty out regularly and the Jun-

ior squad is even bigger.

More railbirds are needed! The practice

hours are convenient. The Intermediates

and Seniors practice from 5-6, and the Jun-

iors, 6-7. Turn out and applaud the good

plays. It will be an incentive, and a peppy

practice means a peppy game. The rink is

handy
;
there is lots of room, and no admis-

sion. Come one, come in thousands.

Mr. Awrey has had both teams well in

hand. The most likely men have been kept

at it for the full sixty minutes and are in

mid-season form right now. The other men

have been substituted often enough ,to prove

their worth. The coach has seen the wis-

dom of this. It takes a lot of interest for

man to turn out and merely keep the bench

warm night after night, and we need them

all.

Both the teams have been taught a system

winch the professionals have proved good.

I me and energy is not to be wasted in

lighting around the opponent’s goal. A

rush is made and immediately the forwards

<j, »p back to halfway and form a five man

defence. In rushing the centre man carries

• hr puck and passes to either wing. The

- i„g man shoots and the centre man tears

i s . for the rebound. The defense is taught

body check liberally..

ASSAULT-AT-ARMS TEAM,TO
BE GOOD

(Continued from page 1).

as a knockout in the boxing, and while

the taste of the “vulgar mob” does not

run to "pig-sticking” we all appreciate

the good work done by our representa-

tives at this old-world sport.

The boxing bouts as usual, furnished

the excitement of the evening. There

was not a single bout which was the

least bit one-sided and Billie Hughes had

to use his deciding vote several times. In

one case he refused to cast it and declar-

ed a draw. This was the extremely in-

teresting fight between Roberts and Red

Taylor, at 135 lbs. Roberts, while new

in college, has apparently had the padded

gloves on before. He ha c ‘endcncy to

let his right arm get paralyzed under his

chin, but his footwork left nothing to be

(Continued on page 8).

We are off ,to a good start. The . spirit

behind the teams is splendid. The seniors

are out to win at least their home games.

The Intermediates want nothing short of

two championships; the Juniors will run

hem a close race and mean to set the pace

n their leagues.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

(

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shoo
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’c

Rltnn flreliMtra

l&parpackage
Tto/or35<

aJ In tins of 50 &. lOO

‘yi little Bit of sill Right

NAVY CUT

ElBAHETTES—

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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Ready For Christmas

What would make a more acceptable

gift than:

- A NOBBY HAT
FINE GLOVES
STYLISH FURS .

This is the Students’ Store

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

LOCAL O.H.A. SCHEDULE
Intermediate O.H.A.

jan . 9—Queen’s at Frontenaes.

13—Belleville at Queen's.

20—Brockvi lie at Queen’s.

23—Brockviile at Frontenaes.

25—Cornwall .at Frontenaes.'

27—Frontenaes at Queen’s.

Feb. 3—Cornwall at Queen’s.

6—Belleville at Frontenaes.

Junior O.H.A.

jan . 2—Cornwall at Frontenaes.

6 Brockviile at Frontenaes.

11—Queen’s at Frontenaes.

24—Brockviile at Queen’s.

30—Frontenaes at Queen’s.

Feb %—Cornwall at Queen’s.

Dress Shirt

Sets

We have a large assortment of

Dress Studs in Pearl and Gold;

also Links to match.

$1.25 a set up

Kiraiear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Comfort For
Studying

In Case Santa Overlooked Your

Foot Comfort

Men’s Felt, House Slippers $1.50

Men’s Soft Kid Slippers . . .$2.00

Other Styles up to $6.00

LOCKETT’S

SPECIAL PRICES

On Queen’s Sweaters for

January

THE CLUB

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

JANUARY THE FIRST

I welcomed not the Old Year,

But he’s gone forever now

With his bag of joy and sorrow

To the caves of memory.

O strange New Year! I cannot see,

In spite of buoyant Hope—I fear.

Last year it was the old home;

But that’s bare and vacant now

And mirth within its empty rooms

Would seem like mockery.

O strange New Year! I cannot see

My beckoning light, though far I roam.

Last year,—it was the old friend; ^
But he’s dead and buried now

And lying by those silent folk

Who used to laugh with me.

0 strange New Year! I cannot see

1 may be with them when you end.

Haste not New Year! The old way

Has grown to us so dear now

That the changes you shall make in it

Bring pain and misery.

Give courage .then, and strength to see

What we must do from day to day.

Psyche.

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their food is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and

obliging, that it’s just like dining at home.

More expensive? Oh,*ho! Prices have

Been Reduced to the lowest possible level

consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-

prised at the small amount of your check

when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

WAR MEMORIAL
SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL

STILL BE RECEIVED BY

THE FACULTY REPRESEN-

TATIVES OR THE HONOR-

ARY TREASURER.

ASSAULT-AT-ARMS TEAM TO
BE GOOD

(Continued from page seven.)

desired. Red probably underestimated

SALE
OF

Men’s Furnishings

AND

CLOTHING
Starts Thursday, October 13

(

20% to 50% off

the entire stock

THIS IS A REAL SALE,
FELLOWS

Buy what you need wl^ile the

choice is best

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 9S0

his man’s reach as he relied too much on

side-stepping. His defence was poor.

Both pack a husky wallop. Bill intends

to put flesh on Roberts for the 145 lb.

class. Dunlop and Wilson put up a very

lively six minutes of entertainment and

the decision to Wilson was subject to

criticism. Wilson has slightly the better

style of the two. Both use their two

hands very well. The concensus of opin-

ion was that an extra round should have

been allowed.

At 125 lbs. McMillan won a close de-

cision from Doyie. “Mac” won on his

reach, while Jimmy lacked aggressive-

ness. It was a pretty exhibition. How-
ard deserved to win from McIntosh, but

it was only his clever footwork that saved

him from his heavy-hitting opponent.

Both covered up well. Holt’s old trouble

beat him in his bout with Thachyk, He
outpointed “Tick-tack”, but lost on two

knock-downs. Eric boxes with his chin

stuck out as
r
an inducement to the other

fellow to lead. As a rule the other fel-

low does and reaches too far. Thachyk
is a heavy hitter, covers well and can take

a lot of punishment.

Brown won from Nimick at 145 lbs.

Nimick is a good defensive man, but fail-

ed to make points. Neither man had the

freedom of movement that comes with

experience. Montgomery won from

Moulton in an extra round. Both were

very energetic and Moulton’s gameness

was much appreciated. Montgomery had

the reach.

Wrest

matched with newer men to whom they

conceded anywhere from five to thirty

pounds.

Harvey gave twelve pounds to Myers

who got a fall in two minutes. Harvey

kept out of danger for the rest of the time.

He made all the holds only to lose them

through the superior strength of his op-

ponent. Myers should be a serious con-

tender at 135. Perry won from W. A.

Taylor to whom he gave nine pounds.

Taylor got the first frill when he gave

Perry no chance to move when the latter

fell flat on his back from the standing

position. Perry shows 'great improve-

ment over, last year and got Ids two falls

in quick succession.

Xmas Greeting Cards

Neatly Embossed with Queen’s

Crest, Initial or Year Pin.

Exclusive Designs.

ORDER NOW.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Dolan and Treity drew. Dolan was

about ten pounds lighter and made a cred-

itable showing for his first appearance on

the mat this year. He showed more ag-

gressiveness than last year, and went at

his work more quickly and decisevely.

Treity has a model build for this weight

and with more experience will be heard

from.

Saylor got two falls from Geo. Stew-

art. There was a difference of thirty

pounds in weight here, and Jimmy used

it to his best advantage. It was no dis-

credit to Stewart and a big feather in

Jimmy’s cap. He showed more speed

than he did last year running for ideals

and knew what to do with his man when

he got him on the mat.

North, although eight pounds lighter

than Currey, won two falls. He is as

quick as -a flash and with some further

experience .in the art of making holds

will be an active contender y
for the 145

g>tranl>
MON., TUES., WED.

THOMAS MEIGHAN

“The EASY ROAD”

THE IMPERIAL -LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-

bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by

$110,000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will P r?\
vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mg

238 PRINCESS STREET

KIRKPATRICK’S ART ST0R|

Established 1874
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A. B. of C. To Stage

Skating Carnival

night of hilarity when
RINK IS OPENED

QUEEN’S JUNIORS START
SEASON WITH A VICTORY

QUINN STAjfti

Tlie afternoon of Wednesday, January

18th, will be devoted to the formal open-

ing of the Jock Harty Arena. Details of

the ceremony are not at present avail-

able, but the Athletic Board of Control

has the matter in hand and the occasion

is assured of the dignity and impressive-

ness which it deserves.

To make the day particularly memor-

able the A. B. C. has planned a Fancy

Dress Carnival to be held at the rink in

the evening of the same day. No trouble

is being spared to make the event one

to be remembered. Not for years has

anything of the nature been seen at

Queen's and it is hoped that the affair

will be successful enough 'to be accepted

as an annual occurrence. The prize list

for clever costumes is of a nature to en-

courage everyone to tax their ingenuity

to the limit. There will be a prize for

the student with the most original cos-

tume, and one for the wearer of the fun-

niest outfit. Prizes, for those who are

non-students will also be alloted, and

there will be a "grand prize.” Not con-

tent with having an ordinary fancy-dress

skating party, the A. B. of C. has decided

to hold speed skating contests.

z\ night of rollicking fun is anticipated.

There will be a dash of the Parade spirit

to it, a dash of the masquerade. Paris on

Christmas Eve; Italy at Carnival Time,

Spain on a bull-fight day could all learn

from next Wednesday's jamboree. Happy

spirits, augmented band, best sheet of ice

in Eastern Canada, refreshments,
_

clever

Queen’s costumes—the tout ensemble

promises to be a positive riot of jollity.

Spanish Dancers, Adams and Eves, Fatty

Arbuekles, Monks, Queen’s Spirits, Bar-

tenders, Pierrots—they will all be there.

Following the excellent example set by

the Intermediates', Queen's Juniors com-

menced their series by a decisive victory

over Frontenacs at the Harty Arena on

Wednesday night. Snow falling steadily

through the ventilators made it necessary

to scrape the ice every ten minutes ;
but de-

spite the heavy ice and the one-sided score,

the game was full of interest all the way

Queen's presented an able aggregation of

scorers, all the forwards packing deadly

shots; it was in this department that they

showed the most marked superiority over

the Kingston team. Reynolds was a tower

of strength on the defence and carried

through- for the majority of our goals, pas-

sing most unselfishly when his chance came

Nickle’s wicked shot was greatly in evidence

and live of our goals came from his stick.

Boucher also showed up well, and will prove

suitable find with improvement in con-

dition. Wilson is a little inexperienced, and

was inclined to rough it up. Quinn turned

in his usual stellar game in goal, and the

tone goal scored on him was altogether

flukey, carroming in off Wilsons skate..

Lindsay and Davidson both played well on'

this, their first appearance, and show pro

mise of becoming capable substitutes. Al-

together the team is a systematic, high scor-

ing aggregation, with plenty of weight and

it will certainly have the honour of going

far in the O.H.A. The Frontenacs skate

well and at times developed considerable

team-work, but they are inexperienced and

weak around the nets. Shipton and Bell,
j

Abeam

ringer were probably their best and McKay Hawkins

in goal repeatedly saved tallies, I

Referei^J.

INTERMEDIATE WIN
WELL DESERVED

RAGGED jGAME—

M

cKELVEY AND
WOODRUFF SHOW UP

WELL

The first period was slow and marked by

frequent penalties on both sides. Reynolds

and Niekle combined for Queen’s first goal,

Reynolds scoring on a pass from Donnie.

Near the end of the period Davidson scored

again on a long shot. 1st Period—Queens!

2, Frontenacs 0.

One minute after the commencement of

the 2nd period, Niekle went through and

scored. Queen’s rushed repeatedly and for-

ced the play. Reynolds went down and

passed to Niekle inside the defense, Donnie

scoring again. Quinn saved well and Rey-

nolds and Niekle went through once more

Niekle again counting on a pass from Rey-

nolds. Both teams seemed inclined to mix

things up at this point, and referee Murray

was kept busy. Near the end of the period

Reynolds went through the whole Frontenac

team, and passed to Johnson for another

tally.

The last period produced the best hockey

of the game, and Frontenacs got their only

goal on a carrom off Wilson’s skate. Queen s

netted three more, one from Davidson and

two from Niekle.

LINE UP:

Frontenacs

:

McKay
Taylor

Shipton

Purdy

Bellringer

Driscoll

Angrove

Goal

Defence

Centre

L. Wing
R. Wing

“Subs.

Goal

Queen's

:

K. Quinn

Reynolds

Wilson

Niekle

Boucher

Johnson

Lindsay

Davidson

A. Quinn

Murray, Brockville.

Queen’s Now Has

Two Junior Teams

It is authoritatively announced by the

Athletic Director that a second team of

Queen's Juniors-will be placed in the In-

tercollegiate Race. So well attended

were the Junior workouts that it was

thought best to organize two distinct

teams. The newly organized team is to

be grouped with K.C.I. and Regiopolis in

a series of games. Should they win this

series they will be entitled to play off

with the winners of Queen’s III. and

R.M.C., the two teams comprising the

second group.

H. C. WHITE AT
NATURE CLUB

• J_
TALKS ON "NATIVE BIRDS

UNDER OBSERVATION”

Theatre Night

The Committee has been appointed.

These are your representatives for the

coming Theatre Night, unless they are

ordained, shot, or sent down to the jug

to do time. Tamworth Papers please

copy

:

Convener—V. A. Minnes.

Science—Rev. Thorburn.

Science—W. E. or J. A. H. Patterson

(either is a good man).

Medicine—John McKelvey.

Medicine—John Lansbury.

Arts—Jimmie Gow.

Arts—Eddie Dolan.

Divinity—Gladstone E. Wood.

Divinity—A. L. Blacklock. \

Levana — Miss Fovita Kelly, Mis:

Bessie Abernethy.

Busingess Mgr.—Suds Sutherland.

ontinued on page 8

At a recent meeting of the Naturalists

Club. Mr. H. C. White gave an address

on “Native Birds Under Observation.”

In the “first place Mr. White explained

that he did not keep his pets in captivity

1 as most wild animals do not thrive in

cages or runs, and behave differently than

they do when in possession of their free-

dom.

Continuing, Mr. White said that his

first pet bird was a Great Blue Heron,

commonly called a “crane.” The Heron

builds a nest solely of sticks at the top

of some tall tree in a swampy district.

The nest is unlined and thus is thorough-

ly cleansed by successive rainfalls. From

a nest such as that described Mr. White

once took a young weakling heron and

reared it in his backyard. The young

bird was especially fond of fish, such as

the trout of which Mr. White kept a

small tank of live specimens.

The bird, allowed his freedom, was

friendly to him, but would attack dogs,

cats, and other animals strange to it. It

was learned that the Heron absolutely

refuses decaying fish, and will often re-

fuse to eat a dead fish however recently

killed. Thus the bird cannot be included

among the “scavengers.”

The heron does not spear the fish, but

simply grasps them between the man-

dibles with a swift dart of the head.

Mr. White also kept several Ruffed

Grouse or Partridges under observation.

Young grouse feed largely on mosquitoes,

crane flies and similar insects. They will

not drink water from a vcssE

sip drops of it from leaves. These birds

can fiy when about a week old, but the

speaker’s, pets remained in the backyard

even when they were full grown. As

they grew older the birds would feed on

berries and tender green leaves. They

never gorge -tiiemselves on one kind of

food, and those which discover a supply

of food always call the other members

of flock to share it. This flock of grouse

was kept throughout an entire sum

mer. Unfortunately with the approach

of winter the birds had to be subjected

to the housing conditions of domestic

fowl, and they quickly became ill.

Mr. White stated that he thought that

the Prairie Chicken of the West should

he introduced into Eastern Canada as

the Ruffed Grouse is fast disappearing.

QUESTION OF DISPUTED

GOAL SETTLED

During the Intermediate game last

Monday night, it seemed to a number of

the spectators that a Frontenac player

had shot the puck into the Queen’s nets,

but that it was so rapidly cleared that

the goal judge could not see it, and that

what should have been a goal was not so

counted. The matter caused a great deal

of discussion at the time and we are glad

to he able to have it definitely settled.

Athletic Director George Awrey has

made the following statement to the

“Journal,” “1 was Tailed up Tuesday

morning by Manager Jack Fleming of the

Frontenacs. He states that Smith told

him, regarding the disputed goal at the

Arch Street end of the rink, that the puck

did not go in the net. This shows good

vrtsmanship on the part of Smith and

‘ gleans up the matter oj dispute.”

In the first Queen’s game played in

the new Jock Harty Memorial Arena,

Queen’s Intermediates defeated Fronten-

acs 8-6. The game was hard-fought and

j

exciting at all times. The ice was very

|

heavy and the lack of condition of both

teams soon told on them and led to a

tendency to mix it up.

Referee Millan called the game at 8.20,

and Mr. Win. Harty faced the puck.

Play commenced fast, with Frontenacs

forcing the action, and Queen’s on the

defensive. The first goal was scored by

Brouse after a nice rush. The joy of the

Kingston fans was short-lived, as less

than a minute later McKelvey took the

puck up the ice, and in a mix-up in front

of the net Carroll batted it in. Three

minutes later Kingston went into the

lead again, on a shot from Niekle s stick.

Queenls began to wake up at this stage,

and McKelvey and Stewart went through

on a pretty bit of combination, but Stew-

art shot over the net with not one but

the goalie to beat. Kingston rushed and

McNeil made his best save of the game.

Carroll was banished for slashing, after

being repeatedly warned for loafing.

Just before time Ritchie went up and

scored from outside the .defence, an easy-

shot. The period ended with the score

2-2. Both teams subbed repeatedly and

Frontenacs appeared to have a slight

edge in both condition and the play.

Two minutes after -the commencement

of play in the 2nd period, Brown made

an end-to-end rush and passed out to

Smith, unguarded in front of the net,

who put Frontenacs into the lead again.

Once more Queen’s came right back ;
Mc-

Kelvey carried the puck down, lost it,

Battersby recovered, and tied the game

on a long shot. Play grew ragged and

rough and numerous penalties were

handed out. Ritchie went off for a heavy

body check. Stewart and Brown mixed

it and were penalized. Shortly after he

came on Brown was again banished 'fer

stepping into Stewart. At this point

Johnny Woodruff pulled off the prettiest

play of the night, going through the

whole Frontenac team and poking the

puck in from a few feet out. Immediate-

ly afterwards he carried it to the defence

and scored again from outside. Queen’s

forced the play at this stage, and Mc-

Kelvey and Stewart pulled off a pretty

piece of combination. Stewart scoring on

a good pass from “Red.”

Smith again scored for JKingston an a

nice rush. The period ended with

Queen’s leading 6-4. Queen’s forced all

the play in this period, and even when

playing three men to five, McKelvey and

Woodruff were able to hold them off.

Taugher relieved Whitney in goal in

the last frame, and his work merited the

(Continued on page 7).

THE BULLETIN

Friday, January 13th—

8.15—Intermediate O.H.A. .
Belleville

vs. Queen’s at the Jock Harty

Arena.

Saturday

—

7.00 p.m.—Alma Mater Society.

Wednesday Afternoon:

—

Official opening of Jock Harty Arena.

Wednesday Evening

—

Fayty Dress Carnival at the Jock

Harty Arena.
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“The College Hat Store

cs

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety ^of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 186*

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

S. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-
propriate.

“The Match” “Thp Dance”
“The Social”

We delive Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

- thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
‘ FLORIST
280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

EDITORIAL
(furen’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50;- Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75 ; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. fpr exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors_H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.
Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER. *
-

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.
Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND
Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.
Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.
Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.
Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

HOCKEY
The constant reader of prep, school

and university periodicals cannot fail to

wonder, occasionally, at the number of

feverish pleas for support of athletic-

teams which find a place in the columns

of these college papers. During the foot-

ball season one can scarcely pick up a

college news sheet or magazine from the

Dalhousie “Gazette” to the “Ubyssey”

without meeting outpourings on behaff

of the “gridiron heroes,” who apparently

would play to empty grandstands were

it not for the thoughtfulness of the jour-

nalistic enthusiasts who nobly call on the

cohorts of lethargic stddents to up and

support the good old yellow and green

!

And so with hockey. One would gather

that hectic columns of special pleading

are necessary to convince college students

that a hockey match is really a not un-

interesting spectacle if one’s friends or

fellow students comprise one of the teaijis.

Howe'ver ' useful' such Argumentation

may he elsewhere, it is entirely unneces-

sary here at Queen’s. . The normal

Queen’s man is the one who is interested

in hockey as a game, and even more in-

terested in the success of his college

teams. To him the support of the teams
does not seem a burden ; he does not feel

it as a duty to anyone but himself. In

fact, those few students who do not take

a keen interest in the teams are like aliens

—they are lone melancholy souls in a

wilderness of enthusiasm. We feel con-

fident that ninety-five per cent, of the

Queen's men and women are rejoicing in

the splendid start ourT).H.A. teams have
made and are planning with the keenest

anticipation to see as many more of

the season’s games as a minimum of at-

tention to studies will allow.

The posting of results provides- an in-

teresting event. The eagerness of thpse

who crowd to see the hoard is in inverse

ratio to the marks obtained, and the 4th

Div. man is positively a menace to life

as he rushes to see the list. There is also

the mark-hound who came second with

86 per* cent, but who always seems to he

pushing in to see whether he has passed

or not. He eontinuall^hovers around

the list to declare his surprise at his own
success to those who have failed, thereby

becoming democratic and popular.

It seems unfair that the students should

have to do their work under the profes-

sorial eye, while the task of marking the

papers is performed in the easy chair by
the fireside. We suggest that the mark-

ing of the papers should be done by the

professors in a body in Grant Hall, and
that the students should meet by years

to view
s
the spectacle from the gallery

A small admission fee could he charged

that light refreshments might he served

at 11.30 when students and staff could

meet for a congenial half hour.

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES' 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS
Phone 363.

THUR, FRI., SAT.

CHARLES RAY
in

“SCRAP IRON”

EXAMINATIONS
Parents, professors over thirty-eight

years of age, and serious students con-

sider examinations the acid test, the final

show-down. The brilliant student con-

siders them a bit of a bore and rather

resents the implication that he may not

know everything; the other 99%, the

eram-while-the-world - crams - with - you
crowd, regard then)- as a rather irksome
game, like playing hockey in slush or a

golf -match in a rain storm'. The game
is in the nature of an obstacle race, player
A designing the obstacles to his own sat-

isfaction and player B being required to

stumble over, around or through as many
as' possible within three hours ;—or a

football match, the prof, having the wind,
as it were. For a day oi'.two before the
contest a period of intensive training
characterized by late hours and cigarettes
is undergone by some of the players,

Accursed is the diligent student who
gallops to his exams., makes 80 per cent,

and afterwards complains about the i>iper.

In the same category is the ms . who
admits without a blush that he , > ,

during the Christmas holidays, i

man who makes a 1st Div., altho,

ifthinu uptil the niffht

CORRESPONDENT ADVOCATES A
THIRD RINK

Editor Journal,

Dear Sir;

The elections being over, may I sug-

gest that “Now is the t-uu-e for all good

men to don their skates, and, hockey

stick in hand, to hasten to uphold the

honour of their university, faculty, and

year !” That. 1 take it, is a really noble

sentiment. It might almost be consid

ered epic, if I may be permitted to say

so. Unfortunately it has a rather serious

objection. The spirit, or the spirits, are

unquestionably willing, but the A. B. of

C. is—shall we say, unprepared.

This university, in which we have

illimitable pride, boasts two rinks. That

is to say, we now possess one excellent

arena equal, perhaps, to an ordinary rink

and a half. We have besides this, a ncar-

rink, which makes up the other half. The
arena, when not the scene of a hockey

game, is devoted to the beneficial, pleas-

ant. and altogether commendable pastime

of skating. With this condition of affairs

we have no quarrel. But what scope,

then, remains for the practice of the

beautiful thought expressed at the first

of this epistle? That is the question, and

there, too, is the rub.

We have thirteen different years in

this university. Most of these years have

sufficient lab. work to occupy them until

at least four o’clock in the afternoon.

Practically all of them are most desirous

of playing" hockey,—often. It was from

these years that the material was drawn,

which last, season brought to Queen’s two

championships. But what opportunity

now exists for the development of latent

talent, when we have one semi-rink to

serve thirteen year teams, and when that

rink is usually covered, either with snow
or water. The fact is, the facilities for

the development of hockey players in the

University are quite inadequate. There

is really very little reason why we should

not have another rink, situated presum-

ably on the lower campus. The A.B. of

QXwas made for the students, not the

students for the A. B. of C., and it i:

high time that the policy of taking a

much from the various years, with as

little return as possible, should be aban-

doned.

Every member of the University is

aware of the fact that, for the past two
years, exorbitant fees have been charged

for practice hours on the outdoor rink,

and that in the majority of cases the

ice was unfit to be played on. This con-

dition of affairs is rediculous. The up-

keep of the rink is a minimum. The
Mtal cost is contained in the items of

gilt, water, and the odd board that is

i placed from year to year. It is kept

shape, after a fashion, by 'the atten-

iqnts of the covered rjnk, and the cost of

It All

Counts
“The tailor makes the

man.”

Of course, we all know
true manhood depends

upon more than mere
“clothes,” but we must ad-
mit that clothes do make a
world of difference.

Just so with good sta-
* tionery—the very paper
you use in your correspon-
dence, rightly or wrongly,
influences people in their

judgment of you.

Our Stationery Depart-
ment abounds in papers

and correspondence cards
that are both irreproach-
a b 1 e and inexpensive,
whilst we engrave address
dies, monograms, calling-

cards, invitation cards and
other social requirements
of the most approved
forms.

Our prices you will find

astonishingly m ode r-

ate.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION,
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS /
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given ^n various trades. The schools

and glasses are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to tlie Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate',

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

^Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1921.

zero. If the proper attitude regarding

the fostering of the hockey spirit and the *

development of material in the University

prevailed, we would have two open air

rinks, with hockey practice hours alloted

to the various years at a fee just suffi-

cient; to cover the cost of upkeep.

If this point finds favour in the eyes

of the undergraduates it is my belief

that the matter should be brought up at

a regular meeting of the Alma Mater

Society and thoroughly discussed oo the

floor.

I thank you for permitting me to en-i

croach upon your space, in this way.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST: PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES' PRIVATE PARLOR

Wo arc now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shm-

ng pariors, having a private parlor

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

medicine

January Clearing

Sale Is

NOW GOING ON

PRICES CLIPPED CLOSE

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL'S ICE CREAM

“Best^by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

MEDS. '26 SOCIAL EVENING

- Wednesday, January 18th

I’ll never take another drop,” said the

home brewer as he leaped front the tenth

story window.

Now if you can discern the link between

that punk joke and yourself, it’s more than

we can—except that it would be quite a

“come-down” in your case, too, were you

to fall down on the chance of attending

that absolutely ,‘jake’ Social Evening that

has everybody talking!

We picked a winner last year when we

put our tin on Meds. '26 dance ;ts the term’s

best bet. But give this music the once over,

brethren ! And when we whisper that you II

have it served up by Treneer’s peppy music

dispensers, you can just imagine the care-

free dreaminess of those, waltzes, and the

odd dash of cayenne in the fox trots. Do

you wonder that we’re betting the same

way again? Yea. bo! 9 to 1. .

But that’s the hour, not the odds; and

it means that beginning at 9 instead of at

7 o'clock as customary, you will be able

to revel in four' bewildering hours of bliss-

ful forgetfulness of the nightmare just past.

The land of Jazz will claim you, and no

gaunt exant. will be stalking there to leer

sidelong at you. All fast music—no Dead

March'!

Reach for that telephone, brother, and

make some little lady's heart happy. Of

course you’ll be at the Rink Carnival fust,

but keep that fancy costume on when you

come to dance, and old Grant Hall will see

an evening that for music; originality, and

sheer downright jollification has never been

equalled, let alone surpassed.

So make sure of those /tiokets NOW
The Music:

Extra. Fox Trot—Stolen Kisses.

1. Waltz—Mary O’Brien.

2. Fpx Trot—’’lucky Home.

3. Fox Trot—Leave roe with a smile

4. Waltz—When Francis Dances.

5. Fox Trot—Ten Little Fingers.

6a. One Step—Vamping Rose.

6b. Fox Trot—Sweet Hortense.

7. Waltz—Lazy Mississippi.

8a. Fox Trot—I Want My Mammy.

8b. Waltz—Honolulu Eyes.

9. Fox Trot—My Sunny Tennessee

10a. Bonnie Lassie

10b. Waltz—Just Love Me.

11. Fox Trot—Wabash Blues.

12. Waltz—Last Waltz.

A MEMORY OF WAR

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co

With apology to the Walrus and the

Carpenter.

The Surgeon and the D.M.S. «

Were writhing in-4 tf*
ss

And groused like anything ,to see

Such quantities of pus.

“If only this we cleared" they said

“The credit’s all for us.” .

•

/

“If seven knnts with seven stuntsf

Worked at it year by year

Do you suppose the surgeon said,

"That they could get it clear?”

“I doubt it” said the D.M.S.

And shed a bitter tear.

Four little T. C’s* hurried up

And more and more and more

The Quarter Master Sergeant too

With* Clerks and books galore \

Because a tooth brush had been lost

From his most sacred store.

“The time has come,” the surgeon said,

“To speak of many things

Of Tetanus and Streptococcus

And fit of
- Thomas rings,

Of Scabies and Spirochetis

And whether Dakyn stings.”

“O Captains,” said the D.M.S.

Do you your letters know

Can you entreat a grant of leave

From any G.R.O.

£)r find a D.A.D.M.S.

Without a D.S.O?”

“0 Comrades,” said the D.M.S.

“With you I sympathize,

Your work is hard, your hours long

Your pay of moderate- size

;

You shall be mentioned in the lists”

And tears sprang in his eyes.

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

"A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s cplors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

h Opposite Opera House

|
f'HE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

'HONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE,

The *T.C’s watched with anxious gaze

The lists that were to come

They waited sadly day by day

But honours came there none

And that is hardly strange, because

They’d spoofed them everyone.

tThe principal Stunts worked in the

war were:
.

\ The Salt Stunt. 2. The Flavine „

. Stunt.

3. The Carrel Dakyn Stunt. 4. En-

sol Stunt. _ .

5. B.I.P.P. Stunt. 6. The Paraffin

Oil Stunt

7. The Paste Stunt

>-r c —Temporary Commission.

L. J. A .

STUDENTS

Save
’

Statistics show that

cent, of College G)

strained eyesight, and
to wear glasses const

NOW IS THE T
AVOID DAN

Visit our eyesight spe

out the true condition <

R. J. RO!
Consulting Of

132 PRINCESS

md find

WIT

MEDICINE y
We by these presents do hereby defend

Our Consort, His Royal Highness

Prince Boocus Egyptus

“In consequence of the fact that under

the Arts column of Tuesday’s Journal,

Our Consort H.R.H. Prinpe Boocus

Egyptus, was 'basely maligned, we feel the

necessity of personally taking up his de-

fence."

We concede that an error was made.

Whether the original writing was at fault

or a typographical error occurred, it is dif-

ficult to say. So trifling is the point at issue

that we would wonder, were it not for the

critic’s self appointed appellation “ignorant

agnostic,” what ancient grudge impel-

i > belittle his abilities be-

! f-s: tlv C- •vers, f.
*

attention to the injustice

name which we suppose

its disastrous contradic-

Consort.” Its use was not

1

1 1 ander but totally unsub-

'ritic, and known by us to

throughout his future cap-

pss columns, the Arts ’23

terary Daniel, will remem-

lay he judged.

Cleopatra.

Royal Barge at Alexan-

ith day of January, 1922.

"SAY IT wm
WATT*

r.RS”
yould you care to join^

psionary movement?”^

FOUNDED 1847

Livingston’s

January

Discount Sale
Now Going On

20% OFF ALL MEN’S SUITS
Ready-to-wear

20% OFF ALL MEN’S OVERCOATS
Ready-to-wear

20% OFF everything in our Ready-to-wear

Department

20% OFF all Shirts, Ties, Neck-wear, Underwear, Sox,

Cloves, Sweaters and all Dress Accessories. Every- >

thing in our Furnishing Department, Collars^nd Jaegar

Goods excepted.

Buy your Tuxedo Suit and -Dress Furnishings dur-

ing this Sale.

1
• ALL*SALES FOR CASH

Livingston’s

75-79 Brock Street

1F OFF vnllR ROUTE, IT PAYS TO WALK~ '

‘ L 1

W\i

w

fry

I
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors bejo^Clergj^StQ^^

>r Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

4#

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

I'.'

,
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Now is the
Time

I TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT

| TAKEN FOR THE YEAR
- BOOK

la The work can be given indivi-

!| dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ja ing the rush season.

1 WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

a FOR STU TENTS

ivingston Art

Studio

!/.. PRINCESS STREET

(Ncxc to Bibby*s)

Doc. Courtney has changed boarding

houses. He could not stand William Beck-

ing’s table manners—it’s cheaper to move

than to pay board anyway. Which reminds

us—Doc. was in N’Yarwk, he tried to see

the Old Year out in proper fashion. From

what he could see of it, it was going out

nicely the last time he looked. As it was

a swell cabaret in the Tenderloin (none of

your fifty cent eating places for him, this

place cost a dollar a plate!), some of the

ladies ’filled their bodies with hot and re-

bellious lickers,’ and waxed loud in maud-

lin song. Somebody pinched the house, and

the desperadoes were taken to the Hoose-

gow in the Black Jit, shackled and fettered.

In the meanwhile. Doc. chewed the cud of

hitter reflection, and wished he had gone

to the 50c. place instead. His explanation

was good, and went across big, but the judge

was hard-boiled, and the explanation cost

hint about $29. 65, which included costs.

Doc. rode the bumpers to Findlay, from

which point he could afford to wire for

money. He has to tighten up on expendi-

tures now, as it is estimated he spent S9.dc

in Gotham in 12 days, which does not even

include railroad fare. He slept with friends

(At least we hope so.) His wild orgy

of spending almost rivals Herman Brown’s

week end in Shannonville, where he esti-

mates he spent $4.90 in less than 88 hours.

He says he had a perfectly Heavenly time

!

Oh! Death, where is thy Sting, Oh! Grave,

thy Victory?

like to be hostess of her year, and if she has

a brother to take her to the matches. The

reaction is often followed by unfortunate

results. The freshette forgets the relative

position "of pleasure and work, and the dust

collects on the books in the bottom of the

big trunk. And soon by that “sullen, secret,

sly,”'Concursus, wTiose decrees are unwrit-

ten, and whose judgments are read only in

the faces of the grave and reverent, she is

weighed in the balance and found wanting.

That makes it unpleasant for everybody.

But bye-and-bye she discovers the true bal-

ance of the educational and social sides of

college life, and gradually she gets back a

more modified and broadened form of her

old ideal. Then one reads in the eyes of

the mighty a new verdict
—

“after all, she’s

a good sort.”

There are many phases of .college life

—

we are social characters, religious workers,

and, in a way, teachers. But, first and

foremost, we are students. Some of us

(indeed the majority of us) come to college

to prepare ourselves to enter .the ranks of

breadwinners; there are others who come

to prepare themselves for that most indefin-

ite of all things—a “career”
;
and there are

those who.come because it is considered the

correct thing to do nowadays. Of this lat-

ter type—who procure a degree on the same

principle as they do the latest novelty in

dress, “because one is nothing without it.

you know”—Queen’s has but few. And

Mr. Friedgut spent Christmas in Detroit.

He does not report spending anything else.

The role that Mr. Nicholson, our drama-

tic editor and a man of some parts, has been

studying, has, after great mental cogitation

by the author, Mr. Booth Tarkington, been

assigned to Mr. John Barrymore.

Woodruff, of our illustrious year, was

the best man on the ice for Queen’s the other

night. Atta Boy, Jack!

Have we a basketball team or have we

not? Have we a hockey team or have we

not? If we have, let’s get busy. We’re no

spoon-fed prodigies. If bull and hunk would

win the games, the rest would not have a

Celestial’s chance with us, but as brain and

brawn happen to count for a little, it would

not be a had idea if we started something.

If not, then we can organize a Ladies Aid

Society, as we seem .to have descended

practically to that level. The names of the

charter members will appear in next week’s

issue, if the year does not get busy. It is

commonly rumored that the Arts ’23 Rom-

eos are wearing out ,the backs of the Ches-

terfields around town, while their togs are

milldewed in the lockers. Oh Evil Genius,

we do not know thy name, but we think it

is Woman.

THE QUEEN’S GIRL AS A
STUDENT

we all hav4^ different ways for getting the

coveted two letters. Some study steadily

and patiently all session; others -have their

violent spells of energy and work with in-

termittent vigour. The subject may be

fascinating,—it certainly will be if you study

it honestly. But for all that it is rarely that

we meet a mind of that lofty order that

soars above the common ideal of “getting

the class off,” and studies for the pure

pleasure of it. There is a legend that once

a girl wrote on Anglo-Saxon who didn’t

have to, and another tells how an enthusiast

used to write on Junior Hebrew annually,

‘just for the' sport.” But you can never

depend on legends.

'

Of all .things I do admire the systematic-

student—the girl who prepares something

for every lecture, and who does not know

what it is to be "catching up” on the class,

who gets up at seven every morning on

The one who can do a hundred lines of Lat-

principle. She’s a joy forever to herself

in every day because she has made up her

mind to do so will, when greater occasions

arise in her life, have a strength of will-

power that will help to lighten many a heavy

load. I once knew a girl who could study

at the most impossible hours. In the drowsy

time, just after dinner, she could settle her-

self as for a nap, but no, matter how long

she read her Philosophy it never seemed .to

bring on dreams. She had other eccentri-

cities too. The night of the conversat, her

study lamp burnt as usual till twelve, and

she never knew the thrill of serving on a

decoration committee or attending a year

(Continued on page 7)

INSURANCE CANNOT BE BOUGHT WHEN
IT IS NEEDED

Protect yourself with a policy in a strong, reputable compai. It is better

to be safe than sorry.

Fire, Life, Accident, Sickness, Burglary, Automobile, Guarantee, Rent Insurance

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

(The following article is reprinted from

a “Journal” of twenty years ago*. It is here

reproduced in the hope that it may throw

some light on the vexed question of Why

Girls Go To College.)

“For in the wee sma’ hours of night,

Her patient lamp alit.”

When a girl decides to throw in her lot

with Queen’s she generally comes to the

Limestone City accompanied by a large

trunk furbished principally with books

her one definite idea being that for .the next

few years they are to be her constant com-

panions. This is the “outlander” girl—the

city girl knows otherwise. She keeps this

idea just until the tea-bell summons her to

her first meal in Kingston, and she goes

down to be disillusioned. While she is won-

dering just how long she can afford to al-

low herself for meals, her hostess, bent on

cheering her a hit, asks if she isn't just riy-

'whnipn's Reception to

foil

Bibby’s

Something Doing Sale

WE MEET AND BEAT ALL
COMPETITION

Every Counter in Our Store is

now a Bargain Counter

It will pay you to hold right on

tight your purse strings until you

have learned what we are offer-

ing. Everything marked in plain

figures.

Come in, look about. Buy if you

wish. We will be pleased to show.

If you don’t see what you want

ask for it.

Jf you see it in our window, we

have it in our store. If you read

about it in our advertisements

rest assured we have it in our

store.

Irani) (ClntljM men’s and boys’ wear

Bibbys
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flowers
Queen’s! Queen's! Queen’s

Tlie best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St„ Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share m
the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, >vlio therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. “Be a Mutualist.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence S61.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”

EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

'Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

THE BROWN BEAR. LEVANA. THE
BLONDE BOY—AND ME

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

And thereto hangs a tale, as the beaver

dam said of the beaver. A simple tale. Yet

it tells of the harrowing, hair-raising ini-

tiation that one unfortunate male under-

went by way of an impromptu reception

into that august body known as Levana,

(which word translated means “we women

want the floor hut do not want to scrub it. )

However this is a bare-faced confession of

how we did homage to the hear. It hap-

pened thusly

:

Last August me and the Blonde Boy was

ambling over a mile and a half portage

about 3 P.D.Q. of the clock in the after-

noon. (I don't like the abbreviation P.M.

It holds a morbid suggestion. Hence the

P.D.Q., which is a little livelier if not logi-

cal.) T was leading the procession with the

canoe—yes’ THE canoe—oh, that was a

lovely canoe—fifteen years ago—but that’s

another black story as the tea pail said

when it saw the prune pail joining it on the

tea pole. And as I was saying, the B.B.

was bringing up the rear, five hundred yards

or so behind me. All lie had was a tent,

six blankets, a ground sheet, ten pounds of

bacon, one pound of tea, live pounds of

sugar, five pounds of prunes, eight loaves

of bread,' five pounds of flour, outfit of

dishes and cutlery, five pails, two haver-

sacks, one mosquito- net, etc., etc., etc.,

oh yes. and one suit of pajamas! (I wore

the top half and he wore the bottom half,

and vice-versa, week and week about, you

know, just to keep us accustomed to con-

j

ventional ideas:) Well we were ambling

toes convergent of course—that means toed-

i„—oyer that d—arling portage—I nearly

slipped that time.

Well, this child got near the end of the

portage. Said end was on the hank of a

miserable creek (which creek for twisting

^nd -turning, wriggling and squirming and

acting generally foolish had some of you

foxtrotters skinned one hundred ways, six

days of the week and twice that on Sunday.)

But the portage ended at the creek. The

landing was “boggy”. Muskeg. Know

what a muskeg is? It’s Mother Natures

custard pudding—black custard—and twice

as inconsistent as the pudding. When you

attempt to step on what appears to he, it

isn't. So you see you just aren’t anywhere;

you’re a mollygrub—pardon, molecule—in

suspension, not to mention suspense. Well,

this was the muskeg. You crossed it on a

corduroyed style of walk consisting of logs

laid lengthwise, three logs wide.

Well. I started to cross tOythe bank of the

foxtrotter de luxe creek h4reinbeforemen

tioned. I was about twenty five feet from

the water’s edge when I stopped to ponder

You know that fuzzy little animal called

“Gee Whiz” that Billie Hughes has put in

cold storage for the winter? Just go and

examine his little sole (Gee Whiz’s not

Billie’s )and you’ll see a replica of what

made me ponder. For wet soles (especially

a bear’s) leave wet imprints on dry logs.

And wet impressions don’t last long (in a

prohibition country) in mid-summer, so I

thought I’d better hesitate to the tune of

Stop, Look, Listen.

I stopped and looked but didn t listen,

for bears are not at all talkative you know.

Particularly when they are standing twenty

feet from a human who is wearing a six-

teen *foot canoe by way of substitute for a

Panama. Now figure it out. Bear ahead

:

a mile, more or less, of black custard (dir-

ection downward) to right and left : and

the trail too narrow to turn around in (on

account of my Panama) : no gun, and the

little axe way up in the bow of the canoe

along with the frying pan. What could 1

do? Froze—just that. (In the movies that’s

presence of mind. I find from this personal

research into the psychoanolyzed past that

it was fright.) I didn’t say anything—

aloud. But my old think box was going

something like this:

—

“Oh, Bear, and all the tribe of bears, blest

he thy ancestors. May thee and thine live

in a paradise of blueberries and bees with-

out stings. And I beseech you furry deni-

zen of the woods get thee into them woods

immediately if not sooner for this canoe

is heavy and I grow -o.arv and hungry
r~

if thou dost, I swear by the upstanding hair

of my head that I will he faithful to thee

and all the tenets of that society of which

thou art the idol. I will not converse with

the members of the opposite spx in the Halls

of the Arts’ Building: I will respect my
seniors : I will not try to vamp my senior’s

dance ticket away from her : I will not

smoke or swear (in public). I will not

wear skirts longer than one inch below the—

aljem—patella. I will play field hockey or

any other game that, though not very inter-

esting, is fashionable. I will respect the

social dignity of those three asylums known

as the Hen Coop, Have Some More and

You Wear. Cosmetics Always. And I will

modestly hide my roseate shining beak be-

hind not less than one barrel of flour. (No

that’s wrong—it should read Talcum Pow-

der for “flour.” Mennen’s for Infants

preferred
—

“very refreshing after shaving,'

at least that’s what the advertisements say,

though, despite the fact that we’ve heard

some funny tales about babies, we've never

heard of Infant’s shaving. But we diverge.)

AU this will he as thou wishest, oh fuzzy

fellow of .the Tribe of Bear (only for

heaven’s sake beat it because my knees are

getting wobbly.)”

Now you may believe me or not hut that

hear says to me “You’re on, kid, waggled

his right ear, winked his left eye and then

heat it into the bush. Me— I went to the

landing and put the canoe in' the water.

Then I sat down on the logs (almost in-

voluntarily, so to speak) and began 'to fill,

my pipe and collect my various parts which,

mentally speaking, had been somewhat scat-

tered around the landscape for the last ten

seconds. And there I waited for the Blonde

Boy.

Well the B. B. arrived and put his load

into our punt. Then he locked at me. “Gee,”

says he, “what’s wrong, you’re kind of pale

around the gills?” I sighed profoundly,

pulled on my pipe, spat with disgust and

nicotine, and said in a sepulchral voice “I am

a member of Levana.” ITe looked rather

startled, jumped into the punt and says,

“come on, we’d best he getting on before

you get worse." You see, 1 had already had

a touch of sun-stroke a month previously

and had acted rather queer, and he, being a

Varsity guy, thought Levana was just some

new aberration of an affected brain (which

they are, sometimes.) However, it was

just as well because he would only allow

me to carry a light load on the next portage.

We finalfy got to' our destination. As

we rolled into our hunk that night he says, -

“Are you alright now ?”

“Sure kid,” says I, “I’m not sick.”

“Well then, what’s Levana?” asks the

B.B.

“Pack of female idiots,” says I, “not so

bad individually but bearly sane when in a
.

mob.” Then I explained about the bear and

all that rot you’ve just read.

“Thank God,” he speechifies, “I thought

you were sunstruck again. Now I can sleep

in peace and security knowing that you

won’t be trying to take out my appendix

or something like that. Here, its your turn

for the lower deck of the pajamas. When .

are you going to cut your toe nails?”

“When you stop trying to sleep on my
half of the bunk,” says I, “and by the way

peroxide top, please snore in “G” sharp to-

night. I hate snoring in flats or minors.

Let ns sing our hymn of hate.”

Both “Gott strafe les moustignes ce soir

Amen.”
CURTAIN

“To what do you attribute your great

age?” asked the city visitor of Grandpa

Eben Hoskins.

“I can’t say yit,” answered grandpa,

cautiously. "They's several patent-medi-

cine. fellers dickerin’ with me.”

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The Most Important Canadian Publication of the Decade

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF

SIR WILFRED LAURIER
By OSCAR DOUGLAS SKELTON

Royal 8vo. 2 Vols. 700 Pages. Illustrated

PRICE $8.00 NET
(Boxed)

Now Ready.

r. Uglow & Company
Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining. Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

3umrcer School. July and August.—Navigation School. December to April
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
I IIC w

« Q7nn.oooS 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Paid-up Capital

Reserve
Resources

, <tc qq per month
Before you spend &5.uu per

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month m our Sav-

ings Department will in ten y

amount to $697.17-

Begin the regular «vings hah^o^>

. A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGS1UM-

ientlemenThaTrdIi^eino

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

r. H. ELMER

a

/ A.. James
OM TAILOR

Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

,88 Princess St.^ ’PhoneMW

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

J Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crosier & Edgar

20 Market St. Kingston

QUEEN’S MINING AND METAL
LURGICAL SOCIETY

The Queen’s Mining and Metallurgical

Society -held a very successful smoker on

Friday evening, January 6th . in the

Science Reading Room.

Mr. G. E. Mackenzie, Secretary of the

Canadian Institute of Mining and Met-

allurgy, was the guest of the Society. He

was introduced by Dr. E. L. Bruce, the

Honorary President. Mr. Mackenzie is,,

a former Queen’s man, having graduated

with the ’03 class in Mining.

He spoke of the student bodies affiliat-

ed with the Canadian Institute and the

advantages gained in connecting oneself

to such organizations. He also mentioned

the points on which the student papers

would be judged in the coining competi-

tion, and said he was glad to see a good

number coming from Queen's this year.

In his remarks Mr. ^Mackenzie spoke of

the sterling qualities of the late Profes-

sor Gwillim whom he knew as his pro-

fessor here and whom he often met later

in his professional life. Considerable

discussion followed Mr. Mackenzie’s re-

marks and he was kept busy Tnswering

questions.

Mr. Bleakney of the final year also

took part in the evenings programme by

giving an interesting description of the

refining of nickel-copper matte as prac-

tised by (be British America Nickel

Company. He made special reference to

the way in Which pure nickel could he

deposited electrolytically from impure

solutions by the Hybinette process.

Mr. Bleakney’s description was made

very clear by reference to a number of

drawings showing the flow sheet both in

genera! and in detail.

Bl-k-y-, The less 1 say about this the

better.

TT g-—il—Gimme’ the maken s.

C—1—t— Is there any oil there?

\Y„k-r—Woman is only woman, but

*a good cigar is a smoke.

H--d—

n

—I was born in Sweden.

E_r_y—Come on! Cut out that scab-

bin’.

McE-n—Dirty dying Dora.

T--r---n—Whatja doin’ this aft’?

U~q~t—Give my love to the girls.

p Ij—Picking ’em off like cherries. •

P cl—Have you heard this one?

R-y—Buy me one.

\Y--s-n—Oh mamma ! buy me one of

those babies!

Or a key to the lock of his hair?

Can his eyes T>e called an Academy
Because there are pupils there?

Can the ball of his foot pass through the

arch?

Or land on the roof of his mouth?
In the crown of his head

What jewels are found?

Who travels the bridge of his nose?

Can he use, when Tie shingles the roof

of his house,

The. nails on The end of his toes?

Can the crook of his elbow be sent to

jail?

If so, what did it do?

Plow does he sharpen his shoulder blades?

I’ll be hanged if 1 know, do you?

Can he sit in the shade of the palm of

his hand?

Or beat on the drum of his ear?

Does the calf of his leg eat the corn on

his toe?

If so, why not grow corn on the ear?

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP
‘ One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Good Ones

We are indebted to an^English jester

jor the "following dialogue, related as

having taken place at a seance:

’Amy was dead, and ’Arriet, his widow,

was holding converse with, him through

a medium.

“Are you ’appy, ’Arry?” she asked.

“I’m very ’appy,” he replied.

“Are you ’appier than you were ’ere

with me, ’Arry?”

“Yes—much ’appier, ’Arriet.”

“And ’cfw do you like it up in ’eaven,

Arry?”

“I ain’t in ’eaven, ’Arriet— I’m in ’ell.”

' —Compressed Air Magazine.

Why does Kidd have to ask Dr. Neish

if he is present? Is it because he goes

to sleep when the lights are turned out?

Gabriel has made another wonderful

discovery while home at Xmas. Pie

found that by tickling the cow he was
able to get a kick in the milk.

Santa must have been good to the

boys. Several have- been noticed wearing

shoes with vests on.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

_
n-
4

160-162 Princess St.

n •"

Headquarters for All Queen’s
x

Text Books and Supplies

1 LOWEST IN CANADA
* PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

’ 5 for $1.00
•j

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

j* Music
B

PI/^NO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

-iers received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

SCIENCE ’22 c

The first meeting in the new year was'

held on January 5th, in Nicol Hall. The

most interesting feature of the meeting

was an address by our 'Hon. Pres., Prof.

Mackay, on South Africa. Prof. Mac-

kay spoke mostly about the trip to and

from Cape Town, and also reviewed old

memories for some of us by touching

on his impressions of London. ^He de-

scribed modes of travel and living condi-

tions in Africa and detailed some of his

experiences there. One very interesting

thing was the fact that a white man did

not do any manual labour, all the work

being done by .the natives. This/ strongly

appealed to a lot of us and many mem-

bers of the year are contemplating em-

ployment in South Africa; indeed we

think thepe will be a general exodus in

that direction next spring. Prof. Mac-

kay very aptly closed his address by

showing us a few slides typical of that

country.

The Social Committee brought in their

report which was accepted ;
and accord-

ing to the scheduled programme, the

fussers in the year are going to have

their hands full for the rest of the term.

Another subject that caused quite a

lengthy discussion was the tariff on the

open air rink. But last year ^nd the

year before the said tariff was extremely

high for the service received and the

general feeling is that—we are having

something put over on us. We would

like to get the opinion of other years

on this subject.

Mr. Findlay gave the critics report,

stressing the fact that the year meetings

are not well attended. He appealed to

the members to turn out in the future,

for now that' we are in the final year

we are so much split up as regards

classes that the year meetings afford the

only opportunity of getting together. The
meeting then adjourned.

“This Safety First stuff is something

new, isn’t it?” asked the young fellow.

“Naw,” replied the old timer, “it’s old

stuff. Why back in 1872, I knew a^man

in Quebec, who built his own coffin and

lined it with asbestos^

—The Anode.

Build me a hemlock coffin and I’ll go

through hell cracking.

Some one suggests that it was the heat

given up* when the lake froze over that

caused the thaw.
/

Science men are to be found all over.

Saturday morning several were noticed

down on the market presumably looking

over the chiclcens and Saturday night-

well that.would be telling.

SCIENCE ’23 /

Questions

1 have asked Professors and Doctors

But none have I found who knew

;

So I’ll see if I have better luck

In presenting my troubles to you.

Where can a man buy a cap for his knee?

Collyer (in Chem. 41)

separate ice from snow ?”

Ans.—Try heating it.

“How can you

Nature is the contributor of many ideas

and styles. To the elephant we are in-

debted for the idea of baggy trousers,

and to the dray-horse the idea of galoshes.

Queen’s, Attention!
SAY IT WITH TEA AND SWEETJTHINGS TO EAT

ANY AFTERNOON AT

PARK VEIW
133 KING STREET

,

Nice Grate Fire and Pink Lights

’ PHONE 1743

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Dr. H. A wart
DENTIST

he miners number thirte i

in ,,
,
in referring to the Sci, •

Get Your Skates Sharpened Right.

WE CAN DO IT C

All skates are sharpened by an expert—no rough uneven

edges to keep you from gliding along the ice surface.

OtJR r'RICE 25c—AND WORTH IT

Amo Ag’-nt : for the Famous Automobile Skate?

Ireadgold Sporting Goods Company.

k 01; Q.eb.
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SPORT
INTERMEDIATE WIN WELL

DESERVED
(Continued from page 1).

change after 10 minutes of see-saw hock-

ey, Smith scored on a rather easy shot,

and put the Kingston fans in ecstasies

again. Two minutes later Ritchie car-

ried to the, defence and shot, and Carroll,

coming in fast, batted in the rebound.

Woodruff evaded the Kingston forwards

again and passed to Battersby, whp

made the game safe for Queen’s with a

well-placed shot. In the dying moments

of the game, F. Brown took McNeil off

his guard and scored on a long easy

shot. Final score 8-6.

Smith for Fronteuacs, and Woodruff

for Queen’s were the outstanding players

of the game. McKelvey also played a

very effective game and was responsible

for two of our goals. Stewart, Gibson,

and Battersby played hard, clean hockey;

Carrol appeared out off condition as yet

and, like Ritchie, seemed a little inclined

•to mix it. McNeil made some good

saves, but on the whole was not up to

his old-time form. Millan’s handling of

the game was subject to much criticism,

and at times it got completely out of his

control.

/- Frontenaes.

Line-up

Queen’s

Whitney goal McNeil

B rouse defence McKelvey

L. Brown Ritchie

Trousdale centre Woodruff

Smith L. wing Battersby

F. Brown R. wing Carrol

Watts subs. Stewart

Nickle Gibson

. Taugher goal Brown

Referee—Dr. R.'Millan.

TO THE FELLOW WHb’LL TAKE
MY PLACE

(While the actual authorship of the fol-

lowing piece is unknown, it is thought to

be the work either of a Science man who
'•‘I graduated at Christmas or a bootlegger

!• who got caught).

Here is a toast that I want to drink

To a fellow I’ll never know—
1
To the fellow who’s going to fake my

.
~ place

When its’ time for me to go.

I’ve wondered wlyit k'ind of a chap file’ll

be,

And I’ve wished I coul<T take his hand,

.
Just to whisper “I wish you well, old

man,”

In a way that he’d understand.

I’d like to give him the cheering word
That I’ve longed at times to hear;

I’d like to give him the warm hand-clasp

When never a friend seemed near.

I’ve learned my knowledge"by sheer hard
work.

And I wish I could pass it on
To the fellow who’ll come to take my

place

Some day when I am gone.

Will he see all the sad mistakes I’ve made,
And note all the battles- lost?

Will he ever guess the tears they caused
Or the heartaches they cost?

Will Jie gaze through the failures and
fruitless toil

To the underlying plan,

And catch a glimpse of the real intent
And the heart of a vanquished man?

I dare to -hope he may pause some day
As he toils as I have wrought,

And gain some strength for his weary
task

From the battles I have fought.
But I’ve only the task itself to leave,
With the cares for him to face,

Ai.d never a cheering word to speak
t o the fellow who’ll take my place.

Then here’s to your go^ health, old chap :

' drink as a brfdegr. om ; hi., bridt
;

ve an unfinished . . . ; ou
; nt God knows, how i've Vied,

dreamed my dreams n ill ,ue.i do,

But never a one came true
:

And my prayer to-day is that all my
dreams

May be realized in you.

And we’ll meet some day in the Great

Unknown-
Far out in the realms of space

;

You’ll know my clasp when I take your

hand

And gaze in your tired face.-

Then all failures will be success

In the light of the new-found dawn

—

So today I’m drinking your health, old

chap,

Who'll take my place when I am gone.

—Author Unknown.

THE QUEEN’S GIRL AS A
STUDENT

Continued from page 4

‘‘At Home.” She got her degree with fly-

ing colours—not in her cheeks, though.

For all that she left the college woefully

uneducated.

Then girls, WHY do we study? To for-

get it all in after years? Surely not. And
yet we see so many college graduates, who
after the college doors close on hem, give

up all interest in study, and degenerate in

to the most commonplace individuals.

This summer I met an aggravatingly

domestic woman—the kind that go round

with cough mixtures and revel in Women’s
Corners and Cook Books. I had been told

.that she was a college graduate and twice

a medallist. So I thought I’d ask her some-

thing about Plume—a point.that bothered

me. She said, “Dear me, I don’t know.
Gave all that up years ago. Have yob any
new crochet paterns?” I had none with

me.

**********
Meantime to prepare ourselves for this

great world, we study on. And one day
we wake up and find ourselves gazetted
for a “B.A.” And the vurtain falls on the
act of our school days. And some of us
shake ourselves like a horse released from
the curb and say, “Glad that’s over; now
for life. And some cast eagerly about
them for new worlds to conquer and look

longingly at a “Ph. D.” And as the curtain

flutters down we look back over our shoul-

ders and wave “good-bye” to those who
have “toiled and wrought anff thought"
with us. And so we pass.

WAR MEMORIAL
SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL

STILL BE RECETVED BY
THE FACULTY REPRESEN-
TATIVES OR THE HONOR-
ARY ^TREASURER.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS;

BREAKFAST 7.15'to 9.15

DINNER ^,..11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND CPERA HOUSE
For ifour Dances engage Trencer's

Seng Shop Orcneitra

• /erJtf-f
1

5o<£ ioo

‘U Little Bit ofAll Right

to-day

NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES—

iff

Returns of Rugby Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

g? a
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

BBBBBffiffifflffiffl®®*®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®

Dress Shirt

Sets

We have a large assortment of

Dress Studs in Pearl and Gold;

also Links to match.

$1.25 a set up

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Theology
Rev. I. R. Watts. B.D., of Ottawa, has

returned to Queen's to give a series of

Lectures in Practical Theology. This

series will be related chiefly to the His-

tory of Preaching and Worship. We
welcome Rev. W atts.

We think it worthwhile to recommend

to any readers of this column two valu-

able hits of work by two men well known

to us all. The first is a booklet by Prof.

W. G. Jordan, entitled "The Challenge

of the Book.” This booklet is a brief,

concise exposition of the "Modern Inter-

pretation of the Old Testament,” and is

on sale at Ugloxv's at fifty cents. The

second, is "The New Testament To-day,"

by Prof. E. F. Scott. This small book

contains the -four excellent lectures given

by the author before the Alumni Confer-

ence. in November. The price of this book

at Uglow’s is one dollar and fifteen cents.

We mention these two recent contribu-

tions in the belief that there are many

students in the University anxious to

know more about the modern views of

both the Old and New Testaments

SPECIAL PRICES

On Queen’s Sweaters for

January

THE CLUB

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Students in Theology would be more

than willing to confer with any students,

who are contemplating the work of the

ministry. The Principal and all the mem-

bers of the Faculty may be approached for

advice and information. Students who

are undecided as to a vocation are ser-

iously urged to consider the privileges,

the opportunities and the importance of

the work of the ministry.

Things We Know:

John McKinnon is going to go to the

ink bottle.

MacMillan almost forgot to come back.

D. K. Faris will be late for class.

Moderator Smith will sit in the ben-

ches. From the bench he can watch his

gang.

Theology is going to contribute to

“Theatre Night.”

The Annual Dinner is "en route.”

The “Clue.”

That we want more Divinity Students.

That Queen’s is the place for Theology.

That Theology will play a hockey

game.

Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Craft for men who appreciate

good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37/38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirtsr Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

Th« Better Value Store

Things We Don’t Know

:

The Xmas Examination results.

When the World is going to end.

What heresy is.

Where our church and manse are.

Where our spare dimes go.

What the next Assembly will do.

Who put the banner on the Grant Hall

Tower.

Where our Piano Stool is.

THEATRE NIGHT

Comfort For
Studying

In Case Santa Overlooked Your

Foot Comfort

Men’s Felt House Slippers $1.50

Men’s Soft Kid Slippers . . .$2.00

Other Styles up to $6.00

LOCKETT’S

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their food is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and
obliging, that it’s just like dining at home.
More expensive? Oh, no! Prices have
Been Reduced to the lowest possible level

consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-

prised at the small amount of your check
when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK/OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

(Continued from page 1)

Plans are going ahead for the consum-

mation of this event rather slowly as yet,

due to stress of hockey matches and

exams. However, once we get free from

the toils, we are going to see the best

vaudeville show that -has ever come to

Kingston. We guarantee it will be dif-

ferent; even if we have to sing Handel’s

“Largo", or spring a clean joke. Just

what talent we have back of us is not

disclosed at all, for it is quite certain that

there are many talented performers blush-

ing unseen like garden sunflowers in a

cornfield. It is our duty to uncover these

geniuses, even if they show but the

slightest Symptoms, and tell the commit-

tee about them. The whole question is

not "Can we get good men?”, but “How
are we going to select the best?” As
Mr. Minnes has said, “We have no Bel-

ascoes or Ziegfeldts in our midst to de

velop talent, but .we have been offered

the services of some of the best dramatic

critics in and around Kingston, who are

j

going to help us to whip this show into

Ah shape.”

is talking^hput—we don’t—so you can

take his statement/as an absolute truth.

Some of the preliminary work has not

been done as yet. We have not selected

a piano, nor our representatives from

Levana, the Bolsheviks, the Bootleggers,

the Chess and Checkers Club or the Cafe-

teria. Failing these few constellations,

our golden galaxy is complete.

Bliss Barnmn says that there is a fool

born every minute, so you better get out

with a stop watch and find out some of

those that have been born about *22' or

23 years ago, for we need every one that

we can get, particularly since Theology

has reneged with several of its members.

If you can recite “The Curfew Shall

Not Toll Tonight,” we don’t need you,

for we still have some respect left. You

know that old Aristophanes said in his

tragedy “Wasps” that “If you cannot

make a fool of yourself once in a while,

Nature has saved you the. trouble.”

Who wants .to be saved???

Theatre Night Publicity Agent.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Strand
THUR., FRI., SAT.

ALUMNI NEWS

Major H. W. Kerfoot, B.A. (1900) has

resigned the principalship of Picton, Col-

legiate Institute to take up the appoint-

ment of Master at the Ottawa Normal

School.

Rev. W. T. Wilkins, Trenton, has re-

tired as clerk of the Kingston Presbytery-

after thirty years service. He studied

Theology at Queen’s and at Princeton.

Miss Truscott, B.A. (19) is teaching at

Mr. Minnes knows wha he^ie Tweed High School.

WM. S. HART

“THfi WHISTLE”
The result of the Hockey Game will

be screened on Friday night

238 PRINCESS STREET

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
$110,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-
vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE^^^stmtja^j

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874
j
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A.M.S. MEETING
POORLY ATTENDED

MR. AWREY CRITICIZES JOURNAL
CORRESPONDENT

The first meeting of the A. M. S. since

the Christmas vacation started off on Sat-

urday night in quite the usual manner—25

minutes late and a total attendance of 2\

persons. The adjourned annual meeting

was called to order, the minutes considered

read, and the order of business run through

without interruption until Mr. Salter moved
that the meeting adjourn. Mr. Pilkey came
heroically to the rescue and moved that a

new committee on revision of A.M.S. elec-

tions system be appointed, the old one not

having acted. The new committee consists

of the Vice-President of the A. M. S., and

Messrs. Mclnnes, Salter, and Hunter. With
the transaction of this business the annual

meeting adjourned.

The regular meeting then took place. The
minutes were read in full but did not cause

a riot. The odd bit of fussing in various

parts of the hall almost did. Christmas

Greetings were received from the Univer-

sity of British Columbia. Several letters

were received from other colleges request-

ing information about our system of Stu-

dent Government! Under Propositions

and Motions several bills and minor mat-

ters were discussed and carried. The more

interesting facts were, in brief : A repre-

sentative is to be chosen by the Executive

to go to the O. A. C. Conversazione at

Guelph
;
two new instruments are to be

bought for the Queen’s band ; the B.W. &

F. have secured the use of GraTTt Hall for

March 25th, to meet boxers from Yale Uui-

• versity. 1

At this point the meeting reverted to tne

adjourned annual meeting to allow the

Treasurer’s Report and the Report from the

A. B. of C. to be brought in.

The A. B. of C. report shows a deficit

but Mr .Awrey wishes to impress Jhe A. M.

S. that judicious economy coupled with fair-

ness to the University still prevails as the

aim of the A. B. of C. Management. The

equipment expense for next year will be

much less than during the past year since

all equipment will be held under lock and

key till next year. Mr. Awrey criticized

a “Journal” correspondent for a recent

attack upon the A. B. of C.. That body is

with the student all the time; not only

that, but the students are very ably repre-

sented on it by four of their own numbers.

The meeting closed with numbers sadly

depleted.

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday 17th

—

5. p.m.—Queen’s IV. vs. K.C.I

8.15 p.m.—Prof. Zimmern c

World After the War,” in Convo-

cation Hall.

BELLEVILLE SEXTET
WIN FROM QUEEN’S

QUEEN’S SHOWS LACK OF PEP IN FIRST TWO PERIODS. AND
BELLEVILLE PILES UP LEAD—McNEILL’S GOAL-TENDING

FAULTLESS

Gaining a lead of four clear goals in the Ur and Cannings are all -fast skaters. Whalen
first two periods, Belleville defeated the i being particularly flashy. Arnott in centre
Intermediates 7-4 last Friday night. The! is a brainy player and uses his^ experience
game was hard fought but was a clean, fastjto great advantage. His actions on the ice

exhibition of hockey possessing none of the
j

however do not make for popularity as he
unpleasant features of the Queen’s-Fron-

j

> a “sorehead" of a rather obvious type,

tenac game. The ice was in excellent con-iUolway and Green form a stonewall de-

dition in spite of a considerable amoun*ofj fence and Boland had scarcely a dangerous
snow which drifted through the ventilators.

A £rowd of about 2,000 was present in-

cluding quite a body of Belleville rooters.

Bill Holdcroft was very much in evidence

and had his vocalists working well.

On the night’s play, undoubtedly the

better team won. The red and white have

an aggregation of fast skaters and good

stickhandlers with (excellent combination,

and, as ‘Noisy’ McNeill will testify, they

all pack troublesome shots. Individually

Queen’s played well but combination was
rather lacking. The players, Campbell and

McKelvey excepted, showed great reluc-

tance to pass the puck and on this account

many opportunities were missed. The

shooting was poor and the players showed

a laudable but hardly useful ambition to lift

the puck over the wire barrier rather than

into the net.

It is hard to pick an individual star on

the visiting team. Weir, perhaps, merits

that distinction. His beautiful skating and

back-checking spoiled many good rushes.

The other forwards.

shot until the last period. Their rushing

was also effective as they each scored a goal.

The work of McNeill in the nets stood

out for Quene’s. He discarded his new pads

and redeemed a very indifferent exhibition

than last Monday by a brilliant and consis-

tent game. Many times he made impossible

stops and had not a ghost of a chance on

any of the goals scored on him. McKelvey
played probably the best game he has yet

played in Kingston. He blocked cleverly

and his ruches usually ended in a shot at

Boland. Ritchie made some good rushes

but he was slowed up by an injury to his

hip which befell him in the first period.

Woodruff played his usual game at centre

and his back-checking was very effective

particularly at the expense of Arnott. Doc.

Campbell made his first appearance of the

season and scored three goals, Wright, the

other new comer, was hardly fast enough

to be effective against a team like Belleville.

Tattersby and Stewart were useful and

fVorge contributed a lovely goal,

v - (

C

ontinuejd on page 7)

VACCINATION
IS ESSENTIA^

COLLEGE AUTHORITIES MAKE II
A PUBLIC DUTY

JUNIORS WIN IN BROCKVILLE;
INTERMEDIATES LOSE IN CORNWALL

Queen’s broke even in the two games

last night, the Juniors defeating Brock-

ville 4-0. and the Intermediates losing in

Cornwall 4-3.

The game in Cornwall was a fast ex-

hibition of hockey and very closely con-

Wednesday, 18th—

Queen’s Juniors at Cornwall.

tion Hall.

7.00 p.m,-—Debating Union.

7.45 p.m.—Carnival at Rink.

9.00 p.m.—Meds. ’26 Social Evening.

Thursday, 19th

—

4.30 p.m.—Q.U.M.A., Old Arts. Dr

Jordan, “the Origin of the Mis-

sionary Idea.”

8.15 p.m.—Prof. Zimmern in Convoca-

tion Hall.

The -Friday, 20th— -

tested. The period scores were 1-1, 3-2

for Cornwall, and 4^3. The Queen's team

showed considerable improvement and

should win the return game easily. The

goals were scored by McKelvey, Gibson

and Campbell.

The Juniors minus Boucher won easily

in Brockville. It was an uninteresting

game as the home team played a purely

: defensive game. Lindsay replaced Bouch-

i

e

J

the knee. The subs, were Davidson and

; McLeod. Njckle and Reynolds were the

stars and Wilson showed up to better ad-

vantage. The scorers were, Nickle 2,

Johnston and McLeod.

Considerable excitement was caused
last Saturday when it became known th
a Queen’s student had been taken
hospital with small-pox. The UniversityJ
authorities immediately sent a circuit

~

letter to every student recommending
the strongest terms immediate vaccina 1

tion for those who have not been vaccin-
ated recently.

The letter states that “at present the
whole University is being exposed to an
unfair risk by the heedlessness of a few”
and refers to the “obstinacy” of the un-
fortunate student who has been taken ill,

in mentioning the fact that he refused to
be vaccinated last year.

The authorities are reductant to make
vaccination compulsory, but it is evident
that they will not brook what they con-
sider thoughtless negligence in this mat-
ter much longer. They contend that
every student would be wise to get vac-
cinated at this time, because even if the
present scare does not prove serious, there
are almost bound to be similar cases oc*-'

curing from time to time in the future.

At the time of going to press no further
cases of the disease have been reported.

FORMAL OPENING OF RINK
POSTPONED

Owing to difficulties in making final

' arrangements for the opening of the Jock

Harty Arena, the ceremony has been

8.15 p.m.—Brockville Intermediates at I postponed from Wednesday, Jan. 18th,

Queen’s. until a further date, to be announced later.
1

Prof. W. E. Zimmern

To Lecture

“THE, WORLD Ap-rER THE WAR”

'The ’University has arranged for a ser-

ies of public lectures by Professor A. E.
Zimmern on “The World after the War”.
These lectures will be a sequel to the

brilliant
,
survey given by Baron Korff

last November. Like Baron Korff, Pro-
fessor Zimmern will speak from close

observation of post-war currents in Eur-
ope. He has recently undertaken two
extensive journeys in Europe in order to
investigate at firsthand the condition of
the old nations and the newly created
nations of the South and East. Last
September he attended the Assembly of
the League of Nations at Geneva, and
now comes to Queen’s direct from the
\\ ashington Conference on Disarmament.
Few men have his qualifications for

speaking on international questions; for
he has brought to bear on these problems
a profound theoretical knowledge. The
author of the brilliant “Greek Common-
wealth.” Professor Zimmern was called
upon to deal with more modern political

questions at the London School of Econ-
omics; and it was no surprise to those
who knew him that he was elected to the

(Continued on page 6)

JOCK HARTY GRAND CARNIVAL
Wednesday, January 18th at 7.45 P.M.

PROGRAMME:
(.45-8.15—SKATING IN COSTUME.
5.15-8.30—SPEED SKATING.

BOYS* CLASS GIRLS’ CLASS
1. 14-16 Years 1. 14-16 Years

2. 16-18 Years 2. 16-18 Years

3. Over 18 Years 3. Over 18 Years

j’oO-9.15—BURLESQUE HOCKEY MATCH.
3.15-10.30—GENERAL SKATING.
Entries for fast skating must be in before WEDNESDAY NOON

Grand Prizes

NON-STUDENT PRIZES:—BEST COSTUMED LADY.
BEST COSTUMED GENTLEMAN

STUDENT PRIZES:—BEST COSTUMED LADY.
BEST COSTUMED GENTLEMAN.

HOCKEY MATCH—PICKED TEAMS
—QUEEN'S vs. FRONTENACS

EVERYBODY 25 CENTS
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COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
"We show beyond comparison thtc

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

" Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

(furnt’a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-mural* in Canada,
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;
out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Managei

that require a minimum of preparation

usually result in the happ.est hiemonps.

Perhaps in the future some Social Even

ling Committee with nerve enough to be

I original will issue no programs, but by sd-

I ling fifty or sixty extra tickets to men w, 1

'give the stag line and cut-in system a truth
tion 10 mismcss

I give in'- ,

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.
! Such an experiment WOUld be a we L

i one.
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R. G. R. Mac-

THEOLOGY SPEAKS

The Theological Society has instructed

me to write you asking an explanation of

the clause, “particularly since Theology

has reneged with several of its members.

The Merchants. Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINB89

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

LACHLANTrArBRO
J

wNi miss'iS. sutherland ^~
js

'

clause appeared in the “Theatre

Literary Editor-N. Campbell.
Night Publicity Agent’s" last contribu-

tion to the Journal. If it is an error,

please correct it in the next copy. If it

is not an error the source of the “public-

ity" is false. Theology is unanimous in

taking its share in the performance of

‘‘Theatre Night.’’

THE SCRIBE.

We deeply regret that an error of fact

thus crept into the columns of the Jour-

nal, and are surprised that it should be

found in the copy of the T.N.P.A. who

has been noted for his adherence to the

literal truth. The matter will be brought

to his attention as soon as he has re-

turned from out of town.—Ed. note.

Dramatic Editor

—

C. A. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor

—

E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor

—

W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters

—

MISS K. LOCKHART ; M.

. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

THE BUSINESS OF HAVING A
GOOD TIME

Watch

Repairs
«|

We're giving very special at-

' tention to the repairing of

watches and employ a large staff

of skilled workmen.

r The fact that this department

" of our business shows a net

increase of over 250 per cent,

during the past 5 years shows

what people think of it.

Estimates furnished wheivde-

11
sired.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Wheli a Queen’s Notice Board displays

three dance placards and nothing else, is that

a true expression of our college life, a fair

advertisement of what Queen’s has to offer?

Or when newspaper headlines read like

this— “Can’t Stop ‘Fussing,’ Dr. Taylor

Declares. Society Functions Simply \Von’t

Be Eliminated In Colleges” (Ottawa Jour-

"»> M.y 16th. 1921)—is a correct in,pres-
j

GRAND CARNIVAL
xion being conveyed of hfe at Queens.'

ay evening in the Jbck Harty
In short. ,s our reputat.on among the under-

,^ ^ be^ ^ fjr5t Carnival that

Queen’s has had for many years
;
and it is

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Mob* Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

graduates of other Universities as an in

stitution given over to dancing a well-

earned one?

There is only one answer to questions:

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“Thfc Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We delivet Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST **

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

expected to be the best that Kingston has

ever seen. There is sure to be a big crowd,

such as these: a negative one. No person I'“«hoh -
what WOnderful C0S“mes! D“’t

With even an unsympathetic understanding!^£ were taken t0 secure a highly
of the present-day tendencies of flfcfcT . r-„

•younger {generation cap
c.

;

'

|ad to be able to announce
students. Compared to young people evetyTr?

„ ,,
. . , . vT ,.c

/
& V,. the following have consented to act. Mis

where, are amusement crazy or that our _ _ „ ,

b
,, , ti...:. at— n a

college is a dancing academy. The system

of frequent but short Social Evenings and

occasional formal dances does not allow of

any excess of time being spent on the danc-

ing floor. And, as Principal Taylor said

last spring in his report to the trustees (a

report the content which offered no real

basis for the headline quoted above,) social

activity cannot be condemned while a col-

lege remains sound academically.

Principal’s report reads, in part, as follows

:

“The University has not yet been founded

where some students will not waste time.

The Senate has met the situation insofar as

it is concerned, by insisting rigorously on

high standards in examination work. But

pite of the prominence of social func-

R. B. Taylor, Mrs. Hal Davis, Mrs. G. A.

Awrey; Messrs. H. C Nickle, C C Folger

and Stewart Robertson.

From 7.45 p.m., until 8 o’clock costume

skaters will give an interesting exhibition.

There will be two classes of skaters in these

contests; those under sixteen years of age,

(no students to be included) will be the

juniors, and the rest of .those taking part

The! in the races will-make up the Senior group.

' Ladies, gentlemen, children, everybody can

take part.

For an hour, from eight o’clock until

nine, all the pretty and all the funny cos-

tumes will be displayed and judged, and the

prizes will be awarded. Here is a chance

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

industrial, technical and

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in-*ecordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education. >

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various .trades. The schools

<- and classes arg under the direction of
_

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,^

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

Q.U.M.A.

At the Regular meeting of the Q. U.

to get your fees paid for next year with a. on Thursday next, Prof. W. G.

Jordan, D.D., will speak on “The Origin

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

MON., TUES., WED.

GOLDWYN SPECIAL

“POVERTY and RICHES”

DEBATING UNION
The conflict is all over for another three

months. Let us all be at the meeting on

Wednesday night. Remember the hour,

7 to 8.30 p.m., with a lecture by Dr. McNeill

and a discussion. Meds., Engineers, Theol-

ogs, Arts and Commerce men are all wel-

tions the general opinion of the staff is that
j

y°ur Pr *ze money, or to get a rin tic e

there never has been a year in which there
,

free or a tr*P t0 Harrowsmit . -° Set a

has been more excellent work done.” There-
1 costume everyone and^ come a ong. y°“

in lies a sufficient answer to those who con- have no appropriate one, joirow
,

on

tend that Queen’s students fritter away thein worry about the mask, most o us lave

time like the grasshopper of proverbial
j

mask enough. You fair young stu es wit l

| renown little hands and dainty feet might borrow

The disinterested critic would complain your sisters evening gown and fool the

not that we dance too much, but that we .judges. But remember, when you get the

do not get enough fun out of our dances.

They have become a business rather than a

pleasure, eaeh
s
represents a series of pro-

blems culminating in a very methodical

clock-work evening of fox-trots and waltzes,

lacking every possibility of novelty or sur-

prise. The problem of getting a girl (for

those not under permanent contract)

followed by the problem of getting a ticket

and the problem of filling a programme.

For days or weeks before a dance the even-

ing’s activity has been planned with a per-

fection of detail and the event inevitably

lacks spontaneity. A spirit of abandon is

impossible under the rigid rules of the

system, and re'bl enjoyment is confined to

the small percentage of capable dancers who

get a certain aesthetic pleasure from the

actual dancing. The bubble and sparkle,

the oft-proclaimed lyric quality of the plea-

sures of the ball-room are becoming a thing

of the past under our cut-and-dried system

of programme filling. Just as impromptu

parties of any variety are often more suc-

cessful than carefully planned ones, so dan-

prize, be sure you give it to the girl who

owns the costume. It will be the costume

that wins the prize, not you.

But if you are really stuck for a costume

bring your skates anyhow and have a skate,

They are going to allow everyone to skate

.from nine o’clock until ten. Then you can

puzzle out who all the ladies are hiding be-

hind their masks and veils. You might

even get a chance to skate with the best

skater on the rink—the tme who takes the

prize for fancy skating. You will not need

to know who she is as long as you know

that she knows who you are. To find this

out just ask her for a band and if she does

not know you the chances are she will let

you know.

We almost forgot to tell you that Mr,

Awrey says we are going to have an "aug-

mented” band that night. Of course we

don’t know just what that means, but we

feel sure by the way Mr. Awrey talks about

it that is is going to be something extra

special. It will only cost you twenty-five

cents to have an evening full of fun.

of the Missionary Idea.” There are many

Queen’s students who have not yet had-

thp opportunity of hearing Dr. Jordan

speak on the great movements in the his-

tory of Christianity and Hebrew Religion.

This is your opportunity to hear a World

Famous Old Testament Scholar and Ex-

ponent of the Book. Dr. Jordan has writ-

ten several books on Old Testament His-

tory and Old Testament Literature, which

hav£ endeared him to the hearts of his

readers on two continents. His addresses,

like books, apart from their religious

power and insight, are always a literary

treat. It matters not what your religious

ideas may be, you will find his address

will be interesting, instructive and im-

pressive. Come then and hear him for

yourself on Thursday at 4.30 in the Large

Class Room, "Old Arts Building.”

ALUMNI
Graham-McDougall — At Riverhurst,

Sask., on Dec. 18th, by Rev. J. Stewart,

Miss Isabella McDougall, M.A., formerly

of Wingham, Ont., to Andrew Graham,

of Glen Kerr, Sask.
—

“Globe.”

Miss McDougall is" a graduate of Arts
’16 and took her M.A. with Arts ’20. The
minister who performed the ceremony
(Rev. J. Stewart) is Arts ’16 and Theo-

logy ’18 of Queen’s.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

MEDICINE

LADIES' PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

MEDICINE '23

Well boys are we going to have a

hockey team? If so, it is about time that

it materializes. Rumors are on the way

that in the near future. Section A and

Seetion B are to scrap out for year sup-

remacy. Everybody out. There will be

no limit to the numbers on the teams.

January Clearing

Sale Is

NOW GOING ON

PRICES CLIPPED CLOSE

Section 4 on the floor tomorrow.

Our sympathy is extended to Ray Big-

ford in his illness.

Now we understand why so many spir-

iters take up missionary work.

Welcome back, Doc. and Brack.

A Taxpayer’s Nightmare

By the A.M.E.

When are Tubby’s conferences coming

off? Has' the day and the hour been

chosen?

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

Group two in the hospital tomorrow

Group one reports a pleasant two weeks.

Promoters, get busy 1 A finished bout

between Pix and Hall would be more in-

teresting and thrilling to watch that those

famous Roller-Casean affairs in Montreal.

Pix isf pur husky from Mrrowsmith and

John, the Gananoque Tarzan.

SAKEIjL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test"

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

SakelFs
ICE CREAM PARLOR

MEDICINE ’26

Those of you, dear brethren, who have

enough “duodenums” to wade through

this contribution, will agree with us thiit

it is a sham dame that our illustrious

year hasn’t a full-blooded year reporter.

We hope, however, in the depths of our

sinful left-ventricle, that some deserving

scoundrel will be sentenced to six months

reporting at our next year meeting. And

now let us unveil the odd Suggestion as

to the qualifications of this hapless

(The following short story was submit-

ed during the troublous days just prior

to the recent General Election, but was

considered to smack too much of politi-

cal propaganda to be published at that

time. Now, however, that the struggle

is over, we feel that the literary quality

of the story may be enjoyed without its

political bias proving offensive. Ed.

note.)

He was wealthy—he looked the part.

He was not one of your nouveaux riches

:

he had the innate culture which only time

and wealth (or pedigree) cal* bring. He

had made his fortune in 1917, in oil, and

as this was the twenty-ninth of Novem-

ber, 1921, oiie could obviously see that

he was as blue blooded as Gibbs and Co. I

(of St. James Street) could ever make i

him. 1 have said he was in oil. Every-

one has heard of Twigg’s Olive Oil, and

everyone has also heard of Timothy

Twigg. who has grown rich on the pro-

fits from his oil. .In fact, he is so rich

that it is commonly reported that he

evaded an income tax of $457,224.83, just

last year.

As he stepped forth from his Wfcst-

m^unt home, we might have seen him

attired in a handsomely tailored grey

suit, a grey Borsalino, Mendelsohn shoes,

with tie, collar, shirt and hose made to

order by Gibbs (of St. James St.). He

carried a club bag, which had on it the

stickers of the Blackstone. Biltmore,

Chateau Laurier, Savoy (London

)

r Ran-

dolph (Kingston) and the Fort Garry.

He had steel grey eyes, iron grey close

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply £
|

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

,

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt *tnd sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House J

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE ‘fc’HE

STUDENTS GO \

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST^OF SERVICE

in. When it finally arrived, he walked

out and vainly searched for the parlor

car. Finally he turned to an official and

deed

:

“Where is the parlor car."

“Not on yet, sir. Parlor car is put on

at Mount Royal. This engine can’t only

pull five cars through the tunnel,” replied

the trainman.

This was indeed serious. He had to

go inside and sit among the hopelessly

common commercial travellers, clergy-

men and women with little children.

These were the type that infested our

trains, and of course could not be avoid-

It was one of the manifold nuisances

wretch.

In the first place, he should be bald- ~ •—

so that no one can get “cross” lB<jfa ally had hi. own way. bo he h»d.o,cqrt_

.. 4* Qo,a,v11v to avoid mithful- imr when his golf caddie was criticizing

lie I Kill ou-v-i "J —

’

<3 v i
ed. A ^ --

cropped mustache, for no story is com- Lf travelling first class. However he was

plete or proper without mentioning this, agreeably surprised to find that the tram

and thin lips shutting rigidly on a snug] had only one other passenger, an old

mouth. He looked like a man who usu-/| cure.
- • • ’ " 1

As it was now well on toward noon, he

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co.

his hair off. Secondly, to avoid truthful

ness, he should be an expert liar, and

above all, he must be so hard up that his

idea of a good time is staying in every

evening writing journal’ copy in green

. ink. We offer these suggestions in all

|

humility, dear brethren, and exhort you

to do your worst.

ally had lus own way. so ne uau. ~

when his golf caddie was criticizing felt the need of a little refreshment after

“ 5 .1 i .,,-cloilc tint cmiorht the

Rowsom: "I couldn’t take Miss Cys-

tole Hubb deep to the rink last night,

after all.”
,

~

Pal: “Was she disappointed?”

Rowsom : “I hope so.
’

McA. :
“They threw the conductor off

the train.”

Shorty: “Did he offer much resis-

tance?”

McA. : “Oh, about five ohms.”

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have

strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NQW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

his mashie approach

He took a street car, for democracy is

spreading, and went down to Windsor

Station ;
there amidst bustling throngs,

we 'see him cross the vast concourse, rush

over to the ticket wickets, and plunge

in ahead of a lineup of seven people, in-

cluding three ladies and a man on

crutches, and demand a parlor car reser-

vation for Ottawa.

“Get in line", snapped the official.

“I haven’t time. I’ll miss my tram,

expostulated our Twigg.

The three “R’s" of the modern school-

girl are : Rouge, rice-powder, and rough-

s'tuff.—W.P.

'

Kl1t lpt us I car. You note that he had learned one

“Well, who in ’ -
less0n He asked for heat; he did not

draw a veil over this part of the £

72 ^e^r migM
^
Al^and I

we gm’.o 3re

rebels against pro ai
>

j

.<We are moving sir."

The ticket agent was of the hard none!
; God , What’s pulling the train, a

variety, and Twigg 'realized how common X

Mel—I see the idea of anastomosis is

quite ancient—goes back to biblical times

in fact.

Theology What?

Med.. Yes, you remember where- it

says that "Aaron gave an ass to Moses.

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET

Prentice-MacDonald — On December

12th, 1921, at the residence of Principal

Mackenzie, of Wilson U. F. College,

Bombay, India, "Miss Margaret Gibson

MacDonald, B.A., of Bala, Ont, to James

Stewart Prentice, B.A., of Hyslop College,

Vagpur. India. Both Ve graduates of

Queen’s University,
!—Presbyterian Witness

Miss- MacDonald is a graduate of Arts

T9 and Education ’20 at Qlieen’s. Mr.

Prentice is a graduate of Arts ’20 and

sailed in the Fall of that year to accept

the position of Professor in Economic

at Hyslop College, Nagpur. He was ap-

pointed by tile Foreign Mission Board of

the United Free Church of Scotland.

all the harrowing ordeals, and sought the

diner. He was informed that the dining-

car was not on yet, in fact it would not

be put on until they got to Hawkesbury.

Finally the train gave four jerks, the

window panes started to rattle, slowly

they began to move out of the station,

and a few moments later they tottered

into the absolute blackness of Mt. Royal

j

Tunnel. The tunnel is damp and chilly,

and it soon began to be felt inside the

car. Our Twigg asked the brakeman if

he would please get some heat in the

a person he would be if he were seen

arguing with such a low fellow, so with

threats that he would rfeport, him. and

would never ride the C.F.R. again the

felt sure this struck home), he strode

angrily out. He said he would show

them, and he did. He walked away from

the station quickly, and made ins way

toward the C.N.R. Tunnel Terminal. How

he wished that Mr. Beatty were looking

out the window watching him as he left

the C.P.R. to ride on the railroad of the

people.

A few minutes walk brought him to

the Tunnel Terminal and, as it was t\e

C.N.R., there were no people around, but

he finally found someone who had auth-

ority to ‘sell tickets. As contrasted with

the 'Canadian Pacific Station, there was

no bustle, there was no crowd. 1 here

was no train.

Further investigation resulted in his

finding out that the train would be back-,

ed in shortly, as soon as the trolley on

the electric engine was repaired. H'

yoke of oxen

“No sir, the electric engine.”

“Electric engine, you mean electric

toaster
!”

You will note that our Twigg is very

humorous, and fortitudinously rises to

the occasion. Now he sat down and re-

flected. “Let me see,” he ruminated,

‘The parlor car comes on at Mount Royal,

the engine at Lazare, the diner at Haw-

kesbury. I wonder if there is any thing

else to come on.”

There was. He found this out when

he tried to get a drink of water. The

water tanks were filled at Isles Mere.

He then speculated as to how many pas-

sengers would be picked up en route, just

as they picked up their various rolling

stock. Here again he was deceived.

There would be no passepgers at all. This

was the C.N.R.

The train ambled on, and finally came

to a rumbling stop after some fifteen min-

This was Portal Heights,

After loading on the "milk
utes travel,

at mile 3.03.
the electric engine wastne c

. . . Marked \ (Continued on page 5)
waited impatiently until his tram DacKeu v r °
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

wo doors below Clergy St)
,

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

ARTS
:

ARTS DANCE

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and. self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

arc wortli a genuine effort.

Wc welcome accounts

small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up
Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Btancli

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

j
Wilson Jardine'will be in Kingston on

Tuesday. January 24th, to play at the Art's

Dance. Tickets will be on sale in tile Arts

Club Room to Arts men this afternoon from

1 p.m. till 5 p.m., to men of other Faculties

Wednesday afternoon from 1 p.m. till 3 p.m.

Tickets will be limited to 140 and will not be

transferable The Music:

1. Waltz—Mammy’s Little Sunny Honey

Boy

.

2. Fox Trot—Wana.

3. Waltz—Lotus Flower.

4. Fox Trot—Almond Eyes.

5. Waltz—Love in Lilac Time.

6a. Fox Trot— Rosey Cheeks.

b. Fox Trot—Sweet Lady.

7. Waltz—Three O’clock in the Morning

8a. Fox Trot—Ka-Lu-A.

b. Fox Trot—The Gobe Ashore.

9. Waltz—You’re just the itype for a

Bungalow.

10a. Fox Trot—I Ain’t Nobody’s Darling.

b. Fox Trot—Georgia Rose.

11. Waltz—The Legend.

12a. Fox Trot—’Tucky Home.

b. Fox Trot—It’s You.

13. Waltz—Mary O’Brien.

14a. Fox Trot—Ten Little Fingers

b. Waltz—I'll Return For You.

15. Fox Trot—The Sheik.

16. Fox Trot—Leave Me With

17. Waltz—The Last Waltz.

Smile.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

YOUR TICKETS FOR THE ARTS’

DINNER-T-HE EVENT OF THE

YEAR. ALL ARTS STUDENTS AT-

TEND. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

25th.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT

TAKEN FOR THE YEAR
BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

EXAMINATION RULES REVISED
(Apologies to the Senate)

1. No candidate will be admitted to the

examination hall before the doors arc

opened, nor will he be allowed to leave

after tiie proctors have departed.

2. A candidate shall neither rise nor

fall from his scat without the consent

of the examiner or proctor.

3. Don't ask the proctors any questions

about the paper. They don’t like to be

shown up.

4. Answers should be written on the

inside of the books. Don't bother fol-

lowing the lines. You are not in High

School now.

5. The cards distributed by the proc-

tors should contain your name, the name

of your next of kin, your age. next birth-

day and your thumbprint. _____

6. If you require paper thump vigor-

ously on the table and hold up an answer

book ;
if you require ink hold up a pen

;

if you require more time hold up your

watch; if you want to go for a walk

hold up your foot.

7. Don’t leave any money on the tables

for the proctors.

8. Biological drawings and chemical

equations should always be made on the

tables first.

9. If you ate poetically inspired don’t

write your effusions in the examination

books. Log books are provided for this

purpose.

10. If you use 2 books put each inside

the other and write on the outside of the

inside book the number used. If you

use more than 2 books, apply to the head

nroetor for advice.

X. Y. Z

their liking for the new and artistic, will

not seek steps to exchange the historic Red

Room for our new quarters. Why, the

change in the colouring, general appearance

of cleanliness is enough to transform the

most pessimistic-minded, to create optim-

ism itself!

The Arts faculty felt some time ago that

a change simply had to come, and that at

the first opportunity. It therefore appoint-

ed a committee to consider ways and means

of improvement and to carry out the same.

To begin with, the room was enlarged some

months ago by altering .the location of the

partition between the Club Room and the

Reading Room so as to give the Club Room

considerable space which had previously

..proved of little practical use. By this simple

move, too, the continued disturbance creat-

ed by people entering the Club Room via

the Reading Room was -'eliminated. At

present one enters the Club Room directly,

entrance to the Reading Room being made

from the Club Room—just the reverse of

the old conditions.

But the Committee felt that much could

be done to add comfort, as well as a degree

of beauty, by exercising a little artistic taste

plus common sense plus a few dollars. The

result was that during the Christmas recess,

considerable remodelling was done,. _
Altogether the Arts Club Room, as it is

now, presents an atmosphere -suited to the

most critical. As the men enter for the

first time, an observer is given a wonderful

chance for psychological study by noting

’where the several tastes and inclinations lie.

One chap gets no farther than the nearest

cushion which seems to have been supplied

for his especial comfort. A second, more

curious than comfort-seeking, raises his eyes

to behold the newly arranged works of art

bedecking the walls. These pictures are

well-chosen and artistically arranged. Some

other chap, his pleasure and satisfaction at

seeing the changed environment being com-

plete feels that his aesthetic craving can

best lie satisfied by performing in front of

the piano. What is his surprise to find that

even the piano has taken oil a new tone in

acordance with the general change, and that

both standard folios and modern dance hits

adorn the instrument, top and-front.

Indeed everything has been overhauled

and made to lend something to future com-

fort and pleasantness. The painted walls

the splendid pictures, the two long cushion-

ed seats cannot but meet with general ap-

proval. All the difference between a centre

of disorder and one of fascinating delight

has been effectedly the change. The now

homely place-de-rendezvous of the men of

Art is a distinct acquistion to the faculty

and reflects special credit on the Committee

which undertook and ably carried out the

alterations.

ARTS '25

Brethren and Sistern

:

Just a line to let you know we'fe doin’

fine. There’s just one thing I'd like to

hear—where is the reporter from our

year? -All you can read on our Faculty

page, comes from ye goode “bald-headed

sage. So verdants, let’s show ’em we’re

as°wise as any men with tortoise shelled

eyes.
RASTUS.

(Friend “Rastus” might note with pre-

caution that bald-headedness has been

known to have been caused by freshness.

-Contributed.)

Aluminum Vendor:—I see, Mr. Clium-

pley, there is a trial- on at the court to-

day. Was it a LOCAL crime.?

Mr. Chumplev
:

(prospective victim),

Oh no ! It was somebody stole an auto-

mobile !

ARTS CLUB ROOM RENOVATED

“What do you think of the Club Room

\

now ?’’ has been the incessant question

which by all Arts men have been asking

each other during the last fortnight. "Isn’t

it great" is the invariable and seemingly in-

evitable reply. Truly, a remarkable change

for the better has been wrought. The much

talked-of possibility has become a reality

a reality, too, of which every one in Arts-

and for that matter in Queen's—ought justly

to feel proud. It is only to be hoped that

the members of Levana, being noted for

.
, „

Bibby’s
\

{Something Doing Sale

WE MEET AND BEAT ALL
COMPETITION

Every Counter in Our Store is

now a Bargain Counter

It will pay you to hold right on
tight yourqjurse strings until you
have learned what we are offer-

ing. Everything marked in plain

figures.

Come in, look about. Buy if you
wish. We will be pleased to show.

Tf you don’t spe what you want
ask for it.

If you see it in our window, we
have it in our store. If you read

about it in our advertisements

rest assured we have it in our

store.

§nri-t'j Irani! (filotljpj men’s and boys’ wear

Bibbys



FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone U74j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 5U

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. "Be a Mutualist.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE"

EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

• 314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

(Continued from page 3).

cans, four people with passes, a prize

rooster and a coffin, the train pushed on

again, into the wilds of the Island of

Montreal.

By the more noisy procedure, our

friend could tell that theTocomotive was

now on, and old C.N.R. 1388 was doing

her best to conceal a slight asthmatic

tendency, which occasionally cropped out,

despite the thoughtful stoking of fireman

Flannigan, and engineer Hardy, whose

guiding hand helped it over the rough

places.

After an hour, and after several stops

and starts had been made, the train came

to another and longer stop, and the par-

lor' car was put on. In picking up a

booklet in the parlor car, he noticed the

little slogan “Be Rational, Travel Nation-

al.'' He fully realized now why this

warning was govern If one were not in

the best of health

Our S.B.M. (successful business man)

went into the smoking compartment of

the car, passed around his Perfectos to

the porter, and opened the conversation.

As there was nobody else in the car, the

poor porter felt it his duty to listen. In

fact, he could not avoid it.

Away back years ago, when the bush

grew thick on Princess Street, and Yonge

Street was a swamp, there was no Olive

Oil. but the Italian Olive Oil. This, of

course, came from Italy. It cost a lot

to-bring the Oil from Italy, and very

few bottles were sold. People did not

use mayonnaise then. Canada, feeling

that it ought to protect its infant indus-

tries put a tariff of 90% on all crude and

refined Olive Oil (if you can call Olive

Oil a refined product), and Timothy

Twigg. then known as Tim, saw his op-

portunity. With an eye to business he

contracted with all the hucksters on the

market for their mellow left-overs. With

these for a nucleus, he began to produce

that superior product, Twigg’s Olive Oil,

and thanks to Protection, the Patron

Saint >f the Manufacturer, who develops

our Infant Industries. Twigg quickly

made a fortune with his Olive Oil. His

rise to fame was rapid. First he had a

little bottling plant in the heart of King-

ston. Then he moved to Napanee, and

his fame began to spread. In three years,

he had quadrupled his output, had spent

twenty-five dollars ($25.00) in advertis-

ing. had become an Oddfellow, and had

run for school trustee three times, and

was beaten by very small majorities in

every instance.

This was as far as our S.B.M. g(H with

his recital. During the hour the" porter

had dozed off several times, but it was

not until now that he had valid excuse

for leaving Mr. Twigg.

At L’Orignal, there is occasionally a

passenger for Ottawa. A certain eccen-

tric old man goes up to Ottawa to do his

Christmas shopping early; and several

times during the year goes on various

errands to the Capital City. He was ex-

pected any week now, as the Christmas

season was only about a month off. Ac-

cordingly the porter excused himself, got

out his little stool and was busily polish-

ing the brass step handles as C.N.R. No.

6 galloped into L.Orignal.

The train must have been near Ottawa

at last, for the trainman called out

—

“Change for Kingston, Brockville, To-

ronto and points west.” Our Twigg con-

sidered himself a humorist, so he chuckl-

ed, “Why change at Ottawa? I’d have

changed long ago, if I had the chance.”

These S.B.M. ’s, Rotarians, Temperance

Orators, Philosophy Profs., and Medical

Freshmen will have their little jokes, you

know.

Our hero stalked out of the palatial

Central Station, flanked by two Red

Caps, and took the underground tunnel

through to the Chateau . He registered,

while the desk clerk smiled his cringing

smile, and was then whisked up stairs by

the noiseless, elevator.

After he had washed up, he dined and

(whisper it softly) he wined, and since he

had not been shaved since the morning, he

sought a barber. These Captains of Indus-

try, these Bulwarks of Prosperity, must

keep well shaven, else our New World

Aristocracy will suffer from lack of respect,

and they will have to fall back on our lick-

spittle - Democracy of Barbers, Waiters,

Shoe Blacks, Stewards, Porters and Press

Agents, for the respect they should be ac-

corded.

After a session with the barber, he dis-

patched what little business he had over the

phone, and called a taxi to go and see the

Minister of Finance, Sir Henry Drayton

The taxi took him to the door, an antedelu-

vian water power elevator took him upstairs

and an obliging flunky showed him the out-

er sanctum of the Great Minister's Office,

Here were six stenographers, and two male

clerks.

The stenographers were all busy, in fact

they were positively industrious. The first

two were manicuring their fingernails. It

is very essential that His Majesty’s stenogs

be properly manicured. The next two were

industriously knitting sweaters, and con-

versing as they went along. It appears that

the gist of the argument was, Shall the

sweaters be with or without sleeves, so of

course the intensity of the discussion was

jutified. Such a momentous question must

be faced from every angle. One girl pro-

duced the Bear Brand Knitting Book, and

the sleeve question having been comprom-

ised (they would knit one each way,) they

consulted this Bourinot of Knitting Pro-

cedure as to whether they should use the

Drop Stitch or the Apple-seed. It was fin-

ally decided that they should consult a cer-

tain male clerk, who was an authority on

these matters. He not only subscribed to

all free fashion periodicals, but was very

much sought after when in Queen’s by the

members of Levana. After some few mom-

ents of mental cogitation, he decreed that

it required too much time to pick up all theL
.

dropped stitches, and went on record as be- ,

ing decidely in favor of the Apple-seed

effect.

All this was going on when Mr. Twigg

stepped into the office. Their papers lay

scattered all over the floor, as they had been

read. In order that His Majesty's .Civil

Servants may not run the risk of failing to

get a paper on the street, the Department of

Finance has thbughtfully subscribed for

eight copies of the “Journal-Press.”

On looking around, one noted that the

office, though old-fashioned, was tastefully

decorated with large sized portraits of Sir

John A., Sir Robert, and the Hon. Arthur

adorning the walls.

Nearby on a bench, were a few people

waiting to see the Great Minister
;
there was

an Indian Chief from Northern Saskatche-

wan, a delegation from ten thousand Nova

Scotia fisherman pleading “Whereas our

(Continued on page 8).

Oh! You Student.
Student—“Hello 1743, may I speak to the Manager, please?”

Manager—“Speaking."

Student
—"Wjhat would you charge for refreshments if we had a little dance at Park

View on Thursday night?"

Manager—“What would you like?”

Student
—"Oh! I don’t know."

Manager—“Will you talk it over with your friends and let me know at 4 o’clock and I

will give you a price?”

Student—4 p.m.—Oh, about that supper, I find we can get it cheaper somewhere

else—thanks.

The Most Important Canadian Publication of the Decade

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF

SIR WILFRED LAURIER
By OSCAR DOUGLAS SKELTON

Royal 8vo. 2 Vols. 700 Pages. Illustrated

PRICE $8.00 NET
(Boxed/

Now Ready.

R. Uglow 8t Company
Price $2.00

141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal,. Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.

1-Yt
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000
Paid-up Capital

Reserve -
_

Resources *
* 0Q per m0nthas

t&SP
amount to $697.17.

i . savings habit todaj.

Begin the regul' 1

, kINqSTON.
A. N. Lyster, Manag < -

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’22

They sat side by side by the sea side,

The wind and the sky both blue.

When asked if he loved her, he sighed

:

“Why even the stars fall for you.”

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R, H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR

Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St.
’Phone 2°4°

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettea and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270. PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

ORDERS, QUEEN’S C.O.T.C.

stood 5-0 against us the yells were as de-

fiant as ever'. The whirlwind finish gave

them their just due.

No 10, January 14, 1922, Regimental

Orders by Col. A. McPhail. C. M_G„

D S.O., O.C., Queen's University Con-

tingent C.O.T.C. .

1. Parade.

The Mechanicals ’22 wish to extend parades will be held on Tuesday, Jan-

hearty congratulations to Mr. G. W. Hud-
uafy 17th, and Friday, January 20th.

son on the arrival of the junior partner—
f

'

om 4.30-5.30 p.m.
'

Class of '44. Civilian clothes to be worn, but with

belts, rifles and side-arms. On Tuesday

SCIENCE '23

How about a little hockey fellows? Isn't

it time we got our year team together? The

ice is ready, all that is needed now is the

men .

If Willie Shakespeare were living now,

instead of saying “There is something rot-

ten in the State of Denmark” he would say

“Things are in a rotten state in Russia.’

The latest in music— “Th|e Cafeteria

Blues.” Try it over on your soup.

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

LOST
On January 16th, somewhere between

the 1st' and 2nd halves of the term,—One

School Day. Finder please return to the

registrar.

N.B.—If the finder is short m attendance

he may be credited' with the day.

Me was a Chemical Engineer

Determined to find renown;

He found a substitute for beer

But had to leave the town.

I7C1 to, , , »

the contingent will march to the New

Arts Building for drill, am} on Friday to

Grant Hall.

2. Inspection.

The contingent will be inspected by

the G.O.C., M.D., No. 3, on Saturday,

January 21st, 1922. Company will fall

in at 1.30. Roll called and company sized

by officer's commanding before turning

over.

3. Appointments and Promotions.

Appointments and promotions will be

posted during the ensuing week.

By order.

E. W. SKINNER, Capt.

—Adj t. Queen’s Contgt., C.O.T.C.

As a matter of personal opinion, after

having seen (Jueen’s Seniors under Nick

Bawlf, Jim Sutherland /and the present

management under Mr. Awrey, use the

rush system in vogue with the pro’s, it

would seem that with our teams it does

not pay. Finished skater&^and rushers

can afford to fall back after each rush.

They have the ability to score in such a

manner. Friday’s four goals were all

scored in mix-ups. Belleville beat us

because their attitude, old as it is, of fight-

ing it out in the corners and in front of

the. nets got them their seven goals. We
beat Frontenacs because their goalie was

off colour. Have we meij with ability

to make an attack successful with rushes

alone? The attack in our case is slow.

They make a nice breakaway only to

slow down when they come near the de-

fence. The man carrying the puck slows

right down to shoot. There is no £uch

thing as catching the goal-keeper off his

guard.

HOCKEY DOPE
Is Belleville a better team? On Fri-

day’s showing, decidedly “yes.” But we

cannot admit that they are better than

our team’ at its best. While our bunch

looked slow and awkward in comparis-

on to the well-finished skaters and stick-

handlers who represented Belleville, the

hardest critics will admit that- our gang

played below par.

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Is there going to be something worth see-

ing at the Arts Dance that an admission is

to be charged 'for spectators—or is it an

amusement tax for gossips?

t

A horse, a horse, my kingdom for a

horse.” This oft repeated phrase isJgjl)

in use hut now it is “White Horse.” The

following line, “Charge, charge,” is not

needed because anyone who has a “White

'Horse” knows enough to charge.

If you get a brain wave, put it in writing

and hahd it to the reporter. Don’t keep it

to yourself.

\,y i—n : Do you shave up or down?

H t—r: I shave down.

He was a student brave and hold

He belonged to twenty-three

“Of every thing I’m sure” said he

But Thermo knocked him cold.

It wasn’t Bill Holdcroft’s fault that

that spirit was lacking. He and his gang

fought it out till the last, when things

PROF. W. E. ZIMMERN TO
LECTURE

(Continued from page 1)

first chair of International Relations

founded in Great Britain. Some of our

readers may remember that it was he

whom the author of “The Mirrors of

Downing Street” suggested as the Prime

Minister, who would most effectively

clear up the muddle left by the war.

The lectures will he given tonight at

8.15 p.m., on Wednesday at 5 p.m., and

on Thursday at 8.15 p.m., in Convocation

Hall. These lectures will appeal to all

who are interested in the immediate

future of the world, and it is certain that*

Professor Zimmern will have much to

tell that has not yet found its way into

print. There will be an opportunity for

discussion after the lectures.

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance polity to cover your wearing apparel, personal, effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rodmiiig houses.
*~

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

SCIENCE ’24

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Who started the rumor that the Principal

/as playing a Clarinet in the band at- the

rink ?

i

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

5 Watch the British Whig for

i Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAIN E, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Now is the time for all gentlemen (you

-too Hy—nds) of our year, with any hockey

ability to turn out and chase the rubber

disk for two hours a week.

Following the trend of the times Fo-re-t

has decided to become a professional hold-

up man. He claims to be able to hold up

anything (J>r anybody) and being a rugby

player he’s no man to trifle with.

Famous Alibis:

1. The paper was too long.

2. I knew the work alright, but

—

3. The referee was no good .

4. I would have gone only I had an exam

the next morning.

The Chateau Belvidere
SPECIAL SUNDAY CHICKEN DINNER AT $1.25

From One to Two P.M. Every Sunday

Please reserve your tables. ’Phone 1743

“Oh hour of all hours, the most bless'd upqn Earth; Blessed hour of our dinners!”

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and j

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.|

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Dr. H A. Stewart
DENTI8T

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w 1 Viginia

Prof. S. A. Mitchell^ M.A., ’94, Ph.D.j

’98 (Joliu Hopkins) acted as chairman of

Section D, (Astronomy) at the meeting

in Toronto of the American Association

for the advancement of Science. For many

years he was a member of the staff in

Columbia University. In 1913 he was

appointed head of the Leander McCor-

mick Observatory at the University of

ALL GOOD SKATERS USE

Automobile Skates
Are you a Good Skater?

''Boots and Shoes for everyone. Skate Sharpening, Riveting

and Screwing.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

The Place to Get That Record
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SPORT
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augmented their natural enthusiam with

some of the bottle variety, which before the

dark days of the W. C. T. U. and Ben.

Spence was put up by Corby’s Limited.

INTERMEDIATE GAME
(Continued from page 1)

THE PLAY.
• The game was somewhat late in starting

and it was 8.40 before Referee Sproule set

them going. Woodruff secured at the face

off and laid a hard one on Boland’s pads.

Arnott went right through but McNeill

saved. Campbell got away on a lone rush

but was stopped by Green. Close checking

was preventing long rushes. McKelvey and

Campbell went down and Campbell shot

wild. Weir missed a fine chance by shoot-

ing wild. Arnott drove in a hard one

which ‘/Noisy’ stopped right on the line, A
minute later he made a sensational stop of

Whelan’s drive. Goyer and Canning came

on and Goyer shot a high one which struck

McNeill in the chest and Canning scored

with a “body” shot. Belleville 1, Queen’s 0.

Queen's had the better of the rest of the

period and forced the play but poor shoot-

ing nullified their efforts. Ritchie was hurt

but continued to play.

• SECOND PERIOD.

Belleville forced the play but good work

by ‘Red’ and ‘Noisy’ kept them out. McKel-

vey rushed the length of the ice but Boland

saved. Arnott came through but McNeill

turned his shot aside. Woodruff stole the

puck from Weir and went around Green

but shot wild. Finally Whalen went down,

circled the nets, and scored on a pretty

shot from the side—a clever play. Belle-

ville 2, Queen’s 0. Belleville continued to

press and Green rushed, pierced the defence

and scored on a hard, high shot. Belleville

3, Queen’s 0. Play became rather strenuous

and Ritchie was hurt and had to'be carried

off when, body-checked by Holway. His

absence was felt as Arnott scored again be-

fore the period ended. Belleville 4,

Queen’s 0.

THIRD PERIOD.

Queen’s outplayed the visitors in the last

period and their superior condition began

to show. Weir, who is that rare indivi-

dual—the sixty-minute forward, -proved a

stumbling block but he could not do it all.

Belleville, however, scored 'first when

Arnott shot between the defence and the

puck landed in the corner of the net. Belle-

ville 5, Queen’s 0. Queen’s came right back

and Campbell scored on one of Woodruff s

rare passes. Belleville 5, Queens 1.

Queen’s sent everyone up on the attack and

backed Belleville mto their own territory

Campbell scored again on a pas; from

Ritchie Belleville 5/ Queen s 2. An at-

tempt by Holway to stage a little exhibition

of the manly art was not appreciated by

Mr. Sproule and he and McKelvey necame

looker's on for a couple of minutes. Din-

ing their absence Goyer added to the Belle-

ville majority with a pretty shot. Belle-

ville 6. Queen’s 2. McKelvey came on again

and Queen’s kept up the pressure. Stew-

art secured the puck from a face-off an

stickhandled through everyone and pushed

the puck into the net after being tripped

bv Green. It was a pretty play and the

crowd cheered wildly. Belleville 6, Queen s

3 Arnott was given a rest for trying to

use his stick to lasso Woodruff. Holway

rushed the length of the ice and scored on

a side shot just as McKelvey spilled him.

Belleville 7, Queen’s 3. Queen’s came right

back however and Campbell scored on a

four man combination. Time was nearly

up, however, and the game ended with

Belleville In possession of a well-earned

victory.

LINE UP:

Belleville—Goal, Boland; Defence, Hol-

way and Green; 'Centre, Arnott; Right

Wing, Weir; Left Wing, Whalen. Subs:

Goyer and Canning.

Queen's-Goal, McNeill; Defence, Mc-

Kelvey and Ritchie; Centre, Woodruff;

Right Wing, Wright; Left Wing. Camp-

bell. Subs: Stewart and Battersby.

4. Belleville Arnott 15.00

3rd Period.

5. Belleville Arnott 1.00

6. Queen’s Campbell 2.00

7. Queen’s Campbell 7.30

8. Belleville Goyer 10.00

9. Queen’s Stewart 15.00

10. Belleville Holway 18.00

11. Queen’s Campbell 19.00

NOTES
The crowd was a lively one and some oi

PLAYER’S

The snow which came through the ven-

tilators was a considerable nuisance. Could

this not be remedied ?

It is to be regretted that there was

small outbreak of hissing in the last period.

This is very poor .sportsmanship and puts

us on a level with the hockey crowd which

greeted Queen’s in Stratford last winter.

If it was intended to influence the referee

in our favour it is a considerable evidence

of congenital idiocy on the part of the

hissers.

Referee Sproule was on the whole satis-

factory and had the game well under con-

trol. He is inclined to let too much pass-

particular, petty rough-stuff and

Queen’s suffered somewhat.

“Pep” piled up that lead of five points.

They got every single goal of the five

from mix-ups. “Noisy” McNeill was

beaten on no more than two shots. He

hadn’t a chance, in the world to save the

others. His exhibition was beyond re-

proach But it was apparent to every-

body that the Belleville team, by their

very attitude, were out to win. They

went after things. When they scored

they did a hornpipe. Our gang played

like “fed-up” professionals. The much-

vautned spirit which is supposed to carry

college teams where others fear to tread

was a missing quantity. Spirit oozed out

of the other team (and of their support-

ers as well, incidentally!)

WAR MEMORIAL
SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL

STILL BE RECEIVED BY

THE FACULTY REPRESEN-

TATIVES OR THE HONOR-

ARY TREASURER.
.

%
)
\

\%

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11-30 to 1.30

SUPPER- 5.00 to 700

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

Returns of Hockey Games

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

¥
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Mens
Men’s

Hats

Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston's Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL PRICES

On Queen’s Sweaters for

January

THE CLUB

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Dress Shirt

Sets

We have a large assortment of

Dress Studs in Pearl and Gold;

also Links to match.

$1.25 a set up

Kiimear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Craft for men who appreciate

good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38^40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

A TAXPAYER’S NIGHTMARE
Continued from Page 5.

Canadian Merchant Marine is continually

getting stranded on the fishing banks, and

whereas these aforementioned boats do

scare away the fish and rob us of our live-

lihood, we clo humbly petition that pilots

be appointed from men who have served

at least three days on a sea going vessel, and

have not beem selected from Alberta.”

There was also a widow who had been re-

cently left penniless in a costly lawsuit, a

man from Elbow Sask., who sought a higher

Protective Tariff on strap hinges and hasps,

and lastly there was a single Taxer, seeking

a hearing that he and Sir Henry might co-

operate for Canada's salvation.

Our Twigg stalked up to the desk, pre-

sented his card to the girl, who had now

laid aside her orange stick, and turned com-

placently around, working his grey mous-

tache as he eyed the queue on the bench

He surveyed the group with evident satis-

faction. as though he felt “Here are peo-

ple 1 can step over.’’ —
Very shortly afterwards, R. B. Bennett

came out of the inner sanctum and Sir

Henry himself came to the door. As soon

as he saw Twigg, he greeted him effusively.

“Come right in Twigg. You haven’t been

up to see us since, we raised the tariff. Come

in, come in.”

And ushering Timothy Twigg inside, he

said to his chief clerk, “Jerry, tell these

people that I cannot possibly see them un-

til—let me see. this is Wednesday—oh, say

next Thursday. I am going out of town

this week end.”

Having expresesd himself thus, he strode

into the inner sanctum, closing the double,

sound-proof door behind him.

The room was fitted up in luxuriant

fashion. One’s feet sunk deep in an Ori-

ental rug. The desk, chairs and waste

basket were of the finest mahogany, all

of which cost His Majesty’s Subjects nine

hundred dollars. On the walls were- two

oil paintings, little etchings were to be

seen, and the pictures of several eminent

politicians were suspended dose to the

wainscoting. A nickel plated drinking

fountain, filled with Laurentian -View

water at fifty cents a quart, stood in one

corner. Altogether, the whole setting

was sufficiently luxurious to impress the

casual visitor that Canada’s Fiscal Con-

dition was beyond all comment; the

splendour of her headquarters reflected

her absence of debt, which burdens so

many other less wealthy countries, noa-

ably Iceland and San Salvador.

“Well Tim, How's your golf?’"com-

menced-Sir Henry.

This we take it was a diplomatic con-

versational wedge, to open up further

discussion, for if there was anything

Twigg was proud of, next to His Longue

Pointe Plant and his wife, it was his

golf. Already a member of the Kana-

aki, Royal Montreal and Mount Bruho

Golf Clubs, he felt himself one of the

best S.B.M. Golfers in the country.

“Not too bad, not too bad Sir Henry,

but if you do not mind, I’d rather not

talk about golf today. 1 know that you

are busy, and I’m a trifle worried, I real-

ize indeed that you are a very busy man."

“Busy, yes. But I have all day, every

lay to be busy in. I don’t see you every

day. If there is anything on your mind,

and it would relieve you -to speak, why

please do so.”

Well-er-er-the fact is-I-1 did not pay

my income tax last year. You know

there was the big golf tournament at

Whitlock Course at Hudson Heights, and

I did want to see Stymie, our amateur,

play that crack American, and then..”

‘And you tell me that worried you

Hal Ha! Why should it? You should

know better than that.”

“Yes, but it was not very convenient

to pay my income tax at that time. You
see, our dividend for the first half year

was only 11%. and I felt that the stock

holders and I would scarcely have a

thing left, after we paid our income tax."

“Of course you wouldn't. You did

right. Our policy is to help our manu-
facturers. We want to help our Infant

Industries get on their feet. Please do

not mention income tax for a year or so

January Sale
LADIES’ FINE SHOES

REDUCED HALF PRICE

Shoes at $5.95, $3.95, $2.95

A fitting climax to a wonderfully

successful Fall and Winter Season.

Men’s Patent Pumps, $4.95

LOCKETT’S

DINE WITH ME AT
KINGSTON’S

LEADING RESTAURANT
The quality of their food is so excel-

lent and their waiters so courteous and

obliging, that it’s just like dining at home.

More expensive? Oh, no! Prices have

Been Reduced to the lowest possible level

consistent with quality and you’ll be sur-

prised at the small amount of your check

when you have finished your repast. Come
and be convinced.

GRAND CAFE

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

- HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

yet. Why man, we cannot, we will not

impoverish our manufacturing class. If

we cannot have a prosperous manufactur-

ing class, our country will be ruined. All

the wealth will revert to the people, and

we would see the farmers sending their

sons to college, while their daughters

would perhaps be taking music lessons.

Please don’t refer to these unpleasant fin-:

ancial ."matters my dear Twigg.”

“Yes, but possibly an I.O.U
"

Nonsense, utter rot. Look at the

trouble that Riordan man got into, be-

cause he madeNjut an I.O.U. to White.

Do you not see, that if you make out an

I.O.U. for your income tax. you make

yourself liable? Why, man, if those

Grits get hold of that, they could make

you pay every cent. Now if you just

let me make a memorandum of the mat-

ter, we will consider this little incident

closed.”

“Then you think it would be better.”

“Absolutely. You do not want to make

yourself legally liable for a million dol-

lars do you? Of course you don’t. I.O.U’s

are such binding affairs. Really, my dear

Twigg, I’m- surprised that a man of your

business sagacity ever thought of it.’

"Well, Sir Henry, I’m ever so much

obliged to you. Next time you are i:

Montreal, you must come and stay with

us. The nineteenth hole is still quite

popular at ICanawaki.”

“That reminds me, Tim. will you have

little drink?”

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

S’tranii
MON., TUES., WED.

“GET-RICH-QUICK

WALLINGFORD”
THUR., FRI., SAT.

“The Little Minister”

Among those chosen fur the Oxford
Hockey team to play in Belgium and Swit-

zerland during the Christmas vacation was

Kenneth Taylor of Kingston, a recent

Rhodes Scholar from Queen’s.

J. District Mgr.

4

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since
1914, at the exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
1110,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.
An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to' keep you in

comfort in your old age.

B. COOKE,

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874
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PROF. ZIMMERN ON
WORLD^PROBLEMS

Eminent Speaker Addresses Large Aud-

iences on Vital Economic and

Political Situation in

Europe

QUEEN'S JUNIORS WIN
GAME IN CORNWALL

TUNIORS CAME FROM BEHIND T O WIN 5-2-REYNOLDS INJURED

BUT GAMELY CONTINUES-TWO OUT-OF-TOWN GAMES WON
IN THREE DAYS.

On Tuesday evening Prof. Zimmern

gave the first of his lectures on the World

After the War. Prof. Zimmern is one of

the best authorities of the day on inter-

national relations, and the way he dealt

with the subject gave evidence of his far-

sighted- gr^p of all phases of international

complications. Dr. Watson introduced

him as one, of the most brilliant political

scientists in the English-speaking world.

Pie has just arrived from the Washing-

ton Conference and has.a first hand know-

ledge of the proceedings there.

The lecturer began by saying that the

world has experienced in the past eight

years the greatest upheaval it has ever

had in so short a time. The problem

now facing everyone is to think our-

selves into the new situatiop. He divid-

• ed the situation into three main phases

—the new strategic situation, new econ-

omic situation, and new political situa-

tion.

Taking the strategic situation: first, it

was pointed out that Germany realized

shortly after she lpad entered the war

that she was up against a tremendous

proposition. How was she to get raw

materials? Germany migfit have won a

short war, and this is what she expected

to do, but a long war imperilled her

economic security. She then tried to lay

in all she could from the United States

and other neutrals.

Two lessons are to be drawn from the

war. first, the interdependence of the

nations of the modern world ; and second,

that sea-power is far more important than

land power. It was shown, by war that

no country could carry on very long

under a blockade. The Prussian army

could not in the long run be effective.

The Germans were made dependent on

the British Navy. Germany was depen-

dent on sea-power for her existence

Those materials which had to be import-

ed were carried to her in ships from other

countries, and the sea-power which con-

trolled the transportation was victorious.

The real sanction of the Treaty of Versail-

les was dependant on the British navy,

not on the French army, because the Ger-

mans feared the blockade of their ports.

But since the war it is difficult for any

one country to experience naval suprem-

acy. The Washington Conference has

set up a doctrine of co-operation and pro-

tection of neutrals.

There is international co-operation in

naval affairs, but what of economic af-

fairs? What about the materials of which

(Continued on page 5)

With the score 2-0 against them at the

start of the second period, our Juniors came

back with a fighting spirit not to be denied.

Two goals were scored in rapid succession

and .before the period ended it was 3-2 in

our favour and the game "on ice.” It was

a remarkable comeback and shows that the

spirit which beat Varsity in the Junioi

Intercollegate finals last year is still with

the team. There were no stars, subs, and

regulars worked their heads off.

Two minutes after play started, Reynolds

was badly cut under the left eye by the

butt end of a stick. He was off for the

rest of the period, while Billie administered

first aid with great success. Reynolds was

back for the second period. In the mean-

time however, two goals had been scored.

With the confidence that Reynold’s return

gave them, the gang tied things up in as

many minutes as there were goals to get.

Nickle played his usual consistent game

in attack and defence. He got two goals.

Johnston got two and Reynolds one. Red

Wilson is improving with every game and

scored last night only to have it over-ruled.

He put it in, caught the rebound and shot

it in again. The goal judge held up his

flag but his decision was over-ruled.

Quinn played great hockey in' the nets.

McLeod, a new-comer, stuck right with

things. There was a notable lack, however,

of the combination which has featured the

Juniors play up to the present. To get

along in this race, this must be remedied.

This group should be ours. We have played

all our out of. town games with a safe mar-

gin and should hold it. The condition dis-

played both on Wednesday and Monday

was good, tlbucher should be back again

shortly and the team will have to get down

to real work. We look for nothing less than

an O. H. A. Junior Championship, and, as

ah incident, the Junior Intercollegiate as

well.

The following represented us so well:

Goal, Quinn; Defence, Reynolds and

Wilson; Centre, Nickle; Wings, Johnston,

and Davidson ;
Subs., Lindsay and McLeod.

ATCARN1VAL
HARTY ARENA SCINTILLATES

WITH RIOT OF COLOUR

REPORT ON A.M.S.

CONSTITUTION

THE BULLETIN

Friday, Jan. 20th

—

8.15 p.m.—dBrockville vs. Queen’s II.,

Jock Harty Arena.x

Saturday, Jan. 21

—

3.00 p.m.—Queen’s vs. Varsity, Inter-

collegiate Championship match at

Toronto Arena.

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S.
8.30 p.m.f—Queen’s vs. Varsity, Senior

Intercollegiate Basketball, Toronto

Sunday, Jan. 22— *

2.30 p.m.—Convocation.

Monday, Jan. 23—
5.00 p.m.—B. W. F.

Tuesday, Jan. 24— #
8.00 p.m.—Arts Annual Dance.

Radical changes to take
PLACE

> i

Last. Saturday at A.M.S., an existing but

non-active Committee on Revision of Con-

stitution was dissolved and a new one com-

prising Mx. Wilson, the First Vice-PTesi-

dent of the A. M. S., and Messrs. Machines,

Hunter and Salter" was appointed. This

Committee has shown great promptness in

having prepared a statement for the next

meeting of the Society. They suggest a

drastic change in recommending the consid-

eration of a Parliamentary form of Govern-

ment. The notice of motion reads as fol-

lows :

The Committee on Revision of the Con-

stitution wjll move that, —
The A. M. S. shall consider some form

of Student Parliament to replace the pre-

sent system of A. M. S. as now constituted.

The Committee submits the following plan

as a basis. There shall be :

—

An Assembly, consisting of ten members

from Medicine, and the other Faculties,' and

Levana in proportion, and all Faculties shall

have at least one member. These members

are to be elected by the students registered

in that Faculty. Any student in a combined

course may elect in which one of the Fac-

ulties of his combined.course he shall cast

his vote.

A Speaker—To be elected by the Assem-

bly, and to rule the house as outlined by

Bourinot.

Premier—To be elected by the Assembly.

The Premier shall choose a Cabinet of at

least 6 members.

President— (Eligibility as outlined in pre-

sent Constitution.) To be elected each year

by an. electoral college, consisting of the

Major Officers, including those of Levana.

His election will be valid only if a two-

thirds vote of the electoral college is cast

for him .

Powers: Veto all measures. (A 2/3 vote

Perhaps it wasn’t as\bad as that,“bu( as

the tea-room hound remarked “Hot Do'g!”

They were all there—Cavaliers, Pierrots,

(sans number,) Indians, Gypsies (3) ,
-

Scotsmen and their Kiltied Lassies—dim-

pled knefe and all—and a number of

original costumes. A Chinese Mandarin

gave an Oriental touch to the mis-en-scene,

and two Balkan costumes lent a more Occi-

dental note; an exponent of the Darwinian

theory with his monkey costume on was

much in evidence—even old R. M. C. was

represented.

The affair was really very well attended

both by costumed participants and by spec-

tators. Those upon the ice seemed to enjoy

if very milch, and although the elusive

Carhival spirit was little in evidence yet the

generous critic might say that a “pleasant

evening was enjoyed by all.” The augmen-

ted band conscientiously played “Peggy

O’Neill” and other popular selections

throughout. ~

Eight o’clock found the rink ablaze with

brilliant costumes, and a scene of gorgeous

pageantry was presented as the skaters cir-

cled about on the ice. After some minutes

spent thus in costume skating, a hockey

match was staged—a hockey match gruel-

ling and sanguinary. Burlesque teams re-

presenting Queen’s and Frontenacs fought

each other with brooms, fists, goal-posts

and a rubber ball. The referee and his

will be so in touch with Student Activities

and college life in general that he will use

this power to advantage.

The Premier and his Cabinet will be re-

sponsible to the Assembly.

The following portfolios shall be alloted

to -ke members of the Cabinet :

—

1. Minister of State. (Present Sectary. ) \

Kuppenheimered assistant were a constant

menace to life as they whirled their littleMinister of Finance. (Present Treas.)

3. Minister of Justice.

4. Minister of Major Athletics.

5. Minister of Minor Athletics.

6. Minister of Social Functions.

Powers of House—All matters affecting

the interest and prosperity of the students

shall be within its province to Consider and

act upon.

Time of Election—First Saturday

December, as now. Two-thirds of each

Faculty Society members to be elected each

year, and the personel of the remaining

third will be decided by the respective Fac-

ulties Societies from among the last previous

members.

Payment of Members — Each Faculty

Society shall pay to the Minister of Finance

a sum of money equal to the number of

Society Members, multiplied by $0.25. This

sum shall be divided among the “Members’

in the ratio of two shares to each Cabinet

Minister and Speaker, and one share to

each member.

Meetings of House—There shall be at

least two meetings each month, and othej

meetings at the discretion of the Premier.

Functions—All functions within the col-

lege grounds may be held at times other than

Saturday night, and Saturday night of each

week shall be reserved for the meetings of

the Parliament. Functions held outside of

the college grounds on Saturday night that

seem to impair the workings of the Parlia-

ment and the strength of good student gov-

ernment shall be considered as detrimental

to the government and be dealt with accord-

ingly. The Cabinet may grant special per-

mission when the occasion seems to demand

it.

PART II.

In the event that the foregoing does not

against his veto will be necessary to override 1 meet with the majority approval, I ^’11

his veto and make the measure law.) move that the following system be used.The

Duties: He shall give an inaugural address

in which he shall review student activities

in the past and suggest legislation for the

coming year. He may also appear on the

floor of the house to suggest matters for

consideration. It will be assumed that he

following system is practically the same as

the old system with some modifications.

1. That the present hours for voting be

retained .

2. That Art. XII, Sect. (1), be amended

(Continued on

sleigh beneath the feetof all and sundry.The

audience at this stage became highly appre-

ciative and the hockey players won some

hard-earned applause. Even the hardened

Journal Reporter was forced to smile as /

injured players were ruthlessly hauled off

the ice by the heels.

Good Lord—more costume skating ! Then

came several exhibitions of speed skating.

The girls’ contest was won by Miss Hubbell

;

Miss Fair, the skater-up, made a very brave

finish but was unfortunate enough to trip

just before crossing the finishing line.

There was a moment of excitement when

four of the contestants in the Mens’ Open

Race went hqrtling into the boards
;

this

event vv^s an easy victory for Ernie Nelson

(Arts ’22.) Costume skating was indulged

in between races but the officials of the

course succeeded in getting the ice clear for

each event.

After the $peed events the audience was

treated to a further exhibition of costume

skating. Shortly the winners of the prizes

for the best costumes were announced. The

Committee of Judges comprised: Mrs. R.

B. Taylor, Mrs. Hal. Davis, Mrs. G. P.

Awrey, and Messrs. H. C. Nickle, Stewart

Robertson and C. C. Folger. Of the lady

entrants Miss Virginia Fair was awarded

the prize for the best costume. Miss Fair

was attired in Elizabethan doublet and hose

of a dusky French blue slashed with brown.

Miss Helena Coyle, dressed as a charming

Irish Colleen, secured second prize. Mr.

B. Cuningham, representing a 16th Century

dandy, was awarded* the premier honours

among the men, while William Brown, as a

skeleton, came second. When asked whether

or not he had any statement to make to \
the press, Mr. Brown answered in the nega-

tive. Miss Bessie Abernethy woh the Ladies’

Prize for the most humourous costume,

while Miss Anita Martin was adjudged the ,

funniest man.

After some "Costume and other skating

the augmented band capped the hilarity by

playing “God save the King.”
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“The College Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

BURY; G. E. WOOD.

S. E. SPARKS. ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and arc always ap-
propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”
“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still
thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City"

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

EDITORIAL
(furrn’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,'

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-iii-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.
Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.
Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL,
bramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.
Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.
Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND: A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-

REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT
OF QUEEN’S

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

THUR., FRI„ SAT.

Elaine Hammerstein

in

THE WAY OF A MAID

ALUMNI

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Paynter, are among
the residents of Melfort, Sask. Fred belong-

ed to Arts ’16, and is now with the Saskat-
chewan Creameries, Ltd. Mrs. Paynter.

(nee Eva Cumming), is a graduate of Arts
’14.

With an attendance totalling, roughly,

twenty-five persons at the last meeting of

the A. M. S., the calamity howlers have a

golden opportunity to remark that Queen’s

is going to the dogs. But the few congenital

pessimists who find delight in brooding on

topics of this nature, and -who refer to the

good old days with naive vagueness and

ignorance, can show neither just how a

scanty turnout at A. M. S. is fatal to the

healthy progress of the College, nor in what

way it is, after all, a thing to marvel at.

For the lack of a general interest in the

weekly deliberations of the A. M. S. can

not only be explained, but can, to a certain

extent, be justified; no student need feel

that his sins are as scarlet because he was

not present to assist in the governing of the

student body on a given Saturday evening.

It is just as easy to uderstand the' small

attendance at A. M. S.—or, for that matter,

at Faculty Society Meetings and, to a lesser

extent, at year meetings—as it is to under-

stand why the Math, and Physics Club does

not count its members in hundreds or why

the English Club does not play to crowded

houses. Everyone around college has his

own special interests, and only those few

interested in directing affairs of ‘state’, in

governing, in 'law-making, feel naturally

drawn to participate in the A. M. S. meet-

ings.

Our form of government is virtually re-

presentative. The great mass of ‘citizens’

know that a few interested and capable men
will be at each Session of the Legislative

body to deal in an efficient manner with the

business which may arise. The^average

student, realizing that his voice and brain

are not actually needed, 'attends only a meet-

ing or two a year when there is some ques-

tion to be discussed of such great moment

that his interest is aroused. Just as in the

Federal House of Commons the galleries

are always very sparsely sprinkled with

spectators except on one or two occasions

every year, so, here at Queen’s, the mass of

students -are content to leave the work of

government ,to' their self-appointed ‘repre-

sentatives’, and to go about their business

with minds at rest.

It is questionable whether any attempt

should be made to alter this condition of

affairs,—and, indeed, whether any such at-

tempt could be made successful. Lack of

interest is a difficult thing to combat. It

would seem that there will always be enough

interested members to keep the A. M. S.

functioning, and als^-that any attempt to

coax out a really large attendance by means

of a programme or by “speeding up the

business” would be really an inc t

;

effort to sugar-Cbat the pill.

to hear the discussions on college affairs,

but the cost in efficiency must be taken into

consideration.

HOCKEY IN THE DAYfS OF
CURTIS AND HARTY

Interesting Letter Reprinted From
Journal of 1902

Since above lines were written tl

geslion by the Committee on Revi .it

Constitution, that a Parliamentary fo

government be adopted has come tt

This system would doubtless resul.

greater of students being

Editor Queen’s Journal:

Dear Sir.—Most of the students now at

the College, seem to have a very vague

idea of how Queen’s first won the Inter-

collegiate championship in Hockey. A
few pointers from one who saw it done

may be of interest.

The Intercollegiate Championship of

Canada (not of America) was first fought

for in the season of ’94-’95, and Queen’s

were the winners. In that year Queen’s

defeated R.M.G. by several goals, Varsity

19-3, and Trinity 17-3. These three games
counted as O.H.A. matches as well, the

game with Trinity being the final in that

league. About a week later McGill

brought a strong team to Kingston, and

at their own request had the champion-

ship decided by one match, as they stat-

ed they could not get their team together

for a return game in Montreal. At the

close of a very fast game the score was

Queen’s 6. McGill 5. Queen’s line-up

was as follows : Goal, R. Hiscock
;
point,

G. Curtis (capt.)
;
cover, F. Taylor (wings

S. Rayside, G. F. Weatherhead; centres,

A. B. Cunningham, D. R. McLennan.

No challenge was received in ’95-’96, al-

though Queen’s defeated R.M.C. in the

O.H.A. series.

In ’96-’97 Queen’s sent a team to New
York to play Yale for the Intercollegiate

Championship of America. The
x
score

was 3-0 in favor of Queen’s. In. the

O.H.A. series R.M.C. and Varsity were

disposed of, the latter by "6-1 in Toronto

and 6-6 in Kingston. This final game
by the way, affords a fine example of the

results of the over-confidence that always

takes possession of a Queen’s team,. once

a lead has been obtained. The followin.

were the men that defeated Yale and won
the O.H.A. championship also : Goal, R
Hiscock

;
point, G. Curtis

;
cover, W. Mer-

rill ;
wings, G. F. Weatherhead, R. Brock

;

centres, J. Harty (capt.), G. Dalton.

In ’97-’98 Queen’s lost the O. H. A.

championship to Osgoode Hall, being de-

feated on Toronto ice by 7-3. McGill

was immediately seized with the idea that

Queen’s had a weak team, and sent up

the best seven men in Montreal for the

championship. Their team was as fol-

lows : McKenna, Bickerdike, Drinkwater

(capt.), Howard, McLea, Davidson and

Brennan (3 Victorias, 2 Shamrocks, and

2 Montrealers). The following men re-

presented Queen’s: R. F. Carmichael, G.

Curtis, W. Merrill (capt.), R. Carr-Har-

ris, J. Faulkener, G. Dalton and L. New-
lahds. The score was again 6-5, although

McGill led at half time by 4-2.

The championship has never been

fought for again until this season, al-

though in ’98-’99 Queen’s defeated Var-

sity in the O.H.A. finals by 9-3 in Tor-

onto, and 10-8 in Kingston.

It will he noted from the above that

Queen’s has never been defeated by a

University Hockey team at home or

abroad, unless, indeed, Osgoode hall can

be termed a college. In that case Queen’s

would have to acknowledge two defeats,

as Osgoode triumphed over Queen’s in

’92-’93 by a score of 3-2, and in ’97-’98

by a score of 7-3. Both these games
/ere played in Toronto and both were

1 LH.A. finals. To tell how Queen’s de-

bated Osgoode in ’93-’94 by 13-1 would

he another story.

There are few teams able to sustain for

n years such a high standard in any line

' sport as Queen’s has done in hockey.

Yours, etc.,

ONLY A SPECTATOR

Watch

Repaiairs
We’re giving very special at-

tention to the repairing of

watches and employ a large staff

of skilled workmen.

The fact that this department

of our business shows a net

increase of over 250 per cent,

during the past 5 years shows
what people think of it.

€T Estimates furnished when de-

sired.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND
ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy "Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1921.

PUBLIC SPEAKING CONTEST,
CONVOCATION HALL,

FEB. 21, 1922

The Annual Public Speaking Contest of

the University, will be held in Convocation

Hall, on Tuesday, February 21st, 1922.

This contest is open to all Undergraduate

Students of the University. All speeches

must be original compositions of a minimum
length of one thousand words. One copy of

the manuscript shall be submitted to the

Debate Committee, one week prior to the
‘

Competition. No restriction is imposed in

the choice of subject, hut, contestants are

advised to select subjects that admit of ex-

pository or argumentative treatment. The

members of the Debate Committee will be

glad to give any information or help in the

selection of subjects.

A Gold Medal, suitably inscribed, will be

awarded to the winner. The judges have

also the option of making the award of a

Silver Medal. In judging, the three judges

will give 50% for thought and composition,

and 50% for delivery, a majority vote of die

judges deciding the winner.

He—“My love is the kind that lives.”

She—"Yes, but, it lives in an apartment

nd I want a bungalow.”
—Teaser.

At Melfort, Sask. High School, Arts

’14 is well represented in the person of Miss
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

January Clearing

Sale Is

NOW GOING ON

PRICES CLIPPED CLOSE

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

MEDICINE
MEDS. ’24

We have arrived at that stage in our

meditations when a satisfactory conclus-

ion is imminent. After deep mental cogi-

tation on the subject of grey matter in

general, and the cause of procrastination

in particular, we may conclude that pro-

crastination is the result of: -first, very

deep, .prolonged, thought, amounting al-

most to rumination ; or second, complete

absence of thought, rumination, or any-

thing of the kind
;
or third, .plain, down-

right lassitude, or in the words: of the

laity, laziness.

With these few words let the subject

be introduced. The annual meeting of

the Year is at hand, and, when the secre-

tary-treasurer hands in his report, let’s

not- forget that the orator, poet, historian

and prophet, are also supposed to be-

guile us, each presenting his personal

views of the Year's activity, past, present

and future. Procrastinators beware !

Remember This

"Joe” Trainor has reserved the hours

of 4-5, Tuesday and Thursday, next week

as well, for the Year team to practise

on the open air rink.

The first practice was good and- some

unexpected material has come to light.

Whkty, whose ability at hockey no one

has even suspected, looks like a comer.

Lalonde also has a few new ones up his

sleeve.

Fifteen men showed up at practice and

all got a good work-out. There must be

more who, if they will, can help us chase

the ravenous frosh, who claim they can

eat us up.

Boys, they have beaten the Sophs.

Don’t let them do it to us.

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Jots and Jabs

Surely the spirit of the frosh is with us

yet. Were the honorable members afraid

to hold forth at the Superior on a certain

night last week?

The committee has now been appoint-

ed : their names have been published in

the paper. These committeemen repre-

sent each faculty as a whole, and it is

their duty to act in any capacity that will

further the interests of their faculty in

their performance on Theatre Night.

Levana, Arts, Medicine, Science, Theo-

logy and the Bolsheviki are to be respon-

sible for fifteen minutes ,each, and they

must put on some act, skit, farce, in short,

any vaudeville act that will occupy fif-

teen minutes.

The rest of the evening will be taken

up by either individual performers, who
are acting as free lances, or by social

units like the Choral Society, which is

in process of resuscitation for the occas-

ion.

We have no Barries, Cohans, or Shaws

in our midst, and cannot be expected to

write flawless comedy skits. But:, there

are latent ideas lurking in many a Queen’s

man
;
there is potential energy and capac-

ity for performance just awaiting some-

body’s “open sesame.’’

Your committeeman is not a genius,

and cannot be expected to track ideas

to their lair. The issue is up to us—we
must voluntarily come forward, and sub-

mit our ideas in writing,—either hand-

ing them to the year representative or

dropping them in at the Post Office, ad-

dressed to “Convener, Theatre Night

Committee.”

Every idea submitted will be discussed

anonymous contributions will be welcom-

ed, and every article submitted, every

sketch or idea put in writing, will receive

a careful and sympathetic reading.

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

. all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

FOUND
A note-bodk left in a shop on Princess

St. Apply to S. W. Houston, 1382j.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

The teacher of “conversational French”

in a certain Eastern college was a lively

mademoiselle “just over.” /

One bright -afternoon she stopped two

girls very excitedly. She wanted to buy

an “eponge pour la bain,” but did not

know what to ask for.

“Bath sponge. Tell the salesman vou

want a big bath sponge to take home

with you,” said the girls in chorus, and.

they accompanied her to the village drug

store.

A young clerk stepped forward. Made-

moiselle advanced bravely.

“Please,” she said, smilingly, “will you

kindly take me home and give me a big

sponge bath?” —Ex.

A certain ten o’clock class takes us

back to our childhood days when one

half of the class took a lesson while the

other half wrote, “I must be quite,” fifty

times.

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find
out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Saturday morning—Spencely.
;

Satur-

day afternoon—Lieutenant Spencely.

Sort of Jekyll-Hyde transformation.

What?

What’s this we hear about “Smitty”

swimming from Morrisburg to Brock-

ville. Home brew from the Alleghanies

must be good stuff.

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”WATTS Florist

MEDS. ’26

In he brought his swollen head

:

He nor swooned, nor utter’d cry,

Robert Irwin, watching, said,

“He must boast or he will die.”

First we praised him, loud, then low,

(Bayley bummed him for a smoke)

Saying, "all does this man know”

;

Yet he neither moved nor spoke.

Stole McCracken from his place,

Lightly to the scholar stept,

Felt the whiskers on his face;

Yet he neither laughed nor wept.

Rose a Prof, of unknown years,

Saying “answer please for me"
Roused to -action was the rage —
“Sweet my Prof., I boast for tin

FOUNDED 1847

THEATRE NIGHT
Now that exams, are over, we can set

tie down, again, and pick up our varioi-

threads of interest where we left ok

The biggest thing to look forwa :
<

during the next few months is the ' in -

t

tre Night, which bids fair to be tlx

“piece dc n”.-., i of the year,

have very < -w .ms duriiv

Dress Clothes of

Distinction

AT

Livingston’s
SPECIAL TUXEDO SUITS $45.00

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 20% DISCOUNT

SALE WHILE IT LASTS

To supply your Dress Furnishing wants.

Dress Shirts, Dress Ties, Dress Collars, Dress

Vests, Gloves, etc.

SHIRT SALE

Values $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, and $4.00.

FOR $1.55 EACH, 3 FOR $4.50

Livingston’s
Brock Street
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT 'STREETS.

ARTS

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
. TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

' by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worfli a genuine effort. '>

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

On Tuesday, January 17th, was held the

first regular meeting of the Arts Society

this term. It was fairly well attended and

considerable business . was despatched

quickly, and in orderly fashion. The lone

communication of the day was one from

University College, requesting that the Soc-

iety send a representative to the Annual Arts

Ball at Hart House, on Thursday, January

19th. The Chairman of the Board of Cura-

tors brought in a notable report of the

decoration of the Club Room , and a state-

ment of the cost ojl the schfcme which

amounted to $241.96. The Society expres-

sed their great approval of the work of the

Curators and -complimented them on theii

energies. The Dance and Dinner Commit

tees both reported .progress. In the case_of

of the Arts Society fee towards the Dinner,

it was decided to set aside $1.50 there-

by reducing the price of the Dinner

tickets from $2.00 to $1.50. On the advice

of Mr. Gow, a Committee, consisting of

Messrs. A. F. Cross, (Convenor) ;
Bullock,

Shaw, Duff, and D. B. Taylor was appoint-

ed to attend to the interests of the Society

in the ^flatter of Programme on Theatre

night. The question of buying a Victrola

for the Club Room was brought up by the

Chairman of the Board of Curators, and

after much discussion it was referred to the

Executive for advice on the practicability

of the scheme. The request of Varsity to

send a representative to the Arts Dince was

complied with, and Mr. G. W. Sugden

President . Arts ’22, was elected to act in

that capacity. The meeting dosed with a

resolution to. take action as a body at the

hockey matches in future. It is hoped that

the next meetnig'on January 31st, will see

a larger attendance as the important reports

of the Dance and Dinner Committees will

be brought in.

But now too sad for joy or talc, I write

Ab6ut exams and troubles more, in spite

Of all that 1 can tlo
;
so now list to

My unaccompanied—my lot forlorn.

As to the bally class I went one day

To hear what now the peevish prof, would

say,

To revealing, I realized ’twas not,

But to a vivid opinionage of naught.

(Prunes) How Unusual?

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

ARTS DINNER
The Arts Dinner Committee have been

fortunate in securing two prominent men

as speakers for their Dinner, on Wedesday

evening next. Sir John ^Villison, the emin-

ent journalistic and author will be listened

to with great interest. A former member

of the Queen’s Staff, Prof. Ernest A. Dale,

who is now in the Department of Latin at

the University of Toronto is also expected

to speak. In addition to these two, several

of our own Queen’s Professors (ind Stu-

dents will figure on the toast list.

An orchestra will be on hand to help en-

liven the proceedings, and some new fea-

tures will be presented on the programme.

The catering is in the hands of Mr. M. P.

Reid, and he has promised to be at his best.

Those who have not purchased their

tickets are urgently requested to do so as

soon as possible.

ARTS ’23

Dear Editor,

—

Modesty, as I understand it, no longer

obtains around Quen’s. Skirts are scand-

alously short
;
and ordinary waists or -mid-

dies are so decollette as to be positively in-

decent. Women shamelessly leave their

galoshes open. I take serious objection to

all these female misdemeanors,

the Levana Court doing?

I have the honor to be sir;

Your obedient servant,

Harry Z. Friedgut.

Mr. Friedgut, our heart just aches for

you in your predicament. Could you not

wear blinkers?—Ed. J

What is

(The Journal is offering a prize for the

most suitable 'title for the curious contribu-

tion appearing below, which well merits a

name of some kind. All suggestions must

be submitted “before January 27th, to the

Literary Editor. The prize will consist of

a copy of to-day’s Journal autographed by

whichever member oLthe Journal Staff the

winner may choose.—Ed. Note.)

We felt that we must write something

for the Journal. It was altogether our own

idea you see, we were possessed of a long-

ing to see ourselves in print, to hear people

say “Did you see that article on page five?

You must read- it,” and then to open the

Journal and find it was our contribution.

We thought we had better write it at once,

for we are growing old and many people

have asked us if we will graduate in the

Spring. Of course we must admit that they

asked iis the same question last year and

probably will next, but it gives us the feeling

that we may graduate some time, which,

of course, would be an utterly impossible

procedure, had we not at one time, had

something printed in the Journal.

We thought of writing up some student

activity. We thought of the rink, and of

ourselves standing, pen in hand, looking at

the skaters on band night, and thinking

bright sentences for the Journal. The idea,

you will see at once, was not entirely origin-

al. It had been suggested to us. But it

seemed quite good. Then we thought of our

hair. Not that our hair is at all out of the

ordinary, but, such as it is, we would hate

to part with it, and long ago we took a

scunner at that road in from Cataraqui.

So we abandoned that project.

We considered a poem, just a shbrt lyric.

We thought it should not be difficult, and

cleared our throat. We'sing you know—

-

“Songs for Mixed Voices.” Our voice is

mixed. But then we remembered that

poetry isn’t song, especially nowadays
;
and

we felt that we would be driven to writing

a joke. We know' a joke, a really good one,

with gold medals all across its chest, and

large service stripes, one that has saved 'our

life and reputation many 'times. So wre took

it out and looked at it. But no, it w-as not

for publication in the Journal. Not that it

isn’t a real joke, and one that many men

have laughed over, but we felt it to be

—

well—just perhaps a shade too risque. With

ninety young' freshettes in College, we can’t

Be too careful, you know'.

I

Welcome. Prince Boocus Egyptus, to the

realms of the Near Great' Brevity is the

soul of Wit, and Cleo’s defense of you was

so able that it deserves a prescription. Next

time we are sojourning in the vicinity of

the Nile, we hope to meet you at least pro-

fessionally on the Royal Barge. From our

geography, we learn that your country is

very dry, so the barge is the only place we

can meet. You know that Savonerola, in his

"Anecdotes of Abyssinia” (Plaig and Haig

publishers, price $4.30), said that Mark

Antony nearly died of thirst when he stood

and gazed at Cleopatra’s bier.

However, this is all history, our dispute

had to do with anatomy. Treat Cleo pro-

perly, and don’t let her want for anything.

“Service at cost” ought to be your slogan.

Remember what old Rabbi Ben Ezra says,

Youth shows but half; see all, nor be

afraid.”

N.B.-We saw your letter before it was

censored

!

ARTS ’24 NEWS BUDGET
The year invites suggestions as to the

composition of the remaining four verses

of the following poem. Sensational sug-

gestions will be given the preference.

"When- 1 remember how my life is

spent,

AsT^now writing at this table, lent

Jlights t o ja r off tilings and me

Bibby’s

January Sale

SHIRT SALE
Men’s Fine Quality Shirts, Tooke
and Arrow make, sizes 14 to 17%,
Regular $3.00 and $3.50 quality.

SALE PRICE $1.98

Our

$18.00

SUIT SALE
Young Men’s Fine Quality Suits,

all new models, no has beens in

the lot. Dark Grey Cheviots,

Dark Green Cheviots, a few Fax

Wool Serge. One hundred Suits

to choose from. Sizes 34 to 42.

SHIRT SALE
No. 2

50 Dozen Men’s Fine Shirts,

Tooke and Arrow make. The

$2.00, $2.25, $2.50 variety. Sizes

14 to 17y2 .

SALE PRICE $1.38

GLOVE SALE

Fine Quality Grey Suede Silk-

lined Gloves. The $2.50 variety.

SALE PRICE $1.48

Bibbys
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flowers
Queen’s !

Queen’s !
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

r

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost/ This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. ‘‘Be a Mutualist.

5. Rougbten
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”

EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The K. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PROF. ZIMMERN GIVES TWO LEC-

TURES ON THE WORLD
AFTER THE WAR

(Continued from page 1)

ships are made? What of the fuels used?

Nothing is so liable to cause a war as an

excess of these materials. Some co-op-

erative way of dealing with oil-fields and

coal-fields, between countries should be

established and the control taken from

private syndicates and put under inter-

national control. The trusteeship and

mandate theory should be extended to

these materials. There must also be co-

operation in trade. Prof. Zimmern sug-

gests doing away with all trade treaties

and making- trading facilities equal to all.

If protection is required, make it equally

accessible to all nations. There should

be no preferences in trade.

In the lecture the speaker traced the

general trend from the offensive nature

of sea power to the co-operation of navies

and pointed out necessity for co-pperation

in materials essential to sea-power and.

also necessity for co-operation and equal

privileges in commercial trade.

After having made a few criticisms on

some of the points, Prof. Zimmern had

raised. Dean Skelton moved a vote ,of

thanks which was very heartily approved.

Wednesday Afternoon

The lecture given by Professor Zim-

mern at 5 o’clock Wednesday afternoon

to a large gathering in Convocation Hall,

dealt with the second phase of the world

situation. In dealing with this problem

he naturally dealt mostly with Europe

where the problem has been, and still is,

most acute.

“We have been toldj\ be began, “that

the Treaty of Versailles is the cause of

the trouble, but it is not. The real cause

is the character which the war took. The

siege of the war caused a great schism.

For two and a half years the blockaded

part of Europe lived apart from the rest

of the world. What happened within

this isolated part and what happeend

without? Within, the Germans found

they had to organize for the getting of

materials and later on for the getting

of substitutes. Toward the end of the

war the Germans began to consider the

situation they would be in when the

war was over.

The” problem they were now facing

was to get raw materials to feed their

industries. They had to consider the

problem of A-stocking and of credit. Their

food problem was not as serious as was

thought by the outside world, and once

the winter of 1916-17 was passed the food

situation was not severe.

Outside this blockaded area was the

navy, in reality the most important fac

tor in the game. Shipping was as it

were, the narrow neck of the bottle. All

war provisions and other goods came

through the medium of the merchant mar

ine. The organization of shipping was

handled by committees and military or-

ganizations depended largely on shipping

conditions i.e. depended on the transpor-

tation of troops and provisions.

There were tens of thousands of troops

demobilized in this besieged area without

work and with little to eat. The govern-

ment was split into twelve governments.

With these conditions there was bound

to be strife and turmoil. At first, the

economic organization of the outside

world attempted to extort compensation re-

gardless of the ability of the vanquished

to pay. Later the idea came to restore

prosperity in these small states and in

Germany, and then get reparations, the

more so since some of them were allies.

Pres. Wilson sought the complete aboli-

tion of pre-war organization and it was
the discontinuance of this machinery that

allowed Europe to flounder in chaos.

The people at last had to be fed and

they soon began to expect to be fed. Char-

ity should never have been introduced,

but raw materials should have been sent

in and the men put to work to produce

and to support their families

Prof. Zimmern said that there ought

never to have been an armfetic*

should close on condition that peace be

made. Germany had asked for an armis-

tice because Ludendorff could not bear

to see his army beatem The result of

the armistice was that peace was not

finally ratified for 14 months, until Jan-

uary, 1920, (in the case of Germany and

the U.S. not'until November!, i921). Pre-

liminary peace could have been made in

a few weeks and later on a final peace

treaty might have settled the matter.

Trade relations and industry would then

have progressed at once.

There were also defects in the Treaty

of Versailles. It left matters open which

should have been settled then. For ex-

ample, the exact amount which Germany
was to pay should have been set. The
Allies should not have waited to get the

highest figure that they decided Germany
could pay. When the amount was not

fixed, Germany naturally delayed in her

effort to rehabilitate her public finances,

because she knew that the better con-

dition her finances were in, the more she

would be asked to pay. The German bill

was made so large that Germany coITld

not pay it.”

workouts to perfect their signals. The
team is stronger and better than that of

last year.

In addition to the senior team there is

going to be an intermediate team to play

a series with Belleville and another

Kingston team—the winners to continue

on in the semi-finals of the*O.A.B.A.

This will give those who have been turn-

ing out faithfully to practice with the

senior team a chance to exhibit their

prowess. -

Support your teams in each league and

we can promise they will not let you

down.

BASKET BALL

As the opening game of the season

draws near, the question is often heard

“How will the Basketball team do this

year? The answer to that is that all the

players have. been turning out steadily

since practices were commenced last

November, and that they are all in first

class condition, needing only a few more

STUDENTS
IT IS YOUR DUTY

TO

Patronize Journal

Advertisers

AND KEEP THE JOURNAL AT

THE TOP AS AN
ADVERTISING MEDIUM

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 136SJ 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Later Poems
BY

BLISS CARMAN
Canada has full right to be proud of her poets. Small body

though they are, but Mr. Carman stands high and clear above

them all.

Later poems must and wilEbe regarded as the fine flower and

crowning achievement of the genius and art of Bliss Carman.

For Sale at

R. Uglow 8t Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, ca
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
I lie w

« q 700.000$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Paid-up Capital

Reserve

"you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that

deposited each month m our Sa

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

SCIENCE

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barber, in AttendM.ce

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

7m. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

_ . Qt ’Phone 2040
388 Princess St.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room '
Connection

1 — "

Dnv.ce Programmes

Constitutions

! and all kinds of

Hanson
,

Crosier & Edgar

20 Market St.
Kingston

PAT-POURRI
Minister : I never told lies when I was

a boy.

Son: When did you begin, dad?

We live in a straight-forward world

these days. Women no longer hide any-

thing.

Freshyet: A pair of hose, please.

Clerk : How long do you want them ?

Freshyet: Oh! do you rent them?

Botany Prof.: What is the difference

between mushrooms and toadstools?

Miss Flour: If you don’t die they are

mushrooms.

horizon has cleared, let’s come to life

and show everybody that we can shake

as wicked a pen as was ever shook around

this l’il old campus.

My sentiments after six months on the

singing end of a pick and shovel are ade-

quately expressed by “Bum Science! I

wanna be a doctor

!

Arena Scrapings

Skating has been called off only twice

in four weeks.

The ice surface is larger than the ice

surface in the Toronto Arena by 10 in-

ches in length and 6 inches in width

The other day we chanced to stroll into

the gym. during one of the B.W.F. free-

for-alls. At first we thought it must be

our year meeting as we beheld familiar

faces on all sides. Over in one corner

“Stubby” Holmes was giving a forcible

exhibition of the manly art at the expense

of a red-haired chap. Roberts was in-

dulging in a little rope-skipping, doubtless

muttering something about “salt, vinegar-

mustard,” etc.; and Tkaehyk had just

planted a hay-maker all over his sparring

partner’s good looks. Over on the mat, _. ..

North had just grasped his opponent in i appointments,

an affectionate headlock. Just at this 8. That Sec

point we caught sight of Hanna advancing

across the floor, his hands encased in

huge boxing gloves and a dirty look in

his eye. Not wishing to take any chan-

ces with regard to his purpose, we sur-

denly remembered some “urgent bus-

iness” which needed attention, and made

a hurried exit through the crowd of gap-

ing “frosh” which occupied the door-

way.

cumulative voting is authorized” be insert-

ed after the word “officers.”

4. That the Election Commitee and its

functions, as provided in the present system,

be retained.

5. That the present provision for a re-

count be retained.
—

*

6. That the present system in regard to

cumulative voting in regard to the Commit-

tee be retained with the following amend-

ment :

—

“At least two candidates shall be nomin-

ated from each Faculty, Society and Lev-

ana, and no candidate may be -elected by

acclamation. It is to be understood that

Levana is to be represented on the Com-

mittee.”

7.

That appointments from the staff to

the A. B. of C. shall be recommended by the

respective Faculty Societies to the Election

Committee and the Election Committee shall

include these recommendations in its report.

This part of the report shall 'not be ques-

tioned as to approval or disapproval of

There is 7 inches of ioe over the whole

(

area. The management expects in have

lice two weeko longer. next spring than in

other years.

Judging from .the' recent examination

it would 1 1 t be a bad idea if some„<

a few exercises in Physics III.

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

The Arena contains 265,000 board feet

of lumber, the artificial ice plant will re-

quire 7 miles of pipe, it takes the equi-

valent of 25 horses to run the lights, and

partners for the odd band are just as

hard to pick up as they ever were.

This is your Arena. Help the staff to

take good care of it. The day shift works

from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day; the

night shift from 7 p.m. to day-break. You

can help by observing the everyday rules

of conduct.

Did you ever hear the story about the

Hunter who went to the Forrest to shoot

Lyons? Tt was up North in the Hylands.

We’ll tell you about it some other time.

The pupils of the IC.-C. I. and adjacent

Public School complain that our worthy

friends from the south-west corner of the

Campus are continually stealing all- their

new yells. Well, kids! The only remedy

seems to be to get them copy-righted.

SCIENCE ’23

yinc;—.“How would you like to go

driving?”

Chet:
—“Fine.”

Vine •
—“Well here is a hammer and

some nails.

If vaccination keeps one from taking

the small-pox, why can’t something be

found with which to vaccinate crooks to

keep them from taking things.

REPORT ON A.M.S. CONSTITUTION

(Continued from page 1)

to read as follows : All candidates for office

shall be nominated at the regular meeting

one week preceding the date fixed for the

poll.

3. That in Art. XII, Sect. (7), the words

except in election to those offices where

12 be added to Art. 12, to

read as follows:

No Faculty Society shall spend a sum ex-

ceeding $100. in the A. M. S. Elections, and

in any case a sum not exceeding $200. may

be spent in electioneering by two or more

groups.

9. Art. VII, Sect. 7. Strike out the pre-

sent paragraph and substitute the following

:

“The Executive C, ,.iV". . d -.'I - r-e

boVicfs x-itm fffl* persons- ytfu> 'are supposed I

j

to give bonds to the Society
j

I

the paymen i of accounts foi amounts oi

V
j

$15, 01' icii> ,
oliali Report on alt motions in-

volving the expenditure of sums exceeding

$15; shall transact matters of routine which

it considers unnecessary to bring before the

Society
;
shall arrange programmes for or-

dinary meetings and shall transact such

other business as the Society may direct;

shall give a report of all business acted upon

since the last meeting or meetings whether

special or ordinary.”

Also add Paragraph (2) to read as fol-

lows :

“The Executive. Committee shall meet

every Saturday during the continuance of

class work in Arts, Science and Medicine.”

CHANGES IN CONSTITUTION
OF A. B. OF C.

Notice of Motion had been given that the

Athletic Board of Control will recommend

the following changes in its Constitution:

P. 20, Art. II, Sect. A, (a). That the

(Continued on page 7)

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princees St.

Headquarters* for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for |
Extra Special Bargains in latest |
Music. 1

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

We wish to announce that Mr. Manske

made his debut on Monday evening, Jan.

16th, at the K.C.I. graduates dance. Mr.

Manske looked stunning in his gown of

Crepe and he wore a bunch of Lily of

the Alley in his button hole. On his arm

he had a nifty bit of fluff and his pleasing

manner dispelled all doubt that he wasn’t

a graduate.

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

i

The Chemicals will give a matinee every

Wednesday afternoon;1n Lab. 213, Gor-

don Hall. A good programme of fine

works is promised.

What is Socialism? It is when those

who get more than 90 on the exams,

share their marks with those who get

below 40.

Dr. H A. Stewart
DENTIST

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

j

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

SCIENCE ’24

May we in our humble capacity as

year reporter, implore the (other) gen

tlemen of our year to do something extra

ordinary, say something funny (or any-

thing supposed to be funny), let them-

selves he caught fussing, or ,’n ebort-

do any il :u • h merit .t l:-ih frt'v

Lributions to the liter?l

all good skaters use

Automobile Skates
Are you a Good Skater ?

Boots and Shoes for everyone. Skate Sharpening, Riveting

. d Screwing.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET - ^ONE 529
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SPORT DOPE
ermediates should have won m
"Noisy" McNeill had practi-

hots to handle in the last period

„„ ..id the last one that got in was

“crawler” which barely crossed the

ine.

Mr Awrey feels that the team he took

down was about the best he has used

vet They lined up as follows: McNeill,

McKelvey, Cleland, Woodruff, Battersby,

Gibson, Macdonald and Campbell.

Huck Woodruff says he was right

through the defence about six times, only

-to shoot into the goalkeeper. He

wouldn't even give the goalie the credit

of getting in the way.

Billie says that lie’s going to get the

bear out to help even up things. He and

Geo. Stewart who was taken down as a

“spare spare” thought there was a de-

cided superiority over Cornwall all

through the game.

Mr. Awrey feels that to develop senior

players he has to start right from the

bottom. In another year most of the

fellows now playing will be going great

guns. It takes a long time to develop a

hockey player. It is probably one of the

most keenly competitive games known

and, while some take to hockey natur-

ally, to become stars they must work

right from the bottom up. A bunch of

“rookie” hockey players cannot go up to

Toronto and beat a Senior O.H.A. team,

no matter how good they are. There is

a system to the game, which has been

developed through the many years in

which hockey has been played, and which

has been forced into the game by the

very fierceness of the competition. So

with our hockey teams. Some of the

bovic have had three years under various

coaches and they are coming. The big

rink will help to develop speed and con-

tests with superior teams will teach them

strategy. Combined with these two fac-

tors and probably the most important

point of all, the coaching. A man needs

to have his mistakes pointed out to him.

That is being done for him. He carries

the puck down in practice and scores. He

goes back pretty well pleased with him-

self, only to hear the “still small voice,”

which makes the plaster on the walls

crack, whisper, “Pass that puck ! !
!"

We should beat McGill. Varsity is a

six man team. When they graduate

we’ll all have a chance. They are using

inferior subs, right now and in any case

they are playing too many games. We
may surprise them.

had the game well in hand. All spectators

from the other end report a very clean

game in which our fellows refrained from

bodying. Somebody asked Red Wilson

how many kids he had. Nickle and Rey-

nolds turned in their usual consistent

game. Wilson did much better than in

his game here. Highly McLeod, as usual,

made a hit with the ladies, and it is re-

ported that the Brockville representation

in Levana ’26 will be correspondingly

large. They didn’t know a felt hat could

look so nice.

REPORT ON A.M.S. CONSTITUTION
(Continued from page 6)

words “the Principal" be inserted after

“shall consist of” and the clause read as

follows "The A. B. of C. shall consist of

the Principal, 4 Graduates, 4 Members of

Staff, and 4 Students.

P. 22, Art. II, Sect. 1. Subsect (3). That

this clause be amended to read as follows:

“The A. Bfof C. shall have the following

Committees attached to it: Budget; Pro-

perty
;
Eligibility.

p. 27, Art. V, Sect. (2). That the word

“male” be inserted between the words “any

student” and the clause be amended to read

as follows :—“The Q shall be awarded to

any male student of Queen's University.

p, 27, Art. V, Sect.~(2), Clause (a).—

That the words “which team wins two or

more of its regular schedule league games

be inserted after basketball, and that the

words following “Assault-at-Arms be

struck out.

P. 27, Art. V, Sect. (2). That clause (c)

be added as follows:—“A “Q” of any other

color than yellow or old gold shall be award-

ed to the women students, -under the same

regulations governing the men."

P. 27, Art. V, Sect. (3). That the word

“male" be inserted between the words “any

student” and that the words “which team

wins two or more of its regular schedule

league games” be added after the word

“hockey.”

P. 28, Art. V, Sect. (5). That a second

paragraph be added to this section as fol-

lows :

—

“A shield properly inscribed shall be giv-

en to every one entitled to a “Q” or “Q II”

for each occasion on which lie fulfills tile

conditions of winning either letter.”

P. 28, Art. V, Sect. (7). That the present

paragraph be struck out and the following

substituted:
—"For tile purpose of this.

Article (V) an Intercollegiate series shall

be one in which there are three or more

competing clubs.”

P. 28, Art. V, Sect. (9). That the pre-

sent paragraph be struck out and the fol-

lowing substituted
;
“Only one Q or Q II

shall be awarded to any person, but it may

be exchanged for a new one at any time

on payment of the cost price.”

.Cleland made his debut, at Cornwall

id is well spoken of. Smith is back and

with Ratchford and Ndlson will be avail-

able for Friday’s games. The seniors

play in Toronto and the Intermediates

meet Brockville here. How would a

double win feel?

The Basketball squad goes to Toronto

to play Saturday afternoon. They are in

good condition and intend to go after

things. Varsity’s team has just returned

from a successful trip in the States, where

it had a lot of valuable • active-service

practice. Our team can be trusted to

play up to the very best thtat’s in them

and the “folks at home” will watch eager-

ly for Varsity’s downfall.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

TJie following basketball men went to

Toronto to represent the Seniors against

Varsity.

Jones, centre; Lewis, Ellis, defence;

Thomas, Haslan, forwards; Gibson,

Moore, subs.

The Juniors had an easy time in

Brockville. Boucher was missed, but they

All theH its, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer's

Song Shop Orchestra

'(per fucAa&e

Txv /prJ5*

My Snu/ Harbor Cigarette

PLAYER'S
navy cut

CIGARETTES—

BUY YOUR
P[ayers 2 for 35c or 3 for 50c

Dunhill Pipes $6.50 to $40.00

B.B.B. Pipes $1.00 to $6.00

G.B.D. Pipes $L5° to $1000

Peterson Pipes 75c to $9.00

Kola Natural Shell Pipes $ 1 -00

Kola Prince of Wales iP-00

Tobacco Pouches 25c to $10.00

Cigar Lighters 16c, 25c, 50c, $1.00

Cigarette Rollers $L0°

Ash Trays SOc t0 $5 ’00

Cigarette Case 2Sc t0 *9 ’00

Cigarette Tubes 10c to $15.00

If your pipe is sick bring it to Baker s Hos-

pital. We will operate, guaranteed to cure. No

failures.

We carry a complete stock of magazines,

papers (Canadian and English). If we haven’t

yours in stock, we will get them.

AT

BAKER’S CIGAR

STORE

PHONE 850 and 1200
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL PRICES

On Queen’s Sweaters for

January

THE CLUB

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Dress Shirt

Sets
<)

We have a large assortment of

Dress Studs in Pearl and Gold;

also Links to match.

$1.25 a set up

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Correct Attire

FORMAL OCCASIONS

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Craft for men who appreciate

good clothes. Sizes
-
35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 3S, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Theology
A Scene:—Theology Reading Room
Moderator Smith,

—
“Listen a moment,

gentlemen, let’s have a meeting.”

A Voice,
—“What’s the use of holding

a meeting, we haven’t any business and

if we had we, couldn’t decide anything.

Another Voice,
—

‘'The Scribe can’t find

the Minute Book and the bell is ring-

ing. Say Boys, did you know that the

Scribe has become a Domino' Fiend and

Fry has taken to the skating habit?”

The Deuteronomy Essay is requested

by the end of January. "Let’s Go,” hoys.

Dr. Jordan is of the opinion that in

preaching, it is well to attempt to relate

the sermon to the text or vice versa. He
recommends some ^degree of care in the

quoting of texts. For example, the mis-

quotation, “I know that thou art an

‘oyster’ man,” leads to difficulties, not to

pearls.

The B. D. Systematics men are not

anxious to find that their ears are too

much pointed. 'Why?—Evolution!

We are glad to know that Harold Reid,

a prospective Theologue, is gaining in

health. Fie was a visitor to the Old Halls

this week.

Good reports have come to us concern-

ing the work of recent Theology gradu-

ates.

A simple, unsophisticated Scot, named
Sandy, offered another Scot named Don-
ald, a Bawbee if he could say the Lord’s

Prayer. Donald answered, “Now I lay

me down to sleep.” “Here’s the Bjiwbee,

Donald,” saief Sandy, “I didn’t think you
knew it.”

CORRESPONDENCE
Dear Editor,

—

Herewith follows my answer to the

Scribe

:

Poor old Theology ! O, ancient, hoary

headed, and venerable Scribe, your medulla

oblongata bent over with the weight of long

acquired knowledge, even as the apple tree

after it has borne a too fruitful harvest,

body tottering with the infirmities of the

Winter Time .pf Life, “Wherefore perse-

cutest thou me?” Did you never in your
delving into your Archives of half forgot-

ten lore, hear of the vernacular expression

so pervasive among the gilded youth of

Queen’s Seminary as “Kidding.” In your

readings in Paradise Lost, The Scarlet

Letter, Palgrave’s Golden Treasury, Snappy
Stories, Heroditus, Plato’s Republic, Henry
George’s Single Tax, or in Demosthenes’

(or was it Maeterlinck’s) Phillipics, have

you never heard the terms ‘bunk, or spoof-

ing,’ so much u^ed, yet so frequently heard

on the vulgar tongue. Have you not

heard how Rosalind fooled poor Orlando,

nor how Eve fooled Adam and ate the fruit ?

Did you never hear how Delilah deceived

the well-meaning but garrulous Sampson,
how Queen Esther more or less “put it

over” her King and lord in subtle fashion,

or how Esau was sold out for a bowl of

mush ?

Go to, O Scribe, I would not malign you

for Vhe world. Your gray hairs and Rale-

olithic Innocence save you. We know /that

ordinary knowledge and inference and illu-

sion is beyond the pale of your research,

so I have “come to you,” as the dicers say,

after a galvanic and stupenduous psychologi-

cal effort^ to quote you illustrations from
your own. readings. I apologize from the

depth of my pectoral organ for the con-

fusion I have caused you. The Widows of

Ashur never wailed louder than you did.

But it seems to b^all over, so we say with

our corpulant friend Falstaff—“Oh, Jesu;

An excellent jest.”

Theatre Night Publicity Agent.

The Biggest Sale 1

^ LADIES’ PUMPS AND OXFl

^ WE EVER HELD
Gold and Silver Pumps
Black Satin Pumps
Patent and Kid
Oxtords in Bro\v)n

Oxfords' in Black 3.95
1

SATURDAY AND ALL NEXT WEEK

LOCKETT’S

I

fT

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can he, both in quality of materials and
cooking. You can shut your eyes and
select at random and he sure of a splen-

did-- dinner. To - dine here once is an
event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

iiai

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, <£c.,

Made to Order t

EXCELLENT MAP FREE TO
STUDENTS

Attention is now being directed towards

the country’s natural resources, as never

before, since it is generally recognized that

only by a more widespread utilization of

Canada’s undeveloped lands, mines, forests,

water-powers and fisheries can present day

economic problems be solved.

The Natural Resources Intelligence

Branch of the .Department of the Interior

has published a map showing the pleading

natural resources of each province. In

Nova Scotia mixed farming, mining and

fishing predominate; Brunswick has large

areas of timber, while mixed farming and

fruit growing are outstanding interests. In

Quebec may be found -a wealth of timber

for pulp-wood, also minerals such as asbes-

tos, graphite and molybdenite, while in On-

tario somewhat similar opportunities exist,

In the Prairie Provinces’ the prospective

settler or investor may obtain adequate

turns on capital and labour in either grain

growing, mixed farming or ranching, while

in British Columbia timbering, fishing,

fruit-growing and mining are among the

leading industries.

In addition to information on natural

resources, .the map shows all railways and

trade routes. An interesting and valuable

feature is a series of comparative diagrams

illustrating the production and exports of

the various provinces. A copy of the map

may be obtained free of charge upon ap-

plication to the Natural Resources Intelli-

gence Branch, Department of the Interior,

Ottawa^- »

See-saw, Margary Daw.

Maggie has got a new feller;

She wears his pin, if you please

It’s on her chem— ;

I just heard the laundryman tell ’er.

Sun Dodg

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Strand
THDR, FRI., SAT.

“THE -

LITTLE MINISTERS”
by J. M. Barrie

N)xt Week
“THE SHEIK”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

?8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since
1914, at the exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
§110,000 yearly than it would have x
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-
vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
established 1874
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Convocation Service

dr. MILLER ON “THE RELIGION

OF A MODERN MAN
OF SCIENCE”

\

INTERMEDIATES AND JUNIORS
SECURE EASY WINS

The first Sunday Service of the New

‘ Year was opened by Principal Taylor, at

2 :30 p.m.. last Sunday. After the opening

hymn “O Worship the King," Dr. Miller

read Psalm 19 and Psalm 94. 9-11, begin-

ning respectively : “The Heavens declare the

Glory of God; and the Firmament Sheweth

His Handiwork," and “He that planted the

ear, shall He not hear? H,e that formed the

eve. shall He not see?” After a prayer led

by Dr. Jordan, another hymn was sung, and

then Dr. Miller gave the discourse.

The difficulty of getting the conception of

God and religion from men of science is

that of the different angles or viewpoints

of each particular branch. Speaking as a

physiologist it is as one who recognizes the

majestic unity of natural phenomena. I he

ordinary man is limited, as Matthew Arnold

says, in “seeing things steadily and seeing
up

them whole." Darwin thought of the per-

spective. Although having a better view of

a small part of the prospect, the poet is not

in a good position to view the whole. One

has put it,” Science is incompetent to reason

on the creation of matter itself out of noth-

ing We have reached the utmost limit of

our thinking faculties when we have admit-

ted that, because matter cannot be eternal

and self-existent, it must have been created.

An infant's discussion, concerning this

world, might well illustrate our ignorance

of the next. We still move in the Platonic

cave of shadows, and are but philosophers

in embryo. Cerebral limitations, human im-

perfections, individual prejudices, piccoii-

ceived notions, imperfect data, limited points

of view, all these militate against seeing

things whole.
,

The special limitations of Science are

materialistic, with arrogance and cocksure-

ness. There has been much conflict be-

(Continued on page 3)

A. M. S.

The adjourned annual meeting of the
‘

. • . . i . -i * 7 in

BROCKVILLE GOAL TENDER KEEPS SCORE LOW FOR INTERMED-

IATES—JIJNIORS PLAY CONSISTENT- GAME AND SHOW MARK-

ED SUPERIORITY OVER R.M.C. •».

U. OF T. DOUBLE
SCORE ON QUEEN’S

McNEILL AND NELSON STAR

—

GAME BY NO MEANS A
FLASHY EXHIBITION

A good goal-tender saved Broekville

from a much heavier defeat on Friday^

ght, ' when the Queen’s Intermediate*

pljiyed rings around the visiting aggrega-

tion. Goal-tender Sharp’s stops looked

merely abnormally lucky in th?' first per-

iod. but his good work continued with- by missed the net when cmly^six

out a let up till the storm started in the’

final session.

The period scores were 0-0, 2-0 and 7-1

Broekville territory. Sharp’s work was

particularly good in this period. . Play

dragged and the game was uninteresting.

Battersby and Wright subbed for Camp-

bell and Gibson. Macdonald was the

outstanding man in this period. Batters-

feet

away.. (The period ended without a score.

Broekville started the second period

with H. Charlton, their only sub, at right

The crowd was very small and inclin- i wing. After two minutes of play Gibson

ed, like the teams, to treat the whole mal-j scored with a long.bapk-hand shot from

ter as a joke. The best oi good feeling

lasted throughout and only two minor

penalties were handed out by Referee

Black;lpck, who substituted for the offi-

cial referee when the latter failed to show

The work of our team was. on the

hole, poor. In one respect, however,

they showed a real improvement. They

lie right. Queen's 1. Broekville 0.

Campbell missed what looked like a

sure score. M_cKeIvey and Campbell got

right through the defence. The shot was

stopped and Sharp also got Campbell’s re-

bound shot. Campbell penetrated the de-

fense alone, -was tripped, and scored while

falling. Queen’s 2, Brockyille 0.

Gibson was going great guns in this

exhibition of combination that. .period

A. M. S. was brought to order about 7.30,

with a small number present. There was not

much business of importance and what there

was was transacted quickly, but the report

of the Comrftittee on the Revision of the

Constitution provoked some lengthy dis-

cussion. The Treasurer gave a very satis;

factory report on the finances of the A.M.S.

Mr. Wilson, as Chairman of the Com-

mittee on Revision of Constitution,/moved

that the A. M. S. consider the adoption of

some form of Student Parliament. Mr.

Sully also submitted a plan of Government

which proposes to divide the student body

on party lines, calling the parties Blues

and ‘-Reds,” and transacting business on a

Parliamentary scheme similar to that out-

lined by the Committee.

Objections Were raised by,Mr. Pilkey and

Mr. Runnings to the tearing down of the

structure we have and remodelling it into

a superstructure. We must he cautious,

they warned the meeting, in taking such

drastic steps. We must think what we are

doing before we tear asunder our present

Constitution and cause its pillars to fall

The matter was laid on the table for two

weeks when further discussion will be wel-

comed.

- The regular meeting was then held an<

the motions were made promptly. Mr

. Awrey was made an Honorary Member of

the A. M. S. The A. M. S. was authorized

- to qsk the Dramatic Club to put on another

play in Grant Hall.

After the regular business Arts ’24 am

Arts ’25 gave a display of knowledge in

gave an

has rarely been equalled here. They jess-

ed .unselfishly in spite of the fact that

Mr! Awrey had promised a cigar for

every goal.

Frego was out, and was the most ef-

fective man Broekville produced, at that,

he was not superior to any man on the

Queen’s end. Birks at centre -worked

hard and consistently.

Macdonald worked very well, but il

would he hard to pick a star. Huck

Woodruff was good, as usual. McKelvey

loosened up towards tire end of the game

and turned in a game up to his usual

high standard. Everybody but Wright

got a “hunk.” Brown relieved Noisy

McNeill' in the nets in the last period

and was unfortunate enough to let in the

only score of the evening for Broekville.

It was a hard shot and went between his

knees where his pads would not close.

Campbell had the hardest of luck with

his shooting. He shot on the nets every

time, but Sharp’s good work prevented

©ring. Time after time the defence was

penetrated by two or three abreast, hut

it seemed impossible to tally.

The first period was slow as the ice

was rough, particularly in front of the

west end nets. Play was, altogether in

The third period opened up as unevent-

fully as the others. Sharp stopped a

bombardment of shots, in a mix up in

front of the goal Battersby apparently

shoved the puck across the line, and

goal-judge Bill Shaw- held up his flag.

There was a great protest from the spec-

tators in the rush section who, though

from Kingston, supported Broekville all

the way. Referee Blacklock upheld the

decision. The Broekville

inclined to call it a night,

minutes of discussion, decided to go on.

I

Queen’s 3. Broekville 0.

That little difference turned the game

into a real contest. Broekville showed a

flash of resentment and Jackson was pen-

alized for tripping. Woodruff scored on

a neat pass from Battersby. Queen’s 4.

Broekville 0.

A minute later McKelvey scored on a

pass from Campbell. Queen’s 5 Brock-

ville 0. T

Battersby- was penalized. The game

full of pep, and soon Charlton .heat

Brown from outside the defense. Queen’:

5. Broekville 1.

Varsity did the expected in Toronto bn

Saturday afternoon and defeated Queen’s

12/6 before a crowd of about four thous-

and at the Arena.

The game was far removed from a

good exhibition of hockey and the crowd

showed very little enthusiasm after the

first -period. Their cheerleader went

through a series of weird contortions, but

he was unable to cause any large tumult.

In spite of the fact that Queen's scored

first. Varsity was never in danger, and

consistently held the upper hand, except

for a few minutes in the last period when

Queen’s staged a belated rally. The Blue

and White were entirely too fast for the

tri-color forwards, and usually hadTittle

opposition, until they reached the defence.

They usually arrived here three abreast

and worked in on McNeill. The Queen’s

defence used their weight to good advan-

tage. hut showed an inclination to be

drawn to one side. The forwards relied

almost entirely on individual efforts and

failed to check back effectively. There

was a general weakness in shooting and

Langtry had a fairly easy time.

Ramsay and Brown weje probably the

outstanding players for Varsity. They

were by no means good defensively, but

their rushes were spectacular and effec-

tive. Brown is a wonderful skater, one

team seeded of the most finished in the game, but

hut after five
|
Ramsay, is perhaps more useful. West-

man and Wright played consistently and

the former checked back steadily, using '

his weight—and there is a lot of it

—

very effectively. Carson did not play

very long, but was the same tricky indi-

vidual as ever. Plaxton who replaced

him, played well, hut Gordon hardly

seems to. he of senior calibre.

The outstanding player on the Queen's

team was McNeill. He was subjected to

a bombardment, averaging about two a

minute for the whole game. Varsity did

not get a single gc/al which any goalie

! could have stopped. Several tinles he

I
came out- and broke up rushes and the

Wright was working hard at right fact that eight goals were scored on re-

wing. He passed a nice one to Macdon- bounds, tells its own story. He made

(Continued on page 7)
!

(Continued on page 8).

Queen’s Basketballers

, Badly Defeated

INACCURATE shooting our
WEAK POINT

Varsity defeated Queen’s iri'a Senior In-

tercollegiate Basketball Match at Hart

House, ‘on Saturday evening by a score -of

46 to 17.

The Varsity team were more experienced

and worked very much better together than

our hoys. Queen’s gave them an excellent

run for their money in the first half, which

ended with the score 20-13.

In the second half, however, the Varsity

combination was overwhelming and Queen’s

were unable to score a single basket from

the floor.

The Varsity stars were Bell and Stewart,

who scored repeatedly. Gfaharn was very

hard to beat on defense and Smith, who

played in the second half, has almost un-

canny shooting ability.

Lewis was probably best for Queen’s.

Jones made some nice baskets but his check-

ng was none too good. Haslam played con'

mission. Ellis played a good game but,

seemed to lack speed. ,Moore and Gibson)

were used only a short time.

The floor of the Hart House Gym. is

considerably smaller* than in our s and this

possibly handicapped our men. However,
j

they compared^ very unfavorably with the

Blue and White players with regard to'

shooting.

- LINE UP:

Varsity—Defence, Graham, Logan (2) ;

Centre, Bell ( 16) ;
Forwards, Stewart,

(16) ;
Gill. Subs. Smith (10) ;

Duffell (2).

Queen’s—^Defence, Lewis, Ellis
;
Centre,

Jones (7); Frowards, Haslam (6), Thom-

as (4), Subs. Gibson, Moore.

Referee—Mr. Buscomb.

o_._ t _ sistently and was effective on foul shots.

„ debate, an account of which will appeal Thomas played well in the first period but

elsewhere in this issue. I ceeivc’ had fall shortly after the inter-

THE BULLETIN
Tuesday, January 24th

—

8.30 p.m.—Arts Dance.

8.30 p.m.—Broekville at Queen’s, junior

O.H.A., Jock ITarty Arena.

Wednesday, January 25th

—

7.00 p.m.—Arts Dinner.

Friday, January 27th

—

7.00 p.m.—Debating Club.

< 8.30 p.m.—Frontenacs at Queen’s, In

termediate O.H.A., Jock Harty

Arena.

G. 0. C. Inspection

of Queen’s C.O.T.C.

Queen’s Contingent, C. O .T. C., under

Col. A. W. Macphail. C.M.G., D.S.O,, was

inspected by Brig.-General King. G.O.C.,

M. D. 3, in the Armouries on Saturday

afternoon, January 21st, at 2:30 p.m.

After reviewing the two companies and

seeing them put through the various move-

ments of infantry drill, General King com-

plimented the Corps on its splendid appear-

ance and emphasized the great improvement

ndticeable since the previous inspection ten

mofiths ago. Following General King’s ad-

dress, Principal Taylor spoke to the Unit.

The Principal dwelt very effectively upon

the value of the work which the C.O.T.C.

is doing.

About seventy-five N.C.O’s and men par-

aded. The Arts Company was in command

of Lieut. J. C. Macgillivray, and the Medi-

cal Company was in command of Lt.-Col.

P. G. T. Campbell.

The Corps will continue to parade during

the remainder of the term. As usual, the

examinations for A and B grade certificates

\yill be held in March, after which the Pay-

master’s Muster will
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Journal

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINBS*

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

51.75 ;
out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by I5c.. for exchange.
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Editor-in-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager-S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editor^ H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-

ENS; W. H. BECKING.
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Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor-Ci A. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART ; M.

N DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN, J. LANS
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ATHLETIC POLICY

S. E. SPARKS. ERNEST B. SPARKS,

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.-D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
AU White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

Writing recenlty in the “Queen’s Quar-

terly," Principal ’Grant of Upper Canada

College—at one time Professor of Colonial

History at Queen’s—said that “no better

advice could be given to Queen’s at present

than to /cultivate your specialties.

Principal Grant was referring in the main

to the academic activities of the college. Ills

phrase is just as highly suggestive when

considered in connection with our multitude

of student societies and organizations.

It can be related with particular direct-

ness to the field of Athletics. Anyone who

has glanced through the detailed financial

report recently tabled- by the Athletic Board

of Control will realize that the college has

not the funds to' encourage participation in

all branches of sportindiscriminately.' And

more important than'Searth of funds is the

very limited number of men available for

sport in general. Because of these two de-

ficiencies Queen’s is forced to “develop her

specialties" in the realm of athletics. The

ft- . 'r , ic oimnst ignored, while the

“The Passing of tllu-'Yhird Floor Back

As its annual contribution to the A. M.

Society Programme, Queen’s Dramatic Club

is presenting in Grant Hall, on Saturday

evening, February 11th, Jerome's brilliant

drama “The Passing of the Third Floor

Back." This play, while it has its serious

moments, contains situations concerning the

inmates of Mrs. Sharpe's boarding house,

and the constant warfare which ensues. The

six nienrmd six women of the play are types

which appear in all communities and one

does not have to go through a process of

mental gymnastics in order to appreciate the

skill and aptness with which the author has

delineated each character. As an example

of the humour of the piece we have Major

Tomkins' vain effort to steal a plate of bis-

cuits and sneak them off to munch at his

leisure; as an example of satire we have

Mrs. De Hooley (a former scrub-woman

and now a member of court circles) heaving

a sigh and fervently wishing that she’d been

born “one of the common people."

A cast of unusual excellence is now in the

second week of diligent rehearsal. The pro-

duction will be staged with considerable care

and in general, nothing will be omitted that

will make for a smooth performance. A

small charge will be made to defray ex-

penses.

Your

Family

Jewellers
€T When you wish to have any

alterations in your jewellry,

we would like you to look upon

' Ryrie’s as your family jewellers.

«t We have a highly trained staff

of designers and experts who -

are always- ready to serve you.

it Drawings and estimates will

' he furnished free of charge or

obligation.-

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

DEBATING UNION

Debating Union Will Discuss Proposed

Parliament—Interesting Meeting

For January 27th

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are alway* ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We delive: Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

‘‘In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

MON., TUES., WED., THURS.

QUEEN OF SHEBA

Little Harold—Mother, won’t you give

me five cents for a poor man who is out in

front crying?

Mother—Yes my son, here it is

are a good boy to think of it. Po

What is he crying about?

Little Harold—He's crying, “Free -oa •

ed peanuts. Five cents a

specialties in L..v. - -
,

.. ..

Track Team is almost ignored, while the

Assault Team is given every assistance ;
the

Basket Ball Team is well maintained, while

for years the Tennis Team has had nothing

but the weedy and bunkered courts on the

middle campus on which to become perfect.

There has been an eviderit tendency to pol-

ish up the bright spots to the fteglect of the

rest of’our athletic machine. This is a

system which, however unsatisfactory it

may he, we must continue to play if we are

to retain a position of respect in Intercol-

legiate Athletics. When, for any combina-

tion of reasons, our energies become spread

too thinly over our Intercollegiate activities

and some of our teams prove consistently

ineffective it is time to withdraw them and

to concentrate upon our ’specialties.' Queen s

should not be too proud not to fight. Dur-

ing recent years, for instance, the Harrier

Teams have brought the college no glory,

and the travelling expenses of the Tennis

Teams might more profitably have been

spent in building a clay court or two. While

the ultimate aim 'must always be the widen-

ing of our scope competitively, we cannot

afford to have the colours Scoffed at

through engaging in sports in which we

are not competent.

What was apparently a case of “cultivat-

ing our specialties" rather too recklessly

occured last Saturday when the Senior In-

tercollegiate hockey team as sent to Toronto

was weakened in personell that the Inter-

mediate team might be made particularly

strong,—at least, that must be presumed as

the reason that some of our strongest play-

ers were not sent to meet the invincible Var-

sity sextet. There were times when our

makeshift team looked positively t.d,
;

»n
j

,r,d it was treated as a laughing stuck by

peitators.

'ultivation of specialties as tb

„ of Queen's Athletic endeavour, r

heartily recommended; but ll

ich ought to be consciously at

The Undergraduates Debating Union

has planned a very live programme for

their work this term. This, the latest of

the Queen’s societies, has already justifie

its existence by the splendid attendance

there has been at its meetings and the

manifest' interest shown. In the words

of one who was rather skeptical of .the

wisdom of adding another to our many

organizations, “it has plainly met a very

definite .and keenly felt need.”

That it may satisfy this need even more

completely this tern^a series of Mock

Parliaments and of Lectures on Public

Speaking has been planned. In the lec-

tures, the Registrar. Dr. W. E. McNeill,

will, in his own splendid lecturing style,

outline for the members of the club the

principles- of argumentation. Such sub-

jects as the gathering of information, the

construction of a brief, evidence, what it

is and l!ow it should be used, will be dis-

cussed. This course of lectures will be

a valuable one to anyone interested in

the construction of an argument, either

for writing or speaking. The Mock Par-

liaments will be very informal at first,

embodying a minimum of parliamentary

procedure. Their purpose is to give

everyone practice in expressing his views

on his feet. Leaders for each side of the

question to be discussed will be chosen.

These will introduce the subject, and the

general discussion will follow. At the

conclusion of the debate, a vote on the

question will be taken. Dr. McNeill will

then give a criticism of the manner in

which the discussion has been carried

out. This contribution from the Registrar

has been found to be perhaps the most

valuable and stimulating part of the even-

ing’s programme. The chance to have

one’s own faults in speaking construc-

tively criticised by a man of his experi-

ence in teaching, is that is deeply appre

ciated by the- students who attend.

The next meeting of the Debating

Union will be on Friday night, January

'7th, 1922, in Convocation Hall.. Dr. Mc-

Neill will continue his lecture on the con-

traction of an argument promptly at

even. The Mock Parliament to follow

vill discuss the proposed changes in the
- i <t . c l- which i*

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

industrial, technical and

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes' are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be:
ojg.ned

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
TorontQi November, 1921.

would be given the form of a Parliament

elected from the student body.

This proposed change is a very Jive

topic of dispute at present. Its discussion

by the Mock Parliament will give the

Committee on Revision an opportunity

to guage the feeling of the students on

this subject. It is hoped that every stu-

dent who has a scheme he would like

to see tried will present it Friday night.

As several of the backers of this new

scheme will be there to uphold it, a

warm time is expected.

STUDENTS
IT IS YOUR DUTY

TO

Patronize Journal

Advertisers

AND KEEP THE JOURNAL AT

THE TOP AS AN
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
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Or. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
8/ 'KINOES ST. PHONE 1850

o'pen Evenings by Appointment.
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LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to <cate
Jj.

to

v. „e who object to public shoe shm-
’

: 'padors, having a private parlor,

lere we give special attention to

.lies. We earnestly solicit your

tronage.

iEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
s Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

medicine

January Clearing

Sale Is

NOW GOING ON

PRICES CLIPPED CLOSE

MEDS. ’27

Come gang let’s go! We have won the

first game in the Inter-year series. Although

it was just a practice game, it shows that

we must have a fairly good team. Come on

fellows and support our team. Our team

lias a good chance to win the Inter-year ser-

ies. Don’t stop at that, either ! The Fresh-

men’s Cup is awaiting an owner!

The year congratulates Lindsay for

"making” the Junior team. "Rusty" Wright

ought to make a good Intermediate He

is fast, but is not in shape! Hallidav,

Strang, George and "Spot" Matheson were

sumption in Eighteen Hundred and Forty

Nine will be allowed the luxury of a

cuspidor at the expense of the country.

Then again your own conscience may

object. But the naturally innate instinct

of decency and honesty is only charac-

teristic of some of the higher types of

mammals. And they are not human you

know. And humans supposedly possess

what the higher mammals have not i.e,

brains. And any way, monogamous hu-

mans become “so domesticated. Ac-

cording to some disappointed soul whose

ravings we recently noticed in the-Journ-

al, that is t^e crime for which there is no

forgiveness. True, the domesticated ones

Strang, George anu
lVth are not progressive. What are a flock

r effCe

t’

m
n *de

r

afod showing the of babie’ compared to such valuable

Team. Spot made
J 1V tbl things as New. Thought, spiritualism,

other night as goal- t p „Svchoanalvsis. the latest genius to fabn

Team

!

sooner

It’s too bad they didn’t find him

Hop In

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

‘-‘Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

SakeWs'
!CE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co,

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
powers For All Occasions

'

"H’, no use trying to keep out of things

The moment they want to put you m-
you’re in. The moment you’re born,

you’re done for.’

So saveth Hugh Walpole whoever he

may be or may have been. Long have

we evaded matrimony as being too ex-

pensive. But now, hooray 1 The problem

is solved. Mormonism both invaded the

generally anaesthetized metropolis of

Kingston.

No longer shall Science grads, have

to pine for a medical education and spend

their days at the melodious end of a pick

and shovel. Turn Mormon. Marry a

bunch of them. Put them to work. That s

the solution.

No longer shall you- be at the mercy of

the plumber, the butcher, the grocer, the.

carpenter, the baker, etc.', etc. Arise men

and strike for a life of ease and luxury 1

Marty a couple of dozen of them and

educate them to' the trades at whose

i ;i.',erc\ ’ \ trow, live

•Why pa,} .i'iuVulry bill.-'
_

Jh />' iv,u

Maisky wivys ail busy ovcr :

;ttie M-v.mng

i l;ub on Monday morning. Exit .lb«v a-

maii. ! here',-, yn end to the y-n-v.v : •

Want an automobile? Get “four wood-

en spoofs and an old tin can,’ an hundred

wives, a tow rope or steel cable, and a

muleteer’s ,whip. Tie the wives to the

cable, the cable to the “car,” mount your

aristocratic coach, crack your whip,

double march, and away you go.

Cheap Labour? Lots of it. No more

dickering with contractors. You come

down to breakfast in the morning and

speak thusly : “Mary, Maud. May and

Molly, you go out and dig that ditch to-

day. The aforesaid maidens meekly

(totally suppositary quality in a woman)

reply. “Yes my lord”, and there you are.

I You want a new suit. Instead of going

down to a genteel association of courteous

Kingston highwaymen, you take down

your card index fyle of your matrimonial

possessions. Look up “labors ’. Tail-

ors” says, refer to index P. Letter P. is

found. Pauline, Pearl, Patricia and Peg-

all qualified tailors. You call in the

above mentioned matrimonial assets and

—zowie, presto, pronto, Jack Robinson,

instanter and all that sort of toute de

suite stufL—you have your suit.

And why pay two bones with the rest

of the boneheads for an orchestra seat

to gaze ort the thickly applied facial beau-

ty and scantily clad knock Knees of an

anaemic chorus composed of the mortal

remnants of a one-time ambitious dra-

matic temperament and instinct? Why
not marry ’em young and train ’em

Good old Mormonism. I

Of course the government might ob-

ject to polygamy. But men can prea 1 i'

Mormonism (and practice chiropract

and get away with it.- But then you kn

the government is debating whether ih.

fire ranger’s canoes will be painted gr

or red nextsumtuenl^ the

psychoanalysis, the latest genius to fabri-

cate a new sex problem, and the influence

of divorce in establishing greater means

to personal Hberty? But then domesti-

cated humans and babies are so barbari-

cally antedeluvian in their enjoyment of

and submission to the tyranny of home

ties.

Therefore, let’s all go to the devil in a

wild riot of something new in the spiritu-

al nne—to wit, Mormanism. Even at

that it might be a valuable counter

irritant for that latest public nauseation

known as birth control.

Medical students may further dissipate

any knowledge, conscience, common sense

or common decency they naturally pos-

sess or havfc acquired by indulging in

that latest folly which like tombstones,

the good people apparently cannot do

without—namely Chiropractic.

Our motto :

Ad Hades cum omnibus rebus.

Signed,

Prince Buck Tooth Egg Wiped Us

Consort of Clean Dafter.

Given at our Royal Chew the Rag,

January 23, 1922. A.D.

WATCH FOR THE ARTS
ISSUE NEXT FRIDAY

The next joun al vl! be a spe-

cial Arts Issue under the manage-

ment of the Arts Editor, Mr. Wil-

liam Becking. The Arts Dinner

and Dance will be reviewed at

length, and there will be other

interesting features not .at, present

to be divulged.

UHE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE

STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE

front non-living materials, in a manner at

present obscure, are we to suppose that con-

sciousness somehow entered ab extra into

the early organisms when they were as yet

only beginning, or that it was interpolated

latter when they attained to some degree of

complexity, or that the analogue of con-

sciousness, which some have called infra-

consciousness, was present even in the do-

main of the inorganic? .The desire for con-

tinuity impels us to the speculation that even

the inorganic raw materials were psycho-

physical.”

1 Origin of Man.. The study U uh***
'

and Philogeny give some mo.' m*rnKln.

examples. The Neanderthal Skull, discov-

ered 1856, amongst others similar. 1

thrown much light on the subje t. U"

capacity of the different types m hr,no

following proportions: man-ape, 800; Ne-

anderthal, 1300; Australian; 1400; Average

I
human, 1500; genuises as Byron, 1800.

I Man the Person, the Individual. There

1 are two pasts to him(l) Racial experience.

1:
j

i
i', rct!iT'v ) ;

( 2 ) Individual i

’ No!

First Stenographer (reading)—Think of

those Spaniards going three thousand miles

on a galleon!

Second Stenographer—Aw forget it.

Yuli can’t believe all yuh hear about them

foreign cars; —Ex.

UNIVERSITY SERMON

(Continued from page 1)

tween Science and Faith. Religion has tak-

en a wrong attitude. It is not so much in-

defensible as not requiring defence. The

Bible has its poetic legends, and it is a mod-

ern attitude to regard them as verbally in-

spired. If a full account of creation had

been given, could it have been understood

yesterday or even .to-day? The story of

creation is approximately correct scientifi-

cally, we recognize eight creative fiats in-

stead of six. That the Unmoved Prime

Mover has made things make themselves,

to go perfecting themselves seems a

: kind of creation than Paley’s pictures

;
h i, does not disturb the main contention

i
j ,in's Evolutionary Theory. “A passage

latter from an indefin

i
.geneity to a definite, ci

iiv, ty.”

ide of origin .of Consci -

ifaBaS "Since

Planer, is it vhy, ssinM
1' (loWafte wp.te. "W" must, n wens to

'J
draw a- shall' aim w!U

1 L.oU>, Which LlL

life, and Psychology, which deals with con-

scious life, or personality. This distinction

is similar, in general nature, to that winch

I have endeavoured to draw between physics

1

and biology." Therctare three things : Mat-

V. Organism and .Mind. What is its re

lation to organisin—t.hc Brain ?

We do not know. McDougal the Psycholo-

gist has said. -Neither the difficulty we find

fn conceiving or imagining the inodp of ac-

tion of psychical: energy, nor the law

conservation of energy, rules out the pos-

sibility Of psycho-physical interaction. The

scientist therefore tends" to look upon he

Universe as a Harmonious and Progressne

System.

..What then of the Ultimate Origin? There

are only two possibilities.

(1) Material Monism as demonstrated

by Haeckel.

m'The Mind and the Hand Behind.

Sonde are bound down by too near a view

but there are many who can appreciate w at

Sir Thomas Brown calls “A glimpse of the

incomprehensible and thoughts ot things

that thoughts but tenderly touch.

Relation of the Deity to the Creatiircs.

He has nol left himself without witness.

As Ruskin says, He is in the air we breathe,

and in all life’s activities. The Christian

Religion forms structure we know in past,

but as Sir J. J.
Thomson says. "As we con-

quer peak after peak we see m front of us

regions full of interest and beauty, but we

do not see our goal v we do. not see the iori-

, ;
in the distance. tower still higher, peaks,

' Mich will yield to tjbos$ who ascend them

• 1 \vi4er prospects and deepen the leeJing,

- truth of which. is, emphasized by every

••mice in science _that_‘
<Great are the

..



Bill Shaw, the smoothest dancer

Arts '23, will be at the Big Hop on Tues-

day. There will be no extra charge to

watch him perform his several Terpis-

chorean “hors d'peuvres.”—Adv.

A Great- Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMMER, Manager.

This is Arts’ big week. The Arts Dance

on Tuesday, the Arts Dinner on Wednes-

day, followed by the Arts issue of thcTJour-

nal on Friday, ought to form a combination

of extraordinary interest and importance.

The Dinner Committee has worked con-

scientiously and has been successful in se-

curing recognized speakers from outside

as well as from within Queen's. Altogether

an evening of genuine enjoyment and pro-

fitable social intercourse is assured. It i?

only to be hoped thrft the men of the faculty

will fully appreciate the opportunity offered

and will reward the efforts of the Committee

by their attendance. Be loyal t<£your fac-

ulty by securing a ticket for the Arts Din-

ner from any member of the Committee.

The Arts Dance is already an assured

success. No effort ha& been spared to make

every aspect of it not only equal but to

greatly surpas.s all previous attempts. We
look for an event which will more than sat-

isfy the most critical of Terpischorean art-

ists. All that is necessary in order to enjoy

and appreciate the dance is to be there.

Regarding the Arts Journal on Friday,

we simply desire to earnestly impress upon

the several years their responsibility. Ample

space will be given for the diversified liter-

ary inclinations of each year in the faculty.

Don’t leave it all to your year reporter. If

you have or think you have or can have any-

thing different, original, or distinctly your

own, please write out a neat copy and de-

posit the same, (signed by your own name,

plus non-de-plume if you so desire,-) with

some member of the Journal Staff not later

than Thursday morning at 9 a.m.

Remember, this week gives promise to be

a real live wire. That awful semi-annual

ordeal, (called for want of a better name,

“examinations,”) is now ancient history.

The attempt" to knock the joy out of life

has been postponed for another three

months, so let’s come ^ut from the world

of oblivion, out of solitary confinement for

one week at least. Now let's go, Arts

!

for Twenty-five dollars ($25) for the hockey

team. He did not stateHow many banquets

they are going to have with this money.

Speaking seriously, however, we sincerely

believe that when any club of the year needs

(or rather, wants) so much money, a notice

-of motion should be given so that the mat-

ARTS '22

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

The first regular meeting since the New

Year, of Arts ’22. was held* on Friday, Jan-

uary 20th, with Miss Deadman,- our Vice-

President ir. charge of the meeting. Com-

munications were received from a. number

of graduate members of the year who are

all strongly in favor of having a YearJBook.

Win* not stand behind the man who stands

behind the Year Book?

Mr. \Vagar addressed the meeting about

the Debating Union; he hopes that '22 will

..take a greater interest in it this. term than

last. No programme was given. Evidently

skating proved more attractive to the girls

—

only four were present at the meeting.

ter may be thoroughly discussed by a repre-

sentative number of members. Then John

Wood moved that the songs composed for

the Arts Dinner (and incidentally for our

year meeting) be printed. This was an-

other shock, till he explained that the Arts

Society paid for the printing. Of course,

his motion was passed unanimously. After

several 1 other business items, Mr. Saunders

gave the Critic's Report and the meeting

adjourned.

The Arts Society Athletic Board have

drawn up a schedule for inter-year basket-

ball and hockey games. Our hockey team .

is like the famous Johnnie Walker
—

“Still

going strong.” Whalen in the nets is “right

there”; Moore and Kirkland constitute a

superb defence, while Dulmadge. Saunders,

McKercher, McCuaig, Whytock, etc., are

showing the other years what a forward line

should be like. Our basketball team is not

yet organized, although L. MacKinnon and

J.
*1. Wood are in good practice and will be

^available for the year team. The rest of

^he team wilFlikely be chosen from O’Neil,

Heasman. "Slim" Kirkland, MacCuaig, Mc-

Kercher, etc.,_ (including McQueen.) Mc-

Queen is out for centre so “Slirn” Kirk-

land, Sills, or whoever opposes him will

have a hard job to catch the place. This

man McQueen is a true “find.” He has good

weight (what little there is of it) and will

certainly use it to advantage. “Pep” More-

land is another find,—he is a fast boy—so

fast that the snails are thinking of holding

a conference to consider increasing their

speed limit so as not tij.be outdone by “Pep.”

O’Neill is another fast boy—any girlAvill

Nor will there be any charge to watch

our namesake, Harold F. Cross, perform.

— (This is not an ad.)

ARTS '24

A regular year meeting was held on Fri-

day, in the Large Philosophy Room. Presi-

dent Wallace and his trusty side-kick, E. L.

Ferguson, were both on hand. Mr. Wagar,

of Arts ’22 spoke on behalf-of the Debating

Club, and urged the members of Arts '24

to support it wholeheartedly. He referred

to the fine lectures Prof. McNeill gives to

the Club and also to the opportunity for

speaking. Mr. Wagar’s remarks were much

^ach of us to become efficient in public

appreciated, and we feel sure that Arts '24

will support the Debating Club.

After the reading, signing and confirm-

ing of the minutes of the previous regular

meeting, the members began to “warm up.”

Enthusiasm reigned everywhere. This I te^ you that. Now this noted aggregation

enthusiasm however, was soon “knocked is going to represent our year in a basket-

cold” when G. R. Heasman arose and asked ball game against Arts\25 on Saturday, in

the Gymnasium, at 2 p.m. Everyone lie out,

to cheer them to victory ! The hockey team

will play on Wednesday. Let’s all go out

to our Inter-year games and show the

‘world we're always to the fore.

We are very sorry to see our beloved

John Creegan jn the hospital.

When i:* a reporter not a reporter?

When it has never been reported that he

is a reporter.

We are all glad to hear that Miss Gray is

recovering from her ilness. \

Everyone who can wield a hockey stick

is asked to turn out on Tuesday and Thurs^

day, from 2 to 3 p.m. Our first game is on

Fridav 2/th. with Arfs '23.

Boost for a real Year Book.

Bibby’s

January Sale

Get out and help D. W
Basketball Team.

Boyd get a good

Congratulations to the, man who time

after time pierced Varsity-? three ipan de-

fence. We’re proud of you Ernie.

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

ARTS ’23

Jack Day, who is now one of the prom-

ising young men with the Sun Life In

surance Company, of Montreal, is ir

Kingston for the Arts Dance, and for

another reason. He is taking the “other

reason” to the Arts Dance.

Wfe would inform sophomores and

freshmen that Jack was formerly of Arts

*•
/ \

SHIRT SALE
Men’s Fine Quality Shirts, Tooke
and Arrow make, sizes 14 to 17J-4,

Regular $3.00 and $3.50 quality.

SALE PRICE $1.98

Our

$18.00

SUIT SALE
Young Men’s Fine Quality Suits,

all new models, no has beens in

the lot. Dark Grey Cheviots,

Dark Green Cheviots, a few Fax

Wool Serge. One hundred Suite-

to choose from. Sizes 34 to 42.

SHIRT SALE .

No. 2

50 Dozen Men’s Fine Shirts,

Tooke and Arrow make. The

$2.00, $2.25, $2.50 variety. Sizes

14 to 1

SALE PRICE $1.38

GLOVE SALE

Fine Quality Grey Suede Silk-

lined Gloves. The $2.50 variety.

SALE PRICE $1.48

Bibbys
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FLOWERS
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen^

The, best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture
-
Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The
Policy Holders own the Co.; entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 22S^million dollars

insurance in force. "Be a Mutualist.”

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”
EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

INTER-YEAR DEBATE
’24 vs. ’25 '

On Saturday night at the A.M.S. an

inter-year debate took place between

Arts ’24 and Arts ’25. The subject was

“Resolved that there should be compul-

sory arbitration in dealing with labor dis-

putes in Canada.”

The affirmative was upheld by H. R-

Jolliffe and T. A. V. Carey for the sopho-

mores, while L. R. Smith and L. B. Car-

ruthers tflbk the negative for the fresh-

men. The judges were Professors N.

Miller, J. W. Ballard and -J. A. Roy.

H. R. Jolliffe, leader of the affirmative,

opened the debate. He pointed out, that

in New Zealand compulsory arbitration

was adopted after voluntary had failed.

These boards would be permanent, men

with wide experience—the general public

would also be represented .on the board.

New York State adopted it. Why not

Canada?

E. R. Smith, leader of the negative,

spoke next. He was very forcible and

gesticulated a great deal. He pleaded for

co-operative arbitration, as compulsory

could not insure against strikes, nor

would it do away with trade unions. He

also referred to “The Lemieux Act.”

T. A. V. Carey showed that strikes were

a menace to humanity, we had reached

a period of unity, thus let us. eliminate

the radicals and profiteers.

L. B. Cartuthers, in behalf of the nega-

tive. stated that compulsory arbitration

was^contrary to British law, and that the

dissatisfied side would be suspicous of the

board.

I-I. R. Jolliffe concluded the debate,

pointing out that, ‘'The Lemieux Act” ap-

plied only to public utilities. The judges

were two^o one in favour of the affirma-

tive. The debate closed by E. R. Smith

fjrnoving a vote of thanks to the judges,

and seconded by H. R. Jolliffe.

be commenced. Things are in such a

way now that the committee will be in

position to select only the best, as it

owes that much to the college. This does

not mean that the best has been already

selected, for there are new suggestions

cropping 'up every day that are bound
to lead to bigger and better things.

Each faculty is going to contribute

some feature as a unit, and then there

are going to be several free lances per-

forming as well.

About the beginning of the next month,

rehearsals -will commence, and somewhere
in the last week in February, Theatre

Night will come in all its splendor. The
Verdant Hopefuls of ’25 and ’27 will look

down from the gods, between gasps of

astonishment and incoherent plaudits
;
the

sparkling wit and brilliant repartee oi-tlje

comedians on the stage will make the

jesters of each year think they are staid

hucksters of philosophical reiteration.

Their own wan attempts at humor will

seem so sombre compared to the persiflage

hurled across bpards below that they will

seem aj^ interesting as a mortician at a

Charity Funeral.

Everybody is interested in Theatre

Night ; everybody is bhind it. Theatre

Night will be a consummate success.

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.

This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

nographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

- The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

^

92 PRINCESS STREET

FOURTH TEAM TIE WITH
•' *REGIOPOLIS 5-5

On Saturday from one to two a, reor-

ganized fourth team came out and tied

the fast Regiopolis team in a game that

was full of thrills from start to finish.

A second Harry McNeill. Vezina,

Vernon Forbes was unearthed in the per-

son of Spot Matheson. With the pre-

cision and “sang-froid” of the above-men-

tioned artists, he..turned off shot and re-

bound and looked for more as one looks

at one’s 39 mark in Junior Math.

Strang is the fellow who put thb “self

in unselfish. He did all the work and

let the others score. Adams is a Moun-

tain of strength, McLeod is also very ef-

fective.
'

Neither team ever led by more than

one point, and they alternated in the lead

like the electric current.

The next battle will he worth seeing.

The team lined up as follows:

Goal : Matheson
;

defence, Adams
Strang

;
centre, Mclnnes ;

wings. J. C. Mc-

Leod, Detlor; subs. Cavanagh and Mac-

donald.

DO WE KNOW CANADA WELL
ENOUGH?

Halifax is separated from Vancouver, by

3,777 miles by rail. When .this distance is

compared with that of 2,485 miles from

Halifax to Liverpool, some conception of

the magnitude of Canada may be realized,

and at the same time the thinking man will

realize the problem which confronts Canada

in' keeping here people homogeneous and

those of one portion considerate of the wel-

fare of other portions. Nova Scotia has

her advantages and problems which are local

to herself, while British Columbia also must

provide for and overcome conditions of

which the Eastern Province knows noth-

ing. These sea-bordering provinces, like-

wise, are free from some of the problems

and lack many ,of tlie advantages of the in-

land provinces.

That the people of Canada may be kept

fully informed on its component parts, the

Natural Resources Intelligence Branch of

the Department of the Interior has publish-

ed a series of pamphlets on the provinces

and portions of provinces and territories of

Canada. Those at present available are:

“Nova Scotia,” “New Brunswick,” “New
to the Bay,” “Lower Athabaska and Slave

River District,” “The Peace River District,”

Central British Columbia.” Others are in

course of preparation. This branch has also

published a num^br of interesting maps

showing the natural resources of Canada.

There is no man or woman in this country

but can secure much interesting information

from these reports and maps, copies of

which will be sent free upon request by the

Natural Resources Intelligence Branch,

Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

Posted in a women’s college by instruc-

tress in astronomy: “Any one wishing to

look at Venus „
please see me.”—Boston

Transcript. —Ex.

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING
Neatly Done. Work -Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior See Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten^ Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

MR. GATES SECURED AS THEATRE
NIGHT DIRECTOR

The Theatre Night Committee have

been very fortunate in being able to

secure the services of Mr. Gates, the

dramatice coach, for Theatre Night.

Things are now shaping definitely, and

the committee has a well-defined plan out-

lined. This plan is not to be divulged to

the public, as, there is no sense in dulling

the keen edge of appreciation and antici-

pation by announcing all the items before-

hand.

Nevertheless, it is safe to announce that

the Big Evening will contain all the in-

gredients of a vaudeville show on the big

time circuit. Those who have ever seen

a vaudeville show (and who is there that

has not!) can therefore be licking their

lips in anticipation without fear of ex-

periencing a nauseating ta
1

< . .«< i

It is the intention of tbi • - ir-nittc. t<

have all the various acts in G-. W| ‘-»v xh-.

end of the month, and -the ;i •' 1
:i

Later Poems
BY

BLISS CARMAN
Canada has full righf to be proud of her poets. Small -body

though they are, but Mr./Carman stands high and clear above

them all.

Later poems must and will be regarded as the fine flower and

crowning achievement of the genius and art of Bliss Carman.
For Sale at

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY h

AT KINGSTON
COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and F.lectrical Engineering.

Seewto Schorl. July ind-Augnst.— Mr. ijation \&hoo(, December to April

.for Calendars. apph ^8 0s-rar. Univetelt}.
gj
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Pair* Stx

The Bank of Nova Scotia
$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000
Paid-up Capital

Reserve -
_ _ .

Resources "
Q() per m0nth

BST that $5,0

deposited each month “ °“ ^
Js Department ™.U.n ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular
°

0N.

A. N. T .vstcr. Manager,
Alts c

^^TLEMEirS HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barber, in Attend***

161 PRINCESS
STREET

R. H. ELMER

y U uui. w »»*»• » j
.

—

_

PROF. ZIMMERN S j npirirpr
1

FINAL LECTURE 1
b C 1L N CL

Wtn. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR

Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, RlTairing

e t
’Phone 2040

388 Princess St.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 .Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson
,

Crosier & Edgar

20MM St.
Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDEIL'S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Prof. Zimmern discussed the situation in

Europe, explaining how capitalism is reviv-

ing and proceeding to show how the pea-

sants and working classes are beginning to

have a voice in the Government. The Gov-

ernments of Central Europe, and of Ger-

many particularly, were new and built on so

weak a foundation that they feared to tax

their people lest they should again over-

throw the whole structure. Consequently

presses were set to work to manufacture

paper money to pay the debts.. Their cur-

rency then depreciated so that it took more

and more money to pay these debts.

Finally the people woke up and began lo

see that only private enterprise and invest-

ment would right the economic muddle.

Foreign -capitalists and entrepreneurs began

to invest their money and the other countries

where, owing to depreciation in currency,

raw materials and labour could be had very

cheaply ’

,
Producers could manufacture

much more" cheaply, in these countries and

therefore could undersell competitors in

other countries

This change in the economic situation led

to a change in the political situation. Dur-

ing the war, as prices were rising, the pea-

sants and labourers were -able to demand

higher returns and in this way began to rival

the middle classes, comprising salaried

people with more or less fixed incomes. The

economic progress automatically put tin-

peasant classes on top as Bolshevism did m

Russia. In Germany there are only 2% un-

employed, while in England there are U%
unemployed. With this revival of progress

tfiere are growing up new idealistic and pro-

gressive movements, -in these movements

the peasants have something to say. The

political situation is changing, undoubtedly

Prof. Zimmern gave some optimistic

views- as to the shape these movements

would take. He said that an idealistic move

ment will be one of small co-operative

° roups, voluntarily linking themselves to-

gether and uniting in the selling of their

goods He predicted co-operative markets

co-operative credits, and the co-operation of

the different factors in production. Co -

operation in production is a vital need for

-you can,” as it was aptly put, “distribute

the cake only when you are sure of the

cake.”

In looking at the League of Nations and

SCIENCE ’23

Dr. Neish: “When a freshet- hits a

box car of lime it blows up.” We haven't

seen any like that around here.

We haven't heard anyone singing.

“Show me the way to go home,’•since

the exam, results came out so we assume

the fellows must have been quite success-

ful.

It is surprising that several member:

of ’23 went to “The Devil” last week.

Have some of the Profs, adopted the

French motto “They shall not pass.”

Who was it that said an Electrical

'Engineer is a Mechanical grocer who

deals in currents?

Slim says a College Student’s educa-

tion consists of six years. Four years of

learning and two. years' to forget that you

went to college. Not us, we have forgot-

ten all we learnt before Xmas already.

Slowly sinks the sun behind the hills,

Dyeing cloud and sky the deepest pink

;

Bathing garden wall in yellow light.

High above, a bluebird sings of love,

Winging homeward to his nest and mate-

Out upon the breast of sleeping lake

A boat is wafted home, whose snowy sail

Turns to pink according with the clouds.

Now the light is fading from the sky

;

Twilight reigns; the fledgling’s chirp is

hushed.

Twinkling Venus watches from above;

Luna shines with borrowed Mellow light.

Heaven lays aside her azure robe.

.Donning now instead a purple one.

Earth is resting from her daily round.

Lulled to sleep by music of the spheres.

Far away a dog barks
;
darkness comes

On velvet-padded feet and lo, ’tis night.

Frosh.

Prof. Jordan expressed the feelings of the

large audiences which had listened to the

three lectures of Prof. Zimmern in -moving

hearty vote of thanks.

On Friday afternoon, Prof. Zimmern

again met a goodly number of students in

Convocation Hall, where many questions

raised in the previous lectures were discus-

sed. He wanted to get an idea of how the

young life of Canada was thinking he said,

and it is hoped that lie was given a favorable

impression. At any rate the students all en-

joyed the discussion and profited by it to no

small extent.

PRELIMINARY

ELLIMINATION

Assault
BOXING,

WRESTLING,
FENCING

In the Gymnasium

THURSDAY, JANUARY 26

at 8 p.m.

Admission 25c, 50c and 75c

The Chateau Belvidere

SPECIAL SUNDAY CHICKEN DINNER AT $1.25

From One to Two P.M. Every Sunday

Please reserve your tables. ’Phone 1743

T 1 0kin CT at the League of Nation* and g
‘0h hour of a11 hours

’
the “-ost bfeSS

.

d UP°n Eaflh '

°
i

its possibilities the speaker claimed that h

is a strong power in Europe. He pointy out
|

the value of having an International Lt-uit

of Justice; a Court available for any -state

t0 refer lo. The Secretariat set up by the

League is an International Civil Service fit

. r ... -xU ,‘iiipp.’ Fik1

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music
m

IBfflBBfflaSfBfflEBBfflffifflfflffiESSIIBEffllEBBBffifflfflBlfflffl®

PIANO TUNING
WM SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

l-rders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Street?

Entrance on Wcllingto

i_.ea.guc „ .

which representatives from all over; the

world work together on International -pro-

blems without friction or suspicion of -each

oilier dealing with transportation, health,

etc and executing the minor clauses of the

Treaty The League of Nations is forceful.

The League does not merely propose to

overthrow imperial control but to establish

some kind of international authority,; and

uniformity.

The world is progressing towards a better

day, the audience was assured. The Wash

ington Conference achieved a concerted pol-

icy which averted a conflict in the Pacific

similar to that in the Atlantic. AMtough

there has been much friction between France

and Britain in the past two years they are

still holding together as they did during the

war because the peace of the world now

demands it. There is every possibility, if

onr statesmen are wise, of a Europe in

which all the countries will have confidence

in each other.

We have seen during the past decade

that war is monstrous. .We saw during the

war that we were not civilized because we

cared more for money and power than, for

spiritual ideals. Our riches were used-as; a

means for killing millions of men. The

speaker closed with the optimistic statement

that when the day comes when the men who

went through the war, suffering and facing

death, take the reins of power matters .vill

iropr! FTlic greatest memorial we can

n-akc i-\ I, brine into our lives <)
1 of

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS

We issue a fire insurance policy, to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, elc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low. and the premium nominal. You are protecled m ease of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E, W. MULLIN & SON
539

JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS
_ „

mm

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.
. .

I

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in o
•

j

STUDENTS’ STORE
_ ’PHONE 797

THE
102 PRINCESS STREET

Automobile Tube

T„, 1=-stS; You need

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company^

“ Record
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SPORT
(Continued from page 1)

aid who slipped it past Sharp. Queen's 6,

Brockville. 1.

Just before time, Woodruff stick-handl-

ed through the defense and slid the last

one into the corner of the net. Queen’s

7, Brockville 1.

Queen’s

McNeill

Macdonald

McKelvey
"Woodruff

Campbell

Gibson

Wright

Battersby

Brown. T. A.

Ref.—A. L. Blacklock.

K.C.I. DEFEAT QUEEN’S IV. 4-1

Line-up

Brockville

goal Sharp

defense Frego

Jackson

centre Birks

wings W. Charlton

Defoe

subs. H Charlton

R.M.C.—QUEEN’S

On Saturday night Queen’s Juniors

won their fourth straight game of the

season and the first of the local Junior

Intercollegiate series by defeating R.M.C.

Juniors 2-0. The score accurately indi-

cates the play. Queen’s having a slight

margin in all periods. Rough ice pre-

vented easy puck-carrying, ami made ac-

curate shooting difficult, robbing both

teams of sure goals. ..Queen’s played a

strong defensive game, but lost numerous

chances of scoring by their practise of

falling back to centre immediately a shot

^ is delivered instead of following in for

the rebound.

R.M.C. presented a- well-balanced team,

they appeared to be in fine' condition, but

were weak in skating and shooting. Only

Hughes’ sterling work in goal saved them

from a heavy score, although Rooney and

McLeod played a good defensive game,

and' Ca'rr-harris was valuabfe on the for-

ward line.

Quinn again was invincible in goal
;
his

record of three goa!s_against him in four

games, speaks for itself. Reynolds and

Wilson held the R.M.C. forwards well

out, Wilson showing wonderful improve-

ment over his first game and giving

promise of becoming a star with a little

more experience. Nickle, Johnson, Lind-

say and Davidson, all played together

weifr-although they were a little inclined

to take things easy. Davidson also show-

ed up to much better advantage than in

his first performance.

The first period was scoreless. Queen’s

forced the play, and missed several near

ones, Hughes’ clever work being respon-

sible. In the middle of the period he was

knocked out by a hard drive from John-

son, and had to be carried off and' patched

up. Play was clean, but slow.

After ten minutes of the- "2nd period,

Davidson went through from centre and

beat Hughes on a knee-high shot from

outside the defence. This was the only

score of the period, although Queen’s

were carrying the play to the Cadets all

through. Nickle and McLeod, both rest-

ed ajninute for tripping. Quinn made

some brilliant stops.

One minute after the opening of play

in the 3rd period, Nickle and Lindsay

carried through a pretty bit of combina-

tion, Nickle passing over to Johnson, who
counted from close in. Nickle and Wilson

went through and Wilsoiv missed the net

from a Pew feet out. With one minute to

go, Nickle poked .one in which the goal

judge acknowledged, but which was can-

celled by the referee. Final score, 2-0.

K.C.I.’s fast little team defeated our

spare Thirds in a hard-fought game held

on Thursday night from 5-6 p.m. K.C.I.

won ‘in the second period as the 1st period

score was 1-1 and the second 4-1.

Drew’s inexperience in goal was direct-

ly responsible, but the"whole team wan-

dered all over the ice and made no attempt

to play their positions.

Maclnnes was out, and was the best

man we had, and by a shade the besj m#n

on the ice? Macpherson and Leggett for

K.C.I., show real possibilities, and it

to be hoped that they come on to Queen’s

after matriculation. McKelvey, brother

to our Red, shows some of the family

earmarks, but has a long way to go yet.

As a team, K.C.I. took advantage of

Referee Carroll’s laxness and got in all

the “butt-ends” and trips they could. It

is a pity to see a fast little team spoil

themselves m that way.

Arkley for K.C.I. had many more shots

to handle than Drew, and acquitted him-

self well. Drew will come. He showed

signs of nervousness, and was too anx-

ious. All the shots that beat him were

deceptively, slow.

Macdonald and Gebrge, the subs, were

ineffective, through their failure to play

their wings, the former being the worst

offender.

All these boys have possibilities, and

this extra team is the best thing in the

world to develop those possibilities. This

is <jn excellent chance for any junior who

feels that he is not fast enough to catch

the regular Thirds to get some valuable

game experience. Arch, Abernethy of

Meds. ’26. is managing the team.

The teams lined up as follows

:

K.C.I. Queen’s IV.

Arkley goal Drew

McKelvey defense Detlor

Leggett McLeod
Macpherson centre Halliday

Cunningham wings Maclnnes

Thompson Macllmoye

Scott (goal) subs. Macdonald

Lyons George

Laturney.

Ref.—Bill Carroll.

HELP WANTED
Men and Women to sell to women in

homes, rubber-lined, waterproof Ging-

ham Aprons for use in the kitchen. Can

easily earn $14 daily and more. Rapid

seller and ready demand. Send 75 cents

for sample apron and full particulars.

Money refunded if sample returned.

British Rubber Company, 232 McGill

street, Montreal.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

Queen’s

Line-up

R.M.C.

K. Quinn goal Hughes
Reynolds defence Rooney
Wilson McLeod
Nickle centre Wallace

Lindsay L. wing B. Carr-Harris

Johnson R. wing Hargraft

Davidson subs. McLaren
A. Quinn (goal) Donnelly

All theHits, allthe Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dance* engage Treneer’a

Song Shop Orchestra

fSjxr fxtcAa^c

f<ro for35

Real Satisfaction!

&ripijrtfwn io-dcuj.

NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES =

Established 1885

BUY YOUR
Players 2 for 35c or 3 for 50c

Dunhill Pipes $6.50 to $40.00

B.B.B. Pipes $1.00 to $6.00

G.B.D. Pipes $1-50 t0 $10-00

Peterson Pipes • • • • 75c to $9.00

Kola Natural Shell Pipes $1.00

Kola Prince of Wales $1.00

Tobacco-Pouches 25c to $10.00

Cigar Lighters 15c, 25c, 50c, $1.00

Cigarette Rollers $1.00

Ash Trays 50c to $5.00

Cigarette Case 25c to $9.00

Cigarette Tubes 16c to $15.00-

If your pipe is sick bring it to Baker’s Hos-

pital. We will operate, guaranteed to cure. No

failures.

We carry a complete stock of magazines,

papers (Canadian and English). If we haven’t

yours in stock, we will get them.

AT

BAKER’S CIGAR

STORE

PHONE 850 and 1200
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston's Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL

PRE-INVENTORY

25 Per Cent.

Discount

Sale
JANUARY 16 TO 28

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL PRICES

On Queen’s Sweaters for

January

THE CLUB

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-

ion-Craft for men who appreciate

good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and

silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-

cessions.

S E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

U. OF T. DOUBLE SCORE ON
QUEEN’S

(Continued from page 1)

seemingly impossible saves and even the

Varsity supporters applauded heartily.

Smith was good, while his condition last-

ed. but his Christmas Medical course in

New York made him show lack of prac-

tice. Nelson, playing his first game of

the season, did most of the work on the

forward line, and scored four goals. He

made the Blue defense look very foolish

in the last period, when he sifted through

for three goals in rapid succession. The

rest of the team tried hard and never gave

up, but they Vere up against too much

speed.

The game was very clean, although

there was much bumping as the players

could not hold their feet on the fast ice..

Swartman and Carson had a jam in the

first period. The Varsity centre spiked

Swartman -in a face off and the latter

bumped him into the boards; Carson

viewed the game as a spectator after that.

Swartman received a two inch gash in

his leg, but gamely continued play after

having it stitched.

Bobby Hewitson refereed, and was. on

the whole, satisfactory.

The game was late in starting, Varsity

pressed from the face-off and McNeill

was immediately busy. Carroll plastered

Stan. Brown against the fence and was

penalized. Varsity continued to shoot,

but were unable to score. Finally Smith

broke away on a lone Yush and scored on

a pretty shot from outside the defence.

Queen’s 1. Varsity 0.

Swartman came oil for Brown, and he

and Carson tangled with the result as

mentioned. Brown came back on as

Swartman had to be patched up. Varsity

continued to press, but McNeill was un-

beatable. Finally Westman secured and

scored on the second rebound. Varsity

1, Queen's 1.

Ritchie made a couple of good rushes

but shot wide. Ramsay secured, rushed

the length of the ice. and scored on a

fast high shot. Varsity 2, Queen's 1.

Varsity continued to press, but the per-

iod eiuted with the score unchanged.

Second Period

Stan. Brown opened the scoring when

he tallied from close in. Varsity 3,

Queen’s 1

.

The game at this stage became rather

listless, although Varsity hammered away

a$ McNeill. Carroll almost got through

for Queen's but collided with Langtry,

and shot wide. Finally Plaxton scored

for Varsity on a rebound from Brown’s

shot. Varsity 4, Queen’s 1.

Stewart wasjuirt and Swartman came

on lin;ping. Westman tried to throw a

rebound of his shot p\fst McNeill, but the

referee was "on.” Smith was penalized

for causing Brown to do a nose dive, and

in his absence Brown scored another.

Varsity 5, Queen's 1.

Westman got through, 'but Ritchie

checked him from behind.. Brown and

Ramsay came through together. Noisy

stopped the former’s shot but Brown'

slammed in the reboupd. Varsity 6,

Queen’s 1.

Third Period

Westman started the period by plung-

ing through Smith and Ritchie for yards

and another goal. Varsity 7, Queen’s 1.

Shortly afterwards Wright ambled

through and after having two shots block-

ed finally scored on his third attempt.

Varsity 8, Queen’s 1.

At this stage Nelson took a hand in the

proceedings and stickhandled through a

three man defence, giving Langtry no

chance. Varsity 8, Qyeen’s 2.

He came through again almost immed

lately, but Langtry blocked. Varsity

started again and Plaxton scored on a

rebound. Varsity 9, Queen’s 2

Ramsay went right through again and

made it 10-2.

Nelson again appeared in the star role

when he went through all alone and beat

Langtry. He repeated immediately when

Ramsay was slow in clearing, and- just

to prove his point, beat the defense again

and scored in such an emphal , : '>nner

The Biggest Sale of

LADIES’ PUMPS AND OXFORDS
WE EVER HELD

Gold and Silver Pumps $6.95

Black Satin Pumps , 3.95

Patent and Kid 3.95

Oxfords in Brown 3-10

Oxiorcis in Black 3.95

SATURDAY AND ALL NEXT WEEK

LOCKETT’S

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut your eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner.’ To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BLfLK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon. Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

238 PRINCESS STREET

that the puck stuck in the net and a new

one was procured. Nelson received great

applause from the crowd. Varsity 10.

Queen’s 5}

Westman finished his day’s work with

another goal after McNeill had stopped

shots from Brown and Banisay. Wright

got another with the aid of Brown and

Carroll finished the scoring with a very

soft goal, when the puck rolled^ over

Langtry’s stick. " The game ended soon

after with the score, Varsity 12, Queen s

6 .

Line-up

Varsity—Goal, Langtry ;
defence, Stan.

Brown, Ramsay
;
centre, Carson ;

wings.

Westman, Wright ;
subs., Plaxten, Gor-

don, Sullivan. ^
Queen’s — Goal, McNeill; defence,

Smith, Ritchie ;
centre, Nelson ;

wings,

Brown, Carroll; subs., Stewart, Swart-

man, T. A. Brown.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

NOTES

Varsity are not by any means the team

they were last year. They seem to,lack

combination. It is useless to try to beat them

by individual work, however, and Queen’s

must develop combination and syste n.

Mutt Brown spent a very pleasant week-

end in Bowmanville but lost his favorite

collar button in his hurry to catch the tram

Saturday evening.

Noisy McNeill gave a very good demon-

stration of when a sleeper is not a sleeper.

'Tis said that the passengers did not appre-

ciate those famous words,
^

“Didcha ever hear this one?

g>tranf>
MON., TUES., WED.

The Picture of thte Season

“THE SHEIK”

Adopted from the fastest selling

book in the world

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial's

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
-pany’s interest income is greater by
$110,000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874
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ANNUAL ARTS BANQUET
PROVIDES EVENING’S ENTERTAINMENT

ALL THE SPEECHES WERE GREATLY APPRECIATED — THE COM-
MITTEE IN CHARGE TO BE CONGRATULATED.

No. 24

On Wednesday evening Grant Hall was
the scene of one of the most successful and
enjoyable social events in the history of the
Arts Faculty. The Annual Dinner proved
to be beyond even the most optimistic ex-
pectations. The Dinner itself was a most
tempting one, while the programme was of
awery high order indeed. During the mea 1

Treneer’s' Orchestra rendered several much-
appreciated numbers, while the interims be-

tween courses were enlivened by college

yells and songs given with great gusto by
the various years.

The toast list opened with a toast to “The
King.” Toastmaster Runnings then con-
tinued the programme by calling upon Pro-
fessor McClement, Honorary President of
the Arts Society, to propose the -toast to

Canada and the Empire. The speaker brief-

ly sketched the wonderful natural advan-
tages of Canada, emphasizing the oppor-
tunities for advancement which all young
Canadians possess. Even our cold winters
he considered to be of untold importance.
His main plea was for a Canadian manhood
of the out-of-doors type.

Sir John Willison, who responded, gave a

truly splendid address. Beginning in a
humorous fashion, he gradually carried the

audience on to more serious subjects, giving

always his own broad-minded opinion of the

position of Canada to-day, and dwelling

upon the relation and duty of University

men to their country. . Sir John said that he

has long been an absentee trustee of Queen's

and had always been loyal to the University.

The speaker proved most entertaining when
he referred to the changes in the social and

political life in the past twenty-five years.

“Not only have we abolished titles and!

made the cellar the only house of refuge,

but we have also extended the franchise and
cigarettes to women." The changes in poli-

tics had been equally striking. The speaker
expressed strong belief in the old British

two-party system of government and claim-

ed that all the attempts to increase partie*

had also increased the evils of government.
Next, a special plea for gratitude for decent
and patient public service was made. Few
men get rich in politics and most men who
enter public life do so because they possess
an inborn desire to serve their country.

Reference was made to the students' re-

sponsibilities in facing Canada’s future

problems. “We in Canada must always face

depressions, crises, trying times, but in the

next quarter century we shall see the great-

est expansion, not only in Canada but in the

American Continent.” In closing, the need
of a constructive spirit, decent confidence in

one another, more study, more unity in

peace as well as in war, were the needs of

Canada chiefly emphasized. The story of

Queen's University, said Sir John, is one of

the best chapters and examples of unified

effort that has bene written in the history

of Canada, and it is the part of her present

students to make the future pages of her

history equally lumnious.

Professor E. A. Dale of Toronto, also re-

sponded to this toast. He spoke from the

point of view of an adopted Canadian, re-

ffrrinf. to
r

Quee, i'* as an —««*•

sing a*.rare SpiritoTTmB'y^ and an esprit de

corps which is rarely found. Professor

Dale spoke of the European ignorance of

Canadian conditions, and of the impressions

of a new-comer to Canada. The opinioij

Continued on page 8.

A MESSAGE FROM
THE DEAN

Arts Huzza, Arts Huzza
Floreat Academia
Arts Huzza, Arts Huzza
Floreat Academia

Arts, Arts, Arts!

The Journal suggests a brief

message for its special Arts edi-

tion.

We are proud to be members
of the long and goodly fellowship
of Queen’s men and women. We
are equally proud to be members

of the Faculty of Arts? The lesser loyalty does not hinder the greater. Ribald
outsiders have been known to remark. “You can always tell an Arts man but

.

you cannot tell him much." What is there that we can claim and should seek
as distinctive of our Faculty? In common with students of the other Facul-
ties. Arts men and women learn something of team-play and control of temperfrom athletics, something of the externals of organisation and the inner work-
ings of human nature from faculty and year and special societies. We may
perhaps admit as regards work of the class-room and laboratory that studentsmthe more professional faculties, gain in concentration because of their more

rfl
“ate S

T'
What may ArtS men and — in comepensation. They have the privilege of.a broad range of studies and a freeplay of mind, of acquaintance with the £reat things men have said and done

the past and with the revelations of science today, L opportunity fir the

ti

e"'n“ 0f symP.ath,es ’ the inning of prejudices, a'training ip disenmina'-
tion. the habit of independence in judgment. If we <Jo not in some measuresecure this power of tolerant and flexible and. disciplined thinking, we fail touse our opportunities for our own interests, Q0r universes reputation ourcountry s need. l.

O. D. SKELTON.

A yTS DANCE SURPASSES,
EVERY EXPECTATION

GRANT HALL THE SCENE OF SUPREME ENJOYMENT WHEN
DANCERS REVEL IN ENTRANCING MUSIC.

Members of the Arts Society and of
I.evana have come to grips at last. The
“old girl" from home and the fair King-
stonianette -have also played their part in

alleviating a certain Terpischorean itchiness

which caused—the 1922 Edition of the
Arts Dance.

For “Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little

Toes,” of female ownership, multiplied some
140 times, have been simply itching to en-
twine with the corresponding number of
above mentioned digits belonging to the

males, interlock, intermingle, and move in

harmony with the strains of J. Wilson
Jardine’s Orchestra, (le premiere classe. )

But, sad to say, it is ail over now. How-
ever there are the “ones who were absent”
to be considered, and they will want to

know. Our little story is for the benefit of
those who were doomed to spend the even-
ing in the theatre, or for any other reason
or excuse to miss the event of the season.

The evenifig will always be the
source of wonderfully perfect memories.
There was that nip and tang in the air

which gives pep, plus the desire to hasten
indoors. Once at the desired place, all found
Grant Hall at the correct temperature for

dancing. Neither cool nor warm, just the

way everybody wanted it. And the Decora-
tions ! Here the Committee had achieved

something never before achieved in 'Grant

Hall. The platform was not bedecked with

unsightly piles of evergreen, nor did flash-

j

ing lights dazzle the eye. The decorations

certainly showed a-'Sense of taste and pro-

portion. The Chinese lanterns in the hall

lent an Oriental touch to the scene, and
from there one drifted into the Red Room
or the German Room across the way. Both

of these rooms were interestingly cozy and
inviting— (diplomacy on the part of a make-
shift Journal reporter.) Multi-coloured

balloons, hydrogen filled, floated aimlessly

about the ceiling, showing, by the colours of

their streamers, that they were sticking iml

for Queen’s. This they were wise enough
to do until long after the Dance was over,

because even balloons know that little girls

are rough with playthings, and they were
really too pretty to be destroyed. And when
she gazed up longingly^ in the direction of

your face, don’t imagine she was looking at

you that way. oh dear no, the balloons had
all the luck that time.

Music—so much has already been said in

favor of Jardine’s Orchestra, and so many
are familiar with the wonders they can ac-

complish, that mere words see n futile. No
distasteful one-steps, only superb waltzes

and excellent fox-trots. Who “amongst
those present” will ever forget their inter-

pretation of "I ain’t Nobodys Darling,”-

‘Three O’clock in the Morning,’’ “Leave Me
With a Smile,” “Ku-Lu-A,” “Yoo-Hoo,”
and so on—ad infinitum, also the wonderful

way in which “God Save the King” was
rendered would have made a Bolshevik

stand at attention, although the sound of

many breaking hearts nearly unnerved the

Orchestra.

Only the members of the Avonmore or

the Residence wished to leave'the Dancing
Floor long enough to eat. In the Arts Club

(Continued on page 6).

THE BULLETIN

Friday

—

|
8.15 p.m.—Queen's Intermediates vs.

Frontenacs.

Saturday

—

7.00 p.m.—A. M. S.

Sunday

—

2.30 p.m.—Convocation, “The Social

Ethics of a Modern Business Man.”

Monday

—

5.00 p.m.—English Club.

8.15 p.m.—Junior O.H.A., Queen’s vs.

Frontenacs.

k

1
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“The College Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something, on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

EDITORIAL
" — rr. eTfromnrtnmmmai HUB®;

(ipumt’s Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1-50; Extra-murals in Canada.

$1,75 ;
out of Canada. $2.00. Advertising rates at) appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

SPECIAL ARTS ISSUE

Edited by

W. H. Becking, Associate Editor for Arts

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

(The Associate Editor takes this oppor-

tunity of thanking the various contribu-

tors and all those who by their help have

made this issue possible.)

“BUM ARTS”

SL E. SPARKS. ERNEST B. SPARKS.

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S.. L.D.S., D.D.C

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
151 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shot)

The above epithet has been for a long

time tile old reliable upon which our friend-

ly enemies could always fall back in case

of a shortage of verbal ammunition during

those word-wars so dear to the hearts of

fish-wives, small boys, Irish agitators, and

certain type of college student. When all

the brilliant and scintillating star-shells 'of

abuse had been exhausted, the young, oh

so very young, bombadier of the forces ar-

rayed against us with deathless originality

could always derisively and scurrilouslyvhurl

that antiquated “milk-tin bomb ofASar-

casm
—“Hum Arts !

But in what, if we may ask, does- our

Ibumness’ consist? Is it because we do not

look forward to a profession yielding large

returns, as a direct and immediate result of

our fodr years ill Arts, that we are releg-

ated to the category of those who fill the

bread-lines ? Is it because we do not mea-

sure the benefits of some of the subjects of

our course in terms of worldty-goods alone

that we receive the name “Bums in other

...o.Ac bl.Sri,.. .... die If

-yv.tv not

going statement may we state that this is

intended less in the nature of a defence than

a frank and more or less impartial state-

ment of our position in Arts,

\Ve admit that our classes are divided,

that very few students in Arts, even in the

same year take exactly the same classes,

that after we have received our B. A. we

cannot always step forthwith into a paying

profession and proceed to pile up gold for

the rest of our natural lives. We will grant

that insofar as life-work is concerned our

education has just begun. On the other

hand we maintain that if a man or woman

lias made proper use of his time, after a

few years in Arts he has a broader outlook

on life, and other professions than his own,

a more thorough understanding of social

problems and the laws which govern his

business tranactions, as well as a knowledge

of those things which are essential to any

claim to education, as for example, how the

government of his own country is run. In

addition to these he should have acquired

certain subjects of a purely cultural value

and the ability to express himself in public

giving his utterances the exact shade of

meaning which he intends them to convey

without murdering the King’s English. In

short he should have a much broader and

more solid foundation upon which to build

and no matter what profession he may take

up he will inevitably find use for the many-

sided education gathered in his course to-

ward a B. A., and will be a better doctor,

lawyer or engineer because of it.

Your

Family

Jewellers
«t "When you wish to have any

' alterations in your jewellry,

we would like you to look upon

Ryrie’s as your family jewellers.

«r We have a highly trained staff

" of designers and experts who

are always- ready to serve you.

C| Drawings and estimates will

' be furnished free of charge or

obligation.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited ^

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

ABOLITION OF EXAMS.

As the time for examinations for each

term’s work draws near, many and varied

are the complaints against the whole ex-

amination system. We doubt if the child-

ren of Israel could have felt more joy upon

their escape from bondage in Egypt than

some of the feminine and. for that, matter.

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers apeak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

"The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

MON., TUES., WED., THURS.

QUEEN OF SHEBA

HELP WANTED
Men and Women to sell to women in

homes, rubber-lined, waterproof Ging-
ham Aprons for use in the kitchen. Can
easily earn $14 daily and more. Rapid
seller and ready demand. Send 75 cents
for sample apron and full particulars.

Money refunded if sample returned.

British Rubber Company, 232 McGill
street, Montreal.

aim tunc, why attend college?

learn plumbing?

It is true that we do not have the solid-

ity, the clan-spirit in Arts so distinctive of

other faculties, but after all there, are tin^s

when that very faculty clannishness mater-

ially hinders the advancement of the best

interests of the whole University. Our

education is general; we tender to gather'

a

smattering of many subjects rather than

the sum-total of a few, but granting all .that,

we find a man after a few years in Arts

less prone to jump at conclusions, less

liable to make radical statements, more in-

clined to reserve judgment until every last

fragment of the evidence is in, and surely

this is an attitude worth cultivating. Often

the “man on the street,” the labourer, the

artisan can tell you exactly what is wrong

with any part of society and has cut and

dried remedies for every evil, whereas the

the man who spends his life dealing with

these problems is not so sure.

In athletics we have always been able to

hold our place. If any of our sceptical

brethren doubt that let them total up the

number of Arts students or Arts graduates

who have held positions on the various

teams in any branch of sport over a given

period of years and be convinced. Many

of our best first team players from the other

faculties have received the greater part of

their athletic training while in Arts.

After all, a difference in ideals, in meth-

ods, in general outlook, is often times suf-

ficient to call down adverse criticism and

expressions implying inferiority, and the,

“smug self-satisfaction,” the “Philistin-

ism" which Matthew Arnold could not tol-

erate in his day has its counter-part in the

narrow outlook of many people to-day upon

those whose chief crime is that they refuse

to run in the same groove as their critics.

Sometimes to attempt a defence in the

face of an absurd accusation is to flatter

the accuser unmercifully and to notice

Quits ate a poor lest ox the ability or edu-i

cation of those who write them, and for

this view there is undoubtedly much to be

said.. The present system is charged with

obtaining results which are far from per-

manent. It is claimed that if the same paper

upon which the “Crammer” made a high

percentage were to be repeated a month

later he would in many cases fail to obtain

a pass. Further it is argued that a student

under examination conditions is not in the

best position to transfer his actual know-

ledge to paper. In many cases he is under

a considerable nervous strain, it may be the

ventilation is poor, or that the atmosphere

is too cold, or too hot. All these condi-

tions undoubtedly affect the ease with

which one’s brain will function and in

some cases to a much greater extent than

in others. As the examination-room is

one place where the student has need of

the utmost mental efficiency, a paper

written at a single sitting and covering a

considerable field is perhaps not an en-

tirely fair test of his knowledge of the

work covered.

On the other hand some of these condi-

tions apply to a lesser degree in the case of

shorter tests scattered at intervals through-

out the term, and furthermore, something

in the nature of a final try-out is necessary

to ensure that the work covered in each test

is not being forgotten as soon as the test is

passed. Again it has been pointed out that

a man in business-life has certain tests to

pass which are quite as severe as any exam-

ination and that he should be trained by

conditions, as nearly similar as possible to

those which he will later meet to keep his

head and to show that he can “deliver the

goods.” For example a man seeking a posi

tion is liable to be under considerable ^ner-

vous strain and, yet he must by his answers,

prove to his prospective employer that he

has a knowledge of the work required of

him and the ability to think quickly and

clearly. Viewing the matter in this light

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.
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,
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I Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,
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Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

Obvipusly, it would be impossible to give

0 student his standing purely on his answers

in class since for one thing the element of

waste time would enter so largely into

such a scheme. There is the alternative of

a number of essays covering ,the ground

gone over during the term but this method

also has very real difficulties and any stu-

dent who has spent two weeks gathering

the material for an economics essay and

another week in writing it, would doubtless

regard this procedure as “out of the frying

pan into the fire.”

Altogether the problem is a knotty one

and deserves very careful consideration.

“GLAD” WOOD TO PLAY LEAD IN
COMING PRODUCTION

the accuser unmercifully and to notice clearly, viewing me mauei m

"the kick from the mule” is to admit the
|

the training given by the present system

mule’s existence. In the light of the fore- should be of immense value.

Gladstone Wood, well-known about

Queen's, has the leading role in the “Third

Floor Back,” which Queen’s Dramatic Club

is presenting before the A. M.S., in Grant

Hall, on Saturday evening, February 11th.

A carefully selected cast supports Mr. Wood
in this production which is a play that should

appeal to all. The rehearsals are swinging

along in fine style, each one of the cast

putting plenty of pep into his or her part.

Meanwhile the scenic staff is devoting its

attention to the staging of the show.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 18S0

0pen Evenings by Appointment.
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LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

January Clearing

Sale Is

NOW GOING ON

PRICES CLIPPED CLOSE

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

SakelPs
ice cream Parlor

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have

strained eyesight, and arc compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS’

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET

“Uneasy lies the head that seeks a

crown," “Hello! is that 1018w? Is Mr.

Rutledge in?'.’ "I’m sorry he is not." re-

plied the maid at the other end of the line.

Repeated calls proved equally futile in

our attempts to locate John, and as he

seldom strays from his rendezvous at

(one) Aberdeen St., except for meals and

lectures, we viewed the situation with

alarm. In fact John is so bent on work

that meals often go by the board when

they interfere with lectures.

Now as John was convenor of a very

important committee, it was necessary

that his whereabouts be ascertained im-

mediately. Miller, who also hibernates

at 1 Aberdeen St., was then called, in the

hope that he might be able to allay our

anxiety. "Is that 1018w? Is Mr. Miller

Yes—in the Hotel Dieu” came the

sad response. "Well then is Mr. Faris

at“ “at the rink" interupted the land-

lady, simultaneously hanging up the re-

ceiver. Off we hurried to the Jock Harty

to interview Don. With much difficulty

we held him to the point as he seemed

disposed to discuss other trivial matters.

"Where is Rutledge", we asked. "He is

not here, but you should have seen whom

I was skating with last band, and 1 have

the next three taken, and"
—“Yes, yes,

but this is urgent, did John leave the

house before you today?" “Yes he left

right after dinner, btit that little Fresh

ette I had for the last number”—“forget

that stuff." we replied, “we must find Rut-

ledge. Just when did he leave the house?

Did he take his trunk? What did he

wear? Was he headed for the lake, or

the station, or where, what, why or how?"

“W-ell, as this is the only band I hav’nt,

"Lay off that band stuff and stick to the

point," we urged, whereupon herSontessed

the following:

John was in an uproar all mornin

took no lectures, ate nothing, and paced

the floor incessantly. At twelve o’clock,

in response to a call I entered his room

which presented a woeful afipearancc^ L

K

bed stood on end in the centre of the flot>n:

on top of it his trunk reposed ;
his table

was upside down in one corner, and he

himself was pinned underneath the dres-

ser. “Did you see my other tie?” he

I asked as I rescued him from the debris.

“I must find it at once”, he went on, “as

I I have a mpst important engagement at

the Allen this afternoon.” My efforts to

find out more about this important date

were of no avail. “My other tie my

other tie—my kingdom for my other tie,’

he roared. “What’s wrong with those you

have on,” I asked, as I noticed the bulge

above John’s Adam’s Apple. In his ex-

citement over this date at the Allen, he

had hitched on both his ties.

He felt as though he should explain the

whole ridiculous situation, and he pro-

ceeded to tell me all on condition that I

was to "keep it quiet.” He told me he

had received a private invitation from the

Queen of Sheba, no less, to meet her at

the Allen today, and that was why he

wanted to be dolled out in his very best.

"Just think Don,” he said “a date with a

real Queen. I wonder why she selected

me in preference to you. ‘From log cabin

to White House/ will sound tame when

the world learns of King John II's roman

tic climb to royalty. But in the mean

time, for some unknown reason, she

wants me to keep it quiet, so I want you

to swear over the relics of this broken

kewpie, that you will reveal this to no

one—especially Bullock and Clarke. Tell

Wager and Maclnnes, our song commit-

tee will not convene today. Tell the land-

lady I’ll have all kinds of shekels with

which to settle my overdue board bill

after tonight. Tell the editor of the Jour-

nal to insert this card on the front page

of his next issue, providing all goes well.

Tell the world—or no, never mind, I’ll

tell the world, she’s 'some queen! I ap-

preciate the cares, worries and evils that

beset royal personages. I realise how

envious knaves will seek to destroy me,

yet even as mighty Caesar refused to

hide behind Calpurnia’s apron strings, so

Rutledge will go forth
!”

Latest reports state, however, that Arts

22’s Cohvenorless Song Committee was

functioning as well as could be expected

during this crisis. Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

THE ENGLISH CLUB
Evidently the time has come when we

must prepare an “Apologia”. Institu-

tions, like individuals, are called upon,

sooner or later, to justify their existence

and the English Club claims no exemp-

tion.

What is the English Club? Its name

might not seem at first sight, so puzzl-

ing as that strange and composite word

"Polecon” or that sinister appellation

"Bolsheviki.” In fact, it is from its very

sinjplicity that misunderstandings might

arise. Bt it known, then, that the term

“English" in this particular connection

denotes language rather than race. The

English Club is no exclusive gathering

of those born south of Tweed ;
it is a soc-

iety which welcomes all who seek to

make the common heritage of English

literature their own.

For the club does not exist as an or-

ganization devoted to “word-grubbing.”

Any philological or etymological tenden-

cies which its members may develop find

their scope within' the orbit of their reg-

ular studies. But an act of supereroga-

tion, such as attendance at the Monday

afternoon meetings, finds its reward in

some vision of the noble ends to which

our speech is shaped. Such was the con-

ception in the minds of those who or-

ganized “the club” and their hope has

b£en realized in the series of interesting

and inspiring addresses given during the

past two years.

The class room holds, of course, a prim-

ary place in education
;
yet there is a

supplement which the class room, with

its scurry of pens and its flutter of note-

books, cannot give. The old relation of

master and disciple may hardly be .at- vy
J.:

tained in this, hurrying age. We sti^ ^.attendance ,

'

:
bov $he ft^idship* -\y ,'ic i
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THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J.
BEST OF SERVICE

so freely given by those who have a real

enthusiasm for teaching or learning, pro-

vides a substitute which all who appreci-

ate the tradition of our literature can

scarce afford to miss.

For, in years to come, when silver-

haired ladies and gentlemen, who were

at Queen’s in their youth, read of the

proceedings of English Clubs, there will

arise in their minds the recollection of

meetings in the small English room, and

the! large ijnglish room and -the Red

Room. Thiy may not renfemberexactly

what each professor said in. his address

but they will not estimate lightly in the

sum oLLifc thoselrours whicltthiv spgnt

£ . . t Itf shinS. .which

recognize its value. howevej,jjnd the hour i $hat . conge n ial atmosphere.

FOUNDED 1847

ONLY THREE DAYS MORE TO TAKE

ADVANTAGE OF

Livingston’s

20 % Discount Sale
20% OFF ALL READY-TO-WEAR

CLOTHING

Shirts, Neckwear, Underwear, Pajamas, Night-

Shirts, Hats, Caps, Sweaters, Hosiery. Everything in

Furnishings.

ANY WINTER OVERCOAT IN STOCK

FOR $17.50

Livingston’s

75-79 Brock Street

IF OFF YOUR ROUTE. IT PAYS TO WALK
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy r and self-denial

will give you greater Catisfaction than
an equal 'suin' secure#' without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of suclj u reserve

arc worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)
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Are Arts Men Flat-Footed?

Well done, Paul Glasgow. You and

your able committee made the Arts

Dance an unqualified success. You de-

serve heaps of praise—we give it unstin-

tedly—for all your exhaustive efforts in

raising an Arts dance to an unprecedent-

ed level. The Big Dance on Tuesday

night was the best dance that has ever

taken place at Queen's. A pleasing in-

novation was to refrain from using the

time-honored X mas-trees as a rustic bow-

er to secrete the orchestra. If the mad
scramble for the hydrogen balloons be a

criterion of appreciation, that novelty was

a signally successful factor. The captiijn

demands if Arts men be flat-footed? If

some of them aren’t, they must be spav-

ined, ringboned, have a Methodist foot, of

belong to the Hardy Annual of the genus.

I can’t afford it,” which is the stock,

answer of the omnipresent piker:

Just about forty per cent, of those pre-

sent were Arts men. Just 60 out of 360

represented the Faculty of Arts, at the

only formal dance of that faculty during,

the year. Four freshmen, approximately

four per cent of the year bought tickets,

and some of the rest claimed “They
wouldn’t let us buy any.” Evidently their

affection for the faculty expires after they

have yelled themselves hoarse to the

sweet strains- of “Arts Huzza.” The
freshmen can he exonerated, but how
pleased we can feel, when we learn that

the other faculties, town-people, and the

gallery made the dance possible! Are
we flat-footed, are we tightwads, or are

we just plain pikers?- Alas! We wot
not.

All -power* to those who went. They
were a’ credit to our faculty, and to our

Alina Mater.

Before.^ye pronounce the malediction,’

permit us to pay our respects to the an-

cient and honorable men (“they are all.

honorable men,” says Mark Antony) the

Kingston Amalgamated Highway Rob
bers. the Taxi Fraternity) You havY such
taking ways, O Extorters de luxe. You
are frightfully underpaid. Perhaps we
could arrange to give you more, if von
would take Victory Bonds and tjbld

watches as pari payment. We coulcf all

spare our watches. There is a cloct oil

Grant Hall Tower ....
Help yourselves, Messrs. Enver Pasha,

Tammerlane, Jesse James, Captain Kidd,
Mr. Ponfci, and Mr. Bootlegger (his name
is legion), but you are killing the goose
that laid the golden egg.

To you, we are like a Croesian cow,
perpetually yielding a golden lacteal fluid,

which greases the palm admirably. That
cow may kick; it will. When it does,
it will kick hard, and the wailing and
gnashing of teeth will be like unto a con-
certed rattling of every ball bearing on
all the clap trap Taxis, which find um-
brage in this our university town.

providing the obligato to the deafening

roar of Niagara Falls.

BILL HOLDCROFT— THE RINK—
THE TEAM.

NEED ROOTERS TONIGHT.
There are a lot of hockey games this

year,—too many to take them all in. How-

ever there are some games which precede

others in importance.

This is the last Intermediate O. H. A.

group game here. We have a good chance

to win this group. We must win to-night.

Beat Belleville on their home ice, and

watch Cornwall beat Belleville in Cornwall.

Then we go on to meet the next group win-

rs.

Rooters tickets are only fifty cents and

everybody will get their money’s worth.

The town outyelled us last game till we

got ahead. To-night we want to beat them

to it right from the first appearance of

the team.

TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT.

QUEEN’S POLECON CLUB

For the student whose public school

scraps on elcetion day developed in him the

desire, and the energy to delve in political

and economic theories, there should be some

compensation. It comes in the form of the

Political Economy Club. This Club is in-

tended especially for students taking Hon-

our classes in Economics and History. The

discussions are of a very informal nature

and iHs largely to this fact that it owes its

success. Members are chosen to present

briefly each aspect of the subject, in order

to afford a starting point for the discussion

that follows. When student ideas are ex-

hausted, the Club has the benefit of a sum-

ming up by the Professors' present.

At different times, the suggestion has been

made that the Club be opened to all those

who would like to attend an occasional

meeting when the subject interests them.

This suggestion has never met with favour

from the members of the Club or the Pro-

fessors interested in its success. It is

thought that it would almost certainly re-

sult in a larger audience and “tongue-tied”

members. Moreover the recently organized

Debating Union provides just such an open

forum for general discussion for all the

students of the University. The Club’s

discussions too are of such a nature that a

knowledge of history and economics on the

part of the members, is an essential to their

success.

The interest that the Club holds for’ its

members is perhaps best explained by a

sketch of its work during the past term and

its intentions for the present one. The first

meeting, around the Red Room fire, took

the form of a miniature political campaign,

with Conservative, Liberal, and ProgressTvc

platforms, especially regarding the tarriff.

outlined and discussed. A few weeks later,

on the invitation of Dr. Skelton, the Clu!

met again at his home. The action of the

United States in not entering the League of

Nations was alternately approved as ideal-

istic and censured as self-centred. The last

meeting of the year, was held at the home

of Prof. J. T. McNeill, the Clubs Honorary

President. The subject of Japanese expan-

sion as affecting Asia, America, and Aus-

tralia afforded a profitable evening. If

would be very unfair to the membefs of the

Club not to express here their deep appre-

ciation of the action bf the Professors and

their wives in opening their home to the

Club for these discussions.

For the present term the Club has plan-

ned four meetings, dealing with labour pro-

blems and immigration in Canada. The

object is to have only a few meetings, but

to make these as interesting and instructive

as possible. The first meeting for this term

will be held next week. The members of

the Club are requested to watch the Journal

and the notice boards for an announcement

of the subject and the piace of meeting.

-

Auricular Demonstration of Eating Soup
1 he Arts Dinner was highly successful.

To Messrs. Chown and confreres, should
go deserved praise for their excellent din
ner. The food was plentiful and tasty.

The service was good. We appreciated
the novelties, and admired the neat way
of dispensing 4

;‘the smokes.”

We sat beside convivial youths. The
Elixir of Life was in close inward proxi
mity. Some of them aroused Osborne
Inglis’ wrath to volcanic pitch (as con
trusted with concert pitch). He said,

them hicks ! Some of them are so ignor-
ant they think that B.V.D. is a college
degree.” “Yes”, rejoined Mr. Ralph,
“And some of them believe that Rex
Beach is a summer resort.”

Donnie Maclnnes conducted the an
thems.

The thoughtful caterer provided Jim
Saylor with a dull knife.

Those near Ponsford could not hear
the music, except when the barrage would
lift. The orchestra was like a

Bibby’s

Something Doing

Sale

SUITS! AND OVERCOATS AT LESS THAN
WHOLESALE PRICES

Shirt Sale
One Hundred Dozen Shirts, Tooke and Arrow

make, sizes 14 to 1 7J4 ; $2.00 and $2.50 value.

EXTRA SPECIAL, $1.38

Bibbys
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FLOWERS
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON & COLLINS
FLORISTS

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment ;n City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

LEVANA

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The
Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual 'Co in Canada. It is 50
years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in fore <?. “Be a Mutualist.”

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

I “FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”
ffi EAT
s

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

1 AND CHOCOLATE BARS
a

|
University Drug Store

B Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

® ’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything', Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE LEVANA ROOM
Eight o’clock, the fire in the Red Room

is just beginning to smoulder up into a

smoky blaze. The chairs are empty, and
the very walls seem to hold lonely echoes

of laughter. The pictures gaze down
upon the deserted room as if the curtain

had fallen on a stage, and they waited

the re-appearance of the actors. And
they come. The door opens and a. girl

enters. She seats herself by the fire and

opens a book, poring over it industriously.

Again the door opens. “Did you miss

your eight o’clock?”

“Yes, but I’ve simply got to do my
Latin—don’t talk to me.”

Ten o’clock. A group of girls have

gathered in front of the bulletin board,

and after* a glance at it, they pass into

the Red Room. Such a change. Girls

sitting in a group around the fire, now
burning brightly with the assurance of a

fire which knows its^duty, and does it;

girls in the window seat discussing the

social evening the night before
;

girls

reading the Saturday Evening Post
;
girls

with an exhausted appearance occupying

the couches. Then some one sits down
at the old piano and begins a lively fox-

trot. Immediately from all over the

room couples seem to emerge, and the

actors stage a dance. But clang goes the

bell. The piano stops, girls rush for their

books, and stream out into the hall, away
towards the class rooms. The room
grows quieter, and takes on an atmos-

phere of enveloping, “hominess.” Occas-

ionally some' one leaves, until finally as

the time nears twelve, the -place grows

quite empty. An ashy greyness covers

the brightness of the fire, and a chill

begins to creep into the corners of the

room. Then all are gone.

Five o'clock. The Red Room is filled

to overflowing with life and laughter.

The Honorary President oLLevaiui U,.

entertaining the girls, and the girls are

appreciating it as only they can. The
very pictures now seem to smile down
on the scene—all so very informal. Is

t not enough to make even a staid old

picture smile, to see ice-cream and cake

so freely dispensed. So many -groups

are talking that there is an indistinguish-

able murmur—when hark! The first

long* drawn note of a violin silences it

all—and the old Red Room seems to be

absorbing into its very walls those sweet

tones. Perhaps it is because., they have

held so much of life, so many sorrows

and joys, big and little, that those walls

seem almost human. The music dies

away.* and afterwards even the voices

seem to be subdued. The girls gradu

ally leave, and once more the place is

alone with its memories.

LEVANA SPORTS

These are busy days for those members

of Levana who are hoping to make the

Intercollegiate basketball team. Before

Christmas the practices were started, the

girls began to train, and negotiations con-

cerning the games were entered into with

the girls of the Royal Victoria College and

Toronto University. Last year the games

were played off here. This year Queen’s

and McGill go to Toronto, probably the

23rd, 24th and 25th of February, and our

team is working for a championship. Al-

ready they have been practicing with the

K.C.I. girls and a game may be arranged

with a Gananoque team. Last winter the

girls made their first venture into the

realm of Intercollegiate sport, with results

so satisfactory that we would predict a long

life for the Women’s Intercollegiate Basket-

ball Union. This year we hope that the out-

come will be even better for Queen’s than

it was last year. The girls want that cham-

pionship.

On Tuesdays and Thursdays, from two

to three the Plarty Arena is the scene of the

girls hockey practices. There will be four

teams, one from each year, but as yet they

have not been chosen. So far, a large per-

centage of those who have turned out to

practice are from 24 and '25. and they cer-

tainly appear to have two good teams in

the making. In a few.weeks Levana in-

tends to stage some games which will be
well worth watching.

Every Friday Miss O’Connor and Mr.
Bews have a fencing class. Last Friday
about eighteen girls were there, learning the
rudiments of the art of fencing and also

building pyramids. This is an hour well

spent and a splendid opportunity for those
whose spare time is not entirely taken up
at the rink.

ARTS '24

In ground hockey we came near getting

the championship, but a default on the part

of ’22 gave it to ’23. Tough luck for us.

But we’re only Sophs and have plenty of

time to win two or three championships
before graduating.

In the meantime any or every girl that

can stand up on skates please turn out for

ice hockey practices. Practice is on Tuesday
and Thursday, at 2 o’clock. If you turn

out you won’t regret it.

DRAMATIC CLUB
Queen’s Dramatic Club takes this oppor-

tunity of outlining to the prospective

Queen’s student what it has to offer in the

fascinating field of Dramatics. The Club 'untold value.

has a two-fold object; to foster dramatic
culture and to give training in dramatic
art. Each faculty of the University is

strongly, represented in the membership of
this society, so that all students, men and
women, are entitled to share its manifold
advantages. During the twenty-seven years
of its existence, English and American suc-
cesses have been produced as well as repre-

sentative plays of the standard repertoire,

thus giving to many an excellent histrionic

training. To-day the Club stands upon an
enviable record of past achievement. Last
year in addition to its annual production,

five one-act plays were produced along
“Little Theatre” lines, which necessitated

the formation of a scenic staff and stage
crew thereby giving opportunity for indivi-

dual expression in stage technique. Last
year’s activities gave actual acting exper-

ience to some fifty students.

The Students’ Union which is to be built

within the next two years will contain a

completely equipped theatre, In this theatre

the Dramatic Club will undoubtedly reach

its full development. Here it will be pos-

sible to give adequate training not only in

acting, but also in the various branches of

stagecraft such as lighting, scene painting

and stage mechanics in general. In short

Queen’s will possess and actual producing

experimental theatre in which all students

whether as playwrights, actors, stage tech-

nicians, or musicians will have ample op-

portunity for recognition. This is what

Queen’s has to offer its future students

who are interested in things dramatic—

a

training the exacting nature of which is of

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING
Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Later Poems
BY

BLISS CARMAN
Canada has full right to be proud of her poets. Small body

though they are, but Mr. Carman stands high and clear above

them all.

Later poems must and will be regarded as the fine flower and
crowning achievement of the genius and art of Bliss Carman.

For Sale at

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Paid-up Capital - isjoOO.OOO
Reserve -

- 230’000,000
Resources - .

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings

i

A. N. Lvster, Manager, KINGSTON.

^^Z^ME^AIKDRisHNG
Expert Bxrbere in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

r. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. Phone 2040
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For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson
,

C,rosier & Edgar

, Market .V. Kingston

ARTS ’24

Arts ’24 is well represented in all

branches of College sports, hockey, rugby,

soccer, basketball, tennis, etc. Besides

the Athletic side of the University life,

the year has taken a prominent part in

Literary and other acticities, viz.—de-

bates, plays, orchestras, etc. We have

many noted poets in the year. Below are

some of the songs penned by "J.J.W.” to

sing at the Arts’ Dinner and at our own

year meetings.

1

The Famous ’24

(Tune, “The British Grenadiers”)

Some talk of Aesculapius and some of

Science Hall,

Some talk of Arts-Levana, the greatest of

them all

!

But the year most famous at old Queen’s,

And which we all adore,

Is the year which, thru’ pep, has got the

rep.

Of good old Arts ’24.

2

My Gold

(Tune, “Sweet Genevieve”) f.

All summer long 1 worked like sin,

And stacked the money in my jeans

;

I saved up all this hard-earned tin

To educate myself at Queen's.

But now, alas ! I bid adieu

To the kale I toiled for long ago.

Farewell, my gold, farewell to you.

To Wm. McNei.ll you must go!” \

Just An Exam, in April

(Tune,' “Just a Song at Twilight’*)

Just an exam, in April, when our hearts

are low,

Aud the fateful shadows softly come and

go-

Oh, our hearts are weary, sad the day

and long,
. ^

And to lis^h'Ma^ comes the Reguyfrar's

old song,

Comes lifelong,
—“You are plucked.”

,

ischorean triumphs are. as pronounced as

our sporting successes.” Some of our

fellows shake a wicked hoof, an^tjie way

those seniors and sophomores flocked

around our freshettes

!

Arts Dinner

This event was a great success and you

may be sure Arts '25 did their share. The

refreshments were excellent, and the pro-

gramme was saved from tameness by the

songs which were composed and sung by

us. There wasn't a man in our year who

refused his cigar, and they were all ablp

to walk home afterward.

Henry and the Cross Bones

'Twas a lonely flivver, all covered with

rust,

Unsheltered, unowned, and spurned in

disguest

That stood on a corner, a tag on its wheel,

Its owner, like other Ford owners, gone

“bust.” —Rastus.

ARTS’ DANCE
(Continued from page 1)

Room was found the same keynote of sim-

plicity, of taste and actual quality, the well-

served supper, and above all. the home-like

atmosphere of the place. For, after all,

what really matters, exclusive of music, is
.

atmosphere,—environment,—that being ob-

tained, beyond a doubt, the result was the

realization of the sublime in dancing, and

a night of successive and pleasant thrills.

And about those responsible.—The grati-

tude of the Arts Faculty and of all those

who were present at the dance, is due the

Convenor of the Committee, Paul Glasgow,

Arts ’23. Decorating was ably conducted

under the direction of J. C. Macgillivray,

with the co-operation of the other members

of the Committee. H. P. Salter, in the posi-

tion of Chancellor of the Exchequer, saved

the Society a mint of money.. The other

items of importance were looked after as

follows: Printing, H. R. Duff ; -Refresh-

ments, G. Minnes and Reception, G. W.

Sugden.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
CONCERTS

1YRA HESS

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

ARTS ’25

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

2 LOWEST IN CANADA g

PRICES ON SHEET
MUSIC

|
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at *

| 5 for $1.00 n

J Watch the British Whig for
\

J Extra Special Bargains in latest
J

Music.

BBBBBBBBBBBBBfflBBBBBBBBBBBHBBBB!

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. Weit,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Despite the fact that Arts '25 is blamed

for “starting things” this fall, we do not

spend all our time in raising a dust in the

sacred preeints. The courses taken by

our members are numerous and various,

and the proportion of easy work and

“slogging” is usually just about right,

This arrangement allows us all to take

part in some sport or amusement. The

girls turned out in a body to learn ground

hockey, and made a good impression on

the devotees of this sport. The boys sue

ceeded, without much trouble, in dispos

ing of the sophomore teams in rugby and

soccer, and we anticipate little difficulty

in doing the same in hockey and basket-

ball. The B.W.F. Club has received many
recruits from Arts ’25, and some of them

have reached the semi-finals. Our Social

Evening has not yet taken piace, but our

representatives are popular at all social

gatherings. Our year executive is soon

to be elected, and the members cannot

fail to select a vigorous group of workers

from those nominated. Everything ap-

pears propitious for a snccessful partici

pation in all branches ol college life, and
our year will increase in fame as it ap-

proaches the final year.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTI8T

Corner Princess and Wellington Street)

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

CELEBRATED ENGLISH PIANIST

GRANT HALL

Monday, January 30th
AT 8.15 P.M.

4

Tickets: Reserved, $1.50, $1.0n , and a few at 75c, Tickets for

Floor at UgloVs, for galleries at College Post Office and Public . .

Library. Unreserved seats at door of Hall, Price 50c.

Students may still buy any gallery ticket for the Hess Flonz-

aley Concerts for $1.50. No reduction on single .tickets.

As the last concert was delayed a quarter of an hour, owing to

the numbers trying to get tickets at the door, intending hearers

are courteously requested to secure their tickets beforehand, if

possible.

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You arc protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS 'PHONE 539

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

The Almost Theatre Party

This would have been a grand success

if it hadn’t been for the uninvited guests.

Nevertheless it was a step towards the

revival of the old Queen’s spirit.

Automobile Tube

The Inter-Faculty Clash

In this Arts ’25 again showed a decid-

ed abilty to land in the thick of the scrap,

and come up with a grin. We had some

casualties, but everybody is now as scrap-

py as ever, and waiting for the next event.

Arts Dance

In the dance as on the field, "Our Terp-

The only electrically spot welded hockey tube skate. You need

them

—

We have them. Boots for everybody

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

The Place fco Get That Record
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SPORT
“RED” WILSON

SCORES A GOAL
QUEEN’S JUNIORS DEFEAET

BROCKVILLE

Games 35c) can be obtained only when

the A.M.S. membership card is shown

when the ticket is purchased.

No songs or parodies have as yet been

submitted to cheerleader Holdcroft lor the

Rooters’ Song Sheets. This matter is an

urgent one.

In a very listless, unthrilling game

Queen's Juniors defeated Brockville Jun

iors before a crowd of 200 Tuesday night

in the Arena. The Brockville players ap-

peared very small compared with Queen’s

team and were hopelessly outclassed in skat-

ing and stick-handling. The Queen’s for-

wards could take the puck from the Brock-

ville forwards almost at will. It is regret-

table that the Juniors did not even have a

good work out on Tuesday as they appear

to be getting stale from being fed so much

meat.

The game was handled by Rev. Black-

lock, who had a quiet evening, his communi-

cation with friends on the side line only

being interrupted three times to penalize

Johnston, Quinn and Nickle.

“Baldy the Second,” appeared in the nets

in the third frame and turned in a clean

slate.

The first period opened up with two easy

shots on Quinn from outside the defence.

Reynolds and Nickle combined in a rush

and Reynolds .registered off Nickle's pass.

The play was loose and around centre ice

until Nickle and Davidson broke away for

the second tally, Nickle scoring off David-

son’s pass. Johnston was penalized for

tripping. Reynolds and Nickle in a com-

bined rush scored again. The play was al-

most entirely in Brockville s territory.

In the second session Quinn drew a pen-

alty for slashing a Brockville player. Brock-

ville endeavoured to take advantage of the

handicap but could not put the puck past

centre. Soon after Quinn returned to his

position Davidson broke through and batted

in his own rebound for the fourth goal.

Queen's showed flashes of the combination

they arc capable of and Nickle scored on a

pass from Davidson.

Davidson broke through alone soon after

and scored again. Just before the bell rang

Red Wilson started out on a lone rush de-

termined to score. When at centre ice the

bell rang but Red was “all set” and stopped

only when the puck rested between the

posts.
.

The third period opened with Quinn 11

in goal. On a combined rush Red scored on

a rebound. Brockville were unable to get

past centre ice during the last ten minutes

and were contented to play a defensive

game to keep down the score.

LINEUP:
Queen’s—Goal, IC. Quinn

;
Defence, Wil-

son and Reynolds; Centre, Nickle; R.

Wing, Johnston ;
L. Wing, Lindsay. Subs

:

COMMERCE CLUB
The Department of Commerce at

Queen’s has been evolved from the Poli-

tical and Economic section of the Arts

Faculty. During the past few years this

department has grown from a mere ap-

pendage of Arts to the status of a separ-

ate department, with an augmented staff

of professors. In the session of 1914 the

courses in Banking were commenced in

co-operation with the Canadian Bankers

Association; in the present session over

fifty courses are advertised in the calen-

dar. Nine options are offered to the stu-

dent, the favorite courses at present be

ing the General Business, and the Audit-

ing and Accounting, while the latest ad-

dition to the list, that of the Graduate

Engineers, will attract many when it be-

comes better known.

It has been hard to persuade the bus-

iness man that a college can he of bene-

fit to those who desire to make commerce

their lifework. But a reaction has set in

and not only are college-trained men be-

ing demanded, hut the class of men called

for is of a high calibre. At Queen’s are

found a highly qualified staff capable of

dispensing knowledge that is required,

and there is a library for research that is

exceptionally well equipped. The only

thing that it is necessary for the student

to provide is the supply of brains and

some application in order to Turn out a

product that will bring fame to Queen’s

and. incidently, will place Canadian in-

dustry on a firmer basis.

In connection with the course, the stu

dents last year organized a Commerce

Club. So far this has been successful,

but there are still many who have, not

been to a meeting and are therefore ignor-

ant of the help they are refusing. Men

of wide practical experience, who have

gained a name in Canada for their spe-

cialized knowledge, are engaged to speak

to the students about their branch of

business, giving them an insight into

business-problems.*

Sir A. C. Macdonnell says that Queen's

produces leaders. Sure thing! Queen's

has led in Theology and Classics, Science

has brought fame with her mining gradu-

ates, and now. we are leading in Com-

merce. Varsity, McGill and Western are

following our trail, so let us make the

pace a merry one and keep our lead. The

Business World needs us, and we mustw ‘"B' Jua““ — °
. ..

Davidson, McLeod and Quinn (goal).
T V.

, , fi1
, .. . ,

Brockville — Goal, Roberts; Defence^ biff enough to fill that need,

Sheridan and Saundercook; Centre, Christ-

opher; R. Wing, Jackman; L. Wing, Ken-

nedy. Subs: Sheridan, Kincaid and Ellis,

(goal).

Referee—Rev. A. L. Blacklock.

Score

:

1st Period.

1. Reynolds—Queen's.

2. Nickle—Queen’s.

3. Nickle—Queen’s.

2nd Period. *

4. Johnston—Queen’s.

5. Davidson—Queen’s.

6. Nickle—Queen’s.

7. Davidson—Queen’s.

3rd Period.

*. Wilson—Queen’s.

IMPORTANT SPORT NOTICES

Years wishing to secure seats for

kackey matches in a block may do so by

wocking through the Faculty Representa-

tives of the Rooters' Club. They are

'

ARTS—Runnings.

SCIENCE—Farquharson.

MEDICINE—Gee.

The reduced prices for students (Sr.

2«mes, 55c; Intermediate and Junior

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS;

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Ticket,, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

All theHits, all theTime
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The SongShop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’a

Song Shop Orcheatra

•JtotiW 50c KX>

T Littlf Bit ofAUWghi

Snjo^i/im fo-datf.

NAVY CUT

EiEARETTESs

Established 1885

BUY YOUR
Players 2 for 35c or 3 for 50c

Dunhill Pipes (
$6-50 to $40.00

B.B.B. Pipes $1.00 to $6.00

G.B.D. Pipes : 1 I 1 - 50 t0 $10 -00

Peterson Pipes 75c to $9.00

Kola Natural Shell Pipes 51 -00

Kola Prince of Wales $L0°

Tobacco Pouches 25c to $10.00

Cigar Lighters 15c, 25c, 50c, $1.00

Cigarette Rollers $1.00

Ash Trays 50c t0 $5 ’00

Cigarette Case 25c to $9.00

Cigarette Tubes 10c to f 1S 0°

If your pipe is sick bring it to Baker’s Hos-

pital. We will operate, guaranteed to cure. No

failures.

We carry a complete stock of magazines,

papers (Canadian and English). If we haven’t

yours in stock, we will get them.

AT

BAKER’S CIGAR

STORE

PHONE 850 and 1200
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Men's Hats

Men's Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

•we save you money on every

article.

Kingston's Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL PRICES

On Queen’s Sweaters for

January

THE CLUB

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

SPECIAL

PRE-INVENTORY

25 Per Cent.

Discount

Sale
JANUARY 16 TO 28

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

ANNUAL ARTS BANQUET

Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Craft for men who appreciate

good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con.-

cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

(Continued from page 1).

was expressed that we in Canada are apt to

minimize our faults and problems and that

there are many vices and evils which exist

in this country which we must recognize

and which must be knocked down forever.

After Professor Dale’s address a couple

of entirely original and splendidly rendered

duets were given by Messrs, R. G. Fry and

Gladstone Wood. These, needless to say.

were greatly appreciated by all, as was evi-

dent from the continued applause.

Brig.-Gen. Sir A. C. Macdonell was then

called upon to propose the toast to Queen’s

University. "Queen’s.” he said, “is a real

University, taught by strong teachers, and

led by a strong Principal.” The relationship

between R.M.C. and Queen’s was admir-

ably expressed when Sir Archibald said,

the Entente Cordiale between Queen’s and

R.M.C. has come to stay.” To learn the

qualities of a leader, the principles of lead-

ership. and above all to do independent

thinking, were what he considered the main

requisites of the student.

Principal Taylor in his usual jovial way

ably responded to this toast. He thanked

the outside speakers for their complimen-

tary remarks regarding Queen’s, touched

on the history of the University, and em-

phasized the importance of Arts and lhe-

ology among the faculties. "There is no

easy job in this world that is worth hav

ing,” said the Principal.

“Jack” McKelvey, in proposing the

toast to Athletics at Queen’s said that we

must have interest in athletics in order to

have interest in Queen’s. He prophesied

great future for Queen’s in athletics

and reminded the audience that \ye now

have the best stadium and rink in Canada.

The vital question, he considered, was

to decide what part each and every stu-

dent was taking and would take to uphold

the past record of Queen’s in athletics.

Tack’s remarks, clean-cut. to the point,

and interspersed with fitting stories, were

much appreciated. Mr. Geo. Awrey^
who

responded, stated-- that our ambition is or

ught to be to make ourselves masters

of every line of sport. Although Queen’s

had a dark side to her athletic activities,

she' had also a very bright qne. The

great advantage of all Queen’s men was

that they had to fight for all they got. A
general note of high optimism was sound-

ed in M^Awrey’s speech.

Dean Skelton, upon proposing the toast

to the undergraduates, began by indulg-

ing in a gentle, courteous, and intensely

witty “come-back” to Sir John Willison,

and thanked the latter for his kindly re-

ferences to himself. He then continued

by asserting that the undergraduate was

the kernel of the university, and inciden-

tally the excuse for the Professor’s ex-

istence. Dr. Skelton referred to the strik-

ing change which the average student un-

derwent during his four years in Arts..

R. E. Wagar, replying for the under-

graduates, remarked on the splendid co-

operation between the staff and student

body existing today. Mr. Wagar urged

all Queen’s men to diversify their col-

lege life, and to give as well as try to

get.

H. R. Myers, President of the A.M.S.,

on proposing the toast to cuir Sister Uni-

versities, commented upon the necessity

for Canadian national unity. If such a

thing were necessary, then we surely must

have unity and co-operation between the

several Canadian Universities. Mr
Hutchinson, representing Toronto Uni-

versity, expressed his pleasure and appre-

ciation at the cordial reception given him

at Queen’s and considered it a high honor

to convey the good wishes of Varsity at

such an important Queen’s function.

Sergt.-Major M undell, representing the

R.M.C., gave an especially pleasing

speech. In reviewing the past relation-

ship between R.M.C. and Queen’s, he be-

lieved that any difficulties were entirely

due to the fact that the students of the

two colleges did not know one another.

I “We must become acquainted, “he said.

|

The gathering Was dismissed after sing-

The Biggest Sale of
LADIES’ PUMPS AND OXFORDS

WE EVER HELD
Gold and Silver Pumps $6.95

Black Satin Pumps 3.95

Patent and Kid . 3.95

Oxfords in Brown 3.

Oxtords in Black 3

.

SATURDAY AND ALL NEXT WEEK

LOCKETTS

A
NO NEED TO SEARCH THE

MENU
for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can he, both in quality of materials and
cooking. You can shut your eyes and
select at random and he sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an
event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETEJ* LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

ing the National Anthem. Convenor

Chown and his committee are to be hear-

tily congratulated on carrying out every

detail of a most successful Dinner. There

was not one hitch in the whole proceed-

ings. The Dinner was a social triumph

for the committee and for the faculty.

FRENCH CLUB

A knowledge of French Conversation is

almost a requisite for any college graduate

in Canada. The important part that French

Quebec plays in our national life is one all

important reason why, if at all possible, at-

tention should be given to at least under-

stand French if not to speak it.

The French Club at Queen’s has open

doors to anybody in college. While it is

hard in Kingston to get a wide variety of

capable French linguists to speak to the

Club, yet the Club has been fortunate in

having had some very fine addresses

through the term from members of our

own staff, Prof. Vattier of the R. M. C.

and others. Some of these lectures have

been illustrated and all have been well at-

tended.

There’s still a large body of returned men
at Queen’s and to them as well as to those

taking French as a part of their curriculum

the French Club should prove a means of

retaining French that they already know.

. The meetings are short, take place every

two weeks and no visitor is^ asked to parade

his or her knowledge French in speech,

The annuaL-meeting of the Club takes

place on Tuesday, January 31st, and Prof

Hicks is to address the meeting on

:

“The possibilities of a French Club.” As
aforesaid, everybody is invited.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Strand
THUS, FR1„ SAT.

MAY ALLISON

“EXTRAVAGANCE”
Hockey Scores Shown on Screen

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
,R*mnnn\

9
,°? ol T1'« Imperial’s

8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentiires have been purchased since

at the exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-

$n’nn
S

nn
mtereS

i

t in
,

come is greater by
110,000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.
An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in
comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE,
. /

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874
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HEATED DISCUSSION OVER
GRANTING OF “Q’«"

On Saturday night the regular meet-

ing of the A.M.S. was brought to order

with the President, the Secretary, and

ten other persons present. This number

was considerably increased as the even-

ing progressed. Mr. Abernethy, as critic,

congratulated the meeting on being able

to come to order without having to go

out in the cold to scare up a quorum.

The business of the meeting consisted of

items of minor importance. The pay-

ment of a few bills was authorized, in-

cluding one of $30 for band instruments,

one of $2.20 from the past secretary, and

several from the Jackson Press. It was

moved that a representative be sent to

the Dental At Home in Toronto on

Thursday next, the representative to be

chosen by the executive.

After the regular meeting the adjourn-

ed annual meeting was held, at which

much discussion arose. Mr. Emery

brought in the recommendations from the

Athletic Board of Control and a large part

of Article V. of the constitution, dealing

with the awarding of “Q’s” to students

taking part in athletics, was discussed

and pulled to pieces. Many of the recom-

mendations of the A. B. of C. were ap-

proved after some changes were made.

Art. V., Sec. 2 (a) was amended to make

it necessary for a person to have played

in a majority of regular matches on a

team which has won two or more of its

regular scheduled league games. Other

qualifications were introduced restricting

the wholesale distribution of “Q’s” which

at present seems to be the custom.- A
clause was also added, allowing women
students to qualify for a “Q” of some col-

(Continued on page 4)

QUEEN’S INTERMEDIATES REPEAT
VICTORY OVER FRONTENACS

TRICOLOUR SECONDS AGAIN SHOW THEIR SUPERIORITY OVER
FRONTENACS WHEN THEY DEFEAT THEM 7-3—IMPROVEMENT
IN TEAM PLAY.

PRELIMINARY
ASSAULTAT-ARMS

SPLENDID EXHIBITION OF GAME
NESS IN EVERY BOUT

On Thursday evening the small crowd

present at the Assault was treated to an

evening of fourteen boxing and wrestling

events, with every minUte Inll of action.

Ably directed by Mr. Gibson, ’every event

was fun off grrtobtltly, without a mo-

itt<eh‘t's delay. The attendance was dis-

appointing. The B.W.F. Club deserves

the hearty support of every student, de-

serves both his mOney and his presence

at thfc various assaults. The final As-

sault is to be held on Feb. 6th, so let

every student in Queen's remember that

<fete and give at least one night in the

year to this branch of our athletics.

At 8.15 Manager Gibson read out the

rules governing the contests and the

names of the officials. The boxing con-

sisted of two 2-minute rounds and a third

round of 3 minutes. The wrestling, one

6 minute round, a 2 minute intermission,

then a 3 minute round. In the event of

no falls occurring in this tnuce, an extra

2 minute round would be ordered, and if

Still there was no fall the bout Would be
decided on aggressiveness

;
two straight

falls counting a win.

Officials

Boxing—Referee, Billy Hughes; Jud
ges, Professors Ballard, MacDonald and
Miller.

Wrestling—Referee, G. Stewart; Tim
er, J. Bews.

1st event:

110 lb. Boxing—McBroom-Prittie

(Continued on page 7).

In what was probably the best exhibi-

tion of hockey seen in Kingston this year

Queen’s defeated Frontenacsby the decis-

ive score of 7-3, thus practically eliminat-

ing the city team from the running in

Group I. of the O.H.A.

The game wa6 very fast and, in spite

of the embryo Donnybrook in the first

period, was clean. Queen’s always had

an edge after the first period, and in the

final period their superior condition was

manifest, and_ they clearly outplayed the

blue and white team. The Queen’s team

showed much more combination play than

had previously been exhibited this year,

and most of the goals were scored in

this way. There is still, however, a con-

siderable reluctance to part with the

puck, Woodruff being the worst offender.

The Frontenacs had very little team play

and depended on individual rushes. Their

fast forwards used this system success-

fully until they tireefr* Their defence was

not very sound, being especially weak in

clearing rebounds.

The outstanding player on the Fron-

tenac team was undoubtedly, Benny Mor-

ris, who played a sensational game in the

nets. He made some seemingly impos-

sible stops and, though his clearing was

not perfect, he saved his team from a

much worse defeat. The defence was

not steady, although Stanton played

useful game. The veteran is slow, but

his rushes are dangerous. Hall made a

few good rushes, but seemed to seek the

corner. Fred. Brown at centre turned in

a good game, and held Woodruff fairly

well. Smith played finely for the whole

sixty minutes. He is an example of the

clean, hard-playing type, which is to be

admired. Lloyd Brown was very patchy.

He made a nice goal and did some good

stick-handling in the first two periods,

but was useless in the final period. The
substitutes, Brouse and Watts, were used

for only a short time.

It is hard to pick a star on the Queen’s

team. They all displayed more dash and

fight than they had ever shown before.

McNeill was good, as usual, and turned

in a more finished performance than Mor-

ris, although he was not nearly so busy.

McKelvey and McDonald worked well to-

gether on the defence, 2nd most of the

Frontenac rushes ended up in the corner.

Red worked harder than usual, and he

was responsible for several goals. Mc-
Donald improves all the time in his new

position, and in spite of his lack of speed

was one of the most useful players on

the ice. His rushes usually ended in

shot. Woodruff, at centre, was the same

fa.^t elusive rusher and his checking was

much in evidence. Campbell was more

aggressive than usual: and Gibson’s

checking and fast skating kept the slip

pery Joe Smith pretty well worried. Nel-

son was used almost continually and re

pcated the good exhibition he made in

Toronto. Battcrsby did a lotjaf skating

and checking while he was on, but he

wandered too much.

The whole team was much keener than

usual after rebounds, and kept the city

team bottled up. They were not drawn

into the corners, but they did not turn

back to centre too quickly, thus mis.

chances for passes and rebounds.

The game was handled satisfactorily

by J. B. Murray, of Brockville. He did

well to stop £he rough stuff by awarding

stiff penalty in the first period.

The Play

The puck went to McKelvey on the

Aace-offr- He rushed and shot at Morris,

Woodruff almost getting the rebound

Stanton and F. Brown almost got through

on a combined rush and McDonald was
penalized for hooking L. Brown. McNeill

stopped a hot one from Smith. McKelvey
took the puck to the other end and Mor-
ris made a sensational stop, only to repeat

on Woodruff’s shot. Lloyd and F. Brown
both shot at McNeill, but he saved suc-

cessfully. . Morris stopped a hot shot from
Gibson, and almost cleared into Camp-
bell's stick. McDonald returned and
spoiled a good chance by passing too

hard. Stanton rushed and shot. He
charged the goaler and McNeill was sent

off for swinging at him. McKelvey took

his place and saved two hard shots from
L. Brown. Campbell almost got through
twice. McNeill returned arid Hall was

(Continued on page 5)

RUGBY CLUB
HOLDSMEETINC

OFFICERS FOR COMING SEASON
ARE NOMINATED

A brief, but business like meeting of

the Rugby Club Was held in Convoca-

tion Haill on Friday afternoon, with Mr.

Aitcheson in the chair. M r. Emfey pre-

sented the report for the year and paid a

tribute to Mr. Climo, the manager of the

champion Juniors. He also referred

briefly to the revenue derived from foot-

ball. In addition, he outlined the pro-

jected scheme of having football players

return to college before the opening of

the fall term, and he expressed the hope

that the players would take advantage of

the offer of the Athletic Board of Con-

trol to provide accommodation for them

during this’period. Mr. Aitcheson spoke

briefly, expressing the club’s apprecia-

tion of Mr. Emrcy’s work as manager of

the Senior tedm.

The following officers were elected

:

President: J. T. M. Wilson.

Vice-Pres., W. H. Brown.

Manager 1st team: S. W. Houston.

Manager 2nd team : C. Climo.

Manager 3rd team
: J. V. Traynor.

Manager 4th team : R. F. Baird.

Tuesday

—

7.00

p.m.—Medical Dinner.

8.15

p.m.—Queen’s II. vs. R.M.C. I.

Intermediate Intercollegiate.

Wednesday

—

7.00

p.m.—Debating Club.

7.00 p.m.—Hockey Match, Medicine vs.

Science.

9.00 p.m.—Theology vs. Faculty.

Thursday

—

4.30 p.m.—Q.U.M.A., Old Arts, Rev.

R. H. Bell, Speaker.

8.00 p.m.—Polecon Club at Prof. W. C.

Clark’s.

8.15

p.m.—Queen’s III. vs. Cornwall.

Jr. O.H.A.

Friday

—

4.00 p.m.—Prof. McFayden on Foreign

Missions.

8.15

p.m.—Queen’s II. vs. Cornwall,

Intermediate O.H.A.

UNIVERSITY
SUNDAY SERVICE

PROF. SANDIFORD OF TORONTO
ON “RELIGIOUS EDUCATION”
The speaker at Convocation Service on

Sunday afternoon was Prof. Peter Sandi-

ford, of the College of Education, To-

ronto. Prof. Sandiford spoke on "Reli-

gious Education”, and proved himself

highly capable of dealing with this- sub-

ject. Using a personal reference as an

introduction, he passed on to his subject,

stating that it fell into the two parts,

education and religion. Each of these he

defined.

Following this, he very briefly traced

the sources of religion and its develop-

ment to the present .day. One of the

present day questions is the Bible and
its relation to the individual. Prof. Sandi-

ford stated that by reason of the large

numbers of books available, the Bible has

ceased to be the standard book in the

home
;
thus there is given to the Sun-

day School an added responsibility. The
average Sunday School teacher through

lack of training, fails to understand the

child mind. The stages of a child’s de-

velopment from infancy to young man=
hood or womanhood were classified.

There is the stage of babyhood from one

to five years—when the mind of the child

is highly imaginative and should be fed

by stories and pictures. At this time

the Old Testament stories may be told

the children for they will be listened to

with interest.

The next stage is that of from five to

ten or eleven years, when the child is

beginning to wonder at his surroundings

and seeks to satisfy this wonder by a con-

tinual flow of questions. The third stage

is from eleven to fourteen or seventeen,

when the* “gang” spirit is strong in the

boy or girl and the desire for constant

companionship holds group^together.

Boys at this age are very often misunder-

stood. They dislike girls, they do not

understand grown-ups, and, if not care-

fully and sympathetically treated are lost

to the Sunday School or Church for all

time. The speaker emphasized the nrfed

of a better understanding of child psycho-

logy by the teachers in the Sunday

Schools.

He then dealt with the question of the

Bible as literature, stating that he could

see no reason why it should not be read

in the public schools.

The speaker concluded by saying that

if he had awakened interest in the better

understanding of children and given sat-

isfactory reasons for the need of the

further reading and study of the Bible

in the schools he would have accomplish-

ed his dbject.

Principal Dyde expressed the thanks

- of the audience to the speaker, mention-

ing the thorough understanding of his

subject that he displayed,, and the inter-

est that was created by many of the

questions that were raised.

LAST NIGHT’S SCORE

Junior O.H.A. at Jock Harty Arena

—

Queen’s III. 6, Frontenacs 0

In a hard-fought contest last night at

the Jock Harty Arena, Queen’s Juniors

added another to their string of victories.

The Kingston team put up a sterling

struggle despite the fact that the outcome
of the game was seldom in question. The
game was poorly attended by students,

although a strong representation of city

people cheered on the lbsers. Further
details will appear in Friday’s Journal.

The next game to be played by the Jun-
iors is their batt’e here on Thursday with
Cornwall
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“The College Hat Store”

COME'TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond cOriiparison thte

largest variety of Hats and- Caps in

Kingston. Being direct
,
importers,

we save yoii something on every hat
1 you buy. -

'
-

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST-

^BBaaanffiSBSBBffisssassaiBnEBSBnsaBaBaaaiiBaBaBBBansisEBgBHiflBBBsai

EDITORIAL

The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund ....... 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.
ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

(fumt’a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation, to Business Manager. 1

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editof-ia-Chiei—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone-997-J..

Business Manager—S. .W. HOUSTON,
, 1382- J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. becking:
Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

.
Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

;
News Editor—R..C. gWERDFEGER,
Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW,

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.
Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.
Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.
Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
Chief Faculty Reporter's—MISS K. LOCKHART; M-

N. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
fifjRV; G. E. WOOD.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. l(o«t Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COE. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-
propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

ALLEW
XI THEATRE 11

MON., TUES., WED.

“THE MAN FROM
LOST RIVER”

By Zane Grey

A QUEEN’S PARLIAMENT?

ALUMNI
Married—W. B. Donoghue, B.Sc. ’12

(Mining), to Miss H. B. Graham. The

wedding took place at the home of the

bride’s parents, Governeur, N.Y., on Wed
"*sdpy T*" 1922. Mr. and Mrs

; c»t New York on Jan. 18th ei

COM

At the A.M.S. meeting next Saturday

evening the question of scrapping the .pre-

sent A.M.S. organization in favour of some

parliamentary form of government will re-

ceive further consideration. The matter is

a momentous one, and it is to be hoped that

during the week, it will receive the thought

and discussion it deserves, so that mature

and developed opinions will be voiced when

it comes before the meeting. To us, the

proposed change seems vitally important

because it is greatly to be condemned
;

it is

a menace, like the stnal-pox, which must not

be toyed with. We shudder to think of the

melancholy spectacle of Queen’s men trying

to get some fun out of petty routine work

by aping the Federal Government, playing

at being Members of Parliament.

One objection to the Parliamentary meth-

od of government is that it was not devised

to deal with business such as that which

A.M.S. is required to handle. Only very

infrequently do broad questions of policy

suitable for normal debating arise in the

A.M.S., and such questions must, for fair-

ness’ sake, in the future as in the past, he

finally submitted to a non-partizan commit-

tee for consideration. The lesser matters,

to be decided right in the meeting, are

usually trifling; the “bill of ,the Jackson

Press for 02.37,” or the rental of a piano

for Grant Hall are somewhat slender themes

for an interplay of argumentative oratory.

The protagonists of the new idea,may urge

that questions of debate, humourous or ser-

ious, may always be concoted. This, how-

ever, reduces the whole thihg to a game of

make-believe; “let's pretend," they say. It

is not that this sort of foolery cannot be

made delightful, but that it js quite un-

adapted to the Queen’s temperment, which

is essentially sober, adult. We “are not

gamesome : we do not lack some part of that

quick spirit” that colleges recruited more

fully from urban high schools seem to pos-

sess. The imitation of the Federal House,

however decorously carried out, would

cause many members to feel affected, and

self:consciou‘s. They would seem a little

ridiculous, childish, to themselves when ad

dressing Mr. Speaker, and a letter home

announcing the writer’s “elevation to the

Cabinet as Minister of Social Functions”

would not be written with the greatest of

gusts.

In spite of the manifest objections to live

proposed scheme, there is no opposing arr •

of advantages to be claimed for it. At n l

it might create, for a time, a somewhat

wider interest in A.M.S. activities. \W have

previously, in these columns, question J the

necessity of angling for a general interest

in the routine work of student government;

but, even granting that a little more atten-

tion -from the student body is desirable,

it is doubtful, improbable even, that uv

Parliamentary idea would fill many of the

vacant A.M.S. seats for more than a Sat

urday night or two. The novelty of f In-

system, its most potent attraction, won: h

not . • pen '.mi-tit lodestone to -j

iL” more into

The voice of tradition, the voice of effi-

ciency, the voice of expediency, unite in

sucli a chorus against the proposed change

that it behooves every student to play the

Pied Piper, on Saturday night and to spirit

the idea away- forever.

The Time

KINGSTON—The UNAPPRECIATED

’ What are ydu, Kingston-^-a City or a

joke? I have heard students talking togeth-

er about you, have heard you called “a dead

hole” (whatever that may mean) and “a

• cemetary” and “a sleepy village”; and I

have been wondering if you are really a last

year’s bird nest, a bottle that is empty,

something for the morgue to call, for in the

morning. ...
I have a feeling that you do not care what,

men from Cat. Creek, Ontario., and Perkin’s

Mills, Quebec, tell each
,
other about you.

.You seem to remain curiously undisturbed

about their .whisperings. The man from

Cat Creek, Ontario, thinks you are. a bit

provincial because you have not a Dancing

Place with a Jazz band in snug Tuxedos

with black ties turned in under their collars.

And the man from Perkin’s Mills, finds

you tasteless and insipid—a "burn joint” is

the phrase?—because there is no place where

“The Mystery of the Purple Three” and

other motion picture plays are screened on-

Sunday. They are aggrieved, a little, that

the waters of the lake should lap the edge

of such an unworthy spot so lambently, that

the stars should look down undismayed:

and that the moon should still be found

benignly rising from behind the domes and

reaching spires of this ill-favoured City.

—

No, on second thoughts they are not.-ag,-

grieved at any of these things.

You are strangely aloof, and I like you

for it. Your merchants do not flaunt abroad

their wares with screaming signs and slo-

gans
;
you have no Boosters’ Club and no

hand-wagon—nothing flambouyant. Your

placidity is expressed in the Sabbath morn-

ing calm which^is itself a sermon. The half

neglected beauty of Macdonald Park and

the chaste facade of the Court House smil-

ing at it bespeak your own patrician assur-

ance and not the eager aspirations of a

Model City. Your calm is undisturbed save

by great National crisis such as the World

War and the recent General Election—or by

epoch making events such as a Queen’s

football victory.

Kingston, a city of beauty, a city with

character. The approaching traveller sees

first the Gothic tower of St. Mary’s Cath-

edral with its message of abiding strength

and calm, and, to one who has become

familiar with the city, that tower serene,

permanent, and personality, will always

symbolize the city which it seems to guard.

Kingston, a city to love; Kingston, a city

that makes friends.
.

—Contributed.

WHY ANATHEMATIZE THE
NON-DANCER?

Editor Journal,

Dear Sir:

—

The writer of the article “Are Arts

Men Flat-Footed?” in last Friday’s Journal

takes a rather one-sided view of the case.

In the first place, it is the Arts men who

made the dance possible by guaranteeing

to pay the expected deficit from their Arts

Society fees. The “pikers” who didn’t go

n , ;.y be divided into three classes:

—

i
. Those who cannot, or do not* dance.

? Those who can dance, hut not well

•nough to feel at ease at a formal affair.

, Those who cannot afford the ten or

fifteen dollars necessary to finance

'he evening.

ere always have been and always will

uon-dancers, just as there «re people

, do not play cards or skate. Surely

, has nothing to do wjth their being

al students.

i ; must be remembered that there are

: .Cuts earning their own education or

parents are of limited means, and to

the money necessary to attend a for-

to Begiin
Now,- when the year is still

new, start to collect a family

pattern of sterlin g silverware.

Add to your set as occasion

presents itself and by the end

of the^yea'r you will "be surprised

at the nujnher. .. of, pieces you

have acquired.

-

^
There are 'many' designs of

Ryrie silver—each as pleasing

to -the eye as it is moderate in

cost.^
. ....

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers' and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND
ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department ’ of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1921.

may be sorely tempted to follow the lead of

their more opulent friends, hire a dress suit,

taxi, etc., and make a big splash for one

night, but is it worth it? This putting up

bluff, keeping up with the Joneses, and

living beyond one’s means, is no good.

Anyway, the writer says it was an un-

qualified success, even if we didn't go, so

-why worry? ’24.

MARGARET PORTEOUS IN CAST

An enjoyable evening is promised a week

from next Saturday night when the Drama-

tic Club is presenting at the A.M.S., in

Grant Hall. Jerome’s comedy-drama, “The

Passing of the Third Floor Back.” In spite

of the financial handicap of having to pay

over sixty dollars insurance on Grant Hall

for the _£pe evening, the Club has coura-

geously decided to go ahead with the play.

One of the members of the excellent caste

is Miss Margaret Porteous, who possesses

considerable natural ability. The Club is

doing everything in its power ,to give a good

show and with adequate support the pro-

duction should be highly successful.

Mother—Johnny, if you eat any more

you’Jl burst.

Kid—All right, pass the cake and get out

of the way.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit
.

your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

In spite of a serious outbreak of chronic

bronchitis during the last few days, one feels

that the Annual Medical Dinner will be an

unqualified success.
,

The speakers have all been sworn not to

make use of statistics, and the menu is

—

Oh, well! you’d better come and see for

yourself.—Doors open at 7 p.m. Keep it

quiet.

January Clearing

Sale Is

NOW GOING ON

PRICES CLIPPED CLOSE

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

MEDICINE
ANNUAL MEDICAL BANQUET posed and may actually come about. Very

few turn out to get a grasp of the matter.

No explaining is done as to why we should

or should not accept it. It is there: take it

or leave it.

Let’s hear from Meds. ’24. Let our first

debate be:

—

Resolved that the A.M.S. should resolve

itself into -the proposed form of Parliamen-

tary Government.

Pick sides, boys, and go to it!

MEDS. ’23

Great business "is" in‘ order at our next

regular meeting. The present orator and

worthy historian are each to contribute to

the programme.' Some commotion is ex-

pected as these tasks fall On two of the 'fol-

lowing:—Howard, Morris and Orr—which

couple we, or they, do not know. Nomina-

tions 1 for the new executive will also be- re-

ceived and we look forward to two weeks

of- hard canvassing and treating by the hope-

ful politicians.

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find
out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

We wonder why Mr. Givens withdrew,

his suggestion for year conferences. The

idea was a good one and surely some sug-

gestions for a working plan could have been

produced. The Saturday morning meetings

are a success, and year conferences would

be as well. Is it too late to revive the plan?

When can we use the new Medical Degree

announced lately? It’s a dandy, B. O. T. A
Things we look forward to :

—

1. More players at year practices.

2. A successful night to-night.

3. Some easy chairs in the reading room.

4. A real Medical hockey team schedule.

5.

sA double Inter-faculty hockey schedule

this year.

MEDICINE ’24

MEDS. ’26

Little beams of moonshine

Little hugs and kisses

Makes the pretty maiden

Change her name ,to -Mrs.
- - -—Pat.

Famous sayings by fambus men.

Sing Doo—No ticlcee, no shirtee.

Rowson—Lend me two bits, Pat.

Haig—Did you see McLeod any'place?

Myself—By gum.

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNfE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera Hopse

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Flora

Men! Have you been reading the Journal

closely? Did you see the column headed,

‘Radical Changes to Take Place”? And have

you given the matter any thought?

Under that heading follows an outline

of a proposed change in our governing

body,—that poor, time-worn, ill attended

A.M.S. This proposal is put in the form of

a notice of motion and will be voted on next

Saturday night.

Now, here is the point, I have a distinct

recollection of last December’s election, and.

as you will remember, it was the most pallid

of its kind we have been exposed to since

we came to Queen’s. As I remember it, the

general opinions voiced at the nomination

meetings was that the present election

system is a “rotten sytem,” “we didn't

think it was going to be anything like this.’

Were we duped? I think not. We have

no one to blame but ourselves. And now
arises a similar situation. A Committee

composed entirely of Arts students, bring

in a proposal, which, is RADICAL, as large

as type can print it.

These men have done what they think

best—for themselves, and probably the new

system is all that is to be desired from a

political science point of view. But how
about the rest of us that have no time for

debating?

Their purpose, it seems, is to fill with

enthusiasm the men and women of affairs

who cannot now spare the time to attend

A.M.S. meetings. But are these “Radical”

changes necessary? Inquire of graduates

among your acquaintances, many of whom,

by the way, are still members of the A.M.S.

and the result? A.M.S. meetings in de-

cades gone by were about equally as well

attended as they are now. “And has she not

stood, since the time of the flood”?

As I understand things as they are at pre-

sent, the A.M.S., as a Society, is incorpor-

ated as such
;
and to run it out of Queen’s

even though that were the best thing for

everybody, would involve a certain amount

of legal proceedings. Doubtless those old

Crotch ancestor* of ours would think verv

Undergraduate Debating

Union
Owing to the Arts Dinner last week’s

meeting of the~~Debating Union was post-

poned from Wednesday until Friday. Dr.

W. E. McNeil devoted the first half hour to

a presentation of what a proper brief should

be like. Specimen briefs of both good and

bad were distributed among the members.

The briefs will be dealt with at greater

length to-morrow evening.

The remaining hour was spent in discus-

sing the proposed change in student gov-

ernment which is at present before the A.

M.S. Mr. J. T. M. Wilson, a member of

the Committee which has brought in the

proposals, briefly outlined what changes

would come to pass if their recommenda-

tions were passed by the A.M.S. Mr. A. F.

-Cross, who followed, opposed any change

on the grounds that the present form of

government had given good service for

many years and therefore there would be:

nothing gained by trying out some new form

of doubtful value. Mr. N. C. Sully then

gave in detail a Parliamentary form which

he had seen used satisfactorily. He claim-

THS BARBER SHOP WHERE THH
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET :

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF ; SERVICE

interest in the A.M.S. on the part of foe-'

students and would assure a much larger

attendance at its- meetings. A general dis-

cussion followed in which practically every

member present took part. Opinion on the

subject is divided, so it has been decided to

continue the discussion to-morrow evening

in the hope of reaching a definite decision.

To this end, several men, who have been in

close touch with the proposed chi;

been invited to enter foe discussii'

Q. U. M. A.

ed it would, if adopted, arouse a greater! tion day arrives.

The regular meeting of the Q.U.M.A..

will be held in the Large Class Room, Old

Arts Building, on Thursday afternoon at

4:30 p.m. Rev. R. H. Bell, of Sydenham

St. Methodist Church will address the

Society on the subject of Missions. Will

every member of the Q.U.M.A. show his

interest in the Society by being present

and bringing as many others as possib*'

to this meetirfg? Our Annual Meeting wii

soon be held and we want a good executive

for next year. Come out, then, to the meet-

ings and select your officers before the elec-

IN JOVIAL SHAPE
GOBLIN APPEARS

Once More Contributes to Jollity

of the Nation

This is

what

one of

Canadas

largest

papers

says of

the

February

GOBLIN

Once more the Goblin makes his

appearance, more brilliant and witty

than ever. The dainty and artistic

cover for this issue, designed by

Miss Helen Patterson, gives a pleas-

ing hint of the jollity within, remin-

iscent of the care-free masquerade.

This month welcomes ba'ck the

“Onion Skin” page (read it and

weep), which bears some interesting

and amusing sidelights on the Irish

situation to date, K. O. Mulvaney

sending McSwishney to sleep in the

first round of Parliamentary debate

under the new regime.

One of the new features is a

theatrical page containing an inter-

view with the famous Fairbanks

Twins, while under the heading of

“Fashions” is a futuristic account of

what would happen if our co-eds

were to become really fashionable.

In the latter the prospect presented

is an alarmingly gloomy one.

Among tlie editorials ard found

some handy suggestions for thase

who wish to secure Valentines

which will be up-to-the-minute and

appropriate. Another contains some

startling revelations as to what news,

and the nose which must accompany
it, essentially is.

F. A. MacLennan contributes a

careful and painstaking analysis Jaf

that condition or state of humanity

known as “the Lover,” not even

omitting the “telephone" variety.

Rather timely in view of recent

disorganization in the car service is

one of the Goblin’s little quips—

"What do you think of our street

car service?” "The service at rush

hours is a standing joke.”

You will

agree if

you buy

a copy

and

remember

GOBLIN
is issued

by

students

Flowers For A l

177 WELLINGT ' '!

:t-rned.
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Wal«h
Comer oJ

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson's Cigar Store

CIGAES CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Profit

2M PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

LimitedT. F. HARRISON CO.,
Kingston, Ont.

ARTS
ARTS ’22

Why ! oh, Why ! did we squander so near-

ly all of our grfiy matter the second week of

this month ! Now, when we would invoke

the Muse to open to u£ a vast field of pos-

sibilities, the ideas, thoughts and words are

not forthcoming. It seems most inappro-

priate, in a year so well supplied with gen-

ius along literary lines, that we should be

chosen (a poor disciple of science) to re-

present such a galaxy of linquiste marvels.

We pray you one and all to bear with our

poor attempts to amuse and abuse our

readers.

How about a little more “pep” at hockey

practice? Get out and try.. No one can

do more. Don't wait for a personal invita-

tion. How can anyone tell how good you

arc till you demonstrate ? Make it possible

to give the other years a run for their money
_ /

Wc arc pleased to note that none of our

year forget an engagement even if the lady

makes it herself. We are prompted to men-

tion this after tjie excellent representation

of the year at the evening given by

“Queen of Sheba.’’

Are the men the only members of the

year that come out to year meetings since

the New Year? (With apologies to the

FEW ladies present.)

(b)—F.—’Tucky Home—My Sunny'

Tennessee.

11.

—F.—Just Like a Rainbow.

12.

—W.—When Shall We Meet Again?

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL, RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

On approaching several members of the

year for contributions the old plea of too

much to do seemed to be prevalent when

the Journal was mentioned. Find a new

one if it is only “No, I’m sorry. I can t.

ARTS ’23

Editorial

When this will have reached the eyes

of our constant and patient readers, the

editor of this column will be reporter no

more. These columns have evoked more

controversy than any other part of the

journal. We have had verbal battles with

Medicine, notably Boocus Egyptus. We
have also had our little tussle with

Science, which has now been safely per

petuated in history, and” on opr head.

The Faculty has mentioned us in the

class room, and has declared to the adbles

cent frosh that we write abominably, that

we are crassly ignorant of even the funda-

mentals of humorous writing, and

must confess that we deserve the verdict.

Our fatal fluency seems to get us into the

toils, where’er we strive. So far vve have

avoided actual murder, but by only a

close margin. Now the Damoclean Sword

is again overhead, suspended there by a

member of our year, and we know how

Caesar felt when he said, “Et tu Brute!’

There is much work to be done for this

column that gets nothing but abuse. For

some unknown reason, we have the un-

canny faculty of rubbing people the

wrong way with a 97% average, and this

is not the express desire of the under-

signed at all. On the contrary, there is no

malice aforethought whatever, but

meanings are misconstrued and friend-

ships seem to totter because people can-

not see the alleged jokes, our only course

is to quit.

It is an odd fact that one must be per-

sonal around this Univesrity if he wants

to make any pretentions at fun. An able

writer in Science 123 wrote a humorous

article a few weeks ago on the safety pin,

but it did not get as many guffaws as

“Who was the chicken Bill had on Satur-

day night?” would get. The result is,

that the author no doubt felt that his

article was not appreciated. Lansbury in

Medicine also is splendid; it is to be re-

gretted that he does not write more fre-

quently, as he is the best humorous
writer in college. He avoids personali-

ties very nicely, yet has very witty arti-

cles withal,

Enough preamble! Farewell,

least i^dieu,!

AUSTIN Fyi HOSS

Arts ’23 Social Evening

Well folks, here it is at last! The one

big evening you’ve all been waiting for

is set for Wednesday, Feb. 1st, when

Arts '23 are the hosts. “Ted” Treneer

and his merry band are busy preparing

musical cocktails of unusual excellence

and "kick” ;
the fact that the dance is the

very next evening after the Medical Din-

ner azures the necessary feeling and at-

mosphere of gaiety and “pep”, so seldom

found in these arid times. The music

includes all the “direct” hits registered by

Jardine’s Battery at the Art’s Danse.

A "Zero-hour” is 7 o’clock sharp—ask the

little maid if she won’t try, just for this

one time, anyway, to be ready when you

call, as the first number, an extra, is a

real one.

Remember—the tickets are limited ;
the

dance starts at 7 p.m. sharp ; and there

is no hockey-match that night. So "Let’s

go” on Wednesday, and keep Thursday

and Friday open to see “Hylie” McLeod's

‘Pets”, and “Johnny” Evans’ “Wolves’

administer the chloroform to Campbell

Simpson’s Cornwall compatriots.

The Music:

Extra—F.—Sweet Lady.

1.

—W.—Swanee River Moon.

2.

—F.—Cry Baby Blues—Sweet Mamma.

3.

—F.—Ten Little Fingers.

4. (a)—W.—Love in Lilac Time.

(b)—F.—Georgia Rose.

5.

—F.—Wabash Blues—The Sheik.

(a)—W.—Mary O'Brien.

(b)—F.—Cafeteria Blues.

7.

—W.—Swing Me in the Moonlight.

8. (a)—O.S.—Piano.

(b)—F.—Featuring “Ted” Treneer a*>d

“Jack” McLaughlin.

9.

— F.— I Aint Nobody’s Darling.

10. (a)—W. — When Francis Dances

With Me.

ARTS ’25

The following are the new Officers of

Arts ’25:

Hon.-Pres., Mr. George Awrey; Pres.,

Mr. Winter; Vice.-Pres., Miss V. White;

Sec’y-Treas.,Mr. Findlay; Assistant Sec’y-

Treas., Miss Argue; Historian, Miss A.

Minnes; Prophet, M. Monteer; Poet, Mr.

Fraser; Orator, Miss Montgomery; Mar-

shal, Mr. Sutherland.

This is entirely a new executive for Arts

’25, and we wish them the best of luck.

' A.M.S.
(Continued from page 1)

our other than yellow or old gold. The

Principal was made an ex-officio member

of the A. B. of C.

Mr. H. P. Salter upheld the view of

the Athletic Board of Control in stating

that “Q’s” were too freely given out and

that people were wearing them who real-

ly had not deserved them. Mr. Salter

said he would like to see the whole of

Article V. struck out of the constitution

and the awarding of “Q’s” placed under

the entire control, either of the Athletic

Board of Control, or of a special Board

formed for that purpose. This Board

would consider the whole athletic career

of each player recommended, and if it
-

saw fit, would award him a “Q”. Finally

a committee, consisting of Mr. Emery

(convenor), Mr. Wood, and Mr. Salter,

was appointed to look into Article V.,

with a view to effecting these changes.

The meeting adjourned about 9.30.

First Flea (on a Post Toasties box)—

‘What’s your hurry?”

Second Flea—“Don’t you see that sign,

‘Tekr along this edge.

—Ex.

Bibby’s

Something Doing

Sale

SUITS AND OVERCOATS AT LESS THAN
WHOLESALE PRICES

Shirt Sale
One Hundred Dozen Shirts, Tooke and Arrow

make, sizes 14 to 17jzS
;
$2.00 and $2.50 value,

EXTRA SPECIAL, $1.38

Bibbys
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GRAND

Double-Header Hockey Game
7 PJM.--MEDICINE vs. SCIENCE

9 P.M.--STAFF vs. THEOLOGY

Wednesday, I

Come

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This i, a Mutual Company. The

Policy HolderB own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share n

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost, /his is th

only Mutual Co m Canada. It n 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. "Be a Mutu.l.st,

So Houghton
a,St Mgf. Tr.e Mntlta' Canada

Hho«ta «*S WW *•>!

» SR -JCK St, K-Mimm
...... y — laawwas

S “FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE” *

S EAT
®

NEILSON’S I

CHOCOLATES
AND CHOCOLATE BARS |

| University Drug Store
\

g Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.
|

S ’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS g

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Smith after he came, through the defence.

Campbell returned as the period ended,

without score.

Second Period

Morris stopped two shots from Camp-

bell in quick succession. The two Browns

rushed, but Lloyd shot wide. Play slow-

ed down considerably and some very poor

shooting occurred. Nelson replaced Gib-

son, and shortly afterwards Woodruff

scored in a scramble. Queen’s 1, Fron-

tenacs 0.

Campbell rushed, only to shoot wide.

In a combined rush McDonald scored on

Woodruff’s pass. Queen’s 2, Frontenacs

0-
-

Brouse replaced F. Brown. McNeill

stopped a shot from L. Brown, but the

latter came back with an end" to end rush,

beat the defence and scored a pretty goal.

Queen’s 2, Frontenacs 1.

Battersby replaced Woodruff and F.

Brown came on for Brouse. Frontenacs

pressed, and L. Brown hit the post after

a combination play. McNeill went to his

knees to stop F. Brown. Queen’s pressed

again, but Campbell missed a pass. Stan-

ton rushed, but McNeill saved. Lloyd

Brown shot and F. Brown scored on a

pretty shot from the rebound. Queen’s 2,

Frontenacs 2.

Queen’s three-man combination rushed

without avail. Smith was penalized for

what seemed an accidental trip. McDon-

ald pierced the Frontenac defence and

passed to Nelson who scored on the open

net. Queen’s 3, Frontenacs 2.

Brouse came on again. L. Brown

showed some beautiful stick-handling,

but got nowhere. McKelvey broke a stick

and was penalized for boarding Brouse.

Gibson came through, but Morris went

down and saved a goal as the period

ended. Queen’s 3, Frontenacs 2

Third Period

Hall rushed, but shot wide. Smith was

hurt when he collided with the boards,

but gamely continued. Nelson missed a

pass with the net open and McKelvey

shot wide. Smith rushed and shot, but

McNeill was on the job. McKelvey rush-

ed and scored, on a back-hand shot from

outside the defence. Queen’s 4, Fron-

tenacs 2.

McKelvey got the puck in a scramble

behind the Kingston net and tried to toss

a basket. The city crowd showed their

excellent sense of humour by an out-

burst of hissing. Lloyd Brown, who ap-

(Continued on p2Se ?)

CLEANING, BfcWtfESWS "ETCEltfO AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. .'Work called For W. Fumwii

B. ot A^. McMiLLi

Cor. Clergy W.
"

’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

, Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

For Valentine Dances

Decorative Crepe Paper, Streamers, Caps, Red and Gold

Hearts, Cupid Designs, Place Cards, Hearts, Arrows and Cupid

Cut-outs for Favors, Table Covers and Napkins.

For Sale at

R. Uglow 8t Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be cover* by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, Decembar M Ayr*

For Calendars, apply t‘ T; L.
,

- r ' .
cnlversli
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Paid-up Capital

Reserve

lrr;0u Spcna $5.00 p. month

needlessly ,
remember that **.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular ^vings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.
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SCIENCE

gentlemen s HAIRDRESSING

Expert Berber! In Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER :

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repa ying

388 Princess St.

ABOUT THE DANCE

Phot c 2040

STUDENTS 1.!

For your Cigars, Cigarette, and

Tobacco*, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above'Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

1. Professors desiring tickets for the

dance may secure same by applying to V.

A. James, Science ’23, immediately.

2. Strathdee’s Orchestra, which has con-

tributed so largely to .the success of Science

dances in the past, will again purvey the

glad noises.

3 You are requested to save the odd

number lor the graduates.

4 There will be no admission to the gai-

ety iwiihout' tickets? for which there will

be no charge.

5. Dance tickets are strictly non-transfer-

able.
-

’ ’

"
;!

NOTES ON THE DINNER
1. Dinner served at 6:15 p.m. B. Y. O. H.

2. The Committee Will be obliged if you

will get your tickets early so that they may

be able to properly estimate
1 the number for

which to prepare. _ _

3. It is not considered a'dvisable to per-

mit admission to the gallery.

4. Your receipt is your ticket of admis-

sion. ......
i. This dinner is going to be a good one.

Choice delicacies, short, snappy speeches,

and a touch of novelty should make the

dinner the best yet.

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crosier & Edgar

20 Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S
.

SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Anthony, upon his return from seeing

the Queen of Shebay is credited with

having said to Caesar "Veni, Vidi, Vici”,

which, when translated into English,

mear>s “I came,. I saw, I caught her." ;

Jan. 25th being Robbie Burns’ birth

day, we must quote a passage from his

works in Kis memory :

• J
' ‘ -*• *

“Would that God the gift 'd gi’ us

To see some folks before they see us."

If we. have made a!ny mistakes, -will

some one kindly correct us?

NOTICE
The attention of all members of

the Engineering Society is here-

by tffaWJr ike iSCc that prizes

are being offered by the Society

for student essays. Would any-

one desiring to compete kindly

submit his name to the Secretary

of the Engineering Society inside

of three weeks.

SCIENCE ’22

At present A. V. C—t is trying to devise

a means of extracting the oH out of the

medical yell. “Zit” says there are better

things than that to be extracted from it.

Tuesday was very poorly attended, and

is not fair to the executive to ask them

to conduct the business of the year with-

out any support. Let’s all turn out to

the next year meeting and hear the Mar-

shal call the roll.

the B.W.F. Semi-finals last Thursday. No
less than five of the winners are members

of our illustrious year, and had a decision

been given on Stubby’s bout the number

would probably have been increased to

six.

Incredible as it may seem, there is a

persistent rumor to the effect that our

friend Boyd was seen on the street the

other night, er—not unaccompanied. We
reported to have said on the 15th of

March some' years ago, “Et tu Brute.’"

which, translated freely, means, “Has it.

come to this, Boyd?”

Gordon—How will I break things?

Willie:—Use your head.

A very fast game of hockey was played

on Friday afternoon on the out-door rink

between Science ’23 and Science ’24. The

Juniors proved much superior to the

Sophs and easily defeated them with a

score of 7 to 1. With the form ’23 show

ed they should be able to win the faculty

championship, and after that—who can

tell?

SCIENCE '24 "
I

That picture at Griffin’s last week

awakened many pleasant recollections.

One of our literary class-mates says he

intends to write a sequel to it, entitled

“Ten Bar-roorris in One Night.”

SCIENCE ’25 .

The Student’^ Mind

I know Cliff Thomson’s latest songs,

A_ dozen jokes on “Pep” and “Mike,”

And to which team Jack Brown belongs,.

The proper bait for catching *pike.

Yes, I could mingle with all beings,

The master minds, of modern thought^

Could I remember useful things;
- ' *

As well as I remember rot.

But Algebra, and rules and lore -

And formulae that chemists find,

Although I try, I cannot store

Such things as. these within my min'd-

And while some nonsense firmly clings,.

This needful knowledge is forgot

—

Would I could cling to useful things

As well as I remember rot!

I can’t remember -Newton’s Law,

I Or principles that govern heat,

I

But I can tell without a flaw

Yv’ny Varsity will meet defeat.

I know “Tiny’s” weight and reach,

I’d easy rest upon my cot

Could I remember what professors teach

As well as I remember rot.

On behalf of the year we congratulate

repeat the words which C. J. Caesar is

the men who so ably represented us in

Why is it each new day doth bring

Fresh bits of knowledge, polygot?

Why can’t I cling to useful things,

As well as I remember rot?

There will be a hockey practice for the

year at the Arena on Friday night after

the Cornwall-Queen’s game,

out.

Everybody

THE COLLEGE BOOK
j

STORE
160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music.

MBBBSnnBfBSiBBBEBBBnni&IBBBS! ffiBBSSBB 9

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

MECH. ’22

The. Mechanical Dept, wish to announce

that they have opened an up-to-date shoe

repair shop. Having noticed that a great

many of the young ladies have either lost

or broken the upper buckles on their over-

shoes they have laid in a large supply -of

these buckles. A sewing machine has

also been installed. Neat tucks may be

sewed up the sides of the galoshes where

they are sloppy about the ankles, (the

galoshes we mean). We hope that the

girls will take advantage of this most

worthy undertaking. Mr. Clench, ex-

Avonmore swimming instructor, is in

charge, but wishes to state that no work

may be charged.

The Chateau Belvidere

SPECIAL SUNDAY CHICKEN DINNER AT $1.25

From One to Two P.M. Every Sunday

Please reserve your tables. ’Phone 1743

“Oil hour of all hours, the most bless’d upon Earth; Blessed hour of our dinners!”

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princes* and Wellington Street*

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

“Mary had a little lamb," Lucky Mary

Some of the fellows have been living

on hot dogs and apple-sauce most of the

winter.

Seen on a conductor’s tombstone—“He

took his last farewell.”

SCIENCE ’23

Watch the notice boards for our prac-

tice hours on the rink. We need every-

one who can handle a stick. We already

have a soccer cup, why not get a hockey

cup too? The more that get out to prac-

tice the better chance we will have of

picking a good team.

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS 'PHONE 539

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

|

it a very moderate price.

>u will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
— ’PHONE 797PRINCESS STREET

Is it too cold for Billy’s bear?

haven’t seen it for a long time.

We

Beware all ye who play truant from

year meetings. The Marshal has been

instructed to put his deputy on the trail

of anyone who does not attend more than

one year meeting a month, and who hqs

“‘eaidence. 148 Albert St. Phone 657w 1 not i

Wh” Use Inferior Ma1’0" when

_ ^kAtes
Ounces Lighter Stronger.

SKATE SHARPENING

oust no ivxu.c.

Treadgoid Sporting Goods Company,

88 PRINCESS STREET
The Place to Get That Record

PHONE 529
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navy cut

CIGARETTES

yJJhd in tins

of 50&IQO

&/ d-upero ^
0neyl Workmanship

PC

Established 1885.

Paft Seven-

j

“d
-

Campbell scored on

* *T-1MS
pass from Nelson. Queen’s 6, bronte-

"
McNeill saved finely on a shot from

Smith, but Stanton ambled down the ice

and scored on a high shot from^close in.

Queen’s 6,
Frontenacs 3. 3

Queen’s almost scored in an-! exciting

scramble, and soon afterward McKelvey
8cr

. r XT cnn ^ Queen s

assault-at-arms

(?
nti

rCall”he
a

founds. Mc-

Broom landed some good ones, but was

not shape. Won by P«tt,e.

2
"
118

V

lb* Boxing—Ingtam-Bailey

•»»$£?.~!i453Sfe~s*fcKones

^3^ Wrestling-My.^s-T|ayes
: ^

.

..130 40. .*«
the first nine

4th event; Exhibition b^“» V

Si^sCp^iotweight and skill

" tvere^ffsel by McCartney's very

"came out and stopped gcKtdvey

neatly; and McNeill handled a shot from

'Snitrasllifgaiiii!' ended.
-

nue Line-up. *

Frontenaes—Goal, Morris; right de-

fence, Half ;
left defence, Staptpri ;

centre,

F Brown; right wing, L. Brown i
lef

wing. Smith* ’subs., Brouse, Watts

Pulen’CSal, McNeill ;
rigUrt defence,

McKelvey; left defence, McDonald ;
cen-

.

' n;— rip-ht wing, Gipson, lett

condition

5t

l'zs' lb
Wrestling—Perry-Connor| n fall in this event but

1
- ^ hnn all the time and got

Connor was °n top an u _
the decision

6t

H
C

;t Wrestling-North-Walli

North gO

B
t

'strong,

:”h N«th, showing a better knowledge

of the game.

^A'bBoxing-McIntosh-Devenny

McIntosh.

8th

lsTlb. Boxing Holt-Wilson

Although Wilson had an advantage in

height, reach and condition, his inaM.ty

to connect cost him the dec.sto.i- Holt

got in some good pokes in the last round.

Won by Holt.

U^^Wrestling—Mcllquhan-Carmichael

These boys very evenly matched. Mc-

Ilquhan got a fall in eight minutes, win-

ning the bout

10th event: ..

135 lb.
Boxing-Tkachyk-Grant

Celvey ;
lett ueience, .

-

Itre Woodruff; right wing, Gjbson ,
lett

wing, Campbell ;
subs., Nelson, Battersby,

|

Brown (goal).

BOXING, WRESTLING AND
fencing

It is not to ife concluded that the recent

absence of reports in these columns is sig-

nificant of an absence of activity on the

part of the Club; Far from if Of course

the mid-term exams, have demanded the

close attention of many of the members, but

this year more have turned out for practice

during this period of mental. stress than is

the usual custom. Now that the exams are

over, the majority must not let the re-action

from the strain form an excuse for. neglect-

ing physical training in this busy, season

We have a large number of faithful, en

thusiastic workers, but there are still some

classes which have only one contestant eacff

Most of the men weigh between 135 lbs. and

160 lbs. The lighter and heavier men are

scarce. This is a serious matter, as we can

hardly expect to produce an Intercollegiate

champion in any class having but one con-

testant. . ..

On February 6th, the final elimination

will be held, and the team picked by that

ancient and effective method—(he survive

TAtor^nllpcriat’e. Assault
ecuvc .

135 lb. Boxing——v- -
I of ""the fittest. The' Intercollegiate Assault

Tkackyk was fast and a hard lutte ,
l

^ ^^ about the midd ,e of February

putting Grant down in the irst roun
^ Varsity.

-The bout was stopped by the referee when BiUie Hughes is doing the very

Tkachyk was seen to have it all Ins own L
est for those who ask his advise, and e-

,vay. serves our congratulations on his remark-

nth event : able success in the juggling of the weights

. 125 lb. Boxing—Lyons-Kennedy L many of the contestants. He is well sat-

Lyons packed a wicked swing f
d PV‘

is{ied wkh the p:<!gri;5s the hoys are mak

Kennedy down in the first round. Bout ^ feds sure that some will be sup-

stopped by referee. ' cessful. But we Must have still more of the

12th event: . keen rivalry which has so characterized our

135 lb. Wrestling—Susman-AUan act ivities this year.

Both '

n s were strong, but Allan prov-
_ _ _

mor: skillfull getting two falls in five
I

ittinute

13th event:
CAFETERIA

X\\ evcuv. _
145 lb.

Boxing-Roberts-Brown ,

ThisleCT"# Tabs! Queen’s University
. Kitt erame tO

Roberts getting in some i~-~

Brown was inexperienced, but game to

the core, and got a good hand from ^
crowd at the conclusion. Won by Rob

erts.

14th- event:
'

158 lb. Boxing

—

Hanna-Atkinson

Hanna appeared to have the edge in

and used it to advantage. Both
. . . - r 1 . . tnP.

weight, and usea u tu auva..^- -
_

boys were bleeding freely towards the

end. Hanna had an advantage in every

round, and received the decision.

QUEEN’S vs. FRONTENACS

(Continued from page 5)

pored to be all in, took a couple of shots

but was wide. Battersby came on and

played sensationally. Nelson scored on

, pass from McKelvey. Queen s 5, Fron-

*°<

Mcuris came out and stopped a three-

an combination, but Queen’s were not

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11-30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P- REID, Manager-

All theHits, al It h eTime
Don’t forget we are headquarters or

everything in Sheet Music, Mus.cal In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneeffs

Craraer Shoo Orchestra

buy your
2 {or 35c or 3 for 50c

1Iay

^;;: ; $6.soto $40.00
DunhlU

J
,peS

$1.00 to $6.00

b -b^*t : $1.50 to $10.00
G B 'D Pir 75c to $9.00
Peterson Pipes

Kola Natural Shell Pipes
$100

Kola Prince of Wales
25c t0 ?ia00

Tobacco Pouches
.... / 15c. 25c, 50c, $1.00

Cigar Ltghters .- ,

_
$ux)

Cigarette Rollers
SOc to $5.00

Ash TrayS :

25c to $9.00
Cigarette case

10c to $15.00
Cigarette Tubes . ..

If your pipe is -sick bring it to Baker’s Hos-

pital. We will operate, guaranteed to cure. o

failures.

We carry a complete stock of magazines

papers (Canadian and English). If we haven t

yours in stock, we will get them.

. AT

BAKER’S CIGAR

STORE

PHONE 850 and 1200
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

We save you money on every

article.

Kingston's Uu,M. Hat Dealer.

Campbell Broa.
Hat*, For*, do***

122 PRINCESS ST.
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Abating union has useful
purpose

SPECIAL

PRE-INVENTORY

25 Per Cent.

Discount

Sale
JANUARY 16 TO 28

Kinnear & d’Estene

Jeweler.

100 PRINCESS ST.

FOR FEBRUARY

20 % Off
All Queen’s Pullover Sweat-

ers and Sweater Coats, also

all Full Dress Shirts, Gloves,

7ests, Ties.

THE CLUB

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

» 1

'

I

" T—
Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

All Undergraduates’ Debating Union in

a University has several very important

Tunctions to perform: It should be an

open forum for the discussion, by stu-

dents of every shade of opinion, of ques-

tions of local, national, and world wide

interest. Here, opinions based not on

prejudice or ignorance, but on facts glean-

ed from careful study of all the different

phases of a subject, should be gradually

formed. Without the baching of an in-

telligent public opinion the settlements

of world problems made by statesmen

will not be of much permanence. The

opinions of a large and influential part

of the public of any country are made

in its Universities. Such historic debat-

ing unions as that of Oxford have been

a powerful force in British public life.

They -should be more widely emulated

in this country as exemplifying one of

the best methods of bringing the know-

ledge of the university to hear directly

on the problems of practical politics.

The Union should further provide a

practice-ground for the future leaders

of our industrial, professional and politi-

cal life to acquirq ease and fluency in

public speech, than which there is no

more valuable asset. The orderly ar-

rangement of ideas, their effective pre-

sentation, the sifting of evidence, the an-

alysis of opposing points of view, all

these are learned here in the school of

experience. Nor is the student left to

apply the teachings of experience

self. The principles of all thinking and

speaking are set forth and consciously

applied to each individual case, by a

member of the staff particularly quali-

fied to do so. The programme includes

discussions, debates, and Mock Parlia-

ments. The only qualifications needed

for participation in the work of the Un-

ion are interest and a willingness to

learn.

Another result of the Union’s activi-

ties should be the provision of a number

of well-trained debaters to represent the

University in the Inter-University De

bates of the future. As the new scheme

of debating in these contests developes,

debating of a very much higher order

than that which has hitherto prevailed

will be required if Queen’s is to maintain

her reputation in this field of Inter-Col-

legiate competition. More careful pre-

paration during a longer period of time

will be needed and the Queen’s style of

public speaking could yet be much im

proved. This increased efficiency should

come to our debaters as the result of

years of consistent work on the Debating

Unoix). The present system of choosing

men with little or no previous experience

or training can not be depended on to

produce unfailing success.

So it may be reasonably expected that

the Debating Union will play a large

part in thfc education of the future

Queen’s man, and through him the Uni

Versity’s influence will make itself felt

Canadian national life.

poW1 tv*
p&C&\

Foot Troubles Cured
We have a graduate of the American '

School of Practipedics. If you have tired

feet, any aches or pains, or anticipate

trouble call and have your feet examined

we know that there are hundreds of peo-

ple troubled with tired feet, backache ,&c.,

and nine cases out of ten the arch or

bones of the feet are responsible for this.

Costs you nothing for advice, and we

know its value.

LOCKETTS

k
ijr

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to cat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut your eye9 and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-

ion-Craft for men who appreciate

good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and

silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

Dm Bttttr Vain* Store

DR. JORDAN AT Q.U.M.A.

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

\ Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 1

238 PRINCESS STREET

The Q.U.M.A. recently held its first re-

gular meeting of the New Year in the Apol-

ogetics Room, with the President, Mr. Fry,

in the chair.

The speaker for the meeting, Dr. Jordan,

gave a delightful and helpful talk on “The

Oneness of the World.” Two great in-

fluences making for the oneness of the

world were the League of Nations and the

Missionary Motive. The Basis of the whole

world is One God. Around the first part

of The Book of the One God three great

religions have sprung up—Judaism, Chris-

tianity and Mohammedism. The Basis of

all missionary work is a Living God. The

man of science must have one principle be-

hind the whole world and this is the only

satisfactory basis known. Man for ages has

sought to set up, and has succeeded in find-

ing, One God. This is not academic, it re-

fers to the everyday Canada and the ,iworld.

More young men must know about it, it

UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

Hudson’s Bay Company

Research Fellowship

The above fellowship, of the an-

nual value of $1,500.00, tenable, at

the University of Manitoba, in any

branch of pure or applied science,

open to graduates of any Canadiin

University, will be filled for 1922

about May 1st. Applications should

be in the hands of the Registrar of

Manitoba University, Winnipeg,

Manitoba, by April 1st. Further

particulars on application. Address

THE REGISTRAR,
University of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Specialization is the strength and weak

ness of our present day. Men have to

specialize, but their specialty must be relat

ed to the rest of human knowledge. When

you go into training you have to pay for

it—there are no bargain counters for the

highest things in life. The Hebrew couldn't

do sculpture like the Greek, but he d.d

something else-he gave the world the be-

lief in the One God, the only thing that will

must get into the very fibre of our being, unite civilization to-day.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES. ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Strait i>
MON., TUES., WED.

“THE GREAT
IMPERSONATION"

by -

E. Phillips Oppenheim

EfgEEBSHSHBEE/ajJ

THE IMPERIAL life
Because 90% of The Imperial's

18,680)000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since
1914, at the exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
1110,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.
An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J* COOKE, District Mgr.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874
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MEDICALS HOLD
ANNUAL DINNER

EXCELLENT SPEECHES AND CON-
VIVIALITY CHARACTERIZE

EVENING

“The most lively dinner in seventeen

years” said Marshall Reid, smiling dubious-

ly, and unconsciously echoing the opinion, of

all medical students over seventeen years

of age. We refer, naturally, to the Annual

Banquet of the Aesculapean Society, held

in Grant Hall, on Wednesday night. One

should not, we suppose, unduly stimulate

the secretion of gastric juice in the tummies

of one’s readers by a tantalizing account of

the menu—suffice to say that the dinner was

qualitatively, and quantitatively 'par excel-

lence. Considering, also, the music by

Treneer’s Orchestra, one feels indeed that

the epicure’s criterion has been lifted one

notch higher.

The brevity of the list of after-dinner

speakers was amply compensated by the

splendid way in which each of the toasts

were proposed and responded to. Mr. Ait-

chison. President of the Aesculapean Society

. acted as toast-master, and, having called for

the toast to the King, asked Dr. Austin to

propose a toast to Canada.

With a Zacchean pose, Dr. Austin began

in his usual good humoured conversational

style, asking why one who knows least about

Canada should always be called upon for

this toast. The speaker described the tre-

mendous and permanent impression’s that

Canada's War Record had made on the Brit-

ish Empire, saying that she had gained a

reputation m tjie world and was now an

independent nation. Dr. Austin then dealt

with some of the problems facing Canada

as a new nation, pointing out the necessity

of framing a foreign policy on non-party

lines, and of conserving national resources.

Then followed an interesting comparison of

Canadian and English taxation systems, and

a prediction that the Income Tax would be

(Continued on page 3).

ADVERSE CONDITIONS CAUSE
DEFEAT OF QUEEN’S AT BELLEVILLE

i :

POOR LIGHTING AND TOBACCO SMOKE PROVE A GREAT HANDI-
CAP TO QUEEN’S PLAYERS—BELLEVILLE OUTCLASSED IN

^INAL PERIOD \
'

N

Com-

Myra Hess Delights

Large Audience

PERFECT INTERPRETATION OF
WELL BALANCED

PROGRAMME

QUEEN’S III SHUT-
OUT FRONTENACS

QUEEN’S DO NOT EXTEND THEM-
SELVES IN UNINTERESTING
AND ONE-SIDED MATCH

On Monday night, Queen’s and Fron-

tenac Junior’s met in their final encounter

of the season, the game ending with Queen’s

on the long end of a 6-0 score. The King-

ston boys have improved greatly since their

initial appearance and it was only the im-

pregnable defense presented by the tri-color

that held them scoreless. The Queen’s team

although invincible defensively, were a little

slow offensively—an indication of staleness

;

because of this, they were given orders

after the~game not to put on skates again

until Friday night. With four days rest

and the probable appearance of Boucher on

the line-up, Friday- night’s |fixture with

Cornwall should be the fastest Junior game,

seen here this season.

The first period was -devoid of thrills.

The only score resulted after eight minutes

of slap-bang hockey, when Nickle carried

the puck to the defense and Johnson snap-

ped a fast one in on thd rebound.

The second period provided all the fire-

works of the game. A few minutes after

the start of the play, Quinn tapped Purdy

on the toes for bothering him in a scramble

in front of the net. The next time that

Purdy came down, he deliberately skdted in

and swung on Quinn. Taylor followed him

in and paid his compliments also, so Quinn

dropped his stick and started to retaliate.

Immediately all players on both sides were

taking a hand in the fray, and it was severa

first and third were certainly ours,

bination and back-checking featured the

play.

THE PLAY
Queen’s won the toss and chose to direct

their attack where the darkness was thickest.

Goyer scored after a minute’s play with a

shot from away outside\the defense. Harry

heard it hit the back of the net and groped

around till he found it. Play was very slow

and the puck bumped along from hillock to

hillock. The best policy was to hit it when

it was on top of a ridge. Whalen shot and

slammed in the rebound which McNeill was

slow to clear, relying too much on his de-

fense. Belleville 2, Queen’s 0. Play was

for a minute, all in Belleville's favour.

Queen’s were evidently bothered by the size

of the ice surface. Arnott scored on a pass

from Whalen. - Nelson came on shortly

afterwards to replace Woodruff and Bat-

tersby subbed for Campbell. Nelson was

working in* great style but the defense was

not covering the centre very well. Camp-

bell tried to penetrate the Belleville defense

twice in succession, only to be body-checked

The game was slow and uninteresting.

Woodruff shot and Campbell missed the

open net on a rebound. The period ended

:

Belleville 3, Queen’s 0.

Second Period.

McNeill’s eyesight was becoming better

—Belleville, Ont., February 1st.

Belleville held a prayer meeting, some-

what like the one1

in Toronto last fall, when

our Intermediates played their team off their
;

feet in the final spasm of an exciting game

to-night. With the score 5-0 against them,

the Queen’s boys went in to win in the last,

period. It was a magnificent comeback,

and only Boland’s work in goal and some

poor shooting pervented a win.

The rink at Belleville should be con -

demned by the O. H. A.. The lights are

criminally poor, as Harry McNeill found

out to his cost in the first period, when

Belleville notched the post three times with

long, easy shots. The roof is low and there

was smoke galore. In addition to that, the

ice surface was like a stucco-finish wall.'

The Belleville boys themselves complained

of its poor condition. A thousand people

were packed into the rink like the proverbial

sardines. Their attitude early in the game

was beyond reproaching but as the game

grew more lively they razzed our boys, with

. very poor display of sportsmanship.

Red” McKelvey, as usual, came in for a

lot of unmerited abuse. Many fans, from

the safety of the gallery, poured down abu-

sive remarks for legitimate body-checks.

All the team were good. After Harry

got used to playing in the dark he turned

ip his usual consistent game. Woodruff

was always dangerous, but was very much, -and he made some neat stops. Macdonald

off in his shooting. Nelson was hampered

by the size of the ice,' but worked his head

off. • “Red” was a stone wall, and was very

effective in his rushes. Gibson was also very

effective and back-checked beautifully.

Arnott was out and out the most effective

Belleville man, but he became badly played

out. Weir, in spite of a bad crack he got

on the back in the Cornwall game, worked

very gamely and had better condition than

any other man on the team. Holway, a

new-comer on the defence, turned in a

splendid game.

Referee Sproule handled the game fairly

well. He fell and apparently hurt his knee

in the last period. This gave the Belleville

team a much needed five-minute rest, whal-

en and Arnott were absolutely all in, and

it was claimed in the player’s box that

Referee Sproule’s kn^ was not as badly

hurt as he made out. It certainly was a

simple fall but it may have been nastier than

it looked. In any case, it came at a most

inoportune time for our team.

The play was on the whole in our favour.

The second period vvas Belleville’s, but the

made a clever ru§h, shot, caught the re-

bound, and shot full into the goalkeeper’s

pads. Harry heard another one hit the back

of the net. He saw Weir shoot from near

centre, and, like everybody else, was wait-

ing to see the puck come down. “Red”

helped him to find it. Belleville 4, Queen’s 0.

Arnott scored a neat one just before time

—

the second earned goal. The game was

developing into a contest despite the score,

and the cfowd made known its existence.

Belleville had a decided edge in this period;

Third Period

The third period opened with Queen’s

playing four men up. Belleville appeared

dazed and Boland had a busy time. Mac-

donald was hurt when bodying Goyer, but

gamely continued. Nelson missed what

looked like a sure one. A minute later he

made a nice pass to Macdonald who slipped

the puck in—a well-merited goal. Belleville

5, Queen’s 1. It became evident that the

Belleville aggregation would have to work

to defend their laurels. Campbell made a

beautiful waist-high shot from left wing

(Continued on page 2)

Criticism of the Myra Hess concert

(Grant Hall, January 30) must consist

of unmixed praise for the performer; and
this may be given in very few words, ex-

cept in so far as one may indulge in re-

flections on the programme itself, and

(with the permission of the well-inform-

ed reader) offer random’ scraps of in-

formation.

As to the player, while he reputation

as the leading lady pianist of Britain had

justified the highest hopes, it is safe to

say that the astonishing exhibition of

Monday evening very far exceeded all ex-

pectations. Indeed, to most it would

probably be difficult to recall a much more

excellent performance, and comparisons

to Paderewski were general. If, subject

to the inadequacies of language for art

criticism, one may attempt to character-

ize Miss Hess’ style, it may be said that

the conspicuous elements are perfect phy-

sical preparation, intimate understanding

of the idea, and a power of interpreta-

tion peculiarly clear, graceful, and origin-

al. Perhaps these things could be said

of any great player
;
but in the present

case they are specially applicable, if, as

is intended, they suggest a complete mas-

tery of the situation and the ability to

make the poetry of the music evident

without a sense of overwhelming effort.

Miss Hess offered a particularly choice

programme, representing five of the great

piano composers, and as -many contrast-

ing styles: or indeed more, since it is a

wide gulf which separates the simple but

piquant style of the Chopin Mazurkas
from the big sonata in B flat minor by

the same composer. Although her fame

does not rest solely, on her rendering of

(Continued on page 8). ^

QUEEN’S NOSE
OUT CADETS

QUEEN’S WIN UPHILL FIGHT IN
DYING MOMENTS OF

THE GAME

The improbable has happened. Queen’s

cafrie from behind on Tuesday night at

the Arena tp win from the well-condi-

tioned R.M.C. team in an Intermediate

Intercollegiate game by 4-3. T’o say that

they came from behind is not putting' it

strongly enough, for a team which can

run in three goals in the last three or four

minutes on an R.M.C. team is deserving

of more than ordinary credit. ^

Tbe thousand-odd people who were

lucky enough to be at the game surely

had their money’s worth. Nowhere else

could one get such an assortment of

die Polo, to say nothing of a couple of

Assault-at-Arms. All that for fifty cents

should have attracted a much larger body

of student supporters. As a matter of fact.

(Continued on page 7)

SENIOR TEAMS
OFF TO MONTREAL

HAND-PICKED TEAMS TO
PRESENT QUEEN'S IN

MONTREAL

RE-

THE BULLETIN
Friday

—

7.00

p.m.—Debating Club, Discussion

on Parliament for Queen’s.

Jock I-Iarty Arena, double header:

7.00 p.m.—Junior O.H.A., Queen’s

vs. Cornwall.

9.00 p.m.—Intermediate O. M.A.,

Queen’s vs. Cornwall.

Saturday

—

-3.00 p.m.—Queen's vs. McGill at Mon-

treal, Basketball.

7.00

p.m.—A.M.S. Discussion of Parlia-

ment for Queen’s.

8.30 p.m.—Queen’s vs. McGill at Mt.

Roval Arena, Montreal.

thrills, spills and aeroplane glides
I

Sunday

—

as featured the exhibition. It surpassed)
t

3.00 p.m.—Convocation, Judge Mott of

Mr. Awrey is taking the strongest hockey

aggregation he can pick to Montreal to-

morrow noon. McNeill will guard the nets.

McKelvey, Smith and Ratchford will share

the defense work, while Nelson, Campbell

and Gibson with some one other player will

bear the brunt of the attack.

Varsity, with a substitute goaler and

Carson absent, beat McGill a week ago with

the greatest of ease. They also beat us

with the greatest of ease, but they were

using a stronger team. Queen’s is sending

a stronger team to Montreal than that which

played in Toronto. Things look bright.

Last year’s big defeat will be wiped off the

slate, and we look for nothing less than

second place this year.

The Basket-ball squad is in splendid shape

and is out for a win. The same dope would

appear to hold true for the basket-balllers

which makes our hockey chances look good.

In Toronto we lost by a big score after

holding our own fairly well in the first per-

iod. McGill lost by an equally high score.

McGill's team is big and heavy. Their centre

man, Hay- is a giant and Livshin, tfie foot-

ball snap, plays on the defense. Our team

is small, fast and well-conditioned. With

reasonable break in tl»e luck and an im-

provement in shooting by our forwards we

may confidently expect a win.

The same Queen’s team will travel to
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Yet these very activities give our college a

distinctive stamp. Canadian colleges have

achieved a type—a type well worthy of being

retained. And until students begin to ask

"What is the use?” of maintaing their stu-

dent organizations, until the struggle begin;

to slacken, Canadian universities will con

tinue to progress and prosper and maintain

their virility.

And so, to the workers, the planners, the

wheedlers—to those who are "carrying

on”—we owe something of respect,’ some-

thing of gratitude. These every-day heroes

deserve an occasional round of applause.

R. E. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S.,

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks'

DENTISTS
15S WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

CARRYING ON

A WORD OF PRAISE FOR THE
"FATHERS OF CONFED-

ERATION"

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR- BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

0We delive Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS. I
students into attendance by notices in

Phone 363.

These are trying days for every type of

student organization
;
the period of ebb-tide

which always follows the examinations is

upon us. To the few ardent supporters of

almost every club and society there come

these times when the student body seems

interested in everything but the branch of

activity .nearest their hearts. The Director

of Athletics, as he regards the rows and

rows of unoccupied benches, glaringly

empty? which stare at him during every

hockey match, must 'feel just as the De-

bating Union or English Club enthusiasts

do when their meetings are attended by a

scant handful of the faithful, or as the

President of a year or faculty society when

he strives to gather in a quorum. Such

people—those who run things—could be

excused for becoming quite discouraged,

and it is for the rest of us to marvel that

they keep the wheels of activity turning

turning.

It is re-assuring to remember that in their

struggles to “carry-on” the executive offi-

cers of clubs and year societies are en-

gaged in what is virtually a nation-wide

Campaign for the Maintenance of College

Organizations. For in every Canadian

college paper it is easy to read between the

lines the stories of meetings that rejoice

when a quorum is secured, and of activities

on the verge of bankruptcy of interest.

Every college has its equivalents 'for the

O.U.M.A. and the Dramatic Club, each with

its tale of continuous struggle in keeping

the fires burning from year to year and

leaving the vital spark undimmed for the

succeeding student generation. Traditions

grow up, and, as the years pass, each college

organization becomes a personality that can-

not be allowed to perish. Every college,

each student organization within the college,

has its little band of enthusiasts who man-

fully shoulder the work, sharing the re-

sponsibilities and the criticism which are

the rewards of office. They lay plans, they

organize meetings, they urge and wheedle

the.

ALLEM
li THEATRE 11

THUR., FRI„ SAT.

K dtherine Macdonald
in

“HER SOCIAL VALUE”
Here’s Drama with the ring of a

Human Note

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDKNTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Fable—Once upon a time there was a

Social Evening which was not considered

“the best yet.”

college paper, personal invitation, and care-

fully worded posters.

All power to them. The college student

needs To be wheedled into broadening his

interests almost as much as does the man

on the street. And the constant effort to

keep things moving maintains the “keep

on struggling" tradition characteristic of all

the smaller Canadian universities. Queen’s

men have a realization—the very atmos-

phere is charged with the idea-^that they

belong to a college which is making tremen-

dous progress in the face of many difficul-

ties, financial and otherwise. This same

struggle and the same sense of progress is

the heritage of nearly all Canadian univer-

sities. That may be one reason why Cana-

dian students find it possible to maintain

student activities against, no trifling odds.

Our colleges lack the social delights of the

fraternity and sorority life familiar to

American Universities. Sometimes this

seems a regrettable fact, and our “student

activities” form a strange substitute for the

comfortable existence of the fraternity men.!

Editor. Queen’s Journal.

Dear Sir,

As a mere unit, a disinterested, unbias-

ed party. J should like to say a word in

defence of the proposed parliamentary

system which was deplorably flayed,

ridiculed and scorned in your last issue.

In the first place, 1 fail to see where

such a change could be “RADICAL, as

large type can print it." It rather ap-

pears to me that most, if not all, of the

present offices of the A.M.S. would still

continue to exist. 1 here might, or there

might not, be more largely attended

meetings ; in any case, however, I am sure

that such meetings could not fail to be

more representative ones. At the pre-

sent time, the majority 'rules : when the

policy of one faculty conflicts with that

of another, invariably that faculty which

happens to have the greater number pre

sent carries the house, whether or not the

policy be for the good of Queen’s. Was

this not clearly exemplified at the meet-

ng last election night?

The proposed system seems to he ideal

n that by “Rep. by Pop." each faculty

will have its representative quota, and no

more, present at each meeting. At how

many of our meetings have one or more

faculties no representative at all, unless

they are fortuifate enough to have one of

their representatives on the executive in

attendance? At present the government

is only virtually carried out by the student

body—ACTUALLY it is done by the

handful who see fit to attend the meetings

regularly. Why not make that same

small body a representative body and let

them CARRY ON? This is the main

purpose that I see in the proposed change,

yet there are a few who appear to be

astounded at the name with which it is

arrayed.

Under the present system the A.M.S.

is practically unworkable, in so far as it

is impossible for every one to take part.

A really large meeting would be as un-

workable as an angry mob ; every person

would disagree with every other person.

There could be no order, and very little

business would be transacted. The next

thing to do, as our notion, our province

our city, in fact all large institutions have

done, is to seek a representative govern-

ing institution. Imagine a city of a thous-

and people self-governed by our present

A.M.S. system! We are a city, an insti-

tution, of a population of over one thous-

and, amj yet we are governed by a system

of universal legislation which must be as

ancient as antiquity.

Are we not awake to progress, can we

not keep pace with the times? Are we

allowing ourselves to be slaves to tradi

tions? I take this means, with all our

honor and respect to my own esteemed

medical faculty, to commend the framer

of the proposed scheme, regardless of the

faculty to which they may belong.

Stand firm, ye noble sages; may your

names go down in our history’s pages as

the Fathers of Confederation of Queen’s!

Respectfully yours,

D. F. MACARTHUR,
Meds. ’26.

Added

Distinction
The individuality of a stone

set signet ring, engraved

with his crest or monogram, will

please any man.

On the staff of the Ryrie

workshops is the only stone

seal engraver in Canada. The

charges for this exclusive ser-

vice are very moderate indeed.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

QUEEN’S vs. BELLEVILLE

(Continued from page 1)

which moved the Queen’s figure to two.

Belleville 5, Queen’s 2. In a mix-up which

lasted for over half a minute, Nelson man-

ned to slip the puck across the line for the

last goal of the game. Belleville 5, Queen’s 3.

Play was very fast, and everybody was

shouting to the time-keeper. McNeill was

playing in his best form, and intercepted a

pass which would have meant a sure goal.

Things were looking bright. Our team was

going strong, and Whalen and Arnott, the

dangerous men of the forward line, were

forced to rest. Then Referee Sproule fell

and after five minutes, play was resumed

with Whalen and Arnott back on the ice.

The edge was all ours, and the boys tried

their best to score. Everybody was fork-

ing. The bell came with Queen’s in posses-

sion near the Belleville nets.

The team moved off the ice in the midst

of hissing and booing and shouts of “Get

McKelvey” from the gallery. “Red" had

played as clean a game as any man on the

ice and had failed to draw a single pen-

alty.

Belleville:

Boland

Holway
Goyer

Arnott

Whalen

Weir
Canning

Swayne

Referee—Harvey Sproule.

Line-up.

Goal

Defense

Centre

Wings

Queen’s

:

McNeill

McKelvey
Macdonald

Woodruff
Gibson

Campbell

Battersby

Nelson

Brown
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STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly,

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

VELLINGTON STP.EJ*

MEDICAL BANQUET
(Continued from page 1)

increased to a great extent in this country.

Describing Canada as a land of opportunity

and freedom, of boundless possibility and

increasing responsibility, the speaker con-

cluded with a tribute to Dr. Ross referring

to him as a soldier and a statesman and an

all-round good fellow.

Dr. Ross, responding to the toast, drew

attention to the outstanding virility of the

Canadians as a race. He spoke in glowing

terms of Sir Sam. Hughes and General Cur-

rie as examples of true Canadians at theii

best, and discussed the possible reason for

the success of Canada as a Colony of Bri-

tain, pointing out the vital influence of im-

migration policies. The Doctor dwelt on the

importance of the Medical man in Canada

life, the future of the profession, and the

trend towards preventive medicines.

" Dr. Primrose, of Varsity, next proposed

a toast to Queen’s and the Medical Faculty.

He was greeted with an enthusiastic ren-

dition of the Varsity yell. Dr. Primrose

spoke of Medical education in Canada and

the States, pointing out the common inter-

ests and ideals of the various universities

and the need for a united front. Progress

in medicine depended on research, and in-

dividual research must be stimulated, said

the speaker. The pure sciences must be

correlated and their principles mastered, al-

though the importance of the bedside clinifc

should not be underestimated. Dr. Prim-

rose concluded by telling of .the work being

done in training graduates as specialists;

and of the shaping of the undergraduate

course of study with this end in view.

Principal Taylor responded with his usual

force of humour. After commenting on the

quality of radical jokes the Principal paid

a tribute to the Medical profession, saying

that doctors were the supreme ministers to

the welfare of mankind. He described

them as men of wide interest. “The doc-

tor is a confidant” said the speaker, as

much or more so than any other profession-

al man.” They must deal with souls, and

be able to inspire hope, he said, and then

went on to describe 'the change which came

over medical students as their studies pro-

gressed. When they actually came face to

face with life problems, the tendency to

an irresponsible and materialistic attitude

was altogether changed. Speaking of edu-

cation, Principal Taylor pointed out what

an important thing the character of the

teacher is. He concluded his remarks by

extending hearty wishes to the graduating

year.
(<

At this point Dr. Angrove sang “Irish

Eyes are Smiling” in a highly pleasing

manner, and gave a lively interpretation of

“The Cremation of Sam McGee” as an

encore.

The toast list was then resumed, and Dr.

Mundell proferred a toast to the Medical

Profession. Dr. Mundell characterized the

life of a doctor as a life of service. Sacri-

fice for others was the key note of the pro-

fession" Pie explained how a doctor’s home

life was interfered with by his practice, how

the general practitioner was primarily a

friend to all.

The toast was responded to by Dr. Asa

B. Davis, of New York, who spoke of the

development of his work and discussed

lucidly the relation of the general practi-

tioner to the specialist, and ,the value of

specialization. The speaker traced the

growth of his New York hospital from a

quiz class to its present dimensions, and

showed the possibilities of its development.

In closing, he spoke highly of the Canadian

student type.

Dr. Mitchell then proposed a toast to our

sister universities. His speech was most

enjoyable. In humorous vein, he compared

the universities of Oxford, Germany, Pans,

and Madrid, much to the delight of his

audience. A representative from McGill

responded briefly to the toast. Then the

toast master concluded the programme

with a few fitting words and all rose (or

"God Save the King.”

No praise can he too high for Mr.

key and his energetic co-workers on

Dinner

MEDICINE ’22

Almanac

Predictions for the present term, as

our Seer sees it:

February

—

Great advances in Science. Another

chiropractor advertises that he can cure

another incurable disease.

Queen’s Athletes will invade the en-

emy’s country with a strong force.

Local newspapers will comment widely

on the “Rowdyism” of Queen’s Students

on Theatre Night.

A chiropractor may be expected to he

appointed to the ministry of Public

Health.

March

—

During this month we may look for

another chiropractor to advertise that he

can cure another incurable disease.

There will he services conducted in the

various city churches each Sunday.

The school of Chiropractic proposes to

shorten its course from two six month

terms to two of three months, such a

course being quite sufficient in which

to learn the art.

April

—

Great uneasiness will be noticed among

the students of the various universities

during this month

There will probably be an exchange of

letters in the Journal between a Medical

and an Arts student.

Somebody may he expected to crack a

stale joke in the Journal columns early

in this month.

Attendance at the A.M.S. will be small.

Another chiropractor may be expected

to advertise widely that he can cure an-

other incurable disease.

May

—

Another chiropractor may be expected

to advertise widely during this month

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

that he can cure another incurable dis-

ease..

The General Hospital will probably be

closed because all the people’s diseases

have been cured by chiropractors.

Marked activity will be noticed in the

Medical Faculty due to the fact that the

chiropractors have made radical changes

in the human anatomy. Professors and

students will be busy revising not only

text books to make them correspond, but

in trying to make the optic nerves in the

“subs” communicate with the spinal

nerves where the chiropractor says they

ought to he.

June—
Predictions for the month of June are

impossible. Many Medical students will

be exalted and others will doubtless be

abased.

The seer ventures to predict that dur-

ing this month that some chiropractor

will claim to do some hitherto impossible

work in the healing art.

Correct Evening Clothes

FOR PARTICULAR COLLEGE MEN
TUXEDO SUITS $45.00

DRESS SHIRTS, VESTS, TIES, COLLARS,

GLOVES

and ALL DRESS ACCESSORIES

Livingston’s

75-79 Brock street

IF OFF YOUR ROUTE, IT PAYS TO WALK

1
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Gigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St)

ARTS S

SOCIAL EVENING GREATLY
ENJOYED

x—
Arts ’23 Dance a Distinctive Affair

To say that Arts ’23 I)We on Wednesday

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commrr
Capital Paid up . »0°°

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now*is the
Time -

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

night was an unqualified and signal success

is to use a very trite phrase to express a

really excellent dance. . There was not one

undesirable feature to mar a most pleasur-

able evening; from the moment on* passed

the cordial patronesses until “God save the

King” was played, there was not a dull

minute.

A dancing crowd seems to intuitively

sense a good dance, and this psychological

factor played an important role in deciding

how enjoyable the evening would be. If

several people argue that it is a good dance,

other people begin to realize that it is. and

before long, the contageous enthusiasm has

assured a highly diverting evening.

True, there were not unlimited financial

resources available, there was not the highly

trained technical skill that is in evidence

only at the Science dance; the hall lacked

the embellishments of a formal dance, but

a good time is a goo^ time, whether it ob-

tains in a wood-shed or a palace—and the

dancers did have a good time. Need more

be said?

The music was excellent. Treneer has

never been heard to better advantage. He

made everybody feel, at times, as jf they

were walking on air, without any apparent

effort.

The moonlight waltzes were indescrib-

ably assuaging, and each seemed more like

a dream than a dance.

“There is music here that gentlier falls

Than petals from blown roses.”

Old Mr. Moon himself beamed down

amiably from the stage, giving his silent ap-

proval of the scene below him. All seemed

harmony—a soothing, lulling harmony.

Was it the same place where people had

written examinations? Perish the thought

A very important and hitherto neglected

phase of dances is the catering. Wednesday

night, startling, almost revolutionary,

changes were made in this respect. In the

first place, the coffee was-strong and pala-

table. but the chef d’oeuvre was the tooth-

some chicken salad, served appetizingly.

Nor must we overlook the departure from

the usual tri-colored ice cream. A tempting

fruit salad with whipped cream was served

to complete the supper.

The balloons created the usual furore;

they seem to have found a permanent place

in the fvfn of our Social Evening.

Too much credit cannot devolve upon the

energetic and hSfrd-working Committee,

composed of Misses. Jandrew. Simpson and

Bullock, and Mesrs, Saylor, Shaw, Pons-

ford, (Convenor) and Wartman. To them

goes the credit of the best Social Evening

that ever took place within Grant Hall.

of the most High Order of the Spherical

Pill would be controlled by him strictly,

according to 'Economic Principles as laid

down by Clay or Hoyle.

The battle array for the conflict with

'25 was soon announced ;
Sir' McKinnon

and Knight Blake. P.D.Q., were in the

vanguard, with Knight Voaden.'R.S.Y.P..

in seservc ;
Knight Connors,

guarded the centre flank, while Sir J.

Wood and Lord HeaswomaiCdefended the

rear. Knights Langford and Dulmage

Vein forced the troops.

Then the battle began in earnest. The

Spherical Pill was unconventionally hurl-

ed about the ancient gym
The end of the day found the enemy

routed! the ’25 pests were obliterated

from the Spherical Pill Domain ! The

Hon. Knights of ’24 retained the glory of

their country, and, even to this day, even

in the ranks of ’25, one may still hear

such famous names as MacKinnon or Dul-

mage spoken with awe and reverence

!

All honour to the glorious deeds of the

'24 Knights! The ’23 pest will be

annihiliated on Saturday in the ancient

gym. Come and watch them die !

!

The inter-year hockey series is being

played this month. '24 defeated the juniors

last Wednesday in a sanguinary encounter

and had undoubtedly the better team.

Line-up

:

Goal, Whalen
;
Defense, Moore and Kirk-

land; Wings, Whytock and Mackercher;

Centre, Emery. Subs, Dalmage and Connors.

The attendance at the game was father

disappointing. Watch for the date of the

next and give the fellows some real support.

The basket-ball five plays ’23. on Satur-

day at 1 p.m., in the Gym. Come over and

see the game before skating.

LEVANA NEWS
The regular meeting of the Levana Soc-

iety was held in the Large Math. Room

at Tn’clock on Wednesday. February 1st.-

The society put itself on record as favour-

ing Women’s Intercollegiate Debating

and instructed the secretary to write to

McGill and Varsity regarding a schedule

for this term. Miss B. Bassam was made

vice-president of the society, owing to the

resignation of Miss G. Ettinger. Repre-

sentatives were chosen to accept Gen.

Macdonnell’s invitation to attend the

sports at the Royal Military College on

February 2nd.

The programme consisted of Several

very enjoyable musical numbers. The _

girls’ orchestra of Arts '24 played two

popular pieces in such a manner that one's

feet could not keep from beating time.

Miss A. Corrigan charmed everyone by

singing “The Fairy Pipers.” Miss Hazel

Argue then gave a pleasing piano solo,

after which the members adjourned to

the Red Room where they enjoyed tea

and cakes around the cosy fire-place.

We Would Like to Know:

1. Is some of the members of this soc-

ety would please do or say something

amusing or otherwise which would furn-

ish copy for this section of the Journal.

2. Why of all the girls who turned out

to basketball practices when they began

only comparatively, few continue to do

so? Do the others not know that a' suc-

cessful team is usually ofie whose mem-

bers have won «their places by keen com-

petition?

3. How many of us are going to avail

ourselves of the assistance (gratis!) of

the M echanical Dept. ?

4. If any of' us will ever have such

optimistic matrimonial faith as the negrc

cook, who on being" asked if she had mar-

ried for the fourth time, answered:

“Yes’m, as often as de Lawd takes ’em

so will I.”

ARTS ’24

The Knights of the Spherical Pill (bas-

ketball) of Arts ’24, met in solemn con-

clave in the ancient gymnasium at the

hour of 2.15 p.m. last Saturday. After a

heated discussion, it was decided to wage

strenuous_war—versus the pests Arts '22.

’23 and ’25 which infest the domain. A
Captain for the Knights was chosen ; he

hails from fair Scotland and is considered

by all to be the best Spherical Pill artist

in the country. Sir L. MacKinnon is

admirably fitted for this position of Cap-

tain of the ’25 Pill Chasers. His numer-

ous friends wish him every success in his

new venture, and the country at large

has every confidence that he and his band

ot globule Knights will emerge victorious

from the impending frays.

The Hon. J. J. Wood was chosen to

be the commander of the ’24 Spherical

Pill Knights. Brother Knight Moreland

spoke with such luxuriant verbosity con-

cerning his life and the mighty attain-

ments thereof, that all the Knights clam-

oured loudly on behalf of the Hon. John
When, finally, it was discovered that the

hi the Commerce course,

ill the-

joy of th^ As-

that the affairs

Bibby’s

Something Doing

Sale

suits And overcoats at less than
WHOLESALE PRICES

Shirt Sale
"V

One Hundred Dozen Shirts, Tooke and Arrow

make, sizes 14 to 17y2 \ $2.00 and $2.50 value.

A EXTRA SPECIAL, $1.38

Bibbys

' *

n
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GRANT HALL Queen’s Final GRANT HALL

Assau 11 -at -Arms
BOXING - WRESTLING - FENCING

Tuesday, February 7th Ringside seats tsc. and si.oo
* 7 General Admission SOc.AT 8 P.M.

,
Casey (rolling up his sleeves) Did you

tell Reilly Oi was a liar?

Murphy—Oi did not. Gi thought he

knew it. —Ex.

the mutual life
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

tiie profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders. wife therefore, receive

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Lite of Canada

Phone 610; Re»idenc« 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE".

EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

DOUBLE HEADER
AT HARTY ARENA

MEDICINE 4, SCIENCE 3; FACULTY
4, THEOLOGY 0

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

In a fast game of exhibition hockey at

the Jock Harty' Arena, on-Wednesday even-

ing, Medicine defeated Science by a score

of 4-3. The game started with end-to-end

rushes, Medicine drawing first blood. Aff-

leck was penalized for boarding Henry.

Hansen, who was starring' for Science broke

his skate at this point and retired in favor

of Hyland. Bracken replaced Poyser. The

period ended with the score still Medicine 1

.

Science 0.

The second period opened with an in-

creased burst of speed and Meds were saved

time and again by the good work of Quinn

(Arts) in goal. MacLachlan scored two

goals for Medicine; then Affleck made the

first tally for Science on a pass from Allen.

Second period over, Medicine 3, Science 1

Science started the final period strongly

and had the better of the play. Henderson

tallied after a lone rush and Hylands re-

peated a moment later on a pass from Pey-

ser/ Bell replaced Myers in goal for Science

and gave a good account of himself. Leg-

gett (Medicine) received a bad gash and

had to he carried off. Soon afterwards

Gratton secured the final goal for Medicine

and the period ended with no further scor-

ing.

Line-up

:

Photography

Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Goal

Defense

Medicine

:

Quinn

Henry

Waddell

G. R. MacLachlan
(

Forwards

Leggett

Gratton

Grant Subs.

Bell

Referee—Rev. A. L.

Science

:

Myers

Henderson

McLeod
Poyser

Hansen
Affleck

Bell

Hyland

Bracken

Allen

Chisholm

Blacklock.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THEOLOGY vs. THE STAFF
The annual classic of hockey took place

Wednesday night at the Medicine—Science

clash, when Theology . suffered defeat at

the hands of the Ph.Ds. Malcolm and Joliffe

won their places in the celestial sphere

through their scintillating exhibition of

hickory-wielding. Malcolm opened the scor-

ing with a shot surpassed only by the force

of a Big bertha shell
;

the puck carried

O’Brien with it into the twine. Joliffe re-

peated shortly afterward with a shot which,

after a certain amount of persuasion, found

its way into the Theology nets. -The The-

ology players swear that the goal judge had

the puck tied to a string. For about half

the time Theology played the old-fashioned

sever! man game, and later on proceeded to

use eight and nine players. This helped the

Staff as the Theology, players were constant-

ly in each other’s way. McIntosh scored

on a waist-high shot, to which goalkeeper

O’Brien gave a true “come-all-ye” welcome.

At this point Malcolm and Blacklock staged

a Dempsey-Walker exhibition, while “Bull-

moose” Joliffe slipped in the last tally.

The Profs, turned out in-natty uniforms,

numbered according to position, and they

advise Theology to do the same for the next

annual affair.

It is rumoured that several of the Pro.

managers, on the look-out for material

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class 'Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained frbm

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J

' 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior. Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

For Valentine Dances

Decorative Crepe Paper, Streamers, Caps, Red and Gold

Hearts, Cupid Designs, Place Cards, Hearts, Arrows and Cupid

Cut-outs for Favors, Table Covers and Napkins.

For Sale at

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
\ AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

j COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar. Queen’s University.

viewed the game from the side-lines and

later expressed satisfaction.

Line-up

:

Theology

:

O’Brien

Blacklock

Taylor^

Faci
^

Goal

Defense

Forwards

The Staff:

Jemmett

Joliffe

Mai-

Taylor

Knechtel

Wood
Mclnnes

Claxton

Gilbert

Subs:

Jackson

Parnell

Hudson
Arkley

Davis
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Paid-up Capital

Reserve
Resources

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
20 Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE
a staccato gutteral grunt. Honor stu-

dents in German assure us that this means
‘Our chances of losing are as remote and
small as my tail."

SCIENCE DANCE NOTES

Owing to the late date that the music

was received it was impossible to get the

programmes printed before today, but

they will be ready for distribution on

Saturday.

Following is the music;

1. Waltz—Swanee River Moon.

2. Fox-Trot—Smiling.

3. Fox-Trot—Leave Me With a Smile.

4. Waltz—Lazy Mississippi.

-5. One-Step—Figaro.

6. Fox-Trot—When the Sun Goes Down
7a. Waltz—Verna.

b. Fox-Trot—Can You Forget.

8. Fox-Trot—Dapper Dan.

9a. Waltz—Song of Love.

b. Fox-Trot—Yoo Hoo.

10. Fox-Trot—Song of India.

11a. Waltz—I’ll Return for You.

b. Fox-Trot—The Sheik.

12. Fox-Trot—Mylo.

13a. Waltz—Deep in Your Eyes,

b. One-Step—Down Yonder.

14. Fox-Trot—I’ll Keep on Loving You.

15. Waltz—Three O’clock in the Morning

16. Fox-Trot—Say it With Music.

17. Fox-Trot—Wabash Blues.

18. Waltz—My Last Waltz With You.

SCIENCE ’23

In England the deaths for 1921 were

12.5 per 1000. Apparently they count in

those who are half dead.

We understand that one of our worthy

Profs, is leaving us for an extended' trip

through Palestine. Could we not com-

mission him to investigate the rumour

that there is beer in Beersheba?

He that bets is a better and he that

doesn’t bet is no better.

(Tune! “Tucky Home”)
1 wanna be wifcii Twenty-three when I

get my B.Sc.

It is my hope most dear, to stay right

with the year,

I’d give my pile if I could smile when

exam, results come out.

For if I could I wouldn’t be in doubt.

I’d like to go to sleep and know that to-

morrow I’d be wise

To those professor guys

With lots of “reason why’s”.

Lawdy hear my plea, make me what I

wanna be,

A B.Sc. getting my degree with the rest

of twenty-three.

AN INTERESTING BOARDING
HOUSE

Different From Those in Kingston

Supposing you were living in a board-

ing house where in addition to the heart-

less landlady there dwelt a confidence

man ;
a very quarrelsome married couple

and their pretty daughter ; a social “clim-

ber”, an “old maid” of forty, who like the

century plant hoped to bloom again
; a

young artist struggling with poverty, and

a rich old “soak” of sixty who comes in

“soused” every 'Other night—suppose

these people came under your daily ob-

servation—wouldn’t you find yourself

rather interested in watching how these

“diversity of creatures” re-acted toward
one another? And if something happen-

ed which caused all of them to try to fight

their way back to “normalcy” wouldn't

you positively sit up and gulp? This is

exactly what happens in the “Third Floor

Back” which the Dramatic Club is pre-

senting in Grant Hall at the A.M.S. meet-

ing, on Feb. 11th, one week from tomor-

row night. “Glad” Wood has the lead-

ing part and the excellent supporting

caste includes Margaret Porteous, Helen
Clarke, H. Spenceley, C. A. Nicholson,

Marion McFadyen, Viola Gibson, T. H.

Wholton, Cash Mahaffy, Clara Farrell,

O. F. Lundell and Margery Booth.

“GEE WHIZ” A REAL BEAR
Played With His Shadow Yesterday

“Gee Whiz,” Queen's own' Bruin, has

proven that he is a real bear, and not

the Levana counterfeit.

Yesterday morning (the fateful Feb. 2)
Billy Hughes, his owner and trainer heard

THE ENGLISH CLUB
The English Club will meet on Monday

afternoon, in the Red Room. The subject
for discussion is “Canadian Poetry” and
the object in view is to find out the likes

and dislikes of the Club members in that
field of literature. None of us have time to
work out any erudite theories regarding
Canadian verse but surely everyone has
preferences, and has formed certain opin-
ions. Come and give the benefit of them ;

—

if you wish to illustrate your ideas by read-

ing a piece of verse, so much the better.

Let us have the advantage of exchanging
thoughts upon a topic of common interest.

Monday, then, in the Red Room at 5 p.m.

Mr.

MEDS. ’24

E. A. Clark, 2nd vice-pres. of the

A.M.S., was Queen’s representatice at the
Guelph Agricultural College Conversat.

held recently.

A recent issue of the Journal reminds
us of an interview the Editor of Punch
once had.

Interviewer: “You have a very clever
staff, haven’t you?”

Editor, “Oh, yes.”

“And you get lots of good material for

your paper?”

Again the editor replied in the affirma-
tive.

1 hen
,
asked the interviewer, “why

don’t you use it?”

MEDS. ’27

It is with deep regret that Prince Boocus
Egyptus learns that the editor of Arts ’23

is relinquishing the duties which he so ably
fulfilled. It is true that Cleopatra had oc-
casion to reprove the gentleman. We feel

‘'“‘J 1| i»3 u»»uli auu 1.1 aiiii'l II^UI U
|

. .

a scratching at the door when about to
ho 'vev" «,at thc reasonableness of the pro-

feed the bear his oats, or whatever his 1

t£St " =>PPrec,ated. Such a vital mat-

Bearship pleases to breakfast on. When
te
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the door was opened “Gee Whiz” ran

out and cavorted around for a while, per-

formed a few setting up exercises, and
sought to assuage the hollow rumblings
of his innards with the delectable array

of gastronomic delicacies before him.

This means, of course, that we shall

have ice for six more weeks at least, and
the hockey players and coaLmen regard
Billy’s Bear’s anti-somnolence with the

acme of optimism. When interviewed by
a Staff Reporter, our “Gee Whiz” emitted

Mention is made, in the popular colum-
nist s article, of a tendency to rub people

the wrong way. Allow us to assure him
that we have never experienced any such

unpleasant tone in his writing. If it is not

out of place, we would like to draw atten-

tion to the very self-evident fact that the

proper means of redressing wrong, or sup-

posed wrong, done in these columns, is by
answering in the same columns. In a box-
ing match, when a blow is struck, does the

recipient reach for a sledge-hammer?

—Boocus Egyptus.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princees St.

Headquarters for All Queen’s

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c, 50c and 60c Music at

5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for

Extra Special Bargains in latest

Music

nHsssnsfflffisnsfflEBBsnniEnannnananEBi

PIANO TUNING
A^M. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Or ict8 received at 100 Clergy St. West,
or ’Phone 564 w.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTI8T

Comer Princess and Wellington Street?

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

J48 Albert

BOXING, WRESTLING AND
FENCING

On Tuesday, February 7th the final

elimination assault will be held. At the

previous assaults the student attendance

has been somewhat disappointing. It is

hoped a large crowd will be on hand on’

Monday, as the boys have been training

hard, and need the encouragement of the

backing of the student body. Also, the

purchase of new equipment this year has

put the club to a big expense which must
be met.

As far as the quality of the entertain-

ment is concerned, little need be said.

Those who have attended the previous

assaults this year can vouch for this fact.

This season has been one of the most
successful training seasons for years past.

In almost all classes, keen rivalry has
existed. On Tuesday next the very best
of the talent will be on exhibit. The
fighters are very evenly matched, and
some close bouts are assured. Queen’s
chances for success in the coming inter-

collegiate assault are brighter than ever.
Friday’s event will offer the students

an opportunity to give their moral and
financial support for one evening to thc
club which holds thc most glorious record
of any Queen’s athletic club.

Sneagle."

acagle, ^nowl.'t

snostrich.l

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Why Use Inferior M*'

^ZtSkAtes
Ounces Lighter &. Stronger.

SKATE SHARPENING

Cost no 1Vx

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCI PHONE 529

,t Rg^or _
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SPORT
QUEEN'S vs. R.M.C.

/ Continued from page ' )

, - were outnumbered by those

rC R M C. and there can be no

fr0m
. reason f„r this when the compar-

ative’ registrations
of the two colleges are

•
l red With one of our teams pl<

}

Bettev 1 e on Wednesday -tight.

K^topi.euptte^^

t'mes du™» *
, thev were un-

red^^t^t credit on those

, were responsible for then defeat.

All the players showed remarkable im-

provement over their W

time and was intercepted, while many

Ranees to use it advantage

passed op in the excitement wind, affect

‘d players as well as spacunor.

Brown, m goal. P ld> eu »

Kame and made up for the three that got

defence. Havers can't bounce off a stone

wall but the R.M.C. forwards rebounded

from those two like golf balls. Jvm. Rffehte

is the same old war-horse in hock»- =L

in football, and lie gave the Cadet,

busy time whenever he was m possession

of the puck. He checked hard, and

ploughed right through once he got star -

ed on a rush from behind the net. Be-

tween stopping, and being stopped, h ,t,st

about used up his nine lives. Sn

*

h

corked some speed that practically pre

vented combination; if he won d »

Straight and stay in centre tee he could

o-et better results from his spectacula

rushes. Brown, on right wing, turned m

his best performance of the season. If

he couldn't go around he went over and

after Tuesday night, it's a safe bet h.s

insurance premium goes up. He showed

speed and back-checking ability, two es-

sentials in a hockey player. Geord.e

Stewart played his same old tricky gam

at centre and stick-handled through the

R M C. team several times, only to be

beaten by Mundell. Bill Carroll, greatly

improved in condition, played an especi-

ally strong game all the way through and

was robbed of several goals by hard-luck.

Wright and Swartman were both capable

subs,-who livened up the game whenever

thev came on. Both played them heads

off while on the ice, and the fact that the

team was never weakened contributed

largely to the victory.

The Cadets presented a strong team,

about equal in weight to Queen's, but

their main strength lay in Mundell, the

goalie. His ability and luck prevented

Queen’s from getting several goals in the

early part of the game.

The Play

f The first period started off with a rush,

and Brown went to the sidelines when

Carr-Harris fell over his stick. Carr-

H arris followed soon after, and with but

ten men in the game. Queen's defence

used their weight to break up tbe Cadets

rushes. Brown cleared neatly from a

mix-up in front of the nets, and a few

seconds later his goal-post made a nice

save. He stopped several shots, but was

finally beaten on a hard one front Mac-

leod, who had replaced Swabey at cen-

tre for R.M.C. Queen’s missed several

chances to score from clinches in front

of the Cadets' nets
;
Smith also made some

clever rushes in an attempt to even it up

Carr-Harris, on left. wing for R.M.C.,

scored after a pretty piece of individual

work, making it 2-0. Queen’s tried coro-

Second Period

Ritchie opened the-second period with

a fine rush, only to be stopped at the nets;

he was then put off- for mauling over

Carr-Harris. The game was getting fastei

and the pucks were coming oftener so

When one hit Mutt Brown he tried to

hide it, and make it one less to watch,

but he had to hand it out again * it was

the only one Crawford could see. Ritchie

madT two or three hard shots at the Tea

Room, but was outdone by Hamilton,

who put the puck over the wire among

the spectators. Carroll lost out by hard-

Uick in several hard shots on Mundell,

and Ritchie scored off Swartman s pass

only to have it disallowed as offside. 1 he

ice looked more like a bowling alley than

anything else, as players of both sides

fell over each other. Swartman worked

his way up left wing and beat Mundell

on a pretty shot front the side, making the

score 2-1. Shortly afterward, Macpher-

son rolled a soft one in on Brown, putting

R.M.C. again two goals up.

Carroll was replaced after he had been

bumped all over the ice ;
Stewart came on,

gamely playing in spite of an injured knee

he had suffered in the first period. 1 he

period ended soon after Ritchie had stop-

ped Macpherson for the count. Score 3-1

.

Third Period

The opening of the third period saw

Queen's still outlucked and for a while

the game was more like bare-back wrestl-

ing than hockey. Brown and Swabey

threatened to delay it with a clinch, but

were put off. Mutt Brown saved a, sure

goal by walking out into a dangerous

combination. Smith made an effective

rush, but his shot hit Mundell’s pads.

Brown was on the job and batted in the

rebound. Queen's second goal. At this

.
point the* game threatened to die a na-

tural death, but the arrival o.f several in-

spired rooters put the necessary punch in

the atmosphere, and Smith again juillcd

off a splendid rush, beating Mundell for

the tving goal with but five Queen’s men

on the ice. The game livened up con-

siderably and, with but a few seconds to

go. Smith, Ritchie and Swartman, com-

bined on a neat rush ; it ended up with

Ritchie notching the winning goal just

as the gong rang, making the score 4-3

for Queen’s.

Queen’s

Brown
Ritchie

Smith

Stewart

Brown
Carroll

Swartman

Wright
Referee—Reg. Crawford.

Line-Up
R.M.C.

goal Mundell

defence Hamilton

Macpherson

centre Swaby

wings R. Carr-Harris

B. G. Carr-Harris

subs. Panet

McLeod

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11-30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

PLAYER'S
NAVY cut

CIGARETTES

10 for 18*

20 • 35 *

Jlnd in tins

of SO* tOO

Superb P-Ualiiy „

fined Workmanship '^
Sreaiest Value

Cffi
in the Worlcl f

Established 1885

BAKER'S CIGAR

STORE

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

ARTS SMOKER

ARTS FACULTY DINNER

medical faculty dinner

^SCIENCE FACULTY DINNER

and

QUEEN’S STUDENTS

All the Hits, all the Time
.. r ViAa ftOuaTterS for

work making it 2-0." Queen’s tried com- 1 Don't forget we are headquarters for

binatkm, but were beaten by hard luck everything in Sheet Music, Musica

and Mundell. The game began to liven
struments, Stationery, etc.

|

up and a few penalties were handed out
. T. /' c QsviilVi and

by referee Reg. Crawford. Smith and

Ritchie were each penalized for trying to

plaster the Cadets against the hoards,

and as the period ended it was evident the

fireworks were just beginning.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE I

For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Sone Shop Orchestra
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

i

20 1 Off

SPECIAL

PRE-INVENTORY

25 Per Cent.

Discount

Sale
JANUARY 16 TO 28

Kiiwear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

FOR FEBRUARY

7/o
All Queen’s Pullover Sweat-

ers and Sweater Coats, also

all Full Dress Shirts, Gloves,

Zests, Ties.
'

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Craft for men who appreciate
good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

MYRA HESS RECITAL
(Contmued from page 1)

any one coiffposer, Miss Hess appeared

on this occasion primarily as a Chopin in-

terpreter. But her versatility was also

very much in evidence, and her delight-

ful performance of the eighteenth century

pieces (Scarlatti and Bach) might to some

constitute the principal charm of the even-

ing.

The programme opened with three lit-

tle one-movement sonatas (the early son-

ata form) by Scarlatt, in C minor, B

minor, and C major. These pieces,

though they do not demand a powerful

rendering, call for some brilliancy and

the utmost clearness and delicacy of ex-

ecution.

In both these respects Miss Hess’s

playing of the pieces was flawless, and

it would be difficult to imagine a more

sympathetic and effective rendering of

these* attractive little movements. With

regard to the appeal of Scarlatti to the

present day pianist, it is interesting to

recall that Paderewski included in hi

Suite “a l’antique”, with the popular

Menuet, a Caprice in the style of Scar-

latti, very much after the manner of these

sonatas.

^The Bach selection was Number 21

Book 1, of the 48 Preludes and Fugues,

in B flat major. This is structurally one

of the simpler ones, so transparent as to

require no subtlety of exposition ; but, in

the Prelude, inviting a broad originality

of treatment. Miss Hess’s reading of the

Prelude was somewhat liberal, but pro-

foundly satisfactory. In the Fugue, the

clear part playing and unity of idea so

essential to this form of music were ach

ieved with striking effect, and the inten-

sification of interest up to the last note

was most impressive.

The Chopin numbers, which formed

half the programme, were the Sonata, Op.

35, in B flat minor; three Mazurkas, Op.

33, No. 3, in C major, Op. 68, No. 2 in A
minor, and Op. 33, No. 2, in D major

and the Polonaise in A flat major. Chopin

composed only about half a dozen works,

including three piano sonatas, involving

a sequence of separate movements; and

one cannot doubt that he was right in

thinking that his style, leaning as it 'did

to the lyrical, was better suited to* the

forms complete in a single movement.

Nevertheless the sonata, Op. 35, though

certainly not a model sonata, is a power-

ful composition, and one that only a first

rate performer could properly render. It

was in this*piece that Miss Hess’s tech-

nical and intellectual mastery of effect

were revealed. After the introductory

movement (Grave alternating with more
rapid movement), the lively Scherzo was
received with the greatest enthusiasm

and the famous Funeral March, leading

to a short Finale (presto), formed an ef-

fective contrast.

The three Mazurkas, though simple

enough technically, were a revelation in

the lay of artistic performance. The third,

in particular, was played with a great-

deal of spirit, and in all three the fantas-

tic, almost barbaric, character of the

music was vividly reproduced.

At the close of the programme came
the great Polonaise in A flat major, which
was probably the sensation of the even-

ing. This piece, with its notorious diffi-

culties, was as child’s play to the perform-
er, since only by complete superiority to

difficulties could she have used it to such
triumphant effect. Anyone who has ever

examined the octave passage for the left

hand in the middle knows how great is

the mere mechanical labour -of playing
this gigantic composition.

Between the two groups of Chopin,
Miss Hess played^ some Schumann and
Debussy. The well-known “Papillons” of

the former was beautifully rendered, the
chain of short movements of which the

piece is composed being played with as-

tonishing lightness of touch and thought-
ful discrimination.

The Debussy pieces were “Voiles”, “La
Cathedrale engloutie,” “La Fille aux
Cheveux de Lin.” and “Minstrels.” These
are certainly excellent examples of.mod-

Mm

Foot Troubles Cured
We have a graduate of the American

School of Practipedics. If you have tired

feet, any aches or pains, or anticipate

trouble call and have your feet examined

we know that there are hundreds of peo-

ple troubled with tired feet, backache ,&c.,

and nine cases out of ten the arch or

bones of the feet are responsible for this.

Costs you nothing for advice, and we
know its value.

LOCKETT’S

j£~'

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.
Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and
cooking. You can shut your ey<^ and
select at random and be sure of a splen-
did dinner. To dine here once is an
event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

ern tone-painting; and, though the com-
poser would have disclaimed concordance

as a weakness of our ancestors, there was
a very pleasing contrast between the

peaceful calm of the first and the merry
discord and clatter of the last; all of

which was made intelligible in the per-

formance.

At the end of the programme Miss Hess
gave as an encore piece the Chopin Waltz
in D flat major, Op. 64, No. 1.

QUEEN’S vs. FRONTENACS
(Continued from page 1)

minutes before peace was restored, with

Quinn and Purdy watching play from the

penalty box. Play was inclined to be heavy

for the rest of the period, Nickle carrying

off the premier honours with four trips to

the bench. Two more goals were added in

the period, one by Nickle on a pretty piece

of work with McLeod, and the other by

Davidson on a pass from Lindsay.

The last frame provided the best hockey

of the night, and, after being warned by

Referee Millan that five minutes would be

the shortest penalty given, play was clean.

The tri-color distinctly, outplayed the town

boys and added three more tallies to their

count, from Johnson, Reynolds and David

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

son. Line-up

:

Queen’s

:

Frontenacs

:

K. Quinn Goal McKay

Wilson Defense Taylor

Reynolds Shipman

Nickle ’ Centre Purdy

Lindsay L. Wing Bellringer

Johnson R. Wing Driscoll

McLeod Subs. Hawkins

Davidson McCutchcon

A. Quinn . Goal Montgomery

Referee—Dr. R. Millan.

V

*

Strait b
MON., TUES., WED.

/‘THE GREAT
IMPERSONATION”

by

E. Phillips Oppenheim

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

58.600.000 holding's of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since
1914, at the ‘ exceptionally favorable
prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
5110.000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-
chased before the outbreak of the war.
An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in
corpfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874
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PARLIAMENTARY
IDEA THROWN OUT

lively discussion takes
PLACE AT A.M.S.

QUEEN’S SENIORS LOSE TO McGILL

AFTER THIRTY MINUTES OVERTIME
INTERMEDIATES WIN
FROM BROCKVILLE

TWO WELL CONDITIONED TEAM
UTES OF PLAY—NELSON IS IN

S FIGHT HARD FOR NINETY MIN-

DIVIDUAL STAR.

On Saturday night, an A.M.S. meeting

of more than ordinary interest was. held

in Convocation Hall. Besides the regular

meeting, the adjourned annual meeting

was continued. During the regular meet-

ing several motions were passed; pay-

ment of some Jackson Press bills was

authorized. A communication from

Brunt and Gillies of Hamilton was re-

ferred to the Business Manager of the

Journal for examination; the executive

of the A.M.S. was authorized to arrange

to have the executive picture taken. It

was also moved that next Saturday the

A.M.S. business be so arranged that the

Dramatic Club can begin its splay at 8

p.m. In accordance with Article 13, bee.

4 sub. Sec. (b). the treasurer of the A.

M S was instructed to set aside $100 as

a sinking fund. The president of the

A.M.S. was authorized to interview the

Principal regarding arrangements for ex-

tending an invitation to the R.M.C. to

visit Queen's. The Secretary was instruct-

ed to write Sir A. C. Macdonell of the

R.M.C. ,
expressing the appreciation of the

Queen's students for the hospitable man-

ner in which the recent delegation was

received and entertained. The executive

of the Junior Hockey Club was empower-

ed to entertain the St. Andrew's hockey

team next Wednesday.

(Continued on page 6)

—Montreal, Feb. 6th

In the most exciting game of the Senior

Intercollegiate hockey in years, McGHl nosed

out a victory from our team in the third

period of overtime last Saturday evening

at the Mount Royal Arena. The big Arena

was crowded with McGill students, Queen s

graduates and friends, and many of the

hockey - loving, non-partisan fans who

thought they would go to see a real exhibi-

tion of hockey. A rough estimate would be

that 4000 people at least saw a game they

will never forget. The R. V. C. Co-eds. sat

in orderly rows at one end of the rink, with

the student rooters gathered around and be-

hind them. Cheer leader Punch Parkins

had no difficulty in working up enthusiasm.

He was very generous to the Queen’s team,

and valiant attempts were made even m

the last minutes of the overtime to let the

crowd know that they were giving the

Queen’s yell. Their good intentions -were

I appreciated.

j

The pace was gruelling throughout and

the ice very fast. The test of condition was

a severe one and it spoke volumes for both

teams that the closing minutes of the game

produced as much spectacular hockey as any

other period of the game. The edge in con-

dition was very plainly in Queen’s -favour

and we must put another nick in the post

that marks our gratitude to Billy Hughes.

The period scores were:

McGill 2. Queen’s 1 ;
McGill 2, Queen's

McGill 2, Queen’s 2; 1st Overtime, No

Score
;
2nd Overtime, McGill 3 Queen s 3 ;

3rd Overtime, McGill 4, Queen’s 3.

Ernie Nelson was the star of the game.

He got all three points, two of them from

solo efforts. He missed a good many more

and might have had better success if he had

passed once or twice, but for all round

ability and stamina he was easily the most

effective man on the ice.

Red McKelvey alternated between the

defence and forward position, playing every-

thing but goal. His back-checking was

superb and he was a tremendous asset de-

fensively.

The whole team played the game of then-

lives. Campbell was a new man,—on the

puck all the time, a dangerous rusher, and

stone wall ‘at defense. Gibson worked

(Continued On page 4)

ST. ANDREWS PLAY

HERE TO-MORROW
FIRST GAME OF HOME AND

HOME SERIES

JUNIORS WIN FIRST SSVcciatf
O.H.A. AND INTERCOLLEGIATE

,0’

SALVATION.

Queen’s Juniors won the final game of

their Junior O.H.A. group series by de-

feating Cornwall 10-3 in the first game

of the double-header on Friday night.

Since they have won all their games to

date and completed the series with only

6 goals recorded against them in as many

games, prospects look bright for their

going far in the O.H.A. semi-finals.

On Friday night Cornwall's attempts

offensively were smothered continually

by good defensive work, and hard back-

checking, while our own rushes usually

ended with a shot on the goal. Reynolds

was the star of the game, accounting for

four tallies, and carrying through repeat-

edly only to be blocked by the goaler.

The whole team worked hard, and back-

checked well, probably giving the best

display of team-work they have shown

this year.

For Cornwall, Dextras and Penny were

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday, Feb. 7

—

8.00 p.m.—Final Assault-at-Arms.

Wednesday, Feb. 8

—

7.99 p.m.—Debating Club.

8.30 p.m.—Science Formal Dance.

8.30 p.m.—St. Andrew’s vs. Queen’s III

Thursday, February 9th

—

6.15 p.m.—Science Annual Dinner.

Friday, Feb. 10th

—

4.00 p.m. — Science Issue — Queen’s

Journal.

best ;
but all were good skaters, and they

fell down only in their lack of team play

and weakness around the nets.

The Play

The first period had scarcely started

when Dextras skated down the boards

and put a long one past Quinn for the

first goal. Five minutes later, Reynolds

evened the score on a pretty piece of com-

bination with Nickle, and in three mm
utes the same pair repeated the perform

ance, Reynolds again batting it in. Short-

ly afterward Cornwall evened matters on

a long, bounding shot from Rowe, that

completely fooled Quinn. '1 his was Corn-

wall's last serious effort, and Johnson

gave Queen’s the lead on a pass from

Nickle before the end of the period.

Play brightened up in the seebnd per-

iod and eight minutes passed before

Nickle scored on Johnson’s rebound.

Cornwall came right back and Dextras

gave them their last goal of the evening

from a mix-up in front of the nets. Twice

before the period ended Reynolds went

through the entire Cornwall team and

scored from a few feet out.

The final period saw Queen’s run away

from the Cornwall youngsters and add

four more to their count. Lindsay got

the first one on a nice play with John

son. Right afterward, Red Wilson got

the biggest “hand” of the season when

he skated the length of the ice and scored

unaided from close in. Nickle and Mc-

Leod each notched one before the final

(Continued on page 5)

Queen’s Juniors are to- play St. An-

drew's College in thV'semi-finals of the

O.H.A. at the Harty Arena tomorrow

,-vmng.

This is the first time we. have ever en-

tertained St. Andrew’s, and it is to be

hoped that a large crowd will turn out

and aid Bill Holdcroft in giving them a

royal welcome. Remember that a little

applause for a good play by the other

fellow is the sportsmanlike thing to do

now and then. If you must fuss that

night, do it at the game. The lights

might go out and then oh well, we

leave it to you.

If these Scotch saints are as lively and

robust as their Anglican brethren from

St. Aidan's were, a lively time should he

'had by all.” It is perhaps, sufficient to

say that they won the so-called “prep"

school group in Toronto, and that in

Cameron they possess the best junior

goaler in that city.

FINISH O.H.A. SERIES WITH
VICTORY LAST NIGHT

Brockville, Feb. 6—The Intermediates

had an easy time here tonight when they

defeated the local team in the last

Queen’s Intermediate O.H.A. game of the

season, thus finishing second in the group.

It was far from being a good exhibi-

tion of hockey, although the ice, consid-

ering the mildness of the weather, was in

very good shape. Referee Swazee failed

to please the crowd and a great deal

of derision was directed at him.

Birks, at centre for Brockville, caught

two four-minute penalties for trying to

trip him up.

There were about a hundred and fifty

people in the rink, which is a credit to

the town. It is quite well lighted and

fairly large, and the seats are well ar-

ranged. An electric score and time in-

dicator helps people to follow the play.

There were no outstanding stars. Gib-

son worked hardest. He got three neat

goals. Higgins played the best game for

Brockville. Everybody took it easy, a'nd

the team play was, on the whole,, very

good. Queen’s back-checked Brockville

to a standstill.

The game opened very listlessly. Camp-

bell finally worked right through and

beat Sharp single-handed. Battersby and

Higgins staged a little war and got five

minutes each. Birks followed with a two-

minute penalty. McKelvey scored on a

(Continued on Page -8.)

UNIVERSITY
SUNDAY SERVICE

JUDGE MOTT OF TORONTO ON
“JUVENILE COURT WORK”

QUEEN’S B. B. TEAM
LOSES TO McGILL

IN A GAME FROUGHT WITH
FOULS, QUEEN’S LOSE BY

NARROW MARGIN, 31-24

McGill took the basketball game from

our team by the small margin of seven

points in a game that was full of fouls

rather than field baskets.

The game was played in the Highland-

ers’ Armouries before a crowd of three

hundred people. The floor is very wide

and is about the same length as that in

the Queen's gym., but it was very slip-

pery, as dances are held on it frequently.

Mr. McCuteheon of Central Y.M.C.A.,

handled the game impartially, but proved

very severe.

Most of the team went to Montreal on

the Friday mid-day train, were well rest-

ed up for the game. The manager, Ham-

mic” Henderson, apd a couple of others

went down Friday night. Early Satur-

day morning they made a pilgrimage to

(Continued on page 6)

The students of Queen's who had tire

.

privilege of listening to Judge Mott, of the

Juvenile Court, Toronto, at Convocation

on Sunday, enjoyed a strong address from

a very able man.

“If I would take any text,” said the

speaker, “it would be John 10: 10—'I am

come that ye might have Life and have it

abundantly.’ ’’ The mind of the Master

saw the great possibilities in mankind, saw

what the
.
world would attain when the

thoughts of men should become sweeter and

nobler. Judge Mott continued by calling the

attention of the audience to our criminal

code of to-day. It is the greatest study of

man and his actions, his misdemeanours and

the punishments attached- that we have. It

is the heritage of the English speaking

people; two hundred years ago their were

one hundred and sixty five- crimes punish-

able by death, now there is virtually only

one. What we need is not severity, but

certainty of action. The small boy often

loves to do a thing for the hazard that there

is in it, the thrill of doing something dif-

ferent
;
he does not know much of the moral

value of an action but he wants excitement.

Example : a boy wants to go to the picture

show, not to see the picture, but just that

lif may get by the ticket-man, and he suc-

ceeds eight times out of ten. He has the

price of the show alright, so he gives it to

his chum. His chum buys the ticket, and

they start in in a crowd. If he gets past—
alright; if he is held up, he turns to his

chum, seerqingly in a fit of anger, and says,

“I gave you the money and you did not buy

my ticket." Then he proceeds to belabour

his chum with his fists. The crowd is held

up. Finally the man at the gate says, “Here

(Continued on page 6)
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•'he College -Hat Store"
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COME TO
headquarters

for your headwear
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats avid Caps in

Kingston Being direct importers

we save, you something on every

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

EDITORIAL
(fj)umt’s Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY. ,

Price: Intra-murals, 51.50; E^tra-rnurals

|
$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rat

Manager.

i Canada,

on appli-

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up S 10 ,500.000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

II. A. Tofield, - - Manager

«KE. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S.,

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S.. L.D.S., D.D.p.

Sparks & Sparks

dentists
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
Host Modern.All White Tile.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance a'nd refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We dclive Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

BuSii

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.
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Big Double Bill

“BATTLE OF JUTLAND”
also

Constance Talmadge

‘‘MAMMA’S AFFAIR”

Luring the "past few months the Royal

Military College and Queen’s University

have attained a much more friendly atti-

tude towards each other than has been

known for years. The- recent visit which

some sixty Queen’s men made to R.M.C.

on the invitation of Sir A.* C. Macdonell,

the ,Commandant, was possible only be-

cause of this new relationship, and such

visit will do much to make permanent

a mutual feeling of good will. The Queen’s

men were able to see that life at the

Royal Military College is something more

than intensive soldiering ;
they could not

fail to admire the skill which was display-

ed in horsemanship and the ordered per-

fection of the drills 'and gymnasium de-

monstration
;
what is of greatest import-

ance, they learned that the Cadets are

not so different from the rest of human-

ity after all. that they can be excellent

hosts, and that they are, indeed, “good

heads” in spite of all myths to the con-

trary. We may hope that, in return, the*

Cadets come to realize that Queen’s stu-

dents cannot be loosely categorized as

“hicks,” that there are some who are at

least semi-civilized, andv that Queen’s is

not unappreciative of the work the R.M.C.

is doing, nor out of sympathy with the

men who take the training it offers.

The troubles of the past can all be re-

duced to misunderstandings. Superfici-

ally. the R.M.C. man and the Queen’s

student had little in common; their very

ideals seemed widely divergent. And our

hockey and football encounters could do

little in improving' the relationship, for

we in this country persist in taking our

sports with deadly seriousness.

However, the R.M.C. support—or at

least sympathetic neutrality—in our Sen-

ior Intercollegiate matches last fall, show-
ed us that the College did not consider

itself at daggers drawn with Queen's.

T% new relationship has been carefully

fostered by both Commandant, and Prin-

cipal, and an appreciation of college for

college is becoming ever more apparent.

When students of both institutions meet,

as. they did last Thursday, and can get to

know each other and exchange ideas, the

mutual suspicion that has prevailed for

years simply fades away. The Queen’s
attitude loses its last shreds of

provincialism, and the R. M. C. view-
point inevitably becomes less intolerant.

It is to be hoped that the University will

find some way of returning the invita-

tion and in that way establishes further
contacts with the Cadets.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Glenburnie is Scotch for a salad of fur

coats, cigar butts, home-brew, and worn
copies of the Farmer’s Sun.

Qn February 11th, at A.M.S., the Drama-

tic Club will again offer a production for

the approval of the student body. It will

be offered under the order of business

known os ‘‘program me.” There will be no

counter attractimis such as a hockey-game,

or a social evening, so that the only reason

for any student - issing this production will

be lack of interest. The play is one the

merits of which is known far and wide, in

short, this will be a true experiment, in

which the Dramatic Club will apply the

acid test to the attitude of the students as

T whole.

The support given this production, will be

a dependable indication of just what value

the students of Queen's place upon their

Dramatic Organization and the opportuni

ti?s which it offers. Now that the task of

providing entertainment upon Theatre

Night has been taken over by a sub-com-

mittee ‘apart from the Dramatic Club, the

latter organization will be able to devote

the whole of its time and energy to provid-

ing opportunity for those who take the

drama seriously.

The Dramatic Committee under the A.M.

S.. imbued with the profound conviction

that the student body does appreciate the

work being done by the Dramatic Club in

looking after its own particular department

of our college life, unanimously decided to

instruct
-

the Club to go ahead with this pro-

duction in spite of the double handicap of

being compelled to pay an exorbitant insur-

ance premium on Grant Hall, and of losing

the services of their coach.

The Dramatic interests of the A.M.S.

must not be allowed ;to wane, and it is to be

hoped that this all-student production will

receive the support of all the students.
rv._—Dramatic Editor.

SCIENCE ISSUE OF THE
JOURNAL

Next Friday’s Journal will be

the Special Science Issue. Mr. H.

H. Bleakney, Associate Editor for

Science, has already fully matur-

ed his plans for this number, and

it promises to be one of excep-

tional interest and originality.

A.M.S. IMPRESSIONS

VERDICT?

• When the Dramatic Club offered to the
student body last fall the results of five

weeks hard and conscientious work, their

performance was, by a large number of the
students, condemned unheard. This mky
have been due to the fact that many consid-
ered themselves cheated of their Big Night

We were terrorized into attending A.M.

S.. on Saturday, and as it was such a new

experience for us, we would like to give

our impressions for the benefit of those

who have never enjoyed the privilege of

attending one of these functions. No fewer

than six separate years had decided to “at-

tend in a body,” the point at issue being

the proposed Parliamentary scheme; ima-

gine our surprise when we found 73 stu-

dents present—we had half expected that

the meeting would have been held in Grant

Hall. An objection was raised against de-

ciding the vexed question owing to a slight

change in the Committee’s report, but it was

decided that the change was too trivial to

warrant further delay. The change merely

consistecLin making one thousand students

members of Parliament, instead of a select

number as had been previously proposed

—

quite a trivial change. The discussion was

keenly enjoyed, except by certain of the

“noble sages, ye Fathers of Confederation,"

who did not seem to get what they wanted.

The mob did not seem to be aware of the

'great benefits tlTat were about to be bestow-

ed upon them, and carelessly declined cab-

inet portfolios, free seats in Parliament

etc., etc. One speaker wanted to plaster

three editions of the Journal with detail

of the scheme but, fortunately for the sub-

scribers, this motion was lost. Another

speaker, inspired with the old traditions of

Queen’s, and trying to emphasize the weak-

nesses of the present system of elections,

remarked with a gesture towards the chair

:

“Look what the last election brought us."

As the President is- a Science Student, we

may expect to find this speaker's head

shaved by Monday. One patriarchial look-

ing politician said to be the grandfather of

Confederation, got all ‘Miet_uj

Added

Distinction
The individuality of a stone

set signet ring^ engraved

with his crest or monogram, will

please any man. J
<||

On the 'staff of the Ryrie

workshops A the only stone

seal engraver in Canada. The
charges for this exclusive -ser- \
vice are very moderate indeed.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.^

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

•and classes are under the direction of

.
AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and
' Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Publie, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November;, 1921.

4-

UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

Hudson’s Bay Company

Research Fellowship

The above'Yellowship, of the an-

nual valjue of $1,500.00, tenable at

the University of Manitoba, in any

branch of pure or applied science,

open to graduates of any Canadian

University, will be filled for 1922

about May 1st. Applications should

be in the hands of the Registrar of

Manitoba University, Winnipeg,

Manitoba, by April 1st. Further

particulars on application. Address

THE REGISTRAR,

University of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

would be a good thing for Queen’s when the

present Seniors leave college and allow the

freshmen to run things. We agree with

him, and hope he graduates in the spring.

It looked at one time as if the vote might

be postponed, but if that had occurred many

present would have charged the Executive

with swelling the attendance on false pre-

tences.

Then the question restricting “Q’s” came

Continued on
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

TRY US

NEW YORIf HAT

CLEANING AND SHOE

SHINING PARLOR
208 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 395

KINGSTON^

Just In

FACULTY NOTES

new flannel middies

in Balkan style,, pretty shades for spring ;

in gold trimmed with blac&csilk braid.

Black trimmed with white braid, also

Navy or Cardinal sailor collar, button

cuffs, all sizes.

$4.50 and 86;. 00.'

- THEOLOGY
On Friday afternoon at four o’clock

Prof. J. F. McFadyen gave the first of a

scries of four lectures,'on Missions. The

general content of these four lectures

will be based 6n the World Conference of

Edinburgh, 1910, and subsequent events.

The first and second lectures will deal

more particularly with “The Approach to

the Noff-Christian Mind.” Prof. McFady-

en stated that his aim was to make these

lectures popular, rather than technical,

and thus implied that he wished to soli

cit the interest of those not directly linked

with the Student
'

1 Volunteer Band, the

Q.U.M.A. or Theology. The first lecture

was not as representatively attended as

it might have been, and so we might take

this opportunity of mentioning that these

lectures will be given in the Apologetics

Room, Friday afternoons, at four o’clock.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by JTest”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

SakelFs
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrtit

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion^ Express Co

STUDENTS

Save Ycur Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eves.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist—

132 PRINCESS STREET

Theology is not forgeftingjjs share in

“Theatre Night.” The -Moderator is lntsw

with his Brethren preparing Proce^sion-

i .. Po.ce«sionals, etc., etc., and “Barrels

of At 'one solemn, but not

''-ombre meetings' yA. sot u.JoV

it \ym?-
,

v. oided - j hat ;>:eaeii ,: i.heok j»

.
. y ’ porisi c fur. th* Theological

column m thej 11 1 ’ n>r one issue > ••

Moderator was slated tor link o'u. on,.!,

he has legitimately postponed his efforts

until the next issue. The readers of the

Theology eolumn'^ftre asked to be pre-

pared for variety, henceforth.

To look a/, oh, t

We like to think they work

At our desks, and so

Does our nic&vC.O.T.Cs man.

But, notyrontent with this,

He needs must begin

To worry about

His thrice hated B. Anthracis.

So straightway he seeks

This class—where are the women.

In he strides till at the

Incubator door he turns

And strikes the orthodox pose,

Pulls forth a plate .containing

Anthrax, or is it—no

It can't be pneumo.

At kny rate 'tis thriving

Beautifully, and now
He shuts the inner door,

A perfect mirror here to see.

How lies his hair

And who

—

Is looking at him as he works?

But— Ijotall those girls

fclot one has looked

!

Tough luck “Ger.tie”!

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

t

A- pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all Sizes.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Ope a House

he class in Church History is a fine-

one. If you are a Theologue you can un-

derstand this: if you are not a Theologue.

you are the loser. The public speaking

class is up to its old form these days:

Kindly criticism, good, bird and indiffer-

ences the Bill of Fare.

MEDICINE '23

On Wednesday last, Meds. '23 held their

regular year meeting, and the weighty mat-

ter of electing representatives to go to

M.C. was disposed of. The difficult matter

of nomination of officers took but a few

minutes, though much more time might well

have been devoted to the subject. Every

one seemed possessed with the idea of put-

ting the load of responsibility on someone

else’s shoulders. Why this should be tlie

case the reporter cannot understand, as the

necessity of a good executive for our final

year is a matter of great importance to us.

When elections roll around let us choose

with care. The programme of the metetip

consisted of the poet’s rhymes, and Mr. Orr

is to be congratulated on his poetic geniu:

Mr,. Hamilton moved an adjournment.

MEDS. ’26

• i: ri .
1 made in heaven.

ft va 1
1..-;- - vi ini -e.v.Tc that I

v. his bean and proposal. A pi: re' cast >

of'’ love at'.lir-'t sight-- hei sweet. uM.it.fii!
! •

smiifc -V "
John Way tor Sherin was- a m;.u ' ii’> 1

square jaw and a power of quick decision
|

that worked with a click. So, a moment

after he had been introduced to Ima I

Peecll and she smiled her sweet, wistful
j

American Lead Pencil Co., 215

smile, his power of quick decision clicked
i

1 *" ‘

and he resolved to have her for his wife,
j

it is street car time in

That sweet wistful smile was beyond are. all waiting for itr.

the power of words to describe. Oh, what
j

Fifth Ave., Dept. W2i

King to

1

oh r .vhat
|

SCIENCE '25

-oh, what’s’ V

mute tenderness was in it?

beauty ! oh, what understand—

the use?
|

Well, are we downhearted? I’ll say not!
*

“Miss Peech," said Sherin," 1 am a man Even if we arc a' Ii< d to go to the big

of quick decision. Some indefinable Science Dance i:U<-i*d 'o make pre- .

something about yoi\ appeals to me i.rres- ! sence known au the Dinner.

tibly. 1 think it is your sweet, wistful! We may not have the nombeio to

smile, win you become* Mrs. J. Plytor the world know^ about us, but we certainly

Sherin?” -
! have some of the best-singers in College -

‘

She smiled her sweet, wistful smile] “ wfll be proved when we warble« |

and said' she would. X
,

live melody.

, So they became man and wife.
j

And say, are you coming to our Social!

Her usual hearty laugh had been tem- he remembered by all who come, and omf

porarily compressed into a sweet, wistful Evening? We are going to make it one ttf

smile because she didn't want to show
]

be remembered by all who come and ou|

the gap made by her missing front tooth Committee has promised to leave no.stonT

while the dentist was building her a new unturned m an endeavour to live up to t!|

,

Science Faculty’s high standard.
one. ~

Marriages are made in heaven.

Section one on the floor to-morrow.

It is about time that some medical stu-

dents learn that alcohol is absorbed directly

from the stomach and not from the intes-

tines.

Say, fellow's, can we not take our two

o’clock lecture on Wednesdays with a 'little-

more grace? Last week we had trouble.

Let’s cut out the interruptions and give the

lecturer a chance. While some cannot un-

derstand the value of the class, there arc-

others of us who do. •Judging from W.TA
statements on Friday, he also has found the

subject of great use. We may have our own

ideas, but those who introduced the courst

in the curriculum have a great deal mori

experience.

“SAY IT^ WITH FLOWERS

WATTS Florist
Flowers For, All Occasions

_ / MEDS. '24 ^
I know a man
Who is also known

In C.O.T.C. circles.

This man spends his time

In talking to his neighbours:

Time to him means nothing.

On Friday afternoons

A Senior Biology Class foregathc

Between earth and Heaven.

And in this class are’some^

oiiieiij

ARTS ’23

MEDS. ’27 ^
Ode to Johnny Ingram.

There was a jolly young Chemistry bluff,
j

|ian(j s c f t ]K.j r betters last Satm
Who, while making a compound of stuff'.;

^3 wen { on t |lc floor with no b

, Held a match to the vial,

And after awhile,

They found his front teeth and a cuff.

The Mighty Knights of the Sj

{of Arts '24 met disgraceful do

;
amble. They went into the fray

I

to do or die. The Worthy Knight-

:
we must admit—played hard, 1ml

SCIENCE ’23
,

We have discovered how "Cash is

produced and why it is called filthy lucre

Figure it out for yourself: we’ll give yon

the formula: CaS-f-H.S.=Ca(SH ).

Now we
perfectly.

understand .the Phase Rule

The- weather on Thursday

reached the triple point. There wen-

three phases, ice, water and vapour,

existing in contact with one anotl

“How can-man die better

Than facing fearful ode

For the ashes of his fat.

And the temples of his ;

The *eore at half time was 1

and when the final whistle blew

35-16 for the juniors.

LINE-UP.

'23—Ada. Cross. Forwards':

tre; Salter. MacLachlan, Friedg '

’24— McKinnon, Yoaden. >

Wood, ITci.xn, •

all

ontact with one another.^

There were no degrees of freedom and I
Connors. Centie,

you had to watch yourself or you fell on] tense; Hlakc. Dulrage and l.angtoto.,

your head or into water up over your

boot-tops. There was only one compon-

ent, slush, from which you could get one

or all three of the phases. Read it up
|

in Walker's* and you will he able to plot

:! > ves and find what the weather is

o be like next week.

HINTS TO ANOHYL-OUS
CORRESPONDED i S

• ited — Five complete dress suits

;irls to match, for Science Dance,
j

Room 202, Third Floor Back.

“You
editor.

“But how can 1

*Bv writing

aste too much paper." J .the 1

economize r

>n both s



Blue Serge Suit Sale

t

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

fcBROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
tobacco

newspapers, magazines
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below C^ergy_jaw_____

For Farnifarr. Carpets, Curtains, go to

f. F. HAKRiSON CO., Limited

Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement

A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without ditti-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.^

We welcome accounts

small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
::::::: ::

,iiW
Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT

TAKEN FOR THE YEAR
BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

i
ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

|4 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

like a trojan. He outskated any man on

the McGill line, and frequently caught up

when ten or fifteen feet behind the man

with the puck to rob him of it. Ratchford

was a blue streak. He is still cratic; that

is the only thing which keeps him out' of

the scoring column. He came so fast sev-

eral times that he was past the defense be-

fore they realized it. He speeds up the

whole team. MacLachlan relieved Camp-

bell and made up for his lack of sensa-

tional style by working till he was ready to

drop. He was a hard man to fool. Smith

turned in a wonderful game. He was pain-

fully cut over the eye itu the third period

but was back, stitched up. before the period

ended His gameness got him a great "hand’

from' the crowd, which applauded good plays

with admirable lack of bias, showing love

of good clean sport.

Then we come to Noisy McNeill. Smil-

inK all the time, talking to himself and the

referees, chewing the fat in the dressing

rooms, he played a game which was no'

j„g short of uncanny, cool as a cucumber

he turned the shots aside and directed tin

defensive work of the team as never before.

He was fooled rather easily on two of the

four goals, one through failing to watch the

puck instead of the McGill man loitering

uncovered in front of the nets, and the .other

through failure to clear a rebound which

was well within reach. To offset these slips,

however, he saved what looked like sure

scores time and time again.

McGill had no stars. They are a well

balanced aggregation but, with the excep

tion of -McGerrigle, their individual abiht

was below the Queen’s standard. They

olg-ved well to-gether and made neat thro

man rushes. Flanagan was on the better,

most of the night and failed to show bi?

old time form when be was in action.

The game was very clean, but very in-

differently handled by two referees. Dickey

Hawes and Riley Hern. Hern was fa

but new at the job, and failed to see lots o.

illegalities. It is bard to say that-Dawes

was impredjudiced. His action in penal ix

ing .in rapid succession, Gibson and Me

Kelvey in the final overtime was hard to

explain. Gibson’s trip was plainly acciden-

tal and..even the McGill supporters objected

to the penalty. Red had shown a tendency

to roughen things up a minute before he

was penalised, butthe action that drew the

actual penalty was far from deserving even

a warning.

THE PLAY
The play opened up very fast. It was

obvious from the start that both teams were

very evenly matched. Nelson opened the

scoring with a nice shot from centre ice.

close ib on Stentson who had no chances to

save. It was not long till Dmeen evened

things up. McNeill was fooled rather easily

Ratchford took the puck from behind bl-

own nets and carried it right through foi

wards and defense only to be stopped by

the McGill goalie. Smith was .penalized

;

MacLachlan substituted for Campbell, and

Flanagan came on for McGill amidst ap-

plause. Anderson scored. McGill 2

Queen's 1. The period ended with the score

unebanged. Neither team had the edge on

the play and both goalkeepers had about

an equal number of shots to stop

2nd Period

The game speeded up more than ever

Anderson struck the post and everyone

thought he had scored. Smith was work-

ing well. Red McKelvey played left wing

for awhile. He backchecked beautifully.

Doc. Campbell was hurt and was replaced

by Nelson. Nelson went through all alone

drew the goalkeeper out, and scored. Mc-

Gill. 2, Queen’s 2. The-period ended shortly

afterward. This period very plainly be-

longed to Queen’s. Harry had few shots to

stop and the puck was almost continually

in the McGill territory. McGill players

use the old Pro. style, and do not fight it

out in the corners. Our boys stayed with

the puck at all times and the syslein proved

its superiority for teams of Intercollegiate

calibre.

3rd Period.

the

Ratchford drew a penalty. The backcheck

ing was superb, with Red particularly in

the limelight. Ratchford came back am’

between Doc. Nelson and him, the McG-

rooters were given palpitation of the heart.

Doc was right through,” only to be tripped.

There was no penalty. Shortly afterwards,

Red was penalized. Harry McNeill stood,

the test of some severe work without flinch-

ing. The period ended, McGill 2, Queen's

After five minutes rest, play was resumed

for the first period of overtime. Nelson

was right into things. Flanagan nearly

slammed in a rebound. McGill came through

with three men abreast and only McNeill

to beat. He intercepted a pass and cleared.

The' teams changed ends after five min-

utes. The puck rolled right along the line

of the McGill net with “hysterical non-

chalance." It happened to turn out instead

of in. McGerrigle drew McGill's only pen-

alty. No change in score.

2nd Overtime.

Shortly after the period started. -Demp-

sey scored on a pass front Flanagan. McGtb

3
,
Queen’s 2. Queen’s had four men up am

simply bombarded Stentson. Nelson got

McGerrigle Defense Ratchford

Dempsey Smith

Centre Nelson

Dineen Wings Campbell

Flanagan Gibson

Subs. McKelvey

Timmins MacLachlan

Kelly T. A. Brown

Referees-—Riley Hern,
\

Dawes.

REV. R. H. BELL AT Q.U.M.A.

The regular meeting of the Q.U.M.A..

was held in the Apologetics Room, on

Thursday afternoon, with the President. R.

G. Fry. in the chair.

rises of the meeting were conducted by Mr.

J.
M. Allen. Then the Secretary read the

minutes and the Treasurer presented an

interim report to date.

Rev. Mr. Bell, addressed the meeting on

“The Bible as a Missionary Book." The

speaker gave to his hearers a rapid and vivid

survey of the Book. Going back to its be-

ginning. be showed how the Book wits’ the

•'Great Constitution" of the Kingdom of

Godi" He traced the development of the

Hebrew faith, and the enlargement of the

prophets’ vision from a national to a uni-

from a mix-up. McGill 3, Queen's
j

versal outtalk. Passing from the prophets

Play was very fast. After ends wen
j

to the New Testament, Mr. Bell cited ne

changed Boo Anderson nearly had one, 1m

McNeill outguessed him. „
3rd Overtime

Nelson got right through but failed tc

beat Stentson. Red had what looked like

a sure score. ,McGill were tiring, but Demp-

sey had enough pep to beat Harry Iron

iu U1C I't-U J.

two greatest missionary documents of the

New Testament “The Lord s Prayer and

the “Parable of the Prodical Sort” Th

explicit object of this prayer was to make

this earth a heaven—“Thy will be done on

earth as it is done in heaven.” The Prodi-

gal was portrayed in a new light to su^
1 el 1 1 j x 1011 am [owi e. ~— -- *- w-

close in. McGill 4. Queen's 3. Gibson and) being represented as all that Gentile wot c

Red were put off. Ends were changed
]

that lay outside and beyond tile teaching;o

The excitement was very intense as McGill I Christ and that was to be brought to a

tried vainly to score with only three Queen’- knowledge of the Fatherhood of God »d

men and the goalkeeper to beat. Gibson j.the brotherhood of man. All v -

and Red came back and Queen', pressed present expressed their ^ ^tion
hard right to the bell.

Final score: McGill 4. Queen's 3.

LINE-UP

:

McGill: Queen
’

s

Stentson Goal MeNed

of Mr. Bell’s fine interpretation of the

Book, and the inspiring Character of his

address.

Prof. G. W. Mitchell, M. A... will ad- ,

dress the next meeting.

Bibby’s

Something Doing

Sale

SUITS AND OVERCOATS AT LESS THAN
WHOLESALE PRICES

Shirt Sale
One Hundred Dozen Shirts, Tooke and Arrow

make, sizes 14 to \/^/z j
$2.00 and $2.50 value.

EXTRA SPECIAL, $1.38

Bibbys
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Chem: "What’s all the riot in the Ana-

tomy building?"

C. E. : "Oh. just the medical students

rolling the bones."

—Ex.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This ts the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is SO

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. "Be a Muttalist.

s. Houghton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Reiidence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

JUNIOR O.H.A.

Queen’s 10, Cornwall 3.

(Continued from page 1)

rgong. The game ended, Queen s 10,

Cornwall 3.

Line-Up

Queen’s Cornwall

ff. Quinn goal Degray

Reynolds defence Macateer

Wilson Elderbroom

Niekle centre Penny

Lindsay 1. wing Dextras

Johnson r. wing Rowe

Davidson subs. Hewitson

McLeod
A. Quinn, (goal).

Referee-—Geo. Vanhorne.

TnafflfflSEses®«®®®®BB®s®aEBSS®s®B®si

1 “FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE” |

1 EAT
s

|NEILSON’S
I CHOCOLATES
1 AND CHOCOLATE BARS |

| University Drug Store |

1 Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave. |

i ’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home' Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography -

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

HARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w '»

92 PRINCESS STREET

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s I Queen’s

The best in cut flpwers can
]

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. - ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

QUEEN’S—R.M.C.
Playing their second game in two con

secutive nights, the Juniors defeated

R.M.C. in a Junior Intercollegiate game

on Saturday by 5-2, thus winning the

round 7-2->
. \

The game was decidedly fast for a Jun-

ior fixture arid our players lasted well

considering the hard game they had had

on the previous night. R.M.C. worked

hard and forced the play, but superior

checking kept them from being at any

time dangerous. The period scores were

1-0. 3-0. 5-2.

Arthur Quinn officiated in goal instead

if Carl, and filled his brother’s pads s<

efficiently that there were many in tin

rink who did not notice the difference.

He made several sensational saves when

the Queen's defence, wishing to know tlu

latest report from ^Montreal, allowed a

(vandering Cadet forward to amble be-

tween them. Reynolds was like Verdun

on the" defence, and his rushes were al-

ways dangerous. Wilson is improving

all the time and we look for some star

performances from him in the future.

Donny Niekle was as effective as usual,

and had Hughes doing an Australian

crawl all evening. Johnston, in spite of

an unfamiliar pair of tube skates, contri-

buted many good rushes and checked

back well, paying particular attention to

Rooney*. Lindsay worked hard and was

always on the puck. Davidson was on

frequently and could well be used more,

for while he seems to be rather slow in

warming up, once he gets going he is

both fast and effective. McLeod, like

Lindsay, is somewhat lacking in speed,

but he has a knack of scoring—and goals

count.

Rooney was probably the outstanding

player for the Cadets. He is fast, and in

the last period scored two beautiful' goals

on lone rushes. His partner, McLeod
worked hard and was always dangerous

The forward line was well checked by the

Queen’s men, but they never gave up.

Hughes plays goal like a wicket-keeper

—

mostly with his hands, but he does stop

the puck, which is the. ultimate func-

tion of all goal-keepers. The team was
considerably younger and lighter than

that of the 'tricolour and deserves con-

gratulation for a plucky fight. «

Line-Up

R.M.C.—Goal, Hughes ; right defence,

McLeod; left defence, Rooney; centre,

Wallace
;
right wing, Hargraft

;
left wing,

B. Carr-Harris; subs., McLaren, Don-
nelly.

Queen’s—Goal, A. Quinn ; right defence

Reynolds; left defence, Wilson; centre.

Niekle; right wing, Johnston ; left wing,

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Stree

Pure Fee Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

jTiyTLcEss strest-

ilgsgtell

For Valentine Dances

Decorative Crepe Paper, Streamers, Caps, Red and (

Hearts, Cupid Designs, Place Cards, Hearts, Arrows and C

Cut-outs for Favors, Table Covers and Napkins.

For Sale at

R. UGLOW 8t COMFc.i
m PRINCESS STREET

'
-

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.

Lindsay. Subs., Davidson, McLeod.

Referee—Reg. Crawford, Kingston.

SUMMARY
First Period

1. Queen’s—Johnston.

Second Period

2. Queen’s—Niekle.

3. Queen’s—Niekle (from Reynolds).

Third Period

4. Queen’s—MeLeod (from Nick

5. Queen's—Reynolds (from McL. i

6. R.M.C.—Rooney.

7. R.M.C.—Rooney.

Penalties—Reynolds, Wilson, D;

son* McLaren.

February 1 1 Queen’s Little Theatre
GRANT HALL

QUEEN'S DRAMATIC CLUB PRESENT THEIR FIRST ALL-STUDENT PRODUCTION

8 P.M

The Passing of the Third Floor Back
BY JEROME K. JEROME

.jy :ss'
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^elankdNova Scotia
S 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

BASKETBALL GAME

Paid-up Capital

Reserve
lesources "

. v,

ffore you spend $5.00 per month

Jeedlessly, remember that *5^0

Xposited each month in our Sa

lings Department will in ten year

* amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings halnt today

A. N. T-vster. Manager, KINGSTON _

Expert Buber, in Attend®-

161 PRINCESS STREET

R, H. ELMER

Yvm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

_ . Qi. ’Phone 2040
188 Princess St.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Danee Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson ,
Crosier & Edgar

20 Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S £UITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

I One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

(Continued front page 1)

the Armouries to attempt to have a work-

out but could not locate a ball.- They

made another trip at about a quarter to

two and*!iad a short workout before the

game. They liked the floor, but found

it very wide and slippery. ,

At half past two both teams were on

the floor, and shortly afterwards the

game iiiited. Jones started at centre

and had as his opponent, Manson, the

star of the McGill five. Haslam and

Thomas worked on the forward section,

marked by Livshin, the football snap, and

Crain a strong consistent player. Lewis

and Ellis kept tab on the elusive Men-

dohlson and Laishley.

The game started with a rush and Has-

lam opened the scoring with a neat foul

Shot Manson tied things up a minute

later. A double foul Teas called and each

located. 1-Iaslam’s foul shooting was un-

canny. He scored 20 of his team's .points

out of 22 tries. He scored 14 fouls with-

out a miss in the second half. Manson

was not so accurate, but seventeen of

McGill's points were from foul shots.

Queen’s found difficulty in locating the

basket All their shots in the first half

were from away out. McGill played a

Strong defensive game and. when our fel-

lows had the bail, grouped their five men

in their own territory. It was very diffi-

cult "to get, close^enough for a sure shot.

ThTlialf time score was. M. 15. Q. 0.

Nine of McGill’s popits -were on fouls,

the three baskets were shot 1>£
Manson,

Livshin and Crain. All of Queen’s six

points were on foul shots.

The Queen's men were convinced in

the half-time period that they could heat

McGill, and they started in^to prove it

in the second half. Thomas Shot the first

Queen’s basket, and then Halsam/shot a

foul, and Queen’s were only seven points

behind. Then McGill by foul shots, and

by baskets by Laishley and Cram, jump-

ed ahead to a thirteen point lead. Men,

dohlson shot a basket. ' Then for a few

minutes the game was entirely Queen’s.’

Haslam continued to shoot fouls with

deadly precision. Hay came on to replace,

Crain, who was hurt, hut proved very,

ineffective. ’ Livshin had to be replaced

due to personal fouls.

The game ended wi\h the score 31-24.

The Teams

The annual meeting was adjourned un-

til February 18th. Both regular and an-

nual meetings proved important and in-

teresting, and both were splendidly con-

ducted.

CONVOCATION

tom. We are living in a country with great

natural resources, but our greatest asset is

the boy. We must see that everybody will

i
grow and function as God intended him to.

|

It is our duty to see that theJuvenile Court
’

! shall eventually operate in every part of our

country. v

..(Continued from page 1)

you kids, get in here out of the way.” The

hoy is past and has had the excitement of

a fight into the bargain. Step by step oui

Criminal Code is changing but, unfortun-

ately we do not' yet seem convinced .that

prevention is better than cure.

In 1908, the Juvenile Courts Act wrought

a helpful change. No child under the age

of sixteen can be called a criminal; he is

now called a “delinquent.” No child can be

detained, tried or imprisoned with a crimi-

nal. The duties of the Juvenile Court are

more to investigate than to try cases. Its

duty is to change the child’s environment

The whole aim is 4o prevent rather tha

cure. y

The child is the asset of thff community.

A child is tagged when he comes into the

world, played upon by the ills of nature

children’s diseases~-and environmental con-

ditions. To deal with the boy, the Com-

must know the child. The court has a clinic:

if the boy is "found physically sound, the

next step is to test him mentally. Failing to

find causes -here, we pass on to the emo-

tional field. By investigating the emotions

we can understand how a man could be

clever, and still be-very dangerous. A man

or hoy may he intellectually above par. but

emotionally below it.

In every case,a Social Service Workei

goes Into the home and collects evidence

A report is made out, and the boy is hande

over 4o the probation officer, who attempt:

to correct home conditions with the aid of

the law. Seventy per cent, of the delin

quent boys are placed back into society.

The attempt is being made to throw a

cloak of protection around homes and boys.

Betteij far to have a fence at the top of t

hill than to have an ambulance at the bot-i

polecon club discusses
CANADIAN IMMIGRATION

The Polecon Club met at the home of

Prof. W. C. Clark, on Thursday evening in

one of the best attended and most inter

esting meetings of this session. Canada's

Immigration Policy for the present and fu-

ture was' introduced by Messrs. H. Cross

and H. Friedgut, and the discussion was

brisk, pointed and enlightening. Most of

those speaking had had -intimate contact

with some phrase of the question. The

conclusion of the Club was, in brief, that

Canada should look to her immigrants for

useful attributes, that we should make our

customs worthy of acceptance rather than

force them upon tli^ immigrant, and that

our greatest hope lay with the New Cana-

dian children. .

IMPRESSIONS OF A.M.S.

(Continued from page 2)

up, and one member, probably owing to

army experience. was*afraid that, the new

regulation would be back-dated, in which

case lie would lose his nice collection of

; “O's.” He was assured this would not oc-

cur. and the new regulation went into effect.

In conclusion, let us pay tribute to the

persistence with which one enthusiastic

.member seconded everything that required

seconding. \Yc also learned why the meet-

ing was called the “Annual Meeting
-’—be-

cause it had lasted*fro n one year into an-

other; and as it was adjourned for two

weeks, it is still going strong. We enjoyed

the meeting/ immensely, and admire the

pluck of the Dramatic? Club. They deserve

'

a full house next Saturday and we shall be

there-
—Vagus.

McGill.

Manson
Laishley

Mehdolhlsoil

Lioshin

Crain

Hay
Little

centre

forwards

guards

subs.

Queen’s

Jones

l-Ialsam

Thomas
Lewis

Ellis

Gibson

Moore

Referee—Mr. MeCutcheon, Central “Y

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess St.

Headquarters for All Queen"$

Text Books and Supplies

LOWEST IN CANADA
PRICES ON SHEET

MUSIC
All 40c. 50c and 60c Music at

- 5 for $1.00

Watch the British Whig for m
F.xtra Special Bargains in latest |
Music

\PIAN0 TUNING
*! SWAIN E, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER. v

r* received at 100 Clergy £t. West,

\ or ‘Phone 564 w.

The Chateau Belvidere

SPECIAL SUNDAY CHICKEN DINNER AT $1.25

From One to Two P.M- Every Sunday

Please reserve your tables. -
’Phone 1743

"01. hour of all hours, the most bless’d upon Earth; Blesse.1 hour of our dinners!"

r. H. A. Stewart

' N A. M. S.

(Continued from page 1)

In the Annual Meeting, reports from

the Athletic Board of Control regarding

the awarding of “Q’s” and from the com

mittee on the revision of the A.M.S. con

|

stitution were received on a motion that

the recommendations of the Athletic-

Board of Control be adopted, some discus

sion ensued. The motion, however, w
carried with little opposition. It wa.

moved that the system of Parliamentary!

government as outlined in the report ofl

the committee on Revision of Constitu-

tion be adopted by the A.M.S.. in pre-

ference to. the present system., Consid-

erable prolonged and spirited discussion

on the question took place. Messrs. Pil-

key,* Mclnnes, Sully. Susman, Runnings,

m<d others made very creditable orator-

,x... efforts/-"- It was felt by some that

further consideration of the question was

necessary. Others claimed that the* pro-

stem made no provision for the

work of the various committees now or-

ganized under the A.M.S. Others again,

objected to dividing the student body

arbitrarily into parties. The motion was

lost when the vote was finally taken

of i notum

PROTECT YOUrToOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS

We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected m case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E, W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.
J

.

*
,

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the bes.t in town.

i» STORETHE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

w —

—

p
20 % Off All Hockey Boots

All popular sizes

Lots more time for good skating—

Get your pair of

AUTOMOBILE TUBES NOW
j

.
Treadgold Sporting Goods Company^
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SPORT
INTERMEDIATES vs. CORNWALL
Queen's Intermediates, presenting a

tealn which was not at all-familiar to the

defeated Cornwall, Friday evening

hv the score of 8-3. McDonald, Wood-

ruff and Battersby were the only regul-

ars used, but it must be admitted that the

team was not weakened to any great ex-

TC1U.
,

.

Mutt Brown played goal, and made an

excellent job of it. His clearing is vig-

or,,,,- rather than graceful’, but he saved

a good many likely-looking shots. We

must, however, be putting on weight as

the mud post was unable to support him

in the last period. Ritchie ami McDonald

worked together like whiskey and soda,

in spite of the fact that it was their first

co-operation of the season. WoodruH

led the attack and was as effective as

ever. He was more willing to pass than

previously, and Ins marksmanship was

much improved.
' He held the dangerous

Tilton helpless all the way. Brown and

Carroll struck their real stride and gave

Fillion a busy evening. They, both check-

ed back well. Brown showed a lot of

speed, but is inclined to skate too far Queen’s

ahead of the puck carrier Battersby was Mathewson

more effective than usual, as he did less Kirkland

of hi s weaving style of rushing and went
James

straight ahead. Swartman had his bat- Cavanaugh

ten- "going strong and scored two direct Detlor

•hits on the Cornwall net. Maclnnis

The most effective, men for the visi- Mackenzie
.

tors were Stewart and James, the defence Mclnvoyle

duo. Their capable forward line was not

as effective as usual, and it looked as if

tl,e plavers were playing merely to finish

out the schedule. They .showed flashes

of what they could do, but, with the ex-

ception of Larose, did not really exert

themselves at any time. Fillion played

well in goal and at several times stopped

Queen's rushes which had penetrated the

defence.

, Cornwall were "without subs, and the

loss of Guy Smith was badly felt. They

used Penny and Elderbroome, who had

already played in the Junior game.

Queen’s led all the way. the period

scores being 3-0. 5-1, 8-3.

Line-Up

Cornwall—Goal, Fillion ;
right defence,

Stewart ;
left defence. James ; centre. Til-

ton ;
right wing. Larose ;

left wing, King-

horn ; subs., Penny, Elderbroome.

Queen’s—Goal, A. Brown: right de-

fence, Ritchie; left defence, McDonald;

centre, Woodruff ;
right wing. W. Brown ;

left wing. Battersby ;
subs. Carroll. Swart-

man.
Referee—George Vanhorne, Kingston

SUMMARY
First Period

1. Queen’s—Ritchie.

2. Queen’s—Carroll (from Woodruff).

3. Queen’s—Brown.

Second Period

4. Queen’s—Brown (from Carroll).

5. Cornwall—Penny (from Larose).

6. Queen’s—Swartman.

Third Period

7. Queen’s—Carroll.

8. Cornwall—James (from Larose).

5L Queen’s—Swartman (from Battersby)

10. Queen’s—Woodruff.

11. Cornwall—James (from Larose).

Penalties—W. Brown, Carroll, Me
Donald, Kinghorn.

clair
;
Macllquham won on two falls with-

in 2 minutes.

145 lb. wrestling—Richards vs. North.

North won on aggressiveness.

110 lb. Boxing—Prittie vs. Robinson.

Prittie won in an extra round on points.

135 lb. boxing—Dunlop vs. Macintosh.

Dunlop won oh points-in a scrappy bout.

135 lb. boxing—Holt vs. Tkachyk. Holt

won when Tkachyk was unable to return

for an extra round

QUEEN’S IV. DEFEAT K.C.I. 1-0

Queen’s IV defeated K.C.I. i;i a Junior

Intercollegiate hockey game at the Arena,

on Saturday at noon.- The game was fea-

tured by a rolling puck and individual work.

Neither team showed any combination,

partly because of the roughness of the ice.

Maclnnis of Queen’s scored the Tmly goal

of the game when he beat'Arkley from the

left wing during the second period. Jack

Emery refereed ,the game which was watch-

ed by a fair sized crowd, considering the

inconvenient hour at which it was played.

LINE-UP
IC C.I.

Arkley

Legett

McK&vey
Thompson

Knott

Cunningham^

Macpherson

Lyons

Goal

Defense

Centre

Wings

Subs

WHO’S WHO IN “THE THIRD
FLOOR BACK”

The Journal has secured from the man-

agement of The Dramatic Club the auth-

entic cAst of the three-act play, “The

Passing of the Third Floor Back”, which

is to be presented next Saturday evening

in Grant Hall. The parts are to be played

as follows':

Mrs. Sharpe, a land-lady,. . Viola Gibson

Stasia, her slavey y .. Clara Farrell

Miss Kite, a painted lady,

Margaret Porteous

Major Tomkins, a bully... Cash Mahaffy

Mrs. Tomkins, his wife Helen Clarke

Vivian, their daughter. . .Margery Booth

Joey Wright, an ex-bookmaker. .

C. A. Nicholson*,

.

Mrs. Hooley. social climber...

Marion McFadyen

Jape Samuels, mine promoter. .

^ H. Spenceley

Harry Larconii his “jackal”. O. F. Lundell

Chris Penny, an artist. . . ,T. H. W hoiton

A New Lodger “Glad” Wood

Time: the present. • Scene: A London

Boarding-house. /

B. W. F. CLUB
Some of the final preliminaries of the

B.W.F. Club were held in the gym. at

four o’clock on Friday afternoon. Jim-

mie Bews refereed the -wrestling bouts

and Professors Macdonald, Macintosh

and Ballard were judges for the boxing

• Billie Hughes was the third man

ii ’ riijg, and Prim K. O- Sliter of

i was timekeeper.

The Boats

... lh. wrestling—Allan vs. Meyers

AVhiu > M from a less experi

i .
. »pp< «eu*

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

I MEAL HOURS;

BREAKFAST.. m.7.1S to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

per pacAngt

Tiro TprJ5

AY
y

'Snug Harbor Cigarette

ferijciytlim fo-day

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES—

?
it, r. .

,• -aj—

M

aciit.n . i vs !

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’a

Pnntr Shon Orchestra

Established 1885

BAKER’S CIGAR

STORE
/

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

y ,
.

Under the Patronage o£ the

ARTS SMOKER

ARTS FACULTY DINNER

ft^EDICAL FACULTY DINNER

SCIENCE FACULTY DINNER

and

QUEEN’S STUDENTS
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Men's Hats

Men's Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Glove*

v 122 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL

PRE-INVENTORY

25 Per Cent.

Discount

Sale
JANUARY 16 TO 28

Kiimear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

FOR FEBRUARY

20 % Off
All Queen’s Pullover Sweat-

ers and Sweater Coats, also

all Full Dress Shirts, Gloves,

Zests, Ties.

THE CLUB

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-

ion-Craft for men who appreciate

good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and

silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, .etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Queen’s Students Visit

R.M.C.

Interesting Tour of Inspection With Sir

Archibald Macdonell

Some time ago Sir Archibald Macdo-

nell requested the ‘‘University to send re-

presentatives to the R.M.C. to inspect the

buildings and get an insight into the ac-

tivities of the Cadets. Owing to the un-

fortunate occurrence of examinations, and

their distasteful and lengthy duration,

this most kind and highly appreciated in-

vitation could not be accepted until

Thursday, February the second.

Six members <)f Levana and about sixty

men, representing the various organiza-

tions and societies of our college, met in

Convocation Hall, and proceeded thence

to the R.M.C. There wara period of

heated discussion, during which various

male members of the party advanced rea-

sons why they should ride in the taxis

with Levana. It seemed highly improb-

able that this matter would be settled

without considerable bloodshed. For-

tunately, at this juncture, some individual

conceived the brilliant idea of having the

entire party walk, and in this way impress

the citizinty en route with the democra-

tic possibilities of the University as a

whole.

Arriving at the gates of the R.M.C., the

students were met by Sir Archibald Mac-

donell, and escorted through the various

buildings. The Riding School was visit-

ed first, and here the party saw Cadets

of the third year going through their or-

dinary class work. These were, men who

had been in college only one year and five

months, but they proved by the. facility

with which they rode their horses, vault-

ed and jumped, that they had made excel-

lent use of their time, and that the offi-

cers in charge are a distinct asset to the

college.

From the Riding School, Sir Archibald

conducted the visitors to the Artillery

House, where officers explained in detail

the manner in which the Cadets are in-

structed in this line of work. Underneath

this building in the Model Shed, were

seen various replicas of trenches captured

by the Canadians. Miniature pill boxes,

dugouts, dressing stations, etc., repre

sented the original so accurately that, to

quote Sir Archibald. “The sight of them

made an old soldier home-sick.”

There also were evidences of the acti-

vities of the Cadets, in the model bridges,

pontoons, etc., that had been constructed

by them.

After proceeding through the. old Stone

Frigate, and noting the tidy sleeping

quarters of the Cadets, the gymnasium

was inspected. As In the Riding School,

no special show was put on, the visitors

seeing the ordinary class work, the work

that is gone through day after day.

Cadets of the third year were in charge

of physical instructors, and were'* put

through Swedish drills, designed especi-

ally to produce agility rather than

strength, the lessons becoming increasing-

ly difficult from year to year. Several

games were then indulged in, of which

the boxing bouts proved especially inter-

esting. Rifle Brill by members of the

final year"was snappy and a credit to the

college.

The students then wandered through

the class rooms, laboratories and mach-

ine shops. After a visit to Currie Hall,

the final year men intertained at tea in

the small mess room. Guests and Cadets

then saw a few reels of moving pictures

of the Cadets in training during the

Spring and Summer months. The per-

formance over, Sir Archibald assured the

company that anybody from the Univer-

sity was welcome to visit the R.M.C. at

any time, and he hoped that many would
avail themselves of this opportunity. Mr.
Myers, speaking for the students, thank-

ed Sir Archibald for his hospitality. In

saying that the students were highly ap
preciative of the opportunity of visiting

the R.M.C., Mr. Myers voiced the senti-

ment of all those who had thus been pri-

vileged.

Foot Troubles Cured
We have a graduate of the American

School of Practipedics. If you have tired

feet, any aches or pains, or anticipate

trouble call and have your feet examined

we know that there are hundreds of peo-

ple troubled with tired feet, backache ,&c.,

and nine cases out of ten the arch or

bones of the feet are responsible for this.

Costs you nothing for advice, and we
know its value.

LOCKETT’S

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and
cooking. You can shut your eyes and
select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

' PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

BROCKVILLE GAME
(Continued from page 1)

nice shot from in front of the nets. The

period ended Queen’s 2, Brockville 0.

After ten minutes of ding-dong hockey,

Higgins scored from left wing. Brock-

ville came to life and for a few minutes

played real hockey. The Queen’s play

was very loose at this stage. There was

no further scoring in the second period.

Gibson and Battersby scored in quick-

succession in the last period. Macdon-

ald helped Gibson, but Tom Bat-

tersby did it alone. Birks got two

minutes, tried to trip Referee Swazee

while skating off to the bench, and got

two minutes more. Jackson got two min-

utes. Brockville showed a lot of petty

animosity when strongly checked or when

called back for off-sides, but on the whole,

their offences were minor ones. Wood-

ruff scored on a pass from Nelson, who

had worked his way through. Birks

drew another four minutes for trying to

hook Swazee on a face-off. Swazee call-

ed a peace conference shortly afterward

and the game died a natural death. When

everybody became good friends, Brock-

ville faded. Gibson scored twice in quick

succession, and the game ended. Queen's

7, Brockville 1.*

Line-Up

Brockville

:

Queen’s :

Sharp goal Brown

Simmons defence McKelvey

A. Birks McDonald

H. Birks centre Woodruff

Frego . wings Gibson

Higgins Campbell

Jackson subs. Nelson

Miller Battersby

Referee—Swazee.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Sdranii
MON., TUES., WED.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

“THE IDLE CLASS”
MARION DAVIES

“ENCHANTMENT”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

58.600.000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914, at the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany's interest income is greater by
5110.000 yearly than it would have

been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District 1

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE



A building which pays tribute to the dignity and tradition

that is Queen’s
*

VARSITY VS. QUEEN’S TO-NIGHT erected by Queen s l, ngmeers
perpetuate the memory of a famous graduate.
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THE EM
“FOR STILL A RUBY KINDLES IN

THE VINE”

Some rubies that erstwhile kindled in

the vine, long since yielded their store of

nectar, and last night many engineers re-

joiced mightily- thereat. It was really a

very pleasant evening. The speeches end-

ed early, that is to say, the dinner was a

success. —

—

The preliminary operations were des-

patched with great alacrity, after which

those who had survived the first round

listened with great interest to the toasts

of the evening. Mr. Emery proposed the

King. His Majesty not being present,

the toast was not responded to. Mr. J.

A. H. Henderson, in a few well-chosen

words then proposed “The University.

' In the absence of the Principal. Dr. Mc-

Neill replied. Had the dinner served no

feet justification for its existence in the

feet justification for it sexistence in the

opportunity it afforded for the Engineer-

ing Society, to become really

with Dr. McNeill. Those who did not

know.it before now, realize that in Dr

McNeill are combined the rare qualities

of a courtly gentleman and a regular fel-

low. The opening part of his address was

punctuated by much appreciative laugh-

*
ter. Dr. McNeill concluded liis remarks

by a well, supported contention that the

high honour men in college were the men

who became most successful in after life.

The toast to the profession was ably

proposed by Mr. C. S. Gibson. Mr. H. H.

Winterrowd. chief mechanical engineer

for the C.F.R. respondid. His address

consisted mainly of very excellent advice,

and the profound and sincere attention

which he received is an excellent commen-

tary on the attitude of the members of

the Engineering Society toward their

chosen profession. Mr. G. C. Monture.

with his usual savoir faire. then proposed

the toast to our guests, which was re-

sponded to by Mr. Fraser S. Keith, the

secretary of the Engineering Institute of

Canada. Mr. Monture stressed the fact

that on graduation from college, the en-

gineer is only in a position to' begin to

learn his profession. The toast to' our

sister Universities followed. In propos

ing this toast, Mr. D. D. Findlay suggest-

ed that representatives from each of the

four years in the Colleges should be sent

to the various University dinners. He

believed that such a course would more

' effectively promote a feeling of good fel-

lowship between the Universities. Tile

toast was responded to by representatives

of the R.M.C., McGill and Toronto Uni-

versities. In the responses, the famous

(Continued on page 3).

Dr. A. L. Clarke, Dean of the I* acuity

"SCIENCE HALL FOREVER, QUEEN'S FOREVERMORE"

There last words o! the "yell” of the Science Faculty, adopted . ago
|

the School of Mining was a separate ALa
|

of the Faculty—Queen’s men always, witn -.ep ana apiping uy y
f . g

Mater, but with a sturdy independence witnal. Possessing qu 1 ics c 1
•

g^to make them easy of identification, yet they are Queen’s men » everything.
g

5 - - drafting rooms and lahorfies
|“r £r,rr'fc i

in'fhe laboratories, the character o. rhe work in which the student is £
his work is of more importance in his education than the s bjee, of study Wselj

Science professors, many of them in active professional work in th

•

where responsibility must be taken and where there .a real competition, h mg mto

the class-room an atmosphere of reality which makes a

who by natural bent are attracted to an engineering hie. So the spirit of the

atories is one of enthusiastic concentration. - tt , .,

The engineeiing student cannot be accused of being a materialist. He know's the

engineer is seldom well paid and that few are rich or expect to become so. Th

“gin.er's greatest rewards come from work well done. It may safely be stud .hat the

Science s.fden, of to-day is the true idealist of university Me. Amongst no othe

group is there the deep interest in scientific work for us own mk.

fesearch spirit so keen. This is becoming more and more the common expen^ce
^

scientific schools until these and the great industrial laboratories .Mnn«<Hby then

graduates are becoming the centres oi research in pure as well as applied science.

The Science graduate is a loyal son of Queen’s and true to the tra °

Alma Mater. He meets keen competition for place and advancement “ “
"bush”, in plant and in the wilderness and always upnolds the name of Queen ag

all comers.

THE DANCE
‘WHEN YOUTH AND BEAUTY

MEET
TO CHASE THE GLOWING HOURS

WITH FLYING FEET.”

It would be scarcely graceful to sug-

gest in this column that the Science dance

was the most successful function of its

kind this year. Nevertheless, it must he

said that the evening went over like a

balloon. After the_ Medical dance, a

Science man was heard to say that he

had enjoyed it as much as any Science

dance he had ever attended. And some

Artians confessed that they thought the

Arts dance was a better one than the

Medical. It may have been so. It may

still be so. But the Science dance was

right there.

There is something of a glamour about

a Science dance that is not found at any

other. For one thing, the fact that it is

almost impossible for members of other

faculties rfo obtain tickets, tends to lend

an added fascination. There is, too, a

tradition of excellence connected with

the dance, and year by year unlimited

effort is made to uphold that tradition.

To the .victor belongs the spoils, and to

the committee in charge of the dance we

offer tribute of praise and commendation.

Mr. Mclraith, the general convenor, is

to be highly congratulated upon the effi-

cient and successful management of the

dance. The ^Science faculty owes him

much thanks Vpr his tireless and conscien-

tious work.

Mr. Searle, the convenor of the decora-

tion committee, and Mr. Waddington. his

able and indefatigable right-hand man,

have left the faculty deeply in their debt.

The decorations left nothing to lie desir-

ed. The large painting, which has be-

come a permanent adjunct of Science

Science dances, was greatly appreciated;

and the genial moon, flooding the room

with mellow light, added much to the

pleasure of the evening.

Mr. W. O. La Fontaine, the convenor

of the reception committee, is likewise

I deserving of honourable mention for the

efficiency with which his duties were per-

!
formed. Although the refreshments were

: rather ‘‘dud,” the committee in charge is

! none the less deserving of the credit for

! the' excellent work they did. All that"

! mortal man could do, they did, and they

|

are certainly not to be censured because

the salad tasted like a bran mash, and

I the sandwiches left much to he desired.

But what shall he said of the music?

To Mr. Tompkins and his able commit-

tee we remove our hats. Strathdee s

Orchestra has become a permanent fix-

ture a£ Science dances, and it always

(Continued on Page 8.)

ONTARIO HALL
THE RICHARDSON STADIUM
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“The College Hat Store

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps m
Kingston. Being dtrect importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

EDITORIAL
(Queen’s Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. lor exchange.

SPECIAL SCIENCE ISSUE EDITED
BY H. H. BLEAKNEY, ASSOC-

IATE EDITOR FOR
SCIENCE

Arts the future pilots of commerce and

moulders of the State. We see in Medi-

cine, men who will some day be number-

ed among the formost benefactors of the

race. But we venture to remind those

who fail to recognize the high position

that the Science faculty holds in the Uni-

versity, that it is for her “School of Min-

ing" that -Queen’s is famous.

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINEM

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

INTER-FACULTY SPIRIT

OF STUDY

S. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,

D.D S, L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.§., D.D.C

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST; PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowc.

elegance and refinement, and
propriate.

speak with

: always ap-

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We delive Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking ol them,

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

ALLEN
THEATRE ll
THUR, FRI., SAT.

ZANE GREY’S
Stirring Novel

“THE MYSTERIOUS
RIDER”

With An All-Star Cast

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

The action of the Alma Mater Society

in rejecting the proposed parliamentary

scheme of government, we consider high-

ly commendable. Such a scheme offers

little in advantage, and suggests much

that is ridiculous. The proposal itself

was obviously a consequence of the fail-

ure of the system of elections adopted

last year. We do not wish to infer, by

this, that the officers elected are not en-

tirely competent, but rather that the con-

ducting of the elections, and the system

itself, proved most unsatisfactory to the

undergraduate body. To us, the desir-

ability of tampering with the old and ap-

proved system of elections is as doubtful

as the object of so doing is obscure. Only

one explanation suggests itself. These

experiments in election methods are the

expression of a desire to combat the ill-

feeling which, it is felt, exists between

the faculties.

Does such ill-feeling exist? We fear

wJ . One is obliged to admit that the at-

titude of each faculty toward the other

is not completely friendly. It is note-

worthy, however, that in this respect, the

most tolerant elements in each faculty

are composed of those who are most in

touch with members of the other facul-

ties. We believe that' in this "fact we

have found the key to inter-faculty har-

mony. Nor is this some new panacea.

The get-together idea is being universal-

ly adopted as the weapon with which

to combat the menace of discord and

misunderstanding. But any effort put

forth toward the creation of better feel-

ing between the faculties should be

directed at the fundamentals involved. It

is impossible to alter the cause by tam-

pering with the effect. The root of the

evil of iliter-faculty envy and disparage-

ment lies in the lack of sympathy each

has for the aspirations and ideals of the

others. Such an understanding attitude

is to he fostered and encouraged.

For the achievement of such a desir-

able end, we see no immediate hope.

Nevertheless, there is a suggestion of

light on the horizon. Surely the students’

union, when in some distant halcyon time

it arrives, will serve just such a purpose

as we have mentioned. It should serve

as a kind of university club, wherein

undergraduates of all faculties may raeft

and fraternize. It is to be hoped that it

will be so. Possibly we have been build-

ing a castle in Spain. Possibly the stu-

dents’ union is destined to become the

i battleground of furious wordy combats

between Science, Arts and Medicine. We
I

hope not.

As regards ourselves, may we say that

beneath the froth of easy banter which

we assume, the Science men have the

utmost admiration and respect for our

sister faculties of Arts and Medicine. We
assure our friends in the Arts faculty,

that the defense which lately was advance

ed for their existence was most uncalled

for. The faculty which has for so many
years defended the title of inter-facuh

,

hockey champions
;
which has for * » i j

years produced debaters of si >’, :• high

order as those who have : wd! up

held the honour of th. •
,

has numbered in i. ranks a ; , : who is

probably the 'si all ron nlete in

the Domir. ' 'u ‘y need offer

no apology V 1

- uc>

Upon first coming to Queen’s, we were

most pleasantly affected by the attitude of

our predecessors with regard to study. It

seemed to be looked upon as an insidious

menace, to be indulged in only with the

strictest self-control. ‘Study’ we were told,

“like the liquid accompaniment to all fac-

ulty dinners, is a pleasant and goodly com-

panion if used in moderation, but an all

devouring demon if abused.’’ For our-

selves, we have never aroused that demon.

It was taken for granted that the freshman,

on entering Queen’s, was thirsting for

knowledge, and that each night would find

him lapping up great volumes of lore and

wisdom. It was felt that there was a real

necessity for warning the young idea against

a tendency to develop only in one direction.

He, and likewise she, is advised to attend

the odd social evening; to go to hockey

matches and root for his team
;
to interest

himself in one or more of the organizations

within the college. And possibly all this is

not as humorsome as it may appear.

Queen’s men and women come to this

university with a definite objective. They

realize that the attainment of that objec-

tive entails work. The student who comes

to Queen’s- is nearly always a worker,

usually something of an idealist, and always

one who has a firm sense of his respon-

sibility to himself and to the world. He is,

perhaps in danger of falling into the dismal

condition of becoming so absorbed in the

fascinations of study as to exclude the light-

er phases of his college career. Against

this danger he is constantly and conscient-

iously warned.

It is, indeed, a menace to beware of. Can

you not picture the unhappy condition of

the deluded Science man, who has allowed

himself to be overcome by the fascinations

of Ohm’s Law. Each evening finds him

dashing through his supper, that he may

the sooner satiate himself wilh the ambro-

sial delights of E=I R. With what wild

abandon does he explore the three phase

current and the angle of lag. Truly a pit-

iable spectacle. Or again, imagine the min-

er or the metallurgist, caught in the alluring

toils of the calculation of copper blast fur-

nace slags. Can you not picture him, with

shining eyes and bated breath revelling in

a maze of FeO, SiOa and 40% matte. Well

do they speak who warn against such a fate.

No ! no ! my friends, treat this subtle sir-

en with caution. Let it not get you in thrall,

but accept its proferred joys in moderation.

Then when, fatigued and wearied by a whirl

of social evenings, hockey matches, movies,

and tea dances, you seek an evening’s re-

laxation, how doubly sweet the joys of

mental philosophy, anatomy, or the investi-

gation of rivetted joints.

Editor’s Note—In perpetrating the above,

we speak with the authority of one who,

from the lofty elevation pf the grand stand,

censures or applauds the manoevres of the

players beneath. Knowing nothing of the

actual processes of the subject, we feel

competent to discuss it with an unbiased

and open mind, perhaps too open. We are

as one who languished! in outer darkness,

amidst v/r'\> 1 and gnashing of teeth, and

who • y ningly to the light within.

To \h<: lu.hf '
i bin where his more favour-

ed fell: a' . "ft i mcense at the shrine of

k-n.iwidtL md absorb binomial theorems

,,
,

jv .
. rules with the same ease as their

lted (brother surrounds a crock of

y. ape-juice.

At Your

Breakfast

Table
When opening your rrf6rning

mail how many times has

your attention been drawn to a

particular envelope because of

the fine texture and finish?

Your own stationery can en-

joy the same distinction.

There are many varieties at

Ryrie’s, each expressing the in-

dividuality of the writer, and all

of quality and correctness beyond

reproach.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15
;

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER ...5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

Editor’s P.S.—We wanted to have a

column for the physicists, but after the

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

She : Isn’t it awful the way the exams,

roll round?
'
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

TRY US

NEW YORK HAT

CLEANING AND SHOE

SHINING PARLOR

208 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 395

KINGSTON

Just In

NEW FLANNEL MIDDIES

in Balkan style, pretty shades for spring

;

in gold trimmed with black silk braid.

Black trimmed with white braid, also

Navy or Cardinal sailor collar, button

cuffs, all sizes.

$4.50 and $6.00

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

‘‘Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

SakelFs
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion®Express Co.

CIVILS
" The Civil Engineer

Around the world the fame is blown

Of fighting heroes dead and gone

But never a word is said to cheer

The gallant Civil Engineer.

He’s the magician great and grand.

The rivers swerve at his command

To the whirling turbines which each hour

Produce what’s known as Hydro Power.

Pie’s the man who builds the bridges

Fills the hollows, cuts the ridges,

Drains the swamps so dank and drear,

The trusty Civil Engineer.

Builds our city’s, surveys blocks,

Constructs canals, harbours, docks,

Lays the car track true to grade

Then has a snort of lemonade (?)

Across continent a railway threw,

Packing level rod and transit too,

With never a glass of beer to cheer

The thirsty Civil Engineer.

The Pacific and Atlantic Ocean

Were linked together by his notion,

Worked out by aid of chain and picket

Pile driver, shovel and clamshell bucket

The Quebec bridge as it stands to-day

Of his skill and prowess makes a grand

display

And those who hail from far or near.

Salute the Civil Engineer.

This gentleman is word and deed

Is short and simple in his creed

He always calls an axe an axe

And thinks in figures based on facts.

His word can be relied upon

His eye is true and clear

And spite of all he trudges on—
A humble Civil Engineer.

defatigable perseverance to duty will

never be forgotten. It has been plotted

in the Draughting Room. Their names

and successes will be perpetuated in the

afore-mentioned record of the book of

Ellis.

THE BULLETIN
Friday, Feb. 10

—

4.00 p.m.—Apologetics Room, Prof.

McFadyen, “The Approach to the

Non-Christian Mind.”

5.00 p.m.—Theology Reading Room

—

Students desiring mission fields for

summer, see R. G. Fry.

Saturday, Feb. 11

—

8.30 p.m.—Varsity vs. Queen's, Jock

Harty Arena.

2.30 p.m.—Varsity vs. Queen’s. Basket-

ball, Gymnasium.

Sunday, Feb. 12

—

2.30 p.m.—Convocation, “The Religion

of a Modern Man of Letters—H.

G. Wells” by Principal. W. L.

Grant, of Toronto.

Monday, Feb. 13

—

8.30 p.m.—Hamilton vs. All-Stars. (R.

M. C., Frontenacs, Queen’s).

Special
FOR THIS WEEK

A pure White Wool, four ply

Sweater, with a “V” neck, trim-

med with Queen’s colors around

neck, skirt and sleeves.

Special at $5.00

all sizes.

GEORGE VANH0RNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Maybe Bl-kley wouldn’t be so short

if he hadn’t so much turned up for feet.

THE MYSTERY OF THE SURVEY
OF CARRUTHERS HALL

SCIENCE ’24

If the radius of gyration of a raisin is

.63 and the specific gravity of the average

home-brew (6 N) is 297-8, calculate the

angular velocity and period of a lamp-

post as seen by an approaching observer

who is sustaining an internal load of three

quarts. After the impact take observa-

tions on all the stars of the sixth magni-

tude or over, and determine their paths

of motion relative to the sixteenth satel-

lite of Venus (not de Milo). Illustrate

these by means of a graph.

THE DINNER
(Continued from page 1).

Queen’s spirit was accorded highly com-

plimentary mention.

Between toasts, the faculty song was

rendered With some gusto. It was re-

ceived with great applause, and proved

to be a pleasant interlude between the

speeches. The harder boiled members of

the faculty felt that it lacked kick. There

were spots in which the Profs, were ac-

tually patted on the back.

Dr. McNeill, in his address, told of a

man who offered as an excuse for not

handing in an essay, the fact that for a

-week he had been having a rattling good

time. We wonder if we could get away

with that.

When the dinner broke up, the faculty

ship was beginning to get wobbly from

a shot in the engine room.

:v>'#

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Floris
Flowers For All Occasi <ns

177 WELLINGTON STREET

Or Who Spilt the Wax on the Floor?

Although this narrative may sound like

Edgar Allan Poe at his murkiest and

without any of his ability, nevertheless

we beg to asseverate that it describes,

undoubtedly in poor fashion, an every

day occurrence in the life of the under

graduate Civil.

In accordance with the time honored

precedent set by Jesse James stories

Boccaccio, Rupert Hughes, and Austin F.

Cross, our story opens.

The night had just fallen and the scud-

ding clouds were racing across the sickly

.luminous moon as our heroes foregath-

ered to explore the mysterious building

that graces the title of our yarn.

The wind sighed dolefully in the acid-

eaten eavetroughs, mingling harmonious-

ly with the rattle of dishes in the nearby

cafeteria. Truly the night was ominous

leading mystery and hidden dangers.

A door creaks within the building ;
the

fitful glow of a candle in an unsteady

hand (written before the Science dinner)

lights the gloom and shadowing forms

appear bearing metal bales attached to

strings, long coils of material strangely

hieroglyphed, queer metallic instruments

mounted on three legs and more candles.

Treading lightly our braves commenced

their grim business breaking the uncanny

silence only by muttered words

This is a Science number but I must

omit the ghastly details
;
of the headlong

fall of Warrior Sutherland, carrying with

it the instrument erected by Chief Hold-

croft with ardous and pious toil; of the

firm impassivily of standard-bearer Koen

;

(his first name is omitted in the record

of the book of Ellis, but is probably

Isadore); of those indefatigables “Smut

and “Mutt”.

Suffice it say that as the midnight

hour tolled the gallant band, having fin-

to seek doubtful relief at the Arts l

$
A

mW/

Nl

Correct Evening Clothes

FOR PARTICULAR COLLEGE MEN
TUXEDO SUITS $45.00

DRESS SHIRTS, VESTS, TIES, COLLARS,

GLOVES

AND ALL DRESS ACCESSORIES

Livingston’s

75-79 Brock Street

IF OFF YOUR ROUTE. IT PAYS TO WALK
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular *60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Mechanicals and Electricals

ELECTRICALLY SPEAKING

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

r. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

' >;V4
>

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffir

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts

, small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now is the
Time

“Hey Edison, wire they conducting those

two Poles to the electric chair?” “Because

they Leyd—in jars?”

Ho they were burning juice at the battery

and a Copp-er too doing their cores dis-

covered them. Forming a strong line of

force they took a cautious short circuit and

surrounded the victims in lightning time.

One cur—rent the air as a switch decend

ed on its head. They were lead to the river

and came to a stop before a large placard

which read. “Am—pere.” This pier was a

private police dock. After the party step-

ped aboard the police boat, Flux, they

drifted from North to South. At the ter-

minal the cops gave up their charges and.

after placing the juice burners safely in

cells, they were discharged and sent ohm.

The charge having been brought up, the

judge gave his decision

;

1 according to Cross

Section A of the right hand rule, this luna-

tic, proven to be a-magnetic dip, is senten-

ced to ten days confinement in. a transform-

itory under the charge of a transformer.”

Watt? Have mercy judge, was my of-

fence so series?

Don’t torgue you rowdy or I’ll fine you

for contempt of court. The last? man that

insulted me dyned where the temperature

is so fahrenhiet that he coiled up like a

Gramme Ring. And you ask was the of-

fence so series ;
why it had no parallel.

There was a gap in the proceedings and

for a moment it was so quiet one could hear

a potential drop. The judges last remarks

had centigrade up their backs. Suddenly

heavy ft. lbs. were heard on the stairs, and

the judges invalid brother. Sol, uttered a

groan from the shock. He was a very queer

personage, in fact, many people considered

Sol a maniac. The judge seeing Sol-enoid

by the shock fairly sparked and was about

to leave the bench when the door sprang

open and in stepped General Electric a dis-

tinguished member of the British Thermol

Unit and a college graduate with the degrees

of C.G.S., and E.M.F., and a man whose

wealth eould filament. He whispered a few

words to the judge and left the room as

suddenly as he had entered. No sooner had

the
1

general left when the judge, no doubt

induced by the general to postpone the case

or discharge it. arose and dismissed the

prisoner; but with reluctance. One would

think that .grown up men who armature in

years would use diplomacy and all this>was

merely on account of the general’s horse for

someone hqd fed the horse enough eddy

currents to kilometer and the poor animal

almost went in hysteresis. The dumb beast

had already been sprayed twice that day to

rid him of some kind of tick, a kinetic that

kit him all over. To think of such a silly

idea that currents could give a horse-power

!

Absurd

!

An® here’s where my tail-ends, for it was

none other than the twojrisoners, now free,

who had loaded the horse to saturation while

was connected to the binding-post and thus

procured their release.

.Moral—There is power in currents or

currents are potentialities.

That is I x R=E.

If you can reach your judgments slowly

i And make your rulings always just and

fair

;

If you can give yourself and all that’s in

you,

And make the others give their own

best, too

;

If you can handle men of brawn and

sinew,

And like the men and make ’em like
s

you. too

;

Committee not later than Tuesday, Feb,

14th.

Any member of the University Debate

Committee will be glad to give any in-

formation desired about the Contest.

REGIMENTAL ORDERS

If you can't boast a college education.

Or, if youfve got a sheepskin, can

forget

;

If you get a living wage for compensation.

And give a little more than what you

get

;

If you can meet with triumph and dis-

aster,

And treat them without favor, nor with

fear. i

You’ll be a man—and your own master,

But—what is more—you’ll be an EN
GINEER.

By Colonel A. W. MacPhail, C.M.G.,

D.S.O., Commanding Queen’s Uni-

versity Contingent C.O.T.C.

No. 8. February 10th7 1922

Parades :-r—

The Contingent will parade Saturday,

February 11th, 1922, at 1.15 p.m. in Car-

ruthers Hall, for a lecture. Subject:

“Laying out the work for certificate A.”

Infantry Training, Field Service Regula-

tions, Musketry Regulations and note

'

books to be brought.

J. C. MACGILLIV-RAY, Lieut.,

Acting Adjt.,

Queen’t Contingent C.O.T.C.

SENIORS READY FOR VARSITY

PUBLIC SPEAKING C.ONTEST
The attention of all those intending to

enter the Public Speaking Contest is

directed to the fact that the Contest will

take place in Convocation Hall, on Tues-

day evening. Feb. 21, 1922, and that ac-

cording to the rules governing the con-

test “all speeches must be original com-

positions of a minimum length of one

thousand words and of a maximum length

of two thousand words : and. further, one

copy of the manuscripts shall be submit-

ted to the committee one week prior the

competition.” Copies of the manuscripts

may be left at the College Post Office

addressed to the Convenor of the Debate-

Varsity seniors appear here tonight.

Our team is stronger than it was in

Toronto and. with the advantage of play-'

mg at home, we should give them a

mighty good battle. The Seniors, since

tlteir Montreal game, are travelling right

at the top of their form. Nelson, Gibson

and Campbell are working together like

clockwork; Ratchford’s shoulder is in

good shape, and he and Red McKelvey

form an almost unbeatable defence. Noisy

McNeill has had a slight attack of tonsil-

ites, but is talking more than ever, so he

must be better.

There are two hockey matches which

should exceed all others in our interest.

This is one of them. The other will be

when McGill comes up. Holdcroft wants

to hear you all. Let no other engagement

interfere.

NEW GOODS ARRIVING DAILY

Suit and Overcoat

Special

Young Men's Splendidly Tailored Overcoats, in

New Fashion Fit or Chesterfield models. Genuine

English Meltans in rich, genteel shades of Grey, also

Greens and Browns. Coats that were made to sell

for $35.00. $37.50. $40.00. /

OUR BIG SPECIAL FOR $25.00

Young. Men’s Suits

Hand-tailored Garments, all correct models, neat

patterns. Suits that were made to sell for $35.00,

$37.50 and $40.00.

OUR BIG SPECIAL FOR $25.00

Bibby’s
i One Price Clothing Store
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MINING AND METALLURGY

ho toils by clay, and toils by night,

down in the murky grime,

hd hocks the copper from the earth,

the silver from the slime,

sinks his shafts and drives his

stopes, from Hong Kong to Algiers

;

The drilling, blasting, hoisting, pumping.

Mining Engineer.

Who takes the ra\y and ugly ore, and

turns out gold and tin?

Who fights the tough and rugged rocks

from Baffin Land to Ind?

Who makes your locomotives, and keeps

the world in gear.

The never-whining furnace-lining Metal-

lurgical Engineer.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. “Be a Mutuahst.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Reeidence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

“FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE”

EAT

NEILSON’S
CHOCOLATES

AND CHOCOLATE BARS

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

'Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

MINING and METALLURGY
Who are we? Well just about the

luckiest crew in college. Not only is~bur

gang o.k., but our friends, the titled

gents, who daily peddle their wares to

us are human and we all bunk in the

same ark.

just a few days ago one Prof. (I hate

that handle—it don’t sound right) ask-

ed one red-head what_came out of a cer-

tain spout and the aforementioned “car-

rot top" said "Slag.” Not to be kidded

the second query was “What have you

been drinking?” This stumped “Red”—

-

he didn’t remember.

You’ve all heard the person who breath-

lessly rushed up to the porter and gasp-

ed, “What time does the 4.00 o’clock train

leave?” Well we
.
gfdn and bear his

brother. A few days ago during a lull in

the oratorical contest he up and asks, “Sir

(he forgot the war was over) how. does

native copper occur,—as the oxide?”

1 just wish some more of the gang

would come forth on theatre night. At

that it is going to be some humdinger.

Old “Coop” has promised not to comb

his hair, and if we could only induce

“Shorty” to warble his ditty “I can hear

my casket coffin”, we’d do our worst to

provide the rottefi eggs and make it sort

of dead all around.

All seriousness aside, we fully intend to

cop the "sheepskin” in the spring. Old

A. V. is going to float an oil well—he is

certain oil will float. Others have wild

intentions on becoming B.Sc's.

Well Hal here’s hoping you survived

the dinner, most of the gang have come

to So long,

' HOOT.

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

Hie

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

kinds of Desk Lamps for study

,sion Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

Electrical. '

Metallurgy is defined as the art of ex-
tracting metals from hteir ores. There are

eleven metallurgists in Science ’22, all an-

xious to extract gold and silver—from the

public.

Being of an extracting nature ten of these

eleven men chose metallurgy because there

they expeetd to extract a degree from
Queen’s University with the minimum ex-

penditure of effort, of the eleven one didn’t

intend to work anyway : but, no more of the

albino, George detests publicity and prohibi-

tion.

Nevertheless eleven men have been fool-

ed, they are bombarded with work
;
belched

at by blast furnace problems, shocked by

Electo-chemistry problems, smothered with

Organic Chemistry and drowned in Hydrau-
lics. A casual observer may ask, “Well

when do they do all this work?” The
answer is “Oh ! they haven’t done any yet.”

JMext week eleven metallurgists will hang

up their cork-screws and get out their slide

rules.

Overheard at Science Dance:

Demure Damsel—“Who painted that big

screen over there?”

Indignant Engineer
—“Big scream noth

ing; that girl’s my partner and what’s more

she doesn’t paint.”

Andy—“Say Doc. are you taking in the

Science Dance this year?”

- Doc.
—“You bet I am.”

Andy—“But I thought you didn't dance

much, why the change?”

Doc.
—“Next year long skirts 'may be

fashionable.”

Robt. J. Reid FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

Leading Undertaker and The best in cut flowers can

Furniture Dealer always be obtained from

Only First Class Motor LAWSON, Florist

Equipment ;n City Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

AMBULANCE PHONE 577 Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

To The Embryonic Sophomore

Flock ’round you birds from the Fresh-

man year

And hark to the tale of a near engineer.

Keep this in your heads when next fall

you appear,

And decide on what course is the easiest

here.

When I first decided my course should' be

The interesting study of Metallurgy,

I said to myself, “Ain’t I got fun
!”

But now just look what I’ve went and

done,

I thought. Hot Dog! It’s absorbing stuff

And all I’ll need is my line of bluff.

I never imagined I'd get fed up,

But I’ve found that I’ve bought the pro-

verbial pup

!

George started us slow and we sucked

along.

But, I’ll tell a man ! His exams, are long;

And I knew when I lamped his first exam.

That my bluff was as useful as Lindsay’s

dam.

1 couldn't get started, I couldn’t guess,

My answers were all to the H 2S.

But I managed to make 40 out of the mess

.
At the end of my Junior Year.

Is Silicon SiOa or Si?

Is it acid or basic, and if so, please why?
I’ll be glad when I kiss Metallurgy good-

bye,

And I’ll smile at that downy old bird

George McKay
If I fool him again this year.

The cyanidation of silver and gold

Is a subject profound, and its left me cold.

Copper blast furnace slags make me quite

ill, v
I’ve inhaled half a ton of ground ore in

the mill

;

If I last three months more, I shall draw
up my will.

At the end of my Senior Year.

Titus of Art.

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING
Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. f ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes
/

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

For Valentine Dances

Decorative Crepe Paper, Streamers, Caps, Red and Gold

Hearts, Cupid Designs, Place Cards, Hearts, Arrows and Cupid

Cut-outs for Favors, Table Covers and Napkins. ;

For Sale at

R. Uglow & Company
141^PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. ahd C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.

GRANT HALL SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11th, S P.M.
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The Bank of Nova Scotiav n inn nnn
Paid-up Capital

Reserve
Resources

$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

Ledfessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month m our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Chemicals and Chemists

Last Saturday morning we asked Dr.

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Vm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning. Pressing, Repairing

18 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in'Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crosier & Edgar
20 Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEBDELL’S

CiOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

minutes by my radiolite using vile language

Waddell if we might interview the Chemi-

cals while in action and he readily assented

as he said he had not seen them in action

himself, although he had sneaked in on them

several times.

The first one we interviewed was a little

fellow they called Roy and we learned by

-careful questioning that he was a very effi-

cient Chemist having obtained as high as

125% yield from analysis of cement. We
were next introduced to the inventors of the

Brown-Birchard improvement on the Bell

method of manufacturing caustic potash.

They were both intelligent looking gentle-

men with long hair. Right here we nearly

made a bad break because we mistook one

of them for a waiter from the Cafeteria on

account of the little apron lie wore. After

recovering ourselves we questioned the

gentlemen about their invention but they

were quite reticent about it as they hadn’t

the patent for it yet.

- We were then directed around to Mr.

Manske, and here we had a surprise await-

ing us. We are not sure yet but we think

Mr. Manske must belong to the refreshment

committee for the Dinner because he had

arranged along his desk many beakers con-

taining various coloured liquids and some

had a very familiar odor. He may have

been making a new kind of punch. We
caught Mr. Manske as he was returning

from the steam bath and began questioning

him. We are not certain but we don’t

think Mr. Manske speaks English. We
pointed to a beaker and asked “What is

that” and the answer we got was not Eng-

lish. Mr. Manske was a busy man so we

ceased to question him and bent our gaze

on another distinguished gentleman wear-

ing a butcher’s dressing gown. We were

told that he might give us some information

but just as we began to question him he had

to go and start a Prof, to work or something

like that so we were disappointed. We
inquired if there were any more famous

men and they pointed to a gentjeman who

had just entered and informed us that he

had made himself famous as a ceiling de-

corator.

We almost missed one of the most im-

portant members, a very modest looking

gentleman with a hair lip and a Scotch

name, but we learned upon enquiring that

he had twice figured as hero it) house rob-

beries. When pressed for a story he blushed

and passed it off as if it were a common

occurrence.

We were sorry that we were unable to

interview the whole section but we were

informed that a couple of the gentlemen

had poor rooming houses and the landlady

would not see that they got to school in

time in the morning.

PAT-POURRI
When are the Science buildings to

have drinking fountains?

and looking for the light? Or of how our

Prof, says “Stand around for ten minutes,

boys, and watch the coke cool.” ? Or of how

D-g F-ndl-v decided to stay over in Hamil-

ton when he met Charlie Foynton? Or of

how two of our number went up to Hart

House to look it over and were thrown oul

because the Arts men were afraid that they

were trying to break up their hop. Or of

how IT-m-lt-n and V-n B-sk-rk disported

themselves at the King Edward? Or of

who our Prof, had at the hockey match in

Toronto? Or of where C-m-r-n spent

Thursday evening? Or of how old J-fm

H-nna was sorry he stayed at home when

we told him of the swell time we had? On

second thoughts, no ! ! ! Such things are not

for the public ear.

But stay ! shall I tell of where McL—

r

spends his week-ends? And of how he

walked fourteen miles the day that the train

to D-ser-nto didn’t run ? Seems to be touchy

on it. Guess I won’t.

Perhaps a reference to the N-tm-n tower

and to the learned graduate putting up stills

and things would not be out of place—you

know, the chap who plays with the marbles

and hollow balls and tells us that it is chem-

istry. But he is a Grad, and as such should

be safe from my vitriolic pen.

Perhaps I should say something of our

professors—and of how each is an expert

his chosen line—one whose word

taken on the matter of his subject all over

the world. But if I do that, then everyone I

will be changing to our course and the pro-

fession will become overcrowded. That

would never do. We all intend to make at

least ten thousand ($10,000) the first year

we are out—I mean apiece, not the whole

gang_Arrie says that the first ten thou-

sand is the hardest. I wonder how he knows.

Perhaps our aims and interests are best

shown by our yell—and a yell makes a good

thing to stop with. Here it is

:

Synthesis, analysis,

Of whiskey wines and beers!

We put the dope

In washing soap

We’re Chemical Engineers ! !

!”

Titus A. Drum

Famous Sayings of Famous Men

Everybody: Seen George Stewart

around ?

Anybody: How’s the ice, Pat?

Nobody: Like a shot, boys?

Student body: Aw, it isn’t twelve yet!

Sparrow Bird : Git offen the ice.

Alfie Pierce: Want an apple?

Jack Evans: Doan hit little Eva, Uncle

Tom.
East side small boy : Let me in for two

car tickets?

Arena Scrapings

To settle some arguments and one bet,

there are 2068 reserved seats. The rush

end will seat 700 more or less depending

on the comfort desired and the severity

Of the weather.

We humbly apologize for any acquain-

tances we may have scraped. Still, we
never run down our friends.

Who is the member of Levana who-

kept the staff digging in the ice scrapings,

for an hour searching for her year ring,

only to find that it nestled in the bottom

of her pocket?

Why do old-country people and those

natives who put on side (life’s social

side, as it were) try to figure skate before

they can really stand on the hollow

ground blades?

The new dressing room for men is now
open and will relieve the congestion dur-

ing skating hours. Patrons are invited

to leave their small change under the

benches. It helps to lay the dust (buys

the odd shot of coffee, to express it in

Arts phrases).

Seen a girls’ hockey

Rather shinny at that.

practice yet?

Facts and Figures

The largest paid admission to a hockey

game in the old covered rink was 1872,

at the second Queen’s-Frontenac game in

the Intermediate O.H.A. series in .1920.

The largest paid admission to a game in

the Arena was at the first Queen’s-Fron-

tenac game this season. It was 2150.

These are the facts. The public is invit-

ed to see the figures at the Arena during

skating hours for 15c each.

- Tue.-day, February 14th is

Sr. Valentine’s Day
|

1 nii. it selection of Valentines
|j

v .) in this city; the choice ®
from America’s finest publishers made ^
at the annual Convention of the Greet- a
ing Card Manufacturers’ Association. ®

The sentiments excel even those of a
the Christmas season. Comic valen- *

tines which are humorous, but not of- a
fensive. Valentines for Father and 1

Mother, Sister, Brother, Pal of Mine,
g

Friend of Mine, Sweetheart, etc., etc. B

Priced from 2 for 5c to $1.00 each.
|

Avoid the last day rush by making i

your selection early. |i

THE COLLEGE BOOK |

STORE
I

Open Nights
[

PIANO TUNING
W1I. 8WAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER

Prdcra received at 160 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Princcaa and Wallingtoo ttracte

ntrance on Wellington St.

PhoiM 2O0S.

What Do You Know About

This?
It was this way. The Associate Editor

for Science, or whatever his official title is,

tears up” to me and says, "We’ve put you

down for a column for the Chemical En-

gineers,” whereupon the old brain began to

work faster than it ever did on caustieiz-

ing, but before it could evolve a reasonable

excuse, he was on his way to find another

victim, and here I am.

The question naturally arises, what shall

I use as the subject matter of my discourse?

Shall I intersperse through it a few odd

bits of light (?X verse such as this?

The Laboratory Blues.

All hail, O royal purple friend of mine,

Dibromocresosulphonephthalein !
1

Blue as the sky art thou, color divine

—

Tetrabromphenosujphonephthalein
! |

Blue as my feelings after too much <

]

Oh dibromthymolsulghonephthaleu

On second thoughts, nol It’s bad enough

to have to study the stuff, without v itirig

poetry about it.

But if not that, what? Shall I tell

the various happenings which befell >n mi

momentous trip to Hamilton (with -

over in Toronto) ? CJf how C-rly

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — 'PHONE 797

20 % Off All Hockey Boots

All popular sizes

Lots more time for good skating—

Get your pair of

AUTOMOBILE TUBES NOW

Treadgold Sporting Hoods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET
The Place toj"

PHONE 529

hat Record
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SPORT
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JUNIORS RETAIN
J

UNBEATEN RECORD

DEFEAT ST. ANDREW’S SEXTET
BY SCORE OF 2-1

The Juniors ran up against a real team

for tire first time this year, on Wednes-

day night, when they met St. Andrew's;

and -real opposition bothered them to

such an extent that, while they had a

wide edge on the play, they failed to pile

up a score.

Cameron, in goal for St. Andrews,

played a wonderful game. His work

bothered our forwards so much that in

the latter part of the game they missed

many golden opportunities through over-

anxiety. St. Andrew’s have developed,

through the coaching of Mike Ro-

system of close checking and inte' .

which demands careful watching 1

'

officials. The men themselves,

intentionally “dirty”, but their system-

while effective, is not commendable.

Our team had, decidedly, an off night.

Reynolds and Boucher could out-stick-

handle any St. Andrew’s malt, but they

failed time after time to score after they

had penetrated the defence. Mickle,

Johnston and the subs, Davidson and

Lindsay, were off colour. There was an

entire lack of the fighting spirit which so

characterized their play last year. Quinn

turned in a fine game. The goal which

beat him was neatly stopped, only to fall

from his elbow into the net.

Referee Crawford had a hard game to

handle, and had to penalize for minor

offences very frequently.

About 1200 people saw the game, which

started at 8.20. The ice was good, though

there were holes in places.

The Play

Reynolds and Boucher penetrated the

defence only to miss the net
;

Reynold's

shot shaved the goal post. Reynolds and

Drury drew penalties. Findley, who,

with Carrick, starred for St. Andrew’s,

penetrated our defence, but failed to beat

Quinn. Cameron came into the lime-

light by stopping three mix-up shots.

Half a minute afterwards Reynolds scored

from another mix-up. Queen’s 1, St. An-

drew’s 0.

Quinn doye from the net to stop a sure

one. St. Andrew’s objected, claiming

that he had gone to his knees. Crawford

(Continued on page 8).

ALL-STAR TEAM
TO PLAY MONDAY

HAMILTON TIGERS TO PLAY
PICKED TEAM FROM KINGSTON

AT HARTY ARENA

An All-star Team picked from R.M.C.,

Frontenacs, and Queen’s will meet the Ham-

ilton Tigers here next Monday night at 8.15.

Thete will probably be at least one man

from R.M.C., Smith and Brown from

Frontenacs, and three from our Senior

Team. The game should be as fast an

exhibition as any seen here this year. Ham-

ilton has a fighting team, “arid Charlie

Stewart, an old Kingston boy and Dental

College graduate, guards the net. He is one

of the best in Canada. The rink manage-

ment looks for a capacity house.

ASSAULT-AT-ARMS

do come up, the bouts should be so insipid.

The only relieving features were one or two

snappy bouts which drew forth good ap-

plause.

The truth is that the men did not have tc

extend themselves. Nevertheless, Jimmy

Bews, Billy Hughes, and the “sporting’’

Professors feel that it is a,long time since

we have had such a well-balanced assault

team.

On Wednesday night twenty boxers and

wrestlers went to Brockville to put on an

exhibition there.

Maybee won from Brookfield in the sole

fencing event, 5-4.

Wong won from Lifshitz at 110 pounds

The Celestial was very quick and qvute

strong. He won on aggressiveness.

Harvey and Perry gave a truly beautiful

exhibition wrestling bout. Neither could

;
J to have had any advantage though

I Vi",’ , v twelve I’Oim-' is b’gntc! They used

bold- -.sfchibm -.seen.
: ;md :'al^nafed; ini

them ’Repertoire with ajpezin# ..|umk;ie*3’ ,v.

iToil vies « on from. F&lley.; 'if. W&-

lbs. Bailey was yep plucky butjosl to a

more experienced opponent. Holmes is de-

veloping into a clever as well as an able

boxer. He uses his “dome.”

Trayes and Connor had to go an extra

round to enable the judges to reach a deci-

sion. Trayes won on aggressiveness. He

had his man nearly down twice but the hold

had to be broken as he was off the mat.

McTlquham got two falls in quick succes-

sion from Allen who, while very strong, did

not have the expert knowledge of the game

to enable him to know what to do. The bout

was by no means one-sided.

McCartney boxed an exhibition with

Robinson. Prettie defaulted. McCartney

is better than last year but is still rather

open in his style, and with a tendency to

forget his right hand.

Howard won from Lyons in the best box-

ing bout of the evening. It was a case of

boxer versus fighter and Howard only won

because he knew enough in the last of the

fight to box for points. He has a beauti-

ful style but lacks the punch. Lyons car-

ries a knock-out in both hands and has a

peculiar style which seemed rather effective.

The decision was given after an extra

round.

North moved up from 145 lbs. to take

two falls from Treitz at 158. Treitz was

nervously quick but left himself very open.

North looks good.

Flanagan in spite of a broken hand, will-

ingly boxed an exhibition bout with Roberts

at 145 lbs.

Hanna represents our 158 lb. entry. Beck-

ing defaulted.

McNeill, 175 boxed an exhibition bout

with Adams 190. Neither extended them-

selves. McNeill is too stiff. Adams lacks

a punch.

Billy Hughes refereed the boxing and

Jimmy Bews the wrestling. Professors,

Ballard, Macdonald and Mackintosh were

the boxing judges.

REGIOPOLIS DEFEATS QUEEN’S
IV. 4-1

BEST WRESTLING
IN YEARS

SQUAD

The finals for the Intercollegiate Assault

team were held on Tuesday nigbt in Grant

Hall. A very fair crowd of students and

town gentlemen saw twelve bouts of which

only six were finals with anything at stake.

The other six were good exhibition bouts

but the boys were careful not to hurt

The fast little team from Regiopolis Col-

lege defeated our fourth team on Tuesday

afternoon. They were better- individually.

The game was marred by a great deal of

hooking and tripping. Grimason for Regio-

polis was the worst offender and landed a

cut cheek in return.

There were no scores in the first period.

Regiopolis got two in the second and two in

the last to Queen’s one. Spot Matheson

was the best man on the Queen’s team. Mc-

Innes turned in a good game. James, the

star of previous games, has elected to leave

the College team in the lurch to play for the

local Hibernians. His team mates and their

Manager much regretted his falling down

on them. It is only fourth team but it is

for the College and a step up on the ladder

of College Athletics. "i,

Matheson/ Kirkland, McKenzie Cavan-

agh and Mclnnes started for Queen’s with

PLAYER’S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES

fofi0 Olulity

ftnest Workmanship

Sre&iest Value
in ike UJcrlci

10 for 189.

20 " 559
jfnd in tins

of50&100

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of|the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen’s
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Men’s Hats

.

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require m

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

ST. ANDREW’S GAME

SPECIAL

PRE-INVENTORY

25 Per Cent.

Discount

Sale
JANUARY 16 TO 28

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

(Continued from page seven.)

held that lie had gone (down well clear

of the net.

The second period was slow and un-

eventful. There was no score, although

numerous opportunities presented them-

selves. Carrick and King drew penalties,

but Queen’s failed to rush things, even

with St. Andrew’s short two men. They

let the opposing team kill time behind

the nets instead of rushing in. Davidson

and Lindsay came on as substitutes, but

were away below form. Davidson in

particular, was very listless, lagging, both

in rushes and in skating back. Quinn

left his nets to go behind them to clear

a puck. Nickle missed an open net.

Findley drew a penalty.

The third period showed an approach

to real hockey. Reynolds and Boucher

rushed together, but the shot went wide.

Carrick scored for St. Andrew’s. Queen’s

1, St. Andrew’s 1.

Drury was penalized for grabbing the

puck during a mix-up. Nickle scored

from the resulting face off near the nets.

Queen’s 2, St. Andrew's 1.

McLaren was penalized for interfer-

ence. St. Andrew’s again had only four

men on the ice, yet Queen’s failed to

make good. King and Boucher went to

the cooler for a rest. Shortly after the

latter came on again he drew another pen

alty for charging the goalkeeper. King

followed him to the penalty box again.

Queen’s made violent efforts to score in

the dying moments
;
Reynolds beat the

defence, but could not score. The gong

rang with the play at the St. Andrew’s

end of the ice.

Line-Up

St. Andrew’s. Queen's

Jack Cameron goal Quinn

King - defence Reynolds

Carrick Wilson

Findley * centre Nickle

Drury wings Johnston

McLaren Boucher

Kinsey subs. Davidson

Lyon #
Lindsay

JoeL Cameron Quinn

Referee—Reg. Crawford.

STUDENTS

FOR FEBRUARY

20 % Off
All Queen's Pullover Sweat-

ers and Sweater Coats, also

all Full Dress Shirts, Gloves,

Vests, Ties.

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

VISITING HOCKEY
TEAM ENTERTAINED

Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
'

ion-Craft for men who appreciate

good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

;
E. P. Jenkins

i Company
i

The Better Value Store

We are sending out blotters this week to all Students. We

may have missed some, we might have the wrong address. If you

don’t get yours and would like a couple, glad to give them to you if

you drop in when down street.

LOCKETT’S
Fine Shoes—Travelling Goods

iC

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and
cooking, ‘You can shut your eyes and
select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an
event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above
.
Grand Opera House

The Athletic Management did its best to

demonstrate the advantages of Queen’s to

the St. Andrew’s boys who came down for

the game. They were treated with as much

of the traditional hospitality of our Scot-

tish Ancestors as the time and circumstances

would permit.

A trip to R.M.C. and around town pre-

ceded an inspection of the College grounds

and buildings.

When the game was over a banquet was

held in Arts Club Room. After a splendid

dinner, Mr. Blacklock, who presided, offi-

cially welcomed the guests- and introduced

Prof. Matheson, who then spoke. He spoke

of the great satisfaction which everybody

felt at the request of St. Andrew’s that they

be allowed to meet Queen’s in the first group

play-off. He spoke of the similar ideals

which the two colleges held in sport, and

complimented both teams on the hard-

fought game they had played.

Dr. Macdonald, head master of St. And-
rew’s, was the next speaker. He thanked

those responsible for the entertainment. He
hoped that his boys would consider Queen's

seriously when entering college, and was
;lad they had the chance to see Queen’s

under favourable conditions. He confessed

that he was surprised that his boys had

been able to hold Queen’s to so small a

score. It was a matter of greater satisfac-

ion that all over Canada there was a move-

ment to keep sport clean- and to play the

gariie for its own sake.

President Myers, of the A.M.S. handed

around copies of the A.M.S. Constitution,

and souvenir illustrated booklets of tHie

University buildings. He explained roughly

the principle of student self-government

and told the gathering that the students con-

trolled assets worth a quarter of a million

dollar? in rink, stadium, gymnasium, fete.

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
238 PRINCESS STREET

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

Carrick, Captain of St. Andrew’s added

his thanks to those of his headmaster’s, and

in very modest and sportsmanlike fashion

admitted that he' thought their team had

played “over their heads.” He hoped that

they would be able to play over their heads

in the return game as well.

After a brief look at the Science Dance

they left to catch the mid-night train.

DANCE
(Continued from page 1)

comes across, bn Wednesday morning

great consternation reigned in Science

Hall, when It was rumoured that Ernie

Bruce, the wildfire Xylophone and Saxo-

phone merchant, would not be present.

The committee, however, by burning up

several miles of wire, and half a dozen

telegraph instruments, made his presence

assured. And well he justified our expec-

tations. At one period of the proceedings

he conjured up distressing memories of

horrid dreams we have had. Whpi
Messrs. Strathdee and Co. first uncorked

the melodies, eyes began to glisten, and

feet to beat with nervous expectation.

But, oh Boy; when the bottle was half

empty—words fail us.

To Mr. James, and Mr. Hutcheson, in

their less ostentatious but highly'important

offices- in connection with the finance and

printing, much credit is due. In all branches

of the dance, the Committees gave excel-

lent an unselfish service, and they should

be assured of the appreciation of the fac-

ulty. >.

To the Patronesses: Mrs. R. B. Taylor,

|

Mrs. A. L. Clarke, Mrs. D. M. Jemmett,

Mrs. L. M. Arkley, and Mrs. M. B. Baker,

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
L71-175 WELLINGTON ST.

SUrattit
THUR., FRI., SAT.

BERT LYTELL
in

“A TRIP TO PARADISE”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
Because 90% of The Imperial’s

$8,600,000 holdings of Bonds and De-
bentures have been purchased since

1914,vat the exceptionally favorable

prices due to war conditions the Com-
pany’s interest income is greater by
$110,000 yearly than it would have
been if these securities had been pur-

chased before the outbreak of the war.

An Imperial Endowment will pro-

vide a regular income to keep you in

comfort in your old age.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

sincere obligation for their kind and delight-

ful contribution toward the success of the
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fied success

In their present of “The Passing

Of the Third Floor Back" last Saturday

night in Grant Hall, the Queens Dra-

matic Club scored a veritable triumph.

The success of any amateur plify must

be judged both by the pleasure tt gives

the audience and by the amount of ex-

perience-and fun-gamed by the per-

formers in rehearsing and presenting it.

Saturday night's production scores on

both counts; the players cannot have fail-

ed to profit by their efforts m achieving

such a success, and it was evident that

the audience was actually gripped by the

Olay it “went across" as surely as did

Marie Lohr's recent presentations and

“The Great Broxopp,” the only other pro-

BY NARROW MARGIN. BUT GIVE VARSITY

BELL AND McNEILL STAR FOR QUEEN S.

In the best game of hockey seen in

Kingston this year. Varsity defeated

Queen's by 4-2 in a Senior Intercollegiate

match at the Jock Harty Arena on Fri-

day night.

The game was witnessed by the largest

crowd of the season and the 3.300 persons

in attendance certainly received their

money’s worth. George Stewart and his

assistants had prepared an excellent sheet

of ice, and little trouble was experienced

through the puck rolling or bouncing-a

welcome change from the St. Andrew s

game.

There was a good attendance of stu

“The Great Broxopp," the only otne, p-o-
j <1

-

elUS _
and Bill Holdcroft was able to

ductions of distinction which have playetT make ite a )ot of noise—with their as-

in Kingston since the New Year. The
o( course . Among the notables

"Third Floor Back" is easily the best
present was our own “Gee Whiz .who

thing the Dramatic Club has done within l

nj
-

yecl things immensely, although he

the memory of the present reviewer. 1 „„;,p fio-ure out wlrat it was all

On certain former occasions—notably

one of recent date—it has-been necessary

(Continued on page 6)

UNIVERSITY

iSUNDAY SERVICE

principal
OF QUEEN’S, PROVES MOST

interesting

couldn't quite figure out whs* it ivas al

about He was led across the ice, and

when one of the visitors tried to check

him over the toes a la Westman, he fixed

the guilty party with a cold stare and the

culprit stood not on the order of his going.

Varsity won the game because of sup-

erior shooting and better all-round tac-

tics in front of goal. With the exception

|

of Hudson, they seldom shot wild and

oo a mt FORMERLY ! there was usually some one to net a na«-

GRANT, FORMER
in front of the goal. All their goals were

scored in this way. They did not have

very much combination, but their trick

of drawing the Queen's defence to one

side and sending a long pass out was both

neat and effective. They are a fine team

on the attack, but the defence was—as a

defence— rather wobbly until the last

period

For Queen’s, the game was one of lost

opportunities. Several times one or more

players got through the blue defence only

to shoot wide, or directly at the goal-keep-

er. Defensively, our outfit was all to the

good. The forwards checked back well in

spite of superior speed of the visitors, and

the defence was fairly sound. They did,

indeed, fail to cover the Varsity forwards

in front of the net, but they took care of

rebounds well, which was a welcome

change from the^arelessness displayed in

this regard in Toronto.

The stars of the Toronto team were tin

doubtedly Langtry and Ramsay. Lang-

try put up about as expert an exhibition

of goal-keeping as has been seen here this

winter. He is cool, clears nicely, keeps

his feet, and handles a lot of difficult corn-

er shots with his hands. Ramsay was

about the most effective player on the ice.

lie checked well on the defence and his

rushes were responsible for two goals.

(Contihued on page 7)

Sir Edmund Walker

To Speak To-morrow

NOTED CANADIAN WILL LEC-

TURE ON “JAPANESE
PRINTS"

At Convocation on Sunday Principal

Grant of Upper Canada College gave an

address on “The Religion of a Modern

Man of Letters—H. G. Wells.

Principal Grant opened his interesting

address by saying that it was the first

time he hath had the honour of speaking

at the Sunday afternoon service, but that

none had attended more thanTie had. No

other Canadian University has such a

noble record for vitalizing and liberating

religious thought as Queen’s University.

The Convocation Services have played

an important part in this achievement

v aml the speaker hoped that they would

continue so to do

ST. ANDREW’S WIN
FROM QUEEN’S III

JUNIORS NOT UP TO FORM AND
WERE UNABLE TO FOOL

CAMERON

To offset the joy of the great basket-

The two most striking things in the ball v jctory, came' sad news from To-

history of religious life in the English ronto . Our pet Juniors failed to hold St

, .. 1,1 firctlv. the decaying I, ,.,vS in the return game at the Aren:nisiuiv .

speaking world are firstly, the decaying

of .the old dogmatism, and secondly, the

revival of belief in the person of Christ.

Such men as Id. G. Wells are naturally

sceptics, and tend-fd question, criticize

and deny everything . The characteristic

of such men is that they react to external

suggestion, whether of war, peace nego-

tiations or religions awakening. They

lack stability. Bernard Shaw has a deep-

er nature because he reacts less. He did

not seem to have learned anything from

the war, but continued writing as before.

But in his preface to “Back to Methus-

elah’
1

,
he shows us that a face of jests

hid a life of utter torture. He never took

refuge in mere scepticism, hut sought to

build up a new heaven and a new earth.

He is a popularizer or, in another word,

an evangelist.

H. G. Wells indulges in the hope that

the advance of science or the develop-

ment of life will clear up the mystery. He

believes in a God who is “The Invisible

King.” It is unfair to Wells to say he is

in doubt as to the existence of such

(Continued on page
8)^

\

•Andrew’s in the return game at the Arena

Gardens on Saturday afternoon, and the

latter won 4-1.

The Toronto papers give Queen’s a de-

cided edge in the second and third per-

iods. But uncertain work by Quinn, un-

fortunate penalties, and good work by

Cameron brought defeat. Both the “Star

and the “World” state that two of Wil-

son’s three penalties were undeserved. St

Andrew’s scored twice while he was off.

Red was, incidentally, the pick of the

Queen’s aggregation. Lindsay played a

good-game, but the rest were all off color.

Reynolds got the one goal, and well de-

served it, but, for the first time, he let a

good goal-keeper worry him.

Our boys have been playing against

small, light teams all year. They have re-

frained from heavy checking. Now they

run up against a team as heavy as they

are. and skilled in the art of using their

bodies. The result was that they got

rattled. ^Combination was entirely lack-

ing. Yet they managed to bombard”Cam

eron, and his team can thank their goalie

for a well-won victory.

The team was entertained at lunch by

There is at present on display, m rooms

C. 9 and *C. 13 of the New Arts Building,

a most interesting exhibition of Japanese

prints. The prints of which there are

eighty, have been loaned to Queen s by

Sir Edmond Walker, who selected them

from his famoifs collection with a view to

making this loan exhibit include the ve_ry

best work of the various schools and per-

iods. The prints are attracting a great

deal of attention from all those in college

even remotely interested in art, and the

introduction to Oriental art—for to most

this is a first acquaintance—is providing

an interesting field of discussion. A spe-

cial display of books on Japanese art has

been placed on the reference shelves of

the library.

The better to mqke the exhibition intel-

ligible to the uninitiated, Sir Edmond

Walker will deliver an address on "Jap-

anese Prints” on Wednesday evening, at

8.15 p.m.. in Convocation Hall. Sir Ed-

mund is, perhaps, Canada’s greatest ait

patron. He is chairman of the Irustees

of the National Gallery, and it was large-

ly through his efforts that Canada pos-

sesses her remarkable collection of War

Paintings. As Chairman of the Board of

Governors of Toronto University, Sir

Edmund deesrves a royal welcome from

Queen’s.

Queen’s Basketball Players Show Splen-

did Stamina When They Earn Well

Deserved Victory Over Varsity

With even their most ardent supporters

merely hoping for a good, close game of

basketball last Saturday, Queen’s displayed

an aggressiveness' of attack and an accuracy

in shooting which was not to be denied, and

defeated the Varsity team 35-26. For three

quarters of the game the issue was in doubt

with one team in the lead and then the other.

In the last moments our quintette drew

ahead to a safe margin and the game was

won.

For years the Basketball team has been

fighting for its existence. A close game has

been its greatest success. This year there

are wild rumours df a cut in our athletic

programme. Some of the sports which do

not pay and which attract only a minority

interest may have to be dropped. The exi-

gencies of our financial situation simply de-

mand it. In the face of such a situation the

Senior Basketball team went in to fight for

its very life. The Varsity team is except

tionally strong. They made, a few weeks

ago, a very successful tour in the States,
-

meeting and defeating the best teams they

could find in their search. They defeated

our team in Toronto by the decisive score

of 37-17. McGill’s beating at Varsity was

almost as bad. It is no wonder that people

expected them to win here. However the

Queen’s team, from the first blast of the

whistle, went out to win and. by close check-

ing and wonderful shooting hy Haslam,

they handed Varsity a decisive beating.

Lewis and Ellis on the defence, must re-

ceive a great deal of the credit. They watch-

ed their men incessantly. Ellis was in great

form. Lewis, who got out of hospital the

day before, had to be subbed once or twice,

but while on the floor he was everywhere

at once, Graham, the big Varsity defence

(Continued on page 5)

THE “COLLEGE
FROLIC^OF 1922

STRAIGHT FROM THE HALLS OF
QUEEN'S—TO RIVAL CHU-

CHIN-CHOW

THE BULLETIN

Wednesday

—

7.00 p.m.—Debating Club..

7.30 p.m.—Queen’s II- vs. R.M.C.

8.15 p.m.—Sir Edmund Walker

“Japanese Prints” in Convocation

Hall.

Thursday

—

4.30 p.m.—Prof. G. N. Mitchell

Apologetics Room.

Executive Meeting at 4 p.m.

Friday—
4.00 p.m,—Prof. McFadyen on “Mis-

1
appreciation, say it wtih flower?

The College Frolic, of 1922, which con-

tains all the salient features of its Zieg-

feldian contemporary, without the dimpled

knees and other Frolic requisites, is to take

place on February 28th. Close students of

Anthropology will learn that the 28th falls

on the last day of the month, this year.

Mr. Gates, the director, is inclining the

talent in the right direction, and as Milton

so dramatically says “teaching the young

idea how to spout.”

This threatens to be an annual affair, and

it is needless to say. that our best efforts

must be put forward to assure it the success

that it deserves. The numbers are to be as

varied and interesting as a big time vaude-

ville shwo. We dare not disclose facts, but

it is bruited about there will be a tumbling

act, a comedy skit, a string quartette, a danc-

ing number, and a contribution fronl Div-

Inity, who will grace the boards with their

presence.

Tickets are going to be put on sale at

the college for one day only. This date

will be announced later. It is expected that

the freshmen will occupy the gods, and a

lively tustle will occur for points of advan-

tage.

A word to -freshmen :—Do not expett

that Principals on the stage will speak to

I

you at your hailing. If you must show your
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"The College Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

EDITORIAL

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Simd 9,4^0,000

GENERAL HANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

(Queen's Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75 ; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.
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S. E. SPARKS,
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ERNEST B. SPARKS.
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Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On ""all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” ‘The Dance”

“The Social”

We delive. Flowers .in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

/ STILL CLIMBING

hour—the tunes of the dance programme

—

are alive, while the songs in the handbook

seem out of .date, suited only to those of

antiquarian tastes. Listen to the students

idly whistling in the club rooms, or about

the halls: are they whistling “Bingo Farm’

and “Litoria,” or does their taste turn to

“Hortense” and “I ain’t nobody's Darlin’ ”?

Student taste in music may be barbarous,

but the primary idea in 'community singing

is to get people to sing, and if they turn

more naturally to the transient and synco-

pated dance tune than to the ‘college song’

however rich in sentiment and tradition,

they must be allowed to sing the former.

They are to be pleased, not educated.

A Student Committee on Community

Singing could be of great value in the col-

lege. The duties of such a committee

would be to distribute the words of songs

that are popular, and to do the leading

when an opportunity for song should arise.

Such a committee could start the college

singing on its way.

“Yet another Victory to wipe away the

stain.”

This is. indeed, a year of renaissance in

Queen’s athletics. Last fall Queen’s re-

established herself in the football world

;

now she has regained a position of strength

in the realms of hockey and basketball.

Now that the hockey team'has followed up

a neck-and-neck struggle with McGill by

chasing the Varsity team hard and fast for

sixty minutes, no one can deny the college

a first class rating in Intercollegiate Hockey.

Varsity brought Carson this year. They

brought the strongest team they could mus-

ter, yet Queen’s gave them a strenuous bat-

tle, and their victory was l?y no means a

triumph. A* win from McGill here next

week is all that'is needed to fully establish

our position.
^

Through ytlieir victory on Saturday after-

noon the basketball team has jump&d into

the limelight after years of neglect by the

college at large. The team merits all the

praise it is getting. During the early part

of the game one could admire their courage

in actually trying to win
;
as the game pro-

gressed everyone came to realize that the

home team was really superior to the visit-

ing one. As time passes we may come to rea-

lize' the truth—that Queen’sis now produc-

ing teams equal to and better than her 'Inter-

collegiate competitors'.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

in

“TOLLABLE DAVID”
Stands with the Screen’s Finest

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON 8TREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SRBVTrs

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

COMMUNITY SINGING

The freshman, coming to Queen’s, finds

in his neat little hand book many pages de-

voted to college songs. Curious songs, -he

thinks, but is eager to hear them echoed

forth at some student, gathering, and to

make his own halting contribution to the

chorus—good fellows all singing to-gether.

Poor Freshman!—the college song myth

is not the least of the disillusionments he

has to experience. Rarely does he hear stu-

dent voices lifted up in song; rarely can he

enjoy the feeling of good-fellowship which

community singing engenders. As fillers-

in of time when gathered in a body, Queen’s

students are lamentably mute. Occassionally

a few Theologues, assisted by scattered

sympathizers, attempt to relieve the boredom

of fyaiting for a meeting to open, of the

speaker to arrive, or the judges to judge a

debate, by essaying “Bingo Farm,” but their

attempts to institute community singing are

praiseworthy rather than effective. In

compact ‘community’ such as Queen’s the

value of having songs to sing whenever stu-

dents chance to come together is self-evi-

dent. The question is not “should we?”, but

“why don’t we?”

Queen’s lacks, at present, two of the

fundamental requisites of community sing-

ing—songs and leaders. It is possible that,

were there recognized leaders, the ‘college

songs’ at present printed in the handbooks

might be used successfully. But the urge

•>f the popular song is stronger than the urge

(Continued from page 1)

JUNIOR GAME
the St. Andrew’s boys at their school.

About a thousand people saw the gamfe,

the majority of whom were St. Andrew’s

students. St. Andrew’s tied the score after

seven minutes of listless hockey. The

Queen’s team seemed dazed. Wilson was

in the penalty box and King pushed the

puck between Karl’s feet when he was

slow to clear. Drury scored from left

wing with a shot that got between Quinn

and the rear post. Reynolds took some

heavy body-checking, and managed to

give some of it back. He went through

alone to tie it up on the round again.

Findlay and Nickle were considering open

warfare, but the bell rang to close the

period.

There was nd scoring in the second

phase, though Cameron had a very busy

time of it for the first few minutes. Bouch-

er checked Drury heavily and drew a

penalty, while Drury had to leave the ice

for a minute or two. The Juniors had

decided edge in this period, but Cameron

was invincible.

Shortly after the last period started.

Reynolds and Wilson beat the defence

but missed what looked like a sure score.

Findlay scored for St. Andrew’s. Wilson

was benched for accidentally .hitting

Findlay across the face. While he was

off, McLaren put St. Andrew’s two up

on the round. From then on the game

was all Queen’s. They tried heroically

to beat Cair^eron, but could not. Carrick

shot the puck the full length of the ice

every time he got it. It took time to

bring it back, and so the play continued

till the final whistle.

Line-Up

St. Andrews

:

Jack Cameron

King
Carrick

Findley

Kinsey

Drury

Joe Cameron

McLaren
Lyon

Referee—Beattie Ramsay.

Sport Notes

All interest centres on Wednesday
night’s game with R. M. C. The game
starts at 7.30, instead of 8.15. The last

time these teams met there was a battle

royal, and Wednesday’s game will be just

as good. Our team will probably line up

as follows : Goal, Brown
;
defence, Cleland

and Ritchie ; centre, Carroll
;

wings,

Brown and Swartzman. Wright and

Boucher are the likely substitutes.

. Harry McNeill was kept out of Mon
day night’s game because of • ulcerat-

ed tooth. He can hardly talk ich,

those who know Harry, will a

goal

defence

centre

wings

subs.

Queen’s

K. Quinn

Reynolds

Wilson

Nickle

Johnston

Boucher

A. Quinn

Lindsay

McLeod

At Your

Breakfast

Table
When opening your morning

mail how many times has

your attention been drawn to a

particular envelope because of

the fine texture and finish?

Your own stationery can en-

joy the same distinction.

There are many varieties at/

Ryrie’s, each expressing the in-

dividuality of the writer, and all

of quality and correctness beyond /

reproach.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET
TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS
With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening. Classes may be con-

ducted 'in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

. AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and ^Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1921.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer's

Song Shop Orchestra

The /^JKerra University Dramatic Society

b: on Masefield’s “The Tragedy
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

vC?
TRY US

NEW YORK HAT

CLEANING AND SHOE

SHINING PARLOR

208 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 395

KINGSTON

(

Just In

FACULTY NOTES
SUGGESTION FOR LEVANA

YELL
Short skirts

!

Low Necks!!

Galoshes to the fore ! !

!

Levana bear forever ! ! !

!

^Queen’s forever more.

He—That isn’t a dance. He just got a

sliver off the chair and he is afraid to tell

the young lady.

"new flannel middies

in Balkan style, pretty shades for spring;,

in gold trimmed with black suk brain.

Black trimmed with white braid, also

Navy or Cardinal sailor collar, button

cuffs, all sizes.

$4.50 and $6.00

ARTS ’22

What year in College caiTooast of a

better representation in hockey, with such

men as Nelson, McNeil, Ratchford and

McKelvey on the First team? Even with-

out these "men we still have a strong

“Year team.” When speaking on this

subject we would like to call attention '.o

the rather harsh criticism by the writer

of the account of the McGill-Queen s

crime, One would imagine that a Queen’s

man would be the Iasi to find, fault

opfaftly and yjadvis«dly ,
with the man who

scored all the Queen's points. Mi.:' t real

papers acknowledge him the best; why

can’t we, at least, give honour to whom

honour is due? The year is proud of their

Queen’s I. representatives.

Minister (to student in hospital)—I al-

ways take a great interest in students be-

cause I have two sons in college myself.

One is on a Business Course and the other

is in Engineering. Can I do anything for

you?

Student—Yes. Pray for the one -in

Engineering.

Landlady (the morning after the Science

Dance)—Did you see Miss M at the

dance last night?

Student—Yes, she sat right across the

table from me at supper.

Landlady—What kind of dress did she

wear?

Student— T couldn’t see.

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50
,

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

By the way: in regard to yells, our

friends of the “pick and shovel brigade”

are unique. Unus-one ;
Equus—a horse.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

\ oair of rubber tired

two years in college

glasses is equal to.

Section two on the floor starting Wed-
nesday.

If an exam.^were held in dancing there

would be a lot'of 1st Divisions. (Ed. note:?)

a,up

nioi royv.

On duty to

-

Why do 'they call a Science graduate a

Bachelor of Science? Is it because he never

gets wedded to the profession?

SPORT ITEM
Courtney Stars For ’23

With a sang froid and a' nonchalance that

would do credit to. Lady Macbeth in her

most sanguinary moment, the eminent Bos-

tonian, Doc. Courtney, grabbed an orphan

ball and conducted it home. In this hors

d’oetwre, he was greeted with salvoes of

ippaluse from the four paid admissions in

the gallery. Modestly disclaiming any cred-

it for the victory, he refused to be inter-

viewed after the game. Shaw scored 23

points in hectic, but sporadic, efforts. Their

Verdericies lacked the verve and finesse of

their more cultured opponents in 23, but

finally amassed 22 points while their less

pusillanimous rivals got 44 or 46. Jim Say-

lor does not know which. It matters not

McLachlan and a freshman went one round

in no-decision bout. Both are badly scrat-

ched up. In order of appearance:

Arts ’23—Shaw, Cross, Friedgut, Mc-

Lachlan, Salter, Courtney.

Arts ’25—These players modestly re-

fuse to divulge their names.

Again let iVie urge a double schedule f<r-

the Interfaculty hockey championship this

year. We have the time, and from now on

should be able to get the rink. By charging

a small admission fee either the Athletic

Board of Control or the War Memorial

Fund would be appreciably assisted.

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion;Express Co

ARTS ’25

If the Arts ’25 hockey team plays as well

shall!), as they did on Thursday, when

throughout the series ( and they certainly

Meds. ’27 were defeated, you may be son

that the Freshman’s Trophy will remain in

the Arts Clubroom where it was placed by

Arts ’24 last- year. It was a lively game

from start to finish. Only two peViods could

be played as city teams- haff-the Arena hired

for 7 p.m., but another period would onh

have increased the score in our favour, a:

our men were at their best.

Final Score—Meds. ’27-1, Arts ’25-3.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

The open air rink was the scene last Wed-

nesday, of an Inter-year game between Arts

’23 and Arts ’25. It \Vas rather a one-sided

game as the score, 8-1 (for Arts ’25), would

indicate. "Pete” Dolan worked fiard for

23 but didn’t have the support he deserved.

Having defeated both the Juniors and the

Sophomores, we consider that we have a

fine team, and under so able a manager as

Dave Hrading we expect to defeat the Sen-

iors also. -

MEDS. ’22

Further Prophesies

The Almanac for the final six months

of the year will doubtless bring the same

rapid advance in the healing science of

the mysterious art. If this prediction is

true, and chiropractors continue to per-

form tljeir death-defying feats, effecting

so-called cures which, to the knowledge of

the world’s leading scientists, are impos-

sible, then, ere the New Year has come,

Death will have no sting and the grave

no victory.

In 1923 we may expect to see, by the

simple manipulation and adjustment of

the spinal vertebrae, the aged folk rejuv-

enated, broken legs instantly restored

tuberculosis cured and cerebro-spinal

meningitis and other dread diseases read-

ily dispelled. So rejoice and be glad ye

followers of Aesculapius for, though your

labours in years of study have been in

vain, and though your profession is about

to be replaced by the all powerful chiro-

practor. Rejoice, for your every ill can

be healed- in a twinkling and lo, you shall

no longer fear anything. Small-pox andl

diphtherial will have no terrors. Ye shall

be living in an age when the subtle mic-

robe will strive in vain to make inroads

into your well adjusted vertebral system.

Hark ye! Has not one of these wonder

workers already, in the Capital, healed a

boy whose ill he diagnosed as fracture

of the odontoid process of the second ver-

tebra ? Yea, notwithstanding the fact that

hitherto such a condition has caused in-

stant death, he effected a cure. For has

he not spoken and said so unto us? Re-

joice then, ye well-meaning but unen-

lightened followers of Aesculapius, for

though your sciem/e has been set at

naught, yet the world has been blessed.

Go ye, therefore, and have your spine ad-

justed and harken not unto them who
would disfigure ,you with vaccinations

and who would isolate.you for infectious

diseases.'

FROSTER.

It is strange why chaps can’t make their

Saturday morning clinics on time. Arnold

was the last man last week. Who will he

last this week.

Bracken says he will be glad when the

elections are over. Then he will be free

once more. We sympathize with him and

can appreciate his viewpoint. This business

of having a year job isn’t what it might be.

Even Lindsay says so.

MEDICINE ’24

MacMurchy—“Oh wad some power th<?

giftie gie us

To see ourselves as 'Others see us.

Troup—in your case, Mac, ’twould be a

verra humblin sicht.

“Staggering” explained.

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS’WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET

SCIENCE ’23

. , .“We don’t smoke, -

We don’t drink,

We don’t flirt.

We don’t think!”

O!

Jail-less Crimes

Killing time.

Stealing home.

Shooting the chutes.

Blowing up a tire.

MEDICINE ’23

Canvassing for votes is tl^ popular thing

these days. Each candidate for office seems

to be concentrating his efforts on being

elected. Mary says he thinks he is elected.

Cap has Dick working for him and should

make ^ good Marshal. Roy doesn’t say

much but Ftilby is his silent booster. Stan

has Foster behind him. Bill sometimes wipe

his specks and says a few words, and Glen

approves them. In all it’s a splendid el«

She-

doingi

-what kind of a dance is that fellow
|

tl,>)un ‘r

1

A. M
campaign, •jdel for ih

The word “staggering”, to the medical

mind, conveys a variety of meaning. It

obviously has reference to an affected gait,

but the different gaits ace as numerou&jis

their causes.

For example, there is the Alcoholic gait;

This may cbme from living in, close proxi-

mity to a distillery for varying lengths of

time, e.g., one day to seventy-five years.

This means that it gets you eventually.

Then there is what is called the spastic

gait. The common cause of this is persis-

tent sleeping on one side or the other, on a

lumpy mattress.

Also, we have the Hemiphlegic or small

town gait. This is brought on by swinging

the feet around nails, etc., in the board side-

walks.

The gait of locomotor ataxia is very com-

mon in people living in suburban towns.

Acute cases are seen in business men who

rush .for the 8:15 in the morning and the

5:15 in the evening.

The testementary gait may also be includ-

ed in this list. This is easily diagnosed on

account of the extreme palsy, which always

accompanies it. It occurs frequently in

people living in cold climates or in Eng-

lish I. Classes just before exam time.

To these might be added the waddling

gait, best seen-in self-made men, the cere-

bellar gait, the origin of which is somewhat

clouded, due, no doubt, to lack of function-

ing grey matter ;
and last but not least, the

limping gait, arising from multiple causes

the most frequent being corns.

Any one of the above gaits may imply

staggering, but we could say after careful

,
,

, ninety per cent, of the mey

i
i j the Medical Dinner were af-

f -.. . d wnb oms.
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ENGLISH CLUB IS ACTIVE

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

('Two goofs' below Clergy, St.)

Two Interesting Meetings Held

Recently

which Mr. Lockett uses. It is hoped that

Mr. Lockett has led the way for other

business men to co-operate with the De-

partment of Commerce.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

On the afternoon of Monday, January

30, the English Club met in the Red Room.

Mr. B. C. Diltz called the meeting to order

and expressed the regret of all present at

die loss which the -Club had sustained in the

departure of Mr. N. Campbell and Miss D.

Brown. Mr. Campbell had been President

and Miss Brown, Vice-President of the

Club, and to them it had owed much of its

success. Nominations followed which re-

sulted in the election fo Mr. R. W. Cumber-

land to the Presidency, while Miss J. Sex-

mitli was chosen to succeed Miss Brown.

Mr. Cumberland then took the chair and

the meeting was addressed by Prof. J. F.

Macdonald, who gave a most interesting ac-

count of the gambling Habits which charact-

erized English society during the eighteenth

century. Professor Macdonald pointed out

the causes which lay behind the popular

interest in cards. A leisure cho-v, without

either the duties or the pleasures which now

fall to the lot of the wealthy, was deter-

mined to kill time and relieve the monotony

of existence. Thousands of pounds were

won and lost in a single evening. The ex-

citement of the game was often spurred

on by financial embarrassments and, in one

instance, a fair lady had actually flogged

a gentleman who had refused to pay his

debts. Nor was the note of tragedy lacking,

for the card game often found its sequel in

the duel.

Prof. Macdonald was vigorously ap-

plauded at the conclusion of his address and

Mr. Cumberland expressed the interest with

which the club had followed -is vivial por-

trayal of the past.

On Monday, February 6th, at 5 p.m.

the English Club assembled in the Red

Room. Mr. R. W. Cumberland introduced

the subject for discussion with a few general

remarks upon the nature of “Canadian

Poetry, after which Mr. B. C. Diltz read

several-typical selections of Canadian verse,

demonstrating the breadth of the field and

the manner in which it had been touched by

writers of great though varying talent.

Miss F.-McCallum then favored the Club

by a selection from G. D. Roberts, illustrat-

ing the finest thought of Canada s best

known nature poet. In conclusion Mr.

Cumberland dealt with various phases of

Dr. Drummond’s work and claimed for him

a high place in Canadian Literature as the

sympathetic interpreter of the ‘habitant.’

COMMERCE CLUB

THE TRAGEDY OF MARIA JANE

With all due apology to George Ade

Once upon a Time there was a Girl

named Maria Jane, and she was as Pretty

as her Name was Ugly, so, when She

reached the Age of Seventeen, she chang-

ed it to Janet Marie. Now there lived

Near her a Farmer Youth, John, who was

Strong on Brains, but whose Face needed

Reblocking. And his Heart toward

Marie was as Soft as April Mud, but

she Thought of Hint only as an Unde-

sirable Part of the Country Life. One

time she visited a Cousin in a Far City

named Kingston, meaning City of Kings,

because of the College M-en-who gladden

its -streets. And three of these Men

thought Marie, alias Maria, a'Humdinger.

She felt she had found her True Place in

Society ’ among Men who couldjsibilate,

"When Frances Dances.”

She chose the Science Man. And they

grubstaked near • Caramba (meaning

“What the deuce!”), and there they

fought Hunger in the Fashion Known as,

“de la main, a la bouche.” Thus she was

forced to Learn the Use of the Deltor in

the Remaking of her External Vestments.

But her Coz who married-the Fascinating

Med. fared no Better, and they Twain

shed many Tears. .Now it Befel that her

Liquid Orbs alighted on a Paper telling

that the' Arts Man she had so Cruelly

Scorned had Written a Weighty Account

of "The Color of Grecian Eyes, 26 B.C.”

and was now a -leading Pillar of Educa-

tion, and even Able to Understand all

the English Lectures. And John, the

the Farmer Youth, had Stirred the World

by his Discovery of How to Cure Rust in

Wheat. An L.L.D. from Queen’s was

Thrust upon him. His Wife was swath-

ed in Mole and Ermine. Now when she

had fully grasped the Significance of all

This, our little Heart-Breaker, Marie, nee

Maria, grew weary of Life, and departed

Pronto for that Land where the Dresses

are all of the same Pattern.

MORAL: Girls—Choose the Farmer

—

or an Arts Man.

—Contributed.

POISON
Quickly

She grasped the bottle of poison

From the shelf.

Futively

She clutched it to her breast,

"Now !” she murmured,

"Either they die or I
!”

And she poured the poison

Around a mouse-hole.

—Frosh.

MISSION WORK FOR THE
SUMMER

The Rev. J. D. Bynes, B.D., of the Pres-

byterian Home Mission^ Board will visit

Queen's College on Friday next. February
.

17th, for the purpose of obtaining students

to supply the Home Mission Field appoint-

ments in Ontario and the West during the

summer.

The President of the Q.U.M.A.,( R. G.

Fry), will be in the Theology Reading

Room on Thursday, 16th, from 3 o’clock to

4 p.m., to receive names of those desiring

to undertake the work. At the same place,

Mr. Byrnes will be in attendance during

Friday morning and afternoon to meet in-

dividually the students who intend to go to

the Home Mission Fields this summer.

Q. U. M. A.

The regular meeting of the Q.U.M.A.,

will be held in the Apologetics Room, Old

Arts Building, on Thursday afternoon ,at

4.30. Prof. G. W. Mitchell, M.A., will

address the meeting. The Executive will

meet in the Small Class Room at 4 o’clock.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.
*

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

Important Organization is in Midst of

Successful Season

The Commerce Club has been trying

this week to make up for lost time. Two

meetings full of interest and enthusiasm

were held, and there are going to be oth-

ers in the near future just as good. Watch

the bulletins for notices. Remember that

t^iere are 66 Commerce men, and that the

largeEconomics room should be packed

every time the Club meets.

On thursday afternoon, Mr. A. E. La-

vell, Provincial Parole Officer, described

the permit system of treating convicted

men, which was introduced in Ontario a

year ago, and which is unlike any other

system brought forward for reforming the

criminal. This plan makes it possible to

take the convicted man out of prison -each

day, and give him employment in a local

industry. At night he returns to his cell

or, if the authorities have sufficient con-

fidence fn him, he may be allowed to stay

at his home at night. So far, the scheme

has been most successful. Mr. Lavell is

a 'Queen’s graduate and is remembered as

the composer of Queen’s yell.

Mr. L. Lockett of the Lockett Shoe Co.

spoke to the Club Friday afternoon on

"The Problems of Retailing.” It was, in-

deed, a privilege to have one of the city’s

most prominent business men take the

students of business administration so

fully into his confidence. Individual

iv.^bers of the Club expressed high ad
> • A. V *' romnVt- —

Bibby’s
New goods arriving daily

Suit and Overcoat

Special

Young Men’s Splendidly Tailored Overcoats, in

New Fashion Fit or Chesterfield models. Genuine

English Meltans in rich, genteel shades of Grey, also

Greens and Browns. Coats that were made to sell

for $35.00, $37.50, $40.00.

OUR BIG SPECIAL FOR $25.00

Young Men’s Suits

Hand-tailored 'Garments, all correct models, neat

patterns. Suits that were made to sell for $35.00,

$37.50 and $40.00.

OUR BIG SPECIAL FOR $25.00

Bibby’s
Kingston’s One Price Clothing Store

C _|
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flowers
Queen’s !

Queen’s
!

Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The

Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are n<* stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. "Be a Mutualist.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Reeidence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and

Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

TIGERS WIN
FROM ALL STARS

SENIOR O.H.A. TEAM DEFEATS
LOCALS BY 5-4

Hamilton’s Senior O.H.A. team defeated

the local All-star team last night in a game

which, while keenly contested, was plainly

exhibitional. The score was always close,

yet excitement was not at the height it

would have reached in a league fixture.

The locals all played well. Mundell and

Quinn did especially well in the nets. Smith

was the best of the forwards, while “Red”

McJCelvey turned in the best defensive

game. Lloyd Brown played his best game

of the season. Fred Brown took part in

some pretty combination work. Nelson and

Woodruff were always working. Macpher-

so'n was consistently good, while Campbell

worked well in flashes.

Carson Cooper was the outstanding visitor.

He netted three of his team’s five scores,

and his terrific shot plainly had Morris

worried. Jimmy Stewart got- one of the

other goals, and Boyd the fifth.

The first period produced the poores

hockey of the evening. The All-stars go'

the first goal when Macpherson beat Stew-

art with a fast one from close in. Then

Cooper shot and Macpherson, in his eager-

ness to clear, pushed in the rebound. The

locals substituted freely. Mundell played

magnificently.

Jimmy Stewart slipped past McKelvev.

gathering up one that Red was slow to clear,

and beat Quinn, thus putting Tigers in the

lead. Campbell on a beautiful pass from

Smith, tied it up. Nelson scored on a re-

bound from Lloyd Brown’s shot.

Early in the final period, Carson Cooper,

after loitering behind his own net, made off

in a burst of speed, skated through the whole

team, and beat Morris. A little later he got

a rebound and put Tigers ahead. Boyd

made it 5-3. Smith beat Charlie Stewart

with a neat shot from left wing.

Mundell, Macpherson, Morris, L. Brown,

F. Brown, Smith, Quinn, Md£elvey, Wood-

ruff, Nelson and Campbell were used by the

locals.

ened. He was on twice, and Varsity got

but one basket during those periods, where-

as Queen’s scored twice.

For Varsity, Bell led in the scoring with

four baskets and two foul shots. Smith was
next with three baskets, while Logan and

Gill each got two. Graham got one.

Prof. Ballard handled a strenuous game
very impartially. He let a lot of roughness

go on both sides, and it is possible that with

a stricter official Queen's would not have

fared so well, for their checking was very

close.

THE PLAY
Both teams were on the floor by three-ten.

Varsity had no difficulty in locating our has-

replaced Jones. Haslam made it 15 but Lo-

gan, in two baskets, tied it up. Jones re-

placed Moore, and a minute later Moore

replaced Thomas. Smith put Varsity two

points ahead. Haslam missed a foul shot

ancLthen tied it up on a neat shot from the

corner. He repeated half a minute later.

Smith had something wrong with his belt

and play was stopped for a moment. It

was just mid-way through the second half.

The pace had been tremendous and the

spectators began to doubt whether Queen’s

could stand it. But the rest brought new

life and Jones, Moore and Haslam each

scored while Varsity jgot but one point on

a foul of Haslam’s. These three baskets--

kets in practice. Our stock seemed to dropmarked the turning point of the game, and

about ten points as each man in turn scoredQueen s were never in serious dangei again,

from difficult angles. The Queen’s teamGraham drew a double foul for slapping

was doing well enough, but the Varsity Lewis in the face a foul for each slap.

shooting was artistic. Prof. Ballard started

things at three-fifteen. There were, per-

haps. a hundred and fifty spectators.

Varsity scored two in quick succession,

Smith and Gill each doing the trick. Queen’s

. -.dd rmt locate Then Haslam and Ellis

i.aui- cm nit‘
: Juries, at.ci Haslam rr«ad£ i'.j

'•a a gasket and a foul idem-red by Gra--,

GVaHabl,. Gill and Belt tied it up itv

sucessive baskets and a tout shot earned

through a double dribble by Lewis. Jones

put us ahead; then Bell tied it up only to

have Jones put us in the lead again. _ Half-

time score Varsity 11, Queen’s 13. Queen’s

substituted frequently, and appeared very

tired at half-time. JPnes and Lewis had

both been sick and became tired very easily.

Second Half.

The second half* started with Stewart in

Gill’s place and Logan in Dufferill’s. Moore

Jones missed both, but Haslam got two more

field goals to make up. Bell got some well-

merited applause for two pretty baskets.

Haslam scored twice more, then Jones

closed the scoring for Queen’s, making it

35-22. In a dying rally Smith and Bell

added a basket making Vnr.-ityk final

score 26.

ihei itii

Varsity

'arsity
1

'

‘were noticeabl

g ir. tin* half.

• Line UP

’ oi i in

Queen’s

Graham Defence Lewis

Dufferill Ellis

Bell Centre Jones

Smith Forwards - Haslam

Gill Thomas

Logan Substitutes Gibson

Stewart Moore

Referee

—

Prof. Ballard.

Time-keeper—Prof. Jolliffe.

Scorer—Alec. Ada.

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN

Cor. Clergy W. 'Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
CLUB

The regular meeting of the Mathematics

and Physics Club was held on Monday in

the New Arts Building. The address was

‘given by Mr. F. R. Bam forth on the

“Theory of Numbers.” He dealt with the

convenience of the decimal system of num-

bers. A number of interesting proofs were

developed, and, while the work was ad-

vanced, it was treated by Mr. Bamforth in

a clear, and forceful manner. Those who

were not present at this meeting missed a

treat, indeed. Mr. Stephens, the President

of the Club, presided.

The Club is preparing a series of inter-

esting lectures to be held every two weeks.

Any student, who is interested in mathem-

atical or Physical problems, is cordially

welcome at these meetings.

BASKETBALL

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of 'Desk Lamps for study,

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

(Continued from page 1).

man, roamed up to the forward section of

the floor once or twice, but his size made

no difference
;
Lewis rolled them all around

Bell, the
(

Varsity centre man, shot but four

baskets. He is the “big works” on the

Varsity team and the smallness of his con-

tribution can be credited to Jones. He him-

self contributed four baskets, although i

little off colour in his shooting at times
;
but

his contribution in holding down his oppon

ent’s score was more than sufficient.

Haslam was the star of the game. He

shot eleven baskets and one foul, contribut-

ing, in all, 23 points. With the score 19-17

for Queen’s half-way through the final per-

iod, he scored on almost every shot that hit

the board. Thomas was very closely check-

ed by Graham, the Varsity captain, and

could not get away. He fed Haslam very

unselfishly, however, and many of Haslam’-

scores should he chared equallv with

Thom - Mo. - - V-I-'M foi lone* and p

ed a si -

tributi a bask'- -
' rt

:

*' 1
1

on the •«] ik '
11 >'

For Valentine Dances

Gold
Decorative Crepe Paper. Streamers, Caps, Red and

Hearts, Cupid Designs, Place Cards^ Hearts, Arrows and Cupid

Cut-outs for Favors, Table Covers and Napkins.

For Sale at

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrica: Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School December to April

Fvr Calendar*, -ppiy to the Rc.^strar. Queen’% Univenrtty.
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Paid-up Capital

Reserve
Resources

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESilNG

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson
,

Crozier & Edgar
20 Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

LEVANA ATHLETICS
GIRLS’ BASKETBALL

On the twenty-third of this month the

Girls’ Basketball Team goes to Toronto.

McGill is sending a team up at the same
time, so that all the games will be played

off within three days. It has been de-

cided that the Queen’s team will consist

of Kathleen Lockhart, Gladys Montgom-
ery, forwards; Irene Delahey, Jean Cress-

well, centre; Bess Abernethy, Ruth Evan-

son, guards. The girls have been working

hard, and, thanks to their faithful adher-

ence to the training rules, will be in

splendid condition to meet the Varsity

and McGill players.

Queen’s will play Toronto on the even-

ing of the 23rd. On the 24th our -girls

will meet the Royal Victoria College

team. The final game, on Saturday after-

noon, will be between Toronto and

R.V.C., but we hope that Queen’s will

have the championship by that time.

Would Jesus Do?”, Mr. Wood lent it vig-| uine acting on the several occasions when
our and Imagination. While he was al- the role demanded it. Many of the others

Hockey

Some time after the basketball games

are over, the girls are going to stage some
inter-year hockey games in the Arena.

There are practices twice each week, and

the result of all their work will be a ser-

ies of games which will equal, in the num-

ber of tense moments and breath-taking

rushes, anything seen as yet in this sea-

son’s hockey.

Tuesday, February 14th is

St. Valentine’s Day
The finest selection of Valentines

ever shown in this city; the choice
from America's finest publishers made
at the annual Convention of the Greet-
ing Card Manufacturers’ Association.
The sentiments excel even those of

the Christmas season. Comic valen-
tines which are humorous, but not of-
fensive. Valentines for Father and
Mother, Sister, Brother, Pal of Mine,
Friend of Mine, Sweetheart, etc., etc.

Priced from 2 for 5c to $1.00 each.

Avoid the last day rush by making
your selection early.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE
Open Nights

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,
or ’Phone 564 w.

'*3B

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Goner Prince** and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St

Phone 2002.

»^«Monoc. 148 Albert St Phone f

‘‘THE THIRD FLOOR BACK”

(Continued from page 1)

to find praise for the Dramatic Club in

the excellence of the setting, in the

smoothness with which the play has been

carried through, or in isolated bits of clev-

er acting. In the present instance, how-

ever, the Club may be congratulated on

having actually given a large and not

uncritical audience an evening of sus-

tained pleasure.

The play itself is a curious mixture of

comedy, sentiment and melodrama. It

deals, as everyone knows, with, the re-

generation of a set of small-souled board-

ing house characters through the advent

of the Messiah-like “Stranger.” Jerome

K. Jerome, the author, .was too able a

writer not to make the comedy effective.

And he was too true an artist not to

achieve many moments of romantic in-

tensity
;
when Stasia, the slavey, inarti-

culate, but finely emotional, dumbly em-

braces the Stranger as he is about to

leave, the effect is natural, and moving:

or when Miss Kite confesses that the

voice of the Stranger makes her see a

little wistful girl with her clyn on her

knees and her back
#
curved “like a ques-

tion mark” (a touch worthy of Barrie)

the lines ring true. But the author could

not resist the melodramatic touch com-

mon to most plays of twenty or thirty

years ago. There are lines typical of the

blood-and-thunder second act of the 90’s

;

the ingenue actually tells the young artist,

on the verge of commercialising his talent,

that her faith in humanity resjs with

him,
—“Let me respect at least YOU.

is the line she is called upon to utter.

It is, however, in the sirupy sentemental-

ity which frequently clogs the final act

that the author commits his worst melo-

dramatic indulgence._ The modern aud-

ience finds the redemption pf some of the

characters ludicrously Pollyannaesque,

and the A.B.C. philosophy of the Stranger

concerning beautiful thoughts and friend-

ship and the rest of it is irritating at

times. Never, however, does the play

become nauseating for, although it is

redolent of false sentimentality, there is

an atmosphere created which excuses
much, and the elements of comedy and
true sentiment are rarely missing for long.

The play was acted with distinction.

The fact that the somewhat mystic at-

mosphere of the latter part of the play

was never lost is sufficient proof that

there was no jarring note to mar the pro-

duction. Gladstone Wood gave the role

of the Stranger, a truly memorable inter-

pretation. Avoiding the natural tendency
-Hie oarf like Hin aged convert tf'

ways restrained, he never failed hold

his audience, and he contrived to wade

through tjie saccharine shallows of the

third act without losing his dignity * His

commanding figure and mellow voice

\yere admirably suited to the part, and if

once or twice his philosophizing lacked in

energy, the fault is attributable to the

lines rather than to the actor.

Viola Gibson, as the landlady, played

with the assurance, essential to the part.

The over-drawn picture- of tire tradition-

al landlady which is presented in the first

part of the performance is not a difficult

one to delineate, but Miss Gibson’S deli-

cate portrayal of the reformed landlady,

anxious not to overcharge or underfeed,

proved her to be capable of very fine char-

acter work. Her acting was marred, at

times, by a too studied enunciation.

Clara Farrell made an altogether ap-

pealing “slavey.” She had to be hoyden-

ish, whimsical, shrewd, romantic,—lov-

able. She was. Miss Farrell excelled

when called upon to display intense spir-

itual unrest, as‘ in her troubled queries,

What’s the good of us?” and “This ain’t

all the world—is it?” When the play

called for high romance she was equally

effective
;
her parting with the Stranger

and her exchanges with him when he

calls her a “lady” provided two of the

most moving incidents of the evening.

Her characterization of Stasia the sloppy,

the lazy, in the early part of the play lack

ed definiteness, was not clear-cut ; and

throughout the play she carried on a very

casual flirtation with the Cockney dialect.

Her performance will, however, be re-

membered not for these minor faults, but

for her attractive presence, which made

her~always welcome on the stage, and for

the artistry of her moments of yearning

and emotion.

The role of Miss Kite—a “pretty lady”

—was played by Margaret Porteous. The

part was an exacting one, but Miss Por-

teous made the most of its wide gamut

of possibilities, showing a nice apprecia-

tion for the delicate nuances of character.

She rose to the emotional demands of the

second and third acts admirably.

Margery Booth, who, as Vivian^ Tom-
kins, supplied the play with “love inter-

est” was charming in appearance and act-

ed with facility. While guilty, at times,

of listlessness, she proved capable of gen-

iii the cast might envy Miss Booth the

naturalness with which she spoke.

Mr. T. H. Wholton played the juvenile
lead. Pie was adaquate, but failed to

lend the part distinction. His dress and
appearance were more those of a com-
merce student than an artist. In a play
in which conventional stage characters
were dressed in the conventional stage
manner it might have beei'i better to af-

fect the accustomed sartorial trappings of
the stage “artist.’ To Mr. Wholton, as
director of the production, much credit

is due, and it is likely that in the press of

his other duties he was unable to give
his own bit the thought it required.

The part of Joey Wright, a retired

bookmaker, was given a careful interpre-

tation by Mr. C. A. Nicholson. His rijake-

up was rather startling and his first ap-
pearance was suggestive of a NeanderthaJ
man

;
but he played the part with con-

sistency and gave a clear-cut portrayal
of the character as he read it.

Mr. Cash Mahaffy, as Major Tompkiqs,
was decidedly effective in a straight com-
edy part, although there were times when
he became wooden, and little attempt was
made to give the character a subtle por-
trayal. Some of the cleverest acting of
the evening was done by Miss Helen
Clarke, who played the part of Mrs. Tom-
kins.

Mr. Harold Spenceley made a notable
success of .a Jewish role. Although he
failed to carry the heavier moments of his

part, his comedy bits remain one of the
outstanding features of the performance.
Mr. O. F. Lundell was merely adaquate
in a minor part.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Those who have not paid their A.M.S.
Fees are requested to enclose $2.00 in an
envelope addressed to the Treasurer, care

of the College Post Office, before the end
of the week. All delinquents will’ be pro-

secuted by the Courts.

DEBATERS! ATTENTION!

Those who wish to secure a, place on
the Intercollegiate Debating Teams for

1,922, are especially urged to attend the

meetings of the Debating Union at 7.00

p.m., every Wednesday night.

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
Wc issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

20 % Off All Hockey Boots

All popular sizes

Lots more time for good skating

—

Get your pair of

AUTOMOBILE TUBES NOW

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

The Place to Get That Record

.
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I SPORT
the game

(Continued from page 1)

His partner on the defence, Stan. Brown,

5 one of the most finished skaters m the

game. His speedy and apparently effort-

less skating is alone wqrth th.e pnee o

admission. However, he was not pa.

ticularly effective, although h.s rushes re-

lieved the forwards. At centre, Bill Car

son was closely checked and faded to

shine offensively.

Wright and Ramsay rushed and the form-

er scored. Varsity 3, Queen's 1.

McKelvey rushed again and ,Langtry

made a great, save. Hudson missed the

net from a gdod position. Gibson was

penalized for tripping. Playing with this

advantage, Varsity pressed, but McNeill

saved from Hudson. Ratchford was hurt

and had to retire for a while. Carson

came tllrough with only Smith to pass,

u.,4. Qmjth humped him and McNeill came

r it,"”.-"
»- -—

-

i * ie
- Ait pIvpv missed the net by:ens>ivc»jr. ----- —

humped a lot of pep out of him early m

the game, but he gave a rare display of

artistic and effective checking. Ned

-Wright, on the wing, played a steady

game and. though no. flashy, is effective.

Louis Hudson, on the other wing, was

just the reverse. He is a brilliant skater

and stick-handler, but wanders too much

and lacks effectiveness. His dirty wor

is as finished as his play and he was m

o-ood form on Friday.

Westman skates about as fast and as

gracefully as a caterpillar tractor and

checks after the fashion of a wood-chop-

per He packs a nasty shot and scoie

two goals. Beatty was not used much

and seems inexperienced.

The Queen's outfit all played consis-

tently and chased the visitors all the way.

McNeill was in his usual good form m

goal and turned aside a good many like

h- shots. He sav.ed the situation several

times by coming out to clear, the puck

from mix-ups. Smith and Ratchford did

well on the defence. Smith was bothered

by a bunch of plaster over h.s eye. but

turned in a fine game. Ratqhford was

about the fastest man on our team e

was good defensively, and worked the

Varsity forwards into the corners many

Hmes His quick-starting rushes were al-

• ways sensational. McKelvey started out

at centre for the express purpose of

[ Watching Carson. He did this to the

Ping's taste, the the Varsity star went

puck. McKelvey missed the net by

inches and Carson did likewise at the

other end. Gibson went up all alon^ and

scored on a pretty shot from the side.

Varsity 3, Queen’s 2. ^

Queen’s pressed at this point and Lang-

try saved a hot one from Campbell

Beatty and Campbell were sent to the

penalty box because of a little mix-up.

In their absence Nelson almost scoied,

but was checked from behind. McLach-

lan was put oft' for bumping Carson. End

to end rushes followed. McKelvey and

Campbell went through, but Doc missed

the pass. Langtry made a fine save from

Red as the period ended. Varsity 3,

Queen’s 2.

Third Period

Again McKelvey rushed but missed

the net. He and Campbell came down

and Campbell shot wild. Westman tried

to do a basketball dribble, but failed to

get away with it. Smith rushed, but

Langtry saved his shot. He rushed again,

but Campbell missed the pass. There

was a scramble in front of the Queen’s

net, but the puck went clear. McNeiH

saved a shot from Carson. Gibson rushed

and McKelvey missed the pass. West-

man was finally penalized for chopping.

Gibson shot very weakly on McICelvey’s

pass. Carson got through, but shot wild.

McKelvey missed a neat pass from Nel-

son. McNeill saved in succession from

Ramsay and Hudson. Soon Westman

i

c

otr,
pass from varsity

gressive than usual. He rushed and

back-checked like a fiend, and was roused

entirely from his customary, somewhat

indifferent style. Gibson's skating and

checking were a treat to See. He scored

a pretty goal, but was inclined to over-

skate the puck. Nelson, who subbed, has

played a better game. His checking was

beyond criticism, but he did not carry the

puck as well as usual, and at several times

failed to pass it when a pass would have

meant an open shot. McLachlan was not

used.much. but did a lot of useful checking

while he was on.

First Period

Play started fast. Queen’s forwards

came up the ice on a combined rush, but

Gibson missed the pass. Play was trans-

ferred to the other end and Carson spoil-

ed a fine chance by kicking the puck.

* Campbell almost went through on an in-

dividual rush, and Brown ended one of

hi» meteoric rushes in a corner. On a

combined rush McKelvey scored from a

scrimmage, and the cro.wd warmed up.

Queen’s 1, Varsity 0.

Varsity was not long in evening up

things. Hudson passed to Ramsay, who

was uncovered in front of the net, and he

put it just under thf bar. Varsity 1,

Queen’s 1.

McKelvey and Smith came down to-

gether add the latter missed an open net

on Red’s pass. Ratchford tore down on

a lone rush and laid a hard one on Lang-

try’s pads. Varsity then took a fiand and

forced the play. Brown and Carson rush-

ed and Carson missed one of those long

passes across the mouth of the goal. Hud-

( son and Carson came through the defence

K but McNeill outguessed them and madem
a heady save. Varsity, however, were

not to be denied, and Westman scored on

a pass from Brown as the period ended.

Varsity 2, Queen’s 1.

Second Period

The period started with McKelvey get

4, Queen’s 2.

This virtually ended the game.'but the

Queen’s team worked hard. Play became

strenuous, Campbell gave Carson a bump.

Wright nearly scored for Varsity, but full

time came Vfrith Queen’s plugging away

at Varsity’s goal. Final, Varsity 4,

Queen’s 2.

Line-Up

Varsity—Goal, Langtry ;
right defence,

Ramsay; left defence,' Brown; centre,

Carson; right wing, Wright; left wing,

Hudson ;
subs., Westman, Beatty.

Queen’s—Goal, McNeill; right defence,

Smith; left defence, Ratchford; centre,

McKelvey ;
right wing, Gibson ;

left wing,

Campbell; subs., Nelson, McLachlan.

Referee—Geo. Vanhorne, Kingston.

SUMMARY
Queen’s—McKelvey.

Varsity—Ramsay (from Hudson). ^
Varsity—Westman (from Brown).

Second Period

Varsity—Wright (from Ramsay).

Queen’s—Gibson.

Third Period

Varsity—Westman (from Hudson).

f Penalties

Queen’s—Gibson, Campbell, McLach-

lan.

Varsity—Beatty, Westman, Hudson. ^

Notes

Hudson tried to give McNeill a Hebrew

nose with his stick in the secopd period.

Noisy shook the puck and his tongue at

the offender with great ..vehemence. Was
it the danger he was in or the “shockin’

”

language Harry used which caused the

feminine gasp behind him?

Varsity presented only a shadow of last

year’s team. Brown is a sick man and

Carson has been bumped to pieces. Hud-

son is brilliant, but ineffective. However,

they knew a little too much for Queen’s.

Figures are not always reliable, but

the goal keeping count was

w,.

TtfO for35'

Real Satisfaction!

(jnjWfikm fodctij,

MAYER'S
mm navy cut

1|1|= CISARETTES—

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen’s
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs,- Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

REGIMENTAL ORDERS

By Col. A. W. MacPhail, C.M.G., D.S.O.,

Commanding Queen's University

Contingent C.O.T.C.

STUDENTS

KB®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®"""""®
ffl

SPECIAL |
s

pre-inventory
|

25 Per Cent.
|
s

Discount I

Sale
|

JANUARY 16 TO 28
|
s

Kinnear & d’Esterre I

8
0

Jewelers. |

a

100 PRINCESS ST.
£

No. 9 February 13th, 1922

Parades—The unit will parade on Sa-

turday, February 18th, 1922, at 1.15 p.m.

-m Room 1, Carruthers Hall-.

Voluntary parades for instruction in

map reading will be held as follows

:

A. Company—February 14th, at 4 p.m.

in the Drafting Room, top floor, Car-

ruthers Hall.

B. Company—February 16th at 4 p.m.,

in the New Medical Building.

J. C. MACGILLVRAY, Lieut.,

Acting Adjutant C.O.T.C.

Regimental Orders

By Col. A. W. MacPhail, C.M.G., D.S.O.,

Commanding Queen’s University Con-

tingent, C.O.T.C.

Part II.—No. 1 of 1922

The following provisional promotions

are made, dating from November 1st,

1921.

Regimental Headquarters —
Pte. H. H. Louden, to be R.S.M.

Pte. W. B. Thompson, to be Sgt.

A. Company

—

Pte. J. A. Hannah, to be CrS.M.

Pte. O. W. Cameron, to be C.Q.M.S.

Pte. H. R. Duff, to be Sgt.

Pte. O. F. Lundell, to be Sgt.

Pte. U. L. L. McDonald, to be Cpl.

Pte. E. L. Murphy, to be Cpl.

Pte. H. M Stevens, to be Cpl.

Pte. R. G. Sinclair, to be Cph

B- Company

—

Pte. A. R. Stevenson, to be C.S.M.

Pte. T. T. Samis, C.Q.M.S.

Pte. L. H. Leggett, to be Sgt.

Pte. N. E. Berry, to be Cpl.

J. C. MACGILLIVARY, Lieut.

Acting Adjutant, Queen’s C.O.T.C.

FOR FEBRUARY

20 % Off
All Queen’s Pullover Sweat-

ers and Sweater Coats, also

all Full Dress Shirts, Gloves,

Zests, Ties.
1

THE CLUB ^

3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Correct Attire

FORMAL OCCASIONS

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Craft for men who appreciate
good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and'1

silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,
Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

Th« Better Value Store

We are sending out blotters this week to all Students. We
may have missed some, we might have the wrong address. If you

don’t g'et yours and would like a couple, glad to give them to you if

you drop in when down street.

LOCKETTS
Fine Shoes—Travelling Goods

UNIVERSITY SERVICE

(Continued from page 1)

God, although to his conception of God he

has only come gradually. Fie was grop-

ing for God, yet not finding him
;
then,- in

the great trial of the war, God found.Mr.

Wells, who describes how one feels dis-

gusted with one’s own futility.

It interested Mr. Wells to find God
working in us, and in the world. He dis-

likes nationalism, which is only a larger

tribalism. He is impatient of the “Lea-

gue pi Nations” because it implies the

continuance of nations.

Flis passion for education is fraught

through and through with a de-

sire for intellectual truth and moral

righteousness. Congregations are slip-

ping away into agnosticism, clinging only

to vague kindliness and good will, which
have no real basis whatever.

Religion is much more than social ser-

vice. Social service must be based on re-

ligion, and religion on philosophy. The
doctrine of Eternal Punishment may
have gone, but it is still true that as a

man soweth so shall he reap. We must
not take refuge simply in charitable

work. In Canada today, plain living and
high thinking were never more needed.
Students should go out into the world
as Christ did, be tempted, and think their

doubts through and through. God will

be found in the still small voice in the

solitudes.

Wells says that the finding of God is

the beginning of wisdom. Service given
to the best of one’s ability describes the

new order. Ones service must be all in

‘all, like Platonic love, spreading wider
and wider. Flis vision now is "humanity
working for service.”

What thinks Wells of Christ? One
finds in him an evergrowing reverence for
the Nazarene. His conception of him
in the "Outline of IFistory” is not greatly
different from that of advanced modern-
ism.

All over the world he sees the Holy
Spirit striving and seeking to fulfil jtself

in many ways. Bernard Shaw says
"There is only one religion, tkput&

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and
cooking. You can shut your eyes and
select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an
event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

new is the vision.” He is a great preach-

er of righteousness, calling us to forsake

our squabbles and moral sloth, and to

join in the spiritual service of our fellow

men. Religion can only be exacted by

sincerety. Theietter killeth but the^pirit

giveth life. What this age needs is a fine

discipline in hard, clear thinking in the

solitudes; then it will be prepared to

march forward in the task of promoting

human brotherhood, and of establishing

the Kingdom of God in the hearts of men.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

OUR EXCHANGE

IS IT SO AT QUEEN’S ?

Engagement rings being declared taboo at

Northwestern University, those co-eds who

have plighted their troth will now make their

status known through the manner in which

they wear their galoshes. Galoshes open or

buckled will now tell the story heretofore

conveyed by the diamond ring.

Open galoshes will signify that the wear-

er is foot-loose and fancy-free, while the

buckled galosh will denote that the young

woman is betrothed and that no flirtations

are to be attempted. In this manner no

student will "pirate” another student’s proud

beauty.

McGill matmen were defeated by Cornell

last Friday.

Dartmouth won Winter Carnival. Dart-

mouth 25j4i McGill 23J^.

• in recent indoor track meet at

Sdranii
MON., TUES., WED.

ELSIE FERGUSON
WALLACE REID

in

“FOREVER”
Based on "Peter Ibbetson”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
The “Imperial was the sixteenth Can-

adian company to enter the life assur-

ance field. In twenty-two years it has
overtaken and passed nine of its com-
petitors, so that there are now only
six -other Canadian companies that

have as large an amount of assurance
in force. Their ages range from
twenty-eight to seventy-three years.

Business in force $128,968,120.00

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

Phone, Office 503w, Residence 842w
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SIR EDMUND
WALKER LECTURES

A

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT
JAPANESE PRINTS

REVEALED

QUEEN’S INTERMEDIATES WIN
LOCAL INTERCOLLEGIATE GROUP

CADETS COULD NOT STAND THE PACE AND LOST OUT IN FINAL

FRAME-^HAMILTON STARRED FOR R.M.C., WHILE BOUCHER,

FOR QUEEN'S, TURNED IN BEST GAME OF THE EVENING.

PROF. M0RIS0N
AT ENGLISH CLUB
•‘SOME ASPECTS OF IRISH

LITERATURE”

On Wednesday evening a University

Lecture of exceptional interest was given

in Convocation Hall on “Japanese Prints.” i

The speaker, Sir Edmund Walker, is a

man—too rare among us’ to-day—of ex-

treme wide interests. While engaged actively

in the financial life of this country, he yet

finds time to devote to a study of the fine

arts, and further, as the Principal pointed

" out in his introductory speech, Sir Edmund

willingly brings all these talents to the gov-

erning board of the University of Toronto.

In commencing his lecture, Sir Edmund

claimed to be presenting only an introduc-

tion to Japanese art. Pie reviewed at some

length the history and main characteristics

of Chinese or Polynesian art, of which Jap-

anese Prints are’ an off-shoot. The origins

of Chinese art lay with the Buddhist priests.

The main characteristic was the absence of

any attempt to represent nature accurately

The non-appearance of shadow in land-

scapes exemplified this. Chinese painting

was essentially subjective— it was impres

sionism to a greater extent than we have it

to-day. A mountain was not drawn in de-

tail, but rather an attempt was made to re-

present its grandeur and immensity. The

quality of fleetness was looked for in a bird

;

the torrential wash or the thunderous roar

of the surf was depicted. Chinese art was

dramatization rather than delineation. This

characteristic of Polynesian art was a nat-

ural development from their chirography.

which was based on ideas instead of on

sounds.

The Japanese school of prints was a pro-

duct of the common people. Earlier, the

priests and nobles were the only artists in

Japan, but after three hundred years of

peace the lower classes became extremely

well-to-do and demanded some expression

for their thoughts. They- had little desire

for
-
the impressionistic Chinese paintings

Tlvey wished for something more concrete

and less valuable.

And so, paintings printed from wood-

blocks wrere made. The subjects chosen were

usually dancing girls, wrestlers and the like.

Books, illustrated, were published to teach

moral precepts. All of these were in black

and white only. During the early part of the

eighteenth century, an advance was made

when the colouring of prints wras innovated.

This was first done by hand, but a further

development v'as to colour the wood-blocks.

Two or three colours could be utilized but

' the only colours known at the time were

tanyjSink and green. The greatest artist of

this formative period was Masanobu. He

and other artists confined themselves to

figures, mostly of beautiful women.

The latter half of the century saw’ the

discovery of many new colours, so that the

(Continued on page 3).

Queen’s Intermediates won their Inter-

mediate Intercollegiate Group, by defeating

R. M. C.' Wednesday night by the score of

to 4, thus taking the round by 9-7.

On a beautiful sheet of ice the tri-coloui

walked right into the Cadets from the start,

and the wisdom of their policy showed

net. Three minutes later Ritchie carried

through op a rush, and passed unselfishly

to Brown who evened the score on another

pretty shot. With tw’o minutes to go, Ham-

ilton worked down to the defence and, with

everyone bunched in front of ?he nets, shot

from well but and completely fooled Brown

the final period when they held the Cadet- The period was marked by many penalties,

scoreless and ran in three goals themselves, and strenuous play by both teams.

Reynolds worked on the defence with The second period was under way about

Ritchie, and turned in an excellent game in 18 minutes before .a score, R.M.C.
|
eu,nS

. . r LoAl.mt (Im nnlv tollv f > f flip llpHod. \\ ltll RltCllje
his first performance in -senior hockey.

Boucher also showed up as well as in jun

ior company, and these two boys strength

the only tally of the period. With Ritchie

doing time in the cooler, Ray batted it in

from a scramble. The play w’as again very-
tor company, ana uiese u\u ways, snaugv.. ~ - * '

ened the team materially. Ritchie and Car- 'strenuous and penalties were numerous, with

r i ’ .1 vino Unit- rtf Hii»m Kit-
roll turned in their best perfromances of

the season, and Brown, Swartzman, and

Wright all were effective and worked hard

Brown in goal, had hard luck with one shot,

but knocked down some hard drives, and

showed marked improvement over his pic-,

vious performances.

For R. M. C., Mundell played his usual

faultless game, and only his gilt-edged work

saved the Cadets from a severe trouncing.

Hamilton and McPherson both worked well

on the defence, but were unable to get

through on their long rushes as well as on

former occasions. Swabey and the Carr-

Harris brothers formed a h^rd-working

forward line; only the inclination of L.

Carr-Harris to use his stick and body ille-

gally marred his otherwise excellent work,

The first period commenced with R.M.C

pushing, and within five minutes they had

got two behind Brown, Swabey and J\. Carr-

Harris doing the tallying. Then Queen's

,,’oke up and pushed R.M.C .for the re-

mainder of the period. After ten minutes

of play Boucher stick-handled to the defence

and passed to Carroll, who scored on a

beautiful shot from almost even with the

Queen’s drawing the bulk of them. Rit

chie was knocked out twice by ugly work

on the part of Carr-Harris, but was able to

continue.

Starting the final' frame with a two goal

lead to overcome, the tri-colour players

worked their heads off and had R.M.C.

played to a stand-still. Brown only had

four or five shots to handle in this period,

while Mundell was subjected to a contin-

uous bombardment. In two minutes Rey-

nold’s went through the whole Cadet team,

and tied the score on the round. Five nun-

utesdater he carried through to the defence

and slipped it over to Boucher, who evened

the score of the game and put us one up on

the round. With only three minutes to go

Boucher carried into the corner, and when

both defence men chased him, slipped the

puck to Swartzman who, uncovered in

Lout of the net. scored. R.M.C. sent their

whole team down in an effort to tie up,

but were held well off till the final gong.

The game was exciting all the way, and

tlye boys worked hard to win. They deserve

(Continued on page 7)

On Monday afternoon, Feb. 13th, Pro-

fessor Morison addressed the English

Club, in the Red Room. His subject was

'Some Aspects of Irish Literature.”

In introducing his subject. Prof. Mor-

ison first dealt with the peculiarities of

the Irish people, for they are essentially

different from all other races under the

sun. It has been shown that the people

in the West and South are of preceltic

stock, so they differ originally from the

other Celtic inhabitants of the British

Isles. But much more important than

all this is the peculiar influence of the

country itself. Prof. Morison at this junc-

ture gave a striking description of the

coast of Galloway, the long bright reaches

of the sea, the vivid green of the land-

scape, such as one sees nowhere else in

the world, and the luminous haze, trans-

forming. as if by magic the distant hills.

In common with the Scot, the Irish-

man is deeply impressed by the landscape

uf his homeland. As he grows up amid

these familiar scenes, they work into his

life and become part of his soul, and no

matter where lie may travel in after life

these early memories can never be for-

gotten. In consequence of this, the Irish

writers are nature poets. Dr. Morison

stated that this was really the source of

all- poetry. From time to time we need

the fresh inspiration of a Wordsworth to

revitalize the mechanical and convention-

al art of those who write in cities and

(continued on page 3)

JUNIORS SMOTHER
REGI0P0LIS TEAM

WHAT HO! ON
THEATRE NIGHT

“WHERE EVERY PROSPECT
PLEASES, AND ONLY

MAN IS VILE"

THE BULLETIN

the Mist and brave a farinaceous Niagara.

Second, all damage must be paid for, and

believe us. the A.M.S. has always paid

dear for any damage incurred bv the stu-

dents-at-large.
-

Queen’s needs that money more than

Mr. Brannigan! Let us take care of his

sacred Temple of Thespis, with its sten-

cilled artistry and shabby upholstery.

Theatre Night is our night. We can

sing all we like, shout all we like, and

have a grand, hilarious evening, but let

us park the groceries, and come with

lungs and thorax Well lubricated. It will

be a splendid night to start out commun-

ity singing. It's going to he a big night

As Horace* might have said, were lie here

— Carpe Noctem.

ALL-STARS TO
PLAY GRANITES

PLUCKY YOUNGSTERS FROM RUS-

SEL ST. SADLY OUTCLASSED

Friday, Feb. 17

—

4.15 p.m.—Radio Club, Prof. Jemmett

on “Radiation”, Fleming Hall.

8.15 p.m.—Queen’s III. vs Varsity.

Saturday, Feb. 18

—

2.00 p.m.—Choir practice.

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S. Discussion of Elec-

tion System.

Sunday, Feb. 19

—

2.30 p.m.—Convocation, Prof. J. F. Me-

Fadycp on "Hindu views of Life.’

Monday, Feb. 20

—

1 4.00 p.m.—Math, and Physics Club.

15.00 p.m—Prill. Dyde on “The Comic

Characters of Shakespeare”—Red

Room. •»

After having trounced Varsity and Mc-

Gill, the next big thing on the academic

curriculum A the College Frolic, which

is the moivcker for our Theatre Night.

No doubt there are those whose idea

of an enjoyable and copious evening is

to imbibe the Elixir /of Life, “turning

leaden hours into those of purest gold,”

as our friend Fitzgerald-says of old Omar,

dead these few centuries. There are_ those

whose idea of a comprehensive night is

to select two seats and a pulchritudenous

co-ed, and hold hands through a six-reeler

Others again like to speak the incompre

hensible jargon of aces, straights, ardj

flushes. But the man who holds our ANOTHER EXHIBITION FIXTURE
most thorough and sincere contempt is

the man who takes flour and other farin

aceous matter to the gods on Theatre

Night and dumps the aforementioned gro-

ceries down on ladies and elderly gentle-

men in the orchestra seats, and snipes

the bald heads with the peas, beans and

kindred shrapnel.
*

If this be a criterion of some people’s

humour, we feci they are indeed in a

parlous state. It not only inconveniences

people, hut it hurts the college, and thus

acts as a boomerang to these alleged hum-

orously-inclined culprits.

How does it hurt the College, you may

FOR KINGSTON HOCKEY
FANS

Granites are slated to appear here next

Tuesday. They are giving Aura Lee a groat

battle for the Senior O.PI.A. Championship,

and are regarded as strong favourites in

many quarters. Harry Watson, the star

goal-getter of the O.H.A. Senior Group will

he worth seeing in action. The All-stars put

up a fine game against Tigers and, with a

practice together, should be in good shape

by Tuesday.

The last All-star game was very poorly

How does it nurt tne v^ouege, you nui> attended by students. If you are a lover

ask? First, it interferes with the sale of of good hockey rather than a lover of troph-

seats. Nobody cares to be a Maid of 1

ies, come and see. this game.

Showing some of theip-early-season form,

the Junior’s easily defeated Regiopolis, on

Tuesday night by the decisive score of 12-2.

Boucher cut loose in the scoring column and

tied with Nickle, each scoring four goals.

Reynolds got three and Red Wilson, one.

The first ten minutes of the game were all

Regiopolis’. They got two well-earned goals

which Quinn had not the snow-ball’s chance

to stop. In between their two, Boucher put

one in for luck.

Grace played a good consistent game for

Regi. Red Wilson, Boucher and Reynolds

worked steadily but did not have to extend

themselves. Quinn made some nice saves.

Mr. Jelly, of R.M.C., handled the game

very well. He penalized frequently, with

Queen’s getting the most. Reynolds drew

three, Wilson one and Johnston one. Bou-

cher made two pretty scores in solo rushes

in the first period. He circled the net for

the second one. Nickle put one in in the

final period which plainly bounced against

the bar at the back of the net. The goal-

judge, Regiopolis of course, undoped long

enough to Tell the referee it didn't. His

decision caused great amusement to sup-

porters of both teams, as the score was then

8-2. Nevertheless, he would be a handy

man for any team to carry around.

Regiopolis

:

McCarthy

Larosh

Boyce

Grimason

Grace

Lawless

Collins

Geegan

Queen’s:

Goal C. Quinn

Defence Reynolds

Wilson

Centre Nickle

Wings Johnston

Boucher

Subs. Davidson

McLeod
A. Quinn

Lo;

s



“The Colleg* Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.
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EDITORIAL
!£

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 9,450,000

general banking business

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH

H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

(fumt’n Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP
QUEEN-S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-mural^ in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates — 11

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors_H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW. *

Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-
LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL. ^
Dramatic ^ditor

—

C. A. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART;
I. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS
BURY; G. E. WOOD

A PROBLEM OF FINANCE

SL E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We dclive. Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them. •

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess. St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

Kit

A LLENlT THEATRE 11
THUR, FRI., SAT.

CHARLES RAY

“A MIDNIGHT BELL”

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Eatabliahed 1874

It is now known that Queen’s is confront-

ed with a serious problem in the financing

of her athletics. Last year ( 1920-21 ) there

was carried over a deficit of more than

forty-five hundred dollars; this year, with

the added expense of the rink, the loss on

the season will be a greater one. And until

the rink is finally paid for—ten years will

do it—it is estimated that the funds available

for athletics, based on the returns of the

present year, will prove insufficient to meet

the yearly expenses. It is quite evident that

unless we want the rink to be sold, some

action must be taken to adjust matters; and

in a week or two the Athletic Board of

Control will place the whole question before

the student body. Even before this is done,

it is well that the situation should receive

informal consideration. It cannot be too

much discussed, for it is only when eyery-

,one becomes interested about problems such

as these that they can he argued through

to a solution. The Athletic Board is wel-

coming suggestions. At a recent meeting of

the Financial Committee of the Board to

which representatives of the various college

athletic organizations were invited, some

students favoured turning over the War

Memorial Funds to save the situation;

others were anxious to have the athletic

fee raised. There are objections to both

these suggestions, but they are typical of

what the Board wants to hear—student

opinions on a matter of vital importance to

every one in college.

For, after all, the problem is a student

problem. We, the students of Queen’s, en-

gage in Intercollegiate Athletics. But the

athletic fees we pay, plus the gate receipts

from the games, do not at ^present quite

meet the expenses of our tpams and the up

keep of our athletics generally. Queen’s

is a small university competing with larger

universities, yet her football teams and hoc-

key teams must have just as good equip

ment, just as skilled coaching and just as

many trips out of town those of her-com-

petitors. Even if the number of sports en-

gaged in were reduced to a minimum, the

major expenses
k
would remain, and the pre

sent income would st^ll prove insufficient.

As the college grows, the problem will, of

course, disappear ;
but in the meantime it is

here, and must be faced.

The Athletic Board of Control is an or-

ganization in which nine of the fourteen

elected members are chosen by the students

and graduates. Working under the A.M.S.,

its only aim is to discover and to carry out

the best possible athletic policy for Queen's.

Now that a very broad question of policy

has arisen, the whole problem is to be pre-

sented to the students. We can but hope it

will receive the thought.it deserves.
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ANY QUEEN’S STUDENT MAY
VISIT R.M.C.

The following cordial letter from Sir

Archibald Macdonell was received recently

by the Secretary of the Alma Mater Society.

The programme of work referred to has

been placed on the A. M. S. Notice Board

in the Old Arts Building.

The Secretary,

Alma Mater Society,

Queen’s University,

City

Dear Mr. Hamilton,

With reference to your letter of the 31st

ultimo, I was only too glad to be able to

welcome the representatives of Queen’s

University, on Thursday afternoon, and if

any other students wish to avail themselves

of the opportunity to view the College work,

it will be a pleasure to place every facility

for them to do -

I I enclose herewith a Programme showing

the^ work done on the afternoons of Mon-

days, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays

and would be glad to welcome students on

any of these days. Should anyone wish to

go over the buildings, the Staff Adjutant

will be happy to make the necessary ar-

rangements if they will- so request.

Rest assured that a cordial invitation is

extended- to each and every one of the

Queen’s students to visit the R. M. C.

[
Yours sincerely,

A. C. Macdonell,
Major-Geheral.

Commandant.

From
Ancient

Rome
C In AjD. 100 Pliny the Young-

'! er, Consul of Rome, referred

to the diamond as “the most^

valuable of gems known to

Kings.”

tr Two thousand years ago, only

royalty could afford to pos-

sess diamonds. Today it is dif-

ferent. Diamond rings of Ryrie

quality can be purchased at

prices as low as $25.00.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

THE ENGLISH CLUB

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of EducationPrincipal Dyde Will Speak

Members of the English Club are look
^ and Evening Classes may be con-

ling forward with pleasant anhc.pauon
^ jn accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects. Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

the next meeting. Principal Dyde, of

Queen's Theological College has kindly

consented to give an address on the comic

characters of Shakespeare. Principal

Dyde has long been an enthusiastic stu-

dent of Shakespeare and those who at-

teirll the club will surely enjoy an inti-

mate study of the Avon poet and his

treatment of life in its lighter and more

humourous phases.

AN ARCTIC NIGHTMARE

There’s a jingle in the hallway, there s

a jangle at the door

—

There are some dames in Levana (and we

guess there’re many more)

Who wears Gosh-knows-what-to-call-

thems as they flopsalong the floor 1

You can hear them when the lecture

starts, and long before it’s through

Those low, uncanny rattlings make the

Prof, begin to stew

;

And he thinks you’re shaking coppers, so

he lays the blame on you.

You can hear the flip-flop-tinkle when

some lady moves her boot

Echo through the classic stillness as she

wags her smothered foot

;

Then another wags another, and Another

follows suit

And you hear a voice that chuckles, hut

in tender sharps and flats

—

It’s the man who thinks he’s manly and

can sympathize, but that’s

Just because he is as nutty—it’s the Cuth

bert who wears spats.

When the bell rings, girls leap quickly

scrambling madly toward the door

;

And the—er—oh yes, galoshes, flopping

widely, wildly pour

Forth a heathen tin-can clamor filling

room from roof to floor.

All undone! Alas, we feared it l What can

he-males do hut guess

As the slave-gang chant their chain song

prone before Dame Fashion—yes

That the ruler they flip-flop to, is

truth. Dame Foolishness!

Humerus

( Straight from the shoulder.)

‘Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may bV°btai
.

ncd

from the Deputy Minister of ^Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 19Z1.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

*BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER. H.30 to 1-30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID. Manager.

AH the Hits, alHhe^fime
Don't forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music. Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

?ong Shop Orchestra

Arena Scrapings

2179 persons paid to see the Vars

Queen’s game. This is the best gate

hut there are seai* for 2.700.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

y
dentist

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.
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OF SPRING COATS

New Polo Cloth, made in sport styles,
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multi-coloured print, or Nishikiye, came in-

to vogue. Anywhere from ten to forty

colours were used. Harunobu was the out-

standing figure of this period. His work

can well be compared to the best of the

Pre-Raphaelites. Tile success achieved by

his pictures brought more daring workers

into the field, and the market was glutted.

Then began a period when actors were

painted in various robes of brilliant and

fanciful design. So productive were the

artists in this period that European textile

manufacturers of to-day find an almost in-

exhaustible field from which to copy de-

signs. The artists of Japan were unfor-

tunate. The subjects of study had been so

thoroughly canvassed that they had to' take

a holiday.

In the early years of the nineteenth cen-

tury, Hokusai introduced landscape paint-

ing. He made no attempt at linear prospec-

tive, but divided his picture into three

planes, foreground, middle and background.

This, at first, is rather startling to the be-

holder. Sometimes the meeting point of

two planes was shrouded in the convenient

Japanese midst.

Hiroshige, (1797-1858). was undoubtedly

of fairies and gnomes bis work is worth-

less.

The influence of Politics on Irish liter-

ature is another important feature. The

Sinn Fein agitation has produced a great

quantity of literature of a very mediocre

quality. But no great art can be evolved

from politics, f«y the poet can find no in-

spiration in the artificial world of the

professional politician.

Prof. Morison put forth
>

the rather

striking theory that the Irish writers are

not great humourists. Chaucer's Wife

of Bath or Shakespeare’s Falstaff are

much nearer the heart of things, and. in

modern times, such writers as Scott and

Dickens have given a more subtle inter-

pretation of the foibles of humanity. Such

books as “Handy Andy” picture only the

characters that cluster about the great

land owners. Though the Irish have a

certain grotesqueness of figures and

quaintness of phrasing the -Irish peasant

in reality presents a tragic figure.

The speaker then reviewed the great

literary awakening in Scotland that fol-

lowed the union of this poverty stricken

country with England, and which in the

latter part of the 18th and in the early

19th centuries produced such geniuses as

llHWOlllg'., V*'' ,

the greatest of Japanese landscape artists.

.14.. frti- urAl'If
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Burns, Scott and Carlyle. He expressed

LEVANA NEWS
At the meeting of the Levana Society

on Wednesday afternoon held in Convo-

cation Hall. Miss G. Deadntan and Miss

M. Laird were appointed to fill the vacan-

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.,

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist 1

132 PRINCESS STREET

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

LWATTS Florist
Flowers For .All Occasions gre

me gicaw-n wx r . *

He had an enormous capacity for work,

producing almost 3000 wood-blocks during

his life. Through the influence, chiefly,

of Dutch paintings he graduated from the

three plane print of Hokusai to lmear per-

spective. He made a special series on views

of -Yedo among which are many of his'best

works. Two other prints of masterful touch

are the "Pine at Hamamatsu” and “Winter

at Numazu.”

In closing his address the speaker said a

few words about the Disarmament Con-

ference at Washington, and the part played

there by the Japanese Delegation. He paid

tribute to their well-informed acquaintance

with the matters to be discussed. The

Oriental, lie said, knew the white man as

one who always got what he went after.

We Canadians should understand the Jitp-

anese as the Anglo-Saxons of the Last.

Just as Britain expanded under the stress

of a too densely populated country, so Jap-

an was anxious to secure an outlet for her

75 millions of population. If Westerners

realize these things, Japan will everjje wil-

ling to .co-operate in the bettering of the

world.

Sir Archibald Macdonell proposed a vote

of thanks to Sir Edmund Walker. The

Principal in seconding it, drew attention to

the benefit of a deeper study of Japanese

art. A number of representative prints,

loaned by Sir Edmund Walker will be on

view until the end of the month in the

Classrooms C 9, and C 13 of the New Arts

Building.

ENGLISH CLUB
\(Continued from page 1)

towns. The chief characteristic of Irish

nature poetry is its human touch. Our

Canadian writers are content with inani-

mate nature, but in the poetry of Ireland

the “Angelus” of Millet, the human

figures loom up in the foreground. The

Irish genius is interested in nature only

so far as it interprets human senti-

ment.

Another great influence on the litera-

ture of Ireland is the native Irish folk

lore. Unlike the Scot, the Irishman is

strongly influenced by the memories of

the past, and is able to feel vividly the

same sentiments that swayed his ances-

tors. While the Scot can think of Flod-

den Field without a spark of animosity

his kinsman in Ireland still feels keenly

every one of the manifold wrongs that

his ancestors suffered from the English

It is not surprising that such a people

should still cling to their ancient legends

of banshees and fairies, while to the rest

of the world these things are an outworn

superstition. Some figures have become

the common property of, all men and will

never be forgotten
;
such are Helen, of

Troy, Dante's Beatrice, and the wander-

ing Jew. And to some extent even the

imposter M^cPherson succeeded in get-

11 But -’’Ii-mi- M

the hope that the separation of Ireland

from England, by putting an end to the

political struggle, would have the same

effect on Irish literature that the union

with England had on that of Scotland.

’ Prof. Morison’s address was highly ap-

preciated, for his words had a freshness

which seemed to convey to his listeners

a glimpse of that wonderful Irish land-

scape, to whose stimulating influence, the

most prosaic o-f -foreigners quickly suc-

cumbs.

cies on the Executive of Levana Council,

and Miss M. McArthur was elected to

the Music Committee. Four girls from

the various years were chosen to judge

the contributions tor a new Levana yell.

The Society is bearing the expense of

sending a third basketball sub. to Toronto

because the A. B. of C. feels that it can

only afford to send two.

The excellent programme was present-

ed by the girls of ’22, who leave us in

the spring, and it was appreciated by b

large audience consisting of Levana, the

wives of the staff, and others. The first

number was a dialogue “Goodnight” ably

performed by Mrs. Revell .and Miss F.

Hastings. The second number was a duet

entitled, “An Oldfashioned Courtship,

sung by Miss M. Millan (the wooer), and

Miss H. Charlesworth (tfiiTwooed). After

this original duet they sang a clever little

parody in which the wooed said-.

“I'll talk and walk with thee

If thou give me a B.A, degree.

Miss G. Ettinger and Miss H. Dyde

gave an exceedingly amusing farce which

combined all the thrilling elements of an

Indian cave-man courtship; they danced

and sang, now gently, now bursting into

the full entensity of the warwhoop. This

was followed by a mock trial for breach

of promise, the plaintiff’s main basis for

proceedings being that she had received
' »

a letter from the defendant signed “Yours

truly”, which plainly indicated that “h<K

was hers “truly.” Then there was the

Graduates’ chorus sung to the tune of ‘I

Aint Nobody’s Darling,” which told of

the happy times they had enjoyed at col-

lege and gave advice to the other years.

Refreshments were then served by girls

wearing little aprons decorated with

Queen’s colours and ”’22") anti wearing

the band of the tricolour on their hair.

On Wednesday, about 5 p.m., we dis-

covered that the “late" Mr. Ski-n-r is

not so “slow" as the first adj. might sug-

gest.

Early Spring Arrival

OF

University Sweaters

V. NECK SWEATERS
WHITE AND MAROON BODY

UNIVERSITY TRIMMINGS

COAT SWEATERS
PULL-OVER SWEATERS

Livingston’s

75^79 Brock Street

IF OFF YOUR ROUTE, XT -?AYS TO WALK
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS
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294 PRINCESS ST.
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T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

:

It Great Achievement
Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than
equal sum secured without diffi-

ity or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve
are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

7 :

he Canadian Bank

of Commerce
I Capital Paid up $15,000,000

,

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN TOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

CRITICISMS OF
A CRITICISM

In view of the fact that the tenor of

the letters appearing below may be con-

strued to verge on the censorious, the

Editor wishes it to be understood that

the Dramatic Editor was not responsible

for the review of "The Passing of the

Third Floor Back” published in Tuesday’s

Journal. At the suggestion of the Dra-

matic Editor (who was taking part in the

production) the Editor himself covered

the play.

The Managing Editor wishes him to

make it known that it was through an

unfortunate technical slip in the setting

up of the paper that the section of the

review touching upon the work of Miss

McFadyen did not get into print.

school of thought. Jerome loaned his attempt to be truly critical.

FROM GLADSTONE WOOD
The Editor, Queen’s Journal,

Dear Sir:

I am persuaded that a challenge of the

Journal’s account of the Dramatic Club’s

prduction of “The Passing of the Third

Floor Back” is not only advisable, but

necessary. I would therefore request

space for the following statements. Since

the Reviewer saw fit to deal so kindly

and generously with myself in his criti-

cisms of the personnel of the cast, I feel

I am delivered from any possible accusa-

tions of personal reprisal. I write this

letter not so much because of any minor

debatable particulars of the review, but

because of glaring errors of viewpoint and

a superficial conception and appreciation

of this classic “Idle Fancy” of the whim-

sical and idealistic Jerome. I might add

that I emphatically deny to any college

Journal Critic the liberty of criticizing

the personnel of any amateur cast, after

the fashion of a Dramatic Critic of a

daily paper, who coldly praises and scores

ad lib., the professional stage.

When the - Reviewer, for example,

speaks of one member of the cast as be-

ing, "merely adequate in a minor part,”

he is being unfair and unjust. When he

mentions individually all the members

of the cast except one, he is being unfor-

givably careless. After all criticism of

any individual part may not be final or

arbitrary. In a college where so much

is done and given for the college and

its life, charitable consideration is aiway:

in order.

When the play is described a “curious

mixture of comedy, sentiment and melo-

drama.” and not viewed as a piece of Im-

aginative Idealism, the Journal’s Review-

er is lost in a fog of misinformation. Again

when the figure of the Stranger is re-

garded directly or indirectly as the Mes-

siah, the viewpoint is entirely wrong and

misleading. The “sirupy sentimentality”

ai\d the “saccharine shallows of the Third

Act”; "Lines typical of the blood-and-

thunder of the second act of the late 90’s” ;

the utterly erroneous valuation Vivian’s

line, "Let me respect at least you” ; the

redemption of the characters being “ludi-

crously Pollyannaesque”, and the philoso-

phy of the Stranger “A.B.C.” and “irritat-

ing” ; and the play being “redolent with

false sentimentality", are 'glaring error:

of viewpoint and 'superficial conclusions.

Jerome is, as his own best self, an Ideal-

ist and the Passing of the Third Floor

Back is but his exposition of his faith in

the Good of mankind and in the Better

! Self, This central conception of the pow-
1 er of the Better Self to respond to a true

portrayal and conviction of itself, domin-

ates every moment of the Prologue, Play

and Epiloge.

I The Stranger is but a medium to each

i
I person of Idealism and the Better Self.

To each he comes in his own way and

each in his own way undergoes trans-

formation, In the play the comet’s i-

incidental, the sentiment is incidental,

and melodrama a missing quantity.

Tin i L its inherent theme, w. u

ifj
<-

: 1 ; r.'-.f interpreter 'Sir Job: -
,

5j

! his ;

i

L- Jcfe
• passed .

work to Forbes-Robertson, and Forbes

Robertson gave it to the appreciative

public.

In all of the above I am not forgetting

to give credit for some excellent work

in the review.

Cordially yours,

GLADSTONE E. WOOD.

FROM THE DIRECTOR
Editor, Journal,

Sir :—For the information of the “Re-

viewer” who so freely offered his critical

suggestions to the producing staff of the

“Passing of the Third Floor Back” will

you kindly publish the following:

The reason for not using the “sartorial

trappings” which the Reviewer in his wis-

dom deemed necessary was that as direc-

tor of the production, I chose to follow

as closely as possible in the costuming

the actual photographs of the Forbes-

Robertson production

The inference that I did not conscien-

tiously perform my duty to the cast and

to the Dramatic Club in that I did not,

“give to my own bit the thought it re-

quired” is as untruthful as it is uncalled

for. Witlyregard to the rest of the article

I can only say that for any student to

presume to write a criticism, so replete

with personalities, of his equals is, it), it-

self. a piece of colossal effrontery and that

having done so, to completely ignore one

of the' members of the cast is unpardon-

able negligence. The final caustic re-

mark ajjout one member of the cast who

was appearing for the first time was un-

worthy of any student in speaking of one

of his fellows,

The entire method, that of covering a

series of paragraphs which are individu

ally derogatory with a preamble of col

lective praise is one frequently adopted

by incompetent critics. Aside from this

the article manifests a detailed consid-

eration of the subject and a painstaking

The above letter is offered in defense

of the cast which so loyally supported

me throughout some four weeks of re-

hearsajs.

Yours faithfully,

T. H. WHOLTON,
Director, for Dramatic Club.

FROM “A STUDENT”
The demands of space forbid that a

third letter, signed "A Student” be print-

ed in full. The most important part of

the letter reads as follows:

* * * *

"A friendly eye would not see such

faults”—and undoubtedly the audience

could not have seen as many as did your

critic, for one can not remember a dra-

matic performance, professional or ama-

teur, at which there was as much spon-

taneous applause as punctuated the per-

formance on Saturday last
;
'scarcely an

exit was made that did not bring forth

a very considerable amount of handclap-

ping, and in these days of the movie, when '

the audience as well as the drama tends

to become silent, the reception tendered

the players must have been a quite esti-

mable criterion of the merits of their

work.

Certainly, your critic was not blind to

the success of the performance, and he

dea*ls quite justly with the artistic tri-

umph. But why, oh why, does he go off

on a tangent and criticize a few minor

details when the effect on the whole was,

admittedly, so true and artistic? For ex-

ample, his criticism of Mr. Wholton’s

costume, seems rather unwarranted. One

sees no reason why the illusion of the

young artist could not be created as well

in a sack suit as in the “conventional”

and very soiled velvet smock of a Green-

wick village dauber

Young' Men’s Splendidly Tailored Overcoats,

New Fashion Fit or Chesterfield models. Genuine

English Meltans in rich, genteel shades of Grey, also

Greens and Browns. Coats that were made to sell

for $35.00, $37.50, $40.00.

- OUR BIG SPECIAL FOR $25.00

Young Men’s Suits

Hand-tailored Garments, all correct models, neat

patterns Suits that were made lo sell for $35.00,

$37.50 and $40.00.

OUR BIG SPECIAL FOR $25.0U

Bibby’s
Kingston’s One PHc h.ing Store
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Editor Queen’s Journal,

Dear Sir;

A statement made in the Queen’s Jour-

nal that “St. AndreW’s have developed,

through the coaching of Mike Rodden, a

system of close checking and interference

which demands careful watching by the of-

ficials. The men themselves are not inten-

tionally “dirty" but their system, while ef-

fective, is not commendable” is a rank un-

truth, in keeping with much of the propa-

ganda used against me at Queen’s Univer-

sity in £ast years.

It is also in, keeping with statements

made by irresponsible and so-called sport-

ing writers in some of the Kingston papers.

Under ordinary circumstances I would not

take the trouble to bother my head about

such absurd nonsense, only I feel that the

limit has bene reached and that it is about

time for a show-down. If the Journal is

not prepared to retract that statement then

I am prepared to use any means at my dis-

posal to make the Journal do so.

1 have never used unfair means against

my opponent and, as my life work is in con-

nection with sport, I mean to protect my-

self against such accusations as that which

appeared in the Journal.

It might interest you to know that I sug-

gested that St. Andrew’s play against

Queen’s. I admit that in so doing I had

the interests of Queens’ at heart, and that

1 had little hope that St. Andrew’s would

put your highly-touted and much over-

estimated team out of the running. I did

so hoping that a connection would be form-

ed between these two Scottish colleges, and

that, born out of the propaganda. Queen’s

would be able to attract some of the foot-

ball stars who yearly graduate from St.

Andrew’s to either McGill or the University

of Toronto. St. Andrew’s gave to McGill

such players as Waterous and Montgomery,

while Stirrett went tb the University of

Toronto.

Years ago I tried to advise Queen's Uni-

versity in a football way. They declined to

accept any of the advise given, as now, free

of charge and free to do with as you will.

Queen’s could not have done any worse had

they accepted my advise. My record in

football speaks for itself. Two senior cham-

pionships in as many years.

Looking back, I can say that I have al-

ways tried to help Queen’s, but for some

rea'son or other there are more disgruntled

j

critics supporting your cause than' is good

for the institution. I made an effort last

fall to point out that over-confidence would

bring about the defeat of the Queen’s~foot>

hall team, but again no attention was paid

to the warning, and I was criticized freely

by the Whig, Standard and Journal
;
yet

am prepared to wager that there is not a

man on cither paper- who knows any more

about football and hockey than I do about

painting.—It is about the most, humorous

business I ever heard of.

And in trying to help a university, where

some of those in authority are apparently

antagonistic to me, I have piled up a heap

of trouble for myself and hitter disappoint-

ment for you and your team. Henceforth

Queen’s will go it alone as far as I am con-

cerned. I played on the Queen’s team for

four years and was never even warned about

rough play. Since that time some unscrup-

ulous persons have been attempting to show

; that I was somewhat of a “roughneck.’’ I’ll

j

wager that what they say when I am miles

j

away they would not repeat to me. 1 notice

that all of the criticism is being done be-

j

hind the scenes and at a safe distance.

So. Mr. Editor, out of co.nm&h decency

I expect that the Journal wi’! hc.e courage

enough to retract that-statemen: . I have

been coaching hockey and football '-earn:

for a long time, and 1 have done u of

charge—incidentally my team* hTw won

more championships than any other in

Canada—and if from those aggrega te

you will secure one player who will take e

affidavit that I ever '< lglit nnv athlete to

!k i “ s!ud
> unfair .,=#c of a'.'wncnt, 1

rlasli Lights. Fvcry-t , v p) , u . ,h Journal ;mv amuunt up K-

0k

The only unfair advantage being taken

at the expense of any one in this case is

that which the Journal would so willingly

bestow on me in order to explain how its

junior team lost to St. Andrew’s—pity of

pities—coached by Mike Rodden. It must

have been a painful blow and I extend my
sympathy.

Michael J. Rodden.

THE SPORT EDITOR’S REPLY

When a Queen’s team makes a trip to

Toronto and stops at the Queen’s Hotel,

one of the first visitors is Mike Rodden,

—

ex-Queen’s football star and boxer. He has

never lost touch with his Alma Mater, and

there is no stronger pro-Queen’s man.

Through his assistant sporting-editorship of

the “Globe" newspaper, Queen’s draws as

save a shot from close in, is worth apenalty.

Our juniors came off the ice proclaiming, in

the privacy of their dressing room, that St.

Andrew’s were the “dirtiest" team they had

ever been up against. On cooling down,

they came to realize that what they took for

dirt” was merely embarassing interference.

A strict official like Bobby Hewitson would

not have stood for it.

The system is not commendable. It is

not in keeping with the sportsmanlike tradi-

tions of St. Andrew’s College. If Mr. Rod-

den considers that he has taught the boy:

that system, then the comment in the Jour

nal is. right.

The Journal, through its sporting col-

umns, has never mentioned Mr. Rodden

this year in disparagement. We appreciate

too much what he has done in the past, and

what he is doing now.

In any case, bitter though it w ,

congratulate St. Andrew’s on tl >
'

We appreciate very much. that it v >• our

privilege to play against them an to enter-

tain them. There is no “team '
•

whom we would rather see win the Junior
much publicity as Toronto University, anti . , •« i. nvp
much more than McGill. Mike does much Champions ip. e lope i

favourable inclinations towards Queen s on
for Queen’s.

Word comes down to us that Mr. Rodden

is coaching many hockey teams in Toronto.

He evidently does it well. As .he says, his

teams go far. To what extent that is due

to what he teaches them is another matter.

He himself, is commenting on criticisms of

Mr. Geo. Awrey’s system of hockey, stated

that, after all, it is the players who make the

team.

St. Andrew’s play the game to win. Their

defensive system is their specialty. It is

not ordinary -hockey, for the opposing men

are marked as in basket-ball.- A trip, to

their matriculation. We therefore thank

Mr. Rodden very deeply for Kis kindness in

making this game possible.

THE FRONTENAC NATURALISTS
CLUB

Mr. R. O. Merriman will give an illus-

trated address on “Canadian Wild Life

on Monday evening, Feb. 20th at 8 p.m.

in the New Medical Building. 1 he ad-

dress will be illustrated by four reels of

films. All those who are interested in

Natural History are invited to attend.

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING. AND PRESSING

Neatly. Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN

-Cor. Clergy W. 'Phone 13d5J 198 Barrie Street

Photography
Portraits by Photography
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Anything, Any Time,

Any Place
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MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy
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Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441 1

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

For Valentine Dances
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Hearts, Cupid Designs, Place Cards, Hearts, Arrows and

Cut-outs for Favors, Table Covers and Nhpkins.

For Sale at

R. Uglow 8i Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered byl

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Minin . Chen:

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August —Navigation School, December to Apr|

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University:.
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Put'
'

Established 1832

The Bank of PSova Scotia

Paid-up-Capital 5 flM
Reserve 19.UOO.OOO

Resources 225,000.000

Savings Department at all Brahclies.

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A. N. Lyster, Manager,
'

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Win. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR

Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson
,
Crozier & Edgar

20 Ifzrkel St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 "to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

'CLOTHES SHOP
One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

FACULTY NOTES
SCIENCE ’22

To “Hatnmie,” “Hoot,” “Doug” and

Bill” we hand the oratorical honours for

we all agree that they acquitted them-

selves nobly on the occasion of the

Science Dinner. ~

/
Many of Jhe Science students must be

married men judging from the number of

napkins that were purloined on the occasion

of the Science Dinner. We trust that they

know how to use them.

The Civils turned out “en masse” last

Thursday afternoon to bid Prof. McPhail

a pleasant voyage. We understand why he

had to leave us, but say, Bill, “Why did you

accompany him to tke outer station? “Do
you love him more than the rest of us?”

Or as Ruth said to Naomi—“Entrust me
not to leave thee, for whithersoever thou

goest, I will go and thy people shall be my
people, and thy God, my God.”

Well T should kiss a tomcat’s sister!

‘Tip” would be obliged to Dr. McNeill if

he would give him the name and address

of the party who wrote in words to this

effect
—

“I should like to attend that Uni-

versity where comradeship and environment

would direct my mind to men -whom I

should admire.” You understand—we do

this for “Tip,” he being so reticent and

sensitive on such matters. -

Say, H. B. T.— , “How many moons were

there at the Young Students’ Dance?”

Can anybody tell us :

—

How many danced a straight programme?

Who found the garter? “Honi soit qui

mal y pense.”

Who was the dear little thing in the red

white and BLUE frock?

How fellows can go out to two dances,

a dinner and a hockey match and then go

out for tea the following Sunday?

SCIENCE ’23

Prof. Jemmett (looking into room where

an exam, is in progress) Can I bring my
Marine Engineers in here, or is there an

exam, on ?

Waddie—Bring them in we’re all at sea.

Judge not a man by the marks he makes

on an exam.

Tuesday, February 14th is |

St. Valentine’s Day |

The finest selection of Valentines s
’ ever shown in this city; the choice ®
1 from America’s finest publishers ma^e |
—at the annual Convention of the Greet- ®

ing Card Manufacturers’ Association. gThe sentiments excel even those of ffl

kthe Christmas season. Comic valen- S
tines which are humorous, but not of- ®

tensive. Valentines for Father and
"

TMothcr, Sister, Brother, Pal of Mine,
Friend of Mine, Sweetheart, etc., etc.

Priced from 2 for 5c to 91.00 each.

L Avoid the last day rush by making
selection early.

I
THE COLLEGE BOOK

STORE
Open Nights

jBoeans&ssBtsBeBsnajtgnnnnBnEBtEBaasS

iNO TUNING
SWAINE, PIANO TUNER
AND REPAIRER.

[
received at 100 Clergy St. Weat,

or ’Phone 564 w.

A good subject for research
v
for the

Mechanicals would be “man.” We suggest

that they determine the following:

What load can he carry without breaking

down ?

Find the modulus of elasticity for his will.

Find the elastic limit of his nerves.

'Determine his ability to withstand shocks.

Can his character be moulded?

Is his base sufficient to withstand eccen-

tric loading?

Find internal stresses under an applied

load. —

"

H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

uceas and Wellington Streets

Intrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Now that we have things- started, wd are

looking forward to something new in. the

line of a Social Evening. We are all wait-

ing for it.

Who was the Prof, from the Physics

Dept, who couldn’t come to the Science

Dinner because he couldn’t comply with the

request B. Y- O. H?

We wondered why the girls around col-

lege wore their (faloshes open. Now we
know. “Choose a Farmer or an Arts man. 1

It’s all the same.

SCIENCE ’25

A DREAM
“Pep" Leadley reports a wonderful dream !

It came to him at about twenty-eight min-

utes past eight, on Tuesday morning last.

He dreamt he died and went to heaven.

Or. arriving at the gates he was given a

box of chalk by an old man with s-geei

directed him to) - >y filing!

;

out of sight. Here he was told to put a mark
on a step for each sin he had committed.

Pep was on the third step and wondering

if he committed a fourth sin when far

above his head he heard a clatter, clatter

of shoes on the steps.

Finally “Tiny” Adams came into view

rushing downwards two steps at a time.

“Hello, Pep," said Tiny.

"Hello, Tiny,” said Pep, where are you

going?”

“Oh, I’m going down to get some more

chalk.”

ARTS ’22

We were greatl)r privileged during the

last 1 week m being accorded an interview

with one of our outstanding sportsmen

and year enthusiasts. We beg to submit

his august opinion on questions of the

first importance in the present day. We
advise the close perusal by all Freshmen.

They should profit by a veteran’s exper-

ience.

‘To what do you attribute your suc-

cess in College?”

‘I httrilVute it to leaving the wild, wild

women strictly alone. Woman is the ruin-

ation of mankind. They take a man away
from his work, and tjjien leave him strand-

ed in midair. He lands with a jolt, and

the next night tries another, with the

same result
; but finally after numerous

such experiences the man of sense puts

such things behind him.”

“What is your opinion of the modern

college girl?” x

“That is an opinion which it is hardly

safe to express? I greatly feap that such

an expression, under the circumstances,

would mean another ‘subject’ for the

Medical Faculty, or that the one express

ing such an opinion would be bald before

night.” (J.B.C. must have done some-

thing similar).

“What do you think of the modern

mode of dress of the fair sex?”

“In the first place there is hardly en

ough of it for one good-sized thought.

The less said on the subject the better,

because if it were criticized to any great

extent some might think that we admire

such a ‘get up.’ Skirts, for instance,

should be just above two feet, and ankles,

no matter how beautiful, are only to keep
the calf from the corn.”

Can we not persuade some kind-hearted,

and generous members of the year to con-

tribute a few brain waves to these col-

umns? Help! Help!

ARTS ’24

We are very glad to know that our Hoc-
key team is doing so well. We have won
all our games but one, losing that one to

Arts ’25.

We wish A;rts '25 every success in their

efforts to keep the Freshmen Cup in the

Arts building this year again. We feel

confident that they will do it.

We haven’t heard anything of our girls’

hockey team. Have they played any games ?

At our next regular meeting we are en-

tertaining Arts ’22. We wish all the year

present, so that the meeting will be a good

one.

THEY CALL US “CIVILS”, BUT
WHAT’S IN A NAME?

According to Malcolm, if we graduate

and succeed in kidding some City Council

into employing us, we will be cursed by the

rate payers, hauled over the coals by the

Council, and bullied by the Mayor, all for

about $150 per month—perhaps! And if

we are not civil—well, exit Engineer.

If Prof. Wilgar is right, we may get em-

ployment with some railway company at

wages varying from 47 to 57 cents per hour

depending on our pull and ability. Of

course a section foreman gets 65 cents an

hour, but we can never aspire to those dizzy

heights. The real engineer, the guy that

blows the whistle on the engine, and starts

and stops the train, on arriving at the end

of his run turns his engine over to the host-

ler, steps into his limousine and says,

“Home James, home,” while ye poor old

civil pumps his way home on a hand car.

Who wouldn’t be a Civil?

What does Sandy think about Civils? A
Civil should be a good guesser. If he can

successfully guess the right size for columns

and streets, he may be able to get a job as

draughtsman for some contracting firm at

the odd $100 per month with a chance of

promotion at the end of five or six years.

Should he accept bribes^ such as a present
‘

from the contractor?—just try us with a

case.

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price. 1

{

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET

wm

Automobile
' Model “C

THE LADIES’ OR GENT’S SKATE

AUTOMOBILE FIGURE for the real fancy skater. Come,

get yours now, lots more skating.

.

DON’T FORGET—20'.l OFF ALL HOCKEY BOOTS

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

83 PRINCESS, STREET
,

'

* I? '

PHONE 529

? YroVri’s FJj
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SPORT
a

B. W. AND F. TEAM OFF TO
TORONTO

Imposing Aggregation To Represent

Queen’s at Intercollegiate

Assault

Fourteen men left on the noon train

Thursday, for Toronto to represent

Queen’s in the Intercollegiate Assault-at-

Arms. Six boxers, six wrestlers and, two

fencers were sent to uphold the splendid

traditions of the old Queen’s Assault

teams; there was a time when it was a

rare thing for Queen’s to lose a single

championship.

The team is stronger than last year’s

and should do well. McCartney, repre-

sents 110 lb. boxing. He has experience

to his credit, and will take a lot of beat-

ing. Holmes is right at the top of his

splendid form. Holt is far better than

last year. Roberts should beat anything

near his weight. Hanna is up against a

stiff proposition in Black, of Varsity. We
wish him luck.

There is no 105 lb. wrestler. Harvie at

118 is in the very pink. Trayes is strong

for his weight, at 125. Mcllquham and

North, in the 135 and 145 lb. classes re-

spectively, should be good. Treitz, at

158, is quick and aggressive, and is very

strong. Saylor is wrestling heavy-weight

this year, and has been training very con

scientip.usly.

Hunter and England will be hard to

beat at the fencing.

VARSITY JUNIORS HERE TO-
MORROW NIGHT

Good Hockey Assured When Queen’s III

Meet Blue and White

Varsity Juniors, play here tomorrow
night in the first of home and home games
for the Junior Intercollegiate. Varsity

won from St. Andrew’s in a S.P.S. game
in Toronto early in the season by a score

of 6-1. They will be a tough nut to

crack, but the Juniors are smarting under

their recent defeat and will go after Var-

sity for all that is in them.

Rooters, come and support yoi
f- team!

The attendance- at the game against% R.

C. Wednesday night was a disgrace

o the College. Nobody can expect one
fan to go to all the games, but a major-
ity should go to the majority of the

games.

Come and support the team and help

finance the rink.

£

R. M. C/vs QUEEN’S II.

(Continued from page L).

congratulations for again pulling down the

local series.

LINE UP:
Queen’s R. M. C.:

T. A. Brown Goal Mundell
Ritchie Defence McPherson
Reynolds Hamilton
Carroll Centre Swabey
Swartman Wings B. Carr-Harris

Brown L. Carr-Harris

Boucher Subs. McLeod
Wright Rav

Referee--Reg. Crawford
r

LIBATION
Was that a wise act of the Hebrew king

Who would not quench lxis-tWrst, but
spilled the draught

yvaler—wasting in the stand, unquaffed,

bih s brave soldiers risked their lives

^pient that such deeds now

. all in vain
; we have but

r
ervantes when his deadly

lighthood down and freed the

I"g-

Save some few drops for sake of de-

cency.

ifet what should all the hosts of silence

think

Whose fevered thirst it quenched not?

Was it worth

Their blood and pain to make that sweet

cup free?.

PSYCHE.

FLONZALEY QUARTET COMING

A Delightful Evening Assured
' Of the many University Concerts held

this year, none will be more truly musi

cal than that which is to be furnished by

the Flonzaley String Quartet, in Grant

Hall on the evening of Thursday, Feb-

ruary 23rd.

The Flonzaley Quartet, world-famous

for the perfection of their music, have

met
7
with warm response throughout their

present tour on this continent. In fact,

the enthusiasm which has everywhere

greeted these musicians proves both that

America is developing as a music-loving

continent, and that the Flonzaley Quar-

tet are masters of their art.

The music of the string quartet is>- best

appreciated by those who have a deep and

intelligent love of music ;T>ut it is appar-

ent from press reports that the Flouzaley

Quartet succeeds in pleasing the musi-

cally uneducated as well as those who are

themselves musicians.

PAT-POURRI
Science Prof: Now, look here, I’ve

given you 17 lectures on the elastic arch

and you are still flatfooted.

Fortunately Dante died or he would
still be in Hell.

A Scotchman was run down while

diving for a shilling he dropped in the

street. The Coroner’s inquest found that

he died from natural causes.

‘‘Gracious me!” cried Queen Mary as

she looked over the Royal Proclamation

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

stop to

• drink

libation forth N«w.- York. N.Y.

lQtptrpteko
7m> for3S'r

in tin* oC 50 <£ lOO

‘U little Bit of All Right

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES—

-a?

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

^ i

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen’s

Y
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Men's Hats

Men's Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here' and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL

PRE-INVENTORY

25 Per Cent.

Discount

Sale
JANUARY 16 TO 28

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

BIG

Reductions

On all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors 5elo\v Grand

Opera House

Theology
In one of our recent issues it was re-

ported that each "Theologue" had become

responsible for this column in one issue,

and that as a consequence, the reader

might look out for variety. That reminds

the present writer of a story told about

one of our students who was somewhat

slow and deliberate of speech. On one

occasion, while not many miles away,

he was telling a fireside story, when one

of the female listeners, becoming some-

what exasperated, suddenly said "Spit it

out and I’ll sort it myself”

—

So

here- goes the first victim's attempt to

fill the variety column, and the reader

will kindly attend to the sorting.

The Society of the “Long Tailed Coats”

held a meeting last Monday afternoon,

when several important members were

conspicuous by their absence. The Mod-

erator' called the meeting to order, and

the Scribe read the minutes of the last

regular meeting. The meeting was un-

usually orderly; the Moderator stood on

the floor most- of the time ;
there was no

I furniture damaged; and a good amount

I of business was transacted. It does seem I

likely that the Society will have a din-

ner, as v. favorable report was brought

in by a portion of the Committee. The

other portion of this Committee has num-

erous responsibilities with Levana at pre-

sent. Theatre Night was the chief topic

of discussion, bfit, owing to the absence

of the Committee (Mr. Blackloclc and Mr.

Wood), this business did not seem to

get beyond discussion. The Society re-

gretted to hear of the illness of Mr. Wood

largely due to his -over-strenuous efforts

this last week or two in connection with

the Dramatic
-

Club’s very successful pro-

duction on Saturday night. We extend

our sympathy to ‘‘Glad ’, and wish him

a speedy recovery and return to our midst.

The Society also very heartily congra-

tulates the Dramatic Club on their ex-

cellent presentation of “ The Passing of

The Third Floor Back.” Such a magni-

ficent success was not., achieved without

arduous training on the part of the play-

ers. We take pleasure in according our

highest praise to all who took part, and

to those whose work was not in the glare

of the footlights.

STUDENTS
We are sending out blotters this week to all Students. We

may have missed some, we might have the wrong address. If you

don’t get yours and would lik«*a couple, glad to give them to you if

you drop in when down street.

LOCKETT’S
Fine Shoes—Travelling Goods

L

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both ih quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut your eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

' PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

238 PRINCESS STREET

Correct Attire

FORMAL OCCASIONS

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Craft for men who appreciate
good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifu lly tailored.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Things We Would Like to Know

:

Why “Wood” is always “Glad”, even

if he is sick?

What did “Knechtel” his lady friend on

the Y.M.C.A. doorstep?

How “Faris" it at the “Allen”?

Can “Smith” make a “Blacklock”?

Can “McMillan” “Reid” “Gilbert”?

Why “Fry" does not comb his hair?

Bits Picked Up
Theological Professor

—“What was the

last sentence 1 gave you”?

Student—“ —“religions are at bot-

tom pessimistic.”

Another Professor, telling the class

about having seen microbes under the

microscope, said they looked like “Little

Devils.”

Class whisper—When did the Profes-

sor ever see Little Devils?

Another whisper—Ask him what color

they were

!

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

Physics Club, on Monday afternoon, at four

o’clock. It will meet in the Small Math.

Room, New Arts Building. One of those

interesting lectures will be given hv Mr. \\

McGregor on “Slide Rules, Integrators, and

Integraphs.” This subject touches closely

the everyday work of every student using

Mathematics and Physics. There might be

a question on the next examination on this

branch of the work, and you are urged-to

take no chances.

Scarves, etc.,

cessions.

at Big Price Con-

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

A. M. S.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Professor in P.T.
—“Here is the nut of

the matter”—just then the door opens?"

and in walks Mr. R , only fifteen min-

utes late.

Prof. J. F. McFadyen is continuing his

series of addresses. He will speak today

on “The Native Church” in the Apolo-

getics Room-, at 4 o’clock. These lec-

tures are open to all and as Prof. Mc-
Fadyen has spent many years in India,,

they are extremely interesting. Next Fri-

day will be the final lecture.

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
CLUB

You should come to the Mathematics and

V

The regular meeting of the Alma Mater

Society lost Saturday night was short and

to the point. Everyone was anxious to en-

joy the Dramatic Club's play and. the bus-

iness was transacted quickly and in a very

business-like way.

Among the communications read was one

from Major-General Sir A. C. Macdonell.

of the Royal Military College, extending a

FSFdial invitation to any of the Queen's

students who carq to visit the R.M.C.. An

interim' report jy^LmteivedJjom the Bus-

iness Manager of the Journal showing a

very satisfactory standing. The Initiation

Committee gave a report which they will

submit to the Senate. The Committee,

among other things, recommends that the

carrying out of initiations be conducted by

the faculty concerned, instead of by the

Sophomore Year.

Heading of letter received from a stu-

dent, regarding a bill

:

Treasurer of Levana Society,

Dear Sir,

B»trani)
THUS, FRI„ SAT.

WILLIAM S. HART
in

“WHITE OAK"

o

THE IMPERIAL
The Imperial was the st>u

adian company to enter tla

ance field. In twenty
overtaken and passed nini

petitors, so that there
j

six other Canadian
have as large an amoipi^
in force. Their ages
twenty-eight to seventy-tli^

Business in force $128,95

J. B. COOKE, Din

Phone, Office 503w, Reside]

It makes one wonder if kr|

come, or wisdom linger.

I
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tTntutcdqity I JUNIORS DEFEAT VARSITY

SUNDAY SERVICE! IN FIRST GAME OF FINALS

PROF McFADYEN ON “SOME

HINDU IDEAS”

VARSITY GOAL TENDER FEATURES—-QUEEN’S PLAY STRONG OF-

FENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE GAME—LACK OF ACCURATE
PASSING

BLUE AND WHITE
WIN ASSAULT

DISAPPOINTING RESULTS FOR
QUEEN’S—LACK OF EXPERI-

ENCE TELLS IN CRITICAL
MOMENT

The service at Convocation on Sun-

day was conducted by Professor Mch ad-

yen, who took for his topic “Some Hindu

Ideas.”
, .

Prof. McFadyen opened lus address

by stating that the creed which we so

often working o,n Sundays is different to

our working creed. He went on to ta k

about the life of the Hindu. The Hindu

lives in the same world as we do. and

the same vital questions about life con-

front him that confront us.

The Hindus’ religious feelings are in-

fluenced by many things. The climate

is subject to extremes of dryness and

dampness, and either of these conditions

will spoiL his crops. In early times he

was in danger of the Marauders, and his

life was always endangered by the Mal-

aria fever. He naturally worships useful

things, and further, natural phenomena,

such as the fire of the sun. the bright,

cloudless firmament, the wind, and, in-

deed, nature in general. He invokes

them, not as expressions of a superior

being, before whom the human soul pro-

fesses its humility, but because he wishes

to obtain from them rain, food, cattle,

health and other wordly benefits.

One of the most striking peculiarities

institutions among the Hindu people, is

“The Caste System.” The method of

distinction has varied at times. The most

common measurement was that of birth.

Those of high birth looked down and de-

spised those of lower birth. 'The latter,

knowing that they are despised, accept

their position. Sometimes “The Caste"

has been recognized because of a differ-

ence in the colour of the people ;
or again,

it is occupational. The difference in the

people at present is sometimes measured

by money.

Prof. McFadyen concluded by saying

that the only type of man who is in a

position to look down on his fellow man

is the man whose every effort is for the

welfare of his fellow beings. With this

type of man, the “Christian,” there is

no “Caste.”

On Friday night at the Arena. Queen’s

III took a fall out of Varsity and secured

a two point margin for the final lap of the

Junior Intercolegiate. A two point margin

after last week’s experience may not' seem

sufficient but on the ’form displayed at

times on Friday night, it should be enough

to bring home another Junior Champion-

ship.

Although Varsity are a good team, it

would no doubt have been possible for

Queen's to have increased their lead in the

last period had they tried very hard. The

big difficulty is that our Juniors are appar-

ently satisfied to little more than hold their

own instead of rubbing it in. Ill the last

period, with the score 3-1 in their favor,

they played a defensive game and missed

several fine opportunities. Nickle alone

continued to press while a three man de-

fence stood at ease. He made several pas-

ses from the corners to centre only to have

them grabbed off by Varsity without a

struggle. The Juniors should appreciate

the value of a substantial margin and be

preparde for emergencies on a strange ice.

They have the material to set the pace and

should do so before having to be forced.

The team at times showed fine combination

which was always effective but their is

still lacking the real fighting spirit which

characterized the Junior team of last year.

The first period was more or less see-saw

both teams working hard but with no re-

sults. Queen's were more aggressive on the

nets and had about twice as many shots on

the goal as Varsity. Dickenson in the nets

put up a remarkable exhibition and preven-

ted Queen's front getting two or three goals.

Red Wilson's rushes were more effective

titan ever and he is steadily improving.

His one fault yet is that he is one-handed.

He is not a beginner but two hands can

control a stick better than one at any time.

In the second period most of the play was

in the Varsity end and early in the session

Nickle and Johnson missed the open nets.

Shortly after Reynolds pulled off a rush but

was blocked at the nets. Varsity showed a

two man combination when Taylor notche

the first score of the evening from the wing.

This brought Queen’s to life and Lindsay

and Davidson went down on a combination

which resulted in Davidson pushing in

Queen’s first goal from a scramble in front

of the nets. The game developed into a

faster exhibition and a couple of minutes

later Reynolds started off on one of lus

ambles down the ice finishing up by stick-

ing the rubber in the net from left wing,

on a pretty shot. Queen’s were making the

most of the opportunity and . within a min-

ute Nickle jammed through left wing and

slipped a hard one past Dickenson s ankles

for the third tally.

The third period brought out a hard

struggle by Varsity to tie it up. Right at

the start what looked like a sure one car-^

.

romed off the goal-post, and Nickle and

Reynolds retaliated by rushing up to \ ar-

Sity goal and missing an open net. \ arsity

were penalized when Taylor went off but

even then Queen’s couldn’t increase he

lead. Nickle was put off but was on be-

fore Varsity could get a counter. Boucher

was put off. and then Wilson but the re-

maining quartet held till Boucher came on

again Queen’s were satisfted to pla> a

defensive game throughout the remamder

of the period, from instructions or other-

wise and maintained their two goal lead

th

Kari Quinn played his usual consistent

(Continued on page 7)

Although Holmes was the only man to

bring home any bacon, Mr. Bews and Mr.

Hughes are well pleased with the showing

of our boys. All their fights were close and,

in several cases, the decisions were rather

hard to understand.

Toronto won the Assault with 10 points;

McGill got 6 and Queen’s 1.

Only one Queen's man, Harvey, got past

Friday night’s eliminations. We had five

entries for the finals, however, as four

drew byes—Holmes, Howard, Roberts and

Mcllquham. Howard, Roberts and Harvey

lost very close decisions. The bout between

Roberts and Brewer of McGill was the

event of the meet. They went an extra

GIRLS BASKETBALL
FOR TORONTO

levana determined to

REDEEM QUEEN’S

THEATRE NIGHT
ONE WEEK OFF

TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW-
SEATS FOR THE BALD-HEADED

ROW IN GREAT DEMAND

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Those who have not paid

their A. M. S. Fees are re-

quested to enclose $2.00 in an

envelope addressed to the

Treasurer, care of the Col-

lege Post Office, before the

end of the week. All delin-

quents will be prosecuted by

the Courts.

A. M. S.
The adjourned Annual Meeting of the

A.M.S. was continued last Saturday even-

ing. The second part of the Report of

the Committee on the Revision of the

Constitution was taken up clause by

clause. Each clause was passed by the

meeting, except the recommendation re-

warding cumulative voting. The Annu-

al Meeting was then adjourned for an-

other week.

The business of the regular meeting

consisted of the passing of a few minor

accounts and -the appointment of a com-

mittee consisting of Messrs. Wilson, Mc-

Innes and Pilkey, to arrange for having

Article XII., as revised printed and in

It’s coming, lads, its coming. Only a

week to wait till that Theatre Night they’ve

been talking about is here
;
the one night in

the year when Kingston belongs to the stu-

dents, the one night in the year when all

the students get together and have a 'real

time. The next day is a holiday so throw

those books into the corner, brother, and

follow the crowd to the big show. Yes,

Tuesday the twenty-eighty of February,

that’s the night. There’s going to be some-

thing doing every minute, not a dull mom

ent from the time that old curtain goes up

till the orchestra is playing “God Save the

King’’ and you are saying “Gee! that was

some show.” This is no idle boast. There

are ten sure fire acts and every one of them

is worth the price of admission. You can

leave your Irish confetti and your cowardly

tomatoes that hit you and run. at home for

you aren’t going to need them. Music,

dancing, singing, clever comedy, it’s all

mixed up in a way you wouldn’t think pos-

sible. There’s going to be a dance act that

will knock your eye out. a riot of color and

melody. Levana is looking after that. And

vvheiv the darky minstrels turn loose some

of that harmony that’s been bottled up for

so long, you are going to think that King-

ston is the centre of the cotton belt. Y es

sir, those Science boys do other things be-

serted in the Constitution. The pro- sides surveying the college grounds. And

gramme of the meeting consisted of a /Arts and Medicine are certainly going to

debate between Arts ’23 and Arts ’24. Whv snoil k a11 bv telhng y°U

about it? What’s that! Didn’t I tell you

that Theology were among those present.

You can just bet everything you own that

they are going to be there about 97 ways.

And that’s not the half of it. It’s going to

be the event of the' year, something you 11

remember in the dark days when exams,

are upon us. Oh yes, the faculty will be

there—in full force. They enjoy a good

evening’s fun just as much as you and I do.

The tickets will go on sale on W ednesday.

time and place will be announced later

watch the Journal and get on-the job early

for when that ticket window opens they

aren’t going to last long. And by t e wa
£

probably that girl of yours would like to

see a real show. I’ll bet she says yes it

you ask her.

Theatre Night Convenor

FAMOUS QUARTET

TO GIVECONCERT
FLONZALEY PLAYERS WILL BE

HERE ON THURSDAY

Last year the Flonzaley Quartette made

their sixth appearance in Toronto, and

three hundred people were turned away

from the doors of Massey Hall. 11S

is their experience everywhere : As t 'ey

become known, no hall will contain their

audiences. In the United States their

visit to certain Universities has become

the annual musical event. It is the Pn’

vilegc of Queen’s to hear this incompar-

able combination for the first—we hope

merely die first—time on Thursday. Hie

audience will then be able to judge to

what a pitch of perfection eighteen years

of playing together has brought the play-

On Thursday, Friday and Saturday of

this week the Annual Intercollegiate

Girls’ Basketball Tournament is to be

held at Varsity. Preparations for the

event have been in progress for weeks and

word comes that Varsity is keyed up,

awaiting the contests. If the enthusiasm

which marked the tournament when held

here last year is present to the same ex-

tent in Toronto, the success of the

matches is assured.

Queen’s is drawn to play against Var-

sity on Thursday evening and R. V . L-

(McGill)-on Friday evening On Satur-

day afternoon Varsity and R.V.C. will

meet. ,

The Queen’s team, with months of

training, and last year’s

games behind them, arc full of hope.Th y

(eel that the coaching of Miss O Conn

puts them easily on a par with them rivals,

and can be counted upon not to dragg

the blue, yellow and red m the sprt g

mud of Toronto.

The team will line up as follows:

Defence

:

Ruth Evanson,

Bessie Abernethy (Capt).

Forwards

:

Kathleen Lockhart.

Gladys Montgomery.

Centre

:

Irene Delahey,

Jean Creswell.

Spares

:

Milliken, Laird, Kelly, Rose.

THE BULLETIN
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a

p.m-Graui«es vs All Stars, Jock

Harty Arena.

W
+‘i 5

e

p

d

m
y
-Q.W.C.A., Miss Buelling,

on “Who is a Hyprocnte .

7.00 p.m.—Debating Club.

T
8T5

da
p.m.- Flonzaley Quartette at

Grant Hall.
,

.

8.15 p.m.—Varsity vs. Queens, G.ris

Basketball at Toronto.

Friday— , T «

8.30 p.m.—McGill VS. Queens, Jock

Harty Arena.

8.30 p.m.—Queen’s vs. R.V.C. at To-

mnifi Girls’ Basketball.
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of Canada
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“Queen’s played well, but failed to score.

The time has come when we should be

willing to admit defeat, when beaten. From

the outside world, we will suffer no adverse

criticism. But among ourselves construc-

tive criticism should be welcomed, and

taken in the spirit in which it is offered.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

From
Ancient

Rome
In A.D. 100 Pliny the Young-

" er, Consul of Rome, referred

DEMOCRACY PLUS

_ E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
15S WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, CJJR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Da^ice”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

As the fortunate freshman enters the

sacred halls of Queen’s, he is met by a host

of myrmidons, who make haste to uni-

form him of the excellent good fortune that

is his. He is told that he is favoured of the

gods, that his path is set in pleasant places,

and that his days will he days of felicity

and joy. In a word, he is. welcomed into

the democracy of Queen's, and all the trea-

sures of student self-government are his.

Upon hearing these good tidings, our

freshman is much pleased. Truly here is

a place of goodly fellowship, where trouble

is not, and where the talisman of student

self-government is a panacea for all the

ills of college life. For perhaps a week

he exists in a kind of Utopia and trance, in

which he foresees that all things will be

added unto him.

I But alas, this happy Arcadian condition

' does not last. A sombre cloud of doubt,

eventually peeks above the far horizon. His

disillusionment may come from divers ex-

cuses. Perhaps he gets thrown in the tank

for “fussing” on Theatre Night. Perhaps

he goes to A.M.S. and helps to put through

a motion to pay the Jackson Press bill of

$17.53. Perhaps, ‘horrible dictu’ he gets

pulled on an exam. Be that as it may, as

years pass he becomes, God willing, a skep-

tical senior, convinced that the student self-

government propaganda he- has listened to

is a delusion and a snare.

We must admit a fellow feeling for thiS

embittered wight. We also ask, whence and

wherefore is this effort to pull the wool

over the eyes of the undergraduates. The

form of government we have is satisfac-

tory, and we have no desire to criticise it.

But why call it student self-government:

The German people were self-governing,

too. It is true that we are permitted to pay

our own bills and elect our own officers to

do it, but on vital issues we have little or no

voice. When the senate wants something

done, the senate cracks the whip, and the

obliging A.M.S. jumps through the hoop.

To the Editor,

Queen’s Journal.

Dear Sir :

—

In the current issue of the Journal your

Science '25 correspondent asks a question

that I am glad to asnwer. In the “Notes

on - the Dinner” in an earlier issue of the

Journal a direct invitation was issued to

student guests in the letters B.Y.O.H.

This at once placed all who saw it in the

dilemma of giving countenace to the in-

troduction of intoxicants at the dinner, or

of remaining away in protest against such

procedure. I still think that I took the

only possible course.

Hoping that when Science ’23 has

charge of the dinner they will not follow

the example of this year s committee.

I remain.

Yours truly,

WTLL C. BAKER.

“the most

known to

to the diamond

valuable of gems

Kings.”

fT Two thousand years ago, only

' royalty could afford to pos-

sess diamonds. Today it is dif-

ferent. Diamond rings of Ryrie

quality can be purchased at

prices as low as $25.00.

Bros."Ryrie
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO
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FRANK ROBBS
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KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

As an associate editor, and one who has

had some small part in shaping the policy

of the paper for this year, we feel moved

I to offer some comment regarding that pol-

icy. Of late, a storm of protest has arisen,

specifically in regard to the report of the

production of "The Passing of the Third

Floor Back.” Some letters have appeared

in the Journal in that connection; letters

of dignified, sincere, and courteous protest;

and letters of virulence, and overweaning

conceit.

Every reader of the Journal knows that

in the past years, accounts of university

activities have been whitewashed, and lard

ed with excuses. This yf-ir ihc taff have

attempted to follow a policy of reporting

the facts as they occur, and in so doing,

have incurred for themselves. „omc edimff

It is particularly in reference to sport th

Dear Sir,

—

Under the Arts ’22 column in the Jour-

na! for Tuesday, February 14th, the fol-

lowing appeared

:

“We would like to call attention to the

rather harsh criticism by the writer of the

account of the McGill-Queen's game. One

would imagine that a Queen's man would

be the last to find fault, so openly and in-

advisedly, witfi the man who scored all the

Queen's points. The Montreal papers ack-

nowledge him the best; why can't we, at

least, give honour to whom honour Is due?

I cannot conceive Mr. Editor, that the

above represents the concensus of opinion

of any considerable body of students yet it

obviously reflects’ on both the ability and

fairness of the sporting editor.

I shall endeavour to show by a reproduc

tion of the offending article, that it wis not

in any sense, “rather harsh criticism, ' nor

was fault found "openly and inadvisedly.’

The article which appeared in the issue of

February 7th, is as
<

follows

:

“Ernie Nelson was the star of the game

He got all three points, two of them from

solo efforts. He missed a good many more,

and might have had better success if he had

passed out once or twice, but for all round

ability and stamina, he was easily the most

effective man on the ice.
’

This, I think is the reverse of harsh crit-

icism and .flight be justly considered gen-

erous and deserved praise.

1 should also like to ask the correspon-

dent of Arts ’22 if he attended the game m

question. If he did he is to be congratu-

lated in being present to support his college.

If he did not, I think that the sporting

editor was in a much better position to give

opinions on the game than was his judicia

The correspondent writes, “found fault

openly and inadvisedly.” This to I consider

unjust. Any criticism which appeared was

entirely constructive criticism, which. I am

sure is usually beneficial. I think that both

the players themselves, and' Mr. Awrey,

welcome such criticism, and, after all, they

are the ones primarily interested.

I might also remind the correspondent

that the fact that a player gets a goal does

not necessarily make him the most effective.

There is also the harder task of back-check

ing Newsy Lalonde, who has been for

years one of the leading scorers m pro-

fessional hockey, is known as an off-side

loafer, and tile present leaders. Broadbei

and Dye, are neither of them great players.

Hoping that this will clear up any wrong

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided ..for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate ^Institutes < and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Tonies of the Regulations issued by the

Department* of Education may be
£
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from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
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Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:
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this policy lias been adopted. Fver.w.i.V ression created by the art‘“ m
,

.’e '

is tired of hearing that hackneyed occur,
j

'22 c. lumn, and thanking you for this space

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Pong Shop Orchestra

in the paper, I remain,

Yours sincerely,

R. F. S. BAIRD,

Asst. Sporting Editor.
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zled in the first round. Brewer is essen-

tially an in-fighter and Roberts’ long reach

and good footwork prevented him from

mixing it. The round was plainly Roberts.

Roberts continued his first round tactics

and was quick to take advantage of every

opening. He even mixed it up and got t le

better of it.

Brewer got close in in the third round

and the fight was a merry one. Both men

were rather messed up. Brewer was warn

ed for hitting in the clinches but he failed

to desist. Both men showed signs of Wear-

Wrestling mess. The judges ordered an extra rounti

Harvey 118 lbs., won from McDonald of which plainly took into account on y

K±^H^^|n^ronnd *****

(Continued from page 1)

round and Billy Hughes believes the deci-

sion should have been Roberts',

The fencing was won by Varsity, with

Queen's second and McGill, third.

Hunter won from his man in the first

event on Friday night. England lost to

Walton of Toronto.

Through the kindness of Billy Hughes

the following detailed account is given

:

WOMEN'S
Suits

To Suit

$24.50 up.

fore He secured the fall after 8 minutes

by means of a chancery and arm lock. The

crowd gave him quite an ovation.

Trayes was a little over-weight when he

weighed in but made it later. He was the

aggressor in his bout with Mathews all the

way through only to be caught in the last

minute of the bout by a half nelson and

further arm lock.
. .

Torrance of Toronto won the decision

from North at 145 lbs. on aggressiveness.

He got North to the mat and kept him there

although he couldn’t secure a fall.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
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Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait
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Studio
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Over

DominionJExpress Co

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have

strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes;

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flower.. For All Occasions

Armstrong of Toronto secured a fall m

about three minutes from Treitz and re-

mained on the defensive for the rest of the

round. , * . .

Saylor lost a very close decision t

Mahaffy of Toronto. Only once did these

two go to the mat and then only for a few

seconds. Mahaffy was given the decision

for aggressiveness.

On Saturday night Mcllquham lost to

Adams on aggressiveness. It was another

very close contest and might quite easily

have gone an extra round.

BOXING '

McCartney lost to Schleifer of McGill on

points. McCarntey’s bandages were object-

ed to at first but eventually allowed to con-

tinue In the first round he used a straight

left to advantage and got the better of a

few mix-ups. He had the better of the

10

A last exchange of blows opened the sec-

ond round, featured by some clever leading

by Schleifer. McCartney was wild and fail-

ed to use his opportunities. It was Schlel

fer’s round.

The third round opened badly for Mc-

Cartney who took eighteen straight efts

I to the head without a return. Schleife

had no kick in his punch. McCartney go

in one healthy wallop which dazed the Mc-

Gill man but failed to follow up his advan-

tage The decision was earned by Schleifer.

Holt put up a plucky fight against Grey

who- i* more formidable than ever '

fight started with a fierce exchange. Holt s

footwork was particularly fine Grey was

working hard- for a knockout but had no

advantage in the first round.

Grey dazed Holt in the second round.

When Holt covered his head up Grey played

on his body. Holt swung wild and was

jarred again by short swings to the side and

jaw. The sponge was through in. Grey

a pretty boxer with a punch in both hands

quick to take advantage of every break-

away but a hard clean fighter.
,

For two rounds, Holmes hammered

Fullerton of McGill all over the ring. He

surprised his man with the quickness ot

his attack in the first round and maintained

the advantage till the third round. In this

round they stood toe to toe and slugged

Holmes gave a pretty exhibition of foot-

work while the crowd dubbed him “Benny

Leonard.’’ Holmes earned his decision.

Billy was rather put out at the decision

against Howard. Schemnitz of Toronto

went out to knock out his man but Howard

heat him every time. His footwork was

splendid. It was Howard’s round as was

likewise the second. In the third round

Schemnitz rushed Howard to the ropes and

forced him to cover up. IJoward used his

left to advantage. It was a lively round with

a shade to Schemnitz. \

The classic of Saturday evening was bc-

t

,

vcc11 r.n-wer of McGill end Roberts at 145

Hilly savs it was one of .hi best amateur

i
I he has ever -fell and it was claimed

I

that It was one of the best • ver

and hard wallops were received and given

The decision to Brewer was not popular

with the crowd. The crowd gave both boys

a great ovation.

Although Hanna’s bout with Black of

Varsity was stopped in the second roun ,
it

was a real battle while it lasted. It was a

case of green fighter against a seasoned and

cool boxer and the former stood bound to

lose. Hanna had a trifle the edge in condi-

Following out his regular custom, Black

started in to play the funeral march on

. < coiOC nil?-

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

the following incidents oc-

ii iv ^

Hanna’s head but found some notes mis

sing. Hanna came right back at finji. In

the mix-ups .Black had no advantage hut

in the boxing lie had a decided superiority.

The second round started with a rush.

They clinched and fell to the mat with

Black on top. Hanna was very apparent y

hurt by his fall and Black was quick to

take advantage. With alternate swings to

the head, and body he further dazed Hanna

and Billy threw in the sponge.

Harvey lost a close decision on aggres-

siveness on Saturday night to McPhee o

Toronto. It was another decision which

was rather hard to understand. Mr. Bews

looked for an extra round and everybody

was surprised when McPhee was awarded

* Bkck of Toronto was generous to Hanna

in his praise and expects he will be a dan-

gMruos man with more practice.

8
Brewer in talking to Roberts said much

the same thing but there was more admit a-

ft in Ms voice. He asked Roberts wha

stuff he was made of and suggeste cas

grasshopper,

curred

:

Mr. S-

hopper live?

Mr. White :
Everything green.

Mr. S—Co: How about Freshfettes?

;
On what does the grass-

A bottle of restoratives had to be pass-

ed around after Miss T-f-ld cried out,

“Oh ! Mr. White, come and see if my legs

are on straight.”

"
Billy expects great things Rom Roberts

Howard and Hanna next yens and 1 e tlhanks

his squad for their extreme y
faithful train

ing aud for their pep m fighting.

laboratory lapses

According to a correspondent, Theatre

Night, however riotous, will seem rather

dull compared with an afternoon m the

Biology I. Lab. He claims that the C

fege Wits Number of “Judge” seems very

that after Lab. experience, and gives

sample or two of the brand of humour

furnished by the young biologists.

Mr. White, the lab. assistant, was con-

ducting a class in the dissection of

BYRON KEATS AND SHELLEY

One died upon the classic coast of green

And one amid the huddled streets of

Rome, -

Yet each had sought afar the golden fleece

Of poet's fancy; each had brought it

home.

But that third Jason, who found quick

Had'death most fitting in the Ocean’s-

No acta,’ no fever, no long fill disease

No pomp beneath the minster tower o

dome, i

Few, few may ride upon Life's splendid

UntiMhe great wave creams and topples
(

And for some daring spirits it is best

To perish in the struggle far from shore.

So perished these; the proud rebellious

WhoTtruck out boldly through a troubl-

ed sea
' PSYCHE.

Osgoode Hall debaters defeated Trinity.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY CONCERTS

Flnnzalev Quartette

THE WORLD’S GREATEST ENSEMBLE

grant hall

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd

_ AT 8.15 P.M.

r.,,,111- including

“ *

> Q, FT.blic
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Blue Serge Suit Sale

Regular $60.00 to $75.00 Suits

$50.00 CASH

Made to order on our own

premises. Fit guaranteed.

Sale Commences October 17th

for one week

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

ARTS ’23 WIN FINAL INTER-YEAR
DEBATE

yuEEN’S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.) _

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

Subject: “Resolved that a policy of

rigid assimilation of the European immi-

grant should be specifically followed in

Canada.”

-On Saturday evening an interesting de-

bate took place on the subject above quoted

before the A.M.S. The years represented

on the debating platform were Arts ’23 and

Arts ’24, and the debate was the deciding

one in the Inter-year series.

Mr. Joliffe, of Arts ’24, leader for the

affirmative, began by asserting that Canada

already contained all the foreign elements

that she could look after. Then followed

his interpretation of the term “rigid” as-

similation. To him rigid did not necessar-

ily imply rapidity, but it did relate to the

choice of the bettor type of immigrant, the

supervision of the literature and language

of the country, and the abolition of bilin-

gual schools.

The speaker viewed the entry of foreign-

ers from a political aspect, from a social

point of view, and from a bilingual aspect.

The difficulty of successful assimilation be-

cause of the present tendency of foreigners

to settle in colonies was emphasized. Ow-

ing to the fact that most immigrants do not

and cannot readily understand the Canadian

system of government, it should be the

primary duty of Canadians to take mea-

sures to make foreigners into Canadians

as quickly as possible. Criticism of the

present tendency to give franchise rights to

all immigrants was offered on the ground

that foreigners should not receive the rights

of citizenship until they can understand and

undertake its responsibilities. From a social

viewpoint, the speaker believed European

immigrants generally !to represent lower

standards in morals, in methods of luring,

than Canadians. He also claimed that a

lower standard of teacher and curriculm

was the rule.

Mr. Claxton, leader of the negative, be-

gan by disputing the statements of the pre-

vious speaker regarding Canada’s need in

immigrants. Then followed his definition

of “rigid” assimilation. “What is the dis-

tinguishing mark of a Canadian ?” he asked

Using the Queen’s spirit by way of analogy,

the speaker laid stress on the value of

Canadian resourcefulness. The view was

expressed that if such a policy was adopt-

ed, autocratic rule would displace our pre-

sent democracy. So far as settlement in

colonies was concerned, he could see no

means of preventing it, and stated that his

opponent had offered no practical alterna-

tive. By drawing a vivid picture of the

regular manner in which assimilation takes;

place at present, Mr. Claxton went on to

show that the present system was operating

satisfactorily in almost all cases. “Noth-

ing,” he said, “is now imposed upon the

immigrant which is not likewise imposed

upon the Canadian citizeu.”

Mr. Carey, second speaker for the affir-

mative, said that -immigrants will become

Canadians easier in five years under a rigid

policy than under the present one. Defin-

ing his idea of desirable Canadian citizens,

the speaker said that those who are not

willing to become like ourselves are not

wanted in Canada. Further, he claimed

that the immigrant colonics are at present

self-supporting and independent of the rest

of Canada. Regarding bilingual schools,

he thought their continuance in Canada an

economic impossibility. The big difficulty

in preventing Canada becoming a united

nation he considered to be due to the pre-

sent system of allowing Europeans to settle

in colonies, or wherever they like. Super-

vision, and not deprivation, was what he

advocated.

Mr. Swerdfeger, for the negative, com

menting on an opponent’s remarks about a

Mennonite settlement going to Mexico

from the Canadian West, said the reason

was that the settlers in question were dis-

satisfied because of certain restrictions re-

cently passed by the Canadian government.

What, he said, would be the result to

Canada's population, if rigid restrictions

continued to be imposed? The speaker

further immigration. What composes a

challenged the view that a rigid policy would

||
Canadian nationality.? kicked. He went

^ to shovFp
-

by the affirmative side, Canadian national

ity would not be allowed to expand, that

Canada would deliberately be deprived of

all the advantages to be derived from a

cpsmopolitan population. Several good

quotations were produced to prove that too

rapid assimilation had produced evil effects

in other countries, not only to those count-

ries but to the immigrants themselves. What

Canada needed, he thought, was a spirit of

sympathy, friendship, and co-operation,

rather than a rigid system which tended

only to separate, and to create hatred.

The judges were Professors MacClement,

McFadyen and Morrow. They gave a un-

animous decision in favor of the negative

All speakers showed signs of careful pre-

paration, and they are to be congratulated

on their expression of opinions on a very

broad and important naffonal problem.

its present stage of development.

The audience felt greatly indebted to

Prof. Mitchell, and expressed their regret

that it might be their last opportunity of

hearing him address their society. After

the critic had made his remarks the meet-

ing closed with a hymn and the Benedic-

tion.

PAT-POURRI
Freshyet:—I’m a nice little girl.

Science Fresh-he Am I supposed to

laugh?

High-thinking medico en route to

faculty dinner: Ha, infidel, I have thee

on the hip

!

Some women are clawingly sweet.

PROF. MITCHELL SPEAKS AT
Q. U. M. A.

Society Undertakes Student Mission

Field Work

On Thursday afternoon at 4.30 the reg-

ular meeting of Q.U.M.A. was held. Mr.

Fry. the President, was in the chair and

there was a good attendance. The

most important business was a motion to

the effect that again this summer the

Society shpuld undertake to support seven

Student Mission Fields in Western Can-

ada.

The speaker for the afternoon was

Prof. G. W. Mitchell. Prof. Mitchell

stated as his subject. “The Evolution of

Spiritual Ideas”, and in the interesting

address that followed he briefly, but clear-

ly traced the development of man’s belief

till his belief in one God, from the belief

in Naturism, the earliest form of wor-

ship, through the successive advances to

Christianity. Even here, however, the

speaker did not stopVfor although Chris-

tianity is the fullest expression of reli

giolis experience, yet Christianity i

young and can advance far beyond even

Vidi-vici-veni.

Three hundred years ago people be-

lieved in evil spirits. History surely do

repeat herself—or weren’t you at the

Science Dinner?

The cost of the juice to keep all the

lights going for an hour is approximately

$1 .00 .

Arenas are being constructed in sev-

eral towns in the province.

The Varsity players enjoyed the na-

tural ice, which, being faster than the

artificial, enabled them to play “over their

heads.”

The Arena was designed to handle any

crowd which might turn out during the

next twenty years. That already we have

had an alrfost capacity house will silence

any remaining skeptics.

Say Ouija : Why do these masculine-

women always knock around with effem-

mate men ?

Bibby’s
NEW GOODS ARRIVING DAILY

Suits and Overcoat

Special

Young. Men’s Splendidly Tailored Overcoats, in

New Fashion Fit or Chesterfield models. Genuine

English Meltans in rich, genteel shades of Grey, also

Greens and Browns. Coats that were made to sell

for $35.00, $37.50, $40.00.

OUR BIG SPECIAL FOR $25.00

Young Men's Suits

Hand-tailored Garments, all correct models, neat

patterns. Suits that were made to sell for $35.00,

$37.50 and $40.00.

OUR BIG SPECIAL FOR $25.00

Bibby’s
Kingston’s One Price Clothing Store
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THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The
Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. "Be a Mutualist.”

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and

Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 14Q5

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

WIRELESS AT QUEEN’S

Many questions have arisen among the

students about the wireless aerials which

have recently been put up, and, to satisfy

their curiosity, we shall briefly outline the

work of the “Queen’s Radio Club.”

At the opening of the session last fall,

the Radio Club was reorganized for the

year; and the main object was for Queen’s

to take her place with her sister universities

in respect to wireless matters.

With the above object in view the Radio

Club made plans to equip the wireless club-

room with the necessary apparatus for the

transmission and reception of wireless

waves, it was also decided to approach cer-

tain Professors and others^ interested in

wireless to give talks to the Club. Member-

ship was thrown to all faculties, including

Levana. Our membership has grown and

continues to grow.

Our clubroom is now equipped with an

"Aircraft Receiving Set” and an “Aircraft

Transmitter,” these sets were used in the

war to control our big guns from the air by

wireless; although primarily made for use

in the air, they work exceedingly well on

the ground.

Any member of the Club is allowed to

operate these sets, when he has passed a

short proficiency test
;
also, all members

accept joint responsibility in case of damage.

We have had some excellent lectures on

wireless from the Professors who are inter-

ested in the Club’s welfare, and more are

promised.

Some of the new members from the

Freshman year are ardent enthusiasts, and

are already making their presence known.

After all we have accomplished so far,

we are not content, for “contentment means

stagnation,” and our plans for the future

are rather prodigious.

It - will be of interest to all the students

to know that Queen’s now has a “Radio

Laboratory” which is being equipped with

a large receiving set capable of receiving

messages from a great distance and it is

hoped, that soon a powerful continous wave

transmitter will be installed for direct com-

munciation between Toronto, Montreal and

Ottawa, so we can obtain the results of the

Rugby and Hockey matches, etc., by wire-

less.

RADIO

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

Last Tuesday several members of the

Wireless Club assembled in room 16, Flem-

ing Hall, to hear Professor Jemmett give a

very instructive lecture on “Radiation.

Speaking on this subject, Prof. Jemmett

dealt with the manner in which energy is

radiated in the form of electric waves from

the conductors of oscillating electric cur-

rents.

Professor Jemmett described some ex-

periments which he has performed in order

to study the behavior of this radiation of

energy. He also compared his results with

popular theories on the subject, and to the

great pleasure of members of the Wireless

Club explained how conclusions
t,iese

technical studies mi?b* be applied in im-

proving tV ^sign of tlie antenna part of

the Club’s radio apparatus.

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING
Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

THE FLONZALEY

STRING

OUARTETTE
To Appear at Queen’s on

Thursday

A

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Selected Stories From KIPLING
Edited by

WILLIAM LYON PHELPS
Lampson Professor of English Literature at Yale

CONTENTS
The Man Who Would be King; The Drums o( the Fore and Aft; The

Phantom Nickshaw ;
Wee Willie Winkle; The Courting of Dinah Shadd

;

The Man Who Was; Without Benefit of Clergy; The Lucarnation of

Krishna Mulvaney ;
“Nikki-Tikki Tavi” ;

The Brushwood Boy ; William The

Conqueror; They; An Habitation Enforced.

Price $1.60.

For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
at KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.

THEATRE NIGHT

The College Frolic of 1922
Grand Opera House, Tuesday, Feb. 28, at 8.15

PRICES : SOc., 75c., $ 1 .OO

Seat Sale open at College one day only—Y.M.C.A. Book Exchange, Cortvoc^^j

Mail Orde. :
’ address

|t 10 a.m.
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Established 1832

The Bank of Nova Scotia

Paid-up-Capital S

Reserve

Resources ->25,000,000

Savings Department at all Branches.

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Process Streets

A. N. Lyster, Manager,

FACULTY NOTES

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

MEDICINE ’23

Let it hereby be known to all and sun-

dry that new blood has been infused into

the little old year, Meds. ’23. No, dear

friend, this does not refer to a Blood

Transfusion or any other serious opera-

tion. It simply means that a brand new
gang of willing workers have been elect-

ed to replace the old executive who so

reluctantly (?) released their grip on of-

fice. The transpired at our annual meet-

ing on Thursday.

The retiring executive, headed by Cliff

Bracken and ably assisted by Bill Sus-

man, gave us their best while in office,

organized our groups! and stood the

brunt of the professors’ wrath. To them

goes our sincere gratitude and thanks for

a service well done.

The presidential election developed

tie. C. Peterson and Arthur Pense were

equal, so a coin was tossed. Pete won,

but Arthur says he knew what he was

calling. We are thus off to a good start,

The results were

:

President—C. Peterson.

Vice-President—F. C. Hamilton.

Sec.-Treasurer—R. M. Kines.

Historian—G. S. Pixley.

Prophet—J. McClure Givens.

Orator—Wm. Susman.

Marshall—J. W. Hall.

Journal Reporter—J. H. Orr.

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson
,
Crosier & Edgar

20 Market St. Kingston

are rotting off the buildings on account of

certain chemical formulas that are in the

r.

SCIENCE ’23

It has been found that the speed of

growth of plant life or animal life doubles

for every rise of 5° in temperature. We
would advise gentlemen of long stand-

ing to keep away from the equator.

Strength to your arms, boys, but let

conscience be your guide.

I woke up in class the other morning

just in time to catch the following part

of the lecture:

I had the opportunity of studying New
York for two years, and I never saw

respectable chicken all the time I was

there. The chickens were scandalous,

their skin was all dried up and wrinkled

and when you took a chicken home to din-

ner you never could tell whether it was

young or old. I always like fresh young

chickens and I don’t like those that have

been kept a long time. Cold storage may
prolong their youth, but it cannot arrest

their age.”

I haven’t yet discovered just what the

lecture was on.

The latest in Music—“Zero Isn’t Zero

Any More,” by Prof. Jemmett.

Question^. asked at the Vinegar Works:

Where do you keep your sweet cider?

When do you put in the beer?

Are these drums full of alcohol?

Let’s have another finger in that vine

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Section three on the floor tomorrow.

As this is my last chance, let me thank

all those who so kindly assisted me in

getting news from the year, and who
handed in material for copy. Willingly

do I hand over my pen and paper to abler

hands than mine in the person of Mr.

Orr.

gar i

When do you feed the bacteria?

After reading the discontented letters

concerning the write up of “The Passing

of The Third Floor Back.” we would sug-

gest that after Theatre Night each man
should write himself up.

super-faithful.

Surely it is a poor year which cannot

show better spirit than that. A year meet-

ing has not quite as much pleasure attached

to it as skating, or devouring the Cosmo-

politan in the reading room, hut surely,

whqn it is only a fortnightly aflfair, we

should be able to give up an hour and see

the thing through. Other societies have the

same trouble, but we have them all beaten

for inattendance.

To say the least, it’s nothing to boast

about and it seems to indicate that our

members are not interested in the welfare

of their year. Let’s hope conditions will be

changed by the time the next meeting ar-

rives on the scene.

ARTS ’24

Last Saturday afternoon, the famous

Spherical Pill Knights of ’24 demonstrated

to the retiring year, Arts '22, how a Spheri-

cal Pill (basket-ball) team should, play.

It would be practically impossible to choose

the foremost heroes from the ’24 ranks, as

everyone fought most nobly. As usual, Sir

L. MacKinnon led the troops bravely,

while Lord Heasman, Knights Langford,

Connors, Wood, Blake and Dulmadge ably

aided him.

Knight Voaden was injured in a pre-

vious fray, but will soon be able to join

the forces for future battles. The Spheri-

cal Pill Knights killed 33 times, while the

retiring y^r, Arts ’22, accounted for only

17. After the fray, one noble from ’22

(named Gow) declared that he was mighty

glad they were retiring—the only sad part

about the event was that they didn’t retire

before the battle;. Wq. sympathize with

Wert, their wounded one, who, in spite of

serious injuries, remained in the struggle.

We thank Arts ’22 for their brave attempt

to put up some resistance but, as Ernie

Nelson said,—“We would have won if our

team had put in more baskets” !

!

Well boys, we may have the players,

but condition counts in hockey, doesn't

it?

All out boys for the big McGill-Queen’s

game. Let’s send our good wishes=with

the girls to Toronto.

G. E. FLANAGAN.

mmmm
Tuesday, February 14th is

St. Valentine’s Day
The finest selection of Valentines

ev-cr shown in this city; the choice
from America’s finest publishers'made
at the annual Convention of the Greet-
ing Card Manufacturers’ Association.
The sentiments excel even those of

th« Christmas season. Comic valen-
tines which are humorous, but not of-
fensive. Valentines for Father and
Mother, Sister, Brother, Pal of Mine,
Friend of Mine, Sweetheart, etc., etc.

Priced from 2 for 5c to $1.00 each.

Avoid the last day rush by making
your selection early.

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE
Open Nights

^fflnssaieEssnffiSEBSBSBnsniBeiBBaBnsasasiS

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

MEDS. ’24

This being my last work as reporter

of our illustrious year, I am going to con

fine myself to a few remarks about Medi-

cine ’24, and in defense of Medicine ’24.

I do not mean to write about our pro-

gress at Queen’s—that is up to the His-

torian
;
nor do I intend to put forth any

onjeetures as to what will become of us
that Ts-tVw work of the prophet.
My purpose in wmn.B.*b„ s is t

'

0 pub.

licly throw the glove of Medicine -at

the face of one of our own senior stu-

dents, one who has spoken ill of us, and,

(we can’t understand this) one whose
words carry weight with his fellow's. This
man has denounced us with great scorn,

and, as I say, to "Cap.”, we throw down
the gloye.

Also, to our young Antivivisectionist

friend in Arts ’25, I would say that if he

will be more explicit in his remarks, and,

at the same time, deliver them to the

right persons, he will have satisfaction

guaranteed.

P.S. : This is not a promise

!

"1 think that at all times Medicine ’24

has played the game as it is and should
be played at Queen’s, and naturally re-

sents any undue criticism.

I thank you;

C. H. PLAYFAIR.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTI8T

Corner Princess and Wellington !

Entrance on Wellington StJ

SCIENCE ’24

The men of Science ’24 would, no doubt,

have others know that they are strong sup-

porters of their own year organization. But,

as the saying goes, “the proof of the pud-

ding is in the eating.”

Last week a notice was posted, announc-

ing a year meeting on a certain night. The

hour arrived alright but, not so, the mem-

bers. The mass meeting was composed of

the Vice-President and one or two of the

THEATRE NIGHT TICKETS
Secretaries of the various Years

are reminded that if they wish to

secure blocks of seats for Theatre

Night—they must forward their

orders immediately. These will

be signed in order of receipt.

All down stairs seats are one

dollar—as are also the first two

rows of first balcony. The rest of

the seats in the first balcony are

the seats in the first balcony are

seventy-five'cents. Gallery seats

are fifty cents.

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You arc protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
- JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS '

P
^
IQNE

-

5

f

9
_„

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
__ ’PHONE 797

102 PRINCESS STREET

MEDICINE ’26

Meds. ’26 wish to extend their deepest
sympathy to Mr. Hugh S. Persad, who
was recently bereaved by the death of his

sister in Benares, British India.

Queen’s Sweaters and Jerseys

$3.95 Each
\
Our Entire Stock is Going—Come Early for Your Size

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET

Get the t'ahii. “En

PHONE 529

LTry Treadgold’s First”
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SPORT
tonight

all STARS vs. granites

Granites, O.H.A. finalists, play here to-

night in what promises to he the best ex-

hibition of the season. The local All-stars

have played a game to-gether now and

should be in even better shape than they

were agaisnt Tigers. Granites have a great

team with many players of reputation. It

will be a game worth seeing.

The Juniors play their return game in

Toronto next Friday. They can be relied

upon to do their best to maintain and in-

crease their two-point lead.

The McGill game next Friday takes on

new interest with the news of the close

game in Montreal. Varsity won the cham-

pionship but the score was only 6-4 and

McGill led the way for nearly two periods.

A win on Friday ties us for second place.

The rooters will be an important item

Several years have bought big blocks. Arts

’25 have almost two complete sections. Any

year wishing to go in a body may do so if

the Secretary or President gets the allotment

from Geo. Stewart at the rink. It is hoped

that there will be a record attendance at this

game.

I-Iark to the tale of Mary’s little lamb.

Into your souls let every detail steep,

And try to emulate that noble sheep

;

True to its mistress, gentle as a dove,

Personified embodiment of love.

This little lamb, whose praises now I

write,

Posessed a downy fleece of snowy white

,

It would, howe’er, have been as kind and

true

Had it worn feathers, and been pink or

blue.

Such was the kindness which the crea-

ture feels,

At every step it trod at Mary’s heels;

Or if she loitered, on the lambkin sped,

Left her behind, and toddled on ahead,

This little lamb, with fleece as white as

flint,

Where Mary went -was always sure to

sprint.

McGill Basketball team comes here to

play Saturday afternoon. The game at

Montreal was very close and our forwards

shot poorly on the strange floor. We have

the best chance in the world of beating

McGill. Last game here with Varsity was

very poorly attended. This game is to be

well advertised and it is hoped that the Gym

will be crowded to capacity.

JUNIORS WIN FROM VARSITY 3-1

(Continued from page 1)

game in goal and made several sensational

stops though he had not the same number

to save as Dickenson. He stopped about

thirty to Dickenson’s sixty-eight.

Reynolds and Wilson played well on the

defence. Reynolds seemed to be handi-

capped at times but could carry the puck

through almost any time. He still has the

bad habit of going into corners, with or

, without support from centre. 1 he goal he

scored was from about the rebound line and

had he shot from there oftener he might

have had one or two more.

Red Wilson’s rushes were particularly

good and he missed the nets only by hard

luck on several chances. The crowd was

all pulling for Red to score.

Nickle, Johnson and Boucher worked

hard on' the forward line, and checked back

well at times. There' is still room for great

improvement in their combination. There

were several occasions during the game

when a pas9 might have meant a goal.

Davidson and Lindsay livened up the

game while they were on, Davidson getting

the tying score in the second period on a

pass from Lindsay. It seemed rather poor

policy on Davidson’s part to hang- around

centre ice in the third period instead of try-

ing for a bigger lead.

If our team play as they are capable for

sixty minutes in Toronto we will have the

Junior -Championship. A little more com-

bination would get better returns than in

dividual attempts, and with less efforts.

Queen’s

Quinn

Reynolds

Wilson

Boucher

Johnson

Nickle

Davidson

One day, defying all pedantic rule,

The quadruped went after her to school

,

And, waiting for the morning hours to

v pass,

if frisked around, annoying all the class.

At once arose a furore from the&oys—

They could not work in that infernal

noise. ___

The gitls too, much more modest and

more clever,

Swore that the lamb must perish now or

never.

The teacher with a countenance of gloom,

Chased the poor helpless nanny-' from the

room.

Then back behind his desk did he repair

To bring back order to the class there.

Line Up:

Varsity

:

Dickenson

Taylor

Porter

Gre^*

Skaith

Smith

Cloutier

Mowrey
Referee—Geo. Van Horne.

Goal

Defence

Wings

Centre

Subs.

While out of doors, what had our lamb-

kin done?

Still it was playing in the open sun.

And still it played, until, the lessons o’er,

Mary appeared outside the schoolhouse

door.

The children raised a universal shout,

"Is this 'confounded sheep still here-

about?"

And, then, with voices rising to a yell,

"Let's throw the bally nuisance in^the

well
!”

The teacher then appeared
—“Oh boys,

beware
!”

His words were wasted on the empty air

With one accord the children flocked

around

And bore the pretty creature to the

ground,

They would have then immersed him in

the stream,

Had not the teacher, urged by Mary’s

scream,

Rescused her darling from untimely

death,

Not much the worse, but father out of

breath.

Oh ye, who read these lines, my warn-

ing heed

!

Mark how the lamb, from its oppressors

feed,

Turns to its mistress, 'wends its way

back home,

And there determines never more to

roam.

To see our moral one need not be clever,

'Tis, “When you make
#
a friend, desert

him never.”

G. H. S.

Lindsay

A LAMB, AND MARY

Ye pessimist# whom sunshine never calls

Who grouch the whole day long around

the halls

—

AU ye who hold the world to be but

sham,

ALUMNI NOTE
It has been recently announced that

Dr. P. I. H. (Percy) Wythe of Meds. ’20,

has been granted a referee’s license by the

Ontario Boxing Commission.

This Commission gives licenses only in

exceptional cases, and we are glad to learn

that Dr. Wythe’s sporting ability has

thus been recognized.

Freshman (at hockey match): These

Cornwall player^nust be pretty

They’ve

PLAYER'S
navy cut

lO for 18*

20 85 *

%JJnd in tins

of 50& IOO

“N

Superb 2uality

Finest Workmanship

9resdest Value
in the World ^ *}

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen s
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston's Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

Autostrop

Razor $2.50

This is the regular Autostrop

Safety Razor with a half dozen

blades, and we are selling them

out at the Special Price, $2.50.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Theology
Theology is looking forward to the Col-

lege Frolic with much pleasure. All of the

students will take part in the programme.

What are they going to do? That is an-

other story, as Dr. Jordan says. Like Job’s

servants, in hot haste and excitement they

will take the stage. The programme is not

complete yet, but it is on the way.

Another four weeks till the exams.

What? It is so. The year certainly passes

swiftly. But oh what notes in Systematic

Theology. Three volumes in one. “We

spend our years as a tale that is told” until

a week before the exams. Truly the race,

for standing, is not to the swift in pleasure,

nor the battle to the strong in .dinners,

hockey matches, etc. Three of our number,

if they survive the battle, will go into this

cold, cruel -world, to long-tailed coats and

poverty. The rest of us as usual will play

till a week before the exams. We learn

these bad habits in Arts.

We are looking forward to our Annual

Dinner. Commitees have been appointed to

arrange for a good programme. It promises

to be the best we have' had yet. Needless

to say, every dinner is. Where can our

Moderator borrow a frock coat for the oc-

casion?

New Spring

Oxfords
Some very nice Oxfords on ne w

Spring lasts, just arrived. Oxfords heavy

enough to wear with spats.

We also have a new Scotch Grain

Heavy English Oxford.

New Spats to be worn with Oxfords,

$2.00

LOCKETT’S

Bits from Job.

The Eskimo sleeps in his little bear skin,

And keepsw warm I’m told.

Last night 1 slept in my little bare skin

And caught a deuce of a cold.

W. J. W.

Smith wants to know if he is indulging

in profanity when he makes a few cursory

remarks.

BIG

Reductions

On all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Help.

Why was there such a pained expression

on the faces of our beloved graduates, as

they hung from the wall, in the Apologetics

Room. Is it true that Levana used our

Sacred Hall as a dressing room the other

day? Horrors!

Correct Attire

for

FORMAL OCCASIONS

at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Craft for men who appreciate
good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.
Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.
Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,
Scarves. *te., at mg Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

r ^
‘»CT Vabig St?-:

What is an abbreviation for boulevard

B. V. D.

NOTICE

Girls! can you not kticp Wednesday af-

ternoon free, and come along to the reg-

ular Q.W.C.A. meeting? Every one can

find the large Math Room and Miss

Buelling, the Y.W.C.A. Secretary, of the

City, is leading the discussion group.

Topic, “Who is a Hypocrite?” If you

have never been at one of the Discussion

Groups, now is the opportunity, and if

you have, why come along again and

bring some one else.

Don’t forget Wednesday, 4.15 p.m

Large Math. Room.

OUR EXCHANGE

Over 141 are enrolled in the new Far-

mer’s Course at Varsity.

University of Columbia defeated Yale

in basketball by a score of 47-17.

Manitoba University defeated Saskat-

chewan 4-2 in senior hockey on Jan. 28th

Columbia and Dartmouth met in a hockey

match which resulted in no score.

Varsity defeaLed McGill 6-4 in Montreal,

thus winning the Senior Intercollegiate

Hockey Championship.

Canadian Nationals defeated Saskat-

chewan University In a close game, 3-2.

Columbia wrestlers and Fencers defeated

Pennsylvannia University in a recent meet.

Our congratulations to Unvig]

SaskatcX; wn Girls who playej
~^

A- -, .V- k ***

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and
cooking. You can shut your eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

REGIMENTAL ORDERS

By Col. A. W. MacPhail, C.M.G., D.S.O.,

Commanding Queen’s University

Contingent, C.O.T.C.

No. -10. February 21. 1922

Parades—The unit will parade in Room

1. Carruthers Hall, Saturday, February

25th, at 1.30 p.m.

Uniform drill order, with greatcoats.

Musketry—The miniature range in the

top floor of the Old Arts building is avail-

able daily for rifle practise between the

hours of 5 and 6 p.m. The following

officers will be in charge on the dates in-

dicated :

Tuesday, February 21.—Lieut. J. H.

MacMillan.

Wednesday, February 22— Lieut H.

Spencley, M.M.

Thursday, February 23—Lieut. C. R.

Salisbury, D.C.M.

Friday, February 24—Lieut. J. C. Mac-

gillivray.

Quartermaster’s Stores—N.C.O’s chev-

erons will be issued by Company Quar-

termaster Sergeants to the N.C.O’s in

their respective companys during the

week.

J. C. MACGILL1VRAY, Lieut.,

a/adjt. Queen's C.O.T.C.

Mrs. Dante—“What are you writing

about now, dear?"

Dante—“Oh, Hell, you wouldn’t under-

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

^trani
MON., TUES., WED.

“JUST AROUND
THE CORNER”

By Fannie Hurst, author of

‘'Humoresque"

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
The Imperial was the sixteenth Can-

adian company to enter the life assur-

ance field. In twenty-two years it has

overtaken and passed nine of its com-
petitors, so that there are now only

six other Canadian companies that

have as large an amount of assurance

in force. Their ages range from

twenty-eight to seventy-three years.

Business in force $128,968,120.00

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

Phone, Office 503w, Residence 842w

% I
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DR. DYDE LECTURES

AT ENGLISH CLUB

“THE COMIC CHARACTERS OF
SHAKESPEARE”

QUEEN’S III CAPTURE JUNIOR

INTERCOLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIP

DEFEAT VARSITY THIRDS IN TORONTO 6-4 — IN A THRILLING

THIRD PERIOD COMEBACK-BOUCHER NETS THREE TALLIES

—QUINN, NICKLE AND REYNOLDS STAR.

UNIVERSITY LEC-

TURE ON COLOUR
DEAN MACLEOD, OF TORONTO

TO SPEAK ON MONDAY

On Monday afternoon a meeting of the

English Club was held in the Red Room.

Principal Dyde, of Queen’s Theological

College, gave an interesting address on

the comic characters of Shakespeare.

The speaker first discussed the two as-

pects of humour. The philosopher Hobbes

held that laughter was a species of self-

applause ;
we are amused by a conscious-

ness of our own superiority. It is true

that this definition might be applied to

the humour of a child, who laughs un-

feelingly at everything that is ridiculous

,

anything out of the ordinary excites his

merriment. But when the individual

reaches maturity he developes a finer dis-

crimination and the highest stage of de-

velopment is reached when he can make

his jests turn back on himself. Viewed

from this more enlightened standpoint,

the fool ceases to become simply “a tar-

get for the wits” ; we are given a glimpse

of his character and made to appreciate

his viewpoint. In the true jest, all hu-

( Continued on Page 8.)

THE PRINCIPAL
TO SPEAK SUNDAY
FINAL CONVOCATION FOR

PRESENT SESSION

The Juniors came into their own at lastl

and defeated 'Varsity at the Toronto Arena

on Wednesday afternoon by 6-4. The

Intercollegiate Junior title stays with us

for another term and, incidentally, the St.

Andrew’s defeat is wiped off. Varsity

found St. Andrew’s easy picking early in

the season and, by decisively defeating Var-

sity, the Juniors have shown that their

early season reputation was not unmerited

It was a third period revival which won

the game. The score was 2-1 at the end of

the first and 4-3 at the end of the second

period, with Varsity in the lead. In the

interval, before the last twenty minutes,

Mr. Awrey had a heart-to-heart talk with

the boys which so inspired them that they

rushed Varsity right from the face-off and

Boucher scored within half a minute.

Quinn made a great come-back from his

showing in the St. Andrew’s game at Tor-

onto. People who saw his former exhibi-

tion could not believe it was the same man.

In the first period when the team was hav-

ing difficulty in getting going, he made stop

after sto^ when tallies seemed inevitable.

To him must go the greatest credit for the

win.

Boucher played his best game of the

season, combining with his fine rushes

an accurate shot which went like a bullet.

Nickle got two goals and played much

better than he has of late. His back-check-

ing was very good.

Wilson, in spite of a badly bunged-up eye

which he mutilated in practice on Tuesday,

played his usual consistent game. Reynolds

was very effective in breaking up rushes

and scored once. Johnston, after playing

very indifferently in the first period, came

to life and played one of his best games of

the season.

The game was witnessed by a small

crowd and was very efficiently handled by

“Bobby” Hewitson. He penalized fre-

quently, but very impartially. Nickle used

his body to great advantage and did it legi-

timately, drawing only one penalty. Boucher

drew two and Reynolds one.

In all justice to Varsity, they missed

Somerville and James, who are being used

for other teams. The former in particular

(Continued on page 7)

GRANITES DEFEAT
THE ALLSTARS

LOCAL PLAYERS SHOW LACK CF
TEAM PLAY

QUEEN’S GIRLS
LOSE TO VARSITY

On the rare occasions when Principal

Taylor consents to formally address the

College a£ large he always seems to have

a message of vital interest to his hearers.

His Sunday |^ifternoon addresses lack

jiothing of the intimacy of his after din-

ner talks, yet they are invariably thought-

provoking and memorable.

On Sunday afternoon the Principal will

speak at the Convocation Service in Con-

vocation Hall at 2.30 p.m.

This will be the final University Sun-

day service of the year, and a large atten-

dance is anticipated. Principal Taylor has

something very definite which he wishes

to say to the students at this time. In-

cidentally. it might be said that he knows
how to make a speech short and pithy,

ami that he also knows how much most

students value their Sunday afternoons.

FINAL GAME OF

SENIOR HOCKEY

In an only fairly good game before a

crowd of about 1,200, Granites defeated

the Kingston All-Stars on Tuesday night

by a score of 7-3. The game was, per^

haps, faster than the one with Hamilton

but it was not as interesting an exhibi-

tion. The local team seemed to be un-

able to strike their stride, and Granites

were never in very much danger.

The O.H.A. finalists presented a de-

cidedly scrub team as Collett, Fox, Rom-

eril, McCaffrey and Watson did not play.

They were, however, rather too fast for

their opponents, and their system of

drawing the defense to one side and slip-

ping a long pass to the uncovered man

proved very effective. The local for-

wards showed a tendency to bunch, and

many good passes went to waste.

(Continued on page 7)

THE BULLETIN

The last of the University lectures for

this session will be given on Monday by

Dean Macleod of Toronto. This will ap-

peal to many different interests. Dr. Mac-

leod is not only a brilliant scientist, but

a keen student of art—the not uncommon

kind of doctor who is also a humanist.

In his lecture, which will' be fully illus-

trated by experiments, he will explain,

it is understood, the principles upon

which colours are combined, and the im-

portance of these combinations of colour

in the methods of different schools of

artists. The conclusions he will give are

of extreme interest not only to the spe-

cialist in physics or physiology or psycho-

logy, but to all .who like and wish to

understand pictures. It is to be hoped

that the University will make this one of

a series of lectures on the principles un-

derlying the arts. There is room, for ex-

ample, for a lecture on the principles of

sound in connection with music, and

many have been heard to express a de-

sire for lectures, intelligible to the lay-

man, on the form of musical composition.

None of the arts are the private posses-

sion of specialists, and it would add much

to the enjoyment of the average man and

woman if, as could easily be done, they

were given some clue to the methods

and aims of artists.

Basketball Team Badly Beaten

Last Night

In the first game of the Inter-Colleg-

iate Girls' Basketball serise being held at

Varsity, Queen’s was beaten by the To-

ronto girls last night by the score of 28-

13.

RED AND WHITE
QUINTET TO PLAY

IF McGILL IS DEFEATED TOMOR-
ROW A THREE CORNERED

TIE. WILL RESULT

COLLEGE FROLIC

FINISHING TOUCHES FOR GALA
PERFORMANCE COMPLETED

McGILL AND QUEEN’S WILL BAT-
TLE FOR HONOURS TONIGHT

IN HARTY ARENA

Queen’s has the best chance, in the world

to tie McGill for second place in Senior

Intercollegiate Hockey tp-itight. We were
beaten in 30 minutes overtime in Montreal.

Our team is in great shape, and is all keyed
up for a win. On the other hand, Flanagan,

the McGill “old man” of hockey, is pro-

claimed to be in the very best of shape.

Stenson is a star in goal. McGerrigle and
Dempsey present a strong defense. Ander-

son is a hard-working and effective centre,

into the game for every minute of the play.

Beechan and Flanagan fill the wing posi-

tions.

Our team will be. the same as it was for

the Varsity game here. McNeil, Ratchford

and Smith, Nelson, McKelvey, Gibson,

Campbell and McLachlan.

Every man in College should see this

game.

Friday :

—

8.15 p.m.—McGill vs. Queen’s, Inter-

collegiate Hockey.

Saturday

—

1 :30 p.m.—C. O. T. C.

2.30 .p.m.—McGill vs. Queen’s, Intercol-

legiate Basketball Championship.

7.00- p.m.—A.M.S.—Oratorical Contest.

Sunday

—

2,30 p.m.—Convocation, Principal Tay-

lor will speak.

Monday

—

5.00 p.m.—English Club—Prof. Roy on

“The Scottish Humor of Barrie.”.

7:30 p.m.—Prof. MacClement, Convoca-

tion Hall, on “Our Thinking.”

8.00 p.m.—Polecon Club, at Dr. J. T.

McNeill's, 32 Frontenac St., “Poli-

tical and Economic Action in the

Labour Party.”

8.15 p.m.—Dean MacLeod on “Color",

in Convocation Hall.

Tuesday

—

8.15 p.m.—College Frolic, Grand Opera

House.

On Saturday afternoon at 2 :30. our

basketball team meets the McGill five in

the Gym. Each team has won all its home

games. If we win, there will be a three-

cornered tie. McGill beat Varsity in a very

close battle last Saturday by a 38-37 score.

We lost to McGill by 7 points.

Whatever happens, there will be a game

well worth seeing, and we have a decidedly

good chance to get a championship. Lewis

and Jones are in better shape than they

were for the Varsity game here, when both

got out of a sick-bed to play.

A good crowd to yell will help a lot. In

basketball the crowd is closer to the men

and rooting has a more direct influence on

the man than in hockey or football. It is

hoped that the old Gym will be taxed to its

full capacity.

The McGill team have a strong defense

in Crain and Livishin. Manson, at centre,

is their best man, a strong defensive player

and a deadly shot. Laishley and Mendohl-

sohn are shifty and elusive forwards, but

are purely forward players. The whole team

falls back on the defensive when the ball

is not in their hands. It is hard to work-

under the basket. Our team only got two

baskets out of the twenty-four points

earned.

The Varsity paper proclaims Haslam

one of the greatest sensations seen in Inter-

collegiate basketball in years. We hope and

confidently expect that he will be just as

good
(

against McGill.

$ The work of the Publicity Agent is

now practically over. The function of

many such an agent is to put across a

mediocre show, but such an office has

had a very small part in advertising the

College Frolic. “Good Wine needs no

bush,” and the prospects of such a show,

with the best talent available in the col-

lege. putting themselves, whole-heartedly

into the work, has proven sufficient. We
are going to have a full house, and the

first annual College Frolic is going to

go across with a bang.

Perhaps the most artistic act will be

Levana’s playlet, which involves some

dancing of the highest order. Science

are putting on a minstrel show. Medicine

are putting on a little skit, as are Arts,

who are producing “Cherchez la Dan-

ceuse”, a tragedy in one. act. Divinity

are to give us an act, the nature of which

our theological friends refuse to divulge.

That flamboyant, anarchistic and pyro-

technic outfit, the Bolsheviki, are also

producing a play, modelled after Talstoi,

or Fra Lippo Lippi, or somebody. (Eddie

Dolan says he isn’t sure of the author).

The Faculty of Fussers is performing,

incognito in the audience, where midst

Stygean darkness, they plan to hold hands

and caress as much as the limited facil-

ities will permit.

To cater to the music loving, one will

find a string quartette on the programme,

that will make the Flonzalay Quartette

sound like an off-key tambourine in the

Gananoque Salvation Band. And, since

variety is the spice of life, we are to have

monologuers and twosomes tread the

boards, who will divert our blase and

wearied academic minds with patter that

is snappy, brilliant, and different.

No doubt, there will be yokels in the

gallery who will hurl flour, perforated

serpentine, and beans^ This Genus Hick

(Continued on page 3).

Miss

Lois

Saunders
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EDITORIAL

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

(lihtcfn’s Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates

cation to Business Manager.

Cheque

Canada,

in appli-

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 1,500,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINEIS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

BLEAKNEY;

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.
Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.
Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.
Dramatic Editor— C. A. NICHOLSON.
Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.
Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J. LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

A DEBATING PROJECT

*. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
AU White Tile. Host Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-’

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

The President of the Queen’s Debating

Union has drawn our attention to an editor-

ial in the University of Saskatchewan

“Sheaf” suggesting that the East should

meet the West in Intercollegiate DebatingT

The editorial reads in part as follows

:

Announcement of the plans for the West-

ern Inter-Varsity debates suggests the pos-

sibility of arranging for a debate next year

between East and West.

In 1920 the Manitoba track team made
the long trip to Toronto and acquitted them-

selves creditably in competition with Mc-
Gill, Queen’s, Toronto and the Royal Mili-

tary College.

The expense of sending athletic teams is

however, very great, and such trips must

for a long time to come continue to be the

event of a decade.

With debating, the case is entirely dif-

ferent. A team of two can make the trip

at an expense which can be met by the or-

dinary debating revenues.

We know how much our Western Inter-

Varsity sports have meant to us in the

elimination of a narrow self-satisfied spirit

of provincialism. How much more would

it mean to us and to, our fellow Canadians

in eastern universities for men of the West

to meet men of the East on a common plat-

form to debate some question of national

importance.

Announcement Extraordinary

Dame Clara Butt
The Greatest Singer in the British

Empire will sing in Grant Hall on March

6th
;
assisted by

Kennerley Rumford and

Daniel Melsa, violinist

Special rates for Students. Enquire at

Post Office.

a fact, some one college will have to take

the initiative, the first move being to inter-

est the debating organization for the college

group—the I. D. U. L. in the case of the

Eastern group. In the Queen’s University

Debating Union, a newly organized but

very active society, Queen’s has a body of

interested men who could easily start the

whole thing moving. Objections .will be

raised and difficulties will have to be met,

but if the Debating Union could draw up

tentative plans in some detail there seems

no reason why these plans could not be con-

sidered and, possibly after some modifica-

tion, accepted by the debating colleges of

both East and West.

WHO IS A GOOP?

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

ALLEM
iT THEATRE 11

THUR, FRL, SAT,

The Long-Herald Screen Triumph

“MOLLY'O”
with Mabel Normand

(Usual Prices)

the baxxxr ihop whexe the
aTUDBirri oo

FRANK ROBBS
1U WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE ISIS J. BEST OF SERVICE

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1174

The idea is one that ought to interest

Queen’s. She has always held an enviable

reputation for debating prowess, a reputa-

tion that has been backed up by a series of

well-earned victories. Debating is, indeed,

one of Queen’s ‘specialties’, and if it is her

wish to engage in Intercollegiate competi-

tions which cost little, yet which yield rich

returns in the extension of influence and

fame, she will do well to debate as much as

possible. The present year has seen the

extension of our debating circle in the form-

ation of the Eastern and Western groups

of the I. U. D. L. If, next year, the circle

could be widened to include competition

with the Western Intercollegiate Debating

League^, (comprising the Universities of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta)

Queen’s would have cause to rejoice.

Although the scheme is to be encouraged

in this way on purely selfish grounds, the

best argument in its favour is that it would

form at least one link, however inconse-

quental, between the colleges of the East and

those of the West. It is generally recog-

nized that one of the nations greatest pro-

blems is to keep the Western and Eastern

Provinces from drifting widely apart in

point of view, and anything the colleges can

do to form connections between the two

great sections of the count' will be of

national benefit. The possibii iy of such a

contest would without doubt be of great

encouragement to debating in rill the col-

leges concerned, and a greater interest in

national problems, a gener. l improvement

in public speaking and the ther attendant

benefits of debating would, oi courst „ ccrue

therefrom.

If a West vs. East debate is t-> ‘ .eome

The Peace-

maker
In the Middle Ages, the dia-

mond was known as “pietra

della Reconciliziaone,” that is,

“peacemaker between husband

and wife.”

There probably was a great

deal of truth in the nickname

for there is nothing appreciated

more than a gift of diamond

jewellery.

The guaranteed uniform qual-

ity of the Ryrie Diamond

makes it a doubly welcome gift.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

History is replete with the names of

people who have thoughtlessly amused

themselves at the expense of others. Mark

Antony fittered away his time with Cleo-

patra; Nero fiddled while Rome burned.

They were goops. So is the man who steals

books from the Public Library; so is the

neck-or-nothing motorist.

There is the Theatre Night goop. He is

the man who, safe from the eyes of those

below, hurls down, paper, flour, vegetables

and livestock from the ‘gods.’ Everyone

hopes that the race is extinct, for if any of

its uncivilized members remain, they have

a tempting chance to spoil the College

Frolic next Tuesday night, once and for

always. The. Theatre Night, as an institn-

tion, cannot prosper without the support of

a goodly number of city people, and King-

stonians cannot be expected to come to any

Theatre to be mussed up by a crowd of

rowdy students. There is a certain thrill

in throwing something at somebody who

has no chance of retaliation—murderers and

professors know all about it. But every pea,

every bag of flour that might be thrown on

Tuesday night would, in effect, boomerang

back to strike the thrower, for there is no

surer way of killing Theatre Night than

by pelting it with sundry groceries.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF.EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school. ’

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies'' of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

UNIVERSITY
CONCERTS

SPECIAL CONCERTS AT
QUEEN’S

Distinguished Artists to Come to

Grant Hall

The University has made arrangements

to have a special series of concerts dur-

ing the remainder of this session. The

amount of money that the Committee

charged with the responsibility for the

University concerts and lectures have to

spend is limited, and there are some fees

(as for an orchestra) that they cannot

afford to pay. But there is no reason why

the hospitality of Grant Hall should not

be offered to managers who might other-

wise hesitate to take the financial risk of

hiring a hall in Kingston. The first of

these concerts is to be given by Dame

Clara Butt on Monday, March 6th. It

may be frankly said that a good deal de-

pends on the success of this concert. The

hall is hardly large enough to make the

returns adequate. But if the Kingston

public make the concert a success, there

is little doubt that several concerts of

the same kind can be arranged for next

year. Then, on March 20th, we shall

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Man*f«c.

welcome the band of the Royal Canadian

Horse Artillery in a Symphony Concert.

There is a common delusion that a mili-

tary band is a brass band. This is very

far from the case, as the performance

will show. Last, in April at a date not

yet fixed, Leopold Godowsky, the great

virtuoso pianist and composer, v’iU visit

Kingston. It may be added that a clause

in each contract ensures that students
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
W PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

TRY US

NEW YORK HAT /

CLEANING AND SHOE

SHINING PARLOR
208 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 395

KINGSTON

WOMEN'S
Suits

To Suit

$24.50 up.

Newman & Shaw
The Alwaya Buay Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen's Patronage Solicited

Sakeil
;

s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

KINGSTON’S CONTRIBUTION TO
ANTIQUITY

Rome has contributed its Coliseum,

Athens has left us the Acropolis, Rheims

has its Cathedral, London has Westmin-

ster Abbey, Montreal boasts of its

Chateau de Ramezay, but it remains for

Kingston to cap this list with its street

cars.

H. G. Wells treats a million years with

more contempt than a porter does-a tight-

wad, but nowhere does he mention that

at such and such a date the Kingston,

Portsmouth and Cataraqui Tram No. 1,

made its trial run. This conclusively

proves that they ante-date history by sev-

eral milleniums and two aeons at least,

and could be considered fairly well up

in years in the Archaic Period. That

they have undergone glaciation is evi-

denced by the numerous striations on the

side, similar to those on rocks of the

Laurentian Period.

Just what use they were put to form-

erly is not known, but we do know that

Nero used some of them as dog kennels,

until he had a canine insurrection. From

here on, their history becomes obscure

for several hundred years. Some of the

Crusaders are known to have seen them

in Palestine ;
Magellan reports that the

natives were using them for hen coops

in New Guinea, Napoleon distinctly saw

one on the outskirts of Moscow on the

eve of the great holacaust, and the next

we know is that the Oldest Inhabitant, in

his diary, records as follows: "May 31st,

1832—Street car made trial run on Cat-

araqui Road today. The cars are not as

up-to-date as I had expected.”

Having briefly outlined the origin and

species of these antedeluvian monstrosi-

ties, we must describe them. Most trams

have either round or square wheels, but

he K.P. Sr C. Ry., with daring original-

ity. have introduced the only diamond

wheeled .street cars in the world! Thes-

their favour.

Y
street. The car is now a total wreck, and

has been sold to the Toronto Transporta-

tion Commission.

When the fuse blows out, and refuses

to operate again, either under persuasion,

exhortation, or even plain blasphemy, it

is relegated to its hangar after its flitting

is over, and becomes a Deadhead. When
two get that way, there are two Dead-
heads. On the strength of the adage

“Two heads are better than one”, they

are joined together, for better or for

worse.

The service is ‘non plus ultra’, and then

some, for the cars run to Portsmouth as

well. Once a street car’s efficiency is im-

paired to even the slightest degree, it is

run only during the rush hours, or on

Bagot Street. These cars meet at a junc-

tion every ten minutes (service has been

greatly speeded up in recent years as you

can see) when the various crews can get

together and talk over old times. At
Bagot street, the skipper looks fore and

aft, starboard and port, and as soon as

he sees the other two cars within a block

of Bagot, he sounds the clarion note, and

the motorman amputates the mileage with

the speed of an Aesculapian whisking out

an appendix. The passengers then have

the option of waiting 19)4 minutes for

the next car, or walking. The latter is

the faster procedure by 23 minutes.

The K.P.&C. Ry. also hand out some

nobby uniforms. Every man wears

patched pants and striped collars. The
only other accoutrements are elbow

length buckskin mitts, which are supplied

to all men who have seen more than five

years service with the company. For

originality servicability and neatness, the

local crews make all the other companies

look like walking delegates for the Bread

Line.

Much has been said; much remains to

be said. But it remains to be seen how

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

lines from some little ditty, so we hereby

dedicate the following to the Kingston

Street cars, the Granddaddies of them all

:

Men may come and men may go,

But we go on forever. —Cromwell.
LEACH.

COLLEGE FROLIC
(Continued from page 1)

flourishes' everywhere like the green bay

tree. This will mar Dennis Brannigan’s

Temple of Thespis, no doubt, and cost

the college quite a sum ; but this up-coun-

ty agrestics must gambol like the sheep

that grace the paternal glebe, and bray

like the jewelled Taurus who paws huge

clods of barnyard turf, as he tries to as-

suage the irritation the ring in his nose

causes him—hence the word jewelled.

Come and see ten acts of the best vau-

deville in captivity. For one night, (Feb-

ruary 28th) you can set aside your set of

bones, or your deck, or, in rare instances,

your Latin key and other prescribed text
much will be said, for the quality of

are four points in their favour. The
j

mercy is indeed strained, even though it
.

cars are as long as they are wide, so that I
has been with a- coarse sieve. Yv\- tc-.ei

]

hoe.kr., zv d come.^nd watch your friends

each car may contain six feet square of 1

j

that we could n ot close wi thon' a few
j

perform

standing or sitting room, with all the air

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

DominiorCExpress Co

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find
out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

'
1 32 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasioi

for six feet overhead to breath in. In a

crush, we can therefore count on 144 cu.

ft. of passenger space, should it become

necessary to carry the passengers in lay-

ers. This is a close packed argument for

the present system. A special compart-
'

ment is provided for the motorman,

where he may entertain his. friends with-

out annoyance, and have a quiet smoke,

should he wish to do so.

The conductor is the boss of the situa-

tion, and it can be truthfully said that he

really pulls the strings. After he has rung

up 999 fares, the cash register will work

no further, so he can keep the remaining

fares for his trouble and honesty. This

must happen during a single round trip,

however, and it is not every trip that he

can expect *to make money. In slack

times, it is quite likely that he would not

take in more than half the required num-
ber.

The cars are somewhat frail, as has

been proven on divers occasions. How-
ever, as they cater more to the aesthetic

than to the utilitarian, they may be re-
j

garded more as bric-a-brac than ordin-

ary tramflesh. Peter Lee, when he first

came to our fair Dominion, the land of

the brave and the free, where they are

even allowed to drink in their own par-

lors if the police and the neighbors are

not watching, said in his quaint naive

Oriental way; “Street cars? Why they

are just like jin-rickshaws without cool-

ies.”

The bland Celestial was not very far

wrong, for it is a proven historical fact

that they removed the fender of one of
j

the cars during the transportation tie-up

in the eighteenth Century when the Lon-

don Cabbies were on strike, and made
the street car into a Sedan Chair. This

was the last survival, in London, as the

other was destroyed in the Great Fire of

1666.
; |p

Verj accidents happen t>- these : *|8
quadro - r .elocij -'es. but t. they

thev leave

FOUNDED 1847

Full Value

And More

For

Your Money

Blue Suits

ALL WOOL
Fast Indigo Dye

Value $35.00

FOR $25.00

‘os k i

j

SOME CLASS TO THEM—NEW SHIPMENT
LATEST MODELS IN

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

New Spring Shirts, New Spring Neckwear, New

Spring Furnishings, arriving daily.

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock* Street;

routs;, it fays to walk
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WE HAVE OPENED UP

OUR

Spring Offerings

in Woollens

and invite your inspection

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front-

294 PRINCESS ST.

. (Two doors below Clergy St.)

MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB
The Mathematics and Physics Club

met on Monday to hear Mr. McGregor
give his address on “Slide Rules. Inte-

grators and Integraphs”. The address in-

dicated that Mr. McGregor had put a

great deal of time and thought into his

subject. The Slide Rule was made pos-

sible by the invention of logarithms by
Napier in 1614. The first slide was made
by Oughtred/some five years afterward.

It consisted of two pieces of wood slid-

ing past each other. Improvements have

been made since, giving us our modern
instrument.

Mr. McGregor dealt with various types

of Integrators—the cone and the disc in-

tegrators. The best type is Amsler plani-

meter.

The hour of meeting has been changed

to five o’clock to accommodate those who
have classes at four. TheText meeting

will be on March 13th.

EYESIGHT IN DANGER
The life of the college sportsman is one

of self-sacrifice. He gains a healthy body,

providing no accidents occur and a little

transient fame. Every now and then sport

demands a sacrifice from her devotees, and

takes a limb, an eye, or even life itself.

Pete Taber is hobbling around on crutches

still as a result of the triple fracture he

sustained last fall at football. The latest

to suffer an accident is J. G. Dunlop, one

of our 135 lb. boxers. About a month ago

Dunlop got a blow in the eye which he took

as part of the game. It blackened up, and

then apparently got better. Quite by acci-

dent sometime later, he discovered that the

sight was gone. Dr. O’Connor is treating

him and hopes for the best.

Punlop was a serious contender for the

above-named class, and the assault people

missed him. The best wishes of every son

of Queen’s are assuredly with him.

are to be seen draped over the stone steps,

basking in the sun.

History repeats itself, and we are daily

told we “know nothing”—and to prove it

only costs us twenty berries apiece. Elim-

ination crap games are scheduled to start

in the near future. As soon as you have

made your stake, vacate and give the visi-

tors a chance to contribute.

HARRIER CLUB SOCIAL EVENING

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

r. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial -

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal..-sum
7
secured without diffi-

„C'uity or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Last Friday evening a few-faithful mem-
bers of the Harrier Club demonstrated in a

spectacular manner the fact that their speed

in road races is not to be compared with the

athletic stunts that they can perform in uni-

son with the rythmic melodies of Treneer’s

Orchestra.

It was a very pleasant function that they

staged, differing from the usual Social

Evenings in that a very mixed and demo-

cratic crowd was present, representing al-

most equally each year of the various fac-

ulties.

Very neat little booklets were provided

wherein one might keep track of one’s part-

ners for the respective dances: and to an-

nounce the beginning of each number to the

absent minded birds who habitually roost

out in the ante-rooms, an electric horn had

been mounted in the hallway of the New
Arts building in such a way that it could

be operated by the orchestra.

The regularity which this promoted and

the general covr.araderie encouraged by the

cosmopolitan gathering were the main fea-

tures which led to the generally admitted

success of the function.

King:

The

ston Art

Studio

84 PRINCES^-.STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

PUBLIC SPEAKING CONTEST
AT A.M.S.

The Public Speaking Contest, open to

ali members of the Alma Mater Society,

will take place on Saturday, February

25th, at 8 p.m„ in Convocation Hall.

The following are the names of those

who have entered the contest, and the

respective topics chosen:

A. F. Cross on “The Province of Quebec”.

E. R. Smith on “The Power of Thought”.

W. A. Torrie on "Unemployment.
’

N. C. Sully on “A New University C-aurse

for 'Women.”

The contest will begin immediately af-

ter the business of the A.M.S., and it is

hoped that a large number of students

will be present to encourage this very

important and interesting event in the

College life.

Great excitement prevailed in camp last

week—the whole shift was put through the

third degree in a vain effort to locate 20

lb. of ore which “Jeff” Comar packed over

twelve portages last summer. Experienced

prospectors are being sent out to locate the

lost treasure. The find will, of course, have

to be preceded by the arrival of spectacular

samples, displayed in an air .of utmost

secrecy. 'Plans are being draughted for a

model camp* to be erected, 210 “MineV’s

feet” from “Discovery No. 1.” “Apostle

Gulch” is to be the official name of the

camp given in loving memory of the Apos-

tles of ’22. Personal welfare is to be an

important desideratum. Strangers must

park their artillery one mile down the gulch.

Anyone caught dancing two nights in con-

cussion with “Apostle Ann” will be fined

two drinks—the cost of each to be not less

than two bits. If you must spit, spit on the

stove. Watch the papers for the strike.

SCIENCE ’22

THE ENGLISH CLUB

Those who have attended recent meet-

ings of the English Club will long re-

member the interpretations of Celtic and

Saxon literature withWhich the Club has

been favored. We are again fortunate in

rounding out our tour of Britain, and on

Monday, Professor Roy will introduce us

to the “Pawky” Juunour of the Scot as .

depicted in the works of Barrie.

All who are interested, or who would

care to get in touch with the work of the

ON EXAMINATIONS

MINING AND METALLURGY ^ ^ cordialIy in
'

vited.

Well "Sprig id cub.” The .gang has <-

Relcom, at 5 p.m.

taken to it lying down, and already several Morula,

,

4

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

A recent article in the Journal about

examination methods excited my attention

and consideration to no small extent.

I quite agree with the writer of that

article that the present system is radically

wrong and unfair, yet I realize that it is

much easier to critize the present form than

to submit a better one. One might point out

many reasons why the present form is not

in accordance with the ideas of the present

day student. Without casting any reflection

on either professor or student, I might

enumerate a few disadvantages >vhich I

consider outstanding. Firstly, the average,

or, perhaps more correctly speaking, the

typical student of to-day believes ‘in ‘never

doing to-day. what he can put off until to-

morrow.’ Thus the time up until ‘the night

before’ is spent—well, every student knows.

The result is that the examination week

is spent in cramming. Cramming suggests

‘midnight oil,’ and it, in turn, means tired

brains and nervous bodies the next day—

a

state of health in which the student cannot

do himself justice. And again, what is there

to prevent an examiner from ‘plucking’ one

who has had a passable paper? This does

not cast any reflection on Queen’s profes-

sors, yet it is one of those possibilities which

is likely to occur.

Now the writer of this criticism presents

a plan which may be malodorous to some

and which -may or may not improve the old

system. It is simply this: Tests should be

had, say monthly, and records of the in-

dividual’s standing kept. This would elim-

inate the old system of cramming in one

night a whole or half year’s work as the

case may be, and would undoubtedly give

the student better and more adequate know

ledge of the subject. For, after all, the

‘crammed’ part of a student’s work does

not get an opportunity to ‘sink in’, as it were,

and the greater percentage of it is retained

for only one or two,days at most.

M.

Bibby

§t>

JUST

HERE

brand
&nri4tj BraaS @Ic%s

HEADQUARTERS FOR SOCIETY

CLOTHES FOR YOUNG MEN AND MEN
WHO STAY YOUNG

We strike right out from the shoulder and.sayMhat

we offer the best Clothes values m the Best Clothes

made. .

We mean just exactly what we say about our bet-

ter clothes!

They are the best examples of High Class 1 ailor-

ing ever offered ready for your service.

We are anxious for you to see these new comers.

Come for a look. We are perfectly willing to rest oui

case on your judgment.

BETTER SUITS $30.00, $35.00, $40.00

REGULAR QUALITY SUITS $18.50, $22.50 $25.00

FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO SUITS

Extra Value $45.00

Bibby’s
78, 80, 82 PRINCESS ST.
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THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

This is a Mutual Company. The
Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This is the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. “Be a Mutualist.”

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and

Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store ,

Cor. Johnston St. & University Av£

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

DAME CLARA BUTT
WORLD-FAMOUS CONTRALTO TO

SING IN GRANT HALL,

MARCH 6th

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

A University Concert of exceptional in-

terest has been arranged for Monday,

March 6th, when Dame Clara Butt, assisted

by her husband, Kennedy Rumford, and

Melsa, the violinist, will sing in Grant Flail.

These artists are in the midst of an Ameri-

can tour, which has this year, been one

continuous ovation. The amazing power

of Dame Butt’s voice has made her beloved

even by those who have no pretentions to

being musical. Yet while this is true, and

although in her programmes she caters to

some extent to the popular taste, neverthe-

less so perfect is her technique and so

unique the quality of her voice that the

-musically critical fall equally under her

charm. While the University is not accept-

ing financial responsibility for this concert,

it is essentially a University Concert, be-

cause the artists have been secured through

the efforts of the University, and special

reduced prices for students have been sti-

pulated.

Clara Butt, the famous English contralto

and one o,f the world’s greatest lieder sing-

ers. was born at Southwick, Sussex, Eng-

land. She first studied with Daniel Roo-

tham aUBristol, and later gained a scholar-

ship at The Royal College of Music where

she was a pupil ofMr. J. FI. Blower. After

some appearances at college concerts she

made her debut at the Royal Albert Flail, as

Ursula in ‘The Golden Legend” and a few

days afterwards sang the part of Orpheus

at a pupils’ performance at the Lyceitm

Theatre. Her appearance met with such

success that King Edward—who was then

Prince of Wales—ordered a second per-

formance.

From that time on Clara Butt was in

constant demand f<?r concerts of all kinds.

Her commanding stature and splendid stage

presence, besides the rich beauty of her

phenomenal voice, brought her unqualified

success and it was not long before she was

known as “England’s Greatest Contralto.”

Subsequently she studied in Paris with M.

J3ouhy and at the same time had some les-

sons with Etelka Gerster. The concert

field has always been of more interest to

her than the operatic, though a brilliant

career in opera had been predicted for her

after her first early performance of Orph-

eus. In 1920, she deserted the concert plat-

form long enough to make some amazing

appearances in the part at Covent Gardei

where she received a tremendous ovation.

Recently Mme. Butt received the title of

“Dame Clara Butt” from King George V,

so that she is now known as Dame Butt—an

honor bestowed on very few singers,

j

In 1902 Clara Butt became the wife of

Kennerley Rumford, the well-known bari-

tone. Mr. Rumford was born in London

and was a pupil of Henschel and Alfred

Blume, making his debut at St. James’ Flail

at one of Flenschel’s Symphony Concerts

with great success. Later he had lessons in

Paris oft" Georges Sbriglia and on his return

to England rapidly rose to a position of

marked popularity with the public and

musicians.

Mr. Rumford is one of England’s great-

est baritones, an artist of remarkable vocal

endowments, of fine schooling and blessed

with a personality that wins all audiences.

His solo numbers invariably win hearty

applause, and his numbers with Dame Butt

are rare examples of duet singing.

With Dame Butt and Mr. Rumford
comes Melsa, a Polish violinist of distinc-

tion, whose solos have been a pleasing fea-

ture of the programmes which Dame Butt

and Mr. Rumford have presented. Melsa

has won splendid acclaim abroad, and North

American audiences have^ found in him a

worthy addition to the list of violin vir-

tuosi who have appeared on this continent.

At the piano for Dame Butt, Mr. Rum-
ford and Melsa, will be Miss Grace Tor-

rens, whose brilliant accompaniments have

elicited enthusiasm throughout the tour.

Miss Torrens is a fine coadjutor for the

solo artists.

University of Saskatchewan Yell.

Saskatchewan ! Saskatchewan ! Saskat-

chewan ’Varsity!

I hichety ki yi ! I hichety kye

!

Deo et Patriae; Deo et Patriae!

The green, the white, kym-y-ian-a-chee

!

S-S-S-S-askatchewan

!

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING
Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Streei

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment m City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Pure lee -Cream

Home Made Candy
And Hig-h Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Selected Stories From KIPLING
Edited by

WILLIAM LYON PHELPS
Lampson Professor of English Literature at Yale

CONTENTS
The Man Who Would be King; The Drums of the Fore and Aft; The

Phantom Nickshaw; Wee Willie Winkie; The Courting of Dinah Sliadd

;

The Man Who Was; Without Benefit of Clergy; The Lucarnation of

Krishna Mulvaney; “Nikki-Tikki Tavi”; The Brushwood Boy; William The

Conqueror; They; An Habitation Enforced.

Price $1.60.

For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar. Queen’s University.

THEATRE NIGHT

The College Frolic of 1922
Grand Opera House, Tuesday, Feb. 28, at 8. 1

S

PRICES : SOc., ^i .OO



PURE WOOL SWEATERS
“V" NECKS AND STRAIGHT

YOUR OPPORTUNITY—THE SWEATERS WILL LAST

THIS OFFER WON'T

Treadge'd Sport

sa PRINCESS STRB 1

Company

Pome—“To Biff.”

“I wish I was a little rock

A-settin’ on a hill

;

A-doin’ nothing all day long

But just a-sittin’ still.

I wouldent eat, I wouldent drink

I wouldent even wash,

I’d set and set a thousand years

And rest myself, by gosh.”

F*« Six QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Dance Programmes

Constitutions
and all kinds of

Hanson
,
Crozier & Edgar

20 Market St. Kingston

131 PRINCESS ST.

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP
One Door Below Randolph Hotel

FACULTY NOTES
ARTS ’25

The regular meeting of Arts ’25 took

place on February 20th, with the regular

president in the chair. A committee of

six was appointed to look after the Soc-

ial Evening (if Freshmen are allowed to

have such a thing). Miss Druce render-

ed a solo on the pianoforte, and several

impromptu speeches were given after-

wards. We might say with regard to

impromptu speeches, that it is a sure

way of discouraging attendance at year

meetings, and we urge its discontinuance.

The year paper was read, with its pro-

fusion of scandals, personals and poems.

The following description of certain per-

sons in a movie theatre was given.
“ and ‘smacks’ were seen upon

the screen,

And echoed from .the seats.”

SCIENCE ’22

We regret to have to announce that one

of the members of our year, a few days

back, committed an act of the gravest in-

subordination, that of an attempted assault

on a professor of the Science Faculty. Had
it occurred within a week of the Science

Dinner it might well be excusable, but oc-

curring when it did, we are hourly expect-

ing to hear of the expulsion of the member
from the University. It is particularly un-

fortunate that we should lose the journal-

istic services of the man in question, and

the year will surely miss the enthusiasm

with which he holds the major members of

the executive to their work.

LOST OR STRAYED—Fifty pounds

of iron ore in or about the mill building.

Finder please return same to Messrs, Tay-

lor Findlay and McGill as the said gentle-

men are out of work until the ore is re-

covered. Reward improbable.

Many of the Miners and Metallurgists

are contemplating a visit to the Capital next

week. As yet their ultimate destination

is unknown, but we presume most of the

tickets will read “Kingston to Hull.”

SCIENCE ’23

Nimick—Have you got my transition

point locked in your desk?

for 9:30, was held up for an hour owing

to the tardy gathering of the clans. The
ice surface was excellent, in fact it was

much too fast for most of the players.

Play was marked by many spectacular

rushes, but on losing the puck the partici-

pants had to rest before they could regain

their own end of the rink. “Roily” Gra-

ham tallied a goal for the Sophs in the first

period; but despite persistent rushing and

shooting, '24 was held scoreless until the

beginning of the third period. In almost as

many minutes “Biff” Gratton staged some
whirlwind attacks, netting three goals.

Leggett got another one from the side a

few minutes later. This ended the scoring,

and the game finished, 4-1 for ’24.

Ritchie handled the game to the advan-

tage of both sides. Several players of ‘24

played opposite during the greater part of

the game, and to offset this he allowed the

Sophs to use eight men in the final period.

Notes By The Way.
Johnnie and Eddie always came back

with lots of “pep” when they were subbed

at the same time.— ?

Leggett was late. His alarm clock froze

up and he used his locker key to unwind it.

For the benefit of Gertie and the rest

—

Dr. Boyce will hold an exam, at the K.G.H.,

Monday, 10:00 a.m.

MEDS. ’27

Tips on Kissing, from a Laboratory

Standpoint

(Treated as a chemical element. Name
—“Kiss”; symbol, “X”, Atomic weight,

“Unknown” ;
Valency—“2”).

Historic Reference: One of the oldest

elements known. Undoubtedly common
in the days of Adam and Eve. Has been

made use of, particularly by the young,

in all succeeding generations to the pre-

sent day. Many of Shakespeare’s hero-

ines were adept in the use of this element,

notably Juliet and Cleopatra. Discovery

can hardly be accredited to any one in-

dividual, though most young people,

since time immemorial, fondly believe

they are the true discoverers of the ele-

ment in the pure state.

Occurrence

:

Seldom occurs in free state, but is

found in an unlimited number of com-

binations. Is found in every country" in

the world in some form or other, and

usually in large quantities. Invariably

forms a constituent of all love affairs. Is

very easily located in parks, shade paths,

canoes, rowboats, etc., particularly on

moonlight nights. Is quite often found

in cosy corners, large arm chairs, and is

frequently very abundant and easily ob-

tainable in front of a grate fire in a dark-

ened room. At times it is a rare element,

but usually can be extracted with little

difficulty if proper methods are followed.

Preparation

:

To one ounce of dark verandah add a

little moonlight. Take for granted two
people. Place in two strong ones, a small,

soft hand. Sift in lightly a sufficient

amount of attraction and romance. Add
a large measure of folly. Stir in several

whispers. Add half a dozen glances pre-

viously dissolved in a well of silence.

Dust in a small quantity of hesitation

and a faint protest. Place on a flushed

cheek or two lips flavored with a smoth-

ered scream, and set aside to cool

If one uses judgment, works carefully,

and the experiment proves successful, it

will be found extremely simple, by follow-

ing the same procedure, to duplicate the

original result any number of times.

The following conditions sometimes

govern results:

(1) Neither party may wish to experi-

ment.

(2) Both parties may be anxious to ex-

periment.

A beginner may meet with apparent-

ly unsurmountable difficulties, but one

more experienced can be counted on to

perform a complete and perfect experi-

ment at a moment’s notice.

One may substitute the dark verandah

for any of the situations previously men-

tioned, also the moonlight may be replac-

ed by the glow from an open fire. An
(Continued on page 7)

Established 1832

The Bank of Nova Scotia

Paid-up-Capital $ 9,700,000

Reserve 19,000,000

Resources 225,000,000

Savings Department at all Branches.

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A. N. Lyster, Manager,

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Dr, H. Ao Stewart
DENTIST

Princess .«nd Wellington Btr*
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' Tuesday, February 14th is |
St. Valentine’s Day

The finest selection of Valentines
fj

ever shown in this city; the choice a
from America’s finest publishers made ®
at the annual Convention of the Greet- ®
ing Card Manufacturers’ Association. ®
The sentiments excel even those of j|

a the Christmas season. Comic valen- ffi

A tines which are humorous, but not of- |
!

fensive. Valentines for Father and Si

:
j

Mother, Sister, Brother, Pal of Mine, 1
|

Friend of Mine, Sweetheart, etc., etc. a
|

Priced ican, 2 for 5c to $1.00 each. ®

]
Avoid the last day rush "by uwUmg a

-I your selection early.

j
THE COLLEGE BOOK §

STORE
[;

Open Nights ;
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PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Vm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

3 18 Princess St. ’Phone 2040
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STUDENTS!!
:

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Ggar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET
' 3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

The best compliment that can be paid to

a man’s ability is criticism. When a man is

beyond criticism be is hopeless.

One more week and then the Science '23

Jazz Hounds will be let loose again with

our old stand-by, the Sympathy Six, as

directors of the chase. Between now and

then eat lots of Ironized Yeast, because you

will need all your pep. The music promises

to be good, and if Griff, can't get enough

notes out of the piano, Waddie says he’ll

hammer out a few extra on his music

foundry. Come and bring a friend.

George says that everyone expects eats

at a Social Evening but never gets any.

SCIENCE ’25

A regular meeting of Science ’25 was
held in Carruthers Hall on Tuesday after-

noon for the disposing of routine business.

The Treasurer' reported that some fel-

lows were- delinquent in the matter of year

fees, and was told to posH the names of-any

who have not paid by March 1st.

The Dance Committee reported progress.

Mr. C. C. Lathey was elected Vice-Presi-

dent of the year. He responded with a -neat

little speech.

Our seniors may hold the record for

iriattendance atr year meetings, but we are

seemingly not after it. It is not fair to the

officers to expect them to run the business

of the year satisfactorily if they are not

supported.

MEDICINE '2

’21 vs

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected in case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS 'PHONE 539

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

STORE
’PHONE 797

THE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET —



QUEEN’S UNlj Ptge Seven.

evident. Hamilton took McPherson’s

place, but did not show up as well as

his team mate.

Morris and Mundell divided the work

,u goal. Mundell played an excellent

game and stopped a good many apparent-

ly sure goals. Hhe showed a tendency

to wander out and help the defence, which

should not be encouraged. Morris play-

ed a good game, but his clearing was

somewhat at fault.

i
SPORT
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JUNIOR GAME t0°k McPhersons

(Continued from page 1)

was greatly missed. He played against

McGill Seniors, on Friday last.

The first period was Varsiljy’s. Our

Juniors could not speed up, and the period

ended with the score 2-1. Early m the

second Varsity scored twice while Queen's

got hut one. The game was thus a tie on

the round, but Nickle beat Dickenson with

a neat shot which put Queen’s again in the

lead. Boucher dashed Varsity’s hopes early

in the last period by making it 4-4. Clou-

thier, for Toronto, scored twice, while

Skaith and Taylor each got one. Mills

substitute, was good. Porter was their most

dangerous and effective man. Our own

subs played well. Lindsay played good

hockey all the time he was on. Davidson

wakened up considerably in the last two

periods and showed his early season form

It is to be hoped it is a habit of our third

team to win championships. With the Jun-

ior Football Trophy carefully tucked away

and a renewal secured on the Junior Hockey

Cup, a good basketball chance and the very

best' hopes' for the Intermediate Hockey,

who says Queen’s is a back number -

sport?

The teams lined up as follows-

U. of T.

Dickenson

Taylor

Porter

Smith

Clouthier

Green

Mills

Skaith

Goal

Defence

Centre

Wings

Subs.

Queen’s

K. Quinn

Reynolds

Wilson

Nickle

Boucher

Johnston

Lindsay

Davidson

A. Quinn

TENNIS CLUB SOCIAL EVENING
On Monday evening Grant Hall was

the scene of one of the most enjoyable

social functions of the year, when the

Tennis Club acted as host. The purvey-

ors of music on this occasion were the

“Sympathy Six”, who played beyond

compare, satisfying the most exacting of

Terpisehorean artists. Their rendering of

“Dream of Love” was the best thing

heard yet in the line of dance music. The

hundred or so couples that attended show-

ed their marked good taste, and were not

disappointed. The music, the atmosphere

of conviviality could not but lend them-

selves to an all round good time.

To the committee in charge and to all

those who helped make it a pronounced

success, the Tennis Club offers its sin-

cere thanks.

Referee—“Bobby” Hewitson.

GRANITES DEFEAT ALL STARS

(Continued from page 1)

Kingston showed to the best advantage

in the first period, which ended 2-2. They

held Granites for about fifteen minutes in

the second period, and then the visitors

came to life and scored two goals. They

added three in the last period while the

locals got one.

Undoubtedly the star of the Granites

was Dune. Munro. He is about the best

defence man seen here this year, and is

just as effective in every way as Ram-

say of Varsity. He was given consider-

able bodily attention, but took all hi*

bumps with a grin. He is a fast, if rather

awkward, skater and made some sensa-

tional rushes, earning a goal. His de-

fence partner was Mac. Sheldon, the old

“Dent.” star. He turned in a good game,

KISSES
(Continued from page 6)

experienced experimenter may even work

in the dark. There are several precau-

tions in the preparation that one would

do well to keep in mind.

(1) Always consider carefully just

what may happen.

(2) Always assure your assistant that

you have “never, no never, so help you,”

kissed any one before.

(3) Parties experimenting should be of

the opposite sex: Two girls kiss with

about the same emotion as two billiard

balls. Two men kissing is a French cus-

tom. and should be left to the French.

Properties

:

Is not found as a solid. Forms very

strong affinities. Is pungent, and exhales

the odour of various and sundry talc, and

satchet powders found in the city drug

stores or mail order houses. In this re

spect, it sometimes has a very “heady

effect and may cause sleeplessness in the

most seasoned experimenter. It is ex-

tremely light, and may be easily blown

from the finger tips. Sometimes when

this is done carelessly, it causes serious
ucni. stcii. i a'- - e> o -

,

-

and his stickhandling was very pretty. ..heart-aches to the recipient, and often

He was decidedly short on condition as

this was his first appearance this sea-

son. Spyers was also used on the de-

fence, while a pulmotor or some other

restorative was used upon Sheldon. Jack

Aggett, at centre, turned in a fine game,

He is a gast skater, and a good stick-

handler. Jeffrey, on right wing, was good

but did not get much better than an

even break with Joe Smith. Frank Sul-

livan, last year with Varsity, turned in a

good consistent game. Hooley Smith,

who played here with St. Aidan’t last

fall, subbed at various positions, and en-

livened the game somewhat. Anderson,

in goal, was not Collet by any means,

but turned in a consistent game.

Joe Smith was probably the star of the

locals. He played his usual effective

game and was always at top speed. For

two periods Lloyd Brown stood out above

his team mates. His sensational rushes

produced two goals, but he faded in the

last period. McKelvey played a consis-

tent game on the defensive, and though

closely watched, made some good rushes.

Woodruff showed the effects of his lay

off, and was usually taken off about the

time he got started. Doc. Campbell ap-

peared to be holding something back for

McGill. Fred Brown was used on the

forward line, but appeared out of his

class. Bob Stanton, on the defence, was

fair, defensively, but his lack of speed was

jealous pangs to the onlooker.

Is usually invisible, rarely leaves trace

of an attack, and, if the experiment is

carefully performed, little or no sound

should be produced.

The taste can hardly be described, but

all agree that it is pleasant.

Uses

:

It is made use of on all sorts of occas-

ions—such as becoming acquainted, be-

coming better acquainted, becoming very

intimately acquainted, for removing pouts

and frowns, dissipating, tear drops, etc.

Participants

:

Kissing an old maid is worthy of the

highest praise. Kissing your mother-in

law is a necessity, but is worthy of ;

military medal. Kissing a pretty girl i

—well try it some time because the effect

cannot be described in language which

should carry a particle of the oenactions

experienced.

-From "The Collegian”

All the Hits, all the Time
Don't forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Trenevsr’fr

Pong Shop Orchestra

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES

fel

Superb 2ualih/

finest Workmanship

Greatest Value
in the World

10 for 189.

ZO ' 55

?

Jlnd irt tins

of50&100

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students ofQueen’s
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

rnmnholl
Hats, ?ut 6, Glove*

122 PRINCESS ST.

Theology
This morning we were glad to welcome

our friend “Glad” to our midst once more.

Autostrop

Razor $2.50
B

i
This is the regular Autostrop

|
63

Safety Razor with a half dozen
|

blades, and we are selling them
|
B

out at the Special Price, $2.50. |
B
ffi

Kinnear & d’Esterre |

Jeweler*.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Who says Theology is not a busy hive?

The moderator called the bees together for

consultation no less than three times be-

tween classes to-day.

Rev. Mr Watts has finished his course

of lectures on the art of becoming practical

theologians. They were much appreciated

by the class, and Mr. Watts expressed the

pleasure he had felt in giving the lectures.

The opening gun in the great battle of

exams in this practical affair will be fired

on March the 10th. Steady boys! Don't

miss the mark!

Sidelights on Lectures.

Professor—When did the children of

Israel enter the Promised Land?

Student .
(down the line)—Six o'clock

in the evening, sir.

New Spring

Oxfords
Some very nice Oxfords on new

Spring lasts, just arrived. Oxfords heavy

enough to wear with spats.

We also have a new Scotch Grain

Heavy English Oxford.

New Spats to be worn with Oxfords,

$2.00

LOCKETTS

Student (in lecture on Garden of Eden)

Did not the Creator intend man to get

knowledge?
. ...

Professor—“Where ignorance is bliss, ’tis

folly to be wise.”

BIG

Reductions

Gn all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera Blouse

Correct Attire

FORMAL OCCASIONS

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Dress suits as tailored by Fash-
ion-Cratt tor men. who appreciate
good clothes. Sizes 33 to 40.

Regular Price $75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.

Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,

Scarves, etc., at Big Price Con-
cessions.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

PRINCIPAL DYDE LECTURES AT

THE ENGLISH CLUB
(Continued from page 1)

inanity should laugh together in mutual

understanding. ~
The speaker then proceeded to trace

Shakespeare’s gradual development as a

humourist. He first read from "Love’s

Labour Lost,’’ parts of the conversation

between Sir Nathaniel, Holofernes, the

school master, and the illiterate Dull. The

lofty affected manner of the learned

pedant is keenly satirized. The poem he

attempts to write is ridiculous and even

Dull can recognize its defects.. But

Shakespeare does not set his characters

in a hard and fast mould, so at the end

of the play he shows us how Holofernes

and Sir Nathaniel compose a very cred-

itable piece of poetry.

If we believe wholeheartedly in a

thing, strangely enough we make it the

butt of our humour, for if we are not

strongly convinced of a statement we

must holster it up with argument, and

if we are antagonistic to anything we

hurl satire at it. Shakespeare believed

in love as strongly as any other EngtisV

writer, so he felt that it must be able to

stand the strain of pesting. To illustrate

this, the speaker next turned to “As You

Like It.” In the forest of Arden Rosa-

lind ItKs found some verses on a tree left

there by Orlando. The regular meter and

sustained rime is the outpouring of a soul

charged with strong emotion. But the

clown, Touchstone, says that it is “the

butter-woman's rank to market ’ and at

once composes an amusing parody. How-

ever, Touchstone softens his clever satire

by his own admission that he himself was

once in love and committed the most out-

rageous follies.

At this point a 20th century Rosalind

breezed into the bed room, executed a

hornpipe down the floor, and after seiz-

ing a bundle of coats, Stasia-like* made

her exit on high-gear.

“Sweetest nut hath sourest rind,

Such a nut is Rosalind.”

In the creation or Faicta.ff. Shakespeare

celebrated his emancipation from tjj'e

long period of historical writing. The hu-

mour of Jacques is inclined to he bitter;

his philosophy is best summed up in his

own words “all the world is a stage and

the men and women merely actors.” At

that time Shakespeare himself came very

near to adopting this cynical view of life

;

but he later definitely abandoned it, for

into Macbeth’s mouth he just the follow

ing words:

“Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor

player that struts and frets his hour upon
,

the stage.

And then is heard no more.”

f/1 • m

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut your eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c„

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

238 PROCESS STREET
All

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

deliniated his comic characters with great

er care. In the early plays, the clowns

do not possess a definite individuality.

But when we turn to the tragedy of

“King Lear,” the fool becomes a real

character. Though his jests are bitter,

he shares in the sorrows of his master

and tries again and again to warn him

of the impending tragedy. The sayings

of the fool are like “the flickering of fire-

flies in a night of gloom.
’

Dr. Dyde next read the little scene be-

tween CMopatra and the country clown

who brings.- -in the asp by the sting of

which the Queen has determined to die.

This selection was rendered exception-

ally 'well. the reader contrasting the hon-

est anxiety of the country clod and the

impatient imperiousness of Cleopatra. In

this play the clown takes a very small

part, yet his character is clearly depicted.

In the. same manner Caliban, the miss-

hapen monster of “The Tempest ; is given

_a_vi\dd portrayal. Here, again, we are led

to sympathize witH-tBo. Humorous charac-

ter : this is one of the outstanding traits

of Shakespeare’s genius.

Principal Dyde's address was highly

appreciated ;
especially enjoyable were the

selection that he read, which were given

in a very entertaining manner. After

briefly summarizing the address. Mr.

Cumberland closed the meeting.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS

171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

g>trati&
THUR., FRI., SAT.

Cecil B. DeMille’s

“SATURDAY NIGHT”

Cast includes

Theodore Roberts

Heard at the Residence Skating Party.

He (humbly) : May I have a skate with

'you? Yo.u know I a man awfully poor

mm men is ..eaiu „u , skater and I don’t want to ask anyone that

As Shakespeare’s genius matured, he
1

I am particular about.

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
The Imperial was the sixteenth Can-

adian company to enter the life assur-

ance field. In twenty-two years it has

overtaken and passed nine of its com-

petitors, so that there are now only

six other Canadian companies that

have as large an amount of assurance

in force. Their ages range from

twenty-eight to seventy-three years.

Business in force $ 128,968, 120.00

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

Phone, Office 503w, Residence 842w
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DEFEAT QUEEN’S SENIORS

,Ttm« nvFR INDIVIDUAL PLAY—FLAN-
SUPERIOR COMBINATION ^1

LACK OF PEP AND BACKCHECKING
NAGAN GOOD FOR McGILL—LACK. Uf

FEATURES QUEEN'S TEAM

FLONZALEY CON
CERT A SUCCESS

UNIVERSITY
SUNDAY SERVICE

Queen’s were outplayed at the A™"a

Friday night and as a result McGill holds

second place in the Senior Intercollegiate.

On the play. McGill deserved the win,

Queen's coming to life only duringI
the

second period when the Red and V lute

appeared'to he resting on their four goa

’“it was certainly an off night for

Queen's. They were not stale, but rath

er seemed to lack the condition for a fast

Sixty minutes. Comparatively little ef-

fective combination- was attempted, and

the spasmodic individual rushes were gen-

erally checked before they became really

dangerous. The team, on the whole,

WORLD FAMOUS MUSICIANS DE-

LIGHT LARGE AUDIENCE

The Flonzaley String Quartette was in

Grant Hall on Thursday night to contri-

bute the third of the University Concert

programmes, and a well filled house will

witness to the enjoyable and altogether

exceptional character of the performance.

PRINCIPAL TAYLOR CLOSES SUC-

CESSFUL SERIES OF CONVO-
CATION SERVICES

posed to have occurred, that our pros-

pects looked brightest. McNeill filled the

nets as well as he has ever done this

year. It was practically
write an adequate ap

save any of the nine count
£

th*
anything as near perfects,Olive ett'y w

_
«»

him arid there is only one thing to expect

once a man like Flannagan is allowed to

pass the defence. In the last period

'•Noisy
1
' was largely responsible for keep-

ing the score down.

The defence has played better hockey

than they showed Friday night. They

opened and shut like a gate and it was

only at times that they closed tip at the

right moment. The McGill forwards

,ere allowed to get arbund them, and

Scciucu tu ---

the result that McGill's three man com

binations often had only the defence to

pass once they got started. The Queen s

team apparently had the idea that they

were going to win all right, and that at-

titude was possibly what enabled McGill

to run in five goals in the first period.

Thought the Queen’s men showed a re-

markable come-back in the second period

they faded again during the last round

long enough to allow Shag’s men to salt

the game away. Queen’s came in for

considerable criticism for resorting 'to

rough tactics, but it must be remembered

that there is such a thing as a legitimate

body-check, and it was during the second

period, when all the dirty work is sup-

close in. Individually they played well,

Smith using -his weight effectively, while

(Continued on page 7)

NO ROWDYISM
ON THEATRE NIGHT

predation of anything as near perfection

as the playing of this world-famed com-

bination. The professional critic (refer-

red to in recent correspondence, on the

Dramatic controversy), who earns lus

daily bread by criticizing all comers must

have phrases ready for both good and

bad. But the amateur must be content

to record his casual impressions in dif-

ferent fashion. For one thing, those of

us who enjoy the advantages of living

in' a city of reasonable magnitude have

also the disadvantage of seldom hearing

a good string quartette. This means that

we attend unduly (from the point of view

of fine criticism) to the instrumental com-

bination, and less to the subtleties of the

music Nevertheless the memory of some

of the most famous of these organizations

n recent times, such as the Joachim Quar-

tette,'' does not in any way lessen the ad-

miration inspired by the work of the

Flonzaley players, who may certainly

claim to represent the very highest things

in this kind of music,

In listening to the music of the unac-

Actors’ Benefit Dance

After College Frolic

Tonight will see the consummation of

all our hopes, our plans, our expectations.

The College Frolic is playing tonight to

a full, if not to a crowded house. To no

small degree should the credit of organ-

ization go to the enterprising committee,

ably headed by Vic Minnes.

After the performers have done their

worst, there is going to be a dance. A

dance, say you! Ay, a dance. It is

going to be called the Actors’

Benefit Dance. It is thought that it will

J benefit the actors. Some take the view

that it is to-be a charity affair, in aid of

the- poor actors, who, after a robust even-

ing, may well bc.classed among the lame,

-the halt and the blind.

At the Tame moment that “Dimly

turns off the switch in his Temple of

Thespis, the lights will flash on in On-

tario Hall, where for the small sum of

$22.50, we can dance until 2 a.m., or later,

if we care to pay five dollars an hour. As

vou will see, this reduction of $2.50 per

hour is a splendid reason for jigging on

indefinitely.

It offers Die lay populace a. splendid

opportunity to mingle freely with the

dancers and actors off stage. You will

find them to be lovely people—and so

obligingly condescending.

For the small sum of 75c, one mao-dan

gel a woman and himself ’ admitted, no

questions asked. All the elite will grace

this occasion with the radiance of their

indubitably stimulating presence—all Le-

vana, Bolsheviki, Science, in fact the

gems of academic society will scientillate

with all the roseate effect of the aurora

borealis, or a trolley wire on a sleety

night.

There will also be dancing.

T.N.P.A.—Austin F. Cross.

(Continued on page 4)

FACULTY COURTS TO COPE
WITH SITUATION

At the A.M.S. meeting on Saturday

night it was moved by Mr. Pilkey, and
^

seconded by Mr. MacFarland:
ctmlpanied string quartette, we are at

That the Secretary be instructed to —
write to the Chief Justices of the various

Faculty Courts, asking the co-operation

of the various Faculties in suppressing

rowdyism and in preventing the use of

obnoxious missiles on Theatre Night, and

in prosecuting those conducting themsel-

ves so as to cause discomfort to those

patrons occupying the pit.

Mr. Pilkey. in proposing this motion,

stated that he did so at (fie request of

the Theatre Night Committee, and point-

ed out that the Committee wished to

make Theatre Night from the point of

view of the students, a financial suc-

cess. The . Convenor of the Committee

wished him to. bring to the attentioTr-of

the students the fact that seats in front

of the Parquet were not being sold, due

to the fact that it has been the custom

in the past for those in the balcony and

gods to rain down flour and other ob-

noxious missiles on those in the seats

below. In view of this, the management

of Theatre Night wishes the Alma Mater

Society, through the courts, to prosecute

anyone acting to the discomfort^ those

occupying theipit in the Theatre

Convocation Hall was well filled on

Sunday afternoon when Principal Taylor

closed the series of Sunday Services for

the present session with an appropriate

and inspiring address on Success.

Taking as his text, “He gave them their

request, but sent leanness into their

souls” from the 15th verse of Psalm 106,

the Principal gave a very vivid picture

of what constitutes real success and v

showed how 1 mere material success

brought misery, worry and leanness to

the soul.

Smiles’ “Self-Help”, so popular thirty

years ago, was shown to have pointed the

way to a non-ideal success. Rossetti said,

‘Art must be its own comforter or else

is comfortless.” Unless the artist takes

pleasure from the painting of his picture,

the-finished product of his work gives

him little satisfaction. Success does not

come early and the greatest works often

do not come to recognition until their

authors have passed away. Browning,

Meredith and Hardy did not reap their

rewards at once in cash. They were not

seeking material gains alone. They each

wrought for an ideal and even if they

seemed to fail at the time, nevertheless

they experienced the spiritual satisfac-

tion which is the end of all true effort.

One cannot disregard commercial suc-

cess, but the reward of success cannot

(Continued on page 4)

MQTW^KETBALL CHAM-
PIONSHIP GOES TO McGill

In a fast apd well pla/ed game of bas

ketball McGill defeated Queen’s by the

close score of 36-32 in the college gym.

on Saturday. By so doing they won the

Intercollegiate championship for 1922.

The victory of the visitors was some-

what unexpected. After
,

the excellent

form displayed against Varsity, it was

thought that Queen's would defeat McGill

and so tie up the league.

The visitors undoubtedly had a slight

margin on Saturday. Their short pass-

ing game had Queen’s puzzled somewhat

during most of the game and their five

man defense system, while not so much

in evidence as advance notices seemed

to indicate, caused Queen’s to shoot from

too far out. This was particularly evi-

QUEEN’S GIRLSTOSE TOv
VARSITY AND McGILL

BY WINNING TV*) STRAIGHT VICTORIES™ QUEERS AND Mc-

GILL, VARSITY KEEPS CHAMPIONSHIP FOR ^NOTH
.

GLADYS MONTGOMERY STARS FOR Q

* Toronto, Feb. 26.—On Friday night the

Varsity Girls defeated Queen’s in Hart

House Gym., by a score of 28-13. The

play opened by Bones Taylor of Varsity

getting the jump on the Queen s centre.

Each side missed a free shot and then

Gladys Montgomery of Queen’s scored

the first goal. Varsity fouled several

times and Montgomery made a neat free

shot. Varsity following up with two more.

Then Mardie Burridge scored three suc-

cessful shots for Varsity, and Kathleen Queen

|

Lockhart followed up with a basket for

Queen’s. Varsity scored two more shots

before half time. Score 12-5.

Varsity continued to prove superior in

the second half, displaying skilful guard-

ing and combination. Gladys Montgom-

ery played well, passing cleverly, and

Kathleen Lockhart scored t\\*> neat bas

kets. Final score, 28-13.

The Queen’s girls used long shots while

the Varsity team worked in short quick

ones. No spares were used in the game.

There was an excellent attendance of

rooters.

(Continued on page 7).

dent in the first half when several chan-

ces were passed up by long shots going

wide of the mark. The old fault, of

Queen’s basketball teams, inaccurate

shooting, made its perennial appearance

in the last period, and. combined with

some really hard luck, just about decided

the issue. „ *

McGill seemed to get the jump on

Queen’s and scored two field goals

through Crain and Manson, before

Queen’s replied with one by Lewis. I he

score varied at different times, bflt Mc-

Gill retained their early advantage and

led at half time by 18-14. This period was

enlivened by a near fight between Lewis

and Laishley, both being given personal

fouls. Livshin also received a personal

foul. Many technical fouls were called

by the referee and Jones made seven foul

shots and Moore, who replaced him, one.

Manson, once he settled down, was also

deadiv on free throws and he is credited .

with six as well as three field baskets

Crain (2), Lewis (2), Mendelsohn and ^

I-Iasfem also made baskets.

Moore replaced Thomas in the second

(Continued on page 5)

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday—

8.15 p.m—College Frolic.

11.00 p.m.—Actors’ Benefit Dance a

Ontario Hall.

Wednesday

—

All Day—Holiday.
Thursday— „

4.30 p.m.—Q.U.M.A., Rev. Duncan

MacLeod will speak.
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"The College Hat Store”

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR'HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.
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EDITORIAL

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 1,500,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

(fumtB Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,
$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

EdUor-in-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.
Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.
Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.
Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND
Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.
Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.
Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.
Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND; A. G. McLACHLAN; J/LANS-
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

*. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
AU White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
• FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

ALLEM
THEATRE 11

MON„ TUES ., WED., THURS.

MARK TWAIN’S v
Greatest Comedy

“A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur’s Court

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

KIRKPATRICK'S ART STORE
Established 1874

#

-s- EDITORIAL
A comparison of the student life at

Queen’s with that of the larger colleges

in the United States helps to reveal the

strengths and the weaknesses of the two

widely different kinds of education. Even

a knowledge of American University life

gained through the medium of the hum-

ourous^coljege monthlies, must make the

Queen’s man realize how little in common
there is between him, as a student, and

his American cousin. Their ways are

not our interests. H. L. Mencken, an

American critic of the clay, has said:

“The American college is a social

institution before it is an institution

of learning. This, of course, is al-

ways stoutly denied, yet every man
who has gone through such a uni-

versity knows the truth of it. It is

a finishing school before it is a lab-

oratory. If the American university

doesn’t teach a man- wisdom, it at

least teaches him how to loiter

through life gracefully, and how to

make the other man do his work for

him, abd how to laugh and sing, and

how to make love, and how to rem-

ember just a little more romanti-

cally than another man, and how to

smile tolerantly and pleasantly at

his critics. .My own university gave

me no learning, no wisdom
; but it

gave me some of these other things,

and I am not sure that they are not

as important in this serio-comic

world as the former.”

The existence of fraternities in the

American university gives to its social

life an importance that seems to
(

us sur-

prising. The student living in a frater-

nity house is, of necessity, more of a soc-

ial animal, forms more companionships,

and establishes more contacts with his

fellow students than the man in a col-

lege which boasts no fraternities. Then,

there are the fraternity—and, of course,

sorority—teas and dances, as well as the

formal proms., “Junior Weeks”, theatre

parties, and smokers. Naturally, the soc-

ial competition becomes' extraordinarily

keen, and the men and women must, con-

ciously or otherwise, make themselves as

socially, valuable, desirable, as they can.

Hence, the “college boy”—the “slicker,”

male and female
;
hence,""the attention to

dress, the devotion to the latest fad,

whether it is galoshes or a new style of

collar
;
hence, too, the feverish acquisi-

tion of the newest in slang and the eager-

ness to have an acceptable “line.”

This fraternity—tea variety of life is

almost beyond the ken of the Queen’s

man. We at Queen’s can but regard it

questioningly, as a foreigner looks at, say

a football match. Here the primary in

terest is, for most, the acquisition of

knowledge
;
then there is the host of stu

dent activities that in some way make
demands on the time of almost every

student. Queen’s men and women are,

in fact, too busy to be very social. So

there are no slickers at Queen’s, it is

college of ready-made clothes—and tarns.

The popular girl scarcely needs to be

stylish, much less fashionable. Fads in

dress, in dance, in speech- affect Queen’s

very little; the toddle-top craze for in-

stance, passed us by completely, and

Queen’s girls show no signs of adopting

the cigarette habit.

The question is—what is the Queen’s

man missing through spending his col-

lege years at Queen’s, and what, if any-

thing, is he gaining? There is a glamour

about the gilded existence of the Ameri-

can College man—particularly as he ap-

pears in popular fiction—which we may

sometimes be tempted to envy him. But

the two most prized possessions of

Queen’s would be sacrificed if she became

Americanized : she would lose some thing

of her academic soundness, and Avould

forfeit her democracy, while many Ameri-

can students openly boast that they get

their exams through “drag,” Queen’s

men are, on the whole, seriously inter-

ested in learning something. Just as

this interest in work could be vitiated,

so might our spirit of democracy be lost ;

the Queen’s system of student self-gov

eminent could, of course, endure through

any changes in student life, but the de-

mocracy of Queen’s would perish. » For

this democracy lies not in the much-ad-

vertised system of student self-govern-

ment which obtains at Queen's, but in

the absolute equality of footing of all

her undergraduates. And such an equal-

ity is only possible where real ability

counts for more than social graces and

character is more important than clothes.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Manse,

Monteith, Ont..

February 22, 1922

To the Editor, Queen’s Journal,

Dear Sir:

—

T cannot express the feelings 1 had

jirhen I read the following words in your

editorial of February 17th: “At a recent

meeting of the Financial Committee of

the Board to which representatives of

the various college athletic organizations

were invited some students favoured turn-

ing over the War Memorial Funds to

save the
v
situation.” To say the least,

I was astounded, disappointed, and hurt.

For it seemed to me that some students

were prepared to pay any price in order

to have success in athletics. If the Ath-

letic. Board of Control take the attitude

that they would not accept the War Mem
orial Funds even if offered to them, it

appears to me there is hope of true vic-

tory in College sport. On the other hand,

if they are looking with envious eyes at

this money given for a special purpose

and in some cases at great sacrifice, noth-

ing but disaster can result. “What shall

it profit Queen’s if she gain Intercolleg-

iate or O.H.A. championships and lose

her own soul?”

I am not in touch ' with any of the

members of the Athletic Board of Con-

trol and know nothing of their feelings

upon this subject. In writing as I have

done I have simply tried to make the is-

sue clear. As far as J know, such an

action seems to 15e contemplated by sev-

eral of the students would be not only

immoral but also illegal, unless "sanction-

ed by every person who had contributed

to the War Memorial Fund. If I am fight

then, of course, the suggestion simply

cannot be carried out. But still the ques-

tion remains, “Whether is Queen’s de-

sire for victory in sport leading her?”

I am sorry, Sir. that you mentioned

the suggestion under discussion, and did

not see fit to make some spirited com-

ment upon it. “There are objections.”

Certainly there are. and to some people

they are insuperable because they are just.

The serious' problem will never be solved

by financing, that is not straightforward.

In closing, let me say that 1 have £ol-

The Peace-

maker
In the Middle Ages, the dia-

mond was known as “pietra

della Reconciliziaone,” that is,

“peacemaker between husband

and wife.”

There probably was a great

deal of truth in the nickname

for there is nothing appreciated

more than a gift of diamond

jeweller-y.

fT The guaranteed uniform qual-

ity of the Ryrie Diamond

makes it a doubly welcome gift.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths. .
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TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the. Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools jk

and classes are under the direction of T"
AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

lowed with much interest the progress

of the Queen’s teams this session, and

have nothing but admiration and congra-

tulations for them because of the way they

have acquitted themselves on the field

of play.

Yours truly,

J. H. BURRY.

(Ed. Note: The .Tim of the editorial

referred to was to encourage suggestions,

rather than to condemn those already

made. The Editor agrees with Mr. Burry,

that it would be quite unthinkable to de-

vote the War Memorial Fund to Ath-

letics.)
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Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
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The annual Public Speaking Contest,

called for by the constitution of the De-

bate Committee of the A.M.S. was held

on Saturday night in Convocation Hall

after the meeitng of the A.M.S. The in-

terest aroused by the contest had attract-

ed a larger attendance than ttguel. There

were three contestants: A. F. Cross, E.

R. Smith, and N. C. Sully. The judges

were Rev. R. J-
Wilson, and Pros. Jolhffe

and Macdonald. The Gold Medal was

awarded to N. C. Sully and the Silver

Medal to A. F. Cross.

Mr. A. F. Cross, who spoke first, took

for his subject “The Province of Quebec.’’

He considered the “Quebec or racial
’

problem one of the most serious with

which Canada is confronted today. It

could only be solved by a thorough analy-

sis of the problem from all angles, physi-

cal, economic, moral, racial, and religi-

ous. This he proposed briefly to attempt.

The early history of the French in Can-

ada is full of romance, a quality lacking

in our history since 1760. With such a

background it is inevitable that the

French Canadians should play a large p^rt

in our political and national life. He

vigorously opposed the idea that we, with

our mistaken sense of superiority, should

auempt to Anglicize them, for they have

contribution to make to our national life

ui their poetic temperament, already ex-

pressed ill their folk songs. The French-

Canadian has many admirable traits of

character. He loves his God, hi.- home,

and his country. These points the spr.'.L

er illustrated from life in Quebec, fum-

ing to the “Problem” of Quebec, he show-

ed that the attitude of the Quebec people

is not one of hostility to the other races.

They are anxious for harmony and co-

operation on a basis of equality. More-

over, we could not succeed in a policy of

repression if it were attempted. History

proves that such attempts have always

failed. Our policy should rather be to

encourage sympathy am? understanding

between the two provinces, that the Ot-

tawa may be but an interprovincial boun-

dary between two peoples, each, a neces-

sary constituent in the prosperous Canada

of the future.

E. R. Smith spoke on 'the “Power of

Thought.” To give anything like an ade-

quate summary of this speech would he

impossible in the space at our disposal

for this rfiport.

N. C. Sully followed with a

speech on a “New University Course, for

Women”. He advocated the establish-

ment of a combined course in “Arts and

Nursing.” His main argument was as

follows. “The present Arts course does

not adequately meet the needs of women

students. It gives them no definite goal,

but the teaching profession. None but

the teacher got from it any help toward

becoming financially self-supporting. The

individual interests and aptitudes of the

student were thus not provided for un-

less they lay in the direction of teaching.

Other universities had recognized the

anomaly in this state of affairs and were

providing courses in Social Service, Do-

mestic Science, and Public Health Nurs-

ing. Now a course ifi Arts and Nursing

would meet these deficiencies. It would

give those who took it a definite aim,

would make them financially independent

at its end, and throughout would provide

them with an avenue for the adequate ex-

pression of their own aptitides and inter-

ests. The establishment of such a course

at Queen’s would not be a difficult or

expensive task. Neither new buildings

nor additional professors would be need

ed. Those used for the present combined

course in Arts and Medicine would be

quite adequate. The courses of lectures

now given the nurses might well he count

:d toward a degree, as are similar courses

Jjy the medical student. Thi

faker cuncjjhded, should >

by Queen’s that it might maintain its re-

putation for always- being in the van of

educational progress.”

Prof. Macdonald in giving the decision

of the judges said, “Before making the

award, there are two things that should

be said. First, and I say this not by way

of harsh critfcism, the speeches were not

up to the standard set by such contests

in the past, and we regret that the award

has to be made. Secondly, in judging

the speeches, we used the following points

as a basis of judgment. Whjjt did the

speaker really try to do? How far did

he succeed? Was it a good thing of its

kind? On this basis the Gold Medal is

awarded to N. -C. Sully and the Silver

Medal to A. F. Cross. Mr. Sully chose

the easiest subject. He had a perfectly

definite thing to do. He believed in the

plan he advocated and so spoke with a

measure of sincerity and conviction. But

it must he said that all three judges dis

agree with the main points of his argu

ment. Mr. Cross chose a more difficult

subject. It was idealistic, and the time

at his disposal was too short for an ade-

quate treatment. Mr. Smith chose the

most difficult subject of all. It was a

completely abstract one. Only a person

with the years and the experience of a

Bacon could deal adequately with such a

topic. Although Mr. Smith spoke in a

pleasing manner and had given the topic

considerable condensation, it was un-

doubtedly a topic of too great difficulty.”
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OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50
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For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

+ Opposite Opera House
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MISSIONARY WORK

The Editor, Queen’s Journal

:

Dear Sir.

—

Th; Q.U.M.A. has recently made out

a list of Queen’s students who will serve

Ion the Mission Field of ’> mho and Wes-

i tern Oniads during the summer. These

students go out u A ' the .he -t on h

the Home Mission Beard M the Breshe-

terian Church. The.Q.U.M. will If re-

sponsible for seven appointment 1 nr

Society continues to work solely in con-

junction with this Board because it is

the only Motion Board that engages the

student for the short period of five

months.

In the past history of our Society we

have been represented by men from every

Faculty in Queen’s. And men from all

our Faculties have done noble work from

East to West of Canada, in. leading the

community life of our rapidly growing

Western towns, and in the character

building of our people. W e may also add

iJenus Everpointed
d other Metal Pencils

THE nameVENUS is your

guarantee of perfection.

Absolutely crumble- proof,

1
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7 DEGREES
2B soft 6i black H med. hard

B soft 2H hard

F firm 4H extra hard

HB medium—for general use

15c per lube of12 leads; l

$1.50 per dozen tubes 1

Ifyourdcalercannotsupplyyouwriteu*.

American Lead Pencil Co.

215 Fifth Ave.. Dept. . New York

Ask us about the new

VENUS EVERPOINTED PENCILS

Amcck.l. Lead Pencil Co., 217 Filth Av«., D.pt. W2J

New York. N.Y.

only, large herd

:a.
- bird

this herd,

in 'the:' rvori...

The next film showed- tfre

r 1 irion it J
hnstoi 1 :

'

many -excellent “close-ups’ of pelicans,

cormorants, herons and-terns.

The third film showed the Arumpeter

Swans on a mountain lake in southern

British Columbia, at which place this

flock, which is the only flock of these

now known to be in existence, spend

the winter months.

The last film showed a bird sanctuary

about the home of Mr. Middleton, of Gor-

don Ont and chickadees and other birds

building of our people. W e may also
< ^ seen tQ come to feed from the hand

.but in recent years the women o Quee,
^^ benefact(Jr

have also earned a vert high reputati
was

for their work on our Mission Fields.

This year we very much regret that

our list of missionaries is compiled en-

tirely' from the Faculties of Arts and

Theology. If there are any men at pre-

sent in the other Faculties of the Univer-

sity who would care to. devote themselves

to this service during the coming sum-

mer, I will be very glad to enroll them.

1 may say that this year’s 'list has al-

ready been sent in, but more names may-

be forwarded within the next week.

Thanking you for this space.

Yours truly,

ROBT. G. FRY,
President Q.U.M.A.

As each film was shown Mr. Merriman

gave some very instructive comments on

the various species and on the methods

which were being successfully applied

for their conservation.

MOTION PICTURES SHOWN

At Meeting of Naturalists' Club, Mr.

Merriman Speaks

At a recent meeting of the Frontenac

Naturalists' Club, Mr. Qwen Merriman.

a final year Arti student at Queen s. gave

an intensely interesting lecture on t ie

conservation of the wild life of Canada,

illustrated by four reeled film taken by

the Dominion Parks Branch.

The lecturer first dealt with the history

,f the buffalo, pointing out that this

species, which was so ’nearly extermmat

ed, had. under the protection of the Can-

adian Government, increased front a herd

of some 300 tumpr 5,000. Thi

dinu

A Settlor's Legacy.

To whom it may concern: I cheerful

recommend my old girl to any undergrad- .

uate young man wanting a suitable com-

panion for next year.

She is a good looker.

She is a good listener.

She isn’t too good.

She is an excellent pedestrian, m fac

she will always say that she likes to walk,

although she is not prejudiced against a

She is a fairly light eater except on Sun-

day. It is advisable to eat table d hole on

Sunday. .

She is a woman of deep emotions whom

only you will be able to thrill.

She has, to the best of nay knou ledge,

absolutely no ideas.of her own on any sub-

iect except you.
. .

My sole and simple reason for quitting

her is that I am leaving school. Treat.her

right. She likes to be treated.

PAGE MRS. GRUNDY!

a recent article in the “Journal^

aom" was printed for “Red room.'

s all right—it wasn't the “story 0-.
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A' Great Achievement
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1

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages, of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.
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small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
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R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now
Time

the

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

King:

The-

ston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

^ (Next to Bibby’s)

(Continued from page 1)

once aware of some of its characteristics

;

one is that it is extremely easy music to

listen to, in a musical way,- partly because

the absence of extraneous suggestion. We
hear what everyone is doing, and we hear

nothing else. The combination does not

lend itself, with some exceptions no

doubt, to big and surprising “effects,” as

does the modern orchestra. On the other

hand, a conspicuous display of skill in

execution, which sometimes pleases in

solo work, would be ineffective in this

case, and would give a rather ridiculous

impression of rivalry among the players.

The quartette is, however, supreme in' the

rendering of delicate effects and the inter

play of melodies. A type of music which

on the piano is obscure to the careless

listener, from imperfect discrimination of

the separate voices, is on the strings clear

.and intelligible. At this point we recall

that in the old days the string quartette

was the normal means of making music in

.the musical home, being practically the

counterpart of the quartette of voices;

that in this way the tradition of good

part-writing, so essential to vocal music,

and needful for all good music, was hand-

ed down
;
and that the opposite" style of

music, the solid style in which tones are

treated, mot individually, but in handfuls,

is largely a product of the piano. Every

dabbler in, music knows that a piece of

vocal part-writing that passes on the

piano may
(

sound atrocious when sung.

The stringed instruments would also give

it away.

The Flonzaley Quartette consists of

Messrs. Adolfo Betti (first violin), Alfred

f*ochon (second violin), 'Louis Bailly

(viola), and Ivan d’Archambeau (violon-

cello). The highest praise for each one

of these is to single out none, where the

very perfection of the performance was

due - in so large a measure to equality,

balance, and co-ordination. '(The appreci-

ative listener knows well that this de-

mands more musicianship and training

than does the performance of solo pieces.

The programme contained three num-

bers : Haydn, Quartette in D major, Op.

64, No. 5 ;
Ernest Bloch, Pastorale

;
Schu-

mann, Quartette in A minor, Op. 41, No.

1. In addition, three encore pieces were

played/: Borodin, Nocturne from Quar-

tette
;
Mendelssohn, Scherzo from Quar-

tette, Op. 44 ;• and an arrangement of

“Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes.”

The opening Haydn movement (allegro

moderato) was easy playing, and -old-

fashioned enough in its formal simplicity,

hut full of freshness and charin. The

slow movement (adagio cantabile) which

followed, though never a very striking-

composition, was enjoyable' throughout.

The Menuetto, with its imitative passages

and unexpected -cadences, is one of the

gems of its kind, and was played to per-

fection. The finale (vivace) probably took

nearly as well, and demanded both speed

and accuracy in its performance.

The Schumann Quartette may he said

to have been the big work of the even-

ing. Here the successive movements cov

ered a large range of musical feeling, and

there was plenty of heavy work. The in-

troduction (andante expressivo) and Al-

legro were in a rather sombre style; re-

strained both fn harmony and in rhythm.

The Scherzo had more of the Schumann

style and possessed rhythmical vitality.

The Adagio, a remarkable movement in

the same class with that of the C. major

symphony, was perhaps the most effective

bit of playing of the whole programme,

though the final Presto was also a won-

derful piec& of work, and many will re-

member the surprising effect of the big

^well at the finish after an apparent end

ing.
'

The Pastorale by Ernest Bloch is from

a quartette published a few years ago.

since the settlement in America of this

Swiss composer. The piece is intended,

in the composer's own words, to repre

sent a reverie “amid the sublimities of

^ternally true consolatory

whig

upon the most varied harmonic material,

and is certainly something new in music

and, worth thinking about. As a piece of

nature painting the music was excellent,

and it was rendered with extraordinary

delicacy. (To those who were asking

who made the unusual noises, the answer

is, on authority, that the second violnfist

did it by playing on the bridge).

A word must be said of the encore

pieces. Of these the Mendelssohn was

played with /great briliancy. The effect

of the frequent change of rhythm, ex-

ecuted without change of time, will have

been noticed. The Borodm movement,

representative of the semi-modern school

provided some of the richest tonal effects

of the evening, and called for the high-

est skill and co-ordination in the render-

ing of its interlacing melodies.

C. F. G.

CONVOCATION SERVICE
(Continued from page 1)

he looked for at once in cash
;
and those

who do get their rewards in money only,

reap little but leanness of the soul. The

material failures in our country, with its

many advantages, are very few
;
for those

who have the ability and. willingness to

work need not fail. But is that all we

want? A sense of joy is often wanting

in the materially successful person. To

those possessing wealth there is always

the worry and anxiety lest they should

lose the wealth they have and be cast

back below the standards they have reach-

ed.

It is the struggle for a thing that counts

rather than the result of the struggle

;

it is the fun .of getting it that gives

pleasure. Seek not only the material

things, then, but seek satisfaction of the

soul and the soul will he thrilled in its

accomplishments. Peace of mind, rest

and joy and that which satisfies the soul

go together. Often in the struggle of

life a person is bound down and has not

a chance to expand and give vent to

his real desires. Reference was made «to

the great satisfaction a man doing re-

search work in chemistr-/”must have in

knowing that lie is on^the outskirts of

the unknown and has room to reach out

and discover something new. This is

satisfaction of the soul. The man who

looks on his work this way is given his

quest, but leanness of the soul •'is not

sent to him.

What is the student’s request?—to he

a mining engineer, a doctor? If so, well

and good ;
but. after all, the vocation is

only incidental to the life. The Univer-

sity has failed if it has not given the stu-

dent something more than a desire to be

“successful” engineers and doctors. They

should not be satisfied with merely that.

Queen’s is where it is today because men

have put the world behind their backs.

The student, going forth, should remem-

ber that it is not the things that are seen

that count, but the things that are un-

seen.

RETROSPECTION

I sit and think of wasted days,

Of days gone by with nothing done,

They seemed so bright and glad at dawn,

So filled with golden promises —
We should reform the world, at least,

Without an effort rise to heights

As yet not reached by mortal man

Poor fools! What nonsense then we.

dreamed,

What wondrous deeds we should perform.

And ere we knew, the day was gone,

Of day-dreams full, of labours void,

And we, the would-be wonder-men,

Stood stunned that night should come so
_

,nnn " X FROSH.

Ue—Do you believe in free love?

She:—No, take me to the movies first.

—Anathema.
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They are the best examples of High Class Tailoi-

ing ever offered ready for your seivice.

We are anxious for you to see these new comers.

Come for a look. We are perfectly willing to lest ou

case, on your judgment.

BETTER SUITS $30.00, $35.00, $40.00

REGULAR QUALITY SUITS $18.50, $22.50, $25.00

FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO SUITS

Extra Value $45.00

Bibby’s
78, 80, 82 PRINCESS ST.
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Established 1832

The Bank of Nova Scotia

Paid-up-Capital * 9.700,000

Reserve 000,000

Resources 225,000,000

Savings Department at all Branches.

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A'. N. Lyster, Manager,

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Berbers in Attendxnce

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

I FACULTY NOTES I

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
: Market St. Kingston

MEDICINE ’23

The Jock Harty Arena on Thursday

last was the scene of the annual clash

with Meds. ’24 for the "hunk of silver"

which Joe has so zealously guarded for

the last two years. We feared very much

that he would have to oppose us with

only a “scrub” team containing a fair

sprinkling of Intercollegiate amTO.H.A.

veterans, but. “Baldy” having returned,

he was able to trot out his “regular” team

for our benefit.

Bell, Grant and Louden put up a won-

derful game on the forward line, Alfie

making some great rushes that drew

praise even from Mr. Awrey who with’

Bracken on defence, were a regular stone

wall, while Flanagan looked after the nets

like another “Noisy” and our dark horse,

“Tubby,” certainly showed that he still

knows what to do with a puck when he

gets hold of it.

The onset was marked with chills and

rigors and the progress was rapid. The

attacks were recurrent, the crises being

some thirteen in number. The excitement

was of the hectic type,, the summits be-

ing mostly on the ’24 side of the line; the

rises were due to the marked activity of

the ’23 leucocytes in the ’24 territory,

causing acute exacerbations of goalites.

This symptom was quite prevalent on

both sides, ’24 having 8 “attacks” while

’23 suffered only from 5.

Advice to Young Girls

When you get that spring feeling go

out by the lake and get that snap Svpt

taken for the Year Scrap Book. We wat^

a hot one!

Rattenbury,Arts ’25: I>ew, Findlay,

McCrimmon and Hamilton.

These play|rs have lost their modesty

since the ’23 £ame, and we have obtained

their names.
1

Q.U.M.A.

The regular meeting of the Q.U.M.A.

will be held in the Apologetics Room on

g
lay next, at 4.30 p.m. As this is

t regular meeting of this session, a

ittendance is requested. The pro-

le Committee have put forth their

swallowed the sheet.

ARTS ’24

Mr. Jack Woods as convenor of the

Year Book Committee, deserves great

praise for his inspiring genius and enter-

prise. We learn Mr. Wood is proposin;

a special feature in our year book. All

those girls who have bobbed hair are re-

quested to present Mr. Wood with shorn

locks in memory of their passing love-

liness, in order that he may file it with

their present picture. In behalf of the

integrity of Mr. Wood, the writer of this

assures all faint-hearted damsels that Mr.

Wood has no personal motive behind thi:

scheme whatever.

How about inter-faculty basketball ? A
notice has been posted drawing attention

to our lack of such a team. There is

plenty of good material in Medicine. Why
not get together, men?

ARTS ’22

Thursday and Friday afternoon saw

ARTS ’25

The freshman year is looking forward

with great expectations to Theatre Night,

the one remaining delight that we have

to experience, and which promises to

be the greatest surprise of all. Of one

fact we are certain and that is that

thing which could bring our grave seniors

to such a keen state of excitement, will

drive the frosh literally crazy with de-

light. We intend to support Theatre

Night to our utmost and\Jrom our astral

and dizzy light, we shall give encourage-

ment and many other things to those

below. Fussing .is heartily encouraged

as there has been no tanking for some

time.

best efforts to secure a good speaker.

Let us twv back them up by a record at-

tendance. ^The Rev. Duncan MacLeod,

who not ma*y weeks ago drew a large

crowd to Chalfvers Church, and who is at

present on furlowh from Formosa, will

address the meeting. Queen’s has been

represented on the I&md of Formosa for

many years. One of he* early graduates.

Dr. Ferguson, built a hospital and carried

on a splendid work there fdt many years

until, broken down in health, he returned

to Canada. At present we are, represent-

ed there by a recent graduate in Medicine,

Dr. Denholme.

Let all who can spare an hour oh'Thurs-

day afternoon, come and hear Mr.' Mac-

Leod ; if you cannot spare the hour just

take it. Mr. MacLeod is a very enthus-

iastic speaker and is deeply interested in

his work, so there will not be a dull mo-

ment during his" address.

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

,:lND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELTS

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Tuesday, February 14th is

St. Valentine’s Day
The finest selection of Valentines—

ever shown in this city; the choice
from America’s finest publishers made
at the annual Convention of the Greet- ®

v
- ing Card Manufacturers’ Association.

g)

The sentiments excel even those of ®
the Christmas season. Comic valen- H

4 tines which are humorous, hut not of- ffl

fensive. ‘ Valentines for Father and ^
Mother, Sister, Brother, Pal of Mine, g

' Friend of Mine, Sweetheart, etc., etc. |
Priced from 2 for Sc to $1.00. each. g

Avoid the last day rush by making |
“S your selection early.

THE COLLEGE BOOK 1

STORE
Open Nights

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

many people emotionally happy and many

hours whiled pleasantly away as six of

us men of the Year took lee Cream on

knee and spoon in hand, this being on

Thursday when Arts ’24 were very kjnd

to us and the next day being Friday af-

ternoon and feeling hungry again, we

entertained _& lot of nice girls and boys

from Arts ’23 and ’24. including Ernie

Gill, who besides being Pres, of ’23, is

also growing a few passionate yellow

locks.

Frankly we would like to state that we

appreciated the kindness of Arts 24 very

much and also that of those members of

’23 and ’24 who did not appear Friday

afternoon. After it was all over there

was only one biscuit left, and, we were

counting on sleeping ’till noon the next

day. However, this was not as bad as it

might have been, as Donald Maclnnes

got out early with his pockets full and

we met him later.

Yes if it would not be too assumptuous

on our part we might say everybody had

fi very enjoyable time. There were ex-

cifing moments when Miss Ettinger tried

to get home with two bags of biscuits, but

on account of the damp weather it was

found that her pockets were not working

as well as Donald’s and she was caught.

[. B. C. dosed with prayers to the god

of Hare.

Last Saturday at one o’clock, on the

same battle ground that the Queen’s-

McGill game was to he staged in a few

hours, the verdant basketball players of

Arts ‘25 met those of the Mature Arts

’22. Arts ^22 did not display their usual

style, and ’25 won easily in spite of the

prayers of the Chief Justice on the side

lines. The score was 32-15.

Arts ’22: J. B. Runnings; J. T. Gow
D. W. Boyd, and Sutherland.

YEAR GAMES MAY END
The Athletic Directorate feels that it

will have to rule that no year games

will be held in the Arena if the practice

of playing shinny between periods is not

stopped. Men go out on the ice with

their boots covered with muck and the

ice suffers as a consequence. It is a

simple request to make and should be

complied with.

THE END OF THE PERIOD
Professor—Give an example of period

furniture.

Bright Stude—An electric chair.

Prof.—-Elucidate.

B.S.—Because it ends a sentence.

—Ex.

He wrote a quotation on her eyebrow,

A sonnet on her throat

And her father put a footprint

On the tag end of his coat.

Harvard Lampoon.

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
We issue a fire, insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rate is very low, and the premium nominal. You are protected i

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS

i case of fire.

’PHONE 53*

Drastic Criticisms

On Thursday afternoon not a single girl

from the Year, or even a married one put

in an appearance at the Arts
J
24 meeting.

Pretty crude way for final year girls to

pass up a chance like that, especially

when eligible young men Tike Travers

Carey with his hair brushed were there.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in to

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

What’s the matter with the Arts ’23

column? It used to have a kick like Wm.
Duncan’s famous home brew.

)r. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

mer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

nee, 148 Albert St. Phone

There are rumors of a Year Dinner.

After the wild way the boys acted at the

Arts Dinner wfe hope they will be nice

the girls wiUa^jke them,

PURE WOOL SWEATERS
“V” NECKS AND STRAIGHT

$3.95 Each
YOUR OPPORTUNITY—THE SWEATERS WILL LAST

THIS OFFER WON’T

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Get the Habit, “For Records, Try Treadgold’s First
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THE MUTUAL LIFE
OF CANADA

\

This is a Mutual Compan^. The
Policy Holders own the Co., entirely.

There are no stock-holders to share in

the profits—all profits go to the pol-

icy-holders, who therefore receive

Insurance at net cost. This i9 the

only Mutual Co in Canada. It Is 50

years old and has 225 million dollars

insurance in force. “Be a Mutualist.”

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Infants Deli?-1*

Freshman—May I -10 hl your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You Jet yo«r Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and

Shaving So?ps.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

basketball
(Contin'=d from Pa8e U

half. Queen': started with a rush and

quickly tied the score. McGill, however,

played steely and were able to £egain

and hoi/ tbe ‘ r leacb Midway through

the perod- Laishley was hurt and replac-

CC1 b v Little. Two particularly fine long

distance baskets were made by Crain and

jybore. Queen’s pressed^all the time but

/ad shooting and bad luck allowed McGill

to end up winners by 35-32.

For McGill, Manson and Crain were

undoubted!? the stars.' Manson is a fas-

ter man and a better ball handler than

Bell of Varsity though he apparently lacks

some of the latter’s shooting ability. He

was always the piVot of the McGill at-

tack and altogether is about the neatest

player seen on the local floor this year.

Crain is a comparatively - light defence

player, but he performed the task of mark-

ing Haslam pretty effectively. He was

also dangerous on the offensive and con-

tributed six baskets. Livshin, his partn-

er on the defense played a robust game,

rather reminiscent of his style at football.

He is slow, but effective defensively. He

amused the crowd by his “ICatnerad” (or

was it Statue of Liberty?) tactics when

called for fouls-^which was frequently.

Mendelsohn at right forward is small,

but fast—and worked in well with the

short pass game. His two baskets were

both nice efforts. Like Laishley, he is a

ather scrappy individual. However

jood he may be at other times Laishley

was rather useless on Saturday. He show-

ed Tittle except a desire to fight and a

kiddish inclination to raise his eyebrows

and scowl ferociously at the referee. Am-

aron was used considerably and is a good

ball-carrier, but was always careful not

to shoot. The veteran “Bones” Little

came on when Laishley was hurt and

made his presence felt with a nice basket.

For Queen.’s, Lewis played a strong,

and steady game and was also prominent

on the attack with three baskets. Ellis

played a good consistent game, and held

the elusive Mendelsohn pretty well in

check. Jones played about his best game

of the season at centre. He held Manson

to three baskets and got two himself. His*

foul shooting was excellent. Halsam did

not give a very convincing performance.

He was very closely checked throughout

and got very few shots away. His one

basket was a beautiful shot, but was the

only flash of his real form shown. Thomas

is a good ball-carrier, but seems to,. lack

scoring ability. Moore was used exten-

sively for the first time and played a great

game. He helped himself to three bas-

kets and shot five fouls. He is big and

fast and has a good shot. Gibson was

not on long enough to get going at full

steam.

The referee, Capt. IT. E. Law, of K. C.I.,

was very strict, but impartial. It is

doubtful if undue strictness is beneficial

to a basketball game. It slows it up a

lot and reduces it to the level of a parlor

game, or ping-pong, badminton or pea-

pool, in fact it becomes less exciting than

the latter. In spite of this undue strict-

ness, Mr. Law did not in any way merit

the eloquent and elegant (?) language

aimed at him from the crowd. This

kind of stuff is the most detestable

sportsmanship possible and hurts the re-

putation of the College. This trick of

yelling at Manson when he was shooting

fouls and the music which descended

whenever McGill spoke to th^Teferee falls

in £he same category. The idea of spon-

taneous applause for the other fellow is

not very strong here, particularly in hock-

ey. Flanagan did not get a single cheer

for his brilliant display Friday night. Is

this particularly creditable to Queen’s?

Line-Up

McGill—Right defence, Livshin; left

defence, Crain (12) ;
centre, Manson (18)

;

right forward, Mendelsohn (4) ;
left for-

ward, Laishley, Subs, Amaron, Little

(2 ). —
Queen’s—Right defence, Lewis (6) ;

left

defence, Ellis; centre, Jones (13); right

forward, Haslam (2) ;
left forward, Thom-

as; subs., Moore (11) ;
Gibson.

Referee—LI. E. Law, K.C.I.

“Where in Hell am I”, murmured the

devil, recovering from a week-end drunk.

—Anatheiha.

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture De'aler

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

FLOWERS
Queen’s !

Queen’s 1
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174)

Pure Ice Cream

Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Selected Stories From KIPLING
Edited by

* WILLIAM LYON PHELPS

Lampson Professor of English Literature at Yale

CONTENTS
, , i -tr- Thp Drums of the Fore and Aft; The

r;
:'’ * B"" ;

““ Thl

Conqueror ;
They ;

An Habitation Enforced.

Price $1 '60
' For Sale

r uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. " Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

Bourses in ARTS-Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE-For degrees of M.D. and CM.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer sihool, July and August-Navigation Schooi, December to Apn.

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's Umvemty.

ONE NIGHT ONLY

HER PROGRAMME

During her tour, Dame Butt will sing

those songs which have won the unani-

mous favour of all her audiences, during

her extraordinary career. These she has

made her own, by her genial interpreta-

tive powers.

Grant Hall, Monday, March 6th

DAME CLARA BUTT
GREATEST SINGER IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE

Kennerley Rumford
BARITONE

Daniel Melsa

POLISH VIOLINIST

ONE NIGHT ONLY - ENQUIRE at POST OFFICE »T TTCKE3

HER POPULARITY

In England, she has become an institu-

tion. Whenever she sings in London,

Albert Hall is crowded to the doors. She

has just opened her Canadian tour with

two concerts, in Vancouver, and on both

nights the police had to disperse the

crowds who could not gain admittance to

the huge Capitol Theatre.

ONE NIGHT ONLY

>\
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SPORT I

HOCKEY
(Continued from page 1)

Rate Ilford's rushes kept tire Mcpill half'

dozen on the jump.

McKelvey started at centre, but later

on alternated on defence. He worked

hard throughout the game and bod-

checked as long as he could, liut,/kc

the others, he seemed shy on conddon.

this is not surprising, as Queen's have

had only three practices within t<e past

two weeks.

Gibson turned in a good gamfon right

wing, and though his playirif was not

spectacular, his consistent pforts were

effective.

Doc. Campbell, on left W n g, has shown

to better Advantage thar he did Friday

night. Fie was decidedly off form, and

had he played his usually strong game

Flannagan would have had more diffi-

culty in reaching hie defence.

Nelson and Botcher subbed the others

well. Nelson worked all the time he was

on, while Boucher, for his first senior

game, turned fn a good exhibition. He

was above hi* class, but next-year he

nirfh P a
’ * ~ frtr a

UB IS tu® on HI r

u , (t „. twenty minutes of heavy check

ing aid excitement.

- ^Ahe opening of the third stanza, the

reeree
lectured the players and threaten-

fl five-minute penalties. Smith stopped

Flannagan against the boards and Gibson

missed by a narrow* margin. On a mix-

up, Gibson poked in the tying score. Flan-

nagan worked hard for McGill and Mc-

Neill had a busy time. Campbell missed

scoring on a nice rush, and McGerrigle

broke the tie on a close-in shot from the

left. Stenson prevented Gibson from

scoring by going to his knees. Queen’s

were not backchecking and Flannagan

counted McGill’s seventh on a combina-

tion with McGerrigle. Queen’s kept

changing their men, but their com-

bination was not effective. Anderson

scored from a mixup in front of the nets—

8-5. Shortly afterward with one minute

to go, Flannagan sailed around the de-

fence and ended the scoring—9-5.

Line-Up

(Continued from page 1).

Queen’s line-up

:

Forwards, G. Montgomery, K. Lock-

hart
;
guards, B. Abernethy (capt.), R.

Evanson; centres, J.
Delahaye, J. Cres-

well
;
spares, F. Kelly, M. Laird, A. Rose,

G. Milliken.

should be a’
’

many who
For McC-

gan, Ander: ‘ .
.

While Que

by the deft r
'

,

set the pao

combinatio

abreast for

hardly a rest throughout the game, ana

Flannagan showed one of the nicest ex-

hibitions of stickhandling seen here this

year. He is particularly effective around

the nets. Their defence supported them

well, while Stenson in goal played on a

par with the others.

The first period opened with fast rushes,

with the play mostly in the McGill end.

Two minutes after the face off, Flannagan

worked down right wing and notched the

ed, but missed a couple of passes pear

first goal of the evening. Queen’s rush

the nets. Anderson and Flannagan com-

bined and Anderson counted McGill’s

second goal on a hard one from left wing.

McKelvey and Smith saved another goal

by sandwiching Flannagan when he tried

to jump through the defence. McKelvey,

Gibson and Boucher combined for a nice

rush which resulted in Gibson getting

Queen’s first counter. Queen’s then re-

lapsed into loose hockey and Lynch took

the chance to score another for McGill m_

a mixup around the nets. McKclveylind

Campbell carried the puck past the de-

fence, but Campbell missed the pass be-

fore an open net. Flannagan recovered,

rushed, and scored again for McGill with

McNeill flat on the ice. Queen’s did not

press hard and at times maintained a

three man defence. Flannagan and Din-

Sen combined, the defence spread and

Flannagan stickhandled the puck into the

nets. McKelvey u*cd his weight to ad-

vantage and Queen's misted a 'couple of

goals by bard lm-k Tin dei‘cnce>vv.caken-

ed at critical times and there was a de-

cided absence ol backckeckiug. The p.ei-

iod ended with McGill leading on a 5-1

score.

The second period brought out some

combination by Queen’s* which seemed to

be lost around the nets. Several good

chances were wasted by the player fail-

ing to- stay with the puck. Queen’s were

trying harder, but their combination was

not effective. Ratchford rushed and shot

and Nelson batted in th- ' 1 " 1 5-2.

Flannagan hit the post aivi » •••>-'! car-

ried the rubber down th< t %
1 and

scored from close in—5- 1 <>!.- was

robbed of a goal when S > t to

his knees to save. Camj > .

1 neh

were chased for staging ' mid

the McGill nets and the g; n. >r a

while, till Gibson rushed and -i n > en’s

fourth counter between ‘
1

;
ads

Remarks 'from Shag. T1 ided

McGill.

Stenson

McGerrigle

Dempsey

goal

defence

Queen’s

McNeill

Smith

RatchforcjJ

. 'heil ;

[li

qqL

Queen’s-McGill

Queen’s girls got away to a good start

when Gladys Montgomery scored the

first basket. A series of fouls followed

and Marge Leggatt scored a basket for

McGill. Queen’s missed an unguarded

shot and McGill scored on one. Queen’.1

made a nice pass and Montgomery scor

ed again. McGill then made a basket in

spite of some very fine checking by

Queen’s defence. Half time 7-6 for Me

Gill.

In tlie second period the play was ex-

cellent and very even. McGill won an

unguarded shot and Marjorie Leggatt

scored again.- JBoth sides missed several

free shots, then McGill pocketed a basket.

Three more followed in quick succession,

the forwards unfortunately having the

reach on our defence. Montgomery got

in some fine work. Queen’s scored a

pretty basket, and McGill made one more

Game ended 21-13 fo? McGill.

, The game was a pretty one to watch

j

Until nearing the close it was auyboch s

game- hot h match- •

gd.
'

!?.: Ahonicthy and K Evan son' did

capped somewhat by the superior height

of the McGill forwards. Gladys Mont-

gomery and Kathleen Lockhart did some

brilliant shooting. Irene Delahaye, as

jumping centre, played a splendid game,

Jean Creswell also getting in some very

fine work. The clean, above-hoard game

they played, showed evidence of the right

kind of coaching.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Song Shop Orchestra

iff

Two ffr-35*

My Snug Hartor Cigarette

iodcujr

PLAYER’S
navy cut

sCIGARETTES-=

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR

STORE
- 202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

/

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen’s
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

Theology
'How about the old mud’ook? Noth-

ing for the sergeant major? Come on.

boys, everybody wins,—a shilling on the

sergeant major means good luck. Look

at that, look at that—a ten spot on the

mud’ook, away we go ! !

!

Here the interesting) game is interrupt-

ed by the moderator who sweeps the

board and empties the whole works into

his pocket. You ought to 'be ashamed of

yourselves, lowering the dignity of these

ancient and sacred halls, ^says he, as he

rolls a cigarette. I must admit Smithy

you’ve got some outfit to govern—some

outfit

!

WATERMAN’S IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

\ke carry a complete stock to

select from—Priced from §2.50 up.

EVERSAARP PENCILS

es from 75c up.

-ipm-tmetTri s -equip-

pens and pencils

Whose is What?
My little Book.

Is it not rather the feeling for Values?

I'm sorry but I haven’t my Moffats.

Translation with me.

If you ta^e that with you into the pul-

pit, gentlemen, then

Yehs, Yehs, I think so, I think so.

& d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

All ready for Tuesday’s frolic! Watch

Theology ;
they need it, believe me.

Knechtelyis figuring on making quite* a

hit, so is Wilson. McMillan is, going to

sing “Feed the Baby Garlic so You can

Find Him in the Dark.” Reid -will play

to accompany, him, out of habit, just out

of habit. Walker will be there with his

gramaphone and Gilbert with his musical

box. Don Faris has promised to recite

parenthetically “The Whole of Love’s La-

bor Lost.” Those not mentioned will

act as prompters and prodders. Roy, our

dear Roy, will execute ~ a maryellous

“piece” he has always done so remarkably

well
—“Work and Worry” to the tune of

"The Referee’s Dilemma”.

BIG

'Reductions

On all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Correct Attire

for

^
FORMAL OCCASIONS

at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Dress suits as tailored by Fash-

ion-Craft for men who appreciate
good clothes. Sizes 35 to 40.
Regular Price |75.00.

JANUARY PRICE $50.00

Tuxedo Coats, silk lined and
silk faced. Beautifully tailored.
Sizes 37, 38, 40.

JANUARY PRICE $30.00

Shirts, Gloves, Dress Ties,
Scarves, etc., kt Big Price Con-

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Theology- is the only faculty in the Col-

lege that goes by that name. It’s a fact,

look at the letter arrangement; look at

the first three letters: THE—tha’s right,

tha’s right.

T stands for tadpole, poor li’l fish,

H stands for (stung) Miss Mary Smith,

S 'stands for L. wen PI. is away,

O speaks for you when board is to pay,

L stands for itself as everyone knows,

O speaks again when the bank book

shows,

G stands for what the theologue mayn’t

say,

Y stands for it all in a questioning way.

REGIMENTAL ORDERS

By Lieut.-Col. P. G. C. Campbell, Com-
manding Queen’s University

Contingent C.O.^T.C.

No. 11. Feb. 25th, 1922.

1. Parades.

The unit will hold a Musket Parade on

Saturday, March 4th, 1922, at 1.30 p.m.,

in Grant Hall . It is essential that all of-

ficers, N.C.O’s and men wishing to draw
pay and allowances for the

.
season 1921-

1922rattend this parade. Following the

parade there will be a lecture and tactical

scheme.

Voluntary parades will be held as fol-

lows :

“A” Co’y—Tuesday, February 28th, at

4.00 p.m. in ISarruthers Hall. "~-

“B” Co’y—Thursday, March 2nd at 4.00

p.m. in New A?ts Building.

2. Musketry.

—

Shooting in 'the Intercollegiate Rifle

Association competition will take ^lace

on the range Monday, February 27th, at

7.15 p.m. The range will be available

for practice during the week at the usual

hours.

3., Quartermasters’ Stores-—

All uniforms and equipment must be

returned to stores hot later than Satur-

day, March 4th, for inspection by S.O.O.,

M.D. 3.

O.C. “A’ Co’y will detail an N.C.O.

to be an duty in the Q.M. Stores in the

New Spring

Oxfords
Some very nice Oxfords on new

Spring; lasts, just- arrived. Oxfords heavy

enough to wear with spats.

We also have a new Scotch Grain

(deavy English Oxford.

Vew Spats to be worn with Oxfords,

$2.00

LOCKETT’S
sHSMaiHaeMEBaaaaEBS

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE'
MENU ,y

for good things to eat at this restaurant

Every dish mentioned \s as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut yqiir eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine h«;re once is an

event which soon become^, a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 s.r„i. to 2 a.m.

. PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

,
^ Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

basement of Carruthers Hall on Tuesday,

March 28th, at 4 p.m.

O.C. “B” Co’y will detail an N.C.O. to

be on duty in the Q.M. Stores on Thuis-

dav, Inarch 2nd, at 4 p.m., and on Sat-

urday, March 4th, at 1.15 p.m.

N.C.O’s detailed will make a list of all

clothing and equipment deceived from

each individual . and see that each uni-

form is ifiarked with its owners’ name.

J. C. MACGILLIVRAY, Lieut.,

a/adjt. Queen’s C.O.T.C.

OUR'EXCHANGE

Toronto defeated P.V.C. in hockey fix-

ture, 4-0,

Alberta U. win basketball champion-

ship by defeating Eskimos 29-18, in final

game.

PRINTING
\

FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

The University of Saskatchewan is put-

ting on “Nothing But The Truth” for its

annual Theatre Night entertainment.

Manitoba U. have secured the Hal-

penny- Cup by defeating Saskatchewan

5-4 in senior hockey fixture.

g»tranii
MON., TUES., WED.

“DANGEROUS LIES”
by E. Phillips Oppenheim

HAROLD LLOYD'
in

“NEVER WEAKEN”

Dartmouth wins Winter, Carnival stag-

ed in Montreal last Friday and Saturday.

Mary—Heavens! Everybody at the

dance stepped on my feet.

Theresa, after removing her pumps

Yes it’s a wonder my stockings aren’t

full of cornmeal. —Anathema.

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
The Imperial was the sixteenth Can-

adian company to enter the life assur-

ance field. In twenty-two years it has

overtaken and passed nine of its com-

petitors. so that there arc now only

six other Canadian companies that

have as large an amount of assurance

in force. Their ages range from

twenty-eight to scvtmty-thrce years.

Business in force $128,968,120.00

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

Phone, Office 503w, Residence 842w
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ST MICHAELS COLLEGE
' 'DOWNED BY QUEEN'S II

FLAY MARRED BY ROUGH TACTICS—McCARNEY FOR ST. MIKE'S,

THE OUTSTANDING PLAYER— SCORE OF 10-6 GIVES^ INTERMED-

IATES A GOOD CHANCE FOR CHAMPIONSHIP HONOURS.

TALK ON COLOUR ALL STARS TO
BY DEAN McLEOD

EMINENT SPEAKER GIVES LAST
OF UNIVERSITY LECTURES

By defeating St. Michael’s College of

Toronto by 10-6, the Intermediates have

a gilt-edged chance for the Intermediate

Intercollegiate honours.

The game was far from a first class

exhibition, and was played before a very

small crowd. Championships are. evi-

dently nothing in our young lives. We
are so used to getting them. The play

was marred by rough stuff. With pos-

sibly one exception, the visitors were as

clean and well-balanced an aggregation as

we have seen here this year. McCarney,

who v was easily the star of the game,

fooled our defence in the first and second

periods, as easily as Flannagan fooled the

seniors in. the McGill game. From about

the middle of the second period he was

Lodied so scientifically that in the last

period he was but half of his former self.

If Wednesday’s tactics are repeated rn

Toronto with a strict official handling

the game, St. Michael’s may easily win

If our team goes out to play clean hockey

they can win just a.s decisively.

The play throughout the game was al

ways around the St. Michael’s net, ex-

- cept when they broke away three abreast

for a dangerous rush. McCarney was to

be feared every time he got the puck

He is a junior still, and in a few years

should speed up senior hockey in To-

ronto.

Reynolds, Brown and Nickle were our

most effective men. Nickle’s play was

marred by offences for which he drew

several penalties. T. A. Brown in goal

played well in the first period, but was

PROF. ROY AT
ENGLISH CLUB

“THE SCOTTISH HUMOUR OF
BARRIE”

On Monday afternooh, Prof. Roy ad

•dressed the English Club in the Red Room.
His subject was “The Scottish Humor of

Barrie.”

Barrie s humour is definitly Scottish and

is wedded to the village of Kirriemuir where

he was bom. This little district still retains

its ancient characteristics, and here some of

the characters of Barrie may yet be found

Although modern methods and modern
machinery have been introduced, the new
)vays have not entirely supplanted the old

land the click of the hand loom may still
’

heard in the cottages of this secluded di:

trict.

Barrie was brought up in a very narrow

religous sect, perhaps one of the most bigot-

ed in Scotland. It? hatred of the established

Church of England was very bitter, and

such a temper as would highly commend
schoolboy for shouting insulting remarks

after an Anglican Bishop. The church ser-

vices have been known to last from eleven

o'clock in the morning till six in the even-

ing; this period, was broken into two ses-

sions and during the intermission the con-

gregation would come forth, wagging their

heads as they pondered over the solemn

words of the minister ; but they would soon

respond to the allurements of worldly plea-

sures in the shape of a shabby line of tents,

where one might purchase everything from

innocent refreshments to the most fier;

whiskey manufactured.

The outlook on life in this little district

in the old days was gloomy and a cloud still

hangs over it. But despite the blighting

effect of an intolerant religion, these condi-

plainly off color in the second, and was

replaced by Quinn in the last phase.

The Play

Play opened with a rush by St. .Mich-

ael’s. Munroe missed an open net.

’Brien saved a nice one from Ritchie.

Swartsman, Carroll and Brown, combin-

ed in a neat rush, Swartzman making a

pass into centre ice which glanced in off

O’Brien’s skate. Queen’s 1. St. M., 0.

McCarney retaliated shortly afterwards,

beating Brown with a hard shot from

outside the defence. Queen’s 1, St. M. 1

Swartzman missed what looked like an

easy one. Brown saved well. Nickle and

Boucher replaced Carroll, and Swartz-

Nickle was penalized after half-a-

minute on the ice. The game was dull and

slow. Munroe drew the first of his pen-

alties. The ex-Juniors, Reynolds, Nickle

and Boucher, showed- some good combina-

tion. Swartzman drew a penalty shortly

after coming back. McCarney worked

right through in a beautiful rush and

beat Brown from close in. Queen’s 1.

St. M. 2.

From this point on. ’the defence was

ery loose. Time and again one man

was left alone while three rushed. Mc-

^Tontinued on page 7)

PLAY SUDBURY
NORTHERN HOCKEYISTS TO
MEET LOCAL ALL-STARS ON

SATURDAY NIGHT

THE BULLETIN

Friday—4:15 p.m.. Gordon Hall, Dr. Mil-

lar, “Llistory of Chemistry.

Saturday—
8:15 p.m., Sudbury Wolves vs.

Kingston All-Stars.

Monday—4:00 p.m., Miss Gordon, on

“Masefield”—Red Room.

8:15 p.m., Dame Clara Butt and

Kennerly Rumford in Grant Hall

tions developed many Ti&mitiful and noble

characters. It is in the portrayal of suph

characters that Barrie excels. He has pic-

tured for us the pathos of great souls chaf-

ing under the restraint of this narrow exis-

tence. In “The Tailor Poet” we have por-

trayed a man of genius, who must forego

his inclinations and live a life of drudgery.

Even in his early ‘days Barrie showed a

taste for literature. He wrote voluminously

during his college life at Edinburgh. But

he was forced to put up a persistent struggle

to gain recognition, as his publishers told

him repeatedly there was no market for

sketches vof Scottish life. Prof. Roy _ex-

pressed the opinion that Barrie’s best work

is to be found in his early writings, where

he worked in collaboration with his mother.

There is nothing sarcastic in his humour,

and by some he has been accused of over-

drawn pathos. For instance, it has been

said that he shows a lack of delicacy in ex-

posing a mother’s prayer to the vulgar gaze.

But he treats his subjects in such a sensitive

and sympathetic manner as to fully justify

the introduction of such scenes.

Another point that has been urged against

Barrie is that his characters are overly ideal-

istic; such men and such situations as he

has written about could never have existed

in real life. This last contention must be

admitted
;

it is clearly seen when we turn to

the works of Douglas, who set out to give

us the opposite effect. In his “House of

the Green Shutters” he treats, with brutal

realism, the drab picture of Scottish life as

actually is with all its drunkenness and pre-

judiced views of life.

The speaker concluded his address with

(Continued on page S)

On Monday evening the last of the

University series of lectures was given by

Dean MacLeod of Toronto University, on

“Colour.” Dean MacLeod is a scientist of

international repute as well as a student of

art and is responsible for many works of

re; cr.rch in the world of science. The lec-

ture was well attended both by the staff

and the students. Prof. MacClement briefly

introduced the lecturer.

He started by saying that the first school

of Impressionists Painters did not, by any

means of their paintings, convey the mean-

ing they sought to convey. Chit of this

group grew many smaller groups, among

which are the futurists and cubists.

Dean MacLeod went on to explain the

principles of colour and accompanied his

remarks by experiments from Physics, Phy-

siology and Psychology. Why do some

painters use large patterns of flat colour,

while some use smaller de c,gn«? They de-

sire to give a certain impression to the ob-

server.

The first principle, the lecturer demon-

strated. was retinal fusion. When the

colour disc was rotated rapidly an impres-

sion of grey was received on the retina of

the eye. The same effect is obtained when

red, bluish green, and violet, arranged in

suitable proportions, are rotated on the

colour wheel. By varying the proportions

of the colours, different tints can be made.

When a bit of colour comes before the eye

i

disappears, there ,is a certain after)

effect, or stimulus on the retina. 1 his after

effect is overlapped by the succeeding sen-

sation of another colour, and the result is

that a sensation of a different colour is

received by the area of sight in the brain.

This is known as retinal fusion, yellow and

blue, rotated on the wheel, give white, red

and green give a brown. Variation of the

proportions of these colours produce var-

ious tints.

Now, the picture does not revolve, and

hoV can this principle apply to art? The

picture, viewed closely, is nothing but

blotches of colour, but when viewed from

the proper distance gives the observer the

proper effects. The eyes are never still,

that is they are never directed to one spot.

(Continued on page 3)

Through the efforts of Mr. Awrey, a

hockey match has been arranged between

the Kingston All-Stars and the Sudbury

N.O.H.A. team. Every hockey fan

knows the enviable record of the Sud-

bury' team, and the game is being eagerly

awaited. After their trip to Cleveland

and Welland, the Kingston players will

be fit for a great struggle, and will try

hard to wipe out the reverses they have

suffered-recently from the Hamilton Tig-

ers and the Granites. The line up. for

Saturday night has not yet been announc-

ed, but it is expected that the strongest

possible combination of players from

the Queen’s, Frontenac and R.M.C. teams-

wiil-he used.

This game promises to be one of the

best played thus fat in the Harty Arena.

As a feature specialty, Fred. Robson,

champion speed of the world, will

give an exhibition of speed and fancy-

skating during the evening.

DR. MILLER SPEAKS
THIS AFTERNOON
QUEEN’S BRANCH CHEMICAL

INSTITUTE IS ACTIVE

Queen’s i* unique in being the first uni-

versity to become associated with a na-

tional chemical society, namely.
,

“The

Canadian Institute of Chemistry.” This

institute is all-Canadian, and represents

the best chemists of the day ;
it is, indeed,

a privilege "to Queen’s students to have

the rights of membership.

The spark of a real chemical society has

long been glowing at Queen’s but only

in the last two years have the hopes of

a good flame materialized. Of necessity

a mighty superstructure demands a rigid

foundation, and for two years some pa-

tient labourers have been pouring the

cement. Now everything .is set, and the

result is a genuine chemical society. All

(Continued on page 3).

THEATRE NIGHT PERFORMANCE
WAS AN UNPARALLED HIT

DISTURBING.

Hot Dog! Did the Frolic get across?

Say, that Frolic was the most froliksome,

rolliksome, talkedaboutsome frolic, that

ever, ever froliked. Hot Dog

!

All the troops were there. Even those

who lead us in tire march to knowledge

came to ’renew their-youth. The Princi-

pal and many of the staff resplendant

in boiled shirts, filled the boxes. In the

pit were many city folk resplendant in

their old clothes. Throughout the rest

of the house were the frivolous students,

anything but frivolous in their efforts to

enjoy themselves, this night, to the ut-

most. The howling mob in the gods,

especially, came to have a good time,

even if it were to be at the expense of

the show.

The curtain opened on the Arts act.

Those in the front rows of the theatre,

where the weak voices of the actors

could be distinguished above the din and

racket the gods, heard an extremely

clever skit, but one too subtle and slow-

moving to properly open the show. It

. 5 fair to neither the act itself nor the

show as a whole to have a performance

void of action and volume at the very

first. Austin Cross, co^Uimed for the

part, gave a fine parody on Dapper Dan

and the Sandwich-board bon mots were

apt and witty.

The Hawaiian String Trio played to

a quieter audience. They were encored

several times—amidst objections, at the

last.

The Medical act was a little playlet en-

titled. “Perfectly Sane.” While showing-

a decided tendency to .drag, there were

lines which were appreciated by the aud-

ience. The Science student as a “seeker^

after quartz.” the “Oh ! to be a Blachlock I

Let us pray!” well merited the ovation

given them. Thehappy ending was fea-

tured by a shower of peas and “good-bye

rice-pudding. Hello, cake!

The next act was entitled “A Pair of

(Continued on page 4)
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"The College Hat Store

fe'J

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers

we save you something on every nat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

EDITORIAL

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund UW>“

GENERAL BANKING BUSINEIS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

(fuppu’b Jottntal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50 ; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out oi Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. (or exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-Cliief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors_H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-

ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor— R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND
Literary Editor.—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M
N. DRUMMOND; J. LANSBURY; G. E. WOOD.
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

done which could be said to incommode

those in the pit, and the performers were,

after the first number or two, given gener-

ous treatment. No one can cavil at the

throwing of peas when the performance

shows signs of slowing down, and shouted

comments, in moderation, add to, rather

than detract from an evening of the “Col-

lege Frolic” variety.

THEATRE NIGHT AFTER-

THOUGHTS

• tr (PARKS ERNEST B. SPARKS,
*• Si s L D S.. M.D. D.D.S.. L.D.S.. D.B.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
59 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Moeft Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR- BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

"College Frolic’ a Rollicking Success” is

the way our headline artist phrases it. He

does not exaggerate: Theatre Night was a

night of unbounded hilarity, one which will

stand out pre-eminent in the present student

year. Simply as a student achievement

the Colege Frolic was remarkable; the tal-

ent, musical and histrionic, displayed, the

smoothness with which every turn was stag-

ed, the mere fact, indeed, of a hundred or

more students co-operating to produce an

entertainment, could all be noted and praised

whether or not the performance had b,een a

success. But it was a success. The most

remarkable feature about the show—and

that which places any production of its kind

quite beyond criticism—was its reception.

The College Frolic was, unlike the usual

student choral or dramatic production, de-

signed not to give interpretation to some

famous play or bit of music, but to give

the student body a night of genuine fun

That it certainly did
;
the few cautious ones

who bought their hilarity before coming to

the theatre might well have saved their mon-

ey, for more fun came over the footlights

than the audience could use
;
everyone, to the

last freshman in the most obscure corner of

the gallery must have enjoyed to the full the

pot-pourri of song and humour. We take

this opportunity of congratulating all those

who helped to put the show across
;
in part-

icular the Theatre Night Committee, which

acoomplished the work of organization and

did everything possibleJo make the night a

happy one. And of the Committee, Mr. Vic

Minnes in particular. From the night of lv

original motion at A.M.S. last December

until the lights were turned out at the

Theatre early Wednesday morning, he was

working hard for Theatre Night. His worl

was well done.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Editor “Journal,”

Dear Sir:

I wish very strongly to take exception

to an article printed in the Journal columns

(and reprinted, for some unknown reason,

by the "British Whig”) entitled “King-

ston’s Contribution to Antiquity,” and hav-

ing reference to the local street car service.

As a student who is a constant user of

Kingston street cars, as one who appre-

ciates the regularity of the service, the cosi-

ness of the cars, and the efficiency of the

crews, I was very much exercised to find

such a condemnatory article in the official

organ of the student body.

I can only hope that the citizens of King-

ston and the street railway officials will not

consider that “Leach” has expressed the

general student opinion about the street

cars.

Yours truly,

S. A. L.

(Ed. note: “Leach” has assured us that

his article was, as we thought, written

purely in fun. We regret that this bit of

writing has been given a non-student circul-

ation and the taint of propagandist!! through

publication in the “British Whig. ^

Useful Things

For His

Pocket

m A man likes to receive some

serviceable personal gift such

as a pocket knife, a magazine

pencil or a fountain pen.

We have them in many at-

tractive designs and a wide

range of prices.

ii They make birthday or anni-

= versary gifts that will he use-

ful for many years.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS
Phone 363. ___

ALLEN
ll THEATRE 1

1

FRI., SAT.

BETTY BLYTHE
of "Queen of Sheba" fame —

in

“THE
TRUANT HUSBAND”

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THB
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Eatahliihed 1874

If Mr. Pilkey’s motion last Saturday

night at A.M.S., that the faculty courts

should prosecute anyone whose conduct was

prejudicial to the success of the performance

I was a bluff, it was cleverly called by two or

three Medicals— everyone knows their

names—in the gallery. These men, in their

own way, did whatever they could to mar

the evening, descending even to rotten-egg

tactics towards the end. Their lack of suc-

cess was due to no feebleness of effort
;
their

attempts to kill the College Frolic were vig-

orous and sustained, and their fewness of

numbers was alone responsible for the fact

that they exercised a negligible effect upon

the production.

We look to the Medical Conn u< lain:

action. It is necessary that sou Hitmg H-

done, not only because the A.M ' exm "

it, but because, if Theatre Nighi - ’

come a permanent institution, in- 11

blance of rowdyism must be dus^ iaie-l

from it. In other Canadian Universities

Theatre Nights have had to b- .T-cuiitn •-

ued because the gallery crowd w,- .-.ilowed

to spoil the performance in two >r three

successive years.

The conduct of those in the gods' was.

on the whole, exemplary. Nolhi<v w

SO THIS IS THE OLYMPUS?

(“From Educational Unlevelling” by R.

W. Brown in Harpers Magazine).

In the fourteen years in which I have been

a teacher I have attended faculty meetings

regularly in some college 6nce in a fort-

night. T have, moreover, visited a hundred

and twenty other American colleges and

Universities and I have attended faculty

meetings in a number of these. \ et in my

entire experience I have never heard any

college faculty discuss for five minutes the

problem of helping the able student. I have

heard faculties discuss at great length and

with much vehemence such questions as how

late in the evenings “coeds" in the dormi-

tory should be permitted to use the. fudge

kitchens ;
what style of paddle might be used

in freshman initiations; how many times a

Student might oversleep and miss classes

without being dropped from college; how

badly he must need credits in order to be

permitted to change from a course in which

he is failing to one in which he believes he

can pass; how many credits he might be

permitted to “make” between the close of

final examinations and commencement, in

his frantic efforts to “complete the course

with satisfaction and receive his degree;

what part of a course in the history of

Greece a belated senior might count as a

prescribed foreign language after lie had

failed in_ first-year Spanish—all matters

have heard college faculties discuss. The

members have usually admitted that they

ought to be giving their attention to ques-

tions of greater importance but .the question

of greater importance have never been treat-

ed as if they deserved very thoughtful con-

sideration..

Stuffed of all euphemistic phraseology

the truth is that if a student is to receive

the maximum of attention from an average

American college he must be to some extent

a mental or a moral deficient. If he is care-

lessly tagging behind in his courses ;
i f he

fritters away his time in a pool rootn or i

the company of cheap girls; if his chief

: concern is spending money that somebody

else has earned; if he is late at classes or

! forgets his appointments with the dean; if

l
he has striven with all his feeble might to

escape the inconvenience of mental concen-

tration, and has succeeded, then the college

will discuss him, vote upon him. provide

I
him with “make-up” instruction, write let-
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ART SCHOOLS
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Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

an advisory committee .

Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,
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Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.
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Toronto.
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Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER U-30 to 1.30
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Special Tickets, $M0 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

ters to his parents about his precarious

situation.” and give him attention m a doz-

en other ways when he neither deserves nor

appreciates attention of any kind whatever.

Can You Suppeaux?

Consider the co-ed Esquimaux,

In that northern land where the cold w md

bleaux, .

If thev go out they freeze their neaux.

Their ears, their cheeks, their hands, their

teaux

:

l u i is worse, as everyone kneaux,

,, is land where the Yukon fleaux,

n that land of the lasting sneaux,

lam cold to roll your heaux!
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NEW YORK HAT
CLEANING AND SHOE
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208 PRINCESS STREET
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KINGSTON

Snappy Styles

Dresses .... $18.50

Suits .... 24.50
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Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

)

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”
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Sakell’s
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MINING AND METALLURGICAL
SOCIETY

Considering the various events sched-

uled for last Monday night, there was

an exceptionally large turnout at the

meeting of the, Mining and Metallurgical

Society.

Mr. Bruce Strachan, B.Sc. '05, gave

highly interesting talk on the mining of

iron ores on Vermillion Range, Min-

nesota, describing in detail, operations

at the Pioneer and Soudan Mines. The

Pioneer is a soft ore mine employing the

top-slicing method of mining, while the

Soudan, an extremely hard ore mine with

soft walls, employs a method of back-

stoping and filling. Both mines ship a

high grade product, the iron content of

the former being guaranteed 62%. Mil-

lions of tons have been extracted and the

limits are yet unknown. The speaker

also mentioned the new Babbit plant,

whereby low grade magnetic iron ores are

concentrated to a marketable product.

This plant has been most thoroughly de-

signed. Its erection cost $2,500,000, and

it has not yet turned a wheel. One real-

izes the gigantic scale upon which opera-

tions are carried on at the Iron Range

In his concluding remarks, Mr. Strachan

gave a few timely hints to his audience,

emphasizing the advantages of foresight.

Following Mr. Strachan, Mr. J. F.

Comer, Science 22, gave a splendid talk

on the history and development of the

mechanical shovel-loader for underground

work. This is a recent step taken in the

desire to lower mining costs, and is at-

tracting world-wide consideration. Mr.

Comer very ably presented his subject

and based many of his remarks on per-

sonal experiences while operating a me-

chanical shovel-loader last summer.

One does not often have an opportun-

ity to hear men of his calibre, so don’t

miss your chance. A full house is called

for.

W. P. & R. M.

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co

SCIENCE ’25.

Hear ye ! Hear ye ! YVe have broken the

bonds of our traditional humility. Who?-

ye frosh of Science ’25. Why?—to outdo

all years, various and sundry, in making a

w-hopping success of our year Social Even-

ing. When?—Friday evening, March 10th.

Where?—Grant Hall.

Our dance committee has laboured long

and industriously, to provide for you an

evening of entertainment which will pass all

understanding. You will feel as light (on

your feet) as a leaf in an autumn breeze

and as responsive to the music (etc.) as a

student to the noon-hour bell. Come, you

and yours (perhaps) and be merry for the

hour of exams is fast approaching.

Truly we are budding young men for

recently there has blossomed forth in our

midst an associate professor in Trigono-

metry, Astronomy, Geometry and Physics,

—

as versatile as an actor who takes minor

parts in a stock company.

DEAN MacLEOD’S LECTURE
MONDAY, FEB. 27

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER N

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS’

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

DR. MILLER TO SPEAK
(Continued from page 1)

the professors, especially Dr. Neish, have

taken more than an onlooker’s part in

the organization of what is now “The

Queen’s Branch of the Canadian Institute

of Chemistry.”

The policy of this branch is to sacri-

fice quantity for quality. Apart from

the local speakers last year, the Branch

was honored by addresses from such em-

inent men as Dr. Morden, who's largely

responsible for the success of the British

cellulose acetate industry during the war,

and Dr. Sharman, one of the leading

chemists of the Imperial Oil Company.

All those who heard him are unanimous

in 'their belief that Dr. Morden is a real

speaker as well as a genuine chemist.

Being a Queen’s graduate, he received a

double welcome. Equally good was Dr.

Sharman’s lecture on the locating, drill-

ing and refining of petroleum.
,
This was

illustrated by moving pictures.

Red tape seems to be a necessary ad*

junet to the progress of all organizations,

but the first speaker of this term helped

greatly in cutting the society free from

it. This speaker was Dr. H. J. Roast,

secretary of the Canadian Institute. In

addition to giving a very interesting lec-

ture on metallography, he spoke of the

many advantages incident to membership

in a well-worth-wliile society, and through

him the Queen’s branch was officially in-

corporated. Of particular interest is this

meeting, in that twenty-six budding

Knights of the Test Tube, signed along

the dotted line. The number is steadily

becoming larger, and at present there is

a roll-call of forty members.

Recently, Dr. Goodwin gave a much

appreciated talk on the manufacture of

explosives during the war.

A real treat is in store for those who

come to hear Dr. Miller on Friday. Dr.

Miller is one of the greatest chemists

of the day, and we are, indeed, fortunate

to be able to announce his coming. His

subject will be the History of Chemistry,

and it is sure to be of the greatest inter-

( Continued from page 1)

This, and the movement of the eye lashes,

takes the place of the movement of the col-

our wheel.

The next principle was illustrated by ex-

periments of contrast. The lecturer held a

sheet of red paper on the screen. If one

were to look at it until the retina was fati-

gued and then the colour were removed, the

impression of red would remain for a time,

then turn to green, the complementary col-

our, then red agairt and so on till the col-

ours faded out. The after effects of colour

plays no small part in the painting of pic-

tures. No one has understood the effects of

this as well as the great masters. Many

have imitated them, but have failed to pro-

duce results because they did not under-

stand this principle.

Every patch of colour in a picture has

its influence on the others. Blocks of colour

which, when viewed separately are mean-

ingless, have a pleasing effect when viewed

with others.

Dean MacLeod has developed a colour

wheel for the use of artists which enables

them to test out the effects of different com-

binations of colours.

At the close of the lecture Dr. Miller

moved a vote of thanks to the speaker. This

was seconded by Prof. Robertson.

Founded 1847

New

Spring Suits

Some Snap to Our

YOUNG MEN’S

SUITS at

$25.00

AND
$30.00

Finest Variety

Correct Styles

We call the atten-

tion of smart dressers

to our New Spring

Suits.

Livingston’s

75-79 Brock Street

OFF YOUR ROUTE. IT PAYS TO WALK
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V WE HAVE OPENED UP

OUR

Spring Offenngs

in Woollens

and invite your inspection

Crawford & Walsh
Comer of

BROCK & BXGOT STREETS.

THEATRE NIGHT
(Continued from page 1)

Thompson's Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

for Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

/

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful econortiy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured 1 without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up '.

. .
.
$15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager. -

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

* BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

King:

The

ston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

Drawers.”- The Frolic begins to show

signs of being a real show. Messrs.

Lansbury and Lyght were anything but

“merely adequate in a minor part”. They

kept up a running fire of quips and jests

against students and professors which

put the audience into spasms of laughter.

All the while Lansbury drew cartoons

which were easily on a par with the work

of professionals. For on£e the interrup-

tions from the gods added to the even-

ing’s fun, when during the drawing of a

tery fine likeness of Principal Taylor,

Lansbury was entreated to “give the poor

man some hair.”

The presentation of “Bluebeard” by the

Levana Society was a' revelation. The

impression, when the curtain rose, was

startling. The costumes, the marvellous

blend of colour, and the particularly fine

teamwork of the chorus were worthy of

“Afgar” or “Chu Chin Chow." To men

tion the chorus is to bewail the fact they

were not on the stage for a longer time.

Margaret Porteous, as Bluebeard’s wife

Fatima, gave .evidence once more of her

versatility as an actress. Her song with

the chorus "I've Got Those Dog-gone

Bluebeard Blues", was one of the best ,of

*the whole evening, while the ease with

which she inspired in the audience a horror

of the secret chamber, suggested the train-

ing of a professional. Miss MacArthur

gave to the part of Anne a truly Oriental

interpretation. Her inflection was ex-

ceptionally good, and the cadence of her

words, one which man/’ actresses would

envy.

The peak of perfection was reached

when the dancers appeared. One might

have through that they were leads from

“Mecca” specially imported for the even-

ing at a fabulous salary.. No greater

tribute could have been given them from

such an audience than the absolute sil-

ence—nay, breathlessness—which per-

vaded the entire house. Miss Martin and

Miss Tofield synchronized perfectly frnd

their impeccable involutions gave testi-

mony to a very assiduous rehearsal., Miss

Farrell floated airily before the audifence

in a remarkably well-interpreted incense

dance.

The entire number was faultless in its

poetry. At the close a bouquet of roses

was presented to Miss O’Connor for her

material aid in rendering the number a

success.

. The last half of the evening opened

with the Theology number. Thirteen

Theologies, of various persuasions and

hair-cuts presented a series'of old favour-

ites. One can see that all that is neces-

sary to revive - .community singing at

Queen’s is to increase the number of

Divinities.

The second number consisted of Mr.

Spencely, who entered in a very jaunty

fashion and gave a Yiddish monologue.

The next number was a fitting rebuke

to those who would have prevented the

Bolsheviki from appearing in the Frolic.

From the initial surprise received when

Dolan, as the King, and Corbett, as the

Queen, came in the wrong entrance, the

act was one scream after another. The

costuming, a result of each individual’s

own effort, cannot be too highly praised.

The lines were one laugh running into

a predecessor. The participants showed

tendency to ignore the applause of the

audience, so that many of their wittiest

sayings were lost. “Red” McKelvey and

“Skit” McCartney, as Court Fool and

Court Baby respectively, gave an inter-

pretive dance amply meriting the applause

gained. “Roily” Graham, as the Rotter-

dam Ambassador, won much applause'

and deserved it. The excution of J. B. C.

Trottings
—

“leader of those v\'.

Huzza”-—received such grea<

from the audience that all mig!:. .

be taken for “those who say Hu.

delegation of Levana dancers in tin

overtaxed the appln >
* u tbilitL-

House.

In the Metro) • i • t 1 tlm-

they do it in the best artistic circles.

With the aid of a piano lamp and a

backdrop, Miss Bartels, Miss Corrigan

and Miss Taylor gave one of the most

enjoyable surprises vaudeville can give

—straightaway unjazzed music. Pro-

longed applause was the answer, the

thanks of the house to “Mighty Lak :

Rose.”

The Science act formed a fitting con-

clusion to the evening. „ It was a real

minstrel show.. The chorus was excep-

tionally large, but disappointing in vol

ume. “Slim” Monture, as usual, handed

out a snappy line of jokes and repartee.

The end-men did not, unhappily, have

as much pep as they might have had.

Their dialogue was good, but was not

given with the exuberance of spirit char-

acteristic of minstrels. The specialties

were the outstanding feature of the show.

Unfortunately, in these our old friends

in the gods came to life and thought a

participation by them would be appreci-

ated. It wasn’t. The Harmony Quar-

tette was very effective jn “Old Black

Joe.” The saxaphone duet by Lee and

Chalmers “went across big.” despite the

activities of the men higher up. The big-

est success of the act, however, w&s D.

O. Robinson’s song, “Nobody.” It would

score a hit with any minstrel show. The

t came to a conclusion wi.th a fine string

of original jokes. The cafeteria references

were well received and the “Oh, that’s

what she says,” went across far a touch,

sure.

A great number of the students pro-

longed the party by mixing with the ac-

tors and actresses at a rather impromptu

dance in Ontario Hall—a most fitting and

acceptable climax to an evening of fun

A dance is always to be enjoyed, but the

most pleasing part was the re-appearance

after considerable coaxing, of the stars

of the evening in their dancing specialties

—Miss Farrell, Miss Martin, Miss Tofield

Mr. Graham, Mr. McCartney and Mr. Mc-

Kelvey.

Eight-fifteen to three-fifteen !—big

evening, big surprise, big success. Some

sections were undoubtedly weak, other

sections were satisfactory, but either did

not get across, or were ignored. It is to

be expected. The most discouraging

thing is the knowledge that some parts

were good, but failed because of the be-

haviour of the audience. This year, “no

flour, ho objectionable missies”, next year,

“a courteous hearing.” When a part was

really bad, the spectators rather welcom-

ed the peas from the “Gods,” but the

conduct of those who spoiled some of the

better parts of the show, and who indulg-

ed in pre-meditated egging was described

as "caddish.”

The Frolic was a success—huge! To

Vic Minnes goes the greatest credit. He

laid himself out to give the students a

big night and -he did ! He erred in one

thing—he did not give us the pleasure

of seeing his name on the programme.

And we believe he was ungrateful en-

ough to declare it no beauty, but a ver-

itable white elephant.

Bibby’s

JUST

HERE

once again was mp-.

iforietg Sratib (Elatijpfl

HEADQUARTERS FOR SOCIETY BRAND
CLOTHES FOR YOUNG MEN AND MEN

WHO STAY YOUNG
We strike right out from the shoulder and say that

we offer the best Clothes values in the Best Clothes

made.

We mean just exactly what we say about our bet-

ter clothes!

They are the best examples of High Class Tailor-

ing ever offered ready for your service.

We are anxious for you to see these new comers.

Come for a'look. We are perfectly willing to rest our

case on your judgment.

BETTER SUITS $30.00, $35.00, $40.00

REGULAR QUALITY SUITS $18.50, $22.50, $25.00

FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO SUITS

Extra Value $45.00

Bibby’s
78, 80, 82 PRINCESS ST. .
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Notes on the Evening

During the course of the evening, Prin-

cipal Taylor was the recipient of a very

choice white chicken, the gift, by envoy,

of ex-Mayor Nickle.

We have heard it said Levana was

dead—but never so beautifully dead as

in the Secret Chamber.

May we take this opportunity of

thanking the very kind lady (incog, to .

us) who, sitting on our left, aided us ma-

terially in collecting data for this write-

up.
P. G.
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OPPORTUNITY !

You can buy Insurance now at

sTandard rates. The policy allows you

the privilege of qhanging your occu-

pation or address without increase in

rates. If you wait until you are in

hazardous occupation, the rate would

be higher. Apply now, call or phone

me.

S. Houghton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.
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Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

\ We have the popular Toilet and

Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Theology
The first “College Frolic” has romped

into the past, and congratulations are in

order to so many for such excellent work

done that our hearts would fail us if we

even thought of attempting individual

bouquets to the whole show.

But What of Our Own?
“Theologues are not many,

But the few that are, are game.”

Wood, our Glad singer, with his in-

comparably clever ditties, assisted by our

warbling little Fry, met with his usual

success. And our darky preacher, what

shall we call him? It could only be

Blacklock—special emphasis on the black.

As for our Scotties, which one was Harry

Lauder, we leave you to decide
;

still, one

must have been—else why should their

trainer call Lauder!” And what more

should we say of Claude, and of James,

and of Newton, and of MacMillan and

of Allan, for these suffered many things,

both hail and ice, roaring and exposure,

taunts and jibberings, yet they bare all

things in patience and fortitude.

One running Comment on the show.

While hoping that our courts would not

be needed, we were glad to hear them

sounding warnings that they would be

on the job. Now the golden opportunity

has arrived to enable them , to redeem

'themselves from _the quagmire of scorn

into- which beforctimes they have fallen.

The time is ripe now for action on char-

acters w
(

ho refuse to show any courtesy

to their fellow students, and who thought

they had a monopoly on the house for

fifty cents. Surely this half drunk

rowdyism of four or five men will not be

allowed to pass unchallenged.

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN

Cor. Clergy W. 'Phone 1365] 198 Barrie Street

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment In City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s 1 Queen’s

The best im-cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174]

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

PROFESSOR ROY AT
ENGLISH CLUB

theT

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St, ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

(Continued from page 1)

a number of readings from “Auld Lich

Idyls” which is one of the earlier works of

the author, and for the incidents and sket-

ches of which he is indebted almost entirely

to his mother. The selections read were

very amusing; they were tinged with the

canny humour of the Scot, and the locaH

color was still heightened by Prof. Roy's

clever interpretation of the Scottish accent.

Unfortunately we cannot reproduce any*of

these anecdotes, and do them justice, owing

to our inability to recapture this atmosphere

of “Auld Scotia.”

After briefly reviewing the main features

of the address, Mr. Cumberland congratu-

lated the speaker on his very entertaining

exposition of Barrie's Scottish humour. Mr.

Diltz then expressed the appreciation of the

Club for Prof. Roy’s very interesting

address.

,
Selected Stories From KIPLING

Edited by
WILLIAM LYON PHELPS

Lampson Professor of English Literature at Yale

CONTENTS
The Man Who Would be King; The Drums of the Fore and Aft; The

Phantom Nickshaw; Wee Willie Winkie
;
The Courting of Dinah Shadd;

The Man Who Was; Without Benefit of Clergy ;
The Lucarnation of

Krishna Mulvaney ;
“Nikki-Tikki Tavi”; The Brushwood Boy; William The

Conqueror ;
They ;

An Habitation Enforced.

, Price $1.60.

For Sale

R. Uglow 8t Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

Would you say a girl was “driving her

fellow to drink” if she took him on

motor trip to Canada.

—Anathema.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this*, work may be covered by,

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEptCINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's University.

ATTENTION STUDENTS SOc.
FUSSERS - 75c.

Sudbury Wolves vs. Kingston All-Stars

JOCK HARTY ARENA

SATURDAY NIGHT, MARCH 4,8.15
FRED. ROBSON. CHAMPION SPEED SKATER OF THE WORLD, WILL GIVE AN EXHIBITION OF SPEED AND

'FANCY SKATING BETWEEN PERIODS

TICKETS ON SALE FRIDAY NOON AT THE RINK OR SEE YOUR FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE



F«te Six

Established 1832

The Bank of Nova Scotia

„ .... ! 9.700,000
Paid-up-Capital

19

'

000i000
R'SCrVe

225,000.000
Resources

. Savings Department at all Branches.

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A N. Lyster,

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barberu in Attcndxnce

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

umm cnvmm)ants op txi cats mxjisuDixjiujtasuuo

ARTS

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. 'Phone 2040

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crozier & Edgar

20 Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Our last regular meeting was very irre-

gular, especially in regard to the programme

and the crowd. The crowd may be account-

ed for by the fact that ‘‘we had company,”

Arts ’23 and ’24 being the victims ;
but the

programme is more difficult to explain. For

many moons past our meetings have been

of the Quaker type, and so have been un

inviting to the fussers of the year, who ar

legion. At all these meetings President

George would call the members to order,

and following the time honoured custom,

ask the Secretary to read the minutes of

the last regular meeting. Then, ‘‘like some

tall cliff that rears its awful form,” Mac.

would rise in his place and discharge his

duty with befitting solenjnity. /
A period of silence would follow, broken

only by the voice of the President as he

passed from one order of business to an-

other. Perhaps when the fifth order of

business was reached, namely, Propositions

and Motions, the spirit would move Bullock

to move, and when his motions got through

the treasury was usually a little poorer. He

is always after money and usually gets

away with it. Of course he has been fus-

sing heavily lately, and that all takes cash

they say. One day a deadman rose to de-

fend our depleated treasury against Bul-

lock’s raids, but got no support from the

bumps on a log present.

The meeting would then discuss matters

affecting its “interest and prosperity,”

usually in silence, and pass on to the pro-

gramme. The fact that no programme was

furnished for several meetings caused some

I to wonder whether we had a committee for

that purpose, but the minutes revealed the

fact that Rutledge and Maclnnes had long

since been assigned that task. As neither

were present on this particular occasion the

meeting adjourned, and resolved itself into

a posse and set out to find the committee.

John could not be found dead or alive, but

Mac was located in the Club Room com-

placently playing a game of checkers.

In order that this lackadaisical pairmight

fool the year no longer, two more members

were added to the year committee, and to

them we give the credit for the programme

at our last meeting.

our dear contemp., Steve Leacock, wastes

his time writing such trashy literature,

when he could be writing delightful re-

searches on Political Economy, or Mirrors

of Sherbrooke Street, by a gentleman in a

Fluster.

Humour is the saving grace in an other-

wise blase and motley world of light and

shadow, love and hate, idealism and mater-

ialism, virtue and vice, prohibition and

boozedom.

So much for idle talking—to business

Mr. J. B. C. Runnings was the recipient

of a shower, given in his honour on Tues-

day, February 28th. Among the gifts were

Lima beans, yellow serpentine and pointed

epithets.

MARGOT TALKS ON KINGSTON
STREET CARS AND GOLOSHES

v!

This column is a paper within a paper,

and we have re-organized our staff to facili-

tate the handling of news. Below follows

list of our staff:

Editor, Austin F. Cross; Woman’s Cor

ner and Sport News, Mr. Cross; Society

Notes and Dramatic Editor, A. F. Cross;

Financial and Obituary, “Leach”. Thus

we have constituted ourself a literary Poo

Bah.

Mrs. Asquith Interviewed by Journal

Reporter

Letters to the Editor.

Dear Ed.,

Knowing that you can answer all things

truly, will you kindly tell me, through your

columns, why a girl always closes her eyes

when she goes to kiss one?

Geo. W. Sugden.

Mr. Sugden, we cannot say for sure but

if you would send us your picture, possibly

we could discover the reason.

A. F. C.

NOTES ON THE FROLIC

Jim Saylor played a leading roll for Arts

obtaining a natural no fewer than nine

times.

“Want the makings?" said Margot As-

quith, proffering us some zig-zags and

Bull Durham. With quick, deft fingers

she rolled a cigarette, twisted the paper

at the end, lighted, and blew smoke rings

in our direction.

“American trains are fierce,” she said.

“I am told that there is nothing worse

except the Kingston street cars. I was

coming to Kingston to lecture, but can-

celled my engagement after reading the

article about them by Leach in your

paper.”

On being asked her opinion on flappers,

she said the term arose out of the prac-

tice of girls wearing their goloshes un-

buckled. Asked if this practice was com-

mon in England, she exclaimed, “Why

we have them twice as big in the Old

Country.”

“I did not tell American reporters that

I played Put and Take with Queen Mary,

and I did not write the criticism of "The

Passing of the Third Floor Back” in the

Queen’s Journal.”

At this point she remarked that it was

time for her Victrola lesson, and the in-

terview closed.

“K”.

Mr. Sugden. who played the part of a

Levana Virgin suffered somewhat of a

come down
;

it looks as though he pulled a

bloomer.

Spenceley is in one roll of perforated

serpentine as a result of his monologue.

Ted Chalmers looked as if he were going

to stop once, but Messrs. Ryan, Evans and

Co., egged him on.

Overheard at Queen s-McGill game.

Runnings—What’s the score Bullock?

Bul0Ck—(Whose attention was not all

on the game) I guess Varsity is ahead.

Edith—Well, it’s too bad.

Doreen—Yes, but we’ll just have to Mar-

shall our forces for the next struggle.

Lansbury and Lyght, as a Pair of Draw-

ers, just fitted right.

THE ENGLISH CLUB

Miss Gordon to Speak on “Masefield”

On Monday, the English Club will

have the pleasure of hearing Miss Gor-

don, who has kindly consented to give

an address on Masefield. Those who are

interested 'in contemporary literature

should not fail to be pr-esent. Miss Gor-

don has given much attention to Mase-

field and her interpretation is awaited

with keen anticipation by all who find

pleasure in the work of that versatile

man of letters.

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

ARTS ’23

SPECIAL SHEET MUSIC
SALE

At Lower Than New
York Prices

Latest Popular Music—Four for

One Dollar

All the latest hits sold elsewhere, at

40c and 50c per copy.

Hits from the 1920 and 1921 New
York Musical Successes; regularly

priced at 50c.

Special: 20c per copy, 3 for 50c,

7 for $1.00

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE
Open Nights H

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER

Orders received at 100 Clergy West,

or ’Phone 564 v

PROTECT YOUR BOOKS AND PERSONAL EFFECTS
w, issue a fire insurance policy to cover your wearing apparel, personal effects

and books, etc., while contained in your rooming houses.

The rale is very low. and the premium nominal. You are protected m case of fire.

Real Estate and Insurance Brokers

E. W. MULLIN & SON
JOHNSTON & DIVISION STREETS ’PHONE 539

a

I

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Cmx Prince*, ind W«llln£ ' i kner.tt

Entrance on Welling-
: -^ 5

Phone 2092.

Back! Yes indeed, we have returned to

the fold, after many days of idleness and

sloth. The time has come when the editor-

in-chief cannot afford to be particular, and

is reduced to printing our copy, or using the

“Arts 'p2 News.” In desperate straits he

seized a literary straw in the hack writer

1 from ’23. and has given us carte blanche,

which he claims is the French for half a

column.

During the remaining few numbers of the

Journal, “we plan to_ drink life to the very

lees," and scrape out the sugar, if there be

any left.

Our widely circulated Arts ’23 column

reaches many classes and gravitates to many

spheres, from the far off Smyrna to the Arts

Club Room, and from such luminaries as

the Principal to such intellectual Colossuses

as Molly MacBride, the perennial prep stu-

dent of the freshman year.

Strange to say, people do not always see

things as we do. Sometimes it is because

they are like the good people of Oz, who see

everything through a green medium, or,

more frequently, their sense of humour ap-

pears to be at a tangent with ours, since

they cannot fathom the humour hype -

bole. There are also tho • -God

who have no sense of h *m > 1 ”

think th

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

ALL OF

Dame Clara Butt s

Exclusive Columbia Records

always in stock

Nothing better as a gift

Send a few home

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

SS PRINCESS STREET - PHONE 529

“law Rfrnrds. Trv Treadgold’s First
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intermediate hockey

(Continued from page 1).

Carney scored while Nickle was off for

his second penalty. Queen'll, St. M. 0.

Nickle closed the period by scor.ng on

a nice pass from Carroll. Queens 2.

St. M. 3,

Second Period

The second period was more eventful.

Rough-house tactics were much in evi-

dence. McCarney made it 4-2. Carroll

went off and Reynolds, on a lone rush,

completely fooled the defence, making it

4 3 There was a community wrestling

match in front of the St. Michael's goal,

and Ref. Gelley, put off Carroll and Mil-

lan. Murphy drew a penalty. Millan

slipped an easy one past Brown, making

it 5-3. Ritchie added one more for

Queen's. Carroll drew another penalty

for bumping McCarney, who had to leave

the ice. Brown beat O’Brien in a long

shot from his wing. The period ended

with the score five all.

The third period saw the comeback

which we are beginning to look for from

the Intermediates. They hemmed in St.

Michael’s completely, and rained in shots

on O'Brien. Quinn, in the Queen’s nets,

was in great shape. Reynolds put us one

up on a neat one, only to have Munroe

tie it up a second later. Brown made it

7-6. Reynolds shot wide only to have

O’Brien steer it in for him. Queen's 8,

St. M. 6.

Nickle missed the open net from three

feet out.- With Swartzman and Nickle

off, Carroll scored the prettiest goal of

the evening. He drew the defence men

apart and beat O’Brien with an angle-

high shot, which the goalie did not even

see. Munroe drew another penalty.

Boucher scared from a general mix-up.

Queen’s 10, St. M. 6.

Carroll was playing his best hockey of

the evening. Boucher drew a penalty and

the game ended with play around the

visitors’ net.

Line-Up

St. Michael’s Queen’s

O’Brien goal Brown

McCarney defence Reynolds

Ferrone Ritchie

Munroe centre Carroll

M urphy wings Brown

J.
Kellen Swartzman

W. Killen subs. Boucher

Millan Nickle

Quinn

Referee—Mr Gelley of R.M..C.

twenty were given a chance at dramatic

work, over a hundred performed. The play

was lively, full of variety, and entertaining,

and though some parts dragged a little, that

defect can easily be remedied when the stu-

dents have more experience in staging a

semi-spectacular, semi-burlesque extrava-

ganza of that nature.

So far as my own experiences are con-

cerned, I had a good time. The little bom-

bardment that did take place did not affect

me as I had chosen my seats with foresight.

One of the Theatre Night Committee Mem-

bers did find me out, however, and obliged

by standing in the wide aisle in front of me

ail during the last act, whether by accident

or to shield my young eyes from what was

proceeding on the stage i do not know. The

main thing to me was that he remained

there and effectually blocked my vision.

I was recompensed for this loss, however

,

by the fact that all the fair Oriental dancers

and actresses clustered around me. assum-

ing positions both Oriental and Occidental,

some on the arm of my seat, another on my

own arm, two on my coat, one on my over-

shoes (pardon, galoshes), and a third on

that pride of my existence, my grey Bor-

salino. Of course I was very much embar-

rassed,’ and this condition was further ag-

gravated when one of the maidens, (I swear

I never before laid eyes on her), addressed

me by my own first name. Then I realized

that I was in a position of honour and was

about to look dignified, in fact had started

to do so, when a squawking hen descended

on my head and dignity went to the winds.

That is about all. except that, as I bent

to recover the aforesaid galoshes and place

them on inv feet, the aforementioned The-

atre Night -Committee Member dragged

the aforementioned squawker through my

golden locks, as a parting sign of contumely

I suppose.

As a last word, I might say that Arts was

grossly insulted on several occasions with-

out a chance to retaliate. If there is any-

thing wrong with the President, that is no

reason why an entire Society, with a record

in sports, both Intercollegiate and Inter-

faculty, and a fair one in Interfaculty scrap

should be held up to ridicule. So, as a for-

mer Arts man, I reserve the right to speak

up and say with joy and vigor, BUM
SCIENCE. BUMMER MEDS.

Kingstonian.

ATTENDING THE FROLIC

CLARA BUTT IS COMING

I went to the Queen’s University "Frolic

of 1922," on Tuesday evening last. It was

good. . .very good, for the first attempt.

but the committee next year will have a

great many things to look after to make it

something that will go over big as a yearly

event.

The new plan has many advantages. I

saw at once. Under the old system, with

the Dramatic Club putting on a drama on

the eve of the A.M.S, elections, the main

entertainment was furnished by the gallery

spectators,’ the play itself being dull in com-

parison. Besides that, it rarely offered a

chance to more than twenty people to take

part. The gallery was filled with students

armed with various kinds of missiles, from

split peas to cabbages, and all through the

performance a torrent of vegetables, con-

fetti, flour, toilet paper, and even clucking

hens (secured from Heaven knows where)

rained down into the orchestra seats, spread

over the boxes, and made attendance at the

affair generally disagreeable.

On Tuesday night I was agreeably sur-

prised to find many changes. Instead of

vying with each other in rowdyism which

disturbed decent people in the house below,

the various faculties’ male representatives

competed on the stage for popular favour

and Levana had a chance to "horn in” on

the proceedings in earnest. Where before

One of the most amusing clippings in

Dame Clara Butt’s scrapbook is from a

paper printed in one of the Australian

towns visited on her recent tour. The writer

urges attendance at the Butt-Rum ford con-

certs in the following expressive terms:

"Squallers, squawkers, piano-garroters

and violin-assassins—and th^re are many

of these miscreants in this city—are earn-

estly entreated to visit His Majesty’s Thea-

tre on Tuesday night, if they haven’t done

so already. There they will get an invaluable

series of lessons in how to sing without

screeching or gabbling, how ' to play the

piano without murdering the instrument,

how to accompany a song without drowning

it, and how to fiddle without imitating the

frenzied howls of a tomcat that has got its

head stuck in a salmon-tin. The Butt-Rum-

ford Concert Company can honestly be

praised. Altogether it is a splendid show,

and if the squallers, sqpawkers, screechers,

piano-fiends and gut-garroters aforesaid

will take the advise herein given, a tympan-

um-tortured public will he eternally grate-

ful.” ,

Dame Butt sings in Grant Hall on Mon-

day night.
.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don't forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’a

Fong Shop Orchestra

fro for35*

Real Satisfaction!

^njoyihm today

PLAYER'S
navy cut

iCISARETTEB—

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND/

Students of Queen’s
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Men’s Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston's Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

Meds
MSMSisre/sMSiaseiJaMS®

MEDS. ’24

Dialogue

Dr. M—Oh 1 say is that practical path-

ology ?

“Stude”—(no answer—continues to

pass around theatre tickets and receive

payment).

D r . M—One cawn’t have it in one’s

class no matter how important it is. It’s

perfectly ridiculous.

(The audience stamps loud and long)

iNew Shoes for

Spring

WATERMAN’S IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

We carry a complete stock to

select from—Priced from $2.50 up.

EVERSHARP PENCILS

Jn all styles from 75c up.

Our service department is equip-

ped to repair both pens and pencils

on day received.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

r
100 PRINCESS ST.

Dr. O— tells us of a new preparation

of the Salicylates called “Rheumalone”—

“Bobby” doubts its theopentic value. He

says he will stick by the K.G.PI. >

Our Gertie didn’t look natural on

Theatre Night—She would have made a

big hit as a Jewess.

' Ladies’ Black Kid Oxford Brown

j

Calf, flat or military heels. La-

i
dies’ Brown or Black, 2-starp, flat

i
heels or military.

|

ALL $4.75 A PAIR

LOCKETT’S

“Lally”—(at dinner) Could I have

some corn syrup, “Roos” please? for

“I eat my peas with syrup.

I’ve done it all my life ;

Not because Plike it,

But it keeps them on my knife.”

BIG

Reductions

On all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

MED. ’26

Advice to Dyspeptics

Eat Herb and feel Young.

“ Frank and Row some.

“ Lewis and have Art at your finger-

tips.

“ Kaiser and Phil up quickly.

“ Bill & Nate and be worth 2 Berries.

“ Harry and do us a Faver.

“ Add and feel girlish.

“ Brown and act WhlTe.

“ Bayley and be well red.

Drink Campbell and feel soupy.

“ A Quart and feel full of Bliss.

“ Haig, (and Haig) if you can.

“ Sauer milk.

“ Chas. and feel Lyght-hearted.

JV*r

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut your eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Very Personal

Warwick may be a good sailor, but he

acts like Ellenport.

Anatomy Student
—

“Gee, I wish I had

my head and neck off
!”

Special Showing

of

Models for Spring

As Tailored by

FASHION CRAFT
Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday

An expert tailor in attendance,

will be pleased to show these

copyright models and the new
woolens to any who are interest-

ed in “Quality Clothes”. Accept
this as your invitation, whether
you contemplate buying now or

later, it is our pleasure to have
you see them.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Where did you get the Carmichael?

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c„

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

238 PRINCESS STREET

THE YOUNG MEN OF KIN.

It is to be regretted that the following

translation is rather fragmentary, but we

feel that our readers imaginations will

readily bridge the gaps. The tablets were

badly scratched during disinterrment, but

we submit this summary in the hope that it

will give some idea of the state of the

theatre about the period of the Egyptian

Liberation.

Now when Arch ruled over the men of

Bol, Vic, the son of Min, gat him up and

said, “Let there he a Frolic." And there

was one. And when the days were accom-

plished that it should be delivered, the

Young Men and Damsels of Kin assembled

in the House of Dint. And lo, behind the

sacred. Oleo many virgins came together

for to be made up, and they tarridd long

with the servant, for he loved his job witjh

the love that passeth the love of Mike. For

verily a woman requireth as much time to

make up her face as to make up her mind.

And behold, while they tarried thus, certain

men of Med- stood without the chamber and

beckoned to the servant, saying, “So please

it, wilt thou make us up also, for we go on

before these damsels,” which is, being in-

terpreted, “Get thou a move on le'st I smite

the in the uttermost part of- thine anatomy.”

And the servant answereth, saying. “Thy

turn cometh,” which is, in the vulgar ton

gue, “Take unto thyself a jump in the lake ;

cans’t thou nof see that I am having a good

time?”

And him that guardeth the gates runneth

to and fro, grinneth like a dog and saith,

“Lo. that is corking good.” But Hek, the

son of Gill, saith unto Joseph, “Spot thou

now the Oleo.” And he spotteth it not.

Now the rest of the sayings of Hek die son

[one But the Best Advertise in Our ColumnsNone

of Gill, are they not found in the Book of

Blasphemy ?

And lo. when the sacred Oleo had as-

cended unto heaven, a great company of

virgins in vestures wrought about with

needlework, yea. and much fine powder

also. And behold Cutissima and Camisolia

and certain other of the holy women from

the land of Gush dance and bare record,

and others likened their hearts unto apple

trees and birds nests. And certain men of

Med. when they heard it, murmured among

themselves, saying “These dames don t

know nothing about anatomy."

Now in the bexes were many bugs, yea.

big bugs also and well liking, and behold

now him that ruleth over the Young Men

of Kin whose name signified! “He that

maketh a garment.” yea, and also him that

grindeth the corn into flour.

And it came to pass that the Men of P>ol

gathered together and the King sitteth upon

his royal seat. And he arose and said, "As

my soul liveth. mine ewe-pig grunteth, yea,

mine only ewe-pig. And when they brought

forth the ewe-pig. certain men of Si licked

their lips, saying, "O ewe-pig.” and another

arose, saying, “eyes hath it and seetli not."

And no man durst keep a straight conten-

ance.

And certain of them that were nigh unto

heaven threw unleavened bread and

Eddie, as King, proved himself on a

par with that high-living nursery hero

who was such a merry old soul.

“Slim” had a number of breezy ones
j

up his sleeve that would have- taken

some hearing

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

g>trattit
THUR., FRI., SAT.

JACK HOLT
in “The

CALL OF THE NORTH”

Coming again
—“THE SHEIK”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
n According to Charter, at least 90 per

3
N cent, of the Company s surplus aris-

’ mg from participating policies is ap-

portioned among its policyholders.

The holder of an Imperial Lite par-

ticipating policy is. therefore, a part-

ner in an institution which combines

the strength of a stock company with

the liberality of a mutual company.

Every day’s del • < ' ;
' vour

life may mean ' lo

vour fajnily aftei \
‘-

1 •

J B. COOI District Mgr.

Phone, Office 503w,
’ ‘ddenr; v»2w
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;iafe Championship For Queen’s

INTERMEDIATES REPEAT
VICTORY OVER ST. MICHAEL S

?i,“s«LV.S“ PRIORITY OP WREN'S TEAM EVIDENCED

FROM THE START.

A. M. S.

NEW INITIATION SYSTEM
INSTITUTED

LOCAL ALL-STARS

LOSE TO SUDBURY

The gallant Queen’s Intermediates won

the Intermediate Championship by de-

cisively defeating St. Michael’s College in

the return game on Friday afternoon at

the Toronto Arena before a strong St.

Michael’s crowd. The score was 4-0, thus

making it 14-6 on the round. There was

no question as to which was the better

team. From' the first whistle to the last

one, the Queen's boys showed their sup-

shots to stop and handled such as there

were in perfect shape. Brown was one

eriority in every way. Quinn had few

of our best. He back-checked like a fiend

and was into the game for every minute

of play. He was given a rough passage,

but refused to slow down. Carroll was

a storm centre all through and was al-

ways dangerous. Munroe, the opposing

centre of the previous game, made himself

ridiculous by his attempts to “get” our

men. Ritchie received a bad cut from

M unroe’s skate in the last period, requir-

ing several stitches. He was, as usual,

very effective. He got the first goal in

the first period which dashed what little

hope St. Michael’s had. Reynolds was

very effective, and put up one of the best

games, he has shown during the season,

tie failed to register, but his defensive

work and unselfish passing contributed

greatly to the victory. Boucher found

his “sea-legs” and rushed very effectively.

Nickle. while finding the pace rather fast

back-checked like a hornet, which, by the

way, is a notoriously good back-checker.

Swartzman played with remarkable con-

sistency—that most valuable attribute

that any hockey player can possess.

At no time in the game was our lead

in danger. As was judged by the show-

ing here, McCarney was the backbone of

the whole team, and as he was missing-

on Friday, the issue was never in doubt.

He and Millan, through injury and illness

respectively, were absentees.

The game was much rougher than the

one here. St. Michael’s used rather bad

judgment in “riding” our team, as the

balance of weight, experience and con-

dition was all against them. The penalty

bench was rarely empty, as Referee Mike

Rodden tried very strenuously to compel

a clean game. He issued, after the first

period, nothing but four and five minute

penalties, but failed to stop the rough

play. His handling of the game was very

efficient and quite impartial, and the boys

could have wished for no fairer or bettei

man.

The team showed much more speed

than St. Michael’s and back-checked them

to a standstill. Reynolds and Ritchie

presented a beautiful defence, which was

not once penetrated during the game.

Quinn had a few fast ones to handle, but

was right on the spot each time.
_

About seven hundred St. Michael’s fans

saw the game and did their best to keep

ill-feeling at a high pitch, threatening all

kinds of things as the final bell rang. An

impartial spectator would, however, clear

our boys of blame from the rough stuff as

it was due largely to self-protection. St.

Michael's were plainly the aggressors in

this regard.

Ritchie opened the scoring in the first

period after about ten minutes of play,

when he beat O’Brien from the side. For

the next period and a half there was no

score. O’Brien played a great game dur-

ing the second period. In the last period,

Carroll, Brown and Boucher each scored.

In the closing minutes of the game the

Intermediates played defensively and re-

fused to exert themselves further.

For the secornl time in two years

Queen’s holds the Junior and Intermed-

iate Intercollegiate Hockey Champion-

ships. The Intermediates have had a

hard season. Their list of men has been

(Continued on page 7)

The adjourned annual meeting of the A.

M. S. did not begin until 7.40 p.m., owing

to the length of the executive meeting.

The only business related to the initiation

-question. A motion by Mr. Pilkey on the

question was carried without discussion.

This motion provides that each faculty

(rather than each sophomore year) initiate

its own freshmen in some manner subject

to the approval of the A. M. S. This initia-

tion is to be held in the stadium and no

spectators are to be admitted. The freshmen

may be asked to conform to certain rules

throughout the whole year. The annual

meeting was adjourned for one week.

At the regular meeting which followed, -a

variety of matters were brought up. The

reports of the Debating Society and Dram-

atic Club were given, the financial report of

the latter showing a favourable balance of

$150.50. Mr. Pilkey stated that sometime

in the near future the R. M. C. Cadets

will be shown around the college and,enter-

tained at a Tea Dance in Grant Hall. The

secretary was instructed to write to Science

'23, asking an explanation of the fact that

no tickets for their Social Evening were

given to Levana to dispose of. A letter is

to be sent to Meds. ’27 asking them to com-

ply with the A. M. S. Constitution in put-

ting on their Social Evening. The excessive

,-ost to the Dramatic Club of Grant Hall

is to-be brought to the notice of the Senate

bv a letter from the A. M. S. Secretarj

.

The Aesculapian Society is to be asked

what steps are being taken against the mem-

bers of that society who were disturbers on

Theatre Night. A representative is to be

sent to the ‘McGill At Home’, the appoint-

ment to be made by the A. M. S. Executive.

At the meeting on next Saturday night a

programme will be provided, and the exe-

cutive, in accordance with a motion made

by Mr. Mclnnes, will state the reasons why

the A. M. S. is consistently late in starting.

FAST TEAM FROM THE NORTH
WALK AWAY FROM KINGSTON

PLAYERS

QUEEN’S STUDENT
IS SUCCESSEUL

C. S. GIBSON, SCIENCE ’22, WINS
NATION-WIDE CONTEST

A. B. of C. HOLDS
MASS MEETING

FINANCIAL SITUATION TO BE
CANDIDLY DISCUSSED WITH

STUDENTS

At > the conference of the Mining and

Metallurgical Institute of Canada held in

Ottawa last week, Queen’s University was
well to the fore. Not only were Queen’s

grads., now famous in the mining world,

very much in evidence and many Queen’s

professors and undergraduates present at

the Conference, but a Queen’s man, C. S.

Gibson, of Science ’22, was announced as

winner of the annual essay competition.

The competition is open to students in all

sections of the Dominion, and Mr. Gibson’s

esay was the best of fourteen submitted

this year. The winner is the recipient of

a cash prize and a gold medal as the result

of his success. The essay dealt with the

history and methods of the McIntyre Mine

and was spoken of with great enthusiasm

by those who had read it. Mr. Gibson is

daily receiving a host of congratulations on

his success.

This afternoon at 4 o’clock the Athletic

Board of Control is holding a get-together

Mass Meeting of Students in Grant Hall.

The meeting is to serve two purposes: it

will engender a feeling of understanding

between the students and the A. B. of C.,

and it will provide a means of outlining the

present problem of Athletic finances to the

students.

The Athletic Board of Control is, natur-

ally, hoping for a large attendance for un-

less the members of the Board feel that the

student body is at least interested in athletic

problems, they will have cause to feel dis-

couraged in their efforts to keep Queen s

athletics alive.

Mr. H. R. Myers, President of the A

M. S., and Chairman of the Athletic Board

will preside at the meeting, while Prof.

Manly Baker will speak for the A. B. of C.

The meeting will be thrown open for ques-

tions, and every student will have the chance

to make whatever queries about athletic

policy he wishes.

The famous “Wolves of the North

from Sudbury made a successful debut

before Kingston hockey fans on Saturday-

night when they blanked the Kingston

All-Stars team and ran in five goals them-

selves. The ice was heavy and wet,' but

some remarkable hockey was produced

at times, the Sudbury team occasionally

showing flashes of what they are capable

of doing when they wish to cut loose.

However, they hurt themselves materially

in the last period when they deliberately

stalled, shooting the puck from the de-

fence to the other end of the rink; they

were ordered openly from their bench to

“rag” the puck and not to exert themsel-

ves. It was only when the crowd com-

menced to hiss them, and after warnings

.from Mr. Awrey, that they opened up and

got into the game again. Exhibition

games with the class of teams which

have played here this winter provide an

excellent stimulus to hockey in Kingston

and in Queen's, but unless visiting teams

are forced to give their best these fea-

tures will have to be discontinued

through lack of support.- The Sudbury

management are deserving of censure for

their attitude on Saturday night.

For Sudbury, Ironstone gave a beau-

tiful exhibition in the nets, repeatedly

saving when there was no one but him-

self to beat. Langlois and Boucher prov-

ed themselves a hard defence to get

through, and both showed promise of be-

ing capable of puck-carrying. On the for-

ward line, Red Green played one of the

cleverest centre-ice games seen here this

winter, and accounted for three of the

Sudbury goals. His trick of stopping up

(Continued on page 7).

Yes, Theology had a “social evening.”

Flow little the Arts' Actors on Theatre

Night knew about Theology! So, even

without posters and publicity, LheologY

had a full house at its annual social event

without announcing “So and so s D>ing

Jazz Orchestra.” Thursday, March 2nd,

at 6.30 p.m. found about fifty persons seat-

ed at Theology’s Seventh Annual Din-

ner. After dinner Moderator L. B. Smith,

flanked on either side by illustrious Pres-

byters. directed us to sip the wealthy wa-

ter in a toast to the Empire. In reply,

Dr. Skelton emphasized the essential

place of Theology in the community and

in the life of the Dominion, giving the

ministry the first place in the problem

of Canjfdianization of the sullen faced

foreigner, because ministers could supply

the sympathetic personal touch, an ele-

ment which no other agency so far is

capable of.

The Moderator, speaking of his first

knowledge of the famous Queen’s spirits,

hoped the men in Theology would take

every occasion to allow those spirits to

emanate from them when they went out

into practical work.

In proposing the toast to Queen’s and

Theology, Dr. Morgan stated the belief

that a brighter and larger future for

Theology was appearing after the depres-

sion of the war years. He defended theo-

logy against materialistic critics, claiming

that the things of the spirit formed the

basic structure of a nation.

Dr. Jordan, in his reply to this toast,

attacked, and condemned as a slander

without a foundation, certain obscuran-

tist charges which had been made against

Queen’s,

Dr. Eakin, of Montreal, also responded

to the toast to “Queen's and Theology,”

and said that the pulpit had been catering

too assiduously to the masses, at the

sacrifice of the fundamental issues of

Christianity, and that the mass does not

thank the preacher for pandering to a

(Continued on page 8).

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday

—

4.00 p.m.—Student Mass Meeting —
Grant Hall.

Wednesday

—

12.00 p.m.—Picture of Junior Hockey

Team at Arena.

4.15 p.m.—Q.W.C.A.—Miss May Mac-

Donnell will lead discussion.

7.00 p.m.—Final Meeting Debating

Club.

Friday

—

5.00 p.m.—Theology Reading Room,

S.V.B.
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1 EDITORIAL

COME TO
HEADQUARTERS

FOR YOUR HEADWEAR
We show beyond comparison thte

largest variety of Hats and Caps in

Kingston. Being direct importers,

we save you something on every hat

you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126-128 PRINCESS ST.

($twtt’0 Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murala, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c, for exchange.
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Editor-in-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON. Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON. 1382 J.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 1,500,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; h

N. DRUMMOND; J. LANSBURY; G. E. WOOD.
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AN APPEAL TO THE FRESHMAN

*. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
155 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Moat Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

Y
280 Princess St, Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor: JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

ENTHEATRE 11
MON., TUES, WED.

THE GREAT ALBURTUS
HOPE HAMPTON

in

“STAR DUST”

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

It is the privilege of age to give advice

and the delight of youth to reject it. Rare

is the senior, old in college years, who does

not feel the urge to offer admonition to the

freshman of a few months standing; equally

few are the freshmen who feel the need of

advice. At the risk, then, of being ignored

by the frosh we extend to them a plea-

plea that each may start early to give a

thought to Queen’s, and his own particular

part in the life of his Alma Mater.

Although Queen’s is a small university,

her student activities are both numerous

and comprehensive, offering scope for every

student brain and every spare ounce of stu-

dent energy. Yet men -come to college and

for a year, two years, drift along in a cur-

rent of aimlessness* scarcely glancing about

to see what they are passing by. A large

percentage of freshmen let studies almost

monopolize their time, seeking relaxation

in an occasional motion picture show and

making a very casual contact with college

life. The average student does not become

really interested in his college, anxious to

make it a better place, till he has spent a

long time within its walls
;
Queen's does not

‘get’ him until a couple of years of possible

usefulness have been wasted on text books

and current magazines. With the excep-

tion of the few friendships which he may

make and the knowledge h6 may acquire,

the average student gets little return from

college life—and, conversely, his fellow

students get little real profit from his exis-

tence—until he is in sight of graduation.

Men of specialized ability, such as ath-

letic stars and high school dramatic genius-

es, who come to college with their fields of

activity already selected, are exceptions to

the rule, Usually the student comes to col-

lege for the sake of ‘coming to college.’

Beyond the general idea of learning some-

thing which will fit him to ‘accept a more

highly salaried position in, the world, his ad-

vent is without definite purpose. And it is

rarely, indeed, that- the attempt is made to

achieve a, definite purpose; it is a rare

freshman who, in his first year, studies his

college and tries to learn how the life of his

Alma Mater may enter his life and how he

can contribute to the welfare of his college.

A conscious appraisal of the various

branches of student activity on the part of

the freshman, a questioning of customs and

traditions, a cultivated interest in the stu-

dent problems of the day would help to

make the remaining college
.
years much

richer for the student and more useful to

the University. Lucky is die college man

who, as a senior, can look back at four years

of active college life rather than wonder, as

is more usual, why he was so completely

dead during his early college days.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Estahlifhed 1874

ONE VIEW OF THE ATHLETIC
BOARD OF CONTROL’S PROB-

LEM OF FINANCE

We understand that the abovemention-

ed Board's financial status is what <

might call “wohhlv.” This condi

t

may be accredited to the following causes

:

1. The heavy expense to be met in con-

nection with the erection of the new

arena
;
the re-outfitting of football and

hockey squads, etc.

2. The fact that returns from hockey

matches this winter have been disappoint-

ing, due, doubtless, to the general finan-

cial depression and a patronage satiated

with too much hockey.

Be that as it may, the question arises

:

Where is the A. B. of C. to get more

funds? We offer the following sugges-

tions :
/

(a) The levying of a tax on College

dances during the next two or three

years. This may be done by placing

tax on the profits from each and every'

dance or by charging it directly on the

admission ticket when sold. This will

meet with opposition, but it seems some-

what hypercritical to class- it as exorbit-

ant when we consider that Queen’s Uni-

versity students, who profess loyalty to

their Alma Mater, have spent in the

neighborhood of ten thousand dollars

on dances this year while the athletic

body is in financial despair. One feature

of this method is that it will place the ex-

pense on those who have shown they can

well afford it and not on those who have

serious financial troubles of their own

If Levana desires to help, she can place

a ban on taxicabs. Then the tax could

be increased greatly without putting ad-

ditional expense on the male population.

(b) The abolishing of Faculty dinners

for the next three years, the 'funds usually

devoted to such gastronomic atrocities to

he turned over to the H. B. of C. This

means no great hardship from the stand-

point of self sacrifice; it might serve to

change the character of our Faculty din-

ners—something which is badly needed

—and it would levy no additional ex-

pense.
t

(c) The establishment of a University

tobacco store in conjunction with the

Science book store. Tlie moralists will

object to this—but why not levy our nico-

tine -within the College precincts when

we -can smoke within them? As a bus-

iness proposition it is sound. Firstly, be-

cause, if Queen’s men are Queen's men,

there would he a steady support of the

tobacco shop. Secondly, expenses of an

overhead nature would be practically

nothing. Thirdly, the stock in trade*

could he limited to about twelve differ-

ent brands of cigarettes and tobacco, and

this, along with the nature of the goods

dealt in, would cfhviate waste or a vast

outlay and would give a quick turnover.

It is just a suggestion.

(d) To help realize an immediate re-

turn Levana (again supposing that they

desire to help) might stage a Tag Day—
strictly within the College—in .the near

future. Tag Days are an abomination,

but what can a mere male do when a girl

holds him up on the public thourough-

fare with a slotted box in one hand and a

few tags of ribbon in the other? Pre-

cisely—fi sh for the odd two bits in the

side of his jeans and make a silent prayer

that there's two bits there to he fished

out.

We make these suggestions because we

deem this preferable in that they place

little additional expense on the student

bod^ ;
because they are eminently prac-

ticable; because they will produce addi-

tional revenues over the course of the

next two or three years.

In closing, we want to emit a piece of

sarcasm to this effect: There are those

in this University who have supported

dances to the tune of ten thousand dol-

lars, approximately, during the last: six

or seven months. We do not criticize

dancing itself, or the principle behind it.

But we do question the sincerity of the

Queen’s student body. Just think over

this—ten thousand dollars for dances:

and the Athletic Board of Control, a /use-

ful, essential, beneficial and thoroughly

Quality,

Modestly

Priced
While, of course, quality is-

always the first consideration

at Ryrie’s, the prices on every

line are very moderate.

This is especially true of our

suitcases and travelling bags.

Durably made of the finest leath-

ers, they are priced at figures-

well within reason.

For the benefit of our
staff we close Saturdays
at One. Your co-opera-

tion will be much ap-

preciated.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made 'to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
TorontQ> November, 1921.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7-15 to 9.15

DINNER U-50 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00
t

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

undergraduate institution in financial

straits. Does that sound like loyalty of

a sincere type, or is your loyalty to

Queen's merely a means of expelling con-

siderable hot-air from your systems? As

the old saying goes, "there's a nigger in

the woodpile somewhere." Precisely

when there are too many diverse attrac-

tions in a small University Mine must'

go down to failure, and youth will par-

ticipate in a dance rather than go to see

a hockey match. Cut o\it some of the

dances or place an athletic tax on them.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
•> 84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

TRY US

NEW YORK HAT
CLEANING AND SHOE

SHINING PARLOR
208 PRINCESS STREET

" PHONE 395

KINGSTON

‘THE BOY AND THE BLUEBIRD By R.W.C.|
^

Snappy Styles

Dresses $18.50

Suits 24.50

Coats 16.50

Georgette Blouses 4.95

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
'

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

i

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

DominiorTExpress Co

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and arc compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

Uncle Andy Lane paused in his task of

filling the buckets at the sulphur spring for

the Boy/ with his book-bag and his skates

slung over his shoulder, was coming do.wn

the road. The Boy, David Grahaii^, fam-

iliarly known as “Davy’s Davy,’, was the

old man’s.'grand nephew and, in everything,

his ideal of what a boy should be.

“A great mornin’ ” Uncle Andy remarked

genially, as the lad approached.

“Yes, fine” said the Boy, pausing for a

chat.

Uncle Andy began to replenish his pipe

and fumbled in his pockets. His face sud-

denly became very grave. ‘‘Begal an there

isn’t a match left,” he declared. “Ye would

n’t be havin’ one on ye?”

The Boy produced one nonchalantly and

handed it to him. “An what the devil is

a young fellow like you doin’ with mat

ches?” said the old man: “sure you don’t

smoke?”

“Oh, now and again,” the Boy replied

grinning.

“Never get the habit” Uncle Andy warn-

ed him, as he turned to light his pipe in the

shelter of a fence post. “Never get the way

of it. It's been nothing but a bother to me

all my days.”

“It seems to be a very pleasant one,” the

Boy remarked grinning more broadly.

“A regular botheration, it is that,” Uncle

Andy repeated, placing the cap on his pipe

and emitting great clouds of smoke. “If

this weather keeps, on it won’t be long ’till

the birds is back. I’m expecting to hear of

old Mrs. McGee seein’ a robin some day

soon; she always sees one before anybody

else. Begad, there’s a spring bird cornin'

now—see
!”

Putting his hand on the Boy’s shoulder

Uncle Andy turned him around and pointed

in the direction of the side-road that ran

through the swamp. About half a mile dis-

tant, .moving amid the slim trunks of the

saplings that lined the roadway, they could

see a brilliant patch of bl

“It’s a blue bird” exclaimed the old man.

“that’s what it is alright, a blue bird.”

“Aw, ye can’t cod me,” the Boy replied,

in a matter of fact tone. It’s Minnie Marsh

coinin’ to school with a new overcoat on,—
that’s all.”

Uncle Andy laughed heartily at his own

joke. “Well,” he said at length, “I must be

gettin’ up some more water or the cows will

be here before I’m ready. Hurry up so

you’ll be catchin’ on the Bluebird at the turn

of the road.”

“So long” said the Boy, and started on

his way to school. Uncle Andy paused to

look after him with eyes full of fond ad-

miration. “He’ll be goin’ slow till he thinks

J don’t see him” he remarked to himself,

spitting and wiping his mouth with the back

of his mit. And then the cows came, one by

one, carefully picking their way along the

sinuous cow-patch that led through the

banks of crusted snow. Uncle Andy stoop-

ed to supply their needs and the Boy van

ished over the crest of the hill.

True to the old man’s prophesy, young

David hastened his steps on the 'other side

of the slope. The sleigh track on the road

was high and ‘cut-off,’ besides being filled

with many holes where horses had plunged

during the recent thaw
;
but he strode along

over the hard, crisp drifts that filled the

ditches for they were unbroken and as firm

as a pavement. The Boy was anxious to

cut down the furlong’s lead which he -knew

belonged to the blue-coated figure approach-

ing along the concession. It was rather

difficult to hurry without the appearance

of doing so. However, through the inter-

position of some kindly fate, the Bluebird

relented her pace just a little; so, accident-

ally, as it seemed, they both arrived at the

crossroads at the same moment.

“O you Bluebird!" the Boy sang out and

the girl flashed him a radiant smile as she

handed him her hooks.

“Isn’t this a dandy morning?” she ex-

claimed. “It’s a peach” the Boy replied.

“Just enough breeze to give it pep. Say,

why didn’t you come out to skate last

night?”

of her hand. “Lessons,” she pouted. “That

old algebra—sometimes I could just throw

it in the fire. Did you have a good time ?

And so they walked and talked in the sweet

conscious glow of youth and health and

charm. The wind played about them, whip-

ping the blue-coat around the girl’s figure

and tinting her rather pale cheeks with a

delicate apple blossom pink. It persisted in

blowing little wisps of hair across her face

and was altogether as familiar as only a

mad-cap. March wind could be. Once she

slipped through the snow-crust into a hole

where some horse had plunged in the early

winter and the Boy, giving her his hand,

laughingly helped her out.

Presently, a light sleigh came bobbing

along in the ditch. It was drawn by an old*

bay horse and on the seat sat a man with an

iron-grey beard, piercing eyes, and an a>

quiline nose. “I’ll bet he’s a Jew,” the Boy

remarked. “See if he offers us a ride.

The man's head was bent forward and

the reins hung sla.ck in his hands ;
he almost

passed without seeing them. Suddenly he

straightened himself and glanced around.

“Jump on ” he said, pointing to the open

rack at the back of the sleigh with a mit-

tened hand.

The girl hung back. “I don’t want to get

the straw on my new coat,” she said. "Aw.

come on,” cried the Boy, “clean straw won't

hurt, I’ll brush it off afterwards.”

Then they ran and clambered in on the

straw. The Jew looked around and smiled

at them good-humouredly, saying something

that they did not understand. He flapped a

rein and the old horse jogged along as be-

fore.

The hoy and girl sat at the rear of the

open sleigh and let their legs hang over the

edge so that their feet were jolted along the

frozen track beneath.

“What a fuss nia would make if she saw

the girl’ remarked. “She’d say it was

awful hard on*overshoes.

"Oh the deuce” the Boy replied careless

‘ly We might as well wear them out this

way as walking, mightn't we?" Just at

that moment his eye caught sight of a bag

lying on the straw behind them. The bag

had begun to move about suspiciously and

soon there was extended from one side, m

wild-eyed survey, the head of a much per-

plexed and bewildered hen. “Look what

Mr. Jew’s been buying for supper, said the

Boy in a whisper and the gn)l turned

around. “Poor chuckie" she said pityingly,

‘see how her comb has been frozen.

And, indeed, that crowning glory pre-

sented a sad spectacle. It had, ,n the first

place, been planned on far too anA.t.ous a

scale to suit the Canadian winter. The f.os

had played havoc with its extra«et,es and

now it showed but a remnant of its broad

expanse, a swpllen and PW>'e remnant,

barely large enough to indicate the origins

extent. /” ’

. ,

The girl’s glance lit on the end of a reel

handkerchief which emerged from the

Jew’s pocket and a sudden idea flashed into

her mind.

“Say," she gasped. “You swipe that hand-

kerchief, Dave, and we’ll tie it around her

head.”

The Boy chuckled as. leaning forward

cautiously, he'lifted the handkerchiekfrom

the pocket of the unsuspecting Israelite.

“Now”, whispered the girl, “You hold

her mouth so she won’t squawk and 1 11 iw

her bonnet.”

In half a minute it was done; the hand-

kerchief neatly cooped back m a sunbonne

effect and tied with a bow at the throat

“That’s great" said die Boy convulsed

with suppressed mirth, that’s fine,-the way

vou fixed it under her chin.
t4

“O you Irishman,” laughed the-gir .
w i

ever heard of a hen having a chin -

Their merriment lasted until they ^eac

the school gate and then they slid off while

the Tew jogged on none the wiser. They

brushed away the few straws that cung

to their clothes and went up the hill along

the old path that led to the stile and over

to the school-house door.
* the

theF^bird her

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

books. '

‘Oh, I hope so” she replied, “I’d love to

miss algebra, if I don’t have to ‘stay in’ after

four.”

- Then the school door closed behind them

and they were absorbed amid the busy hum

of the classes.

Happy days of March 1

Still your keen winds blow up that hill

as of old
;
still they shake the waving bran-

ches of the spruces and rattle the windows

of the school. But since those former days

the Bluebird has worn another coat of blue

and has flown very far. And the Boy has

carried a heavier pack than his school-bag,

and has burnished a brighter steel than his

sparkling skates.

Soon the great Storm of Destiny bore

down upon them, sweeping them, like the

chaff of the March wind, over sea and land.

And now that the whirl of its eddy has

brought them back to Canada —do they

remember? The Boy is perched in his office

on the seventh story of a Toronto building

and watches during his leisure moments, the

thronged street which runs like an artery

through the city beneath. The girl’s energy

is devoted to her work amid the wards of

a Western hospital. Perhaps the old days

find more place in the mind of Uncle Andy

Lane.

“It don’t seem more nor yesterday,” he

says, as he helps young Andy water the

cows, “it don’t seem more nor yesterday

since they was goin’ to school,—the two of

them. An’ then up an’ off to the city an’

from there to the war. I thought one time,

mebbe, they’d be man and wife an’ settled

on the farm here. It didn’t happen that way,

though. Place wasn’t big enough for them.

No sir, not big enough g'long there,

Molly, an’ don’t stand at the bucket all day;

give the heifers a chanct.

“WHY GO TO COLLEGE?”

“To be at home in all lands and all ages;

to count nature a familiar acquaintance, and

art an intimate friend; to gain a standard

for the appreciation of other men’s work

and the criticism of your own; to carry the

keys of the world’s library in your pocket,

and feel its resources behind you in what-

ever task you undertake ;
to make hosts of

friends among the men of your own age

who are to be leaders in all walks of life;

to lose yourself in generous enthusiasm

and co-operate with
.

others for common

ends ;
to learn manners from students who

are gentlemen and form character under

professors who are Christians,—this is the

offer of the college for the best four years

of your life.”

President Hyde.

o the school-house aoui.

“I guess we’re late,” said the Boy at '

i.,»r»T->v ns 1v
'

'--yjiled the; yiebird 1

STUDENT VOLUNTEER BAND

The final meeting of the S.V.B. for the

session will be held on Friday at 5 o'clock

in the Theology Reading Room, Old Arts

Building.

Any students interested in Foreign

Mission Work are cordially invited to

this meeting.

The executive for next year will be

appointed.
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WE HAVE OPENED UP

OUR

Spring Offerings

in Woollens

and invite your inspection

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson's Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

I

LETTERS iu i riE EDITOR
Editor Journal,

Dear Sir:

Athletic and rink matters are promin-

ently under discussion at the present time,

and I make this my excuse for intruding

upon your space with a few considerations

which I think may not be out of place.

1.

—With regard to the class of ice pro-

vided at the Arena this winter, are the

Athletic Directorate aware that most of the

small-town rinks around Ontario provide,

a 100% better surface than that turned-out

at the local Arena? Either from inability

or neglect the ice served up has been far be-

low par, full of cracks in ideally cold weath-

er and a constantly scaly surface even in

mild weather when this is scarcely possible

experimentally.

2.

—In respect to season ticket holders,

the attitude assumed by the management

seems to have been,
,fWe have the money,

let them wish for skating-hours." With-

drawal of skating hours is sometimes neces-

sary to comply with the hockey schedules,

but no effort has been made to provide sub-

stitute periods for the skaters. This may be

good policy as far as one season is con-

cerned, but what of the future?

you, how could a girl kiss her own eyes; o'-,

if she could, why would she want to; and.

if she’ did, why should a mirror be dragged

into the question? No young lady of mod-

ern build could get her face into such a

shape, and, if she did, how does Mr. Cross

think it would get her anywhere?

No, Mr. Editor, the accused is all wrong.

After a careful inspection of Year Books.

Year Pictures, etc., I find that with only one

or two exceptions none of the girls in this

part of the country could possibly perform

in that manner, and if they could their time

would be wasted going to college.

Mr. Cross has also accused me of playing

the part of a Levatia Virgin. Mr. Editor,

might I state in your valuable columns that

I never pretended to be such, and, if I am,

where did Mr. Cross get his information?

Yours till I get Cross,

G. W. S.

Cafeteria, alter the meeting, at a nominal

st.'

No fussing!

The Collegian’s Creed.

If you speak to everyone on the campus,

you’re a policy shooter; if you don’t you’re

a fathead. I f you step out, you’re a tea

snake : if you don’t, you’re a bum sport ;
if

you study, you’re a bookworm : if you don t

you’re a purposeless amoeba; if you dress

well, you’re a fairy: if you don’t you re a

farmer. If you go in for activities, you’re

a politician : if you don’t you’re a carpet-

bagger. If you step co-eds, you’re a sap;

if you don’t you’re an editor of the “Jour-

nal.” If you’re friendly with the Profs,

-you’re a handshaker ;
if you’re not, you’re a

damphool.

MORAL—Don’t go to college. -

—Ex.

mmi
'mmm

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

THE WINDUP

Final Meeting of Debating Club Set for

Wednesday

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

3

.

Financial reports indicate that foot-

ball and hockey have been paying their

way since last October. Student support

has been good at all times, in times- of vic-

tory and of adversity. Why the attempt to

make good the capital charges of the Arena

at the expense of the present students? Our

stay here is of comparatively short dura-

tion, and it would appear wise to spread

these charges over a number of years, thus

giving the students of the future the oppor-

tunity of paying their share in proportion

to their enjoyment of the new athletic

facilities.

4.

—Lastly, might I refer to the attitude

of the players in evidence at a great many

of our hockey games? I have attended all

but two, and hfeve noticed a ^elrsistent

tendency to play the man, rather than play

hockey. Such a state of affairs is appar-

ently a result of official encouragement.

Retaliation for rough work started by an

opposing team will always be upheld, but

the practice of having Queen’s students ini-

tiate deliberate fouls, I feel sure, lacks ap-

proval by the majority of students, who

realize that it may win games but can hardly

be classified under the head of sport.

The above remarks may savour of undue

criticism. However, Queen’s is moving on

in matters of sport. Our senior football

team has “made” certain interests around

the college, and there seems to be an attempt

to “rush” athletic matters more than appears

to he for the ultimate good quality of all

our sporting affairs; hence these few per-

sonal opinions of

A Medical Undergraduate.

(Ed. Note—The success of Tuesday

afternoon’s Athletic Mass Meeting may, to

some extent, be judged by the extent to

which the questions touched upon above

are answered. If they remain unanswered

—

either because of the negligence of those

who are interested in them, or evasion by

those to whom they are addressed, if actu-

ally asked—then the meeting will not

have completely achieved its purpose,

—

that of placing the A. B. of C. and the

student body in a position of mutual un-

derstanding.). _

To those whose ambitions yearn and

lean toward being a Demosthenes, a

Cicero, a Burke, a Lloyd George, or an F.

A. Knox, we beg to announce that the

Debating Club will windup its activities

for the year on "Wednesday, March 8th,

at 7 p.m. The alarm is set to go off next

October.

Dr. McNeill, the registrar, will outline

some salient and essential points m de-

bating. As Dr. McNeill- is the most emin-

ent authority on this subject within these

academic precincts, one may feel that it

will be an hour well invested.

The club has not realized all its ambi-

tions, due to cerebral lethargy and hockey

matches, but we can at least manifest our

appreciation of the Registrar by turning

out to sing our swan song en masse.

Coffee and sinkers can be had at the

President Meikeljohn, of Amherst, was

talking about the changed financial condi-

tions that now prevail.

"I heard the other day.” he said “of a

harassed college professor who, m order

to make ends meet, decided to take up man-

ual labor. He visited a large building

operation and said, nervously, to a red-

faced man with a diamond horseshoe in his

necktie : ,

‘I am-ahem-an ex-college professor; 1

would like to know if you could take me on

here as a bricklayer?’

The red-faced man gave a derisive snort:

’Bricklayer? I guess not,’ he said ’We

might start you as an architect though, and

let you work your way up
!’ ”

All Over But the Shouting

Curate (at local football game)—How

do you think we shall get on ?

Captain—Well, sir, our goalkeeper am t

much use, our centre forward ’as a gammy

knee and the left ’alf-back may not turn

„p. but—my brother Jim is refereeing for

us.—London Opinion.

JUST

HERE

PROMINENT STUDENT VOICES
INDIGNATION

The Editor,

Dear Sir:

It is with great pleasure that I take ex-

ception to the dirty work of one Austin

Ferdinand Cross, alias A. Cross, Mr. Cross,

and Leach, self constituted literary Poo Bah.

Not only’ has this ignorant person forged

my name to an article in your paper with

intent to make me a fool of, but he has put

the young ladies of this fair country into

shapes they were never in before. Permit

elucidation on my part.

The article referred to ^read, in part

—

“Why does a girl always close her eyes

when she goes to kiss one?” One

SnriHij ISranb CElulljra

HEADQUARTERS FOR SOCIETY BRAND

CLOTHES FOR YOUNG MEN AND MEN
WHO STAY YOUNG

We strike right out from the shoulder and say that

we offer the best Clothes values in the Best Clothes

made. ^

We mean just exactly what we say about our bet-

ter clothes!

They are the best examples of High Class Tailor-

ing ever offered ready for your service.

We are anxious for you to see these new comeis.

Come for a look. We are perfectly willing to rest our

case on your judgment.

BETTER SUITS $30.00, $35.00, $40.00

REGULAR QUALITY SUITS $18.50, $22.50. $25.00

FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO SUITS

Extra Value $45.00

Bibby’s
30, 82 PRINCESS ST.
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FLOWERS
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

!
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment m City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

OPPORTUNITY !

You can buy Insurance now at

standard rates. The policy allows you
the privilege of changing your occu-

pation or address without increase in

rates. If you wait until you are in

hazardous occupation, the rate would

be higher. Apply now, call or phone

me.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and
Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’23

The programmes -given out on Theatre

Night gave more information than the

names of the actors. The same page an-

nouncing Tues., Feb. 28th, as College

Theatre Night also tells us that next

Tuesday- is Valentine Day. Some one

has been cooking dates. It also tells us

that the title of the Arts skit was “Cher-

chez la Panseuse.” If so, why did they

call up several girls? No wonder the

girls said “No”

!

What has Chalmers done to the chick-

ens that the hens laid for him?

Come again “Leach,” you’re a sucker on

crossing people. We would suggest that

the initials at the end of the letter object-

ing to the article, “Kingston’s Contribu-

tion to Antiquity” should have been S.

O. L.

1st Student:—What was all the com-

motion in front of the Song Shop Satur-

day afternoon?

2nd Student :—Oh ! a lady went to bed

without pulling down the blind.

Among other pleasures, let’s give up

studying during Lent.

Diplomacy

Science Student: How did you like the

Minstrels?

Freshette:—Were you in it?

S.S.—Yes.

Freshette :—Oh ! It was grand

!

CAMISOLIA ENJOYS DANCE

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

Queen’s University,

Kingston.

Dear Mother:—
I want to tell you about the grand time

I had at the Science ’23 Social Evening

on Friday night. I told you in rnyjast

letter that Herb, was going to take me.

Herb, raved so much about it that I was
awfully anxious to go and I wasn’t dis-

appointed either, because they were very

original and had a lot of new ideas. .

They had the Sympathy Six Orchestra

and the music was grand. Mr. Griffin,

he is the grand chap that instructs us in

the Lab., played the piano, and Mr. Wad-
dington, the tall chap who comes in to

talk to' Mr. Griffin, played on a lot of

things. Herb, called them the traps.

Sometimes he hammered on them too

hard, ahd I couldn’t hear Mr. Griffin.

There were four other fellows in the Or-

chestra, but I. didn’t know them.

The)' had a new way of announcing

the dances, too. They had a stand just

like we saw the traffic policeman using

up in Toronto, and they had a policeman

to run the sign. Herb, said he wasn’t a

real policeman.

When we got our programmes, each

couple was given a number and about

the middle of the evening they had an

elimination dance, and Mr. MacLean had

the lucky number. He got a box of cho-

colates. We almost got the prize.

I think all of ’23 tW J*uce and some

tW couHin t dance were there. Herb,

said that all the tickets were sold in half

an hour. There was one fellow on the

floor who was awful, he walked on my
foot twice. Supper'-was served in the

Arts’ Club room this time and not in the

Cafeteria, and we had a lovely slipper..

Herb, said that one or two Arts boys

got in without paying. Maybe they

didn’t have the money, and I don’t blame

them, because it was a lovely dance.

There were a lot of Levana girls there too.

I guess the boys must have seen us dance

Tuesday night.

We had some lovely moonlights and

Herb, has promised to take me next

year. I remain,

"our,

CAMISOLIA.

COLLEGE
FROLIC WILL
BE REPEATED

NEXT MONDAY OR TUESDAY
WILL BE ‘ CITIZENS’ NIGHT”
AT LOCAL OPERA HOUSE

ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL
WILL RECEIVE THE

PROFITS

So great was the success of the College
Frolic presented at the GraTTd Opera
House on February 28th, that it has been
decided to repeat the performance next
Monday or Tuesday evening, March 13th
or 14th.

This will be known as “Citizens’ Night”
and the citizens of Kingston will be spec-
ially encouraged to be present. The Thea-
tre Night Committee are trying to secure
the patronage "of both the Rotary and
Kiwanis Clubs. The Committee can as-

sure every citizen that there will be no
unseemly interference from the gallery,

for when the show is produced especially
for the citizens, the citizens must be given

performance free from student inter-

ruptions.

|
It is understood that the production

®i will lie shortened somewhat, but just

|J which act or acts will be curtailed has

not yet been announced. The Theatre

Night Committee are assuring all that

the very cream of the various skits will

be presented.

The scale of prices adopted for Theatre

Night will in all probability be retained

for the coming performance. The com-
mittee are repeating the show chiefly be-

cause of the very numerous appeals from

Kingstonians who were unable to secure

tickets for the original Theatre Night.

Mr. “Heck” McGillivray, who so ablv

handled the show back-stage on Theatre

Night, has expressed his willingness to-

assist in the repetition of the performance.

The decision to repeat the College-

Frolic was made very late on Monday
afternoon, and the Journal was unable

to secure complete details before going

to press. Full particulars, the Journal

is assured by the Theatre Night Commit-
tee, will be available for Friday’s issue.

In the meantime every student is urged

to boost the show, and help to make
“Citizens’ Night” the success that Stu-

dent Night was.

The Journal is accepting bets, even
money, that the Levana act will be re-

peated. Any takers?

“I wish you "would stop drinking for

my sake.” 4'

“I’m not drinking for your sake.”

—

Harvard Lampoon.

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING
Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Selected Stories From KIPLING
Edited by

WILLIAM LYON PHELPS
Lampson Professor of English Literature at Yale

CONTENTS
The Man Who Would be King; The Drums of the Fore and Aft; The

Phantom Nickshaw; Wee Willie Winkie; The Courting of Dinah Shadd;

The Man Who Was; Without Benefit of Clergy; The Lucarnation of

Krishna Mulvaney; “Nikki-Tikki Tavi”; The Brushwood Boy; William The

Conqueror
;
They

;
An Habitation Enforced.

Price $1.60.

For Sale

R. UgluW & COMPANY
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar. Queen's University.
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Established 1832

The Bank of Nova Scotia

Paid-up-Capital * VWOO
Reserve 19,000,000

Resources 225.000,000

Savings pepartnicnt at all Branches.^

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A. N. Lyster, Manager,

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS !

I

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Milliard Room in Connection

was spent in singing and in giving Queen's

yells.

Upon arriving at the Hall, the troops dis-

embarked from the sleighs with a yell that

ARTS

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Oi

Hanson, Crosier & Edgar
zo Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

ARTS ’22

Several weeks ago the basket ball teams

of Arts '22 and ’23 met in deadly clash on

the floor of the Gym, and after forty min-

utes of heavy going both teams left the

field feeling that the score, which read ’22

all, did not represent the play. To wipe out

this certain uncertainty the above teams

met again Saturday afternoon, and after

toying with the '23 guys for the alloted time

the twenty-tooters were declared winners

by the decisive margin of five points.

For the losers Captain Bill Shaw was

easily the pick. He went into the box and

pitched a good game—away. Excitement

soared high among tjie- numerous and ram-

pageous rooters of '23, who occupied the

reserved seats in the rush end. Especially

was this evident when Capatin Bill was

granted a free shot, but when the ball either

crashed against the windshield or landed lip

in the garret, they would groan in unison,

“Oh. Shaw* Bill.” Austin must have had

“Cash” up on the game as he seemed Cross

throughout, but stiff lie had nothing on Ian

who had to be told several times to keep

his shirt on.

On the other hand, the speedy, heady,

and consistent game played by the seniors

almost beggars description. In fact they re-

minded your reporter of the milky-way, be-

ing all stars. It seemed to he the consensus

of opinion that Bruce wasHihe best player

that ever Wurt. His trick plays caused some

to wonder if he were Albertus in disguise.

McKelvey was a regular bear at centre,

despite the fact that he played several other

strenuous games that afternoon. Ratchford

also belongs to that bear category on his

showing in this game, or in fact any game

he caresyto play. Gow, Boyd and Chown

were all worthy members of the victorious

team.

The line-up was as follows

:

Arts ’22—Boyd, Wert, McKelvey, Gow.

Ratchford, Chown (spare.)

Arts ’23—Cross, Shaw, McLachlan, Ma-
haffy, Courtney.

To the Editor,

Dear Sir:

—

Included in our last budget was a joke

which we considered very bright and ori-

ginal, but which you, for some unknown
reason, did not publish. Could you not see

through it? If not we will be pleased to

forward an explanation in order that you

may print “joke and all” in your next issue.

We also promise to avoid such subtle jest-

Tng in the future.

Awaiting your reply, we are

/• Yours truly,

Reporter.

(Ed. Note—Alright.)

We take up cudgels on behalf of our

railroads, which she calls ‘flying furnaces.’

Her attack is as apt and well-conceived as

a man’s criticism of Canada’s Hotels after

having spent one night in Canada—and

that in a Kingston hostelry.

Discounting say, Windsor, Chateau Lau-

rier, King Edward, Royal Alex., Fort

Garry, Palliser, Vancouver, Empress, etc.,

such a person would condemn all our hostels

with this isolated case as criterion.-

Similarly, her condemnation of American

Railroads. So far, our keen-eyed railroad

critic has ridden only on the smooth and

rapid, but rather comfortless, Pullmans of

the New York Central. She knows nothing

of the luxury of our Canadian Pacific ob-

servation cars, with their plush reclining

chairs, or the leather upholstered lounge

chairs from which one may view the land-

scape through large glass- windows at the

glass end of the car. She can have no idea

of the luxury of the service where all the

latest periodicals are on hand, and many
light novelettes line the book shelves. Nor

has she seen those luxurient cars of Western

American railroads, where one can loll about

all day in luxurient ease. But why con-

tinue ?

ARTS ’24

" On Wednesday evdning, about forty

members of Arts ’24 held aimost_enjoyable

evening in -sleigh-driving and dancing. At

7 :45 p.m., the two sleighs left the college

and headed for Cataraqui (po, not Catar-

aqui Cemetery—there was nothing dead or

“Cross'” about this party.)

While driving out, several somewhat

spectacular stunts were enacted. Mr. John

Emery gave a thrilling exhibition of horse-

back riding. It would be impossible to

adequately describe his various manoeuvres

and to give full justice to his talent; how-

ever, suffice it to say, as one poet fittingly

expressed it, “bravely he rode and well.”

Mr. Murphy, our famous Orator, then

decided that certain members on the sleigh

were too comfortable,—a state of affairs

which should not be allowed. Mr. Pa More-

land ably assisted Mr. Murphy in his most

villainous work of dislodging the troops

from their comfortable quarters; Miss H.

Wilson and “Aluminium” Carey and Miss

G. Conklin and Tucker Sills were “put out”

about it. The remainder of the journey out

would gladden the heart of Cheer Leader

Holdcroft &nd make any hoop-la Indian

war cry sound like a lullaby.

During the next couple of hours there

were all sorts of dances—waltzes, fox trots,

one steps, Sir R. de Coverleys, Paul Joneses,

elimination dances, tag dances, dances in

which the men chose their partners and those

in which the girls did the choosing. We
deplore having to mention the fact, but it

should be noted that, in this latter dance,

Lord High Fusser Chop Duph was left

stranded without a partner!

The orchestra played wonderfully, and

we congratulate Misses M. Booth, M. Mac-

Arthur, B. Nobps and Messrs. Hopkins and

McKercher on the music they provided. In-

cidental a “comb orchestra” was formed

—

composed of Miss C. Farrell and Messrs.

Jolliffe, Sills, Hopkins, and Duph. Murphy

played the '‘traps." This additional orches-

tra nobly assisted in supplying music—was

adequate in a minor part, as it were. Then

the refreshments ! Sandwiches .beans and

cofffce provided a supper “de luxe.” We con-

gratulate Misses C. Farrell, M. Booth and

H. Tofield, who .made the sandwiches—they

were lovely (yes, the sandwiches were also

nice.) After supper, dancing was resumed

for about an hour.

Then the trip home ! Kathleen and Mar-

ion informed us that they thoroughly en-

joyed it. Margery confided to us-that the

trip home was “just loving”— pardon

“lovely.”

The sleighing party was an unparalled

success. We especially thank Miss O.’Con-

nor, who acted as chaperone, and the Com-

mittee—Misses M. Booth, C. Farrell, H.

Tofield and Messrs. R. McKercher, W. Con-

nors, E. L. Murphy and J. Creegan for their

fine work.

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

LATEST SHEET MUSIC
FOUR FOR $1.00

Sold elsewhere in Canada at 40c and
50c a copy.

1920-21 Operatic Hits

20c per copy
I “ti no.

Just the numbers you would wish
in your music cabinet.

j|

m

THE COLLEGE BOOK |

| STORE
IS 160-162 Princess Ct. Phone 919

PIANO TUNING
WM. 8WAINR, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Order* received at 100 Clergy St. Weat,

or ’Phone 564 w.

ARTS ’23

Some have trod the wave-packed strand,

as the cool and zestful surf lapped about

their feet ;
others know the feel of the deli-

cate swish of the bath, as they take their

Wfcekly or monthly inundation, but nothing

can compare with the delirious and uncon-

trolled ecstasy we experience as the limpid,

waters of the gentle snows mingle with the

.amberic waters of Kingston’s side walks,
and ooze simviyrnroxigi.-^-

as we
slough our ways along the boulevards and
crescents of this venerable town.

We cannot believe that the chief magis-

trate and £ity fathers deliberately want to

kill off us young blossoms, but we can only

think the worst. It is true a feW shallow

gutters have been sighted on back streets,

but these are accidents of nature rather than

the caprice of our enterprising town council.

Why dig ditches, say they, when the sun
approacheth his vernal equinox?—and stu-

dents of Gutterology find the question prac-

tically unanswerable.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

ARTS ’25

The inter-year hockey match between

Arts ’24 and ’25 was played in the Arena

on Friday and '24 won, the score was 5-3.

The score against ’25 was piled up before

their goalkeeper came—but no excuses.

Since Arts ’24 and Arts ’25 have won an

equal number of games, they will have

to play again and there will he, be assure

youj a different story to tell. The '25

team was so proud that tKby had their

picture taken.

E. W. MULLIN & SON

REAL ESTATE AND ^INSURANCE BROKERS

Johnston and Division Streets, Kingston, Ont. ’Phone 539-w

MARGOT
To mention or criticize the notorious

and clever Mrs. Askwith is trite.

Vaturallv. -he invites criticism, when
Corner Prince** and Wellington Street!

j

.icoui.c^ ou- unco,, i:
• 'codrutalism

Entrance on Wellington St. ,-;sch a drain,, manner

Phone 2092. mffh sheVas a little disappointed I

lidence, 148 Albert St. Phone 457*. >

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS jthest — ’PHONE 797

ALL OF

Dame Clara Butt’s
Exclusive Columbia Records

always in stock

Nothing better as a gift

Send a few home

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Get the Habit, “For Records, Try Treadgold’s First”
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QUEEN’S 4, ST. MICHAEL’S 0

t (Continued from page 1)

continually changed from force of cir-

cumstance. Yet through it all, the spirit

of the team has never failed. They are

as plucky and determined a team as we

could hope for—a new occurrence of the

old type of teanr which won Queen’s her

reputation as a home of a “fighting bunch

of die-hards.” Carroll, Swartzman, Brown

and Ritchie, George Stewart, who went

out with water on the knee. Rusty

Wright and Macdonald, who gave up

their places to the junior mefi, Cleland,

who practised faithfully throughout the

season; Mutt Brown, who played sur-

prisingly well for his first year in goal

for a College team, Reynolds, Boucher

and Nickle—to all these must go our very

sincere and heartiest thanks for providing

another step in the ladder that is leading

Queen's out of the hole of resultless ath-

letics.

Queen’s:

Quinn

Reynolds

Ritchie

Carroll

Brown
Swartman
Nickle

Boucher

Brown, T. A.

Referee—M. J. Rodden

ably responded to by Fovita Kelly of

Queen’s. The toast of hockey was repli-

ed to by Miss Slack of McGill. Each

girl received a pretty souvenir of the

visit.

The girls returned on Sunday, “tired

but happy,” everyone voting the Varsity

girls good entertainers. Great credit is

due to our manager, Fovita Kelly, for the

capable way in which she looked after

us on our trip.

Line-Up
St. Michael’s

:

goal O’Brien

defence ^ Munro
Killen

centre i Dunn

wings Killen

Murphy

subs. Ferroni

Mulvahil

GIRLS’ BASKETBALL TEAM EN-

TERTAINED AT VARSITY

The girls of the Basket Ball team are

loud in their praises of the fine time given

them by Varsity girls during their stay

in Totonto. Too much cannot be said of

the young lady who so kindly, from the

moment of our arrival until our departure,

guided our stumbling footsteps from place

to place, and attended to our every want.

The task was not a simple one

!

Everyone enjoyed the pleasant tea ar-

ranged for our entertainment on Thurs-

day afternoon, when an opportunity was

afforded us of getting acquainted with

the McGill and Varsity girls.

After the Queen’s-Varsity game in the

evening we were the guests at a delight-

ful supper at the Union. Pretty favours

were received, and the evening was thor-

oughly enjoyed. Several inquiries were

made as ~to the identity of the “pretty

girl in blue” with the Queen’s team!

Oil Friday we were entertained at

lupcheon by the Medical Women’s Ath-

letic Society at the St. George Tea Rooms>

The Hon. Pres, of the Club welcomed

the girls to Varsity, and at the close of

the luncheon impromptu speeches were

given by Miss Cartwright of McGill, and

Miss O’Connor, our coach. Dr. Edith

Gordon, in her speech, hoped for a day

when more time in the curriculum should

be devoted to Athletics. The luncheon

closed with the McGill, Queen’s and Var-

sity yells, and a demonstration of the

Varsity Meds’ yell, which was greatly

enjoyed.

Friday night the girls were entertained

at the home of Sir Robert and Lady Fal-

coner. The. teams attended in their pretty

basketball outfits, and we thoroughly en-

joyed the informality of the..parly and the

kindness of our host and hostess.

On Saturday night the week-end acti

vities were closed with a banquet in Bing

ham’s Blue Room, given by the Women’s

Basketball and Hockey Clubs. The pretty

T shaped table was decorated with the

colours of the three Colleges. Dr. Benson

spoke of the beneficial results of College

Athletics, and mentioned life fine spirit

displayed in the games held. Sir Robt.

Falconer congratulated the teams on the

excellence of the hockey played on Fri-

day. Miss Burwash, president of the

Varsity Women’s B.B. Club, proposed a

toast to Basketball, which was very cap-

KINGSTON 0, SUDBURY 5

(Continued from page 1).

dead when he hit the defence, and then

swinging around, completely baffled our

defence for the first two periods. Roths-

childs, and McKinnon were very effec-

tive wing men, and worked well together.

Shorty Green, probably their most fam-

ous player, was sick, and retired from

the game at the end of the first period,

after showing flashes of the gaipe which

has given him his reputation in the North

country. Duncan and D. Boucher (of the

Queen’s Juniors), were capable substitu-

tes, and were frequently used.

The Kingston team was composed ..of

five Queen’s men and three Frontenac

players. In the second period when they

worked hardest, they had the edge of the

play. But hfck of team play, which' was

only natural in the circumstances and

which was the greater set-back on ice

which made individual work almost im

possible, was very noticeable and was re

sponsible for the failure to score.

The first period ended 2-0 for Sudbury,

both goals coming from the stick of Red

Green. The ice was heaviest in this per

iod and held play down considerably.

Kingston missed several good chances af-

ter getting through the defence:

The only score of the second period

came one minute after play opened. Red

Green carried through to the defence and

passed to McKinnon, who slammed the

puck home from close in. The rest of

the period was decidedly Kingston’s. On

four occasions the All-Stars had. men

through with no one >Jntt Ironstone to.

beat, and then either missed the net or

hit the goalie.

Two tpore goals came Sudbury’s way

in the last period. Langlois made an

end-to-end rush, evaded the defence, drew

McNeill out, and pushed the rubber in

the open net, accomplishing the smooth-

est bit of work of the game. Red Green

got another in the last few minutes on a

pass from Duncan. McNeill made some

sensational stops in this. period, and Joe

Smith and Woodruff got in some effec-

tive work.

Line-Up

Sudbury

:

Kingston

Ironstone 'goal McNeill

Langlois defence McKelvey

C. Boucher L. Brown

Red Green centre Woodruff

Rothschilds wings Smith

McKinnon Gibson

Shorty Green subs. MacDonald

Duncan F. Brown

D. Boucher.

Referee—Roy Blacklock.

PICTURE UF JUNIOR HOCKEY
TEAM

All members of the Junior Hockey

team are asked to be on hand at the

Arena on Wednesday at 12 o’clock for

the group picture. Everybody on time.

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND -OPERA HOUSE

For Your Dances engage Treneer’a

Fong Shop Orchestra

1> tin* ol 50 <£ lOO

> little Bit ofAllRight"

fayoyifim te-daij.

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIBARETTESss

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen’s
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Men's Hats

Men’s Caps
Everything Students require in

the line of headwear is here, and

we save you money on every

article.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

Campbell Bros.
Hats, Furs, Gloves

122 PRINCESS ST.

Meds
MEDS. ’27

Good News.

“Home Rule for Ireland”

and

‘Medical Freshmen Social Whirl for

Queen’s”

Note :

—

’‘Shimmying is celestial,

The highland flingls great,

But dancing on St. Patrick's night,

Well, you’ll appreciate

—

The Irish washerwoman

And the Camel-toddle run,

And mingle in with Pat and Mike

For sensations, jazz and fun
!”

(New Shoes for

Spring

WATERMAN’S IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

We carry a complete stock to

select from—Priced from $2.50 up.

EVERSHARP PENCILS

In all styles from 75c up.

Our service department is equip-

ped to repair both pens and pencils

on day received.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Ui SIX NEW STYLES AT $4.75

Ladies’ Black Kid Oxford Brown

j

Calf, flat or military heels. La-

|

dies’ Brown or Black, 2-starp, flat

1

heels or military.

1 ALL $4.75 A PAIR

LOCKETT’S

Med’s ’27 has a special treat in store

for the students of the University. The

famous Eric “Gobbles” Roberts, of Ot-

tawa, who has just completed a four

years’ run in first-class vaudeville in the

States, and a one year term in an exclus-

ive Detroit Cabaret, has consented to

come to Queen’s on March 17th, as a spe-

cial favor to Mr. J. D. Graham, the con-

venor of our dance committee, Mr. Rob-

erts. is a personal friend of Mr. Graham’s,

and is only coming as a special favor to

the year, as he has retired from profes-

sional life.

REGIMENTAL ORDERS

By Lieut. Col. P. G .C. Campbell, -Com-

manding Queen’s University Con-

tingent, C.O.T.C.

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut your eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes -a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

BIG

Reductions
Onfall lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

No. 12. March 4th, 1922

1. Examinations.

The written examinations for Certifi-

cate “A” will be held in Convocation Hall.

Tuesday, March 7th, the first paper from

2-4 p.m., the second from 7.30 to 9.30

p.m.

2. Pay and Allowances.

All N.C.O’s.. and men who have not

signed the pay sheets must do so if pay

is to be drawn. This may he done in

Room 1, Carruthers I-Iall, Wednesday,

March 8th, at 12 noon.

3. Quartermasters Stores.

All clothing and equipment must be

returned during the week 5th-llth. Stores

will be open on Wednesday, March 8th.

and Friday, March 10th, at 4 p.m., and on

Saturday, March 11th, at 1.15 p.m.

All military books must be returned as

they are on charge to the unit. They

should be handed in at the University

Post Office with a slip, giving the name

of the person returning them.

J. C. MACGILLIVRAY, Lieut,,

a/adjt. Queen’s C.O.T.C.

Special Showing

of

Models for Spring
As Tailored by

FASHION CRAFT
Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday

An expert tailor in attendance,
will lie pleased to show these
copyright models and the new
woolens to any who are interest-

ed in “Quality Clothes”. Accept
this as your invitation, whether
you contemplate buying now or
later, it is our pleasure to have
you see them.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

WAR MEMORIAL FACTS

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &r

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAI

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

Theology “Social Evening”

(Continued from page 1)

There has been subscribed already,

about $40,000, of which about $16,000 has

been paid to date. To erect a building

adequate for all student activities it will

be necessary to raise at least $100,000.

Letters are being sent to all graduates

soliciting their assistance and the cam-

paign among the under-graduates is- -still

rk>tn™u:ug—it will be possible to start

building before the amount is col-

lected, and it is quite likely those in tW
first years now will enjoy the use of the

completed Student’s Union before they

graduate.

There is absolutely nothing in the rum-

our that the funds may be turned over to

help the rink.

War Memorial Committee.

SOCCER MEETING
The Annual Meeting of the Queen’s

Soccer Club will be held in Convocation

Hall on Wednesday at 4.30 p.m. All those

interested in soccer are requested to be

present as the success of soccer depends

on the support it gets. The soccer team

was successful in winning the Whig cup
!

1 uture for soccer look- even

>r next year, so turn out ;very-

ake the meetingj^j^lft-ess.

vitiated taste. Dr. Eakin illustrated his

point by examples from Church Posters

—“Naming the Baby After-Father." and

“Who Cut Your Hair?” being typical,

while another church advertised ‘ Short

Snappy Sermons.” Fie claimed that the

church was too full of fads, and spoke

for an intensive teaching pulpit dealing

with the vital issues of religion and ap-v

pealing to the mystic in every man.

Professor McFadyen. in toasting Our

Guests,” voiced a welcome to the ladies

present and to Rev. Duncan McLeod, a

missionary from Formosa, who was a

guest at the dinner. He emphasized the

mutual benefits to all faculties of the close

affiliation, as at Queen’s, of Theology

with Arts, Science, and Medicine. In

reply; Mr. V. A. Minnes, Treasurer of

the A.M.S., voTccti- the good feeling be-

tween Theology and Science^ --Mr. J,

Emrey, President of the Engineering Soc-

iety. also spoke on the interfaculty spirit.

Mr. B. E. Kemp, representing Medicine,

admitted that the doctors and the clergy

are. closely related (laughter).

The toast list was interspersed with a

very delightful programme, consisting of

a piano duet by Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Gil-

bert, vocal duets by our inimitable song-

sters, Fry and Wood; and reading by

Mrs. Gilbert.

The Dinner Committee consisted of

Mcs-rs. 1 . A. Kneehtel and F W M.ic-:g

Kin no... Y.cv-rs. C. < Gilbert a-d W. J ||
Wb.iWr W -.mrwd the Proe^ome Com-

; |

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

SUranii
MON. TUES., WED.

“THE CONQUERING
POWER”

with

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Based on Balzae’s "Eugene Granolet"

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
According to Cliartcr, at least 90 per

cent, of the Company’s surplus aris-

ing from participating policies is ap-

portioned among its policyholders.

The holder of an Imperial Life par-

ticipating policy is, therefore, a part-

ner in an institution which combines

the strength of a stock company with

the liberality of a mutual company.
Every day's delay in insuring vour
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ATHLETIC FINANCES DISCUSSED

AT SUCCESSEUL MASS MEETING

CRITICAL STATE OF PRESENT SITUATION LAID BARE— STU-

DENTS RECOMMEND INCREASE IN ATHLETIC FEES.

INTERFACULTY
HOCKEY MATCH

Queen’s students showed their interest in

the problem of Athletic finances by turning

out in large numbers 'to the Mass Meeting

-on Tuesday afternoon. They were informed

of the real state of the Athletic Board of

Control’s finances* about which so many

reports have been current. There was a

great deal of useful discussion and var-

ious proposals were submitted for the

consideration of the student body.

Mr. Myers, Chairman of the Athletic

Board, presided. In opening the meeting

be explained that it was called to bring about

a better understanding between the A. B. of

C, and the students. He pointed out that

the undergraduates were well represented

in that body, electing five out of the thir-

teen regular members. That the Athletic

finances are not in a healthy condition, he

showed by reading a statement of the re-

ceipts and expenditures on rugby and hockey

alone—a statemnet which showed a serious

deficit. All the other athletic organizations

also produce deficits. Obviously something

had to be done to remedy this situation, and

it was for suggestions on this point that

the meeting was called.

Prof. Manly Baker then spoke for the

A. B. of C. Some people were too ready

to criticise that organization, he said. He
compared the members of it to the directors

of a company in which the students are the

share-holders and said that the directors

were doing their best. Many foolish state-

ments had been made about its business

methods. The claim that admittance could

be gained to the rush end in the arena by

means of a war-tax ticket was an example

of such misleading rumours. This was the

sort of thing the Board had to contend with,

and it deserved a more sympathetic attitude

on the part of the students. A stage had

now been reached where something must

be done and he, though he did not like the

idea, suggested that Queen’s should drop

out of every Intercollegiate sport except

hockey and rugby. That some such step is

necessary was shown by the fact that in thi:

year, with favourable rugby and hockey sea"-

sons, there had been a deficit. The new

Stadium and Rink which Queen’s have ac-

quired have increased the overhead ex -

penses and made the situation more serious.

Some new suggestions had come at meetings

which the A. B. of C. had held with the stu-

dent executives and he hoped that this meet-

ing would result in further suggestions.

The Athletic Director, Mr. Awrey, was

also of the opinion that some branches of

intercollegiate sport must be dropped. He

contrasted the expenditure of Queen’s on

equipment with that of Varsity and McGill,

showing that she spent a comparatively

small sum in this way. The gates at Queen s

games are much smaller than those which

Varsity or McGill get, yet Queen’s has to

compete with these colleges. She has now

adequate equipment including a fine sta-

dium, and is the only Canadian University

that owns a covered rink. In spite of the

fact that her equipment is second to none.

,

an athletic fee of only five dollars, as com-|

pared with the eleven dollars of Varsity

and McGill, is collected. Queen’s missed by

one point a game of rugby last fall, which

would have greatly improved her financial

position.

Mr. Holdcroft suggested making n

compulsory for every student to buy a

ticket for all games which would be sold at

a price sufficient to bring enough money to

carry on all branches of sport. The chair-

man said that this would be equivalent to

(Continued on page 6)

CLARA BUTT
SINGS HERE

ENGLISH CLUB
HOLDS MEETING

MISS GORDON SPEAKS ON JOHN
MASEFIELD

On Monday evening, Miss Gordon, at the

English Club, gave a comprehensive address

on John Masefield which was very much

-'enjoyed by those present.

The speaker began by stating that it was

very hard to give a true estimate of any

contemporary writer. What may be the

prevailing characteristics of an author’s

work at one stage of his development may

not hold good for a later period. This is

emphatically so in the case of present day

writers, who are carried away by the fickle

and varying currents of modern literature.

At the end of the nineteenth and the be-

ginning of the present century the world of

English letters, having grown somewhat

weary of the great Victorian age which was

drawing to a close, and being jolted into a

closer study of its own conduct by the Boer

As a writer, Masefield is versatile; he

has tried his hand at the novel and the

drama and has done both narrative and

lyrical poetry. He is very serious minded

and almost totally lacks humour. This

quality may be well illustrated if we con

trast his book on' Shakespeare with that of

Raleigh, whose style sparkles with bril-

liant and witty expressions. .
On the other

hand, like Dryden, Masefield is clear and

sturdy and “bumps manfully through

facts.’’

Of all the forms of literature that he has

attempted, he has been least successful in

the novel—at least in his earlier attempts,

which are encumbered with detail, causing

the action of the story to lag. In the drama,

his genius for character analysis found a

more fruitful field. Some of his most im-

portant- plays are “Pompey the Great,’’

“Philip the King,” and “The Locked Chest.’

In his historical plays Masefield is ndt

always accurate. For instance, he puts a

prayer into the mouth of Philip of Spain,

which good Catholics assure us v^ould never

MEDS. AND SCIENCE CLASH IN

FIRST GAME OF INTER-
FACULTY HOCKEY-

SCORE 3-3

Medicine and Science fought it out to

a 3-3 draw on Monday night. In spite

of the fact that rafts or hip boots would

have been more in keeping with the con-

ditions, the game was close and interest-

ing, and the brand of hockey was quite

good. Science had a trifle the better of

the play, but Myers, in goal, was beaten

very easily on two occasions. The game

was played from 5.30 to 7.00 p.m., and as

it was not advertised the crowd was very

poor -in numbers—though high in qual-

ity.

Hyland opened the scoring by beating

Flanagan, the Med. goalie, early in the

first period. Grant tied it up. There

was no further score* until about half way

through the second period, when Gratton

beat Myers from outside the defence. Mc-

Leod tied it up again. In the last period

Hyland again put Science in the lead,

and it looked as though Science would

be billed to meet Arts in the finals, but

with about two minutes to go Gratton

beat Myers on another long, low shot.

It was decided not to play overtime.

Flanagan put up a good game in the

nets for Medicine. Gratton was good in

flashes, but found the going heavy. Henry

and Waddell played a sterling defensive

game. Grant and McCammon played the

wings well, though the former was in-

clined to rough it up. Bell and Louden

NVere very effective-subs.

Myers, in goal for Science, handled

some hard shots, but was weak on the

low ones, and got easily rattled. Hen-

derson and McLeod between them play-

ed the best hockey of the game. Hanson,

at centre, was right in the play all the

time. Bracken and Poyser. on the wings,

were a good match for the Medicine

wings, while Hyland and Affleck were

real substitutes and did not weaken the

team in the least.

C. E. Ratchford refered the game with

great impartiality.

WORLD FAMOUS SINGER IS

GREATLY APPRECIATED

CITIZENS’ NIGHT

TO AID A. B. OF C.

r L.
"

7
.' ~

. have been used by a member of the Church
War, turned its attention to phychological lld¥ ' rou

. / . , . . .

. • — • .
• • . . of Rome. Another curious fact about the

analysis. This same tendency tiiay also be

traced in other branches of learning; the

scientists had begun to turn from mechani

cal inventions and were applying themselves

to the study of germs, and in the' political

field there was a passion for social reform.

Masefield was thoroughly in sympathy with

his time arid most of his early novels ex-

hibit these tendencies. But since the recent

war there has been a change; there is not

the same interest now in psychplogical

analysis
;
instead, our young men have be-

gun to write lyrical poetry. As the tenden-

cies of the later nineteenth century can be

seen reproducing themselves in Masefield's

•early novels, so one can feel this new spirit

in everything that he has written since the

war.

historical plays is that the characters use

modern slang. Perhaps the author’s object

in this was to minimize the difference caused

by time and space, and thus bring out the

human quality in his characters.

He has written two books on the war,

“On the Old Front Line” and “The War

in Gallipoli.” They are based on actual

observations, and returned men say that the

descriptions, on the whole, are very accur-

ate; but when the author tries to portray

the feelings of _jhe men in the conflict, he^

describes for us instead his own.

His most, important narrative poems are

“The Everlasting Mercy,” in which

(Continued on page 6)

he

TO BE STAGED NEXT MONDAY
NIGHT—PLAYERS ARE ASKED

TO CO-OPERATE

After a musical recital superlatively

good of a particular kind, perhaps noth-

ing is quite so enjoyable as an equally

good one of a different character. Cer-

tainly the many students and others who
have heard the recitals given this

session in Grant Hall must have been im-

pressed on Monday night with the happily

assorted programmes that have made up

the series, while marvelling at the ex-

traordinary excellence of that evening’s

entertainment. In Dame Clara Butt, Mr.

Kennerley Rum-ford, and M. Melsa we
have artists whose phenomenal powers

would be impressive with any type of

programme. The actual material selected

enabled them to do much more than give

so general an impression. It was not

as an exhibition of skill or versatility, nor,

indeed, for the command of any special

effects, that the performance was note-

worthy. It was rather characterized by

an uncommon degree of simplicity, natur-

alness, and lack of display. If we except

the work of the violinist, who contributed

the touch of contrast in this respect, and

in places the accompanist, there were no

difficult passages
;
nor were there intel-

lectual strains for the audience. The pro-

gramme was to a great extent the baiiad

and folk-song of every day rendered mem-

orable by the perfection of performance.

At Dame Clara’s first appearance, two

short pieces were given; the air “Object

de mon amour” from Gluck’s Orpheus,

and Haydn’s “Spirit Song." These were

sung simply enough, but with the great-

est effect. Her astonishing contralto

voice, whose range and power were never

fully revealed, was here remarkable for

the resonance of its l6wer notes, its var-

iety, and the fine control of the different

registers. Miss Grace Torrens, at the

piano throughout, was an accompanist

of the right kind, and contributed no small,

part to the success of the evening. “The

hqme-coming of the unknown soldier,’

given as an encore, showed the singer’s

capacity for more intense effect, and

brought some fine high notes into use.

At her second appearance the songs were

of a very simple form, but impressive for

the purity and naturalness of their render-

continued on page 5)

The College Frollicers are to play the

rich uncle to the A.B. of C. next Monday

night. As has been pointed out, the fin-

ances of the A.B. of C. are in a serious

plight. So it was thought that the stag-

ing of the College Frolic would work un-

told good in two \yays.

In the first f?lace, the money realized

from the Frolic will materially aid the

Athletic Board, and, in the second place,

it will give a great number of people a

chance to see the show; people who were

prevented from. so doing before, because

the Opera House sold out so rapidly.

“Citizens’ Night” is the name of the

next appearance^ of the College Frolic.

Citizens’ Night will be Monday, March

13th, and as before, the show will start

at 8.15 p.m.

Owing to its undue length, it has been

found necessary to cut the Arts and Medi-

cine skits, not because they were inferior

- dn any way, but because the knife had to

fall somewhere, and one could not be cut

without the other. Moreover, Arts and

Medicine are well represented in other

acts.

THE BULLETIN

Friday

—

4.00 p.m.—Commerce Club.

7.00 p.m:—Science ’25 Social Evening.

Saturday :

—

1.00 p.m.—Basketball Championship,

’23 vs. ’24.

Monday :

—

5.00 p.m.—English Club, “A Visit to

the English Lake District”.—

8.15 p.m.— College Frolic, Citizens’

Night at Grand Opera House.

A word to students. This is Citizens

Night, not Students’ Night. The College

lias had its fun; any rowdyism will be

uncalled for, and will be severly dealt

with by civic (not University) authorities.

~We need College support, but we can

dispense with the rouglihouse. The chan-

ces. however, of hs occurring are very

remote indeed, and it is expected that the

students will give the citizens of Kings-

ton a fair chance to enjoy a real show.

Backed by the Kiwanis and the Rotary

Clubs, the success of the event is assured.

T.N.P.A.
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"The College Hat Store

SPRING HEADWEAR

We are ready with our usual big

variety of students’ Spring Hats and

Caps. We buy direct from the world s

best makers in large quantities—"we

save you something on every Hat
you buy.”

New Hats $2.00 to $8.00.

New Cap s $1.00 to $2.50.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Hats, Wholesale and Retail

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

EDITORIAL

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 1,500,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

(thimt’s Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada.

$1.75 ;
out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-chief—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-

ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—-J. T. GOW.

Asst Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND; J. LANSBURY; G. E. WOOD.
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

THE MASS MEETING

SL E. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Mo.t Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COB. BBOCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. 'Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

ALLEM
1 1 THEATRE 11

THUR., FRI., SAT.

The Face of the World

and

ALBURTUS
The Miracle Man

Tuesday’s Mass Meeting was something

to restore faith in the attitude of Queen’s

students to Queen’s, in the ultimate success

of Queen’s athletics, in the system of stu-

dent self-government. Not only was the at-

tendance gratifyingly large, but there was

an interest evidenced which augurs well for

the athletic future of the college. While the

actual resolution passed was brief and

simple, the meeting really accomplished as

much in the field of sport as that now-

famous A. M. S. Meeting of last December

did in other realms of student activity.

In the first place, the student body learn

ed how athletics are financed, and the pre-

sent problem was made clear in every detail.

From now on each student will have

keener interest in the gate receipts of the

games and, knowing that Queen s athletics

are fighting for financial stability will be

quick to resent any petty bit of graft^that

may come under His notice. The meeting,

too, brought it hqjne to everyone present

that the Athletic Board of Control is, after

all, simply a group of students, professors

and graduates, largely elected by the under-

graduates, which is always active, always

planning, in the interests of the students

and their athletics. A feeling of mutual

understanding—not really, of course-, to be

marvelled at—can now be said to exist be-

tween the A. B. of C. and the student body,

and a future of co-operative effort seems to

be assured.

The meeting also found a solution to the

immediate financial problem, in recommend-

ing to the Senate that the annual athletic

fee he raised from five to eight dollars.

This request the Senate can hardly refuse,

for the students now own a rink that will

act as a distinct attraction to Queen’s, more

than offsetting the disadvantage of a slight-

ly increased fee. Bilf more important than

the final resolution was the discussion at

the meeting.' The very fact that hundreds

of students, men and women, should come

to a meeting on a rainy afternoon to dis-

cuss a problem of finance is the most en-

couraging happening of the year. To see

men who will graduate in a month or two

earnestly planning athletics of ten and

twenty-five years from now, and to find the

I whole mass of students, unanimously eager

to have their fees raised in the cause of

Queen’s, was to realize that there is some-

thing, still, about Queen’s which wins men
'

to her and which will keep the tri-colour at

the top of the mast for a few more years

at least.

ished and cultivated and even the oldest

ones must he carefully watched for signs

of decay.

Queen’s may envy such sister institu-

tions as Trinity College, Toronto, which

is linked to-the past with many a story

and custom, and' which comes as near

to achieving a personality as any collec

tion of walls and trees and human beings

may. Yet Queen’s is not without tradi-

tions and she, in turn, is to be envied by

many other Canadian and American col-

leges. Among -these would be the one

which, as Dean Skelton relates, had a

tradition about the “old oaken door”,

while yet the varnish was drying and the

hinges were stiff and shiny. It is during

years of progress and development such

as the present that we are apt to forget

traditions, and to think rdther contempt-

ously of what the past has contributed

to Queen's as she stands today. There

are, of course, the great spiritual and in-

tellectual traditions which will weather

many a storm': the tradition of sound

morality—of the best that is in puritan-

ism—the tradition of academic stability,

the democratic tradition. These would

be the last to fall if our traditions were,

one by one, to be obscured by a material-

istic pushing onward.

But if the important traditions are to

be retained, then the minor ones / piust

not be neglected. Even those lesser ones

which dictate where students may or

may not go, or what freshman are for-

bidden to do, or .the places where hats

must be removed and cigarettes remain

unlighted—even these have their part in

maintaining the spirit and atmosphere of

the College, and a conscious' laxity in

their observance would be very regrett-

able. It is to be hoped that the faculty

courts, with whom these matters are en-

trusted, will be vigilant. (There is work

to do: for instance, daily the rules are

flagrantly broken in the New Arts Build-

ing where members of Arts and Levana

hold frequent converse in the halls.)

When the tendency of the day is towards

a get-rich-quick variety of laming and a

wiii^at-any-price type of athletics, any

thing which will strengthen our associa

tions with the past is greatly to be cher-

ished.

Delicate

Loveliness

Charming in their graceful

and delicate beauty are the

many patterns in attractive cut

crystal at Ryrie’s.

Designed by artists and

wrought from the finest Eng-

lish rock crystal by master crafts-

men, these lovely articles are as

inviting to the eye as they are

seductive in price.

Ryrie Bros.

Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

AN ERROR IN THE JOURNAL

high school boards and
boards of education
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the .regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments

The Editor,

Queen’s Journal.

Dear Sir:

I wish to call your attention to an error

in the Tuesday issue of the Journal.

In the report of the last A.M.S. meet-

ing this sentence appeared : “This initiation

is to be held in the Stadium and no specta-

tors are to be admitted.” It should have

read: ‘‘This initiation is to-be held in the

Stadium and no spectators will be allowed

on the field during the initiation.”

Yoflirs very truly,

H. R. Myers.

Copies of the Regulations issued by .the

Department of Education may be obtamed

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toron(0i November, 1921.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

J>HONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

SUDDEN DEATH ~©F PROMINENT
-GRADUATE

Queen’s lost a friend and a distinguished

graduate in the death of Dr. J. B. Turner,

Principal of Hamilton Collegiate Institute.

Dr. Turner dropped dead in his office last

Tuesday, shortly after school started, as the

result o-f an apopletic stroke.

Not much over a year ago, he received

the degree ofsL.L.D., from Queen s Uni-

versity. As an ol4 friend of Queen's, we

mourn his passing.
TRADITIONS

• Fortunate, indeed, is the College which

is blessed with traditions. They cannot

he brought into being by a Student Mass

Meeting, nor can they be formulated, like

the requirements for degrees, by. the Uni

versity authorities. They cannot be 11 ;

ed to the College by wealthy grade it

;
B. Diltz, jvhose enthusfasism

like the trees on the campus, they
Vorthern England was kindled by first

simply grow with the years, t And ’'h.
; | ^ knowledge gaindd while overseas. Al

the trees, they must be eared for or . -y
| ^ afe interested j„ the, work of Words-

w ill rw»ri cli • thr> newer ones must be i

THE ENGLISH CLUB

On Monday the English Club will have

a • pleasure of visiting the English Lake

J list net. The trip will be personally con-

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11 30 10

SUPPER 5 00 to 700

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

14. P. REID, Manager.

worth and Coleridge and other celebrities

of the Grasmere region are sure to enjoy an

hour spent among the hills and meres ac-

companied by a guide sensitive at once to

their charm and the beauty of the literature

which they inspired.

“Has this car got a speedometer?" asked

an old gentleman to the auctioneer/ The

auctioneer was equal to the occasion and

replied : “At thirty miles an hour it exhibits

a white flag, at forty miles a red flag, and

at fiftv miles a gramaphone begins to play,

-I’m going to be an angel, and with the

ftmi Tit-Bits.1 A nrr*1 1

1
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

TRY US

NEW YORK HAT

CLEANING AND SHOE

SHINING PARLOR
208 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 395

^ KINGSTON
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FACULTY NOTES

Snappy Styles

Dresses

Suits

Coats

Georgette Blouses

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

MEDICINE ’26

On Wednesday last the gymnasium was

the scene of one of the most fast and\

furious games of basketball ever witness-

ed by the natives. Our undefeated and

unconquerable quintet'demonstrated most

clearly 'and effectively to an all-star team

from the Arts faculty, how basketball

should be played. The Arts team was

composed of such notabilities as ITaslam,

Salter, Moore and Cross, but they were

absolutely unable to penetrate our heavy-

weight defense
—“Red” and “Louis. Gib-

son and Ellis proved to be deadly shots,

scoring from ai>y angle with the,greatest

of ease. When the smoke of the battle

was cleared our warriors had chalked up

30 points whilst the all-stars’ total reached

19 points.

It is quite apparent from the result of

this game that “there ain’t no flies on us.’

Should there be any year team, faculty

team, or all-star team in the university

which thinks it can play basketball,- we

would be glad to meet it—any time what-

soever. The teams
: j

Arts All-Stars — Cross (13* Haslam

(4), Salter (2), Moore, Woods and Mc-

Cremmon.

Med. '26—Gibson (6), Ellis (6), Mc-

Kelvey (4). Lewis (2),' Ada (2), Irwin

and Jones (10).

Referee—Mr. Bews.

Scorer—“Slim” Burleigh.

Line-up

:

’23
.

B. Abernethy Centre

J. Cresswell R. Wing
L. Carter L. whir-
D. Sutherland R. Defense

M. Fraser L. Defense

E. Smith Goal

K. Lockhart Subs.

R. McKinnon
E. Simpson

’25

M. Sullivan

V t
White

A. Rose

G. Dunlop

D. Shaw

L. Taylor

A. Campbell

D. Mclnnes

I. Delahey

Even the big ponds had attained a slushy

consistency and what had been slush was

ice.

’22 and ’23 met with the result 2-0 in

favour of the Seniors. Then the Fresh-

ettes defeated ’24’s “Speed Fiends” by one

goal,— 1-0.

WAR MEMORIAL FUND

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

SCIENCE ’23

Owed to a Pair of Pink Socks

A gentleman of length not br.eadth,

Some people called him tall

;

And as his was the best of health

He did surprise us all

When bending o’er to take his seat

We noted with a shock,

The pink was gone from Waddie’s cheek,

But we saw it in his sock.

March Subscriptions are now due and

may be paid to the Faculty Representa-

tives on Tuesday, March 14th, as follows:

Arts Club Room, 4-5 p.m.—Mr: R. C

Laird.
**’

Science Club Room, 4-5 p.m.—Mr. W.

A. Dawson.

Medicine Club Room, 4-5 p.m.—Mr. J.

K. Pomeroy.

Levana Red Room, 3-4 p.m.—Miss S.

Burns.

Payments may be made to the Hon

Treasurer, Prof. W. P. Wilgar, Carruth-

ers Hall, if the atyove hours are not suit-

able.

Members of the Freshmen Years are

requested to return their subscription

cards to their Year Representatives with-

in the next few days.

War Memorial Committee.

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE

213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Venu

s Everpointed
d other Metal Pencils

THEnameVENUSisyour
guarantee of perfection.

Absolutely crumble- proof,

i smooth and perfectly graded.
1

7 DEGREES
2B soft 6& black H med. hard

B soft 2H hard

F firm 4H extra hard

HB medium—for general use

15c per tube of12 leads;

51.50 per dozen tubes

Ifyourdcalcrcannotsupplyyouwriteu*.

American Lead Pencil Co.

215 Fifth Avc., Dept. ,
New York

Ask us about the tietv

VENUS EVERPOINTED PENCILS

Am.ric. Lead Pencil Co., 2X1 Fifth A«e„ Dept. W!I
New- York. N.Y.

Portrait

Photographer

An Assayer is one who makes beads

and buttons.

A Miner is one who forces mother

Earth to give up her riches.

A Civil Engineer is a highwayman.

A South American Doctor claims he

can make a black man -whitb inside a

month. That's nothing. If he will come

down to the Grand Monday night, we'll

show him how to make a white man black

inside fifteen minutes.

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co.

Are you going to get your exams, this

Spring? Ask Alburtus, he knows. (So

do the Profs.)

The African Golf Club are holding their

elimination series on the course in Car-

riithers Flail, to pick the team to send to

Varsity, the winner to pay his own ex-

penses. Great interest is shown in these

games, especially when the player is try-

ing for the seven hole.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Gradua^s have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Overheard at the Clara Butt Recital

Male voice—Isn’t she a fine, big wo-

man?
Female voice:—Yes isn’t she immense?

LEVANA HOCKEY

Snappy

Suits for

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREE

This week, in all the water and slush of

the Arena, the girls have been playing

hockey. On Monday, ’22 and ’24 played,

and ’24 scored one goal through the spray.

The seniors were unable to score although

their game was good at all points.

Line-up

:

’24

Centre F. Kelly

R. Wi/fg B. Nobes

L. Wing G. Montgomery

R. Defense H. Nelson

L. Defense M. Stewart
' Coal K. Wilson

Sub-. M MoArthur

’22

R. Evanson

D; Lavell

A. Martin

M. Givens

G. Deadnufn

M. Gourlay

M. Mi! 'an

'23 and ’25 4ayed, and t

, n.uc'i appreciates

e imp
the L'pfti

FOR YOUNG MEN WHO KNOW THE VALUE
OF APPEARANCE

$25.00 and $30.00

Special Blue Suits for $25.00

NEW SPRING HATS

In Dove, Grey, Pearl, Steel and New Shade of <•' <•“

Special, $3.50

NEW SPRING SHIRTS

Natty patterns that are exclusive and different.

Best value in years.

Prices From $1.50 up

75-79 Brock Street
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WE HAVE OPENED UP

OUR

Spring Offerings

in Woollens

and invite your inspection

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

THEOLOGY
The day after the Theology Dinner:

Scribe—Huh! 1 bet yoS didn't have a

good time at Theology dinner last night.

Moderator—That’s all you know about

it.

Scribe—Then why ain’t you sick today?

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
tobacco

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

Who can take seriously the line “With

intent to make me a fool of”, or “he has

put the young ladies of this fair country

into shapes they were never in before?”into siwpcs &
i

. . i

Then again, .there is delightful sophistry soon make a ‘debut’ in this column, we do

We are glad to note that Messrs. Walk-

er, Smith and Fry, our three worthy final

year students, successfully passed the

test of the Educational Committee of the

Kingston Presbytery. They have hopes

of being, in the near future, read, genu-

ine sky pilots. We all wish them luck.

Who says another

Theology’s game.

Theatre Night?

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Bank balance built up

b, ,-r>
• n,l economy and self-denial

A .)!
f

you greater satisfaction than

an . t, t !
secured without diffi-

ci.lly r.; ere: lion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are v .'rib a. genuine effort.

,'Wf welcome accounts
.pall or large

Jhfc . . radian Bank

of Commerce
.’id Paid up $15,000,000

e Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

^-incess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

ARTS ’24

At our last year meeting, the present

reporters to the Journal were pronounced

“napoos,” and a new staff appointed.

Misses M. MacArthur (convenor), Miss

S. Burns and Messrs. E. Murphy and S.

Saunders are the new reporters. In

handing over office and authority, (in-

cluding pen and pencil) to these who will

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

"f -

^

(Next to Bibby’s)

ARTS ’22

The President,

Dear Sir:

—

I hereby give notice of motion that at

our regular meeting on Friday, I will

move that our present reporter be dis-

charged and summarily persecuted for all

the misery he has caused me and the

year.

I contend that he takes his work too

seriously ;
that he pursues his task too

religiously—especially on Sunday. Why,

only last Sunday we were out walking,

(1 do not mean that we havn’t been out

since) and, try as we might, we could

not evade that reporter. We thought

we would like to go down and see Mrs.

Albertus sleeping in the Song Shop, and

here was the reporter grinning at me as

much to say, “She gets more sleep than

you.” Then,Jn order to get away from

the madding crowd*! suggested strolling

out to Skeleton Park, which we did; but

just as we get nicely seated there our

vigilant reporter squats on one end of

the bench and his ghost on the other,

both taking notes. In fact, everywhere

that Mary and I went the lamb was sure

to go. (Of course her name isn’t Mary,

but I just used that quotation to illustrate

the sticktoitiveness of the reporter.)

So, sir, it is for these reasons that I in-

tend moving that he be removed at our

next meeting—I mean our year meeting.

Trusting that I will receive the sup-

port of other twenty-tooters similiarly

molested, I am,

Yours -earnestly,

H. V. C.

P.S.—As Bullock has just informed me

that it was I who nominated the reporter,

I suppose my motion is out of order, and

we will have to grin and bear him for

the balance of the month. Ye gods

H. V. C.

in the argument about the girl kissing

her own eyes. One could readily cull

many excerpts which would indubitably

prove that the reply was as urbanely

conceived as the original letter that ap-

peared in the Arts ’23 column.

We are informed that our bosom enemy

and irreconcilable, Mr. Harry Z. Fried-

gut, went up to you and said

:

‘So you are out to get Cross too 1 Shake.

I’m with you. The son-o£-a-gun
;

the

dirty low down son-of-a-gun
!”

Those are ponderous words, and we be-

lieve them.

To the agnostics, we say—Go to, ye

yokels. Your up-county minds that can

see an obsolete seventeenth century pun

cannot see the point of a mock-heroic

epistle.

The proper place for them to open their

books is away back at the lesson on King

Bruce and the Spider.

Possibly tfiey could understand THAT

it with a feeling of both pleasure and

regret;—regret that we can no longer

slam those notorious fussers Duph, A1

Carey, Happy Cross, Pa Morewater, etc.,

but pleasure in the fact that others will

assume the responsibility of writing these

jokes. However, looking over our brief

career as reporter, we can truthfully say

that we enjoyed the work, and hope that

our future pen artists will do this most

important work in an efficient manner.

The two J’s. . -

.

Society Note

Mr. Paul Glasgow was seen in the

Reference Room last Friday

It is believed that some of the new

periodicals are copiously illustrated.

Advt.

Wanted—Steady Barbering. Refer

ences—Austin F. Cross. Apply to Max

well M. Knechtel, Science ’23.

N.B.—We heartily

ciency.—A.F.C.

endorse his effi-

Last Monday afternoon, the basketball

teams of Arts ’24 and '23 clashed in the

semi-finals of the Inter-year League. By

the end of the game both teams were

even, and an extra live minutes was call-

ed to break the tie. -In this overtime, ’23

nosed out '24 by three points. The game

was the best inter-year game played so

far, and the finals between these two

teams on Saturday afternoon promises to

be a battle royal. A. Ada refereed well,

considering the fact that the game was

featured by very close checking. The

line-up of the teams was as follows:

Arts '23—Forwards, A. Cross, D.

Nickle; centre. Bill Shaw; defence, H.

Salter, I. MacLaclilan: spares, C. Mahaf-

fy, H. Friedgut and Doc. Courtney.

^rts ’24—Forwards, L.^ MacKinnon, J.

J.
Wood; centre, Weary Connors; de-

fence, W. Langford. G. Heasman ;
spares,

B. Dulmadge. H. Voaden and S. Blake.

Watch this space next week—as the

small town periodical would say—for an

account of the hockey match between

the ladies of Arts ’22 and ’23. Also, for

the joke that the editor saw fit to censor

a week ago, but has since consented to

publish. It’s a huge one.

JUST

HERE

ARTS ’23

George Spoofs ’Em

Atta boy, George! Quite a few within

the purlieus of the University are de-

ceived, in believing your letter to the edi

tor to be a work of deliberate malice, in

stead of assumed ire. Verily, your sleeve

must be full of laughs.

These ‘finite clods’ that lap at the founts

of knowledge even as a Holstein Heifer

galvanized trough ! They see in your

letter a well-merited and deliberate at-

tack on ye ed., and think it reeks of in-

sidiousness and insinuates venomous

thoughts.

Nor can they appreciate your well-con-

ceived and deliberate attempt to travesty

the type of letter that we often find in

the paper, the type of letter that is penned

in the white heat of indignation and is

Phillipic in its savagery. In short, they

take you V" --^ne of those “Carthaga de-

Bartziy IBrtmb (Etatljea

HEADQUARTERS FOR SOCIETY BRAND

CLOTHES FOR YOUNG MEN AND MEN
WHO STAY YOUNG

We strike right out from the shoulder and say that

we offer the best Clothes values m the Best Clothe

We mean just exactly what we say about our bet-

ter clothes! „ _ ..

They’ are the best examples of High Class Tailor-

ing ever offered ready for your service.

We are anxious for you to see these new comers.

Come
V
for a look. We are perfectly willing to rest our

case on your judgment.

RFTTER SUITS $30.00, $35.00, $40.00

REGULAR QUALITY SUITS $18,0, $22,0^25,0

FULL DRESS ANP TUXEDO SUITS

Extra Value $45.00

Bibby’s
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flowers
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St„ Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

MR. AWREY EXPOSES JOURNAL
CORRESPONDENT

Editor-in-Chief,

Queen’s Journal,

Dear Mr. Stevenson,

In answer to the letter of Medical Under-

graduate I would like to put the following
& T 1-A. t-Unt St 3

and arms of puck carriers. I wish it- dis-

tinctly understood that criticism of myself

is legitimate sport, but the criticism of men

who are giving up their time and pleasures

for their University does not come well

from a member of the student body.

The criticism of the A. B. of C., to my
p-raduate' I would like to put tne - - ... .

f f T mi edit sav that as a mind is unjust. Here are men, which, by

facts before you I might say hat as
j student mem.

OPPORTUNITY !

You can buy Insurance now at

standard rales. The policy allows yon

the privilege of changing your occu-

pation or address without increase in

rates. If you wait until you are in

hazardous occupation, the rate would

be higher. Apply now, call or phone

me.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life o! Canada

Phone 610; Retldence S61.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

A letter on the same topic, signed by

the managers of the Junior, Intermediate

and Senior Hockey Teams, was received

by the Journal too late for publication m

the present issue. It will appear in Tues-

day’s Journal.

CLARA BUTT CONCERT
(Continued irorn page 1)

ing: “Down Here” (May Brahe), “A

Fairy went a-marketing” (Goodheart)

“Yonder” (Oliver), and in response to ap-

c-»
(0}d

S ffl a)BISM H3 SB Hfl ts® OB aam ca mi uu >=» “““““—

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and

Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store

Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARMSON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every

thing Electrical.

iacis ucil-iv. o— '

rule we do not wish to take up discussion

with any member of the student body, but,

as you suggest, anything serving to draw

die student body and the Athletic Board of

Control together in a position of mutual

understanding is desirable, and it would be

better for us to answer this letter and try,

to the best of our ability, to set forward and

explain our viewpoint of the matter.

In answer to question No. 1—

I

like to explain that the bottom or founda-

tion of our rink is not as perfect as we of

the A. B. of C. would like to make it. In

the rush of completing the rink, we had to

build our ice on an earth bottom which, on

account of severe weather setting in, we

were unable to level; and therefore, the ice

is thicker in some parts than others, causing

it to crack. I would like to point out that

outside teams playing on our rink have

complimented us on the splendid ice pro-

vided. T

No. 2—On checking our daily reports, i

find that it has been necessity, on account

if mild weather or hockey schedules to

deprive Our skaters of nine full days, which

leaves a total of fifty skating days On

figuring this up at the rate of 25c. for band

nights and 20c. for mornings and aftei-

noons, we find that if a student had taken

my Treasi,re
”

I would like to point out here that Varsity

with an open air rink, charges the student

ticket holder $2.50 for the season.

No. 3—Evidently Medical Undergrad-

uate has not read over thinA. B. of C s.

financial statement or he would net make

the statement that football and hockey have

paid their way since last October. Football,

without the ground rent of 25% which is

charged against football for the upkeep of

the George Richardson Stadium, would hat

broken even; but taking out this charge

which is only just. Football would be $1400

behind. When you consider that out of this

1467 dollars and some cents we had, to the

end of the football season, spent over $700

on the grounds and that this Spring, we

will no doubt, need to spend the same

amount to put the field in shape, you can

see that football, with even the present loyal]

support of the student body and citizens o

Kingston, will go behind. The largest gate

which was ever taken in Kingston was for

the Varsity-Queen’s game last year which

netted the football club $1400. The gross-

amount to McGill at the McGill-Varsity]

game in Montreal “was $18,000. Our lar

gest hockey game was Varsity-Queen s with

a gate of $1200. of which the Hockey Club

received $480. In regard to student suppor

it has been good at the Senior games, al-

though at the game which meant the Inter

collegiate Championship for Queen s there

were exactly 105 Queen’s students present

yj0 4 T feel that the last clause is aimed

at me personally and although I do not wish

to vindicate my system of coaching in

hockey, I feel that the boys themselves have

been unjustly criticised. If the writer o

this letter had seen the game on F.iday.

March 3rd, between Aura Lee and Granites

which to my mind was one of the be

games I have ever seen, he would have seen,

as he calls it, “playing the rnn, not

game” done to a science. The O.H.A. rule

distinctly state that fair body checking is

legitimate as long as it is not into or against

the boards. Our boys have handed out the

body, I will admit. Hockey is not a ladies

game, and any man who cannot.
taken his

blimps without a whimper should not b

playing hockey. Evidently Medical Under-

graduate has not been m Queen s dressing

rooms when men like Ritchie, Swartman

nncl Carroll have come in with bad gashe.

‘in their legs, black and blue weUs acrosa

arms and kidneys, or with their feet pound-

ed to pulp by opponents who were no game

enough to take straight body checks but

who would kick witli their skates on being

checked, using their sticks against the egs

the way, include five active student mem-

bers, giving up an average of four hours a

week gratis to try and keep Queen’s in the

Athletic field along with such large Univer-

sities as Toronto and McGill, with their un

limited resourcea and large gate receipts.

They are trying to finance the proposition,

not for themselves but for the benefit of the

student body, yet they are criticised by one

who, if he attended every game, would not

in all his college years do nearly as much as

the gentlemen criticised. I would say, lets

help this body by boosting, not knocking.

Trusting that this letter Has not become

too personal, and will not take up too much

of your valuable space.

For Athletic Board of Control,

-Geo. P. Awrey.

There was no doubt about the popular-

ity of Mr. Rumford’s rich baritone voice.

In him, too, it was impossible not to re

mark the same simplicity of manne.- and

the lack of anything like stagings whmh

was characteristic of the evening- He

was first heard in the Handel s_ongs

'Where e’re you walk,” and More w

is that Name,” and it is difficult to im-

agine these more eujoyably rendered. A

powerful and evenly disposed voice over

nearly two octaves (perhaps more),

very smooth execution of the running

figures so important in Handel’s music,

and an altogether exceptional dearness

of articulation cbntributed to this result.

At a later stage he sang Stevenson s

“Requiem” (Craxton), “Brittany’ (Farrar

to words by E. V. Lucas), and a humor-

ous folk-song, “The rejected Lover. On

each occaison he was recalled, the results

being Maude White's “When the Swal-

lows Homeward Fly,” and ‘The Vicar

of Braye.”

M Melsa, the Polish violinist, who sup-

plied the remainder of the programme,

played Wieniawski’s “Faust Fantasia,’ at

the opening, and later “Prelude and

Allegro” (Pugnano - Kreisler), Ave

Maria” (Schubert-Wilhelmn), and Cap-

No 24- Theme and Variations

(Paganini-Auer). His playing was re

markably fine, and was received with

much enthusiasm. The harmonic effects

in the Kreisler and Auer arrangements

were especially delicate. In tins, as m

every part of the programme, Miss Tor-

rens did great work at the piano

C. I-

CLEANIN G, REPMRING, DYEING AND PRESSI1

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
— . 198 Barrie Street

Cor. Clergy W. Ph°ne 1365J MB

Pure Ice Cream

Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Be- -

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parle:

Selected Stories From KIPLING
Edited by

WILLIAM LYON PHELPS

Th. Man Wh. » f«;.™ m.£si2'
Phantom Kickshaw; Wee Wdlie m

’ The Lucarnation of

The Man Who Was Without Benefit of ^ The

Krishna Mulvaney ;
“Nikk -T.kk. av ,

Conqueror; They; An Habitation Enforced.

Prlce $1 -60
' For Sale

“ p uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

l«

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
at KINGSTON

COURSES IN AETS-F.1. .1
b”

correspondence. _

COURSES IN MEDICINE-For
degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi;

COUR
!afavil, Mechanical and Electrical Engmeenng.

a a mist -Navigation School, December to A,~-»

Summer School, July and August. N g

For Caieudars, apply to the Registrar. Queen, Univeraity.
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Established 1832

The Bank of Nova Scotia

Paid-up-Capital •

Reserve
W

-
000'000

_ 225.000,000
Resources

Savings Department at all Branches.

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A. N. Lyster.
Manager,

MATERIALISM

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

^
161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
i Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

,

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELl’S

CLOTHES SHOP
'
‘One Door Eelow Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

ttaaxaBBsannaBSfflSBffiffis

4 for $1
LATEST SHEET MUSIC

Why Pay More?
Every Title in Stock

~~

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess Ct. Phone 919

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE,,PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Jr- H. A. Stewart
. DENTIST

T;inc*» and Wellington Streets

J.fcjyuice on Wellington St.

(Ed. note: The following article is, we

believe, a sincere expression of opinion.

It would be interesting to know in how

far it voices the opinion of the Medical

Faculty as a whole).

In the category of things that are irritat-

ing'to him whose life has been directed in

the footsteps of Aesculapius, possibly the

most irritating is that expression “The

Materialism of Medicine.” What makes it

most irritating is that the phrase is of com-

mon use among those who are absolutely

outside their field—it is an objective des-

cription—in other words, a term employed

by men who do not know whereof they

speak—-in short an expression without

meaning.

The work of a man may be with material

things. But if the force prompting or guid-

ing the work is such as to produce ideal re-

sults from material things, where can you

find a higher type of idealism? If a work-

profits mankind as a whole and yields z

man comparatively little in-income, in glory

or in the esteem of his fellows, why call it

crass materialism? Is service to one’s fel-

lows materialism?

Now take some of the great men asso

ciated With medicine. Take Pasteur, Vir-

chon, Weirgert, Lister, Hunter, Osier.

Mackenzie and Louis, or even Dr. McCleod

of Toronto University—did you ever stop

to consider what manner of men they were?

If you could roll all your Shakespeares,

TennySons, Aristotles, Miltons, Michael

Angelos, Voltaires, Hugos, Homers and

Virgils into one, it might be truly said that

their work and its bearing on human pro-

gress was a drop in the bucket compared to

that of Pasteur. Some artistic soul will

squirm at that statement, but -it is true

nevertheless. That life of high endeavour,

facing the scorn and criticism of a scepti-

cal world, went on with its patient labor : a

labour of charity and love for mankind.

A life that knew not luxury, that knew toil,

and study and danger, real danger, from

any one of the million, million little organ-

isms that it worked with from early morn-

ing till late at night and often into the next

morning. Another materialist. And what

did he get? Wealth? No. Glory? How

many fairly educated men in the world to-

day know just precisely what Pasteur did,

what difficulties he found and what the re-

sult has been? How many students ir

Queen’s University to-day can tell you off

hand the answer to these questions? The

spectacular Edison is hailed as a wizard,

Marconi regarded as a marvel, and Bell

known as a benefactor of mankind. And

Shakespeare? Somehow we cannot help bu

think of that name. If Shakespeare had

not lived what effect would it of had on the

world-?—N&t-nnp particle, except that we

might have been better off 'without some of

his morbidities. Ajgrand spectacle for the

souls of developing youth—Julius Caesar,

betrayed and stabbed by his bosom friend

;

Hamlet, an hysterical son of an unspeakable

mother plotting a suitable exit for his

father’s murderer. And Pasteur? What of

him ? Suppose Pasteur had not lived ? Or-

ganisms would have flourished unhamper-

ed, leaving their trail of death, wracked

bodies, wrecked brains, human grief, sor-

row and misery in their wake. But Pasteur

lived and he toiled—for Pasteur? No, for

his fellow men. Possibly that is the essence

of Christianity—tire most unmaterialistic

spectacle known to the human mind or heart.

And medicine inherited Pasteur’s work.

And medicine is materialistic !

!

The average individual of to-day sees in

a doctor a thing of ten per cent, truth and

ninety per cent, mockery—a man who takes

advantage of your illness and his power

over you and bleeds your pocket book

whilst the bleeding is /good. True, every

trade has its tricks and its tricksters. Yet

the ordinary practising physician is quite

the reverse. He is a man and he must eat.

And he pays dearly for his profession.

Don’t get a\*ay from that. He pays, body

and soul—for what? For criticism, for the

opposition of ignorance, for the suspicion

-c smatl-soaled scavenger of wealth, or

ilu Ixmor “i having his profession plasUM-cd

v.jih the appellation; iv.-ucvialistu*.

When vpu go to b> 1 to night think 1“

tk’.K’ are-

surgeons, biochemists, bacteriologists work-

ing against death, against pain, against

filth, against disease, in the face, often, of

personal danger to life and health. They

are patiently striving to destroy grief and

-misery, hoping against hope for the best,

and always watching for a revelation of a

new medical truth that they may give it to

the world— -

“Pondering much, and much contriving

How the tribes of men might prosper.”

Then look your conscience in the eye: say

that phrase “the materialism of medicine”

:

and hear that conscience brand you liar.

Truly it may be said that medicine, born

from the ideal of man’s service to his fel-

lowmen in woe, is a real idealism—not an

idealism printed on a page, the product of a

brain that might have been better employed.

reader’s interest. There is/ however, no

attempt to make ugliness attractive^ he sim-

ply looks steadily and scornfully at evil.

A beautiful chord has been sounded by

Masefield in his descriptions of the sea
;
he

is able to make poetry out of a list of ships,

as Homer made music from the resounding

names of his heroes.

After the address Mr. Diltz moved a vote

of thanks to Miss Gordon, and Miss Sex-

smith, who presided in the absence of the

President, expressed the appreciation of the

Club for a very entertaining address.

MASS MEETING
(Continued from page 1).

raising the fees by that amount and, since

Queen’s wants to kep her fees lower than

those of Varsity or McGill, this plan would

not be approved by the Senate.

It became evident that the meeting con-

sidered that the new equipment which we

have acquired necessitates an increased in-

come for the A. B. of C. A motion was

passed to lay before the Senate a recom

mendation that the athletic fee be raised

from five dollars to eight dollars, the addi-

tional three dollars to be applied to meeting

the overhead expenses on the rink.

The possibility of borrowing the money

of the War Memorial Fund at a low rate of

interest was considered, and it was agreed

that the War Memorial Committee would

not consent to this as their funds are at

present bringing^ per cent interest. Mr

Salter expressed what appeared to be e

popular demand that a financial statement

he printed and given to the students so that

they would have a better opportunity of

becoming acquainted with the situation.

As there was no further discussion the

meeting came to an end.

MISS GORDON AT ENGLISH- CLUB

(Continued from page 1)

handles the four beat couplet very skilfully,

“The Daffodil Fields” and “Enslaved,” his

latest and perhaps one of his finest poems.

In these later narratives the action moves

witK engrossing directness, showing a

great advance on his earlier'work.

He is a realist and deals with the facts of

actual existence. Life means more to him

than lovliness, so he takes a delight in por-

traying the sordid details which startle the

A SONG OF SUMMER

Give me my mandolin—for I would fain

A rare sweet gasping soulful song

.
begin.

Some sad, low, tender, soft, bald-headed

strain,

Give me my mandolin.

So my wild, reeking heart I will attune

To the weird, wooing, desolate strain,

Of my drear, and sweet song whose

soul tune

Is half akin to pain.

Ah,' let me strum the wailing throbbing

strings

And trill my song as birds do, free

from care,

Who nest in all the apple trees and things

And sing rich songs and rare.

And while I chant of dews that bathe

the grass

And raindrops on the leaves'—adown
the valley

A pallid mule and a pale-grey brindled

ass

Chant also musically.

Afar on the sky-rim one soft, small,

white cloud

Just rests upon the blue lake desolate,

A Charlotte Russe, it seems, in beauty

proud
,

Upon an azure plate.

But all things pass, with sudden gloom

and gleam,

With colors soon the hills will flame

and blaze

And melancholy misty summer dream

In the faint and tender haze.

Be still, my reeking heart! Ah! I would

fain

A weird wan wailing soulful song

begin,

Some wild, low, tender, sad, bald-headed

strain

Give me my 'mandolin

!

Titus A. Drum.

‘ Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

EVW. MULLIN & SON

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE BROKERS

Johnston and Division Streets, Kingston, Ont. ’Phone 539-w

GRIMM’S
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Introducing the Junior Champions of

the Intercollegiate Hockey series for

1921-22. This is a team with a remark-

able record—twelve decisive wins and one

disastrous defeat. It is. Indeed, a team

to be proud of. Sad to say, most of them

move up from Junior ranks next year,

and we will have an entirely new team.

But we have held the championship for

two years in succession, and^for that we

thank them. Quinn, Reynolds, NicfcTe

and Johnston formed the nucleus of this

year’s team and, to them, particularly,

must go our gratitude.

Here they are—nine men who played

the game for its own sake, and the glory

of old Queen’s

!

he is slow to warm up. With more ex-

perience, a little coaching, and mor^real

interest in the game, he should be valu-

able next year. He had exceptionally

hard shoes to fill in substituting the fast

Junior forward line, but he filled thefn

well.

Dune Boucher, or, to give him full

credit, Duncan Wilson Boucher is one of

the products of Northern Ontario. Born

nineteen years ago in North Bay. Dune,

was raised on shinny and early in life

started on the trail blazed by his older

brother. He was soon seized with the

/ wandering craze and followed his family

when they moved, though he claims that

it was not in the capacity of a hockey

tourist. He was sent to Sudbury to be

educated, and two years ago he had his

first experience in b).H.A., when he “sub-

bed” on the Sudbury Club Wolves in the

Junior series. Last year he graduated to

a regular berth on the team and played

a game for the senior Sudbury Wolves

against the Soo ;
in this game his ability

was ’well displayed, for he checked Bill

Cook to a standstill. Coming to Queen’s

last fall, he began training early by play-

ing in the Junior Intercollegiate rugby

series; and when hockey began he took

over a steady job on our championship

Juniors. Though out of the game for

some time through an injured knee, he

played all the important matches. When
another Junior title had been practically

cinched, he jumped to the Intermediate

squad where his efforts in the last three

games were in no small way responsible

our ultimate victory in that series also.

He also played for the seniors against

McGill here, and has had a really remark-

able season, having taken part in the

Junior, Intermediate and Senior series, in

two of which he was on a championship

team. And the best news of all is that

he is eligible for another year of Junior

hockey.

Karl Quinn, popularly known as ‘Baldy’

is a resident of Kingston, and a member

of Meds. ’24. He commenced his hockey

career as a forward on St. Mary’s team

in the Juvenile City League, and first

broke into the role of net custodian with

Regiopolis College. In his freshman year

in Queen’s he tended goal for the Meds

’24 team, but did not give promise of be-

coming the expert he has since developed

into. At the beginning of the hockey sea-

son of 1920-21, the Junior team had no

goaler trying out for the team, and on the

eve of the first Junior O.H.A. game the

management were in somewhat of a

dilemma. It was late in the evening be-

fore the name of Quinn was suggested,

but when the team filed out, Baldy was

with them. In th^s game he turned in

such an exhibition of goal-tending that

the majority of the fans were convinced

that it’was beginner’s luck and did. not

expect a repetition of that performance,

klowever, in the next game he performed

just as brilliantly,, and as the winter wore

on everyone finally conceded that he ^ivas

a real discovery. He played in every

Junior game last winter, going into the

Junior O.H.A. finals and winning his Q.

and Crest with tfie Junior Intercollegiate

team. This winter has been a repetition

of last. In every game he has given an

almost faultless exhibition, and in two

years’ hockeyUle has earned a reputation

that very few goalies oossess, that is he

has never had an offnight. In the last

two Intermediate Intercollegiate games

he filled the nets just as capably as in

the slower company, and in his one per-

iod against the Hamilton Senior O.H.A.

team, he stood up to the heavy gunnery

of Carson Cooper & Co., like a veteran.

Arthur Francis Quinn, sub-goaler, is a

yoqnger brother of the more famous

Karl. He is a native of Kingston, came

to Queen’s last fall fronvRegiopolis Col-

lege where for the past five years he was

prominent in athletics.\ Taking advan-

tage of the family accomplishment, he

adopted the petition of goal-keeper, and

on the few occasions during the season

when he was given an opportunity to

perform, he gave promise of being a

worthy successor to his brother. He tried

rugby last fall in the Junior series, and

showed that the furry felines are not the

sole possessors of nine lives. This is his

first year in college and he is eligible for

two more seasons of Junior hockey.

Davidson, F.—Commonly known as

“Davie,” might be more appropriately

known as “Train”.—hard to get going, but

a hard one to stop. Davie hails from the

Ottawa valley. He played public school

hockey in Richmond, then centre for

Carleton High School in 1920, when they

wnr the town league championship. Last

he played with the Ottawa Colleg-

. earn, finalists in the Intermediate

.eague! Dave is twenty years old

v.'U must move up to Intermediate

I

hockey.

has been a valuable man to the

\ ... this year—a good, dependable

sub; -i 4e. He is essentially a sixty min-

•
, u i, with condition to stand it. The

te game is not his by nature, as

A. V. Johnston is another resident of

Kingston on the Junior team, and is a

member of Meds. ’26. He first broke

into organized hockey with the K.C.I.

team in the winter of ’20. On that team

he starred on right wing, _ and proved

their best goal-getter for the season. It

was, therefore, with considerable satis- y
faction that the Queen’s hockey authori-

ties learned of his entering Medicine last

year, and he had no difficulty in making

the team at the commencement of the

season. He was a regular substitute on

the Junior O.H.A. team in the season of

’21, and won his Q. and Crest as regular

right wing on the Junjor Intercollegiate

team. This year he has played in every

gaifie, both O.Hy\. and Intercollegiate,

as a regular. He has always trained con-

scientously and has always been^n con-

dition. A fa«t, ' easy- skater, neat stick-

handler, and a consistent back-checker, he

shows up best around the nets where his

wicked, accurate shots cause uneasiness

to 'every goalie who has to face him. A
very clean player, he rarely weakens his

team by a trip to the bench. While only

a youngster yet, he is always willing to

learn, and possesses all the qualifications

for rapid development ;
in another year

he should make a finished' player in much

faster company.

(continued on page 8.)

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
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Song Shop Orchestra
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Spring

1922

is here

SO ARE OUR NEW HATS

And they even sparkle with new-

ness. All the best makes. Every new

style—and values the best in years.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

OUR JUNIORS

WATERMAN’S IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

We carry a complete stock to

select from—Priced from $2.50 up.

EVERSHARP PENCILS

In all styles from 75c up.

Our service department is equip-

ped to repair both pens and pencils

on day received.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100-PRINCESS ST.

(Continued from page 7)

J. G. Lindsay hails from North Bay,

and is a member of Meds. '27. His first

appearance in organized hockey was with

the North Bay N.O.H.A. Junior team in

the winter of ’21, as substitute left wing.

He made good in the North country from

his first appearance, and on trying out

with the Queen's Juniors this winter

caught a permanent berth as substitute

left wing from the beginning of the sea-

son. He has played in every Junior game

this season—as a regular for several

games—and so has achieved the distinc

tion of winning a Q. and Crest in his

freshman year. He was in excellent con-

dition at all times, and always turned in

a steady game. A good skater and puck-

carrier, he is dangerous around the nets,

and has a tfery good scoring record to

his credit, for a substitute. Always clean,

and a persistent back-checker, he is in

the game every minute with all lie pos-

sesses. This winter’s valuable experi-

ence has improved his game incredibly,

and the opening of another season will

find him on the roster of experienced

and effective players.

New Shoes for

Spring
SIX NEW STYLES AT $4.75

Ladies’ Black Kid Oxford. Brown

Calf, flat or military heels. Ladies’

Brown or Black, 2-strap, flat heels or

military.

ALL $4.75 A PAIR

LOCKETT’S

BIG

Reductions

On all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Donald C. Nickle was born in Kingston.

He went to Kingston Collegiate and later

to Trinity College School, Port Hope. At

T. C. S. he played for the hockey, rugby,

and cricket teams, in 1918-19-20. Entered

Queen’s in the fall of 1920. Played half-

back on the near-champion Intermediate

rugby squad that season. Last winter play-

ed left wing on the Junior hockey team

which won the Intercollegiate Champion-

ship and lost to Stratford in the finals of

the Q.-HtA-t Again played on the back divi-

sion of the Intermediate rugby team last

fall, and when 'Johnny Evans was injured

in the final game with McGill “Donnie

stepped into the breach at quarter-back and
|

gave a good account of himself. He also

plays inter-faculty basketball and cavorts

in the infield of one of the local ball teams

for exercise in the summer.

In hockey, “Donnie” is steady rather than

brilliant. He is a good stickhandler and is

willing to pass the puck. He is not a very

fast or graceful skater but is a persistent

back-checker and continually breaks up op-

posing rushes. He has undoubtedly the best

shot of any player in the University and he

very seldom goes scoreless in a game. He

was advanced to the Intermediate hockey

team at the end of the season and played

well against St. Michael’s. He should be

heard from in the future, as he still has two

more years at Queen’s in Arts.

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut your eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

>

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c„

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980.

238 PRINCESS STREET

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

Special Showing

of

Models for Spring

As Tailored by

FASHION CRAFT
Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday

An expert tailor in attendance,

will be pleased to show these

copyright models and the new
woolens to any who are interest-

ed in “Quality Clothes”. Accept
this as your invitation, whether
you contemplate buying now or

later, it is our pleasure to have
you see them.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Roy S. Reynolds came to Queen’s from

Smith Falls, in the fall of 1920. He first

played hockey with his town team and last

winter played with “Red” McKelvey and

Jack Emery on the defence of the Junior

intercollegiate Champions. This year when

he returned to college he played inside wing

on the Intermediate rugby team as a means

of getting into condition for hockey. This

winter he soon adapted himself to the large

ice surface and, with Nickle, was the main-

stay of the Junior team. He also played for

the Intermediates and distinguished himself

against R. M. C. and St. Michael’s.

Reynolds has all the elements which go

to make up a star hockey player. He is

very steady on the defense where his poke

check and great reach have been the means

of breaking up counties^ dangerous rushes.

He is an excellent stickhandler and a very

faster skater when he is pressed. He scored

an unusually large number of goals this

season for a defense player. He has still

two years to spend in Science before he

will know enough to he let loose in the

engineering world, and should he found

on a Senior team before that time comes.

with the Senior team. Last year he played

a little hockey, about one game to be exact,

for the Junior team. Last fall he played in-

side wing on the Senior rugby team and was

one of those people who caused Varsity to

hold a large sized prayer-meeting at Varsity

Stadium on November 5th. This year the

coach of the Junior team had to fill the hole

caused in the defence by McICelvey’s de-

parture and Red was the one chosen.

At the first of the season he was not

much more than a fast skater, but he

has developed wonderfully. To his speed

he has added a good check and ability

to carry the puck. He has not scored

many goals, hut has always been effec-

tive.* He is a very popular player and

his goals always received an ovation from

the crowd. He deserves great credit and

ly through hard work. Unfortuntejy Red

has attained his present excellence mam-

graduates in the spring, and his services

will he lost next year.

""James D. Wilson, left defence. In case

the reader does not know this player, we

might say that we mean ‘Red’ Wilson. Red

came to Queen’s from Carp, a little town

with a fishy name near Ottawa. He attend-

ed high school there before entering Queen’s.

He first became prominent in atheltics when

he played rugby with the Junior team in

1920, and late in the season played one game

I DREAMED
I dreamed a bitter dream

Of pain and you all fraught »

In weird fantasy—
A chequered picture scheme

That left one unblurred thought

Out of the mystery.

Some bitter wrong surmise

And I was leaving you

In hopeless misery.

Then in your upraised eyes

Came tears, faith to renew,

I wakened happily

Cenachan.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS

171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

THOR, FRI.. SAT.

"MISS LULU BETT"

From the Famous Novel by

ZONA GALE

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
According to Charter, at least 90 per

cent, of the Company’s surplus, aris-

ing from participating policies is ap-

portioned among us policyholders.

The holder of an Imperial Life par-

ticipating policy is. therefore, a part-

ner in an institution which combines

the strength of a stock company with

the liberality of a mutual company.

Every day’s delay in insuring your

life may mean many of misery to

your family after your death.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

Phone Office 503w. Residence 842w ,
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INTERESTING

A. M.^MEETING

three societies held annual
MEETINGS—STOLEN CHICK-

ENS DISCUSSED

WITH ELECTION OF OFFICERS

FOR THE COMING SEASON

The regular meeting of the A.M.S. on

Saturday night, was very interesting and

the faithful ones were delighted to see an

increased number present.

There were a number of lengthy com-

munications including one from Capt.

Lyght of the R.C.H.A. claiming damages

amounting to $10.00 for two liens, which

were stolen on the night, preceding the-

College Frolic. Capt. Lyght claims the

hens were stolen by College students as

they were "used as comedians” at the

Frolic.

The report of the executive committee

wa&-given by Mr. Wilson. Mr. Pilkey, as

convenor of the committee appointed to

entertain the R.M.C. Cadets, said that a

good programme was being prepared for

the Cadets, who will probably visit

Queen’s about a week from Tuesday (to-

day), Wednesday or Thursday. Mr. Faris

gave a report on the European Students

Relief Fund Committee.

It was moved by Mr. J. J. Wood that

the Music Committee be asked to provide

a programme on the evening of April 1st.

Mr. Wilson moved that the secretary be

instructed to write to Capt. Lyght in-

forming him that if it could be defnitely

shown that students were guilty of the

theft of his hens, reparation would be

made. Mr. Pilkey moved that the De-

bate Committee be granted a sum of

‘ $75.00.

The annual meeting of the Journal, the

annual meeting of the Debate Committee,

and the annual meeting of the Tennis

• Club were held. Reports from each of

(Continued on page 4)

GOOD LUCK FOLLOWS ARTS WHO WIN OUT BY NARROW MARGIN-

GAME SPOILED BY POOR ICE

The following were elected as Officers

of the Tennis Club for 1922-2.5, at last Sat-

urday's A. M. S. meeting:

Honorary President—Prof. P. G. C

Campbell.

President—C. Simpson

Secretary-Treasurer—E. W. Cross.

Arts—R. C. Laird.

Science—Ian MacLachlan.

Medicine—H. A. Jones.

The text of the Annual Report from the

President of the Tennis Club reads

follows

:

The Club has had quite a successful year

in every way except financially. Tennis

was more popular than ever last fall, as

evident by the daily crowding of all the

courts. This looks good for the future of

Queen's in this branch of athletics, for

given so much material, sooner or later a

champion is bound to be produced. It was

intimated above that the Club was not a

success financially ,
the reason being that

there are no gate receipts, membership fees,

etc., only expenses in connection with main-

tenance and the Intercollegiate Tournament

NEXT JOURNAL A WEEK
FROM TODAY

ANNUAL REPORT
OF DEBATE COM.

.SUCCESSFUL YEAR REPORTED-
NEW OFFICERS ELECTED

Below is published the Annual Report

of the Convenor of the Debate Committee

as submitted last Saturday evening at the

A.M.S. ..

The year has been a successful one for

the Debating interests of the University.

In accordance with recommendations

made by Queen’s, the Constitution of the

Inter-University Debating League was radi-

cally altered at the annual meeting of the

League in Ottawa in October, 1921. The

new scheme has proven much fairer to both

sides than the old. Under it, our teams were

successful against Varsity and McGill. It

is hoped that the League will complete it^

organization next year by the provision of

satisfactory arrangements for a Champion-

ship Debate with the winners' of the other

groups that have been or may be formed.

Our success in our own group this year was

due to the very thorough coaching that the

teams received from the staff members of

the Debate Committee. To them the thanks

of the A. M. S. is due.

As provided for by die constitution of

the A. M. S., the inter year debates and the

public speaking contest were held. Arts

’23 won the debates and the gold and silver

medals for public speaking were awarded

to.N. C. Sully and A. F. Cross, respectively.

Both these features of the committee’s work

can yet he much improved. The detailed

suggestions for this will be passed on to the

incoming committee. An Undergraduates’

Debating Union was organized to give to

Three more issues of the Journal

for the present year remain to be

published. The first of these will

appear a week from today, on Tues-

day, March 21st, and the second will

be published on Tuesday, March

28th, a week later.

The final issue will, as usual, ap-

pear early in May and will contain

the Spring exam, results.

The reason for publishing the next

two issues of the Journal at weekly

intervals ^is two-fold

:

(a) Student activities are almost at

a standstill and news items are cor-

respondingly scarce.

(b) It is considered generally desir-

able to continue publication as late

as possible in the college term.

By extending publication to almost

the end of the month events will be

covered which would otherwise occur

after the 39th issue had appeared.

Arts will retain the Interfaculty Hockey

Trophy for the sixth year in succession,

having defeated Science on Monday aftei-

noori, by a score of 2-1.

It is only fair to say that Arts were

lucky. Chown in goal underwent a con-

tinual bombardment of shots, some of

which he saved miraculously and some

just because he happened to be there. At

the same time Science might have done

better if their play had had a semblance of

the combination and machine-like precis

ion which it had when they beat Medicine.

They bunched rather badly but, on the

whole, the edge of the play was decidedly

in their favour.

The ice was covered with water as it

had been in the two previous games, but

•in spite of that fact this game was rather

fast and wks productive of good stick-

handling. The Arts forward line com-

bined splendidly and kept to their posi-

tions much better than did the Science

men.

The dying moments of the game were

enough to cause heart-failure to one na-

turally weak, in that department. The

play was altogether in the Arts end. with

only an occasional break away by Arts.

The game was very clean on the whole

and Referee Smith only handed out two

penalties Both were for tripping, Af-

fleck getting one and Emery the other.

Moore and James- turned in the best

exhibition for Arts. Hanson was prob-

ably the best man on the ice, next to

Chown in the nets. He backchecked and

stickhandled with great success, and play-

ed for all that was in him. Affleck, Hen-

derson and Wilson worked hard. Red

was not so effective as in the two prev-

ious games, and got a bad knock in the

last period, which took a lot out of him.

The rest of the Arts team worked to

the best of their ability. Davidson went

great guns. Mclnnes was aggressive all

the time. Emery, Rickard and Atkinson

worked well. Atkinson has been out of

the game for some time and found his

condition poor. Rickard is an effective

attack man, but was warned for loafing

and this marred his effectiveness. Emery

was a hornet at back-checking. Bracken,

McLeod and Poyser did not weaken their

team at all. Poyser is non-sensational, but

is right into the play all the time. McLeod

was hurt in the last period and was slow-

own with his wing man at all times,

ed up considerably. Bracken held his

Bleakeney was only beaten twice and they

were both hard to get.

There was no score in the first period

though Science had a slight edge. The

Arts team bunched pretty well while get-

ing used to playing together.

Shortly after play started in the second

phase, Davidson beat Bleakney with a

fast shot which did not leave the ice, but

which just got inside the post. For a

while after this Arts had a decided edge,

but Science staged a last nnnute rally,

Moore made a lone rush and backhanded

one into the net. This put Arts two up.

Poyser scored for Science from a mix-

up five minutes after the last period start-

ed. From then on Science staged a con-

tinuous bombardment of the Arts net, but

the bell beat them.

Line-up ?

Science

Bleakney

Henderson

Wilson

Hanson

Poyser

Affleck

Bracken

McLeod

goal

defence

centre

wings

subs.

Referee—J. R. Smith.

Arts

Chown
Atchison

Moore

James

Mclnnes

Davidson

Emern
Rickard

Quinn

INTERFACULTY
HOCKEY MATCH

Our Intercollegiate Tennis Team made a

good showing at McGill, having stayed in

tile running all the way through, but losing

out in the finals
;

the team won second

place. The expenses incurred by the team

exceeded the amount allowed by the A. 15.

of C., so it was decided to put on a Social

Evening and* out of the proceeds to pay up

the deficit. Owing to many unavoidable

causes, the Social was poorly attended, and

the Club was set back another $9.20 as the

result. Application was made, to A. M. S.

for a refund of the $10.00 fee to cover this

deficit but the matter has hot been settled

yet.

The College Men’s Singles Championship

progressed up to the semi-finals, hut had to

be discontinued on account of bad weather

At a meeting of the Club held recently

Officers for the ensuing year- were selected

and their names submitted to the A. B, of

C. for approval. These will be brought be

fore the A. M. S. to-night.

,
A. G. MacLachlan,

President.

AESCULAPIANS GO DOWN TO
DEFEAT AT HANDS OF

ENGINEERS

every Undergraduate the possibility of get-

ting training in public speaking. In spite of

the fact that it was a new venture around

Queen's it has been a decided success. A

solid foundation for future success in this

field has undoubtedly been laid. The Coin-

(continued on page 5.)

Science defeated Medicine in the play-

off hockey match on Thursday night by a

score of 4-2, and thus will meet Arts in the

finals

Science deserved to win hut at no stage

of the game was the -edge very apparent,

and it was only superior condition and

more effective team work which won. The

ice was covered with water as in the former

game, but the play hardly showed it. In

recent years there has not been such a thril-

ling and well-played Interfaculty hockey

match as this one. The pace was very fast

and, with the exception of a few minutes

towards the end of the second period, the

play was clean though vigorous. Henderson

and Wilson starred for Science, while

Bleakney (Timed in a gilt-edged game in

goal. Flanagan saved many hard ones in

die Medicine net. Gratton was very effec-

tive on the forward line and was always

dangerous. Waddell and Henry worked

hard. The first two periods were produc-

tive of the best hockey. Henry opened the

scoring with the prettiest goal of the even-

ing.' Gratton went down the wing, drew a

defcnee man over, and passed to Henry,

who heat Bleakney without giving him a

chance to save. There was no more scoring

in this perio(hdiougl^Sckll££ tried hard.

Tt was Medicine’s period, the score being

quite indicative of the play. Affleck tied

it up very shortly after the second period

opened on a pass from the wing. Henry

drew a repose sentence for a little come-

back stuff. Ratchford found it necessary

shortly after Henry came back to bench two

Science men, McLeod and Wilson, in quick

succession. Medicine failed to make use of

the opportunity and did not score. I he

period ended with the score tied up.

Red Wilson contributed one of his high-

priced (because of their rarity) goals early

in the third period, after a beautiful rush.

Red went strong for the whole game. His

advance ill stickhandling ability has been

remarkable this year. Henderson made it

3-1 after a clever rush, with a neat shot

from the right centre. Henry put Medicine

in the running again, but Henderson put the

game on real ice shortly afterward by mak-

ing it 4-2. There was no further scoring,

(Continued on page 6)
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Wednesday l—
, „ ,

4.00 p.m.—Interfacility Basketball fin-

als. Arts vs. Medicine.

Thursday :

—

4.30 p.m—Q-U.M.A.
Friday :

—

4.00 p.m.—No Journal till 4 uesday.

7.00 p.m.— Med. Freshmen’s Social

whirl.

Saturday :

—

3.00 p.m.—Levana Tea Dance,

koo p.m.—A.M.S.
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'"The College Hat Store”

SPRING HEADWEAR
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EDITORIAL
— a

We are ready with our usual big

variety of students’ Spring Hats and
Caps. We buy direct from the world’s

best makers in large quantities—“we
save you something on every Hat
you buy.”

New Hats $2.00 to $8.00.

New Caps $1.00 to $2.50.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Hats, Wholesale and Retail

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 1,500,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINM9

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

(fumt'a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50 ; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.75; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-Chicf—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY: J. M. GIV-
ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.
Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.
Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.
Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.
Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.
Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M.

N. DRUMMOND; J. LANSBURY ; G. E. WOOD.
BURY; G. E. WOOD.

REPORT OF THE EDITOR-IN-
CHIEF, QUEEN’S JOURNAL

. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Ifott Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are atill

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Phone 363.

MON., TUES., WED.

WILLIAM FOX
Presents

ZANE GREY’S
“THE LAST TRAIL

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

At the A.M.S. meeting on Saturday

evening the Editor-in-chief of the Journal

gave his report for the year. It- reads

as follows :
1

To the President and members of the

Alma Mater Society. The Editor-in-Chief

of the Queen’s Journal begs to submit the

following report:

1. Up to this date there has been thirty

six issues of Volume XLVIII, of the

Queen’s Journal published. As during the

year no unexpected disaster befell either the

Journal Staff or the firm which does the

printing, each issue has come out on time

and has been of full size.

2. The attempt was made to increase

the news value of the Journal in whatever

way was possible. To this end, news items

were given precedence and year news of a

very restricted interest was refused publi-

cation, the Fall Examination results were

not allowed to encroach upon the regular

eight pages of the paper, sport events of the

evening ^before a day of publication were

given recognition in the Journal of the

following day, and other similar steps were

taken to add to the interest of the paper.

3. Any success that has in this way been

obtained is largely attributable to the Sport

Staff and the News Editor. Mr. J. T.

Gow, the Sport Editor, gave unsparingly of

his time and talent to his department, the

most important on the Journal. Backed up

by a staff of willing and efficient writers,

he contrived to establish a vastly improved

sport news service. Coupled with this news

service was a policy of constructive criti-

cism which was, in such capable hands,

very useful.

4. Mr. R. C. Swerdfeger, the New
Editor, saw that all college events of impor-

tance Avere covered by the Journal. In

possibly the most worrisome and thankless

position on the paper, Mr. Swerdfeger re-

mained loyal and efficient throughout.;

5. The three Associate Editors ga\re

material assistance throughout the 'year

Each of them edited a special issue, devoted

to the interests of his own faculty, with

very satisfactory results.

6. The Faculty Reporters of Arts and

Medicine were very faithful workers. For

Science, Mr. E. W. Roy, rendered invaluable

service for the long period during which the

Engineering Society were trying to appoint

a permanent Science reporter. Some of

the year reporters merit special mention

:

Messrs. Flanagan and Playfair of Medicine

’23 and ’24 respectively, Mr. W. H.- Bir-

chard of Science ’23, and Messrs. A. F.

Cross and J. J. Wood of Arts ’23 and ’24

were dependable contributors and submitted

most acceptable copy.

7. Everyone on the Journal worked wil-

lingly and in harmony with the other -nem

bers of the Staff; space alone forbid ill

dividual mention of each one. The Man «

ing Editor, Mr. Ian McLachlan, tvas alw.v,

.

on the job and ha:, affected consider; •’

improvement in the ippt-arancc -f the jot .

nal. The Literary !• i.i . C. Camp-

bell, Avas a helpful Avorker, and was respon-

sible lor the Christmas issue; during the last

couple of months, in his absence, Mr. R.

W. Cumberland, has taken over the Avork

in a very competent manner.

8. The thanks of the Journal—and its

readers—are due Professor C. F. Gummer,

who so alhy revieAved the University Con-

certs.

9. The relations of the Journal Staff

and Messrs. Hanson, Crozier and Edgar,

the printers, have remained very happy

througout the year.

10. Five issues, including the three Fac-

ulty issues, were specially planned to “ad-

vertise” the College; copies of these Avere

sent from the Registrar’s Office to the High

Schools of Ontario.

11. The attempt Avas made to apply the

policy of constructive criticism, successful

in the sphere of sport, to Dramatics, Avith

disastrous results. The Editor, however,

considers the policy a sound one and be-

lieves that criticism of college Dramatics,

by a competent student or professor, has a

useful place in the college press.

12. The following suggestions are offer-

ed to the Journal Staff for next year:

(a) If this year’s financial report Avill

Avarrent it, the Journal might he planned

for forty-two
-

issues, thus extending the

period of publication to nearer the end of

the college term. Plans and advertising

contracts for the present year had to be

made for the traditional forty issues because

of the very uncertain state of the Journal

finances at the beginning of the session.

(b) A permanent Dramatic Edito'r

should not be appointed
;
rather should the

News Editor assign the task of reviewing

each separate dramatic production to some-

one whom he considers specially competent.

(c) The perennial agitation for a Jour-

nal Sanctum ought to be kept up.

(d) The supervision of the year re-

porters should be left to the Associate Edi-

tors, and the Faculty Reporters should be

left free to accept assignments from the

News Editor.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Signed,

Leslie Stevenson,

Editor-in-Chief

The

Fascinator
€T Henry Ward Beecher, the

eminent American divine, is

said to have carried in his pocket-

book a number of unset dia-

monds. Upon these from time to

time he would feast his eyes

simply because of his love of the

beautiful.

€T The fascination of diamonds

is universal. Stones of the

finest Avater—such as those at

Ryrie’s—are valued and admir-

ed throughout the world.

Ryrie Bros.

Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO .

MODESTY MAKES MAXWELL
MENTION MISTAKE

March 10th, 1922.

Editor Journal

:

In Friday’s issue of the Journal there

appeared a paid advertisment,—with un-

paid footnote by Austin F. Cross of Arts

’23,—the object of which, obviously, was to

establish my identity as chief perpetrator in

the party of Science men who undertook,

evidently without success, to point out to

Mr. Cross where- he properly belongs in

the college community.

That I was a member of that party I am

happy to admit, hut in subscribing to me

the roll of the excellent tonsorial artist Avho

officiated on that occasion, Mr. Cross has

honoured me more than I deserve. I could-

n’t have done it half so Avell. In justice,

therefore to him to whom the credit is due,

I hasten to deny that I acted in the afore-

mentioned capacity.

I might add that, should it appear advis-

able at any time for him to have the opera-

tion repeated, the Gentlemen Barbers stand,

ready at all times to render him courteous

and efficient service.

Very truly yours,

Maxwell M. Kneehtel.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval o£ the Minister

o£ Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the sc

Commercial Subjects, Manual Traum.g,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto, November, 1921.

A CORRECTION
The News Editor has pointed 4\\t that

in the write-up of the Mass Meeting pub-

lished in Friday’s issue of the Journal.

,i statement made by the president of the

\ M S. was incorrectly reported.

Kitead of the undergraduates electing

members to the Athletic Board of

<
, rol, as reported, they elect seven, five

. iom are undergraduates and tAVO of

,i'nn are members of the staff.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11-30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

S. V. B.

The Annual Meeting of the S. V. B., was

held in the Theology Reading Room, on

Friday the 10th, at five o’clock. The Leader

R. G. Fry, presided. The following are the

Executive for next year:

Leader—J. N. McMurchy.

Vice-Leader—Miss Ruth Halliday.

Secretary—E. A. Kneehtel.

Magistrate: “You can take your choice

—twenty-one shillings or ten days.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Often Evenings by Appointment.

TRY US

NEW YORK HAT
CLEANING AND SHOE

SHINING PARLOR
208 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 395

KINGSTON

Suits to Suit

Misses’ Box Suits in Navy Tri-

cotine, Embroidered around bottom

of coat, plain or tucked back, Peter

Pan Collar,' Silk Lined. Skirt gath-

ered with all around belt.

SPECIAL AT $35.00

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co

V

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consultiii C.”

432 PRINC

“SAY IT WI

WATT

MEDICINE ’22 FAREWELL
DINNER

Confine ’yourself to simple fare,’

Good practice—but the fact is

When doctors dine, they seldom -put

Their precepts into practice.”

Undoubtedly the most successful and

enjoyable social event attempted in years

was the dinner held last Thursday, Mar.

9th, at the Frontenac Club, by the gradu-

ating year in Medicine. About sixty stu-

dents and professors joined together in

the singing of the Queen’s Doxology,

which opened what turned out to he an

occasion long to he remembered by every-

one present.

It was a farewell dinner in every sense

of the word. The tables were very well

arranged and prettily decorated with flow-

ers. The “eats” were excellent, but there

was one complaint: that was, that very

few had room wherein to stow it all. By

the time the so-called Turkey ! ? ! arriv-

ed, some were beginning to have respira-

tory and cardiac embarrassment. While

the lions were feeding, the six piece “Jazz

Band” played several popular airs in an

attempt to drown some of the noise. Also,

“Art” Truesdale sang “Caroline,” and of

course, had to come across with an en-

core.

The president, Mr. W- Campbell, pro-

posed the toast to His Majesty the King

and after the singing of the National An-

them called on the first speaker of the

evening. Dr. W. T. Connell’ first, com-

plimented the committee in charge for the

excellent spread that had been provided.

He emphasized the fact that although we

are about to graduate, we do not know

everything yet, and strongly urged that in

future years we keep up-to-date not only

in the particular branch of work, we

choose to follow, but also in other lines

of the great subject of Medicine. He urg-

ed a closer co-operation between fellow

practitioners, and hoped that we would

give our support to all medical gatherings,

thereby giving stimulus to further re-

search work. He also advfsed as a means

of keeping up-to-date, the reading of the

current literature in the various Medical

magazines. Dr. Connell’s words made a

deep impression on all or, in the words

of the chiropractors, it “furnished food

for thought.”

Following this, the quartette, Messrs.

Brough Lynch, Nicolson and Truesdale,

sang the “Ode to the Profs”. It was a

pippin” -ahd later on in the evening was

repeated by request, everyone joining in

the choruses.

Dr. Austin was then called upon and he

lived up to his reputation as an after din-

ner speaker. Each joke surpassed the one

before and everyone was in fits of laugh-

ter.

John Mackie rendered the old favorite,

“Humoresque,” on his violin, and was

heartily applauded for his humble efforts

to equal the great Kubelik

On behalf of the Undergrads, Ken Keill

addressed the professors and recalled

many happenings of by gone days. He
expressed his great regard for the mem-

bers of the “Old Guard” which kept

Queen’s going in her times of trouble,

and to them attributed the credit for the

placing of Queen’s Medical school in the

enviable position it now holds. He as-

sured the profs, that though at times we

were a rather crude and unruly hunch t<

deal with, -yet, deep down in our hearts wc
appreciated the efforts they had made in

our behalf. He reminded them that a-

freshmen we were very green ;
in fact,

to see how green we were it is only neces-

sary to look at the present freshmen yeai
“ ‘Both meat and music here’, said tlv

dog as he chewed up the hag-pipes.” 1

this fashion, Dr. James Miller answerer*

the roll call. He gave some very inter

ot‘*;iug facts about the Edinborough Med-

il College and expressed the opinion

at before long students will he com

g from Europe to America to study.

The quartette then sang “Carry me

ack to Old Virginny” and. as an encore

'number of Limericks. The happy even

fg broke up with God Sa^^^i^vmg.

tee, Messrs. Sully, Wallace and Yoerger,

for the splendid work they did in their

efforts to make the dinner a success.

THEOLOGY
The students of Theology were greatly

pleased to hear that at the recent meeting

of the Kingston Presbytery, Dr. Jordan was
nominated as the next Moderator for the

General Assembly, and that Dr. McFayden
was appointed as a Commissioner from this

Presbytery the Assembly which is to be

held in Winnipeg next June. We feel con-

fident that we will be well represented by

Dr. McFayden and, so far as the Modera-

torship is concerned, we believe no better

choice could be made. We know of no one

who has rendered more faithful service to

the church, or who is better qualified to

assume the duties of that responsible posi-

tion than Dr. Jordan.

On Friday afternoon we had the first

half of the examination in Practical Theo-

logy. The first half of the Course was

taken by Rev. J. Watts, of Otawa, and the

second half is being taken by Dr. Eakin

of Montreal Presbyterian College.

A meeting of the Theological Society was

held on Saturday for the purpose of hear-

ing the financial report of the Dinner Com-

mittee.

We were sorry that one of our “Kilties”

was absent on Monday evening , but on

account of his success on the first Theatre

Night we understand that his part will not

be forgotten. He was unavoidably absent,

supplying the most important part of a

programme some distance from here.

OUR
Spring Ha j

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles 1

colors.

“Our new price this Spring’’

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring H

GEORGE VANHOKNt
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

The tourist sat down to his first dinner in

a French restaurant. He did not know a

word of the language, and so pointed to the

first item on the menu.

They brought him soup. After that he

pointed to the next. Again soup. Soup a

third time.- In despair he pointed to the

last of all.

They brought him toothpicks.

Moral—Join the French Club.

Venu
THINi

lead:

"
TJenus Everpomted
and other Metal Pencils

Att-IEnameVENUS isyour

1 guarantee of perfection.

Absolutely crumble-proof,

|
smooth and perfecdy graded.

7 DEGREES
2B soft SC black H mod. hard

B soft 2H hard

F firm Ait-i e*r..f i'vitd

HB medium—f > ten. .in

15c per tube of i
1

' d<f

$1.50 per da :

Ifyoutdeakrcannots- >

'

American Lead 'tncil Go.

2IS Fifth Avc., Dei

Ask us about the new

VENUS EVERPOINTED PENCILS
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HI

American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Ave., Dept.
'

New York, N.Y.

Founded 1847

Young

Men’s

Suits and

Topcoats

THAT HAVE THE RIGHT SWING

College Men Know What’s What in Clothes

We know we can please you. Select your Suit and

Topcoat now, while stock is most complete, College

will soon lie closing, be prepared for your vacation w ith

new Suit and 1 opcoat.

Special $25.00

NEW SPRING HATS

In Dove Grey, Pearl and New Shade of Green

Special, $3.50

NEW SPRING SHIRTS

You’ll open your eyes some when you see our line of

splendid Spring Shirts at $1.50 to $2.50

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

IP OFF YOtlR ROUTE, IT PAYS TO WALK
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WE HAVE OPENED UP

OUR

Spring Offerings

in Woollens

and invite your inspection

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson's Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST,

(Two doors belftw Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

r. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kinston, Ont.

:7?

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

• Kingston. Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Now is the
Time

TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
TAKEN FOR THE YEAR

BOOK

The work can be given indivi-

dual attention and you avoid the

disappointments inevitable dur-

ing the rush season.

WE HAVE A SPECIAL RATE

FOR STUDENTS

The

Kingston Art

Studio

84 PRINCESS STREET

(Next to Bibby’s)

The writer of this article has purposely

taken one side of the question, leaving to

the supporters and advocates of the pre-

sent system the Qpportunity of putting

him right. The writing of this article

was prompted by the following conversa-

tion which took place between two seniors

a few weeks ago.

She:
—“When all is said and done,

Grant Hall, belongs \o th<r men of

Queen’s.”

He: “How do you account for it?”

She :—“I suppose the city girls are in a

position - to return the entertainment,

whereas the College girls are not, and

hence Queen’s functions are characterized

by the smaller percentage of College

girls.”

He : “But many of the outside girls are

nurses, and under a more rigid discipline

than the college girls.
’

She

:

“The fact remains that the Col

lege girls know yery few College men,

when all three faculties are considered
"

Now this may seem an almost impos-

sible state of affairs in a College where

we have a minimum of ont dance per

week, and so many club meetings with

refreshments that the rattle of dishes

seems as essential to the atmosphere of

Kingston Hall in the afternoon as do the

gowns of the professors in the morning.

That such is the case is due, for the most

part, to the fact that Social Evenings no

longer have any social value ;
and, since

this is the case, they ought to be thor-

oughly overhauled or scrapped.

The procedure for any man who con-

templates attending one of these functions

is somewhat as follows

:

1. Secure a partner at least one week

previous.

2. During said week buttonhole any

of the known devotees of these affairs

and produce a pocket notebook. He-will

understand and probably say, “Who are

you takin’?” Pretending not td notice

the incorrect use of the pronoun, you as-

sure him that your partner “swings a

mean a.n& lightsome hoof.” If satisfied,

the ultra-particular dancomaniac may de-

cide that his programme is not quite full

and do you the honour of adding your

3.

On the night in question proceed to

G.H. and, having extended a hand to the

patronesses, be very careful not to notice

them again during the evening. Also

take care to speak only to- those whose

names are on your programme, being

very particular not to speak to any other

students. It isn’t done.

We have in the so-called “hop” or

“whirl,” most of the fundamentals of a

formal dance—pre-arranged programmes

tuxedoed orchestras, moon waltzes, toy

balloons, forty-cent lunches and now, to

cap the climax, an imported entertainer

is announced. Who says we need money?

It will be seen from the above pro

cedure that the institution known as the

Social Evening (p- 59 A.M.S. Constitu-

tion) defeats its purpose and has come

under the control of a certain dancing

set which is fast becoming almost a clos-

ed corporation?” The average robin, soon

to frequent the boughs of the campus

maples, can exert an infinitely greater

choice in selecting her associates than can

the members of Levana in this day of

sex equality. The writer of this article,

on coming to Queen’s some years ago

with an intimate knowledge of the social

life of another university, found here a

social slate which seemed unparalleled in

wholesomcness ;
and many of the

Queen’s girls who today have the largest

circle of hoy friends owe that circle of

friends to the system which prevailed

in ’19-’20. What of the ones coming in?

Next Saturday Levana will entertain

at a Tea- Dance. It is unthinkable that

on this occasion she will submit to the

masculine tyranny which has been

vogue all year. If the girls of Quee

cannot turn out well over a hundred

their number, on their own tickt'

SOCIAL EVENINGS
'

"this occasion, then the situation is hope-

byj3.G. less and Grant Flail does belong to the

\_ men of the College.

If this is the case what is the object

of the A.M.S. checking up Meds. ’27 for

breaking the letter of the law, when we

are all compelled to depart from the spirit

of it?

One can readily understand why the

girls gradually ceased to attend social

evenings, unless escorted, but why they

gave up the right to fill their own pro-

o-rammes is another question. Is the

Queen’s girl of today content to be

mere automatic accessory which a man

must have in order to attend a dance? If

she is, then Queen’s is rapidly being in-

fected with that social system which turns

out from Colleges women whose very

professional success militates against

their matrimonial opportunities, and men

.who are, for the few years after leaving

College, pronounced cynics. Flence the

much-written-about small marriage-rate

among College graduates. Hence the

recent charge made by eugenists that Col-

lege girls are matrimonial slackers.

The College is literally inundated with

critics of the brand known as “construc-

tive,” and the writer has no desire to pose

as one of them
;
hut since the members of

Levana constitute* roughly about one-

third of the total enrollment, why not turn

over, say, five out of the eighteen or

twenty social evenings to them? They

could then sell the ladies’ tickets separ-

ately, and only release, as many men’s

tickets as they had already sold ladies’

tickets. We would then have at least a

few functions which might correctly be

called strictly Queen’s functions.

If this is not feasible and we must con-

tinue with the present system with all

its eut-and-dried rigidity, why not cut

out the frills mentioned above and turn

this money from Queen’s pockets to a

Queen’s end? It is whispered in certain

quarters that the A.B. of C. would not be

above accepting a small cash donation

from any Social Evening Committee

which has a surplus. I am told that at

recent social evenings men outside the

College “wangled” tickets, while College

men went without. Is the Social Func-

tions Committee still sociable enough to

have a meeting and, if it does meet, how

does it function?

A. M. S.

(Continued from page 1)

these three organizations are published

separately in this issue, together with the

newly-elected officers of each.

Under Matters Affectiug the Interests

and Prosperity of the Society, Mr. Pilkey

replied in high sounding phrases to Mr.

Mclnnes’ request of last week. That an

explanation should be made as to why

the executive is frequently late in getting

down to the meetings. He assured the

Society that the executive was not throw-

ing coppers or rolling the bones upstairs,

but that it was busy considering com-

munications and matters which require

long discussions and great deliberations

in order that they may not go through

the routine of the general meeting with-

out due consideration. He referred to

the communications which require careful

consideration. At this last meeting there

were no less than 14 communications,

seven of which were concerned with

money matters and two of which were

concerned with chickens.

The infraction of the Social Evening

rules by Meds. ’27 was satisfactorily ex-

plained by the Secretary of the A. M. S.

and a representative of Meds. ’27.

‘ Mr. Abernethy gave the critic’s report

and the meeting adjourned about 8.30

after having dealt in a very business-like

manner, with many important matters.

Bibby’s
AGENTS IN KINGSTON FOR

The Original Harrogate Serge

GUARANTEED SUN AND SEA PROOF

HANDTAILORED PURE INDIGO BLUE

In the New Models

THE RAJf, THE HAMPTON, THE NORMAN

$37.50 and $42.50

ENGLISH BLUE SERGE SUITS

$22.50, $25.00, $28.50, $30.00, $35.00

Suits ready to try on, finished to your ord^r in a

few hours’ time

Bibby’s
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FLOWERS
Queen's !

Queen’s !
Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.; 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

YOUNG MAN
ARE YOU CARRYING LIFE

INSURANCE
Perhaps you think you cannot afford

it. Come and see me, and I will fin-

ance it 'for you until you are earning

an income and able to pay for it.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

THE HOCKEY MANAGERS’ REPLY
TO “MEDICAL UNDER-

GRADUATE”

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-
|

buoy. |
We have the popular Toilet and |

Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store |
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave. |

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Queen’s University.

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:— With reference to the let-

ter in Tuesday’s issue signed “A Medi-

cal Undergraduate,” I might say that it

has caused considerable indignation

amongst some of those who were more

or less intimately connected .with the

hockey teams and rink this year. This

person showed very poor sportsmanship

when he sent a letter which was mostly

base insinuations to the Journal to be

published.

I-Ie says that most small town rinks

in Ontario provide better ice than the

Arena did this year. Most small towns

are lucky to have, one team to accomo-

date for practice hours; we have seven.

Small towns are lucky to get one hockey

match a week, we had three and four

every week this winter. As well as this,

how many of these small towns have 300

or 400 skaters to cut their ice up daily.

Did he ever see the Arena staff idle when

they might be flooding? No.

I

I-Ie makes 'further insinuations about

taking away skating hours. ' If be did

“hold a season ticket” and took full ad-

vantage of the skating hours, he realized

over $15.00 value for his $3.00. What

more does he want? Did he ever see the

rink standing idle? When .could the sub-

stitute periods have been provided? There

is not another Arena in Canada where the

people .get more' skating hours than in

our own.

His insinuation that rough tactics in

hockey were encouraged by anyone in

authority is falsehood. The coaching of

the hockey teams this year has been in

keeping with the highest ideals of ama-

teur sport. If this person had visited

the dressing rooms during a game he

would have had his ideas changed. The

last words of the coach before the play-

ers went on the ice were, always play

clean hockey and stay on the i<;e.

As far as I can see, the writer of the

letter referred to was only right once,

and that was when he stated that Queen’s

certainly is moving ahead in sport.” There

is only one reason for this, and that is

because we have the best man in the

country at the head of our athletics.

Let us get behind him and “boost,”

not “knock.”

Yours truly,

HARRY J. McLEOD,
Mgr. Queen’s Juniors

J. H. EVANS.
Mgr. Queen’s Inter.

J. D. JOHNSTON,
Mgr. Queen’s Seniors.

ingly to the improvement and develop-

ment of the spiritual life. As the medical

profession contains great names and a

nameless host, so this other army in-

cludes the famous contributors to Re-

ligion, Philosophy, and Art, and also the

nameless host of all who have striven,

often in narrow fields, towards truth and

beauty and who have helped those around

them in the work of character-building.

Physical well-being is not essential to

this work, as witness many famous men

and many more unknown, who, in the

words of one of them, (R.L.S.), have ac-

complished the “great task of happiness”

in spite of suffering. When an attempt

is made to refute the charge of material-

ism against medicine by asserting that

the combined work of Shakespeare, Ten-

nyson, Aristotle, Milton, Michael Angelo,

Voltaire, Hugo, Homer and Virgil is but

“a drop in the bucket compared to that of

Pasteur,” and •when, further, the author

of the attempt confesses that he can see

nothing but morbidities in Shakespeare’s

portrayal of the struggle of Brutus be-

tween his love for his friend and his

duty to his country and of the struggle

of Hamlet between his old affection for

his mother and his duty to his ‘father’s

memory, it will seem to many that the

attempted refutation furnishes additional

evidence in support of the charge that

medicine is materialistic.

R. O. M.

DEBATE COMMITTEE REPORT
(Continued from page 1)

mittee wish particularly to express its •

thanks to Dr. W. E, McNeill, whose hearty

co-operation has contributed so largely to

make the venture a success.

Following the presentation of the above

report, the following staff of officers for

the ensuing year was elected.

The Debase Committee for 1°"-2

'

elected as follow?

;

Honorary 11
Dr w!

I. U. D. • K

Convenor—E. W. Cross.

Secretary-Treasurer—H. R. Jollil.

Faculty Members of the Coinn. *

Dean Skelton, Prof. W. C. Clark _.id

Dr. J. T. McNeill.

Student Member's of the Committee:

Medicine—C. E. Lyght, G. N. Ellis.

Science—E. A. Filmer, J. E. Brookfield

Arts—J. W. Claxton, G. S. Graham,
- E. R. Smith.

Theology—J. W- McKinnon.

BUT NOT HERE
“How do all those football men make

the glee club?”

“Rotten.”

HOLMES DEFEATED

Stubby Holmes ran up against a stiff

proposition with the all star Intercolleg-

iate team at U.S. Naval Academy on Sa-

turday. He suffered a technical knock-

out in the second round. He says his man-

trained down from 133 to 115 lbs., so he

must have been a big fellow. Gray and

Black were the only boxers to win .-u-i <•:

seven bouts. They both belong to V
of T.

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRBSON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN

Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Same Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c e^ch.

All kinds of Desk Lamp:, for study.

Extension Cords, Flash 1 Every-

thing Electrical.

THE MATERIALISM OF MEDICINE

All thoughtful men and women must

sympathize with the irritation of the med-

ical profession, voiced in an article in

“The Journal” of March 10th, at the care-

lessly-made charges of materialism

against the profession as a whole. While

it is true that the average layman does

not know the exact nature of the contri-

bution to medical science of each master

named in that article, and that many have

only the vaguest idea of the work of Pas-

teur himself, still it is generally realized

that the medical profession affords count-

less examples of lives devoted to the most

unselfish service to mankind, and every-

one knows and reveres one or more of the

unnamed host of general practitioner:

whose whole careers are self-sacrifice am

devotion to the cause of humanity.

But the article in “The Journal" let

much to be said on the materialism o

medicine. “Man does not live by break

alone,” or by the physiological processe

which arc the concern of medicine. All

have an inner life, distinguished by var

ious names, which is in contrast to tin

, (al or physical life. And while th

j

medical profession has devoted itself 6

Indiscretions of Archie
By P. G. WODEffOUSE

Nothings popular fiction today compares with this inimit-

able blending of racy English and American, m the mouth of

whimsical and very human people.

Archie is a nonesuch; you won’t forget him and as long as

he holds the stage you simply can’t refuse to follow bun on each

new
^i

P lo

I

1

î discretions are 110t only unique—they are hilariously

exhilarating.
For Sale At

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

the improvement f

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence. ^

COURSES IN MEDICINE-For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.-Naviga.ion School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Rsagtrar, Queen's University.
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Established 1832

The Bank of Nova Scotia

„ $ 9,700,000
Paid-up-Capital

19 ,000,000
ReSerVC

225,000,000
Resources

Savings Department at all Branches,

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A. N. Lyster.
Manager’

INTERFACULTY BASKETBALL
Medicine Decisevly Defeat Science

^ntlemen-s hairdressing

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson
,
Crosier & Edgar

20 Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45,00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

Medicine defeated Science, 29-15 in an

Interfaculty. Basketball game at the gym-

nasium on Friday afternoon.

The game was clean and fairly fast. It

was, however, featured by much bunching,

particularly on the part of Science, and a

great
1

deal of poor shooting. Where Medi-

cine excelled was in their combination,

which was very effective. Science were

good individually but had apparently not

played much together.

The first period was all in favor of

Medicine and ended 16-3, Bob Irwin was

in fine form in this period and scored five

baskets. Science's lone basket came on a

nice shot by Frid. In this period Hewgill

damaged an ankle and had to retire.

The second half was much more evenly

contested and towards the end Science out-

played their opponents in a belated rally,

but the lead was too great. Hewgill came

back and played well in spite of his injury.

Drury was the high scorer of the period,

with four baskets to his credit.

The Medicine defence, McICelvey and

Graham, was very sound and the opposing

forwards got very few shots at the basket

from close in. They also did considerable

offensive, work, relieving their forwards.

Drury, at centre, was effective all the way,

and after he located the basket, he made

some pretty shots. Irwin was the high

scorer and played a very neat game. Ada

played a very useful game and his speed

made his dribbling and ball-handling very

noticeable. He had rather an off-day in

shooting and had to be content with one

basket. Bill- Campbell played a hard game

while on the floor but a long lay-off seems

to have effected his shooting eye. Bill

Muirhead, the other sub, showed that foot

ball is not the only game he can play.

The Science defense had a tough proposi-

taller Medicine forwards, but they

gamely to their guns. Both Bieakn

Frid contributed a neat basket. Collyer, at

centre, made a couple of good baskets bn,

did not seem to be able to hold the ball very

well. Hewgill played well but was handi-

capped by his injured ankle. Maybee seem-

ed to make a specialty of foul shots and

scored three out of his four tries. Salton

showed flashes of his former speed but ob-

viously lacked practice. Knight seemed a

little out of his depth but he tried all the

way and he and Frid looked after Ada

able to score.

In the game between ’23 and ’24, Miss

Abernethy, centre forward for ’23, was

the star. She is undoubtedly the best

hockey player on any of the Levana

teams. Miss Abernethy is a good .stick-

handler and her backchecking is so effec-

tive as to leave the defence very little to

do. ’24 has a speedy team and one in

which it is hard to pick individual stars

Gladys Montgomery is a very fast player,

and was well supported. Miss Nobes and

Miss Kelly, on the_forward line, were

good. Miss Wilson is the best goal-ten-

der that has appeared in Levana this year

At the end of the two periods the score

was 0-0, but in five minutes overtime,

Miss Cresswell, after carrying the puck

up from the defence, scored a goal.

‘25 have certainly earned the champion-

ship. Their team is the best that any year

has produced for some time, and the i

provement that has come this winter ...

the girls’ ice hockey is largely due to

their interest and good playing.

SCIENCE 4, MEDICINE 2

(Continued from page 1).

though Medicine tried hard, playing four

men up.

Ratchford performed the difficult func-

tion of refereeing an Interfaculty contest

with great success, and succeeded in pleas-

ing everybody. There were quite a few

spectators in spite 6f the inconvenient hour.

JOURNAL STAFF FOR 1922-23

The Journal Staff for next year as elect-

ed at A. M. S.. last Saturday, is as follows:

Editor-in-Chief—W. H. Becking.

Associate

:

Arts—FI. P. Salter.

Science—V. A. James.

Medicine—A. .Powell.

Levana—Miss K. Lockhart.

News Editor—C. A. Nicholson.

Faculty Reporters

:

Medicine—C. FI. Playfair.

Science—C. W. Birchard.

Arts—L. P. McDiarmid.

Theology—J. M. Miller.

Levana—Miss Julia Sexsmith

Business Manager—J. Lansbury.

Sport—R. F. S. Baird.

Arts—E. M. Dolan.

Medicine—G. R. McLachlan.

Science—T. A. Brown.

Levana—Miss C. M. Farrell

Lit.-Editor—C. E. Lyght.

Alumni—G. E. Flangan.

Exchange—R. Waddington.

Managing Editor—A. F. Cross.

Asst. Managing Editor—E. R. Smith.

Medicine

:

Science

.

Flanagan Goal Bleakney

Henry Defence Henderson
Waddell Wilson

Louden Centre Hanson
Grant Wings Affleck

Bell McLeod
Gratton Subs.

.

Poyser

McCammon Hyland

Referee—C. E. C. Ratchford -

PROGRAMME, MEDS. ’27 SOCIAL
WHIRL

Extra (F)—Ty-Tee.

1. (F)—Stealing.

2. (F)—June Moon.

3. (F)—Strut Miss Lizzie

4a (W)—When Francis Dances with

Me.
'

4b. (F).—I Ain’t Nobody’s Darling.

5. (O)—Novelty Onestep.

6a. (F)—Ten Little Fingers.

6b. (F)—An Old Fashioned Girl.

7. (F)—Dapper Dan.

8a. (W)—Mary O’Brien.'

8b. (F)—Dixie.

9. (F)—Dinny Danny.

10a. (W)—Swing Me in the Moonlight.

10b. (F)—My Mammy Knows.

11. (F)—The Shiek.

12 . (W)—Love Will Find a Way.

TWO MEDICAL STUDENTS
BEREAVED

4 for $1
LATEST SHEET MUSIC

Why Pay More?
Every Title in Stock

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

.m

I 160-162 Princess Ct. Phone 919

| a

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess anti Wellington 8t

Entrance on Welliug
* ~

pretty well.

Mr. Bews refereed to the satisfaction of

all.

Line-up

:

Medicine—Defence, McKelvey (2) and

Graham; Centre, Drury (8); Forwards,

Irwin (12) and Ada (5); Subs, Campbell

(2) and Muirhead.

Science—Defence, Frid (2) and Bleak-

ney (2); Centre, Collyer (6); Forwards,

Hewgill and Maybee (3) ;
Subs., Salton (2)

and Knight.

Medicine play Arts tomorrow afternoon

at 4 p.m., to determine who shall hold the

Faculty Basketball Trophy which was won

last year by Arts.

GIRLS’ HOCKEY
Freshettes Win Championship

In the last game of the hockey seric

the Freshettes tied with the Senior

thereby winning the ice hockey champior

ship.
’’25 have a team of fast' skaters am

were on the offensive throughout mom

of the game. That they did not defeat

the Seniors is due to the fact that the

combination is poor and their shootin -

very slow. Miss Dunlop and Miss Sha\ ,

on the defence, were the stars of tb

game. Miss Shaw is the best stickhan

dler on the freshettes’ team, and got awm

on several dangerous rushes. Miss Ro
„ consistent player, and though sL

lost the puck rather easily, yet her back

checking was more effective than that

the other forwards.

For ’22, Miss Evanson and Miss Dea

man have been doing most of the work

this season. Their team play is bett

than that ot\the Freshettes, and the d

icnce were very successful ip stopping tl

1
lies of the'.- :<>s)yc s.

The members of Medicine ’24 extend

their most sincere sympathy to Goldie

Whitty and Fred Richardson, each of whom
lias recently suffered bereavements in the

death of his father.

Mr. Whitty passed away at the Kingston

General Hospital last Thursday. Mr. Rich-

ardson died suddenly in Brockville, on Sat-

urday night.

J. S. McLEOD, QUEEN’S JUNIOR

Through an unfortunate omission, J.

S. McLeod of Science ’24 was forgotten

in the Junior champions’ write up last

week. McLeod’s work previous to his

coming to Queen’s, was with Vankleek

Hill High School. He played in the

games early in the season when Boucher

was in hospital. He also turned out with

the Juniors last year. He was a very

handy man this season, but unfortunately

passes up from the Juniors this year.

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

E. W. MULLIN & SON

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE BROKERS

Johnston and Division Streets, Kingston, Ont. ’Phone 539-w

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and I

H sold at a very moderate price.
j

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town,
j

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
1C2 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE, GET THAT SWEATER

YOU WANT

Pure
Wool
ALL THE CLARA BUTT RECORDS IN STOCK

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

YOU WANT

$3.95 Each
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The fighting Intermediates !—a team

which' bears, in many ways, a strong re-

semblance to the champions of last year.

The least we can say for them is that

they are a third period team, and that is

a loti After losing the first two periods

and having a lead of two, three or four

points piled up against them, they could

always be relied upon to pull a comeback

in the last. They won the Intercollegiate

championship against first-rate teams

without the loss of a single game. Be-

cause of the difficulty of trying to pick

four teams out of twenty men. they were

never sure of the personnel of the team,

that was to go on the ice until the last

minute. Undaunted, the three or four

regulars could always be depended upon

to fight for all that was in them all the

way for all the time. The addition of

the four juniors, Quinn, Nickle, Boucher

and Reynolds, actually strengthened. The

Juniors fitted beautifully into the Inter-

mediate machine. The team got along

splendidly with both coach and trainer,

and is a real tribute to the work of those

two men. So long as we can turn out Jun-

ior and Intermediate teams of the calibre

of those of this year, the senior quality is

bound to come. Here they are !

I-Iis faithfulness in turning out to give

the other boys a workout is worthy of the

highest commendation. But for the fact

that the Juniors finished their schedule

before the St. Michael’s «game, Cleland

would have been called upon to help Jim

Ritchie protect the nets.

Allan Brown, goal, was born in Strat-

ford and went to school there, later trans-

ferring to Ottawa Collegiate where he

played rugby and hockey. There was a

considerable gap between the end of his

high school career and his coming to

Queen’s. Most of this interval was spent

in France with the Canadian Artillery.

After peace was declared “Mutt” took up

his “lamin’ ’’ where he had left off. came

to Queen’s in the fall of 1919, and entered

Science ’23. Until this year most of his

athletic activities have been restricted to

interfaculty games. He played rugby in

1920 with the Juniors, but was forced to

quit early in the season on account of an

injured kiifce. Last winter he played goal

for the Science Interfaculty hockey team

and this year made the Intermediate team

and acted as understudy for Noisy Mc-

Neill in the Senior games.

For his first season in “big time’’ hockey

he Las played remarkably well. He dis-

played excellent form against Brockville

and Cornwall in the O.H.A. series and his

two games against R.M.C. in the Inter-

mediate series could hardly be improved

upon. JJe possesses in no small degree

the most important attribute of a high-

class goaler-coolness. He is not a sen-

sational player, but depends on his abil-

ity to outguess the opposing forwards

rather on making wild dives at the puck.

His clearing was somewhat faulty at the

start of the year, but he has consistently

improved all season. It is to be regretted

that he was unable to turn out forA.ockey

in previous years, but as he still has an-

other session at Queen’s, he will undoubt-

edly be heard from in the future. With

more experience he should be on of the

best in the business.

W. M. Brown — The Intermediates

had no trouble filling the difficult right

wing position this year!'. The right hand

shot was awaiting merely for the ice.

Brown’s career in hockey has been one

of great brilliancy. Before the war he

played with Owen Sound High School,

for in Owen Sound was the place where

he hung his hat and called “home.” Then,

just before he enlisted, he played with

South Porcupine. He put in three years

in the “Big Game”, without a substitute

and without an injury. On his return, he

played as regular right wing with the

Timmins’ N.O.H.A. Senior team. Then

Queen’s was lucky enough to get him.

Brown is a rare example of that rare

specimen—a good athlete and a gdod stu-

dent. We can expect to use him for at

least three years more.

His work with the Intermediate Cham-

pions this year has been of great consis-

tency. Hampered early in the season by

poor condition due to a late start, he was

not really at the top of his form till the

R.M.C. games. His exhibition in both

these games was a treat to watch. His

work since then has been even better,

and for speed, aggressiveness and dogged

backchecking he can be classed with Clar-

ence Gibson as the best of them all—he

is a sixty minute man. In the last two

games with St. Michael’s his work drew

for him burst after burst of applause.

The Intermediates will not be able to

keep him next year. A hard-trainin

conscientious, clean player, he is an asset

to any team.

J. E. R. Smith hails from Fort William ;

he is a member of Meds. ’24. Before en

tering Queen’s he gained a wide hockey

experience with the Collegiate and Junior

Fort William teams, and in his freshman

year in Queen’s he became a regular de-

fence man with the Junior squad. Last

yea-r he was promoted to the Intermediate

team, and was a large factor in that

team’s success in winning the Intercol-

legiate championship. This year his first

game was with the Intermediates in their

first Intercollegiate game against R.M.C.

His playing was so good in that game

that he was promoted to the Senior team

as a regular. On the defence Smittie

is a hard man to get by. He is capable

of handing out a stiff body check, and,

combined with this, he is a good skater,

ed shot. Still young and with a good

handles a clever stick and packs a wick-

physique, he is only at the beginning of

a successful hockey career.

R. H. Cleland. His hockey career be

gan regularly three years ago with the

University of Alberta. For three years

he played with the senior team, twO years

on the forward line and the last year on

the defence. This year he only played

one Intermediate game—against Corn-

wall — but has turned out r gularly

throughout the season. He is a big man
with speed to burn, and is a past master

at the art of bodying. Another year

should see him in the forefront of our

hockey. He is in Science ’24 and played

half-back with the championship Junior

Rugby team this fall. Cleland is a good

student and a faithful sportsman, easy to

teach and with a vast amount of energy

to be turned in the right direction. This

year’s work, while non-^perfucular, has

done him a world of good. d we can

Innk for nil kinds of 1
:

! i lext VCar.

Jim Ritchie is a resident of a town in

the Ottawa Valley^ that district with a

countrywide reputation for its production

of hockey players. In his freshman year

Jim was a member of the Meds. ’24 year

team, the first winners of- the Carroll

Trophy. Last year he turned out with

the Intermediates and got his first try-

out about the middle of the season. In

that game he gave such an excellent ac

count of himself that he won a regular

berth on the Championship Intermediate

(Continued on Page 8.)

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA P. >USE

For Your Dances engage V-neer's

PLAYER'S
navy cut

CIGARETTES

Superb .Quality

finest Workmanship

ffrealest Value
in Ifle World.

10 for18?
20 - 559

Jlnd in tins

of50&100

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR

STORE
202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen’s
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Spring

1922

is here

SO ARE OUR NEW HATS

And they even sparkle with new-

ness. All the best makes. Every new
style—and values the best in years.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston's Largest Hat Dealers

WATERMAN’S IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

We carry a complete stock to

select from—Priced from $2.50 up.

EVERSHARP PENCILS

In all styles from 75c up.

Our service department is equip-

ped to repair both pens and pencils

on day received.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

INTERMEDIATE CHAMPIONS

id

I

BIG

Reductions
Onfall lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Special Showing

of

Models for Spring
As Tailored by

FASHION CRAFT
Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday

An expert tailor in attendance,
will be pleased to show these
copyright models and the new
woolens to any who are interest-
ed in “Quality Clothes”. Accept
this as your invitation, whether
you contemplate buying now or
later, it is our pleasure to have
you see them.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

(Continued from page 7)

team. This year he played in the major-

ity of the O.H.A. games, the first Senior

Intercollegiate game, and all the Inter-

mediate Intercollegiate games, thus win-

ning his second Q. in hockey. A big

boy, with a stiff body-check, he uses it

freely and usually brings down his man.

He is also a fast skater, travels in a

straight line to the goal, and has a strong

shot when he keeps it under control.

With two seasons’ experience behind him,

Jim should he a valuable man in his final

two years.

Rusty” Wright is another product of

the North, which has helped so much in

filling our depleted hockey ranks this win-

ter. In the seasons of ’18 and '19, Rusty

was regular right wing on the Sudbury

Junior N.O.H.A. team, and it was only

the result of an' unfortunate sickness that

kept him out of the game the past wto

seasons and prevented him going higher

in hockey circles. This season he took

part in two O.H.A. games and in the

first two Intermediate Intercollegiate

games against R.M.C., in all of which he

gave a good account of himself. Be-

cause of Iris two years enforced lay-off,

Rusty was just getting into shape by

mid-season. However, as he is a member
of Meds. ’27, he has several years yet be-

fore him, and will have ample opportun-

ity to make up for lost time. He will

show marked improvement when another

season rolls around.

Gib Swartman, left wing, was born in

Waubashene and educated at Woodstock

Collegiate, where he played both rugby

and hockey. He spent some years over-

seas before coming to Queen's. He serv-

ed in the infantry and later in the Royal

Air Force. He came to Queen’s in the

fall of 1919 and at present is a member
of Science ’23. During his freshman year

he played left wing on tlie Junior team

and was the leading scorer. In the fall

of 1920 he played some rugby with the

Juniors, hut was hurt and had- to quit.

He played considerably with the Inter

mediate and Senior hockey teams last

winter and this year was the regular left

wing on the team which won the Inter-

mediate Intercollegiate championship.

Gib. is not a flashy player, but is in

the game all the time and is always’ able

to travel the full sixty minutes. He plays

his position perfectly and is always on
the job to receive or make a pass. He
is not a particularly speedy skater, hut

is a persistent back-checker. He is a good
stickhandler, breaks quickly, and is

hard mSn to stop. He can also play al-

most any position, which makes him par-

ticularly valuable in case of injuries to

other players. He still has another year
to put in at Queen’s.

George Stewart, brother to the fam-
ous Charlie and Jimmy whom we saw in

action with Hamilton Tigers in the exhibi-

tion game here this year. George has been
playing hockey almost as long as his older

brothers, and has played with some good
teams. He played for three years with K.

C. T.. One year they won the Junior Inter-

collegiate Trophy and were finalists in the

Junior O. FI. A. He enlisted with Bill

Carroll and for three years and a half play-

ed no hockey. For the last three years he
has played with Queen’s teams. This year
he was unfortunate enough to get water on
the knee in the first R. M. C. game and was
out for the rest of the season. He was go-
ing at the top of his form at this time and
his absence was much felt.

George is smalLand elusive—one of the

Lest stickhandlers in the league. His spe-

cialty is getting goals hut he is an ef fective

backehecker as well. After a varied career

in the study line, lie is getting down to work
and is a good student. We can figure on
using him next year. He played in the

Senior Intercollegiate game inToronto,

two Intermediate O. H. A. games and one

Intermediate Intercollegiate contest.

Oxfords that won’t slip at heel

The tendency of a low shoe is to

slip at the heel. This has been over-

-come in our Summer Oxfords. ’We
have some new smart styles in for

spring-. Call now and get first

choice.

$7.00 to $8.50

LOCKETT’S

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and
cooking. You can shut your eyes and
select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

Bill Carroll’s career is very similar to

that of George Stuivarts. They both played

the same three years with K. C. I. when

that Institute was at the height of its faiye

as a producer of good hockey players.. Bill

held down the left defence position with

Dad Ferguson, now with Varsity Inter-

mediates. Bill is now better than ever. His

war service did not slow him up at all and

after a winter last year with Stratford Ii^

termediates as a regujar, lie came to Queen's

with a very good rep.

Billjs a regular hypodermic to any hockey

team. From the key position at centre ice

he injects any amount of pep into the whole

team. He played right through the season

with the Intermediates and came out with

few bruises and tremendous reputation

with the men he played against. The for-

wtfrd line is not his home, he says, hut no-

body would know it. Some of his goals this

year were treats to any critic. Bill has

three years more with us.

Q. U. M. A.

The last Regular Meeting of the Q. U. M
A. for this session, will be held on Thurs-

day, March 16th, at 4:30 p. in., in the

Apologetics Room, Old Arts Building. At

this meeting the Annual meeting will he

held, when reports will be given from all

Committees and Executive Officers. Elec-

tion and Installation of Officers for the

next sesion will also take place. All students,

men and women, interested in Missionary

work are invited to Hus meeting.

The Society has undertaken to manage

seven Mission Fields in Canada this sum-

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

SUratti
MON. TUES., WED.

MAE MURRAY

“PEACOCK ALLEY”

Princess Mary’s Wedding

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
According to Charter, at least 90 per

cent, of the Company’s surplus aris-

ing from participating policies is ap-

portioned among its policyholders.

The holder of an Imperial Life par-

ticipating policy is. therefore, a part-

ner in an institution which combines
the strength of a stock company with

the liberality of a mutual company.
Every day's delay in insuring your

life may mean many of misery to

your family after your death.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

pi Phone, Office 503w, Residence 842w
f:tJM2raMSJaMF/3M2I2JaraJWaJ3MaH
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VISITORS FROM THE ROYAL MILITARY

COLLEGE WELCOMED AT QUEEN’S

CADETS ENTERTAINED BY QUEEN'S — ARE SHOWN THROUGH
SCIENCE BUILDINGS AND ENJOY TEA-DANCE—EXPRESS

PLEASURE AT VISIT

Yesterday afternoon Queen's Univer-

sity acted as host when a delegation of

some sixty cadets of the Royal Military

College came across the river to visit

the college. The Cadets were given a

hearty reception at Queen’s and it is

thought that they enjoyed their visit

very much. General satisfaction is ex-

pressed that the two colleges should show

their friendship by formal visits such

as have been held this year. In the pre-

sent instance the Cadets were paying a

return call, as a body of Queen’s men

and women had accepted an invitation to

visit the R.M.C. earlier in the year.

The R.M.C. contingent, marching in

formal order, reached the University

shortly after two-thirty o’clock in the af-

ternoon. It was thought that they would

be particularly interested in the Science

department and a tour of some of the

Science building's had been arranged. The

Cadets were given some insight into how

the miners, civils, electricals and chem-

ists acquire their phenomonal amount of

knowledge, as they passed through Gor-

don, Niehol and Fleming Halls. Techni-

cal demonstrations of a semi-spectacular

nature were made, and the visitors show

ed a keen interest in them. The tour of

the Science buildings was planned to give

the Cadets a knowledge of just what the

Science department of the University at-

COLOUR IN THE
MAL WORLD

SPLENDID ADDRESS BY PROF.
BANCROFT IN UNIVERSITY

LECTURE SERIES

tempts to teach, and before finally leaving

the buildings the visitors were much more

familiar with this department than the

average Queen’s man (most Science stu

dents excepted) is.

At about four o’clock the party was

directed to Grant Flail, where a Tea

Dance was held in their honour. As

soon as the Cadets had gathered in Grant

Flail, President Myers of the A.M.S., call-

ed upon Dean Clark for a speech of wel-

come. • Dean Clark, who was acting as

official host in the absence of Principal

Taylor, told the guests of the afternoon

how glad Queen’s was to welcome them

and-expressed the hope' that the visit

might lead to even a closer relationship

between the two colleges than at present

exists. An equally fitting response was

made ;
then introductions were in order

and the Dance began. There were sixty

Queen’s men present and about a hundred

and twenty members of Levana, all of

whom devoted themselves to giving the

visitors a good time. The almost equal

representation of military and civilian

garb made a very pleasing picture, and

Levana, daintily frocked for the afternoon,

added variety to the colour scheme.

The Cadets expressed themselves as

having enjoyed the afternoon very much,

and voiced th€ir appreciation of the ei-

i

forts that had been made in their behalf.

YALE BOXERS HERE
ON SATURDAY

EVERYONE URGED TO ATTEND
FINAL SPORT EVENT CE

SEASON

)
SCOTCH VS. IRISH

HOCKEY MATCH
BOTH TEAMS TOO BUSY TO

SCORE

75 WIN GIRLS’
BASKETBALL

LEVANA HOLDS SUCCESSFUL
-BASKETBALL SERIES

V The Arena on the afternoon of Friday.

March 17th, was the scene of a regular

green tie when the annual battle be

tween the Scotch and Irish resulted in a

scoreless game.

When interviewed by the reporter, the

respective managers of the Pats and

Macs,, Messrs.. Friedgut and Wong, an-

nounced their lineups as follows

:

Irish: Scotch

DeValera goal Harry Lauder

John Collins defence Haig and

Mike Collins Flaig

Three Star Burke centre Johnny Walker

MacSweeney wings J, L. Morison

Arthur Griffith R. B. Taylor

Hennessey subs. Johnny Dewar
Guinnes Sandy Macphail

Messrs. Lott and Merriman were sel-

ected *as time-keepers, and Jimmie Lee

was to- referee.

IFowever. at the last minute a rear-

rangement had to be made in view of

the fact that several of those mentioned

above could not be secured without a

considerable deposit. Capable substitutes

were secured, and the game was called

at 4.15. For almost an hour the patriots

who attended to support their teams were

entertained by an exhibition of club-

swinging which has seldom been equalled

within the past few tveeks.

It was apparent from the start that

the wild Scotchmen were out to avenge

themselves fur their previous defeat at

the hands of the Irish who, it was evi-

dent, -were not as green as they were
made out to be. It was feared that Mac-
Sweeney would upset the dope as in his

last previous contest lie had lost out.

eight nothing. But, through perseverance

(Continued on page 7)

On Monday, Wednesday and Friday the

girls’ interyear basketball games were play-

ed off, and ’25 have won another champion-

ship. ’22 were unable to put a team on the

floor, and so lost their games by default.

’23 vs ’24

The Juniors defeated the Sophs, in the

first game of the series. Neither team played

good combination. Probably because the

practices for the year teams had not proved

sufficiently attractive, and, as is usually the

case in Levana athletics, there were some

on both teams who had not played basket

ball since last winter. For ’24 Gladys Mont-

gomery played her usual good game, work-

ing hard all the time and getting many

pretty and difficult shots. ’23 kept control

of the ball most of the time and with Kath-

len Lockhart’s consistent good shooting,

piled up a rather high score. Final score

—

44-18, for ’23.

The man engaged in research work

may be able to talk in a most interesting

manner to those who are working in the

same field, but usually, in spite of his

best efforts to the contrary, goes over the

heads of an audience the members of

which are not familiar with his particular

ubject. This is emphatically not the

case with Professor Bancroft who, in his

address on Saturday night on “The Col-

ours of Feathers,” told of his highly in-

teresting discoveries in a lucid and non-

technical manner, illuminated with de-

lightful touches of humour.
~~~-

In opening, the speaker said that there

were two types of colours—pigment col-

ours and structural colours. The former

appear the same by both reflected and.

transmitted light, but the hue of the

latter depends upon the manner in which

they are viewed. In feathers,’ black, red

and yellow are pigment colours, blue

is purely a structural colour, and green

is almost universally due to a structural

blue modified by a yellow pigment. The

only pigment green found in feathers oc-

curs in one small family of tropical birds,

the Musaphagidae. Professor Bancroft

illustrated the above statements with

some excellent slides of red, yellow, black,

blue and green feathers as seen -by re-

flected and transmitted light.

Continuing, the lecturer stated that an

object appears white because of diffuse

reflection. Thus while glass is transpar-

ent, it is white if finely powdered, and the

same is true of many crystals. White

feathers are due to diffuse reflection caus-

ed by minute air-bubbles, and if the air

is replaced by some substance with a re-

fractive index similar to that of the horny

material of the feather, they become trans-

lucent. Many structural colours, espec-

( continued on page 5.)

(By the Sport Editor)

Next Saturday night we are to have the

pleasure of entertaining six boxers from

Yale who come to take of our hospitality

after entertaining our men .right royally

last spring. It is probably the first time in

our history that an American college has

come north to compete with us in athletics.

Yale University is an old college. Found-

ed in 1701, it is 140 years older than

Queen’s. The six men who will bo •: before

'us on Saturday night will help to strengthen

the bond of union between the two colleges.

There is something far deeper in this visit

than the dicisions to be won or lost. I he

grand old school, nearly three times as old

as our own, is sending representatives to

carry good-will and good-wishes to us-

May we be worthy of the spirit which sends

them

!

(Continued on page 7).

B. C. DILTZ SPEAKS
AT ENGLISH CLUB

PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS OF THE
FAMOUS “LAKE DISTRICT”

’23 vs. ’25

'23 hoped to win the championship on

Wednesday but the Freshettes proved to be

too fast for the Juniors. ’23 was weak at

centre, with the result that the ball usually

went to the Freshettes’ forwards. Mis:

Abernethy, guard for '23, was the star of

the game and at the end of the first period

’23 were ahead. In the second period ’25

came back with a determination to make ’23

work for the game. Both Miss Shaw and

Miss Rose were, shooting excellently and

the final score was 27-26 for the freshettes.

24 vs. ’25

The last game was played on Friday, be-

tween '24 and '25. Both of '24's forwards

were good, but ’25 had two very effective

guards in Miss Milliken and Miss Boyd who

kept the scoring low. '25 had better team

play than the Sophomores and althougl

(Continued on page 5)

On Monday evening, March 13th, The

English Club received a very illuminating

and suggestive address on “The English

Lake District” by Mr. B. C. Diltz, who had

the opportunity of visiting Wordsworths

country while overseas.

He first recounted in a very amusing

manner his journey from the nearest rail-

way station. The speaker then proceeded

to describe the scenery about Grasmere and

to show how subtly it is woven into the

poetry of Wordsworth. Dove Cottage, the

home of the poet, is preserved very much

as he left it- Overgrown with vines and

with its tiny garden at the back, it seems

almost a part of the landscape ;
in this it

is very much unlike the birthplace of Burns

which with its whitework and trimly kept

lawn looks out of place in its rather squalid

surroundings. The cottage is kept up by an

elderly lady, maintained there by the

Wordsworth Society. In the study is pre-

served most of its original furniture and

some of the poet’s manuscript, among which

may be noticed the little poem “To

Cuckoo.” _
The speaker went on to show how the

enchantment of nature had grown on

Wordsworth, illustrating by a quotation

from “The Prelude” how he was first en-

(continued on page 5.)

ARTS WIN B. B.

CHAMPIONSHIP

ARTS WIN OVER MEDICINE BY
DECISIVE SCORE

Arts won the Interfaculty Basketball

title for the second year in sue ession,

when they defeated Medicine by the de-

cisive score of 29-17 on Wednesday,

March 15th.

The game was a good one, f atured

throughout by close, hard checking,

which occasionally became actual tough-

ness. Medicine were good individually,

but Arts had more and better combina-

tion. They also appeared to have a

slight edge in condition. The foul shoot-

w on both sides was very poor and

many points were thus thrown away.

The first half was very closely contest-

ed and therTwas little to choose between,

the teams. The checking was close and

the score see-sawed back and forth. Arts

drew away a little at the end and the

half ended 15-11 in their favor. 1 his

period was featured by a right swing

which McKelvey landed on Nich e's jaw

when the latter checked him. Both were

given two minutes rest to think a over.

This had a dampening effect upon the con-

tinual body-checking indulged in 1

sides.

Arts scored early in the second

through a long shot by Salter, ai d

they started were never headed.

,.,oe finished with Arts the deserving

winners by 2947. This period was ma-

tured by two fine long distance baskets

by Ada and McKinnon.

The Arts d.
c°nse Pa,r were very effec-

„e and the Medicine forwards were

(Continued on page 7)

both

half

once

The

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday

—

5.00

p.m.—Staff vs. Freshies, Basketball

5.00 p.m.—English Club, Prof. Sec-

combe on Austin Dobson.

8.00 p.m.—Polycon Club at Dr. J. L.

Morison ’s Home, 12 Alwington

Avc.

Saturday, March 25—

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S.

8.30 p.m.—Yale vs. Queen’s, Boxing.

Jock Harty Arena.

Monday, March 27th

—

5.00 p.m —Math, and Physics Chib.
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We are ready with our usual lug

variety of students’ Spring Hats and

Caps. We buy direct from the world s

best makers in large quantities— we

save you something on every Hat

you buy.”

New Hats $2.00 to $8.00.

New Caps $1.00 to $2.50.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Hats, Wholesale and Retail

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

EDITORIAL I The Greatest

of All Gifts(fumt’s Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.50; Extra-murals in Canada,

J1.7S; out of Canada, $2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manage:

The Merchants Bank

of' Canada
Established 1864

Capital Paid up $10,500,000

Reserve Fund 1,500,000

GENERAL BANKING BUSINEM

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-in-CInef—LESLIE STEVENSON, Phone 997 J

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J

Associate Editors—H. H. BLEAKNEY; J

ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

News Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Asst. Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. Mac-

LACHLAN; T A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.

Exchange Editor—E. J. HOLMES.

Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.

Chief Faculty Reporters—MISS K. LOCKHART; M
N. DRUMMOND; J. LANSBURY ;

G. E. WOOD.

things to be guarded against.

The Queen’s attitude towards the fresh-

man is another flowering of college demo-

cracy which, we believe, ought not to be

sacrificed- No matter how insignificant the

freshmen of larger colleges are made to

feel, Queen’s, with her eleven'hundred stu-

dents, actually cannot afford to squelch

them, even if that were in some ways desir-

able. The freshmen are to be encouraged

V giv- I
rather than intimidated. Freshness can al-

ways be dealt with, but for the sake of our

democratic traditions and in order to get

the most energetic force in college actively

interested in the various student organiza-

tions, the freshie must not be made to feel

that he is a worm.

THINGS THAT MAKE QUEEN’S
DEMOCRATIC

* E. 3PARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,SrnlvXwi
U.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
153 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile, Moat Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR- BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate. ,

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social” ,

We deliver Flowers in your home town on
Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the ^City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

?80 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

A REPLY TO G. G.

|
Dear Gee Gee:—

-

Your suggestions for remedies to var-

ious prevalent'evils are splendid—I might

even say priceless—and, barring a few

exceptions, I entirely agree with your

views' on the subject.

“The Social Evenings no longer have

, , ^ . rUmv social value; and since this is the

It is strange that the greatest asse of »
be thoroughly over-

Queeh’s, her democracy should, of diem ^ ® Whoa, Gee Gee ! Are
all, he the least assured o permanence, hauled or P ^ ^ Socia ,

Other assets are secure: the professors you . sure >

which bring fame to Queen’s will not all Evenings scrapp Q
,

leave her at once, her buildings could al- member that severa o your e u

ways be replaced and her reputation for dents find a great dea o p easure a

sound instruction is not a thing to be easily same Social Evenings w e ler y

lost. But there is no Democracy Insurance, or not, and for their sakes, wou

Here is a perishable assets—one which must tate before damning them. amnation

be consciously guarded by each succeeding is so permanent, you know,

generation of undergraduates. Before com- As you intimate, these “hops or

ing to college we heard of a man who had I
“whirls” are run on altogether too grand

chosen Queen’s “because it was more demo- L sca ie . I agree with you, and am offer-

cratic ” At the time
#
that sounded like a ing. a few suggestions for cutting down

bit of affectation. But the longer the stayLxpenses .
Imagine the great saving if

at college the more firm becomes the con-
1 pr0grammes were printed. (If a man

viction that “the democracy of Queen’s” is
considered a programme essential, let him

jnore than a phrase, that it is as real as the l

e hig cuff jn this Way, the.fad of filling

gray stone buildings and as iniportant to the programmes weeks in advance would be

college life as, lets us say, athletics.
I practically eliminated.) But that is only

It depends partly on the system of stu-Lne suggestion. There are other ways in

dent self-government. Queen’s is, fortun- which great savings could be effected,

ately, still small enough to practice a very The orchestra, instead of wearing expen-

direct form of law-making, and through his Lj ve tuxedos, might-be garbed in Mothei

faculty society and the A. M. S. every Hubbards; the invitations ' might be

Queen’s man—freshman or post-grad—can

L

tamped B.Y.O.G. (Bring ypur own grub)

take his part in directing the non-academic l

nd i{ the guests all brought lanterns,

activities of the student body. True, tlie

j
ust thitik~of the electricity that would be

Senate has the ultimate legislative power,
saved!

but its right, like the Royal veto, is seldom
yQU djd wejl to fearlessly expose this

exercised- With the privilege of suc^ aLanc jUg set which controls our Social

uniquely democratic form of government is
|,Evenjngs and whJch is fast becoming a

A Ryrie Diamond as a gift

rises superior to all other

things material.

In its quality it is perfect, in

the workmanship of its set-

ting it is above comparison, while

the pride of ownership it fosters

is beyond that of any other form

of merchandise.

Whether as a token of an en-

gagement or in commemora-

tion of a happy "event, a Ryrie

Diamond, for its perfection and

its loveliness, is the gift of all

gifts.

Ryrie Bros.

Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

coupled the responsibility of careful admm-l^
corporation.’ Now that they are

istration; only by consistent good work can
.

, et us hope that the proper auth-

it justify its existence. The student govern- '

take steps to nip their infamous

ment has, happily, gamed m prestige dur-
, as rQ

.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OIJ EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education:"

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

-

and classes are under the direction of

AN advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science apd Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for m the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

ALLEW
11 THEATRE 1 1

MON., TUES., WED.

I HE ADVENTURES OF MR.
1 ICKWICK and BEBE DANIELS in

“THE MARCH HAR^’
THUR„ FRI., SAT.

ANITA STEWART
in HER MAD BARGAIN

rH~. BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

I i*ANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

NE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

ing the present yep, for although the fac-

ulty courts have this year been regrettably

inactive, and although the question of the

Arts rush was weakly handled by the A- M.

S., matters of the greatest importance—the

Theatre Night question, the initiation' ques-

tion, the election system question and the

rest—have been coped with in a very intelli-

gent manner.

But while it is important to preserve the

system of student self-government, it is.

jmuch more important, iit the interests of

democracy, to preserve the feeling of absol-

ute equality which at present prevails. The

complete lack of prejudice with which men

are chosen to fill student positions both' on

and off the athletic field is remarkable.

Creed means nothing
;
social position means

nothing, faculty means nothing; ability

means everything. Perhaps this is because

in a college as small as Queen’s necessity

rules that the most capable man shall fill

the office—but we are concerned with the

fact itself, rather than with the cause or the’

effect. This too is a condition, a tradition,

which can be maintained only at the price

of constant vigilance. There are always

present forces which, if given full rein,

would ruin it: a too intense faculty spirit,

for instance, engendering suspicions and

antagonisms, would interfere with the dc-

K!i:KPATRICK’S ART STORE

plans (such as robbers’ one-steps) in the

bud. Wouldn’.t it be terrible, Gee Gee. if

this corporation established a password

system- and we had to knock three times

and stand on our heads before being ad-

mitted to Grant Hall?

But when you swim from the shallow

waters of Social Evenings into the depths

of eugenics and matrimonial opportuni-

ties Gee Gee, I do not attempt to follow

you. Personally, I came to Queen’s to

acquire an education, not a wife. I am

,-lad to see That you have no desire to

pose as a ^constructive critic, a brand

with which the College is inundated.

Don’t worry

Please pardon me for writing
- such a

Copies of the Regulat.ons > ss^
d
o^.^

Department of Education may be obtanwd

from the Deputy - Munster of Education,

Toronto.
TorQnt0i November, 1921.

long letter on such short acquaintance.

Yours truly,

A. J. E.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST .7-15 to. 9.15

DINNER U.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5 00 to 700

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

PRICE OF SOCIAL EVENINGS

MAY BE REDUCED

A.M.S. Refers Matter to S. E. Committee.

Little business of any real importaijye

was transacted at the A.M.S. meeting on

Saturday night. The only matter of mo-

, nien t billed for a hearing' was the motion

mocratic atmosphere; or the formation of I that the price of tickets for Social Esen-

cliques, always to he feared, might mean thel ings be reduced from seventy-five to htty

em-iilnn r»f cplficli minorities.
Tl.n ui nni ill c that the ed

question should be referred to the Social

Functions Committee.

- At the same time the^Gommittee will

consider the Registrar’s request that the

nightly rental of Grant Hall be raised

from ten to twenty-five dollars, to tully

cover expenses.

It was also decided at the meeting that

the names of those who had not paid their

A.M.S. fees should be immediately hand-

in the various faculty courts.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

TRY US

NEW YORK HAT
CLEANING AND SHOE
SHINING PARLOR
208 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 395
.

KINGSTON

FACULTY NOTES
LEVANA NOTES

The Annual Meeting of the Levana

Society was held on March 15th, in the

Large English Room. The poetess and the

prophet-historian told some of the past and

the future of the old executive. The instal-

lation. of the new Officers took place- Mrs.

N. Miller, the Honorary President, and Miss

M. Porteous, the President, both spoke

briefly, thanking the Society for the hon-

our that it had done them.

Refreshments were served in the Red

Room where those who were not already

acquainted with Mrs. Miller had the oppor-

tunity of meeting her.

Misses’ Box Suits in Navy Tri

cotine, Embroidered around bottom

of coat, plain or tucked back, Peter

Pan Collar, Silk Lined. Skirt gath-

ered with all around belt.

SPECIAL AT $35.00

Saturday dawned bright and clear for the

Levana Tea Dance which was most enjoy-

able. The music was good, the refresh-

ments were good, and if one’s partner were

not good it was one’s own fault.

been pushed onto the school platform to

gay his first piece—we cannot think of a

thing to say. However, we had better in-

troduce ourself. Who did. you think we

were? Austina EfficT Crosset? Well, that

was a pretty good
1

guess.

In beginning our journalistic career we

wish to announce that while we delight in

discussing anything under the sun, even to

subjects requiring such intellectual treat-

ment as the “amberic waters of Kingston’s

sidewalks.” yet we f-i-r-m-l-y decline to

argue with anyone. With that statement off

our chest, we feel we may proceed freely on

our duties. We are happily only an assis-

tant reporter, so responsibility sits light on

our shoulders.

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM

'

“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakeil’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co-

science ’23

Who said we hadn’t any girls in

Science? In our second year we became

very well acquainted with Ruby Spinel

of the Sninel Twins, but she became en-

gaged to Garnet so we left them to cryst-

allize. Now we discover another young

lady in our midst, not with the rosy

cheeks of Ruby, but as pure and sparkl-

ing as the running brook. Her voice is

like the whispering of spirits and when

she beckons few men can resist. It is

said that even women fall for her. She

takes the world off its feet and many who

have become too enamoured have suffer-

ed the tortures of a thousand makes. Her

presence is sought in all walks of life and

many are the parties given for her. She

makes and breaks parties at will. For her

men will do almost anything.

So great has been the jealousy aroused

by her that a strong party headed by

“Pussyfoot,” who was disappointed in

love, has sprung up and are endeavouring

to lock her up. So far have they suc-

ceeded that she has been put under the

Doctor’s care and laymen have to pay

two dollars to 'a Doctor for an introduc-

tion and then have a busy time getting to

see our old familiar friend, Ethel Alcohol.

For Sale: —One season ticket for the

rink. As good as new, very little used. A
good bargain for someone.

X

We always knew that Arts ’24 was a very

versatile year, but we did not realize that it

possessed members so enthusiastic over na-

ture. It has come to our notice that many

delight in long walks, usually in pairs, we

suppose to exchange the benefits of the

masculine and feminine points of view on

the beauties of the surrounding landscape.

Whyelse would they walk so slowly, with

heads so close together in deep discussion?

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VAN

213 PRINCESS S -

Opposite Opera House

J

We were beginning to hope that spring

was here, but now we are positive- We saw

Professor Brovedoni in all the glories of a

new overcoat.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics sliow that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find
out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Hurrah for our ‘Speed Fiends'! They

deserve the congratulations of the year

even if bad luck did haunt their footsteps.

We did think that the black cat on Fau-

vette’s hair band would bring good luck,

but it must have gone oft" duty at the last

moment.

TENUS
/PENCILS

TpOR the student 07 rr:>
f

,

the superb VENl’-. -

rivals all for perfect rncll

work. 17 black degrt

3 copying.

American Lead
Pencil Co.

FifthAve.^J^g
NewYorie xTC&jflP

The
• .-.-reilutil: e

quality pent

American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Avt

New York, N.Y

hv' 1

? .

ARTS ’25 SOCIAL EVENING

SCIENCE ’25

The regular meeting of Science '25 was

held in Carruther’s Hall, March 16th. Mr.

Lathey occupied the chair.

The Social Evening Committee sub

mitted their report, showing a net profit

of $22.55. This, the year decided to turn

over to the Athletic Board of Control.

Our Orator, Mr. G. R. Adams, was call-

ed upon for an orqtion and he responded

ably though briefly. The Historian’s re-

port is promised for next meeting.

J. Thwaites gave a brief description of

how greater efficiency was obtained from

the waters of Niagara in the new Chip-

pawd-Queenston scheme.

It is written, “The first shall he last,

and the last shall be first.” in other words,

the Arts ’25 Social Evening, although the

last of the season, is going to be the best

out—like an aching tooth.

Programme

:

Extra—F.T.—“It's You.”

1. W.XLove Ship.”

2. F.I.—“Stealing”

3. F.T.—“April Showers.”

4/@Q"W—'"Swing Me in the Moonlight”

(b) F. T.—“Sheik”.
5. F.T.—“In My Heart.”

6 (a)—-Arts ’25 Orchestra.

0>)

7 . f.T.—“When Buddha Smiles.

8 (a) W.—“Lazy Mississippi.”

(b) F.J.—
'“Leave Me With a Smile.”

9 . W.—When Francis Dances With Me.

10 (a) F.T.—“Sweet Lady.”

(b) W.—“Swanee River Moon”

11. F.T.—“Ty-Tee”

12. W—“Three O’clock in the Morning’

Tickets not transferable.

Sold to Queen's students only.

Meds. ’24 forwards worked hard durin;-' •:he

whole sixty minutes- Leggett am 1 on

did soem clever rushing and bad " ig.

Reynolds, McDonald and Swartz .‘re

the outstanding Science players ;
1 ' iv-'

elled at top speed all the time.

Meds. ’24

Quinn

Ritchie

Waddell

McLachlan

Campbell

Leggett

Gratton

Evans

Science ’24

Goal Meyi t-s

Defence Reyn"A.

Cl --land

Forwards McDonald
Battersby

Swart..man

Subs. Lewis

Hal :i day

THE SOCIAL WHIRL

MEDICINE ’24

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS FSorist
Flowers For AH Qccad ,.i : ,

177 WELLINGTON

ARTS ’22

At the recent year meeting Don Mac-

Innes moved a vote of censure on Boyd

and Bullock for reasons better not men-

tioned in the Journal, and Bullock retali-

ated by moving a vote of censure on the

whole year. Miss Laird made a motion

that Don Machines be thanked for cheer

leading at the girls’ hockey which was

misunderstood by the year to he “tanked”

and, of course, was passed unanimously.

Bullock, still unsatisfied, thought all the

members should he included, hut they,

not knowing the temperature of the water

in the tank and fearing it might lie fresh

in from the lake, voted this down.

Miss Derbyshire rendered a very ac-

ceptable piqno solo, and Mr. Mcrriman

read an excellent year paper.

Meds. ’24 Win Hockey Honours

Meds. ’24 won a bal'd fought game from

Science ’24 at the Arena on Saturday after-

noon. “All Star" teams represented both

years, but Meds. ’24 lacked one of their

best defence men, J. E. R. Smith, who was

injured in Friday’s game-

The play was fast and furious through-

out. Science had the edge during the first

period, which ended 1-1. Reynolds and

T.eggett getting the goals. Only the mar-

vellous work of Carl Quinn in goal prevent-

ed a larger score during this period.

From the beginning of the second period

until the final gong, the result was never In

doubt. Science scored early in the second

period, but Medicine immediately came back

with two goals. Gratton got another goal

in the last period, making the final score

4-2.

Despite some questionable tripping and

iychecking which was practiced liy both

s, the game was remarkably clean

it Brown, as referee, handed out

e penalties

Some few months ago the freshmen .

of Medicine, better known as Meds. -

took upon themselves the task of lx

up the faculty of Arts. Weak building -

construction caused a fatal check in this

commendable ambition. On Friday night

they were to be found demonstrating their

versatility by entertaining Queen’s stu lents

in general. Meds. '27 had a Social \\ ,iwl!

Yes sir. it was a hummer. : There must have

been one hundred and fifty couples there,

and that is a mighty conservative esti ate

for a participant. The bleachers were yack-

ed too. We were told that it was the best

yet by a girl carrying a green balloon -the

one with the bobbed hair.

The pleasing effect of that remark was

somewhat effaced by a statement, from an-

other morsel, to the effect that it was rather

a coincidence for a freshman year to he

giving a dance on Ihe Seventeenth of Ire-

land, the green, you know. We managed

to rally, however. One couldn t help feeling

good with Treneer’s Orchestra assists I by

Mr. Gobbles Roberts, playing for us or

should we say Mr. Roberts playing for us

assisted by the orchestra? Anyway they

were excellent and their good cheer per-

meated the whole affair. Cleopatra says

she had a spiffey time, and that Mr. Mac-

Murchy was simple adorable. Not very

queeny remarks,, hut after all, spring is

spring.

The patronesses were' Mrs. J. M. ball,

Mrs. R. L- Dorrance, and Mrs. R. O. i'-arl.

The Committee consisted of Misses F. Kelly

and IT. Tofield and Messrs. J. D. Graham.

W. Cochrane, F. G. Keyes and G. E. Math-

esou We with to thank them for the cjjfel-

it manner in which the
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WE HAVE OPENED UP

OUR

Spring Offerings

in Woollens

and invite your inspection

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

THE COMMERCE CLUB
'***

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

The Commerce Club held two very suc-

cessful meetings recently. On Thursday,

March 9th, F. L. Riggs, Supervisor of In-

dustrial Relations for the Gutta Percha and

Rubber Co. of Toronto .addressed the Com-

merce students. He gave his own exper-

ience in the work of bringing employees

and management into more intimate rela-

tionship- That it has been successful seem-

ed evidenced in the fact that the Gutta

Percha and Rubber Co. has had no strikes

since this branch of the service was organ-

ized. Mr. Riggs illustrated his talk with

the various'' cards and forms his department

uses.

G. A. R. Emery, B.A., Junior Trade

Commissioner, Dept- of Trade and Com-

merce, Ottawa, was the speaker at the Club

on Friday, March 10th. Mr. Emery is re-

membered as one of the graduates in Econ-

omics of Arts ’21. He covered concisely

and clearly a large part of the foreign trade

field—correspondence, dealing with orders,

shipping, documentation, and financing

The Commercial Intelligence Service, of

which Mr. Emery is a member, is doing

wonderful work for those exporting or who

contemplate exporting Canadian goods. It

is a field of great opportunity for those

commerce students interested in foreign

trade.

The Club Has Prospered

1

h'or Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

h Great Achievement
\ Savings Bank balance built up

l>\ careful economy and self-denial

„ 11 give you greater satisfaction than

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

a'-e worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

|

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Group
Photographs

MAY BE TAKEN AT ANY

TIME AT

The

Kingston Art

Studio

W'e take Flashlight Photographs

of Social Gatherings and outdoor

groups of teams, etc.

84 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 2159w

“All the best in Photographv”

The membership of the Club has been

greatly increased this session on account of

the large registration of Freshmen and

Sophomores in the Commerce course. The

Club has held frequent meetings throughout

both terms of the session; these were most

ably conducted by G. M- Sutherland, Presi-

dent. Business executives and financial

men, all experts in their respective fields,

from Kingston, Ottawa. Montreal and Tor-

onto, addressed the Club. Through them

the members were weekly brought into close

touch with the current problems of the in-

dustrial world. The members of the Club,

appreciate the efforts of Prof. W . C. Clark

in securing such men to speak to them and

in doing all in his power to aid and co-

operate with them.*

The Commerce Club is but in its infancy

and ahead is a great future. That future

depends on its members- The Club before

many sessions are past, will be a Faculty
|

Society. Let it be the livest one in Queen's

!

We need a Commerce Yell. Bring a sug-

gestion with you next session.

COLOUR IN THE ANIMAL WORLD
(Continued from page 1)

ially those termed iridescent, or metallic

are due to the presence of thin plates,

which give rise to the phenomenon known

as “interference” in wljieh white light is

broken up into, its coloured components.

Such colours are seen in the gorgets of

the hummingbirds, the eye-spots of the

peacock’s tail and the speculum of the

wings in many of the ducks.

Blue feathers are due to minute air-

bubbles in front of a black pigment. This

' discovery Professor Bancroft has confirm-

ed by experiments. Thus, placing-^black

pigment on the back of the white tip of

a Blue Jay’s feather turns this tip blue,

and the lecturer passed round some very

ingenious “artificial blue feathers” which

he had prepared by making a fine foamy

emulsion, coating it on the inside of glass

tubes and hacking it with black. He

also produced a green by placing a yel-

low varnish over the blue tube.

The lecturer said that practically all

the blues found in the animal kngdom

were structural blues, and practically all

greens wejre due to yellow pigment over

the blue. Such is the case in the green

tree-frogs and in the green feathers of

parrots. If this yellow pigment is scrap-

ed off the feather, the latter becomes

blue ;
this point was illustrated by a

slide of such a feather with one-half of

the vane scraped and the other intact.

A most interesting series of slides was

thrown on the screen illustrating the won-

derful manner in which a Flounder can

change its colour to harmonize with the

substratum on which it is lying. Not

lid the fish change from gray to

brown, re- Wish, green, or blue, according

to the colour of the substratum, hut it

made a very successful attempt to imitate

large and small dots and fine and coarse

checks. When, however, its head was

placed on black it turned dark even

though the body was dn a white sub-

stratum, and conversely, thus showing

that the colour and pattern changes were

due to potic stimuli. Professor Bancroft

stated that in the case of the tree-frog the

stimulus was received, not through the

eye, but through the tips of the toes.

At the close of the. lecture a very hearty

vote of thanks was moved by General

MacDonald.

Some further interesting information

was given by Professor Bancroft in the

course of conversation after the lecture.

He stated that he had found that there

was not one red and one yellow pigment

in the feathers of birds, but two of each.

One red was solube, and in birds which

possessed this pigment the colour faded

during the course of the season, while

the other red was insoluble and did not

fade. The same was true of the two yel-

lows. He also said that intensely in-

teresting results in connection with an-

imal colouration would be obtained by a

bio-chemist, a physicist, a zoologist, and

a psychologist working together on the

problem, and that he hoped to organize

such a combination for research in this

field.

At least, he shakes a mean hoof and

grunts considerable.

Billy may have critics. Admitting this

rather doubtful possibility, one need only

poiht out to such people the contrast be-

tween our teams during these last two

years and during the years directly prev-

ious from the standpoint of condition. Our

record with R.M.C. alone shows the con-

trast to a nicety. In both football and

hockey we have held our own with them

in the dying moments of the games, and

in hockey have even led the way, as in

the Intermediate games this winter. How

does Billy do it? He does little direct

work beyond rubbing and repairing in-

juries. He can’t take each man up on

the gym. floor and pound exercises at

him ;
his greatest work is done in an in-

direct fashion. The boys know that

somebody is directly watching their con-

dition. Billy knows who’s stealing the

odd drag from a cigarette and lets them

know about it. They really like to be

bawled out, and it gives them an immense

amount of satisfaction to realize what a

difference training makes. They like to

know that they can go sixty minutes with-

out a sub. Here’s to you, Billie Hughes!

BILLY HUGHES SIGNS FOR
THREE YEARS

Great Satisfaction Expressed

Everybody is glad tht Billy Hughes

has signed his contract. He has been

pestered on all sides for the last three

weeks with, “Did you sign your contract

yet, Bill?” Last week he came to terms

of agreement with the Athletic Board and

signed on for three years more. It is re-

ported that the hear wants to sign too.

GIRLS’ BASKETBALL
(continued from page 1.)

Miss Wooton played a good game at centre,

yet ’25 had the hall most of the time- Final

score for ’25, 37-20.

t23 Forwards, Miss Lockhart, Miss

Cresswell ;
Jump Centre, Miss^Sutherland

;

Side Centre, Miss Young; Guards, Miss

Abernethy, Miss Carter.

'24 Forwards, Miss G. Montgomery,

Miss J.
Montgomery; Jump Centre, Miss

Gerrie ;
Side Centre, Miss Wooton ;

Guards,

Miss Kelly, Miss Wilson; Spares, Miss

Newman, Miss Nobes.

>25—Forwards. Miss Rose, Miss Shaw;

Jump Centre. Miss Delahey; Side Centre,

Miss Taylor; Guards; Miss Milliken, Miss

Boyd; Spare, Miss Bowers.

The Original Harrogate Serge

GUARANTEED SUN AND SEA PROOF

HANDTAILORED PURE INDIGO BLUE

In the New Models

THE RAY, THE HAMPTON, THE NORMAN

$37.50 and $42.50

ENGLISH BLUE SERGE SUITS

$22.50, $25.00, $28.50, $30.00, $35.00

Suits ready to try on. finished to your order in a

few hours’ time

r:
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FLOWERS
Queen’s !

Queen’s
!

Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

r *

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment in City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

YOUNG MAN
ARE YOU CARRYING LIFE

INSURANCE
Perhaps you think you cannot afford

it. Come and see me, and I will fin-

ance it for you until you are earning

an income and able to pay for it.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

LITERARY
“ATHENA”, A NEW FRENCH
MAGAZINE, RECEIVED

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and

Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash I.Jglu.,. Lvc-'v

thing Electrical.

From Paris comes the first number of

Athena, a monthly review of art and litera-

ture. Surely all who admire French genius

will greet this new periodical with a friend-

ly interest and will find much to enjoy in

its pages
;
and even a sluggish or tired read-

after the first careless glance, must

speedily be attracted by the fine qualities of

thought and expression which he will dis-

cover in both the prose and the verse. It

is true that the Gallic mind is oriented in a

direction slightly different from the Cana-

dian, yet this very difference proves rather

a stimulus than a barrier and never is this

more the case than in the perusal of the

best contemporary literature.

In his prefatory dedication of the maga-

zine to Athena^ M. de Lety Courbiere indi-

cates the purpose which prompts this ver-

ture in the world of letters.

“To banish the persons which infest our

art and literature, to maintain wholesome

traditions, to cherish without shame an in-

telligent mind and a throbbing heart, to re-

spect without temerity the sentiment of

honour, of devotion to family, to country,

to religion and to morality
;
such is our pro-

gramme which, though it may seem com-

mon place, yet will not be unfamiliar to

.some among our fellow-citizens-”

Certainly this is not the note of de-

cadence. These ‘principles’ have in them the

root of vitality. Commonplace and conven-

tional they may appear to those who turn

to Paris for joy and excitement, but they

have the eternal value of Truth, and when

the heart is sick with its surfeit of vanity

Truth remains. Restore them by all means.

Athena, to our blase world

!

All too brief must be our reference to the

happy blending of creative art and of criti-

cism which follows the dedication.

The charming essays have a flavour un-

happily too rare in our own literature. For

example, “La Danse et la Vie” by Marie

Cavadia. How subtly does the consideration

of the dancer’s art become a reflection upon

life!

And then the fine irony of a sketch which

deals with the modern woman. Laura, the

beloved of Petrarch, “could not recognize

at all to-day the woman whom God created."

Is Laura hopelessly conservative or in the

forefront of thought? Her sage observa-j

tion, "I fear lest she (woman) lose in hap-

piness what she attempts to gain in fame"

Avill probably find echoes on both sides of

the Atlantic.

The first instalment of a novel entitled

“Le Pain et le Ble” promises well, and the

author is certainly not to blame for a fault

common to all interesting serial romances

—

namely, that it breaks off and leaves the

reader at the end of an open bridge with, in

this case, nothing less ^han the ocean itself

between him and the next instalment

The verse gives no less pleasure than the

essays and novel. Admitting that an alien

ear, trained to a different metrical system,
|

must ever be dull to the finest nuances of

thought and of phrase, yet there remains to

gratify the reader the general effect, the im-

pression of the poem. It is interesting to

note the conservative quality of these selec-

tions, which do not find it necessary to cast

aside the restraints of rhyme and metre.

Within these confines, now so much abused,

the poets succeed in creating that fine es-

sential atmosphere without which no real

poetry can exist.

Concerning the critical section of thef

magazine, a brief summary must suffice.!

Short reviews are given of contemporary

literary work in Spain, England and Swit-
j

zerland. Another reviewer treats at greater!

length of the different developments during

the year in French literature. Still another

department, "La vie de Paris,” provides

brief critiques of current plays, dealing

also with art exhibitions and with music.

Finally a characteristic Parisian touch is,

given by Maria-France iiftwo pages entit-

,

1 kd “T « Mode."

\ud so. wit it this hastv and partli:

with our sincere good wishes for a prosper-

ous career and success in its pursuit of the

ideal

R. W. C.

MR. DILTZ AT THE ENGLISH
CLUB

(Continued from page -1 ).

grossed simply in the object; as a boy the

charms of nature were to him all sufficient.

However, as he grew older he began to see

the spirit of beauty revealed in all these

objects. He had a faculty for perceiving

the most minute details; and on his lonely

walks he seems to have been “always lis-

tening, always watching and listening.” As
an example of the influence of natural ob-

jects on Wordsworth, we have the remark-

able lines:

“The very shadow of the clouds

Have power to shake me as they pass”

His art was bounded only by his emotion

;

he relied not on classic form but rather on

an enchanting sobriety. His famous poem,

“The Daffodils,” when closely examined,

will be seen not to have the conventional

beginning, middle and end. It begins in

emotion and' preserves this strain through-

out, ending in the joy of recollection. An-

other interesting feature in this writer’s

work is his immortalization of the spirit

of childhood, which is so well exemplified

in poems like “Lucy Gray” add “We are

Seven”

The speaker suggested by a vivid descrip-

tion of the natural scenery hwo it made an

impression on the early life of the poet

which was never erased. He actually wit-

nessed the leaping trout breaking the sil-

ence of the lonely tarn high among the hills.

One evening he chanced to spy a^solitary

lamb, which recalled the incidents of the

beautiful little pastoral about the maiden

and the lamb and the word- ‘drink 1

creature, drink”.

Wordsworth to a certain >

Stic, but his is a mysticism w neb sfram.- i.

.sordid commonplace from tne realism oi

Crabbe, localizes the natural scenery of

Thomson and lays open to the eye the stout

hearts and great souls of common people.

It contains none of the wild and incoherent

imagery of Blake. Wordsworth’s mysfi'ci'm

was rich and substantial, and sprang

his own simplicity.

The outstanding feature * M Di 1 , .T,

address was the success witl v ne ca,

tured the spirit of his subject; it is perhaps

worthy of note that his description of

Wordsworth’s country seemed to fit the

preconceived picture the writer formed from

reading the poems.

As Mr. Cumberland explained at the

opening of the meeting, it has been decided

that next year the Club is to have a series

of papers given by the students themselves

preferably on the subject of Canadian

poetry- The Club extends a very hearty in-

vitation to anyone wishing to undertake a

work of this sort, and would be very pleased

if some persons would submit their sub-

jects for next year before the clo.- ^ 'he

present term in order that there im > u; -'

overlapping of subject matter.
''

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Indiscretions of Archie
By P. G. WODEHOUSE

Nothing in popular fiction today compares with this inimit-

able blending of racy English and American, in the mouth of

whimsical and very human people.

Archie is a nonesuch; you won’t forget him, and as long as

he holds the stage you simply can’t refuse to follow him on each

new exploit.
, ,

. .

The Indiscretions are not only unique—they are hilariously

exhilarating.

For* Sale At

R. Uglow 8t Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's University.

I
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The Bank of Nova Scotia

Paid-up-Capital *

Reserve
225.000,000

Resources .

Savings Department at all Branches.

Kingston, Ont.. Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A. N. Lyster.
Manager,

DR. J,
F. SPARKS SPEAKS ON
“CHIROPRACTIC"

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. Phone 2040

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

L nice Programmes

Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson
,
Crozier & Edgar

20 Market St. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

1 4 for $1

!

5 m

In a recent address before the Aescula-

pian Society, Dr. J. F. Sparks gave a

brief'account of the Chiropractic Schools

of today and their significance, lie quot-

ed freely from circulars issued by these

schools much to the amusement,, of his

audience.

Dr. Sparks began his address by stat-

ing. that Medical Science based its prim-

pies on the observations and studies of-

meii of scientific reputation over a period

of over 2,000 years, .while Chiropractic

was unheard of 25 years ago.

There is at present a great number of

Chiropractio schools in existence, the lar-

gest of which is producing more gradu-

ates than all the Medical Colleges of

North America combined. Thousands of

Chiropractors are turned out yearly with

factory-like rapidity.

The educational requirements for the

Canadian School in Toronto were shown

bv a quotation from its announcement.

This quotation stated that no entrance

examination was necessary'; a man was

only required to be able to read and write,

in fact he need only be able to understand

English. In a most pompous manner this

publication boasts that students of the

school must pass rigid examinations witji

the high standing of 75% ;
it hurries, how-

ever; to reassure the prospective student

that, “all students are able to pass these

examinations under our careful instruc-

tion.”

The Palmer School in Devoiiport, Iowa,

is the largest of these schools and boasts

its
” superiority to other Chiropractic

schools in that it lias a twenty-month

course. Mr. Palmer’s personal letter to

a prospective student was quoted as as-

suring him that many who could not

spend the entire twenty months were

given their doctor’s degree in twelve

months with full rights to practice.

Dr. Sparks explained that there 'always

would be a certain percentage of people

who imagined that they were benefited by

chiropractic treatment; personally, he

knew of none who had ever received bene-

fit. Though the theory Tiad the ear-marks

of a fake, it also had a lot of sympathy

with people who were ignorant of medi-

cal science. To the medical man the

whole idea is preposterous in the face of

what he knows to be facts. For example,

the chiropractor claims to treat the nose,

throat, optic nerve, etc., by adjusting sub-

luxations of the spinal vertebrae. This

the anatomist knows to be physically and

physiologically impossible, since no ner-

ves pass from the spinal vertebrae to

these parts. Such a phenomenon could

only be explained on a “wireless” basis.

Dr. Sparks has lectured in Anatomy

and Applied Anatomy for many years

and has ever been recognized as authority

on the subject. This fact makes him par-

ticularly well qualified to criticize certain

paradoxical assertions made by authori-

tive chiropractors.

loud applause—from the seven members ferring to this feature of the Frolic, the

present. “British Whig”' said, editorially; “Fpr

Dr. Miller, the Honorary President of the the first time in the history of Kingston

Club, was present and interested us in a the music, the songs and the dialogue of

new form of recreation. The game is to
|
an entertainment were broadcasted by

cut up any rectilinear figure and rearrange

the pieces in the form of a square, making

the smallest possible number of cuts.

Messrs. H. B. Vincent and P". E. Terry

will address the final meeting of the Club

for this term, to be held on March 27th,

at 5 :00 p.m. Both have made an extensive

study of harmonic motion at numerous

social evenings, so we are expecting to see

the waltz and foxtrot expressed in terms

of sines and cosiftes next Monday. Don’t

miss it

!

—Small Math- Roonf—5 :00 p.m.

A. B. OF C. TO REALIZE FROM
COLLEGE FROLIC

SECOND PRESENTATION PLEASES
APPRECIATIVE AUDIENCE

radio to many city residences and to

homes ii/ Napanee, Gananoque and other

places on Monday evening. The occasion

was the presentation at the Grand Opera

House of the annual programme of

Queen’s University theatre night, and an-

nouncement was made that the radio ser-

vice was clear and distinct. Few people

will fully realize the far-reaching import-

ance of this innovation. It will perhaps

be only -a matter of a short time before

one can remain comfortably at home and

listen to a concert, a sermon, a lecture, a

band concert, etc. If the programme, at

any point, fails to interest, one can “ring -

off” and await the next turn.

The Athletic Board of Control \vill be

the richer by a sum. of money approxi-

mating one hundred dollars through the

second presentation of the College Frolic.

The production was played very smooth-

ly and the audience, while not as large

as that which greeted the show on Thea-

tre Night, seemed to appreciate the efforts

of the ninety-odd students who took part.

The Theatre Night Committee iS^well

satisfied with the way in which the Frolic

was received. They express themselves

as being very glad at having been able

to give everyone the chance to see the

show who wished to do so. While the

jjet profits from the second night will not

quite put the A. B. of C. on easy street,

neither committee nor performers con-

sider their efforts misspent.

An interesting fact about the perform-

ance was tEat it was transmitted to the

waiting world by wireless in a similar

manner to that employed in the case of

famous concerts in the United States. Re-

She—Do you love me to-night?

He^No, I have a date with Gwen.

—Wisconson Octapus

Diagnosed

1st Med.—There is an awful rumbling in

my stomach—like a cart going over a cob-

blestone street.

2nd Med.—Probably its that truck you

ate for dinner last night.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2082.

>Aaidence, 148 Albert St. Phone 657w

Keep the Journal at the Top as an Advertising Medium

E. W. MULLIN & SON

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE BROKERS
\

Johnston and Division Streets, Kingston, Ont. ’Phone 539-w

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

|

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — 'PHONE 797

LATEST SHEET MUSIC

Why Pay More?
Every Title in Stock

THE COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

160-162 Princess Ct. Phone 919

frBunMBrannnannBMMBaa^j|jMn&

MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB
On*Monday, March 13th, the Math, and

Physics Club held a meeting which was well

attended. In fact, there were almost twice

as many present as had attended any pre-

vious meeting, owing, no doubt, to the pres-

tige of the speaker. Mr. J. Trevor McNeely,

mathematician of the first magnitude.. Mr.

McNeely spoke on “The Contribution of

-EroetM toTJeometry,” and his address proved

very interesting. Our President -suggeated-

that other meetings may have shown more

enthusiasm, and we recall that on the occa-

sion when Mr. Stephens spoke there was

Everybody Takes

Pictures
And nearly everybody gets them finished

here. Best work—Quick service.

Don’t forget—we have all sizes

Cameras at all prices.

Camera Supplies—Films

of

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company

88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 529

Get the Habit, “For Records, Try Treadgold’s First
’

Boxing‘Meet Yale vs. Queen s
18 ROUNDS BOXING 2 WRESTLING BOUTS

Jock Harty Arena Saturday, March 25th, 8.15 p.m.

?rved Seats 50c War Tax Extra.
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SPORT
INTERFACULTY BASKETBALL

(Continued from page 1)

well held. Salter played a very heady

game and his opponent seldom had much

chance to shoot. McCrimmon, a fresh-

man playing his first interfaculty game,

checked very hard—too hard at times

—

and broke up many combination plays.

He is big, strong, and fast, and should be

a valuable man in higher company with

more experience. Both he and Salter

were strong on the offensive and figured

in the scoring. Shaw, at centre, played a

steady game but he and Drury checked

each other to death and Shaw’s shooting

was rather off. Nickle was much tl\e best

forward on the floor, and was the high

scorer of the day. McKinnon was not

very effective owing to the rough time

he was given. He contributed one -beau-

tiful basket. Cross was used consider-

ably in his place and was very strong of-

fensively. Connors and Woods were also

used as substitutes and did not weaken

the team.

The Medicine defence was not as effec-

tive as when playing against Science, and

the opposing forwards were granted con-

siderable leeway. McKelvey, however,

played a strong game and was the hardest

man on the floor to check. His play was

marred by roughness
;
he charged and

bodied McKinnon into a state of ineffec-

tiveness. Graham was not as effective as

usual and seemed rather slow. Drury,

at centre, was closely checked by Shaw,

but retaliated by holding his opponent

consistently. Ada was spectacular, but

his shooting was poor and he shot from

too far out. Irwin played a steady game,

but his shooting also was off. Campbell

subbed at forward and scored a neat bas-

ket. Muirhead subbed at centre and de-

fence and played a strenuous and useful

game.

Mr. Bews refereed strictly and impar-

tially.

Line-Up

:

Arts:—Defence, Salter (2), and Mc-
Crimmon (4); centre, Shaw (3); for-

wards, McKinnon (2)jmd 'Nickle (10);

subs., Cross (8), Connors and Woods.

Medicine—Defence, /M-cKelvey (4) and

Graham
;
centre, Drury (3) ; forwards, Ir-

win (2) and Ada (6); subs., Campbell (2)

and Muirhead.

lb. class, but whether or not there will be a

fi-ht in this class is rather doubtful.

"Saturday night is a bad night for any

college gathering, but the crowd simply

must be secured. We have a big sum to

guarantee Yale. It can easily be realized if

the event is looked upon as a classic contest,

equal in importance to Senior Intercolle-

giate football or hockey match. The exams

are near but nobody works on Saturday

night anyway. Let us fill the Arena I

Holmes should be a winner at 115 Ibs^

He won at Yale last year quite handily and

they thought a lot of their man.
.

McMillan has come out of retirement to

represent Queen’s in the 126 lb. McMillan

is in splendid shape and is better than ever.

He will take a lot of beating.

Holt is the last fellow in the world to be

afraid of a reputation. Cary may be a con-

sistent winner, but here’s where he drops

one, says Eric.
,

Roberts put up a wonderful fight at Tor

onto and has been training conscientiously

ever since. He will take a lot of beating.

Hanna surprised everybody by his show-

ing against Black. Boult will find him a

hard nut to cra$k.

SCOTCH vs. IRISH

and

YALE BOXERS HERE SATURDAY

(Continued from page 1)

We may lose all six bouts. We don’t

think we will, and the boys we are sending

up are sure we will not. But above all things

we will remember that the decision counts

for little. We will remember our heritage

of hospitality and make the men of Yale

feel as much at home as they would if they

were in New Haven. We will aplpaud good

sportsmanship—win, lose or draw. We will

show the world that our tradition, made

and maintained through eighty-one years of

struggling existence, have been bequeathed

to hands not unworthy to uphold them.

Yale is sending the following men to com-

pete with our boxers

:

115 lbs.—E. Jolin

126 lbs.—K- Rose.

135 lbs.-—A. P. Cary

145 lbs.—R. By Patterson

158 lbs.—R. G- Boult

175 lbs.—T. Reid

A. P. Cary is the only veteran on this

team. The remainder of the men are new

this year. Boult and Cary are the most con-

sistent winners. Yale has held meets with

Springfield and the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology- In the first meet, each col-

lege won three. In the second Assault-at

Arms ,Yale defeated Springfield.

The following meji will represent us:

115 lbs.—-Holmes

126 lbs.—McMillan

135 lbs.—Holt

145 lbs.—Roberts

158 lbs.—Hanna

An attempt is being made to fill the 175

(Continued from page 1)

inspired with Irish spirits, the

Greens fought well, and on several occas-

ions cake-walked up the ice while the

band played “The Wind that shakes the

Barley.” Half the spectators, the one

with the green tie, called upon the native

sons, and other sons, to score. Bjjt the

Jocks, inspired by the Scotch spirit which

was equally potent, danced the rye waltz,

to which considerable local color was lent

by the brand of perfume wafted from

their supporter. There was only one

cracked head, but the crowd enjoyed it

as much as if there had been a dozen.

Countess Markievitch and Annie Layrie

attended in a body, and as the game re-

sulted in a tie they were able*to depart

in peace, not pieces. At the close- of the

game it was seen that the line-ups had

been changed, so that they now were

:

Irish

:

Ritchie

Reynolds

Carroll

Boucher

Swartman
Smith

Wilson

Mahaffy

Battersby

Referee
—Doc. Courtney

defence

Scotch

:

McKelvey

centre

. McDonald
Stewart

wings Campbell

subs.

Gibson

Ratchford

Persad

Gip

Gap

a w6rd from billy hughes
TO FOOTBALL PEOPLE

Billy requests that all those intending to

turn out for football next fall should attempt

to get into or to keep in condition from the

middle of August at least. If you are not

doing physical work that gives you plenty

of exercise, try to play ball ,or preferably

lacrosse. Run a lot. Lacrosse is the best

game of them all for conditioning. Cuf out

smoking cigarettes and don’t eat too much

sweetstuff. Training will start at college

about the fifteenth of September- Anybody

who wants to get any special instructions

can write to Billy at the Soo—-just Billy

Hughes, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. Even if a

hundred should write, Billy will be ready to

answer them all.

SI the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In-

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treneer’s

Fong Shop- Orchestra

t8[perpjcAngc

Tiro TorJ5 *

Real Satisfaction!

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT

CIGARETTES*

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

202 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner
/

'

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND
\

Students of Queen s
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is here

SO ARE OUR NEW HATS

And they even sparkle with new-

ness. All the best makes. Every new

style—and values the best in years.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

BIG

Reductions

POPULAR HERO
INTERVIEWED

JOLLY HARRY SCOTT BABBLES
FOR PUBLICATION

WATERMAN’S IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

We carry a complete stock to

select from—Priced from $2.50 up.

EVERSHARP PENCILS

In all styles from 75c up.

Our service department is equip-

ped to repair both pens and pencils

on day received.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

On all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below- Grand

Opera House

Special Showing

of

Models for Spring

As Tailored by

FASHION CRAFT
Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday

An expert tailor in attendance,

will be pleased to show these
copyright models and the new
woolens to any who are~nH5r^st^-
ed in “Quality Clothes”. Accept
this as your invitation, whether
you contemplate buying now or
later, it is our pleasure to have
you see them.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

“EVERYBODY’S FRIEND” HIS
MOTTO

(Ed. warning: In harmony with the

best journalistic practice of the day, our

headlines sometimes attempt to give a

false but sunny import to stories' of a

most depressing nature.)

The Journal interviewer, tired and hag-

ard, had slipped into the soothing still-

ness of Convocation Hall for a few mo-

ments of silent prayer before continuing

the search for his assignment—Harry A.

Scott, dancing man and cynic. Glancing

toward the platform, he was thrilled and

not a little unnerved ttysee, gracefully

bent over a book in an obscure corner,

the celebrity for whom he was
,
search-

ing. Mr. Scott was wearing the gray,

not the blue.

The reporter, who had never inter-

viewed even a cabinet minister or a boot-

legger, sought wildly, hut in vain, for in-

spiration from the faces lining the walls,

and wobbled toward the platform. As

he approached, Mr. Scott raised his eyes,

then his eyebrows, then resumed his

reading. Desperate, the reporter shouted

out his mission, an interview for the

Queen’s Journal.

“Is there a Queen’s Journal?” said Mr.

Scott, languidly, showing a polite interest

by shooting his wrist watch. The rep.

replied that there was, cleverly mention-

ing that there was also a London Times

and a New York Tribune; then, braced

by this neat sally, he asked Mr. Scott

why he was studying in Convocation

Hall.

“I tried reading in the library,” replied

the languid one, “but really I had to

leave; it wasn’t so much the noise, al-

though the librarian was making quite a

nice speech about something, but there

were four men in green suits and three

women in tricolour tarns. Well, my
stomach was never too strong

—

”

“Are you by any chance related to A.

P. or "Great” Scott?” the interviewer

asked.

The shadow of a flicker of the sugges-

tion of a smile seemed to trouble the

corners of the interviewee's mouth, "Ex-

cuse my laughter,” he kaid. “ you’re

one up. By the way, are you by any

chance the A. F. Cross person who, I un-

derstand, writes?” The score was thus

even.

At this point in the interview, Mr.

Scott drew a monogrammed cigarette

from a platinum case and asked the re-

porter for a match. Instructed to spare

no reasonable expense, the Journal re-

porter handed over two.

Mr. Scott was then questioned about

his ambition in life, and his face became

for the moment diffused with a poetic

radiance. "My ambition,” he said, “my
ambition is to find the ideal dancing part-

ner. Then, you see, the world would

have its first pair of perfect dancers.”

He smoked in silence while the reporter

prayed that he might not stop. "I -earn

money in the winter, “he continued, "as

a tutor in Economics, and in summer I

pursue the search, continue the quest. So
far I have combed two continents quite,

quite in vain. Europe was disappointing;

America was disheartening. If Asia fails

me ”—Silence. Mr. Scott seemed to

he brooding on hari-kari, or work, or the

cost of living in Montreal. It was a dis-

tressing moment.

After a suitable pause, the interviewer

tried to brighten up the conversation

"Speaking of your tutorial work,” lie re-

marked. “do you know, Mr. Scott, that

next to Dean Skelton you arc considered

the best-dressed man on the Economics
staff?”

“Yes. yes.” this meticulous man re-

plied, as if such honours rested lightly

upon him. "And (suddenly he grew al-

most eager and glanced furtively at the

Oxfords that won’t slip at heel

The tendency of a low shoe is to

slip at the heel. This has been over-

come in our Summer Oxfords. We
have some new smart styles in for

spring-

. Call now and get first

choice.

$7.00 to $8.50

rjsr

NO NEED TO SEARCH THE
MENU

for good things to eat at this restaurant.

Every dish mentioned is as good as it

can be, both in quality of materials and

cooking. You can shut your eyes and

select at random and be sure of a splen-

did dinner. To dine here once is an

event which soon becomes a habit.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

None But the Best Advertise in Our Columns

half-open door of the Hall) if my present

plans carry, even greater things lie before

me. I hope to get my copy of Vanity

Fair eleven hours before the news stands

place it on sale. With that handicap, I

will soon realize the dream of many years

—sartorial supremacy amony my col-

leagues.” This thought found him ner-

vously clenching his fists. Lest he should

thoughtlessly slap his knee and spoil the

perfection of his trousers crease, the re-

porter, with his accustomed diplomacy,

-

changed the subject.

He asked Mr. Scott if he had a message

for the students of Queen’s. "Yes”, was

the slow reply, “Tell them there is no

Santa Claus.”

It became evident that Mr. Scott was

beginning to feel very bored. With his

usual tact the interviewer withdrew, say- 1

ing, "Thank you very much, Mr. Scott.

I have found it a great personal pleasure

to have met you, Mr. Scott, and^I hope

that we may have another talk at some

future date and that 1 may count you

among my personal friends,”

“Yes?” replied Mr. Scott, resuming his

book.

Arts

DEAD
Arts ’24 Championship Hopes.

'23 conducted the last rites.

The losers lacked combination, and the

isolated efforts of McKinnon, Connors

and Wood could not stem the efforts of

the smooth working ’23 machine. Nickle

was the hardest working man on the floor,

while Shaw led the offensive with 15

points.

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

g’tranii
MON. TUES., WED.

GLORIA SWANSON
WALLACE REID
ELLIOTT DEXTER

DON'T TELL EVERYTHING’

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
According to Charter, at least 90 per

cent, of the Company’s surplus aris-

ing from participating policies is ap-

portioned among its policyholders.

The holder of an' Imperial Life par-

ticipating policy is. therefore, a part-

ner in an institution which combines

the strength of a stock company with

the liberality of a mutual company.

Every day’s delay in insuring your

life may mean many of misery to

your family after your death.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

iSsss
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CLOSING MEETING

OF ENGLISH CLUB
PROF. SECCOMBE SPEAKS ON

AUSTIN DOBSON .

The final meeting of the English Club

for the present session, was held on Tues-

day, March 21st. Prof. Seccombe gave

an address on Austin Dobson, poet

and interpreter of 18th century, with

whom he was personally acquainted.

Austin Dobson was born at Plymouth

in 1840. After' completing ills education

he became connected with the Board of

Trade and later was made head of a

harbour department. However, it must

be gravely doubted whether this position

entailed any serious responsibility, for at

this period he wrote voluminously. It is

said that he and Gosse, a student of the

18th century, spent most of their time

in the office composing' their letters. Dob

son was of a very gentle disposition and

'

was, never known to make an offensive,

remark in his life; in this he was very

different from his friend Gosse, who ex-

celled in subtle and cutting repartee.

Before the time of Dobson the writers

of the 18th century were despised on every

hand, and to show any interest in their

work was to brand one’s self a dullard.

But through the influence of Dobson, the

FAREWELL
It is a great thing to start out upon the business of life with a

store of happy memories as well as with a fund of knowledge. There

are some unfortunate people who, like Samuel Butler, never forget}

what has been mean or inhospitable ; and, as time moves further from

them the occasion of grievance, their minds but sharpen the edge of

their discomfort. May it be otherwise withvthe men and women who

are now to take their leave of Queen’s. Let a blessed amnesia have its

perfect work, and when you remember, remember only with joy. The

University has done more for you than you know
;
whatever becomes

of you, you will always be “Queen's”. You have been reared in,

liberty; your thinking will always be more spacious for the freedom

and fellowship of these years.

May you find the task that you are able to do, and do it in the

spirit of this old place which has always laid stress rather upon the

temper than upon the reward.

R. BRUCE TAYLOR,
Principal.

UTTLE BUSINESS

AT ALMA MATER
NEW DANCE REGULATIONS

ADOPTED

18th century has received general recog-

nition. His first success in "the field of

letters was “Vignettes in Rime,” publish-

ed in the “St. Paul’s Magazine,” then edit-

ed by Anthony Trollope. In the realm of

poetry he specialized in occasional verse,

written in the style of the 18th century;

it has a very high finish and probably the

only man who has excelled him in this

line is Oliver Wendell Holmes. Dobson

was given to hard work and drudgery,

and revised his work very carefully. His

historical knowledge of the 18th century

(Continued on Page 8.)

The adjourned Annual Meeting of the A.

M. S-.was taken up with business from the

A. B. of C.

At the regular meeting the reports of the

Theatre Night Committee and of the Bus-

iness Manager of Theatre Night were given.

The proceeds from each performance

amounted to about one hundred dollars,

and a cheque for this amount is to be sent

to the A. B. of C. as proceeds from the

Citizens’ Night performance.

The Secretary read the report of the

Social Functions Committee. The Constitu-

tion was revised regarding Social Func-

tions. The hours for formal dances are to

be from 8:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. Social

Evenings may be granted to any Year Or-

ganization and to Levan a. A local orchestra

of not more than six pieces is to be em-

ploye^ and there are to be no decorations

or favors. Single tickets only are to be sold.

The Annual Meeting of the Soccer Club

was held, and its Officets elected for next

year. Details will be found elsewhere in this

issue. The Music Committee is arranging

a program foi' the A. M. S. Meeting next

week.

YALE BOXERS MEET QUEEN’S IN HARD-/
FOUGHT BOUTS AT HARTY ARENA

VISITORS CAPTURE THREE OUT OF FIVE EVENTS—HOLMES AND
HANNA WIN FOR QUEEN’S—OTHER EXHIBITION BOUTS

WERE STAGED

Yale won three of the five bouts held

between their boxers and Queen’s in the

Jock Harty Arena on Saturday night.

In spite of the fact that the ice was

by no means all gone from the rink, the

Arena proved to be an excellent place

for staging the bouts. The ring was set

up in the centre of the ice surface and

the lighting was sufficiently good for

everyone to see the bouts from any seat

in the building. The contestants were

kept in the dressing rooms until the

bouts were called and then gained access

to the ring by means of planks on the

ice. These were single and very remin-

escent of those much maligned trench

mats or blankety blank duck boards of

the bad old days.

Just a word for our visitors. They are,

without doubt, about the most sports-

manlike opponents we have had at

Queen’s this year. They are hard, clean

fighters and they were nevjbr anything

but gentlemen in the ring; when Hoke,

the Yale lightweight, helped his opponent

to his feet after he had accidentally fallen

in a mix-up, he received spontaneous and

deserved applause. The visitors were
good losers and good winners, and more
than sustained the high opinion of their

sportsmanship formed by the visit of the

Yale hockey team to Kingston in Decern

ber 1919, and the visit of our boxers to

New Haven last year.

The attendance was far from being all

that could be desired and the Athletic

Board of Control is likely to be consider-

ably out of pocket on the night. The
crowd was Well behaved on the whole,

although they broke the silence rule sev-

eral times during exciting passages. There
was considerable disapproval voiced at

one of the decisions, but this came most-

ly from the “bull-pen” and not from the

college crowd. The bout in question

—

the 145 lb. boxing—was very close, but

the decision was quite just, and if Yale

did get the “breaks” it was more than

made up for in the next bout.

It is to be hoped thaf'Queen’s will be

able to maintain her present athletic

friendship with Yale, which has proved

itself such a worthy and sportsmanlike op-

ponent, and that, if possible, there may
be annual contests in hockey and boxing

at least.

The officials in charge of the contests

were very capable and unbiassed. They

J. L. McKELVEY
“Red” McKelvey, all-round athlete, re-

cently elected as': Captain of the Queen’s

Senior Football Team for the coming

season.

Referee in Boxing—Maj. Harvey, R.

M. C.

Referee in Wrestling— James Bews,

Queen’s.

Judges in Boxing—Sergt.-Maj. Hug-
gett, R. M. C. ; Sergt.-Maj. Husher,

R.M.C,

Time Keeper— E. O. Sliter, Kingston

Collegiate.

Announcer— Sergt.-Maj. Preston. R.

M. C.

The first event of the evening was an

exhibition boxing bout between Howard
(Continued on page 7)

MR. AWREY SPEAKS

Emphatically Denies Absurd Rumour
Mr. George Awrey, Director of Ath-

letics, has requested the Journal -to quote

him as denying absolutely a rumour current

in certain quarters that “The Queen’s foot-

ball team for next season is already

picked.” Speaking yesterday to a Jour1

nal representative, Mr. Awrey pointed out

how palpably absurd any such statement

was, and expressed the hope that a lot of

new material would be discovered.

NEXT AND FINAL JOURNAL TO
APPEAR IN MAY

Today’s Journal is the last regular is-

sue for the year 1921-22. According to

the usual custom, a special issue will be

published early in May, containing the

results of the spring examinations.

DRAMATIC CLUB
HAD ACTIVE YEAR

GENERAL REVIEW OF ACTIVI-
TIES DURING PAST SEASON

The past dramatic season is one worthy

of review and comment. It seems unfor-

tunate that the “Tragedy of Nan” (unfor-

tunate name) should have been regarded,

despite the efforts of the Dramatic Club, as

a gloomy, long drawn-out, morbid play con-

taining no bright moments or delightful

humour. However, admitting as unfortun-

ate the choice of th£ year play, how is the

Club to defend itself in declining to hold

Theatre Night in the Grand Opera House?

The Club withdrew from the local theatre

solely on principle. Until last Autumn the

cost to the Dramatic Club of presenting a

play in the Grand was not more than 40%
of the yross receipts plus the cost of the

extra .stage crew for scenic rehearsals and

show (this scenic rehearsal usually costs

between thirty and forty dollars), plus the

cost of damages, breakages, etc., plus the

cost of cleaning the theatre after the show,

plus cost of stage furniture, stage proper-

ties, carting, etc. Considering that “Stop,

Thief!”, the last play which the Dramatic

Club produced, at the Grand, plJtyed to

(Continued on page 6).

INDOOR TRACK
MEET SATURDAY

K.C.I. AND Y.M.C.A. COMPETE
AGAINST QUEEN’S

The Track Club is arranging an ’indoor

track meet for April 1st, at three o’clock

in the gymnasium.

The purpose of this meet is to attempt

to unearth men who have ability in track

events. Anybody-^freshmen in partic-

ular—who has ever done anything in the

jumping or running line of athletics is

urged to turn out and try his luck. Mr.

Law of Kingston C. I. and Mr. Deane of

the Y.M.C.A., have promised to enter two

men for each event. The following events

have been drawn up tentatively and, pro-

vided there are sufficient entries, will be

run off on the above date.

220 Yard dash.

440 Yards dash.

Standing Broad Jump.

Running High Jump.
12 lb. Shot Put.

Mile Run.

The dashes and the mile - run will be

raced against time.

Everybody is asked to rack his brains

There is no red tape about this meet.

Get an outfit or take your coat off and

work in your stocking feet. Remember
the date! April 1st, at 3 p.m.

THE BULLETIN

TUESDAY, MARCH 28th:

4:00 p.m?—Last Regular Journal.

8:30 p.m.—Bolsheviki Annual Dance at

Ontario Hall.

FRIDAY, MARCH 31st:

7:00 p.m.—Arts ’25 Sociable Evening.

SATURDAY, APRIL 1st:

All Day April Fools Day.

7.00 p.m.—A*.M.S.

MONDAY, APRIL 3rd

:

Plugging Commences.

APRIL 29th:

5 :00 p.mA—Arts and Science Exams over.

MAY 12th—Convocation.

May ?—Medicine Finish.

OCT. 1st (about):
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The College Hat Store”

SPRING HEADWEAR

We are ready with our usual big

variety of students’ Spring Hats and

Caps. We buy direct from the world s

best makers in large quantities
—“we

save you something on every Hat
you buy.”

New Hats $2.00 to $8.00.

New Caps $1.00 to $2.50.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Hats, Wholesale and Retail

126-128 PRINCESS ST.
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EDITORIAL

. E. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S.. L.D.S., D.D.C.
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(fumt’s Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY- BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
|

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals. $1.50; Extra-murals in Cana.la,

J1.7S; out of Canada, g2.00. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1921-22.

Editor-m-Chief—LESLIE STEVENSON. Phone 997 J.

Business Manager—S. W. HOUSTON, 1382 J.

Associate Editors-H. H. BLEAKNEY; J. M. GIV-

ENS; W. H. BECKING.

Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

Asst. Managing Editor—AUSTIN F. CROSS

N>ws Editor—R. C. SWERDFEGER.

Sporting Editor—J. T. GOW.

Asst Sporting Editors—R. L. BAIRD; G. R. htac-

LACHLAN; T. A. BROWN; MISS D. SUTHERLAND

Literary Editor—N. CAMPBELL.

Dramatic Editor—C. A. NICHOLSON.
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Alumni Editor—W. SUSMAN.
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N. DRUMMOND; J. LANSBURY; G. E. WOOD.
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college career, be it bookish, or social, or I

athletic, may yield a host of happy memor-

ies, a love of Alma M|ter, a few friend-

ships, and a little knowledge to help along

with life? And these are the great things.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

WHO GETS THE MOST OUT OF
COLLEGE?

AN AMERICAN RUGBY TRIP?

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

• propriatc.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”

We delive Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City”

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

ear Clergy. Residence 2036w

The selection of a University is easier to

make than the choice of a. career within the

University selected. Some men and women

see the University simply as a place in which

to get knowledge; they make their books

their closest friends and travel a direct and

easy road to the graduation platform.

Some romp their way through four or six

Editor Journal,

Dear Sir

,

3
—

Might I offer to the A. B. of C. a ten-

tative plan whereby its finances may be

considerably increased^

We now have at Queen’s a rugby team

of which we are all proud. As Mr. Awrey

has said, “we cannot hold our own with

Varsity and McGill in drawing large home

crowds for our games.” Why hot, then,

take the alternative path and schedule an

exhibition game away from home with one

of the American Universities? McGill has

entered into an agreement with Syracuse

University. Varsity has scheduled* game

to be played with John Hopkins in Balti-

more. Should not Queen’s also take a step

in this direction?

Queen’s has a strong Alumni Association

in New York City. The presence of Col-

umbia, Fordam, N. Y. U., and
k
Rutgers

near N. Y. City would make the picking of

an opponent easy. Such an. International

match at the Polo grounds on a November

afternoon would draw an immense crowd.

The finances of thXA. B. of C. would re-

ceive a wonderful boost. The members of

Perfection

To many people a diamond is

just a diamond. This isn’t so

surprising because one so seldom 1

has an opportunity to compare

the various grades side by side.

€T You need not be an expert to

select a diamond at Ryrie’s,

Only one quality is stocked—the

finest—and our facilities for

quantity buying assure you the

utmost value for the price.

Ryrie Bros.

Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

trip.

In conclusion I might say that Johnnie

Evans, Jack McKelvey & Co. would give a

fine account of themselves whether the game

is played under Canadian or American rules.

Yours truly,

S. E. C.

AN AUTUMN DAY

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM v

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON ST$.

Phone 363.

ALLEM
ft THEATRE II

MON., TUES., WED.

‘The Child Thou Gavest Me’

THUR, FRI., SAT.

Rudolph Valentino
in

"FRIVOLOUS WIVES”

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

NEW SOCCER OFFICERS

At the Annual Meeting of the Queen
SocCer Club the following Officers were
elected for the Session of 1922-’23:

President—W. H. Birchard.

Vice-President—H. R. McGregor.
Manager—Wm. Wallace.

Asst. Manager—R. Richards. .

The following men were appointed to

represent the different faculties on the
Executive

:

Theaolog)—D. Machines.
Arts—r-R. C. Swerdfeger.

Medicine—R. W. Guy.

Science—D. M. Cross.

years of glorious good times, learning a

little, loving a little, and laughing a rUgby squad would get a mufch deserved

Others, again, give the best of their time to

student societies and organizations, finding

hard-won reward in the knowledge of

duty well performed. Then there is the

'host of stalwarts who achieve a robust

physique and transient glory through

their devotion to athletics.

And when, at last, “good-bye” time

comes, one student will srnSle rather pity-

ingly at another, wondering what he or she

can really have gotten out of the college

years; it is difficult. for him to see the plea-

sure of the world in which his dassAiate

has moved. For while no one would call

his own college career perfect, each, poig-

nantly conscious of all it has meant to him

cannot but feel a little sorry for those whose

college lives were different.

But who can definitely say which college

life is richest, or which will give the great-

est satisfaction when reviewed in retro-

spect?—One thing all graduates will have

in common: athlete, scholar, dancing de-

votee, each will have an affection for

Queen’s that will act as a bond between

them whenever they chance to meet. It is

not a product of the dancing floor, nor is it

found between the leaves of books
;
there is

no recipe for a love of Alma Mater, but

rare and unfortunate indeed is the man
'ho, after four years within the college

walls, does not find himself to have it.

All, too, will have their trophies of the

chase, each with its attendant memories
. .the coveted Q, the gold medal, the collec-

tion of dance programmes, the husband.

No one can say that the half-back’s memory
of bis final dash to victory gives him
greater thrill than the scholar gets from
remembrance of hisSirst glimpse of some
new field of learning, or that the Q. M. C.

A. worker, looking back, will see hisjpollege

activities in a less roseate glow than the

inveterate fusser,” his. To each are many
memories—and the lasting memories are
the happy ones.

—And all will have mad£ friendships,

Although it is customary for the freshman
to menially file away ‘college friendship’

with the ’Queen’s Spirit’ under Famous
Myths of the Present Day

, the senior finds
that, like the Queen’s Spirit, they are very
real, and as the day of farewells approaches
he is ^11 too conscious of how much they
have meant to him. Friends of a few col-

lege months or friends of a lifetime the
companionships that count for so much are
a part of every student's life.

So, after all, the great things of college
IBe arc those which come to every student
who cares to throw himSfclf into any of the
activities of a little college world. Every

When I awoke, the sky was blue and gold

:

Red, liquid fire

Showed where the sun arose through vapors

cold,

And chased them higher

;

Victor, he leaped, sprang, started into view

To ride the heavens through.

And then one sable cloud, fleet, swart

and small,

Hurdled the rim

Where earth and sky approach. Behind

him, all

His host stood, dim,

Faint-etched, but deeply squadroned, rank

on rank,

Black pennons on each flank.

Adown the skies they charged, straight at

the sun.

His darts disdained.

Rushed, circled, overthrew him—it was

done !

—

The monarch chained

And carried captive from the mist-girt field.

With riven casque and shield.

All day. all day. with never-drying eVes,

The heavens wept;

Wept with the sobbing of wild storm-wind

cries,

That ebbed and swept,

And went and came, and died again, and left

The world with heart bereft.

Listening, I heard the wind sweep through

the vale

With swish and sway.

Of beaten, straining tree-tops—heard the

hail

Whipping away

The last curled leaves, brown, sere, lonely

and dead,

From branches overhead.

Suddenly gold! gold again! A gleam

Pierced a dark cloud :

The cloud fled, vanquished! As an

bound stream,

With mumurings loud,

Breaks sudden in the springtime, so. the host

Paused, trembled,vand was lost

!

They fled—hither, thither they fled,

Nor turned, nor dared

Tp turn and face those legions, fiery. red.

Whose bright blades bared *

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL^ TECHNICAL AND

art schools

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of tly: school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and

Schools and Departments.

Vocational

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Deoartment of Education may be obtained

ffohi the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.
Toronto November, 1921.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

• DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUFFER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.5.0 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P: REID, Managet.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

Established 1874

Sore harried them and drove them out of

sight,

Pursued by shafts of light.

A short red hour, low iu the mist-veiled west

The conqueror stayed

Gloved crimsonly, and by chilled lands was

blessed —
As he essayed

With soothing golden fingers to efface

The tear drops from earth\s face.

-—-*
’

“Mathetes.”

“The idea of letjting your wife go about

telling the neighbors that she made a man

of you! You don’t hear my wife saying

that 1
” •

“No, but 1 heard her telling my wife that

she had done her best!”
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

Have Your Old Hat Reblocked to

the Latest Style and Cleaned

NEW YORK HAT
CLEANING AND SHOE
SHINING PARLOR
208 PRINCESS STREET

^ PHONE 395

KINGSTON

Suits to Suit

Misses’ Box Suits in Navy Tri-

cotine, Embroidered around bottom

of coat, plain or tucked back, Peter

Pan Collar, Silk Lined. Skirt gath-

ered with all around belt.

SPECIAL AT $35.00

CARGOES
By*. Z.

Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait
j

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over

Dominion Express Co

1

STUDENTS ^

, Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find
out the true condition of your eyes

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

WATTS Florist
Flowers For All Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STR-

It has been a source of genuine pleasure

tinged on occasion with reminiscent regrets

to watch each week during the past .year

for the two arrivals of the Queen’s Journal.

Imagine, if you can, a retired captain of a

ship who stands upon the cliffs at Dover or

upon the famous Plymouth Hoe and awaits

upon two days of each week the arrival of

his old ship and wonders what cargo she

may be carrying to-day, whether- '“sandal-

wood, cedarwood, or sweet white wine.”

Then, as through the telescope he discovers

her ploughing her way through the rough

Channel Sea. he hobbles down to the har-

bour to chat with his successor in charge

of the ship and he learns the news of the

voyage and what cargo is being carried. In

like manner the Queen’s Journal has arrived

bi-weekly, carrying the cargoes of college

thought so similar to. and yet how different

from, the cargoes of but a year ago.

- The greatest difference has, of course,

been ii\ Athletic*. Who could but envy tire

editor who could chronicle two such won-

derful achievements as the victories of the

Senior Rugby team over Varsity and Mc-

Gill? As a former sporting editor has re-

marked, ‘‘I wonder how it must feel to

write about a game when the first team has

really won.” That news of double victory

was assuredly a source of pardonable pride

to all of Queen’s graduates. Nor .was the

tidings of defeat by McGill so dishearten-

ing as it appeared to be at Queen s itself.

The loss of the championship by one point

at .Toronto was. as has already been evi-

denced by the letter of one who is suspected

of being a former editor, a real triumph.

Besides the success in rugby it has also-

been a pleasure to note the continued good

work of the Junior and Intermediate hockey

teams which have again succeeded in an-

nexing the Championship of the Intercol-

legiate. And in these days when it is be-

coming increasingly apparent that Queen s

must confine herself to her Athletic special-

ties it has been a satisfaction to note that

the Basketball team has definitely placed

itself in that category.

Next to the athletic renaissance the most

unexpected news has been the apparent,

failure of the A. M. S. election system. It

is scarcely credible, but the evidence seems

to prove almost conclusively that in elec-

tions. at least in so far as the elections at

Queen’s are concerned, it is the party which

is important and not the man. It is ;

strange comment on the limitations

Democracy. The establishment of group

loyalty is simplicity itself while personal-

loyalty, that is—the instinct which makes us

choose a man, work for a man and vote for

a man because he Is in our opinion the best

man for the position—sedrns to be utterly

non-existent, in short, dead. Can the rea-

son for the apparent failure of the system

Ife Jound in the common course of most

Democracies—the apathy of the electorate

towards government generally and elections

particularly ? Or did the new system fail be-

cause the candidates for the various offices

were quite unknown outside of their own

faculties and that the time elapsing between

nomination day and election day was too

short to permit them to become known to

the members of the other faculties? Or did

it die from a combination of -both diseases?

The Dominion elections were responsible

for several good cargoes of thought, chief

of which were those deploring the fact of

the disenfranchisement of so many Univer-

sity students on account of an absurd resi-

dence rule.—At the old Cathedral City of

Ripon. shortly after the Armistice was

signed, a benevolent government, seeking to

assuage in some measure the discontent

amongst the troops, gathered several hun-

dred University students into a camp and

founded the Khaki University. Under the

command of a Queen’s student, and thanks

also to a large extent to the untiring efforts

of a Manitoba Professor, the school accom-

plished some splendid results. Before the

institution disbanded there was organized a

Society which was to be the nucleus of a

National Union of Students. A few old-

i| fashioned souls strove to have a const it

n

-

ion drawn up which wiJuld

to bind together the ntfembeTs--of this em-

bryonic National Union. This proposal was

however, voted down and last year when

one of the officers was asked for informa-

tion as to the steps being taken to make the

Union a permanent thing, no reply was

forth-coming.—The above remarks may

appear to be apropos of nothing, there the

fact is that had this Union of Students been

perpetuated, there would have been an or-

ganized protest from an Organized party

of the Students of Canada against their un-

fair disenfranchisement and it is not too

much to say that the law might have been

altered. . . .No government can be expected'

to listen to a few weak voices crying in the

midst of a political wilderness. .. .Let us

hope that before "the next general election

that such a union will materialise and also

that in the not too’ distant future of the

Universities of Canada will have at least

one representative in Parliament. This is

a land “where -freedom slowly broadens

down” but there is no objection to anyone

giving freedom a little assistance in the pro-

cess, and when one considers the thousands

of voters who scarcely knew the names of

the candidates, to say nothing of the poli-

cies for which they stood, who were per-

mitted and encouraged to vote, it would al-

most seem, if we may say so, paradoxically,,

that freedom will have^ to broaden up in-

stead of down.

Other good news, not "unexpected, was

the formation of a Debating Union at

Queen’s, the inauguration of the triangular

system for Inter-collegiate debates-and the

well-earned victories for Queen’s against

both Varsity and McGill. With a memory
of two previous Inter-collegiate debates at

Queen’s still in mincflhe results this year

have been especially gratifying to anyone

interest in debating. „

It has been interesting to notice again

the perennial discussion concerning the cost

of social fuctions and especially the ques-

tion of transportation. Speaking to those

who are not “spoon-fed with money from
home,” have you ever realized that 'year

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colors.
.

'

“Our new price this Spring”

$4.50

TRY “VAN”

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Ave., Dept. W22
New York. N.Y.

after year you continue to pay to ride four

blocks (more or less) with a girl who as a

rule walks to classes or to pther work every

day in all sorts of weather a sum of money

(Continued on page 4)

Livingston’s
YS-Y9 Brock Street

CLOTHES

For Young Men
GIVE A THOUGHT TO STYLE

THE NEW MODEL
Note the nar'row notch-

ed lapel and longer coat,

good taste throughout and

it will fit you perfectly.

Developed in -medium

Greys, Browns, Blue ayid

overchecks, in all sizes for

young men who are dis-

criminating.

$30.00 and $35.00
v

Beautifully tailored

Same model in other

fabrics

$20.00, $22.50, $25.00

Mecca

YOUNG MEN’S TOPCOATS—NEW SPRING

MODELS—$15.00 up to $25.00

Look them over and compare.

SEE THE ONE PLY NON-CREASINq SEMI-

, STIFF COLLAR

Wash them yourself at night, no ironing, no laun.-^

dering, ready to wear again, in all sizes.

Come in and take a look.
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WE HAVE OPENED UP

OUR

Spring Offerings

in Woollens

and invite your inspection

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS/' MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than
an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve
are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up „ $15,000,000
Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch
Princess and-Clergy Sts. Branch
R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Group
Photographs

MAY BE TAKEN AT ANY

TIME AT

The

. Kingston Art

Studio

We take Flashlight Photographs

of Social Gatherings anti outdoor

groups of teams, etc.

84 PRINCESS STREET
'Phone 2159w

1 BOOK REVIEWS 1

1 1

Folder A., Canadian Pacific Railway,

E. W. Beatty and Co., Publishers. (Price

$13.50 per thousand).

This fascinating little book deals ex-

tensively and picturesquely with geogra-

phy and travel. It cannot be said to be
fiction—that field belongs to the C. N. R.

The binding is in keeping with the con-

tent. The book is bound in yellow vel-

lum, with a beaver couchant on a black

shield, as a cover design. On the fly leaf

is a life-like portrait of the S.S. Scandan-

avian, by the great artists Underwood
and Underwood. The book follows an

itinerary from east to west, and one can

visualize the original from the deft de-

scription. One immediately recalls the

dead fish smell of Digby, or the Imperial

Oil dock at Montreal when reference is

made to these places. No one can help

thinking of the Ukranian quarter of Win-
nipeg or that Celestral Strand, Pendar

Street in Vancouver, or the coal chutes

at Moose Jaw-on-the-Creek, or the petri-

fied ham sandwiches at Ft. William, after

perusing a few pages. It is all so real-

so true

!

There are all sorts of interesting refer-

ences, most of which are familiar. For

example, it deals at some.length with the

Tichborne local, and there is a beautiful

bit of description in *Table 62, where all

the Equipment of the Outlook Mixed and

No. 13 are gone into. Then, in Table 64,

one finds some charming naivete about

the train which only stops when flagged.

Some very valuable data have been amass-

ed near the end of the book, where one

learns of the significance of certain little

symbals such as ‘g’—train waits here for

one hour for ^4o. 21 ; ‘z’—mail box on sta-

tion platform
; ||—four minutes for lunch.

A gazetteer at the rear of the book gives

the population and altitude of every *own
on the C.P.

Space forbids the quoting of the many
pleasing bits of prose, but we have culled

the following typical excerpts : “Over

sunny seas to summer sunshine of an is-

land of the south on steam ship Sicilian.”

Such-charming alliteration! What could

be more delicately chaste, more Swinbur-

nesque? Another pleasing bit
—“Passen-

gers may remain in their berths until 8

a.m.” Then, the inimitable drollery of-

“No passengers allowed on cattle or milk

trains.”

One could go on at great length, but as

both ‘Miriam of Queen’s’ and the ‘Athena’

were but briefly reviewed in these colums,

it behooves us to be brief, however great

scope tire book offers.

The volume is resplendent in epigram-

matic sentences (Dining car serving all

meals”), contains many geographical facts

(Grand Coulee, Sask.. elevation, 1868

feet), and is replete with splendid descrip-

tive passages (read equipment of No?
505), as well as being copiously illustrat-

ed (see inset of Trans-Canada Limited).

This short novel is published in hip

pocket editions. No one should be with-

out one, and we highly recommend Folder

A to all time table readers.

A. F. C

NOTICE

The Q. U. M. A. Annual Reports will be

placed on the table in the Theological. Club
Room. Any student wishing a copy is asked

to' come and get it as it is not convenient

at this late date to distribute these re-

ports.

CARGOES

Ml the best in Pho'oeranln

|

(Continued from page 3)

with which you may do any one of the

following

:

1. Spend at least one evening at Mr.
Brannigan’s place of mirthful amusement.

2. Pay your membership fee in at least

half a dozen college societies.

Attend all of the musical erts

given in Grant Hall by such artists as the

Flonzaley Quartette.

4. Pay your room rent for two weeks.

5. To come down to the vulgar neces-

sities of life-.—one can live at the Cafeteria

for a week for the price of that ride.

When we consider the useful equivalents

of this money so spent the system seems

so supremelyjibsurd that, if we hadn’t done

it ourselves, we would not believe that

people of ordinary intelligence would con-

tinue to submit to this daylight (or should

we say moonlight) robbery year after year.

We realize that no cure can be effected this

year and further we realize that the few
who may glance casually at, or perhaps

read carefully, what is here written will

likely forget it all by the time the gay round
of social pleasures commence next year. It

seems to us at present that the simplest way
to avoid being robbed is to keep away from
the robbers. That appears to be a simple

proposition but it is just so simple that

scarcely one man in ten, at a conservative

estimate, dares to keep away from the rob-

bers for fear of being branded as a “piker.”

If a woman at Queen’s and in the City,

who attends the faculty dances, would “walk
for a square deal for their men friends” the
problem would be solved. Some one has
said that when' a girl -tells a man to save his

money it is a sure sign that she wants to

spend it. No such allegation, however,
would be made in this case and one could
only wonder how many generations will

have to pass through Queen’s until the
group of women students will arrive who,
as a group, will simply refuse to assist the
Taxi drivers in extorting from their escorts
the money which represents the hard lab-

our of the summer vacation. To be robbed
or not to be robbed, that is the question
there is only one answer.

Another cargo of especially “sweet white

wine” has been the news of the activities of

the Dramatic Club. One realizes that it

must have required considerable courage

first of all to transform Grant Hall into a

theatre and even more courage to produce

at election time such a play as "The Tra-

gedy of Nan.” The constitution of the

Dramatic Clhb, if memory can be relied

on, states that the purpose of the Club is to

foster dramatic cart within* the University

and it is felt that the success of that pre-
*

sentation was sufficient proof that the Dra-

matic Club is fulfilling its mission. As a.

sort of good measure it is very gratifying

to read of the splendid achievement of “The
Passing of the Third Floor Back.” This

was, of course, a distinct departure from the

policy of producing short plays of the Little

Theatre type and yet it ^an be truthfully

said that since this play has lost none of its

original interest and influence that the cause

of Dramatic Art was quite as well served

as under the former policy.
v

All things being considered we can say

that, frorri this distance, the past year at

Queen’s appears to have been mos(^ success-

ful and enjoyable, and we look forward to

even better and greater years to come—in

the realm of Athletics when Queen’s, shall

win all the Senior Championships, in' Poli-

tics when the. A. M. S. elections will be as

strenuously contested as in the earlier days

and when no student will lose his vote be-

cause he has to work during the vacation

;

in Dramatics when in their own Little

Theatre, in the Student’s Union, the players,

of the Dramatic Club will have an ever-\

widening and increasingly useful sphere of
,

influence. Lastly, though this should have

come first, we look forward to the future

when the academic side of life at Queen’s

will be richer and more inspiring than at

present.

May those riches be treasured and that

inspiration be gained .and the privilege of

attending Queen's be appreciated, not only

by the graduates who have proudly, though

regretfully, gone from Queen’s but in large

measure by the undergraduates who will

enjoy the unusual advantages of being with

the “Queen's Spirit” in the golden age of

academic prosperity that is to come.

Bibby’s

-

o
Society

Brand

YOU CAN’T MISTAKE

Society Brand Style
Society Brand Clothes look so well, fit so well, and

wear so well that once you’ve worn them nothing else

will do. That’s why we feature them.

SPRING STYLES ARE BETTER THAN EVER
AND PRICES ARE MUCH LOWER

REAL BEAUTIES, $30.00, $35.00, $37.50, $40.00.

NOBBY TOP COATS, $20.00, $25.00, $27.50

Bibby’s
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)W1FLOWERS
Queen’s! Queen’s! Qeeen's

The best in tut floors can

always be obtained fom

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Cente St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leadiig Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Ony First Class Motor

Equipment In City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

I 1

YOUNG MAN
ARE YOU CARRYING LIFE

INSURANCE
Perhaps you think you cannot afford

it. Come and see me, and I will fin-

ance it for you until you are earning

an income and able to pay for it.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

AT THE CROSS ROADS
BY R. W. C.

Six weeks, five weeks, four weeks came to Queen’s and met as freshmen amid

Everybody is counting them.
~ the throng in the Registrar’s office. “Too

The eighty-first session is waning, Ath-|bad,” each was thinking, “if we should let

letic and Social activities must give place things slide that way.”

to the fever of examinations. If it were

not for the sap that rises in every branch

and the buds already swollen and ready to

burst into a mist of green and amber, one

might almost say that the educational years

had fallen into ‘the sere, the yellow leaf.’

No !—such a simile would not be appro-

priate. ‘The sere, the yellow leaf’ does not

flutter about Queen’s in April. All is hurry

and bustle and confusion. Once these

ordeals in Grant Hall and Convocation Hall

are over, everybody will rush out into the

clear spring air with the joy of freedom

and glad anticipation.

The last day of exams ! What an exhil-

eration there is about it!

“Did I get- that question right? I made

stab at it anyway. It’s up to the Profs,

I don’t give a d—n. I’m off on the

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and

Shaving Soaps.

University Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study.

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

1

now.

next train.”

But soft ! These are coming back. They

have another year or two at QueenWSome

trace of the exuberant freshman still lin-

gers in their constitutions. Whp are those

two men walking more slowly up the

avenue’? Final year men, probably. They

are not worrying about exams either, for a

consciousness of work well done lies be-

neath the light banter which they exchange

over their difficulties. They know that the

coveted parchment is as good as theirs. But

when each finished the last page in the last

examination book ten minutes ago he felt

that he was closing what is perhaps the

pleasantest page of life.

For it has been pleasant to come in every

autumn to these gray buildings, pleasant in

experience and pleasant in retrospect. The

Social Evenings, the Dramatic Club, the

Rink, each has its memories and they

crowd in so thickly that conversation be-

comes difficult.

“Staying for Convocation?”

“Guess not. My job’s waiting for me.”

“You’re lucky. I’ve got to bustle to find

one.”

They have reached the corner of Univer-

sity Avenue and Johnson Street. As they

pause, a tall youth comes striding along, a

suitcase in one hand and his overcoat

thrown over his arm.

‘Hello, Jack, off so soon?”

“Yes, I wrote my last yesterday. Won’t

see you for awhile. 1 suppose. I’m going to

St. Louis.”

|

“What isn’t Canada good enough for

you?”

“Oh, it’s not that, but the people I was

with last summer have a bfanch out there

and they’ve offered me'soiiTething that ought

to be pretty nice, so I guess I’ll look itj

over.”

“Well, I don’t blame you.. Drop us a

line, old- man.”

“Sure. I'll write you both. You write too.
j

Well, so long. Here conies my car. See'

you sometime, somewhere.”,'

“Good-bye.”

“Good-bye.”

“Be gdod.”

And with a hasty grasp of each hand he

is off to catch the car on Alfred Street.

The two men who are left stand for a

second looking after him.

“That's the way we go,” said one of them. I

ending the pause.

“Yes.” replied the other. “There are so]

many. He’s a decent scout, Jack. He’ll

write and we’ll answer for awhile, and

maybe in six months time we’ll get a line

from him if he knows where we are and

then that will be the end of it. After all,

in this busy twentieth century a man can’t]

keep up all his friendships. We let a good

many lapse and then renew them sometime

if convenience or interest prompt us. If

Tack gets to be Mayor of St. Louis we’ll

remember. him alright.”

“Oh,; you confounded' old pessimist,” the

other broke in impatiently. “This is what

comes of your honour work in English;

—

Hardy and Shaw and all that.”

Ami then the memories of both men'earry

them back to,itos<' .dp;,$ win
1 -- m&w

“I’ll tell you what we’ll do,” said the cynic

at last. “We’ll write one good letter a year

to each other—say about Christmas time

eh? Just one, but we’ll keep it up.”

‘Done,” said the other. “Well here’s

where wC-part. The best of luck to you,

“And to you.”

“Good-bye.”

“Good-bye.”

And so they say farewell. Four sessions

of pleasant companionship on the ‘via aca-

demia’ have given them many common

interests. One turns east and one turns

west and perhaps their courses will not run

parallel again. But in any case it will be a

fine thing when the season of remembrance

comes around if each continues to receive

a letter from the other. Success will be more

benign, failure less bitter if their souls are

strong enough to bind the years together

with such spiritual links.

Club, was given by Professor Hicks. He
chose as his subject a French Canadian

author, Louis Emond, and explained in a

most interesting manner how “Louis Emond
a fait pour le Canada ce que Rene Bazin a

fait pour la France.”

Prof. Brovedani entertained the Club at

its second meeting with a delightful talk on

Spain. The Club enjoyed immensely the

way in which he answered their many ques-

tions.

Professor Marion, of R. M. C., spoke at

the most recent meeting on “French Cana-

dian Literature.” Both his address and his

French were “charmarfts.”

The new Executive of the Club is as

follows

:

President—Miss Marion McFadyen.

Vice-President—Miss Kathleen Lockhart

Secretary—Miss Gertrude Best.

Treasurer—Jack J. Wood.

Press Reporter—Miss Fauvette M. Kelly

Critic—Miss Eva Bouchard.

Year Representatives:

’22—Miss Emma Eby and R. H. Wallace

’23—Miss Julia Sexsmith and J. P. Young

’24—Miss Maridn MacArthur and C. Y.

Hopkins.

’25—Miss Janie Henderson and C. V.

Brooke.

THE FRENCH CLUB
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

The French Club is one of those^happy

institutions wherein one may enjoy one’s

self, display one’s knowledge, and yet learn.

It has been particularly fortunate this spring

in getting away to a good startA There have

already been three excellent addresses. The

first one. at the opening meeting of the

Any Student desirous of securing suitable

summer employment are recommended to

see Mr. Wallace Troup, Meds. ’24, who is

a representative of a large, reliable Cana-

dian firm. Apply 80 Division Street, 7-8

o’clock in the evening, x

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at
,—

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

After the War
London, Paris, Rome, Athens, Prague, Vienna, Budapest,

Bucharest, Berlin, Sofia, Coblenz, New York, Washington

By COLONEL REPINGTON

His picture of the world of today is complete and illuminating

beyond the power of any other man to paint; and it ends witlj a

first-hand account of the Washington Conference, written wi ll all

the rare power of observation and skill of narration for which the

author is famous. Price $5.00.

R. UGLOW 8t COMPANY
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.-Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar. Queen's University.

X
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Established 1832

The Bank of Nova Scotia

„ * 9,700,000
Pa.d-up-Capital

RcscrVC
225,000,000

Resources " '

' „ .

Savings Department at alt Branches.

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Ptnccss Streets

A, N. Lyster.
Mmager ’

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Win. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St,
'

’Phone 2040

STUDENTS t!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes arid

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

.270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes

Constitutions

ana >> kinds of

Hanson, Crosier & Edgar
*r,.fkerSt. Kingston

SS££S£<

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS
* $18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S -

CLOTHES SHOP

One Door' Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

}
4 for $1

5 LATEST SHEET MUSIC

| Why Pay More?
Every Title Stock

|
THE COLLEGE BOOK

5 STORE
1 \
2 160-162 Princess Ct. Phone 919

InaiMMsnBaniisxnaiimiainiMaiiisl

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Order, received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w. *

ARTS ’22 GRADUATING DINNER

On Thursday, March 23rd, the Red

Room was once more the scene of a grad-

uating dinner. This time it was Arts 22

who met there fo^ their farewell gather-

ing. There were about sixty-five mem-

bers of the year present, together with

their Honorary President, Prof. J. T.

McNeill and Mrs. McNeill; the Principal

and Mrs. Taylor; Dr. and Mrs. Skelton,

and Dr. and Mrs. W. E. McNeill.

The menu was excellent, -all—and more

than could be desired, both in quantity

and quality. After this sumptuous meal

came the speeches, “as dainty as^ the

dishes. The president of the year, Mr

George Sugden, proposed the toast t<?

the King, and after the singing of the Na-

tional Anthem, called on Mr. R. Wag* to

propose the toast to the University, In

referring to his life here, the speaker stat-

ed that in looking back, he recognized the

day he registered at Queen’s as one of the

happiest in his life. The toast was re-

plied to by Principal Taylor who fulfil-

led the expectations of all present by

speaking in his usual jovial manner.

In the absence of M[ D. Mclnnis, the

toast to the Arts Faculty was proposed

by Mr. D. IC. Paris. .This was replied to

by Dean Skelton, who pointed out the

advantage of an Arts course in preparing

students for a wider field of action than

any other course can. He said that to the

question. “If you wereivt an Arts man.

what faculty would you like to belong

to?", an Arts man had replied, “If I

weren’t an Artsjnan I would like to be

an Arts man.”

|

Dr. J. T. McNeill was then called upon

to propose a toast to the graduating year.

He included in his speech a translation of

a poem, presumably written in 1922 B.C.,

depicting the four stages of a college

career. Miss Ruth Evanson and Mr.

Blacklock replied on behalf of the under-

graduates. “ -~

Then followed the programme. The

history was read by Miss Georgie Ettin-

ger, who recalled in detail 22’s achieve-

ments and successes iiTdebating, athletics,

etc., through the years from the days of

that frst year sp'cnt in Carruthers Hall,

while Grant Hall and the New Arts were

still the military hospital, up to last

TKufsday afternoon when the- hockey

team carried off the inter-year hockey

championship.

\l r . s. M. Chown read the poem, which,

with apologies to Coleridge, excellently

portrayed the characteristics of many of

the members.

Following this, Miss Goldie Bartels

favored those present with one of her

delightful violin selections. The prophecy

by Miss Doreen Lavell gave an amusing

picture of the members of Vrts ’22, some

few years hence, Miss Elsie Gardiner read

the year paper, after which the singing

of Queen’s doxology and “God Save the

King” brought to a elosc.the happy even-

which will long be to all a pleasant

memory.

factory answer that these matters were left

do the discretion of the local managers.

The next and last presentation was

Jerome's “The Passing of the Third Floor

Back,” the chib’s first all-student produc-

tion and one which, because of its artistic

and financial success, restored any prestige

the club may have lost. As this play has

been discussed a great deal about the college

and ill these columns, further comment is

superfluous ;
it may' be said, however, that

an organization which can offer an attrac-

tion which could fill Grant Hall must pos-

sess some merit.

Just a word as to Grant Hall. The cost

Advisory Committee : Miss Grace Dun-

lop, Miss Helen Clarke, Mrj W- H. Beck-

ing, Mr. HughC. Gourlay..

Publicity AgeV? Cj A. Nicholson.

TRIPS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
ARRANGED fOR STUDENTS

The Journal is inVeceipt' of a booklet

descriptive of a series of International

Students’ Tours to l\ held during tbe

coming summer underW auspices of the

Institute of Internationa Education, of

New York. It is quite aWrent that the

carefullyVrranged, andtours are bein„ .

approximately $110. Two big items were] ^“rrngjhe toms a
dpi.ll 2 l

$25 rental for the hall and $62.50 insurance

on the hall because of the increase in the

fire risk due to scenery and heavy-current

electrical equipment. Because the firewall'

between Grant arid Kingston Halls extends

only half-way to the roof, this insurance is

jnst double what it would be were the wall

completed. However the Senate, upon the

request of the A. M. S., is interesting itself

in this matter and the Club should have no

further cause for worry in this regard.

This season the Club was not able to

produce six one-act plays as it did last year

when, in this way, much new talent was

discovero^However it! is hoped that several

may be produced next season in addition to

three full-time' plays including a Shake-

spearian play and possibly Frank Cravens

extremely graceful comedy of early married

life, “The First Year.” It is also hoped that

in addition to presenting all-student jnro-

ductions ( i.e. productions directed and stag-

ed solely by students) conditions may be

such that Mr. C. A. Gates May 'coach the

players for at least one production.

nnal

kitive' assur-

ance that they will be well conducted.

Four trips have been plannM—one to

Great Britain, one to France, ont to Italy

and one to the Scandinavian countries.

The price of each tour is $675.\ They

all start, from New York and lash from

July 1st to Sept. 1st, 1922. .Descriptive

literature may be obtained from Interna-

tional Students’ Tours, 30 East FoK

Second street, New York City.

DRAMATIC CLUB OFFICERS

Impressive Line-up For Next Year

The officers of the Queen’s Dramatic

Club for the season 1922-23 are as fol-

lows :

I-Ion. President-rProf. N. J.
Symons.

President, Mr. J. D. Cash Mahafty.

Vice-President—Miss Clara Farrell.

Secretary—Mr. 0.,F. Lundell.

Business Manager— Mr. Harold Spen-.

celey.

Asst. Business Manager—Mr. W. M.

J.
Sutherland.

~ Scenic Artist—Mr. II. R. Jollifte.

Mardmlie Mistress—Miss Marion Me-

Fadyen.

Faculty Representatives on Dramatic

Committee—Levana: Miss Viola Gibson*

Theology : Mr. Gladstone E. Wood ; Arts

Mr. Charles A. Nicholson; Medicine: Mr.

S. W. Houston; Science: Mr. Neil I

MacDonald.

SCIENCE '24 PROUD OF ITS

box'ers

We bad intended laying off this liteiaiy

stuff and taking a well-earned rest f«r the

balance of the term but certain circum-

stances have raisen which have resulted in

this final flow of language.

The cause of this article is readily un-

derstood by all who sahv the Assault last

Saturday night. How can we be expected

to remain silent and overlook the fact that

the two winners, Holmes and Hanna, are

Science ’24 men, and that Roberts, who

received a rather close decision, is also one

“istubby” comes from Ottawa, and is a

graduate of the O. C. I. He signs h,s

cheques and drawing plates as Elbert

Holmes but no one would ever think it to

look at him. Since entering Queen she has

been our most consistent boxer. He won

his bout aCVale last year and this year

won the Intercollegiate title for Ins weight.

|

We look for even greater things from him

in the future.

Harold Hanna is a Prescott boy. After ,

hard summer’s work-on the Provincial

Highway, he decided that he was tough

enough to learn to box. He was The

Yale man found it out on Saturday. He lias

brown eyes and wears a number nine boot.

Morley Roberts is a Western product, his

native Province being Alberta. He stands

about five feet eight inches in his Hole-

proofs and is built proportionately. Fight-

ing is onlv one of his strong points, as he

ranks as one of our leading students. ,

E. W. MULLIN & SON

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE BROKERS

Johnston anj Division Streets, Kingston, Ont. ’Phone 539-w

Or. H A. Stewart
DENTIST

\

. u and WeF»in**m Street

.

' f. ,uce on Wellington S*.

Phone 2092

VS Albert St.

V.

DRAMATIC CLUB REVIEW
(continued from page 1.)

$1170 gross, it is easy to figure what was

left for the Club after 40% of. $1170 was

paid for the theatre, plus all the extras men-

tioned above.

The point is that since the Club usually

played to capacity business on Theatre

Night.' 40% of the 'gross receipts was con-

sidered exorbitant, the more so since the

above extras had to be paid. However, the

Club was willing to carry on under these

conditions provided the cost of the Theatre

did not increase. Unfortunately or fortun-

ately. the management of the theatre did

yicrcase it by 10% making it 50% of the

gross receipts. This was the last straw.

The Club decided to present its play in

Grant Hall, building its own scenery and

lighting equipment (a distinct asset to the

Club)
;

in this way it was using student

money which otherwise would go to a com-

mercial theatre in acquiring much needed

oqt-sipmeP'. ;.i helping the ’V..,

,rial ) .li. The Dramaii'X >v he

, ,

r

., mat icy A r!

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

" and Hot Drinks the best in town.)

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 797

The Good

Weather’s Coming.

Don’t Forget, we have the

BASEBALL and TENNIS

SUPPLIES

treadgeld Sporting Goods Co.

'N

A.'

41

x*4.

;
PRINCESS
t ie

:

['ey Tx
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YALE VS. QUESN'S

(Continued from pge J)

and Tkachyk, lightweights of Queens.

The bout opened fast win Howard earn -

ing the fight to his opprhent.^ There was

a good deal of action but inost of the

blows were light, 'toward was .faster

and cleverer and earned his opponent to

miss. The boy with the unprbrfoimcable

name landed a fetf hard blows. The last

round was f,aster again and rathei even.

No decision wa> given.

The next preliminary was a wrestling

match between Terry and Connors of

Queen's, featherweights. They wrestled

nine ininnies without a fall. Petty was

faster andcleverer, but Connors was. good

defensively and a fast interesting bout

resulted

The frst of the main bouts was between

Lavie'es (Yale) and Holmes (Queen’s)

in the 115 lb. class. The Blue represen-

tathe was considerably taller and slim-

me/, than Holmes and had a longer reach.

jSHi wap a good boxer and apparently had

a.valfop in his right mitt, but Holmes was

t«)o fast and clever for him and won out

1)V a good margin. ^
The bout started with both men cau-

tious and looking for openings. Holmes,

however, soon forced the fighting and

landing heavily with his right on several

occasions. He beat Lavietes to the punch

and his- ducking and clever foot work

made the Yale man miss several times.

Lavietes was rather groggy at the bell.

The second round was also fast. Holmes

forced the fighting and Lavietes fell in a

mix-up. .Lavietes landed a few at long

range, but Holmes had a shade on the

round.

The final round began rather slow, hut

soon livened up. The men stood toe to

toe and slugged, with honours about even.

Lavietes tired, however, and Holmes was

the aggressor during most of the round,

which ended with Holmes the winner of

the bout by a good margin.

Yale, however, evened the count in the

125 lb. class when Rose defeated McMil-

lan of Queen's. Both men were tall and

rangy, Rose being a little huskier. ,The

event was fairly close, hut Rose forced

the fighting and clearly earned- the decis-

ion. McMillan was good defensively, but

let his opponent carry the fight to him

too much.

Rose took the offensive at the start and

snapped over several jabs -without reply.

He showed superior footwork to McMil-

lan. who was rather awkward in. this

round. The bout slowed up for a moment

and both posed in the centre. Rose came

on again, but McMillan used his left to

good effect. The round was about even. I

Rose rushed into McMillan’s corner at

the start of the second round and forced

the Queen’s man to cover up. Things

slowed down again, but Rose continued

on the offensive and had a shade ory the

*
round. ^

The last round saw more action and

the men mixed it a bit, but Rose retain-

his advantage and deserved the verdict.

The next bout was exhibition wrestling

Between Allen and Mcllquham at 135 lbs.

Allen was stronger hut Mcllquham knew

more of the game and after a stubborn de-

fence secured a fall in 8.50 minutes.

Two disciples of Dempsey and Stran-

gler Lewis endeavoured to prove toia

Missiouri audience with a pronounced

“Show-Me!” attitude, that there was

something .
in Lewis’ contention that a

good wrestler is ‘as good at self-defence

as a good boxer* The crowd’s^exp.ecta-

tions of seeing Dempsey in action were

dashed when a red wig slipped off to dis-

close J. A. Sniith of Meds. ’24. The flaxen

locks of his side kick stayed on a little

longer, but eventually came off to dis

close J. K. Bigelow of the same illustri

ous year. .They deserve all kinds of credit

for putting on a really clever and humor-

nur hurlesoue.

The crowd was all keyed up for the

next big event. Hoke met Holt at 135

lbsr-Hoke was of tlie same build as

team-mates—tall and slender, yet with

a suppleness and a quick-moving grace

which denoted anijibundance of strength.

Holt was considerably shorter, and con-

sequently more heavily built.

The first round was v.ery even. Hoke

ruslled things in the first half and kept

Holt covered 'up. Towards the end of

the round, however, Eric came to life

and gave a decidedly good account of

himself. The round ended with the re-

sult still in the air.
•

Holt opened things up in the second

round, but got badly jarred by a couple

of short body blows and upper cuts about

the middle of the round. The crowd ap-

plauded again and again the perfect

sportsmanship of Hoke, who helped Holt

to his feet after he had tripped.or had

been caught off his balance. There w

a sigh of relief when the bell went for

the end of the second round. Hoke had

a decided edge in this round.

Hoke pushed bis second round advan-

tage and only Eric's clever covering sav-

ed him from a knockout. Hoke’s work

was a revelation of how a boxer can work

hard for,, a knockout, and still remain a

perfeefs gentleman. The decision which

went to him was entirely popular and he

received a great ovation on leaving the

ring. Holt showed that he has good box-

ing ability. His footwork was excellent,

and he. did” his best to cover up his old

glass jaw, but it was apparent that he

cannot take much punishment.

Cary of Yale added another to his long

list of victories in his bout with Roberts

at 145 lbs. Here, again, the Yale man

was taller ancj slighter. The difference

was even more marked because of Roberts

crouching attitude.

The first round was very even, with

neither opening up to any extent. Rob-

erts has by new quite a reputation as a

fighter with the fans, and they looked for

action, but both men were so busy m
sizing one another up that they forgot

to fight. The round ended with every

body, in the dark as to the outcome.

The second round was equally even,

though Roberts took a good many on the

side of the head while protecting his jaw.

In the occasional mix-ups he probably

had a slight advantage over Cary, who

is essentially a hit-and-go' type. His

beautiful -footwork carried him in and out

with great speedy

The last round was a battle royal,

with each man standing and exchang-

ing blow for blow. There was a lot of

clinching, which slowed up the fight.

Cary fought American style, hitting in

the clinches with one arm free. While

perfectly legitimate, it bothered Roberts,

who was seeing it for the first time, and

he retaliated in kind as best he could.

The decision came as a surprise to most

of the spectators but the Judges explained

that they took points from Roberts for

hokling and that this cost him the chance

of an extra round.

Geo, Stewart and Treitk, put on an ex-

hibition wrestling bout in which Trcitz

gave a splendid account of himself for

the first six minutes. In the second round

George got a all within the first minute.

Treitz will be a bard man to tumble with

another year's experience. He has not

(continued on page 8.)

All the Hits, all the Time
Don’t forget we are headquarters for

everything in Sheet Music, Musical In

struments, Stationery, etc.

The Song Shop
NEXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE
For Your Dances engage Treheer’s

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR
STORE

202 BRINCE9S STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen’s
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is here

SO ARE OUR NEW HATS

And they even sparkle with new-

ness. All the best makes. Every new

style—ami values the best in years.

Campbell Bros.

Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

-WATERMAN’S IDEAL

FOUNTAIN PENS

We carry a complete stock to

select from—Priced from $2.50 up.

FVERSHARP PENCILS

In all styles from 75c up.

Our service department is equip-

ped to repair both pens and pencils

on day received.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers-

100 PRINCESS ST.
*

BIG

Reductions

Qn'all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

YALE VS. QUEEN’S
(Continued from page 7)

the bag of tricks that George has, but is

strong and quick, and very aggressive.

Hanna’s win from Boalt was the great-

est surprise of the evening. It was the

most exciting fight of the programme,

and made a fitting climax.

Boalt is a beautiful boxer and is game-

ness personified. Hanna is an upstand-

ing fighter, with any amount of heart

and pluck. He represented just about

the most dangerous type of fighter that

Boalt could meet. While immeasureably

clever, Boalt had a trick of rushing in

with his head down which proved his

undoing. Hanna waited till he raised

his head and then gofhim.

The first round left everybody with that

pleasant sensation which results when a

Queen’s man does much better than is

expected, Boalt was more finished and

j

his footwork was a treat to watch.

I Hanna came back in the second round

with a bloody nose, but remained absol-

utely undaunted. «He took lots of punish-

ment, but was apparently wearing his

man down.’ Boalt was aggressive all

through.

The last round drew the crowd to such

heights of enthusiasm that they refused

to obey the referee’s injunction for silence.

The round was a spectacular mix-up.

Both men finally became so groggy that

they could scarcely stand. Boalt showed

an unconquerable spirit. - While so daz-

ed that he scarcely knew what he was

doing, his instinct kept him after his man

to- the last. The bell saved both from

collapse. • •

The last event was a beautiful exhibi-

tion bout between Dibble of Yale and

Powers of M.A.A.A., who was secured

through the generous efforts of Jack Day,

158 lb. Intercollegiate' champion two

years ago for Queen’s, and now with the

Sun Life In^irandfe Co., Montreal. It

was a real exhibition. The Yale man

was well-set up, possessing a long reach

and showing good footwork. He was up

against a more experienced opponent,

however, whose work was a positive re-

velation to Kingston people. It was, in-

deed. a treat to see a light-heavy dancing

around like a featherweight. He has a

wonderful physique and a splendid two-

arm attack which he varied with bewil-

dering rapidity. A little comedy was

thrown in, as well betokened the friendly

feeling of the bout. It was unfortunate

that we had no light-heavy this year to

put up against Dibble, but Queen’s ap-

preciates bis generosity in consenting to

meet an outside man. Powers, as an ama-

teur, gets nothing but thanks for his kind-

ness, and to Jack Day and to him Queen’s

are deeply grateful for making this bout

possible.

Sale of Oxfords
WE HAVE A SPECIAL SALE

OF LADIES’ BROWN
OXFORDS

One Table marked at $3.75

One Table marked at ........ 6.75

These are all nice goods. Far
better value than ordinary, and if

we have your size, you can save

money. Brown Oxfords are very

popular this spring.

LOCKETTS

X

1

\

.

STARTING WITH THE SQUP
and going right through to desert\and

coffee you’Jl enjoy every mouthful of\the

dinner we serve. Try it some evening

and we know we’ll see your face oftVn

in this restaurant. Don’t be afraid to

bring anybody with you. lhe surround-

ings are as fine as the dinner, which af-

ter youWhave eaten one you will declare

.

the finest on earth.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Special Showing

of

Models for Spring

As Tailored by

FASHION CRAFT
Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday

An expert tailor in attendance,

will be pleased to show these

copyright models and the new
woolens to any who are interest-

ed in "Quality Clothes”, Accept
this as your invitation, whether
you contemplate buying now or
later, it is our pleasure to have
you see them.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOME-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE >». “

The plans for next session include a

new and interesting departure from the

usual line of work, an attempt to make

Sunday evenings bright and cheerful to

many.

The other line of work being emphas-

ized is Bible Study, and the discussion of

vital living problems.

MEDS. ’27 THEATRE PARTY
A very quief but successful party was

held at the -Grand Theatre last Thursday

night when the Medical Freshmen enter-

tained their friends to "Daddy Longlegs.”

Dinny Brannigan made a very capable host.

Only the immediate friends and relatives

were present, the Invitation Committee

having unfortunately overlooked the rest of

the college, particularly Arts '25, who were

kind enough to entertain us all at a similar

party last December.

Q.M.C.A. NEW EXECUTIVE
ANNOUNCED

The last meeting of the Q.M.C.A. for

the present session was held on Wednes-

day, Mar. 4th. The following were elect-

ed as the new executive:

President—Donald Maclnnis.

Vice-President—F. A. Knox.

Secretary—D. K. “Faris.

Treasurer—J. N. MacMurchy.

Bible Study—D. B. Taylor.

Social—J. M. Miller.

Handbook—N. R. Burke.

Old Folk’s Home—J. A. McNeilly.

Book Store—R. Malcolm.

The Association, sinfce its re-organiza-

tion, has shown marked and firm pro

gress until now it feels in a position to

proceed with a much broader programme.

ENGLISH CLUB
(Continued from page 1)

was questionable, but on matters of anti-

quarian interest he was supreme and in

time came to be a sort of referee on such

subjects. He collected furniture, paint-

ings, sculpture, etc., and wrote essays on

the manners and customs of the ~perio37

Dobson had no great creative ability, but

owing to his zeal and industry he has

greatly changed our conception of the

18th century.

Prof. Seccombe was unable to proceed,

as he had intended, with an account of

Leslie Stephen as the hour was late when

he had come to the end of the first part

of his address. Those who were present

were, however, very pleased that the

speaker had given such a full and inti-

mate history of Austin Dobson.

Canvass Results

The joint canvass for the running ex-

penses of the religious organizations was

carried on this year with the following

results

:

.

Q.M.C.A.

Science $71 9 ^

Medicine 21 25

Arts 92 50

Levana

Q.U.M -A.

$57 55

19 25

56 50

23 50

’

PRINTING
FOR DANCES, DINNERS,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen's Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS

171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

g>trani>
MON. TUES., WED.

“THE SHEIK"

THUR, FRI., SAT.

“3 LIVE GHOSTS”

THE IMPERIAL LIFE
According to Cliarter, at least 90 per

cent, of the Company’s surplus aris-

ing from participating policies is ap-

portioned among its policyholders.

The holder of an Imperial Life par-

ticipating policy is. therefore, a part-

ner in an institution which combines

the strength of a stock company with

the liberality of a mutual company.

Every day’s delay in insuring your

life may mean many of misery ta

your family after your death.

J. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

Phone, Office SO^^RefidencejM^^

Theology 23 00 49 00

Grand Total .$208 70 $205 80
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Tiv/mnciMr t tqt ANNUAL CONVOCATION
IML0S^nF?.RF.FS AN IMPRESSIVE EVENT
OF ARTSDEGREES

Degree of M.A.

Frederic Richard Ban, forth .
Deseronto. Ont

Dorothy Lothrop Brown, 65 Sussex Ave..

T"S George Croal, 35 Nightingale St.,

Herbert Gillan, Pahettham, Ont.

Rprt Case Diltz, Bronte, Ont.

Thotnas I'rascr’ Gellcy. R.M.C., Kmgston,

°Mary V. Kennedy (Sister M. Electa), St.

Mary’s Academy, Windsor, Ont.

Edith Alice Tuttle, Tweed, Ont.

Daniel Porter Varnum, Strathroy, Ont.

Thomas Hilliard Wholton, 10 O Reilly St.

Hamilton, Ont.

MANY EARN
COVETED B.Sc.

Degree of B.A. with Honours

Victor Evelyn Bullock, Science, Drone, Ont.

Harry Vernon Clarke, Science. 25s hosier

A
^V.®u!!e

V
Ueadman. Biology and Hathcna-

'' EnuiVaLamaThv. French and German, Suite

T Merchants Panic Bldg., Kitchener, L n .

Frances Madeleine de Laval. Hastings.

‘“S'arfon Dorothy ' and French,

’WBSSS^nlrSS^hnd History,

English and French,

K
Gladys

le

Margaret Moore, English and

French, 8(1 Benson Ave. Peterboro, Onh '

Marjorie Challenger MacDougall, English

an
Ag”fs

l

Ha\nmof MaeKercher, History and

E=ThSr&^cience. Wr, eg
- Amy Lilian Odell. English and Bistor,

,

^len’l^eii'T Renzy, English and

^Fhwe'nce’Ylay '
Richardson, Classics, Stitts-

V
'
Joseph* Byron Clare Runnings, Science, 173

Union street, Kingston, Ont. „ R s
Donald Gordon Smith, Science. K.K. ».

Th
Eleanor°Smith, English and History, Mar-

1

Ha'rm'o
?

'Sw e

e

t
,

Chemistry and Biology, 229

Economics and His-

tory, Box 521, Deseronto, Ont.

Degree of B.A. (Pass)

Annie Lenore Bartels, 364 Alfred street.

^Bertha' Bassam, 55 Alfred street, Kingston,

° Muriel Viola Boyd, 332 University Ave.,

Kingston, Ont. _
Jennie Lillian Brennan, Welland, Ont.

Norman Qftnpbell, Cedarville Ont.

Orville K. Carruthers, 550 Clinton street,

T
°Helen’ Muriel Charlesworth, Wolfe Island,

° Stanley Murray Chown, Renfrew, Ont.

Helena Mary Coyle, 7 Aberdeen street,

Kingston, Ont. _
Thelma Sophia Craig, Athens, Ont.

Harold Falls Cross, Madoc- Ont.

Jeffree Aikin Cunningham, Z474 Hazel street,

Oak Bay, Victoria, B.C.

Edna Winnifred Derbyshire, 231 Albert St.,

K
'sophronia Nathalia Macfarland Dobicr, 271

First Ave.. Ottawa, Ont.

Clinton H. Dowd, Ottawa.
Honora Dyde, 149 Union street, Kingston,

°
’Simeon Whidden Fisher, Ladner, B.C.

Jonathan William Fraser, Cochrane, Ont.

Margaret Fraser, Columbus, Ont.

Frances Elma Freeman, 461 Albert St..

Kingston. .Ont.
Harry Friedgut, 505 Goyeau St., Windsor

^Herbert Brewer Galpin, 915 Colborne St.,

London, Ont.
Elsie May Gardiner. 220 Albert St.. Kings-

ton. Out.
Elizabeth Pearl Gardner, Bainsville, Ont.

Viola May Gibson. Bcamsvillc, Ont.

Myrtle Bick Givens, Beaverton Ont.

Janies Taylor Cow, 105 L. Union St.. Kings-

ton. Ont. * „
Flossie Elizabeth Cray, 71 Gilmour St.,- Ot-

tawa. Ont.
Rhcta Georgina Gray, 151 Silver Birch Ave.,

Toronto, Ont.
Charlotte Maria Eddlestone Gutteridge, 53

Murray St. E.. Hamilton. Out.

Belva Inez Halliday, 102 Inches Ave., Cliat-

ham. Ont.
George Clifford Hamilton, Godfrey. Ont.

Maude Elizabeth Hammett. Tweed, Ont.

Marjorie Ruth Hanna, 724-Sth Ave., N.W
Moose Jaw, Sask.

Fannie Alberta Horne. Wolfe Island, Ont.

l Audrey Arlene Judge. Box 1 17. . Prescott

Robert MacLarcn Keswick, 88 Orange St.

St. John, N.B.
Earl Aaron Knechtel. Stratford, Ont.

Rena Mae Landry, 266 King St. W.. Brock-

ville. Ont. „ . _
Doreen Lillian Lavell, 22 Barrie St.. Kings*

ton. Ont. „ .

Abraham T.ifshitz. Billings Bridge. Ont.

George Albert Lott. Rrussels. Ont.

Hubert Bryce Love. Lyndhurst, Ont.

Anita Newman S. Martin. Gananoqne. Ont
Robert Owen Mcrriman. Hamilton, Ont.

Mae V. Millan. 80 Earl St.. Kingston, Ont.

GRANT HALL FILLED TO CAPACITY-EIGHT HONORARY DEGREES

CONFERRED—PREMIER DRURY PRESENT

On the afternoon of Wednesday, May
|

intendent of Missions for Northern On-

12th the annual Spring Convocation
j

lario, who were made Doctors of Dm

to a close .the list session of ity
;
and Charles Camsell Deputy M.n.s-

rv .
“ v TTniversitv Iter of Mines, Ottawa; Professor S. F.

Chancellor E. W. Beatty was present! Kirkpatrick, M.Sc., formerly professor of

to confer the various degrees. There were
,

Metallurgy at Queen's, now adviser to

eight recipients of honorary degrees, in- 'the firm of M. J.
OBrien and Co., G .

eluding Rev. W. T. Wilkins, B.A., of
!
Edwards, F.O.A., Chairman of the Board

- ,<• r 'r:rd

"

Degree of. B.Sc.

Henry Herbert Bleakney, (Chemical and

'Metallurgical Engineering).

Clarence Edward Bulmer, (Mechanical En-

gineering).

Daniel Allan Cameron, (Chemical and Me-

tallurgical Engineering). '
.

Ralfe Johnson Clench, (Mechanical Engin-

eering). .

John Fairbone Comer, (Mining and Metal-

lurgical Engineering).

Albert Vernon Corlett, (Mining and Metal-

lurgical Engineering).
„ _

Frank Valentine Deamude, (Civil Engmcer-

James Percy Devenny, (Physics Research).

Trenton tor a long term or . , . , ,

,i Desmond Joseph Emrey, (Civil Et.sineer-

to the Kingston Presbytery. Rev. Canon d Accountants of Ontario and head o mg).
to e

__ ^ . c- ,i,„ i’.,-,,, TT/iivni-fU. Morsran and Co., otto the Kingston Presbytery : Rev, Canon ,.d Accountant- ot umarm ^ Douglas PindLy, (Chemical and Me

s Gould of Toronto. General Secretary ,
the firm of ivluauls, Moyanand C ., L IUirgica , E„ ni„cer i,w).

f the Missionary Society of the Church.- D,route: F. W. Harcourt, K!C.. Official ^ Harold Frid..
«<--> <•»-

of the JNlissionai} duuuj v
. , .

. f n A Ain- n„„„ioc r.^nr^c Gem

of England in Canada, a medical gtadu- Guard,an of hr ants for Ontano and Ma

ate of Queen's in 1897. and Rev. |.
.

D.
;

jor-Gen Sir A. C. MacduoUl. K.C. .,

Byrnes. B.A,, B.D., of North Bay. Super- (Continued on Pa.e 10
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'OLD ARTS” BUILDING, QUEEN’S MOST HISTORIC STRUCTURE.

...James MacBeath Miller, Forresters Falls,

° Florence Catherine Munro, Lancaster. Ont.

Lily Frances Munro, 21 Lemarchand Alan

sion, Edmonton, Alta.
.. Ra ;n cVille

Margaret Alexina MacDonell, Bainsville,

°E,hel MacEachran, 12 Westmount Drive,

T
Oliver Milton MacKillop, Belmont, Ont.

William MacMillan, R.R. L Lornevrlle, Ora

Robett Maxwell MacNaughton, R.K. 2, t et

er

Tr
r

evo?Joseph McNeely, R.R. 2, Norwood.

°Wil]iam Alexander Newlands, Victoria and

Concession Sts., Kingston, Out.

Mabel Isabella Pace,-. Avonmore, Ont.

Archibald Newton Reid, Bristol Ont.

Frederick John Richardson, 13 Garden St.,

Brockviilc, Ont.
Laura Elizabeth Rorke Cavan, Ont.

Alick McKenzie Russell Englehart.Ont.

John Rea Rutledge Sydenham, Ont.

Laura May Ryder. 104 Patrick St., Kings

10
Han'v ' Albert Scott, Queen's University.

Isabel Margaret Sinclair, Carleton I lace’

° Earl Stephens, Campbellford, Ont.

Charles Sang Stewart, Kindersley. Sask.

John Wilfrid Sutherland, Stroud, Ont

. Frances Armilda Swcetnam, R.b.U. o,

^Hcrert Victor Tancock, Kings College, Wmd-

^Francis Tanton, R.R. 4, London. Ont.

Amelia Rose Thompson. Grand Valley. Out.

Robert Harold Wallace, Aurora. Ont.

Jean Cameron Walton, 11233 95th St., Ed-

monton, Alta.

Grace E. Weese, 98 Division street. Kings-

ton, Ont.
. , ,

Margaret Harvey Wilton. 77 Arch Street.

Kingston, Ont.

Gladstone Ernest Wood, Rossburn. Man.

Scholarships and Prize Winners

ARTS MEDALS
Latin—Florence May Richardson, B.A.,

B
*Frericlv—M*ildred E. Hallett, B.A., Ottawa,

^Spanish—Mildred E. Hallett, B.A., Ottawa

Ont

.liurgu-ai .

Clifford Harold Frid. (Civil Engineering).

Douglas George Geiger, (Electrical Engm-

ee
C?ifford Sadler Gibson. (Mining and Metal-

lurgical Engineering).
..

• »

William Greenwood, (Uvil F.ngmcering)

Man Grey Hamilton. (Chemical and Metal-

'"jS' Archibald "Hamilton Henderson, (Civil

E
'S™

r

Scls Hewgill. (Mining and Me.,1-

lurgrcal Engineering).
.

Alfred George Jacques. (Chemistry).

Wilfrid Omar La Fontaine, (Mining and Me-

tallurgical Engineering).
.

George Edwin Lewis, (Chemical and Metal

lurgical Engineering). .
- M ,

Theodore Vernon Lord, (Mining and Metal

lurgical Engineering).
. r

David Crisp Maddox, (Mineralogy and Geo-

Charles Edmund Malone, (Civil Engineering).

Reginald Clare Mott, (Mining and Metal-

^S'S'utW’My^s. (Civil Engineer-

'"Roderick James. McDonald. (Mining and

M
jSnes

rS
Edmond McDonough, (Mining and

(Chemical and

“ffitMSSfSfnin. -0

I^^Svfunraith. (Chemical and Me-

tallurgical Engineering).

Alexander Grant MacLachlan, (Civil tn

g,

Co
e
«n" Lewis O'Brian, (Chemistry).

.

Cornelius F. O'Gorman, (Civil Engineering)

Ambrose Aloysius Paoli, (Civil Engineer-

“‘Ceecher Doran Peyser, (Civil Engineering.)

Tames John Roche, (Chemistry).
.

Donald Rattray Roughton, (Civil Engineer

'"john Bruce Saunders, (Electrical Engineer-

“Idmnnd Wallace Roy, (Mechanical Engin-

Ce
Ha?oid Edwin Searle, (Chemical and Me-

i'SerArhnrn, (Chemical and

Metallurgical Engineering).

English—Bert Case Diltz, M. A„ Bronte, Ont. pjoh^Dalton Tully. lCivii Engineering).

Hif.orv—Harold Falls Cross, B.A., Madoc. Martin Lawrence Urquhart, (MiningJingnsn—ceri oust ’

,

History—Harold Falls Cross, B.aA., Madoc

° Economics—Harry s\. Scott, B.A.. Kingston,

Mathematics—Edith A. Tuttle, M.A., Tweed,

°BiolQgy—J. Aiken Cunningham, B.A., Vic-

toria, B.C.

ARTS SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES

Andrew Haydon Scholarship in Colonial

History—Margaret Porteous, Ottawa Ont.

W M.O. Lochead Scholarship in Political

Science-Divided: F. A. Knox. Orono, On...

E. R. Smith, Kmgston. ,

P. D. Ross, Scholarship m Commerce-Paul

Sykes, Ottawa, Ont. _ ,

Alexander Laird Scholarship ill EngJisIi

A
Se ^icSlluth'SSrS' i, Greek FI. R.^K Sc£Sarship in Mathematic,-'

J. H. Findlay. Kingston. Ont. „- trv_ T
Wm. Moffat Scholarship in Chemistry J.

H. Findlay, Kingston, Ont.
n,nm-

Gown Foundation Number 1—W. M. Drum

mond. Bristol Corners, Que.

Gowan Foundation Number III— k. i-.

Yoerger, Humboldt, Sask. r>..v,

German- Prfte—Gertrude Damman, Pem-

' )f

French
11

'i’rize—Eva Bouchard. Alexandria,

James C. Rogers Prize in English 2 Fran-

ces MacCal ltini, Kingston. Ont
Prize in Spanish 2—Doreen Lavell, Kmgs-

Mich
Degree of B. Com.

Harold Gibson Caldwell, Monroe

U.S.A. i

Beatrice Eakins, Hatclvley. Out.

Albert Lauder Moore. Amherst, N.S.

Cyril Edward Coster Ratchford, Amherst,

N
George Ma-shall Sutherland, 22 Rupert St.,

Amherst, N.S.

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PEDAGOGY
(D. PAED.)

Frederick W. Harrison, Tisdale

Samuel John Keyes, Normal School, Ottawa,

° Samuel Huff, B.A., B.I’aed.. Meaford, Ont.

DEGREE OF B.D.

John Albert Caldwell, Rosetown, Sask.

Martin Lawrence (Mining and

“SSStffaX&k, (Chemical and

^Georg^'slua^t’lValk'er.^C Civil Engineering).

Archer McKay Wallace, (Civil Engineering).

Basil Joseph Walsh. (Chemical and Metal-

jE'tc' (Mechanical Engl.,-

eering).

Of the Above Graduates in Science, the

Following Took Honours:

J. F. Comer, A. G. Jacques, R. H. Myers,

R. J. Clench, J. U. MacEwan, C. S. Gibson,

D. J. Emery, T. V. Lord.

ALL MAY HAVE
BEAUTIFUL VIEWS

JUDGE LAVELL'S PICTURES OF

QUEEN'S TO BE PUBLISHED

Announcement is made by the Queens

Alumni Association of Kingston that

Judge Lavcll's famous collection of pho-

tographic views of Queen's is to he pub-

lished in booklet form. Hus comes as

•elcome news to all who have seen any

Out.
SCIENCE MEDALS

Governor General's McdaC 1920-21-D. O.

,S- S'lSf-Mcdal. 1921.22 J. F. of the pictures, which are the product of

Comer. Calgary. '
,
nanv seasons of observation and expen

SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIPS > liavc received loud- ac-

First Year Scholarships I

nient and

1. The Sir Sanford Fleming Practical

Science Scholarship, $70

—

W- M. Brown, Owen

Sojind.^Ont.
^ Dupu js Scholarship, $60—J. E.

^ LThe ^b!’ Carruthers Scholarship, $50—D.

S. Pasternack, Calgary, Alta.

Second Year Scholarships

1. The P. D. Ross No. 1, $100—L. E. R.

Stephens, Minden. Ont.

2. The P. D. Ross ^o. 2, $50—G. D. burst

Thaniesford, Out.

claim for their artistry.

The publication of the photographs will

serve the double purpose of making avail-

able a -collection of views of the Univer-

sity to the many who will treasure such

a reminder of tlu.ir college da\s am o

raising additional funds for the Women s

Residence.
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"The College Hat Store

SPRING HEADWEAR

We are ready with our usual big

variety of students’ Spring Hats and
Caps. We buy direct from the world’s

best makers in large quantities
—"we

save you something on every Hat
you buy.”

New Hats $2.00 to $8.00.

New Caps $1.00 to $2.50.

GEORGE HULLS & CO.
Hats, Wholesale and Retail

126-128 PRINCESS ST.

Arts Results

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks

DENTISTS
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock Street.

All White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Say it With Flowers
On all occasions Flowers speak with

elegance and refinement, and are always ap-

propriate.

“The Match” “The Dance”

“The Social”
We deliver Flowers in your home town on

Birthdays, etc. Let them know you are still

thinking of them.

“In the Centre of the City"

We Strive to Serve

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST .

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DR. A. W. WINNETT
DR. J. C. W. BROOM

Dental Surgeons

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.
Puone 363.

ALLENil THEATRE 11
MON., TUES., WED.

RAYMOND HUTTON
in

“His Back Against the Wall”

THUR., FRI., SAT.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
In

POLLY OF THE FOLLIES

Latin “A"—Div. I.—Irene Delahay.

Div. II.—Florence Hubble; R. J. Anderson,

J. R. Russell, equal; Dorothea Druce, J. M.
Hamilton, A. A. Sargent, Sadye Ruttle.

Div. III.—Jean Gray, Mora MacNish, W. H.
Ball, S. A. Graham, J. H. Whalen, Christine

Macdonald. .

Latin I.— Div. I.—Hazel Argue, A. M. Pel-

letier, J. J. Gleason, Henrietta R. Anderson, C.

C. Murphy, Julia V. Ej&an, iHelen M, Dodds,
Marjorie P. Druce, Jr Blytli Taylor, Nellie

McAuley, Donald Bayne Taylor.

Div. II.—Mabel K. Simpson, Pearl E. Boyer,
Ruth MacClement, May A. Ball, I. E. Gage,
Grace K. MacLeod, Helen Talcott, W. C.

A I mack, Joanna Kerr, D. McCrimmon, Doro-
thy G. Shaw, Edith Caswell, Evelyn T. Garvin
L. H. Matthews, J. Angus Taylor, Clani Far-

rell, J. M. Fell, Kathleen Bibby. /
Div. III.—Bertha Cliff, Isabel M. Sparrow,

A. D. Sutherland, C. V. Brooke, Grace I. Dun-
lop,- G. C. Ferguson, Marion Sullivan, Della

Diamond, E. Macdonald, G. A. Sisco, Doris A.

Williams, Pearl Bragonier, Mary Reid, Marian
C. Lewis, Anclla Minnes, Dorothy M. Shan-
non, Clara M. Allison, E. W. Heffernan, W. J.

McLcllan, Wilma A. Patterson, J. G. Macdonald,

E. May Switzer, S. S. Mclnnes, Margaret Whit-
taker, Kathleen Elliott, Edna M. ‘Saunders.

Latin 2.—Div. I.—R. H. Wallace; H. R.

Jolliffe, Margaret B. Plunkett, H. A. Voaden,
equal.

Div. II.-^-Gladys R. Lennon, Ruth A. Huff-

man. equal; M. Eva Bouchard. Esther Wag-
ner, L. Kathleen Dolan, equal; Elma Freeman,
Mary Ci^tello, Russel Smith, equal ; Eleanor

Smith, Barbara Costello, Frank R. Roche, Isa-

bella E. Stowell, equal; Savoir Calixte.

Div. 111.—M. F. Kirkland, Marion C. Ma-
carthur, Robert Cram; Irene A. Nicholson, M.
Jessie Henderson, equal; Della Wilson; N.
Burleigh, Gertrude Milliken, Mae V. Millan,

equal; Jessie 1. Young: Melva Eagleson, Wil-
helmina Nobes, Sister Clara Quinn, Margaret
A. Watson, Sister Annie Green, Mary I. Clark,

Margery E. Booth, equal; Emma L. Eby,

Victoria Warren, Margaret A. Burke, Lillian

Jessup, Thelma I. Craig, Marjorie Harrison,
Helen Wootton, Mary Smith, Charles R.

Dupran, Gertrude Damman, C. A. Nicholson,
Mabel R Simpson, equal.

Latin 10b.—Class 1.—J. D. Ralph.

Class 1 1.—Margaret B.
.
Plunkett, C. N.

Broad, Ljtle Cummiford,.

Pass Course—Mary M. Cotie.

Latin 20b—Class I.—A. D. Winspear, J. 'D.

Ralph, Marion McFadyen.
Class Til.—Helen Nelson, GeoVgina Con-

klin.

Div. 1—Alary E. Lynch.

Latin 21b.—Class 1.—J. D. Ralph, Florence
M. Richardson.

Clas.s II—Helen Nelson.

Class 111—Lytic CumnTiford.

Latin 99—Class I—A. D. Winspear.

Class II—Florence M. Richardson.
*

Greek A.— Div. 1.—J. D. Ralph, M. E. R.

Boudreau, Margaret Plunkett.

Div. IJ.—S. A. Graham, L. P. McDiarmid.

Div. HI.—Dorothy Shaw, D. B. Taylor,
Taylor, Pearl Boyer.

Greek 1.—Div. I—Hazel Argue.
• Div. II.—W. C. Almack, N. A. Haywood.

Greek 2.—Div. 1.—H. R. JolliiTe, C. H.
King, Norma Jackson.

Div. III.—D. Machines.

Greek 12b.—Class I.—A. D. Winspear.

Class II.—Lytle Cummiford.

Pass—Georgina M. Conklin. ^

Greek 13b.—Class II.—Lytle Cummiford.

Class III.—Florence M. Richardson.

Hebrew 1.—Div. I.—E. A. Knechtel, A. N.
Reid.

Div. II.—E. O. Seymour, A. D. Sutherland.

Div. 111.—J. W. McKinnon.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER n.30 to 1.30

SUPPER s.oo to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, CO for 21 Meals.

M. P. RE1 '•

tager

Hebrew 2.—Div. II.—A. W. Drysdale, J. M.
Miller.

Germanics A.

—

Div. I.—II. J. Stale}’, C. Y.
Hopkins.

Div. II.—P. C>. Loa, J. E. Warren, equal;
D. C. Rose, H. FI. Johnston.

Div. III.—K. D. Sands; H. R. Jolliffe, J.. C.
Macgillivray, equal; J. P. Devenny, S. G. B.
Robinson, J. M. Hamilton.

Germanics 1.—Div. I.—Esther Wagner; John
H. Findlay, Mary Morgan, equal.

Div. II.—Mary Reid; Dorothy M. Shannon,
Ethel Sloan, equal.

Div. III.—J. G. Macdonald; Marion Mc-
Alpine, Jessie E. Walls. B. C. Diltz, FI. J.
Staley. _
Germanics 2.— Div. I.—Rufina Dietrich, Ger-

trude Damman; Irene G. Colbert. John Joseph
Collins, equal,

Diy. 11.—Ruth A. HuffmaV. H

Div. III.—Fred. H. Breithaupt, A. L. Kueh-
ner, A. L. Lott.

.Germanics 12b. Goethe—Div. II.

—

J. P.
Young, Lily Saunders.

Germanics 26b,—(Dano-Norwcgian) — Div.
I.—J. P. Young.

French A.

—

Div. 1.—Florence E. Hublm :
i

E. Talcott, FI. H,islam, A. A. Sargent.

Div. II.—Alice M. Orr, F. H. Florne.
Div. III.—A. J. Elliott. A. C. Alkinsoi «.

C. Cruse, K. X. Kidd: R. W. Guy, -F. R. i

ris, equal; L. Saunders, D. W. Boucher,. 1

Harding.

eqaul ;
Kathleen Dolan ; T. Mountcer. *J. Glea-

son, equal; D. McCrimmon, A. Susman, E.

Bunt, *Ruby Walsh, equal; M. L. Lynch, *Pearl

Kyle, equal; May BalI;^Mary Smith, *Mary But-

rum, equal; E. D. Clapham, G. Roney, W. E.

Wright, Alda Crewson, Helen Cyderman,
equal; W. I7 . Langford, D. B. Taylor, H. A.
Scott, equal.

Div. II.—G. C. , Ferguson, *Sr. H. Robins,

equal
;

*DeIla Diamond, M. F. Macfarland,
Lydia Laventure. equal; J. J3. Taylor, *Eileen

Brown, equal; J. R. Shea. Marion Sullivan,

O. K. Carruthers, equal; W. Jennings; N. R.

Burke, Mary Reid, equal
;
H. B. Blcecker, *17

.

G. Kirkby, Editli Caswell, equal; Kathleen
Easton, Lois Taj^tor, equal ; *N. McLeod, Nel-

lie McAuley, equal; Vivian White, G. Minnes,
Edra Bowers; F. J. Calvert, Joanna Kerr. N.
King, Brenda Bruce, F. A. Raltenlniry, R. A.
Lyon, Adela Haggert, equal; R. E. Delahey;
G. F. Prittie, W. M. Mair, H. H. Johnston, J.

A. Taylor. Mabel 'Simpson, Kathleen Bibby,
Francis Young, A. Daviclfiwi, W. G. Brown-
lee. W. G. McGregor, equal.

Div. III.— P. J. Anderson, Helen Dodds, *W
A. Smith, *G. Duncan, Bertha Thackleberry,

Jean Lang, H. M. Brown, Kathleen Elliott,

equal; D. M. Allan, Victoria Warren, C. A.
Stewart, G. E. Carson, L. B. Carruthers, *K.
Williams, J. C. Williams, equal; R. M. Winter,
Dorothy Shannon, A. Muirhead, equal; B. W.
Flughcs, Marion Clow,' equal; Grace Dunlop,
Jessie Mair, G. N. Macdonald, A. B. Checkley,,

equal
;
A. G. S. Wartrnan, W. E). Landon, Lil-

ian Flay, equal; J. M. Fell, Florence Mont-
gomery, WilrmyPatterson, equal; W. A. Wat-
son, Mary Smith, O. Flovvard, Annie Camp-
bell, J. R. Russell, E. P. James, G. R. Marsh,
Marjorie Druce, equal; G. A. Sisco, W. B.

Dungan, Viola Gibson, R. E. McBroom, *J. C.

Stark, *D. McPhail, Bertha Cliff, equal; H. J.

Staley, Doris Williams, S. Donovan, J. V. Cav-
anagli, H. C. Gourlay, Mora McNish, equal;
Marion Matthews, J. N. McLeod, G. A. Mc-
Lelland, equal; Maybclle Govan, T. I. Thomp-
son, *F. A. Brooks, equal

;
Elizabeth Douglas,

Dorothy Orser,- Martha McKee, A. Currie, B.

Grant, D. C. McBride, FI. Iv. Board, H. G.

Armstrong, M. S. McDonald, R. P. Courtis,

equal; Marion George, Agnes MacLennan, K.
M. Wilson, FI. J. O’Neill, B. Morris, S. Cohen,
*M. E. Martin, B. C. Hardiman, equal; E. W.
FIcffcrnan, C. J. Whytock, Florence MacLean,
equal; Christina Macdonald, Dorothy Shaw,
Marion McLean, FI. IT. Craig.

—No Oral.

French 2.— Div. I.—Eva Bouchard, J. M. Al-
lison, *Irene Colbert; Janie Henderson, *J.
Shaw, Margaret Portcous, equal; Esther Wag-
ner, *Anna Cowan; J. A. Ritchie, A. M. Mc-
Phee, W. L. MacDonald, equal; Maud Ander-
son, C. Pitts, Ruth Huffman, Frances McCal-
lum, C. S. Stewart, C. Savoie, equal.

Div. IL—Helen Wilson,
" *Nora McLean,

equal; Elizabeth Smith, L. MacKinnon^ P. G.

Loa, Margaret Watson, Isobel Stowell, equal;

Sr. C. Hartleib, L. P. McDiarmid, equal
;
*R.

Cram, E.- C. Gill. W. G. Davis, Edna Derby-
shire. Gladys Lennon, equal; Marion Mac-
arthur; M. F. White, Maud Hammett, * Wil-
helmina Nobes. C. C. Lott, Thelma Craig,

equal; Melva Eagleson; Lorctto Donovan,
Evelyn Throcq^ C. A. Delanty, Jessie Young
Marion MacAlpme, A. F. Cross, E. W. Cross,

G. Graham, equal.

Div. 1H.—Ross Malcolm, Mae Millan, equal;

Marjorie Booth, Margaret Harrison, equal;

Vera Strader; Gertrude Damman. Della Wil-

son, IT. .V Voaden, Anna Corrigan. J. W.
Sutlierland. Katherine Krug, D. J. McDonald,
equal: Edith' McDiarmid; Jean Graham, C. G.

Gagne, equal; J. B. Dulmage, A. W. Freud,
Dorothy Newman, equal; *E. S. Clark, Rheta

Field, equal; FTelen Talcott, Helen Wootton,
P, Glasgow. H. M. Stephen, Mary Duncan,
equal; A. E. Swerdfeger; M. I

7
. Kirkland,

Eleanor Smith. Esther Lewis, Pearl Davis,

equal; Mary Clark. Gladys Gibbard, equal;

H. F. Cross. Sr. Lav ilia MacDonald, equal;

Isabel Sparrow, N. C. Fraser, H. Friedgut,

Mary Gourlay, equal: J. Emery.

—No Oral. -
)

French 3.—Div. 1.—J. W. Brunt, H. §. Cook,
O. F. Lundeff, Lily Saunders, Sister Margaret
Maher, Ethel Eaton, W. M. Firth, Sister H,

Cameron, Audrey Judge.

Div. II.—Irene Hedley, E. I7 . Kingston, Eva
Zacks, Barbara Costello.

Div. III.—G. Lyons, C. Nicholson.

French 10.—Honour Standing—Class II.

—

Marion D. McFadyen, Margaret F-. Brophy;
I. P. Young, Lea E. Tanner, equal; Sister M.
S. Dolan, Gladys Moore, Emma L. Eby, equal.

Class III.—Sister M. Kennedy, Erica S.

Thompson, Margaret Wootton; Marjorie

Hanna. Sister Elizabeth Dillon, equal.

French 9.—Div. -F.\ Zacks.

I.—T. I
7

. Gellev

Class II.— R. C. Laird.

FRENCH 1— Div. 1.—C. A. Rystogi ; *J
cis, 'Sr. Margaret Norton,, equal ; ITazcl
C. Y. Brooke, Mary Costello, II. B. Vi.
Golden Woolf; *J. C. Dennis. Annella .\

Pass Standing

Class III.—Audrey A. Judge; Gertrude Best,

Julia P. Sexsmith, equal.

French 12b.—Class I.—Mildred ITallett,

Helen de Renzy.

Class 11.—Emma Eby~ R. C. Laird, equal.

French 15b.—Class I.—T. F. Gelley, Sarah

E. Rcvelle.

Class II.—Margaret Brophy; Sister M. S.

Dolan. Helen S. de Renzy, equal; J. P. Young,

Gladys Moore.
Class III.—Erica S. Thompson, Julia P.

Sexsmith 'Emma L. Eby, L. Kathleen Lock-
hart, equal; Marjorie -Hanna. Margaret YVoot-

ton, Gertrude Best.

French 17b.—Class I.—Mildred E. Hallett.

Class II.—Gertrude M. Lee, Helen S. de

Renzy, R. L. Eaglesom

Spanish A.—Div. I.—W. P. Bartclls, Eva
Bouchard. Janie Henderson, equal; Ilios.

Monteer, Jennie Brennan, cqflal; Angelina Lit-

. I Henstridge, equal; R. M. Winter; C.

h vtock, D. J. McDonald, Helen Talcatt,

D. I
7

. Saunders. Clara M. Farrell, equal';

Donovan, Bessie Macpherson.

II.—Clarence Drew; Irene Delahay,

it. McAuley, equal: Francis M. Farrell,

.i .. Lewis equal; Kathleen Bibby, C. Mary
!

.1. J. Wood; Fannie A. Florne. G. D.

. equal; Jessie Mair. Emilie Le Boeuf.

III.—Dorothea Druce, Mary dc C.

. iglit, Stanley Allen.

. . ish 1.— Div. 1.—C. Y. Brooke.

ish 2— Div. 1.— Dor,ecu I.. La
in I- Lockhart, Eva Zacks, equal;

rv C. Courtman. Lillian R. Potter,

il.—Pearl M. 1 ’ i**ie (Sr.

«T1;

Choosing the

Wedding Gift

fT Often you find it difficult to

decide upon the loveliest and
most tasteful gift for just the

amount you wish to spend.

We can help you solve this

problem.

Lustrous, lasting sterling sil-

ver. durable silverplate, rich

mahogany, delicate china—there

are a thousand and one gift sug-

gestions, all reasonably priced.

Ryrie Bros.

Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION
are authorized by law to establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND

ART SCHOOLS

With the Approval of the Minister

of Education

Day and Evening Classes may be con-

ducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department ^of

Education.

Theoretical and Practical Instruction is

given in various trades. The schools

and classes are under the direction of

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE,.
Application for attendance should be

made to the Principal of the school.

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training,

Household Science and Agriculture and

Horticulture are provided for in the

Courses of Study in Public, Separate,

Continuation and High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes and Vocational

Schools and Departments.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from, the Deputy Minister of Education,

;

Toronto.
Toronto, November 1921.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
\

Established 1874

tricia) O’Brien. Sister Annie Green; Sister

Elizabeth Efcggan.V Sister Lottie Rooney,

equal; Marjorie C. MacDougall, Helen U oot-

on, C. A. Nicholson, Beatrice E. Anderson,

Sara G. Mosher.

Div III.—W. N. Affleck. William A. Rob-

inson, Barbara Costello, Ruth McKinnon.

Spanish 6.— Div. I.—C. E. L. Ratchford.

Spanish 15—Honour List—Class !. Lea E.

Tanner, Erica S. Thompson, Elsie M. Gar-

diner.

Class II.—Gertrude Best, Edna W. Derby-

shire, equal.

'Pass List—Div. II—Irene A. Nicholson.

Spanish 23b.—Class -I—Mildred E- Hallett.

Spanish 25b—Class I.—Mildred E. Hallett.

• Spanish 27b.—Class I.—Lea E. Tanner.

Class IL—Edna W. Derbyshire, Elsie M.
Gardiner, Erica S. Thompson, Gertrude Best.

Italian I.—Div. L—Mildred Hallett, Mary
Clark, Helena Coyle.

•Div. II.—Mae V. Millan.

English 1.— Div. I.—Alice Orr. P. Bcddoc;
Hazel Argue, May A. Ball, D, McCrimmon,
equal; A. J. Elliott. W. L. Wright, equal; H.

W. Chapman; Kathleen Bibby, H. B. Blecker,

R. Mcllraith, equal; J. Francis, M. Lynch,

Catherine McCarthy, equal; Marion Sullivan;

Edith Caswell, E. D. Claphanf, equal; I'. H.

Brook's; H. K. Board, Ruth McClement,
Christine Rice, D. B. Taylor; equal; T. Moun-
tcer. Sr. A. M. Pelletier. K. M. Winter, equal;

S. Dcnovan; L. B. Carruthers, C. A. Rystogi,

equal; Clara M. Allison, Alda Muriel Crewson.

equal; J. D. C. Dennis. J. H. Findlay. Marion

S. George. H. F. Malcolm, Marion W.'Mat-
thews, J. G. Macdonald, E. Y. McDonald, J.

M. McLeod. G. YV. Parsons. G. Roney, C. A.

Stewart, J. B. Taylor, equal.

Div. IL

—

FIcIen Crydcrman, Adelaide Hag-
gart, Sadie Simpson, equal; Katherine Archi-

bald, Pearl Boyer, equal; C. V. Brooke, IL M.

Brown. Sr. Kathleen Ryan. Mary G. Smith,

rii.al; Della Diamond. Lydia Laventure,

Dual ; W. C. Almack, X. C. Fraser, G. b.

Lewis Helen M. Owen. A. RaUenbury. Ruby
M Walsh, M. Annie Whelan, equal; Evelyn

Clanc, Marjorie O. Smith, equal; D. M Allan,

S S Mclnnes. Mary Reid, equal; YV. P. Bar-
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

Have You^ Old Hat Reblocked to

the Latest Style arid Cleaned

NEW YORK HAT
CLEANING AND SHOE
SHINING PARLOR
208 PRINCESS STREET

PHONE 395

KINGSTON

KINGSTON'S
BIG

House Furnishings

Store

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SAKELL’S ICE CREAM
“Best by Test”-

Queen’s Patronage Solicited

SakelTs
ICE CREAM PARLOR

McKenzie

Portrait

Photographer

Studio
180 Wellington St.

Over
f-

Dominion Express Co

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and arc compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find
out the true condition of your eyes

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS’

WATTS Florist
" Flowers For All, Occasions

177 WELLINGTON STREET

tcls, Brenda Druce, N. H. King, M. T. Mac-
farland, S. W. Mcllmoye, A. A. Sargent, equal;
J. A. Baldwin, S. B. Lamont, J. Walker, equal;
Mary Cartwright, Marjorie Druce, G. Duncan,
Grace Dunlop, H. C. Gourlay, Jean B. Gray,
J. A. Hannah, C. Howard, Lula McMahon,
Doris A. Williams, K. Wilson, equal; Bertha Pnnl . , ... „
Hull, J. Jackson, Christena MacLeod, Sr. a ,„!!?•"

£

0k(.P* ss)~D,v- E - F - Kingston,
Marie Norton, equal; J. M. Fell. Joanna Kerr,

A1,RellI>e H. Little, Florence Munro.

Pa«c Tteq

English 20b—(Honotirs)«-Class I. — Ruth
bvanson Laura Rorke, B. C. Diltz, S. Anna
Flickey, Beatrice Cummings, R. S. Foley.

Class II.—Ruth Redmond, Gladys Moore,Norma Jackson, Mary Chambers.

A. B. MacDonell, R. L. MacKeil, A. D. Max-
well, -A. Susman, equal: A. Cohen, Alma Mac-
gillivray, Florence MacLean, Thelma Pax-
man, equal; Bertha Cliff, H. Haslam, equal;
W. Jennings, M. Langbort; G. Minnes, Anna
Neilson, equal; Gladys A. Bogie, Irene Dela-
hey, M. Edna Fleming, J. J. Gleason. G. C.
McBride. Donna Machines, Wilma A. Patter-
son, E. M. Patton, R. Readc, W. A. Watson,
equal.

Div. III.—N.%\. Haywood, R. E. McBroom,
W. G. MacGregor, Bertha Tackaberry, M. J.
Vechsler, equal; Carroll Cottingham, Eliza-
beth M. DoTiglts. W. B. DungaiO F. J. Kirby,
M. G. Boyd, Dorothea Druce, equal; H. J.
Armstrong, Gladys M. Hunter. Jean McLeod,
W. A. Smyth, equal; D. W. Boucher, R. P.
Courter, H. R. Dieff, Alma M. Learoyd, N. C.
McAvley, equal; J. M. McKee, F. Montgom-
ery, Sadye Ruttle,.Isobel Sparrow, y. White,
equal; Marion A. 'Clark, E. P. James, equal;
Mary C. Boyd, G. E. Carson, Elsie A. Duffield,
A. G. Muirhead, R. B. Powell, equal; W. D.
Landon, Marion K. McLean, Clara Morris,
J. R. Russell, Emil Smith, equal; Marion L.
Clow, R. M. Machrie, equal; F. Bunt, K. W.
Kidd, Marion Lewis, D. G. Shaw, H. C. Tal-
cott, equal; N. R. Burke, A. W. M. Germaine,
S. A. Graham, M. R. Hickey, C. B. Saunders,
equal; W. H. Ball, W. A. Calder, M. E. Mar-
tin, G. B. Werte. equal; Mary Bannister, A.
B. Checkley, A. R. Currey; Gertrude B. Evans,
H. H, Lowden, M. S. MacDonald, W. B. Rut-
lodge, equal; J. V. A. Cavanagh, W. J. S. Jack-
son, J. A. Minielly, J. C. Williams, equal; E.
Baker, A. M. Campbell, l7 . Davidson, J. M.
Duggin, Katharine Elliott, R. W. Guy, D. A.
Harding, H. H. Loucks, Jessie Mair, J. C.
Owsianek, A. C'. Rose, D. M. Shannon, J. S.

Stark. J. A. Taylor, equal.

English 2.—Div. 1.—Frances MacCallum,
Emma Urquhart, Sarah D. Burns, . Margery
E. Booth, .H. R. Jolliffe, E. W. Cross, Mary
P. Duncan, Fovita M. Kelly, Frank A. Knox,
Mona Brown, Mary Costello, W. N. Affleck,
Jean Mackenzie, George P. Rankin, J. R.
Townsend.

Div. II.—Helen Tofield, Isabel E. Stowell,
Gladys M. Crewson, E. C. Gill. Marion Mac-
arthur, Ian MacLachlan, E. L. Murphy, Fleda
Windover. S. J. Zacks, J. M. Allison. Fred. A.
Breithaupt; Kathleen Dolan, Jean Graham, M.
Ja'nic Henderson, Florence E. Hubble, Mar-
garet B. Plunkett. S. F. Saunders, Margaret
Whittaker, Harold Cave, C. A. Deianty, Ger-
ald S. Graliam. Gertrude Milliken, Howard
L. Mitchell, D. J. McDonald, R. G. McKer-
cher, Dorothy M. Newman, Gladys Orser,
Allan F. Prittie, Mildred Thompson, Edra
Bowen. Gertrude Dammann, Pearl Davis,
Marjorie Harrison, M. F. White, Della Wilson,
Jessie Young, M. Eva Bouchard, Clara M.
Farrell, I. E. Gage, Angelina Little, H. J.
Millar, P. A. Moreland, Edith MacDermid,
Bessie Macpherson, Hugh M. Stephen, P. E.
Terry, Gladys Montgomery, Gordon A. Sisco,
Clarence Drew, Melva Eagleson, Elma Free-
man, Paul Glasgow, O. F. Lundell, Martha
McKee, S. G. B. Robinson,- Esther Wagndr,
Helen E. Wilson, Hugh JJ Douglas. Della
Douglas, Barnet Dulmage, Ruth A. Huffman,
Minnie M. Lcnz, P. G. Loa, Marion MacAl-
pine, Kathleen. Mulligan, Edna M. Saufiders,
Helen E. Wootton, May Connerty, Margaret
Graham, Robt. J. Anderson, Jean R. 'Cress-
well, Evelyn Me Paul, Wilhelmina Nobes, Lily
V. Saunders, Norman E. Talcott, Pearl Bra-
gonier, J. B. Creegan, FI. H. Johnston, Esther
J. Lewis, John Bosnian, Mary I. Clark, Lor-
etto K. Donovan, Julia V. Egan.

Div. III.—Margaret Stewart. G. R. Fleas-
man, Martha L. Murphy, G. D. Stewart, H.
J. D. Mills, B. P. McDiarmid. T. F. V. Carey,
Jack R. Emery, Helen Harris, Wm. J. Harris,
E. W. Heffernan, Russell Smith, W. G. Davis,
A. W. Friend, Katherine Krug, R. G. Sinclair,
Margaret A. Watson, W. L. - L. McDonald,
John A. Ritchie, John A. Saylor, Geo. F.
Clague, Dorothy Orser, Beatrice Walker, Omar
W. Gilmour, W. M. Mair, L. McKinnon, Anna
Corrigan. M. Evelyn Throop, Tlios. S. Walsh,
W. J. Anderson, W. S. Blake, J. E. Ross, W.
J. Connor, George R. Marsh, Clarence E.
Moore, D. J. Rankin, Arthur K. Sills.

English 4a.— Div. Ill—Laure Moret.

English 5b. — Honours—Dilv. 1.—Sarah E.
Revclle, Frances Hastings, Laura Rorke..

Pass—Div. I.—J. M. Miller.

Div. Ill—Ella Spence.

ENGLISH 44b. (Honours)
DIV. I.—B. C. Diliz.

ENGLISH 44b. (Pass)

DIV. I.—Paul John Glasgow.

English 9b.—Div. II—Margaret Bropliy.

English 9 (a-b)— Div. T.—Audrey Judge.

Div. II.—Sr. Mary Mulvahill.

ENGLISH 14b. (Honours)

DIV. I.—Norman . Campbell; .1. W. Suther-
land, H. A. Voaden, equal; Marion Laird. Albert
Lott^ equal; Gertrude M. Lee, Eleanor Smith,

DIV. II.—Sister I.izzie O’Brien, Ory A. Sliaw,
Margaret M. Hall. Norma J. Jackson; R. F. S.
Baird, Sister Carrie Hartlieh, Evelyn May Wil-
son, equal; Marjorie C. MacDougall.

DIV. HI.—Irene A. Nicholson, Mabel F„ Mc-
Keever.

English 14b.—Class I.— R. W. Cumberland;
Helen de Renzy, R. H. Wallace, equal; Ruth
Evanson, Annie F. Robinson, H. A. Voaden,
equal; Marion D. Laird, Eunice Simpson,-
equal; Lawrence D. McCamus; Gertrude M.
Lee, Leslie Slevensoiij equal; R. S. Foley.

Class IT.—Margaret Wootton, Mary Dun-
can; R. F. S. Baird, Ewart C. McEachern, C.
M. Trace, equal; Emma Embrce, Anna Louise
Flieger, Laura E, Rorke, equal; A. H. Little,

Agnes Douglas McCredie, Eleanor Penney,
equal.

Class III.—Christian V. Warren, Harriet
White, Beatrice Cummings, Mary Chambers,
Sara Young. Reba Young, Gladys Lennon,

Mabel E. McKcevcr, Evafigelinc M. G. El-

Div. II.—E. Pearl Gardner.
Div. III.—Sr. Annie Breen, Sr. Loretto

Lackie.

English 24b.—Honours—Class I.— Norman
Campbell; J. W. Sutherland, H. A. Voaden,
equal; Marion Laird, Albert- Lott, equal; Ger-
trude M. Lee, Eleanor Smith.

Class II.—Sister Lizzie O’Brien, Ory A.
Shaw, Margaret M. Hall, Norma J. Jackson;
R. F. S. Baird, Sister Carrie Hartleib, Evelyn
May Wilson, equal; Marjorie C. MacDougall,
Angelina I. Willis, equal.

Class III.—Irene A. Nicholson, Mabel E.
McKeever.

English 24b.—Pass—Class I.—P. H. Shef-
field, Charles S. Stewart, equal; G. A. Whe-
able, George H. Lewis, Audrey Judge, Doreen
L. Lavell; J. A. R. McCuaig, Irene Hedlev,
equal.

Class II.—Muriel Boyd, John Flower, equal;
J. L. Walsh, -Florence Munro, Annie Bartels,
Robert Cram; James Y. Lee, Mae V. Millan,
equal; Maude Hammett, Eva May Glenn.

English 29b.—Honours—Div. I.—A-. Louise
Flieger.

Div. II.—Sr. Mary V. Kennedy; Marjorie' C.
MacDougall, Amy Le Odell, equal; A. G.
Lott, Sr. Lizzie O’Brien, equal; T. F. Gelley,
Margaret G. Summerby, equal; R. F, S. Baird,
Beatrice Lalonde, equal.

Diy. III.—S. Margaret A. Fawcett, Angeline
I. Willis.

Pass Standing—Evangeline M. Elliott.

English 29b.—Pass—Div. I.—Leslie Steven-
son; Ethel C. Eaton, C. S. Stewart, G. A.
Stewart, G. A. Wheable, equal; Maud Ander-
son, J. W. Brunt, Lillian Carter.

Div. II.—G. A. Carefoot, J. L. Walsh; C. N.
Broad,- G. R. Mikel, equal; A. F. Cross, Bertha
Bassam, Flossie E. Gray, Ruth McKinnon; J.

Flower, Ross Malcolm, Margaret Wootton,
equal; Julia/P. Sexsmith.

Div. III.—Eva M. Glenn, D. W. Boyd; Bes-
sie Abernethy, Grace Weesc, equal

;
G. H. Lewis.

English 36b.—Honours—Div. I.—R. H. Wal-
lace, Eunice E. Simpson. R. W. Cumberland;
Mary Cameron, F. R. Roche, equal, M. F.

Kirkland. V
Div. II.—J. W. Sutherland. R. F. S. Baird,

A. Louise Flieger, Ruth Redmond.
Div. III.—Gladys R. Lennon, Kathleen Eas-

ton.

Pass Standing—Eleanor M. Penny.

English 36b.—Pass—Diy. I.—A. F. Cross,
Lillian Carter, Anita Martin.

Div. II.—M. E. R. Boudreau; W. Marion
Kirkpatrick, Annetta- Pedlow, equal; Harriet
U. White, Julia P. Sexsmith; Winnifrcd C.

Clark, D. W. Boyd, Marjorie Gothard, equal;

Thelma T. Craig.

Div. 111.—Bessie Abernethy,
#
Eileen Jan-

drew, Maude Hammett.

English 99 (a-b)—Class I.—Margaret Fras-
er, Annie F. Robinson, Amy Odell, Helen A.
dc Renzy.

Class II.—Gertrude M. Lee, Evelyn Ben-
nington, Sr. Mary V. Kennedy.

History 1 (British)— Div. I.—W. M. Drum-
mond, Muriel Boyd; E. W.‘ Cross, T. S. Mac-
donald, equal; G. S. Graham, Margaret Fraser,

Thomas Mounteer, J. A. Walker; Eunice
Simpson, W. J. Stewart, M. F, White, equal.

Div. II.—Mary P. Duncan, S. J. Zacks, equal;

Pearl Gardner, Dorothy Sutherland, Sara
Young, equal; E. W. Macdonald.; G. B: Gagnon,

J. W. Sutherland, Fleda Windover, equal;

Leah Beehler, Jessie Montgomery, equal; A.
R. M. Gaviller, D. M. Davidson; H. FI. Craig,

W. K. Kendrick, Anita Martin, E. S. Murphy,
equal; F. H. Brooks, Viola Gibson, equal;

Sophronia (Mrs) Dobier, Dorothy .Newman,
Eleanor M. Penney; J. A. B. Dulmage, Mar-
jorie Gothard, D. J. McDonald, equal; Beatrice
Cummings; W. L. L. McDonald, Florence C.

Munro, equal; Rheta Gray, Frances Briffet.

Div. III.—Lily Saunders, R-. G. Sinclair,

Margaret Whittaker, C. H. Drew, Florence S.

Dunlop, H. P. Salter, Eva Zagks, Sr. Margaret
O’Brien, M. Eva Timmins, Anna Corrigan,
FI. B. Galpin, Eva P. Sully. Nellie Watson,
W. J. Weir, D. J. Rankin, P. R. Rutledge.

History 2.—Class I.—R.H. Wallace. E, W.
Cross, T. M. Thompson, Margaret Porteous,

E. J. Knapton, VV. H. Becking, Mildred Sulli-

van; Lillian Carter, Marion D. McFadyen,
Gertrude Milliken, Elizabeth Smith, equal.

Class II.—Edith L. Reid, H. F. Robins,
Celia Zacks, equal; D. M. Davidson, J. M.
Henderson, equal; Elizabeth B. Duggan, W.
R. Lyons, Anita Martin, Eunice Simpson,
equal; Mary Cameron, Margaret Cattenach,
FI. B. Love, Jessie Young, equal; Mina Cole,

A. W. Drysdale, W. K. Kendrick, Della Wil-
son, equal; Christine MacDonald; May Con-
nerty, B. R. Heath, Eleanor Penny, equal; W.
McGregor, G. A. K. MacLeod, Irene Owen,
Isobel Stowell, equal; E. J. Alexander, Helena
C'oyle, Beatrice Cummings, Marion MacArthur,
Grace Weesc, equal; L. Lothian, Catherine
MacCarthy. equal; W. FI. Browne, Margaret
Burke, Marjorie Harrison, equal; J. W. Clax-
ton, Dorothy Newman, Wilhelmina Nobes,
equal; Sara Faucette; Rheta Field: Julia Har-
rington, Gladys Montgomery, equal; Victoria
Warren.

Class III.—Florence Hubble, FI. Branioi>,

equal; Henrietta Andersom Della Dougla^

OUR
Spring Hats

HAVE ARRIVED

The very latest styles and

colofs.

“Our new price this Spring"

$4.50

TRY “VAN"

For Your Spring Hat

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

rENUS
PENCILS

T^OR the student or prof.,
-* the superb VENUS out-
rivals all for perfect pencil
work. 17 black degrees and
3 copying.

American Lead
Pencil Co. ' ~W

r laraculUnr V
quality I

American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Ave., Dept. W22
New York. N.Y.

Mary Costello, Della Douglas, Mary P. Dun-
can, N. C. Fraser. G. M. Mather, D. J. Mac-
Donald, H. J. O’Neill, May Connerty, May-
belle Govan, Margaret Stewart, Esther Wag-
ner, W. H. Becking, R. Smith, Edith MacDer-
mid, Donald MacPhail, Gert+ude Milliken, Wil-

helmina Nobes, Laura Rorke, Marion Sinclair,

Julia V. Egan, E. S. Grant, L. Kathleen Dolan,

P. Drohan, Letitia Landon, Barbara R. Morrison,

Marion MacAlpine, Emma Urquhart, F. A.

Breithaupt Loretta K. Donovan, Mae Millan,

Della Wilson.

Class III.—Pearl Gardner, E. L. Murphy,
Isobel M. Sparrow, H. H. Louden, Evelyn Me-
Faul, N. A. Macrae, A. D. Sutherland, Mabel

J. Simpson.

History lib—Class I—H. W. Chrysler, Lily

F. Munro, T. W. Oates, J. T. Gow, Amy L.

Odell, Rose V. Boisnier. W. C. Davy, F. R.

Roche, Angeline I. Willis.

Class II.—'Margaret Cattanach, Flossie E.

Gray,' Beatrice Lalonde, Annie F. Robinson,

Dorothy J. Sutherland, D. W. Boyd. R. M.
MacNaughton, O. E. Ault. W. M. Drummond,
A. Louise Flieger, L. D. McCamus, L. E. Mc-

Menomy, Fleda Windover.

Class III.—Mary Costello, Ethel McEach-
ern, J. W. Claxton, Fannie A. Horne. Chris-

tine Macdonald, S. Margaret A. Fawcett.

History 12.—Class I.— R. W. Cumberland;

A. E. Fraser, Frances Hastings, equal; Norma
Jackson. F. A. Knox, Annie Robinson, equal;

R. M. MacNaughton.
Class II—Elsie Davidson, R. L. Eagleson,

C. Lapp, T. W. Oates. Reba Young, equal;

R. F. S. Baird, Ruth Evanson, Amy Odell,

equal; N. Campbell, F. R. Roche, equal; Mar-

jorie Macdougall, Ruth Redmond; Lillian Car-

ter, L. J. MacMcnomy, C. FI. Robinson, equal.

Class III.—G. W. Sugdeu ;
Honora Dyde,

P. A. Scott, equal; Watson Helm, Fannie

Horne, equal.

Pass Credit—R. O’Brien.

History 13.—Class I.—H. F. Cross, F. A.

Knox, W. F\ Langford, Lily F. Munro, B. C.

Diltz, R. W. Cumberland, Margaret Porteous.

f Class II—Agnes H. MacKercher. Flossie

E. Gray, Frances Hastings. H. A. Voaden,

Mrs. Fallis. Honora Dyde. Eleanor Smith,

Margaret Fraser, Beatrice Lalonde.

Class III—R. C. Swerdfeger.

History 15b.—Class I F. A. Knox, R. M.

MacNaughton, Agnes Mackercher; R. E.

Wagar, B. C. Diltz, equal.

Class II.—N. Campbell, Ruth Evanson;

Bertha Bassam, Frances Hastings, Annie Rob-

inson, equal; O. A. Shaw.

Class HI.—Ethel McEachern, Reba Young.

Pass Credit—Sara Young.

History 16 (English Institutions—Honours

—Class 1—E. W. Skjnner, Norma (Mrs.)

Jackson.

Class II.—H. P. Cruller, F. S. Rawlinson.

Carrie Hartlieh.Jean Graham", Agnes MacCredie, equal: W. / in r A. Deianty, Ca
L. L. MacDonald. Lottie Rooney, W_J. Mac- . ,v ,, f ,

Lellan, equal; Laura Movet. Mary Gourlay; Pass (Cred.t)-W. Ponsford.
... ,

Laui- — .... .......

FI. F. Malcolm, K. L. McAlpine, equal; Eileen

Jandrew; Anna Corrigan, Margaret Whittaker,
equal; F. H. Horne.

History 3 (Colonial)—Class I.—Margaret
Porteous. G. S. Graham, Doreen Lavell, J.

M. Allison, B. Rowena Humphries, M. F.

White, J. A. Ramsay. Carrie B. Sycr, W. S.

Wehh, S. J. Zacks. C. A. Brown, Flazel E.

Foster, Edith Handler, Gertrude M. Lee, P.

. Loa, R. G. McKcrcher.

Class II—Catherine Kennedy. Eva M. Out-

ram, lessic 1. Young, Margery Booth, Mary I.

Clarke, S. G. Mosher, Celia Zacks. J. K. Kut-

ji inchard. Mary L. Chanibc

History 16 (English Institutions)— Pass

Course—Div. I.—W. F. Langford.

Div. II.—Irene Hedley, Thelma Craig, A.

G. S. Wartman. R. M. Keswick, I. MacLach-

lan, M. O. Inglis. A. P. Scott.
,

Div. III.— G. C. Hamilton. D. W. Boyd.

Histoyr 99.—Class I.—Annie E. Fraser, R.

H. Wallace, Beatrice Lalonde, France Flastings,

H. F. Cross.

Class IF—Agnes McKercher, Eleanor

Smith, G. W. Sugdcn.

History 9.—Class II—Annetta Pedlow.
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WE HAVE OPENED UP

OUR

Spring Offerings

in Woollens

and invite your inspection

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Stbre

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
' SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A Great Achievement
A Savings Bank balance built up

by careful economy and self-denial

will give you greater satisfaction than-

an equal sum secured without diffi-

culty or exertion.

The advantages of such a reserve

are worth a genuine effort.

We welcome accounts
small or large

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
Capital Paid up $15,000,000

Reserve Fund 15,000,000

Kingston Branch

Princess and Clergy Sts. Branch

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager.

Group
Photographs

MAY BE TAKEN AT ANY

TIME AT

The

Kingston Art

Studio

Wc take Flashlight Photographs

of Social Gatherings and outdoor

groups of teams, etc.

84 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 2159w

‘‘All the best in Photoeranhv”

Economics I.—Div. I.—F. A. Knox, E. R.

Smith, J. S. MacDonald; K. F. Crowther, Mar-
ion McFadyen, Paul Sykes, equal; E. J. Knap-
ton, H. B. Bleecher, equal; H. R. Joliffe, T.
E. Daniel, V. Crockett, equal.

Div. II.—M. E. A. Boudreau, R. G. McKer-
chcr, T. Mounteir, equal; W. M. Mair, N. E.

Talcott, equal; D. C. McLachlan, J. C. Mc-
Gillivray, J. E. R. Munro, C. A. E. Hensley,

W. H. Becking, equal; E. D. Clapham, D. M.
Allan, Mona Brown, C. J. Tulley, C. C. Swain,

equal; Geo. Hemmerick, Gertrude Milliken,

equal; Sarah D. Burns; H. J. Douglas, Isabel

Sharman, equal; Celia Zacks, E. M. MacDon-
ald, equal; W. N. Affleck; Margaret Stewart,

Grace Wcese, equal; A. L. Kuehner, H. C.

Mitchell, W. Ponsford, equal; T. A. V. Carey,

C. H. Drew, Honora Dyde, Belva Halliday,

E. L. Murphy, equal.

Div. 111.—Barbara Costello, Myrtle Givens.

M. O. Inglis, Fovita Kelly, A. M. Russell, J.

J. Wood, equal; Margaret Brophy, F. A.

Brcithaupt. Della Douglas, A. B. Zacks, K. W.
Kidd, Kathleen Lockhart, Amy McQuarrie,

equal
;

Evelyn Bennington, M. B. Woolridge,

equal; II. H. Craig, F. W. Fredenberg, H. H.

Johnston, equal; H. J. Armstrong; H
;

J. Mal-

colm, Irena L. Owen, equal; G. C. Cruse; G.

M. Crewson, D. J. Rankin, R. M. Mochrie,

equal; Mabel Pacey; G. E. Carson, H. Mc-
Quaig, equal; F. A. Horne, D. P. MacMillan,

H. McQueen, T. S. Walsh, equal; J. M. Dug-

gin, G. R. Marsh, equal; Honora Goodfriend,

B. W. Hughes, equal.

Economics 2—Div. I.—M. E. Boudreau, A.

R. M. Gaviller, equal, E. W. Cross, E. R. Smith,

J M. Allison, G. S. Graham, R. M. Macnaugh-
ton, Edna Johnston, Leah Beehlcr, C. B.

Kay.
Div II—O. F. Lundcll, S. I. Zacks, Rheta

Gray, Marion Macarthur, D. Nickle, Frances

MacCallum, Janie Henderson, Mona Brown,

H J Douglas. C. E. Ratchford, R. C. Laird,

R. D. Webb, H. S. Cook, S. A. Bryan, A. C.

Moore, Hazel Elcoat, Ethel McEachern, F.

S. Rawlinson. Mary_Morgan, R. G. McKer-
cher, P. Sykes, 1. O. W. Fowler, P. A. More-

land. Irene Nicholson, Melva Eagleson, S.

F. Saunders, W. R. Burnett, J. A. B. Dul-

niage, G. R. Hcasman. W. L. L. McDonald,
P. Glasgow, C. J. Whytock, Helen Hams,
Ross Malcolm, Irene Hedtey.

Div. 111.—Mabel Callanach. F. W. Freden-

burg, J. E. Daniel, C. A. Dclanty, R. G. This-

tlcthwaite, Gretta McRae. Edith Handler,

Evelyn McFaul, P. G. Loa, E: S. Grant, W. E.

Nodwell, Letitia Landon. Jessie Armstrong,

Iwilla Stevens, H. J. O’Neill. T. A. V. Carey.

J W Saylor, Helen Gale, Vera Strader, Mar-

garet Hanna, G. E. Clague. G. D. Stewart A.

W Drysdale. Muriel Wilson. Margaret Gra-

ham. W. -S. Blake, E. W. Hcffernan. W. J.

Anderson, Bessie Abcrnethy, L. Magkinnon.

A. L. Blacklock.

Economics 13b—Honours—Class I.

—

R. O.

Merriman, R. E. Wagar.

Pass—Div. I.

—

H. A. Scott.

Div. II.—J. R. Rutledge, C N. Broad, M. B.

White, W. Wallace; Genevieve Bullock, W.
Helm, Dorothy Sutherland, equal; W. Tome;
H. F riedgut, Winuifred Martin, George Hem-
merick. equal.

Div. III.—S. M. Chown, G. W. Sugden.

equal; J. J. Wood, Bertha Bassam, equal; W.
Becking, Beatrice Eakins. equal; M. -O. In-

glis, A. G. S. Wartman, S. Allen.

Economics 15b—Honours—Class 1.

—

R. O.

Merriman.

Class HI—Leah Beehler, W. M. Drum-
mond.
Pass— Div. L— H. A. Scott, L.. -Stevenson.

Div 11.—W. Wallace, C. J. Whytock. W.

j

Helm, R.-C. Swerdfeger; Fovita Kelly. W. S.

A. Larter, S. B. Smith, equal.

Div. III.—Lily Simpson, C. H. Robinson,

E. C. S. Cushing, A
;

G. S. Wartman, H. A.

McNeill, Laura Ryder

Economics 30b.—Honours—Class II.—Mar-
garet Portcous, Agnes McKercher.

Pass—Div. 11—J. T. Gow, E. A. Knechtel,

H. F. Cross, W. Wallace.

Div. III.— R. M. Keswick, W. J. G. Perry.

Economics 34b— Div. I.—C. L. Yoerger,

Wm. Drummond, Lily Munro, J. A. R. Mc-
Quaig, H. Friedgut, J. T. Gow.

Div. 11.— R. M. Keswick, O. F. Lundell, A.

F. Cross, Edith Handler, W. Ponsford, S. M.
Chown, W. H. Becking.

Div. III.—M. O. Inglis, J. S. Macdonald, D.

MacI lines, R. C. Swerdfeger.

Economics 42b — Pass—Div. I—Dorothy
Sutherland, Genevieve Bullock.

Div. II.—Elsie Davidson, Winnifred Martin,

Lily Munro, W. S. A. Larter, Lily Simpson.

Div. III.—Bertha Bassam, J. Y. Lee.

Economics 50b— Industrial Management-
Class I.—G. M. Sutherland, M. B. White, G.

Hcmmerich, P. Sykes.

Class II.—C. C. Ratchford, H. P. Salter; W.
W. Affleck, W. A. Robinson, equal.

Class III—A. R. M. Gaviller, W. A. Torrie;

J D. C. Mahaffy, B. H. Wert, equal; E. M.
Lockett; S. M. Chown, H. A. McQueen, equal;

C. VV. Healey; Beatrice Eakins.

Economics 53b.—Honours—Class I.—R. E.

Wagar.
Pass—Div. I.—H. A. Scott, M. B. White,

C. L. Yoerger; C. E. C. Ratchford, Paul

Sykes, equal.

Div. M.—G. M. Sutherland, Edgar M
Lockett, C. W. Healy, B. H. Wert, T. A.
Carey.

Div. III.—Beatrice Eakins.

Economics 59b—Business Policy— Class I.

G. M. Sutherland.

Class II.— F. M. Kelley, W. H. Browne. W.
A. Robinson, A. L. Moore, B. I. England, H
P. Salter.

•

Class III.—C. L. Yoerger, M. B. White, G
Hemmerich, Beatrice Eakins. B. H. Wert.

Economics 60a— Div. I.—H. G. Caldwell.

Div. II.—Beatrice Eakins.

Economics 102—Class II.—W. E. Black.

Economic*! 9—Div. II.—J. T. Gow.

Economic '2a

—

Div. 1.—H. G. Caldwell.

Div. II.—H. A. McQueen, N. E. Talcott.

Div. III.—Edith Handler; William Wallace,
C. J. Whytock, equal; B. A. Wert, Cecilia

Zacks, Forita Kelly, W. A. Torrie.

Economics 65b—Div. I.—Wm. H. Brown.

Div. II.—W. G. Bennett.

Div. III.—Wm. Robinson, W. E. Black, R.
Heasman.

Economics 67b—Div. II—B. I. England, A.
Moore.

Div. III.-rH. P. Salter.

-Div. II.— W.Economics 101b.—Honours-
E. Black.

Economics 57b—Honours—Div. II.—R. E.
Wagar.

Pass—Div. I.—John R. Rutledge. Sidney B.

Smith; G. M. Sutherland, M. B. White, equal;
Paul Sykes, Wm. Wallace, equal.

Div. II.—A. R. M. Gaviller* E. C. Gill.

C. L. Yoerger, equal; C. E. C. Ratchford, C.

W. Healy, W. A. Torrie, W.-A. Robinson.

Div. III.—H. G. Caldwell, James T. Gow,
B. H. Wert, Edith Handler, Geo. Hemmerick,
J. J. Wood, S. M. Chown; W. J. Anderson,
Edgar M. Lockett, equal; H.’McCuaig.

Philosophy 1.—Div. I.—Myrtle Givens, M.
E. R. Boudreau, Laura Rorke, Mabel White.

Div. II.—Belva Halladay, K. C. Van Allen,
Margaret Plunkett, Sophronia Dobier; R.
MacNaughton.’Glee McRory, H. F. Cross, F.

R. Roche, equal; W. C. Davy, Ruth McKin-
non, equal; Rowena Humphries,; B. D. Mar-
wick, Sr. Lavina MacDonald, H. H. Craig,
equal; W. M. Drummond, Amy Odell, Jessie
Montgomery, Winnifred Clark, equal; Nellie
Watson, Evelyn Garvin, Beatrice Lalande,
equal; D. G. Smith, Kathleen Easton, equal;
Elsie Davidson, Eva Zacks, equal; Flora Faw-
cett, R. C. Laird, P. A. Moreland, R. C. Swerd-
feger, Fleda Windovcr. Evelyn Bennington

White, equal; Thelma Craig, Mary Cameron,

Earle S. Grant, W. A. Newlands, E. W. Skin-

ner; Jessie Smith, Emma Ebey, equal; L.

Kathleen Lockhart, A. M. Russell, Margaret

Wooton, equal; Frances MacCallum, Julia Sex-

smith, H. G. Carleton, equal; Helen Clarke;

Agnes McCredie, J. M. Roszel, D. N. Boyd,

equal; J. B. Runnings.

Div. III.—C. Y. Hopkins, J. W. Sutherland;

G. F. Clague, Gertrude Best, equal; Eilean

Penny, Beatrice Cummings; H. S. Persad,

Erica Thompson, equal.

Philosophy 27—Div. II.—N. M. MacLeod.

Philosophy 29—Div. 1.—D. P. Varnum.

Philosophy 46.—Div. I.—D. P. Varnum.
Div. II.—J. M. Miller.

D lv . HI.—J. T. M. Wilson.

Philosophy 46—Pass—Div. II.—A. L. Black-

lock.

Philosophy 48—Div. I.—D. P. Varnum.

Philosophy' 44b.—Class I.—D. P. Varnum.

Class II.—J. M. Miller.

Philosophy 26—Class II.—J. W. Claxton.

Class ill.—J. T. M. Wilson.

Div. III.—(Pass Standing)—A. L. Black-

lock.

Mathematics 1.— Div. I.—Frances Evans, G.

F. Henderson, G. C. Francis, L. B. Carruthers,

Laure Mauret, O. J. Henderson; H. W. Chap-

man, A. Susman. equal; Hazel Argue, Marion

George; D. McCrimmon, S. W. Mcllmoyl, G.

W. Parsons, equal.

Div. II—D. M. Allan, G. Roney; R. F.

Bunt. Helen Talcott, equal; Ruth MacClement;

R Mcllraith, Anella Minnes, equal; 1<. J-

Anderson, Kathleen Elliott, H. H. Johnston,

M L. Lynch, equal; Alda Crewson. K H-

Horne, Mabel Simpson, W. A. Smyth, equal;

M T MacFarland, L. McKinnon. Jean Wal-

ton. equal; N. R. Burke. N. E. Talcott, equal;

J. L. Forster, equal; G. W. Sugden, E. A. Ncl- jj
’

d. Clapham, N. H. King, Marion Lewis,
son, Mona Brown, J. T. McNeilly, L. P. Me- eq

’

ua j ;

'

E. W. MacDonald, Nellie McAuley, C.

Diarmid, Mary Chambers, Edith MacDermid, > \ Stewart, equal; W. J. Connor, S. S. Mc-
Iiines, Christine Rice, equal; Dorothy Shaw;

R. Gillis, H. H. Lowden, G. G) McBride, Isa-
Charlotte Gutteridge, equal.

Div. Ill—Jessie Armstrong, R. C. Brogden,
Sr. Margaret Maher, R. O’Brien, equal; H. S.

Cook, H. J. Jackson, H. Friedgut, Ross Mal-
colm, Pearl Davis, equal; R. G. McKerchar,
Ruth Redmond, equal; Dorothy Sutherland,
W. F. Langford, equal; G. R. Gagnon; May
Mitchell, Joy Corneil, equal; J. M. Roszel,
Mabel Edwards, Georgina Ettinger, equal; Sr.

Mary Mulvihill, May Switzer, Sr. Annie Breen,
Minnie Lenz. M. Dolan, equal; J. D. Ralph,
J. R. Sliea, Sr. Loretto Lackie. M. F. Kirk-
land, equal; Gladys Lennon, Edna Saunders,
equal; H. A. McNeill; Bessie Abcrnethy, A. F.

Cross, Marjorie Gothard, equal: E. H. Bradley,
Carrie Syer, Sara Young, equal.

Philosophy 2.—Div. 1.—Agnes MacKerchar;
J. M. Allison, J. M. Claxton. Ella Stephens,
Celia Zacks, equal; G. A. K. McLeod; Eileen
Jandrew, J. R. Rutledge, equal.

Div. H.— C. N. Broad, ' Edmund McDonald,
Marion McFadyen, T. F.. Warren, Harriet

Del Sparrow, J. B. Taylor, equal.

DR. III.—N. C. .Fraser. Marion Sullivan,

equal; Florence McLean, S. G. B. Robinson.

K. D. Sands, equal; May Ball. C. H. Dowd
Donna Mclnnes, equal; Kathleen Dolan, W.

T. Hoovre, M. Langlort, D. B. Taylor. Lois

Taylor, R. M. Winter, equal; H. M. Brown,

Edith Caswell, J. M. Fell J. M. Hamilton,

Mary Hickey, W. Jennings, Anna Neilson,

equal; C. A. Delanty, Gladys Gibbard, Anne

C. Rose. A. A. Sargent, S Cohen equal; R.

D. Bushell, S. M. Chown, Bertha Cliff. R. P.

Courtis K. W. Kidd, equal; S. Allen, Marion

Arkley, T. S. Carey, M. E. Martin, R. Muir,

equal; Mary Cameron, Marion Mathews. J.

M. McLeod, W. J. Stewart. J. Angus Taylor,

equal; S. Denovan, Jean Graham. L I. Hay,

Wihna Patterson. Mary Smith, equal; Grace

Dunlop, 1. A. Hannah. Maccie Nelson, br.

Kathleen Ryan, equal; Alma Alkenbrack. H.

I, Armstrong, W. G. Brownlee, R;
B. Powell,

O
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Economi'

L. ChalliiK'
ledge.

-Div. 1.—W. N. Affleck, J.

;
S. F. Saunders, J. R. Rut- . ivA
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Dorothy Shannon, equal; Rut’ll Huffman; H.

K. Board, J. V. A. Cavanagh, equal; A. R.

Currev VV. D. Landon, Martha McKee, A.

F. Quinn, equal; W. H. Ball, F. I. Calvert,

A. B. Checklcy, Anna Corrigan, C. Cotting-

ham, R. L. Ferguson, B. W. Hughes, Mar-
garet Mitchell, G. E. Moore, Evelyn McFaul,

J. Walker, equal.

Mathematics 1(h).—Div. I.—J. H. Findlay,

J. M. Hinchley, W. Bartels, C. A. Rystogq
Marjorie Druce, ,

Edith MacDermid, W. E,

Wright, Pearl Bragonier, A. G. Muirhead.

Div. II.—J. A. Baldwin, Adelaide Haggart,
Vivian White, equal; Katherine Krug, Jean

Gray, Annie Campbell, H. B. Bleeker, Brenda
Druccr.

Div. III.—G. F. Clague, G. E. Carson, J. G.

Macdonald.

Mathematics 2.—Div. I.—A. M. Henry, Neva
Switzer, Dorothy Roberts; Sara D. Burns, T.

I. Thompson, equal; C. Pitts, Gladys M. Crew-
son, R. N. Nesbitt. ^

Div. II.—A. H. Irwin, H. McQueen, Kath-
leen Mulligan, equal; Evelyn Throop, H. Cave;

G. A. Breithaupt, S. F. Saunders, equal; Myr-

tle Edwards, D. C. Nickle, equal; Edna 1 Bow-
ers; Eleanor Arnold, F. P. Henwood, A. L.

Knehner, equal; W. M. Mair; Mabel Edwards,

J. Shaw, equal.

Div. III.—Martha L. Murphy, Frances A.

Young; G. L. Brackenbury, Margaret Graham,
Beatrice Walker, equal; Julia Egan, A. K.

Sills, E. J. Lewis, G. P. Rankin, equal; W. J.

Harris; Dorothy- Orser, Gladys Orser, equal.

Mathematics 3.— Div. I.—Glee McRory;
Dorothy Orser, Gladys Orser, equal.

Div. II.—P. A. Moreland, Jean Cresswell.

Mathematics 7b.—Div. II.—A. L. Moore, F.

M. Kelly, W. H. Browne.

Div. III.—G. R. Heasman.

Mathematics lib.—Class I.—H. B. Vincent,

Sara D. Burns, E. Stephens, T. J. Thomson,
H? Cave, W. W. -Tannery, J. T. McNeely, W.
Cavanaugh.

Class II.—R. C. Brogden, Jean Mackenzie.

Class III—Gladys M. Crewson, Emma Em-
bree, N. Evelyn Throop, Sr. Eleanor Arnold,

J. R. Howie, Amy P. MacQuarrie.

Pass Standing—Grace Hamilton, Glee Mc-
Rory, A. K. Sills, Edna Bowers, Martha L.

Murphy.

Mathematics 14b.—Class I.—H. B. Vincent,

W. McGregor, E. C. Gill, Jean Mackenzie, P.

E. Terry.

Class II.—J. R. Shea, W. MacMillan, E.

Stephens.

Class III.—W. Cavanaugh, Amy P. Me-'
Quarrie, R. C. Brogden.

Credited with Pass Standing—J. W. Strader.

Mathematics 16b.—Class II.—J. T. McNeely,
W. McGregor.

Class III.—J. R. Shea; E. Stephens, P. E.

Terry, equal; R. C. Brodgen, W. MacMillan,

equal.

Pass Standing—J. W. Stijader, Helen Gerrie.

Mathematics 20b.—Div. I.—E. C. Gill.

Div. III.—W. Macmillan.

Mathematics 99.—Div. II.—J. T. McNeely.

Div. III.—E. Stephens.

Mathematics 22b.—Class I.—Edith Tuttle,

F. R. Bamforth.

Mathematics ,30b.—Class I.—Edith Tuttle,

F. R. Bamforth.

Physics Al.—Div I.—W. P. Bartels, J. H.
Findlay, Marjorie Druce, C. A. Rystogi, L.

B. Carruthers, C. S. Stewart, J. Bosnian, H.
Cave, D. McCrimmon, Frances Sweetman, T.

I. Thomson, J. A. Baldwin, N. H. King, A.

G. Muirhead, Edra Bower.

Div. II.—C. A. Stewart, A. Susman, J. Han-
nah, W. D. Landon, H. H. Lowden, Kathleen
Mulligan, Adelaide Haggart, R. P. Courtis,

A. A. Sargent, S. W. Mcllmoyl, W. G. Davis,

Lois Taylor, G. P. Rankin, H. S. MitcheltrE.
D. Clapman, W. J. Connor, Marion Matthews,
Beatrice Walker, G. V. McDonald, C. Pitts,

R. E. McBroom, Pearl Bragonier, Jean Gray,
Esther Lewis, C. Howard, H. M. Brown, H.
K. Board, Charlotte Gutteridge, G. C. Mc-
Bride, H. J. Millar, Elizabeth Smith, D. Grant,
Brenda Druce.

Div. III.—A. B. Checkley, O. F. Lundell,

J. G. Macdonald, R. Muir, L. MacKinnon, J.

M. MacLeod, Vivien White, G. C. Ferguson,
A. F. Quinn, L. J. Hay, J. R. Russell, H. B.

Bleeker, Alda Crewson, Mildred Thompson,
W. E. Wright, Martha Murphy, Evelyn Throop,

G. Roney, M. Langlort, J. A. Ritchie, D. M.
Allan, W. J. Harris, W. G. Brownlee, Annie
Campbell, Maybelle Govan, Katherine Krug,
H. J. McLcbd, Mabel Simpson,_\y. A. Watson.

Physics A2.—Div. I.—E. Treitz, Jean Mac-
kenzie, R. G. Sinclair.

Div. II.—J. A. Partridge, A. J. Kuehner, W.
C. Pitts.

Div. III.—Helen Clarke, Gladys Crewson,
Helen Gerrie, Amy McQuarrie, W. L. Bow-
den, I. H. Weedmark, Map-hta Murphy, A. S.

Watson.

Physics A10—Class I.—H. B. Vincent.

Class II.—W. MacMillan, E. Stephen, P. E.
Terry.

Class III.—W. McGregor, W. Cavanagh.

Physics 12.—Class I.—H. B. Vincent, W.
McGregor.

Class II.—P. E. Terry, W. Cavanaugh, J.

R. Townshend, W. McMillan, E. Stephens.

Class III.—C. Y. Hopkins, Helen Gerrie,

Amy McQuarrie.

Physics 13a—Class I.— E. A. Nelson.

Physics 15b.—Class 1.—L. Lothian.

Class II.—H. V. Clarke, J. B. Runnings, V.
E. Bullock.

Physics Al6a—Class II.-

Edith Tuttle.
R. Bamforth,

Physics 17b—Class I.—Edith Tuttle.

Class II.— F. M. Bamforth.

Class III.—J. T. McNeely, J. R. Shea.

stogi, Vivian White, John Bosnian, Abe. Sus-
man, A. L. Kuehner, Clias. S. Stewart, Myftle
B. Given, Emma Urquhart, George Carson,
W. E. Wright, Belva Haggart, L. B. Carr'uth-

ers, H. Haslam, B. Taylor, Marion Arkley,
A. F. Prittie, Flora A. Fawcett, Glee G. Mc-
Rory, Belva Halliday, Norn^an King, Brenda
Druce.

Div. II.—Jas. M. Hamilton, Helen Gerrie,
Marion Mathews, John A. Richie, Gerald
Roney, T. S. .Thomson, R. F. Bunt, Clifford
Howard, C. G. Ferguson, J. A. Baldwin, Annie
Campbell, J. B. Creegan, Pearl Bragonier,
Kathleen Mulligan, Win. C. Pitts, Jasen A.
Hannal, J. M. MacLeod, Gladys C. Orser,
Howard Brown, Anna J-Jeilson, Marion Sulli-

van, R. P. Courtis, Geo. McBride, R. E. Mc-
Broom, Fred. W. Morgenroth,' J. Williams, S.

Mcllmoyl, Stewart Mclnnes, C. A. Stewart.

Div. III.—Alda Crewson, W. G. Brownlee,
W. B. Dungan, Nora McNish, .Alton Check-
ley, Henry Lowden, J. B. Russell, Edna W.
Derbyshire, Katherine Krug, Edgar Lockett,
S. A, Graham, Mary Hickey, D. N. Grant, J.

V. Cavanaugh, Harry K. Board, Karl W. Kidd,
W. D. Landon, Stewart Denovan, Ian Mac-
Lachlan, Robt. Muir, David Harding, N. FT
Macfarland, H. Richerd, Grant Mimics, H.
Whalen, Donna Mclnnes, Wm. Germain, Geo.
V. McDonald, C. B. Saunders.'

Chemw 2. (Qual. Anal.)—Div. I.—Sarah D.
Burns, L. Lothian, Ruth -Redmond, E. L. Tre-
itz, D. C. Nickle, J. R. Townshend, A. L.
Kuehner, L. R. Merkley, Minnie M. Lenz, C.
Y. Hopkin6. 1

Div. II.— I. E. Gage, ’A. F. Prittie, Char-
lotte Guttridge, A. T. V. Carey, J. A. Cun-
ningham.

__

Div. III.—H. J. McLeod, Margaret Graham,
Edna Saunders, ,C. E. Moore, K. D. Sands, FI.

M. Stephen, J. E. Ross, E. Smith, E. K. Sauer,
H. G. Carleton.

Quant. Anal. A31.—Div. I.—L. R. Merkley.

Div. II.—D. J. MacLeod, J. B. C. Runnings,
E. A. Nelson, H. Sweet, I. H. Weedmark.
Div III—D. L. G. McKay, Margaret Mac-

Donell.

Chemistry 21 (Organic)—Class I.—L. R.
Merkley.

Glass II.—Helen Charlesworth, R. G. Sin-
clair.

Chemistry A45.—Div. III.—K. L. McAlpine.

Colloid Chemistry 106b.—Div. I.—J. L. htc-
Kelvey.

Qual. Analysis, Chem. Ill,—Div. I.—D. C.
Nickle, J. R. Townshend, C. Y. Hopkins.

Div. II.—Margaret Macdonald, A. T. V.
Carey.

Div. 1 1 1^—K. D. Sands.

Biology I.— Div. I.—Margaret Fraser, J. A.
Bosnian, Helen Clarke, Emma Urquhart,
Florence Hubble, Irene Hedley, H. J. Miller,
G. P. Rankin, Lilian Carter, Kathleen Mulli-
gan, D. C. Nickle, Rheta Gray, Doreen Lavell,
Isabel Sinclair, Anita Martin, R. E. Wager,
Marion Laird, P. A. Moreland, Marion Kirk-
patrick, Lily F. Munro, Mildred Thompson,
J. P. Young.

Div. II.—R. F. Bunt, Edna Saunders, Mar-
ion George, K. D. Sands, Mary Cameron, A.
R. M. Caviller, R. Muir, A. D. Winspear,
Irene Nicholson, S. J. Zacks, Wilma Patter-
son, L. Stevenson, J. A. Walker, Marjorie
Hanna, May Ball, R. J. Anderson, G. E. Wood,
Iwilla Stevens, Sr. Annie Green, G. A. Sisco,
Margaret Watson, C. A. Nicholson.

Div. III.—Helen Tofield, Maybelle Govan,
D. Mclnnes, May Richardson, Sf. Kathleen
Ryan, H. Whalen, Edith Caswell, Sadie Ruttle,
Jessie McKee, N. R. Burke, Joanna Kerr,
Evelyn McFaul, Eunice Simpson, Gladys
Montgomery, Bertha Cliff, Helena Coyle,
Florence Montgomery, Eileen Jandrew, Flor-
ence <McLean, J. E. Hodson, R. W. Guy, R.
E. McBroom, Marion McLean, W. J. Harris.

Biology 2.—Div. I.—Harriet White, E. L.
Treitz, Flora Fawcett, Margaret MacDonnell,
J. R. Townshend.

Div. II.—Charlotte, Gutteridge, R. Sinclair,
equal; D. L. G. MacKay, Minnie Lenz^__

Div. III.—Jessie Montgomery, Mildred
Thompson; Winnifred Clark, L. Lothian, J. L.
McKelvey, equal; Glee McRory, Sara Young,
qual.

Biology 9 (i)—Div. II.—Rheta Field.

Biology 10.—Class I.—J. A. Cunningham,
Frances Sweetnam, E. C. Freitz, Elizabeth
Smith; Minnie Lenz, Margaret Wilton, equal;

J. B. C. Runnings, F. H. Gillan, D. L. G. Mc-
Kay, E. A. Nelson.

Class II.—V. E. Bullock, Charlotte Gutter-
dge, H. V. Clarke.

Class III.—Jean Cresswell.

BIOLOGY ELEVEN.
CLASS I.—J. A. Cunningham, F,. A. Nelson,

F. H. Gillan, Elizabeth Smith, E. L. Treitz.

CLASS II.—Charlotte Gutteridge.

CLASS III.—V. E. Bullock, H. V. Clark,
Viola Gibson.

BIOLOGY 23b. (Honours)

CLASS I.—H. Sweet, J. A. Cunningham,
Myrtle Givens, GcrtrudevT)eadman, T. H. Whol-
ton. i

BIOLOGY 13b.

CLASS I.—Gertrude Deadman, H. Sweet,
T. H. Wholton.

CLASS II.—Viola Gibson.
5

BIOLOGY 14a.

CLASS I.—H. Sweet, Gertrude Dead
A. Cunningham, T. H. Wholton.

BIOLOGY 18.

CLASS 1.—Gertrude Deadmaiir-Franees

BIOLOGY 28 (Honours)
CLASS I.—Georgina Ettinger, A. H. Reid.

BIOLO.GY 99 (Economic Zoology)
CLASS I.—L. R. Merkley.

BACTERIOLOGY 12b.

CLASS I.—F. H. Gillan; H. Sweet, T. H.
Wholton, equal.

GEOLOGY I.

DIV- I.—W. H. Brown, Muriel V. Boyd, J. A.
B. Dulmage, Margaret MacDonell, J. A. Bos-
nian, C. N. Broad.

.

DJV. II-—C. H. Drew, Marjorie Harrison, D.
C. Grassick, Gladys Moor, Freda Windover, Ross
Malcolm, G. P. Rankin, Helen Harris, R. Muir,
L- P. McDiarmid, G. R. Heasmua, A. N. Reid,
Fannie Horne, Rena Landry, Melva Eagleson, A.
F. Prittie, lsobel Stowell, Kathleen Lockhart,
Ruth McKinnon, J. M. Miller, A. C. Bernath, G.
D. Martin, B. D. Marwick.
DIV. III.—Dorothy Newman, Marion Welsh,

Flossie Gray, Elizabeth Griffin, Ella |Spence.
Georgina Ettinger, Helen Wooton, Doris Wil-
liams, R. O’Brien, Henrietta Anderson, Myrtle
Peck, Ii. Craven, Alice Leroyd.

GEOLOGY 2.

DIV. I.—J. C. Macgillivray.

DIV. II.—Jessie Montgomery, Rheta Gray,
Ethel McEachrcn.

GEOLOGY 13.

DIV. II.—J. C. Macgillivray, E. McEachrcn,
Rheta Gray.

BIOLOGY 25b. (Honours)
CLASS I.—L. R. Merkley, Margaret Wilton,

T. H. Wholton, F. H. Gillan, H. V. Clarke, V.
E. Bullock.

BIOLOGY 25b. (Pass).

DIV. II.—Georgina Ettinger.

BIOLOGY 99a.

CLASS I—J. A. Partridge, Annie Willoughby.

MINERALOGY I.

DIV. I.—Frances Sweetnam, J. R. Townshend.
DIV. II.—A. F. Prittie, K. V. Clarke, Jessie

Montgomery, Annie Bartels, V. E. Bullock, J
B. C. Runnings, E. A. Nelson.

DIV. III.—L. Lothian, Mildred Thompson, J
M. Fell, R. M. Keswick, Flora Fawcett, J. A.
Taylor.

"*

ENGLISH II. (Extra-mural)

DIV. 1.—Arthur M. Henry, F. J. Knapton,
equal

; J. M. Hinchley, Irene G. Colbert
; A. E.

Millward, S. G. Mosher, M. Muriel Thompson,
equal.

DIV. II.—Elizabeth (Sr.) Burke. N. Burleigh,
Neva Switzer, equal

;
E. L. Fowler, T. M.

Thompson, equal; Marion Sinclair, W. W. Tan-
ner, equal; Bessie MacLennan, G. VV. Woolf;
equal; J. B. Watson, Jeanette Sargent; S. Mar-
garet F'awcett, B. G. Laidlaw, equal ; Francis
Courtnam, Mona F. Hammond, F. P. Henwood,
C. E. Ployart, May Mitchell, equal

;
Sr. May

Briffct, W. K. F. Kendrick, A. B. Zacks, equal.

DIV. III.—W. J. Stewart; A. F. Brown, M.
L. Entwistle, Sr. Lavina MacDonald, J. W. Milne,
Angelina Willis, equal

;
D. M. Wilson

;
T. FI.

Bradley, N. C. Mausell, equal
; E. Oakes ; C. L.

Fillmore, Mary Raper, equal; Savoie Calixte;
F. N. Lloyd, E. V. Seymour, equal

;
B. R. Heath,

Bessie B. Lane, C. E. Law, equal.

Science Results

ENGLISH
DIV'. I.—W. M. Brown, C. S. Thomson, ,D. S.

Pasternack, A. D. Hopkins; L. R. McAteer, IT.

J. D. Minter, equal.

DIV. II.J. E. Quance; G. R. Maybee, H. H.
Wells, equal; E. Dilworth; W. Davis, J. A. Hig-
gins, C. Lathey, equal

;
F. R. Leadlay, L. P.

Roberts, G. G. Suffell, equal; J. P. Thwaites, P.

Newman; G. R. Adams, W. E. Baker, O. E.
Walli, equal.

DIV. III.—H. R. MacGregor; W. D. Donnelly,
K. W. Fritzsche, J. C. McIntosh, C. F. Tumelty,
equal

; J. A. Reid, L. Cleminson
; J. P. LaFlair,

A. J. Strain, R. W. Willis, equal; C. D. Johns;
J. E. Brookfield, D. W. Earner, R. J. Lewis,
F. Malcolm, equal.

GERMAN 3.

DIV. I.—R. Man-ike.

DIV. II.—Wm. H. Vining, John W. Hunter,

James_L. Wilson, G. L. McRory, N. J. Nimick.

MATHEMATICS II.

DIV. I.—C. R. Maybee, J. E. Quan<
,

Thwaites, D. S. Pasternack, H. H. Sn
E. Baker, W. M. Brown, H. J. D. M
Lathey, R. W. Willis, W. D. Donnell

,
(>. r-

Walli.

DIV. II.—W. Davis, J. A. Higgins, A. '
1

kins; F. Lee, J. C. McIntosh, equal; T
ren, A. J. Strain, J. A. Reed, F. Malcoli

DIV. III.—E. L. Dilworth, C. W. Nola 1

L. R. C. McAteer; IC. R. MacGrego.r, U
Lachlan, H. H. Wells, equal; A. C.
R, D. Campbell, J. H. Russell, G. G. Suff- -

P. Newman; F. R. Leadlay, L. P. Robert .-!

D. McDonald, W. A. Taylor, equal; J. E lb i:

field, J. F‘. LaFlair, ecpial
; E. A. Filme 1

Fritzsche, S. W. Small, E. W. Skinner, ..oual.

MATFIEMATICS III.

DIV. I.

—

J. P. Thwaites, G. R. Mayb < ... )

Strain, J. £. Quance, H. FI. Snyder.

DIV. II.

—

W. E. Baker, D. S. Paster 1

.
1

E. Warren, equal; O. E. Walli, A. R. .i f -.

J. P. LaFlair; W. M. Brown, A. D. !

1

:•>: i

J. A. Higgins, .C. Lathey, FI. J. D. Mintc \

DIV. III.—W. Davis, F. Lee, equal
Nolan ;G. G. Suffel, W. E. Donnelly, cqu. .

Brookfield, L. R. C. McAteer, P. M. I - nan,
equal

; L. Cleminson, E. VV. Skinner, . rl ;•

Wells,
.
R. W. Willis.

MATHEMATICS V.
DIV. I.—L. E. R. Stephens, G. D. F

;

1

B. Hanna, R.\J. Srigley, E. J. Holme.
, , S.

Townsend, C\ S. Cassan, H. R. Osboan, H
C. Hunter^ D. J. Lewis, F. M. Robert B
Ballard, A. A. Dafoe, W. M. Harvey.

DIV. II.—W. D. Mackinnon, J. A. H. Pater-
son; D. C. Macpherson, H. W. Stewart, coral;
G. S. Lyons, W. E. Walters, equal; D. M. ’

L). Flutchison, equal; M. L. Thompson, R. V, r
!

Beattie, equal; VV. E. Patterson; J.
'

guson, D. A. Henderson, equal.

DIV. III.—A. C. Hayes, R. Forrest .

Love, J. C. McLeod, equal; C. E. Ap '<

J. M. Douglas, equal
; J. M. McBcan, F. D. '•

'

equal; E. J. Cole, R. H. Murray, eq
Fl. Cleland, S. B. Hansuld, VV. A. llc>: -

.
jO

D. McDonald, equal; F. E. Brydon, \ it

lands, R, S. Reynolds, equal; H. J. E <

J. J. Gilpin, G. E. Stewart, W. J.
;

:

equal; E. A. Blakely, J. Circle, I<. }-

equal; M. M. Knechtel; E. H. Bron :

Roney, equal; J. Atwell, G. E. Shipman : i

A. J. G. Campbell, C. Heard, equal; E. i

C. VV. Scott, R. D. Campbell, H. Cox.

MATHEMATICS VII.

DIV* I - P. H. McAuley, J. G. Fergu - .

*

A. Batzold, J. B. McClure, A. C. M \ .

G. Parsons, C. W. McGill, S. V. Pern , B
Nayler.

DIV. II.—A. J. Baker, V. C. Jones, -

'

Cousc, L. C. Moorhead.

DIV. III'.—W. D. Bracken, E. Coll
Hicks W. S. Lowry, H. A. Taggart, ;

Cockburn.

MATHEMATICS IX.

CLASS I.—D. C. Rose.

MATHEMATICS XI.

III.—J. P. Devenny.

. Walli. D.
;

'-V. Mae- .

R. Maybi

I
. R. C

ECONOMICS 2.

—J. J. Roche, A. G. Jacques, H. P.DIV. I. „. „. - , ...
Thorburn

;
H. R. Myers, J. F. Comer, J. Mc-

Ewan, equal; J. A. H. Henderson.

DIV". II.—V. Corlett, F. V. Dcamude. A. G.

Hamilton, Geo. Hemmerick
; E. W. Roy, B. J.

Walsh, A. T. Lang, A. G. McLoughlan, equal

;

D. A. Cameron, J. B. Hanlon, C. E. Makme, A.

N. McGill, equal
;

D. G. Geiger. T. V. Lord,

R. C. Mott, J. B. Saunders, equal; J. P. Devenny,

C, L. O’Brian, equal; C. E. Bulmer, D. J. Emrey,
equal; E. F. Mcllraith. D. C. Maddox, J. D.

Tully, equal
;
H. E. Scarle.

DIV. III.—W. K, Dctlor. W. A. McLean;
C. S. Gibson, F. P. HewgilL B. D. Poyser, N. L.

Urquhart, equal; W. O. LaFontaine; J. E. Van-
Buskirk, A. M. Wallace, equal; VV. Greenwood,
C. Gerow, equal; I. Doyle, D. Findlay, equal;

H. H. Blakley
; J. D. Tully, R. J. Clench, -G. C.

Lewis, equal ; N. C. Cooper, N. J. Taylor, J. B.

uug, D. Wilson; R. A. Lyon, R. J. McDonald,
H. prid, equal.

MATHEMATICS I.

DIV

\ ASTRONOMY I.

DIV'". I.— D. J. McDonald, O.
S. Pasternack; J. IT. Findla\
Gregor, equal; W. M. Brown,
J. E. Quance, J. T. Thwaites, equal; ii.

Minter, H.,H. Snyder, C. Lathey, W. ll

T. E. Warren, E- C. Dilworth.

DIV. II.—A. R. Currey, IC. W. FritJ
equal; C. Cleminson, F. S. Lee, G. A. K.J
Leod, G. G. Suffel, equal; W. D. Donifl

J. P. LaFlair, J. M. MacLeod, C. F. Tuta
equal; A. J. Strain, W. E. Baker, J. F. b|
field, A. R. Moffat, equal; FI. H. Wells, 1_

Roberts J . M. Hamilton, S. G. B. Robil
equal; R. P. Courtis, F. R. Leadlay.

DIV. III.—P. Newman, R. V

E. W. Skinner, W. G. Browi -

Ateer, A. D. Hopkins; A. B
Landon, F. Malcolm, equal; f J

ASTRONOMY II.

DIV. I.—FI. B. Hanna, D. M. Cross, D. Hut-
chinson,’ W. M. Harvey, D. J. Lewis ; D.
Donald, H. R. Osborne, equal; R. J. Sn -

A. J. G. Campbell, E. B. Currie, elfBal; F:

North, A. A. Dafoe, C. S. Cassan.

DIV’. II.

—

G. Ballard, J. C. Ferguson, e- ,‘-

E. IT. Bronson, C. W. scott, equal; E. J. L.

J. A. FI. Paterson, R. 8. Reynolds, M. L. TTi<>u
son, equal; J. J. Gilpin, H. W. Stewart, e< .

C. E. Appleyard, G. Roney; D. A. Hcnde
I. MacLachlan, W. J. Stewart, equal; E
Holmes, W. Hylands, equal; F. M. Rob
J. B. Whitton, D. C. Macpherson; VV'. D. 1

kiimon, A. F. McKellar, equal.

DIV. 111.—R. Forrest, IC. J. Peal, equal; C '

Lyons, l\f 1C. Dclahunt, IT. J/ Lyons, equal
Circle, VV. A. Taylor, K. Mc.\eill. j. Tkacl
R. II. Cleland, VV. E. Walters, equal; E. £
Stewart, J. M. McBcan; I. VV’. Boyd, \V.
Henderson, equal; J. H. Halliday, G. F. K
equal.

PHYSICS I.

DIV. I.—H. H. Snyder, W. M. Brown, A
Minter, E. J. Thwaites, D. S. Pasternack, VV. D.

Donnelly, VV. E. Baker, F. Lee.

DIV. II.

—

C. C. Lathey, L. Cleminson, L.
McAteer, P. M. Newman, C. VV. Nolan, J.
Quance, J. Higgins, O. E. Walli.

DIV. III.—J. P. LaFlair, G. R. Maybee, J. M
McBcan, K. W. Fritzsche, A. J. Strain, H. I

!

Wells, VV. Davis, R. J. Lewis, R. W. Willis, V\
.

A. Flenderson, C. F. Tumdty, A. D. Hopkins. K
R. McGregor, E. L. Dilworth, L. P. Roberts, •

yiv T T K Oinnrp 1? Mnvhee D S i'- J-vuajrigor, i.. i,. uiiwonn, i. Kouerts,

,

,

“

J
i\r n ’ m t Suffel. J. H. Robinson, A. C. Hayes. J. Cin

sternack, W. M, .Brown; \V. h. Baker, H. J. R D s . M;Uod .

y 1

BlOLOtV 21 (Honours)

CLASS II—Harriet Whit- Margaro
Don :

1

Margaret V\ ’

- .le Givens
Smi

C III.—G. S

Minter, equal; FI. FI. Snyder; C. U'lthey, D.

Donald, equal; A. R. Moffat, R. W. Willis,

. T. Thwaites, F. Malcolm.

)IVt II.—E. L. Dilworth; VV'. Davis, A. D.

i pkins, I'. S. Lee, equal; O. E. Walli, T.

.rren
; J. E. Brookfield, K. V . F'ritzsclij

II Wells, equal; L- Cleminson, V J. St

MacGrcgqls' J- L-

G.
'

DHL L-
Clemin^

/
Thwaites,
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PHYSICS III.

1.

1

S CasVan” W. M. Harvey, G Ballard, W. E.

fatterson, E. I. Holmes, D. Hutchison, H. B.

Hanna.

DIV II -C. E. Appleyard, J. C. Ferguson, M.

L Thompson, D. M. Cross R. J. Srigley, R.

Vv Re, Hie E Peal, A. S. Townshend, R. H.

acland! | I. McBean, W. D. MacKinnon G. E

rsy^; a j

H
u^r

niVB?o„|r%-
rest, J. J. Gilpin, D. W. Stewart, I. W. Boyd, G.

S. Lyons.
' D1V III.—G. Roney, W. E. Walters, D. W.

I Circle J M. Douglas, H. J.
Edwards, F. C.

Heard,MuShM^ar^ &
North, R. S. Reynolds, F. D. Thomas.

PHYSICS IV.

DIV I.—D. A. Henderson, H. J. Lyons, equal;

... i \V. Boyd, W. M, Harvey, equal; D. M. Cross,

T. C. Ferguson, H. R. Osborne, F. M. Roberts,

W E Walters, equal; D. Hutchison, D. J. Lewis,

j
equal; R. Forrest, J. J. Gilpin, G. S. Lyons, equal,

> A J. G. Campbell, A. A. Dafoe, equal, H. J.

Edwards, C. A. Heard W. A. Henderson J M.

McBean, W. D. MacKinnon, C. B. Murphy, B.

/ L Myefs, E. Peal, R. J. Srigley, E. R. Stewart,

"
:

' H. W. Stewart, J. Tkachyk, equal.

; DIV. II.—C. E. Appleyard, C. S. Cassan; E.

T. Cole, D. C. Macpherson, G. F. Ross, C. W.

Scott M L. Thompson, J. B. Whitton, equal; G.

'

Roney, K. McNeill; H. B. Hanna, E- L Holmes,

D. S. McLeod, equal; A. F. McKellar, E. B.

Currie.

DIV. III.—G. H. Brown, B. G. Ballard; C.

Allan, R. S. Reynolds, W. J. Stewart, equal; J.

Circle.

PHYSICS V.

DIV. I.—A. C. Monteith, D. C. Rose.

| DIvTlK-S. V. Perry, P. H. McAuley.

DIV. III.—J. G. Ferguson, J. B. Nayler, L. C.

Moorhead, G. Parsons, H. A. Batzold, M. S.

Macgillivray, H. A. Taggart, W. D. Bracken,

C. W. McGill, W. S. Lowry, J. B. McClure, V.

Jones.

PHYSICS VII.

' DIV. I—D. C. Rose.

PHYSICS VIII.

DIV. I—D. C. Rose.

PHYSICS XI.

DIV. II—J.-P. .Devenny.

- ’DIV. Ill—R. A. Lyon.

PHYSICS X.,

\ DIV. III.—R. A. Lyon, J. P. Devenny.

PHYSICS XIII.

; DIV. I—J. P. Devenny, R. A. Lyon.

CHEMISTRY I. (General Inorganic)

DIV. I.—W. M. Brown, L. Cleminson, D. S.

Pasternack, Gordon Maybee, Jas. Thwaites, O.

E. W alii, Warren Davis, J. E. Quance, A. D.

Hopkins, E. L. Dilworth, C. W. Nolan, R. W.
"

s. J. C. McIntosh, H. Snyder.

|. II.—E. Baker, J. A. Higgins, John Brook-

1c. R. MacGregor, C. Latley, H. Minter, A.

Iffat, H. H. Wells, J. P. LaFlair.

III.—R. J. Lewis, L. McAteer, L. B.

Js, C. F. Tumulty, A. J. Strain, Frank Lee,

(fel, J. H. Russell, W. D. Donnelly, H. R.

,
P. M. Newman.

DIV. II.—J. W. Hunter, W. H. Vining, J. L.

n p „ Wilson, W. H. Brown.
N. L>. rurze, my m_N j Nimicki G. L. McRory, H. K.

McNeilly.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 41

DIV. I.—R. G. Cornell, R. H. F. Manske, H.

J. Fraser, Wm. H. Vining, D. W. Stewart, R. Z:

Conner, O. A. Carson, J. D. Johnston, IT. S 1

Griffin.

DIV. II.—A. P; Austin, W. H. Brown, H. K.

McNeilly, Harold McLeod, John Hunter, J. L.

Spence.

DIV. III.—J. C. Kirkland. C. S. Collyer, D. L,
Coulter; Wm. McIntosh, R. H. Waddington, H.j

R. MacGregor, equal; J. L. Wilson, L. C. Ander-
son, F. W. Elliott, N. J. Nimick, W. J. Graham,'

G. L. McRory, J. B. Hanlon, C. Gerow, R. F 1

Farquharson.

CHEMISTRY 45

DIV. I.—J. A. McEwan, J. E. Van Buskirk,

E. F. Mcllraith, IT. B. Thorburn.

DIV. II.—A. G. Jacques, C. L. O’Brian, D. A.

Cameron, J. J. Roche, J. A. Hanna, D. D. Find-

lay, A. G. Hamilton, B. J. Walsh.

DIV. III.—N. C. Cooper, H. H. Bleakney, H
E. searle, W. A. McLean, G. E. Lewis

CHEMISTRY S. 71

DIV. I.—R. H. F. Manske, H. J. Fraser, W.i

H. Vining, R. G. Corneil, H. S. Griffin, Li C.

Anderson.

DIV. II.—J. D. Johnston, D. L. Coulter, J. C
Kirkland, W. J. Graham, A. P. Austin, R. Z.,

Comer, H. McLeod, D, W. Stewart, N. J. Nimick,

R. H. Waddington, W. H. Brown.

DIV. III.—J. W. Hunter, F. W. Elliott, W.
A. McLean, J. L. Wilson, W. McIntosh, O. A.

Carson, H. K. McNeilly, G. L. McRory, H. R.

MacGregor, J. L. Spence, W. H. Birchard, E. T.

Wagar, D. A. Cameron, R. J. Farquharson.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY 73

DIV. I.—J. F. Conner, F. P. Hewgill, D. J.

Emrey ; H. R. Myers, T. V. Lord, equal; A. A.

Paoli, J A. Henderson, M. L. Urquhart.

DIV. II.—J. E. Doyle, W. O. La Fontaine,

equal; R. C. Mott, C. S. Gibson; C. H. Frid, J.
:

D. Tully, equal; A. K. McGill, A. V. Corlett,

A. G. MacLachlan, R. J. McDonald.

DIV. III.—N. I. Taylor, F. V. Deamude, A.

M. Wallace, equal; C. O’Gorman, Geo. S. Wal-
ker, equal; J. Roughton, W. Greenwood, Chas.
T\ Malone, B. D. Poyser.

CHEMISTRY S. 101 (Advanced Inorganic)

DIV. I.—A. G. Jacques, C. L. O’Brian, J. J.

Roche.

DIV. II.—N. C. Cooper, C. G. Harford.

COLLOID CHEMISTRY 106b.

DIV. I.—Wm. H. Vining, H. K. McNeilly, R.

L Lyon, J. L. Wilson, N. J. Nimick, H. A. Nor-

ton.

DIV. II.—R. H. E. Manske, R. M. Disher, W.
H. Brown, J. W. Hunter.

Mirlatt W M. Reynolds, V. R. Currie, A. E
Chalmers- J. D. Keen, J. N. Mcatherell. J. Tom-

kins ’equal; F. J. Vcale, G. B, Webster equal:

A. Brown.
.

DIV III.—C. A. Hansen, D. A. Robinson, J.

C. Gibson; A. R. Foster J.'G. Schaeffer equal;

W. S. Mcllquham, W. P. R- Holdcroft, A. J

Alien.

MINING I.

Div. I.—B. H. Budgeon, C. Rutherford; H.

E. Corbett, W. A. Hambley, G. A. Howes, equal

DIV. II—G. H. Salton, A. Smith. V. A.

James, J. G. McCrea, C. A. Chisholm, L. Cham-

berlin.

DIV III.—D. C. Maddox, H. E. Salton, C. S

Johnston, E. Holt, M. M. Knechtel, A. R. frayes.

MINING II

DIV. I.—A. V. Corlett, C. S. Gibson, J. F.

Comer! M. L. Urquhart, T V Lord, W. O. La-

Fontaine, R. J. McDonald, E. McDonough, N. J

Taylor.

Div. II.—J. E. Doyle, A. K. McGill, R. C.

Mott.

DIV. Ill—F. P. Hewgill.

MINING III.

DIV I—C. S. Gibson, M. L. Urquhart, J. F.

Comer, A. K. McGill, W. O. LaFontaine, A. V.

Corlett, T V. Lord, E. McDonough.

Div. II—R. C. Mott, J. E. Doyle, F. P. Hew
gill.

DIV. in—N. J. Taylor, R. J. McDonald

MILLING

DIV. I—H. E. Searle, J. F. Comer, E. McDon-

ough, j. U. MacEwan, C. S. Gibson, T. V. Lord,

WB
O. LaFontaine, A. Lang, R. C. Molt, B. J,

Walsh, M. L. Urquhart, A. V. Corlett.

Div. II—C. Gerow, R. J. McDonald E. F.

Mcllraith, D. D. Findlay, A. IC. McGill, J. E.

Doyle, J. B. Hanlon, J. E. Van Buskirk, N. J

Taylor, H. B. Thorburn.

DIV III—F. P. Hewgill, H. H. Bleakney.

DIV. Ill—G. A. Howes, H. E. Corbett, R. M.

Disher, IT. E. Salton, E. Holt, C. S- Johnston.

METALLURGY V.

DIV. I—H. E. Searle, E. F. Mcllraith, J. U.

MacEwan.

DIV. II—D. D. Findlay, C. Gerow.

DIV. Ill—J. E. VanBuskirk, J. B. Hanlon, B.

J. Walsh, H. B. Thorburn, H. H. Bleakney, A.

Lang.

METALLURGY VII.

DIV. I—D. D. Findlay, J. B. Hanlon, H. E.

Searle, A. Lang, J. E. Van Buskirk, B. J. Walsh.

DIV. II—C. Gerow, J. U. MacEwan, H. H.

Bleakney, E. F. Mcllraith, H. B. Thorburn.

METALLURGY II.

DIV. I—W. H. Vining, C. Simpson, D. W.
Stewart, W. H. Brown, O. H. Carson, H. J.

Fraser, G. H. Salton, H. S. Griffin, A. G. Hamil-

ton, R. H. Waddington.

DIV. 11—V. A. James, B. H. Budgeon, G.

E. Lewis, R. Manske, G. A. Howes, J. W.
Hunter, J. C. Kirkland, H. McLeod, W. A.

Hambley, W. J. Graham, J. L. Spence, J. D.

Johnston, G. L. McRory, N. J. Nimick, D. L.

Coulter, M. M. Knechtel.

DIV. Ill—E. Collyer, J. L. Wilson, R. J.
<

Far-

quharson, H. E. Corbett, A. Smith, E. Holt, H.

K. McNeilly, H. E. Salton, J. C. Cardiff, J.

Hanna, J. G. McCrea, C. Rutherford, C. S. John-

ston, C. A. Chisholm, W. A. McLean.

J CHEMISTRY 13 (Anal. Chem.).^
I'. I._j. c. Ferguson, R. J. Srigley, W. M.
d-y, H. R. Osborne, H. R. Roney, F. M.

Its, H. B. Hanna, G. S. Lyon, D. Hutchi-

W. D. MacKinnon, H. J. Lyons, C. A.

wJId, R. S. Reynolds, A. J. G. Campbell, C. E.

Appleyard, D. J. Lewis, W. A. Henderson, H. W.
Stewart, G. Ballard.

DIV. II.— W.A. Taylor, R. Forrest, G. C.

Love, C. S. Cassan, M. L. Thompson, E. B.

Currie, D. A. Henderson, E. J. Peal, W. J.

Stewart, A. F. McKellar, G. B. Webster, G. F.
' Ross, W. Et, Walters, J. J. Gilpin, A. A. Dafoe,

J, Circle.

DIV. Ill—G. H. Brown, H. Edwards, D.

McDonald, B L. Myers, D. M. Cross, D. S.

MacLeod, E. J. Cole I. W. Boyd, J. Tkachyk, C.

Allan, E. I. Holmes, J. B. Whitton, D. Macpher-

son, K. McNeill, E. A. Blakely, J. M. McBean,

E. R. Stewart, C. W. Scott.

CHEMISTRY 15 (Qual. Analysis).

DIV. I.—J. Atwell, G. N. D. Furse, W. E.

Patterson, L. E. R. Stephens, A. S. Townshend,

H. Hunter.

DIV. II—R. H. Murray, G. E. Stewart, R. H
eland.

I -j DIV. Ill—J. C. MacLeod, J. R. Burchcll, F.

... ,i. Brydon, R. W. Beattie,, F. D. D. Thomas, E.

H. Bronson, A. C. Hayes, J. A. H. Paterson, G.
'

• S. Shipman, S. W. Small, W. Hylands, R. D.

Campbell, H Cox, J. M. Douglas, E. A. Filmer.

CHEMISTRY 21 (Organic)

DIV. I.—R. H. Manske, W. H. Vining, R. G.

Corneil, R. Z. Conner.

DIV. II—J. Hunter, W. H. Birchard, G. L-

McRory, N. J. Nimick.

DIV. Ill—A. P. Austin, N. C. Cooper, H. R.

MacGregor, H. IC. McNeilly, J. L. Wilson, L. C.

Anderson, W. H. Brown.

CHEMISTRY 23 (Organic)

DIV. I.—J. V. MacEwan.

DIV. II—H. E. Searle, D. D. Findlay.

DIV. Ill—E. F. Mcllraith, H. B. Thorburn,

H. IT. Bleakney, B. J. Walsh, A. Lang, J. B.

ITaAlolL J. E. Van Buskirk.

’ ^£MISTRY S. 31 (Quant. Anal^

, MaffcToxj 'W

DIV. Ill—G. L. McRory.

CHEMISTRY 121 (Organic)

DIV. I.—A. G. Jacques, J. J. Roche.

DIV. Ill—C. L. O’Brian, C. G. Harford.

CHEMISTRY S. 141 (Advanced Physical)

DIV. I—A. G. Jacques.

DIV. II—J. J. Roche, N. C. Cooper.

DIV. Ill—C. L, O’Brian, C. G. Harford.

CHEMISTRY 171a (Industrial)

DIV. I—A. G. Jacques, J. J. Roche, C. L-

O’Brian.

DIV. II—C. G. Harford.

DIV. Ill—N. C. Cooper.

CHEMICAL OPTION (Course B.)

DIV. I—A. G. Jacques.

DIV. II—J. J. Roche, C. L. O’Brian, C. G.

Harford.

DIV. Ill—N. C. Cooper.

GEOLOGY I.

DIV. I—W. E. Patterson, G. D. Furse.

DIV. II—E. A. Filmer, A. S. Townshend, L.

E. Stephens, R. W. Beattie, R. H. Clcland, J.

Atwell, E. H. Bronson, H. C. Hunter, F. E. Bry-

don, N. R- Knight, J. J. Roche, H. H. North

J. A. Paterson.

ORE DRESSING.

Div. I—B. H. Budgeon, O. A. Carson, A. G.

Hamilton, H. S. Griffin.

Div. II.—C. Simpson, G. A. Howes, J. D.

Johnston, V. A. James, H. McLeod, G. E. Lews

A R. Trayes, W. A. Hambley, H. J. Eraser

H. E. Corbett, G. H. Salton, A. Smith.

DIV III.—M. M. Knechtel, J. C. Kirkland

equal

;

' C. Rutherford, D. W. Stewart, equal

R H. Waddington, E. Holt; D. A. Cameron, J.

L. Spence, W. J. Graham C. S. Collyer, equa ;

D. L. Coulter, J. C. Cardiff, J. A. Hanna equal,

J. G. McCrea, C. S. Johnston, equal; R. J- Far-

quharson, L. Chamberlin, C. A. Chisholm, H. E.

Salton.

SUMMER ESSAY (Mining)

DIV. I—C. S. Gibson ;
T. V. Lord, M L.

Urquhart,- equal; A. V. Corlett; A. K. McGill,

R. C. Mott, W. O. LaFontaine, J. F. Comer,

equal

DIV. II.—R. J- McDonald, E. McDonough

DIV. Ill—J. Doyle; N. J. Taylor, F. Hewgill,

equal.

MINERALOGY I.

DIV I—L. E. R. Stephens, E. H. Bronson,

A. S. Townshend, G. D. Furse, W. E. Patterson,

R. H. Murray.

DIV II—R. W. Beattie, G. E. Stewart, J. A
H Paterson, J. Atwell, R. H. Cleland.

DIV. Ill—J. M. Douglas, H C. Hunter, R. D
Campbell, T. J. Donnelly, F. E. Brydon, G. E

Shipman, J. R. BurcheU. H. H. North, R. E

Delahunt, W. Hylands, E. O. Filmer,

Thomas, A. C. Hayes.

MINERALOGY II.

DIV. I-—L. Chamberlin.

DIV. Ill—D. C. Maddox.

k

l V

DIV. Ill—G. E. Stewart, G. E. Shipman, J. R
Burchell, H. Cox, R. IT. Murray, F. D. Thomas
R. E. Delahunt, F. C. McClory, G. Swartman

A. C. Hayes.

GEOLOGY II.

DIV. II—L. Chamberlin.

DIV. Ill—A. R. Trayes.

GEOLOGY III.

DIV. II—B. H. Budgeon, G. H. Salton, W.
A. Hambly, V. A. James, H. E. Corbett, H. E.

Salton.

DIV. Ill—C. Rutherford, A. R. Trayes, C
A. Chisholm, C. S. Johnston, L. Chamberlin, G
A. Howes, A. Smith.

GEOLOGY V.

DIV. I.—L. Chamberlin.

GEOLOGY VI.

DIV. II—D. C. Maddox.

GEOLOGY X.

DIV. I—D. C. Maddox.

REPORTS AND ESSAYS.
DIV. I—D. C. Maddox.

THESIS.

DIV. I—D. C. Maddox.

GEOLOGY VII. __
DIV. II—D. C. Maddox.

GEOLOGY VIII.

DIV. I—C. S. Gibson, D. C. Maddox, R. C.

Mott, J. F. Comer.

11—M. L. Urquhart. A. K. McGill, J.

‘ (W. O. LaFontaine, N. J. Taylor, A. V.
1 H cv ~ :r»- -

MINERALOGY V.

DIV. Ill—L. Chamberlin.

MINERALOGY VI.

DIV. I— D. C. Maddox.

METALLURGY I.

DIV I.—L. E. Ennis, H. A. Batzold. P. H
McAuley, J. B. Nayler, G. Parsons, C. Maxwell

A. C Monteith F. Rouscll, W. M. S

V Perry, A. E. Chalmers, J. A Bel, N. C.

Sutherland J. U. Ncathrell, J. H. Halhday, R. P.
butnerian ,

j p M Cornel i r. MaCkav,

1
U
R stif^L W L„ck“t, B. P. Kapley C. W

McGill, C. Showers, K. J. Askin, 1. F- Bastcdo

niV II -A. Hicks, T. S. Kennedy, C. R

USTV. R Currie, N. T MacDonald, J. G

Ferguson, J. V. Ludgate, L. C. Moorhead, R. II

Moulton A. J- Baker, W. S. Mcllquham, J. M.

niiatirn T E Hipwell, V. A. Minnes, N. A.

MofrUon”' j.' D.K W. S. Lowry D O.

Robh son A. Brown, C, A. Hansen, E. Collyer,

A C Harvie J. Tomkins, W. A. Dawson, A. C.

Ward, G, w! Warner, W. E. Affleck C. Cl,mo,

”
C. Gibson, J. D. Koen. C. E. Marlatt, D. G.

Robertson.

DTV III—W. D. Bracken, -V. C. Jones, M. S

McGillivray, F J. Veale, H. A. Taggart, W. P.

R. tloldcroft, E. A. Sully.

DIV III—J. G. Schaeffer, C». W. Read, J. B

McClure W.
J

M- Lewis G S Walker, A. J

Allen, H. A. Couse, M. W. Hay.

METALLURGY III

Div. I—O. H. Carson, H. J. Fraser, D. L.

Coulter, D. G. Cameron.

DIV II—D. W. Stewart, E. Collyer, J. D.

Johnston, G. F. Geiger, R. H. Waddington, H
McLeod, J. C. Cardiff.

DIV. Ill—J. L. Spence, H. S. Griffin, R. J-

Farquharson, J. C. Kirkland, W. J. Graham.

METALLURGY IV.

DIV. I—J- U. MacEwan, T V. Lord; A. k.

McGill, H. E. Searle, equal; J.F. Comer; H. H-

Blcakncy, D. D. Findlay, C. S. J
LaFontaine, N. J. Taylor, equal, A. V- Corlett.

DIV II —IT. B. Thorburn, C. Gerow, K. »-•

Mott, B. j'. Walsh; J. E. Doyle, .A. Lang, equa ;

M L. Urquhart, J. B. Hanlon, E. F. Mcllraith,

Buskirk, F. P. Hewgill.

w A. McDonald.

METALLURGY VI.

DIV. I—J. U. MacEwan.

Div. II—D. D. Findlay, H. E. Searle, A.

Lang, H. B. Thorburn.

DIV. Ill—C. Gerow, B. J. Walsh, H. H.

Bleakney, J- E. Van Buskirk, D. G. Geiger, E. F.

Mcllraith, J. B. Hanlon, J. B. Saunders.

METALLURGICAL LABORATORY.
DIV. I—J. U. McEwan, H. E. Searle.

DIV. II—C. Gerow, J. B. Hanlon, J. E. Vfn
Buskirk, A. Lang, H. B. Thorburn, D. D. Findlay.

DIV. Ill—E. F. Mcllraith, B. J. Walsh, H. H.

Bleakney.

FIRE ASSAYING.
DIV. I—H. McLeod, L. Chamberlin, H. J.

Fraser, W. A. Hambley, H. E. Salton, W. Gra-

ham, D. G. Cameron, G. H. Salton, J. L. Spence,

H. S. Griffin, D. L. Coulter, C. S. Collyer C.

A. Chisholm, J. D. Johnston, J. G. McCrea, V. A.

James, C. Rutherford, M. M. Knechtel, J . C.

Kirkland, G. F. Geiger, C. S. Johnston, D. W.
Stewart, R. J. Farquharson, J. C. Cardiff, E.

Holt, C. Simpson, G. A. Howes, C. A. Carson,

R. H. Waddington.

DIV. II—G. H. Murray, A. Smith, W. Mc-

Intosh, H. E. Corbett, B. H. Budgeon, J. Hun-

ter, A. R. Trayes.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING I.

DIV. I—A. G. Hamilton.

Div. II—G. E. Lewis, D. A. Cameron, Disher.

DIV. Ill—W. A. McLean

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING II

DIV. I—A. G. Hamilton.

DIV. Ill—John A. Hanna, D. A. Cameron,

equal.

GENERAL ENGINEERING I.

DIV I—G D. Furse, H. R. Osborne, T. F.

Bastcdo, L. E. R. Stephens, W M Harvey, D.

Hutchison, A. S. Townshend, J. M. Cockburn,

J. C. McLeod, C. S. Cassan, D.M Cross, G. S.

Lyons, D. C. Macpherson, R. MacKay, R. For-

rest. —
DIV If—D. McDonald, A. J. G. Campbell,

D, J. Lewis, W. E, M. Patterson, H. A. Cousc,

C. E. Appleyard, F. M. Roberts, R. J, Srigley, M.

C. Thompson, R. H. Cleland, J. J. Gilpin, R S.

Reynolds, L. Chamberlain, D. A. Henderson, W.

D. McKinnon, R. W. Beattie, G C. Love G.

Ballard, G. E. Stewart, E. J. Peal, N. C. Mac-

Pliee, H. B. Hanna, W. E. Walters.

DIV. III.—H. H. North, J. Atwell, J. C. Fer-

guson, W. C. Hylands, C. Allan, B. L- Myers,

I \ FI. Paterson, H. C. Hunter, H. J. Lyons,

D. S. McLeod, H. Cox, C. Heard E. J. Cole,

A. IC. Trayes, H. A. Stewart, G.H Brown, T.

J, Donnelly, E. J. Holmes, F. C. McClory. R.

H. Murray. W. A. Taylor, J. Circle G. Roney,

J. VV. Boyd, H. C. Hayes, A. F. McKellar, A.

A Dafoe, E. H. Bronson, G. F. Ross, D. W.

Earner, C McKnight, C. W. Scott F.O^ Thomas,

H. J. Edwards, C. B. Murphy, T. F Battersby,

E A Blakely, G. R. Burchell, W. A. Henderson,

G. E. Shipman, W. J. Stewart, N, C. Slither-

land, J. Tkachyk.

GENERAL ENGINEERING II.

Drv I —G. W. Warren, F. M. Corneil, N. C.

Sutherland, C. Maxwell, F. Rousell, J. Tom-

kins, W. P. R- Holdcroft.

DIV II—D. O. Robinson, C. E. Marlott, G.

B. Webster. C. A. Hansen A. Brown, T E.

Ennis, J. N. Meathcrell, J. W. Ludgate, J. C.

Gibson, W. M. Reynolds, A. E. Chalmers.

DIV.- III.—N. T. McDonald, E. R .Swift, C.

R. Currie, A. R. Foster, Mcllquham, J. D. Koen.

GENERAL ENGINEERING III:

DIV. I—G. M. Parsons, L. W. Lockett, A. C.

Monteith, J. B. McClure H A Batzold, P. H.

McAuley, F. M. Cornell, G. W. Read, S. V.

Perry, W. A. Hambley, M. N. Hay, A. J. Baker,

L. E. Ennis, J. E. Hipwell, W- A Dawson, R.

H. Moulton, R. J. Askin, H. J. Fraser, N. A.

Morrison, V. R. Currie, J. N. Meatherell, C. A.

Hansen, R. Mackay. A. C. Harvie^ T F Bastcdo,

H. A. Taggart, C. G. .Showers, T. W. Kennedy,

F Collyer, H. S. Griffin, E. R. Long. L. Ander-

son, A. C. Ward, A. R. Foster, W. D. Bradcen,

V A. James, H. E. Salton, C. E. Simpson, R. P-

Burns, V. A. Minnes, A. E. Chalmers.

DIV. II.—J. W. Warner, W. P. R. Holdcroft,

B. P. Raplcy, R. Waddington, G. Geiger, A. J.

Mien. 1. C. Gibson, C. Maxwell, J. Tomkins,

M. N. Reynolds, W. A. Mcllquham, J. D. John-

ston, C. Climo. J. V. Ludgate, E. K. Swift, D.

\V. Stewart, A. Howes, A. A. Austin W. E.

Affleck. E. A. Sully, R. Z. Conner, J- H. Halli-

day, J. C. Ferguson. J. M. Cockburn, J. B Nay-

lor, J. L. Spence, D. C. Cameron, V. C. Jones,

M. S. MacGillivray, W. M. Lewis. A. W. Mc-

Gill. A. Smith, E. Holt, H. E. Corbett, C. Ruth-

erford. W. McIntosh, D. O. Robmson^E. S. Col-

H Budgeon^ D. T.^Coulter. W. H. Bir-
- McDon-
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FLOWERS
Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s

The best in cut flowers can

always be obtained from

LAWSON, Florist

Store: Cor. Wellington & Brock.

Phone 770

Cons.: 68 Centre St., Phone 1174j

Robt. J. Reid

Leading Undertaker and

Furniture Dealer

Only First Class Motor

Equipment m City

AMBULANCE PHONE 577

YOUNG MAN
ARE YOU CARRYING LIFE

INSURANCE
Perhaps you think you cannot afford

it. Come and see 'me, and I will fin-

ance it for you until you are earning

an income and able to pay for it.

S. Roughton
Dist. Mgr. The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Infants Delight
Freshman—May I hold your

Palmolive.

Freshette—You bet your Life-

buoy.

We have the popular Toilet and
Shaving Soaps.

Universify Drug Store
Cor. Johnston St. & University Ave.

’Phone 264. A. G. HARRIS

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET
Phone 1405

Crea, G. H. Salton, C. E. Marlatt, H. A. Couse.

E. Wagar, J. D. Koen, A. Hicks, j. C. Kirkland,

J. H. Murray. J. Bell, J. D. Murray, N. S. Suth-
erland, C. A. Chisholm, R. G. Schaeffer, M. M.
Johnston, H. R. MacGregor.

GENERAL ENGINEERING IV.

DIV. I.—H. R. Myers, F. V. Deamude, W.
Greenwood, C. H. Frid, A. G. MacLachlan, D.

R. Roughton, J. A. H. Henderson, D. J. Emery,
C. E. Malone.

DIV. II.—J. Tully, B. D. Poyser, G. S. Wal-
ker, Wallace, A. A. Paoli.

GENERAL ENGINEERING V.

DIV. I.—L. W. Lockett, G. Parsons, S. V.

Perry, H. J. Fraser, A. C. Monteith, H. S. Grif-

fin, O. A. Carson. A. C. Harvie, J. C. Ferguson,

R. J. Askin, J. D. Johnston, R. C. Corneil, N.
A. Morrison, T. W. Kennedy, S. C. Collyer,

P. H. McAuley, H. McLeod. V. A. James, L. C.

Morehead, J. H. Halliday, R. Z. Conner, R. J.

Clench, D. C. Coulter, W. E. Affleck.

DIV. II.—G. H. Salton, C. S. Johnston, R.

derson, G. E. Lewis, J. D. Johnson, R. C. Mott,

J. E. Hipwell, J. E. McDonough E. A. Sully, D.

O. Robinson, J. C. Gibson, C. McGill, A. Hicks,
R. MacKay, J. P. Young, R. H. Waddingion,

J. A. Hanna, F. Hewgill, L. Moorhead, J. V.
Ludgate, W. A. Hambly, C. Marlatt, C. Ruther-
ford, R. G. Corneil, N. A! Morrison, E. Wagar,
H. E. Corbett, N. T. MacDonald, J. G. Schaeffer,

C. Maxwell, J. C. McIntosh, A. Brown,.

DIV. III.—B. P. Raplcy, G. W. Warner. V,

R. Currie, F. M. Corneil, W. E. Affleck, A. J.

Baker, C. R. Long, L. W. Lockett, D. L. Coulter,

V. A. Mimics, E. R. Swift, T. H. Halliday, J. G.
Ferguson, M. L. Urquhart, W. A. McLean. R.

P. Burns, M. MacGillivray, D. G. Robertson, C.

G. Showers, J. Tomkins, J. L. Spence, B. H.
Budgeon, D. G. Cameron, H. E. Salton. W. S.
Mcllquham, J, B. Saunders, W. A. LaFontaine,

j-F. Rouscll, C. S. Gibson, A. J. Aline, J. A.

Howes, C. Climo, R. H. Moulton, W. H. Bir-

I chard, J. C. Kirkland, G. B.. Webster, H. A.

i

Couse. A. Smith, A. P. Austin. D. A. Cameron.

J. D. Koen, C. E. Malone. C. A. Hansen, J. H.

D. Wilson, R. J. MacDonald, W. Bracken, A.
R. Foiter

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING II.

DIV. I.—A. G. MacLachlan, D. J. Emrey,
D. Poyser, C. H. Frid, W. Greenwood, D. J.
Tully, H. R. Myers, D. Roughtpn, A. A. Paoli,

DIV. II.—G. S. Walker, J. A. H. Henderson^
C. E. Malone, F. P. Deamude, A. Wallace.

RAILWAY ENGINEERING I.

J- H. Meatherell. W. Reynolds, X.
E. Ennis, J. V. Ludgate, G. W. Warner

; F. M.
Corneil, J. C. Gibson, F. Rousell.

I
Jr'

E ' R ' Swifl- D - Robinson, W.
P. Jv Holdcroft, C. Maxwell

; C. E. Marlatt, N.
MacDonald, equal; C. A. Hausen, T. A. Brown,
equal.

DIV. III.—W. S. Mcllquham, D. G. Robert-
son, J. Tomkins, R. E. Chalmers, A. R. Foster,
J. D. Koen; V. R. Currie, F. J. Vcale, A. J.
Allen, G. B. Webster, equal.

ONTARIO HALL. GRANT HALL. KINGSTON BUILDING. OLD ARTS BUILDING.

Photography
Portraits by Photography

Groups, etc.

.. Anything, Any Time,

Any Place

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Y

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 Princess St. ’Phone 441

Tungsten Lamps, 40c each.

All kinds of Desk Lamps for study

Extension Cords, Flash Lights. Every-

thing Electrical.

MacKay, H. J. Baker. W. J. Graham. J. B. Mc-
Clure. H. A. Taggart, I,. C. Anderson. J. M.
Cockburn, E. Collyer, J. B. Naylor. H. E. Cor-

bett, A Hicks. C. W. Read. C. R. Long M. S.

Macgillivray, E. Holt. T. Cs Jones, W. S. Lowry.
A. C. Ward, W. A. Dawson. H. A. Batzold, T
F. Bastedo, R. H. Moulton. R. FI. Waddingion.

DIV. Ill—M. N. Hay, H. E. Salton, R. P.

Burns, J. <£ McCrea, G. E. Lewis,-C. Ruther-

ford, C. Showers. A. Smith, D. W. Stewart,

J. E. Hipwell, W. M. Lewis, C. W. McGill. C.

Climo, V. A. Minnes, B. H. Budgeon, FI. FI.

Bleakncy, C. A. Chisholm. FI. A. Couse, J. C.

Kirkland. E. A. Sully, R. P. Raply. J. A. Bell.

W. A. Hatnbley, E. Wagar, H. R. MacGregor, j.

L. Spence, R. W. Farquharson, F. W- Elliott.

H. P. Austin.

GENERAL ENGINEERING VI,

DIV. I.— F. M. Corneil, S. F.. Ennis. C. E.

Marlatt, W. P. R. Holdcroft. J. Tompkins, W.
M. Reynolds, A. E. Chalmers, D. O. Robinson

)

J. C. Gibson, J. N. Meatherell; W. S. Mcllquham,
G. B. Webster, equal ; A. R. Foster, C. A. Han-
sen, D. R. Robertson.

DIV. IF

—

F. J. Vcale, J. V. Ludgate, equal;

N. TV MacDonald, F.~-Rousell, equal ; V. R. Cur-
rie, J. G. Schaeffer; G. W. Warner, T. A. Brown,
equal ; -Ni. C- Sutherland; E. R. Swift. A. J.

Allen, equal.

DIV. III.—C. Maxwell, J. D. Koen.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING 1.

DIV. I.—G. W. Warner, T. A, Brown. R. E.

Chalmers, W. P. Holdcroft. L. E. Ennis. F.

Rousell, J. Meatherell.

DIV. II.—W. Reynolds. C. Maxwell, F. M.
Corneil.

DIV. Ill—W. S. Mcllquham, J. C. Gibson,

C. E. Marlatt. J. Tomkins, V. R. Currie. F. V.
Vealc, A. R. Foster, E. R. Swift. J. V. Ludgate.
N. McDonald, D. G. Robertson.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING II.
|

DIV. I—H. R. Myers, W. Greenwood, D. J-!

Emery.

DIV. II.—B. D. Poyser, J. A. H. Henderson,

J

F. Y. Deamude.

DIV. Ill—G. S. Walker, D. R. Roughton, J.

D. Tully, A. M. Wallace, A. G. McLachlan, C.

E. Malone. C. H. Frid. A. A. Paoli.

ENGINEERING ECONOMICS,
DIV. If—H. R. Myers, D. J. Emery. B. D.

Poyser, A. A. Paoli, A. G. McLachlan.

DIV. II—J. A. H. Henderson, A. M. Wallace,
equal ; W. Greenwood, G. S. Walker ; F. Y. Dea-
mude, J. D. Tully, equal.

DIV. Ill—C. E. Malone. C. H. Frid. D; R.

Roughton, equal.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING III.-

DIV. II—A. G. Hamilton, G. E. Lewis.

DIV. Ill—J. A. Hanna, W. A. McLqm, A. A.

Cameron

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING FV.

DIV. I.—H. R. Myers, D. G. Emery, -F. Dea-
mude, A. A. Paoli, A. G. MacLachlan. B. D.

Poyser.

DIV. II—J. Tully, J. A. II. Henderson. W.
Greenwood, Wallace, C. Malone. G. S. Walker,
C. H. Frid. D. Roughton.

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING I.

DIV. I.—R. J. Comer. A. C. Montieth, G. M.
Parsons, T. V'. Lord, R. J. Askin, O. A. Carson
R. Z. Conner, P. H. McCauley, S. V. Perry. C.

Simpson, J. F. Clench. S. B. Hansuld, S. B. Nay-
lcr, A. C, Harvie, A. V. Corlett, G. IT. Salton.

A. K. McGill. T. W. Kennedy. A. G. Hamilton,
D. W. Stewart. J. Meathrell, H. S. Griffin.

DIV. 11—C. E. Bulmer. D. G. Geiger, J. B.

McLure, H. A. Batzold. J. M. Cockburn. W. M.
Reynolds. V. A. James. IT. A. Taggart. W. P. R.

Holdcroft, L. E. Ennis, V. C. Jones, H. J

Fraser, W. K. Detlor. E. W. Roy. A. E. Chal-

mers, T. F. Bastedo. H. M. McLeod, L. C. An-

CLEANING, REPAIRING, DYEING AND PRESSING

Neatly Done. Work Called For and Delivered

B. GERALDI & E. McMILLAN
Cor. Clergy W. ’Phone 1365J 198 Barrie Street

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

After the War
London, Paris, Rome, Athens, Prague, Vienna, Budapest,

Bucharest, Berlin, Sofia, Coblenz, New York, Washington

By COLONEL REPINGTON

His picture of the world of today is complete and illuminating

beyond the power of any other man to paint: and it ends with a

first-hand account of the Washington Conference, written with all

the rare power of observation and skill of narration for which the

author is famous. Price $5.00.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

’
cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School. July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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The Bank of Nova Scotia

Paid-up-Capital $ 9,700,000

Reserve 19,000,000

Resources 225,000,000

Savings Department at all Branches.

Kingston, Ont., Branch,

Cor. Wellington and Princess Streets

A. N. Lyster. Manager,
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GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers In Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

Wm. A. James
CUSTOM TAILOR
Ordered Work a Specialty

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

388 Princess St. ’Phone 2040

r v

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

RAILWAY ENGINEERING II.

DIV. I.—D. J. Emery, W. Greenwood, H\ R.

Myers, A. G. McLaclilan.

DIV. II.—C. H. Frid, C. E. Malone, A. M.
Wallace,J. D. Tully, J. A. H. Henderson.

DIV. III.—B. D. Poyser, D. R. Roughton,

equal; F. V. Deamude, G. S. Walker, A. A. Paoli.

RAILWAY ENGINEERING III

DIV. I.—A. G. McLaclilan, B. D. Poyser, H.

R. Myers, D. J. Emery.

DIV. II.—W. Greenwood, A. M. Wallace. J.

D Tully, J. A. H. Henderson, G. S. Walker,

C. H. Frid.

DIV. HI-—D. R. Roughton
;

C. E. Malone,

F. V. Deamude, equal; A. A. Paoli.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING I.

DIV. I.—C. Maxwell, F. M. Corneil, L. E.

Ennis, T. Kousell, N. T. MacDonald.

DIV. II.—W. M. Reynolds; T. A. Brown, J.

N. Mfeathrell, equal; C. A. Hansen, W. P. R.

Holdcroft; J. V. Ludgate, C. E. Marlatt; J. C.

Gibson, G. W. Warner, F. Veale, D. O. Robinson.

DIV. III.—E. R. Swift, J. G. Schaeffer, J.

Tompkins, equal; A. E. Chalmers. N. C. Suther-

land; J. D. Kocn, D. G. Robertson, equal; V. R.

Currie, W. S. Mcllquliam, A. R. Foster, A. J.

Allen, G. B. Webster.

W. P. Holdcroft, W. M. Reynolds, A. E. Chal-

mers, C. Maxwell, J. C. Gibson, G. C. Warner.

DIV. II.—C. E. Marlatt, A. J. Allen. W. E.
Mcllquham, F. Rousell, D. O. Robinson, G. B.

Webster, N. T. MacDonald, D. G. Robertson,
A. R. Foster.

DIV. III.—J. G. Schaeffer. C. A. Hansen, J. D.
Koen, E. R. Swift, N. C. Sutherland, J. Tom-
kins, F. J. Veale.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING I.

DIV. I.—H. J. Fraser, A. E. Chalmers, J. N.
Meathrell ; T. F. Bastedo, L. E. Ennis, equal

;

O. A. Carson.

DIV. II.—L. W. Lockett, J. D. Johnston; R.

Z. Conner, T. W. Kennedy, W. McIntosh, E. T.

Wagar, equal
;
R. G. Corneil, A. R. Foster, equal

;

H. E. Corbett, J. E. Hipwell, B. P. Rapley, C. G.
Showers, equal

;
A. C;. Harvie, ^C. Maxwell,

equal; G. H. Salton, J. D. Koen, V. A. James,

J. H. Halliday
;
D. O. Robinson, G. W. Warner,

equal ; L. C. Anderson, R. J. Askin, C. E. Mar-
latt, W. M. Reynolds, F. Roussell, D. W. Stew-
art, equal.

DIV. III.—J. C. Kirkland, E. Holt; W. A.

Hanibly, N. A. Morrison, equal
; N. T. MacDon-

ald ;
F. M. Corneil, W. J. Graham, H. McLeod,

V. A. Minnes, E. A. Sully, R. H. Waddington,
A. C. Ward, equal; J. C. Gibson, J. V. Ludgate,
equal; B. H. Budgeon, R. P. Burns, C. S. Jolm-

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING III.

DIV. I.— P. H. McAuley, A. C. Monteith, J.
B. McClure, S. V. Perry, V. C. Jones, G. M.
Parsons.

DIV. II.—H/A. Batzold, A. J. Baker, J. B.
Nayler.

DIV. III.—W. S. Lowry, C. W. McGill, J. G.
Ferguson, W. E. Affleck, H. A. Cousc, H. A,
Taggart, J. A. Bell, L. C. Moorhead.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING VI.

DIV. II.—D. G. Geiger.

DIV. III.^-W. K. Detlor, J. B. Saunders.

ELECTRICAL" ENGINEERING VIII.

DIV. I.—D. G. Geiger.

DIV. III.—J. B. Saunders.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING X.
DIV. II.—D. G. Geiger, J. B. Saunders.

DIV. Ill—W. K. Detlor.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING VII.

DIV. II.—R. J. Clench.

DIV. III.—R. J, Clench, J. P. Young, E. W.
Roy.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING I.

DIV. I.—L. W. Lockett, A. C. Monteith, A. J.

Dance Programmes

Constitutions
and all kinds of

Hanson
,
Crosier & Edgar

20 Market SI. Kingston

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$18.00 to $45.00

TWEDDELL’S

CLOTHES SHOP
One Door Below Randolph Hotel

131 PRINCESS ST.

r

"I

UNIVERSITY AVENUE. — ONTARIO HALL. - GRANT HALL.

[
4 for $1
LATEST SHEET MUSIC

Why Pay More?
- i

Every Title in Stock

|
THE COLLEGE BOOK 1

STORE 1

i
®

160-162 Princess Ct. Phone 919 |
I

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Ord«n received at 160 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Dr. H. A. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wcllin.-Lo St- sets

Entrance on Welling: n Si.

Phone 2092

Residence, 148 Albert St >7w

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING II.

DIV. I.—D. J. Emrey, H. R. Myers. A. M.
Wallace, equal; J. D. Tully, A- G. MacLachlan,
equal

; C. E. Malone.

DIV. II.’—F. V. Deamude, B. D. Poyser, G.

.S. Walker, W. Greenwood, equal
;
D. Roughton,

A. A. Paoli.

DIV. III.—C. H. Frid. J. A. H. Henderson,
equal.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING III.

DIV. I.—D. J. Emery. Tully, H. R. Myers.

DIV. IT.—A. G. MacLachlan, A. A.^ Paoli, J.

A. H. Henderson, F. V. Deamude, C. E. Malone,
A. M. Wallace, C. H. Frid, G. S. Walker, W.
Greenwood, B. D. Poyser, D. Roughton.

HIGHWAY ENGINEER!NG
DIV. I.—A. W. Wallace. D. G. Emery, H. R.

Myers.

DIV. II.—J. A. H. Henderson, W. Greenwood.
F. V. Deamude, A. G. MacLachlan, B. D. Poy-
ser, J. D. Tully, C. E. Malone, C. H. Frid, A.
A. Paoli, D. Roughton, G. S. Walker.

SURVEYING I. ^
DIV. I.—J. T. Tlnvaiies. W. Davis, O. E,

Walli, W. M. Brown, J. E. fiance, E. L. Dil-

Worth. L. P. Roberts, H. J. D. Mintcr.

DIV. II.—L. R. C. McAteer, A. D. Hopkins,
R. W. Willis, C. G. Thomson, J. A. Reed, G. R.

Adams, D S. Pasternack, F.. W. Skinner, G. G.
Suffel, G. A. McLeod. G. R. Maybee, F. Lee.

C. D. Johns, T. E. Warren. W. D. Donnelly.
K. R. MacGregor. W. F.. Baker, Lt Clemonson.

DIV. III.—A. J. Strain, J. H. Russell, K. W.
Fritsche,~R. J. Lewis, C. Lathcy, H. H. Wells.
P. Newman. F. Malcolm, I. MacLachlan, J. P
LaFlair, J. E. Brookfield, F. R. Leadlay.

SURVEYING II.

DTV. I.—H. B. Hanna, H. R. Osborne, R. J
Srigley, D. Cross.

DIV. IT.—R. Forrest; W M. Harvey. C. E
Appleyard, equal; H. W. Stewart; J. J. Gilpin,]

G. W. Warner, equal; F. M. Roberts, D. J.i

Lewis, E. B. Currie, equal ; D. A. Henderson, E.
j

J. Holmes, G. Ballard, equal; D. Hutchinson;
G. S. Lyons, A. A. Dafo'e, W. J. Stewart, equal
M. L. Thompson. _ 1

DIV. III.—G. Roney, G. F. Ross; C. W. Scott !

Cassan. D. McDonald, equal ; E. J. Cole, E. Peal.
'

A. J. G. Campbell, equal; R. S. Reynolds, C. S
W. A. Taylor; W. S. Mcllquham, J. W. Boyd.i
equal

; W. E. Walters ; G. H. Brown, W. 'A
j

Henderson, J. B. Whitton, equal; K. McNeill .

.

J. C. Ferguson, E. A. Blakely, equal ; W. D 1

McKinnon; G. B. Webster, G. C. Love.. J j

Thachyck, D. McPherson, H. J. Lyons, equal,
j

_ SURVEYING HI.

DIV. I.—L. E. R. Stephens, G. D. Furse, J
A. I-I. Patterson.

DIV. II.—A. S. Townshend, W. Hyland. E
H. Bronson, H. C. Hunter, J. A. Atwell, F. D
Thomas, G. E. Stewart, R. W. Bealt*ie, W. E :

Patterson.

DIV. III.—R. H. Cle'land, J. C. McUocL N. C
McPhee, H. H. North, J. H. Robinson, R. H
Murray, R. E. Delahum, F. E. Brydon, A. C ;

Hayes, G. E. Elvidge, G. E. Shipman, S. W
Small, C. Swartman. T. J. Donnelly, N. R
Knight, j .5. J. R. Burchell, R. D. Camp
Ml. >

• I1VEYING IV.

ston>equal
;
A. P. Austin, H.-S. Griffin, equal

;

R. MacKau, G. B. Webster, equal; F. W. Elliott:

C. S. Collyer, D. L. Coulter, W. S. Mcllquham,
equal; A. Brown, R. J. Farquliarson, C. A. Han-
sen, C. Rutherford, equal; W._ H. Birchard, H.

H. Bleakney, C. Climo, V. R. Currie. ,W. A.

Dawson, S. B. Hansuld, M. N. Hay, H. R. Mac-
Gregor, J. G. McCrea, W. M. Lewis, R. H.
Moulton, B. J. Walsh, equal.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING II.

DIV. I— S. V. Perry, P. H. McAuley, D. C.

Rose, A. C. Monteith, J. B. Naylor.

DIV. II.—G. Parsons, V. C. Jones, A. J. Balyer,

J. B. McClure, A. Hicks.

DIV. HI.—M. S. MaeGillivray, H. A. Taggart,

equal
;
H. A. Batzold, W. D. Bracken, J. Fer-

guson, equal; C. W. McGill, W. E. Affleck; H.

A. Couse, J. P.P Devenny, equal.'

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING V.

DIV. I.—D. G. Geiger.

DIV. III.—J. B. Saunders, "W. K. Detlor.

Baker, V. C. Jones, J. E. Hipwell; G. M. Par-

sons, J. G, Ferguson, R. J. Askin, P. H. Mc-
Auley, equal

; E. Collyer, S. V. Perry, equal

;

A. C. Harvie, T. Kennedy; M. N. Hay, J. B. Mc-
Clure, V. A. Mimics, equal ; L. C. Moorhead,

C. Showers, equal.

DIV. II.—H. A. Batzold, C. McGill, J. Halli-

day. T. Bastedo, equal; G. W. Read; R. P. Burns,

J. B. Nayler, equal; A. C. Ward, B. Rapley;

R. Moulton, N. A. Morrison, equal; W. S. Low-

ry, E. A. Sully; W. Dawson, J. A. Bell, equal.

DIV. III.—W. E. Affleck, H. A. Couse, j. M.

Cockburn, A. Hicks, C. Climo, C. R. Long, W- M.

Lewis; M. MaeGillivray, W. D. Bracken, R.

MacKay, equal.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING II.

DIV. I.—V. A. Minnes. T. Kennedy, R. J.

Askin, -A. C. Monteith, P. H. McAuley, J. E.

Hipwell. L. W. Lockett; J. B. McClure, G. M.

Parsons, equal; H. A. Taggart
;
W. E. Affleck,

J. G. Ferguson, .equal ;-J. B. Nayler ; H. A. Bat-

zold. R. MacKay, A. J. Baker, equal; A. Hicks,

B. Rapley, equal.

E. W. MULLIN & SON

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE BROKERS

j

Johnston and Division Streets, Kingston, Ont. ’Phone 539-w

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

vJ.'.’-L 1

!

DIV.
threll, f

nis, V. R. Currie, J. M. Mea
>1. A. Brown. T. \r J.udente

To THANK

ALL QUEEN’S STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

their past patronage, and to merit their future trade,

is the aim of

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company.

S8 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

THE PLACE TO GET THAT RECORD

{

/"
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— w. E Baker A. R-

.

Msiispi
tS|S#||SrS S&Sr&SiiiM

tt dp Rums L. C. Moorhead, G.

^^R:^va^"' WDaw -

-son, W. M. Lewis, equal, E. Coliyer.

J. Halliday ;
A. L. " m Pockburn- 1 A. Bell,

«• h-
V. C. Jones.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING III.

_ C. Warl N^SorHson,
R
f' A

TSuWX J
Bat:

Hipwell, V. A Minnes; E. A. bully, n.

zold, equal ; M. N. llay-

jemima
R. Moulton.

mechanical engineering IV.

D‘V. J'pSrTp.He® A°C. Mott!
Walsh; A. v. c ’

H ' g Tliorburn, equal; T.

tTtJrdl f. B Hanlon, R. HE Moulton, J. E.

McDonu^E equal.

Aski[
'

^ w j E.

Mcllraith, H. H. Balkney.

M N 'Ha, -' equal ;
C R. Long; N. A. Mom*™,

•equal; W. M. Lewis, J- a,

^
’

d w ^ Daw-

1K&£- R. J-

B
MacD0„.

aid • C. Climo, W. A. McLean, equal ; B. P. Rap

ley,’ S. B. Hansuld, equal.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING V.

DIV. I—R. J-
Clench.

Div. II. C. E. -Buhner, E. W. Roy, J- 1-

Young.
DIV. III.—J- H- Wilson.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING VI.

D1V . I —R. J. Clench, C. E. Buhner.

DIV. II-—J- P- Young.

DIV. Ill—E W. Roy, J. H. D. Wilson, S. B.

Hansuld.

MECHAURCAL ENGINEERING VII.

DIV ].—A. C. Monteith. G. M. Parsons, P.

H McAuley. L B. McClure, H. A. Bat^Md, E.

Collyer. A. . Baker. V C Jones, H. Arouse,

•C. McGill, S. V. Perry, J. A. Bell.

Div II.—J. G. Ferguson, A. Hicks, J. B. Nay-

,. vv S Towrv- T. M. Cockhurn, W. D. Brac-

ken, equal ; H. A. Taggart, W. E. Affleck; M.

McGillivray, L. C. Moorhead, equal

DIV. Iir.—J- D- Murray

A D! Hopkins. P C; Mcintosu, j— E .

J. E. Quance equal. HJ
•

. Wi D. Don-
Warren, C. W. Nolan ,

• r W. Wil-

nelly, F
-,
a
G
M
o“fewashi G. R. Adams, J. A.

'rc^K R wi^r. A. J.
Strain. R. J.

Lews,

M. L- Thompson.

• DRAWING II..

DIV. I.—L. E. R. Stephens, W. Hylands, W
E Patterson, F- E. Brydorr,

.. T r Poms A S. Townshend, G.

N
D
p
V

F„rse,
J

J. O- H.^"44
liv^eTft R T,’0"’aS ' N ' R

K
'Sv HI-gTs^H L. F Williams, R
HIV- in- 'L- . .. E H Bronson, G. L.

DRAWING III.

DIV. I.-B. f-«dH'w:
! “GAi

&oS"S A HendmsonV: Roney, D. M. Cross

J.
McBean. Uno ,

DIV 11—C. Allan Carson £H-rA

j. C. Ferguson H| ™''e. \ Currie. D. C
B. L. Myers, gt-JWS8£„

J B. Whitton.
MaePherson, W. E. W alters, J

RcJ.„olds,
T F. Battersby. D- J-

ww,s
' if 1 Cole 1 L

H. W. Stewart, W. J.
Stewart. E. J. Cole, j. j

Gilpin- i T ,
. T C

n>V III—E. I. Holmes, D Hutchison, L, c

Sead
U
F M Mg . .

*
JfeJg^W. A

Kellar, M. L. Thompson, G. H. u
D

TLarln-k G. C. Love, E. J 1 eal,

McDonald, E. A. Blakely, A. Hicks.

descriptive GEOMETRY

• l
R. Stephens, H. B. Hanna,

Stewart,

s. Lyons D. j. L™JI v̂J°£
e

s Reynolds. A. j

^'C
E
am^fr

SW^ Maolnnon, H. R. Osborne

R. J.
Sriglcy. r

&“-C.
C
XUan,

A
R
Pi Bea.'.ie,

'

m. L. Thomp-

> »l--F.D.
5
h
c
m
Hu,kr

M
N
R
R
b
KSgh

C
.:

„V. 1H-J- D- Murray. |'ft h'ffetls. f ^£4°'^, A.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING VIII.
A H. Pa terson.' R. D. Campbell

K. Detl’or, equal.

DIV. II—E. W. Roy.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IX.

DIV. 1.—D. Hutchison, C. S. Cassan, A. J.

Campbell, E. Appleyard, W. Harvey; H. K.

Osborne, F. M. Roberts, equal ;
R. For est B.

G. Ballard. D. M. Cross, equalI; E. B. Currie, O.

S I vons- K. J. Peal. J. C. Ferguson, R. J. Bus-

lov equal : R- V. Reynolds, W. J.. Stewart,

equal- E. T. Holmes; W. D. MacKinnon, K.

MaeNeill, H. W. Stewart, W. E. Walters, equal.

DIV 11—D. McDonald, A. A. Dafoe. M. L.

Thompson; C. Heard, D. C MaePherson C.

XV. Scott, equal ; G. Roney ;
A. F. MeKellar. J.

1 Gilpin, equal; F. B. Hanna;, 1. W. Bo\d. W.

A. Taylor, oqual; E. J. Cole, D. J. Lewis, equal;

D. A. Henderson.

DIV III.—W. A. Henderson, E. W. Stewart.

D. J. Lyons, equal ; J, M. McBean, H I. Edwards.

D. S. McLeod; J. Thachyk, E. A. Blakely, G. C.

Love, J. B. Whitton, equal; G. F. Ross, C. Allan.

G. H. Brown. B. L. Myers.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING X.

D]V . I.—C. E. Bulmer. D. G. .Qeiger, R, J.

Clench.
T -

DIV II —E. W. Roy, J. P. Young, D. K. Det-

lor, J. B. Saunders, J. H. D. Wilson.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING XI.

DIV. I.—C. E. Bulmer. R. J. Clench.

DIV. IL—E. W. Roy, J- P- Young. J. H. D.

"Wilson.

DIV. Ill—S. B. Hansuld

THERMODYNAMICS II.
1

DIV. I.—A. C. Monteith, T. Kennedy. L. W.

i
Lockett, J. G. Ferguson. C. McGill, G. M. Par-

sons, P. H. McAuley ; C. R. Long. W. Dawson,

equal; R. P. Burns, N. A. Morrison, equal; A

T Baker, A, C. Ward. V. A. Minnes. equal; J

B. McClure. W. D. Bracken, equal; S. V..Perry

G. W. Read. H. A. Batzold, equal; E. Collyer

T. Bastcdo. C. Showers, C. Climo, equal.

DIV. IT.—J. B. Nayler. V. C. Jones, R. J

Askin. B. Raplcy. equal: R. Mouhon, L C.

Moorhead; R. MacKay. M. MacGilhvray, E. A
^ Sullv, equal; W. S. Lowry, W. E. Affleck, equal

H. A. Couse, J. E. Hipwell, M. N. Hay.

DIV. III.—J. A. Bell. J. Halliday. A. "Hicks,

H. A. Taggart. J. M. Cockhurn, W. M. Lewis

THERMODYNAMICS III

DIV. L—D. G. Geiger, R. J. Clench, C. E. Bul-

'mer. J. P. Young.

Div. II.—W. E, Roy. J. B. Saunders, Dctlor

... MeKellar. J. A. H- Patterson
S

W. Hylands,B. L. Mye#^
-^ Donnelly.

MacLeod, H R
J R Burohell,

T. McBean, W. A Henderson, j

E R
j Atwell, E. H. Bronson, A. L. na>es,

DIV. III.—J. H. D. Wilson.

THERMODYNAMICS \

DIV L— L. W. Lockett. R. P. Burns. R. J.

Askin, V. A. Minnes. E. A. Sully. J E. Hipwell,

C G. Showers. T. F. Bastcdo. T. W. Kennedy.

Div II—W. M. Lewis, R. MacKay. S R.

Hansuld, A. C. Ward, A. C. Harvie. B B Rap-

Icy, M. N. Ilay, C. li Long. T. H. Hallidaj.

M. A. Morrison, R. H. Moulton.

- DIV. Ill—W. A. Dawson, C. Climo. A. W.

Read.

DRAWING T.

DIV. 1—H. II. Snyder. W. M. Bio" ,
1 '•

Thomson; K. L. Dihvorth. D. S- '

cniial : G. A. McLeod.

Stewart.

PROJECTIONS

DIV 1—D S- Pasternack; G. A. McLeod,

- w ' M

Brown, C. G. Thomson, equal.
I

DIV II-—G. G. Suff.l, L. McAReer, A, D„

Hopkins ; J- A, Higgins, J,
Thwai.es, egli W-

E. Baker, J. P.
'o ''fxVMh,W. equal;

L Cleminson, T. E. Warren, equal,

DIV m.-W. E. Donnelly; C. D. J" 1""’
;

Malcolm R. W. Wm.^qual, P ML New

§:«,!. a,

Reed, equal.

SHOP WORK (Second Year)

Div t.-I. W. Boyd, G. S. Lyons, E. J. P«);

\\.

D
E, Walters, D. Hutch,son .

C. H Cas

,1F
,fe

A
'lfy

C

mu»° W' D. MacKinnon, H. J.
J“rigle\, equal.

H j, Edwards,
Lyons, equal

fe

C
a

B.C
C .

J
B .

Murphy.
equa •

G. B. Ba'lar A . j. Campbell,
equal; E. J- '-t>ic, 4 4 . n f . t C.vFer-
T -B- Htmna, eqnM; A. A. Dafo,^.^
fSim W.' XV Harvey, H. XV. Stewart,, XV. J-

Stewart. J. B. Whitton. equal.

DIV II,—G. H. Brown; C. E, Appleyard, D.

S MacLeod, J, M. McBean. equal, F. M-

Rohcrts;; XV. A, Henderson, J.
Tkachyk equal,

D 1 Lewis, E. B. Stewart, equal; M, L. Tlmmp

SOP ;
C Ailan, A, F. MeKellar. B, L Myers,

equal; K. McNeill, R. S. Reynolds, equal; D. C.

Macpherson, G. F. Ross. —

SHOP WORK. 3rd YEAR (Dept. F.)

DIV I.-J. E. Hipwell; C. Climo, E. A. Sully,

equal ;
R- P- Burns ; A? C. Harvie, A, C. Ward,

‘ p T F. Bastcdo, F. W. Kennedy, R. W.

Moultom equal; C. R. Long; R. J.
Askin, J. B.

Halliday, R. MacKay. equal; XV. M. Lewis, H.

A. Morrison, equal; C. Showers, B. P. Rapid

S. B. Hansuld, W- Lockett.

DIV. II—V. A. Minnes, M. N. Hay.

All the Hits, all the Tin
Don't forget we are headquarters

everything in Sheet Music, Musical

struments. Stationery, etc.

THe Song SHop
EXT TO GRAND OPERA HOUSE

Bor Your Dances engage Treneer’s

‘ Pong Shop Orchestra

- X

w'

y18*per /ue/inge

Txo fpr35*

My'Smig
7 Haihoi Cigarette

PLAYER’S
navy cut

iCSGARETTES=s

Established 1885

Buy At

BAKER’S CIGAR

STORE
202 PRINCESS. STREET

PHONE 850 and 1200

Under the Patronage of the

Arts Smoker

Arts Faculty Dinner

Medical Faculty Dinner

Science Faculty Dinner

Queen’s Alumni Smoker

AND

Students of Queen s
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1922

is here

SO ARE OUR NEW HATS

And they even sparkle with new-

ness. All the best makes. Every new
style—and values the best in years.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

ATHLETIC AWARDS
FOR PAST YEAR

LIST OF Q’s, Q2’s, CRESTS, SHIELDS
AND MEDALS, 1921-1922

WATERMAN’S IDEAL
FOUNTAIN PENS

We carry a complete stock to

select from—Priced from $2.50 up.

EVERSHARP PENCILS

In all styles from 75c up.

Our service department is equip-

ped to repair both pens and pencils

on day received.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

a
is

100 PRINCESS ST. 1
S
a
a
®

BIG

Reductions

On all lines of Men’s

wear

THE CLUB
3 Doors Below Grand

Opera House

Q., Crest, Medal—E. I. Holmes.

Q. and Q 2.—G. N. Ellis.

Q., Q2„ Crest, Shield—H. S. McCart-
ney, J. R. Smith, W. Carroll.

Q 2., Crest, Shield—S. W. Houston, C.

B. Bell, R. H. Cleland, J. F. Norman, H.

T. Carmichael, J. B. Whitton, C. S. Taber.

K. McNeill, E. M. Dolan, W. R. Lyons,

H. B. Bleecber, B. W. Wert. H. N. Young,

K. D. Quinn, J. E. Ritchie, T. A. Brown,

R. Reynolds, W. Brown, C. Swartman, D.

Boucher, W. Wright, D. Nickle, PI. Mc-
Leod, J. G. Lindsay, A. Quinn, A. V. John-

ston, F. Davidson, G. R. MacLachlan.

Q.—F. R. Leadley, N. L. Walker. R.

Adams, J. Evans, R, Burns. W. P. Muir-

head, P. McLeod, D. Harding, R. MacKay,
F. T. Veale, D. M. Cross, E. B. Currie,

J. B. Naylor, E. A. Nelson, C. S. Stewart,

W. M. Reynolds, J. B. Runnings, W. M.
Wallace, J. J. Wood, N. A. Jones, A. E.

Lewis, H. Haslam, D. Thomas, R. S. Gib-

son, C. E. Moore, PI. McNeill, C. E. Ratch-

ford, J. L. McKelvey, W. A. Campbell, E.

Nelson, J. C. Gibson. E. Holt, F. M.

Roberts, PI. B. Hanna, C. E. Howard; A.

C. Harvie, A. R. Trayes, W. S. Mcllquham,

H. H. North, E. L. Treitz, J. W. PI. Say-

lor, B. I. England, J. Hunter, A. G. Mac-

Lachlan.

Q 2.—W. Gerow, V. Minnes, G. Cruse,

IP. Pleasman, IP. PI. Bleakney, A. Aber-

nethy, R. Graham, G. Forrest, A. Anglin,

F. 5. Malcolm, C. IP. Drew, J. C. Kelly,

F. Morris, G. Minnes, R. McCrimmon, J.

B. Taylor, J. C. Dunlop,
J.

Boyd, E. R.

Smith. G. V. McDonald, M. F.. Kirkland,

W. K. Detlor, S. S. Mclnnes, S. W. Mc-

Ilmoyl, J. V. Cav'anaugh, G. E. Matheson,

J. Wilson.

Outing Shoes
FOR

YACHTING, BOWLING,
|

GOLF and TENNIS
All styles to be found here at

|

lowest prices.

LOCKETT’S

i

Special Showing

of

Models for Spring

As Tailored by

FASHION CRAFT
Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday

An expert tailor in attendance,

will be pleased to show these

copyright models and the new
woolens to any who are interest-

ed in “Quality Clothes”. Accept
this as your invitation, whether
you contemplate buying now or
later, it is our pleasure to have
you see them.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Start Planning Now How to

Celebrate

When Queen’s Wins

THE SENIOR RUGBY
CHAMPIONSHIP

OF 1922

INK
Ink

—

Black, blotted on a white paper,

A hasty note of farewell

Scribbled by a murderer

To his wife.

He is hanged

And all she has of him

Are memories

And a white paper

Blotted with ink—

.

“Frosh.”

STARTING WITH THE SOUP
and going right through to desert and

coffee you’ll enjoy every mouthful of the

dinner we serve. Try it some evening

and we know we’ll see' your face often

in this restaurant. Don't be afraid to

bring anybody with you. The surround-

ings are as fine as the dinner, which af-

ter you have eaten one you will declare

the finest on earth.

GRAND CAFE
Open 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Better Ice Cream
WE WHOLESALE ICE CREAM IN BULK OR BRICK

Special, Macaroon, Water Ice, Fruits, Nuts, &c.,

Made to Order

HOM.E-MADE CANDY MADE FRESH DAILY

MASOUD’S
PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

ANNUAL CONVOCATION

(Continued from page 1)

C.M.B., D.S.O., Commander of the 1st

Canadian Division and Commandant of

the R.M.C., who became Doctors of Laws.

Each of the honorary graduates made a

brief speech after being grante^ his de-

gree.

Just after the honorary degrees had

been conferred. Premier Drury, who had

made the trip from Toronto by motor, ar-

rived upon the scene, lie addressed the

graduating years in a short, hat impres-

sive speech, dwelling upon the need of

courage and determination in the “greater

University of Life.” Following the ad-

dress of Premier Drury, the graduating

students received their degrees..

PRINTING
for dances, dinners,

SOCIETIES, ETC.

Queen's Embossed Stationery

Loose Leaf Note Books and Fills

THE JACKSON PRESS

171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

Strait i>

MON. TUES., WED.

MARY PICKFORD
in

Little Lord Fountleroy

THUR, FRI., SAT.

WALLACE REID in

“RENT FREE”

According to Charter, at least 90 per

cent of the Company’s surplus aris-

ing from participating policies is ap-

portioned among its policyholders.

The holder of an Imperial Life par-

ticipating policy is. therefore, a part-

ner in an institution which combines

the strength of a stock company with

the liberality of a mutual company.

Every day's delay in insuring your

life may mean many of misery to

your family after your death.

T. B. COOKE, District Mgr.

Phone, Office 503w, Rcside"^®
ra

8
i2,rar

NEW ARTS BUILDING. PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS


